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Operations Center computer requirements
Hub and spoke server requirements

Tips for designing the hub and spoke server configuration
Tips for choosing a hub server

Operating system requirements
Web browser requirements
Language requirements
Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client management services

Administrator IDs that the Operations Center requires
IBM Installation Manager
Installation checklist

Installing the Operations Center
Obtaining the Operations Center installation package
Installing the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
Installing the Operations Center in console mode
Installing the Operations Center in silent mode

Upgrading the Operations Center
Getting started with the Operations Center

Configuring the Operations Center
Designating the hub server
Adding a spoke server
Sending email alerts to administrators
Adding customized text to the login screen
Enabling REST services

Configuring for secure communication
Between the Operations Center and the hub server
Between the hub server and a spoke server
Resetting the password for the Operations Center truststore file

Starting and stopping the web server
Opening the Operations Center
Collecting diagnostic information with the client management service

Installing the client management service by using a graphical wizard
Installing the client management service in silent mode
Verifying the installation
Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
Starting and stopping the client management service
Uninstalling the client management service
Configuring the client management service for custom client installations

Troubleshooting the Operations Center installation
Graphical installation wizard cannot be started on an AIX system
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean fonts are displayed incorrectly

Uninstalling the Operations Center
Uninstalling the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
Uninstalling the Operations Center in console mode
Uninstalling the Operations Center in silent mode

Rolling back to a previous version of the Operations Center
Configuring servers
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Securing the server
Security concepts
Managing administrators
Changing password requirements
Securing IBM Spectrum Protect on the system

Restricting user access to the server
Limiting access through port restrictions

Protecting the storage environment against ransomware
Securing communications

SSL and TLS communication
Configuring storage agents, servers, clients, and the Operations Center to connect to the server by using SSL

Configuring the server to accept SSL connections
Configuring clients to communicate with the server by using SSL
Configuring the server to connect to another server by using SSL
Configuring the Operations Center to connect to the hub server by using SSL

Configuring a storage agent to use SSL
Configuring the client to connect to a storage agent by using SSL

Authenticating users by using an LDAP server
Replicating client data to another server

Replication compatibility
Enabling node replication
Protecting data in directory-container storage pools
Modifying replication settings
Setting different retention policies

Configuring clustered environments
Clustered environment overview
AIX clustered environment

Cluster requirements
PowerHA failover and failback
Installing and configuring PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX

Installing and configuring the cluster
Configuring on the primary node
Configuring on a secondary node with a shared DB2 instance
Configuring on a secondary node with a separate DB2 instance

Installing the server on a production node
Installing the client on a production node
Verifying the server configuration
Setting up the standby node
Defining the removable media storage devices
Configuring the cluster manager
Troubleshooting the PowerHA clustered environment

Linux clustered environment
Overview of a two-node clustered environment

Two-node shared disk topology
Tivoli System Automation resource groups

Setting up a cluster
Prerequisites for configuring a cluster environment
Installing and configuring components

Installing server components
Configuring the primary node
Configuring the secondary node

Installing Tivoli System Automation
Creating the label for the mount points
Installing and configuring Tivoli System Automation
Preparing to activate the cluster nodes for the domain
Configuring volume group resources
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Configuring resources that are not in a volume group
Activating the base policy
Adding mount points to directories

Configuring storage resources
Adding a storage pool
Deleting a storage pool
Deleting a mount point

Upgrading the server that is configured Tivoli System Automation
Windows clustered environment

Microsoft Failover Cluster environment overview
Tape failover for nodes in a cluster
Planning for a clustered environment

Cluster configuration worksheet
Planning for cluster hardware and software configuration
Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect in Microsoft Failover Cluster

Setting up IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
Preparing a cluster resource group for a virtual server
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
Initializing the server on the primary node
Verifying configuration in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
Testing failover

Maintaining the clustered environment
Migrating an existing server into a cluster
Adding a server by using backup and restore
Managing a virtual server on a cluster
Managing tape failover
Troubleshooting using the cluster log

Configuring clients
Adding clients

Selecting the client software and planning the installation
Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data

Viewing policies
Editing policies

Scheduling backup and archive operations
Registering clients
Installing and configuring clients

Configuring the client to run scheduled operations
Configuring communications through a firewall

Scheduling client updates
Customizing policies

Policy concepts
Retention and expiration of backup versions

File expiration and expiration processing
Example: Retention when a policy uses only time controls
Example: Retention when a policy uses both version and time controls
Interactions among policy settings

Policy activation after updates
Customizing a policy
Creating a policy by copying an existing policy
Creating a policy domain
Controlling client operations through client option sets

Configuring storage
Types of storage pools
Data deduplication options
Configuring storage devices
Configuring a directory-container storage pool
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Copying directory-container storage pools to tape
Rotating tape volumes offsite without DRM
Changing the volume reclamation threshold
Reclaiming tape volumes in container-copy storage pools
Determining whether to use container-copy storage pools for disaster protection

Configuring a cloud-container storage pool
Preparing for Amazon with S3 (off premises)
Preparing for an Amazon S3 compatible device
Preparing for Microsoft Azure (off premises)
Preparing for IBM Cloud Object Storage with Swift (off premises)
Preparing for IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (off premises)
Preparing for IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (on premises)
Preparing for OpenStack with Swift
Encrypting data for cloud-container storage pools

Defining a storage rule for cloud tiering
Optimizing performance for cloud object storage
Managing container storage pools

Converting a primary storage pool to a container storage pool
Cleaning up data in a source storage pool

Auditing a storage pool container
Storage system requirements and reducing the risk of data corruption

Monitoring storage solutions
Daily checklist
Periodic checklist
Verifying license compliance
Tracking system status by using email reports
Selecting, configuring, and using monitoring tools

Managing operations
Managing server operations

Stopping and starting the server
Stopping the server
Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks

Managing inventory capacity
Managing memory and processor usage
Determining whether Aspera FASP can optimize data transfer in your environment
Planning to upgrade the server
Tuning scheduled activities

Managing client operations
Modifying the scope of a client backup
Evaluating errors in client error logs
Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
Resetting passwords
Decommissioning a client node
Deactivating data to free storage space
Managing client upgrades

Managing the Operations Center
Adding and removing spoke servers

Adding a spoke server
Removing a spoke server

Starting and stopping the web server
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
Changing the hub server
Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state

Configuring virtual tape libraries
Considerations for using virtual tape libraries

Storage capacity for virtual tape libraries
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Drive configuration for virtual tape libraries
Adding a virtual tape library to your environment
Defining all drives and paths for a single library
Example: SCSI library or VTL with a single drive device type
Example: VTL or SCSI library with multiple drive device types

Protecting NAS file servers
NDMP requirements

Interfaces for NDMP operations
Data formats for NDMP backup operations

NDMP operations management
Managing NAS file server nodes
Managing data movers that are used in NDMP operations
Dedicating an IBM Spectrum Protect drive to NDMP operations
Storage pool management for NDMP operations
Managing tables of contents
Preventing inactive NDMP connections from closing

Enabling TCP keepalive
Specifying connection idle time (AIX, Linux, and Windows)

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations
In a nonclustered environment

Configuring an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations
Policies for backups initiated with an IBM Spectrum Protect server
Policies for backups initiated with the client interface
Determination of the NAS backup location

Tape libraries and drives for NDMP operations
Determining library drive usage when backing up to NAS-attached libraries
Configuring a tape library for NDMP operations

Attaching tape library robotics for NAS-attached libraries
Configuration 1: SCSI library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Configuration 2: SCSI library connected to the NAS file server
Configuration 3: 349x library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Configuration 4: ACSLS library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server

Registering NAS nodes with the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Defining a data mover for a NAS file server
Defining paths for NDMP operations

Defining paths to drives
Drives attached to a file server and the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Drives attached only to a file server
Obtaining names for devices attached to a file server

Defining paths to libraries
Scheduling NDMP operations
Defining virtual file spaces
Backing up data with the tape-to-tape function
Moving data with the tape-to-tape copy function

In a NetApp clustered environment
Configuring full cluster backups to tape devices
Configuring full cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
Configuring partial cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
Reconfiguring IBM Spectrum Protect to optimize clustered backups

Backing up and restoring NAS file servers using NDMP
NAS file servers: backups to a single IBM Spectrum Protect server
Backing up NDMP file servers to an IBM Spectrum Protect server

File-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
Interfaces for file-level restore operations
International characters for NetApp file servers
File-level restore operations from a directory-level backup image
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Directory-level backup and restore operations
Directory-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
Backing up and restoring with snapshots

Backup and restore operations by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature
NDMP backup operations using Celerra file server-integrated checkpoints
Replicating NAS nodes

Data protection with the NetApp SnapLock feature
Reclamation and the SnapLock feature
Retention periods
Configuration of the SnapLock feature for event-based retention
Continuous data protection with the SnapLock feature
Setting up SnapLock volumes as IBM Spectrum Protect WORM FILE volumes

Repairing and recovering data
Repairing storage pools from a target replication server
Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes
Repairing storage pools in an environment with both a replication server and container-copy storage pool volumes
Repairing storage pools on a target replication server
Repairing after a disaster

Repairing from container-copy storage pool volumes
Repairing from a target replication server
Repairing in an environment with both a replication server and container-copy storage pool volumes

Replacing a damaged container-copy storage pool tape volume
Server commands, options, and utilities

Managing the server from the command line
Issuing commands from the administrative client

Starting and stopping the administrative client
Monitoring server activities from the administrative client
Monitoring removable-media mounts from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client
Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Formatting output from commands
Saving command output to a specified location
Administrative client options

Issuing commands from the Operations Center
Issuing commands from the server console
Entering administrative commands

Reading syntax diagrams
Using continuation characters to enter long commands
Naming IBM Spectrum Protect objects
Using wildcard characters to specify object names
Specifying descriptions in keyword parameters

Controlling command processing
Server command processing
Stopping background processes

Performing tasks concurrently on multiple servers
Privilege classes for commands

Commands requiring system privilege
Commands requiring policy privilege
Commands requiring storage privilege
Commands requiring operator privilege
Commands any administrator can issue

Administrative commands
ACCEPT DATE (Accepts the current system date)
ACTIVATE POLICYSET (Activate a new policy set)
ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS (Assign a default management class)
AUDIT commands
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AUDIT CONTAINER commands
Cloud-container audit
Directory-container audit

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY (Audit an LDAP directory server)
AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
AUDIT LIBVOLUME (Verify database information for a tape volume)
AUDIT LICENSES (Audit server storage usage)
AUDIT VOLUME (Verify database information for a storage pool volume)

BACKUP commands
BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node)
BACKUP STGPOOL (Back up primary storage pool data to a copy storage pool)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING (Begin logging events)
CANCEL commands

CANCEL EXPIRATION (Cancel an expiration process)
CANCEL EXPORT (Delete a suspended export operation)
CANCEL PROCESS (Cancel an administrative process)
CANCEL REPLICATION (Cancel node replication processes)
CANCEL REQUEST (Cancel one or more mount requests)
CANCEL RESTORE (Cancel a restartable restore session)
CANCEL SESSION (Cancel one or more client sessions)

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)
CLEAN DRIVE (Clean a drive)
COMMIT (Control committing of commands in a macro)
CONVERT STGPOOL (Convert a storage pool to a container storage pool)
COPY commands

COPY ACTIVEDATA (Copy active backup data from a primary storage pool to an active-data pool)
COPY CLOPTSET (Copy a client option set)
COPY DOMAIN (Copy a policy domain)
COPY MGMTCLASS (Copy a management class)
COPY POLICYSET (Copy a policy set)
COPY PROFILE (Copy a profile)
COPY SCHEDULE (Copy a client or an administrative command schedule)

COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for client operations)
COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for administrative operations)

COPY SCRIPT (Copy an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
COPY SERVERGROUP (Copy a server group)

DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)
DECOMMISSION commands

DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission an application or system)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)

DEFINE commands
DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger)
DEFINE ASSOCIATION (Associate client nodes with a schedule)
DEFINE BACKUPSET (Define a backup set)
DEFINE CLIENTACTION (Define a one-time client action)
DEFINE CLIENTOPT (Define an option to an option set)
DEFINE CLOPTSET (Define a client option set name)
DEFINE COLLOCGROUP (Define a collocation group)
DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER
DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a copy group)

DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a backup copy group)
DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define an archive copy group)
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DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

3590
3592
4MM
8MM
Centera
DLT
Ecartridge
File
Generictape
LTO
NAS
Removablefile
Server
VolSafe

DEFINE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Define device class for z/OS media server)
3590, for z/OS media server
3592, for z/OS media server
ECARTRIDGE, for z/OS media server
FILE, for z/OS media server

DEFINE DOMAIN (Define a new policy domain)
DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
DEFINE EVENTSERVER (Define a server as the event server)
DEFINE GRPMEMBER (Add a server to a server group)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)

349X
ACSLS
EXTERNAL
FILE
MANUAL
SCSI
SHARED
VTL
ZOSMEDIA

DEFINE MACHINE (Define machine information for disaster recovery)
DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Associate a node with a machine)
DEFINE MGMTCLASS (Define a management class)
DEFINE NODEGROUP (Define a node group)
DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Define node group member)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)

Destination is a drive
Destination is a library
Destination is a ZOSMEDIA library

DEFINE POLICYSET (Define a policy set)
DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION (Define a profile association)
DEFINE PROFILE (Define a profile)
DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Associate recovery media with a machine)
DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA (Define recovery media)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client or an administrative command schedule)

DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client schedule)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Define a scratch pad entry)
DEFINE SCRIPT (Define an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
DEFINE SERVERGROUP (Define a server group)
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DEFINE SPACETRIGGER (Define the space trigger)
DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring threshold)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a storage pool)

Cloud-container storage pool
Directory-container storage pool
Container-copy storage pool
Primary random-access pool
Primary sequential-access pool
Copy pool
Active-data pool

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DEFINE STGRULE (Define a storage rule for storage pools)
DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION (Define a profile subscription)
DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Define a virtual file space mapping)
DEFINE VOLUME (Define a volume in a storage pool)

DELETE commands
DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert trigger)
DELETE ASSOCIATION (Delete the node association to a schedule)
DELETE BACKUPSET (Delete a backup set)
DELETE CLIENTOPT (Delete an option in an option set)
DELETE CLOPTSET (Delete a client option set)
DELETE COLLOCGROUP (Delete a collocation group)
DELETE COLLOCMEMBER (Delete collocation group member)
DELETE COPYGROUP (Delete a backup or archive copy group)
DELETE DATAMOVER (Delete a data mover)
DELETE DEDUPSTATS (Delete data deduplication statistics)
DELETE DEVCLASS (Delete a device class)
DELETE DOMAIN (Delete a policy domain)
DELETE DRIVE (Delete a drive from a library)
DELETE EVENT (Delete event records)
DELETE EVENTSERVER (Delete the definition of the event server)
DELETE FILESPACE (Delete client node data from the server)
DELETE GRPMEMBER (Delete a server from a server group)
DELETE LIBRARY (Delete a library)
DELETE MACHINE (Delete machine information)
DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Delete association between a machine and a node)
DELETE MGMTCLASS (Delete a management class)
DELETE NODEGROUP (Delete a node group)
DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Delete node group member)
DELETE PATH (Delete a path)
DELETE POLICYSET (Delete a policy set)
DELETE PROFASSOCIATION (Delete a profile association)
DELETE PROFILE (Delete a profile)
DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Delete recovery media and machine association)
DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA (Delete recovery media)
DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client or an administrative command schedule)

DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client schedule)
DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete an administrative schedule)

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Delete a scratch pad entry)
DELETE SCRIPT (Delete command lines from a script or delete the entire script)
DELETE SERVER (Delete a server definition)
DELETE SERVERGROUP (Delete a server group)
DELETE SPACETRIGGER (Delete the storage pool space triggers)
DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring threshold)
DELETE STGPOOL (Delete a storage pool)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)
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DELETE STGRULE (Delete storage rules for storage pools)
DELETE SUBSCRIBER (Delete subscriptions from a configuration manager database)
DELETE SUBSCRIPTION (Delete a profile subscription)
DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Delete a virtual file space mapping)
DELETE VOLHISTORY (Delete sequential volume history information)
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)

DISABLE commands
DISABLE EVENTS (Disable events for event logging)
DISABLE REPLICATION (Prevent outbound replication processing on a server)
DISABLE SESSIONS (Prevent new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect)

DISMOUNT command
DISPLAY OBJNAME (Display a full object name)
ENABLE commands

ENABLE EVENTS (Enable server or client events for logging)
ENABLE REPLICATION (Allow outbound replication processing on a server)
ENABLE SESSIONS (Resume user activity on the server)

ENCRYPT STGPOOL (Encrypt data in a storage pool)
END EVENTLOGGING (Stop logging events)
EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)
EXPORT commands

EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information)
EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator definitions to sequential media)
EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information directly to another server)

EXPORT NODE (Export client node information)
EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions to sequential media)
EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions or file data directly to another server)

EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information)
EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information to sequential media)
EXPORT POLICY (Export a policy directly to another server)

EXPORT SERVER (Export server information)
EXPORT SERVER (Export a server to sequential media)
EXPORT SERVER (Export server control information and client file data to another server)

EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
GENERATE commands

GENERATE BACKUPSET (Generate a backup set of Backup-Archive Client data)
GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC (Generate a table of contents for a backup set)
GENERATE DEDUPSTATS (Generate data deduplication statistics)

GRANT commands
GRANT AUTHORITY (Add administrator authority)
GRANT PROXYNODE (Grant proxy authority to a client node)

HALT (Shut down the server)
HELP (Get help on commands and error messages)
IDENTIFY DUPLICATES (Identify duplicate data in a storage pool)
IMPORT commands

IMPORT ADMIN (Import administrator information)
IMPORT NODE (Import client node information)
IMPORT POLICY (Import policy information)
IMPORT SERVER (Import server information)

INSERT MACHINE (Insert machine characteristics information or recovery instructions)
ISSUE MESSAGE (Issue a message from a server script)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
LOAD DEFALERTTRIGGERS (Load the default set of alert triggers)
LOCK commands

LOCK ADMIN (Lock out an administrator)
LOCK NODE (Lock out a client node)
LOCK PROFILE (Lock a profile)
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MACRO (Invoke a macro)
MIGRATE STGPOOL (Migrate storage pool to next storage pool)
MOVE commands

MOVE CONTAINER (Move a container)
MOVE DATA (Move files on a storage pool volume)
MOVE DRMEDIA (Move disaster recovery media offsite and back onsite)
MOVE GRPMEMBER (Move a server group member)
MOVE MEDIA (Move sequential-access storage pool media)
MOVE NODEDATA (Move data by node in a sequential access storage pool)

File spaces for one or more nodes or a collocation group
Selected file spaces of a single node

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS (Notify managed servers to update profiles)
PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)
PING SERVER (Test the connection between servers)
PREPARE (Create a recovery plan file)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
QUERY commands

QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
QUERY ADMIN (Display administrator information)
QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers)
QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert)
QUERY ASSOCIATION (Query client node associations with a schedule)
QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY (Query client node storage utilization)
QUERY BACKUPSET (Query a backup set)
QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS (Query contents of a backup set)
QUERY CLEANUP (Query the cleanup that is required in a source storage pool)
QUERY CLOPTSET (Query a client option set)
QUERY COLLOCGROUP (Query a collocation group)
QUERY CONTAINER (Display container information)
QUERY CONTENT (Query the contents of a storage pool volume)
QUERY CONVERSION (Query conversion status of a storage pool)
QUERY COPYGROUP (Query copy groups)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool)
QUERY DATAMOVER (Display data mover definitions)
QUERY DB (Display database information)
QUERY DBSPACE (Display database storage space)
QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query data deduplication statistics)
QUERY DEVCLASS (Display information on one or more device classes)
QUERY DIRSPACE (Query storage utilization of FILE directories)
QUERY DOMAIN (Query a policy domain)
QUERY DRIVE (Query information about a drive)
QUERY DRMEDIA (Query disaster recovery media)
QUERY DRMSTATUS (Query disaster recovery manager system parameters)
QUERY ENABLED (Query enabled events)
QUERY EVENT (Query scheduled and completed events)

QUERY EVENT (Display client schedules)
QUERY EVENT (Display administrative event schedules)

QUERY EVENTRULES (Query rules for server or client events)
QUERY EVENTSERVER (Query the event server)
QUERY EXPORT (Query for active or suspended export operations)
QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)
QUERY FILESPACE (Query one or more file spaces)
QUERY LIBRARY (Query a library)
QUERY LIBVOLUME (Query a library volume)
QUERY LICENSE (Display license information)
QUERY LOG (Display information about the recovery log)
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QUERY MACHINE (Query machine information)
QUERY MEDIA (Query sequential-access storage pool media)
QUERY MGMTCLASS (Query a management class)
QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings for monitoring alerts and server status)
QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status)
QUERY MOUNT (Display information on mounted sequential access volumes)
QUERY NASBACKUP (Query NAS backup images)
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
QUERY NODEDATA (Query client data in volumes)
QUERY NODEGROUP (Query a node group)
QUERY OCCUPANCY (Query client file spaces in storage pools)
QUERY OPTION (Query server options)
QUERY PATH (Display a path definition)
QUERY POLICYSET (Query a policy set)
QUERY PROCESS (Query one or more server processes)
QUERY PROFILE (Query a profile)
QUERY PROTECTSTATUS (Query the status of storage pool protection)
QUERY PROXYNODE (Query proxy authority for a client node)
QUERY PVUESTIMATE (Display processor value unit estimate)
QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA (Query recovery media)
QUERY REPLICATION (Query node replication processes)
QUERY REPLNODE (Display information about replication status for a client node)
QUERY REPLRULE (Query replication rules)
QUERY REPLSERVER (Query a replication server)
QUERY REQUEST (Query one or more pending mount requests)
QUERY RESTORE (Query restartable restore sessions)
QUERY RPFCONTENT (Query recovery plan file contents stored on a target server)
QUERY RPFILE (Query recovery plan file information stored on a target server)
QUERY SAN (Query the devices on the SAN)
QUERY SCHEDULE (Query schedules)

QUERY SCHEDULE (Query client schedules)
QUERY SCHEDULE (Query an administrative schedule)

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY (Query a scratch pad entry)
QUERY SCRIPT (Query IBM Spectrum Protect scripts)
QUERY SERVER (Query a server)
QUERY SERVERGROUP (Query a server group)
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
QUERY SHREDSTATUS (Query shredding status )
QUERY SPACETRIGGER (Query the space triggers)
QUERY STATUS (Query system parameters)
QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring thresholds)
QUERY STGPOOL (Query storage pools)
QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Query a storage pool directory)
QUERY STGRULE (Display storage rule information)
QUERY SUBSCRIBER (Display subscriber information)
QUERY SUBSCRIPTION (Display subscription information)
QUERY SYSTEM (Query the system configuration and capacity)
QUERY TAPEALERTMSG (Display status of SET TAPEALERTMSG command)
QUERY TOC (Display table of contents for a backup image)
QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Query a virtual file space mapping)
QUERY VOLHISTORY (Display sequential volume history information)
QUERY VOLUME (Query storage pool volumes)

QUIT (End the interactive mode of the administrative client)
RECLAIM STGPOOL (Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool)
RECONCILE VOLUMES (Reconcile differences in the virtual volume definitions)
REGISTER commands
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REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator ID)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

REMOVE commands
REMOVE ADMIN (Delete an administrative user ID)
REMOVE DAMAGED (Remove damaged data from a source storage pool)
REMOVE NODE (Delete a node or an associated machine node)
REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)
REMOVE REPLSERVER (Remove a replication server)

RENAME commands
RENAME ADMIN (Rename an administrator)
RENAME FILESPACE (Rename a client file space on the server)
RENAME NODE (Rename a node)
RENAME SCRIPT (Rename an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
RENAME SERVERGROUP (Rename a server group)
RENAME STGPOOL (Change the name of a storage pool)

REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
REPLICATE NODE (Replicate data in file spaces that belong to a client node)
REPLY (Allow a request to continue processing)
RESET PASSEXP (Reset password expiration)
RESTART EXPORT (Restart a suspended export operation)
RESTORE commands

RESTORE NODE (Restore a NAS node)
RESTORE STGPOOL (Restore storage pool data from a copy pool or an active-data pool)
RESTORE VOLUME (Restore primary volume data from a copy pool or an active-data pool)

REVOKE commands
REVOKE AUTHORITY (Remove administrator authority)
REVOKE PROXYNODE (Revoke proxy authority for a client node)

ROLLBACK (Rollback uncommitted changes in a macro)
RUN (Run an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
SELECT (Perform an SQL query of the IBM Spectrum Protect database)
SET commands

SET ACCOUNTING (Set accounting records on or off)
SET ACTLOGRETENTION (Set the retention period or the size of the activity log)
SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active alert)
SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed alert)
SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to administrators)
SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the sender)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host name)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host port)
SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators to receive alert summaries by email )
SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive alert)
SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off)
SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor updates and prunes alerts)
SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION (Activate data retention protection)
SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for archive data)
SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for backup data)
SET CLIENTACTDURATION (Set the duration period for the client action)
SET CONFIGMANAGER (Specify a configuration manager)
SET CONFIGREFRESH (Set managed server configuration refresh)
SET CONTEXTMESSAGING (Set message context reporting on or off)
SET CPUINFOREFRESH (Refresh interval for the client workstation information scan)
SET CROSSDEFINE (Specifies whether to cross-define servers)
SET DBRECOVERY (Set the device class for automatic backups)
SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL (Set the percentage of extents to verify)
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SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION (Set the default authentication method for REGISTER NODE and REGISTER ADMIN
commands)
SET DEPLOYPKGMGR (Enable the deployment package manager)
SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY (Set the download path for client deployment packages)
SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS (Set the maximum number of client deployment packages to store)
SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES (Enable the policies on the target replication server to manage replicated data)
SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL (Specify the active-data pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMCHECKLABEL (Specify label checking)
SET DRMCMDFILENAME (Specify the name of a file to contain commands)
SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL (Specify the container-copy storage pools to be processed by DRM commands)
SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL (Specify the copy storage pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMCOURIERNAME (Specify the courier name)
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)
SET DRMFILEPROCESS (Specify file processing)
SET DRMINSTRPREFIX (Specify the prefix for recovery instructions file names)
SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME (Specify the not mountable location name)
SET DRMPLANPREFIX (Specify a prefix for recovery plan file names)
SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX (Specify replacement volume names)
SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL (Specify the primary storage pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS (Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration)
SET DRMVAULTNAME (Specify the vault name)
SET EVENTRETENTION (Set the retention period for event records)
SET FAILOVERHLADDRESS (Set a failover high level address)
SET INVALIDPWLIMIT (Set the number of invalid logon attempts)
SET LDAPPASSWORD (Set the LDAP password for the server)
SET LDAPUSER (Specify an ID for an LDAP directory server)
SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD (Set license audit period)
SET MAXCMDRETRIES (Set the maximum number of command retries)
SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS (Set maximum scheduled sessions)
SET MINPWLENGTH (Set minimum password length)
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP (Set the group of monitored servers)
SET MONITORINGADMIN (Set the name of the monitoring administrator)
SET NODEATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies at-risk mode for an individual node)
SET PASSEXP (Set password expiration date)
SET PRODUCTOFFERING (Set the product offering that is licensed to your enterprise)
SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD (Set query period for polling client nodes)
SET RANDOMIZE (Set randomization of scheduled start times)
SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED (Specify whether damaged files are recovered from a replication server)
SET REPLRETENTION (Set the retention period for replication records)
SET REPLSERVER (Set the target replication server)
SET RETRYPERIOD (Set time between retry attempts)
SET SCHEDMODES (Select a central scheduling mode)
SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION (Set scratch pad retention time)
SET SERVERHLADDRESS (Set the high-level address of a server)
SET SERVERLLADDRESS (Set the low-level address of a server)
SET SERVERNAME (Specify the server name)
SET SERVERPASSWORD (Set password for server)
SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for space-managed data)
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval evaluation)
SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status monitoring)
SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status monitoring)
SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)
SET SUBFILE (Set subfile backup for client nodes)
SET SUMMARYRETENTION (Set number of days to keep data in activity summary table)
SET TAPEALERTMSG (Set tape alert messages on or off)
SET TOCLOADRETENTION (Set load retention period for table of contents)
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SET VMATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies the at-risk mode for an individual VM filespace)
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)
SHRED DATA (Shred data)
SUSPEND EXPORT (Suspend a currently running export operation)
UNLOCK commands

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator)
UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a client node)
UNLOCK PROFILE (Unlock a profile)

UPDATE commands
UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger)
UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert)
UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)
UPDATE BACKUPSET (Update a retention value assigned to a backup set)
UPDATE CLIENTOPT (Update a client option sequence number)
UPDATE CLOPTSET (Update a client option set description)
UPDATE COLLOCGROUP (Update a collocation group)
UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a copy group)

UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a backup copy group)
UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a defined archive copy group)

UPDATE DATAMOVER (Update a data mover)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update the attributes of a device class)

3590
3592
4MM
8MM
Centera
DLT
Ecartridge
File
Generictape
LTO
NAS
Removablefile
Server
VolSafe

UPDATE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Update device class for z/OS media server)
3590, for z/OS media server
3592, for z/OS media server
ECARTRIDGE, for z/OS media server
FILE, for z/OS media server

UPDATE DOMAIN (Update a policy domain)
UPDATE DRIVE (Update a drive)
UPDATE FILESPACE (Update file-space node-replication rules)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)

349X
ACSLS
EXTERNAL
FILE
MANUAL
SCSI
SHARED
VTL

UPDATE LIBVOLUME (Change the status of a storage volume)
UPDATE MACHINE (Update machine information)
UPDATE MGMTCLASS (Update a management class)
UPDATE NODE (Update node attributes)
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UPDATE NODEGROUP (Update a node group)
UPDATE PATH (Change a path)

Destination is a drive
Destination is a library
Destination is a ZOSMEDIA library

UPDATE POLICYSET (Update a policy set description)
UPDATE PROFILE (Update a profile description)
UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA (Update recovery media)
UPDATE REPLRULE (Update replication rules)
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a schedule)

UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule)
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update an administrative schedule)

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Update a scratch pad entry)
UPDATE SCRIPT (Update an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
UPDATE SERVER (Update a server defined for server-to-server communications)
UPDATE SERVERGROUP (Update a server group description)
UPDATE SPACETRIGGER (Update the space triggers)
UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring threshold)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Cloud-container storage pool
Directory-container storage pool
Container-copy storage pool
Primary random-access pool
Primary sequential-access pool
Copy pool
Active-data pool

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Update a storage pool directory)
UPDATE STGRULE (Update a storage rule for one or more storage pools)
UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Update a virtual file space mapping)
UPDATE VOLHISTORY (Update sequential volume history information)
UPDATE VOLUME (Change a storage pool volume)

VALIDATE commands
VALIDATE ASPERA (Validate an Aspera FASP configuration)
VALIDATE CLOUD (Validate cloud credentials)
VALIDATE LANFREE (Validate LAN-Free paths)
VALIDATE POLICYSET (Verify a policy set)
VALIDATE REPLICATION (Validate replication for a client node)
VALIDATE REPLPOLICY (Verify the policies on the target replication server)

VARY (Bring a random access volume online or offline)
Server options

Modifying server options
Types of server options

Server communication options
Server storage options
Client-server options
Date, number, time, and language options
Database options
Data transfer options
Message options
Event logging options
Security options and licensing options
Miscellaneous options

3494SHARED
ACSACCESSID
ACSLOCKDRIVE
ACSQUICKINIT
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ACSTIMEOUTX
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY
ACTIVELOGSIZE
ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT
ADMINIDLETIMEOUT
ADMINONCLIENTPORT
ADSMGROUPNAME
ALIASHALT
ALLOWDESAUTH
ALLOWREORGINDEX
ALLOWREORGTABLE
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY
ARCHLOGCOMPRESS
ARCHLOGDIRECTORY
ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD
ASSISTVCRRECOVERY
AUDITSTORAGE
BACKUPINITIATIONROOT
CHECKTAPEPOS
CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT
CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL
CLIENTDEPLOYUSELOCALCATALOG
COMMMETHOD
COMMTIMEOUT
CONTAINERRESOURCETIMEOUT
DATEFORMAT
DBDIAGLOGSIZE
DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD
DBMEMPERCENT
DBMTCPPORT
DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP
DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE
DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE
DEVCONFIG
DISABLEREORGTABLE
DISABLESCHEDS
DISPLAYLFINFO
DNSLOOKUP
DRIVEACQUIRERETRY
ENABLENASDEDUP
EVENTSERVER
EXPINTERVAL
EXPQUIET
FASPBEGPORT
FASPENDPORT
FASPTARGETRATE
FFDCLOGLEVEL
FFDCLOGNAME
FFDCMAXLOGSIZE
FFDCNUMLOGS
FILEEXIT
FILETEXTEXIT
FSUSEDTHRESHOLD
IDLETIMEOUT
KEEPALIVE
KEEPALIVETIME
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KEEPALIVEINTERVAL
LANGUAGE
LDAPCACHEDURATION
LDAPURL
MAXSESSIONS
MESSAGEFORMAT
MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY
MOVEBATCHSIZE
MOVESIZETHRESH
MSGINTERVAL
NAMEDPIPENAME
NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT
NDMPCONTROLPORT
NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE
NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES
NDMPPORTRANGE
NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE
NOPREEMPT
NORETRIEVEDATE
NPAUDITFAILURE
NPAUDITSUCCESS
NPBUFFERSIZE
NUMBERFORMAT
NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED
PUSHSTATUS
QUERYAUTH
RECLAIMDELAY
RECLAIMPERIOD
REORGBEGINTIME
REORGDURATION
REPORTRETRIEVE
REPLBATCHSIZE
REPLSIZETHRESH
REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE
RESOURCETIMEOUT
RESTHTTPSPORT
RESTOREINTERVAL
RETENTIONEXTENSION
SANDISCOVERY
SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT
SANREFRESHTIME
SEARCHMPQUEUE
SECUREPIPES
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT
SHMPORT
SHREDDING
SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL
SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY
SNMPSUBAGENT
SNMPSUBAGENTHOST
SNMPSUBAGENTPORT
SSLFIPSMODE
SSLINITTIMEOUT
SSLTCPADMINPORT
SSLTCPPORT
TCPADMINPORT
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TCPBUFSIZE
TCPNODELAY
TCPPORT
TCPWINDOWSIZE
TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING
TECHOST
TECPORT
TECUTF8EVENT
THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD
THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD
TIMEFORMAT
TXNGROUPMAX
UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS
UNIQUETECEVENTS
USEREXIT
VERBCHECK
VOLUMEHISTORY

Server utilities
DSMMAXSG (Increase the block size for writing data)
DSMSERV (Start the server)
Server startup script: rc.dsmserv
Server startup script: dsmserv.rc
DSMSERV DISPLAY DBSPACE (Display information about database storage space)
DSMSERV DISPLAY LOG (Display recovery log information)
DSMSERV EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)
DSMSERV INSERTDB (Move a server database into an empty database)
DSMSERV LOADFORMAT (Format a database)
DSMSERV REMOVEDB (Remove a database)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)

DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to its most current state)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to a point-in-time)

DSMSERV UPDATE (Create registry entries for a server instance)
DSMULOG (Capture IBM Spectrum Protect server messages to a user log file)

Device utilities
AIX: tsmdlst (Display information about devices)
Linux: autoconf (Auto configure devices)
Windows: tsmdlst (Display information about devices)

Server scripts and macros for automation
Server scripts

Defining a server script
Running commands in parallel or serially
Continuing commands across multiple command lines
Including substitution variables in a script
Including logic flow statements in a script

Specifying the IF clause
Specifying the EXIT statement
Specifying the GOTO statement

Using SELECT commands in a script
Updating a script

Appending a new command
Replacing an existing command
Adding a command and line number
Deleting a command from a server script

Querying a server script to create another server script
Running a server script
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Administrative client macros
Writing commands in a macro
Writing comments in a macro
Including continuation characters in a macro
Including substitution variables in a macro
Running a macro
Command processing in a macro

Return codes for use in IBM Spectrum Protect scripts
PDF files

Klienti

Rozhraní API

Výkon

Odstraňování problémů

Messages, return codes, and error codes
Introduction to messages

IBM Spectrum Protect server and client messages format
Interpreting return code messages

Example one for QUERY EVENT command
Example two for DEFINE VOLUME command

ANE messages
ANR messages
ANS 0000-9999 messages
API return codes
I/O code descriptions in server messages

Device drivers completion code and operation code descriptions overview
Completion code values common to all device classes
Completion code values for media changers
Completion code values for tape drives

Standard ASC and ASCQ codes descriptions
Device error codes in the AIX system error log
IBM Global Security Kit return codes
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Dokumentace k produktu IBM Spectrum Protect
Produkt IBM Spectrum Protect poskytuje automatizované, centrálně plánované schopnosti pro zálohování spravované zásadami,
archivaci a správu prostoru pro souborové servery, pracovní stanice, virtuální počítače a aplikace. Dokumentace k produktu IBM
Spectrum Protect vám pomůže s nastavením, konfigurací a správou řešení pro ochranu dat.
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Usnadnění přístupu
Právní upozornění k produktu
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Funkce usnadnění přístupu pro řadu produktů IBM Spectrum Protect
Funkce usnadnění přístupu pomáhají uživatelům s určitým postižením, například s omezenou hybností nebo vadami zraku, aby
mohli úspěšně používat služby informačních technologií.

Přehled

Řada produktů IBM Spectrum Protect zahrnuje tyto hlavní funkce usnadnění přístupu:

Práce pouze pomocí klávesnice.
Operace, které používají čtecí zařízení obrazovky.

Řada produktů IBM Spectrum Protect používá nejnovější standard W3C, WAI-ARIA 1.0, aby byla zajištěna shoda se standardy US
Section 508 a Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0. Výhody funkcí usnadnění přístupu využijete, pokud budete
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používat nejnovější vydání čtecího zařízení obrazovky a nejnovější webový prohlížeč, který je podporovaný produktem.

Dokumentace k produktu v Centru znalostí IBM je uzpůsobená usnadnění přístupu. Funkce usnadnění přístupu Centra znalostí
IBM popisuje sekce Usnadnění přístupu v nápovědě Centra znalostí IBM .

Navigace pomocí klávesnice

Tento produkt používá standardní navigační klávesy.

Informace o rozhraní

Uživatelská rozhraní nemají obsah, který bliká 2 - 55krát za sekundu.

Webová uživatelská rozhraní požadují šablony stylů CSS, aby se obsah řádně vykreslil a poskytl použitelné prostředí. Aplikace
nabízí uživatelům se zhoršeným zrakem rovnocenný způsob použití systémového nastavení zobrazení, včetně vysoce kontrastního
režimu. Velikost písma můžete ovládat pomocí nastavení zařízení nebo webového prohlížeče.

Webová uživatelská rozhraní zahrnují navigační orientační body WAI-ARIA, které můžete použít k rychlé navigaci do funkčních
oblastí v aplikaci.

Software dodavatelů

Řada produktů IBM Spectrum Protect zahrnuje určitý software dodavatele, který nepodléhá licenční smlouvě IBM. IBM
neposkytuje žádné informace o funkcích usnadnění přístupu těchto produktů. Obraťte se na dodavatele, máte-li zájem o
informace o usnadnění přístupu k těmto produktům.

Související informace o usnadnění přístupu

Kromě standardního střediska podpory a webů podpory IBM má IBM rovněž telefonní službu TTY umožňující neslyšícím nebo
špatně slyšícím uživatelům přístup ke službám podpory a prodeje:

Služba TTY
800-IBM-3383 (800-426-3383)
(v Severní Americe)

Informace o závazcích IBM týkajících se usnadnění přístupu naleznete na webu IBM Accessibility.

Sady produktů a související produkty
Sady produktů IBM Spectrum Protect a související úložné produkty vylepšují a rozšiřují funkce základního produktu IBM Spectrum
Protect.

Sady produktů a volby licence

Produkty IBM Spectrum Protect a IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition nabízejí hlavní komponenty pro automatizované a
centralizované operace zálohování a obnovy. Komponenty serveru a klient pro zálohování a archivaci poskytují základní funkce,
jako jsou např. operace zálohování a obnovy, a operace archivace a načtení pro soubory, adresáře a obrazy disku.

Dokumentace k produktu zahrnuje informace jak pro produkt IBM Spectrum Protect, tak i pro produkt IBM Spectrum Protect
Extended Edition.

Sady produktů, které kombinují produkt IBM Spectrum Protect se souvisejícími produkty, mohou představovat snazší způsob, jak
zakoupit a spravovat software produktu IBM Spectrum Protect. Sady zahrnují produkty, které mohou uspokojit široké požadavky
na ochranu dat a zotavení se zjednodušeným licencováním. Získejte další informace o sadách produktu IBM Spectrum Protect.

Související produkty

Produkt IBM Spectrum Protect můžete rozšířit o funkce a součásti, které jsou dostupné v souvisejících produktech.

Produkt Klíčové výhody Odkazy
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Produkt Klíčové výhody Odkazy

IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management Katalogy NetApp a snímky VMware
usnadňující správu a obnovu
zálohovaných dat založenou na rolích.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect High Speed Data
Transfer

Pomocí tohoto produktu můžete povolit
technologii FASP (Fast Adaptive Secure
Protocol), aby se zlepšil přenos dat v
prostředí, kde jsou zjištěny problémy s
výkonem sítě WAN.

Další informace a nákup
Určení zda technologie Aspera
FASP může optimalizovat přenos
dat ve vašem systémovém
prostředí

IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention Poskytuje dlouhodobou ochranu
uchování, když archivujete obchodní
záznamy, soubory nebo data.

Archivování dat tak, aby odpovídalo
regulačním požadavkům na shodu,
vyžaduje další zabezpečení a ochrany
nazvané ochrana uchování dat. Tato
zabezpečení pomáhají zajistit, že data
nebudou předčasně odstraněna, buď
nedopatřením, nebo neoprávněně.
Chcete-li vyhovět požadavkům na shodu,
produkt IBM Spectrum Protect for Data
Retention poskytuje další ochranu pro
data, která jsou archivována pomocí
produktu IBM Spectrum Protect.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu
Tip: Dokumentace pro tento
produkt je zahrnutá v dokumentaci
k produktu IBM Spectrum Protect.

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Chrání data pomocí integrovaných
schopností zálohování a obnovení
snímků.

Data uložená produkty IBM® DB2, SAP,
Oracle, Microsoft Exchange a aplikacemi
produktu Microsoft SQL Server můžete
ochránit pomocí softwaru produktu IBM
Spectrum Protect Snapshot. Pomocí
softwaru můžete vytvářet a spravovat
snímky na úrovni svazku pro systémy
souborů a vlastní aplikace. Můžete zvolit,
zda chcete integrovat produkt IBM
Spectrum Protect Snapshot s produktem
IBM Spectrum Protect.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases Chrání data produktů Oracle a Microsoft
SQL prostřednictvím automatizovaných
úloh, obslužných programů a rozhraní.
Tento software vytváří konzistentní a
centralizované zálohy online s cílem
předcházet odstávkám, chránit důležitá
podniková data a minimalizovat provozní
náklady.
Tip: Podpora pro zálohování online
databází IBM DB2 a IBM Informix je
zahrnutá na serverech produktu IBM
Spectrum Protect. Nemusíte instalovat
produkt IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases, chcete-li zálohovat tyto
databáze. Další informace viz
dokumentace produktů DB2 a Informix.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu
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Produkt Klíčové výhody Odkazy

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise
Resource Planning

Poskytuje ochranu, která je přizpůsobená
pro data systému SAP.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Automatizuje ochranu dat, takže se
zálohování dokončí, aniž by se vypnuly
servery Microsoft Exchange nebo IBM
Domino.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management

Produkt hierarchické správy úložiště,
který snižuje náklady na úložiště pro
zřídka přistupované informace, aniž by se
změnil způsob interakce uživatelů a
aplikací s jejich daty. Použijte tento
produkt na systémech AIX a Linux.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect HSM for Windows Produkt hierarchické správy úložiště,
který snižuje náklady na úložiště pro
zřídka přistupované informace, aniž by se
změnil způsob interakce uživatelů a
aplikací s jejich daty. Použijte tento
produkt na systémech Windows.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN Pracuje se servery a klientskými počítači,
aby přenesl data do sítě SAN namísto do
sítě LAN. Produkt je agent úložiště, který
umožňuje operace zálohování a obnovy
bez sítě LAN.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

Verze dokumentace k produktu:
Dokumentace k produktu IBM Tivoli
Storage Manager for Storage Area
Networks, verze 7.1 je použitelná s řadou
produktů IBM Spectrum Protect, verze
8.1.

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments

Poskytuje ochranu, která je přizpůsobená
pro virtuální prostředí VMware a Hyper-V.

Další informace a nákup
Dokumentace k produktu

IBM Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS
Media

Spravuje diskové a páskové prostředky
systému z/OS pro servery IBM Spectrum
Protect, které běží na systémech AIX
nebo Linux on System z.

Dokumentace k produktu

Soubory PDF
Předem sestavené soubory PDF můžete stáhnout z Centra znalostí IBM® nebo z webu FTP ke stažení.

Předem sestavené soubory PDF

Následující témata uvádějí předem sestavené soubory ve formátu PDF, které jsou k dispozici pro toto vydání:

Řešení ochrany dat
Servery

Balík souborů PDF

Stáhněte balík, který obsahuje všechny soubory PDF pro toto vydání, z tohoto webu FTP:

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/software/products/ISP/current/

Aktualizace v tomto vydání
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Přečtěte si o nových funkcích a vylepšeních, které jsou k dispozici v produktech, chcete-li porozumět potenciálním přínosům pro
své operace správy úložišť. Poznámky k verzi obsahují odkazy, pomocí nichž můžete získat přístup k důležitým informacím, dříve
než nainstalujete nebo upgradujete produkty a komponenty.

Komponenta Souhrn aktualizací Poznámky k verzi 8.1

Komponenty serveru Aktualizace Poznámky k verzi

IBM Spectrum Protect concepts
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides a comprehensive data protection environment.

IBM Spectrum Protect overview
IBM Spectrum Protect provides centralized, automated data protection that helps to reduce data loss and manage
compliance with data retention and availability requirements.
Data storage concepts in IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect provides functions to store data in a range of device and media storage.
Data protection strategies with IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect provides ways for you to implement various data protection strategies.

IBM Spectrum Protect overview
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides centralized, automated data protection that helps to reduce data loss and manage compliance
with data retention and availability requirements.

Data protection components
The data protection solutions that IBM Spectrum Protect provides consist of a server, client systems and applications, and
storage media. IBM Spectrum Protect provides management interfaces for monitoring and reporting the data protection
status.
Data protection services
IBM Spectrum Protect provides data protection services to store and recover data from various types of clients. The data
protection services are implemented through policies that are defined on the server. You can use client scheduling to
automate the data protection services.
Processes for managing data protection with IBM Spectrum Protect
The IBM Spectrum Protect server inventory has a key role in the processes for data protection. You define policies that the
server uses to manage data storage.
User interfaces for the IBM Spectrum Protect environment
For monitoring and configuration tasks, IBM Spectrum Protect provides various interfaces, including the Operations Center,
a command-line interface, and an SQL administrative interface.

Data protection components
The data protection solutions that IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides consist of a server, client systems and applications, and
storage media. IBM Spectrum Protect provides management interfaces for monitoring and reporting the data protection status.

Server

Client systems send data to the server to be stored as backups or archived data. The server includes an inventory, which is a
repository of information about client data.

The inventory includes the following components:

Database
Information about each file, logical volume, or database that the server backs up, archives, or migrates is stored in the
server database. The server database also contains information about the policy and schedules for data protection
services.

Recovery log
Records of database transactions are kept in this log. The database uses the recovery log to ensure data consistency in the
database.
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Client systems and applications

Clients are applications, virtual machines, and systems that must be protected. The clients send data to the server, as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Components in the data protection solution

Client software
For IBM Spectrum Protect to protect client data, the appropriate software must be installed on the client system and the
client must be registered with the server.

Client nodes
A client node is equivalent to a computer, virtual machine, or application, such as a backup-archive client that is installed on
a workstation for file system backups. Each client node must be registered with the server. Multiple nodes can be registered
on a single computer.

Storage media

The server stores client data to storage media. The following types of media are used:

Storage devices

The server can write data to hard disk drives, disk arrays and subsystems, stand-alone tape drives, tape libraries, and other
types of random-access and sequential-access storage. Storage devices can be connected directly to the server or
connected through a local area network (LAN) or a storage area network (SAN).

Storage pools

Storage devices that are connected to the server are grouped into storage pools. Each storage pool represents a set of
storage devices of the same media type, such as disk or tape drives. IBM Spectrum Protect stores all of the client data in
storage pools. You can organize storage pools into a hierarchy, so that data storage can transfer from disk storage to lower-
cost storage such as tape devices.

Data protection services
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides data protection services to store and recover data from various types of clients. The data
protection services are implemented through policies that are defined on the server. You can use client scheduling to automate
the data protection services.

Types of data protection services

IBM Spectrum Protect provides services to store and recover client data as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Data protection services
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IBM Spectrum Protect provides the following types of data protection services:

Back up and restore services

You run a backup process to create a copy of a data object that can be used for recovery if the original data object is lost. A
data object can be a file, a directory, or a user-defined data object, such as a database.

To minimize the use of system resources during the backup operation, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the progressive
incremental backup method. For this backup method, a first full backup of all data objects is created and in subsequent
backup operations only changed data is moved to storage. Compared to incremental and differential backup methods that
require taking periodic full backups, the progressive incremental backup method provides the following benefits:

Reduces data redundancy
Uses less network bandwidth
Requires less storage pool space

To further reduce storage capacity requirements and network bandwidth usage, IBM Spectrum Protect includes data
deduplication for data backups. The data deduplication technique removes duplicate data extents from backups.

You run a restore process to copy an object from a storage pool to the client. You can restore a single file, all files in a
directory, or all of the data on a computer.

Archive and retrieve services

You use the archive service to preserve data that must be stored for a long time, such as for regulatory compliance. The
archive service provides the following features:

When you archive data, you specify how long the data must be stored.
You can request that files and directories are copied to long-term storage on media. For example, you might choose
to store this data on a tape device, which can reduce the cost of storage.
You can specify that the original files are erased from the client after the files are archived.

The retrieve service provides the following features:

When you retrieve data, the data is copied from a storage pool to a client node.
The retrieve operation does not affect the archive copy in the storage pool.

Migrate and recall services
You use migrate and recall services to manage space on client systems. The goal of space management is to maximize
available media capacity for new data and to minimize access time to data. You can migrate data to server storage to
maintain sufficient free storage space on a local file system. You can store migrated data in the following ways:

On disk storage for long-term storage
In a virtual tape library (VTL) for fast recall of files

You can recall files to the client node on demand, either automatically or selectively.

Types of client data that can be protected

You can protect data for the following types of clients with IBM Spectrum Protect:

Application clients
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IBM Spectrum Protect can protect data for specific products or applications. These clients are called application clients. To
protect the structured data for these clients, in other words the data in database fields, you must back up components that
are specific to the application. IBM Spectrum Protect can protect the following applications:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning clients:
Data Protection for SAP HANA
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases clients:
Data Protection for Microsoft SQL server
Data Protection for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail clients:
Data Protection for IBM® Domino®
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

Virtual machines
Virtual machines that are backed up by using application client software that is installed on the virtual machine. In the IBM
Spectrum Protect environment, a virtual machine can be protected by the IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments.

System clients
The following IBM Spectrum Protect clients are called system clients:

All clients that back up data in files and directories, in other words unstructured data, such as backup-archive clients
and API clients that are installed on workstations.
A server that is included in a server-to-server virtual volume configuration.
A virtual machine that is backed up by using backup-archive client software that is installed on the virtual machine.

Processes for managing data protection with IBM Spectrum Protect
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server inventory has a key role in the processes for data protection. You define policies that the
server uses to manage data storage.

Data management process

Figure 1 shows the IBM Spectrum Protect data management process.

Figure 1. Data management process

IBM Spectrum Protect uses policies to control how the server stores and manages data objects on various types of storage
devices and media. You associate a client with a policy domain that contains one active policy set. When a client backs up,
archives, or migrates a file, the file is bound to a management class in the active policy set of the policy domain. The management
class and the backup and archive copy groups specify where files are stored and how they are managed. If you set up server
storage in a hierarchy, you can migrate files to different storage pools.

Inventory components

The following inventory components are key to the operation of the server:
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Server database
The server database contains information about client data and server operations. The database stores information about
client data, called metadata. Information about client data includes the file name, file size, file owner, management class,
copy group, and location of the file in server storage. The database includes the following information that is necessary for
the operation of the server:

Definitions of client nodes and administrators
Policies and schedules
Server settings
Records of server operations, such as activity logs and event records
Intermediate results for administrative queries

Recovery log
The server records database transactions in the recovery log. The recovery log helps to ensure that a failure does not leave
the database in an inconsistent state. The recovery log is also used to maintain consistency across server start operations.
The recovery log consists of the following logs:

Active log
This log records current transactions on the server. This information is required to start the server and database after
a disaster.

Log mirror (optional)
The active log mirror is a copy of the active log that can be used if the active log files cannot be read. All changes that
are made to the active log are also written to a log mirror. You can set up one active log mirror.

Archive log
The archive log contains copies of closed log files that were in the active log. The archive log is included in database
backups and is used for recovery of the server database. Archive log files that are included in a database backup are
automatically pruned after a full database backup cycle is complete. The archive log must have enough space to
store the log files for database backups.

Archive failover log (optional)
The archive failover log, also called a secondary archive log, is the directory that the server uses to store archive log
files when the archive log directory is full.

Policy-based data management

In the IBM Spectrum Protect environment, a policy for data protection management contains rules that determine how client data
is stored and managed. The primary purpose of a policy is to implement the following data management objectives:

Control which storage pool client data is initially stored in
Define retention criteria that controls how many copies of objects are stored
Define how long copies of objects are retained

Policy-based data management helps you to focus on the business requirements for protecting data rather than on managing
storage devices and media. Administrators define policies and assign client nodes to a policy domain.

Depending on your business needs, you can have one policy or many. In a business organization, for example, different
departments with different types of data can have customized storage management plans. Policies can be updated, and the
updates can be applied to data that is already managed.

When you install IBM Spectrum Protect, a default policy that is named STANDARD is already defined. The STANDARD policy
provides basic backup protection for user workstations. To provide different levels of service for different clients, you can add to
the default policy or create a new policy.

You create policies by defining the following policy components:

Policy domain
The policy domain is the primary organizational method of grouping client nodes that share common rules for data
management. Although a client node can be defined to more than one server, the client node can be defined to only one
policy domain on each server.

Policy set
A policy set is a number of policies that are grouped so that the policy for the client nodes in the domain can be activated or
deactivated as required. An administrator uses a policy set to implement different management classes based on business
and user needs. A policy domain can contain multiple policy sets, but only one policy set can be active in the domain. Each
policy set contains a default management class and any number of extra management classes.

Management class
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A management class is a policy object that you can bind to each category of data to specify how the server manages the
data. There can be one or more management classes. One management class is assigned to be the default management
class that is used by clients unless they specifically override the default to use a specific management class.

The management class can contain a backup copy group, an archive copy group, and space management attributes. A copy
group determines how the server manages backup versions or archived copies of the file. The space management
attributes determine whether the file is eligible for migration by the space manager client to server storage, and under what
conditions the file is migrated.

Copy group
A copy group is a set of attributes in a management class that controls the following factors:

Where the server stores versions of backed up files or archive copies
How long the server keeps versions of backed up files or archive copies
How many versions of backup copies are retained
What method to use to generate versions of backed up files or archive copies

Security management

IBM Spectrum Protect includes security features for registration of administrators and users. After administrators are registered,
they must be granted authority by being assigned one or more administrative privilege classes. An administrator with system
privilege can perform any server function. Administrators with policy, storage, operator, or node privileges can perform subsets of
server functions. The server can be accessed by using the following methods, each controlled with a password:

Administrator access to manage the server
Client access to nodes to store and retrieve data

Also included are features that can help to ensure security when clients connect to the server. Depending on business
requirements, as an administrator, you can choose one of the following client registration methods:

Open registration
When the client first connects to the server, the user is requested for a node name, password, and contact information.
Open registration provides the user with following default settings:

The client node is assigned to the STANDARD policy domain.
The user can define whether files are compressed to decrease the amount of data that is sent over networks and the
space that is occupied by the data in storage.
The user can delete archived copies of files from server storage, but not backup versions of files.

Closed registration
Closed registration is the default method for client registration to the server. For this type of registration, an administrator
registers all clients. The administrator can implement the following settings:

Assign the node to any policy domain
Determine whether the user can use compression or not, or if the user can choose
Control whether the user can delete backed up files or archived files

You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). SSL is the standard technology
that you use to create encrypted sessions for servers and clients, and provides a secure channel to communicate over open
communication paths. With SSL, the identity of the server is verified by using digital certificates. If you authenticate with a
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server, passwords between the server and the LDAP server are protected by
Transport Layer Security (TLS). The TLS protocol is the successor to the SSL protocol. When a server and client communicate, TLS
ensures that third parties cannot intercept messages.

User interfaces for the IBM Spectrum Protect environment
For monitoring and configuration tasks, IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides various interfaces, including the Operations Center, a
command-line interface, and an SQL administrative interface.

Interfaces for data storage management

The Operations Center is the primary interface for administrators to monitor and administer servers. A key benefit of the
Operations Center is that you can monitor multiple servers, as shown in Figure 1. You can also monitor and administer IBM
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Spectrum Protect from a command-line administrative interface.

Figure 1. User interfaces for data storage management

You use the following interfaces to interact with IBM Spectrum Protect:

Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect
environment. You can use the Operations Center to complete monitoring and certain administration tasks, for example:

You can monitor multiple servers and clients.
You can monitor the transaction activity for specific components in the data path, such as the server database, the
recovery log, storage devices, and storage pools.

Command-line interface
You can use a command-line interface to run administration tasks for servers. You can access the command-line interface
through either the IBM Spectrum Protect administrative client or the Operations Center.

Access to information in the server database by using SQL statements
You can use SQL SELECT statements to query the server database and display the results. Third-party SQL tools are
available to aid administrators in database management.

Interfaces for client activity management

IBM Spectrum Protect provides the following types of interfaces for managing client activity:

An application programming interface (API)
Graphical user interfaces for clients
Browser interface for the backup-archive client
Command-line interfaces for clients

Data storage concepts in IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides functions to store data in a range of device and media storage.

To make storage devices available to the server, you must attach the storage devices and map storage pools to device classes,
libraries, and drives.

Types of storage devices
You can use various storage devices with IBM Spectrum Protect to meet specific data protection goals.
Data storage in storage pools
Logical storage pools are the principal components in the IBM Spectrum Protect model of data storage. You can optimize
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the usage of storage devices by manipulating the properties of storage pools and volumes.
Data transport to storage across networks
The IBM Spectrum Protect environment provides ways to securely move data to storage across various types of networks
and configurations.

Types of storage devices
You can use various storage devices with IBM Spectrum Protect™ to meet specific data protection goals.

Storage devices and storage objects

The IBM Spectrum Protect server can connect to a combination of manual and automated storage devices. You can connect the
following types of storage devices to IBM Spectrum Protect:

Disk devices that are directly attached, SAN-attached, or network attached
Physical tape devices that are either manually operated or automated
Virtual tape devices
Cloud object storage

IBM Spectrum Protect represents physical storage devices and media with storage objects that you define in the server database.
Storage objects classify available storage resources and manage migration from one storage pool to another. Table 1 describes
the storage objects in the server storage environment.

Table 1. Storage objects and representations
Storage object What the object represents

Volume A discrete unit of storage on disk, tape, or other storage media.
Each volume is associated with a single storage pool.

Storage pool A set of storage volumes or containers that is the destination
that is used to store client data. IBM Spectrum Protect uses
the following types of storage pool:

Directory-container storage pools
Cloud-container storage pools
Sequential-access storage pools that are associated
with a device class
Random-access storage pools that are associated with a
device class

Container A data storage location, for example, a file, directory, or device.

Container storage pool A primary storage pool that a server uses to store data. Data is
stored in containers in file system directories or in cloud
storage. Data is deduplicated, if necessary, as the server writes
data to the storage pool.

Device class The type of storage device that can use the volumes that are
defined in a sequential-access or random-access storage pool.
Each device class of removable media type is associated with a
single library.

Library A storage device. For example, a library can represent a stand-
alone drive, a set of stand-alone drives, a multiple-drive
automated device, or a set of drives that is controlled by a
media manager.

Drive An object of a tape library device that provides the capability to
read and write data to tape library media. Each drive is
associated with a single library.

Path The specification of the data source and the device destination.
Before a storage device can be used, a path must be defined
between the device and the source server that is moving data.
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Storage object What the object represents

Data mover A SAN-attached device that is used to transfer client data. A
data mover is used only in a data transfer where the server is
not present, such as in a Network Data Management Protocol
(NDMP) environment. Data movers transfer data between
storage devices without using significant server, client, or
network resources.

Server A server that is managed by another IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

The administrator defines the storage objects in the logical layer of the server, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Storage objects

Disk devices

You can store client data on disk devices with the following types of volumes:

Directories in directory-container storage pools
Random-access volumes of device type DISK
Sequential-access volumes of device type FILE

IBM Spectrum Protect offers the following features when you use directory-container storage pools for data storage:

You can apply data deduplication and disk caching techniques to maximize data storage usage.
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You can retrieve data from disk much faster than you can retrieve data from tape storage.

Physical tape devices

In a physical tape library, the storage capacity is defined in terms of the total number of volumes in the library. Physical tape
devices can be used for the following activities:

Storing client data that is backed up, archived, or migrated from client nodes
Storing database backups
Exporting data to another server or offsite storage

Moving data to tape provides the following benefits:

You can keep data for clients on a disk device at the same time that the data is moved to tape.
You can improve tape drive performance by streaming the data migration from disk to tape.
You can spread out the times when the drives are in use to improve the efficiency of the tape drives.
You can move data on tape to off-site vaults.
You can limit power consumption because tape devices do not consume power after data is written to tape.
You can apply encryption that is provided by the tape drive hardware to protect the data on tape.

Compared to equivalent disk and virtual tape storage, the unit cost to store data tends to be much less for physical tape devices.

Virtual tape libraries

A virtual tape library (VTL) does not use physical tape media. When you use VTL storage, you emulate the access mechanisms of
tape hardware. In a VTL, you can define volumes and drives to provide greater flexibility for the storage environment. The storage
capacity of a VTL is defined in terms of total available disk space. You can increase or decrease the number and size of volumes on
disk.

Defining a VTL to the IBM Spectrum Protect server can improve performance because the server handles mount point processing
for VTLs differently than for real tape libraries. Although the logical limitations of tape devices are still present, the physical
limitations for tape hardware are not applicable to a VTL thus affording better scalability. You can use the IBM Spectrum Protect
VTL when the following conditions are met:

Only one type and generation of drive and media is emulated in the VTL.
Every server and storage agent with access to the VTL has paths that are defined for all drives in the library.

Data storage in storage pools
Logical storage pools are the principal components in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ model of data storage. You can optimize the
usage of storage devices by manipulating the properties of storage pools and volumes.

Types of storage pools

The group of storage pools that you set up for the server is called server storage. You can define the following types of storage
pools in server storage:

Primary storage pools
A named set of volumes that the server uses to store backup versions of files, archive copies of files, and files that are
migrated from client nodes.

Copy storage pools
A named set of volumes that contain copies of files that reside in primary storage pools. Copy storage pools are used only
to back up the data that is stored in primary storage pools. A copy storage pool cannot be a destination for a backup copy
group, an archive copy group, or a management class for space-managed files.

Container-copy storage pools
A named set of volumes that contain a copy of data extents that reside in directory-container storage pools. Container-copy
storage pools are used only to protect the data that is stored in directory-container storage pools.

Active-data storage pools
A named set of storage pool volumes that contain only active versions of client backup data.

Primary storage pools
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When you restore, retrieve, recall, or export file data, the requested file is obtained from a primary storage pool. Depending on the
type of primary storage pool, the storage pools can be onsite or offsite. You can arrange primary storage pools in a storage
hierarchy so that data can be transferred from disk storage to lower-cost storage such as tape devices. Figure 1 illustrates the
concept of primary storage pools.

Figure 1. Primary storage pools

You can define the following types of primary storage pool:

Directory-container storage pools
A storage pool that the server uses to store data in containers in storage pool directories. Data that is stored in a directory-
container storage pool can use either inline data deduplication, client-side data deduplication, inline compression, or
client-side compression. Inline data deduplication or inline compression reduces data at the time it is stored.
Tip: Data that is compressed first cannot be deduplicated, however, deduplicated data can be compressed.

By using directory-container storage pools, you remove the need for volume reclamation, which improves server
performance and reduces the cost of storage hardware. You can protect and repair data in directory-container storage
pools at the level of the storage pool. You can tier data that is stored in a directory-container storage pool to a cloud-
container storage pool.

Restriction: You cannot use any of the following functions with directory-container storage pools:

Migration
Reclamation
Aggregation
Collocation
Simultaneous-write
Storage pool backup
Virtual volumes

Cloud-container storage pools

A storage pool that a server uses to store data in cloud storage. The cloud storage can be on premises or off premises. The
cloud-container storage pools that are provided by IBM Spectrum Protect can store data to cloud storage that is object-
based. By storing data in cloud-container storage pools, you can exploit the cost per unit advantages that clouds offer along
with the scaling capabilities that cloud storage provides. You can use cloud tiering to lower costs by moving data from disk
storage to a cloud-container storage pool. IBM Spectrum Protect manages the credentials, security, read and write I/Os,
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and the lifecycle for data that is stored to the cloud. When cloud-container storage pools are implemented on the server,
you can write directly to the cloud by configuring a cloud-container storage pool with the cloud credentials. Data that is
stored in a cloud-container storage pool uses both inline data deduplication and inline compression. The server writes
deduplicated, compressed, and encrypted data directly to the cloud. You can back up and restore data or archive and
retrieve data directly from the cloud-container storage pool.

You can define the following types of cloud-container storage pools:

On premises
You can use the on premises type of cloud-container storage pool to store data in a private cloud, for more security
and maximum control over your data. The disadvantages of a private cloud are higher costs due to hardware
requirements and onsite maintenance.

Off premises
You can use the off premises type of cloud-container storage pool to store data in a public cloud. The advantage of
using a public cloud is that you can achieve lower costs than for a private cloud, for example by eliminating
maintenance. However, you must balance this benefit against possible performance issues due to connection speeds
and reduced control over your data.

Storage pools that are associated with device classes
You can define a primary storage pool to use the following types of storage devices:

DISK device class
In a DISK device type of storage pool, data is stored in random access disk blocks. You can use caching in DISK
storage pools to increase client restore performance with some limitations on server processing. Space allocation
and tracking by blocks uses more database storage space and requires more processing power than allocation and
tracking by volume.

FILE device class
In a FILE device type of storage pool, files are stored in sequential volumes for better sequential performance than
for storage in disk blocks. To the server, these files have the characteristics of a tape volume so that this type of
storage pool is better suited for migration to tape. FILE volumes are useful for electronic vaulting, where data is
transferred electronically to a remote site rather than by physical shipment of tape. In general, this type of storage
pool is preferred over DISK storage pools.

The server uses the following default random-access primary storage pools:

ARCHIVEPOOL
In the STANDARD policy, this storage pool is the destination for files that are archived from client nodes.

BACKUPPOOL
In the STANDARD policy, this storage pool is the destination for files that are backed up from client nodes.

SPACEMGPOOL
This storage pool is for space-managed files that are migrated from IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client nodes.

Copy storage pools

Copy storage pools contain active and inactive versions of data that is backed up from primary storage pools. A directory-
container storage pool cannot be used as a copy storage pool. In addition, data from a directory-container storage pool cannot be
copied into a copy storage pool. To protect directory-container storage pools, copy the data to a container-copy storage pool.
Figure 2 illustrates the concept of copy storage pools.
Figure 2. Copy storage pools
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Copy storage pools provide a means of recovering from disasters or media failures. For example, when a client attempts to
retrieve a damaged file from the primary storage pool, and the storage pool is unavailable or the file in the storage pool is
corrupted, the client can restore the data from the copy storage pool.

You can move the volumes of copy storage pools offsite and still have the server track the volumes. Moving these volumes offsite
provides a means of recovering from an onsite disaster. A copy storage pool can use sequential-access storage only, such as a
tape device class or FILE device class.

Container-copy storage pools

A server can protect a directory-container storage pool by storing copies of the data in a container-copy storage pool. Data in
container-copy storage pools is stored on tape volumes, which can be stored onsite or offsite. Damaged data in directory-
container storage pools can be repaired by using deduplicated extents in container-copy storage pools. Container-copy storage
pools provide an alternative to using a replication server to protect data in a directory-container storage pool.

Restriction: If all server data is lost, container-copy storage pools alone do not provide the same level of protection as replication:

With replication, you can directly restore client data from the target server if the source server is unavailable.
With container-copy storage pools, you must first restore the server from a database backup and then repair directory-
container storage pools from tape volumes.

Figure 3 illustrates the concept of container-copy storage pools.

Figure 3. Container-copy storage pools

Depending on your system configuration, you can create protection schedules to simultaneously copy the directory-container
storage pool data to onsite or offsite container-copy storage pools to meet your requirements:

If replication is enabled, you can create one offsite container-copy pool. The offsite copy can be used to provide extra
protection in a replicated environment.
If replication is not enabled, you can create one onsite and one offsite container-copy storage pool.

Depending on the resources and requirements of your site, the ability to copy directory-container storage pools to tape has the
following benefits:

You avoid maintaining another server and more disk storage space.
Data is copied to storage pools that are defined on the server. Performance is not dependent on, or affected by, the network
connection between servers.
You can satisfy regulatory and business requirements for offsite tape copies.

Active-data storage pools

An active-data pool contains only active versions of client backup data. In this case, the server does not have to position past
inactive files that do not have to be restored. A directory-container storage pool cannot be used as an active-data storage pool.
You use active-data pools to improve the efficiency of data storage and restore operations. For example, this type of storage pool
can help you to achieve the following objectives:

Increase the speed of client data restore operations
Reduce the number of onsite or offsite storage volumes
Reduce the amount of data that is transferred when you copy or restore files that are vaulted electronically in a remote
location
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Data that is migrated by hierarchical storage management (HSM) clients and archive data are not permitted in active-data pools.
As updated versions of backup data are stored in active-data pools, older versions are removed as the remaining data is
consolidated from many sequential-access volumes onto fewer, new sequential-access volumes. Figure 4 illustrates the concept
of active-data storage pools.
Figure 4. Active-data storage pools

Active-data pools can use any type of sequential-access storage. However, the benefits of an active-data pool depend on the
device type that is associated with the pool. For example, active-data pools that are associated with a FILE device class are ideal
for fast client restore operations because of the following reasons:

FILE volumes do not have to be physically mounted
Client sessions that are restoring from FILE volumes in an active-data pool can access the volumes concurrently, which
improves restore performance

Related information:
Directory-container storage pools FAQs
Cloud-container storage pools FAQs

Data transport to storage across networks
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment provides ways to securely move data to storage across various types of networks and
configurations.

Network configurations for storage devices

IBM Spectrum Protect provides methods for configuring clients and servers on a local area network (LAN), on a storage area
network (SAN), LAN-free data movement, and as network-attached storage.

Data backup operations over a LAN
Figure 1 shows the data path for IBM Spectrum Protect backup operations over a LAN.
Figure 1. IBM Spectrum Protect backup operations over a LAN

In a LAN configuration, one or more tape libraries are associated with a single IBM Spectrum Protect server. In this type of
configuration, client data, electronic mail, terminal connection, application program, and device control information must
all be handled by the same network. Device control information and client backup and restore data flow across the LAN.

Data backup operations over a SAN
Figure 2 shows the data path for IBM Spectrum Protect backup operations over a SAN.
Figure 2. IBM Spectrum Protect backup operations over a SAN
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A SAN is a dedicated storage network that can improve system performance. On a SAN, you can consolidate storage and
relieve the distance, scalability, and bandwidth limitations of LANs and wide area networks (WANs). By using IBM Spectrum
Protect in a SAN, you can take advantage of the following functions:

Share storage devices among multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Devices that use the GENERICTAPE device
type are not included.
Move data from a client system directly to storage devices without using the LAN. LAN-free data movement requires
the installation of a storage agent on the client system. The storage agent is available with the IBM Spectrum Protect
for SAN product.

Through the storage agent, the client can directly back up and restore data to a tape library or shared file system
such as GPFS™. The IBM Spectrum Protect server maintains the server database and recovery log, and acts as the
library manager to control device operations. The storage agent on the client handles the data transfer to the device
on the SAN. This implementation frees bandwidth on the LAN that would otherwise be used for client data
movement.

Share tape drives and libraries that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Consolidate multiple clients under a single client node name in a General Parallel File System (GPFS) cluster.

Network-attached storage
Network-attached storage (NAS) file servers are dedicated storage servers whose operating systems are optimized for file-
serving functions. NAS file servers typically interact with IBM Spectrum Protect through industry-standard network
protocols, such as network data management protocol (NDMP) or as primary storage for random-access or sequential
access storage pools. IBM Spectrum Protect provides the following basic types of configurations that use NDMP for backing
up and managing NAS file servers:

IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a NAS file server to a library device that is directly attached to the NAS file server.
The NAS file server, which can be remote from the IBM Spectrum Protect server, transfers backup data directly to a
drive in a SCSI-attached tape library. Data is stored in NDMP-formatted storage pools, which can be backed up to
storage media that can be moved offsite for protection in case of an onsite disaster.
IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a NAS file server over the LAN to a storage-pool hierarchy. In this type of
configuration, you can store NAS data directly to disk, either random access or sequential access, and then migrate
the data to tape. You can also use this type of configuration for system replication. Data can also be backed up to
storage media that can be moved offsite. The advantage of this type of configuration is that you have all of the data
management features associated with a storage pool hierarchy.
The IBM Spectrum Protect client reads the data from the NAS system by using NFS or CIFS protocols and sends the
data to the server to be stored.

Storage management

You manage the devices and media that are used to store client data through the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The server
integrates storage management with the policies that you define for managing client data in the following areas:

Types of devices for server storage
With IBM Spectrum Protect, you can use directly attached devices and network-attached devices for server storage. IBM
Spectrum Protect represents physical storage devices and media with administrator-defined storage objects.

Data migration through the storage hierarchy
For primary storage pools other than directory-container storage pools, you can organize the storage pools into one or more
hierarchical structures. This storage hierarchy provides flexibility in a number of ways. For example, you can set a policy to
back up data to disks for faster backup operations. The IBM Spectrum Protect server can then automatically migrate data
from disk to tape.
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Removal of expired data
The policy that you define controls when client data automatically expires from the IBM Spectrum Protect server. To
remove data that is eligible for expiration, a server expiration process marks data as expired and deletes metadata for the
expired data from the database. The space that is occupied by the expired data is then available for new data. You can
control the frequency of the expiration process by using a server option.

Media reuse by reclamation
As server policies automatically expire data, the media where the data is stored accumulates unused space. For storage
media other than directory-container storage pools or random disk storage pools, the IBM Spectrum Protect server
implements reclamation, a process that frees media for reuse without traditional tape rotation. Reclamation automatically
defragments media by consolidating unexpired data onto other media when the free space on media reaches a defined
level. The reclaimed media can then be used again by the server. Reclamation allows media to be automatically circulated
through the storage management process and minimize the number of media that are required.

Consolidating backed up client data

By grouping the client data that is backed up, you can minimize the number of media mounts required for client recovery. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server provides the following methods for grouping client files on storage media other than directory-container
storage pools:

Collocating client data

The IBM Spectrum Protect server can collocate client data, in other words store client data on a few volumes instead of
spreading the data across many volumes. Collocation by client minimizes the number of volumes that are required to back
up and restore client data. Data collocation might increase the number of volume mounts because each client might have a
dedicated volume instead of data storage from several clients in the same volume.

You can set the server to collocate client data when the data is initially placed in server storage. In a storage hierarchy, you
can collocate the data when the server migrates the data from the initial storage pool to the next storage pool in the storage
hierarchy. You can collocate by client, by file space per client, or by a group of clients. Your selection depends on the size of
the file spaces that are stored and restore requirements.

Associating active-data pools with various devices

Active-data pools are useful for fast restoration of client data. Benefits include a reduction in the number of onsite or offsite
storage volumes, or reducing bandwidth when you copy or restore files that are vaulted electronically in a remote location.
Active-data pools that use removable media, such as tape, offer similar benefits. Although tape devices must be mounted,
the server does not have to position past inactive files. However, the primary benefit of using removable media in active-
data pools is that the number of volumes that are used for onsite and offsite storage is reduced. If you store data to a
remote location, you can minimize the amount of data that must be transferred by copying and restoring only active data.

Creating a backup set

A backup set contains all of the active backed-up files that exist for that client in server storage. The backup set is portable
and is retained for the time that you specify. A backup set is in addition to the backups that are already stored and requires
extra media.

Moving data for a client node

You can consolidate data for a client node by moving the data within server storage. You can move a backup set to different
media, where the backup set is retained until the time that you specify. Consolidating data can help to improve efficiency
during client restore or retrieve operations.

Data protection strategies with IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides ways for you to implement various data protection strategies.

You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to send data to storage devices that are on the local site or on a remote site. To maximize
data protection, you can configure replication to a remote server.

Strategies to minimize the use of storage space for backups
To minimize the amount of storage space that is required, IBM Spectrum Protect backs up data by using the data
deduplication and progressive incremental backup techniques.
Strategies for disaster protection
IBM Spectrum Protect provides strategies to protect data if a disaster occurs. These strategies include node replication to a
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remote site, storage pool protection, database backups, moving backup tapes offsite, and device replication to a standby
server.
Strategies for disaster recovery with IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect provides several ways to recover the server if the database or storage pools fail.

Strategies to minimize the use of storage space for backups
To minimize the amount of storage space that is required, IBM Spectrum Protect™ backs up data by using the data deduplication
and progressive incremental backup techniques.

Data deduplication

When the IBM Spectrum Protect server receives data from a client, the server identifies duplicate data extents and stores unique
instances of the data extents in a directory-container storage pool. The data deduplication technique improves storage utilization
and eliminates the need for a dedicated data deduplication appliance.

Figure 1. Data deduplication process

If the same byte pattern occurs many times, data deduplication greatly reduces the amount of data that must be stored or
transferred. In addition to whole files, IBM Spectrum Protect can also deduplicate parts of files that are common with parts of
other files.

IBM Spectrum Protect provides the following types of data deduplication:

Server-side data deduplication
The server identifies duplicate data extents and moves the data to a directory-container storage pool. The server-side
process uses inline data deduplication, where data is deduplicated at the same time that the data is written to a directory-
container storage pool. Deduplicated data can also be stored in other types of storage pools. Inline data deduplication on
the server provides the following benefits:

Eliminates the need for reclamation
Reduces the space that is occupied by the stored data

Client-side data deduplication
With this method, processing is distributed between the server and the client during a backup process. The client and the
server identify and remove duplicate data to save storage space on the server. In client-side data deduplication, only
compressed, deduplicated data is sent to the server. The server stores the data in the compressed format that is provided
by the client. Client-side data deduplication provides the following benefits:

Reduces the amount of data that is sent over the local area network (LAN)
Eliminates extra processing power and time that is required to remove duplicate data on the server
Improves database performance because the client-side data deduplication is also inline

You can combine both client-side and server-side data deduplication in the same production environment. The ability to
deduplicate data on either the client or the server provides flexibility in terms of resource utilization, policy management, and data
protection.

Compression
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Use inline compression to reduce the amount of space that is stored in container storage pools. Data is compressed as it is
written to the container storage pool.
Restriction: The IBM Spectrum Protect server cannot compress encrypted data.

Progressive incremental backup

In a progressive incremental backup process, the server monitors client activity and backs up any files that change since the initial
full backup. Entire files are backed up, so that the server does not need to reference base versions of the files. This backup
technique eliminates the need for multiple full backups of client data thus saving network resources and storage space.

Strategies for disaster protection
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides strategies to protect data if a disaster occurs. These strategies include node replication to a
remote site, storage pool protection, database backups, moving backup tapes offsite, and device replication to a standby server.

Replication to a remote site

Node replication is the process of incrementally copying data from one server to another server. The server from which client data
is replicated is called a source replication server. The server to which client data is replicated is called a target replication server.
For the purposes of disaster protection, the target replication server is on a remote site. A replication server can function as a
source server, a target server, or both. You use replication processing to maintain the same level of files on the source and the
target servers.

Node replication provides for immediate availability of data through failover. Although node replication protects most of the
metadata, this approach does not provide adequate protection for database damage. You can provide more comprehensive
protection by using storage pools to store data backups.

Advantages

Failover so that data is available immediately if a disaster occurs.
Incremental replication, which results in fast transmission of data.
Electronic transfer
Protects both data and most metadata

Disadvantages

Both data and metadata must be recovered.
Data on the source server must be replicated again from the remote site.

Figure 1 shows the node replication process to a remote site.

Figure 1. Node replication process
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When client data is replicated, data that is not on the target server is copied to the target server. When replicated data exceeds the
retention limit, the target server automatically removes the data from the source server. To maximize data protection, you
synchronize the local server and the remote server; for example, Site B replicates data from Site A and Site A replicates data from
Site B. As part of replication processing, client data that was deleted from the source server is also deleted from the target server.

IBM Spectrum Protect provides the following replication functions:

You can define policies for the target server in the following ways:
Identical policies on the source server and target server
Different policies on the source server and target server to meet different business requirements.

If a disaster occurs and the source server is not available, clients can recover data from the target server. If the source
server cannot be recovered, you can direct clients to store data on the target server. When an outage occurs, the clients
that are backed up to the source server can automatically fail over to restore their data from the target server.
You can use replication processing to recover damaged files from storage pools. You must replicate the client data to the
target server before the file damage occurs. Subsequent replication processes detect damaged files on the source server
and replace the files with undamaged files from the target server.

Role of replication in disaster protection

If a disaster occurs, you can recover replicated data from the remote site and maintain the same level of files on the source and
target servers. You use replication to achieve the following objectives:

Control network throughput by scheduling node replication at specific times
Recover data after a site loss.
Recover damaged files on the source server.

Storage pool protection

As part of a disaster recovery strategy, ensure that a backup copy of data in storage pools is available at a remote site.

Advantages

Fast recovery and rebuild of the source system.

Disadvantages

Only data is protected; metadata is not protected.

For each storage pool, you must define the storage medium.
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You use different techniques to protect against the permanent loss of data that is stored in container storage pools and in FILE
and DISK storage pools.

Directory-container storage pools

If you do not need to replicate all the data that is contained in a client node, you use container-copy storage pools to
protect some directory-container storage pools. By protecting a directory-container storage pool, you do not use resources
that replicate existing data and metadata, which improves server performance.

The preferred method is to protect the directory-container storage pool before you replicate the client node. When node
replication is started, the data extents that are already replicated through storage pool protection are skipped, which
reduces the replication processing time. If the data in a directory-container storage pool becomes damaged, you can repair
the data from a copy in a container-copy storage pool.

Container-copy storage pools

You protect directory-container storage pools by copying the data in the directory-container storage pool to container-copy
storage pools. Use container-copy storage pools to create up to two tape copies of a directory-container storage pool. The
tape copies can be stored onsite or offsite. Damaged data in directory-container storage pools can be repaired by using
container-copy storage pools. Container-copy storage pools provide an alternative to using a replication server to protect
data in a directory-container storage pool.

Storage pools that are associated with FILE and DISK device classes

For storage pools that are associated with FILE and DISK device classes, you use node replication to maintain a node-
consistent copy of the data at the target server. The data copy can be directly restored from the target server to the storage
pools.

Database backups

You use database backups to recover your system following database damage. Also, database backup operations must be used to
prevent DB2 from running out of archive log space. Database backup operations are not part of node replication. A database
backup can be full, incremental, or snapshot. To provide for disaster recovery, a copy of the database backups must be stored
offsite. To restore the database, you must have the backup volumes for the database. You can restore the database from backup
volumes by either a point-in-time restore or a most current restore operation.

Point-in-time restore
Use point-in-time restore operations for situations such as disaster recovery or to remove the effects of errors that can
cause inconsistencies in the database. Restore operations for the database that use snapshot backups are a form of point-
in-time restore operation. The point-in-time restore operation includes the following actions:

Removes and re-creates the active log directory and archive log directory that are specified in the dsmserv.opt file.
Restores the database image from backup volumes to the database directories that are recorded in a database
backup or to new directories.
Restores archive logs from backup volumes to the overflow directory.
Uses log information from the overflow directory up to a specified point in time.

Most current restore
If you want to recover the database to the time when the database was lost, recover the database to the most current state.
The most current restore operation includes the following actions:

Restores a database image from the backup volumes to the database directories that are recorded in a database
backup or to new directories.
Restores archive logs from backup volumes to the overflow directory.
Uses log information from the overflow directory and archive logs from archive log directory.

The most current restore does not remove and re-create the active log directory or archive log directory.

Alternative methods for disaster protection

In addition to replication, storage pool protection, and database backups, you can also use the following methods to protect data
and implement disaster recovery with IBM Spectrum Protect:

Sending backup tapes to a remote site
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Data is backed up to tape at scheduled times by the source server. The tapes are sent to a remote site. If a disaster occurs,
the tapes are returned to the site of the source server and the data is restored on the source clients. Offsite copies of data
on backup tape can also help you to recover from ransomware attacks.

Multisite appliance replication to a standby server
In the multisite appliance configuration, the source appliance is replicated to a remote server in a SAN architecture. In this
configuration, if the client hardware at the original site is damaged, the source device can be replicated from the standby
server at the remote site. This configuration provides disk-based backup and restore operations.

Comparison of protection configuration strategies

Consider the following potential data-loss scenarios:

Database data is damaged: protect against loss of data in the database by using onsite database backup.
Storage pool data is damaged: protect against loss of data in storage pools by using onsite copy storage pools or node
replication.
Disaster scenario where both the onsite database and storage pools are lost: protect against a full disaster by using node
replication and both off-site database backup and storage pool backup copies.

The following possible configurations address the most common data protection scenarios:

Configurations for damage protection only

Implement database backup operations onsite with an optional container-copy storage pool onsite to protect data in
directory-container storage pools.
Implement database backup operations onsite and node replication onsite.

Configurations for disaster recovery and damage protection

Implement database backup operations offsite with container-copy storage pools offsite to protect data in directory-
container storage pools.
Implement database backup operations onsite and node replication offsite with an optional container-copy storage
pool onsite for faster recovery of damaged data.

Strategies for disaster recovery with IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides several ways to recover the server if the database or storage pools fail.

Automatic failover for disaster recovery

Automatic failover is an operation that switches to a standby system if a software, hardware, or network interruption occurs.
Automatic failover is used with node replication to recover data after a system failure. Figure 1 shows the IBM Spectrum Protect
automatic failover process.

Figure 1. Automatic failover process
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Automatic failover for data recovery occurs if the source replication server is unavailable because of a disaster or a system outage.
During normal operations, when the client accesses a source replication server, the client receives connection information for the
target replication server. The client node stores the failover connection information in the client options file.

During client restore operations, the server automatically changes clients from the source replication server to the target
replication server and back again. Only one server per node can be used for failover protection at any time. When a new client
operation is started, the client attempts to connect to the source replication server. The client resumes operations on the source
server if the source replication server is available.

To use automatic failover for replicated client nodes, the source replication server, the target replication server, and the client
must be at the V7.1 level or later. If any of the servers are at an earlier level, automatic failover is disabled and you must rely on a
manual failover process.

Recovery of IBM Spectrum Protect components

The server database, recovery log, and storage pools are critical to the operation of IBM Spectrum Protect and must be protected.
If the database is unusable, the entire server is unavailable and recovering data that is managed by the server might be difficult or
impossible.

Even without the database, fragments of data or complete files might be read from storage pool volumes that are not encrypted
and security can be compromised. Therefore, you must always back up the database. Also, always encrypt sensitive data by using
the client or the storage device, unless the storage media is physically secured.

IBM Spectrum Protect provides several data protection methods, which include backing up storage pools and the database. For
example, you can define schedules so that the following operations occur:

After the initial full backup of your storage pools, incremental storage pool backups are run every night.
Incremental database backups are run every night.
Full database backups are run once a week.

For tape-based environments, you can use disaster recovery manager (DRM) to assist you in many of the tasks that are associated
with protecting and recovering data. DRM is available with IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition.

Preventive actions for recovery

Recovery is based on the following preventive actions:

Mirroring, by which the server maintains a copy of the active log
Backing up the database
Backing up the storage pools
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Auditing storage pools for damaged files and recovery of damaged files when necessary
Backing up the device configuration and volume history files
Validating the data in storage pools by using cyclic redundancy checking
Storing the cert.kdb file in a safe place to ensure that the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is secure

If you are using tape for storage, you can also create a disaster recovery plan to guide you through the recovery process by using
DRM. You can use the disaster recovery plan for audit purposes to certify the recoverability of the server. The disaster recovery
methods of DRM are based on taking the following actions:

Creating a disaster recovery plan file for the server
Backing up server data to tape
Sending the server backup data to a remote site or to another server
Storing client system information
Defining and tracking the storage media that is used for storing and recovering client data

IBM Spectrum Protect data protection solutions
IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers and clients provide data protection solutions for the most common business and compliance
requirements.

Selecting a data protection solution for your environment
To help you to deploy a data protection environment, review information about best practice IBM Spectrum Protect
configurations, and select the best solution for your business needs.
Single-site disk solution
This data protection solution provides cost-effective data storage at a single site with minimal hardware setup.
Multisite disk solution
This data protection solution provides replication at multiple sites so that each server protects data for the other site.
Tape solution
This data protection solution provides storage to tape media, a flexible and affordable option for long-term data retention.
Server solution documentation in PDF files
Prebuilt PDF files for IBM Spectrum Protect documentation are available for you to download.

Selecting a data protection solution for your environment
To help you to deploy a data protection environment, review information about best practice IBM Spectrum Protect™
configurations, and select the best solution for your business needs.

Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for a single site
This disk-based implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect uses inline data deduplication and
provides protection for data on a single site.
Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
This disk-based implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect uses inline data deduplication and
replication at two sites.
Appliance-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
This implementation of a multi-site IBM Spectrum Protect data protection solution uses appliance-based data
deduplication and replication. A standby server is configured at a second site to recover data if the primary server is
unavailable.
Tape-based implementation of a data protection solution
This implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect uses one or more tape storage devices to
back up data. Tape backup provides low-cost scalability that is optimized for long-term retention.
Comparison of data protection solutions
Compare the key features for each IBM Spectrum Protect solution to determine which configuration best meets your data
protection requirements. Then, review the available documentation to implement the solution.
Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution
Plan and implement the most suitable data protection solution for your business environment with IBM Spectrum Protect.

Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for a single site
This disk-based implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses inline data deduplication and
provides protection for data on a single site.
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This data protection solution provides the following benefits:

Server system and storage hardware at a single site
Cost-effective use of storage through the data deduplication feature
Space-efficient solution with minimal hardware setup
Minimal implementation that requires installation and configuration for only one server and supporting storage hardware

In this solution, the client sends data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, where the data is deduplicated and stored in a
directory-container storage pool that is implemented in disk storage. Data from the inventory is also backed up to disk storage.
This solution is suitable for entry-level environments for which a second copy of data is not required.

Related reference:
Comparison of data protection solutions
Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution

Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple
sites

This disk-based implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses inline data deduplication and
replication at two sites.
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This data protection solution provides the following benefits:

Replication can be configured at both sites so that each server protects data for the other site
Offsite data storage for each location is simplified
Bandwidth is used efficiently because only deduplicated data is replicated between the sites
Clients can automatically fail over to a target replication server if the source replication server is unavailable

In this solution, clients send data to the source server, where the data is deduplicated and stored in a directory-container storage
pool that is implemented in disk storage. The data is replicated to the storage pool on the target server for each site. This solution
is suitable for environments that require disaster protection. If mutual replication is configured, clients at both sites can use
failover recovery for continued backups and data recovery from the available server on the other site.

Related reference:
Comparison of data protection solutions
Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution

Appliance-based implementation of a data protection solution for
multiple sites

This implementation of a multi-site IBM Spectrum Protect™ data protection solution uses appliance-based data deduplication and
replication. A standby server is configured at a second site to recover data if the primary server is unavailable.
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This data protection solution provides the following benefits:

Performance is optimized for backups on high-speed storage area networks (SAN) and for use with IBM Spectrum Protect
for SAN, when clients back up directly to SAN-attached virtual tape devices.
Fast, appliance-based replication frees the server from having to track replication metadata in the server database.
Bandwidth and storage space are used efficiently because only deduplicated data is replicated between the sites.
A standby environment provides for disaster recovery, but does not require the amount of resources that are needed for a
fully active site.

In this data protection configuration, the server uses hardware appliances to deduplicate and replicate data. The appliance at Site
A deduplicates data and then replicates the data to the appliance at Site B for disaster protection. If a failure at Site A occurs, you
make the standby server active by restoring the most recent database backup, and by activating the replicated copy of data.

For more information about configuring virtual tape libraries, see Configuring virtual tape libraries.

Related reference:
Comparison of data protection solutions
Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution

Tape-based implementation of a data protection solution
This implementation of a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses one or more tape storage devices to back up
data. Tape backup provides low-cost scalability that is optimized for long-term retention.
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This data protection solution provides the following benefits:

Performance is optimized for backup operations on high-speed storage area networks (SAN) directly to tape for large data
types and for long-term retention of data.
Data availability is optimized by storing copies of data at offsite locations for disaster recovery. If you enable the disaster
recovery management (DRM) function and a disaster occurs, DRM helps to streamline the process of recovering your
servers.
Data security is optimized because copies of data are stored offsite on tape devices that are not connected to the internet.
Ransomware attacks rely on internet connections; therefore, offsite storage can help to protect against such attacks.
Low-cost scalability is achieved by reducing the need for additional disk hardware and lowering energy costs.

Related concepts:
Selecting a tape device driver
Related tasks:
Creating data backup strategies
Managing volume inventory
Related reference:
Comparison of data protection solutions
Installing and configuring tape device drivers

Comparison of data protection solutions
Compare the key features for each IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution to determine which configuration best meets your data
protection requirements. Then, review the available documentation to implement the solution.

 

Single-site disk Multisite disk Multisite
appliance

Tape

Highlights        

Cost $ $$$ $$$$ $$

Protection level One data copy Two or more
data copies

Two or more data
copies

Two or more
data copies
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Single-site disk Multisite disk Multisite
appliance

Tape

Disaster recovery None Active server Standby server Offsite copies

Key benefits        

Leading-edge data reduction

Fast and efficient disk-based backup and restore
operations

   

Simplified offsite management      

Data deduplication feature at no extra cost    

Replication processing included at no extra charge      

Data deduplication at both the source and target server      

Low-cost scalability and optimized for long-term
retention

     

Efficiency and cost        

Optimized for high-speed storage area network (SAN)
backup operations

   

Optimized for high-speed local area network (LAN)  

Global data deduplication across all data types and
sources

 

Bandwidth-efficient replication    

Lower energy costs      

Option for a second copy without extra disk hardware      

Availability        

Offsite copy capability  

Appliance-based replication      

Client recovery from high-availability server      

Replication target in the cloud      

Independent management of retention policies for
replication data; ability to keep more or less data at
recovery site

     

Application-level replication; ability to choose which
systems and applications are replicated

     

Scalability        

Global data deduplication across servers      

SAN-optimized backup directly to tape for large data
types

     

Single-instance petabyte scalability      
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What to do next

Review available documentation for the solutions in Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution.
Related reference:
Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for a single site
Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
Appliance-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
Tape-based implementation of a data protection solution

Roadmap for implementing a data protection solution
Plan and implement the most suitable data protection solution for your business environment with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Single-site disk solution

For steps that describe how to plan for, implement, monitor, and operate a single-site disk solution, see Single-site disk solution.

Multisite disk solution

For steps that describe how to plan for, implement, monitor, and operate a multisite disk solution, see Multisite disk solution.

Tape solution

For steps that describe how to plan for, implement, monitor, and operate a tape device solution, see Tape solution.

Multisite appliance solution

For an overview of the tasks that are required to implement a multisite appliance solution, review the following steps:

1. Begin planning for the solution by reviewing information at the following links:
AIX: Capacity planning
Linux: Capacity planning
Windows: Capacity planning

2. Install the server and optionally, the Operations Center. Review information at the following links:
Installing the server
Installing and upgrading the Operations Center

3. Configure the server for storage in a virtual tape library.
Managing virtual tape libraries
Attaching tape devices for the server

For guidance about improving system performance, see Configuration best practices.

4. Configure policies to protect your data. Review the information in Customizing policies.
5. Set up client schedules. Review the information in Scheduling backup and archive operations.
6. Install and configure clients. To determine the type of client software that you need, review the information in Adding

clients for details.
7. Configure monitoring for your system. Review the information in Monitoring storage solutions.

Related reference:
Comparison of data protection solutions
Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for a single site
Disk-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
Appliance-based implementation of a data protection solution for multiple sites
Tape-based implementation of a data protection solution

Single-site disk solution
This data protection solution provides cost-effective data storage at a single site with minimal hardware setup.

Planning for a single-site disk data protection solution
Plan for a data protection implementation that includes a server at a single site that uses data deduplication.
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Single-site disk implementation of a data protection solution
The single-site disk solution is configured at one site and uses data deduplication.
Monitoring a single-site disk solution
After you implement a single-site disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect, monitor the solution for correct operation. By
monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you
gather can be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.
Managing operations for a single-site disk solution
Use this information to manage operations for a single-site disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect that includes a server
and uses data deduplication for a single location.

Planning for a single-site disk data protection solution
Plan for a data protection implementation that includes a server at a single site that uses data deduplication.

Implementation options

You can configure the server for a single-site disk solution in the following ways:

Configure the server by using the Operations Center and administrative commands
This documentation provides steps to configure a range of storage systems and the server software for your solution.
Configuration tasks are completed by using wizards and options in the Operations Center and IBM Spectrum Protect™
commands. For information about getting started, see the Planning roadmap.

Configure the server by using automated scripts
For detailed guidance on implementing a single-site disk solution with specific IBM® Storwize® storage systems, and by
using automated scripts to configure the server, see the IBM Spectrum Protect blueprints. The documentation and scripts
are available on IBM developerWorks® at: IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints.

The blueprint documentation does not include steps for installing and configuring the Operations Center, or setting up
secure communications by using Transport Security Layer (TLS). An option for using Elastic Storage Server, based on IBM
Spectrum Scale™ technology, is included.

Planning roadmap

Plan for the single-site disk solution by reviewing the architecture layout in the following figure and then completing the roadmap
tasks that follow the diagram.

The following steps are required to plan for a single-site disk environment.
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1. Select your system size.
2. Meet system requirements for hardware and software.
3. Record values for your system configuration in the planning worksheets.
4. Plan for storage.
5. Plan for security.

a. Plan for administrator roles.
b. Plan for secure communications.
c. Plan for storage of encrypted data.
d. Plan for firewall access.

Selecting a system size
Select the size of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server based on the amount of data that you manage and the systems to be
protected.

About this task

You can use the information in the table to determine the size of the server that is required, based on the amount of data that you
manage.

The following table describes the volume of data that a server manages. This amount includes all versions. The daily amount of
data is how much new data you back up each day. Both the total managed data and daily amount of new data are measured as the
size before any data reduction.

Table 1. Determining the size of the server
Total managed data Daily amount of new data to back up Required server size

60 TB - 240 TB Up to 10 TB per day Small

196 TB - 784 TB 10 - 20 TB per day Medium

1000 TB - 4000 TB 20 - 100 TB per day Large

The daily backup values in the table are based on test results with 128 MB sized objects, which are used by IBM Spectrum Protect
for Virtual Environments. Workloads that consist of objects that are smaller than 128 KB might not be able to achieve these daily
limits.

System requirements for a single-site disk solution
After you select the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution that best fits your data protection requirements, review the system
requirements to plan for implementation of the data protection solution.

Ensure that your system meets the hardware and software prerequisites for the size of server that you plan to use.

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.
Software requirements
Documentation for the single-site disk IBM Spectrum Protect solution includes installation and configuration tasks for the
following operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

Related information:
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Operating Systems

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.

For a definition of system sizes, see Selecting a system size.

The following table includes minimum hardware requirements for the server and storage, based on the size of the server that you
plan to build. If you are using local partitions (LPARs) or work partitions (WPARs), adjust the network requirements to take
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account of the partition sizes.

Hardware component Small system Medium system Large system

Server processor 6 processor cores,
3.42 GHz or faster

12
processor cores, 1.9 GHz or
faster

8 processor cores,
3.42 GHz or faster

16
processor cores, 2.0 GHz or
faster

20 processor cores,
3.42 GHz

32
processor cores, 2.0 GHz or
faster

Server memory 64 GB RAM 128 GB RAM 192 GB RAM

Network 10 GB Ethernet (1 port)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (2 ports)

10 GB Ethernet (2
ports)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (2 ports)

10 GB Ethernet (4
ports)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (4 ports)

Storage 1.3 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
46 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

2 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
200 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

6 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
1000 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

Estimating database space requirements for the Operations Center

Hardware requirements for the Operations Center are included in the preceding table, except for the database and archive log
space (inventory) that the Operations Center uses to hold records for managed clients.

If you do not plan to install the Operations Center on the same system as the server, you can estimate system requirements
separately. To calculate system requirements for the Operations Center, see the system requirements calculator in technote
1641684.

Managing the Operations Center on the server is a workload that requires extra space for database operations. The amount of
space depends on the number of clients that are monitored on a server. Review the following guidelines to estimate how much
space your server requires.

Database space
The Operations Center uses approximately 1.2 GB of database space for every 1000 clients that are monitored on a server.
For example, consider a hub server with 2000 clients that also manages three spoke servers, each with 1500 clients. This
configuration has a total of 6500 clients across the four servers and requires approximately 8.4 GB of database space. This
value is calculated by rounding the 6500 clients up to the next closest 1000, which is 7000:

7 x 1.2 GB=8.4 GB

Archive log space
The Operations Center uses approximately 8 GB of archive log space every 24 hours, for every 1000 clients. In the example
of 6500 clients across the hub server and the spoke servers, 56 GB of archive log space is used over a 24-hour period for
the hub server.
For each spoke server in the example, the archive log space that is used over 24 hours is approximately 16 GB. These
estimates are based on the default status collection interval of 5 minutes. If you reduce the collection interval from once
every 5 minutes to once every 3 minutes, the space requirements increase. The following examples show the approximate
increase in the log space requirement with a collection interval of once every 3 minutes:

Hub server: 56 GB to approximately 94 GB
Each spoke server: 16 GB to approximately 28 GB

Increase the archive log space so that you have sufficient space available to support the Operations Center, without
affecting the existing server operations.

Software requirements
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Documentation for the single-site disk IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution includes installation and configuration tasks for the
following operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

For information about software requirements for IBM® lin_tape device drivers, refer to the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation
and User's Guide.

AIX systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system IBM AIX® 7.1

For more information about operating system requirements, see AIX: Minimum system
requirements for AIX systems.

Gunzip utility The gunzip utility must be available on your system before you install or upgrade the IBM
Spectrum Protect server. Ensure that the gunzip utility is installed and the path to it is set in
the PATH environment variable.

File system type JFS2 file systems

AIX systems can cache a large amount of file system data, which can reduce memory that is
required for server and IBM DB2® processes. To avoid paging with the AIX server, use the
rbrw mount option for the JFS2 file system. Less memory is used for the file system cache
and more is available for IBM Spectrum Protect.

Do not use the file system mount options, Concurrent I/O (CIO), and Direct I/O (DIO), for file
systems that contain the IBM Spectrum Protect database, logs, or storage pool volumes.
These options can cause performance degradation of many server operations. IBM Spectrum
Protect and DB2 can still use DIO where it is beneficial to do so, but IBM Spectrum Protect
does not require the mount options to selectively take advantage of these techniques.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Linux systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (x86_64)

Libraries GNU C libraries, Version 2.3.3-98.38 or later that is installed on the IBM Spectrum Protect
system.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)
numactl.x86_64

File system type Format database-related file systems with ext3 or ext4.

For storage pool-related file systems, use XFS.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Windows systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit) or Windows Server 2016

File system type NTFS
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Other software Windows 2012 R2 or Windows 2016 with .NET Framework 3.5 is installed and enabled.

The following User Account Control policies must be disabled:

User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator
account
User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

Related tasks:
Setting AIX network options

Planning worksheets
Use the planning worksheets to record values that you use to set up your system and configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
Use the best practice default values that are listed in the worksheets.

Each worksheet helps you prepare for different parts of the system configuration by using best practice values:

Server system preconfiguration
Use the preconfiguration worksheets to plan for the file systems and directories that you create when you configure file
systems for IBM Spectrum Protect during system setup. All directories that you create for the server must be empty.

Server configuration
Use the configuration worksheets when you configure the server. Default values are suggested for most items, except
where noted.

AIX®

Table 1. Worksheet for preconfiguration of an AIX server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1   50 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2®
instance owner value
in Table 2.

Directory for server
installation

/   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/usr   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/var   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/tmp   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directory for server
installation

/opt   Available space that is
required for the directory:
10 GB

 

Directory for the
active log

/tsminst1/TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

When you create the
active log during the
initial configuration of
the server, set the
size to 128 GB.

Directory for the
archive log

/tsminst1/TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB

 

Directories for the
database

/tsminst1/TSMdbspace00
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace01
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace02
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB
Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

/tsminst1/TSMfile00
/tsminst1/TSMfile01
/tsminst1/TSMfile02
/tsminst1/TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for
database backup

/tsminst1/TSMbkup00
/tsminst1/TSMbkup01
/tsminst1/TSMbkup02
/tsminst1/TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 2. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 1 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Primary group for the
DB2 instance owner

tsmsrvrs    

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.
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Item Default value Your value Notes

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Linux

Table 3. Worksheet for preconfiguration of a Linux server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1   25 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2
instance owner value
in Table 4.

Directory for the
active log

/tsminst1/TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

 

Directory for the
archive log

/tsminst1/TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for the
database

/tsminst1/TSMdbspace00
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace01
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace02
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB
Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

/tsminst1/TSMfile00
/tsminst1/TSMfile01
/tsminst1/TSMfile02
/tsminst1/TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems

Directories for
database backup

/tsminst1/TSMbkup00
/tsminst1/TSMbkup01
/tsminst1/TSMbkup02
/tsminst1/TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 4. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes
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Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 3 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Primary group for the
DB2 instance owner

tsmsrvrs    

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Windows

Because many volumes are created for the server, configure the server by using the Windows feature of mapping disk volumes to
directories rather than to drive letters.

For example, C:\tsminst1\TSMdbpsace00 is a mount point to a volume with its own space. The volume is mapped to a directory
under the C: drive, but does not take up space from the C: drive. The exception is the server instance directory, C:\tsminst1, which
can be a mount point or a regular directory.

Table 5. Worksheet for preconfiguration of a Windows server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

C:\tsminst1   25 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2
instance owner value
in Table 6.

Directory for the
active log

C:\tsminst1\TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

 

Directory for the
archive log

C:\tsminst1\TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB

 

Directories for the
database

C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace01
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace02
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB
Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile01
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile02
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for
database backup

C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup01
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup02
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 6. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 5 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

pAssW0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.
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Item Default value Your value Notes

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Planning for storage
Choose the most effective storage technology for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components to ensure efficient server performance and
operations.

Storage hardware devices have different capacity and performance characteristics, which determine how they can be used
effectively with IBM Spectrum Protect. For general guidance on selecting the appropriate storage hardware and set up for your
solution, review the following guidelines.

Database and active log

Use a fast disk for the IBM Spectrum Protect database and active log, for example with the following characteristics:
High performance, 15k rpm disk with Fibre Channel or serial-attached SCSI (SAS) interface
Solid-state disk (SSD)

Isolate the active log from the database unless you use SSD or flash hardware
When you create arrays for the database, use RAID level 5

Storage pool

You can use less expensive and slower disks for the storage pool
The storage pool can share disks for the archive log and database backup storage
Use RAID level 6 for storage pool arrays to add protection against double drive failures when you use large disk types

Planning the storage arrays
Prepare for disk storage configuration by planning for RAID arrays and volumes, according to the size of your IBM Spectrum
Protect system.

Related reference:
Storage system requirements and reducing the risk of data corruption

Planning for security
Plan to protect the security of systems in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution with access and authentication controls, and
consider encrypting data and password transmission.

For guidelines about protecting your storage environment against ransomware attacks, and recovering your storage environment if
an attack occurs, see Protecting the storage environment against ransomware.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect solution.
Planning for secure communications
Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect solution components.
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Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the option that best suits your needs.
Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect solution to work.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution.

You can assign one of the following levels of authority to administrators:

System
Administrators with system authority have the highest level of authority. Administrators with this level of authority can
complete any task. They can manage all policy domains and storage pools, and grant authority to other administrators.

Policy
Administrators who have policy authority can manage all of the tasks that are related to policy management. This privilege
can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to specific policy domains.

Storage
Administrators who have storage authority can allocate and control storage resources for the server.

Operator
Administrators who have operator authority can control the immediate operation of the server and the availability of
storage media such as tape libraries and drives.

The scenarios in Table 1 provide examples about why you might want to assign varying levels of authority so that administrators
can perform tasks:

Table 1. Scenarios for administrator roles
Scenario Type of administrator ID to set up

An administrator at a small company manages the server and is
responsible for all server activities.

System authority: 1 administrator ID

An administrator for multiple servers also manages the overall
system. Several other administrators manage their own storage
pools.

System authority on all servers: 1 administrator ID for
the overall system administrator
Storage authority for designated storage pools: 1
administrator ID for each of the other administrators

An administrator manages 2 servers. Another person helps
with the administration tasks. Two assistants are responsible
for helping to ensure that important systems are backed up.
Each assistant is responsible for monitoring the scheduled
backups on one of the IBM Spectrum Protect servers.

System authority on both servers: 2 administrator IDs
Operator authority: 2 administrator IDs for the
assistants with access to the server that each person is
responsible for

Planning for secure communications
Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution components.

Determine the level of protection that is required for your data, based on regulations and business requirements under which your
company operates.

If your business requires a high level of security for passwords and data transmission, plan on implementing secure
communication with Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols.

TLS and SSL provide secure communications between the server and client, but can affect system performance. To improve
system performance, use TLS for authentication without encrypting object data. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the
entire session or only for authentication, see the SSL client option for client-to-server communication, and the UPDATE
SERVER=SSL parameter for server-to-server communication. Beginning in V8.1.2, TLS is used for authentication by default. If you
decide to use TLS to encrypt entire sessions, use the protocol only for sessions where it is necessary and add processor resources
on the server to manage the increase in network traffic. You can also try other options. For example, some networking devices
such as routers and switches provide the TLS or SSL function.

You can use TLS and SSL to protect some or all of the different possible communication paths, for example:
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Operations Center: browser to hub; hub to spoke
Client to server
Server to server: node replication

Related tasks:
Securing communications

Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the option that best suits your needs.

If your company requires the data in storage pools to be encrypted, then you have the option of using IBM Spectrum Protect™
encryption, or an external device such as tape for encryption.

If you choose IBM Spectrum Protect to encrypt the data, extra computing resources are required at the client that might affect the
performance of backup and restore processes.

Related information:
technote 1963635

Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution to work.

Table 1 describes the ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center.

Table 1. Ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center
Item Default Direction Description

Base port
(TCPPORT)

1500 Outbound/inbound Each server instance requires a unique port. You can specify an
alternative port number instead of using the default. The
TCPPORT option listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled
sessions from the client. For administrative client traffic, you can
use the TCPADMINPORT and ADMINONCLIENTPORT options to
set port values.

SSL-only port
(SSLTCPPORT)

No default Outbound/inbound This port is used if you want to restrict communication on the port
to SSL-enabled sessions only. To support both SSL and non-SSL
communications, use the TCPPORT or TCPADMINPORT options.

SMB 45 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SSH 22 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SMTP 25 Outbound This port is used to send email alerts from the server.

NDMP No default Inbound/outbound The server must be able to open an outbound NDMP control port
connection to the NAS device. The outbound control port is the
Low-Level Address in the data mover definition for the NAS
device.

During an NDMP filer-to-server restore, the server must be able to
open an outbound NDMP data connection to the NAS device. The
data connection port that is used during a restore can be
configured on the NAS device.

During NDMP filer-to-server backups, the NAS device must be
able to open outbound data connections to the server and the
server must be able to accept inbound NDMP data connections.
You can use the server option NDMPPORTRANGE to restrict the
set of ports available for use as NDMP data connections. You can
configure a firewall for connections to these ports.
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Item Default Direction Description

Replication No default Outbound/inbound The port and protocol for the outbound port for replication are set
by the DEFINE SERVER command that is used to set up
replication.

The inbound ports for replication are the TCP ports and SSL ports
that the source server names in the DEFINE SERVER command.

Client schedule
port

Client port: 1501 Outbound The client listens on the port that is named and communicates
the port number to the server. The server contacts the client if
server prompted scheduling is used. You can specify an
alternative port number in the client options file.

Long running
sessions

KEEPALIVE
setting: YES

Outbound When the KEEPALIVE option is enabled, keepalive packets are
sent during client-server sessions to prevent the firewall software
from closing long-running, inactive connections.

Operations Center HTTPS: 11090 Inbound These ports are used for the Operations Center web browser. You
can specify an alternative port number.

Client
management
service port

Client port: 9028 Inbound The client management service port must be accessible from the
Operations Center. Ensure that firewalls cannot prevent
connections. The client management service uses the TCP port of
the server for the client node for authentication by using an
administrative session.

Single-site disk implementation of a data protection solution
The single-site disk solution is configured at one site and uses data deduplication.

Implementation roadmap

The following steps are required to set up the IBM Spectrum Protect™ single-site disk environment.

1. Set up the system.
a. Configure the storage hardware and set up storage arrays for your environment size.
b. Install the server operating system.
c. Configure multipath I/O.
d. Create the user ID for the server instance.
e. Prepare file systems for IBM Spectrum Protect.

2. Install the server and Operations Center.
3. Configure the server and Operations Center.

a. Complete the initial configuration of the server.
b. Set server options.
c. Configure Secure Sockets Layer for the server and client.
d. Configure the Operations Center.
e. Register your IBM Spectrum Protect license.
f. Configure data deduplication.
g. Define data retention rules for your business.
h. Define server maintenance schedules.
i. Define client schedules.

4. Install and configure clients.
a. Register and assign clients to schedules.
b. Install and verify the client management service.
c. Configure the Operations Center to use the client management service.

5. Complete the implementation.

Setting up the system
To set up the system, you must first configure your disk storage hardware and the server system for IBM Spectrum Protect™.
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Configuring the storage hardware
To configure your storage hardware, review general guidance for disk systems and IBM Spectrum Protect.
Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect server requirements are met.
Adjust operating system settings as directed.
Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
detailed instructions.
Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.
Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.

Configuring the storage hardware
To configure your storage hardware, review general guidance for disk systems and IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

1. Provide a connection between the server and the storage devices by following these guidelines:
Use a switch or direct connection for Fibre Channel connections.
Consider the number of ports that are connected and account for the amount of bandwidth that is needed.
Consider the number of ports on the server and the number of host ports on the disk system that are connected.

2. Verify that device drivers and firmware for the server system, adapters, and operating system are current and at the
recommended levels.

3. Configure storage arrays. Make sure that you planned properly to ensure optimal performance. See Planning for storage for
more information.

4. Ensure that the server system has access to disk volumes that are created. Complete the following steps:
a. If the system is connected to a Fibre Channel switch, zone the server to see the disks.
b. Map all of the volumes to tell the disk system that this specific server is allowed to see each disk.

Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect™ server requirements are met. Adjust
operating system settings as directed.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.
Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.
Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.

Procedure

1. Install AIX Version 7.1, TL4, SP2, or later according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:

Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server

Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost
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4. Enable AIX I/O completion ports by issuing the following command:

chdev -l iocp0 -P

Server performance can be affected by the Olson time zone definition.
5. To optimize performance, change your system time zone format from Olson to POSIX. Use the following command format

to update the time zone setting:

chtz=local_timezone,date/time,date/time

For example, if you lived in Tucson, Arizona, where Mountain Standard Time is used, you would issue the following
command to change to the POSIX format:

chtz MST7MDT,M3.2.0/2:00:00,M11.1.0/2:00:00

6. Add an entry in the .profile of the instance user so that the following environment is set:

export MALLOCOPTIONS=multiheap:16

7. Set the system to create full application core files. Issue the following command:

chdev -l sys0 -a fullcore=true -P

8. For communications with the server and Operations Center, make sure that the following ports are open on any firewalls
that might exist:

For communications with the server, open port 1500.
For secure communications with the Operations Center, open port 11090 on the hub server.

If you are not using the default port values, make sure that the ports that you are using are open.

9. Enable TCP high-performance enhancements. Issue the following command:

no -p -o rfc1323=1

10. For optimal throughput and reliability, bond four 10 Gb Ethernet ports together. Use the System Management Interface Tool
(SMIT) to bond the ports together by using Etherchannel. The following settings were used during testing:

      mode            8023ad 
      auto_recovery   yes            Enable automatic recovery after failover 
      backup_adapter  NONE           Adapter used when whole channel fails 
      hash_mode       src_dst_port   Determines how outgoing adapter is chosen 
      interval        long           Determines interval value for IEEE  
                                     802.3ad mode 
      mode            8023ad         EtherChannel mode of operation 
      netaddr         0              Address to ping 
      noloss_failover yes            Enable lossless failover after ping  
                                     failure 
      num_retries     3              Times to retry ping before failing 
      retry_time      1              Wait time (in seconds) between pings 
      use_alt_addr    no             Enable Alternate EtherChannel Address 
      use_jumbo_frame no             Enable Gigabit Ethernet Jumbo Frames

11. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 1. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 1. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht
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User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.

Before you begin

The operating system will be installed on the internal hard disks. Configure the internal hard disks by using a hardware RAID 1
array. For example, if you are configuring a small system, the two 300 GB internal disks are mirrored in RAID 1 so that a single 300
GB disk appears available to the operating system installer.

Procedure

1. Install Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 or later, according to the manufacturer instructions. Obtain a bootable DVD that
contains Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 and start your system from this DVD. See the following guidance for
installation options. If an item is not mentioned in the following list, leave the default selection.

a. After you start the DVD, choose Install or upgrade an existing system from the menu.
b. On the Welcome screen, select Test this media & install Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1.
c. Select your language and keyboard preferences.
d. Select your location to set the correct time zone.
e. Select Software Selection and then on the next screen, select Server with GUI.
f. From the installation summary page, click Installation Destination and verify the following items:

The local 300 GB disk is selected as the installation target.
Under Other Storage Options, Automatically configure partitioning is selected.

Click Done.
g. Click Begin Installation. After the installation starts, set the root password for your root user account.

After the installation is completed, restart the system and log in as the root user. Issue the df command to verify your basic
partitioning. For example, on a test system, the initial partitioning produced the following result:

[root@tvapp02]# df –h 
Filesystem             Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/rhel-root   50G  3.0G   48G   6% / 
devtmpfs                32G     0   32G   0% /dev 
tmpfs                   32G   92K   32G   1% /dev/shm 
tmpfs                   32G  8.8M   32G   1% /run 
tmpfs                   32G     0   32G   0% /sys/fs/cgroup 
/dev/mapper/rhel-home  220G   37M  220G   1% /home 
/dev/sda1              497M  124M  373M  25% /boot

2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
For optimal throughput and reliability, consider bonding multiple network ports together. This can be accomplished by
creating a Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) network connection, which aggregates several subordinate ports into a
single logical connection. The preferred method is to use a bond mode of 802.3ad, miimon setting of 100, and a
xmit_hash_policy setting of layer3+4.
Restriction: To use an LACP network connection, you must have a network switch that supports LACP.

For additional instructions about configuring bonded network connections with Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7, see
Create a Channel Bonding Interface.

3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:
Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server

Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost

4. Install components that are required for the server installation. Complete the following steps to create a Yellowdog Updater
Modified (YUM) repository and install the prerequisite packages.
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a. Mount your Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD to a system directory. For example, to mount it to the /mnt
directory, issue the following command:

mount -t iso9660 -o ro /dev/cdrom /mnt

b. Verify that the DVD mounted by issuing the mount command. You should see output similar to the following
example:

/dev/sr0 on /mnt type iso9660

c. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

If the repos.d directory does not exist, create it.
d. List directory contents:

ls rhel-source.repo

e. Rename the original repo file by issuing the mv command. For example:

mv rhel-source.repo rhel-source.repo.orig

f. Create a new repo file by using a text editor. For example, to use the vi editor, issue the following command:

vi rhel71_dvd.repo

g. Add the following lines to the new repo file. The baseurl parameter specifies your directory mount point:

[rhel71_dvd] 
name=DVD Redhat Enterprise Linux 7.1 
baseurl=file:///mnt 
enabled=1 
gpgcheck=0

h. Install the prerequisite package ksh.x86_64, by issuing the yum command. For example:

yum install ksh.x86_64

Exception: You do not need to install the compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-69.el6.i686 and libstdc++.i686 libraries for
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1.

5. When the software installation is complete, you can restore the original YUM repository values by completing the following
steps:

a. Unmount the Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD by issuing the following command:

unmount /mnt

b. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

c. Rename the repo file that you created:

mv rhel71_dvd.repo rhel71_dvd.repo.orig

d. Rename the original file to the original name:

mv rhel-source.repo.orig rhel-source.repo

6. Determine whether kernel parameter changes are required. Complete the following steps:
a. Use the sysctl -a command to list the parameter values.
b. Analyze the results by using the guidelines in Table 1 to determine whether any changes are required.
c. If changes are required, set the parameters in the /etc/sysctl.conf file. The file changes are applied when the system

is started.
Tip: Automatically adjust kernel parameter settings and eliminate the need for manual updates to these settings. On Linux,
the DB2® database software automatically adjusts interprocess communication (IPC) kernel parameter values to the
preferred settings. For more information about kernel parameter settings, search for Linux kernel parameters in the IBM
DB2 Version 11.1 product documentation.

Table 1. Linux kernel parameter optimum settings
Parameter Description
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Parameter Description

kernel.shmmni The maximum number of segments.

kernel.shmmax The maximum size of a shared memory segment (bytes).

This parameter must be set before automatically starting the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on system startup.

kernel.shmall The maximum allocation of shared memory pages (pages).

kernel.sem

There are four values for the kernel.sem
parameter.

(SEMMSL)

The maximum semaphores per array.

(SEMMNS)

The maximum semaphores per system.

(SEMOPM)

The maximum operations per semaphore call.

(SEMMNI)

The maximum number of arrays.

kernel.msgmni The maximum number of system-wide message queues.

kernel.msgmax The maximum size of messages (bytes).

kernel.msgmnb The default maximum size of queue (bytes).

kernel.randomize_va_space The kernel.randomize_va_space parameter configures the
use of memory ASLR for the kernel. Disable ASLR because it
can cause errors for the DB2 software. To learn more details
about the Linux ASLR and DB2, see technote 1365583.

vm.swappiness The vm.swappiness parameter defines whether the kernel
can swap application memory out of physical random access
memory (RAM). For more information about kernel
parameters, see the DB2 product information.

vm.overcommit_memory The vm.overcommit_memory parameter influences how
much virtual memory the kernel permits allocating. For more
information about kernel parameters, see the DB2 product
information.

7. Open firewall ports to communicate with the server. Complete the following steps:
a. Determine the zone that is used by the network interface. The zone is public, by default.

Issue the following command:

#  firewall-cmd --get-active-zones 
public 
  interfaces: ens4f0

b. To use the default port address for communications with the server, open TCP/IP port 1500 in the Linux firewall.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=1500/tcp --permanent

If you want to use a value other than the default, you can specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767. If you open a
port other than the default, you will need to specify that port when you run the configuration script.

c. If you plan to use this system as a hub, open port 11090, which is the default port for secure (https)
communications.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=11090/tcp --permanent

d. Reload the firewall definitions for the changes to take effect.
Issue the following command:
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firewall-cmd --reload

8. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 2. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 2. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Install Windows Server 2016 Standard Edition, according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Change the Windows account control policies by completing the following steps.

a. Open the Local Security Policy editor by running secpol.msc.
b. Click Local Policies > Security Options and ensure that the following User Account Control policies are disabled:

Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator account
Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

3. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to installation instructions for the operating system.
4. Apply Windows updates and enable optional features by completing the following steps:

a. Apply the latest Windows Server 2016 updates.
b. Install and enable the Windows 2012 R2 feature Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 from the Windows Server Manager.
c. If required, update the FC and Ethernet HBA device drivers to newer levels.
d. Install the multipath I/O driver that is appropriate for the disk system that you are using.

5. Open the default TCP/IP port, 1500, for communications with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. For example, issue the
following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Backup server port 1500" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=1500

6. On the Operations Center hub server, open the default port for secure (https) communications with the Operations Center.
The port number is 11090. For example, issue the following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Operations Center port 11090" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=11090

Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
detailed instructions.

AIX systems
Linux systems
Windows systems
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AIX systems

Procedure

1. Determine the Fibre Channel port address that you must use for the host definition on the disk subsystem. Issue the lscfg
command for every port.

On small and medium systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address"

On large systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs2 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs3 | grep "Network Address"

2. Ensure that the following AIX® file sets are installed:
devices.common.IBM.mpio.rte
devices.fcp.disk.array.rte
devices.fcp.disk.rte

3. Issue the cfgmgr command to have AIX rescan the hardware and discover available disks. For example:

cfgmgr

4. To list the available disks, issue the following command:

lsdev -Ccdisk

You should see output similar to the following:

hdisk0  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk1  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk2  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk3  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk4  Available 06-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
hdisk5  Available 07-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
...

5. Use the output from the lsdev command to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, a device ID could be hdisk4. Save the list of device IDs to use when you create file systems for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

6. Correlate the SCSI device IDs to specific disk LUNs from the disk system by listing detailed information about all physical
volumes in the system. Issue the following command:

lspv -u

On an IBM® Storwize® system, the following information is an example of what is shown for each device:

hdisk4  00f8cf083fd97327  None  active      
 332136005076300810105780000000000003004214503IBMfcp

In the example, 60050763008101057800000000000030 is the UID for the volume, as reported by the Storwize
management interface.
To verify disk size in megabytes and compare the value with what is listed for the system, issue the following command:

bootinfo -s hdisk4

Linux systems

Procedure

1. Edit the /etc/multipath.conf file to enable multipathing for Linux hosts. If the multipath.conf file does not exist, you can
create it by issuing the following command:
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mpathconf --enable

The following parameters were set in multipath.conf for testing on an IBM Storwize® system:

defaults { 
      user_friendly_names no 
} 
 
devices { 
      device { 
            vendor "IBM " 
            product "2145" 
            path_grouping_policy group_by_prio 
            user_friendly_names no 
            path_selector "round-robin 0" 
            prio "alua" 
            path_checker "tur" 
            failback "immediate" 
            no_path_retry 5 
            rr_weight uniform 
            rr_min_io_rq "1" 
            dev_loss_tmo 120 
     } 
}

2. Set the multipath option to start when the system is started. Issue the following commands:

systemctl enable multipathd.service 
systemctl start multipathd.service

3. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath, issue the following command:

multipath -l

4. Ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use size and device ID information to
identify which disks are listed.
For example, the following output shows that a 2 TB disk has two path groups and four active paths. The 2 TB size confirms
that the disk corresponds to a pool file system. Use part of the long device ID number (12, in this example) to search for the
volume on the disk-system management interface.

[root@tapsrv01 code]# multipath -l 
36005076802810c509800000000000012 dm-43 IBM,2145 
 size=2.0T features='1 queue_if_no_path' hwhandler='0' wp=rw 
|-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=active 
| |- 2:0:1:18 sdcw 70:64   active undef running 
| `- 4:0:0:18 sdgb 131:112 active undef running 
`-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=enabled 
  |- 1:0:1:18 sdat 66:208  active undef running 
  `- 3:0:0:18 sddy 128:0   active undef running

a. If needed, correct disk LUN host assignments and force a bus rescan. For example:

echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host0/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan

You can also restart the system to rescan disk LUN host assignments.
b. Confirm that disks are now available for multipath I/O by reissuing the multipath -l command.

5. Use the multipath output to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 36005076802810c509800000000000012.

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.

Windows systems

Procedure

1. Ensure that the Multipath I/O feature is installed. If needed, install additional vendor-specific multipath drivers.
2. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath I/O, issue the following command:
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c:\program files\IBM\SDDDSM\datapath.exe query device

3. Review the multipath output and ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use
size and device serial information to identify which disks are listed.
For example, by using part of the long device serial number (34, in this example) you can search for the volume on the disk-
system management interface. The 2 TB size confirms that the disk corresponds to a storage pool file system.

DEV#:   4  DEVICE NAME: Disk5 Part0   TYPE: 2145    POLICY: OPTIMIZED 
SERIAL: 60050763008101057800000000000034          LUN SIZE: 2.0TB 
===================================================================== 
Path#          Adapter/Hard Disk       State   Mode    Select  Errors 
    0   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0 
    1   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   27176       0 
    2   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   28494       0 
    3   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0

4. Create a list of disk device IDs by using the serial numbers that are returned from the multipath output in the previous step.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 60050763008101057800000000000034

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.

5. To bring new disks online and clear the read-only attribute, run diskpart.exe with the following commands. Repeat for each
of the disks:

diskpart 
   select Disk 1 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   select Disk 2 
   online disk        
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   < ... > 
   select Disk 49 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly    
   exit

Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.

About this task

You can specify only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) for the user ID. The user ID and
group name must comply with the following rules:

The length must be 8 characters or fewer.
The user ID and group name cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral.
The user ID and group name cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

Procedure

1. Use operating system commands to create a user ID.
Create a group and user ID in the home directory of the user that owns the server instance.

For example, to create the user ID tsminst1 in group tsmsrvrs with a password of tsminst1, issue the following
commands from an administrative user ID:

mkgroup id=1001 tsmsrvrs 
mkuser id=1002 pgrp=tsmsrvrs home=/home/tsminst1 tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1
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groupadd tsmsrvrs 
useradd -d /home/tsminst1 -m -g tsmsrvrs -s /bin/bash tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

Log off, and then log in to your system. Change to the user account that you created. Use an interactive login
program, such as telnet, so that you are prompted for the password and can change it if necessary.

Create a user ID and then add the new ID to the Administrators group. For example, to create the user ID
tsminst1, issue the following command:

net user tsminst1 * /add

After you create and verify a password for the new user, add the user ID to the Administrators group by issuing the
following commands:

     
net localgroup Administrators tsminst1 /add 
net localgroup DB2ADMNS tsminst1 /add

2. Log off the new user ID.

Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.

Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.
Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.

Procedure

1. Increase the queue depth and maximum transfer size for all of the available hdiskX disks. Issue the following commands
for each disk:

chdev -l hdisk4 -a max_transfer=0x100000 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a queue_depth=32 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a reserve_policy=no_reserve 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a algorithm=round_robin

Do not run these commands for operating system internal disks, for example, hdisk0.
2. Create volume groups for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database, active log, archive log, database backup, and storage pool.

Issue the mkvg command, specifying the device IDs for corresponding disks that you previously identified.
For example, if the device names hdisk4, hdisk5, and hdisk6 correspond to database disks, include them in the database
volume group and so on.
System size: The following commands are based on the medium system configuration. For small and large systems, you
must adjust the syntax as required.

mkvg -S -y tsmdb hdisk2 hdisk3 hdisk4 
mkvg -S -y tsmactlog hdisk5 
mkvg -S -y tsmarchlog hdisk6 
mkvg -S -y tsmdbback hdisk7 hdisk8 hdisk9 hdisk10 
mkvg -S -y tsmstgpool hdisk11 hdisk12 hdisk13 hdisk14 ... hdisk49

3. Determine the physical volume names and the number of free physical partitions to use when you create logical volumes.
Issue the lsvg for each volume group that you created in the previous step.
For example:

lsvg -p tsmdb
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The output is similar to the following. The FREE PPs column represents the free physical partitions:

tsmdb: 
PV_NAME  PV STATE   TOTAL PPs  FREE PPs  FREE DISTRIBUTION 
hdisk4   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk5   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk6   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326

4. Create logical volumes in each volume group by using the mklv command. The volume size, volume group, and device
names vary, depending on the size of your system and variations in your disk configuration.
For example, to create the volumes for the IBM Spectrum Protect database on a medium system, issue the following
commands:

mklv -y tsmdb00 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk2 
mklv -y tsmdb01 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk3 
mklv -y tsmdb02 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk4

5. Format file systems in each logical volume by using the crfs command.
For example, to format file systems for the database on a medium system, issue the following commands:

crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb00 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb01 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace01 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb02 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace02 -A yes

6. Mount all of the newly created file systems by issuing the following command:

mount -a

7. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount
point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example of command output shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

tapsrv07> df -g /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem      GB blocks  Free     %Used   Iused   %Iused   Mounted on 
/dev/tsmact00   195.12     194.59   1%      4       1%       /tsminst1/TSMalog

8. Verify that the user ID you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for the
server.

Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Using the list of device IDs that you generated previously, issue the mkfs command to create and format a file system for
each storage LUN device. Specify the device ID in the command. See the following examples. For the database, format ext4
file systems:

mkfs -t ext4 -T largefile -m 2 /dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012

For storage pool LUNs, format xfs file systems:

mkfs -t xfs /dev/mapper/3600507630081010578000000000002c3

You might issue the mkfs command as many as 50 times, depending on how many different devices you have.

2. Create mount point directories for file systems.

Issue the mkdir command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the
planning worksheets.

For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

mkdir /tsminst1
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Repeat the mkdir command for each file system.
3. Add an entry in the /etc/fstab file for each file system so that file systems are mounted automatically when the server is

started.
For example:

/dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012 /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 ext4 defaults 0 0

4. Mount the file systems that you added to the /etc/fstab file by issuing the mount -a command.
5. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount

point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example on an IBM® Storwize® system shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

[root@tapsrv04 ~]# df -h /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem                                    Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/360050763008101057800000000000003 134G  188M 132G  1%   /tsminst1/TSMalog

6. Verify that the user ID you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for the
IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Create mount point directories for file systems.
Issue the md command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the planning
worksheets. For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

md c:\tsminst1

Repeat the md command for each file system.
2. Create a volume for every disk LUN that is mapped to a directory under the server instance directory by using the Windows

volume manager.

Go to Server Manager > File and Storage Services and complete the following steps for each disk that corresponds to the
LUN mapping that was created in the previous step:

a. Bring the disk online.
b. Initialize the disk to the GPT basic type, which is the default.
c. Create a simple volume that occupies all of the space on the disk. Format the file system by using NTFS, and assign a

label that matches the purpose of the volume, such as TSMfile00. Do not assign the new volume to a drive letter.
Instead, map the volume to a directory under the instance directory, such as C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00.
Tip: Determine the volume label and directory mapping labels based on the size of the disk that is reported.

3. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount point. List all file systems by issuing the
mountvol command and then review the output. For example:

\\?\Volume{8ffb9678-3216-474c-a021-20e420816a92}\ 
  C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00\

4. After the disk configuration is complete, restart the system.

What to do next

You can confirm the amount of free space for each volume by using Windows Explorer.

Installing the server and Operations Center
Use the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard to install the components.

Installing on AIX and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.
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Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the Operations Center on the same system.

Installing on AIX® and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.

Before you begin

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is the
language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Verify that the required RPM files are installed on your system.

See Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard for details.

2. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042992.

3. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
4. Ensure that executable permission is set for the package. If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the following

command:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

5. Extract the package by issuing the following command:

./package_name.bin

where package_name is the name of the downloaded file.
6. Ensure that the following command is enabled so that the wizards work properly:

lsuser

By default, the command is enabled.
7. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
8. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command:

./install.sh

When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard
RPM files are required for the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.

Related tasks:
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components (AIX)
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components (Linux)

Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.
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Before you begin

Make sure that the following prerequisites are met:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.
Ensure that the user ID that you plan to use during the installation is a user with local Administrator authority.

Procedure

1. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042993.

2. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
3. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
4. Double-click the executable file to extract to the current directory.
5. In the directory where the installation files were extracted, start the installation wizard by double-clicking the install.bat

file. When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory.

To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Related tasks:
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components

Configuring the server and the Operations Center
After you install the components, complete the configuration for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center.

Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.
Installing the backup-archive client
As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.
Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server to verify that the correct values are set
for your system.
Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security
To encrypt data and secure communications in your environment, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security
(TLS) is enabled on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and backup-archive client. An SSL certificate is used to verify
communication requests between the server and client.
Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage
environment.
Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.
Configuring data deduplication
Create a directory-container storage pool and at least one directory to use inline data deduplication.
Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new
storage pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.
Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations
Center command builder.
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Defining client schedules
Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.

Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.

Before you begin

Ensure that the following requirements are met:

The system where you installed IBM Spectrum Protect must have the X Window System client. You must also be running an
X Window System server on your desktop.
The system must have the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol enabled. Ensure that the port is set to the default value, 22, and that
the port is not blocked by a firewall. You must enable password authentication in the sshd_config file in the
/etc/ssh/directory. Also, ensure that the SSH daemon service has access rights to connect to the system by using the
localhost value.
You must be able to log in to IBM Spectrum Protect with the user ID that you created for the server instance, by using the
SSH protocol. When you use the wizard, you must provide this user ID and password to access that system.
If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

Verify that the remote registry service is started by completing the following steps:

1. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services. In the Services window, select Remote Registry. If it is not started, click Start.
2. Ensure that port 137, 139, and 445 are not blocked by a firewall:

a. Click Start > Control Panel > Windows Firewall.
b. Select Advanced Settings.
c. Select Inbound Rules.
d. Select New Rule.
e. Create a port rule for TCP ports 137, 139, and 445 to allow connections for domain and private networks.

3. Configure the user account control by accessing the local security policy options and completing the following steps.
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Local Security Policy. Expand Local Policies > Security Options.
b. If not already enabled, enable the built-in administrator account by selecting Accounts: Administrator account status

> Enable > OK.
c. If not already disabled, disable user account control for all Windows administrators by selecting User Account

Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode > Disable > OK.
d. If not already disabled, disable the User Account Control for the built-in Administrator account by selecting User

Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator Account > Disable > OK.
4. If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

About this task

The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not operational until the entire configuration process is complete.

Procedure

1. Start the local version of the wizard.
Open the dsmicfgx program in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. This wizard can be only

run as a root user.
Click Start > All Programs > IBM Spectrum Protect > Configuration Wizard.

2. Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. Use the information that you recorded in Planning worksheets during
IBM Spectrum Protect system set up to specify directories and options in the wizard.

On the Server Information window, set the server to start automatically by using the instance user ID
when the system boots.

By using the configuration wizard, the server is set to start automatically when rebooted.

Installing the backup-archive client
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As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.

Procedure

To install the backup-archive client, follow the installation instructions for your operating system.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to verify that the correct values are set for
your system.

Procedure

1. Go to the server instance directory and open the dsmserv.opt file.
2. Review the values in the following table and verify your server option settings, based on system size.

Server option Small system value Medium system value Large system value

ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

ACTIVELOGSIZE 131072 131072 262144

ARCHLOGCOMPRESS Yes No No

ARCHLOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

COMMMETHOD TCPIP TCPIP TCPIP

COMMTIMEOUT 3600 3600 3600

DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP No No No

DEVCONFIG devconf.dat devconf.dat devconf.dat

EXPINTERVAL 0 0 0

IDLETIMEOUT 60 60 60

MAXSESSIONS 250 500 1000

NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED 20 20 20

TCPADMINPORT 1500 1500 1500

TCPPORT 1500 1500 1500

VOLUMEHISTORY volhist.dat volhist.dat volhist.dat

Update server option settings if necessary, to match the values in the table. To make updates, close the dsmserv.opt file
and use the SETOPT command from the administrative command-line interface to set the options.
For example, to update the IDLETIMEOUT option to 60, issue the following command:

setopt idletimeout 60

3. To configure secure communications for the server, clients, and the Operations Center, verify the options in the following
table.

Server option All system sizes

SSLFIPSMODE NO

TCPPORT Specify the port number on which the server waits for requests for TCP/IP and
SSL-enabled sessions from the client.
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Server option All system sizes

TCPADMINPORT Specify the port address on which the server waits for requests for TCP/IP and
SSL-enabled sessions from the command-line administrative client.

If any of the option values must be updated, edit the dsmserv.opt file by using the following guidelines:
Remove the asterisk at the beginning of a line to enable an option.
On each line, enter only one option and the specified value for the option.
If an option occurs in multiple entries in the file, the server uses the last entry.

Save your changes and close the file. If you edit the dsmserv.opt file directly, you must restart the server for the changes to
take effect.

Related reference:
Server options reference
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)

Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security
To encrypt data and secure communications in your environment, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) is
enabled on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and backup-archive client. An SSL certificate is used to verify communication
requests between the server and client.

About this task

As shown in the following figure, you can manually configure secure communications between the server and backup-archive
client by setting options in the server and client options files, and then transferring the self-signed certificate that is generated on
the server to the client. Alternatively, you can obtain and transfer a unique certificate that is signed by a certificate authority (CA).

For more information about configuring the server and clients for SSL or TLS communications, see Configuring storage agents,
servers, clients, and the Operations Center to connect to the server by using SSL.

Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage environment.

Before you begin

When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you must provide the following information:

Connection information for the server that you want to designate as a hub server
Login credentials for an administrator ID that is defined for that server

Procedure

1. Designate the hub server. In a web browser, enter the following address:

https://hostname:secure_port/oc

where:
hostname represents the name of the computer where the Operations Center is installed
secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication on that
computer
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For example, if your host name is tsm.storage.mylocation.com and you are using the default secure port for the Operations
Center, which is 11090, the address is:

https://tsm.storage.mylocation.com:11090/oc

When you log in to the Operations Center for the first time, a wizard guides you through an initial configuration to set up a
new administrator with system authority on the server.

2. Set up secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server by configuring the Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) protocol.

Follow the instructions in Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server.

3. Optional: To receive a daily email report that summarizes system status, configure your email settings in the Operations
Center.

Follow the instructions in Tracking system status by using email reports.

Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server
To secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, add the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.

Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.

About this task

Licenses are stored in enrollment certificate files, which contain licensing information for the product. The enrollment certificate
files are on the installation media, and are placed on the server during installation. When you register the product, the licenses are
stored in a NODELOCK file within the current directory.

Procedure

Register a license by specifying the name of the enrollment certificate file that contains the license. To use the Operations Center
command builder for this task, complete the following steps.

1. Open the Operations Center.

2. Open the Operations Center command builder by hovering over the settings icon  and clicking Command Builder.
3. Issue the REGISTER LICENSE command. For example, to register a base IBM Spectrum Protect license, issue the following

command:

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

What to do next

Save the installation media that contains your enrollment certificate files. You might need to register your license again if, for
example, one of the following conditions occur:

The server is moved to a different computer.
The NODELOCK file is corrupted. The server stores license information in the NODELOCK file, which is in the directory from
which the server is started.

If you change the processor chip that is associated with the server on which the server is installed.

Related reference:
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Configuring data deduplication
Create a directory-container storage pool and at least one directory to use inline data deduplication.

Before you begin
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Use the storage pool directory information that you recorded in Planning worksheets for this task.

Procedure

1. Open the Operations Center.
2. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Storage.
3. From the list that is displayed, click Storage Pools.
4. Click the +Storage Pool button.
5. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard:

To use inline data deduplication, select a Directory storage pool under Container-based storage.
When you configure directories for the directory-container storage pool, specify the directory paths that you created
for storage during system setup.

6. After you configure the new directory-container storage pool, click Close & View Policies to update a management class
and start using the storage pool.

Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new storage
pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.

Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select the STANDARD domain and click Details.
2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab. The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active

policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.
3. Click the Configure toggle, and make the following changes:

Change the backup destination for the STANDARD management class to the directory-container storage pool.
Change the value for the Backups column to No limit.
Change the retention period. Set the Keep Extra Backups column to 30 days or more, depending on your business
requirements.

4. Save your changes and click the Configure toggle again so that the policy set is no longer editable.
5. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.

Related tasks:
Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data

Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations Center
command builder.

About this task

Schedule server maintenance operations to run after client backup operations. You can control the timing of schedules by setting
the start time in combination with the duration time for each operation.

The following example shows how you can schedule server maintenance operations in combination with the client backup
schedule for a single-site disk solution.

Operation Schedule

Client backup Starts at 22:00.

Processing for database and disaster
recovery files

The database backup operation starts at 11:00, or 13 hours after the beginning
of the client backup operation. This process runs until completion.
Device configuration information and volume history backup operations start at
17:00, or 6 hours after the start of the database backup operation.
Volume history deletion starts at 20:00, or 9 hours after the start of the
database backup operation.

Inventory expiration Starts at 12:00, or 14 hours after the beginning of the client backup operation. This
process runs until completion.
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Procedure

After you configure the device class for the database backup operations, create schedules for database backup and other required
maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. Depending on the size of your environment, you might need
to adjust the start times for each schedule in the example.

1. Define a device class for the backup operations. For example, use the DEFINE DEVCLASS command to create a device class
that is named DBBACK_FILEDEV:

define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory=db_backup_directories

where db_backup_directories is a list of the directories that you created for the database backup.
For example, if you have four directories for database backups, starting with /tsminst1/TSMbkup00,

issue the following command:

define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory=/tsminst1/TSMbkup00, 
  /tsminst1/TSMbkup01,/tsminst1/TSMbkup02, 
  /tsminst1/TSMbkup03"

For example, if you have four directories for database backups, starting with C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00, issue the
following command:

define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory="c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00, 
  c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup01,c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup02, 
  c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup03"

2. Set the device class for automatic database backup operations. Use the SET DBRECOVERY command to specify the device
class that you created in the preceding step. For example, if the device class is dbback_filedev, issue the following
command:

set dbrecovery dbback_filedev

3. Create schedules for the maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. See the following table for
the required operations with examples of the commands.

Operation Example command

Back up the database. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DB command. If you are
configuring a small system, set the COMPRESS parameter to YES.
For example, on a small system, issue the following command to create
a backup schedule that uses the new device class:

define schedule DBBACKUP type=admin cmd="backup db  
  devclass=dbback_filedev type=full numstreams=3 
wait=yes  
  compress=yes" active=yes desc="Back up the 
database."  
  startdate=today starttime=11:00:00 duration=45 
durunits=minutes

Back up the device configuration
information.

Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DEVCONFIG command:

define schedule DEVCONFIGBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
devconfig  
  filenames=devconfig.dat" active=yes desc="Backup the 
device  
  configuration file." startdate=today 
starttime=17:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes

Back up the volume history. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule VOLHISTBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
volhistory 
  filenames=volhist.dat" active=yes desc="Back up the 
volume  
  history." startdate=today starttime=17:00:00 
duration=45  
  durunits=minutes
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Operation Example command

Remove older versions of database
backups that are no longer required.

Create a schedule to run the DELETE VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule DELVOLHIST type=admin cmd="delete 
volhistory  
  type=dbb todate=today-6 totime=now" active=yes 
desc="Remove  
  old database backups." startdate=today 
starttime=20:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes

Remove objects that exceed their
allowed retention.

Create a schedule to run the EXPIRE INVENTORY command.
Set the RESOURCE parameter based on the system size that you are
configuring:

Small systems: 10
Medium systems: 30
Large systems: 40

For example, on a medium-sized system, issue the following command
to create a schedule that is named EXPINVENTORY:

define schedule EXPINVENTORY type=admin cmd="expire 
inventory  
  wait=yes resource=30 duration=120" active=yes 
desc="Remove expired  
  objects." startdate=today starttime=12:00:00 
duration=45  
  durunits=minutes

What to do next

After you create schedules for the server maintenance tasks, you can view them in the Operations Center by completing the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Servers.
2. Click Maintenance.

Related reference:
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)

Defining client schedules
Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Clients.
2. Click Schedules.
3. Click +Schedule.
4. Complete the steps in the Create Schedule wizard. Set client backup schedules to start at 22:00, based on the server

maintenance activities that you scheduled in Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.

Installing and configuring backup-archive clients
Following the successful setup of your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server system, install and configure client software to begin
backing up data.

Procedure

To install the backup-archive client, follow the installation instructions for your operating system.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client
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What to do next

Register and assign your clients to schedules.

Registering and assigning clients to schedules
Add and register your clients through the Operations Center by using the Add Client wizard.
Installing the client management service
Install the client management service for backup-archive clients that run on Linux and Windows operating systems. The
client management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information
available to the Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

Registering and assigning clients to schedules
Add and register your clients through the Operations Center by using the Add Client wizard.

Before you begin

Determine whether the client requires an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the client node. To determine
which clients require an administrative user ID, see technote 7048963.
Restriction: For some types of clients, the client node name and the administrative user ID must match. You cannot authenticate
those clients by using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol authentication method that was introduced in V7.1.7. For details
about this authentication method, sometimes referred to as integrated mode, see Authenticating users by using an Active
Directory database.

Procedure

To register a client, complete one of the following actions.

If the client requires an administrative user ID, register the client by using the REGISTER NODE command and specify the
USERID parameter:

register node node_name password userid=node_name

where node_name specifies the node name and password specifies the node password. For details, see Register a node.
If the client does not require an administrative user ID, register the client by using the Operations Center Add Client wizard.
Complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
b. In the Clients table, click +Client.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Client wizard:

i. Specify that redundant data can be eliminated on both the client and server. In the Client-side data
deduplication area, select the Enable check box.

ii. In the Configuration window, copy the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, NODENAME, and DEDUPLICATION
option values.
Tip: Record the option values and keep them in a safe place. After you complete the client registration and
install the software on the client node, use the values to configure the client.

iii. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the policy domain, schedule, and option set.
iv. Set how risks are displayed for the client by specifying the at-risk setting.
v. Click Add Client.

Installing the client management service
Install the client management service for backup-archive clients that run on Linux and Windows operating systems. The client
management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information available to the
Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

Procedure

Install the client management service on the same computer as the backup-archive client by completing the following steps:

1. Download the installation package for the client management service from an IBM® download site such as IBM Passport
Advantage® or IBM Fix Central. Look for a file name that is similar to <version>-IBM_Spectrum_Protect-CMS-
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operating_system.bin.
2. Create a directory on the client system that you want to manage, and copy the installation package there.
3. Extract the contents of the installation package file.
4. Run the installation batch file from the directory where you extracted the installation and associated files. This is the

directory that you created in step 2.
5. To install the client management service, follow the instructions in the IBM Installation Manager wizard. If IBM Installation

Manager is not already installed on the client system, you must select both IBM Installation Manager and IBM Spectrum
Protect™ Client Management Services.

Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can
verify that the client management service is correctly installed and configured.
Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to
access the client management service.

Related tasks:
Configuring the client management service for custom client installations

Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can verify that
the client management service is correctly installed and configured.

Procedure

On the client system, at the command line, run the following commands to view the configuration of the client management
service:

On Linux client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.sys 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

On Windows client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

C:\"Program Files"\Tivoli\TSM\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsm.opt 
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    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

If the client management service is correctly installed and configured, the output displays the location of the error log file.
The output text is extracted from the following configuration file:

On Linux client systems:

client_install_dir/cms/Liberty/usr/servers/cmsServer/client-configuration.xml

On Windows client systems:

client_install_dir\cms\Liberty\usr\servers\cmsServer\client-configuration.xml

If the output does not contain any entries, you must configure the client-configuration.xml file. For instructions to configure this
file, see Configuring the client management service for custom client installations. You can use the CmsConfig verify command to
verify that a node definition is correctly created in the client-configuration.xml file.

Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to access
the client management service.

Before you begin

Ensure that the client management service is installed and started on the client system. Verify whether the default configuration is
used. The default configuration is not used if either of the following conditions is met:

The client management service does not use the default port number, 9028.
The backup-archive client is not accessed by the same IP address as the client system where the backup-archive client is
installed. For example, a different IP address might be used in the following situations:

The computer system has two network cards. The backup-archive client is configured to communicate on one
network, while the client management service communicates on the other network.
The client system is configured with the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). As a result, the client system
is dynamically assigned an IP address, which is saved on the server during the previous backup-archive client
operation. When the client system is restarted, the client system might be assigned a different IP address. To ensure
that the Operations Center can always find the client system, you specify a fully qualified domain name.

Procedure

To configure the Operations Center to use the client management service, complete the following steps:

1. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
2. Click Details > Properties.
3. In the Remote diagnostics URL field in the General section, specify the URL for the client management service on the client

system. The address must start with https. The following table shows examples of the remote diagnostics URL.

Type of URL Example

With DNS host name and default port, 9028 https://server.example.com

With DNS host name and non-default port https://server.example.com:1599

With IP address and non-default port https://192.0.2.0:1599

4. Click Save.

What to do next

You can access client diagnostic information such as client log files from the Diagnosis tab in the Operations Center.

Completing the implementation
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After the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution is configured and running, test backup operations and set up monitoring to ensure that
everything runs smoothly.

Procedure

1. Test backup operations to verify that your data is protected in the way that you expect.
a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the clients that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. On the Servers page of the Operations Center, select the server for which you want to back up the database. Click

Back Up, and follow the instructions in the Back Up Database window.
c. Verify that the backup operations completed successfully with no warning or error messages.

Tip: Alternatively, you can use the backup-archive client GUI to back up client data and you can backup the server
database by issuing BACKUP DB command from an administrative command-line.

2. Set up monitoring for your solution by following the instructions in Monitoring a single-site disk solution.

Monitoring a single-site disk solution
After you implement a single-site disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, monitor the solution for correct operation. By
monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you gather can
be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.

About this task

The preferred way to monitor a solution is by using the Operations Center, which provides overall and detailed system status in a
graphical user interface. In addition, you can configure the Operations Center to generate a daily email report that summarizes
system status.

In some cases, you might want to use advanced monitoring tools to complete specific monitoring or troubleshooting tasks.

Tip: If you plan to diagnose issues with backup-archive clients on Linux or Windows operating systems, install IBM Spectrum
Protect client management services on each computer where a backup-archive client is installed. In this way, you can ensure that
the Diagnose button is available in the Operations Center for diagnosing issues with backup-archive clients. To install the client
management service, follow the instructions in Installing the client management service.

Procedure

1. Complete daily monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Daily checklist.
2. Complete periodic monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Periodic monitoring checklist.
3. To verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect solution complies with licensing requirements, follow the instructions in Verifying

license compliance.
4. To set up Operations Center to generate email status reports, see Tracking system status by using email reports

What to do next

Resolve any issues that you detect. To resolve an issue by changing the configuration of your solution, follow the instructions in
Managing operations for a single-site disk solution. The following resources are also available:

To resolve performance issues, see Performance.
To resolve other types of issues, see Troubleshooting.

Daily monitoring checklist
To ensure that you are completing the daily monitoring tasks for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution, review the daily monitoring
checklist.

Complete the daily monitoring tasks from the Operations Center Overview page. You can access the Overview page by opening the
Operations Center and clicking Overviews.

The following figure shows the location for completing each task.
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Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.

The following table lists the daily monitoring tasks and provides instructions for completing each task.

Table 1. Daily monitoring tasks
Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

information

 Determine whether
clients are at risk of
being unprotected due to
failed or missed backup
operations.

To verify whether clients are at risk, in the
Clients area, look for an At risk notification. To
view details, click the Clients area.
Attention: If the At risk percentage is much
greater than usual, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. A ransomware attack can
cause backup operations to fail, thus placing
clients at risk. For example, if the percentage
of clients at risk is normally between 5% and
10%, but the percentage increases to 40% or
50%, investigate the cause.
If you installed the client management service
on a backup-archive client, you can view and
analyze the client error and schedule logs by
completing the following steps:

1. In the Clients table, select the client
and click Details.

2. To diagnose an issue, click Diagnosis.

For clients that do not have the client management
service installed, access the client system to review
the client error logs.

 Determine whether
client-related or server-
related errors require
attention.

To determine the severity of any reported
alerts, in the Alerts area, hover over the
columns.

To view additional information about alerts, complete
the following steps:

1. Click the Alerts area.
2. In the Alerts table, select an alert.
3. In the Activity Log pane, review the messages.

The pane displays related messages that were
issued before and after the selected alert
occurred.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
servers that are
managed by the
Operations Center are
available to provide data
protection services to
clients.

1. To verify whether servers are at risk, in
the Servers area, look for an
Unavailable notification.

2. To view additional information, click the
Servers area.

3. Select a server in the Servers table and
click Details.

Tip: If you detect an issue that is related to server
properties, update the server properties:

1. In the Servers table, select a server and click
Details.

2. To update server properties, click Properties.

 Determine whether
sufficient space is
available for the server
inventory, which consists
of the server database,
active log, and archive
log.

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Status column of the table, view

the status of the server and resolve any
issues:

Normal  Sufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, and archive
log.
Critical  Insufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, or archive
log. You must add space
immediately, or the data
protection services that are
provided by the server will be
interrupted.
Warning  The server database,
active log, or archive log is
running out of space. If this
condition persists, you must add
space.
Unavailable  Status cannot be
obtained. Ensure that the server
is running, and that there are no
network issues. This status is
also shown if the monitoring
administrator ID is locked or
otherwise unavailable on the
server. This ID is named IBM-
OC-hub_server_name.
Unmonitored  Unmonitored
servers are defined to the hub
server, but are not configured for
management by the Operations
Center. To configure an
unmonitored server, select the
server, and click Monitor Spoke.

You can also look for related alerts on the Alerts
page. For additional instructions about
troubleshooting, see Resolving server problems.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify server
database backup
operations.

To determine when a server was most
recently backed up, complete the following
steps:

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Servers table, review the Last

Database Backup column.

To obtain more detailed information about backup
operations, complete the following steps:

1. In the Servers table, select a row and click
Details.

2. In the DB Backup area, hover over the check
marks to review information about backup
operations.

If a database was not backed up recently (for
example, in the last 24 hours), you can start a backup
operation:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
the Servers area.

2. In the table, select a server and click Back Up.

To determine whether the server database is
configured for automatic backup operations,
complete the following steps:

1. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon 

 and click Command Builder.
2. Issue the QUERY DB command:

query db f=d

3. In the output, review the Full Device
Class Name field. If a device class is
specified, the server is configured for
automatic database backups.

 Monitor other server
maintenance tasks.
Server maintenance
tasks can include running
administrative command
schedules, maintenance
scripts, and related
commands.

To search for information about processes
that failed because of server issues, complete
the following steps:

1. Click Servers > Maintenance.
2. To obtain the two-week history of a

process, view the History column.
3. To obtain more information about a

scheduled process, hover over the
check box that is associated with the
process.

For more information about monitoring processes
and resolving issues, see the Operations Center
online help.
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information

 Verify that the
amount of data that was
recently sent to and from
servers is within the
expected range.

To obtain an overview of activity in the
last 24 hours, view the Activity area.
To compare activity in the last 24 hours
with activity in the previous 24 hours,
review the figures in the Current and
Previous areas.

If more data was sent to the server than you
expected, determine which clients are backing
up more data and investigate the cause. It is
possible that client-side data deduplication is
not working correctly.
Attention: If the amount of backed-up data is
significantly larger than usual, it might indicate
a ransomware attack. When ransomware
encrypts data, the system perceives the data
as being changed, and the changed data is
backed up. Thus, backup volumes become
larger. To determine which clients are
affected, click the Applications, Virtual, or
Systems tabs.
If less data was sent to the server than you
expected, investigate whether client backup
operations are proceeding on schedule.
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 Verify that storage
pools are available to
back up client data.

1. If problems are indicated in the Storage
& Data Availability area, click Pools to
view the details:

If the Critical  status is
displayed, insufficient space is
available in the storage pool, or
its access status is unavailable.
Attention: If the status is critical,
investigate the cause:

If the data deduplication
rate for a storage pool
drops significantly, it
might indicate a
ransomware attack.
During a ransomware
attack, data is encrypted
and cannot be
deduplicated. To verify
the data deduplication
rate, in the Storage Pools
table, review the value in
the % Savings column.
If a storage pool
unexpectedly becomes
100% utilized, it might
indicate a ransomware
attack. To verify the
utilization, review the
value in the Capacity
Used column. Hover over
the values to see the
percentages of used and
free space.

If the Warning  status is
displayed, the storage pool is
running out of space, or its
access status is read-only.

2. To view the used, free, and total space
for your selected storage pool, hover
over the entries in the Capacity Used
column.

To view the storage-pool capacity that was used over
the past two weeks, select a row in the Storage Pools
table and click Details.
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Verify that storage
devices are available for
backup operations.

In the Storage & Data Availability area, in the
Volumes section, under the capacity bars,
review the status that is reported next to
Devices. If a Critical  or Warning  status is
displayed for any device, investigate the issue.
To view details, click Devices.

Disk devices might have a critical or warning status
for the following reasons:

For DISK device classes, volumes might be
offline or have a read-only access status. The
Disk Storage column of the Disk Devices table
shows the state of volumes.
For FILE device classes that are not shared,
directories might be offline. Also, insufficient
free space might be available for allocating
scratch volumes. The Disk Storage column of
the Disk Devices table shows the state of
directories.
For FILE device classes that are shared, drives
might be unavailable. A drive is unavailable if it
is offline, if it stopped responding to the
server, or if its path is offline. Other columns of
the Disk Devices table show the state of the
drives and paths.

Periodic monitoring checklist
To help ensure that your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution operates correctly, complete the tasks in the periodic monitoring
checklist. Schedule periodic tasks frequently enough so that you can detect potential issues before they become problematic.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
Table 1. Periodic monitoring tasks

Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
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Monitor system performance. Determine the length of time that is
required for client backup operations:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. Find
the server that is associated with
the client.

2. Click Servers. Select the server
and click Details.

3. To view the duration of
completed tasks in the last 24
hours, click Completed Tasks.

4. To view the duration of tasks that
were completed more than 24
hours ago, use the QUERY
ACTLOG command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY ACTLOG
(Query the activity log).

5. If the duration of client backup
operations is increasing and the
reasons are not clear, investigate
the cause.

If you installed the client management
service on a backup-archive client, you
can diagnose performance issues for
the backup-archive client by completing
the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients.

2. Select a backup-archive client
and click Details.

3. To retrieve client logs, click
Diagnosis.

For instructions about reducing the time that it takes
for the client to back up data to the server, see
Resolving common client performance problems.

Look for performance bottlenecks. For instructions,
see Identifying performance bottlenecks.

For information about identifying and resolving other
performance issues, see Performance.

Determine the disk savings that
are provided by data
deduplication.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Pools.

2. Select a pool and click Quick
Look.

3. In the Data Deduplication area,
view the Space saved row.

For advanced monitoring, to obtain detailed statistics
about the data-deduplication process for a specific
directory-container storage pool or cloud-container
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. Obtain a statistical report by issuing the
GENERATE DEDUPSTATS command. Follow
the instructions in GENERATE DEDUPSTATS
(Generate data deduplication statistics for a
directory-container storage pool).

3. View the statistical report by issuing the
QUERY DEDUPSTATS command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query
data deduplication statistics).
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Verify that current backup files
for device configuration and
volume history information are
saved.

Access your storage locations to ensure
that the files are available. The
preferred method is to save the backup
files to two locations.
To locate the volume history and device
configuration files, complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, hover over the

settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To locate the volume history and
device configuration files, issue
the following commands:

query option volhistory

query option devconfig

3. In the output, review the Option
Setting column to find the file
locations.

If a disaster occurs, both the volume
history file and the device configuration
file are required to restore the server
database.
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Determine whether sufficient
space is available for the
instance directory file system.

Verify that at least 20% of free space is
available in the instance directory file
system. Take the action that is
appropriate for your operating system:

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -g instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -h instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

In the Windows
Explorer program, right-click the
file system and click Properties.
View the capacity information.

The preferred location of the instance
directory depends on the operating
system where the server is installed:

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1
C:\tsminst1

Tip: If you completed a planning
worksheet, the location of the instance
directory is recorded in the worksheet.

 

Identify unexpected client
activity.

To monitor client activity to determine
whether data volumes exceed expected
amounts, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Clients
area.

2. To view activity over the past two
weeks, double-click any client.

3. To view the number of bytes sent
to the client, click the Properties
tab.

4. In the Last Session area, view the
Sent to client row.

When you double-click a client in the Clients table,
the Activity over 2 Weeks area displays the amount
of data that the client sent to the server each day.

Periodically review the SQL activity summary table,
which contains statistics about client sessions. To
compare current activity with previous activity, use
an SQL SELECT statement. If the level of activity is
significantly different from previous activity, it might
indicate a ransomware attack.

Periodically review the activity log. Look for ANE
messages that indicate how many files were backed
up and inspected. Compare current data
deduplication rates with previous rates. If an
unusually high number of files were backed up, or
the rate of data deduplication unexpectedly drops to
0, it might indicate a ransomware attack.
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Monitor storage pool growth
over time.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Pools
area.

2. To view the capacity that was
used over the last two weeks,
select a pool and click Details.

Tips:

To specify the time period that must elapse
before all deduplicated extents are removed
from a directory-container storage pool or
cloud-container storage pool after they are no
longer referenced by the inventory, complete
the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.
3. Specify the duration in the Delay
period for container reuse field.

To determine data deduplication performance
for directory-container and cloud-container
storage pools, use the GENERATE
DEDUPSTATS command.
To view data deduplication statistics for a
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.

Alternatively, use the QUERY
EXTENTUPDATES command to display
information about updates to data extents in
directory-container or cloud-container storage
pools. The command output can help you
determine which data extents are no longer
referenced and which ones are eligible to be
deleted from the system. In the output,
monitor the number of data extents that are
eligible to be deleted from the system. This
metric has a direct correlation to the amount
of free space that will be available within the
container storage pool.

To display the amount of physical space that is
occupied by a file space after the removal of
the data deduplication savings, use the select
* from occupancy command. The command
output includes the LOGICAL_MB value.
LOGICAL_MB is the amount of space that is
used by the file space.

Evaluate the timing of client
schedules. Ensure that the start
and end times of client
schedules meet your business
needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Clients > Schedules.

In the Schedules table, the Start
column displays the configured start
time for the scheduled operation. To
see when the most recent operation
was started, hover over the clock icon.

Tip: You can receive a warning message if a client
operation runs longer than expected. Complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,
hover over Clients and click Schedules.

2. Select a schedule and click Details.
3. View the details of a schedule by clicking the

blue arrow next to the row.
4. In the Run time alert field, specify the time

when a warning message will be issued if the
scheduled operation is not completed.

5. Click Save.
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Evaluate the timing of
maintenance tasks. Ensure that
the start and end times of
maintenance tasks meet your
business needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Servers > Maintenance.

In the Maintenance table, review the
information in the Last Run Time
column. To see when the last
maintenance task was started, hover
over the clock icon.

Tip: If a maintenance task is running too long,
change the start time or the maximum run time.
Complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To change the start time or maximum run time
for a task, issue the UPDATE SCHEDULE
command. For instructions, see UPDATE
SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related reference:
QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)

Verifying license compliance
Verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution complies with the provisions of your licensing agreement. By verifying
compliance regularly, you can track trends in data growth or processor value unit (PVU) usage. Use this information to plan for
future license purchasing.

About this task

The method that you use to verify that your solution complies with license terms varies depending on the provisions of your IBM
Spectrum Protect licensing agreement.

Front-end capacity licensing
The front-end model determines license requirements based on the amount of primary data that is reported as being
backed up by clients. Clients include applications, virtual machines, and systems.

Back-end capacity licensing
The back-end model determines license requirements based on the terabytes of data that are stored in primary storage
pools and repositories.
Tips:

To ensure the accuracy of front-end and back-end capacity estimates, install the most recent version of the client
software on each client node.
The front-end and back-end capacity information in the Operations Center is for planning and estimation purposes.

PVU licensing
The PVU model is based on the use of PVUs by server devices.
Important: The PVU calculations that are provided by IBM Spectrum Protect are considered estimates and are not legally
binding. The PVU licensing information that is reported by IBM Spectrum Protect is not considered an acceptable substitute
for the IBM® License Metric Tool.

For the most recent information about licensing models, see the information about product details and licenses at the IBM
Spectrum Protect product family website. If you have questions or concerns about licensing requirements, contact your IBM
Spectrum Protect software provider.

Procedure

To monitor license compliance, complete the steps that correspond to the provisions of your licensing agreement.
Tip: The Operations Center provides an email report that summarizes front-end and back-end capacity usage. Reports can be sent
automatically to one or more recipients regularly. To configure and manage email reports, click Reports on the Operations Center
menu bar.

Option Description
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Option Description

Front-end model a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.

The front-end capacity estimate is displayed on the Front-end Usage page.

b. If a value is displayed in the Not Reporting column, click the number to identify clients that did
not report capacity usage.

c. To estimate capacity for clients that did not report capacity usage, go to the following FTP site,
which provides measuring tools and instructions:

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-
management/front_end_capacity_measurement_tools

To measure front-end capacity by script, complete the instructions in the most recently
available licensing guide.

d. Add the Operations Center estimate and any estimates that you obtained by using a script.
e. Verify that the estimated capacity complies with your licensing agreement.

Back-end model Restriction: If the source and target replication servers do not use the same policy settings, you
cannot use the Operations Center to monitor back-end capacity usage for replicated clients. For
information about how to estimate capacity usage for these clients, see technote 1656476.

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.
b. Click the Back-end tab.
c. Verify that the estimated amount of data complies with your licensing agreement.

PVU model For information about how to assess compliance with PVU licensing terms, see Assessing
compliance with the PVU licensing model.

Tracking system status by using email reports
Set up the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system status. You can configure a mail server connection,
change report settings, and optionally create custom SQL reports.

Before you begin

Before you set up email reports, ensure that the following requirements are met:

A Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host server is available to send and receive reports by email. The SMTP server must
be configured as an open mail relay. You must also ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that sends email
messages has access to the SMTP server. If the Operations Center is installed on a separate computer, that computer does
not require access to the SMTP server.
To set up email reports, you must have system privilege for the server.
To specify the recipients, you can enter one or more email addresses or administrator IDs. If you plan to enter an
administrator ID, the ID must be registered on the hub server and must have an email address associated with it. To specify
an email address for an administrator, use the EMAILADDRESS parameter of the UPDATE ADMIN command.

About this task

You can configure the Operations Center to send a general operations report, a license compliance report, and one or more
custom reports, which use SQL SELECT statements to query managed servers.

Procedure

To set up and manage email reports, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Reports.
2. If an email server connection is not yet configured, click Configure Mail Server and complete the fields. After you configure

the mail server, the general operations report and license compliance report are enabled.
3. To change report settings, select a report, click Details, and update the form.
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4. Optional: To add a custom SQL report, click + Report, and complete the fields.
Tip: To immediately run and send a report, select the report and click Send.

Results

Enabled reports are sent according to the specified settings.
Related reference:

UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)

Managing operations for a single-site disk solution
Use this information to manage operations for a single-site disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™ that includes a server and
uses data deduplication for a single location.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect
environment. You can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks.
The Operations Center also provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.
Protecting applications, virtual machines, and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems. To start protecting
client data, register the client node with the server and select a backup schedule to protect the client data.
Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.
Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.
Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode.
When you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server to take advantage of
product improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning
steps before you upgrade the server.
Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system
update.
Implementing a disaster recovery plan
Implement a disaster recovery strategy to recover your applications if a disaster occurs and to ensure high server
availability.
Recovering from system outages
For IBM Spectrum Protect single-site disk solutions, you can recover the inventory locally only and restore the database to
protect your data.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment. You
can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks. The Operations Center also
provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.
Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the
web server, for example, to make configuration changes.
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration
changes.
Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect, and configure another hub server.
Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where
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the IBM Spectrum Protect servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.

About this task

The spoke servers send alerts and status information to the hub server. The Operations Center shows you a consolidated view of
alerts and status information for the hub server and any spoke servers.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.
Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.

Before you begin

Communication between the spoke server and the hub server must be secured by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. To secure communication, add the certificate of the spoke server to the truststore file of the hub server.

Procedure

1. In the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The Servers page opens.

In the table on the Servers page, a server might have a status of "Unmonitored." This status means that although an
administrator defined this server to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is not yet configured
as a spoke server.

2. Complete one of the following steps:
Click the server to highlight it, and in the table menu bar, click Monitor Spoke.
If the server that you want to add is not shown in the table, and secure SSL/TLS communication is not required, click
+ Spoke in the table menu bar.

3. Provide the necessary information, and complete the steps in the spoke configuration wizard.
Tip: If the event-record retention period of the server is less than 14 days, the period is automatically reset to 14 days if you
configure the server as a spoke server.

Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

About this task

You might need to remove a spoke server in the following situations, for example:

You want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server.
You want to decommission the spoke server.

Procedure

To remove the spoke server from the group of servers that are managed by the hub server, complete the following steps:

1. From the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line, issue the following command on the hub server:

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS

2. From the output of the command, copy the name that is in the Monitored Group field.
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3. Issue the following command on the hub server, where group_name represents the name of the monitored group, and
member_name represents the name of the spoke server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER group_name member_name

4. Optional: If you want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server, do not complete this step.
Otherwise, you can disable alerting and monitoring on the spoke server by issuing the following commands on the spoke
server:

SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF

5. Optional: If the spoke server definition is used for other purposes, such as enterprise configuration, command routing,
storing virtual volumes, or library management, do not complete this step. Otherwise, you can delete the spoke server
definition on the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name

Tip: If a server definition is deleted immediately after the server is removed from the monitored group, status information
for the server can remain in the Operations Center indefinitely.

To avoid this issue, wait until the status collection interval passes before you delete the server definition. The status
collection interval is shown on the Settings page of the Operations Center.

Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the web
server, for example, to make configuration changes.

Procedure

1. Stop the web server.
From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the

Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./stopserver.sh

Issue the following command:

service opscenter.rc stop

From the Services window, stop the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center service.
2. Start the web server.

From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the
Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./startserver.sh

Issue the following commands:

Start the server:

service opscenter.rc start

Restart the server:

service opscenter.rc restart

Determine whether the server is running:

service opscenter.rc status

From the Services window, start the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center service.

Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration changes.
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Before you begin

To change the following settings, use the Settings page in the Operations Center rather than restarting the initial configuration
wizard:

The frequency at which status data is refreshed
The duration that alerts remain active, inactive, or closed
The conditions that indicate that clients are at risk

The Operations Center help includes more information about how to change these settings.

About this task

To restart the initial configuration wizard, you must delete a properties file that includes information about the hub server
connection. However, any alerting, monitoring, at-risk, or multiserver settings that were configured for the hub server are not
deleted. These settings are used as the default settings in the configuration wizard when the wizard restarts.

Procedure

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. On the computer where the Operations Center is installed, go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents

the directory in which the Operations Center is installed:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer
For example:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

3. In the guiServer directory, delete the serverConnection.properties file.
4. Start the Operations Center web server.
5. Open the Operations Center.
6. Use the configuration wizard to reconfigure the Operations Center. Specify a new password for the monitoring administrator

ID.
7. On any spoke servers that were previously connected to the hub server, update the password for the monitoring

administrator ID by issuing the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command-line interface:

UPDATE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name new_password

Restriction: Do not change any other settings for this administrator ID. After you specify the initial password, this password
is managed automatically by the Operations Center.

Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect™, and configure another hub server.

Procedure

1. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center. As part of this procedure, you delete the existing hub
server connection.

2. Use the wizard to configure the Operations Center to connect to the new hub server.

Related tasks:
Restarting the initial configuration wizard

Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Procedure

To restore the configuration, complete the following steps:
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1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. Unconfigure the hub server by completing the following steps:

a. On the hub server, issue the following commands:

SET MONITORINGADMIN "" 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP "" 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the monitoring administrator ID that was automatically created when
you initially configured the hub server.

b. Reset the password for the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

SET SERVERPASSWORD ""

Attention: Do not complete this step if the hub server is configured with other servers for other purposes, such as
library sharing, exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

3. Unconfigure any spoke servers by completing the following steps:
a. On the hub server, to determine whether any spoke servers remain as members of the server group, issue the

following command:

QUERY SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the name of the monitored server group that was automatically created
when you configured the first spoke server. This server group name is also the same as the monitoring administrator
ID that was automatically created when you initially configured the hub server.

b. On the hub server, to delete spoke servers from the server group, issue the following command for each spoke
server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER IBM-OC-hub_server_name spoke_server_name

c. After all spoke servers are deleted from the server group, issue the following commands on the hub server:

DELETE SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP ""

d. On each spoke server, issue the following commands:

REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SETOPT PUSHSTATUS NO 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF

e. On each spoke server, delete the definition of the hub server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER hub_server_name

Attention: Do not complete this step if the definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing, exporting
and importing of data, or node replication.

f. On the hub server, delete the definition of each spoke server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name

Attention: Do not complete this step if the server definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing,
exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

4. Restore the default settings on each server by issuing the following commands:

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL 5 
SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL 10 
SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION 60 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=AP INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=VM INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=SY INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE YES TYPE=ALL

5. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center.

Related tasks:
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Restarting the initial configuration wizard
Starting and stopping the web server

Protecting applications, virtual machines, and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems. To start protecting client data,
register the client node with the server and select a backup schedule to protect the client data.

Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect, you can expand the solution by adding clients.
Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which
provides suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client
and review the product documentation.
Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.
Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if
a workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.
Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires.
In this way, you can free space on the server.

Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can expand the solution by adding clients.

About this task

The procedure describes basic steps for adding a client. For more specific instructions about configuring clients, see the
documentation for the product that you install on the client node. You can have the following types of client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

Procedure

To add a client, complete the following steps:

1. Select the software to install on the client node and plan the installation. Follow the instructions in Selecting the client
software and planning the installation.

2. Specify how to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Specifying rules for backing up and archiving
client data.

3. Specify when to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Scheduling backup and archive operations.
4. To allow the client to connect to the server, register the client. Follow the instructions in Registering clients.
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5. To start protecting a client node, install and configure the selected software on the client node. Follow the instructions in
Installing and configuring clients.

Selecting the client software and planning the installation
Different types of data require different types of protection. Identify the type of data that you must protect and select the
appropriate software.

About this task

The preferred practice is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you install a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, you must follow the configuration
instructions in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

Procedure

Based on your goal, select the products to install and review the installation instructions.
Tip: If you install the client software now, you must also complete the client configuration tasks that are described in Installing
and configuring clients before you can use the client.

Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect a file
server or
workstation

The backup-archive client backs up and
archives files and directories from file
servers and workstations to storage. You can
also restore and retrieve backup versions
and archived copies of files.

Backup-archive client requirements
Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-
archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive
client

Protect
applications with
snapshot backup
and restore
capabilities

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot protects
data with integrated, application-aware
snapshot backup and restore capabilities.
You can protect data that is stored by IBM
DB2® database software and SAP, Oracle,
Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft SQL
Server applications.

Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for UNIX and Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for Windows

Protect an email
application on an
IBM Domino®
server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for IBM® Domino automates data
protection so that backups are completed
without shutting down IBM Domino servers.

Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or Linux system
(V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a Windows system (V7.1.0)

Protect an email
application on a
Microsoft
Exchange server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server
automates data protection so that backups
are completed without shutting down
Microsoft Exchange servers.

Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM
Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data Protection for
Microsoft Exchange Server

Protect an IBM
DB2 database

The application programming interface (API)
of the backup-archive client can be used to
back up DB2 data to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)

Protect an IBM
Informix®
database

The API of the backup-archive client can be
used to back up Informix data to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)

Protect a
Microsoft SQL
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Microsoft SQL Server protects
Microsoft SQL data.

Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on
Windows Server Core
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Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect an Oracle
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Oracle protects Oracle data.

Data Protection for Oracle installation

Protect an SAP
environment

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise
Resource Planning: Data Protection for SAP
provides protection that is customized for
SAP environments. The product is designed
to improve the availability of SAP database
servers and reduce administration workload.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for DB2
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for Oracle

Protect a virtual
machine

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments provides protection that is
tailored for Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware
virtual environments. You can use IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments
to create incremental forever backups that
are stored on a centralized server, create
backup policies, and restore virtual
machines or individual files.

Alternatively, use the backup-archive client
to back up and restore a full VMware or
Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machine. You can
also back up and restore files or directories
from a VMware virtual machine.

Installing Data Protection for Microsoft
Hyper-V
Installing and upgrading Data Protection
for VMware
Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and
Windows)

Tip: To use the client for space management, you can install IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum
Protect HSM for Windows.

Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data
Before you add a client, ensure that appropriate rules are specified for backing up and archiving the client data. During the client
registration process, you assign the client node to a policy domain, which has the rules that control how and when client data is
stored.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the policies that are configured for your solution and you know that they do not require changes,
continue with Scheduling backup and archive operations.
If you are not familiar with the policies, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Policies affect how much data is stored over time, and how long data is retained and available for clients to restore. To meet
objectives for data protection, you can update the default policy and create your own policies. A policy includes the following
rules:

How and when files are backed up and archived to server storage
The number of copies of a file and the length of time copies are kept in server storage

During the client registration process, you assign a client to a policy domain. The policy for a specific client is determined by the
rules in the policy domain to which the client is assigned. In the policy domain, the rules that are in effect are in the active policy
set.

When a client backs up or archives a file, the file is bound to a management class in the active policy set of the policy domain. A
management class is the key set of rules for managing client data. The backup and archive operations on the client use the
settings in the default management class of the policy domain unless you further customize policy. A policy can be customized by
defining more management classes and assigning their use through client options.
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Client options can be specified in a local, editable file on the client system and in a client option set on the server. The options in
the client option set on the server can override or add to the options in the local client option file.

Procedure

1. Review the policies that are configured for your solution by following the instructions in Viewing policies.
2. If you need to make minor changes to meet data retention requirements, follow the instructions in Editing policies.
3. Optional: If you need to create policy domains or make extensive changes to policies to meet data retention requirements,

see Customizing policies.

Viewing policies
View policies to determine whether they must be edited to meet your requirements.

Procedure

1. To view the active policy set for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
b. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.

Tip: To help ensure that you can recover data after a ransomware attack, apply the following guidelines:
Ensure that the value in the Backups column is a minimum of 2. The preferred value is 3, 4, or more.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Extra Backups column is a minimum of 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or
more days.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Archives column is a minimum of 30 days.

If IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management software is installed on the client, ensure that data is backed up
before you migrate it. On the DEFINE MGMTCLASS or UPDATE MGMTCLASS command, specify
MIGREQUIRESBKUP=YES. Then, follow the guidelines in the tip.

2. To view inactive policy sets for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Policy Sets page, click the Configure toggle. You can now view and edit the policy sets that are inactive.
b. Scroll through the inactive policy sets by using the forward and back arrows. When you view an inactive policy set,

the settings that differentiate the inactive policy set from the active policy set are highlighted.
c. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are no longer editable.

Editing policies
To change the rules that apply to a policy domain, edit the active policy set for the policy domain. You can also activate a different
policy set for a domain.

Before you begin

Changes to policy can affect data retention. Ensure that you continue to back up data that is essential to your organization so that
you can restore that data if a disaster occurs. Also, ensure that your system has sufficient storage space for planned backup
operations.

About this task

You edit a policy set by changing one or more management classes within the policy set. If you edit the active policy set, the
changes are not available to clients unless you reactivate the policy set. To make the edited policy set available to clients, activate
the policy set.

Although you can define multiple policy sets for a policy domain, only one policy set can be active. When you activate a different
policy set, it replaces the currently active policy set.

To learn about preferred practices for defining policies, see Customizing policies.

Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.
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The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.

3. Click the Configure toggle. The policy set is editable.
4. Optional: To edit a policy set that is not active, click the forward and back arrows to locate the policy set.
5. Edit the policy set by completing any of the following actions:

Option Description

Add a management class a. In the Policy Sets table, click +Management Class.
b. To specify the rules for backing up and archiving data, complete the fields in the

Add Management Class window.
c. To make the management class the default management class, select the Make

default check box.
d. Click Add.

Delete a management class In the Management Class column, click -.
Tip: To delete the default management class, you must first assign a different
management class as the default.

Make a management class
the default management
class

In the Default column for the management class, click the radio button.
Tip: The default management class manages client files when another management class
is not assigned to, or appropriate for managing, a file. To ensure that clients can always
back up and archive files, choose a default management class that contains rules for both
backing up and archiving files.

Modify a management class To change the properties of a management class, update the fields in the table.

6. Click Save.
Attention: When you activate a new policy set, data might be lost. Data that is protected under one policy set might not be
protected under another policy set. Therefore, before you activate a policy set, ensure that the differences between the
previous policy set and the new policy set do not cause data to be lost.

7. Click Activate. A summary of the differences between the active policy set and the new policy set is displayed. Ensure that
the changes in the new policy set are consistent with your data retention requirements by completing the following steps:

a. Review the differences between corresponding management classes in the two policy sets, and consider the
consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to management classes in the active policy set will be bound
to the management classes with the same names in the new policy set.

b. Identify management classes in the active policy set that do not have counterparts in the new policy set, and
consider the consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to these management classes will be managed
by the default management class in the new policy set.

c. If the changes to be implemented by the policy set are acceptable, select the I understand that these updates can
cause data loss check box and click Activate.

Scheduling backup and archive operations
Before you register a new client with the server, ensure that a schedule is available to specify when backup and archive operations
take place. During the registration process, you assign a schedule to the client.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the schedules that are configured for the solution and you know that they do not require
modification, continue with Registering clients.
If you are not familiar with the schedules or the schedules require modification, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Typically, backup operations for all clients must be completed daily. Carefully schedule client and server workloads to achieve the
best performance for your storage environment. To avoid the overlap of client and server operations, consider scheduling client
backup and archive operations so that they run at night. If client and server operations overlap or are not given enough time and
resources to be processed, you might experience decreased system performance, failed operations, and other issues.

Procedure

1. Review available schedules by hovering over Clients on the Operations Center menu bar. Click Schedules.
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2. Optional: Modify or create a schedule by completing the following steps:

Option Description

Modify a
schedule

a. In the Schedules view, select the schedule and click Details.
b. On the Schedule Details page, view details by clicking the blue arrows at the beginning of the

rows.
c. Modify the settings in the schedule, and click Save.

Create a
schedule

In the Schedules view, click +Schedule and complete the steps to create a schedule.

3. Optional: To configure schedule settings that are not visible in the Operations Center, use a server command. For example,
you might want to schedule a client operation that backs up a specific directory and assigns it to a management class other
than the default.

a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
b. Issue the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to create a schedule or the UPDATE SCHEDULE command to modify a

schedule. For details about the commands, see DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative
command) or UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related tasks:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations

Registering clients
Register a client to ensure that the client can connect to the server, and the server can protect client data.

Before you begin

Determine whether the client requires an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the client node. To determine
which clients require an administrative user ID, see technote 7048963.
Restriction: For some types of clients, the client node name and the administrative user ID must match. You cannot authenticate
those clients by using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol authentication method that was introduced in V7.1.7. For details
about this authentication method, sometimes referred to as integrated mode, see Authenticating users by using an Active
Directory database.

Procedure

To register a client, complete one of the following actions.

If the client requires an administrative user ID, register the client by using the REGISTER NODE command and specify the
USERID parameter:

register node node_name password userid=node_name

where node_name specifies the node name and password specifies the node password. For details, see Register a node.
If the client does not require an administrative user ID, register the client by using the Operations Center Add Client wizard.
Complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
b. In the Clients table, click +Client.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Client wizard:

i. Specify that redundant data can be eliminated on both the client and server. In the Client-side data
deduplication area, select the Enable check box.

ii. In the Configuration window, copy the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, NODENAME, and DEDUPLICATION
option values.
Tip: Record the option values and keep them in a safe place. After you complete the client registration and
install the software on the client node, use the values to configure the client.

iii. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the policy domain, schedule, and option set.
iv. Set how risks are displayed for the client by specifying the at-risk setting.
v. Click Add Client.

Related reference:
Tcpserveraddress option
Tcpport option
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Nodename option
Deduplication option

Installing and configuring clients
To start protecting a client node, you must install and configure the selected software.

Procedure

If you already installed the software, start at step 2.

1. Take one of the following actions:
To install software on an application or client node, follow the instructions.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-
archive client

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Tip: You can also update existing clients by using the Operations Center. For
instructions, see Scheduling client updates.

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on Windows Server Core

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

To install software on a virtual machine client node, follow the instructions for the selected backup type.

Backup type Link to instructions

If you plan to create full VMware
backups of virtual machines, install
and configure the IBM Spectrum
Protect backup-archive client.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

If you plan to create incremental
forever full backups of virtual
machines, install and configure IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-
archive client on the same client
node or on different client nodes.

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments online product
documentation

Tip: You can obtain the software for IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-archive client in the IBM Spectrum Protect
for Virtual Environments installation package.

2. To allow the client to connect to the server, add or update the values for the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, and
NODENAME options in the client options file. Use the values that you recorded when you registered the client (Registering
clients).

For clients that are installed on an AIX®, Linux, or Mac OS X operating system, add the values to the client system-
options file, dsm.sys.
For clients that are installed on a Windows operating system, add the values to the dsm.opt file.

By default, the options files are in the installation directory.
3. If you installed a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, install the client management service on

the client. Follow the instructions in Installing the client management service.
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4. Configure the client to run scheduled operations. Follow the instructions in Configuring the client to run scheduled
operations.

5. Optional: Configure communications through a firewall. Follow the instructions in Configuring client/server communications
through a firewall.

6. Run a test backup to verify that data is protected as you planned. For example, for a backup-archive client, complete the
following steps:

a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. Verify that the backup completes successfully and that there are no warning or error messages.

7. Monitor the results of the scheduled operations for the client in the Operations Center.

What to do next

If you need to change what is getting backed up from the client, follow the instructions in Modifying the scope of a client backup.

Configuring the client to run scheduled operations
You must configure and start a client scheduler on the client node. The client scheduler enables communication between the
client and server so that scheduled operations can occur. For example, scheduled operations typically include backing up files
from a client.

About this task

The preferred method is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations. The client acceptor manages
the client scheduler so that the scheduler runs only when required:

When it is time to query the server about the next scheduled operation
When it is time to start the next scheduled operation

By using the client acceptor, you can reduce the number of background processes on the client and help to avoid memory
retention problems.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you installed a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, follow the configuration instructions
in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

If your business uses a third-party scheduling tool as standard practice, you can use that scheduling tool as an alternative to the
client acceptor. Typically, third-party scheduling tools start client programs directly by using operating system commands. To
configure a third-party scheduling tool, see the product documentation.

Procedure

To configure and start the client scheduler by using the client acceptor, follow the instructions for the operating system that is
installed on the client node:

AIX® and Oracle Solaris

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess

f. Start the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the following entry to the system
startup file (typically, /etc/inittab):
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tsm::once:/usr/bin/dsmcad > /dev/null 2>&1 # Client Acceptor Daemon

Linux

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess

f. Start the client acceptor by logging in with the root user ID and issuing the following command:

service dsmcad start

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the service by issuing the following
command at a shell prompt:

# chkconfig --add dsmcad

MAC OS X

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, click Authorization, select Password Generate, and click Apply.
c. To specify how services are managed, click Web Client, select Schedule, click Apply, and click OK.
d. To ensure that the generated password is saved, restart the backup-archive client.
e. Use the IBM Spectrum Protect Tools for Administrators application to start the client acceptor.

Windows

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Utilities > Setup Wizard > Help me configure the Client Scheduler. Click Next.
b. Read the information on the Scheduler Wizard page and click Next.
c. On the Scheduler Task page, select Install a new or additional scheduler and click Next.
d. On the Scheduler Name and Location page, specify a name for the client scheduler that you are adding. Then, select

Use the Client Acceptor daemon (CAD) to manage the scheduler and click Next.
e. Enter the name that you want to assign to this client acceptor. The default name is Client Acceptor. Click Next.
f. Complete the configuration by stepping through the wizard.
g. Update the client options file, dsm.opt, and set the passwordaccess option to generate.
h. To store the client node password, issue the following command at the command prompt:

dsmc query sess

Enter the client node password when prompted.
i. Start the client acceptor service from the Services Control page. For example, if you used the default name, start the

Client Acceptor service. Do not start the scheduler service that you specified on the Scheduler Name and Location
page. The scheduler service is started and stopped automatically by the client acceptor service as needed.

Configuring client/server communications through a firewall
If a client must communicate with a server through a firewall, you must enable client/server communications through the firewall.

Before you begin

If you used the Add Client wizard to register a client, find the option values in the client options file that you obtained during that
process. You can use the values to specify ports.

About this task

Attention: Do not configure a firewall in a way that might cause termination of sessions that are in use by a server or storage agent.
Termination of a valid session can cause unpredictable results. Processes and sessions might appear to stop due to input/output
errors. To help exclude sessions from timeout restrictions, configure known ports for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components. Ensure
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that the KEEPALIVE server option remains set to the default value of YES. In this way, you can help to ensure that client/server
communication is uninterrupted. For instructions about setting the KEEPALIVE server option, see KEEPALIVE.

Procedure

Open the following ports to allow access through the firewall:

TCP/IP port for the backup-archive client, command-line administrative client, and the client scheduler
Specify the port by using the tcpport option in the client options file. The tcpport option in the client options file must match
the TCPPORT option in the server options file. The default value is 1500. If you decide to use a value other than the default,
specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767.

HTTP port to enable communication between the web client and remote workstations
Specify the port for the remote workstation by setting the httpport option in the client options file of the remote
workstation. The default value is 1581.

TCP/IP ports for the remote workstation
The default value of 0 (zero) causes two free port numbers to be randomly assigned to the remote workstation. If you do
not want the port numbers to be randomly assigned, specify values by setting the webports option in the client options file
of the remote workstation.

TCP/IP port for administrative sessions
Specify the port on which the server waits for requests for administrative client sessions. The value of the client
tcpadminport option must match the value of the TCPADMINPORT server option. In this way, you can secure administrative
sessions within a private network.

Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which provides
suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client and review the
product documentation.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client errors by stopping and starting the client acceptor. If client nodes or administrator IDs are
locked, you can resolve the issue by unlocking the client node or administrator ID, and then resetting the password.

For detailed instructions about identifying and resolving client errors, see Resolving client problems.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.
Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-
archive client is installed.
Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to
access the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps
to resolve the issue.
Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example,
you typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.

Before you begin

To resolve errors in a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, ensure that the client management service is
installed and started. For installation instructions, see Installing the client management service. For instructions about verifying
the installation, see Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly.
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Procedure

To diagnose and resolve client errors, take one of the following actions:

If the client management service is installed on the client node, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click Details.
3. On the client Summary page, click the Diagnosis tab.
4. Review the retrieved log messages.

Tips:
To show or hide the Client Logs pane, double-click the Client Logs bar.
To resize the Client Logs pane, click and drag the Client Logs bar.

If suggestions are displayed on the Diagnosis page, select a suggestion. In the Client Logs pane, client log messages
to which the suggestion relates are highlighted.

5. Use the suggestions to resolve the problems that are indicated by the error messages.
Tip: Suggestions are provided for only a subset of client messages.

If the client management service is not installed on the client node, review the error logs for the installed client.

Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-archive
client is installed.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client scheduling problems by stopping and restarting the client acceptor. The client acceptor
must be running to ensure that scheduled operations can occur on the client. For example, if you change the IP address or domain
name of the server, you must restart the client acceptor.

Procedure

Follow the instructions for the operating system that is installed on the client node:

AIX and Oracle Solaris

To stop the client acceptor, complete the following steps:
a. Determine the process ID for the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

ps -ef | grep dsmcad

Review the output. In the following sample output, 6764 is the process ID for the client acceptor:

root  6764     1   0 16:26:35 ?           0:00 /usr/bin/dsmcad

b. Issue the following command on the command line:

kill -9 PID

where PID specifies the process ID for the client acceptor.
To start the client acceptor, issue the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

Linux

To stop the client acceptor (and not restart it), issue the following command:

# service dsmcad stop

To stop and restart the client acceptor, issue the following command:

# service dsmcad restart

MAC OS X
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Click Applications > Utilities > Terminal.

To stop the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl unload -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

To start the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl load -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

Windows

To stop the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Stop and OK.

To restart the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Start and OK.

Related reference:
Resolving client scheduling problems

Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to access
the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps to resolve the
issue.

Procedure

To resolve password issues, take one of the following actions:

If a backup-archive client is installed on a client node, and the password is lost or forgotten, complete the following steps:
1. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the client node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
2. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

If an administrator is locked out because of password issues, complete the following steps:
1. To provide the administrator with access to the server, issue the UNLOCK ADMIN command. For instructions, see

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator).
2. Set a new password by using the UPDATE ADMIN command:

update admin admin_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where admin_name specifies the name of the administrator and new_password specifies the password that you
assign.

If a client node is locked, complete the following steps:
1. Determine why the client node is locked and whether it must be unlocked. For example, if the client node is

decommissioned, the client node is being removed from the production environment. You cannot reverse the
decommission operation, and the client node remains locked. A client node also might be locked if the client data is
the subject of a legal investigation.

2. If you must unlock a client node, use the UNLOCK NODE command. For instructions, see UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a
client node).

3. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes
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where node_name specifies the name of the node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
4. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example, you
typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.

About this task

When you exclude unnecessary objects from backup operations, you get better control of the amount of storage space that is
required for backup operations, and the cost of storage. Depending on your licensing package, you also might be able to limit
licensing costs.

Procedure

How you modify the scope of backup operations depends on the product that is installed on the client node:

For a backup-archive client, you can create an include-exclude list to include or exclude a file, groups of files, or directories
from backup operations. To create an include-exclude list, follow the instructions in Creating an include-exclude list.

To ensure consistent use of an include-exclude list for all clients of one type, you can create a client option set on the server
that contains the required options. Then, you assign the client option set to each of the clients of the same type. For details,
see Controlling client operations through client option sets.

For a backup-archive client, you can specify the objects to include in an incremental backup operation by using the domain
option. Follow the instructions in Domain client option.
For other products, to define which objects are included in and excluded from backup operations, follow the instructions in
the product documentation.

Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.

Before you begin

1. Review the client/server compatibility requirements in technote 1053218. If your solution includes servers or clients at a
level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client backup and archive operations are not disrupted.

2. Verify system requirements for the client in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Operating Systems.
3. If the solution includes storage agents or library clients, review the information about storage-agent and library-client

compatibility with servers that are configured as library managers. See technote 1302789.

If you plan to upgrade a library manager and a library client, you must upgrade the library manager first.

Procedure

To upgrade the software, complete the instructions that are listed in the following table.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive client

Scheduling client updates

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows
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Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Upgrading Data Protection for SQL Server
Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments

Installing and upgrading Data Protection for VMware
Installing Data Protection for Microsoft Hyper-V

Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if a
workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.

About this task

When you start the decommission process, the server locks the client node to prevent it from accessing the server. Files that
belong to the client node are gradually deleted, and then the client node is deleted. You can decommission the following types of
client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

The simplest method for decommissioning a client node is to use the Operations Center. The decommission process runs in the
background. If the client is configured to replicate client data, the Operations Center automatically removes the client from
replication on the source and target replication servers before it decommissions the client.
Tip: Alternatively, you can decommission a client node by issuing the DECOMMISSION NODE or DECOMMISSION VM command.
You might want to use this method in the following cases:

To schedule the decommission process for the future or to run a series of commands by using a script, specify the
decommission process to run in the background.
To monitor the decommission process for debugging purposes, specify the decommission process to run in the foreground.
If you run the process in the foreground, you must wait for the process to be completed before you continue with other
tasks.
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Procedure

Take one of the following actions:

To decommission a client in the background by using the Operations Center, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click More > Decommission.

To decommission a client node by using an administrative command, take one of the following actions:
To decommission an application or system client node in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

decommission node austin

To decommission an application or system client node in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE command
and specify the wait=yes parameter. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following
command:

decommission node austin wait=yes

To decommission a virtual machine in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command. For example, if the
virtual machine is named AUSTIN, the file space is 7, and the file space name is specified by the file space ID, issue
the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid

To decommission a virtual machine in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command and specify the
wait=yes parameter. For example, issue the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

What to do next

Watch for error messages, which might be displayed in the user interface or in the command output, immediately after you run the
process.

You can verify that the client node is decommissioned:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, in the At risk column, review the state:

A DECOMMISSIONED state specifies that the node is decommissioned.
A null value specifies that the node is not decommissioned.
A PENDING state specifies that the node is being decommissioned, or the decommission process failed.

Tip: If you want to determine the status of a pending decommission process, issue the following command:

query process

3. Review the command output:
If status is provided for the decommission process, the process is in progress. For example:

query process 
 
 Process     Process Description           Process Status 
  Number 
--------     --------------------     ------------------------------------------- 
       3          DECOMMISSION NODE        Number of backup objects deactivated  
                                           for node NODE1: 8 objects deactivated.

If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you did not receive an error message, the process is
incomplete. A process can be incomplete if files that are associated with the node are not yet deactivated. After the
files are deactivated, run the decommission process again.
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If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you receive an error message, the process failed. Run the
decommission process again.

Related reference:
DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission a client node)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)

Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires. In
this way, you can free space on the server.

About this task

Some application clients always save data to the server as active backup data. Because active backup data is not managed by
inventory expiration policies, the data is not deleted automatically, and uses server storage space indefinitely. To free the storage
space that is used by obsolete data, you can deactivate the data.

When you run the deactivation process, all active backup data that was stored before the specified date becomes inactive. The
data is deleted as it expires and cannot be restored. The deactivation feature applies only to application clients that protect Oracle
databases.

Procedure

1. From the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, select one or more clients and click More > Clean Up.

Command-line method: Deactivate data by using the DEACTIVATE DATA command.

Related reference:
DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)

Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.

Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.
Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based
on the status of the logs.
Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes
such as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.
Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize
server resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Related reference:
Storage pool types

Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.

About this task

You audit a storage pool container in the following situations:

When you issue the QUERY DAMAGED command and a problem is detected
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When the server displays messages about damaged data extents
Your hardware reports an issue and error messages that are associated with the storage pool container are displayed

Procedure

1. To audit a storage pool container, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command. For example, issue the following command to
audit a container, 000000000000076c.dcf:

audit container c:\tsm-storage\07\000000000000076c.dcf

2. Review the output from the ANR4891I message for information about any damaged data extents.

What to do next

If you detect problems with the storage pool container, you can restore data based on your configuration. Issue the AUDIT
CONTAINER command and specify the container name.

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool)

Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based on the
status of the logs.

Before you begin

The active and archive logs have the following characteristics:

The active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. For more information about sizing the active log for your system, see
Planning the storage arrays.
The archive log size is limited to the size of the file system that it is installed on. The archive log size is not maintained at a
predefined size like the active log. Archive log files are automatically deleted after they are no longer needed.

As a best practice, you can optionally create an archive failover log to store archive log files when the archive log directory is full.

Check the Operations Center to determine the component of the inventory that is full. Ensure that you stop the server before you
increase the size of one of the inventory components.

Procedure

To increase the size of the database, complete the following steps:
Create one or more directories for the database on separate drives or file systems.
Issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command to add the directory or directories to the database. The directories must be
accessible to the instance user ID of the database manager. By default, data is redistributed across all database
directories and space is reclaimed.
Tips:

The time that is needed to complete redistribution of data and reclaiming of space is variable, depending on
the size of your database. Make sure that you plan adequately.
Ensure that the directories that you specify are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the
others, they reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Halt and restart the server to fully use the new directories.
Reorganize the database if necessary. Index and table reorganization for the server database can help to avoid
unexpected database growth and performance issues. For more information about reorganizing the database, see
technote 1683633.

To decrease the size of the database for V7.1 servers and later, issue the following DB2® commands from the server
instance directory:
Restriction: The commands can increase I/O activity, and might affect server performance. To minimize performance
problems, wait until one command is completed before you issue the next command. The DB2 commands can be issued
when the server is running.
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db2 connect to tsmdb1  
db2 set schema tsmdb1 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE USERSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE IDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGEIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGESPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE5 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE5 REDUCE MAX

To increase or decrease the size of the active log, complete the following steps:
1. Ensure that the location for the active log has enough space for the increased log size. If a log mirror exists, its

location must also have enough space for the increased log size.
2. Halt the server.
3. In the dsmserv.opt file, update the ACTIVELOGSIZE option to the new size of the active log, in megabytes.

The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements
are in the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

To change the active log to its maximum size of 512 GB, enter the following server option:

activelogsize 524288

4. If you plan to use a new active log directory, update the directory name that is specified in the
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY server option. The new directory must be empty and must be accessible to the user ID of
the database manager.

5. Restart the server.
Compress the archive logs to reduce the amount of space that is required for storage. Enable dynamic compression of the
archive log by issuing the following command:

setopt archlogcompress yes

Restriction: Use caution when you enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option on systems with sustained high volume
usage and heavy workloads. Enabling this option in this system environment can cause delays in archiving log files from the
active log file system to the archive log file system. This delay can cause the active log file system to run out of space. Be
sure to monitor the available space in the active log file system after archive log compression is enabled. If the active log
directory file system usage nears out of space conditions, the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option must be disabled. You
can use the SETOPT command to disable archive log compression immediately without halting the server.

Related reference:
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)
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Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes such
as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.

Before you begin

Ensure that your configuration uses the required hardware and software. For more information, see IBM Spectrum Protect™
Supported Operating Systems.
For more information about managing resources such as the database and recovery log, see Planning the storage arrays.
Add more system memory to determine whether there is a performance improvement. Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is required.

Procedure

1. Release memory from the file system cache where possible.
2. To manage the system memory that is used by each server on a system, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option. Limit the

percentage of system memory that can be used by the database manager of each server. If all servers are equally
important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and other servers are test servers, set
the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

3. Set the user data limit and private memory for the database to ensure that private memory is not exhausted. Exhausting
private memory can result in errors, less than optimal performance, and instability.

Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize server
resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Procedure

1. Monitor system performance regularly to ensure that backup and maintenance tasks are completing successfully. For more
information about monitoring, see Monitoring a single-site disk solution.

2. If the monitoring information shows that the server workload increased, you might need to review the planning information.
Review whether the capacity of the system is adequate in the following cases:

The number of clients increases
The amount of data that is being backed up increases
The amount of time that is available for backups changes

3. Determine whether your solution has performance issues. Review the client schedules to check whether tasks are
completing within the scheduled time frame:

a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
b. Click Details.
c. From the client Summary page, review the Backed up and Replicated activity to identify any risks.

Adjust the time and frequency of client backup operations, if necessary.
4. Schedule enough time for the following maintenance tasks to complete successfully within a 24-hour period:

a. Back up the database
b. Run expiration to remove client backups and archive file copies from server storage.

Related concepts:
Performance

Related tasks:
Deduplicating data (V7.1.1)

Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and
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providing different access levels for administrators.
Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including
assigning authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being
assigned one or more authority levels.
Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication
for IBM Spectrum Protect.
Securing the server on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect™ from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and providing
different access levels for administrators.

Transport Layer Security

You can use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to provide transport layer security for a
secure connection between servers, clients, and storage agents. If you send data between the server, client, and storage agent,
use SSL or TLS to encrypt the data.

Tip: Any IBM Spectrum Protect documentation that indicates "SSL" or to "select SSL" applies to TLS.

SSL is provided by the Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server that the server, client, and
storage agent use.

Restriction: Do not use the SSL or TLS protocols for communications with a DB2® database instance that is used by any IBM
Spectrum Protect servers.

Each server, client, or storage agent that enables SSL must use a trusted self-signed certificate or obtain a unique certificate that
is signed by a certificate authority (CA). You can use your own certificates or purchase certificates from a CA. Either certificate
must be installed and added to the key database on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent. The certificate is
verified by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the SSL communication. Some CA certificates are preinstalled in the
key databases, by default.

SSL is set up independently on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, and storage agent.

Authority levels

With each IBM Spectrum Protect server, different administrative authority levels are available that determine the tasks that an
administrator can complete.

After registration, an administrator must be granted authority by being assigned one or more administrative authority levels. An
administrator with system authority can complete any task with the server and assign authority levels to other administrators by
using the GRANT AUTHORITY command. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of tasks.

An administrator can register other administrator IDs, grant levels of authority to them, rename IDs, remove IDs, and lock and
unlock them from the server.

An administrator can control access to specific client nodes for root user IDs and non-root user IDs. By default, a non-root user ID
cannot back up data on the node. Use the UPDATE NODE command to change the node settings to enable backup.

Passwords

By default, the server automatically uses password authentication. With password authentication, all users must enter a password
when they access the server.

Use Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to apply stricter requirements for passwords. For more information, see
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1).

Table 1. Password authentication characteristics
Characteristic More information
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Characteristic More information

Case-sensitivity Not case-sensitive.

Default password expiration 90 days.

The expiration period begins when an administrator ID or client
node is first registered to the server. If the password is not
changed within this period, the password must be changed the
next time that the user accesses the server.

Invalid password attempts You can set a limit on consecutive invalid password attempts
for all client nodes. When the limit is exceeded, the server
locks the node.

Password length The administrator can specify a minimum length.

Session security

Session security is the level of security that is used for communication among IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes, administrative
clients, and servers and is set by using the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

The SESSIONSECURITY parameter can be set to one of the following values:

The STRICT value enforces the highest level of security for communication between IBM Spectrum Protect servers, nodes,
and administrators.
The TRANSITIONAL value specifies that the existing communication protocol is used while you update your IBM Spectrum
Protect software to V8.1.2 or later. This is the default. When SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL, stricter security settings
are automatically enforced as higher versions of the TLS protocol are used and as the software is updated to V8.1.2 or later.
After a node, administrator, or server meets the requirements for the STRICT value, session security is automatically
updated to the STRICT value, and the entity can no longer authenticate by using a previous version of the client or earlier
TLS protocols.

For more information about the SESSIONSECURITY parameter values, see the following commands.
Table 2. Commands used to set the

SESSIONSECURITY parameter
Entity Command

Client nodes REGISTER NODE
UPDATE NODE

Administrators REGISTER ADMIN
UPDATE ADMIN

Servers DEFINE SERVER
UPDATE SERVER

Administrators that authenticate by using the DSMADMC command, DSMC command, or dsm program cannot authenticate by
using an earlier version after authenticating by using V8.1.2 or later. To resolve authentication issues for administrators, see the
following tips:
Tips:

Ensure that all IBM Spectrum Protect software that the administrator account uses to log on is upgraded to V8.1.2 or later.
If an administrator account logs on from multiple systems, ensure that the server's certificate is installed on each system.
After an administrator authenticates to a V8.1.2 or later server by using a V8.1.2 or later client, the administrator can
authenticate only on clients or servers that are using V8.1.2 or later. An administrator command can be issued from any
system.
If necessary, create a separate administrator account to use only with clients and servers that are using V8.1.1 or earlier
software.

Enforce the highest level of security for communication with the IBM Spectrum Protect server by ensuring that all nodes,
administrators, and servers use STRICT session security. You can use the SELECT command to determine which servers, nodes,
and administrators are using TRANSITIONAL session security and should be updated to use STRICT session security.
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Related tasks:
Securing communications

Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, including assigning
authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being assigned one or more
authority levels.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to modify administrator settings.

Task Procedure

Add an administrator. To add an administrator, ADMIN1, with system authority and
specify a password, complete the following steps:

a. Register the administrator and specify Pa$#$twO as the
password by issuing the following command:

register admin admin1 Pa$#$twO

b. Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Change administrative authority. Change the authority level for an administrator, ADMIN1.

Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Revoke system authority for the administrator by issuing
the following command:

revoke authority admin1 classes=system

Remove administrators. Remove an administrator, ADMIN1, from accessing the IBM
Spectrum Protect server by issuing the following command:

remove admin admin1

Temporarily prevent access to the server. Lock or unlock an administrator by using the LOCK ADMIN or
UNLOCK ADMIN command.

Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication for IBM
Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

By enforcing password authentication and managing password restrictions, you protect your data and your servers from potential
security risks.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to change password requirements for IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
Table 1. Authentication tasks for IBM Spectrum Protect servers

Task Procedure
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Task Procedure

Set a limit for invalid password attempts. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of invalid attempts in the Invalid sign-on

attempt limit field.

The default value at installation is 0.

Set a minimum length for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of characters in the Minimum password

length field.

Set the expiration period for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of days in the Password common

expiration field.

Disable password authentication. By default, the server automatically uses password
authentication. With password authentication, all users must
enter a password to access the server.

You can disable password authentication only for passwords
that authenticate with the server (LOCAL). By disabling
password authentication, you increase the security risk for the
server.

Set a default authentication method. Issue the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command. For
example, to use the server as the default authentication
method, issue the following command:

set defaultauthentication local

To update one client node to authenticate with the server,
include AUTHENTICATION=LOCAL in the UPDATE NODE
command:

update node authentication=local

Related concepts:
Authenticating IBM Spectrum Protect users by using an LDAP server
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1)

Securing the server on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Procedure

Ensure that unauthorized users cannot access the directories for the server database and the server instance. Keep the access
settings for these directories that you configured during implementation.

Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. An administrator with
system authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can
complete subsets of tasks.
Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.
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Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. An administrator with system
authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of
tasks.

Procedure

1. After you register an administrator by using the REGISTER ADMIN command, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command to set
the administrator's authority level. For details about setting and changing authority, see Managing administrators.

2. To control the authority of an administrator to complete some tasks, use the following two server options:
a. You can select the authority level that an administrator must have to issue QUERY and SELECT commands with the

QUERYAUTH server option. By default, no authority level is required. You can change the requirement to one of the
authority levels, including system.

b. You can specify that system authority is required for commands that cause the server to write to an external file with
the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option. By default, system authority is required for such commands.

3. You can restrict data backup on a client node to only root user IDs or authorized users. For example, to limit backups to the
root user ID, issue the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE NODE command and specify the BACKUPINITIATION=root parameter:

update node backupinitiation=root

Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.

About this task

You might have to restrict access to specific servers, based on your security requirements. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can
be configured to listen on four TCP/IP ports: two that can be used for either regular TCP/IP protocols or Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols and two that can be used only for the SSL/TLS protocol.

Procedure

You can set the server options to specify the port that you require, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Server options and port access

Server option Port access

TCPPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions. The
default value is 1500.

TCPADMINPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for sessions other than client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-
enabled sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

SSLTCPPORT Specifies the SSL TCP/IP port address for a server. This port listens for SSL-enabled sessions
only. A default port value is not available.

SSLTCPADMINPORT Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests
for SSL-enabled sessions. A default port value is not available.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

Restrictions:
The following restrictions apply when you specify the SSL-only server ports (SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT):

When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the LLADDRESS on the DEFINE SERVER or UPDATE SERVER command, you
must also specify the SSL=YES parameter.
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When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the client's TCPPORT option, you must also specify YES for the SSL client
option.

Related reference:
Planning firewall access

Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode. When
you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.

Before you begin

You must have system or operator privilege to stop and start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all
other processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.
Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the
server in maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all other
processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.

About this task

When you issue the HALT command to stop the server, the following actions occur:

All processes and client node sessions are canceled.
All current transactions are stopped. (The transactions will be rolled back when the server is restarted.)

Procedure

To prepare the system and stop the server, complete the following steps:

1. Prevent new client node sessions from starting by issuing the DISABLE SESSIONS command:

disable sessions all

2. Determine whether any client node sessions or processes are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, view the Activity area for the total numbers of processes and

sessions that are currently active. If numbers differ significantly from the usual numbers that are displayed during
your daily storage-management routine, view other status indicators in the Operations Center to check whether
there is a problem.

b. View the graph in the Activity area to compare the amount of network traffic over the following periods:
The current period, that is, the most recent 24-hour period
The previous period, that is, the 24 hours before the current period

If the graph for the previous period represents the expected amount of traffic, significant differences on the graph for
the current period might indicate a problem.

c. On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details. If the
server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, obtain information about processes by
using administrative commands. Issue the QUERY PROCESS command to query processes and obtain information
about sessions by issuing the QUERY SESSION command.

3. Wait until the client node sessions are completed or cancel them. To cancel processes and sessions, complete the following
steps:

On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details.
Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to
cancel.
Click Cancel.
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If the server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, cancel sessions by using
administrative commands. Issue the CANCEL SESSION command to cancel a session and cancel processes by using
the CANCEL PROCESS command.
Tip: If the process that you want to cancel is waiting for a tape volume to be mounted, the mount request is
canceled. For example, if you issue an EXPORT, IMPORT, or MOVE DATA command, the command might initiate a
process that requires a tape volume to be mounted. However, if a tape volume is being mounted by an automated
library, the cancel operation might not take effect until the mount process is complete. Depending on your system
environment, this could take several minutes.

4. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the server in
maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode. Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning steps before you
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upgrade the server.

About this task

Follow these guidelines:

The preferred method is to upgrade the server by using the installation wizard. After you start the wizard, in the IBM
Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or Modify icon.
If upgrades are available for both the server component and the Operations Center component, select the check boxes to
upgrade both components.

Procedure

1. Review the list of fix packs and interim fixes. See technote 1239415.
2. Review product improvements, which are described in readme files.

Tip: When you obtain the installation package file from the IBM Spectrum Protect support site, you can also access the
readme file.

3. Ensure that the version that you upgrade your server to is compatible with other components, such as storage agents and
library clients. See technote 1302789.

4. If your solution includes servers or clients at a level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client
backup and archive operations are not disrupted. See technote 1053218.

5. Review the upgrade instructions. Ensure that you back up the server database, the device configuration information, and
the volume history file.

What to do next

To install a fix pack or interim fix, follow the instructions for your operating system:

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Related information:
Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions

Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect™ to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system update.

About this task

Ensure that you schedule activities regularly to manage, protect, and maintain the server.

Procedure

1. Cancel processes and sessions that are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. In the Operations Center, on the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions,

and click Details.
b. Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to

cancel.
c. Click Cancel.

2. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

Tip: You can issue the halt command from the Operations Center by hovering over the Settings icon and clicking Command
Builder. Then, select the server, type halt, and press Enter.

Implementing a disaster recovery plan
Implement a disaster recovery strategy to recover your applications if a disaster occurs and to ensure high server availability.
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About this task

Determine your disaster recovery requirements by identifying the business priorities for client node recovery, the systems that you
use to recover data, and whether client nodes have connectivity to a recovery server. Use replication and storage pool protection
to protect data. You must also determine how often directory-container storage pools are protected.

Completing recovery drills
Schedule disaster recovery drills to prepare for audits that certify the recoverability of the IBM Spectrum Protect server and
to ensure that data can be restored and operations can resume after an outage. A drill also helps you ensure that all data
can be restored and operations resumed before a critical situation occurs.

Recovering from system outages
For IBM Spectrum Protect™ single-site disk solutions, you can recover the inventory locally only and restore the database to
protect your data.

Procedure

Use one of the following methods to recover inventory to a local site, based on the type of information that is backed up.
Restriction: Because single-site disk solutions do not have a second copy of the storage pool, you cannot restore storage pools. To
review the architecture of disk solutions, see Selecting an IBM Spectrum Protect solution.

Table 1. Scenarios for recovering from a disaster
Scenario Procedure

Your system is inaccessible and you want to locally restore to
an earlier version by using system tools.

Use IBM Spectrum Protect to back up the server to
another server.
Use operating system tools to back up and restore your
system to an earlier version.

An outage or disaster occurs and you want to restore your data
from backed up versions of the data.

To back up a client, on the TSM Clients page of the
Operations Center, select the clients that you want to
back up, and click Back Up.

On the TSM Servers page of the Operations Center,
select the server whose database you want to back up.
Click Back Up, and follow the instructions in the Back Up
Server Database window.

To restore a storage pool from a backed-up version of
the storage pool, you must restore the database. Issue
the DSMSERV RESTORE DB command to restore the
database and associated storage pools to a backed-up
version.

Restoring the database
You might have to restore the IBM Spectrum Protect database after a disaster. You can restore the database to the most
current state or to a specified point in time. You must have full, incremental, or snapshot database backup volumes to
restore the database.

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)

Multisite disk solution
This data protection solution provides replication at multiple sites so that each server protects data for the other site.

Planning for a multisite disk data protection solution
Plan for a multisite disk data protection solution with servers at two sites that use data deduplication and replication.
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Multisite disk implementation of a data protection solution
The multisite disk solution is configured at two sites and uses data deduplication and replication.
Monitoring a multisite disk solution
After you implement a multisite disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect, monitor the solution to ensure correct operation.
By monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you
gather can be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.
Managing operations for a multisite disk solution
Use this information to manage operations for a multisite disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect that includes a server
and uses data deduplication for multiple locations.

Planning for a multisite disk data protection solution
Plan for a multisite disk data protection solution with servers at two sites that use data deduplication and replication.

Implementation methods

You can configure servers for a multisite disk solution in the following ways:

Configure servers by using the Operations Center and administrative commands
You can configure a range of storage systems and the server software for your solution. Configuration tasks are completed
by using wizards and options in the Operations Center and IBM Spectrum Protect™ commands. For information about
getting started, see the Planning roadmap.

Configure the servers by using automated scripts
For detailed guidance on configuration with specific IBM® Storwize® storage systems, and by using automated scripts to
configure each server, see the IBM Spectrum Protect blueprints. The documentation and scripts are available on IBM
developerWorks® at IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints.

The blueprint documentation does not include steps for installing and configuring the Operations Center, or setting up
secure communications by using Transport Security Layer (TLS). Replication is configured by using commands after each
server is set up. An option for using Elastic Storage Server, based on IBM Spectrum Scale™ technology, is included.

Planning roadmap

Plan for a multisite disk solution by reviewing the architecture layout in the following figure and then completing the roadmap
tasks that follow the diagram.
Figure 1. Multisite disk solution
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The following steps are required to plan properly for a multisite disk environment.

1. Select your system size.
2. Plan for the sites.
3. Meet system requirements for hardware and software.
4. Record values for your system configuration in the planning worksheets.
5. Plan for storage.
6. Plan for security.

a. Plan for administrator roles.
b. Plan for secure communications.
c. Plan for storage of encrypted data.
d. Plan for firewall access.

Selecting a system size
Select the size of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server based on the amount of data that you manage and the systems to be
protected.

About this task

You can use the information in the table to determine the size of the server that is required, based on the amount of data that you
manage.

The following table describes the volume of data that a server manages. This amount includes all versions. The daily amount of
data is how much new data you back up each day. Both the total managed data and daily amount of new data are measured as the
size before any data reduction.

Table 1. Determining the size of the server
Total managed data Daily amount of new data to back up Required server size

60 TB - 240 TB Up to 10 TB per day Small

196 TB - 784 TB 10 - 20 TB per day Medium

1000 TB - 4000 TB 20 - 100 TB per day Large
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The daily backup values in the table are based on test results with 128 MB sized objects, which are used by IBM Spectrum Protect
for Virtual Environments. Workloads that consist of objects that are smaller than 128 KB might not be able to achieve these daily
limits.

Planning the sites
Review use cases and evaluate the factors to provide the most efficient data protection for the multisite disk solution for IBM
Spectrum Protect™.

Use cases

The multisite disk solution creates at least one copy of backed-up data. If the IBM Spectrum Protect servers are at separate
locations, the backed-up replica is maintained offsite.
Tip: Avoid conflicts in managing administrative IDs and client option sets by identifying the IDs and option sets that will be
replicated to the target server and the IDs and option sets that will be managed in an enterprise configuration. You cannot define
an administrative user ID for a registered node if an administrative ID exists for the same node.
Although your company might benefit from a multisite disk solution for various reasons, the most common reasons to use a
multisite disk solution include the following replication scenarios:

Replication from the primary site to the disaster recovery site

In this scenario, data that is backed up from the primary site, Site A, is replicated to a server at the secondary, disaster
recovery site, Site B. If a disaster occurs at Site A, such as failure of the server, you can use the server at Site B to recover
systems. Alternatively, you can use the server at Site A to restore primary storage pool data at Site B, such as after a disk
storage failure at Site B.

Mutual replication at two active sites

In this scenario, local data at each site is backed up by the servers at both Site A and Site B. Data that is backed up from
Site A is replicated to Site B, and backed-up data from Site B is replicated to Site A. If data that was backed up is lost at Site
A, you can use the server at Site B to recover storage pool data to the server at Site A. If Site A is no longer available, you
can recover the replicated data for Site A to a new system at Site B. You must size the server resources to ensure that either
server has sufficient capacity to back up and restore all client nodes as part of your disaster recovery plan.

Protect remote servers to the primary site

In this scenario, you configure remote servers that are relatively small to replicate data that is backed up to a larger server
at the primary site. If bandwidth is limited, it might not be practical to restore systems to the remote sites. In this case, you
might want to recover systems at the primary site before you replicate the backed-up data to the remote servers.

Factors to evaluate

Before you implement a multisite disk solution, evaluate the following factors:

Network bandwidth

The network must have sufficient bandwidth for the expected data transfers between nodes, for replication, and for the
cross-site restore operations that are required for disaster recovery. Before you proceed with testing replication
throughput, ensure that your network can handle the replication traffic. Calculate the required network bandwidth for the
steady-state requirement by applying the guidelines in Estimating network bandwidth required for replication (V7.1.1).

The network connection is often a shared resource. Plan the time of day to schedule node replication to run to avoid a
conflict with other resource users. Also, network controls might limit activity to only a portion of the bandwidth. There are
no controls in IBM Spectrum Protect to restrict network usage.

Resources for the initial replication

To set up the data protection solution across two sites, you must replicate data initially from Site A to the target server at
Site B. To ensure that the initial replication is successful, you must determine whether you have the network bandwidth,
processor resources, and time available to replicate the data. You might have to plan for replicating the initial full backups
across several days. If you cannot extend the schedule for the initial backups, you can replicate data from Site A to Site B
without using the network. For example, you can export and import the backed-up data by using media or you can
temporarily locate the source and target servers on the same site.
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Daily data ingestion

For the multisite disk solution, the daily data ingestion and total data retention must be within the capacity of the
configurations. For example, a large configuration has a data ingestion capacity of up to 100 TB per day, including node
replication. In cases where the backup requirements exceed the capacity of a single server, you can configure a solution
that uses multiple servers to achieve the required capacity.

Server configuration

The server configuration must meet or exceed the requirements for the multisite disk solution.

Single replica of backed-up data

The multisite disk solution is most efficient when a single, offsite copy of the backed-up data meets your data protection
and risk mitigation requirements. In this case, the single copy of the data is maintained off-site at the location of a
replication server.

Related reference:
System requirements for a multisite disk solution

System requirements for a multisite disk solution
After you select the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution that best fits your data protection requirements, review the system
requirements to plan for implementation of the data protection solution.

Ensure that your system meets the hardware and software prerequisites for the size of server that you plan to use.

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.
Software requirements
Documentation for the IBM Spectrum Protect multisite disk solution includes installation and configuration tasks for the
following operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

Related information:
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Operating Systems

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.

For a definition of system sizes, see Selecting a system size.

The following table includes minimum hardware requirements for the server and storage, based on the size of the server that you
plan to build. If you are using local partitions (LPARs) or work partitions (WPARs), adjust the network requirements to take
account of the partition sizes.

Hardware component Small system Medium system Large system

Server processor 6 processor cores,
3.42 GHz or faster

12
processor cores, 1.9 GHz or
faster

8 processor cores,
3.42 GHz or faster

16
processor cores, 2.0 GHz or
faster

20 processor cores,
3.42 GHz

32
processor cores, 2.0 GHz or
faster

Server memory 64 GB RAM 128 GB RAM 192 GB RAM

Network 10 GB Ethernet (1 port)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (2 ports)

10 GB Ethernet (2
ports)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (2 ports)

10 GB Ethernet (4
ports)
8 GB Fibre Channel
adapter (4 ports)
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Hardware component Small system Medium system Large system

Storage 1.3 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
46 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

2 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
200 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

6 TB inventory, plus
space for Operations
Center records
1000 TB deduplicated
directory-container
storage pool

Estimating database space requirements for the Operations Center

Hardware requirements for the Operations Center are included in the preceding table, except for the database and archive log
space (inventory) that the Operations Center uses to hold records for managed clients.

If you do not plan to install the Operations Center on the same system as the server, you can estimate system requirements
separately. To calculate system requirements for the Operations Center, see the system requirements calculator in technote
1641684.

Managing the Operations Center on the server is a workload that requires extra space for database operations. The amount of
space depends on the number of clients that are monitored on a server. Review the following guidelines to estimate how much
space your server requires.

Database space
The Operations Center uses approximately 1.2 GB of database space for every 1000 clients that are monitored on a server.
For example, consider a hub server with 2000 clients that also manages three spoke servers, each with 1500 clients. This
configuration has a total of 6500 clients across the four servers and requires approximately 8.4 GB of database space. This
value is calculated by rounding the 6500 clients up to the next closest 1000, which is 7000:

7 x 1.2 GB=8.4 GB

Archive log space
The Operations Center uses approximately 8 GB of archive log space every 24 hours, for every 1000 clients. In the example
of 6500 clients across the hub server and the spoke servers, 56 GB of archive log space is used over a 24-hour period for
the hub server.
For each spoke server in the example, the archive log space that is used over 24 hours is approximately 16 GB. These
estimates are based on the default status collection interval of 5 minutes. If you reduce the collection interval from once
every 5 minutes to once every 3 minutes, the space requirements increase. The following examples show the approximate
increase in the log space requirement with a collection interval of once every 3 minutes:

Hub server: 56 GB to approximately 94 GB
Each spoke server: 16 GB to approximately 28 GB

Increase the archive log space so that you have sufficient space available to support the Operations Center, without
affecting the existing server operations.

Hardware requirements for the second server

If you are planning to set up your sites so that everything at the first site is replicated to the second site, hardware requirements
are identical at both sites. If you want to only replicate a subset of data to your second site, storage and network requirements
might be reduced.

Software requirements
Documentation for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ multisite disk solution includes installation and configuration tasks for the
following operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

For information about software requirements for IBM® lin_tape device drivers, refer to the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation
and User's Guide.

AIX systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system IBM AIX® 7.1

For more information about operating system requirements, see AIX: Minimum system
requirements for AIX systems.

Gunzip utility The gunzip utility must be available on your system before you install or upgrade the IBM
Spectrum Protect server. Ensure that the gunzip utility is installed and the path to it is set in
the PATH environment variable.

File system type JFS2 file systems

AIX systems can cache a large amount of file system data, which can reduce memory that is
required for server and IBM DB2® processes. To avoid paging with the AIX server, use the
rbrw mount option for the JFS2 file system. Less memory is used for the file system cache
and more is available for IBM Spectrum Protect.

Do not use the file system mount options, Concurrent I/O (CIO), and Direct I/O (DIO), for file
systems that contain the IBM Spectrum Protect database, logs, or storage pool volumes.
These options can cause performance degradation of many server operations. IBM Spectrum
Protect and DB2 can still use DIO where it is beneficial to do so, but IBM Spectrum Protect
does not require the mount options to selectively take advantage of these techniques.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Linux systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (x86_64)

Libraries GNU C libraries, Version 2.3.3-98.38 or later that is installed on the IBM Spectrum Protect
system.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)
numactl.x86_64

File system type Format database-related file systems with ext3 or ext4.

For storage pool-related file systems, use XFS.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Windows systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit) or Windows Server 2016

File system type NTFS

Other software Windows 2012 R2 or Windows 2016 with .NET Framework 3.5 is installed and enabled.

The following User Account Control policies must be disabled:

User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator
account
User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

Related tasks:
Setting AIX network options

Planning worksheets
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Use the planning worksheets to record values that you use to set up your system and configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
Use the best practice default values that are listed in the worksheets.

Each worksheet helps you prepare for different parts of the system configuration by using best practice values:

Server system preconfiguration
Use the preconfiguration worksheets to plan for the file systems and directories that you create when you configure file
systems for IBM Spectrum Protect during system setup. All directories that you create for the server must be empty.

Server configuration
Use the configuration worksheets when you configure the server. Default values are suggested for most items, except
where noted.

AIX®

Table 1. Worksheet for preconfiguration of an AIX server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1   50 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2®
instance owner value
in Table 2.

Directory for server
installation

/   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/usr   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/var   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/tmp   Available space that is
required for the directory:
5 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/opt   Available space that is
required for the directory:
10 GB

 

Directory for the
active log

/tsminst1/TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

When you create the
active log during the
initial configuration of
the server, set the
size to 128 GB.

Directory for the
archive log

/tsminst1/TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for the
database

/tsminst1/TSMdbspace00
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace01
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace02
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB

Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

/tsminst1/TSMfile00
/tsminst1/TSMfile01
/tsminst1/TSMfile02
/tsminst1/TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems

Directories for
database backup

/tsminst1/TSMbkup00
/tsminst1/TSMbkup01
/tsminst1/TSMbkup02
/tsminst1/TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 2. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes
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Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 1 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Primary group for the
DB2 instance owner

tsmsrvrs    

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Linux

Table 3. Worksheet for preconfiguration of a Linux server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1   25 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2
instance owner value
in Table 4.

Directory for the
active log

/tsminst1/TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

 

Directory for the
archive log

/tsminst1/TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB

 

Directories for the
database

/tsminst1/TSMdbspace00
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace01
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace02
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB
Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

/tsminst1/TSMfile00
/tsminst1/TSMfile01
/tsminst1/TSMfile02
/tsminst1/TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for
database backup

/tsminst1/TSMbkup00
/tsminst1/TSMbkup01
/tsminst1/TSMbkup02
/tsminst1/TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 4. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 3 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Primary group for the
DB2 instance owner

tsmsrvrs    

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.
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Item Default value Your value Notes

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Windows

Because many volumes are created for the server, configure the server by using the Windows feature of mapping disk volumes to
directories rather than to drive letters.

For example, C:\tsminst1\TSMdbpsace00 is a mount point to a volume with its own space. The volume is mapped to a directory
under the C: drive, but does not take up space from the C: drive. The exception is the server instance directory, C:\tsminst1, which
can be a mount point or a regular directory.

Table 5. Worksheet for preconfiguration of a Windows server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.

Directory for the
server instance

C:\tsminst1   25 GB If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2
instance owner value
in Table 6.

Directory for the
active log

C:\tsminst1\TSMalog   Small and medium:
140 GB
Large: 300 GB

 

Directory for the
archive log

C:\tsminst1\TSMarchlog   Small: 1 TB
Medium: 2 TB
Large: 4 TB
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size Notes

Directories for the
database

C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace01
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace02
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 1 TB
Medium: At least 2
TB
Large: At least 4 TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for the
database, depending
on the size of your
system:

Small: At least
4 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
8 file systems

Directories for
storage

C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile01
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile02
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile03
...

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 38
TB
Medium: At least
180 TB
Large: At least 500
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for storage,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
10 file systems
Medium: At
least 20 file
systems
Large: At least
40 file systems

Directories for
database backup

C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup01
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup02
C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup03

  Minimum total space for
all directories:

Small: At least 3 TB
Medium: At least 10
TB
Large: At least 16
TB

Create a minimum
number of file
systems for backing
up the database,
depending on the size
of your system:

Small: At least
2 file systems
Medium: At
least 4 file
systems
Large: At least
4 file systems,
but preferably
6

The first database
backup directory is
also used for the
archive log failover
directory and a
second copy of the
volume history and
device configuration
files.

Table 6. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value Notes
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Item Default value Your value Notes

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 5 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

pAssW0rd   Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Schedule start time 22:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

Planning for storage
Choose the most effective storage technology for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components to ensure efficient server performance and
operations.

Storage hardware devices have different capacity and performance characteristics, which determine how they can be used
effectively with IBM Spectrum Protect. For general guidance on selecting the appropriate storage hardware and set up for your
solution, review the following guidelines.

Database and active log

Use a fast disk for the IBM Spectrum Protect database and active log, for example with the following characteristics:
High performance, 15k rpm disk with Fibre Channel or serial-attached SCSI (SAS) interface
Solid-state disk (SSD)

Isolate the active log from the database unless you use SSD or flash hardware
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When you create arrays for the database, use RAID level 5

Storage pool

You can use less expensive and slower disks for the storage pool
The storage pool can share disks for the archive log and database backup storage
Use RAID level 6 for storage pool arrays to add protection against double drive failures when you use large disk types

Planning the storage arrays
Prepare for disk storage configuration by planning for RAID arrays and volumes, according to the size of your IBM Spectrum
Protect system.

Related reference:
Storage system requirements and reducing the risk of data corruption

Planning for security
Plan to protect the security of systems in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution with access and authentication controls, and
consider encrypting data and password transmission.

For guidelines about protecting your storage environment against ransomware attacks, and recovering your storage environment if
an attack occurs, see Protecting the storage environment against ransomware.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect solution.
Planning for secure communications
Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect solution components.
Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the option that best suits your needs.
Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect solution to work.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution.

You can assign one of the following levels of authority to administrators:

System
Administrators with system authority have the highest level of authority. Administrators with this level of authority can
complete any task. They can manage all policy domains and storage pools, and grant authority to other administrators.

Policy
Administrators who have policy authority can manage all of the tasks that are related to policy management. This privilege
can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to specific policy domains.

Storage
Administrators who have storage authority can allocate and control storage resources for the server.

Operator
Administrators who have operator authority can control the immediate operation of the server and the availability of
storage media such as tape libraries and drives.

The scenarios in Table 1 provide examples about why you might want to assign varying levels of authority so that administrators
can perform tasks:

Table 1. Scenarios for administrator roles
Scenario Type of administrator ID to set up

An administrator at a small company manages the server and is
responsible for all server activities.

System authority: 1 administrator ID

An administrator for multiple servers also manages the overall
system. Several other administrators manage their own storage
pools.

System authority on all servers: 1 administrator ID for
the overall system administrator
Storage authority for designated storage pools: 1
administrator ID for each of the other administrators
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Scenario Type of administrator ID to set up

An administrator manages 2 servers. Another person helps
with the administration tasks. Two assistants are responsible
for helping to ensure that important systems are backed up.
Each assistant is responsible for monitoring the scheduled
backups on one of the IBM Spectrum Protect servers.

System authority on both servers: 2 administrator IDs
Operator authority: 2 administrator IDs for the
assistants with access to the server that each person is
responsible for

Planning for secure communications
Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution components.

Determine the level of protection that is required for your data, based on regulations and business requirements under which your
company operates.

If your business requires a high level of security for passwords and data transmission, plan on implementing secure
communication with Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols.

TLS and SSL provide secure communications between the server and client, but can affect system performance. To improve
system performance, use TLS for authentication without encrypting object data. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the
entire session or only for authentication, see the SSL client option for client-to-server communication, and the UPDATE
SERVER=SSL parameter for server-to-server communication. Beginning in V8.1.2, TLS is used for authentication by default. If you
decide to use TLS to encrypt entire sessions, use the protocol only for sessions where it is necessary and add processor resources
on the server to manage the increase in network traffic. You can also try other options. For example, some networking devices
such as routers and switches provide the TLS or SSL function.

You can use TLS and SSL to protect some or all of the different possible communication paths, for example:

Operations Center: browser to hub; hub to spoke
Client to server
Server to server: node replication

Related tasks:
Securing communications

Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the option that best suits your needs.

If your company requires the data in storage pools to be encrypted, then you have the option of using IBM Spectrum Protect™
encryption, or an external device such as tape for encryption.

If you choose IBM Spectrum Protect to encrypt the data, extra computing resources are required at the client that might affect the
performance of backup and restore processes.

Related information:
technote 1963635

Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution to work.

Table 1 describes the ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center.

Table 1. Ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center
Item Default Direction Description
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Item Default Direction Description

Base port
(TCPPORT)

1500 Outbound/inbound Each server instance requires a unique port. You can specify an
alternative port number instead of using the default. The
TCPPORT option listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled
sessions from the client. For administrative client traffic, you can
use the TCPADMINPORT and ADMINONCLIENTPORT options to
set port values.

SSL-only port
(SSLTCPPORT)

No default Outbound/inbound This port is used if you want to restrict communication on the port
to SSL-enabled sessions only. To support both SSL and non-SSL
communications, use the TCPPORT or TCPADMINPORT options.

SMB 45 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SSH 22 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SMTP 25 Outbound This port is used to send email alerts from the server.

NDMP No default Inbound/outbound The server must be able to open an outbound NDMP control port
connection to the NAS device. The outbound control port is the
Low-Level Address in the data mover definition for the NAS
device.

During an NDMP filer-to-server restore, the server must be able to
open an outbound NDMP data connection to the NAS device. The
data connection port that is used during a restore can be
configured on the NAS device.

During NDMP filer-to-server backups, the NAS device must be
able to open outbound data connections to the server and the
server must be able to accept inbound NDMP data connections.
You can use the server option NDMPPORTRANGE to restrict the
set of ports available for use as NDMP data connections. You can
configure a firewall for connections to these ports.

Replication No default Outbound/inbound The port and protocol for the outbound port for replication are set
by the DEFINE SERVER command that is used to set up
replication.

The inbound ports for replication are the TCP ports and SSL ports
that the source server names in the DEFINE SERVER command.

Client schedule
port

Client port: 1501 Outbound The client listens on the port that is named and communicates
the port number to the server. The server contacts the client if
server prompted scheduling is used. You can specify an
alternative port number in the client options file.

Long running
sessions

KEEPALIVE
setting: YES

Outbound When the KEEPALIVE option is enabled, keepalive packets are
sent during client-server sessions to prevent the firewall software
from closing long-running, inactive connections.

Operations Center HTTPS: 11090 Inbound These ports are used for the Operations Center web browser. You
can specify an alternative port number.

Client
management
service port

Client port: 9028 Inbound The client management service port must be accessible from the
Operations Center. Ensure that firewalls cannot prevent
connections. The client management service uses the TCP port of
the server for the client node for authentication by using an
administrative session.

Multisite disk implementation of a data protection solution
The multisite disk solution is configured at two sites and uses data deduplication and replication.
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Implementation roadmap

The following steps are required to set up a multisite disk environment.

1. Set up the system.
a. Configure the storage hardware and set up storage arrays for your environment size.
b. Install the server operating system.
c. Configure multipath I/O.
d. Create the user ID for the server instance.
e. Prepare file systems for IBM Spectrum Protect.

2. Install the server and Operations Center.
3. Configure the server and Operations Center.

a. Complete the initial configuration of the server.
b. Set server options.
c. Configure Secure Sockets Layer for the server and client.
d. Configure the Operations Center.
e. Register your IBM Spectrum Protect license.
f. Configure data deduplication.
g. Define data retention rules for your business.
h. Define server maintenance schedules.
i. Define client schedules.

4. Install and configure clients.
a. Register and assign clients to schedules.

Tip: Avoid conflicts in managing administrative IDs and client option sets by identifying the IDs and option sets that
will be replicated to the target server and the IDs and option sets that will be managed in an enterprise
configuration. You cannot define an administrative user ID for a registered node if an administrative ID exists for the
same node.

b. Install and verify the client management service.
c. Configure the Operations Center to use the client management service.

5. Configure the second server.
a. Confgure for SSL communication between the hub and spoke server.
b. Add the second server as a spoke.
c. Enable replication.

6. Complete the implementation.

Setting up the system
To set up the system, you must first configure your disk storage hardware and the server system for IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Configuring the storage hardware
To configure your storage hardware, review general guidance for disk systems and IBM Spectrum Protect.
Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect server requirements are met.
Adjust operating system settings as directed.
Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
detailed instructions.
Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.
Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.

Configuring the storage hardware
To configure your storage hardware, review general guidance for disk systems and IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

1. Provide a connection between the server and the storage devices by following these guidelines:
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Use a switch or direct connection for Fibre Channel connections.
Consider the number of ports that are connected and account for the amount of bandwidth that is needed.
Consider the number of ports on the server and the number of host ports on the disk system that are connected.

2. Verify that device drivers and firmware for the server system, adapters, and operating system are current and at the
recommended levels.

3. Configure storage arrays. Make sure that you planned properly to ensure optimal performance. See Planning for storage for
more information.

4. Ensure that the server system has access to disk volumes that are created. Complete the following steps:
a. If the system is connected to a Fibre Channel switch, zone the server to see the disks.
b. Map all of the volumes to tell the disk system that this specific server is allowed to see each disk.

Related tasks:
Configuring storage

Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect™ server requirements are met. Adjust
operating system settings as directed.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.
Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.
Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.

Procedure

1. Install AIX Version 7.1, TL4, SP2, or later according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:

Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server

Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost

4. Enable AIX I/O completion ports by issuing the following command:

chdev -l iocp0 -P

Server performance can be affected by the Olson time zone definition.
5. To optimize performance, change your system time zone format from Olson to POSIX. Use the following command format

to update the time zone setting:

chtz=local_timezone,date/time,date/time

For example, if you lived in Tucson, Arizona, where Mountain Standard Time is used, you would issue the following
command to change to the POSIX format:

chtz MST7MDT,M3.2.0/2:00:00,M11.1.0/2:00:00

6. Add an entry in the .profile of the instance user so that the following environment is set:

export MALLOCOPTIONS=multiheap:16

7. Set the system to create full application core files. Issue the following command:
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chdev -l sys0 -a fullcore=true -P

8. For communications with the server and Operations Center, make sure that the following ports are open on any firewalls
that might exist:

For communications with the server, open port 1500.
For secure communications with the Operations Center, open port 11090 on the hub server.

If you are not using the default port values, make sure that the ports that you are using are open.

9. Enable TCP high-performance enhancements. Issue the following command:

no -p -o rfc1323=1

10. For optimal throughput and reliability, bond four 10 Gb Ethernet ports together. Use the System Management Interface Tool
(SMIT) to bond the ports together by using Etherchannel. The following settings were used during testing:

      mode            8023ad 
      auto_recovery   yes            Enable automatic recovery after failover 
      backup_adapter  NONE           Adapter used when whole channel fails 
      hash_mode       src_dst_port   Determines how outgoing adapter is chosen 
      interval        long           Determines interval value for IEEE  
                                     802.3ad mode 
      mode            8023ad         EtherChannel mode of operation 
      netaddr         0              Address to ping 
      noloss_failover yes            Enable lossless failover after ping  
                                     failure 
      num_retries     3              Times to retry ping before failing 
      retry_time      1              Wait time (in seconds) between pings 
      use_alt_addr    no             Enable Alternate EtherChannel Address 
      use_jumbo_frame no             Enable Gigabit Ethernet Jumbo Frames

11. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 1. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 1. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.

Before you begin

The operating system will be installed on the internal hard disks. Configure the internal hard disks by using a hardware RAID 1
array. For example, if you are configuring a small system, the two 300 GB internal disks are mirrored in RAID 1 so that a single 300
GB disk appears available to the operating system installer.

Procedure

1. Install Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 or later, according to the manufacturer instructions. Obtain a bootable DVD that
contains Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 and start your system from this DVD. See the following guidance for
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installation options. If an item is not mentioned in the following list, leave the default selection.
a. After you start the DVD, choose Install or upgrade an existing system from the menu.
b. On the Welcome screen, select Test this media & install Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1.
c. Select your language and keyboard preferences.
d. Select your location to set the correct time zone.
e. Select Software Selection and then on the next screen, select Server with GUI.
f. From the installation summary page, click Installation Destination and verify the following items:

The local 300 GB disk is selected as the installation target.
Under Other Storage Options, Automatically configure partitioning is selected.

Click Done.
g. Click Begin Installation. After the installation starts, set the root password for your root user account.

After the installation is completed, restart the system and log in as the root user. Issue the df command to verify your basic
partitioning. For example, on a test system, the initial partitioning produced the following result:

[root@tvapp02]# df –h 
Filesystem             Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/rhel-root   50G  3.0G   48G   6% / 
devtmpfs                32G     0   32G   0% /dev 
tmpfs                   32G   92K   32G   1% /dev/shm 
tmpfs                   32G  8.8M   32G   1% /run 
tmpfs                   32G     0   32G   0% /sys/fs/cgroup 
/dev/mapper/rhel-home  220G   37M  220G   1% /home 
/dev/sda1              497M  124M  373M  25% /boot

2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
For optimal throughput and reliability, consider bonding multiple network ports together. This can be accomplished by
creating a Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) network connection, which aggregates several subordinate ports into a
single logical connection. The preferred method is to use a bond mode of 802.3ad, miimon setting of 100, and a
xmit_hash_policy setting of layer3+4.
Restriction: To use an LACP network connection, you must have a network switch that supports LACP.

For additional instructions about configuring bonded network connections with Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7, see
Create a Channel Bonding Interface.

3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:
Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server

Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost

4. Install components that are required for the server installation. Complete the following steps to create a Yellowdog Updater
Modified (YUM) repository and install the prerequisite packages.

a. Mount your Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD to a system directory. For example, to mount it to the /mnt
directory, issue the following command:

mount -t iso9660 -o ro /dev/cdrom /mnt

b. Verify that the DVD mounted by issuing the mount command. You should see output similar to the following
example:

/dev/sr0 on /mnt type iso9660

c. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

If the repos.d directory does not exist, create it.
d. List directory contents:

ls rhel-source.repo

e. Rename the original repo file by issuing the mv command. For example:

mv rhel-source.repo rhel-source.repo.orig

f. Create a new repo file by using a text editor. For example, to use the vi editor, issue the following command:
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vi rhel71_dvd.repo

g. Add the following lines to the new repo file. The baseurl parameter specifies your directory mount point:

[rhel71_dvd] 
name=DVD Redhat Enterprise Linux 7.1 
baseurl=file:///mnt 
enabled=1 
gpgcheck=0

h. Install the prerequisite package ksh.x86_64, by issuing the yum command. For example:

yum install ksh.x86_64

Exception: You do not need to install the compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-69.el6.i686 and libstdc++.i686 libraries for
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1.

5. When the software installation is complete, you can restore the original YUM repository values by completing the following
steps:

a. Unmount the Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD by issuing the following command:

unmount /mnt

b. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

c. Rename the repo file that you created:

mv rhel71_dvd.repo rhel71_dvd.repo.orig

d. Rename the original file to the original name:

mv rhel-source.repo.orig rhel-source.repo

6. Determine whether kernel parameter changes are required. Complete the following steps:
a. Use the sysctl -a command to list the parameter values.
b. Analyze the results by using the guidelines in Table 1 to determine whether any changes are required.
c. If changes are required, set the parameters in the /etc/sysctl.conf file. The file changes are applied when the system

is started.
Tip: Automatically adjust kernel parameter settings and eliminate the need for manual updates to these settings. On Linux,
the DB2® database software automatically adjusts interprocess communication (IPC) kernel parameter values to the
preferred settings. For more information about kernel parameter settings, search for Linux kernel parameters in the IBM
DB2 Version 11.1 product documentation.

Table 1. Linux kernel parameter optimum settings
Parameter Description

kernel.shmmni The maximum number of segments.

kernel.shmmax The maximum size of a shared memory segment (bytes).

This parameter must be set before automatically starting the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on system startup.

kernel.shmall The maximum allocation of shared memory pages (pages).

kernel.sem

There are four values for the kernel.sem
parameter.

(SEMMSL)

The maximum semaphores per array.

(SEMMNS)

The maximum semaphores per system.

(SEMOPM)

The maximum operations per semaphore call.

(SEMMNI)

The maximum number of arrays.

kernel.msgmni The maximum number of system-wide message queues.
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Parameter Description

kernel.msgmax The maximum size of messages (bytes).

kernel.msgmnb The default maximum size of queue (bytes).

kernel.randomize_va_space The kernel.randomize_va_space parameter configures the
use of memory ASLR for the kernel. Disable ASLR because it
can cause errors for the DB2 software. To learn more details
about the Linux ASLR and DB2, see technote 1365583.

vm.swappiness The vm.swappiness parameter defines whether the kernel
can swap application memory out of physical random access
memory (RAM). For more information about kernel
parameters, see the DB2 product information.

vm.overcommit_memory The vm.overcommit_memory parameter influences how
much virtual memory the kernel permits allocating. For more
information about kernel parameters, see the DB2 product
information.

7. Open firewall ports to communicate with the server. Complete the following steps:
a. Determine the zone that is used by the network interface. The zone is public, by default.

Issue the following command:

#  firewall-cmd --get-active-zones 
public 
  interfaces: ens4f0

b. To use the default port address for communications with the server, open TCP/IP port 1500 in the Linux firewall.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=1500/tcp --permanent

If you want to use a value other than the default, you can specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767. If you open a
port other than the default, you will need to specify that port when you run the configuration script.

c. If you plan to use this system as a hub, open port 11090, which is the default port for secure (https)
communications.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=11090/tcp --permanent

d. Reload the firewall definitions for the changes to take effect.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --reload

8. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 2. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 2. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.
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Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Install Windows Server 2016 Standard Edition, according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Change the Windows account control policies by completing the following steps.

a. Open the Local Security Policy editor by running secpol.msc.
b. Click Local Policies > Security Options and ensure that the following User Account Control policies are disabled:

Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator account
Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

3. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to installation instructions for the operating system.
4. Apply Windows updates and enable optional features by completing the following steps:

a. Apply the latest Windows Server 2016 updates.
b. Install and enable the Windows 2012 R2 feature Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 from the Windows Server Manager.
c. If required, update the FC and Ethernet HBA device drivers to newer levels.
d. Install the multipath I/O driver that is appropriate for the disk system that you are using.

5. Open the default TCP/IP port, 1500, for communications with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. For example, issue the
following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Backup server port 1500" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=1500

6. On the Operations Center hub server, open the default port for secure (https) communications with the Operations Center.
The port number is 11090. For example, issue the following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Operations Center port 11090" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=11090

Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
detailed instructions.

AIX systems
Linux systems
Windows systems

AIX systems

Procedure

1. Determine the Fibre Channel port address that you must use for the host definition on the disk subsystem. Issue the lscfg
command for every port.

On small and medium systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address"

On large systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs2 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs3 | grep "Network Address"

2. Ensure that the following AIX® file sets are installed:
devices.common.IBM.mpio.rte
devices.fcp.disk.array.rte
devices.fcp.disk.rte

3. Issue the cfgmgr command to have AIX rescan the hardware and discover available disks. For example:
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cfgmgr

4. To list the available disks, issue the following command:

lsdev -Ccdisk

You should see output similar to the following:

hdisk0  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk1  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk2  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk3  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk4  Available 06-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
hdisk5  Available 07-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
...

5. Use the output from the lsdev command to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, a device ID could be hdisk4. Save the list of device IDs to use when you create file systems for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

6. Correlate the SCSI device IDs to specific disk LUNs from the disk system by listing detailed information about all physical
volumes in the system. Issue the following command:

lspv -u

On an IBM® Storwize® system, the following information is an example of what is shown for each device:

hdisk4  00f8cf083fd97327  None  active      
 332136005076300810105780000000000003004214503IBMfcp

In the example, 60050763008101057800000000000030 is the UID for the volume, as reported by the Storwize
management interface.
To verify disk size in megabytes and compare the value with what is listed for the system, issue the following command:

bootinfo -s hdisk4

Linux systems

Procedure

1. Edit the /etc/multipath.conf file to enable multipathing for Linux hosts. If the multipath.conf file does not exist, you can
create it by issuing the following command:

mpathconf --enable

The following parameters were set in multipath.conf for testing on an IBM Storwize® system:

defaults { 
      user_friendly_names no 
} 
 
devices { 
      device { 
            vendor "IBM " 
            product "2145" 
            path_grouping_policy group_by_prio 
            user_friendly_names no 
            path_selector "round-robin 0" 
            prio "alua" 
            path_checker "tur" 
            failback "immediate" 
            no_path_retry 5 
            rr_weight uniform 
            rr_min_io_rq "1" 
            dev_loss_tmo 120 
     } 
}

2. Set the multipath option to start when the system is started. Issue the following commands:
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systemctl enable multipathd.service 
systemctl start multipathd.service

3. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath, issue the following command:

multipath -l

4. Ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use size and device ID information to
identify which disks are listed.
For example, the following output shows that a 2 TB disk has two path groups and four active paths. The 2 TB size confirms
that the disk corresponds to a pool file system. Use part of the long device ID number (12, in this example) to search for the
volume on the disk-system management interface.

[root@tapsrv01 code]# multipath -l 
36005076802810c509800000000000012 dm-43 IBM,2145 
 size=2.0T features='1 queue_if_no_path' hwhandler='0' wp=rw 
|-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=active 
| |- 2:0:1:18 sdcw 70:64   active undef running 
| `- 4:0:0:18 sdgb 131:112 active undef running 
`-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=enabled 
  |- 1:0:1:18 sdat 66:208  active undef running 
  `- 3:0:0:18 sddy 128:0   active undef running

a. If needed, correct disk LUN host assignments and force a bus rescan. For example:

echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host0/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan

You can also restart the system to rescan disk LUN host assignments.
b. Confirm that disks are now available for multipath I/O by reissuing the multipath -l command.

5. Use the multipath output to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 36005076802810c509800000000000012.

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.

Windows systems

Procedure

1. Ensure that the Multipath I/O feature is installed. If needed, install additional vendor-specific multipath drivers.
2. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath I/O, issue the following command:

c:\program files\IBM\SDDDSM\datapath.exe query device

3. Review the multipath output and ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use
size and device serial information to identify which disks are listed.
For example, by using part of the long device serial number (34, in this example) you can search for the volume on the disk-
system management interface. The 2 TB size confirms that the disk corresponds to a storage pool file system.

DEV#:   4  DEVICE NAME: Disk5 Part0   TYPE: 2145    POLICY: OPTIMIZED 
SERIAL: 60050763008101057800000000000034          LUN SIZE: 2.0TB 
===================================================================== 
Path#          Adapter/Hard Disk       State   Mode    Select  Errors 
    0   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0 
    1   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   27176       0 
    2   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   28494       0 
    3   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0

4. Create a list of disk device IDs by using the serial numbers that are returned from the multipath output in the previous step.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 60050763008101057800000000000034

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.

5. To bring new disks online and clear the read-only attribute, run diskpart.exe with the following commands. Repeat for each
of the disks:
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diskpart 
   select Disk 1 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   select Disk 2 
   online disk        
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   < ... > 
   select Disk 49 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly    
   exit

Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.

About this task

You can specify only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) for the user ID. The user ID and
group name must comply with the following rules:

The length must be 8 characters or fewer.
The user ID and group name cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral.
The user ID and group name cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

Procedure

1. Use operating system commands to create a user ID.
Create a group and user ID in the home directory of the user that owns the server instance.

For example, to create the user ID tsminst1 in group tsmsrvrs with a password of tsminst1, issue the following
commands from an administrative user ID:

mkgroup id=1001 tsmsrvrs 
mkuser id=1002 pgrp=tsmsrvrs home=/home/tsminst1 tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

groupadd tsmsrvrs 
useradd -d /home/tsminst1 -m -g tsmsrvrs -s /bin/bash tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

Log off, and then log in to your system. Change to the user account that you created. Use an interactive login
program, such as telnet, so that you are prompted for the password and can change it if necessary.

Create a user ID and then add the new ID to the Administrators group. For example, to create the user ID
tsminst1, issue the following command:

net user tsminst1 * /add

After you create and verify a password for the new user, add the user ID to the Administrators group by issuing the
following commands:

     
net localgroup Administrators tsminst1 /add 
net localgroup DB2ADMNS tsminst1 /add

2. Log off the new user ID.

Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.
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Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.
Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.

Procedure

1. Increase the queue depth and maximum transfer size for all of the available hdiskX disks. Issue the following commands
for each disk:

chdev -l hdisk4 -a max_transfer=0x100000 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a queue_depth=32 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a reserve_policy=no_reserve 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a algorithm=round_robin

Do not run these commands for operating system internal disks, for example, hdisk0.
2. Create volume groups for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database, active log, archive log, database backup, and storage pool.

Issue the mkvg command, specifying the device IDs for corresponding disks that you previously identified.
For example, if the device names hdisk4, hdisk5, and hdisk6 correspond to database disks, include them in the database
volume group and so on.
System size: The following commands are based on the medium system configuration. For small and large systems, you
must adjust the syntax as required.

mkvg -S -y tsmdb hdisk2 hdisk3 hdisk4 
mkvg -S -y tsmactlog hdisk5 
mkvg -S -y tsmarchlog hdisk6 
mkvg -S -y tsmdbback hdisk7 hdisk8 hdisk9 hdisk10 
mkvg -S -y tsmstgpool hdisk11 hdisk12 hdisk13 hdisk14 ... hdisk49

3. Determine the physical volume names and the number of free physical partitions to use when you create logical volumes.
Issue the lsvg for each volume group that you created in the previous step.
For example:

lsvg -p tsmdb

The output is similar to the following. The FREE PPs column represents the free physical partitions:

tsmdb: 
PV_NAME  PV STATE   TOTAL PPs  FREE PPs  FREE DISTRIBUTION 
hdisk4   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk5   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk6   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326

4. Create logical volumes in each volume group by using the mklv command. The volume size, volume group, and device
names vary, depending on the size of your system and variations in your disk configuration.
For example, to create the volumes for the IBM Spectrum Protect database on a medium system, issue the following
commands:

mklv -y tsmdb00 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk2 
mklv -y tsmdb01 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk3 
mklv -y tsmdb02 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk4

5. Format file systems in each logical volume by using the crfs command.
For example, to format file systems for the database on a medium system, issue the following commands:

crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb00 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb01 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace01 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb02 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace02 -A yes
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6. Mount all of the newly created file systems by issuing the following command:

mount -a

7. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount
point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example of command output shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

tapsrv07> df -g /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem      GB blocks  Free     %Used   Iused   %Iused   Mounted on 
/dev/tsmact00   195.12     194.59   1%      4       1%       /tsminst1/TSMalog

8. Verify that the user ID you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for the
IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Using the list of device IDs that you generated previously, issue the mkfs command to create and format a file system for
each storage LUN device. Specify the device ID in the command. See the following examples. For the database, format ext4
file systems:

mkfs -t ext4 -T largefile -m 2 /dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012

For storage pool LUNs, format xfs file systems:

mkfs -t xfs /dev/mapper/3600507630081010578000000000002c3

You might issue the mkfs command as many as 50 times, depending on how many different devices you have.

2. Create mount point directories for file systems.

Issue the mkdir command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the
planning worksheets.

For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

mkdir /tsminst1

Repeat the mkdir command for each file system.
3. Add an entry in the /etc/fstab file for each file system so that file systems are mounted automatically when the server is

started.
For example:

/dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012 /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 ext4 defaults 0 0

4. Mount the file systems that you added to the /etc/fstab file by issuing the mount -a command.
5. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount

point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example on an IBM® Storwize® system shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

[root@tapsrv04 ~]# df -h /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem                                    Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/360050763008101057800000000000003 134G  188M 132G  1%   /tsminst1/TSMalog

6. Verify that the user ID you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for IBM
Spectrum Protect.

Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server.
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Procedure

1. Create mount point directories for file systems.
Issue the md command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the planning
worksheets. For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

md c:\tsminst1

Repeat the md command for each file system.
2. Create a volume for every disk LUN that is mapped to a directory under the server instance directory by using the Windows

volume manager.

Go to Server Manager > File and Storage Services and complete the following steps for each disk that corresponds to the
LUN mapping that was created in the previous step:

a. Bring the disk online.
b. Initialize the disk to the GPT basic type, which is the default.
c. Create a simple volume that occupies all of the space on the disk. Format the file system by using NTFS, and assign a

label that matches the purpose of the volume, such as TSMfile00. Do not assign the new volume to a drive letter.
Instead, map the volume to a directory under the instance directory, such as C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00.
Tip: Determine the volume label and directory mapping labels based on the size of the disk that is reported.

3. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount point. List all file systems by issuing the
mountvol command and then review the output. For example:

\\?\Volume{8ffb9678-3216-474c-a021-20e420816a92}\ 
  C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00\

4. After the disk configuration is complete, restart the system.

What to do next

You can confirm the amount of free space for each volume by using Windows Explorer.

Installing the server and Operations Center
Use the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard to install the components.

Installing on AIX and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the first server system.
Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the Operations Center on the first server system.

Installing on AIX® and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the first server system.

Before you begin

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is the
language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Verify that the required RPM files are installed on your system.

See Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard for details.

2. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042992.

3. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
4. Ensure that executable permission is set for the package. If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the following

command:
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chmod a+x package_name.bin

5. Extract the package by issuing the following command:

./package_name.bin

where package_name is the name of the downloaded file.
6. Ensure that the following command is enabled so that the wizards work properly:

lsuser

By default, the command is enabled.
7. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
8. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command:

./install.sh

When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard
RPM files are required for the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.

Related tasks:
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components (AIX)
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components (Linux)

Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the first server system.

Before you begin

Make sure that the following prerequisites are met:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.
Ensure that the user ID that you plan to use during the installation is a user with local Administrator authority.

Procedure

1. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042993.

2. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
3. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
4. Double-click the executable file to extract to the current directory.
5. In the directory where the installation files were extracted, start the installation wizard by double-clicking the install.bat

file. When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory.
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To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Related tasks:
Other methods for installing IBM Spectrum Protect components

Configuring the server and the Operations Center
After you install the components, complete the configuration for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center.

Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.
Installing the backup-archive client
As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.
Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server to verify that the correct values are set
for your system.
Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security
To encrypt data and secure communications in your environment, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security
(TLS) is enabled on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and backup-archive client. An SSL certificate is used to verify
communication requests between the server and client.
Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage
environment.
Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.
Configuring data deduplication
Create a directory-container storage pool and at least one directory to use inline data deduplication.
Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new
storage pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.
Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations
Center command builder.
Defining client schedules
Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.

Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.

Before you begin

Ensure that the following requirements are met:

The system where you installed IBM Spectrum Protect must have the X Window System client. You must also be running an
X Window System server on your desktop.
The system must have the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol enabled. Ensure that the port is set to the default value, 22, and that
the port is not blocked by a firewall. You must enable password authentication in the sshd_config file in the
/etc/ssh/directory. Also, ensure that the SSH daemon service has access rights to connect to the system by using the
localhost value.
You must be able to log in to IBM Spectrum Protect with the user ID that you created for the server instance, by using the
SSH protocol. When you use the wizard, you must provide this user ID and password to access that system.
If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

Verify that the remote registry service is started by completing the following steps:
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1. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services. In the Services window, select Remote Registry. If it is not started, click Start.
2. Ensure that port 137, 139, and 445 are not blocked by a firewall:

a. Click Start > Control Panel > Windows Firewall.
b. Select Advanced Settings.
c. Select Inbound Rules.
d. Select New Rule.
e. Create a port rule for TCP ports 137, 139, and 445 to allow connections for domain and private networks.

3. Configure the user account control by accessing the local security policy options and completing the following steps.
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Local Security Policy. Expand Local Policies > Security Options.
b. If not already enabled, enable the built-in administrator account by selecting Accounts: Administrator account status

> Enable > OK.
c. If not already disabled, disable user account control for all Windows administrators by selecting User Account

Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode > Disable > OK.
d. If not already disabled, disable the User Account Control for the built-in Administrator account by selecting User

Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator Account > Disable > OK.
4. If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

About this task

The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not operational until the entire configuration process is complete.

Procedure

1. Start the local version of the wizard.
Open the dsmicfgx program in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. This wizard can be only

run as a root user.
Click Start > All Programs > IBM Spectrum Protect > Configuration Wizard.

2. Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. Use the information that you recorded in Planning worksheets during
IBM Spectrum Protect system set up to specify directories and options in the wizard.

On the Server Information window, set the server to start automatically by using the instance user ID
when the system boots.

By using the configuration wizard, the server is set to start automatically when rebooted.

Installing the backup-archive client
As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.

Procedure

To install the backup-archive client, follow the installation instructions for your operating system.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to verify that the correct values are set for
your system.

Procedure

1. Go to the server instance directory and open the dsmserv.opt file.
2. Review the values in the following table and verify your server option settings, based on system size.

Server option Small system value Medium system value Large system value

ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration
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Server option Small system value Medium system value Large system value

ACTIVELOGSIZE 131072 131072 262144

ARCHLOGCOMPRESS Yes No No

ARCHLOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

Directory path that was
specified during
configuration

COMMMETHOD TCPIP TCPIP TCPIP

COMMTIMEOUT 3600 3600 3600

DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP No No No

DEVCONFIG devconf.dat devconf.dat devconf.dat

EXPINTERVAL 0 0 0

IDLETIMEOUT 60 60 60

MAXSESSIONS 250 500 1000

NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED 20 20 20

TCPADMINPORT 1500 1500 1500

TCPPORT 1500 1500 1500

VOLUMEHISTORY volhist.dat volhist.dat volhist.dat

Update server option settings if necessary, to match the values in the table. To make updates, close the dsmserv.opt file
and use the SETOPT command from the administrative command-line interface to set the options.
For example, to update the IDLETIMEOUT option to 60, issue the following command:

setopt idletimeout 60

3. To configure secure communications for the server, clients, and the Operations Center, verify the options in the following
table.

Server option All system sizes

SSLFIPSMODE NO

TCPPORT Specify the port number on which the server waits for requests for TCP/IP and
SSL-enabled sessions from the client.

TCPADMINPORT Specify the port address on which the server waits for requests for TCP/IP and
SSL-enabled sessions from the command-line administrative client.

If any of the option values must be updated, edit the dsmserv.opt file by using the following guidelines:
Remove the asterisk at the beginning of a line to enable an option.
On each line, enter only one option and the specified value for the option.
If an option occurs in multiple entries in the file, the server uses the last entry.

Save your changes and close the file. If you edit the dsmserv.opt file directly, you must restart the server for the changes to
take effect.

Related reference:
Server options reference
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)

Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security
To encrypt data and secure communications in your environment, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) is
enabled on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and backup-archive client. An SSL certificate is used to verify communication
requests between the server and client.

About this task

Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2, SSL is enabled by default, and the IBM Spectrum Protect server and backup-
archive client are automatically configured to communicate with each other by using the TLS 1.2 protocol.
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As shown in the following figure, you can manually configure secure communications between the server and backup-archive
client by setting options in the server and client options files, and then transferring the self-signed certificate that is generated on
the server to the client. Alternatively, you can obtain and transfer a unique certificate that is signed by a certificate authority (CA).

For more information about configuring the server and clients for SSL or TLS communications, see Configuring storage agents,
servers, clients, and the Operations Center to connect to the server by using SSL.

Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage environment.

Before you begin

When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you must provide the following information:

Connection information for the server that you want to designate as a hub server
Login credentials for an administrator ID that is defined for that server

Procedure

1. Designate the hub server. In a web browser, enter the following address:

https://hostname:secure_port/oc

where:
hostname represents the name of the computer where the Operations Center is installed
secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication on that
computer

For example, if your host name is tsm.storage.mylocation.com and you are using the default secure port for the Operations
Center, which is 11090, the address is:

https://tsm.storage.mylocation.com:11090/oc

When you log in to the Operations Center for the first time, a wizard guides you through an initial configuration to set up a
new administrator with system authority on the server.

2. Set up secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server by configuring the Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) protocol.

Follow the instructions in Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server.

3. Optional: To receive a daily email report that summarizes system status, configure your email settings in the Operations
Center.

Follow the instructions in Tracking system status by using email reports.

Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server
To secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, add the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.

Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.
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About this task

Licenses are stored in enrollment certificate files, which contain licensing information for the product. The enrollment certificate
files are on the installation media, and are placed on the server during installation. When you register the product, the licenses are
stored in a NODELOCK file within the current directory.

Procedure

Register a license by specifying the name of the enrollment certificate file that contains the license. To use the Operations Center
command builder for this task, complete the following steps.

1. Open the Operations Center.

2. Open the Operations Center command builder by hovering over the settings icon  and clicking Command Builder.
3. Issue the REGISTER LICENSE command. For example, to register a base IBM Spectrum Protect license, issue the following

command:

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

What to do next

Save the installation media that contains your enrollment certificate files. You might need to register your license again if, for
example, one of the following conditions occur:

The server is moved to a different computer.
The NODELOCK file is corrupted. The server stores license information in the NODELOCK file, which is in the directory from
which the server is started.

If you change the processor chip that is associated with the server on which the server is installed.

Related reference:
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Configuring data deduplication
Create a directory-container storage pool and at least one directory to use inline data deduplication.

Before you begin

Use the storage pool directory information that you recorded in Planning worksheets for this task.

Procedure

1. Open the Operations Center.
2. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Storage.
3. From the list that is displayed, click Storage Pools.
4. Click the +Storage Pool button.
5. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard:

To use inline data deduplication, select a Directory storage pool under Container-based storage.
When you configure directories for the directory-container storage pool, specify the directory paths that you created
for storage during system setup.

6. After you configure the new directory-container storage pool, click Close & View Policies to update a management class
and start using the storage pool.

Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new storage
pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.

Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select the STANDARD domain and click Details.
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2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab. The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active
policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.

3. Click the Configure toggle, and make the following changes:
Change the backup destination for the STANDARD management class to the directory-container storage pool.
Change the value for the Backups column to No limit.
Change the retention period. Set the Keep Extra Backups column to 30 days or more, depending on your business
requirements.

4. Save your changes and click the Configure toggle again so that the policy set is no longer editable.
5. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.

Related tasks:
Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data

Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations Center
command builder.

About this task

Schedule server maintenance operations to run after client backup operations. You can control the timing of schedules by setting
the start time in combination with the duration time for each operation.

The following example shows how you can schedule server maintenance processes in combination with the client backup
schedule for a multisite disk solution.

Operation Schedule

Client backup Starts at 22:00.

Node replication Starts at 08:00, or 10 hours after the beginning of the client backup.

Processing for database and disaster
recovery files

Database backup starts at 11:00, or 13 hours after the beginning of the client
backup. This process runs until completion.
Device configuration information and volume history backup starts at 17:00, or
6 hours after the start of the database backup.
Volume history deletion starts at 20:00, or 9 hours after the start of the
database backup.

Inventory expiration Starts at 12:00, or 14 hours after the beginning of the client backup window. This
process runs until completion.

Procedure

After you configure the device class for the database backup operations, create schedules for database backup and other required
maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. Depending on the size of your environment, you might need
to adjust the start times for each schedule in the example.

1. Define a device class for the backup operations. For example, use the DEFINE DEVCLASS command to create a device class
that is named DBBACK_FILEDEV:

define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory=db_backup_directories

where db_backup_directories is a list of the directories that you created for the database backup.
For example, if you have four directories for database backups, starting with /tsminst1/TSMbkup00,

issue the following command:

define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory=/tsminst1/TSMbkup00, 
  /tsminst1/TSMbkup01,/tsminst1/TSMbkup02, 
  /tsminst1/TSMbkup03"

For example, if you have four directories for database backups, starting with C:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00, issue the
following command:
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define devclass dbback_filedev devtype=file  
  directory="c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup00, 
  c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup01,c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup02, 
  c:\tsminst1\TSMbkup03"

2. Set the device class for automatic database backup operations. Use the SET DBRECOVERY command to specify the device
class that you created in the preceding step. For example, if the device class is dbback_filedev, issue the following
command:

set dbrecovery dbback_filedev

3. Create schedules for the maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. See the following table for
the required operations with examples of the commands.
Tip: You create the schedule for replication separately in a later step, when you use the Operations Center to configure
replication.

Operation Example command

Back up the database. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DB command. If you are
configuring a small system, set the COMPRESS parameter to YES.
For example, on a small system, issue the following command to create
a backup schedule that uses the new device class:

define schedule DBBACKUP type=admin cmd="backup db  
  devclass=dbback_filedev type=full numstreams=3 
wait=yes  
  compress=yes" active=yes desc="Back up the 
database."  
  startdate=today starttime=11:00:00 duration=45 
durunits=minutes

Back up the device configuration
information.

Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DEVCONFIG command:

define schedule DEVCONFIGBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
devconfig  
  filenames=devconfig.dat" active=yes desc="Backup the 
device  
  configuration file." startdate=today 
starttime=17:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes

Back up the volume history. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule VOLHISTBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
volhistory 
  filenames=volhist.dat" active=yes desc="Back up the 
volume  
  history." startdate=today starttime=17:00:00 
duration=45  
  durunits=minutes

Remove older versions of database
backups that are no longer required.

Create a schedule to run the DELETE VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule DELVOLHIST type=admin cmd="delete 
volhistory  
  type=dbb todate=today-6 totime=now" active=yes 
desc="Remove  
  old database backups." startdate=today 
starttime=20:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes
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Operation Example command

Remove objects that exceed their
allowed retention.

Create a schedule to run the EXPIRE INVENTORY command.
Set the RESOURCE parameter based on the system size that you are
configuring:

Small systems: 10
Medium systems: 30
Large systems: 40

For example, on a medium-sized system, issue the following command
to create a schedule that is named EXPINVENTORY:

define schedule EXPINVENTORY type=admin cmd="expire 
inventory  
  wait=yes resource=30 duration=120" active=yes 
desc="Remove expired  
  objects." startdate=today starttime=12:00:00 
duration=45  
  durunits=minutes

What to do next

After you create schedules for the server maintenance tasks, you can view them in the Operations Center by completing the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Servers.
2. Click Maintenance.

Related reference:
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)

Defining client schedules
Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Clients.
2. Click Schedules.
3. Click +Schedule.
4. Complete the steps in the Create Schedule wizard. Set client backup schedules to start at 22:00, based on the server

maintenance activities that you scheduled in Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.

Installing and configuring backup-archive clients
Following the successful setup of your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server system, install and configure client software to begin
backing up data.

Procedure

To install the backup-archive client, follow the installation instructions for your operating system.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

What to do next

Register and assign your clients to schedules.

Registering and assigning clients to schedules
Add and register your clients through the Operations Center by using the Add Client wizard.
Installing the client management service
Install the client management service for backup-archive clients that run on Linux and Windows operating systems. The
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client management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information
available to the Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

Registering and assigning clients to schedules
Add and register your clients through the Operations Center by using the Add Client wizard.

Before you begin

Determine whether the client requires an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the client node. To determine
which clients require an administrative user ID, see technote 7048963.
Restriction: For some types of clients, the client node name and the administrative user ID must match. You cannot authenticate
those clients by using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol authentication method that was introduced in V7.1.7. For details
about this authentication method, sometimes referred to as integrated mode, see Authenticating users by using an Active
Directory database.

Procedure

To register a client, complete one of the following actions.

If the client requires an administrative user ID, register the client by using the REGISTER NODE command and specify the
USERID parameter:

register node node_name password userid=node_name

where node_name specifies the node name and password specifies the node password. For details, see Register a node.
If the client does not require an administrative user ID, register the client by using the Operations Center Add Client wizard.
Complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
b. In the Clients table, click +Client.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Client wizard:

i. Specify that redundant data can be eliminated on both the client and server. In the Client-side data
deduplication area, select the Enable check box.

ii. In the Configuration window, copy the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, NODENAME, and DEDUPLICATION
option values.
Tip: Record the option values and keep them in a safe place. After you complete the client registration and
install the software on the client node, use the values to configure the client.

iii. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the policy domain, schedule, and option set.
iv. Set how risks are displayed for the client by specifying the at-risk setting.
v. Click Add Client.

Installing the client management service
Install the client management service for backup-archive clients that run on Linux and Windows operating systems. The client
management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information available to the
Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

Procedure

Install the client management service on the same computer as the backup-archive client by completing the following steps:

1. Download the installation package for the client management service from an IBM® download site such as IBM Passport
Advantage® or IBM Fix Central. Look for a file name that is similar to <version>-IBM_Spectrum_Protect-CMS-
operating_system.bin.

2. Create a directory on the client system that you want to manage, and copy the installation package there.
3. Extract the contents of the installation package file.
4. Run the installation batch file from the directory where you extracted the installation and associated files. This is the

directory that you created in step 2.
5. To install the client management service, follow the instructions in the IBM Installation Manager wizard. If IBM Installation

Manager is not already installed on the client system, you must select both IBM Installation Manager and IBM Spectrum
Protect™ Client Management Services.
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Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can
verify that the client management service is correctly installed and configured.
Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to
access the client management service.

Related tasks:
Configuring the client management service for custom client installations

Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can verify that
the client management service is correctly installed and configured.

Procedure

On the client system, at the command line, run the following commands to view the configuration of the client management
service:

On Linux client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.sys 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

On Windows client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

C:\"Program Files"\Tivoli\TSM\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsm.opt 
 
    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

If the client management service is correctly installed and configured, the output displays the location of the error log file.
The output text is extracted from the following configuration file:
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On Linux client systems:

client_install_dir/cms/Liberty/usr/servers/cmsServer/client-configuration.xml

On Windows client systems:

client_install_dir\cms\Liberty\usr\servers\cmsServer\client-configuration.xml

If the output does not contain any entries, you must configure the client-configuration.xml file. For instructions to configure this
file, see Configuring the client management service for custom client installations. You can use the CmsConfig verify command to
verify that a node definition is correctly created in the client-configuration.xml file.

Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to access
the client management service.

Before you begin

Ensure that the client management service is installed and started on the client system. Verify whether the default configuration is
used. The default configuration is not used if either of the following conditions is met:

The client management service does not use the default port number, 9028.
The backup-archive client is not accessed by the same IP address as the client system where the backup-archive client is
installed. For example, a different IP address might be used in the following situations:

The computer system has two network cards. The backup-archive client is configured to communicate on one
network, while the client management service communicates on the other network.
The client system is configured with the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). As a result, the client system
is dynamically assigned an IP address, which is saved on the server during the previous backup-archive client
operation. When the client system is restarted, the client system might be assigned a different IP address. To ensure
that the Operations Center can always find the client system, you specify a fully qualified domain name.

Procedure

To configure the Operations Center to use the client management service, complete the following steps:

1. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
2. Click Details > Properties.
3. In the Remote diagnostics URL field in the General section, specify the URL for the client management service on the client

system. The address must start with https. The following table shows examples of the remote diagnostics URL.

Type of URL Example

With DNS host name and default port, 9028 https://server.example.com

With DNS host name and non-default port https://server.example.com:1599

With IP address and non-default port https://192.0.2.0:1599

4. Click Save.

What to do next

You can access client diagnostic information such as client log files from the Diagnosis tab in the Operations Center.

Configuring the second server
After you complete the configuration for the first server in your system, configure the second server.

Procedure

Complete the instructions in the following sections:

1. Configure a second server that is the same as the first server by completing the instructions in the following sections:
a. Setting up the system
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b. Installing the server and Operations Center

Only one server in the multisite disk solution is configured as the hub server, so you do not need to install the
Operations Center on the second server. When you select the installation packages to install on the second server,
do not select the Operations Center.

c. Configuring the server and the Operations Center

Skip the tasks for configuring the Operations Center.

d. Installing and configuring backup-archive clients
2. Configuring SSL communications between the hub server and a spoke server
3. Adding the second server as a spoke
4. Enabling replication

Configuring SSL communications between the hub server and a spoke
server

To secure communications between the hub server and a spoke server by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, you
must define the certificate of the spoke server to the hub server.

About this task

The hub server receives status and alert information from the spoke server and shows this information in the Operations Center.
To receive the status and alert information from the spoke server, the certificate of the spoke server must be added to the
truststore file of the hub server. You must also configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server.

To enable other functions of the Operations Center, such as the automatic deployment of client updates, the certificate of the hub
server must be added to the truststore file of the spoke server.

Procedure

1. Complete the following steps to define the certificate of the spoke server to the hub server:
a. On the spoke server, change to the directory of the spoke server instance.
b. Specify the required cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of the spoke server.

Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -setdefault -db cert.kdb -stashed 
 -label "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key"

c. Verify the certificates in the key database file of the spoke server. Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed 

d. Securely transfer the cert256.arm file of the spoke server to the hub server.
e. On the hub server, change to the directory of the hub server instance.
f. Define the spoke server certificate to the hub server. Issue the following command from the hub server instance

directory, where spoke_servername is the name of the spoke server, and spoke_cert256.arm is the file name of the
spoke server certificate:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii 
 -label spoke_servername -file spoke_cert256.arm

2. Complete the following steps to define the certificate of the hub server to the spoke server:
a. On the hub server, change to the directory of the hub server instance.
b. Specify the required cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of the hub server. Issue

the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -setdefault -db cert.kdb -stashed 
 -label "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key"

c. Verify the certificates in the key database file of the spoke server. Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed 
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d. Securely transfer the cert256.arm file of the hub server to the spoke server.
e. On the spoke server, change to the directory of the spoke server instance.
f. Define the hub server certificate to the spoke server. Issue the following command from the spoke server instance

directory, where hub_servername is the name of the hub server, and hub_cert256.arm is the file name of the hub
server certificate:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii 
 -label hub_servername -file hub_cert256.arm

3. Restart the hub server and the spoke server.
4. Complete the following steps to define the spoke server to the hub server, and the hub server to the spoke server.

a. Issue the following commands on both the hub server and the spoke server:

SET SERVERPASSWORD server_password 
SET SERVERHLADDRESS ip_address 
SET SERVERLLADDRESS tcp_port

b. On the hub server, issue the DEFINE SERVER command, according to the following example:

DEFINE SERVER spoke_servername HLA=spoke_address 
 LLA=spoke_SSLTCPADMINPort SERVERPA=spoke_serverpassword

c. On the spoke server, issue the DEFINE SERVER command, according to the following example:

DEFINE SERVER hub_servername HLA=hub_address 
 LLA=hub_SSLTCPADMINPort SERVERPA=hub_serverpassword

Tip: By default, server communication is encrypted except when the server is sending or receiving object data.
Object data is sent and received by using TCP/IP. By choosing not to encrypt the object data, server performance is
similar to communication over a TCP/IP session and the session is secure. To encrypt all communication with the
specified server, even when the server is sending and receiving object data, specify the SSL=YES parameter on the
DEFINE SERVER command.

5. Complete the following steps to configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server:
a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The spoke server has a status of "Unmonitored." This status

means that, although this server was defined to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is
not yet configured as a spoke.

b. Click the spoke server to highlight the item, and click Monitor Spoke.

Related reference:
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
QUERY OPTION (Query server options)

Adding the second server as a spoke
After you configure both servers in your environment, add the second server as a spoke to the hub server.

Procedure

1. Open the Operations Center.
2. In the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers.
3. Complete one of the following steps:

Click the server to highlight it, and in the table menu bar, click Monitor Spoke.
If the server that you want to add is not shown in the table, click +Spoke.

4. Complete the steps in the spoke configuration wizard.

Enabling replication
To protect your data, enable node replication in addition to protecting your storage pools.

Procedure

To enable node replication for all of the clients that are registered to the source server, complete the following steps

1. Open the Operations Center.
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2. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Storage and click Replication.
3. On the Replication page, click +Server Pair.
4. Complete the steps in the Add Server Pair wizard:

Set the source server as the first server that you configured for the multisite disk solution. The target server is the
second server.
Set the node replication schedule to start 10 hours after the client backup window, based on the server maintenance
activities that you scheduled in Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.
The wizard sets up storage pool protection schedules for you, based on the amount of data that you are protecting
and when client replication is scheduled.

What to do next

If you plan to set up mutual replication between the two sites, run the Add Server Pair wizard again and set the second server as
the source and the first server as the target.

Completing the implementation
After the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution is configured and running, test backup operations and set up monitoring to ensure that
everything runs smoothly.

Procedure

1. Test backup operations to verify that your data is protected in the way that you expect.
a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the clients that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. On the Servers page of the Operations Center, select the server for which you want to back up the database. Click

Back Up, and follow the instructions in the Back Up Database window.
c. Verify that the backup operations completed successfully with no warning or error messages.

Tip: Alternatively, you can use the backup-archive client GUI to back up client data and you can backup the server
database by issuing BACKUP DB command from an administrative command-line.

2. Set up monitoring for your solution by following the instructions in Monitoring a multisite disk solution.

Monitoring a multisite disk solution
After you implement a multisite disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, monitor the solution to ensure correct operation. By
monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you gather can
be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.

About this task

The preferred way to monitor a solution is by using the Operations Center, which provides overall and detailed system status in a
graphical user interface. In addition, you can configure the Operations Center to generate a daily email report that summarizes
system status.

In some cases, you might want to use advanced monitoring tools to complete specific monitoring or troubleshooting tasks.

Tip: If you plan to diagnose issues with backup-archive clients on Linux or Windows operating systems, install IBM Spectrum
Protect client management services on each computer where a backup-archive client is installed. In this way, you can ensure that
the Diagnose button is available in the Operations Center for diagnosing issues with backup-archive clients. To install the client
management service, follow the instructions in Installing the client management service.

Procedure

1. Complete daily monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Daily monitoring checklist.
2. Complete periodic monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Periodic monitoring checklist.
3. To verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect solution complies with licensing requirements, follow the instructions in Verifying

license compliance.
4. To set up Operations Center to generate email status reports, see Tracking system status by using email reports

What to do next
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Resolve any issues that you detect. To resolve an issue by changing the configuration of your solution, follow the instructions in
Managing operations for a multisite disk solution. The following resources are also available:

To resolve performance issues, see Performance.
To resolve other types of issues, see Troubleshooting.

Daily monitoring checklist
To ensure that you are completing the daily monitoring tasks for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution, review the daily monitoring
checklist.

Complete the daily monitoring tasks from the Operations Center Overview page. You can access the Overview page by opening the
Operations Center and clicking Overviews.

The following figure shows the location for completing each task.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.

The following table lists the daily monitoring tasks and provides instructions for completing each task.

Table 1. Daily monitoring tasks
Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

information
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
clients are at risk of
being unprotected due to
failed or missed backup
operations.

To verify whether clients are at risk, in the
Clients area, look for an At risk notification. To
view details, click the Clients area.
Attention: If the At risk percentage is much
greater than usual, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. A ransomware attack can
cause backup operations to fail, thus placing
clients at risk. For example, if the percentage
of clients at risk is normally between 5% and
10%, but the percentage increases to 40% or
50%, investigate the cause.
If you installed the client management service
on a backup-archive client, you can view and
analyze the client error and schedule logs by
completing the following steps:

1. In the Clients table, select the client
and click Details.

2. To diagnose an issue, click Diagnosis.

For clients that do not have the client management
service installed, access the client system to review
the client error logs.

 Determine whether
client-related or server-
related errors require
attention.

To determine the severity of any reported
alerts, in the Alerts area, hover over the
columns.

To view additional information about alerts, complete
the following steps:

1. Click the Alerts area.
2. In the Alerts table, select an alert.
3. In the Activity Log pane, review the messages.

The pane displays related messages that were
issued before and after the selected alert
occurred.

 Determine whether
servers that are
managed by the
Operations Center are
available to provide data
protection services to
clients.

1. To verify whether servers are at risk, in
the Servers area, look for an
Unavailable notification.

2. To view additional information, click the
Servers area.

3. Select a server in the Servers table and
click Details.

Tip: If you detect an issue that is related to server
properties, update the server properties:

1. In the Servers table, select a server and click
Details.

2. To update server properties, click Properties.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
sufficient space is
available for the server
inventory, which consists
of the server database,
active log, and archive
log.

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Status column of the table, view

the status of the server and resolve any
issues:

Normal  Sufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, and archive
log.
Critical  Insufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, or archive
log. You must add space
immediately, or the data
protection services that are
provided by the server will be
interrupted.
Warning  The server database,
active log, or archive log is
running out of space. If this
condition persists, you must add
space.
Unavailable  Status cannot be
obtained. Ensure that the server
is running, and that there are no
network issues. This status is
also shown if the monitoring
administrator ID is locked or
otherwise unavailable on the
server. This ID is named IBM-
OC-hub_server_name.
Unmonitored  Unmonitored
servers are defined to the hub
server, but are not configured for
management by the Operations
Center. To configure an
unmonitored server, select the
server, and click Monitor Spoke.

You can also look for related alerts on the Alerts
page. For additional instructions about
troubleshooting, see Resolving server problems.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify server
database backup
operations.

To determine when a server was most
recently backed up, complete the following
steps:

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Servers table, review the Last

Database Backup column.

To obtain more detailed information about backup
operations, complete the following steps:

1. In the Servers table, select a row and click
Details.

2. In the DB Backup area, hover over the check
marks to review information about backup
operations.

If a database was not backed up recently (for
example, in the last 24 hours), you can start a backup
operation:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
the Servers area.

2. In the table, select a server and click Back Up.

To determine whether the server database is
configured for automatic backup operations,
complete the following steps:

1. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon 

 and click Command Builder.

2. Issue the QUERY DB command:

query db f=d

3. In the output, review the Full Device
Class Name field. If a device class is
specified, the server is configured for
automatic database backups.

 Monitor other server
maintenance tasks.
Server maintenance
tasks can include running
administrative command
schedules, maintenance
scripts, and related
commands.

To search for information about processes
that failed because of server issues, complete
the following steps:

1. Click Servers > Maintenance.
2. To obtain the two-week history of a

process, view the History column.
3. To obtain more information about a

scheduled process, hover over the
check box that is associated with the
process.

For more information about monitoring processes
and resolving issues, see the Operations Center
online help.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify that the
amount of data that was
recently sent to and from
servers is within the
expected range.

To obtain an overview of activity in the
last 24 hours, view the Activity area.
To compare activity in the last 24 hours
with activity in the previous 24 hours,
review the figures in the Current and
Previous areas.

If more data was sent to the server than you
expected, determine which clients are backing
up more data and investigate the cause. It is
possible that client-side data deduplication is
not working correctly.
Attention: If the amount of backed-up data is
significantly larger than usual, it might indicate
a ransomware attack. When ransomware
encrypts data, the system perceives the data
as being changed, and the changed data is
backed up. Thus, backup volumes become
larger. To determine which clients are
affected, click the Applications, Virtual, or
Systems tabs.
If less data was sent to the server than you
expected, investigate whether client backup
operations are proceeding on schedule.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify that storage
pools are available to
back up client data.

1. If problems are indicated in the Storage
& Data Availability area, click Pools to
view the details:

If the Critical  status is
displayed, insufficient space is
available in the storage pool, or
its access status is unavailable.
Attention: If the status is critical,
investigate the cause:

If the data deduplication
rate for a storage pool
drops significantly, it
might indicate a
ransomware attack.
During a ransomware
attack, data is encrypted
and cannot be
deduplicated. To verify
the data deduplication
rate, in the Storage Pools
table, review the value in
the % Savings column.
If a storage pool
unexpectedly becomes
100% utilized, it might
indicate a ransomware
attack. To verify the
utilization, review the
value in the Capacity
Used column. Hover over
the values to see the
percentages of used and
free space.

If the Warning  status is
displayed, the storage pool is
running out of space, or its
access status is read-only.

2. To view the used, free, and total space
for your selected storage pool, hover
over the entries in the Capacity Used
column.

To view the storage-pool capacity that was used over
the past two weeks, select a row in the Storage Pools
table and click Details.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

Verify that storage
devices are available for
backup operations.

In the Storage & Data Availability area, in the
Volumes section, under the capacity bars,
review the status that is reported next to
Devices. If a Critical  or Warning  status is
displayed for any device, investigate the issue.
To view details, click Devices.

Disk devices might have a critical or warning status
for the following reasons:

For DISK device classes, volumes might be
offline or have a read-only access status. The
Disk Storage column of the Disk Devices table
shows the state of volumes.
For FILE device classes that are not shared,
directories might be offline. Also, insufficient
free space might be available for allocating
scratch volumes. The Disk Storage column of
the Disk Devices table shows the state of
directories.
For FILE device classes that are shared, drives
might be unavailable. A drive is unavailable if it
is offline, if it stopped responding to the
server, or if its path is offline. Other columns of
the Disk Devices table show the state of the
drives and paths.

Monitor node
replication processes.

1. To obtain the overall status of node
replication processes, view the
Replication area on the Operations
Center Overview page.

2. To view information about each
replicated server pair, click the
Replication area.
Attention: If you notice an unexpected
increase in the number of replication
failures, it might indicate a ransomware
attack. Investigate the cause of the
failures.

3. To view the amount of data that was
replicated over the last two weeks and
the speed of replication, select a server
pair and click Details.

4. To view replication information for a
client, on the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. View the
information in the Replication Workload
column.
Attention: If you see a drastic,
unexpected increase in the replication
workload, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. Investigate the
cause of the increased workload.

For advanced monitoring, view information about
running and ended node replication processes by
using commands:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. Issue the QUERY REPLICATION command. For
instructions, see QUERY REPLICATION (Query
node replication processes). If the replication
operation was completed successfully, the
Total Files To Replicate value matches
the Total Files Replicated value.

To display messages that are related to a node
replication process on a source or target replication
server, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
Servers.

2. Select the source or target replication server
and click Details:

To view active tasks, click Active Tasks,
select the task, and verify that the
Running status is displayed. For details,
view the related activity logs.
To view completed tasks, click
Completed Tasks, select the task, and
ensure that the Completed status is
displayed. For details, view the related
activity logs.

Periodic monitoring checklist
To help ensure that your solution operates correctly, complete the tasks in the periodic monitoring checklist. Schedule periodic
tasks frequently enough so that you can detect potential issues before they become problematic.
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Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
Table 1. Periodic monitoring tasks

Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Monitor system performance. Determine the length of time that is
required for client backup operations:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. Find
the server that is associated with
the client.

2. Click Servers. Select the server
and click Details.

3. To view the duration of
completed tasks in the last 24
hours, click Completed Tasks.

4. To view the duration of tasks that
were completed more than 24
hours ago, use the QUERY
ACTLOG command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY ACTLOG
(Query the activity log).

5. If the duration of client backup
operations is increasing and the
reasons are not clear, investigate
the cause.

If you installed the client management
service on a backup-archive client, you
can diagnose performance issues for
the backup-archive client by completing
the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients.

2. Select a backup-archive client
and click Details.

3. To retrieve client logs, click
Diagnosis.

For instructions about reducing the time that it takes
for the client to back up data to the server, see
Resolving common client performance problems.

Look for performance bottlenecks. For instructions,
see Identifying performance bottlenecks.

For information about identifying and resolving other
performance issues, see Performance.

Determine the disk savings that
are provided by data
deduplication.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Pools.

2. Select a pool and click Quick
Look.

3. In the Data Deduplication area,
view the Space saved row.

For advanced monitoring, to obtain detailed statistics
about the data-deduplication process for a specific
directory-container storage pool or cloud-container
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. Obtain a statistical report by issuing the
GENERATE DEDUPSTATS command. Follow
the instructions in GENERATE DEDUPSTATS
(Generate data deduplication statistics for a
directory-container storage pool).

3. View the statistical report by issuing the
QUERY DEDUPSTATS command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query
data deduplication statistics).
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Verify that current backup files
for device configuration and
volume history information are
saved.

Access your storage locations to ensure
that the files are available. The
preferred method is to save the backup
files to two locations.
To locate the volume history and device
configuration files, complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, hover over the

settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To locate the volume history and
device configuration files, issue
the following commands:

query option volhistory

query option devconfig

3. In the output, review the Option
Setting column to find the file
locations.

If a disaster occurs, both the volume
history file and the device configuration
file are required to restore the server
database.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Determine whether sufficient
space is available for the
instance directory file system.

Verify that at least 20% of free space is
available in the instance directory file
system. Take the action that is
appropriate for your operating system:

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -g instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -h instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

In the Windows
Explorer program, right-click the
file system and click Properties.
View the capacity information.

The preferred location of the instance
directory depends on the operating
system where the server is installed:

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1
C:\tsminst1

Tip: If you completed a planning
worksheet, the location of the instance
directory is recorded in the worksheet.

 

Identify unexpected client
activity.

To monitor client activity to determine
whether data volumes exceed expected
amounts, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Clients
area.

2. To view activity over the past two
weeks, double-click any client.

3. To view the number of bytes sent
to the client, click the Properties
tab.

4. In the Last Session area, view the
Sent to client row.

When you double-click a client in the Clients table,
the Activity over 2 Weeks area displays the amount
of data that the client sent to the server each day.

Periodically review the SQL activity summary table,
which contains statistics about client sessions. To
compare current activity with previous activity, use
an SQL SELECT statement. If the level of activity is
significantly different from previous activity, it might
indicate a ransomware attack.

Periodically review the activity log. Look for ANE
messages that indicate how many files were backed
up and inspected. Compare current data
deduplication rates with previous rates. If an
unusually high number of files were backed up, or
the rate of data deduplication unexpectedly drops to
0, it might indicate a ransomware attack.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Monitor storage pool growth
over time.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Pools
area.

2. To view the capacity that was
used over the last two weeks,
select a pool and click Details.

Tips:

To specify the time period that must elapse
before all deduplicated extents are removed
from a directory-container storage pool or
cloud-container storage pool after they are no
longer referenced by the inventory, complete
the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.
3. Specify the duration in the Delay
period for container reuse field.

To determine data deduplication performance
for directory-container and cloud-container
storage pools, use the GENERATE
DEDUPSTATS command.
To view data deduplication statistics for a
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.

Alternatively, use the QUERY
EXTENTUPDATES command to display
information about updates to data extents in
directory-container or cloud-container storage
pools. The command output can help you
determine which data extents are no longer
referenced and which ones are eligible to be
deleted from the system. In the output,
monitor the number of data extents that are
eligible to be deleted from the system. This
metric has a direct correlation to the amount
of free space that will be available within the
container storage pool.

To display the amount of physical space that is
occupied by a file space after the removal of
the data deduplication savings, use the select
* from occupancy command. The command
output includes the LOGICAL_MB value.
LOGICAL_MB is the amount of space that is
used by the file space.

Evaluate the timing of client
schedules. Ensure that the start
and end times of client
schedules meet your business
needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Clients > Schedules.

In the Schedules table, the Start
column displays the configured start
time for the scheduled operation. To
see when the most recent operation
was started, hover over the clock icon.

Tip: You can receive a warning message if a client
operation runs longer than expected. Complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,
hover over Clients and click Schedules.

2. Select a schedule and click Details.
3. View the details of a schedule by clicking the

blue arrow next to the row.
4. In the Run time alert field, specify the time

when a warning message will be issued if the
scheduled operation is not completed.

5. Click Save.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Evaluate the timing of
maintenance tasks. Ensure that
the start and end times of
maintenance tasks meet your
business needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Servers > Maintenance.

In the Maintenance table, review the
information in the Last Run Time
column. To see when the last
maintenance task was started, hover
over the clock icon.

Tip: If a maintenance task is running too long,
change the start time or the maximum run time.
Complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To change the start time or maximum run time
for a task, issue the UPDATE SCHEDULE
command. For instructions, see UPDATE
SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related reference:
QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)

Verifying license compliance
Verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution complies with the provisions of your licensing agreement. By verifying
compliance regularly, you can track trends in data growth or processor value unit (PVU) usage. Use this information to plan for
future license purchasing.

About this task

The method that you use to verify that your solution complies with license terms varies depending on the provisions of your IBM
Spectrum Protect licensing agreement.

Front-end capacity licensing
The front-end model determines license requirements based on the amount of primary data that is reported as being
backed up by clients. Clients include applications, virtual machines, and systems.

Back-end capacity licensing
The back-end model determines license requirements based on the terabytes of data that are stored in primary storage
pools and repositories.
Tips:

To ensure the accuracy of front-end and back-end capacity estimates, install the most recent version of the client
software on each client node.
The front-end and back-end capacity information in the Operations Center is for planning and estimation purposes.

PVU licensing
The PVU model is based on the use of PVUs by server devices.
Important: The PVU calculations that are provided by IBM Spectrum Protect are considered estimates and are not legally
binding. The PVU licensing information that is reported by IBM Spectrum Protect is not considered an acceptable substitute
for the IBM® License Metric Tool.

For the most recent information about licensing models, see the information about product details and licenses at the IBM
Spectrum Protect product family website. If you have questions or concerns about licensing requirements, contact your IBM
Spectrum Protect software provider.

Procedure

To monitor license compliance, complete the steps that correspond to the provisions of your licensing agreement.
Tip: The Operations Center provides an email report that summarizes front-end and back-end capacity usage. Reports can be sent
automatically to one or more recipients regularly. To configure and manage email reports, click Reports on the Operations Center
menu bar.

Option Description
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Option Description

Front-end model a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.

The front-end capacity estimate is displayed on the Front-end Usage page.

b. If a value is displayed in the Not Reporting column, click the number to identify clients that did
not report capacity usage.

c. To estimate capacity for clients that did not report capacity usage, go to the following FTP site,
which provides measuring tools and instructions:

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-
management/front_end_capacity_measurement_tools

To measure front-end capacity by script, complete the instructions in the most recently
available licensing guide.

d. Add the Operations Center estimate and any estimates that you obtained by using a script.
e. Verify that the estimated capacity complies with your licensing agreement.

Back-end model Restriction: If the source and target replication servers do not use the same policy settings, you
cannot use the Operations Center to monitor back-end capacity usage for replicated clients. For
information about how to estimate capacity usage for these clients, see technote 1656476.

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.
b. Click the Back-end tab.
c. Verify that the estimated amount of data complies with your licensing agreement.

PVU model For information about how to assess compliance with PVU licensing terms, see Assessing
compliance with the PVU licensing model.

Tracking system status by using email reports
Set up the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system status. You can configure a mail server connection,
change report settings, and optionally create custom SQL reports.

Before you begin

Before you set up email reports, ensure that the following requirements are met:

A Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host server is available to send and receive reports by email. The SMTP server must
be configured as an open mail relay. You must also ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that sends email
messages has access to the SMTP server. If the Operations Center is installed on a separate computer, that computer does
not require access to the SMTP server.
To set up email reports, you must have system privilege for the server.
To specify the recipients, you can enter one or more email addresses or administrator IDs. If you plan to enter an
administrator ID, the ID must be registered on the hub server and must have an email address associated with it. To specify
an email address for an administrator, use the EMAILADDRESS parameter of the UPDATE ADMIN command.

About this task

You can configure the Operations Center to send a general operations report, a license compliance report, and one or more
custom reports, which use SQL SELECT statements to query managed servers.

Procedure

To set up and manage email reports, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Reports.
2. If an email server connection is not yet configured, click Configure Mail Server and complete the fields. After you configure

the mail server, the general operations report and license compliance report are enabled.
3. To change report settings, select a report, click Details, and update the form.
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4. Optional: To add a custom SQL report, click + Report, and complete the fields.
Tip: To immediately run and send a report, select the report and click Send.

Results

Enabled reports are sent according to the specified settings.
Related reference:

UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)

Managing operations for a multisite disk solution
Use this information to manage operations for a multisite disk solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™ that includes a server and
uses data deduplication for multiple locations.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect
environment. You can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks.
The Operations Center also provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.
Protecting applications, virtual machines, and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems. To start protecting
client data, register the client node with the server and select a backup schedule to protect the client data.
Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.
Managing replication
Use replication to recover data at a disaster recovery site and to maintain the same level of files on the source and target
servers. You can manage replication at the node level. You can also protect data at the storage-pool level.
Securing the server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.
Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode.
When you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server to take advantage of
product improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning
steps before you upgrade the server.
Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system
update.
Implementing a disaster recovery plan
Implement a disaster recovery strategy to recover your applications if a disaster occurs and to ensure high server
availability.
Recovering from data loss or system outages
You can use IBM Spectrum Protect to recover data that was lost when a disaster or system outage occurred. You can
recover directory-container storage pools, client data, and databases.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment. You
can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks. The Operations Center also
provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.
Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the
web server, for example, to make configuration changes.
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration
changes.
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Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect, and configure another hub server.
Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where
the IBM Spectrum Protect servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.

About this task

The spoke servers send alerts and status information to the hub server. The Operations Center shows you a consolidated view of
alerts and status information for the hub server and any spoke servers.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.
Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.

Before you begin

Communication between the spoke server and the hub server must be secured by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. To secure communication, add the certificate of the spoke server to the truststore file of the hub server.

Procedure

1. In the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The Servers page opens.

In the table on the Servers page, a server might have a status of "Unmonitored." This status means that although an
administrator defined this server to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is not yet configured
as a spoke server.

2. Complete one of the following steps:
Click the server to highlight it, and in the table menu bar, click Monitor Spoke.
If the server that you want to add is not shown in the table, and secure SSL/TLS communication is not required, click
+ Spoke in the table menu bar.

3. Provide the necessary information, and complete the steps in the spoke configuration wizard.
Tip: If the event-record retention period of the server is less than 14 days, the period is automatically reset to 14 days if you
configure the server as a spoke server.

Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

About this task

You might need to remove a spoke server in the following situations, for example:

You want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server.
You want to decommission the spoke server.

Procedure

To remove the spoke server from the group of servers that are managed by the hub server, complete the following steps:
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1. From the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line, issue the following command on the hub server:

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS

2. From the output of the command, copy the name that is in the Monitored Group field.
3. Issue the following command on the hub server, where group_name represents the name of the monitored group, and

member_name represents the name of the spoke server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER group_name member_name

4. Optional: If you want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server, do not complete this step.
Otherwise, you can disable alerting and monitoring on the spoke server by issuing the following commands on the spoke
server:

SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF

5. Optional: If the spoke server definition is used for other purposes, such as enterprise configuration, command routing,
storing virtual volumes, or library management, do not complete this step. Otherwise, you can delete the spoke server
definition on the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name

Tip: If a server definition is deleted immediately after the server is removed from the monitored group, status information
for the server can remain in the Operations Center indefinitely.

To avoid this issue, wait until the status collection interval passes before you delete the server definition. The status
collection interval is shown on the Settings page of the Operations Center.

Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the web
server, for example, to make configuration changes.

Procedure

1. Stop the web server.
From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the

Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./stopserver.sh

Issue the following command:

service opscenter.rc stop

From the Services window, stop the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center service.
2. Start the web server.

From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the
Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./startserver.sh

Issue the following commands:

Start the server:

service opscenter.rc start

Restart the server:

service opscenter.rc restart

Determine whether the server is running:

service opscenter.rc status

From the Services window, start the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center service.
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Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration changes.

Before you begin

To change the following settings, use the Settings page in the Operations Center rather than restarting the initial configuration
wizard:

The frequency at which status data is refreshed
The duration that alerts remain active, inactive, or closed
The conditions that indicate that clients are at risk

The Operations Center help includes more information about how to change these settings.

About this task

To restart the initial configuration wizard, you must delete a properties file that includes information about the hub server
connection. However, any alerting, monitoring, at-risk, or multiserver settings that were configured for the hub server are not
deleted. These settings are used as the default settings in the configuration wizard when the wizard restarts.

Procedure

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. On the computer where the Operations Center is installed, go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents

the directory in which the Operations Center is installed:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer
For example:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

3. In the guiServer directory, delete the serverConnection.properties file.
4. Start the Operations Center web server.
5. Open the Operations Center.
6. Use the configuration wizard to reconfigure the Operations Center. Specify a new password for the monitoring administrator

ID.
7. On any spoke servers that were previously connected to the hub server, update the password for the monitoring

administrator ID by issuing the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command-line interface:

UPDATE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name new_password

Restriction: Do not change any other settings for this administrator ID. After you specify the initial password, this password
is managed automatically by the Operations Center.

Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect™, and configure another hub server.

Procedure

1. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center. As part of this procedure, you delete the existing hub
server connection.

2. Use the wizard to configure the Operations Center to connect to the new hub server.

Related tasks:
Restarting the initial configuration wizard

Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
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If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Procedure

To restore the configuration, complete the following steps:

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. Unconfigure the hub server by completing the following steps:

a. On the hub server, issue the following commands:

SET MONITORINGADMIN "" 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP "" 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the monitoring administrator ID that was automatically created when
you initially configured the hub server.

b. Reset the password for the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

SET SERVERPASSWORD ""

Attention: Do not complete this step if the hub server is configured with other servers for other purposes, such as
library sharing, exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

3. Unconfigure any spoke servers by completing the following steps:
a. On the hub server, to determine whether any spoke servers remain as members of the server group, issue the

following command:

QUERY SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the name of the monitored server group that was automatically created
when you configured the first spoke server. This server group name is also the same as the monitoring administrator
ID that was automatically created when you initially configured the hub server.

b. On the hub server, to delete spoke servers from the server group, issue the following command for each spoke
server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER IBM-OC-hub_server_name spoke_server_name

c. After all spoke servers are deleted from the server group, issue the following commands on the hub server:

DELETE SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP ""

d. On each spoke server, issue the following commands:

REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SETOPT PUSHSTATUS NO 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF

e. On each spoke server, delete the definition of the hub server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER hub_server_name

Attention: Do not complete this step if the definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing, exporting
and importing of data, or node replication.

f. On the hub server, delete the definition of each spoke server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name

Attention: Do not complete this step if the server definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing,
exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

4. Restore the default settings on each server by issuing the following commands:

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL 5 
SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL 10 
SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION 60 
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SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=AP INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=VM INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=SY INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE YES TYPE=ALL

5. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center.

Related tasks:
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
Starting and stopping the web server

Protecting applications, virtual machines, and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems. To start protecting client data,
register the client node with the server and select a backup schedule to protect the client data.

Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect, you can expand the solution by adding clients.
Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which
provides suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client
and review the product documentation.
Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.
Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if
a workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.
Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires.
In this way, you can free space on the server.

Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can expand the solution by adding clients.

About this task

The procedure describes basic steps for adding a client. For more specific instructions about configuring clients, see the
documentation for the product that you install on the client node. You can have the following types of client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

Procedure

To add a client, complete the following steps:
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1. Select the software to install on the client node and plan the installation. Follow the instructions in Selecting the client
software and planning the installation.

2. Specify how to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Specifying rules for backing up and archiving
client data.

3. Specify when to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Scheduling backup and archive operations.
4. To allow the client to connect to the server, register the client. Follow the instructions in Registering clients.
5. To start protecting a client node, install and configure the selected software on the client node. Follow the instructions in

Installing and configuring clients.

Selecting the client software and planning the installation
Different types of data require different types of protection. Identify the type of data that you must protect and select the
appropriate software.

About this task

The preferred practice is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you install a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, you must follow the configuration
instructions in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

Procedure

Based on your goal, select the products to install and review the installation instructions.
Tip: If you install the client software now, you must also complete the client configuration tasks that are described in Installing
and configuring clients before you can use the client.

Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect a file
server or
workstation

The backup-archive client backs up and
archives files and directories from file
servers and workstations to storage. You can
also restore and retrieve backup versions
and archived copies of files.

Backup-archive client requirements
Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-
archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive
client

Protect
applications with
snapshot backup
and restore
capabilities

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot protects
data with integrated, application-aware
snapshot backup and restore capabilities.
You can protect data that is stored by IBM
DB2® database software and SAP, Oracle,
Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft SQL
Server applications.

Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for UNIX and Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for Windows

Protect an email
application on an
IBM Domino®
server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for IBM® Domino automates data
protection so that backups are completed
without shutting down IBM Domino servers.

Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or Linux system
(V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a Windows system (V7.1.0)

Protect an email
application on a
Microsoft
Exchange server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server
automates data protection so that backups
are completed without shutting down
Microsoft Exchange servers.

Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM
Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data Protection for
Microsoft Exchange Server

Protect an IBM
DB2 database

The application programming interface (API)
of the backup-archive client can be used to
back up DB2 data to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)
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Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect an IBM
Informix®
database

The API of the backup-archive client can be
used to back up Informix data to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)

Protect a
Microsoft SQL
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Microsoft SQL Server protects
Microsoft SQL data.

Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on
Windows Server Core

Protect an Oracle
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Oracle protects Oracle data.

Data Protection for Oracle installation

Protect an SAP
environment

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise
Resource Planning: Data Protection for SAP
provides protection that is customized for
SAP environments. The product is designed
to improve the availability of SAP database
servers and reduce administration workload.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for DB2
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for Oracle

Protect a virtual
machine

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments provides protection that is
tailored for Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware
virtual environments. You can use IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments
to create incremental forever backups that
are stored on a centralized server, create
backup policies, and restore virtual
machines or individual files.

Alternatively, use the backup-archive client
to back up and restore a full VMware or
Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machine. You can
also back up and restore files or directories
from a VMware virtual machine.

Installing Data Protection for Microsoft
Hyper-V
Installing and upgrading Data Protection
for VMware
Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and
Windows)

Tip: To use the client for space management, you can install IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum
Protect HSM for Windows.

Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data
Before you add a client, ensure that appropriate rules are specified for backing up and archiving the client data. During the client
registration process, you assign the client node to a policy domain, which has the rules that control how and when client data is
stored.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the policies that are configured for your solution and you know that they do not require changes,
continue with Scheduling backup and archive operations.
If you are not familiar with the policies, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Policies affect how much data is stored over time, and how long data is retained and available for clients to restore. To meet
objectives for data protection, you can update the default policy and create your own policies. A policy includes the following
rules:

How and when files are backed up and archived to server storage
The number of copies of a file and the length of time copies are kept in server storage

During the client registration process, you assign a client to a policy domain. The policy for a specific client is determined by the
rules in the policy domain to which the client is assigned. In the policy domain, the rules that are in effect are in the active policy
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set.

When a client backs up or archives a file, the file is bound to a management class in the active policy set of the policy domain. A
management class is the key set of rules for managing client data. The backup and archive operations on the client use the
settings in the default management class of the policy domain unless you further customize policy. A policy can be customized by
defining more management classes and assigning their use through client options.

Client options can be specified in a local, editable file on the client system and in a client option set on the server. The options in
the client option set on the server can override or add to the options in the local client option file.

Procedure

1. Review the policies that are configured for your solution by following the instructions in Viewing policies.
2. If you need to make minor changes to meet data retention requirements, follow the instructions in Editing policies.
3. Optional: If you need to create policy domains or make extensive changes to policies to meet data retention requirements,

see Customizing policies.

Viewing policies
View policies to determine whether they must be edited to meet your requirements.

Procedure

1. To view the active policy set for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
b. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.

Tip: To help ensure that you can recover data after a ransomware attack, apply the following guidelines:
Ensure that the value in the Backups column is a minimum of 2. The preferred value is 3, 4, or more.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Extra Backups column is a minimum of 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or
more days.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Archives column is a minimum of 30 days.

If IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management software is installed on the client, ensure that data is backed up
before you migrate it. On the DEFINE MGMTCLASS or UPDATE MGMTCLASS command, specify
MIGREQUIRESBKUP=YES. Then, follow the guidelines in the tip.

2. To view inactive policy sets for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Policy Sets page, click the Configure toggle. You can now view and edit the policy sets that are inactive.
b. Scroll through the inactive policy sets by using the forward and back arrows. When you view an inactive policy set,

the settings that differentiate the inactive policy set from the active policy set are highlighted.
c. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are no longer editable.

Editing policies
To change the rules that apply to a policy domain, edit the active policy set for the policy domain. You can also activate a different
policy set for a domain.

Before you begin

Changes to policy can affect data retention. Ensure that you continue to back up data that is essential to your organization so that
you can restore that data if a disaster occurs. Also, ensure that your system has sufficient storage space for planned backup
operations.

About this task

You edit a policy set by changing one or more management classes within the policy set. If you edit the active policy set, the
changes are not available to clients unless you reactivate the policy set. To make the edited policy set available to clients, activate
the policy set.

Although you can define multiple policy sets for a policy domain, only one policy set can be active. When you activate a different
policy set, it replaces the currently active policy set.

To learn about preferred practices for defining policies, see Customizing policies.
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Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.

The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.

3. Click the Configure toggle. The policy set is editable.
4. Optional: To edit a policy set that is not active, click the forward and back arrows to locate the policy set.
5. Edit the policy set by completing any of the following actions:

Option Description

Add a management class a. In the Policy Sets table, click +Management Class.
b. To specify the rules for backing up and archiving data, complete the fields in the

Add Management Class window.
c. To make the management class the default management class, select the Make

default check box.
d. Click Add.

Delete a management class In the Management Class column, click -.
Tip: To delete the default management class, you must first assign a different
management class as the default.

Make a management class
the default management
class

In the Default column for the management class, click the radio button.
Tip: The default management class manages client files when another management class
is not assigned to, or appropriate for managing, a file. To ensure that clients can always
back up and archive files, choose a default management class that contains rules for both
backing up and archiving files.

Modify a management class To change the properties of a management class, update the fields in the table.

6. Click Save.
Attention: When you activate a new policy set, data might be lost. Data that is protected under one policy set might not be
protected under another policy set. Therefore, before you activate a policy set, ensure that the differences between the
previous policy set and the new policy set do not cause data to be lost.

7. Click Activate. A summary of the differences between the active policy set and the new policy set is displayed. Ensure that
the changes in the new policy set are consistent with your data retention requirements by completing the following steps:

a. Review the differences between corresponding management classes in the two policy sets, and consider the
consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to management classes in the active policy set will be bound
to the management classes with the same names in the new policy set.

b. Identify management classes in the active policy set that do not have counterparts in the new policy set, and
consider the consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to these management classes will be managed
by the default management class in the new policy set.

c. If the changes to be implemented by the policy set are acceptable, select the I understand that these updates can
cause data loss check box and click Activate.

Scheduling backup and archive operations
Before you register a new client with the server, ensure that a schedule is available to specify when backup and archive operations
take place. During the registration process, you assign a schedule to the client.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the schedules that are configured for the solution and you know that they do not require
modification, continue with Registering clients.
If you are not familiar with the schedules or the schedules require modification, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Typically, backup operations for all clients must be completed daily. Carefully schedule client and server workloads to achieve the
best performance for your storage environment. To avoid the overlap of client and server operations, consider scheduling client
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backup and archive operations so that they run at night. If client and server operations overlap or are not given enough time and
resources to be processed, you might experience decreased system performance, failed operations, and other issues.

Procedure

1. Review available schedules by hovering over Clients on the Operations Center menu bar. Click Schedules.
2. Optional: Modify or create a schedule by completing the following steps:

Option Description

Modify a
schedule

a. In the Schedules view, select the schedule and click Details.
b. On the Schedule Details page, view details by clicking the blue arrows at the beginning of the

rows.
c. Modify the settings in the schedule, and click Save.

Create a
schedule

In the Schedules view, click +Schedule and complete the steps to create a schedule.

3. Optional: To configure schedule settings that are not visible in the Operations Center, use a server command. For example,
you might want to schedule a client operation that backs up a specific directory and assigns it to a management class other
than the default.

a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
b. Issue the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to create a schedule or the UPDATE SCHEDULE command to modify a

schedule. For details about the commands, see DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative
command) or UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related tasks:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations

Registering clients
Register a client to ensure that the client can connect to the server, and the server can protect client data.

Before you begin

Determine whether the client requires an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the client node. To determine
which clients require an administrative user ID, see technote 7048963.
Restriction: For some types of clients, the client node name and the administrative user ID must match. You cannot authenticate
those clients by using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol authentication method that was introduced in V7.1.7. For details
about this authentication method, sometimes referred to as integrated mode, see Authenticating users by using an Active
Directory database.

Procedure

To register a client, complete one of the following actions.

If the client requires an administrative user ID, register the client by using the REGISTER NODE command and specify the
USERID parameter:

register node node_name password userid=node_name

where node_name specifies the node name and password specifies the node password. For details, see Register a node.
If the client does not require an administrative user ID, register the client by using the Operations Center Add Client wizard.
Complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
b. In the Clients table, click +Client.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Client wizard:

i. Specify that redundant data can be eliminated on both the client and server. In the Client-side data
deduplication area, select the Enable check box.

ii. In the Configuration window, copy the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, NODENAME, and DEDUPLICATION
option values.
Tip: Record the option values and keep them in a safe place. After you complete the client registration and
install the software on the client node, use the values to configure the client.

iii. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the policy domain, schedule, and option set.
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iv. Set how risks are displayed for the client by specifying the at-risk setting.
v. Click Add Client.

Related reference:
Tcpserveraddress option
Tcpport option
Nodename option
Deduplication option

Installing and configuring clients
To start protecting a client node, you must install and configure the selected software.

Procedure

If you already installed the software, start at step 2.

1. Take one of the following actions:
To install software on an application or client node, follow the instructions.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-
archive client

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Tip: You can also update existing clients by using the Operations Center. For
instructions, see Scheduling client updates.

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on Windows Server Core

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

To install software on a virtual machine client node, follow the instructions for the selected backup type.

Backup type Link to instructions

If you plan to create full VMware
backups of virtual machines, install
and configure the IBM Spectrum
Protect backup-archive client.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

If you plan to create incremental
forever full backups of virtual
machines, install and configure IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-
archive client on the same client
node or on different client nodes.

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments online product
documentation

Tip: You can obtain the software for IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-archive client in the IBM Spectrum Protect
for Virtual Environments installation package.

2. To allow the client to connect to the server, add or update the values for the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, and
NODENAME options in the client options file. Use the values that you recorded when you registered the client (Registering
clients).
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For clients that are installed on an AIX®, Linux, or Mac OS X operating system, add the values to the client system-
options file, dsm.sys.
For clients that are installed on a Windows operating system, add the values to the dsm.opt file.

By default, the options files are in the installation directory.
3. If you installed a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, install the client management service on

the client. Follow the instructions in Installing the client management service.
4. Configure the client to run scheduled operations. Follow the instructions in Configuring the client to run scheduled

operations.
5. Optional: Configure communications through a firewall. Follow the instructions in Configuring client/server communications

through a firewall.
6. Run a test backup to verify that data is protected as you planned. For example, for a backup-archive client, complete the

following steps:
a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. Verify that the backup completes successfully and that there are no warning or error messages.

7. Monitor the results of the scheduled operations for the client in the Operations Center.

What to do next

To change what is getting backed up from the client, follow the instructions in Modifying the scope of a client backup.

Configuring the client to run scheduled operations
You must configure and start a client scheduler on the client node. The client scheduler enables communication between the
client and server so that scheduled operations can occur. For example, scheduled operations typically include backing up files
from a client.

About this task

The preferred method is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations. The client acceptor manages
the client scheduler so that the scheduler runs only when required:

When it is time to query the server about the next scheduled operation
When it is time to start the next scheduled operation

By using the client acceptor, you can reduce the number of background processes on the client and help to avoid memory
retention problems.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you installed a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, follow the configuration instructions
in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

If your business uses a third-party scheduling tool as standard practice, you can use that scheduling tool as an alternative to the
client acceptor. Typically, third-party scheduling tools start client programs directly by using operating system commands. To
configure a third-party scheduling tool, see the product documentation.

Procedure

To configure and start the client scheduler by using the client acceptor, follow the instructions for the operating system that is
installed on the client node:

AIX® and Oracle Solaris

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess
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f. Start the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the following entry to the system
startup file (typically, /etc/inittab):

tsm::once:/usr/bin/dsmcad > /dev/null 2>&1 # Client Acceptor Daemon

Linux

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess

f. Start the client acceptor by logging in with the root user ID and issuing the following command:

service dsmcad start

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the service by issuing the following
command at a shell prompt:

# chkconfig --add dsmcad

MAC OS X

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, click Authorization, select Password Generate, and click Apply.
c. To specify how services are managed, click Web Client, select Schedule, click Apply, and click OK.
d. To ensure that the generated password is saved, restart the backup-archive client.
e. Use the IBM Spectrum Protect Tools for Administrators application to start the client acceptor.

Windows

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Utilities > Setup Wizard > Help me configure the Client Scheduler. Click Next.
b. Read the information on the Scheduler Wizard page and click Next.
c. On the Scheduler Task page, select Install a new or additional scheduler and click Next.
d. On the Scheduler Name and Location page, specify a name for the client scheduler that you are adding. Then, select

Use the Client Acceptor daemon (CAD) to manage the scheduler and click Next.
e. Enter the name that you want to assign to this client acceptor. The default name is Client Acceptor. Click Next.
f. Complete the configuration by stepping through the wizard.
g. Update the client options file, dsm.opt, and set the passwordaccess option to generate.
h. To store the client node password, issue the following command at the command prompt:

dsmc query sess

Enter the client node password when prompted.
i. Start the client acceptor service from the Services Control page. For example, if you used the default name, start the

Client Acceptor service. Do not start the scheduler service that you specified on the Scheduler Name and Location
page. The scheduler service is started and stopped automatically by the client acceptor service as needed.

Configuring client/server communications through a firewall
If a client must communicate with a server through a firewall, you must enable client/server communications through the firewall.

Before you begin

If you used the Add Client wizard to register a client, find the option values in the client options file that you obtained during that
process. You can use the values to specify ports.
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About this task

Attention: Do not configure a firewall in a way that might cause termination of sessions that are in use by a server or storage agent.
Termination of a valid session can cause unpredictable results. Processes and sessions might appear to stop due to input/output
errors. To help exclude sessions from timeout restrictions, configure known ports for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components. Ensure
that the KEEPALIVE server option remains set to the default value of YES. In this way, you can help to ensure that client/server
communication is uninterrupted. For instructions about setting the KEEPALIVE server option, see KEEPALIVE.

Procedure

Open the following ports to allow access through the firewall:

TCP/IP port for the backup-archive client, command-line administrative client, and the client scheduler
Specify the port by using the tcpport option in the client options file. The tcpport option in the client options file must match
the TCPPORT option in the server options file. The default value is 1500. If you decide to use a value other than the default,
specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767.

HTTP port to enable communication between the web client and remote workstations
Specify the port for the remote workstation by setting the httpport option in the client options file of the remote
workstation. The default value is 1581.

TCP/IP ports for the remote workstation
The default value of 0 (zero) causes two free port numbers to be randomly assigned to the remote workstation. If you do
not want the port numbers to be randomly assigned, specify values by setting the webports option in the client options file
of the remote workstation.

TCP/IP port for administrative sessions
Specify the port on which the server waits for requests for administrative client sessions. The value of the client
tcpadminport option must match the value of the TCPADMINPORT server option. In this way, you can secure administrative
sessions within a private network.

Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which provides
suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client and review the
product documentation.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client errors by stopping and starting the client acceptor. If client nodes or administrator IDs are
locked, you can resolve the issue by unlocking the client node or administrator ID, and then resetting the password.

For detailed instructions about identifying and resolving client errors, see Resolving client problems.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.
Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-
archive client is installed.
Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to
access the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps
to resolve the issue.
Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example,
you typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.
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Before you begin

To resolve errors in a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, ensure that the client management service is
installed and started. For installation instructions, see Installing the client management service. For instructions about verifying
the installation, see Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly.

Procedure

To diagnose and resolve client errors, take one of the following actions:

If the client management service is installed on the client node, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click Details.
3. On the client Summary page, click the Diagnosis tab.
4. Review the retrieved log messages.

Tips:
To show or hide the Client Logs pane, double-click the Client Logs bar.
To resize the Client Logs pane, click and drag the Client Logs bar.

If suggestions are displayed on the Diagnosis page, select a suggestion. In the Client Logs pane, client log messages
to which the suggestion relates are highlighted.

5. Use the suggestions to resolve the problems that are indicated by the error messages.
Tip: Suggestions are provided for only a subset of client messages.

If the client management service is not installed on the client node, review the error logs for the installed client.

Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-archive
client is installed.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client scheduling problems by stopping and restarting the client acceptor. The client acceptor
must be running to ensure that scheduled operations can occur on the client. For example, if you change the IP address or domain
name of the server, you must restart the client acceptor.

Procedure

Follow the instructions for the operating system that is installed on the client node:

AIX and Oracle Solaris

To stop the client acceptor, complete the following steps:
a. Determine the process ID for the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

ps -ef | grep dsmcad

Review the output. In the following sample output, 6764 is the process ID for the client acceptor:

root  6764     1   0 16:26:35 ?           0:00 /usr/bin/dsmcad

b. Issue the following command on the command line:

kill -9 PID

where PID specifies the process ID for the client acceptor.
To start the client acceptor, issue the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

Linux

To stop the client acceptor (and not restart it), issue the following command:
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# service dsmcad stop

To stop and restart the client acceptor, issue the following command:

# service dsmcad restart

MAC OS X

Click Applications > Utilities > Terminal.

To stop the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl unload -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

To start the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl load -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

Windows

To stop the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Stop and OK.

To restart the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Start and OK.

Related reference:
Resolving client scheduling problems

Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to access
the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps to resolve the
issue.

Procedure

To resolve password issues, take one of the following actions:

If a backup-archive client is installed on a client node, and the password is lost or forgotten, complete the following steps:
1. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the client node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
2. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

If an administrator is locked out because of password issues, complete the following steps:
1. To provide the administrator with access to the server, issue the UNLOCK ADMIN command. For instructions, see

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator).
2. Set a new password by using the UPDATE ADMIN command:

update admin admin_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where admin_name specifies the name of the administrator and new_password specifies the password that you
assign.

If a client node is locked, complete the following steps:
1. Determine why the client node is locked and whether it must be unlocked. For example, if the client node is

decommissioned, the client node is being removed from the production environment. You cannot reverse the
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decommission operation, and the client node remains locked. A client node also might be locked if the client data is
the subject of a legal investigation.

2. If you must unlock a client node, use the UNLOCK NODE command. For instructions, see UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a
client node).

3. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the name of the node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
4. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example, you
typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.

About this task

When you exclude unnecessary objects from backup operations, you get better control of the amount of storage space that is
required for backup operations, and the cost of storage. Depending on your licensing package, you also might be able to limit
licensing costs.

Procedure

How you modify the scope of backup operations depends on the product that is installed on the client node:

For a backup-archive client, you can create an include-exclude list to include or exclude a file, groups of files, or directories
from backup operations. To create an include-exclude list, follow the instructions in Creating an include-exclude list.

To ensure consistent use of an include-exclude list for all clients of one type, you can create a client option set on the server
that contains the required options. Then, you assign the client option set to each of the clients of the same type. For details,
see Controlling client operations through client option sets.

For a backup-archive client, you can specify the objects to include in an incremental backup operation by using the domain
option. Follow the instructions in Domain client option.
For other products, to define which objects are included in and excluded from backup operations, follow the instructions in
the product documentation.

Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.

Before you begin

1. Review the client/server compatibility requirements in technote 1053218. If your solution includes servers or clients at a
level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client backup and archive operations are not disrupted.

2. Verify system requirements for the client in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Operating Systems.
3. If the solution includes storage agents or library clients, review the information about storage-agent and library-client

compatibility with servers that are configured as library managers. See technote 1302789.

If you plan to upgrade a library manager and a library client, you must upgrade the library manager first.

Procedure

To upgrade the software, complete the instructions that are listed in the following table.

Software Link to instructions
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Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive client

Scheduling client updates

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Upgrading Data Protection for SQL Server
Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments

Installing and upgrading Data Protection for VMware
Installing Data Protection for Microsoft Hyper-V

Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if a
workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.

About this task

When you start the decommission process, the server locks the client node to prevent it from accessing the server. Files that
belong to the client node are gradually deleted, and then the client node is deleted. You can decommission the following types of
client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

The simplest method for decommissioning a client node is to use the Operations Center. The decommission process runs in the
background. If the client is configured to replicate client data, the Operations Center automatically removes the client from
replication on the source and target replication servers before it decommissions the client.
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Tip: Alternatively, you can decommission a client node by issuing the DECOMMISSION NODE or DECOMMISSION VM command.
You might want to use this method in the following cases:

To schedule the decommission process for the future or to run a series of commands by using a script, specify the
decommission process to run in the background.
To monitor the decommission process for debugging purposes, specify the decommission process to run in the foreground.
If you run the process in the foreground, you must wait for the process to be completed before you continue with other
tasks.

Procedure

Take one of the following actions:

To decommission a client in the background by using the Operations Center, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click More > Decommission.

To decommission a client node by using an administrative command, complete the following steps:
1. Determine whether the client node is configured for node replication by issuing the QUERY NODE command. For

example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, run the following command:

query node austin format=detailed

Review the Replication State output field.
2. If the client node is configured for replication, remove the client node from replication by issuing the REMOVE

REPLNODE command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

remove replnode austin

3. Take one of the following actions:
To decommission an application or system client node in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

decommission node austin

To decommission an application or system client node in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command and specify the wait=yes parameter. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the
following command:

decommission node austin wait=yes

To decommission a virtual machine in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command. For example,
if the virtual machine is named AUSTIN, the file space is 7, and the file space name is specified by the file
space ID, issue the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For
example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid

To decommission a virtual machine in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command and specify
the wait=yes parameter. For example, issue the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For
example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

What to do next

Watch for error messages, which might be displayed in the user interface or in the command output, immediately after you run the
process.

You can verify that the client node is decommissioned:
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1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, in the At risk column, review the state:

A DECOMMISSIONED state specifies that the node is decommissioned.
A null value specifies that the node is not decommissioned.
A PENDING state specifies that the node is being decommissioned, or the decommission process failed.

Tip: If you want to determine the status of a pending decommission process, issue the following command:

query process

3. Review the command output:
If status is provided for the decommission process, the process is in progress. For example:

query process 
 
 Process     Process Description           Process Status 
  Number 
--------     --------------------     ------------------------------------------- 
       3          DECOMMISSION NODE        Number of backup objects deactivated  
                                           for node NODE1: 8 objects deactivated.

If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you did not receive an error message, the process is
incomplete. A process can be incomplete if files that are associated with the node are not yet deactivated. After the
files are deactivated, run the decommission process again.
If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you receive an error message, the process failed. Run the
decommission process again.

Related reference:
DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission a client node)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)

Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires. In
this way, you can free space on the server.

About this task

Some application clients always save data to the server as active backup data. Because active backup data is not managed by
inventory expiration policies, the data is not deleted automatically, and uses server storage space indefinitely. To free the storage
space that is used by obsolete data, you can deactivate the data.

When you run the deactivation process, all active backup data that was stored before the specified date becomes inactive. The
data is deleted as it expires and cannot be restored. The deactivation feature applies only to application clients that protect Oracle
databases.

Procedure

1. From the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, select one or more clients and click More > Clean Up.

Command-line method: Deactivate data by using the DEACTIVATE DATA command.

Related reference:
DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)

Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.

Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.
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Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based
on the status of the logs.
Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes
such as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.
Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize
server resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Related reference:
Storage pool types

Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.

About this task

You audit a storage pool container in the following situations:

When you issue the QUERY DAMAGED command and a problem is detected
When the server displays messages about damaged data extents
Your hardware reports an issue and error messages that are associated with the storage pool container are displayed

Procedure

1. To audit a storage pool container, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command. For example, issue the following command to
audit a container, 000000000000076c.dcf:

audit container c:\tsm-storage\07\000000000000076c.dcf

2. Review the output from the ANR4891I message for information about any damaged data extents.

What to do next

If you detect problems with the storage pool container, you can restore data based on your configuration. You can repair the
contents in the storage pool by using the REPAIR STGPOOL command.
Restriction: You can repair the contents of the storage pool only if you protected the storage pool by using the PROTECT STGPOOL
command.
Related reference:

AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool)

Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based on the
status of the logs.

Before you begin

The active and archive logs have the following characteristics:

The active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. For more information about sizing the active log for your system, see
Planning the storage arrays.
The archive log size is limited to the size of the file system that it is installed on. The archive log size is not maintained at a
predefined size like the active log. Archive log files are automatically deleted after they are no longer needed.

As a best practice, you can optionally create an archive failover log to store archive log files when the archive log directory is full.
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Check the Operations Center to determine the component of the inventory that is full. Ensure that you stop the server before you
increase the size of one of the inventory components.

Procedure

To increase the size of the database, complete the following steps:
Create one or more directories for the database on separate drives or file systems.
Issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command to add the directory or directories to the database. The directories must be
accessible to the instance user ID of the database manager. By default, data is redistributed across all database
directories and space is reclaimed.
Tips:

The time that is needed to complete redistribution of data and reclaiming of space is variable, depending on
the size of your database. Make sure that you plan adequately.
Ensure that the directories that you specify are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the
others, they reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Halt and restart the server to fully use the new directories.
Reorganize the database if necessary. Index and table reorganization for the server database can help to avoid
unexpected database growth and performance issues. For more information about reorganizing the database, see
technote 1683633.

To decrease the size of the database for V7.1 servers and later, issue the following DB2® commands from the server
instance directory:
Restriction: The commands can increase I/O activity, and might affect server performance. To minimize performance
problems, wait until one command is completed before you issue the next command. The DB2 commands can be issued
when the server is running.

db2 connect to tsmdb1  
db2 set schema tsmdb1 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE USERSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE IDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGEIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGESPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE5 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE5 REDUCE MAX

To increase or decrease the size of the active log, complete the following steps:
1. Ensure that the location for the active log has enough space for the increased log size. If a log mirror exists, its

location must also have enough space for the increased log size.
2. Halt the server.
3. In the dsmserv.opt file, update the ACTIVELOGSIZE option to the new size of the active log, in megabytes.

The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements
are in the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB
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ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

To change the active log to its maximum size of 512 GB, enter the following server option:

activelogsize 524288

4. If you plan to use a new active log directory, update the directory name that is specified in the
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY server option. The new directory must be empty and must be accessible to the user ID of
the database manager.

5. Restart the server.
Compress the archive logs to reduce the amount of space that is required for storage. Enable dynamic compression of the
archive log by issuing the following command:

setopt archlogcompress yes

Restriction: Use caution when you enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option on systems with sustained high volume
usage and heavy workloads. Enabling this option in this system environment can cause delays in archiving log files from the
active log file system to the archive log file system. This delay can cause the active log file system to run out of space. Be
sure to monitor the available space in the active log file system after archive log compression is enabled. If the active log
directory file system usage nears out of space conditions, the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option must be disabled. You
can use the SETOPT command to disable archive log compression immediately without halting the server.

Related reference:
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)

Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes such
as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.

Before you begin

Ensure that your configuration uses the required hardware and software. For more information, see IBM Spectrum Protect™
Supported Operating Systems.
For more information about managing resources such as the database and recovery log, see Planning the storage arrays.
Add more system memory to determine whether there is a performance improvement. Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is required.

Procedure

1. Release memory from the file system cache where possible.
2. To manage the system memory that is used by each server on a system, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option. Limit the

percentage of system memory that can be used by the database manager of each server. If all servers are equally
important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and other servers are test servers, set
the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

3. Set the user data limit and private memory for the database to ensure that private memory is not exhausted. Exhausting
private memory can result in errors, less than optimal performance, and instability.

Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize server
resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Procedure

1. Monitor system performance regularly to ensure that client backup and server maintenance tasks are completing
successfully. Follow the instructions in Monitoring a multisite disk solution.
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2. Optional: If the monitoring information shows that the server workload increased, review the planning information. Review
whether the capacity of the system is adequate in the following cases:

The number of clients increases
The amount of data that is being backed up increases
The amount of time that is available for backups changes

3. Determine whether your solution is performing at the level you expect. Review the client schedules to check whether tasks
are completing within the scheduled time frame:

a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
b. Click Details.
c. From the client Summary page, review the Backed up and Replicated activity to identify any risks.

Adjust the time and frequency of client backup operations, if necessary.
4. Schedule enough time for the following maintenance tasks to complete successfully within a 24-hour period:

a. Protect storage pools.
b. Replicate node data.
c. Back up the database.
d. Run expiration processing to remove client backups and archive file copies from server storage.

Tip: Schedule maintenance tasks to start at an appropriate time and in the correct sequence. For example, schedule
replication tasks after client backups complete successfully.

Moving clients from one server to another
To avoid running out of space on a server or to resolve workload issues, you might have to move client nodes from one
server to another.

Related concepts:
Performance

Related tasks:
Defining schedules for server maintenance activities

Deduplicating data (V7.1.1)

Managing replication
Use replication to recover data at a disaster recovery site and to maintain the same level of files on the source and target servers.
You can manage replication at the node level. You can also protect data at the storage-pool level.

Replication compatibility
Before you set up replication operations with IBM Spectrum Protect, you must ensure that the source and target replication
servers are compatible for replication.
Enabling node replication
You can enable node replication to protect your data.
Protecting data in directory-container storage pools
Protect data in directory-container storage pools to reduce node replication time and to enable repair of data in directory-
container storage pools.
Modifying replication settings
Modify replication settings in the Operations Center. Change settings such as the number of replication sessions,
replication rules, the data that you want to replicate, the replication schedule, and the replication workload.
Setting different retention policies for the source server and target server
You can set policies on the target replication server that manage the replicated client-node data differently than on the
source server. For example, you can maintain a different number of versions of files on the source and the target servers.

Replication compatibility
Before you set up replication operations with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must ensure that the source and target replication
servers are compatible for replication.

Table 1. Replication compatibility of server versions
Source replication server version Compatible versions for the target replication server

V7.1 V7.1 or later

V7.1.1 V7.1 or later

V7.1.3 V7.1.3 or later
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Source replication server version Compatible versions for the target replication server

V7.1.4 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.5 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.6 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.7 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.8 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.1 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.2 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.3 V7.1.3 or later

Enabling node replication
You can enable node replication to protect your data.

Before you begin

Ensure that the source and target servers are compatible for replication.

About this task

Replicate the client node to replicate all client data, including metadata. By default, node replication is disabled when you start
the server for the first time.
Tips:

To reduce replication processing time, protect the storage pool before you replicate client nodes. When node replication is
started, the data extents that are already replicated through storage pool protection are skipped.
Replication requires increased amounts of memory and sufficient bandwidth to complete processing. Size the database
and its logs to ensure that transactions can complete.

Procedure

To enable node replication, complete the following steps in the Operations Center:

a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, select Enabled in the Outbound replication field.
d. Click Save.

What to do next

Complete the following actions:

1. To verify that replication was successful, review the Daily monitoring checklist.
2. If the IBM Spectrum Protect server replicates nodes to a remote server, determine whether Aspera® Fast

Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Follow the instructions in
Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

Related reference:
Replication compatibility

Protecting data in directory-container storage pools
Protect data in directory-container storage pools to reduce node replication time and to enable repair of data in directory-
container storage pools.
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Before you begin

Ensure that at least one directory-container storage pool exists on the target replication server. When you enable replication in the
Operations Center, you can schedule storage pool protection. To configure replication and enable storage pool protection,
complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Storage and click Replication.
2. On the Replication page, click Server Pair.
3. Complete the steps in the Add Server Pair wizard.

About this task

Protecting a directory-container storage pool backs up data extents to another storage pool, and can improve performance for
node replication. When node replication is started, the data extents that are already backed up through storage pool protection
are skipped, which reduces the replication processing time. You can schedule the protection of storage pools several times a day
to keep up with changes to data.

By protecting a storage pool, you do not use resources that replicate existing data and metadata, which improves server
performance. You must use directory-container storage pools if you want to protect and back up the storage pool only.

Alternative protection strategy: As an alternative to using replication, you can protect data in directory-container storage pools by
copying the data to container-copy storage pools. Data in container-copy storage pools is stored on tape volumes. Tape copies
that are stored offsite provide additional disaster recovery protection in a replicated environment.

Procedure

1. Alternatively, to enable storage pool protection, you can use the PROTECT STGPOOL command from the source server to
back up data extents in a directory-container storage pool. For example, to protect a directory-container storage pool that
is named POOL1 issue the following command:

protect stgpool pool1

As part of the operation of the PROTECT STGPOOL command, damaged extents in the target storage pool are repaired. To
be repaired, extents must already be marked as damaged on the target server. For example, an AUDIT CONTAINER
command might identify damage in the target storage pool before the PROTECT STGPOOL command is issued.

2. Optional: If damaged extents were repaired in the target storage pool and you protect multiple source storage pools in one
target storage pool, complete the following steps to ensure a complete repair:

a. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command for all source storage pools to repair as much of the damage as possible.
b. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command again for all source storage pools. For this second operation, use the

FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter. This step ensures that any repairs from other source pools are properly
recognized for all source storage pools.

Results

If a directory-container storage pool is protected, you can repair the storage pool if damage occurs, by using the REPAIR STGPOOL
command.
Restriction: If you replicate client nodes but do not protect the directory-container storage pool, you cannot repair the storage
pool.

What to do next

Complete the following actions:

1. To view replication workload status, follow the instructions in the Daily monitoring checklist.
2. If the IBM Spectrum Protect server replicates nodes to a remote server, determine whether Aspera® Fast

Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Follow the instructions in
Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

Related reference:
Repairing and recovering data in directory-container storage pools
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)

Related information:
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Directory-container storage pools FAQs
Cloud-container storage pools FAQs

Modifying replication settings
Modify replication settings in the Operations Center. Change settings such as the number of replication sessions, replication rules,
the data that you want to replicate, the replication schedule, and the replication workload.

About this task

You might need to customize your replication settings in the following scenarios:

Changes to data priorities
Changes to replication rules
Requirement for a different server to be the target server
Scheduled processes that negatively affect server performance

Procedure

Use the Operations Center to modify replication settings.

Task Procedure

Change a replication rule. a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, choose the replication rule that you want

to apply: Default archive rule, Default backup rule, or Default space-
management rule.

d. Click Save.

Specify the duration that replication records are
retained.

a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, enter the number of days that replication

records must be retained in the Retain replication history field.
Alternatively, select the Do not retain check box if you do not require
replication records.

d. Click Save.

Specify a target replication server. a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, specify the target server.
d. Click Save.

Cancel a replication process. a. On the Servers page, click Active tasks.
b. Select the process or session that you want to cancel.
c. Click Cancel.

Setting different retention policies for the source server and target
server

You can set policies on the target replication server that manage the replicated client-node data differently than on the source
server. For example, you can maintain a different number of versions of files on the source and the target servers.

Procedure

1. From the source replication server, validate the replication configuration and verify that the source replication server can
communicate with the target replication server by issuing the VALIDATE REPLICATION command. For example, validate the
configuration by using the name of one client node that is being replicated:
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validate replication node1 verifyconnection=yes

2. From the source replication server, issue the VALIDATE REPLPOLICY command to review the differences between the
policies on the source and target replication servers. For example, to display the differences between the policies on the
source server and the target server, CVT_SRV2, issue the following command from the source server:

validate replpolicy cvt_srv2

3. Update the policies on the target server if necessary.
Tip: You can use the Operations Center to modify the policies on the target server. Follow the instructions in Editing
policies.
For example, to maintain inactive versions of files for a shorter time on the target server than on the source server, reduce
the Backups setting in the management classes that apply to replicated client data.

4. Enable the target replication server to use its policies to manage the replicated client-node data by issuing the SET
DISSIMILARPOLICIES command on the source server. For example, to enable the policies on the target replication server,
CVT_SRV2, issue the following command on the source server:

set dissimilarpolicies cvt_srv2 on

The next time that the replication process runs, the policies on the target replication server are used to manage the
replicated client-node data.
Tip: If you configure replication by using the Operations Center and the policies on the source and target replication servers
do not match, the policy that is specified for the source replication server is used. If you enabled the policies on the target
replication server by using the SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES command, the policy that is specified for the target replication
server is used. If the target replication server does not have the policy that is used by the node on the source replication
server, the STANDARD policy is used.

Related reference:
EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information)
SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES (Enable the policies on the target replication server to manage replicated data)
VALIDATE REPLICATION (Validate replication for a client node)
VALIDATE REPLPOLICY (Verify the policies on the target replication server)

Securing the server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and
providing different access levels for administrators.
Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including
assigning authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being
assigned one or more authority levels.
Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication
for IBM Spectrum Protect.
Securing IBM Spectrum Protect on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect™ from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and providing
different access levels for administrators.

Transport Layer Security

You can use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to provide transport layer security for a
secure connection between servers, clients, and storage agents. If you send data between the server, client, and storage agent,
use SSL or TLS to encrypt the data.
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Tip: Any IBM Spectrum Protect documentation that indicates "SSL" or to "select SSL" applies to TLS.

SSL is provided by the Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server that the server, client, and
storage agent use.

Restriction: Do not use the SSL or TLS protocols for communications with a DB2® database instance that is used by any IBM
Spectrum Protect servers.

Each server, client, or storage agent that enables SSL must use a trusted self-signed certificate or obtain a unique certificate that
is signed by a certificate authority (CA). You can use your own certificates or purchase certificates from a CA. Either certificate
must be installed and added to the key database on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent. The certificate is
verified by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the SSL communication. Some CA certificates are preinstalled in the
key databases, by default.

SSL is set up independently on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, and storage agent.

Authority levels

With each IBM Spectrum Protect server, different administrative authority levels are available that determine the tasks that an
administrator can complete.

After registration, an administrator must be granted authority by being assigned one or more administrative authority levels. An
administrator with system authority can complete any task with the server and assign authority levels to other administrators by
using the GRANT AUTHORITY command. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of tasks.

An administrator can register other administrator IDs, grant levels of authority to them, rename IDs, remove IDs, and lock and
unlock them from the server.

An administrator can control access to specific client nodes for root user IDs and non-root user IDs. By default, a non-root user ID
cannot back up data on the node. Use the UPDATE NODE command to change the node settings to enable backup.

Passwords

By default, the server automatically uses password authentication. With password authentication, all users must enter a password
when they access the server.

Use Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to apply stricter requirements for passwords. For more information, see
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1).

Table 1. Password authentication characteristics
Characteristic More information

Case-sensitivity Not case-sensitive.

Default password expiration 90 days.

The expiration period begins when an administrator ID or client
node is first registered to the server. If the password is not
changed within this period, the password must be changed the
next time that the user accesses the server.

Invalid password attempts You can set a limit on consecutive invalid password attempts
for all client nodes. When the limit is exceeded, the server
locks the node.

Password length The administrator can specify a minimum length.

Session security

Session security is the level of security that is used for communication among IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes, administrative
clients, and servers and is set by using the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

The SESSIONSECURITY parameter can be set to one of the following values:

The STRICT value enforces the highest level of security for communication between IBM Spectrum Protect servers, nodes,
and administrators.
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The TRANSITIONAL value specifies that the existing communication protocol is used while you update your IBM Spectrum
Protect software to V8.1.2 or later. This is the default. When SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL, stricter security settings
are automatically enforced as higher versions of the TLS protocol are used and as the software is updated to V8.1.2 or later.
After a node, administrator, or server meets the requirements for the STRICT value, session security is automatically
updated to the STRICT value, and the entity can no longer authenticate by using a previous version of the client or earlier
TLS protocols.

For more information about the SESSIONSECURITY parameter values, see the following commands.
Table 2. Commands used to set the

SESSIONSECURITY parameter
Entity Command

Client nodes REGISTER NODE
UPDATE NODE

Administrators REGISTER ADMIN
UPDATE ADMIN

Servers DEFINE SERVER
UPDATE SERVER

Administrators that authenticate by using the DSMADMC command, DSMC command, or dsm program cannot authenticate by
using an earlier version after authenticating by using V8.1.2 or later. To resolve authentication issues for administrators, see the
following tips:
Tips:

Ensure that all IBM Spectrum Protect software that the administrator account uses to log on is upgraded to V8.1.2 or later.
If an administrator account logs on from multiple systems, ensure that the server's certificate is installed on each system.
After an administrator authenticates to a V8.1.2 or later server by using a V8.1.2 or later client, the administrator can
authenticate only on clients or servers that are using V8.1.2 or later. An administrator command can be issued from any
system.
If necessary, create a separate administrator account to use only with clients and servers that are using V8.1.1 or earlier
software.

Enforce the highest level of security for communication with the IBM Spectrum Protect server by ensuring that all nodes,
administrators, and servers use STRICT session security. You can use the SELECT command to determine which servers, nodes,
and administrators are using TRANSITIONAL session security and should be updated to use STRICT session security.

Related tasks:
Securing communications

Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, including assigning
authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being assigned one or more
authority levels.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to modify administrator settings.

Task Procedure
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Task Procedure

Add an administrator. To add an administrator, ADMIN1, with system authority and
specify a password, complete the following steps:

a. Register the administrator and specify Pa$#$twO as the
password by issuing the following command:

register admin admin1 Pa$#$twO

b. Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Change administrative authority. Change the authority level for an administrator, ADMIN1.

Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Revoke system authority for the administrator by issuing
the following command:

revoke authority admin1 classes=system

Remove administrators. Remove an administrator, ADMIN1, from accessing the IBM
Spectrum Protect server by issuing the following command:

remove admin admin1

Temporarily prevent access to the server. Lock or unlock an administrator by using the LOCK ADMIN or
UNLOCK ADMIN command.

Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication for IBM
Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

By enforcing password authentication and managing password restrictions, you protect your data and your servers from potential
security risks.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to change password requirements for IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
Table 1. Authentication tasks for IBM Spectrum Protect servers

Task Procedure

Set a limit for invalid password attempts. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of invalid attempts in the Invalid sign-on

attempt limit field.

The default value at installation is 0.
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Task Procedure

Set a minimum length for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of characters in the Minimum password

length field.

Set the expiration period for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of days in the Password common

expiration field.

Disable password authentication. By default, the server automatically uses password
authentication. With password authentication, all users must
enter a password to access the server.

You can disable password authentication only for passwords
that authenticate with the server (LOCAL). By disabling
password authentication, you increase the security risk for the
server.

Set a default authentication method. Issue the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command. For
example, to use the server as the default authentication
method, issue the following command:

set defaultauthentication local

To update one client node to authenticate with the server,
include AUTHENTICATION=LOCAL in the UPDATE NODE
command:

update node authentication=local

Related concepts:
Authenticating IBM Spectrum Protect users by using an LDAP server
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1)

Securing IBM Spectrum Protect on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Procedure

Ensure that unauthorized users cannot access the directories for the server database and the server instance. Keep the access
settings for these directories that you configured during implementation.

Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. An administrator with
system authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can
complete subsets of tasks.
Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.

Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. An administrator with system
authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of
tasks.

Procedure
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1. After you register an administrator by using the REGISTER ADMIN command, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command to set
the administrator's authority level. For details about setting and changing authority, see Managing administrators.

2. To control the authority of an administrator to complete some tasks, use the following two server options:
a. You can select the authority level that an administrator must have to issue QUERY and SELECT commands with the

QUERYAUTH server option. By default, no authority level is required. You can change the requirement to one of the
authority levels, including system.

b. You can specify that system authority is required for commands that cause the server to write to an external file with
the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option. By default, system authority is required for such commands.

3. You can restrict data backup on a client node to only root user IDs or authorized users. For example, to limit backups to the
root user ID, issue the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE NODE command and specify the BACKUPINITIATION=root parameter:

update node backupinitiation=root

Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.

About this task

You might have to restrict access to specific servers, based on your security requirements. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can
be configured to listen on four TCP/IP ports: two that can be used for either regular TCP/IP protocols or Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols and two that can be used only for the SSL/TLS protocol.

Procedure

You can set the server options to specify the port that you require, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Server options and port access

Server option Port access

TCPPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions. The
default value is 1500.

TCPADMINPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for sessions other than client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-
enabled sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

SSLTCPPORT Specifies the SSL TCP/IP port address for a server. This port listens for SSL-enabled sessions
only. A default port value is not available.

SSLTCPADMINPORT Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests
for SSL-enabled sessions. A default port value is not available.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

Restrictions:
The following restrictions apply when you specify the SSL-only server ports (SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT):

When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the LLADDRESS on the DEFINE SERVER or UPDATE SERVER command, you
must also specify the SSL=YES parameter.
When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the client's TCPPORT option, you must also specify YES for the SSL client
option.

Related reference:
Planning firewall access

Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode. When
you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
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Before you begin

You must have system or operator privilege to stop and start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all
other processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.
Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the
server in maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all other
processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.

About this task

When you issue the HALT command to stop the server, the following actions occur:

All processes and client node sessions are canceled.
All current transactions are stopped. (The transactions will be rolled back when the server is restarted.)

Procedure

To prepare the system and stop the server, complete the following steps:

1. Prevent new client node sessions from starting by issuing the DISABLE SESSIONS command:

disable sessions all

2. Determine whether any client node sessions or processes are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, view the Activity area for the total numbers of processes and

sessions that are currently active. If numbers differ significantly from the usual numbers that are displayed during
your daily storage-management routine, view other status indicators in the Operations Center to check whether
there is a problem.

b. View the graph in the Activity area to compare the amount of network traffic over the following periods:
The current period, that is, the most recent 24-hour period
The previous period, that is, the 24 hours before the current period

If the graph for the previous period represents the expected amount of traffic, significant differences on the graph for
the current period might indicate a problem.

c. On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details. If the
server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, obtain information about processes by
using administrative commands. Issue the QUERY PROCESS command to query processes and obtain information
about sessions by issuing the QUERY SESSION command.

3. Wait until the client node sessions are completed or cancel them. To cancel processes and sessions, complete the following
steps:

On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details.
Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to
cancel.
Click Cancel.
If the server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, cancel sessions by using
administrative commands. Issue the CANCEL SESSION command to cancel a session and cancel processes by using
the CANCEL PROCESS command.
Tip: If the process that you want to cancel is waiting for a tape volume to be mounted, the mount request is
canceled. For example, if you issue an EXPORT, IMPORT, or MOVE DATA command, the command might initiate a
process that requires a tape volume to be mounted. However, if a tape volume is being mounted by an automated
library, the cancel operation might not take effect until the mount process is complete. Depending on your system
environment, this could take several minutes.

4. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt
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Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the server in
maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode. Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning steps before you
upgrade the server.

About this task

Follow these guidelines:

The preferred method is to upgrade the server by using the installation wizard. After you start the wizard, in the IBM
Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or Modify icon.
If upgrades are available for both the server component and the Operations Center component, select the check boxes to
upgrade both components.

Procedure
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1. Review the list of fix packs and interim fixes. See technote 1239415.
2. Review product improvements, which are described in readme files.

Tip: When you obtain the installation package file from the IBM Spectrum Protect support site, you can also access the
readme file.

3. Ensure that the version that you upgrade your server to is compatible with other components, such as storage agents and
library clients. See technote 1302789.

4. If your solution includes servers or clients at a level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client
backup and archive operations are not disrupted. See technote 1053218.

5. Review the upgrade instructions. Ensure that you back up the server database, the device configuration information, and
the volume history file.

What to do next

To install a fix pack or interim fix, follow the instructions for your operating system:

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Related information:
Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions

Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect™ to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system update.

About this task

Ensure that you schedule activities regularly to manage, protect, and maintain the server.

Procedure

1. Cancel processes and sessions that are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. In the Operations Center, on the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions,

and click Details.
b. Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to

cancel.
c. Click Cancel.

2. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

Tip: You can issue the halt command from the Operations Center by hovering over the Settings icon and clicking Command
Builder. Then, select the server, type halt, and press Enter.

Implementing a disaster recovery plan
Implement a disaster recovery strategy to recover your applications if a disaster occurs and to ensure high server availability.

About this task

Determine your disaster recovery requirements by identifying the business priorities for client node recovery, the systems that you
use to recover data, and whether client nodes have connectivity to a recovery server. Use replication and storage pool protection
to protect data. You must also determine how often directory-container storage pools are protected.

Completing recovery drills
Schedule disaster recovery drills to prepare for audits that certify the recoverability of the IBM Spectrum Protect server and
to ensure that data can be restored and operations can resume after an outage. A drill also helps you ensure that all data
can be restored and operations resumed before a critical situation occurs.

Recovering from data loss or system outages
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You can use IBM Spectrum Protect™ to recover data that was lost when a disaster or system outage occurred. You can recover
directory-container storage pools, client data, and databases.

Before you begin

Schedule client and server workloads to achieve the best performance for your storage environment. Issue the PROTECT
STGPOOL and REPLICATE NODE commands as part of the schedule. Protect the storage pool before you replicate the client node.
When node replication is started, the data extents that are already replicated through storage pool protection are skipped, which
reduces replication processing time.

Procedure

Use the following recovery methods based on the component that you must recover.

Component to recover Procedure More information

Directory-container storage
pool

To recover directory-container
storage pools, complete the
following steps:

a. Scan for damaged data
extents in the directory-
container storage pool by
using the AUDIT CONTAINER
command and specifying the
ACTION=SCANALL parameter.

b. Repair damaged data extents
in the directory-container
storage pool by using the
REPAIR STGPOOL command.
Restriction: You can repair a
storage pool only if the
storage pool is protected.

c. Remove damaged data
extents by using the AUDIT
CONTAINER command and
specifying the
ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED
parameter.

Repairing storage pools
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Component to recover Procedure More information

Client data Prerequisites:

The source replication server,
the target replication server,
and the client must be at the
V7.1 level or later. If any of
the servers are at an earlier
level, automatic failover is
disabled and you must rely on
manual failover.

Manually configure the client to
automatically fail over to the target
server for data recovery.

If you enabled the client for
automated client failover, you can
recover the data by using automatic
failover function. You can verify that
the usereplicationfailover option is
either not in the client options file or
is set to yes. Recover data from the
target server when the source server
is unavailable due to an outage by
using automatic failover.

Tip:

Use the SET
FAILOVERHLADDRESS
command to specify the IP
address for the replication
server during failover, if the
address is different from the
IP address that is specified
for the replication process.

Recovering damaged data from a
replicated copy
SET FAILOVERHLADDRESS (Set a
failover high level address)

Database Prerequisites:

To restore the database after
a disaster, you must have a
copy of the current device
configuration file. The device
configuration file cannot be
recreated.
Ensure that you have a
backed up version of the
database.

Restore the IBM Spectrum Protect
database to the most current state
or to a specific point in time by using
the DSMSERV RESTORE DB server
utility.

DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the
database)

Restoring the database
You might have to restore the IBM Spectrum Protect database after a disaster. You can restore the database to the most
current state or to a specified point in time. You must have full, incremental, or snapshot database backup volumes to
restore the database.
Recovering damaged data from a replicated copy
If a source replication server is unavailable, you can recover damaged data from a replicated copy that is stored on the
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target replication server.
Repairing storage pools
If a disaster or system outage occurred, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool.

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)

Restoring the database
You might have to restore the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database after a disaster. You can restore the database to the most current
state or to a specified point in time. You must have full, incremental, or snapshot database backup volumes to restore the
database.

Before you begin

If the database and recovery log directories are lost, re-create them before you issue the DSMSERV RESTORE DB server utility. For
example, use the following commands:

mkdir /tsmdb001 
mkdir /tsmdb002 
mkdir /tsmdb003 
mkdir /activelog 
mkdir /archlog 
mkdir /archfaillog

mkdir e:\tsm\db001 
mkdir f:\tsm\db001 
mkdir g:\tsm\db001 
mkdir h:\tsm\activelog 
mkdir i:\tsm\archlog 
mkdir j:\tsm\archfaillog

Restrictions:

To restore the database to its latest version, you must locate the archive log directory. If you are cannot locate the
directory, you can restore the database only to a point in time.
You cannot use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for database restore operations.
If the release level of the database backup is different from the release level of the server that is being restored, you cannot
restore the server database. For example, if you are using a Version 8.1 server and you try to restore a Version 7.1
database, an error occurs.

About this task

Point-in-time restore operations are typically used for situations such as disaster recovery or to remove the effects of errors that
can cause inconsistencies in the database. To recover the database to the time when the database was lost, recover the database
to its latest version.

Procedure

Use the DSMSERV RESTORE DB server utility to restore the database. Depending on the version of the database that you want to
restore, choose one of the following methods:

Restore a database to its latest version. For example, use the following command:

dsmserv restore db

Restore a database to a point in time. For example, to restore the database to a backup series that was created on 19 April
2015, use the following command:

dsmserv restore db todate=04/19/2015

What to do next
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If you restored the database and directory-container storage pools exist on the server, you must identify inconsistencies between
the database and the file system.

1. If you restored the database to a point in time and you did not delay reuse of the directory-container storage pool, you must
audit all the containers. To audit all containers, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool

2. If the server cannot identify containers on the system, complete the following steps to display a list of containers:
a. From an administrative client, issue the following command:

select container_name from containers

b. From the file system, issue the following command for the storage pool directory on the source server:
Tip: The storage pool directory is displayed in the command output:

[root@source]$ ls -lR

c:\source_stgpooldir>dir /s

c. Compare the containers that are listed on the file system and the server.
d. Issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the container that is missing from the server output. Specify the

ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter to delete the container.
e. To ensure that the containers are deleted on the file system, review the messages that are displayed.

Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not recognize containers that are created after the last database backup.
Delete extra files that exist on your local file system when compared to the files that exist on the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

Related tasks:
Replicating client node data after a database restore (V7.1.1)

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)

Recovering damaged data from a replicated copy
If a source replication server is unavailable, you can recover damaged data from a replicated copy that is stored on the target
replication server.

Before you begin

The server name that you specify with the SET REPLSERVER command must match the name of an existing server definition. It
must also be the name of the server to be used as the target replication server. If the server name specified by this command does
not match the server name of an existing server definition, the command fails.
Tip:

Use care when you change or remove a target replication server. If you change a target replication server, client-node data
that is replicated is sent to a different target replication server. If you remove a target replication server, client node data is
not replicated.

Procedure

1. Verify the replication status of the data on the target server. The replication status indicates whether the most recent
backup was replicated to the secondary server.

2. Restore data from a target replication server by setting the source replication server as the target replication server. For
example, if you want to set the source replication server as the target replication server, server1, issue the following
command:

set replserver server1

What to do next
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When you restore the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database on a source replication server, replication is automatically disabled.
Before you re-enable replication, determine whether copies of data that are on the target replication server are needed.

Related tasks:
Replicating client node data after a database restore (V7.1.1)

Repairing storage pools
If a disaster or system outage occurred, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool.

Before you begin

Identify inconsistencies between the database and the directory-container storage pool by using the AUDIT CONTAINER
command. By identifying the damaged data extents in the directory-container storage pool, you can determine what data extents
to repair.

Before you repair a storage pool, ensure that the storage pool is protected by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command.

Procedure

1. To repair a directory-container storage pool, use the REPAIR STGPOOL command. For example, to repair a storage pool,
STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

repair stgpool stgpool1

2. If the damaged storage pool is specified as a target storage pool on the PROTECT STGPOOL command for one or more
source storage pools, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command for all source storage pools.

3. To ensure that all damaged data is identified and repaired from other source storage pools, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL
command again from all source storage pools and specify the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.

4. To remove objects that refer to damaged data, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the
ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter.

5. If the damaged storage pool is a target storage pool for node replication from one or more source servers, issue the
REPLICATE NODE command again from all source servers.

6. When the damage is repaired, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command to ensure that the storage pool is protected to
another directory-container storage pool.

What to do next

Ensure that no damaged data extents are displayed in the output by using the QUERY DAMAGED command.
Related reference:

Repairing and recovering data in directory-container storage pools
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool)
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)

Tape solution
This data protection solution provides storage to tape media, a flexible and affordable option for long-term data retention.

Planning for a tape-based data protection solution
Plan for a data protection solution that includes disk-to-disk-to-tape and disk-to-tape backup operations to optimize
storage.
Implementation of a tape-based data protection solution
Implement the tape-based solution, which uses disk-to-disk-to-tape backup and disk staging to optimize storage. By
implementing the tape solution, you can enable long-term data retention and achieve low-cost scalability.
Monitoring a tape solution
After you implement an IBM Spectrum Protect tape-based solution, monitor the solution to ensure correct operation. By
monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you
gather can be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.
Managing operations for a tape solution
Use this information to manage operations for a tape implementation for an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
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Planning for a tape-based data protection solution
Plan for a data protection solution that includes disk-to-disk-to-tape and disk-to-tape backup operations to optimize storage.

Planning roadmap

Plan for the tape solution by reviewing the architecture layout in Figure 1 and then completing the roadmap tasks that follow the
diagram.
Figure 1. Tape solution

In this data protection configuration, the server uses both disk and tape storage hardware. Storage pool staging is used, in which
client data is initially stored in disk storage pools and then later migrated to tape storage pools. For disaster recovery, tape
volumes can be stored offsite. Offsite options include physically moving a second copy offsite by a courier or electronically
vaulting copies offsite to a remote library.

Tip: The described solution does not include node replication. However, if you want to use node replication to back up a storage
pool from disk to disk, ensure that the replication operation is completed before data is migrated from disk to tape. You can also
use node replication to back up a storage pool on a local tape device to a copy storage pool on a local tape device.
To plan for a tape-based solution, complete the following tasks:

1. Meet system requirements for hardware and software.
2. Record values for your system configuration in the planning worksheets.
3. Plan for disk storage.
4. Plan for tape storage.
5. Plan for security.

Tape planning requirements
Before you implement a tape solution, review the general guidelines about system requirements. Determine whether to back up
data to disk or tape, or a combination of both.

Network bandwidth
The network must have sufficient bandwidth for the expected data transfers between the client and the server, and for the
cross-site restore operations that are required for disaster recovery. Use a storage area network (SAN) for data transfers
among the server, disk devices, and tape devices. For more information, see Hardware requirements.

Data migration
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Migrate all data from disk to tape daily. Specify a FILE device class for disk-based storage pools. Schedule migration to
control when processing occurs. To prevent automatic migration based on the migration threshold, specify a value of 100
for the HIGHMIG parameter and 0 for the LOWMIG parameter when you issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command. You must
keep at least 20% of the tape drives available for restore operations. To use up to 80% of available tape drives and improve
throughput performance, specify the MIGPROCESS parameter.
Consider the following information based on the type of data that is migrated:

Use tape to back up data from clients that have large objects, such as databases.
Tip: Check with your tape-drive manufacturer for guidance about the size of the database that is suitable to write to
tape.
Use disk to back up data from clients that have smaller objects.
To back up data directly to tape, use LAN-free data movement. For more information, see Configuring LAN-free data
movement.
Do not back up virtual machines to tape. Use a separate disk-based storage pool that does not migrate to a tape-
based storage pool. For more information about virtual machine support, see technote 1239546.

Storage pool capacity
Maintain enough storage pool capacity to allow for 2 days of client backups and a buffer of 20%. You might have to
schedule full backups over a few days to ensure that you have enough storage pool space.

Tape drives
Review the manufacturer specifications and estimate the capacity of a tape drive. Determine the amount of space that is
required for backup and migration operations. Reserve 20% of tape drives for restore operations.

Related reference:
MIGRATE STGPOOL (Migrate storage pool to next storage pool)

System requirements for a tape-based solution
Hardware and software requirements are provided for a tape-based storage solution that has a data ingestion rate of 14 TB per
hour.

Review the information to determine the hardware and software requirements for your storage environment. You might have to
make adjustments based on your system size.

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.
Software requirements
Documentation for the IBM Spectrum Protect tape-based solution includes installation and configuration tasks for IBM®
AIX®, Linux, and Microsoft Windows operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

Hardware requirements
Hardware requirements for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution are based on system size. Choose equivalent or better
components than those items that are listed to ensure optimum performance for your environment.

For more information about planning disk devices, see Planning for disk storage.

For more information about planning tape devices, see Planning for tape storage.

The following table includes minimum hardware requirements for the server and storage. If you are using local partitions (LPARs)
or work partitions (WPARs), adjust the network requirements to take account of the partition sizes. The figures in the table are
based on a data ingestion rate of 14 TB per hour.

Hardware
component

System requirements
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Hardware
component

System requirements

Server processor 8 processor cores, 3.42 GHz or faster.

For example, use a POWER8® processor-based server.

16 processor cores, 2.0 GHz or faster.

For example, use an Intel Xeon processor.

Server memory 64 GB RAM.

Network The following sizing manages approximately 14 TB of data per hour:

10 Gb Ethernet (a minimum of four ports)
8 Gb Fibre Channel adapter (a minimum of four ports)

The number of ports depends on the percentage of daily data ingestion to disk storage pools versus tape
storage.

Use separate Fibre Channel adapters for tape and disk data.

Storage Disk
Based on the amount of data that you are writing to disk, specify the number of disks that you
require.

Ensure that the sequential input/output (I/O) throughput of the storage area network (SAN)
matches the I/O throughput for the network in the previous row.

For example, if you must back up 10 TB of data in a four-hour window, the throughput is
approximately 700 MB per second. In this case, the server requires a front-end network (client-to-
server path) that supports a minimum throughput of 700 MB per second. The back-end SAN (the
server-to-storage device path) also must support a minimum throughput of 700 MB per second.

To calculate the required disk speed, use the following formulas:

(Total amount of daily data ingestion -  
amount of daily data ingestion directly to tape) ÷ 
(Number of hours for daily client backup operations) =  
Megabytes of data ingestion to disk per hour

(Megabytes of data ingestion to disk per hour) ÷  
(3600 seconds per hour) = 
Megabytes of data ingestion per second 
that must be supported by the disk technology 

Tape
Select the tape technology that best fits your business requirements. For example, use IBM Linear
Tape-Open (LTO) or IBM TS1150 tape drives. Ensure that you have sufficient mount points for
client backup operations and for migration. For more information about planning tape storage, see
Planning for tape storage. For a list of supported tape devices, see IBM® Support Portal for IBM
Spectrum Protect.
Tip: To optimize data movement, use LAN-free data movement.

SAN I/O adapters Segregate disk and tape I/O. For more information about selecting an adapter, see the documentation for
Brocade hardware products and for IBM Storwize® storage solutions.

Disk
Use at least two adapters.

Tape
Use at least two adapters.

Estimating space requirements for the Operations Center
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Hardware requirements for the Operations Center are included in the preceding table, except for the database and archive log
space (inventory) that the Operations Center uses to hold records for managed clients.

If you do not plan to install the Operations Center on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you can estimate
system requirements separately. To calculate system requirements for the Operations Center, see the system requirements
calculator in technote 1641684.

Managing the Operations Center on the IBM Spectrum Protect server is a workload that requires extra space for database
operations on both the hub server and any spoke servers. The amount of space on the hub server for the archive log is larger if the
hub server is monitoring one or more spoke servers. Review the following guidelines to estimate how much space your IBM
Spectrum Protect server requires.

Database space for the Operations Center
The Operations Center uses approximately 4.4 GB of database space for every 1000 clients that are monitored on that
server. This calculation applies to both hub servers and spoke servers within a configuration.
For example, consider a hub server with 2000 clients that also manages three spoke servers, each with 1000 clients. This
configuration has a total of 5000 clients across the four servers. Each of the spoke servers requires 4.4 GB of database
space. If the spoke servers are at IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 or later, the hub server requires 8.8 GB of database
space for monitoring only its 2000 clients:

(4.4 GB x 2) = 8.8 GB

Database space for managed data
Managed data is the amount of data that is protected, including the amount of data for all retained versions.

For client types that perform incremental-forever backups, the following formula can be used to estimate the total
managed data:

Front-end + (front-end × change rate × (retention - 1))

For example, if you back up 100 TB of front-end data, use a 30-day retention period, and have a 5% change rate,
calculate your total managed data by using the following figures:

100 TB + (100 TB × 0.05 × (30-1)) = 245 TB total managed data

For client types that perform full backups every day, the following formula can be used to estimate the total
managed data:

Front-end × retention × (1 + change rate)

For example, if you back up 10 TB of front-end data, use a 30-day retention period, and have a 3% change rate,
calculate your total managed data by using the following figures:

10 TB × 30 × (1 + .03) = 309 TB total managed data 

Unstructured data, average object size: 4 MB

Structured data, average object size: 128 MB

Unstructured data, number of objects =

(245 TB × 1024 × 1024) / 4 MB = 64225280

Structured data, number of objects =

(309 TB × 1024 × 1024) / 128 MB = 2531328

Total number of objects: 66756608

Managed data cost (1 KB per object) =

(66756608 KB) / (1024 × 1024) = 63.66 GB

Plan for 20% of additional space so that database systems are not at 100% capacity:

Database total physical storage requirements = 
(managed data space + Operations Center space) × (1.20)

For this example, you would calculate the space by using the following figures:
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(66.33 GB + 8.4 GB) × 1.20 = 76.41 GB

Archive log space

The Operations Center uses approximately 18 GB of archive log space every 24 hours, per server, for every 1000 clients
monitored on that server. Additionally, for every 1000 clients that are monitored on spoke servers, additional archive log
space is used on the hub server. For spoke servers at V8.1.2 or later, this added amount is 1.2 GB of archive log space on
the hub server per 1000 clients monitored every 24 hours.

For example, consider a hub server with 2000 clients that also manages three spoke servers, each with 1000 clients. This
configuration has a total of 5000 clients across the four servers. You can calculate the archive log space for the hub server
by using the following formula:

((18 GB x 2) + (1.2 GB x 3)) = 39.6 GB of archive log space

These estimates are based on the default status collection interval of 5 minutes. If you reduce the collection interval from
once every 5 minutes to once every 3 minutes, the space requirements increase. The following examples show the
approximate increase in the log space requirements with a collection interval of once every 3 minutes for a configuration in
which V8.1.2 or later spoke servers are monitored:

Hub server: In the range 39.6 GB - 66 GB
Each spoke server: In the range 18 GB - 30 GB

Allocate archive log space so that you can support the Operations Center without affecting server operations.

Software requirements
Documentation for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ tape-based solution includes installation and configuration tasks for IBM® AIX®,
Linux, and Microsoft Windows operating systems. You must meet the minimum software requirements that are listed.

For information about software requirements for IBM lin_tape device drivers, refer to the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and
User's Guide.

AIX systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system IBM AIX 7.1

For more information about operating system requirements, see AIX: Minimum system
requirements for AIX systems.

Gunzip utility The gunzip utility must be available on your system before you install or upgrade the IBM
Spectrum Protect server. Ensure that the gunzip utility is installed and the path to it is set in
the PATH environment variable.

File system type JFS2 file systems

AIX systems can cache a large amount of file system data, which can reduce memory that is
required for server and IBM DB2® processes. To avoid paging with the AIX server, use the
rbrw mount option for the JFS2 file system. Less memory is used for the file system cache
and more is available for IBM Spectrum Protect.

Do not use the file system mount options, Concurrent I/O (CIO), and Direct I/O (DIO), for file
systems that contain the IBM Spectrum Protect database, logs, or storage pool volumes.
These options can cause performance degradation of many server operations. IBM Spectrum
Protect and DB2 can still use DIO where it is beneficial to do so, but IBM Spectrum Protect
does not require the mount options to selectively take advantage of these techniques.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Linux systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 (x86_64)

Libraries GNU C libraries, Version 2.3.3-98.38 or later that is installed on the IBM Spectrum Protect
system.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)
numactl.x86_64

File system type Format database-related file systems with ext3 or ext4.

For storage pool-related file systems, use XFS.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh)

Windows systems

Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit) or Windows Server 2016

File system type NTFS

Other software Windows 2012 R2 or Windows 2016 with .NET Framework 3.5 is installed and enabled.

The following User Account Control policies must be disabled:

User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator
account
User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

Planning worksheets
Use the planning worksheets to record values that you use to set up your system and configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
Use the best practice default values that are listed in the worksheets.

Each worksheet helps you prepare for different parts of the system configuration by using best practice values:

Server system preconfiguration
Use the preconfiguration worksheets to plan for the file systems and directories that you create when you configure file
systems for IBM Spectrum Protect during system setup. All directories that you create for the server must be empty.

Server configuration
Use the configuration worksheets when you configure the server. Default values are suggested for most items, except
where noted.

Table 1. Worksheet for preconfiguration of a server system
Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size More information

TCP/IP port address
for communications
with the server

1500   Not applicable. Ensure that this port
is available when you
install and configure
the operating system.

The port number can
be a number in the
range 1024 - 32767.
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size More information

Directory for the
server instance /home/tsminst1/tsminst1

C:\tsminst1

  50 GB.

25
GB.

If you change the
value for the server
instance directory
from the default, also
modify the DB2®
instance owner value
in Table 2.

Directory for server
installation

/
C:

  Available space
that is required for the
directory: 5 GB.

Minimum space that is
required for the directory:
30 GB

 

Directory for server
installation

/usr   Available space
that is required for the
directory: 5 GB.

 

Directory for server
installation

/var   Available space
that is required for the
directory: 5 GB.

 

Directory for server
installation

/tmp   Available space
that is required for the
directory: 5 GB.

 

Directory for server
installation

/opt   Available space
that is required for the
directory: 10 GB.

 

Directory for the
active log /tsminst1/TSMalog

C:\tsminst1\TSMalog

  128 GB. When you create the
active log during the
initial configuration of
the server, set the
size to 128 GB.

Directory for the
archive log /tsminst1/TSMarchlog

C:\tsminst1\TSMarchlog

  3 TB.  

Directories for the
database /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00

/tsminst1/TSMdbspace01
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace02
/tsminst1/TSMdbspace03

C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace01
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace02
C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace03

  For instructions about
calculating space
requirements, see
Hardware requirements.

Create four file
systems for the
database.
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Item Default value Your value Minimum directory size More information

Directories for
storage /tsminst1/TSMfile00

/tsminst1/TSMfile01
/tsminst1/TSMfile02
/tsminst1/TSMfile03
...

C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile01
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile02
C:\tsminst1\TSMfile03
...

  Determine the minimum
total capacity for all
directories by using the
following calculation:

Daily  
percentage of 
ingested  
data that is written  
to disk + 20% =  
Minimum total 
capacity

The preferred method
is to define at least
one directory for each
tape device.

Table 2. Worksheet for IBM Spectrum Protect configuration
Item Default value Your value More information

DB2 instance owner tsminst1   If you changed the value for
the server instance directory in
Table 1 from the default, also
modify the value for the DB2
instance owner.

DB2 instance owner
password

passw0rd
pAssW0rd

  Select a different value for the
instance owner password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.

Primary group for the
DB2 instance owner

tsmsrvrs    

Server name The default value for the server
name is the system host name.

   

Server password passw0rd   Select a different value for the
server password than the
default. Ensure that you record
this value in a secure location.

Administrator ID: user
ID for the server
instance

admin    

Administrator ID
password

passw0rd   Select a different value for the
administrator password than
the default. Ensure that you
record this value in a secure
location.
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Item Default value Your value More information

Schedule start time 23:00   The default schedule start
time begins the client
workload phase, which is
predominantly the client
backup and archive activities.
During the client workload
phase, server resources
support client operations.
Normally, these operations are
completed during the nightly
schedule window.

Schedules for server
maintenance operations are
defined to begin 10 hours after
the start of the client backup
window.

In this guide, the suggested
time to start client backup
operations is 23:00.

Table 3. Worksheet for tape configuration
Item Default value Your value More information

Robotic device files IBM® devices with an IBM tape
device driver:

/dev/smcX

/dev/IBMchangerX
ChangerX

Non-IBM devices with an IBM
Spectrum Protect device driver:

/dev/lbX
/dev/tsmscsi/lbX
lbA.B.C.D

  To manually define the library
device files, use the following
commands:

DEFINE LIBRARY
DEFINE DRIVE
DEFINE PATH

For SCSI, you can use the
PERFORM LIBACTION
command to define all drives
and their paths for a single
library in one step. To use this
command to define all drives
and paths, the
SANDISCOVERY option must
be supported and enabled.

Tape drives IBM devices with an IBM tape
device driver:

/dev/rmtX
/dev/IBMtapeX
TapeX

Non-IBM devices with an IBM
Spectrum Protect device driver:

/dev/mtX

/dev/tsmscsi/mtX
mtA.B.C.D

   

Planning for disk storage
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Choose the most effective storage technology for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components to ensure efficient server performance and
operations.

Storage hardware devices have different capacity and performance characteristics, which determine how they can be used
effectively with IBM Spectrum Protect. For general guidance about selecting the appropriate storage hardware and setup for your
solution, review the following guidelines.

Database, active log, and archive log

Use a solid-state disk (SSD) or a fast, 15,000 rpm disk for the IBM Spectrum Protect database and active log.
When you create arrays for the database, use RAID level 5.
Use separate disks for archive log and database backup storage.

Storage pool
Use RAID level 6 for storage pool arrays to add protection against double drive failures when you use large disk types.

Planning the storage arrays
Prepare for disk storage configuration by planning for RAID arrays and volumes, according to the size of your IBM Spectrum
Protect system.

Planning for tape storage
Determine which tape devices to use and how to configure them. To optimize system performance, plan to use fast, high-capacity
tape devices. Provision enough tape drives to meet your business requirements.

Supported tape devices and libraries
The server can use a wide range of tape devices and libraries. Select tape devices and libraries that meet your business
requirements.
Supported tape device configurations
Review the information about local area networks (LAN) and storage area networks (SAN). To optimize data movement,
plan to configure LAN-free data movement. In addition, consider whether to use library sharing.
Required definitions for tape storage devices
Before the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can use a tape device, you must configure the device to the operating system and
to the server. As part of the planning process, determine which definitions are required for your tape storage devices.
Planning the storage pool hierarchy
Plan the storage pool hierarchy to ensure that data is migrated daily from disk to tape. The migration releases space on the
disk device and moves the data to tape for long-term retention. In this way, you can take advantage of the scalability, cost
efficiency, and security features of tape storage.
Offsite data storage
To facilitate data recovery and as part of your disaster recovery strategy, store tape copies offsite.

Supported tape devices and libraries
The server can use a wide range of tape devices and libraries. Select tape devices and libraries that meet your business
requirements.

For a list of supported devices and valid device class formats, see the website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

For more information about storage devices and storage objects, see Types of storage devices.

Each device that is defined to IBM Spectrum Protect™ is associated with one device class. The device class specifies the device
type and media management information, such as recording format, estimated capacity, and labeling prefixes.

A device type identifies a device as a member of a group of devices that share similar media characteristics. For example, the LTO
device type applies to all generations of LTO tape drives.

A device class for a tape drive must also specify a library. A physical library is a collection of one or more drives that share similar
media-mounting requirements. That is, the drive can be mounted by an operator or by an automated mounting mechanism.

A library object definition specifies the library type and other characteristics that are associated with that library type.
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The following table lists the preferred library types for an IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 tape solution.

Table 1. Library types for an IBM Spectrum Protect 8.1.3 tape solution
Library type Description More information

SCSI A SCSI library is controlled through a SCSI interface, attached either
directly to the server's host by using SCSI cabling or by a storage
area network. A robot or other mechanism automatically handles
tape volume mounts and dismounts.
If you create different drive types for a SCSI library, you create
multiple logical libraries that cannot be split between different
types of drives. A SCSI library can contain drives of mixed
technologies, including LTO Ultrium and digital linear tape (DLT)
drives. For example:

The Oracle StorageTek L700 library
The IBM® 3592 tape device

Configuring libraries for use by a
server
Restrictions apply when you mix
different generations of media and
drives. For more information, see:

Mixing generations of 3592
drives and media in a single
library
Mixing LTO drives and
media in a library

Shared Shared libraries are logical libraries that are represented by SCSI.
The library is controlled by the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is
configured as a library manager.

IBM Spectrum Protect servers that use the SHARED library type are
library clients to the library manager server. Shared libraries
reference a library manager.

 

Supported tape device configurations
Review the information about local area networks (LAN) and storage area networks (SAN). To optimize data movement, plan to
configure LAN-free data movement. In addition, consider whether to use library sharing.

Select the device configuration that meets your business requirements.

LAN-based and LAN-free data movement
You can move data between clients and storage devices that are attached to a local area network (LAN), or to storage
devices that are attached to a storage area network (SAN), known as LAN-free data movement.
Library sharing
You can optimize the efficiency of your tape solution by configuring library sharing. Library sharing allows multiple IBM
Spectrum Protect™ servers to use the same tape library and drives on a storage area network (SAN) and to improve backup
and recovery performance and tape hardware utilization.
LAN-free data movement
IBM Spectrum Protect provides the capability for a client, through a storage agent, to directly back up and restore data to a
tape library on a SAN. This type of data movement is also known as LAN-free data movement.
Mixed device types in libraries
IBM Spectrum Protect supports mixing different device types within a single automated library, if the library can distinguish
among the different media for the different device types. To simplify the configuration process, do not plan to mix different
device types within a library. If you must mix device types, review the restrictions.

LAN-based and LAN-free data movement
You can move data between clients and storage devices that are attached to a local area network (LAN), or to storage devices that
are attached to a storage area network (SAN), known as LAN-free data movement.

In a conventional LAN configuration, one or more tape libraries are associated with a single IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. LAN-
free data movement makes LAN bandwidth available for other uses and decreases the load on the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

In a LAN configuration, client data, email, terminal connection, application program, and device control information must be
handled by the same network. Device control information and client backup and restore data flow across the LAN.

A SAN is a dedicated storage network that can improve system performance.

By using IBM Spectrum Protect in a SAN, you benefit from the following functions:
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Sharing storage devices among multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
Restriction: A storage device with the GENERICTAPE device type cannot be shared among servers.
Moving IBM Spectrum Protect client data directly to storage devices (LAN-free data movement) by configuring a storage
agent on the client system.

In a SAN, you can share tape drives and libraries that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including most SCSI tape
devices.

When IBM Spectrum Protect servers share a SCSI tape, one server, the library manager, owns and controls the device. The
storage agents, along with other IBM Spectrum Protect servers that share this library are library clients. A library client requests
shared library resources, such as drives or media, from the library manager, but uses the resources independently. The library
manager coordinates the access to these resources. IBM Spectrum Protect servers that are defined as library clients use server-
to-server communications to contact the library manager and request device service. Data moves over the SAN between each
server and the storage device.
Requirement: If you define a library manager server that is shared with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the SANDISCOVERY
option must be set to ON. By default, this option is set to OFF.
IBM Spectrum Protect servers use the following features when sharing an automated library:

Partitioning of the volume inventory
The inventory of media volumes in the shared library is partitioned among servers. Either one server owns a particular
volume, or the volume is in the global scratch pool. No server owns the scratch pool.

Serialized drive access
Only one server accesses each tape drive at a time. Drive access is serialized. IBM Spectrum Protect controls drive access
so that servers do not dismount other servers' volumes or write to drives where other servers mount their volumes.

Serialized mount access
The library autochanger completes a single mount or dismount operation at a time. The library manager completes all
mount operations to provide this serialization.

Library sharing
You can optimize the efficiency of your tape solution by configuring library sharing. Library sharing allows multiple IBM Spectrum
Protect™ servers to use the same tape library and drives on a storage area network (SAN) and to improve backup and recovery
performance and tape hardware utilization.

When IBM Spectrum Protect servers share a library, one server is set up as the library manager and controls library operations
such as mount and dismount. The library manager also controls volume ownership and the library inventory. Other servers are set
up as library clients and use server-to-server communications to contact the library manager and request resources.

Library clients must be at the same or an earlier version than the library manager server. A library manager cannot support library
clients that are at a later version. For more information, see Storage-agent and library-client compatibility with an IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

LAN-free data movement
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides the capability for a client, through a storage agent, to directly back up and restore data to a tape
library on a SAN. This type of data movement is also known as LAN-free data movement.

Restriction: Centera storage devices cannot be targets for LAN-free operations.

Figure 1 shows a SAN configuration in which a client directly accesses a tape to read or write data.

Figure 1. LAN-free data movement
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LAN-free data movement requires the installation of a storage agent on the client system. The server maintains the database and
recovery log, and acts as the library manager to control device operations. The storage agent on the client handles the data
transfer to the device on the SAN. This implementation frees up bandwidth on the LAN that would otherwise be used for client
data movement.

Mixed device types in libraries
IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports mixing different device types within a single automated library, if the library can distinguish
among the different media for the different device types. To simplify the configuration process, do not plan to mix different device
types within a library. If you must mix device types, review the restrictions.

Libraries with this capability are models that have built-in mixed drives, or that support the addition of mixed drives. For
information about specific models, see the manufacturer's documentation. To learn about libraries that were tested on IBM
Spectrum Protect with mixed device types, see the information for your operating system:

IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Devices for AIX®, HP-UX, Solaris, and Windows
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Devices for Linux

For example, you can have LTO Ultrium drives and IBM TS4500 drives in a single library that is defined to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

Different media generations in a library
The IBM Spectrum Protect server allows mixed device types in an automated library, but the mixing of different generations
of the same type of drive is generally not supported. New drives cannot write to the older media formats, and old drives
cannot read new formats. LTO Ultrium drives are an exception to this rule.
Mixed media and storage pools
You can optimize the efficiency of your tape solution by not mixing media formats in a storage pool. Instead of mixing
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formats, map each unique media format to a separate storage pool by using its own device class. This restriction also
applies to LTO formats.

Different media generations in a library
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server allows mixed device types in an automated library, but the mixing of different generations of
the same type of drive is generally not supported. New drives cannot write to the older media formats, and old drives cannot read
new formats. LTO Ultrium drives are an exception to this rule.

If the new drive technology cannot write to media that is formatted by older generation drives, the older media must be marked
read-only to avoid problems for server operations. Also, the older drives must be removed from the library, or the definitions of the
older drives must be removed from the server. For example, the IBM Spectrum Protect server does not support the use of Oracle
StorageTek 9940A drives with 9940B drives in combination with other device types in a single library.

In general, IBM Spectrum Protect does not support mixing generations of LTO Ultrium drives and media. However, the following
mixtures are supported:

LTO Ultrium Generation 3 (LTO-3) with LTO Ultrium Generation 4 (LTO-4)
LTO Ultrium Generation 4 (LTO-4) with LTO Ultrium Generation 5 (LTO-5)
LTO Ultrium Generation 5 (LTO-5) with LTO Ultrium Generation 6 (LTO-6)
LTO Ultrium Generation 6 (LTO-6) with LTO Ultrium Generation 7 (LTO-7)

The server supports these mixtures because the different drives can read and write to the different media. If you plan to upgrade
all drives to Generation 4 (or Generation 5, 6, or 7), you must delete all existing LTO Ultrium drive definitions and the paths that
are associated with them. Then, you can define the new Generation 4 (or Generation 5, 6, or 7) drives and paths.

Restrictions that apply to mixing LTO Ultrium tape drives and media

LTO-5 drives can read only LTO-3 media. If you are mixing LTO-3 with LTO-5 drives and media in a single library, you
must mark the LTO-3 media as read-only. You must check out all LTO-3 scratch volumes.
LTO-6 drives can read only LTO-4 media. If you are mixing LTO-4 with LTO-6 drives and media in a single library, you
must mark the LTO-4 media as read-only. You must check out all LTO-4 scratch volumes.
LTO-7 drives can read only LTO-5 media. If you are mixing LTO-5 with LTO-7 drives and media in a single library, you
must mark the LTO-5 media as read-only. You must check out all LTO-5 scratch volumes.

Restrictions that apply to mixed generation LTO Ultrium tape drives in a library
You must use tape cartridges that are an earlier generation than the tape drive. A later generation tape drive can read and
write data to an earlier generation tape cartridge. For an example, if a library has LTO-7 and LTO-6 tape drives, you must
use LTO-6 tape cartridges. Both the LTO-7 and LTO-6 tape drives can read and write data to LTO-6 tape cartridges.

Restrictions that apply to mixed generation LTO Ultrium tape cartridges in a library
You must use a tape cartridge that is the same generation as the tape drive, or one generation earlier. For example, if a
library has LTO-7 tape drives, you can use LTO-7 tape cartridges or mixed LTO-7 and LTO-6 tape cartridges. If this library
has LTO-7, LTO-6, and LTO-5 tape cartridges, you must change the access mode to READONLY for the LTO-5 tape
cartridges.

To learn about additional considerations when you mix LTO Ultrium generations, see Defining LTO device classes.

When you use IBM Spectrum Protect, you cannot mix drives that are 3592, TS1130, TS1140, TS1150, and later drive generations.
Use one of three special configurations. For details, see Defining 3592 device classes.

If you plan to encrypt volumes in a library, do not mix media generations in the library.

Mixed media and storage pools
You can optimize the efficiency of your tape solution by not mixing media formats in a storage pool. Instead of mixing formats,
map each unique media format to a separate storage pool by using its own device class. This restriction also applies to LTO
formats.

Multiple storage pools and their device classes of different types can point to the same library that can support them as described
in Different media generations in a library.

You can migrate to a new generation of a media type within the same storage pool by following these steps:

1. Replace all older drives with the newer generation drives within the library. The drives should be mixed.
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2. Mark the existing volumes with the older formats read-only if the new drive cannot append those tapes in the old format. If
the new drive can write to the existing media in their old format, this is not necessary, but Step 1 is still required. If it is
necessary to keep different drive generations that are read but not write compatible within the same library, use separate
storage pools for each.

Required definitions for tape storage devices
Before the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can use a tape device, you must configure the device to the operating system and to the
server. As part of the planning process, determine which definitions are required for your tape storage devices.

Tip: You can use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to simplify the process when you add devices to SCSI and VTL library types.

Table 1 summarizes the definitions that are required for different device types.

Table 1. Required definitions for storage devices

Device Device types

Required definitions

Library Drive Path Device class

Magnetic disk DISK — — — Yes 1

  FILE 2 — — — Yes

  CENTERA

CENTERA 3

— — — Yes

Tape 3590
3592
DLT
LTO
NAS
VOLSAFE

GENERICTAPE

ECARTRIDGE 4

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Removable media
(file system)

REMOVABLEFILE Yes Yes Yes Yes

1. The DISK device class exists at installation and cannot be changed.
2. FILE libraries, drives, and paths are required for sharing with storage agents.
3. The CENTERA device type is available only for Linux x86_64 systems.
4. The ECARTRIDGE device type is for Oracle StorageTek cartridge tape drives such as 9840 and T10000 drives.

Planning the storage pool hierarchy
Plan the storage pool hierarchy to ensure that data is migrated daily from disk to tape. The migration releases space on the disk
device and moves the data to tape for long-term retention. In this way, you can take advantage of the scalability, cost efficiency,
and security features of tape storage.

Before you begin

The storage pool hierarchy helps to manage the flow of data. To understand the data flow, review Figure 1.
Figure 1. Tape solution
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The following steps correspond to the numbers in the figure:

1. The server receives data from clients (applications, virtual machines, or systems) and stores the data on primary storage
pools. Depending on the client type, the data is stored on a primary storage pool on disk or tape.

2. The data on disk and tape is backed up to a copy storage pool on tape.
3. Data in the primary storage pool on disk is migrated daily to the primary storage pool on tape.
4. Data from the copy storage pool on tape is moved offsite to support long-term retention and disaster recovery.

Procedure

To plan the storage pool hierarchy, answer the following questions:

a. Which clients should back up data to disk, and which clients should back up data to tape?
The preferred method is to back up clients that host large objects, such as databases, to tape.
The preferred method is to back up all other clients to disk.
Virtual machine (VM) clients can be backed up to disk or tape. The preferred method is to back up a VM client to a
separate disk storage pool, which is not migrated to tape. If you must migrate a VM client to tape, create a smaller
disk storage pool to hold the VMware control files. This smaller disk storage pool cannot be allowed to migrate to
tape. For more information about backing up a VM client to tape, see Tape media guidelines and technote 1239546.

Tip: If many clients must back up data to a single storage pool, consider using a storage pool on disk because you can
specify many mount points. You can specify a maximum value of 999 for the MAXNUMMP parameter on the REGISTER
NODE command.

b. What are the considerations for specifying the capacity of disk-based storage pools?

At minimum, plan enough capacity to store data from a single day of backup operations. The preferred method is to plan
enough capacity to store data from two days' worth of backup operations and add a 20% buffer.

c. What are the considerations for specifying the device class for the disk-based storage pool?

The preferred method is to specify a FILE device class. Set the MOUNTLIMIT parameter to 4000. Also, ensure that the node
has a sufficiently high number of mount points, which you can specify by using the MAXNUMMP parameter on the
REGISTER NODE command.

d. Should data deduplication be specified for the disk storage pool?

No, because the data is stored on disk for only one day before the data is migrated to tape.

e. Should automatic migration of data be specified based on a migration threshold?
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No. Instead, plan to schedule daily migration by using the MIGRATE STGPOOL command. (To prevent automatic migration
based on the migration threshold, specify a value of 100 for the HIGHMIG parameter and 0 for the LOWMIG parameter
when you issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command.)

f. Should a migration delay be specified?

The preferred method is to specify migration from disk to tape daily, and not specify a migration delay, which requires
additional planning. For more information about migration delays, see Migrating files in a storage pool hierarchy.

g. How can the number of tape drives be calculated?
i. Determine the native data transfer rate of the drive by reviewing the manufacturer's documentation. To obtain an

estimate of the sustained data transfer rate in your storage environment, subtract 30% from the native data transfer
rate.

ii. Calculate the required rate of data ingestion by the server. Then, divide that figure by the sustained data transfer rate
of a single tape device. The result is the minimum number of drives to support data ingestion.

iii. Calculate the number of mount points that are required by clients that back up data to tape, including those clients
that use multiple sessions. You can distribute the mount points over the backup window, keeping in mind that clients
are likely backing up large objects, which might use most of the window.

iv. Calculate the performance requirements and mount points that are required for maintenance tasks, such as disk-to-
tape migration and tape-to-tape copies. By backing up data to tape, you can avoid migration processing, but making
tape-to-tape copies will double the tape drive requirement.

v. Calculate the number of additional drives that might be required, for example:
If a tape drive malfunctions, the issue impacts the number of available mount points and the ingestion rate.
Consider provisioning spare drives. For example, if you require five tape drives for normal operations, consider
provisioning two spare drives.
Restore and retrieve operations might require additional tape drives if you plan to run the operations
simultaneously with data ingestion and maintenance operations. If necessary, provision additional tape drives
and ensure that they are unused when you start the restore or retrieve operations.

h. What alternatives are available for optimizing restore operations?
You can use collocation to improve system performance and optimize data organization. Collocation can reduce the number
of volumes that must be accessed when a large amount of data must be restored:

For disk-based storage pools, the preferred method is to use collocation by node. The server stores the data for the
node on as few volumes as possible.
For tape-based storage pools, the preferred method is to use collocation by group. Collocation by group results in a
reduction of unused tape capacity, which allows for more collocated data on individual tapes.

For more information about collocation, see Optimizing operations by enabling collocation of client files.
If you are an experienced system administrator, you might plan additional actions to optimize restore operations. See
Optimizing restore operations for clients, File backup techniques, and MOVE NODEDATA (Move data by node in a sequential
access storage pool).

Offsite data storage
To facilitate data recovery and as part of your disaster recovery strategy, store tape copies offsite.

Use the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to configure and automatically generate a disaster recovery plan that contains
the information, scripts, and procedures that are required to automatically restore the server and recover client data after a
disaster. Choose from one of the following offsite data storage options as a disaster recovery strategy to protect tape copies:

Offsite vaulting from a single production site
Storage volumes, such as tape cartridges and media volumes, are vaulted at an offsite location. A courier transports the
data from the offsite storage facility to the recovery site. If a disaster occurs, the volumes are sent back to the production
site after hardware and the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server are restored.

Offsite vaulting with a recovery site
A courier moves storage volumes from the production site to an offsite storage facility. By having a dedicated recovery site,
you can reduce recovery time compared to the single production site. However, this option increases the cost of disaster
recovery because more hardware and software must be maintained. For example, the recovery site must have compatible
tape devices and IBM Spectrum Protect server software. Before the production site can be recovered, the hardware and
software at the recovery site must be set up and running.

Electronic vaulting
To use electronic vaulting as a disaster recovery strategy, the recovery site must have a running IBM Spectrum Protect
server. Critical data is vaulted electronically from the production site to the recovery site. DRM is also used for offsite
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vaulting of noncritical data. Electronic vaulting moves critical data offsite faster and more frequently than traditional courier
methods. Recovery time is reduced because critical data is already stored at the recovery site. However, because the
recovery site runs continuously, the cost of the disaster recovery strategy is more expensive than offsite vaulting.

Related concepts:
Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM

Planning for security
Plan to protect the security of systems in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution with access and authentication controls, and
consider encrypting data and password transmission.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect solution.
Planning for secure communications
Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect solution components.
Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the method that best suits your needs.
Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect solution to work.

Planning for administrator roles
Define the authority levels that you want to assign to administrators who have access to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution.

You can assign one of the following levels of authority to administrators:

System
Administrators with system authority have the highest level of authority. Administrators with this level of authority can
complete any task. They can manage all policy domains and storage pools, and grant authority to other administrators.

Policy
Administrators who have policy authority can manage all of the tasks that are related to policy management. This privilege
can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to specific policy domains.

Storage
Administrators who have storage authority can allocate and control storage resources for the server.

Operator
Administrators who have operator authority can control the immediate operation of the server and the availability of
storage media such as tape libraries and drives.

The scenarios in Table 1 provide examples about why you might want to assign varying levels of authority so that administrators
can perform tasks:

Table 1. Scenarios for administrator roles
Scenario Type of administrator ID to set up

An administrator at a small company manages the server and is
responsible for all server activities.

System authority: 1 administrator ID

An administrator for multiple servers also manages the overall
system. Several other administrators manage their own storage
pools.

System authority on all servers: 1 administrator ID for
the overall system administrator
Storage authority for designated storage pools: 1
administrator ID for each of the other administrators

An administrator manages 2 servers. Another person helps
with the administration tasks. Two assistants are responsible
for helping to ensure that important systems are backed up.
Each assistant is responsible for monitoring the scheduled
backups on one of the IBM Spectrum Protect servers.

System authority on both servers: 2 administrator IDs
Operator authority: 2 administrator IDs for the
assistants with access to the server that each person is
responsible for

Related tasks:
Managing administrators

Planning for secure communications
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Plan for protecting communications among the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution components.

Determine the level of protection that is required for your data, based on regulations and business requirements under which your
company operates.

If your business requires a high level of security for passwords and data transmission, plan on implementing secure
communication with Transport Layer Security (TLS) or Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocols.

TLS and SSL provide secure communications between the server and client, but can affect system performance. To improve
system performance, use TLS for authentication without encrypting object data. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the
entire session or only for authentication, see the SSL client option for client-to-server communication, and the UPDATE
SERVER=SSL parameter for server-to-server communication. Beginning in V8.1.2, TLS is used for authentication by default. If you
decide to use TLS to encrypt entire sessions, use the protocol only for sessions where it is necessary and add processor resources
on the server to manage the increase in network traffic. You can also try other options. For example, some networking devices
such as routers and switches provide the TLS or SSL function.

You can use TLS and SSL to protect some or all of the different possible communication paths, for example:

Operations Center: browser to hub; hub to spoke
Client to server
Server to server: node replication

Related tasks:
Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security

Planning for storage of encrypted data
Determine whether your company requires stored data to be encrypted, and choose the method that best suits your needs.

Table 1. Selecting a data encryption method
Business
requirement

Encryption method Additional information

Protect data at the
client level.

IBM Spectrum Protect™
client encryption

You can encrypt data at the file level by using an include/exclude list. In this
way, you can maintain a high degree of control over which data is encrypted.
Extra computing resources are required at the client that might affect the
performance of backup and restore processes. For more information about
this method, see IBM Spectrum Protect client encryption.

Protect data in
storage pool
volumes on a tape
drive.

Application method When you use the Application method, IBM Spectrum Protect manages the
encryption keys to protect data in storage pool volumes. You must take extra
care to secure database backups because the encryption keys are stored in
the server database. Without access to database backups and matching
encryption keys, you cannot restore your data. You cannot use this method to
encrypt database backups, exported data, or backup sets. For more
information about the Application method, see Tape encryption methods.

Protect data on a
tape drive.

Library method When you use the Library method, the library manages encryption keys. You
can encrypt both data in storage pools and other data on a tape drive. You
can control which volumes are encrypted by using their bar code serial
numbers. For more information about the Library method, see Tape
encryption methods.

Protect data on a
tape drive.

System method When you use the System method, a device driver or the AIX operating
system manages encryption. This encryption method is available only on the
AIX® operating system. You can encrypt both data in storage pools and other
data on a tape drive. For more information about the System method, see
Tape encryption methods.

Planning firewall access
Determine the firewalls that are set and the ports that must be open for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution to work.

Table 1 describes the ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center.
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Table 1. Ports that are used by the server, client, and Operations Center
Item Default Direction Description

Base port
(TCPPORT)

1500 Outbound/inbound Each server instance requires a unique port. You can specify an
alternative port number. The TCPPORT option listens for both
TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions from the client. You can use the
TCPADMINPORT option and ADMINONCLIENTPORT option to set
port values for administrative client traffic.

SSL-only port
(SSLTCPPORT)

No default Outbound/inbound This port is used if you want to restrict communication on the port
to SSL-enabled sessions only. A server can support both SSL and
non-SSL communication by using the TCPPORT or
TCPADMINPORT options.

SMB 45 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SSH 22 Inbound/outbound This port is used by configuration wizards that communicate by
using native protocols with multiple hosts.

SMTP 25 Outbound This port is used to send email alerts from the server.

Replication No default Outbound/inbound The port and protocol for the outbound port for replication are set
by the DEFINE SERVER command that is used to set up
replication.

The inbound ports for replication are the TCP ports and SSL ports
are specified for the source server on the DEFINE SERVER
command.

Client schedule
port

Client port: 1501 Outbound The client listens on the port that is named and communicates
the port number to the server. The server contacts the client if
server prompted scheduling is used. You can specify an
alternative port number in the client options file.

Long-running
sessions

KEEPALIVE
setting: YES

Outbound When the KEEPALIVE option is enabled, keepalive packets are
sent during client/server sessions to prevent the firewall software
from closing long-running, inactive connections.

Operations Center HTTPS: 11090 Inbound These ports are used for the Operations Center web browser. You
can specify an alternative port number.

Client
management
service port

Client port: 9028 Inbound If you plan to use IBM Spectrum Protect client management
services, the client management service port must be accessible
from the Operations Center. Ensure that firewalls cannot prevent
connections. The client management service uses the TCP port of
the server for the client node for authentication by using an
administrative session.

Related tasks:
Collecting diagnostic information with IBM Spectrum Protect client management services

Related reference:
ADMINONCLIENTPORT server option
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
TCPADMINPORT server option
TCPPORT server option

Implementation of a tape-based data protection solution
Implement the tape-based solution, which uses disk-to-disk-to-tape backup and disk staging to optimize storage. By
implementing the tape solution, you can enable long-term data retention and achieve low-cost scalability.
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Tip: The described solution does not include node replication. However, if you want to use node replication to back up a storage
pool from disk to disk, ensure that the replication operation is completed before data is migrated from disk to tape. You can also
use node replication to back up a storage pool on a local tape device to a copy storage pool on a local tape device.

Implementation roadmap

The following steps are required to set up a tape-based solution.

1. Set up the system.
2. Install the server and the Operations Center.
3. Configure the server and the Operations Center.
4. Attach tape devices for the server.
5. Configure tape libraries for use by the server.
6. Set up a storage pool hierarchy.
7. Install and configure clients.
8. Configure LAN-free data movement.
9. Select an encryption method and configure encryption.

10. Set up tape storage operations.
11. Complete the implementation.

Setting up the system
To set up the system, you must first configure your disk storage hardware and the server system for IBM Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

Tip: Procedures for setting up the server and the disk storage system are described. To get started with setting up tape devices,
see Attaching tape devices for the server.

Configuring the storage hardware
To optimize disk storage, review the guidelines for setting up disk storage with IBM Spectrum Protect. Then, provide a
connection between the server and the disk storage devices and complete other configuration tasks.
Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect server requirements are met.
Adjust operating system settings as directed.
Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
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detailed instructions.
Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.
Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.

Configuring the storage hardware
To optimize disk storage, review the guidelines for setting up disk storage with IBM Spectrum Protect. Then, provide a connection
between the server and the disk storage devices and complete other configuration tasks.

Before you begin

For guidelines about setting up disk storage, see Checklist for storage pools on DISK or FILE

Procedure

1. Provide a connection between the server and the storage devices by following these guidelines:
Use a switch or direct connection for Fibre Channel connections.
Consider the number of ports that are connected and account for the amount of bandwidth that is needed.
Consider the number of ports on the server and the number of host ports on the disk system that are connected.

2. Verify that device drivers and firmware for the server system, adapters, and operating system are current and at the
recommended levels.

3. Configure storage arrays. Make sure that you planned properly to ensure optimal performance. For more information, see
Planning for disk storage.

4. Ensure that the server system has access to disk volumes that are created. Complete the following steps:
a. If the system is connected to a Fibre Channel switch, zone the server to see the disks.
b. Map all of the volumes to tell the disk system that this specific server is allowed to see each disk.

5. Ensure that tape and disk devices use different Host Bus Adapter (HBA) ports. Control tape and disk I/O by using the SAN.

Related tasks:
Configuring multipath I/O

Installing the server operating system
Install the operating system on the server system and ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect™ server requirements are met. Adjust
operating system settings as directed.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.
Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.
Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Installing on AIX systems
Complete the following steps to install AIX® on the server system.

Procedure

1. Install AIX Version 7.1, TL4, SP2, or later according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:

Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server
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Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost

4. Enable AIX I/O completion ports by issuing the following command:

chdev -l iocp0 -P

Server performance can be affected by the Olson time zone definition.
5. To optimize performance, change your system time zone format from Olson to POSIX. Use the following command format

to update the time zone setting:

chtz=local_timezone,date/time,date/time

For example, if you lived in Tucson, Arizona, where Mountain Standard Time is used, you would issue the following
command to change to the POSIX format:

chtz MST7MDT,M3.2.0/2:00:00,M11.1.0/2:00:00

6. Add an entry in the .profile of the instance user so that the following environment is set:

export MALLOCOPTIONS=multiheap:16

7. Set the system to create full application core files. Issue the following command:

chdev -l sys0 -a fullcore=true -P

8. For communications with the server and Operations Center, make sure that the following ports are open on any firewalls
that might exist:

For communications with the server, open port 1500.
For secure communications with the Operations Center, open port 11090 on the hub server.

If you are not using the default port values, make sure that the ports that you are using are open.

9. Enable TCP high-performance enhancements. Issue the following command:

no -p -o rfc1323=1

10. For optimal throughput and reliability, bond four 10 Gb Ethernet ports together. Use the System Management Interface Tool
(SMIT) to bond the ports together by using Etherchannel. The following settings were used during testing:

      mode            8023ad 
      auto_recovery   yes            Enable automatic recovery after failover 
      backup_adapter  NONE           Adapter used when whole channel fails 
      hash_mode       src_dst_port   Determines how outgoing adapter is chosen 
      interval        long           Determines interval value for IEEE  
                                     802.3ad mode 
      mode            8023ad         EtherChannel mode of operation 
      netaddr         0              Address to ping 
      noloss_failover yes            Enable lossless failover after ping  
                                     failure 
      num_retries     3              Times to retry ping before failing 
      retry_time      1              Wait time (in seconds) between pings 
      use_alt_addr    no             Enable Alternate EtherChannel Address 
      use_jumbo_frame no             Enable Gigabit Ethernet Jumbo Frames

11. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 1. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 1. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn
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User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Installing on Linux systems
Complete the following steps to install Linux x86_64 on the server system.

Before you begin

The operating system will be installed on the internal hard disks. Configure the internal hard disks by using a hardware RAID 1
array. For example, if you are configuring a small system, the two 300 GB internal disks are mirrored in RAID 1 so that a single 300
GB disk appears available to the operating system installer.

Procedure

1. Install Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 or later, according to the manufacturer instructions. Obtain a bootable DVD that
contains Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1 and start your system from this DVD. See the following guidance for
installation options. If an item is not mentioned in the following list, leave the default selection.

a. After you start the DVD, choose Install or upgrade an existing system from the menu.
b. On the Welcome screen, select Test this media & install Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1.
c. Select your language and keyboard preferences.
d. Select your location to set the correct time zone.
e. Select Software Selection and then on the next screen, select Server with GUI.
f. From the installation summary page, click Installation Destination and verify the following items:

The local 300 GB disk is selected as the installation target.
Under Other Storage Options, Automatically configure partitioning is selected.

Click Done.
g. Click Begin Installation. After the installation starts, set the root password for your root user account.

After the installation is completed, restart the system and log in as the root user. Issue the df command to verify your basic
partitioning. For example, on a test system, the initial partitioning produced the following result:

[root@tvapp02]# df –h 
Filesystem             Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/rhel-root   50G  3.0G   48G   6% / 
devtmpfs                32G     0   32G   0% /dev 
tmpfs                   32G   92K   32G   1% /dev/shm 
tmpfs                   32G  8.8M   32G   1% /run 
tmpfs                   32G     0   32G   0% /sys/fs/cgroup 
/dev/mapper/rhel-home  220G   37M  220G   1% /home 
/dev/sda1              497M  124M  373M  25% /boot

2. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to the operating system installation instructions.
For optimal throughput and reliability, consider bonding multiple network ports together. This can be accomplished by
creating a Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) network connection, which aggregates several subordinate ports into a
single logical connection. The preferred method is to use a bond mode of 802.3ad, miimon setting of 100, and a
xmit_hash_policy setting of layer3+4.
Restriction: To use an LACP network connection, you must have a network switch that supports LACP.

For additional instructions about configuring bonded network connections with Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7, see
Create a Channel Bonding Interface.

3. Open the /etc/hosts file and complete the following actions:
Update the file to include the IP address and host name for the server. For example:

192.0.2.7  server.yourdomain.com  server

Verify that the file contains an entry for localhost with an address of 127.0.0.1. For example:

127.0.0.1  localhost
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4. Install components that are required for the server installation. Complete the following steps to create a Yellowdog Updater
Modified (YUM) repository and install the prerequisite packages.

a. Mount your Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD to a system directory. For example, to mount it to the /mnt
directory, issue the following command:

mount -t iso9660 -o ro /dev/cdrom /mnt

b. Verify that the DVD mounted by issuing the mount command. You should see output similar to the following
example:

/dev/sr0 on /mnt type iso9660

c. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

If the repos.d directory does not exist, create it.
d. List directory contents:

ls rhel-source.repo

e. Rename the original repo file by issuing the mv command. For example:

mv rhel-source.repo rhel-source.repo.orig

f. Create a new repo file by using a text editor. For example, to use the vi editor, issue the following command:

vi rhel71_dvd.repo

g. Add the following lines to the new repo file. The baseurl parameter specifies your directory mount point:

[rhel71_dvd] 
name=DVD Redhat Enterprise Linux 7.1 
baseurl=file:///mnt 
enabled=1 
gpgcheck=0

h. Install the prerequisite package ksh.x86_64, by issuing the yum command. For example:

yum install ksh.x86_64

Exception: You do not need to install the compat-libstdc++-33-3.2.3-69.el6.i686 and libstdc++.i686 libraries for
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Version 7.1.

5. When the software installation is complete, you can restore the original YUM repository values by completing the following
steps:

a. Unmount the Red Hat Enterprise Linux installation DVD by issuing the following command:

unmount /mnt

b. Change to the YUM repository directory by issuing the following command:

cd /etc/yum/repos.d

c. Rename the repo file that you created:

mv rhel71_dvd.repo rhel71_dvd.repo.orig

d. Rename the original file to the original name:

mv rhel-source.repo.orig rhel-source.repo

6. Determine whether kernel parameter changes are required. Complete the following steps:
a. Use the sysctl -a command to list the parameter values.
b. Analyze the results by using the guidelines in Table 1 to determine whether any changes are required.
c. If changes are required, set the parameters in the /etc/sysctl.conf file. The file changes are applied when the system

is started.
Tip: Automatically adjust kernel parameter settings and eliminate the need for manual updates to these settings. On Linux,
the DB2® database software automatically adjusts interprocess communication (IPC) kernel parameter values to the
preferred settings. For more information about kernel parameter settings, search for Linux kernel parameters in the IBM
DB2 Version 11.1 product documentation.

Table 1. Linux kernel parameter optimum settings
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Parameter DescriptionParameter Description

kernel.shmmni The maximum number of segments.

kernel.shmmax The maximum size of a shared memory segment (bytes).

This parameter must be set before automatically starting the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on system startup.

kernel.shmall The maximum allocation of shared memory pages (pages).

kernel.sem

There are four values for the kernel.sem
parameter.

(SEMMSL)

The maximum semaphores per array.

(SEMMNS)

The maximum semaphores per system.

(SEMOPM)

The maximum operations per semaphore call.

(SEMMNI)

The maximum number of arrays.

kernel.msgmni The maximum number of system-wide message queues.

kernel.msgmax The maximum size of messages (bytes).

kernel.msgmnb The default maximum size of queue (bytes).

kernel.randomize_va_space The kernel.randomize_va_space parameter configures the
use of memory ASLR for the kernel. Disable ASLR because it
can cause errors for the DB2 software. To learn more details
about the Linux ASLR and DB2, see technote 1365583.

vm.swappiness The vm.swappiness parameter defines whether the kernel
can swap application memory out of physical random access
memory (RAM). For more information about kernel
parameters, see the DB2 product information.

vm.overcommit_memory The vm.overcommit_memory parameter influences how
much virtual memory the kernel permits allocating. For more
information about kernel parameters, see the DB2 product
information.

7. Open firewall ports to communicate with the server. Complete the following steps:
a. Determine the zone that is used by the network interface. The zone is public, by default.

Issue the following command:

#  firewall-cmd --get-active-zones 
public 
  interfaces: ens4f0

b. To use the default port address for communications with the server, open TCP/IP port 1500 in the Linux firewall.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=1500/tcp --permanent

If you want to use a value other than the default, you can specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767. If you open a
port other than the default, you will need to specify that port when you run the configuration script.

c. If you plan to use this system as a hub, open port 11090, which is the default port for secure (https)
communications.
Issue the following command:

firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=11090/tcp --permanent

d. Reload the firewall definitions for the changes to take effect.
Issue the following command:
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firewall-cmd --reload

8. Verify that user process resource limits, also known as ulimits, are set according to guidelines in Table 2. If ulimit values are
not set correctly, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.

Table 2. User limits (ulimit) values
User limit type Setting Value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files
created

core Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data
segment for a process

data Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size fsize Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open
files

nofile 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of
processor time in seconds

cpu Unlimited ulimit -Ht

Maximum number of user
processes

nproc 16384 ulimit -Hu

If you need to modify any user limit values, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Installing on Windows systems
Install Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition on the server system and prepare the system for installation and
configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Install Windows Server 2016 Standard Edition, according to the manufacturer instructions.
2. Change the Windows account control policies by completing the following steps.

a. Open the Local Security Policy editor by running secpol.msc.
b. Click Local Policies > Security Options and ensure that the following User Account Control policies are disabled:

Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator account
Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

3. Configure your TCP/IP settings according to installation instructions for the operating system.
4. Apply Windows updates and enable optional features by completing the following steps:

a. Apply the latest Windows Server 2016 updates.
b. Install and enable the Windows 2012 R2 feature Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 from the Windows Server Manager.
c. If required, update the FC and Ethernet HBA device drivers to newer levels.
d. Install the multipath I/O driver that is appropriate for the disk system that you are using.

5. Open the default TCP/IP port, 1500, for communications with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. For example, issue the
following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Backup server port 1500" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=1500

6. On the Operations Center hub server, open the default port for secure (https) communications with the Operations Center.
The port number is 11090. For example, issue the following command:

netsh advfirewall firewall add rule name="Operations Center port 11090" 
dir=in action=allow protocol=TCP localport=11090

Configuring multipath I/O
You can enable and configure multipathing for disk storage. Use the documentation that is provided with your hardware for
detailed instructions.

AIX systems
Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.
Linux systems
Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.
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Windows systems
Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.

AIX systems
Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.

Procedure

1. Determine the Fibre Channel port address that you must use for the host definition on the disk subsystem. Issue the lscfg
command for every port.

On small and medium systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address"

On large systems, issue the following commands:

lscfg -vps -l fcs0 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs1 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs2 | grep "Network Address" 
lscfg -vps -l fcs3 | grep "Network Address"

2. Ensure that the following AIX® file sets are installed:
devices.common.IBM.mpio.rte
devices.fcp.disk.array.rte
devices.fcp.disk.rte

3. Issue the cfgmgr command to have AIX rescan the hardware and discover available disks. For example:

cfgmgr

4. To list the available disks, issue the following command:

lsdev -Ccdisk

You should see output similar to the following:

hdisk0  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk1  Available 00-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk2  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk3  Available 01-00-00 SAS Disk Drive 
hdisk4  Available 06-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
hdisk5  Available 07-01-02 MPIO IBM 2076 FC Disk 
...

5. Use the output from the lsdev command to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, a device ID could be hdisk4. Save the list of device IDs to use when you create file systems for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

6. Correlate the SCSI device IDs to specific disk LUNs from the disk system by listing detailed information about all physical
volumes in the system. Issue the following command:

lspv -u

On an IBM® Storwize® system, the following information is an example of what is shown for each device:

hdisk4  00f8cf083fd97327  None  active      
 332136005076300810105780000000000003004214503IBMfcp

In the example, 60050763008101057800000000000030 is the UID for the volume, as reported by the Storwize
management interface.
To verify disk size in megabytes and compare the value with what is listed for the system, issue the following command:

bootinfo -s hdisk4

Linux systems
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Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.

Procedure

1. Edit the /etc/multipath.conf file to enable multipathing for Linux hosts. If the multipath.conf file does not exist, you can
create it by issuing the following command:

mpathconf --enable

The following parameters were set in multipath.conf for testing on an IBM Storwize® system:

defaults { 
      user_friendly_names no 
} 
 
devices { 
      device { 
            vendor "IBM " 
            product "2145" 
            path_grouping_policy group_by_prio 
            user_friendly_names no 
            path_selector "round-robin 0" 
            prio "alua" 
            path_checker "tur" 
            failback "immediate" 
            no_path_retry 5 
            rr_weight uniform 
            rr_min_io_rq "1" 
            dev_loss_tmo 120 
     } 
}

2. Set the multipath option to start when the system is started. Issue the following commands:

systemctl enable multipathd.service 
systemctl start multipathd.service

3. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath, issue the following command:

multipath -l

4. Ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use size and device ID information to
identify which disks are listed.
For example, the following output shows that a 2 TB disk has two path groups and four active paths. The 2 TB size confirms
that the disk corresponds to a pool file system. Use part of the long device ID number (12, in this example) to search for the
volume on the disk-system management interface.

[root@tapsrv01 code]# multipath -l 
36005076802810c509800000000000012 dm-43 IBM,2145 
 size=2.0T features='1 queue_if_no_path' hwhandler='0' wp=rw 
|-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=active 
| |- 2:0:1:18 sdcw 70:64   active undef running 
| `- 4:0:0:18 sdgb 131:112 active undef running 
`-+- policy='round-robin 0' prio=0 status=enabled 
  |- 1:0:1:18 sdat 66:208  active undef running 
  `- 3:0:0:18 sddy 128:0   active undef running

a. If needed, correct disk LUN host assignments and force a bus rescan. For example:

echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host0/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host1/scan 
echo "- - -" > /sys/class/scsi_host/host2/scan

You can also restart the system to rescan disk LUN host assignments.
b. Confirm that disks are now available for multipath I/O by reissuing the multipath -l command.

5. Use the multipath output to identify and list device IDs for each disk device.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 36005076802810c509800000000000012.

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.
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Windows systems
Complete the following steps to enable and configure multipathing for disk storage.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the Multipath I/O feature is installed. If needed, install additional vendor-specific multipath drivers.
2. To verify that disks are visible to the operating system and are managed by multipath I/O, issue the following command:

c:\program files\IBM\SDDDSM\datapath.exe query device

3. Review the multipath output and ensure that each device is listed and that it has as many paths as you expect. You can use
size and device serial information to identify which disks are listed.
For example, by using part of the long device serial number (34, in this example) you can search for the volume on the disk-
system management interface. The 2 TB size confirms that the disk corresponds to a storage pool file system.

DEV#:   4  DEVICE NAME: Disk5 Part0   TYPE: 2145    POLICY: OPTIMIZED 
SERIAL: 60050763008101057800000000000034          LUN SIZE: 2.0TB 
===================================================================== 
Path#          Adapter/Hard Disk       State   Mode    Select  Errors 
    0   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0 
    1   Scsi Port2 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   27176       0 
    2   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL   28494       0 
    3   Scsi Port3 Bus0/Disk5 Part0    OPEN    NORMAL       0       0

4. Create a list of disk device IDs by using the serial numbers that are returned from the multipath output in the previous step.

For example, the device ID for your 2 TB disk is 60050763008101057800000000000034

Save the list of device IDs to use in the next step.

5. To bring new disks online and clear the read-only attribute, run diskpart.exe with the following commands. Repeat for each
of the disks:

diskpart 
   select Disk 1 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   select Disk 2 
   online disk        
   attribute disk clear readonly 
   < ... > 
   select Disk 49 
   online disk 
   attribute disk clear readonly    
   exit

Creating the user ID for the server
Create the user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance. You specify this user ID when you create the server
instance during initial configuration of the server.

About this task

You can specify only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) for the user ID. The user ID and
group name must comply with the following rules:

The length must be 8 characters or fewer.
The user ID and group name cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral.
The user ID and group name cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

Procedure

1. Use operating system commands to create a user ID.
Create a group and user ID in the home directory of the user that owns the server instance.
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For example, to create the user ID tsminst1 in group tsmsrvrs with a password of tsminst1, issue the following
commands from an administrative user ID:

mkgroup id=1001 tsmsrvrs 
mkuser id=1002 pgrp=tsmsrvrs home=/home/tsminst1 tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

groupadd tsmsrvrs 
useradd -d /home/tsminst1 -m -g tsmsrvrs -s /bin/bash tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

Log off, and then log in to your system. Change to the user account that you created. Use an interactive login
program, such as telnet, so that you are prompted for the password and can change it if necessary.

Create a user ID and then add the new ID to the Administrators group. For example, to create the user ID
tsminst1, issue the following command:

net user tsminst1 * /add

After you create and verify a password for the new user, add the user ID to the Administrators group by issuing the
following commands:

     
net localgroup Administrators tsminst1 /add 
net localgroup DB2ADMNS tsminst1 /add

2. Log off the new user ID.

Preparing file systems for the server
You must complete file system configuration for the disk storage to be used by the server.

Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.
Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on AIX systems
You must create volume groups, logical volumes, and file systems for the server by using the AIX® Logical Volume Manager.

Procedure

1. Increase the queue depth and maximum transfer size for all of the available hdiskX disks. Issue the following commands
for each disk:

chdev -l hdisk4 -a max_transfer=0x100000 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a queue_depth=32 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a reserve_policy=no_reserve 
chdev -l hdisk4 -a algorithm=round_robin

Do not run these commands for operating system internal disks, for example, hdisk0.
2. Create volume groups for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database, active log, archive log, database backup, and storage pool.

Issue the mkvg command, specifying the device IDs for corresponding disks that you previously identified.
For example, if the device names hdisk4, hdisk5, and hdisk6 correspond to database disks, include them in the database
volume group and so on.
System size: The following commands are based on the medium system configuration. For small and large systems, you
must adjust the syntax as required.

mkvg -S -y tsmdb hdisk2 hdisk3 hdisk4 
mkvg -S -y tsmactlog hdisk5 
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mkvg -S -y tsmarchlog hdisk6 
mkvg -S -y tsmdbback hdisk7 hdisk8 hdisk9 hdisk10 
mkvg -S -y tsmstgpool hdisk11 hdisk12 hdisk13 hdisk14 ... hdisk49

3. Determine the physical volume names and the number of free physical partitions to use when you create logical volumes.
Issue the lsvg for each volume group that you created in the previous step.
For example:

lsvg -p tsmdb

The output is similar to the following. The FREE PPs column represents the free physical partitions:

tsmdb: 
PV_NAME  PV STATE   TOTAL PPs  FREE PPs  FREE DISTRIBUTION 
hdisk4   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk5   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326 
hdisk6   active     1631       1631      327..326..326..326..326

4. Create logical volumes in each volume group by using the mklv command. The volume size, volume group, and device
names vary, depending on the size of your system and variations in your disk configuration.
For example, to create the volumes for the IBM Spectrum Protect database on a medium system, issue the following
commands:

mklv -y tsmdb00 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk2 
mklv -y tsmdb01 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk3 
mklv -y tsmdb02 -t jfs2 -u 1 -x 1631 tsmdb 1631 hdisk4

5. Format file systems in each logical volume by using the crfs command.
For example, to format file systems for the database on a medium system, issue the following commands:

crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb00 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb01 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace01 -A yes 
crfs -v jfs2 -d tsmdb02 -p rw -a logname=INLINE -a options=rbrw  
 -a agblksize=4096 -m /tsminst1/TSMdbspace02 -A yes

6. Mount all of the newly created file systems by issuing the following command:

mount -a

7. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount
point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example of command output shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

tapsrv07> df -g /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem      GB blocks  Free     %Used   Iused   %Iused   Mounted on 
/dev/tsmact00   195.12     194.59   1%      4       1%       /tsminst1/TSMalog

8. Verify that the user ID that you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for
the server.

Preparing file systems on Linux systems
You must format ext4 or xfs file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Using the list of device IDs that you generated previously, issue the mkfs command to create and format a file system for
each storage LUN device. Specify the device ID in the command. See the following examples. For the database, format ext4
file systems:

mkfs -t ext4 -T largefile -m 2 /dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012

For storage pool LUNs, format xfs file systems:

mkfs -t xfs /dev/mapper/3600507630081010578000000000002c3

You might issue the mkfs command as many as 50 times, depending on how many different devices you have.
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2. Create mount point directories for file systems.

Issue the mkdir command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the
planning worksheets.

For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

mkdir /tsminst1

Repeat the mkdir command for each file system.
3. Add an entry in the /etc/fstab file for each file system so that file systems are mounted automatically when the server is

started.
For example:

/dev/mapper/36005076802810c509800000000000012 /tsminst1/TSMdbspace00 ext4 defaults 0 0

4. Mount the file systems that you added to the /etc/fstab file by issuing the mount -a command.
5. List all file systems by issuing the df command. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount

point. Also, verify the available space.
The following example on an IBM® Storwize® system shows that the amount of used space is typically 1%:

[root@tapsrv04 ~]# df -h /tsminst1/* 
Filesystem                                    Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
/dev/mapper/360050763008101057800000000000003 134G  188M 132G  1%   /tsminst1/TSMalog

6. Verify that the user ID that you created in Creating the user ID for the server has read and write access to the directories for
the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Preparing file systems on Windows systems
You must format New Technology File System (NTFS) file systems on each of the disk LUNs to be used by the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server.

Procedure

1. Create mount point directories for file systems.
Issue the md command for each directory that you must create. Use the directory values that you recorded in the planning
worksheets. For example, to create the server instance directory by using the default value, issue the following command:

md c:\tsminst1

Repeat the md command for each file system.
2. Create a volume for every disk LUN that is mapped to a directory under the server instance directory by using the Windows

volume manager.

Go to Server Manager > File and Storage Services and complete the following steps for each disk that corresponds to the
LUN mapping that was created in the previous step:

a. Bring the disk online.
b. Initialize the disk to the GPT basic type, which is the default.
c. Create a simple volume that occupies all of the space on the disk. Format the file system by using NTFS, and assign a

label that matches the purpose of the volume, such as TSMfile00. Do not assign the new volume to a drive letter.
Instead, map the volume to a directory under the instance directory, such as C:\tsminst1\TSMfile00.
Tip: Determine the volume label and directory mapping labels based on the size of the disk that is reported.

3. Verify that file systems are mounted at the correct LUN and correct mount point. List all file systems by issuing the
mountvol command and then review the output. For example:

\\?\Volume{8ffb9678-3216-474c-a021-20e420816a92}\ 
  C:\tsminst1\TSMdbspace00\

4. After the disk configuration is complete, restart the system.

What to do next

You can confirm the amount of free space for each volume by using Windows Explorer.
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Installing the server and Operations Center
Use the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard to install the components.

Installing on AIX and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.
Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the Operations Center on the same system.

Installing on AIX® and Linux systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.

Before you begin

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is the
language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Verify that the required RPM files are installed on your system.

See Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard for details.

2. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042992.

3. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
4. Ensure that executable permission is set for the package. If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the following

command:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

5. Extract the package by issuing the following command:

./package_name.bin

where package_name is the name of the downloaded file.
6. Ensure that the following command is enabled so that the wizards work properly:

lsuser

By default, the command is enabled.
7. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
8. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command:

./install.sh

When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard
RPM files are required for the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.
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Installing on Windows systems
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center on the same system.

Before you begin

Make sure that the following prerequisites are met:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.
Ensure that the user ID that you plan to use during the installation is a user with local Administrator authority.

Procedure

1. Before you download the installation package, verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they
are extracted from the product package. For space requirements, see the download document at technote 4042993.

2. Go to Passport Advantage® and download the package file to an empty directory of your choice.
3. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
4. Double-click the executable file to extract to the current directory.
5. In the directory where the installation files were extracted, start the installation wizard by double-clicking the install.bat

file. When you select the packages to install, choose both the server and Operations Center.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory.

To view installation log files from the Installation Manager tool, click File > View Log. To collect these log files from the
Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis.

After you install the server and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Spectrum Protect support site. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Configuring the server and the Operations Center
After you install the components, complete the configuration for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center.

Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.
Installing the backup-archive client
As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.
Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server to verify that the correct values are set
for your system.
Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and
providing different access levels for administrators.
Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage
environment.
Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.
Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new
storage pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.
Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations
Center command builder.
Defining client schedules
Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.
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Configuring the server instance
Use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance configuration wizard to complete the initial configuration of the server.

Before you begin

Ensure that the following requirements are met:

The system where you installed IBM Spectrum Protect must have the X Window System client. You must also be running an
X Window System server on your desktop.
The system must have the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol enabled. Ensure that the port is set to the default value, 22, and that
the port is not blocked by a firewall. You must enable password authentication in the sshd_config file in the
/etc/ssh/directory. Also, ensure that the SSH daemon service has access rights to connect to the system by using the
localhost value.
You must be able to log in to IBM Spectrum Protect with the user ID that you created for the server instance, by using the
SSH protocol. When you use the wizard, you must provide this user ID and password to access that system.
If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

Verify that the remote registry service is started by completing the following steps:

1. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services. In the Services window, select Remote Registry. If it is not started, click Start.
2. Ensure that port 137, 139, and 445 are not blocked by a firewall:

a. Click Start > Control Panel > Windows Firewall.
b. Select Advanced Settings.
c. Select Inbound Rules.
d. Select New Rule.
e. Create a port rule for TCP ports 137, 139, and 445 to allow connections for domain and private networks.

3. Configure the user account control by accessing the local security policy options and completing the following steps.
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Local Security Policy. Expand Local Policies > Security Options.
b. If not already enabled, enable the built-in administrator account by selecting Accounts: Administrator account status

> Enable > OK.
c. If not already disabled, disable user account control for all Windows administrators by selecting User Account

Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode > Disable > OK.
d. If not already disabled, disable the User Account Control for the built-in Administrator account by selecting User

Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator Account > Disable > OK.
4. If you changed any settings in the preceding steps, restart the server before you proceed with the configuration wizard.

About this task

The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not operational until the entire configuration process is complete.

Procedure

1. Start the local version of the wizard.
Open the dsmicfgx program in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. This wizard can be only

run as a root user.
Click Start > All Programs > IBM Spectrum Protect > Configuration Wizard.

2. Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. Use the information that you recorded in Planning worksheets during
IBM Spectrum Protect system setup to specify directories and options in the wizard.

On the Server Information window, set the server to start automatically by using the instance user ID
when the system boots.

By using the configuration wizard, the server is set to start automatically when rebooted.

Installing the backup-archive client
As a best practice, install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-archive client on the server system so that the administrative
command-line client and scheduler are available.
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Procedure

To install the backup-archive client, follow the installation instructions for your operating system.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Setting options for the server
Review the server options file that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to verify that the correct values are set for
your system.

Procedure

1. Go to the server instance directory and open the dsmserv.opt file.
2. Review the values in the following table and verify your server option settings, based on system size.

Server option Value

ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was specified during
configuration

ACTIVELOGSIZE 131072

ARCHLOGCOMPRESS No

ARCHLOGDIRECTORY Directory path that was specified during
configuration

COMMMETHOD TCPIP

COMMTIMEOUT 3600

DEVCONFIG devconf.dat

EXPINTERVAL 0

IDLETIMEOUT 60

MAXSESSIONS 500

NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED 20

TCPADMINPORT 1500

TCPPORT 1500

VOLUMEHISTORY volhist.dat

Update server option settings if necessary, to match the values in the table. To make updates, close the dsmserv.opt file
and use the SETOPT command from the administrative command-line interface to set the options.
For example, to update the IDLETIMEOUT option to 60, issue the following command:

setopt idletimeout 60

3. To configure secure communications for the server, clients, and the Operations Center, verify the options in the following
table.

Server option All system sizes

SSLDISABLELEGACYTLS YES

SSLFIPSMODE NO

SSLTCPPORT Specify the SSL port number. The server TCP/IP communication driver waits for
requests on this port for SSL-enabled sessions from the client.

SSLTCPADMINPORT Specify the port address on which the server waits for requests for SSL-enabled
sessions from the command-line administrative client.

SSLTLS12 YES

If any of the option values must be updated, edit the dsmserv.opt file by using the following guidelines:
Remove the asterisk at the beginning of a line to enable an option.
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On each line, enter only one option and the specified value for the option.
If an option occurs in multiple entries in the file, the server uses the last entry.

Save your changes and close the file. If you edit the dsmserv.opt file directly, you must restart the server for the changes to
take effect.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect™ from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and providing
different access levels for administrators.

Transport Layer Security

You can use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to provide transport layer security for a
secure connection between servers, clients, and storage agents. If you send data between the server, client, and storage agent,
use SSL or TLS to encrypt the data.

Tip: Any IBM Spectrum Protect documentation that indicates "SSL" or to "select SSL" applies to TLS.

SSL is provided by the Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server that the server, client, and
storage agent use.

Restriction: Do not use the SSL or TLS protocols for communications with a DB2® database instance that is used by any IBM
Spectrum Protect servers.

Each server, client, or storage agent that enables SSL must use a trusted self-signed certificate or obtain a unique certificate that
is signed by a certificate authority (CA). You can use your own certificates or purchase certificates from a CA. Either certificate
must be installed and added to the key database on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent. The certificate is
verified by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the SSL communication. Some CA certificates are preinstalled in the
key databases, by default.

SSL is set up independently on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, and storage agent.

Authority levels

With each IBM Spectrum Protect server, different administrative authority levels are available that determine the tasks that an
administrator can complete.

After registration, an administrator must be granted authority by being assigned one or more administrative authority levels. An
administrator with system authority can complete any task with the server and assign authority levels to other administrators by
using the GRANT AUTHORITY command. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of tasks.

An administrator can register other administrator IDs, grant levels of authority to them, rename IDs, remove IDs, and lock and
unlock them from the server.

An administrator can control access to specific client nodes for root user IDs and non-root user IDs. By default, a non-root user ID
cannot back up data on the node. Use the UPDATE NODE command to change the node settings to enable backup.

Passwords

By default, the server automatically uses password authentication. With password authentication, all users must enter a password
when they access the server.

Use Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to apply stricter requirements for passwords. For more information, see
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1).

Table 1. Password authentication characteristics
Characteristic More information

Case-sensitivity Not case-sensitive.
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Characteristic More information

Default password expiration 90 days.

The expiration period begins when an administrator ID or client
node is first registered to the server. If the password is not
changed within this period, the password must be changed the
next time that the user accesses the server.

Invalid password attempts You can set a limit on consecutive invalid password attempts
for all client nodes. When the limit is exceeded, the server
locks the node.

Password length The administrator can specify a minimum length.

Session security

Session security is the level of security that is used for communication among IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes, administrative
clients, and servers and is set by using the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

The SESSIONSECURITY parameter can be set to one of the following values:

The STRICT value enforces the highest level of security for communication between IBM Spectrum Protect servers, nodes,
and administrators.
The TRANSITIONAL value specifies that the existing communication protocol is used while you update your IBM Spectrum
Protect software to V8.1.2 or later. This is the default. When SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL, stricter security settings
are automatically enforced as higher versions of the TLS protocol are used and as the software is updated to V8.1.2 or later.
After a node, administrator, or server meets the requirements for the STRICT value, session security is automatically
updated to the STRICT value, and the entity can no longer authenticate by using a previous version of the client or earlier
TLS protocols.

For more information about the SESSIONSECURITY parameter values, see the following commands.
Table 2. Commands used to set the

SESSIONSECURITY parameter
Entity Command

Client nodes REGISTER NODE
UPDATE NODE

Administrators REGISTER ADMIN
UPDATE ADMIN

Servers DEFINE SERVER
UPDATE SERVER

Administrators that authenticate by using the DSMADMC command, DSMC command, or dsm program cannot authenticate by
using an earlier version after authenticating by using V8.1.2 or later. To resolve authentication issues for administrators, see the
following tips:
Tips:

Ensure that all IBM Spectrum Protect software that the administrator account uses to log on is upgraded to V8.1.2 or later.
If an administrator account logs on from multiple systems, ensure that the server's certificate is installed on each system.
After an administrator authenticates to a V8.1.2 or later server by using a V8.1.2 or later client, the administrator can
authenticate only on clients or servers that are using V8.1.2 or later. An administrator command can be issued from any
system.
If necessary, create a separate administrator account to use only with clients and servers that are using V8.1.1 or earlier
software.

Enforce the highest level of security for communication with the IBM Spectrum Protect server by ensuring that all nodes,
administrators, and servers use STRICT session security. You can use the SELECT command to determine which servers, nodes,
and administrators are using TRANSITIONAL session security and should be updated to use STRICT session security.

Configuring secure communications with Transport Layer Security
To encrypt data and secure communications in your environment, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security
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(TLS) is enabled on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and backup-archive client. An SSL certificate is used to verify
communication requests between the server and client.

Related tasks:
Securing communications

Configuring the Operations Center
After you install the Operations Center, complete the following configuration steps to start managing your storage environment.

Before you begin

When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you must provide the following information:

Connection information for the server that you want to designate as a hub server
Login credentials for an administrator ID that is defined for that server

Procedure

1. Designate the hub server. In a web browser, enter the following address:

https://hostname:secure_port/oc

where:
hostname represents the name of the computer where the Operations Center is installed
secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication on that
computer

For example, if your host name is tsm.storage.mylocation.com and you are using the default secure port for the Operations
Center, which is 11090, the address is:

https://tsm.storage.mylocation.com:11090/oc

When you log in to the Operations Center for the first time, a wizard guides you through an initial configuration to set up a
new administrator with system authority on the server.

2. Set up secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server by configuring the Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) protocol.

Follow the instructions in Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server.

3. Optional: To receive a daily email report that summarizes system status, configure your email settings in the Operations
Center.

Follow the instructions in Tracking system status by using email reports.

Securing communications between the Operations Center and the hub server
To secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, add the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.

Registering the product license
To register your license for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ product, use the REGISTER LICENSE command.

About this task

Licenses are stored in enrollment certificate files, which contain licensing information for the product. The enrollment certificate
files are on the installation media, and are placed on the server during installation. When you register the product, the licenses are
stored in a NODELOCK file within the current directory.

Procedure

Register a license by specifying the name of the enrollment certificate file that contains the license. To use the Operations Center
command builder for this task, complete the following steps.
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1. Open the Operations Center.

2. Open the Operations Center command builder by hovering over the settings icon  and clicking Command Builder.
3. Issue the REGISTER LICENSE command. For example, to register a base IBM Spectrum Protect license, issue the following

command:

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

What to do next

Save the installation media that contains your enrollment certificate files. You might need to register your license again if, for
example, one of the following conditions occur:

The server is moved to a different computer.
The NODELOCK file is corrupted. The server stores license information in the NODELOCK file, which is in the directory from
which the server is started.

If you change the processor chip that is associated with the server on which the server is installed.

Defining data retention rules for your business
After you create a directory-container storage pool for data deduplication, update the default server policy to use the new storage
pool. The Add Storage Pool wizard opens the Services page in the Operations Center to complete this task.

Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select the STANDARD domain and click Details.
2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab. The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active

policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.
3. Click the Configure toggle, and make the following changes:

Change the backup destination for the STANDARD management class to the directory-container storage pool.
Change the value for the Backups column to No limit.
Change the retention period. Set the Keep Extra Backups column to 30 days or more, depending on your business
requirements.

4. Save your changes and click the Configure toggle again so that the policy set is no longer editable.
5. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.

Defining schedules for server maintenance activities
Create schedules for each server maintenance operation by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command in the Operations Center
command builder.

About this task

Schedule server maintenance operations to run after client backup operations. You can control the timing of schedules by setting
the start time in combination with the duration time for each operation.

The following figure provides an example of how to plan maintenance operations.
Figure 1. Daily schedule of server operations for a tape solution
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The following table shows how you can schedule server maintenance processes in combination with the client backup schedule
for a tape solution.

Operation Schedule

Client backup Starts at 11 PM.

Storage pool backup Starts at 6 AM.

Processing for database and disaster
recovery files

The database backup operation starts at 10 AM, or 11 hours after the beginning
of the client backup operation. This process runs until completion.
Device configuration information and volume history backup operations start at
5 PM, or 7 hours after the start of the database backup operation.
Volume history deletion starts at 8 PM, or 10 hours after the start of the
database backup operation.

Preparation of files for offsite vaulting Starts at 10 AM, at the same time as processing for the database and disaster
recovery files.

Migration from disk to tape Starts at 12 PM, or 2 hours after the start of the database backup operation.

Inventory expiration Starts at 2 PM, or 15 hours after the beginning of the client backup operation. This
process runs until completion.

Space reclamation Starts at 3 PM, or 16 hours after the beginning of the client backup operation.
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Procedure

After you configure the device class for the database backup operations, create schedules for database backup and other required
maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. Depending on the size of your environment, you might need
to adjust the start times for each schedule in the example.

1. Define a device class for the backup operation before you create the schedule for database backups. Use the DEFINE
DEVCLASS command to create a device class that is named LTOTAPE:

define devclass ltotape devtype=lto library=ltolib

2. Set the device class for automatic database backups. Use the SET DBRECOVERY command to specify the device class that
you created for the database backup in the preceding step. For example, if the device class is LTOTAPE, issue the following
command:

set dbrecovery ltotape

3. Create schedules for the maintenance operations by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. See the following table for
the required operations with examples of the commands.

Operation Example commands and additional information

Back up storage pools. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP STGPOOL command.
For example, issue the following command to create a backup schedule
for a primary storage pool that is named PRIMARY_POOL. The pool will
be backed up to a copy storage pool, COPYSTG:

define schedule BACKUPSTGPOOL type=administrative  
cmd="backup stgpool primary_pool copystg"  
active=yes starttime=06:00 period=1

Back up the database. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DB command.
For example, issue the following command to create a backup schedule
that uses the new device class:

define schedule DBBACKUP type=admin cmd="backup db  
  devclass=ltotape type=full numstreams=3 wait=yes  
  compress=yes" active=yes desc="Back up the 
database."  
  startdate=today starttime=10:00:00 duration=45 
durunits=minutes

Replicate nodes. Optionally, use node replication to protect client data by backing the
data up to a secondary server. For instructions, see Replicating client
data to another server. Ensure that node replication is completed
before migration operations begin.
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Operation Example commands and additional information

Migrate data from disk to tape daily. Create a schedule for storage pool migration.
For example, if a disk storage pool is named DISKPOOL and the next
storage pool is TAPEPOOL, you can schedule storage pool migration by
issuing the following command:

define schedule stgpool_migration type=administrative 
cmd="migrate stgpool diskpool lomig=0" active=yes 
description="migrate disk storagepool to tapepool" 
startdate=today starttime=12:00 duration=2 
durunits=hours period=1 perunits=days

To maximize throughput, you can specify the number of parallel
processes to use for migrating files by completing the following steps:

a. For the tape storage pool, ensure that collocation is enabled. To
verify whether collocation is enabled, run the QUERY STGPOOL
command. Verify that a value of GROUP, NODE, or FILESPACE is
specified in the COLLOCATE field. If a value of GROUP, NODE, or
FILESPACE is not specified, use the UPDATE STGPOOL
command to specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, COLLOCATE=NODE, or
COLLOCATE=FILESPACE, depending on your system
configuration.

b. For the disk storage pool, use the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE
STGPOOL command to specify a value for the MIGPROCESS
parameter. For example, if you have 12 tape drives, specify
MIGPROCESS=10. In this way, a maximum of 10 tape drives are
used for migration processes. Two drives are reserved for other
tasks, such as restore, database backup, and client backup
operations.

Prepare files for offsite vaulting. a. Move tape volumes offsite by following the instructions in
Moving backup media.

b. Create the disaster recovery plan file by issuing the PREPARE
command on the source server:

prepare

c. Ensure that all volumes that are required for disaster recovery
are included in the recovery plan file. For more information, see
Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM.

Back up the device configuration
information.

Create a schedule to run the BACKUP DEVCONFIG command:

define schedule DEVCONFIGBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
devconfig  
  filenames=devconfig.dat" active=yes desc="Backup the 
device  
  configuration file." startdate=today 
starttime=17:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes

Back up the volume history. Create a schedule to run the BACKUP VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule VOLHISTBKUP type=admin cmd="backup 
volhistory 
  filenames=volhist.dat" active=yes desc="Back up the 
volume  
  history." startdate=today starttime=17:00:00 
duration=45  
  durunits=minutes
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Operation Example commands and additional information

Remove older versions of database
backups that are no longer required.

Create a schedule to run the DELETE VOLHISTORY command:

define schedule DELVOLHIST type=admin cmd="delete 
volhistory  
  type=dbb todate=today-6 totime=now" active=yes 
desc="Remove  
  old database backups." startdate=today 
starttime=20:00:00  
  duration=45 durunits=minutes

Remove objects that exceed their
allowed retention.

Create a schedule to run the EXPIRE INVENTORY command.

Set the RESOURCE parameter based on the system size that you are
configuring to be equal to the number of processor cores that you
specified for your system.

For example, issue the following command to create a schedule that is
named EXPINVENTORY:

define schedule EXPINVENTORY type=admin cmd="expire 
inventory  
  wait=yes resource=8 duration=120" active=yes 
desc="Remove expired  
  objects." startdate=today starttime=14:00:00 
duration=1   
  durunits=hours

Reclaim space. Create a schedule to run the RECLAIM STGPOOL command.
For example, issue the following command to create a schedule that is
named RECLAIM:

define schedule RECLAIM type=admin cmd="reclaim 
stgpool  
tapepool duration=60" startdate=today 
starttime=15:00:00 duration=5  
  durunits=hours

Tip: To maximize throughput, you can specify the number of parallel
processes to use for reclaiming space. Update the tape storage pool by
using the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specify a value for the
RECLAIMPROCESS parameter. For example, if you have 12 tape drives,
specify RECLAIMPROCESS=5. Because two drives are used for each
reclamation process, the total number of drives that can be used for
reclamation is 10. Two drives are reserved for backup operations.

What to do next

After you create schedules for the server maintenance tasks, you can view them in the Operations Center by completing the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Servers.
2. Click Maintenance.

Moving backup media
To recover from a disaster, you need database backup volumes, copy storage pool volumes, and additional files. To stay
prepared for a disaster, you must complete daily tasks.

Related reference:
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)

Related information:
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Defining client schedules
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Use the Operations Center to create schedules for client operations.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Clients.
2. Click Schedules.
3. Click +Schedule.
4. Complete the steps in the Create Schedule wizard. Set client backup schedules to start at 22:00, based on the server

maintenance activities that you scheduled in Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.

Attaching tape devices for the server
Before the server can use a tape device, you must attach the device to your server system and install the appropriate tape device
driver.

About this task

To optimize system performance, use fast, high-capacity tape devices. Provision enough tape drives to meet your business
requirements.

Attach tape devices on their own host bus adapter (HBA), not shared with other devices types such as disk. IBM® tape drives have
some special requirements for HBAs and associated drivers.

Attaching an automated library device to your system
You can attach an automated library device to your system to store your data on tapes.
Selecting a tape device driver
To use tape devices with IBM Spectrum Protect™ you must install the appropriate tape device driver.

Special file names for tape devices
A special file name for a tape device is required for the IBM Spectrum Protect server to work with tape, medium changer, or
removable media devices.
Installing and configuring tape device drivers
Before you can use tape devices with IBM Spectrum Protect, you must install the correct tape device driver.

Attaching an automated library device to your system
You can attach an automated library device to your system to store your data on tapes.

About this task

Before you attach an automated library device, consider the following restrictions:

Attached devices must be on their own Host Bus Adapter (HBA).
An HBA must not be shared with other device types, such as a disk.
For multiport Fibre Channel HBAs, devices must be attached on their own port. These ports must not be shared with other
device types.
IBM® tape drives have some special requirements on HBA and associated drivers. For more information about devices, see
the website for your operating system:

IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Devices for AIX®
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Devices for Linux and Windows

Procedure

To use the Fibre Channel (FC) adapter, complete the following steps:

1. Install the FC adapter and associated drivers.
2. Install the appropriate device drivers for attached medium changer devices.

Setting the library mode
For the IBM Spectrum Protect server to access a SCSI library, the tape device must be set for the appropriate mode.

Related concepts:
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Selecting a tape device driver

Selecting a tape device driver
To use tape devices with IBM Spectrum Protect™ you must install the appropriate tape device driver.

IBM tape device drivers
IBM® tape device drivers are available for most IBM labeled tape devices.
IBM Spectrum Protect tape device drivers
The IBM Spectrum Protect server provides tape device drivers.

Related reference:
Installing and configuring tape device drivers

IBM tape device drivers
IBM® tape device drivers are available for most IBM labeled tape devices.

You can download IBM tape device drivers from the Fix Central website:

1. Go to the Fix Central website: Fix Central website.
2. Click Select product.
3. Select System Storage for the Product Group menu.
4. Select Tape systems for the System Storage menu.
5. Select Tape drivers and software for the Tape systems menu.
6. Select Tape device drivers for the Tape drivers and software menu. In addition to tape drivers, you also get access to tools

such as the IBM Tape Diagnostic Tool (ITDT).
7. Select your operating system for the Platform menu.

For the most up-to-date list of devices and operating-system levels that are supported by IBM tape device drivers, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ Supported Devices website at Supported devices for AIX and Windows.

For the most up-to-date list of tape devices and operating-system levels that are supported by IBM tape device drivers, see the
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Devices website at Supported devices for Linux.

IBM tape device drivers support only some Linux kernel levels. For information about supported kernel levels, see the Fix Central
website.

IBM Spectrum Protect tape device drivers
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server provides tape device drivers.

An IBM Spectrum Protect tape device driver is installed with the server.

You can use the generic SCSI tape device driver that is provided by the IBM® AIX® operating system to work with tape devices that
are not supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver. If the AIX generic SCSI tape device driver is used, the
GENERICTAPE device class must be set to the device type that is specified in the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.

For the following tape devices, you can choose whether to install the IBM Spectrum Protect tape device driver or the native device
driver for your operating system:

ECART
LTO (not from IBM)

All SCSI-attached libraries that contain tape drives from the list must use the IBM Spectrum Protect changer driver.

Tape device drivers that are acquired from other hardware vendors can be used if they are associated with the GENERICTAPE
device class. Generic device drivers are not supported in write-one read-many (WORM) device classes.
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You can use the IBM Spectrum Protect Passthru device driver. IBM Spectrum Protect Passthru device drivers require the Linux
SCSI generic (sg) device driver along with the Linux operating system to install the kernels.

For example, you can install the IBM Spectrum Protect Passthru device driver for the following tape devices:

ECART
LTO (not from IBM)

All SCSI-attached libraries that contain tape drives that are not IBM labeled from the list must also use the IBM Spectrum Protect
Passthru device driver.

You cannot use the generic SCSI tape (st) device driver that is provided by the Linux operating system. Therefore, the
GENERICTAPE device type is not supported for the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.

You can select a Windows Hardware Qualification Lab certified native device driver instead of the IBM Spectrum Protect
device driver. The Windows Hardware Qualification Lab certified native device driver can be used only for devices that have a non-
IBM label and for non-IBM tape drives. For the Windows Hardware Qualification Lab certified native device driver, you can select
either the IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI passthru device driver or the Windows native tape device driver. If the SCSI passthru device
driver is used, the device class on the DEFINE DEVCLASS command cannot be GENERICTAPE. If the native device driver is used,
the device class must be GENERICTAPE.

Special file names for tape devices
A special file name for a tape device is required for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to work with tape, medium changer, or
removable media devices.

When a device is configured successfully, a logical file name is returned. Table 1 specifies the name of the device, also called a
special file name, that corresponds to the drive or library. You can use the SMIT operating system command to get the device
special file name. In the examples, x specifies an integer, 0 or greater.

Table 1. Device examples
Device Device example Logical file name

Tape drives that can be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver ⁄dev⁄mtx mtx

Tape drives that can be used by the IBM tape device driver ⁄dev⁄rmtx rmtx

Tape drives that can be used by the IBM AIX® generic tape device driver ⁄dev⁄rmtx rmtx

Library devices that can be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver ⁄dev⁄lbx lbx

Library devices that can be used by the IBM tape device driver ⁄dev⁄smcx smcx

When a device is configured successfully, a logical file name is returned. Table 2 specifies the name of the device, also called the
special file name, that corresponds to the drive or library. In the examples, x specifies an integer, 0 or greater.

Table 2. Device examples
Device Device example Logical file name

Tape drives that can be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver ⁄dev⁄tsmscsi/mtx mtx

Tape drives that can be used by the IBM lin_tape device driver ⁄dev⁄IBMtapex IBMtapex

Library devices that can be used by the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device
driver

⁄dev⁄tsmscsi/lbx lbx

Library devices that can be used by the IBM lin_tape device driver ⁄dev⁄IBMchangerx IBMchangerx

When a device is configured successfully, a logical file name is returned. Table 3 specifies the name of the device, also called the
special file name, that corresponds to the drive or library. In the examples, a, b, c, d, and x specify an integer, 0 or greater, where:

a specifies the target ID.
b specifies the LUN.
c specifies the SCSI bus ID.
d specifies the port ID.
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Table 3. Device examples
Device Device example Converted device

name

Tape drives that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver mta.b.c.d mta.b.c.d

Tape drives that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver mta.b.c.d mta.b.c.d

Tape drives that are supported by the IBM device driver Tapex mta.b.c.d

Library devices that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver lb.a.b.c.d lba.b.c.d

Library devices that are supported by the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device
driver

lba.b.c.d lba.b.c.d

Library devices that are supported by the IBM device driver Changerx lba.b.c.d

Installing and configuring tape device drivers
Before you can use tape devices with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must install the correct tape device driver.

IBM Spectrum Protect supports all devices that are supported by IBM® tape device drivers. However, IBM Spectrum Protect does
not support all the operating-system levels that are supported by IBM tape device drivers.

Installing and configuring IBM device drivers for IBM tape devices
Install and configure an IBM tape device driver to use an IBM tape device.

Configuring tape device drivers on AIX systems
Review the instructions to install and configure non-IBM tape device drivers on AIX® systems.

Configuring tape device drivers on Linux systems
Review the following topics when you install and configure tape device drivers on Linux systems.

Configuring tape device drivers on Windows systems
Review the instructions to install and configure drivers for tape devices and libraries on Windows systems.

Installing and configuring IBM device drivers for IBM tape devices
Install and configure an IBM® tape device driver to use an IBM tape device.

About this task

For instructions about installing and configuring IBM tape device drivers, see the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's
Guide.

After you complete the installation procedure in the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide, different
messages are issued, depending on the device driver that you are installing. If you are installing the device driver for an IBM tape
drive or library, the following messages are returned:

rmtx Available

or

smcx Available

Note the value of x, which is assigned by the IBM tape device driver. To determine the special file name of your device, issue one
of the following commands:

For tape drives, ls -l /dev/rmt*
For tape libraries, ls -l /dev/smc*

The file name might have more characters at the end to indicate different operating characteristics, but these characters are not
needed by IBM Spectrum Protect™. For IBM device drivers, use the base file name in the DEVICE parameter of the DEFINE PATH
command to assign a device to a drive (/dev/rmtx) or a library (/dev/smcx).
After you install the device driver, you can use the System Management Interface Tool (SMIT) to configure non-IBM tape drives
and tape libraries. Complete the following steps:

1. Run the SMIT program.
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2. Click Devices.
3. Click IBM Spectrum Protect Devices.
4. Click Fibre Channel SAN Attached devices.
5. Click Discover Devices Supported by IBM Spectrum Protect. Wait for the discovery process to be completed.
6. Go back to the Fibre Channel SAN Attached devices menu, and click List Attributes of a Discovered Device.

After you complete the installation procedure in the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide, different
messages are issued, depending on the device driver that you are installing. If you are installing the device driver for an IBM LTO
or 3592 device, the following messages are returned:

IBMtapex Available

or

IBMChangerx Available

Note the value of x, which is assigned by the IBM tape device driver. To determine the special file name of your device, issue one
of the following commands:

For tape drives, ls -l /dev/IBMtape*
For tape libraries, ls -l /dev/IBMChange*

The file name might have more characters at the end to indicate different operating characteristics, but these characters are not
needed by IBM Spectrum Protect. For IBM device drivers, use the base file name in the DEVICE parameter of the DEFINE PATH
command to assign a device to a drive (/dev/IBMtapex) or a library (/dev/IBMChangerx).
Restriction: The device type of this class must not be GENERICTAPE.

For Windows operating systems, IBM Spectrum Protect provides two device drivers:

Passthru device driver
If the tape device manufacturer provides a SCSI device driver, install the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver.

SCSI device driver for tape devices
If the tape device manufacturer does not provide a SCSI device driver, install the IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI device driver
for tape devices. The driver file name is tsmscsi64.sys.

For instructions about installing and configuring IBM tape device drivers, see the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's
Guide. After you install the IBM tape device driver, the server specifies a special file name, TapeX, for IBM tape drives, or
ChangerY, for IBM medium changers. For an IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI device driver or an IBM Spectrum Protect passthru
device driver, you can issue the Windows operating system command, regedit, to verify the device special file name and driver.
The IBM Spectrum Protect server also provides a utility to check the device for the Windows operating system. The utility, tsmdlst,
is packaged with the server package. To use the utility, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that the host bus adapter application programming interface (API) is installed.
2. To obtain device information from the host system, type:

tsmdlst

Multipath I/O access with IBM tape devices
Multipath I/O is a technique that uses different paths to access the same physical device, for example through multiple
host bus adapters (HBA) or switches. The use of the multipath technique helps to ensure that a single point of failure does
not occur.

Related concepts:
Multipath I/O access with IBM tape devices

Configuring tape device drivers on AIX systems
Review the instructions to install and configure non-IBM® tape device drivers on AIX® systems.

About this task

For instructions about installing and configuring IBM tape device drivers, see the IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's
Guide.
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SCSI and Fibre Channel devices
The IBM Spectrum Protect device definition menus and prompts in SMIT allow for the management of both SCSI and Fibre
Channel (FC) attached devices.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for autochangers
Use the following procedure to configure IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for autochangers for non-IBM libraries.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for tape drives
Use the following procedure to configure IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for autochangers for vendor-acquired
libraries.

Configuring Fibre Channel SAN-attached devices
To configure a Fibre Channel SAN-attached device, complete the procedure.

SCSI and Fibre Channel devices
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ device definition menus and prompts in SMIT allow for the management of both SCSI and Fibre
Channel (FC) attached devices.

The main menu for IBM Spectrum Protect has two options:

SCSI attached devices
Use this option to configure SCSI devices that are connected to a SCSI adapter in the host.

Fibre channel system area network (SAN) attached devices
Use this option to configure devices that are connected to an FC adapter in the host. Choose one of the following attributes:

List attributes of a discovered device
Lists attributes of a device that is known to the current ODM database.

FC Port ID:

The 24-bit FC Port ID(N(L)_Port or F(L)_Port). This is the address identifier that is unique within the
associated topology where the device is connected. In the switch or fabric environments, it can be
determined by the switch, with the upper 2 bytes, which are not zero. In a Private Arbitrated Loop, it is the
Arbitrated Loop Physical Address(AL_PA), with the upper 2 bytes being zero. Consult with your FC vendors to
find out how an AL_PA or a Port ID is assigned.

Mapped LUN ID:

An FC to SCSI bridge (also, called a converter, router, or gateway) box. Consult with your bridge vendors about
how LUNs are mapped. You should not change LUN Mapped IDs.

WW Name:

The worldwide name of the port to which the device is attached. It is the 64-bit unique identifier that is
assigned by vendors of FC components such as bridges or native FC devices. Consult with your FC vendors to
find out the WWN of a port.

Product ID:

The product ID of a device. Consult with your device vendors to determine the product ID.

Discover devices supported by IBM Spectrum Protect
This option discovers devices on an FC SAN that are supported by IBM Spectrum Protect and makes them available. If a
device is added to or removed from an existing SAN environment, rediscover devices by selecting this option. Devices must
be discovered first so that current values of device attributes are shown in the List Attributes of a Discovered Device option.
Supported devices on FC SAN are tape drives, and autochangers. The IBM Spectrum Protect device driver ignores all other
device types, such as disk.

Remove all defined devices
This option removes all FC SAN-attached IBM Spectrum Protect devices whose state is DEFINED in the ODM database. If
necessary, rediscover devices by selecting the Discover Devices Supported by IBM Spectrum Protect option
after the removal of all defined devices.

Remove a device
This option removes a single FC SAN-attached IBM Spectrum Protect device whose state is DEFINED in the ODM database.
If necessary, rediscover the device by selecting the Discover Devices Supported by IBM Spectrum Protect
option after removal of a defined device.
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Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for autochangers
Use the following procedure to configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ device drivers for autochangers for non-IBM libraries.

Procedure

Run the SMIT program to configure the device driver for each autochanger or robot:

1. Select Devices.
2. Select IBM Spectrum Protect Devices.
3. Select Library/MediumChanger.
4. Select Add a Library/MediumChanger.
5. Select the IBM Spectrum Protect-SCSI-LB for any IBM Spectrum Protect supported library.
6. Select the parent adapter to which you are connecting the device. This number is listed in the form: 00-0X, where X is the

slot number location of the SCSI adapter card.
7. When prompted, enter the CONNECTION address of the device that you are installing. The connection address is a two-

digit number. The first digit is the SCSI ID (the value you recorded on the worksheet). The second digit is the device's SCSI
logical unit number (LUN), which is usually zero, unless otherwise noted. The SCSI ID and LUN must be separated by a
comma (,). For example, a connection address of 4,0 has a SCSI ID=4 and a LUN=0.

8. Click DO.

You receive a message (logical file name) of the form lbX Available. Note the value of X, which is a number that is
assigned automatically by the system. Use this information to complete the Device Name field on your worksheet.

For example, if the message is lb0 Available, the Device Name field is /dev/lb0 on the worksheet. Always use the /dev/
prefix with the name provided by SMIT.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for tape drives
Use the following procedure to configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ device drivers for autochangers for vendor-acquired libraries.

Procedure

Important: IBM Spectrum Protect cannot overwrite tar or dd tapes, but tar or dd can overwrite IBM Spectrum Protect tapes.
Restriction: Tape drives can be shared only when the drive is not defined or the server is not started. The MKSYSB command does
not work when both IBM Spectrum Protect and AIX® are sharing the same drive or drives. To use the operating system's native
tape device driver with a SCSI drive, the device must be configured to AIX first and then configured to IBM Spectrum Protect. See
your AIX documentation regarding these native device drivers.

Run the SMIT program to configure the device driver for each drive (including drives in libraries) as follows:

1. Select Devices.
2. Select IBM Spectrum Protect Devices.
3. Select Tape Drive.
4. Select Add a Tape Drive.
5. Select the IBM Spectrum Protect-SCSI-MT for any supported tape drive.
6. Select the adapter to which you are connecting the device. This number is listed in the form: 00-0X, where X is the slot

number location of the SCSI adapter card.
7. When prompted, enter the CONNECTION address of the device you are installing. The connection address is a two-digit

number. The first digit is the SCSI ID (the value you recorded on the worksheet). The second digit is the device's SCSI
logical unit number (LUN), which is usually zero, unless otherwise noted. The SCSI ID and LUN must be separated by a
comma (,). For example, a connection address of 4,0 has a SCSI ID=4 and a LUN=0.

8. Click DO. You receive a message:

If you are configuring the device driver for a tape device (other than an IBM® tape drive), you receive a message (logical file
name) of the form mtX Available. Note the value of X, which is a number that is assigned automatically by the system.
Use this information to complete the Device Name field on the worksheet.
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For example, if the message is mt0 Available, the Device Name field is /dev/mt0 on the worksheet. Always use the /dev/
prefix with the name provided by SMIT.

Configuring Fibre Channel SAN-attached devices
To configure a Fibre Channel SAN-attached device, complete the procedure.

Procedure

1. Run the SMIT program.
2. Select Devices.
3. Select IBM Spectrum Protect™ Devices.
4. Select Fibre Channel SAN Attached devices.
5. Select Discover Devices Supported by IBM Spectrum Protect. The discovery process can take some time.
6. Go back to the Fibre Channel menu, and select List Attributes of a Discovered Device.
7. Note the three-character device identifier, which you use when you define a path to the device to IBM Spectrum Protect.

For example, if a tape drive has the identifier mt2, specify /dev/mt2 as the device name.

Configuring tape device drivers on Linux systems
Review the following topics when you install and configure tape device drivers on Linux systems.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect passthru drivers for tape devices and libraries
To use the IBM Spectrum Protect Linux Passthru driver, you must complete the following steps.

Installing zSeries Linux Fibre Channel adapter (zfcp) device drivers
The zSeries Linux Fibre Channel adapter (zfcp) device driver is a special adapter driver on the IBM® zSeries system.

Information about your system's SCSI devices
Information about the devices seen by your system is available in the file /proc/scsi/scsi. This file contains a list of every
detected SCSI device.

Preventing tape labels from being overwritten
The IBM Spectrum Protect Passthru device driver uses the Linux SCSI generic device driver (sg) to control and operate tape
devices that are attached on the system. If the Linux generic SCSI tape device driver (st) is loaded to the kernel and
configures attached tape devices, conflicts can arise over how a device is managed because the generic sg driver and the st
driver can both control the same device.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect passthru drivers for tape devices and
libraries

To use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Linux Passthru driver, you must complete the following steps.

Procedure

1. Verify that the device is connected to your system, and is powered on and active.
2. Verify that the device is correctly detected by your system by issuing this command:

cat /proc/scsi/scsi

3. Ensure that both the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver package (tsmscsi) and the storage server package are installed.
4. There are two driver configuration methods available in the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver package: autoconf and

tsmscsi. Both of these methods complete the following tasks:
Load the Linux SCSI generic driver (sg) to the kernel.
Create necessary special files for the Passthru driver.
Create device information files for tape devices (/dev/tsmscsi/mtinfo) and libraries (/dev/tsmscsi/lbinfo).

5. Run the configuration method that you prefer (autoconf or tsmscsi) for the IBM Spectrum Protect Passthru driver.
To run the autoconf configuration method, issue the following command:
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autoconf

To run the tsmscsi configuration method, complete the following steps:
a. Copy the two sample configuration files that are in the installation directory from mt.conf.smp and lb.conf.smp

to mt.conf and lb.conf, respectively.
b. Edit the mt.conf and lb.conf files. Add one stanza (as shown in the example at the start of the file) for each

SCSI target, ID, and LUN combination. Each combination of SCSI target, ID, and LUN entries correspond to a
tape drive or library you want configured. Make sure that the files meet these requirements:

Remove the example that is at the start of the files.
There must be a new line between each stanza.
There must be one new line after the last stanza.
Ensure that there are no number signs (#) in either file.

c. Run the tsmscsi script from the device driver installation directory.
6. Verify that the device is configured properly by viewing the text files for tape devices (/dev/tsmscsi/mtinfo) and libraries

(/dev/tsmscsi/lbinfo).
7. Determine the special file names for the tape drives and libraries:

To determine the names for tape devices, issue the following command:

> ls  /dev/tsmscsi/mt*

To determine the names for libraries, issue the following command:

> ls  /dev/tsmscsi/lb*

This information helps you identify which of the /dev/tsmscsi/mtx and /dev/tsmscsi/lbx special file names to provide the
server when you issue a DEFINE PATH command.

What to do next

If you restart the host system, you must rerun the autoconf or tsmscsi script to reconfigure IBM Spectrum Protect devices. If you
restart the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance, you do not have to reconfigure devices. In general, the Linux SCSI generic driver
is preinstalled to the kernel. To verify that the driver is in the kernel, issue the following command:

> lsmod | grep sg

If the driver is not in the kernel, issue the modprobe sg command to load the sg driver into the kernel.

Installing zSeries Linux Fibre Channel adapter (zfcp) device drivers
The zSeries Linux Fibre Channel adapter (zfcp) device driver is a special adapter driver on the IBM® zSeries system.

About this task

IBM Spectrum Protect™ and IBM tape device drivers can run on zSeries platforms with Linux operating systems in 64-bit
environments, and support most original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and IBM tape devices with Fibre Channel interfaces.

For more information about the zfcp driver, see the IBM Redpaper™, Getting Started with zSeries Fibre Channel Protocol, which is
available at IBM Redbooks®.

Procedure

1. Load the qdio module.
2. Install the zfcp driver.
3. Map the Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) and configure the zfcp driver.
4. Install and configure the IBM tape device driver.

Information about your system's SCSI devices
Information about the devices seen by your system is available in the file /proc/scsi/scsi. This file contains a list of every detected
SCSI device.
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The following device information is available: the host number, channel number, SCSI ID, Logical Unit number, vendor, firmware
level, type of device, and the SCSI mode. For example, if a system contains some StorageTek and IBM® libraries, a SAN Gateway,
and some Quantum DLT drives, the /proc/scsi/scsi file will look similar to this:

Attached devices: 
Host: scsi2 Channel: 00 Id: 00 Lun: 00 
  Vendor:  STK    Model: 9738     Rev: 2003 
  Type:  Medium Changer        ANSI SCSI revision: 02 
Host: scsi2 Channel: 00 Id: 01 Lun: 02 
  Vendor:  PATHLIGHT Model: SAN Gateway     Rev: 32aC 
  Type: Unknown         ANSI SCSI revision: 03 
Host: scsi2 Channel: 00 Id: 01 Lun: 02 
  Vendor:  QUANTUM  Model: DLT7000     Rev: 2560 
  Type:  Sequential-Access         ANSI SCSI revision: 02 
Host: scsi2 Channel: 00 Id: 01 Lun: 04 
  Vendor: IBM     Model: 7337     Rev: 1.63 
  Type:  Medium Changer         ANSI SCSI revision: 02

Preventing tape labels from being overwritten
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ Passthru device driver uses the Linux SCSI generic device driver (sg) to control and operate tape
devices that are attached on the system. If the Linux generic SCSI tape device driver (st) is loaded to the kernel and configures
attached tape devices, conflicts can arise over how a device is managed because the generic sg driver and the st driver can both
control the same device.

About this task

If the st driver controls devices that are used by IBM Spectrum Protect, IBM Spectrum Protect internal tape labels can be
overwritten and data can be lost. If an application uses the st driver to control devices and the non-rewind option is not specified,
tapes are automatically rewound following completion of an operation. The auto-rewind operation relocates the tape header
position to the beginning of the tape. If the tape remains loaded in the drive, the next non-IBM Spectrum Protect write operation
overwrites the IBM Spectrum Protect tape label because the label is at the beginning of the tape.

To prevent IBM Spectrum Protect labels from being overwritten, which can result in data loss, ensure that only the IBM Spectrum
Protect Passthru driver controls devices that are used by IBM Spectrum Protect. Remove the st driver from the kernel or, if the
driver is used by some applications on the system, delete the special files that correspond to IBM Spectrum Protect devices so
that the st driver can no longer control them.

If you are using the IBM tape device driver to control devices on your system, you might encounter the same issues with device
driver control conflicts. Review your IBM tape documentation to determine how to resolve this issue and prevent data loss.

Remove the st driver
If no other applications on the system use st devices, remove the st driver from the kernel. Issue the following command to
unload the st driver:

rmmod st

Delete device special files that correspond to IBM Spectrum Protect devices
If there are applications that require use of the st driver, delete the special files that correspond to IBM Spectrum Protect
devices. These special files are generated by the st driver. When they are eliminated, the st driver can no longer control the
corresponding IBM Spectrum Protect devices. Device special file names for tape drives appear in the /dev/ directory. Their
names have the form /dev/[n]st[0-1024][l][m][a].

List the st drive special file names and IBM Spectrum Protect device special file names by using the ls command. Based on
the output of the device sequences, you can find devices in the st devices list matching those in the IBM Spectrum Protect
devices list. The rm command can then be used to delete st devices.

Issue the following commands to list the st and IBM Spectrum Protect devices:

ls -l /dev/*st* 
ls -l /dev/tsmscsi/mt*

Delete the st devices with the rm command:

rm /dev/*st*
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Configuring tape device drivers on Windows systems
Review the instructions to install and configure drivers for tape devices and libraries on Windows systems.

Preparing to use the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru driver for tape devices and libraries
To use the IBM Spectrum Protect Windows passthru device driver for tape devices and libraries, you must install the driver
and obtain the device names for the server to use.

Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI driver for tape devices and libraries
If the manufacturer of a tape drive or tape library does not provide a SCSI device driver, you must install the IBM Spectrum
Protect SCSI device driver.

Preparing to use the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru driver for tape
devices and libraries

To use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Windows passthru device driver for tape devices and libraries, you must install the driver and
obtain the device names for the server to use.

Before you begin

1. Determine whether the manufacturer of the tape device or tape library provides a device driver.
2. If the manufacturer provides a device driver package, download the package and install it.
3. Configure the SCSI device driver by following the manufacturer's instructions.

Procedure

1. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver.
2. Obtain the device names that the server must use by taking one of the following actions:

On the server, run the QUERY SAN command. The output shows all devices names and their associated device serial
numbers.
In the server directory, run the tsmdlst.exe utility. The output shows all devices names, their associated serial
numbers, and associated device locations.
At the Windows system command prompt, run the regedit command. From the output, obtain the device file names
based on the device locations. The location consists of the port ID, SCSI bus ID, LUN ID, and SCSI target ID. The IBM
Spectrum Protect device file name has a format of mtA.B.C.C for tape drives and lbA.B.C.D for tape libraries, where:

A is the SCSI target ID.
B is the LUN ID.
C is the SCSI bus ID.
D is the port ID.

Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI driver for tape devices and
libraries

If the manufacturer of a tape drive or tape library does not provide a SCSI device driver, you must install the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ SCSI device driver.

About this task

The IBM Spectrum Protect SCSI device driver file name is tsmscsi64.sys.

Procedure

1. Locate the device in the Device Manager console (devmgmt.msc) and select it. Tape drives are listed under Tape drives, and
medium changers are under Medium Changers.
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2. Configure the device for use by the tsmscsi64.sys device driver:
a. Right-click the device and click Update Driver Software.
b. Click Browse my computer for driver software.

3. Click Let me pick from a list of device drivers on my computer.
4. Click Next.
5. Select the appropriate option:

a. For a tape drive, select IBM Spectrum Protect for Tape Drives.
b. For a medium changer, select IBM Spectrum Protect for Medium Changers.

6. Click Next.
7. Click Close.
8. Verify that the device was configured correctly for the tsmscsi64 device driver:

a. Right-click on the device and click Properties.
b. Click the Driver tab and Driver Details. The Driver Details window shows the device driver that is controlling the

device.

Configuring libraries for use by a server
To use a library or libraries for storage for an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, you must first set up the devices on the server
system.

Before you begin

1. Attach devices to the server hardware. Follow the instructions in Attaching an automated library device to your system.
2. Select the tape device drivers. Follow the instructions in Selecting a tape device driver.
3. Install and configure the tape device drivers. Follow the instructions in Installing and configuring tape device drivers.
4. Determine the device names that are needed to define the library to the server. Follow the instructions in Special file names

for tape devices.

Procedure

1. Define the library and the path from the server to the library. Follow the instructions in Defining libraries.
2. Define the drives in the library. Follow the instructions in Defining drives.

For SCSI libraries, you can use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to define drives and paths for a library in one step,
instead of completing both steps 2 and 3. To use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to define drives and paths for a
library, the SANDISCOVERY option must be supported and enabled.

3. Define a path from the server to each drive by using the DEFINE PATH command.
4. Define a device class. Follow the instructions in Defining tape device classes.

Device classes specify the recording formats for drives and classify them according to type. Use the default value,
FORMAT=DRIVE as the recording format only if all the drives that are associated with the device class can read and write to
all of the media.

For example, you have a mix of Ultrium Generation 3 and Ultrium Generation 4 drives, but you have only Ultrium Generation
3 media. You can specify FORMAT=DRIVE because both the Generation 4 and Generation 3 drives can read from and write
to Generation 3 media.

5. Define a storage pool by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command.
Consider the following key choices for defining storage pools:

Scratch volumes are empty volumes that are available for use. If you specify a value for the maximum number of
scratch volumes in the storage pool, the server can choose from the scratch volumes available in the library.

If you do not allow scratch volumes, you must complete the extra step of explicitly defining each volume to be used
in the storage pool. Also, specify the MAXSCRATCH=0 parameter when you define the storage pool so that scratch
volumes are not used.

The default setting for primary storage pools is collocation by group. The default for copy storage pools and active-
data pools is disablement of collocation. The server uses collocation to keep all files that belong to a group of client
nodes, a single client node, a client file space, or a group of client file spaces on a minimal number of volumes. If
collocation is disabled for a storage pool and clients begin storing data, you cannot easily change the data in the pool
so that it is collocated.
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6. Check in and label library volumes. Follow the instructions in Checking volumes into an automated library and Labeling tape
volumes.

Ensure that enough volumes in the library are available to the server. Keep enough labeled volumes on hand so that you do
not run out during an operation such as client backup. Label extra scratch volumes for any potential recovery operations
that you might have later.

The procedures for checking in and labeling volumes are the same whether the library contains drives of a single device
type, or drives of multiple device types. You can use the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command to check in volumes that are
already labeled. Or, if you want to label and check in volumes with one step, issue the LABEL LIBVOLUME command.

Libraries with multiple device types: If your library has drives of multiple device types, and you defined two libraries to the
IBM Spectrum Protect server, the two defined libraries represent one physical library. You must check in tape volumes
separately to each defined library. Ensure that you check in volumes to the correct IBM Spectrum Protect library.

What to do next

Verify your device definitions to ensure that everything is configured correctly. Use a QUERY command to review information about
each storage object.

When you review the results of the QUERY DRIVE command, verify that the device type for the drive is what you expect. If a path
is not defined, the drive device type is listed as UNKNOWN and if the wrong path is used, GENERIC_TAPE or another device type is
shown. This step is especially important when you are using mixed media.

Optionally, configure library sharing. Follow the instructions in Configuring library sharing.

Defining tape devices
Before you can back up or migrate data to tape, you must define a tape device to the IBM Spectrum Protect.
Configuring library sharing
Multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers can share storage devices by using a storage area network (SAN). You set up one
server as the library manager and the other servers as library clients.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)

Related information:
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Defining tape devices
Before you can back up or migrate data to tape, you must define a tape device to the IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Defining libraries and drives
A tape library can include one or more tape drives. Learn how to define libraries, drives, and paths to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.
Defining tape device classes
A device class defines a set of characteristics that are used by a set of volumes that can be created in a storage pool. You
must define a device class for a tape device to ensure that the server can use the device.

Defining libraries and drives
A tape library can include one or more tape drives. Learn how to define libraries, drives, and paths to the IBM Spectrum Protect™
server.

Defining libraries
Before you can use a drive, you must define the library to which the drive belongs.
Defining drives
To inform the server about a drive that can be used to access storage volumes, issue the DEFINE DRIVE command,
followed by the DEFINE PATH command.
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Defining libraries
Before you can use a drive, you must define the library to which the drive belongs.

Procedure

1. Define the library by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

For example, if you have an IBM TS3500 tape library, you can define a library that is named ROBOTMOUNT by using the
following command:

define library robotmount libtype=scsi 

If you require library sharing or LAN-free data movement, see the following information:
Configuring library sharing
Configuring LAN-free data movement

2. Define a path from the server to the library by using the DEFINE PATH command. When you specify the DEVICE parameter,
enter the device special file name. This name is required by the server to communicate with tape drives, medium changer,
and removable media devices. For more information about device special file names, see Special file names for tape
devices. 

define path server1 robotmount srctype=server desttype=library  
 device=/dev/lb0

define path server1 robotmount srctype=server desttype=library  
 device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb0

define path server1 robotmount srctype=server desttype=library  
 device=lb0.0.1.0

Defining SCSI libraries on a SAN
For a library type of SCSI on a SAN, the server can track the library's serial number. With the serial number, the server can
confirm the identity of the device when you define the path or when the server uses the device.

Related information:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)

Defining drives
To inform the server about a drive that can be used to access storage volumes, issue the DEFINE DRIVE command, followed by
the DEFINE PATH command.

Before you begin

A drive object represents a drive mechanism within a library that uses removable media. For devices with multiple drives,
including automated libraries, you must define each drive separately and associate it with a library. Drive definitions can include
such information as the element address for drives in SCSI, how often a tape drive is cleaned, and whether the drive is online.

IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports tape drives that can be stand-alone or that can be part of an automated library. The preferred
method is to configure the tape solution by using automated libraries.

About this task

When you issue the DEFINE DRIVE command, you must provide some or all of the following information:

Library name
The name of the library in which the drive is located.

Drive name
The name that is assigned to the drive.
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Serial number
The serial number of the drive. The serial number parameter applies only to drives in SCSI. With the serial number, the
server can confirm the identity of the device when you define the path or when the server uses the device.

You can specify the serial number if you choose. The default is to enable the server to obtain the serial number from the
drive itself at the time that the path is defined. If you specify the serial number, the server confirms that the serial number
is correct when you define the path to the drive. When you define the path, you can set the AUTODETECT=YES parameter to
enable the server to correct the serial number if the number that it detects does not match what you entered when you
defined the drive. As a best practice, specify the AUTODETECT=YES parameter to automatically update the serial number
for the drive in the database when the path is defined.

Depending on the capabilities of the drive, the server might not be able to automatically detect the serial number. In this
case, the server does not record a serial number for the device, and is not able to confirm the identity of the device when
you define the path or when the server uses the device. See Impacts of device changes on the SAN.

Element address
The element address of the drive. The ELEMENT parameter applies only to drives in SCSI libraries. The element address is a
number that indicates the physical location of a drive within an automated library. The server needs the element address to
connect the physical location of the drive to the drive's SCSI address. The server can obtain the element address from the
drive when you define the path, or you can specify the element number when you define the drive. As a best practice,
specify the ELEMENT=AUTODETECT parameter for the server to automatically detect the element number when the path to
the drive is defined.

Depending on the capabilities of the library, the server might not be able to automatically detect the element address. In
this case, you must supply the element address when you define the drive, if the library has more than one drive. To obtain
the element address, go to the IBM® Support Portal for IBM Spectrum Protect.

Tip: IBM tape device drivers and non-IBM tape device drivers generate different device files and formats:

For IBM, device names begin with rmt followed by an integer, for example, /dev/rmt0.
For IBM Spectrum Protect tape device drivers, tape device names begin with mt followed by an integer, for example
/dev/mt0.

You must use the correct device file when you define a path.

Procedure

1. Assign a drive to a library by issuing the DEFINE DRIVE command.
2. To make the drive usable by the server, issue the DEFINE PATH command.

For examples about configuring libraries, paths, and drives, see Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with a
single drive device type and Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with multiple drive device types.

Defining tape device classes
A device class defines a set of characteristics that are used by a set of volumes that can be created in a storage pool. You must
define a device class for a tape device to ensure that the server can use the device.

Before you begin

You must define libraries and drives to the server before you define device classes.

About this task

For a list of supported devices and valid device class formats, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Devices website for your
operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

You can define multiple device classes for each device type. For example, you might want to specify different attributes for
different storage pools that use the same type of tape drive. Variations might be required that are not specific to the device, but
rather to how you want to use the device (for example, mount retention or mount limit).
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Guidelines:

One device class can be associated with multiple storage pools, but each storage pool is associated with only one device
class.
SCSI libraries can include tape drives of more than one device type. When you define the device class in this environment,
you must declare a value for the FORMAT parameter.

For more information, see Mixed device types in libraries.

Procedure

To define a device class, use the DEFINE DEVCLASS command with the DEVTYPE parameter, which assigns a device type to the
device class.

Results

If you include the DEVCONFIG option in the dsmserv.opt file, the files that you specify with that option are automatically updated
with the results of the DEFINE DEVCLASS, UPDATE DEVCLASS, and DELETE DEVCLASS commands.

Defining LTO device classes
To prevent problems when you mix different generations of LTO drives and media in a single library, review the restrictions.
Also, review the restrictions for LTO drive encryption.
Defining 3592 device classes
Device class definitions for 3592, TS1130, TS1140, TS1150, and later devices include parameters for faster volume-access
speeds and drive encryption. To prevent problems when mixing different generations of 3592 and TS1130 and later drives
in a library, review the guidelines.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
QUERY DEVCLASS (Display information on one or more device classes)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Defining LTO device classes
To prevent problems when you mix different generations of LTO drives and media in a single library, review the restrictions. Also,
review the restrictions for LTO drive encryption.

Mixing LTO drives and media in a library
When you mix different generations of LTO drives and media, you must consider the read/write capabilities of each
generation. The preferred method is to configure a different device class for each generation of media.
Mount limits in LTO mixed-media environments
In a mixed-media library, in which multiple device classes point to the same library, compatible drives are shared between
storage pools. Ensure that you set an appropriate value for the MOUNTLIMIT parameter in each of the device classes.
Enabling and disabling drive encryption for LTO Generation 4 or later tape drives
IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports the three types of drive encryption that are available with LTO Generation 4 or later
drives: Application, System, and Library. These methods are defined through the hardware.

Mixing LTO drives and media in a library
When you mix different generations of LTO drives and media, you must consider the read/write capabilities of each generation.
The preferred method is to configure a different device class for each generation of media.

About this task

If you are considering mixing different generations of LTO media and drives, review the following restrictions:
Table 1. Read/write capabilities for different generations of LTO drives

Drives
Generation 1

media
Generation 2

media
Generation 3

media
Generation 4

media
Generation 5

media
Generation 6

media
Generation 7

media
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Drives
Generation 1

media
Generation 2

media
Generation 3

media
Generation 4

media
Generation 5

media
Generation 6

media
Generation 7

media

Generation 1 Read/write
access

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 2 Read/write
access

Read/write
access

n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 3 Read-only
access

Read/write
access

Read/write
access

n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 4 n/a Read-only
access

Read/write
access

Read/write
access

n/a n/a n/a

Generation 5 n/a n/a Read-only
access

Read/write
access

Read/write
access

n/a n/a

Generation 6 n/a n/a n/a Read-only
access

Read/write
access

Read/write
access

n/a

Generation 7 n/a n/a n/a n/a Read access Read/write
access

Read/write
access

Example

If you are mixing different types of drives and media, configure different device classes: one for each type of media. To specify the
media type, use the FORMAT parameter in each of the device class definitions. (Do not specify FORMAT=DRIVE.) For example, if
you are mixing Ultrium Generation 5 and Ultrium Generation 6 drives, specify FORMAT=ULTRIUM5C (or ULTRIUM5) for the Ultrium
Generation 5 device class, and FORMAT=ULTRIUM6C (or ULTRIUM6) for the Ultrium Generation 6 device class.

In this example, both device classes can point to the same library with Ultrium Generation 5 and Ultrium Generation 6 drives. The
drives are shared between the two storage pools. One storage pool uses the first device class and Ultrium Generation 5 media
exclusively. The other storage pool uses the second device class and Ultrium Generation 6 media exclusively. Because the two
storage pools share a single library, Ultrium Generation 5 media can be mounted on Ultrium Generation 6 drives as they become
available during mount point processing.

If you mix older read-only media generations with newer read/write media in a single library, you must mark the read-only media
as read-only and check out all read-only scratch media. For example, if you are mixing Ultrium Generation 4 with Ultrium
Generation 6 drives and media in a single library, you must mark the Generation 4 media as read-only. In addition, you must check
out all Generation 4 scratch volumes.

Mount limits in LTO mixed-media environments
In a mixed-media library, in which multiple device classes point to the same library, compatible drives are shared between storage
pools. Ensure that you set an appropriate value for the MOUNTLIMIT parameter in each of the device classes.

For example, in a mixed media library that contains Ultrium Generation 1 and Ultrium Generation 2 drives and media, Ultrium
Generation 1 media can be mounted in Ultrium Generation 2 drives.

Consider the example of a mixed library that consists of the following drives and media:

Four LTO Ultrium Generation 1 drives and LTO Ultrium Generation 1 media
Four LTO Ultrium Generation 2 drives and LTO Ultrium Generation 2 media

You created the following device classes:

LTO Ultrium Generation 1 device class LTO1CLASS specifying FORMAT=ULTRIUMC
LTO Ultrium Generation 2 device class LTO2CLASS specifying FORMAT=ULTRIUM2C

You also created the following storage pools:

LTO Ultrium Generation 1 storage pool LTO1POOL based on device class LTO1CLASS
LTO Ultrium Generation 2 storage pool LTO2POOL based on device class LTO2CLASS
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The number of mount points available for use by each storage pool is specified in the device class by using the MOUNTLIMIT
parameter. The MOUNTLIMIT parameter in the LTO2CLASS device class must be set to 4 to match the number of available drives
that can mount only LTO2 media. The MOUNTLIMIT parameter in the LTO1CLASS device class must be set to a value that is
greater than the number of available drives (5 or possibly 6) to adjust for the fact that Ultrium Generation 1 media can be mounted
in Ultrium Generation 2 drives. The optimal value for MOUNTLIMIT depends on workload and storage pool access patterns.

Monitor and adjust the MOUNTLIMIT setting to suit changing workloads. If the MOUNTLIMIT for LTO1POOL is set too high, mount
requests for the LTO2POOL might be delayed or fail because the Ultrium Generation 2 drives are used to satisfy Ultrium
Generation 1 mount requests. In the worst scenario, too much competition for Ultrium Generation 2 drives might cause mounts
for Generation 2 media to fail with the following message:

ANR8447E No drives are currently available in the library.

If the MOUNTLIMIT value for LTO1POOL is not set high enough, mount requests that might be satisfied by LTO Ultrium Generation
2 drives are delayed.
Restriction: Restrictions apply when you mix Ultrium Generation 1 with Ultrium Generation 2 or Generation 3 drives because of
how mount points are allocated. For example, processes that require multiple mount points that include both Ultrium Generation
1 and Ultrium Generation 2 volumes might try to reserve Ultrium Generation 2 drives only, even when one mount can be satisfied
by an available Ultrium Generation 1 drive. Processes that behave in this manner include the MOVE DATA and BACKUP STGPOOL
commands. These processes wait until the required number of mount points can be satisfied with Ultrium Generation 2 drives.
Related reference:

BACKUP STGPOOL (Back up primary storage pool data to a copy storage pool)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
MOVE DATA (Move files on a storage pool volume)

Enabling and disabling drive encryption for LTO Generation 4 or later
tape drives

IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports the three types of drive encryption that are available with LTO Generation 4 or later drives:
Application, System, and Library. These methods are defined through the hardware.

About this task

The DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS command specifies whether drive encryption is allowed for IBM
and HP LTO Generation 4 or later, Ultrium 4, and Ultrium 4C formats. This parameter ensures IBM Spectrum Protect compatibility
with hardware encryption settings for empty volumes. You cannot use this parameter for storage pool volumes that are full or are
filling.

IBM Spectrum Protect supports the Application method of encryption with IBM and HP LTO-4 or later drives. Only IBM LTO-4 or
later supports the System and Library methods. The Library method of encryption can be used only if your system hardware (for
example, IBM TS3500) supports it.

Restriction: You cannot use drive encryption with write-once, read-many (WORM) media.

The Application method is defined through the hardware. To use the Application method, in which IBM Spectrum Protect
generates and manages encryption keys, set the DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter to ON. This action enables data encryption for
empty volumes. If the parameter is set to ON and the hardware is configured for another encryption method, backup operations
fail.

Procedure

The following simplified example shows the steps that you would take to enable and disable data encryption for empty volumes in
a storage pool:

1. Define a library by issuing the DEFINE LIBRARY command:

define library 3584 libtype=SCSI

2. Define a device class, LTO_ENCRYPT, by issuing the DEFINE DEVCLASS command and specifying IBM Spectrum Protect as
the key manager:

define devclass lto_encrypt library=3584 devtype=lto driveencryption=on 
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3. Define a storage pool by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command:

define stgpool lto_encrypt_pool lto_encrypt 

4. To disable encryption on new volumes, set the DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter to OFF. The default value is ALLOW. Drive
encryption for empty volumes is allowed if another method of encryption is enabled.

Related concepts:
Tape encryption methods

Defining 3592 device classes
Device class definitions for 3592, TS1130, TS1140, TS1150, and later devices include parameters for faster volume-access
speeds and drive encryption. To prevent problems when mixing different generations of 3592 and TS1130 and later drives in a
library, review the guidelines.

Mixing generations of 3592 drives and media in a single library
For optimal performance, do not mix generations of 3592 media in a single library. Media problems can result when
different drive generations are mixed. For example, IBM Spectrum Protect™ might not be able to read a volume's label.
Controlling data-access speeds for 3592 volumes
You can optimize the storage capacity and improve data-access speeds when you create volumes. By partitioning data into
storage pools that have volumes, you can specify the scale capacity percentage to provide maximum storage capacity, or to
provide fast access to the volume.
Enabling and disabling 3592 Generation 2 and later drive encryption
With IBM Spectrum Protect, you can use the following types of drive encryption with drives that are 3592 Generation 2 and
later: Application, System, and Library. These methods are defined through the hardware.

Mixing generations of 3592 drives and media in a single library
For optimal performance, do not mix generations of 3592 media in a single library. Media problems can result when different drive
generations are mixed. For example, IBM Spectrum Protect™ might not be able to read a volume's label.

About this task

The following table shows read/write interoperability for drive generations.

Drives
Generation 1

format
Generation 2

format
Generation 3

format
Generation 4

format
Generation 5

format

Generation 1 Read/write access n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 2 Read/write access Read/write access n/a n/a n/a

Generation 3 Read-only access Read/write access Read/write access n/a n/a

Generation 4 n/a Read only Read/write access Read/write access n/a

Generation 5 n/a n/a Read access Read/write access Read/write access

If you must mix generations of drives in a library, review the example and restrictions to help prevent problems.

Table 1. Mixing generations of drives
Library type Example and restrictions
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Library type Example and restrictions

SCSI Define a new storage pool and device class for the latest drive generation. For example, suppose that
you have a storage pool and device class for 3592-2. The storage pool contains all the media that
were written in Generation 2 format. Suppose that the value of the FORMAT parameter in the device
class definition is set to 3952-2 (not DRIVE). You add Generation 3 drives to the library. Complete the
following steps:

1. In the new device-class definition for the Generation 3 drives, set the value of the FORMAT
parameter to 3592-3 or 3592-3C. Do not specify DRIVE.

2. In the definition of the storage pool that is associated with Generation 2 drives, update the
MAXSCRATCH parameter to 0, for example:

update stgpool genpool2 maxscratch=0

This method allows both generations to use their optimal format and minimizes potential media
problems that can result from mixing generations. However, it does not resolve all media issues. For
example, competition for mount points and mount failures might result. (To learn more about mount
point competition in the context of 3592 drives and media, see Defining 3592 device classes.)

Restriction: The following list describes media restrictions:

CHECKIN LIBVOL: The issue is using the CHECKLABEL=YES option. If the label is written in a
Generation 3 or later format, and you specify the CHECKLABEL=YES option, drives of previous
generations fail by using this command. To avoid the issue, specify CHECKLABEL=BARCODE.
LABEL LIBVOL: When the server tries to use drives of a previous generation to read the label
that is written in a Generation 3 or later format, the LABEL LIBVOL command fails unless
OVERWRITE=YES is specified. Verify that the media that is being labeled with
OVERWRITE=YES does not have any active data.
CHECKOUT LIBVOL: When IBM Spectrum Protect verifies the label (CHECKLABEL=YES) as a
Generation 3 or later format, and read drives of previous generations, the command fails. To
avoid this issue, specify CHECKLABEL=NO.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Controlling data-access speeds for 3592 volumes
You can optimize the storage capacity and improve data-access speeds when you create volumes. By partitioning data into
storage pools that have volumes, you can specify the scale capacity percentage to provide maximum storage capacity, or to
provide fast access to the volume.

About this task

To reduce media capacity, specify the SCALECAPACITY parameter when you define the device class by using the DEFINE
DEVCLASS command or when you update the device class by using the UPDATE DEVCLASS command.

Specify a percentage value of 20, 90, or 100. A value of 20 percent provides the fastest access time, and 100 percent provides the
largest storage capacity. For example, if you specify a scale capacity of 20 for a 3592 device class without compression, a 3592
volume in that device class would store 20 percent of its full capacity of 300 GB, or about 60 GB.

Scale capacity takes effect only when data is first written to a volume. Updates to the device class for scale capacity do not affect
volumes that already have data written to them until the volume is returned to scratch status.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)
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Enabling and disabling 3592 Generation 2 and later drive encryption
With IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can use the following types of drive encryption with drives that are 3592 Generation 2 and later:
Application, System, and Library. These methods are defined through the hardware.

About this task

The DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS command specifies whether drive encryption is allowed for drives
that are 3592 Generation 2 and later. Use this parameter to ensure IBM Spectrum Protect compatibility with hardware encryption
settings for empty volumes. You cannot use this parameter for storage pool volumes that are full or are filling.

To use the Application method, in which IBM Spectrum Protect generates and manages encryption keys, set the
DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter to ON. This enables the encryption of data for empty volumes. If the parameter is set to ON
and if the hardware is configured for another encryption method, backup operations fail.
To use the Library or System methods of encryption, set the parameter to ALLOW. This specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect
is not the key manager for drive encryption, but allows the hardware to encrypt the volume's data through one of the other
methods. Specifying this parameter does not automatically encrypt volumes. Data can be encrypted only by specifying the
ALLOW parameter and configuring the hardware to use one of these methods.

The DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter is optional. The default value is to allow the Library or System methods of encryption.

Procedure

The following simplified example shows how to encrypt data for empty volumes in a storage pool, by using IBM Spectrum Protect
as the key manager:

1. Define a library by issuing the DEFINE LIBRARY command. For example, issue the following command:

define library 3584 libtype=SCSI

2. Define a device class, 3592_ENCRYPT, by issuing the DEFINE DEVCLASS command and specifying the value ON for the
DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter. For example, issue the following command:

define devclass 3592_encrypt library=3584 devtype=3592 driveencryption=on 

3. Define a storage pool. For example, issue the following command:

define stgpool 3592_encrypt_pool 3592_encrypt

What to do next

To disable any method of encryption on new volumes, set the DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter to OFF. If the hardware is configured
to encrypt data through either the Library or System method and DRIVEENCRYPTION is set to OFF, backup operations fail.

Configuring library sharing
Multiple IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers can share storage devices by using a storage area network (SAN). You set up one server
as the library manager and the other servers as library clients.

Before you begin

Ensure that your systems meet licensing requirements for library sharing. An entitlement for IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN is
required for each IBM Spectrum Protect server that is configured as a library client or a library manager in a SAN environment.

About this task

With LAN-free data movement, IBM Spectrum Protect client systems can directly access storage devices that are defined to an
IBM Spectrum Protect server. Storage agents are installed and configured on the client systems to perform the data movement.

To set up library sharing, you must define one IBM Spectrum Protect server as the library manager for your shared library
configuration. Then, you define other IBM Spectrum Protect servers as library clients that communicate and request storage
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resources from the library manager. The library manager server must be at the same version or a later version as the server or
servers that are defined as library clients.

Procedure

To complete the following steps to share library resources on a SAN among IBM Spectrum Protect servers, complete the following
steps:

1. Set up server-to-server communications.

To share a storage device on a SAN, define servers to each other by using the cross-define function. Each server must have
a unique name.

2. Define a shared library and set up tape devices on the server systems.

Use the procedure that is described in Configuring libraries for use by a server to define a library for use in the shared
environment. Modify the procedure to define the library as shared, by specifying the SHARED=YES parameter for the
DEFINE LIBRARY command.

3. Define the library manager server.
4. Define the shared library on the server that is the library client.
5. From the library manager server, define paths from the library client to each drive that the library client can access. The

device name must reflect the way that the library client system recognizes the tape device. A path from the library manager
to each tape drive must be defined in order for the library client to use the drive.

To avoid problems, ensure that all drive path definitions that are defined for the library manager are also defined for each
library client.

For example, if the library manager defines three tape drives, the library client must also define three tape drives. To limit
the number of tape drives that a library client can use at a time, use the MOUNTLIMIT parameter of the device class on the
library client.

6. Define device classes for the shared library.

The preferred method is to make the device class names the same on both servers to avoid confusion when you define
multiple device classes with the same device type and library parameters. Some operations, such as database backup, use
the device class name to identify the data for backup.

The device class parameters that are specified on the library manager override the parameters that are specified for the
library client. If the device class names are different, the library manager uses the parameters that are specified in a device
class that matches the device type that is specified for the library client.

7. Define a storage pool for the shared library.
8. Repeat the steps to configure another server as a library client.

Example: Library sharing for AIX and Linux servers
To learn how to set up a SCSI library sharing environment for servers that run on AIX® or Linux systems, review the sample
procedure.
Example: Library sharing for Windows servers
To learn how to set up a library sharing environment for servers that run on Windows systems, review the sample
procedure.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Example: Library sharing for AIX and Linux servers
To learn how to set up a SCSI library sharing environment for servers that run on AIX® or Linux systems, review the sample
procedure.

About this task
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In this example, a library manager server named ASTRO and a library client named JUDY are configured. To help clarify where
each step is performed, the commands are preceded by the server name from which the command is issued. Most commands are
issued from the library client.

For SCSI libraries, define the library by specifying the libtype=scsi parameter.

Procedure

1. To set up ASTRO as the library manager server, define a shared SCSI library named SANGROUP. For example:

astro> define library sangroup libtype=scsi shared=yes

Then complete the rest of the steps as described in Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with a single drive
device type to configure the library.
Tip: You can use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to define drives and paths for a library in one step.

2. Define ASTRO as the library manager server by issuing the DEFINE SERVER command.

judy> define server astro serverpassword=secret hladdress=192.0.2.24  
 lladdress=1777 crossdefine=yes

3. Define the shared library SANGROUP by issuing the DEFINE LIBRARY command. You must use the library manager server
name in the PRIMARYLIBMANAGER parameter, and use LIBTYPE=SHARED.

judy> define library sangroup libtype=shared primarylibmanager=astro

Ensure that the library name is the same as the library name on the library manager.
4. Define paths from the library manager, ASTRO, to two drives in the shared library by issuing the DEFINE PATH command.

astro> define path judy drivea srctype=server desttype=drive  
 library=sangroup device=/dev/rmt6 
astro> define path judy driveb srctype=server desttype=drive  
 library=sangroup device=/dev/rmt7

astro> define path judy drivea srctype=server desttype=drive  
 library=sangroup device=/dev/IBMtape6 
astro> define path judy driveb srctype=server desttype=drive  
 library=sangroup device=/dev/IBMtape7

5. Define all device classes that are associated with the shared library. 

judy> define devclass tape library=sangroup devtype=lto

judy> define devclass tape library=sangroup devtype=lto

The following parameters for the device class definition must be the same on the library client and the library manager:
LIBRARY
DRIVEENCRYPTION
WORM
FORMAT

6. Define a storage pool that is named BACKTAPE for the shared library to use. Issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

judy> define stgpool backtape tape maxscratch=50

What to do next

Repeat the procedure to define more library clients to your library manager.
Related reference:

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
Related information:

DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)
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Example: Library sharing for Windows servers
To learn how to set up a library sharing environment for servers that run on Windows systems, review the sample procedure.

About this task

In this example, a library manager server named ASTRO and a library client named JUDY are configured.

For SCSI libraries, define the library by specifying the libtype=scsi parameter.

Setting up the library manager server
You must set up the library manager server in order to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect servers to share SAN-connected
devices.

Setting up the library client servers
You must set up one or more library client servers to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect servers to share SAN-connected
devices.

Setting up the library manager server
You must set up the library manager server in order to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers to share SAN-connected
devices.

Procedure

The following procedure is an example of how to set up an IBM Spectrum Protect server that is named ASTRO as a library
manager:

1. Ensure that the library manager server is running:
a. Start the Windows Services Management Console (services.msc).
b. Select the service. For example, TSM Server1.
c. If the service is not running, right-click the service name and click Start.

2. Obtain the library and drive information for the shared library device:
a. Run the tsmdlst.exe utility. The utility is in the \Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server directory.

3. Define a library whose library type is SCSI. For example:

define library sangroup libtype=scsi shared=yes

This example uses the default for the library's serial number, which is to have the server obtain the serial number from the
library itself at the time that the path is defined. Depending on the capabilities of the library, the server might not be able to
automatically detect the serial number. In this case, the server does not record a serial number for the device, and is not
able to confirm the identity of the device when you define the path or when the server uses the device.

4. Define the path from the server to the library.

define path astro sangroup srctype=server desttype=library  
 device=lb0.0.0.2 

If you did not include the serial number when you defined the library, the server now queries the library to obtain this
information. If you did include the serial number when you defined the library, the server verifies what you defined and
issues a message if there is a mismatch.

5. Define the drives in the library.

define drive sangroup drivea 
define drive sangroup driveb

This example uses the default for the drive's serial number, which is to have the server obtain the serial number from the
drive itself at the time that the path is defined. Depending on the capabilities of the drive, the server might not be able to
automatically detect the serial number. In this case, the server does not record a serial number for the device, and is not
able to confirm the identity of the device when you define the path or when the server uses the device.
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This example also uses the default for the drive's element address, which is to have the server obtain the element number
from the drive itself at the time that the path is defined.

The element address is a number that indicates the physical location of a drive within an automated library. The server
needs the element address to connect the physical location of the drive to the drive's SCSI address. You can have the
server obtain the element number from the drive itself at the time that the path is defined, or you can specify the element
number when you define the drive.

Depending on the capabilities of the library, the server might not be able to automatically detect the element address. In
this case, you must supply the element address when you define the drive. Element numbers for many libraries are
available at IBM® Support Portal for IBM Spectrum Protect.

6. Define the path from the server to each of the drives.

define path astro drivea srctype=server desttype=drive library=sangroup  
 device=mt0.1.0.2 
define path astro driveb srctype=server desttype=drive library=sangroup  
 device=mt0.2.0.2

If you did not include the serial number or element address when you defined the drive, the server now queries the drive or
the library to obtain this information.

7. Define at least one device class.

define devclass tape devtype=dlt library=sangroup

8. Check in the library inventory. The following example checks all volumes into the library inventory as scratch volumes. The
server uses the name on the bar code label as the volume name.

checkin libvolume sangroup search=yes status=scratch 
 checklabel=barcode 

9. Set up a storage pool for the shared library with a maximum of 50 scratch volumes.

define stgpool backtape tape 
 description='storage pool for shared sangroup' maxscratch=50

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Setting up the library client servers
You must set up one or more library client servers to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers to share SAN-connected
devices.

Before you begin

Ensure that a library manager server is defined.

About this task

You must define the library manager server. Use the following procedure as an example of how to set up an IBM Spectrum Protect
server that is named JUDY as a library client.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the library manager server is running:
a. Start the Windows Services Management Console (services.msc).
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b. Select the service. For example, TSM Server1.
c. If the service is not running, right-click and select Start.

2. Obtain the library and drive information for the shared library device:
a. Run the tsmdlst.exe utility. The utility is in the \Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server directory.

3. Define the shared library, SANGROUP, and identify the library manager. Ensure that the library name is the same as the
library name on the library manager.

define library sangroup libtype=shared primarylibmanager=astro

4. Define the paths from the library client server to each of the drives by issuing commands on the administrative client:

define path judy drivea srctype=server desttype=drive library=sangroup  
 device=mt0.1.0.3 
 define path judy driveb srctype=server desttype=drive library=sangroup  
 device=mt0.2.0.3

5. Define at least one device class by issuing commands from the library client:

define devclass tape devtype=dlt mountretention=1 mountwait=10 
library=sangroup

Set the parameters for the device class the same on the library client as on the library manager. Making the device class
names the same on both servers is also a good practice, but is not required.

The device class parameters that are specified on the library manager server override those specified for the library client.
This is true whether or not the device class names are the same on both servers. If the device class names are different, the
library manager uses the parameters specified in a device class that matches the device type specified for the library client.

If a library client requires a setting that is different from what is specified in the library manager's device class (for example,
a different mount limit), complete the following steps:

a. Create an additional device class on the library manager server. Specify the parameter settings that you want the
library client to use.

b. Create a device class on the library client with the same name and device type as the new device class you created
on the library server.

6. Define the storage pool, BACKTAPE, that will use the shared library:

define stgpool backtape tape 
description='storage pool for shared sangroup' maxscratch=50

7. Repeat this procedure to define additional servers as library clients.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Setting up a storage pool hierarchy
As part of the implementation process, you must set up a storage pool hierarchy. Set up at least one primary storage pool on disk
and one primary storage pool on tape. Ensure that data is migrated from disk to tape daily.

Before you begin

1. Ensure that you reviewed the information in Planning the storage pool hierarchy.
2. Ensure that appropriate rules, also known as policies, are specified for backing up client data. Follow the instructions in

Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data.
3. Ensure that a policy is assigned to each node. For instructions about assigning a policy when you register a node, see

Registering clients.

Procedure

To set up a storage pool hierarchy, complete the following steps:
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1. Define a primary storage pool for the tape device by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

For example, define a primary storage pool, TAPE1, with a device class of LTO, and enable group collocation. Set the
maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool to 999. Issue the following
command:

define stgpool tape1 lto pooltype=primary collocate=group 
maxscratch=999

2. Define the drives, paths, and libraries for the primary storage pool on tape. Follow the instructions in Defining tape devices.
3. Define a primary storage pool for the disk device by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

For example, define a storage pool, DISK1, with a device class of FILE. Ensure that data can be migrated to the tape storage
pool, TAPE1, but prevent automatic migration by specifying 100 for the HIGHMIG parameter and 0 for the LOWMIG
parameter. Prevent reclamation by specifying 100 for the RECLAIM parameter. Enable node collocation. Set the maximum
number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool to 9999. Use the MIGPROCESS parameter to
specify the number of migration processes. The value of the MIGPROCESS parameter should equal the number of drives in
the library minus the number of drives that are reserved for restore operations. Issue the following command:

define stgpool disk1 file pooltype=primary nextstgpool=tape1 
highmig=100 lowmig=0 reclaim=100 collocate=node maxscratch=9999 migprocess=5

For more information about how to set up migration from disk to tape, see Migrating disk storage pools.

What to do next

A storage pool hierarchy includes only primary storage pools. After you set up the storage pool hierarchy, complete the following
steps:

1. Create a copy storage pool on a tape device. For instructions, see DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a copy storage pool assigned to
sequential access devices).

2. Back up the tape-based primary storage pool to the copy storage pool by using the BACKUP STGPOOL command. For
instructions, see BACKUP STGPOOL (Back up primary storage pool data to a copy storage pool).

3. To ensure that data can be recoved in a disaster, set up a procedure for moving tape volumes from the copy storage pool to
an offsite location. For instructions, see Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Related information:
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Protecting applications and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems.

Adding clients
Following the successful setup of your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, install and configure client software to begin backing
up data.

Configuring LAN-free data movement
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ client and server so that the client, through a storage agent, can move data directly
to storage on a SAN. This function, called LAN-free data movement, is provided by the IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN product.

Procedure

To configure LAN-free data movement, complete the following steps. For details, see the documentation for IBM Spectrum
Protect for SAN.

1. Verify the network connection.
2. Establish communications among the client, storage agent, and the server.
3. Install and configure software on client systems.
4. Configure devices on the server for the storage agent to access.
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5. Configure IBM Spectrum Protect policies for LAN-free data movement for the client.
6. If you are using shared FILE storage, install and configure IBM® TotalStorage SAN File System or IBM Spectrum Scale™.

Restriction: If an IBM Spectrum Scale volume is formatted by an AIX® server, the Windows system uses TCP/IP to
transfer data and not the storage area network.

7. Define paths from the storage agent to drives.
8. Start the storage agent and verify the LAN-free configuration.

What to do next

To help you tune the use of your LAN and SAN resources, you can control the path that data transfers take for clients with the
capability of LAN-free data movement. Control the path by using the UPDATE NODE command. For each client, you can select one
of the following settings for data read and write operations. Specify data read operations by using the DATAREADPATH parameter
and data write operations by using the DATAWRITEPATH parameter. The parameter is optional. The default value is ANY.

LAN (LAN path only)
Specify the LAN value if either of the following conditions is true:

You want to back up or restore a small amount of data.
The client does not have SAN connectivity.

LANFREE (LAN-free path only)
Specify the LANFREE value if the client and server are on the same SAN, and any of the following conditions are true:

You want to back up or restore a large amount of data.
You want to offload the server processing load to the client.
You want to relieve LAN congestion.

ANY (Any available path)
A LAN-free path is used if one is available. If a LAN-free path is unavailable, the data is moved by using the LAN.

Validating your LAN-free configuration
After you configure an IBM Spectrum Protect client for LAN-free data movement, you can verify the configuration and
server definitions by using the VALIDATE LANFREE command.

Tape encryption methods
Deciding on the encryption method to use depends on how you want to manage your data.

It is critical to secure client data, especially when that data is sensitive. To ensure that data in onsite and offsite volumes is
protected, IBM tape encryption technology is available.

IBM tape technology supports different methods of drive encryption for the following devices:

IBM 3592 Generation 2 and Generation 3
IBM Linear Tape-Open (LTO) Generation 4 and Generation 5

The methods of drive encryption that you can use with IBM Spectrum Protect™ are set up at the hardware level. IBM Spectrum
Protect cannot control or change which encryption method is used in the hardware configuration. If the hardware is set up for the
Application method, IBM Spectrum Protect can turn encryption on or off depending on the DRIVEENCRYPTION value on the
device class.

To encrypt all data in a particular logical library or to encrypt data on more than just storage pool volumes, use the Library or
System method. If the encryption key manager is set up to share keys, the Library and System methods can share the encryption
key, which allows the two methods to be interchanged. IBM Spectrum Protect cannot share or use encryption keys between the
Application method and either the Library or the System methods of encryption.

Table 1. Encryption methods
Encryption method Description
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Encryption method Description

Application encryption With application-managed encryption, you can create
dedicated storage pools that contain encrypted volumes only.
This way, you can use storage pool hierarchies and policies to
manage the way data is encrypted.

Encryption keys are managed by the application, in this case,
IBM Spectrum Protect. IBM Spectrum Protect generates and
stores the keys in the server database. Data is encrypted
during write operations, when the encryption key is passed
from the server to the drive. Data is decrypted for read
operations.

To encrypt storage pool volumes and eliminate some
encryption processing on your system, enable the Application
method. Use application-managed encryption only for storage
pool volumes. Other volumes, such as backup-set tapes,
export volumes, and database backups, are not encrypted by
using the Application method.

Requirement: When application encryption is enabled, you
must take extra care to secure database backups because the
encryption keys that are used to encrypt and decrypt data are
stored in the server database. To restore your data, you must
have the correct database backup and corresponding
encryption keys to access your information. Ensure that you
back up the database frequently and safeguard the backups to
prevent data loss or theft. Anyone who has access to both the
database backup and the encryption keys has access to your
data.

Library encryption With library-managed encryption, you can control which
volumes are encrypted by using their serial numbers. You can
specify a range or set of volumes to encrypt.

Encryption keys are managed by the library. Keys are stored in
an encryption key manager and provided to the drive. If you set
up the hardware to use library-managed encryption, you can
use this method by issuing the DEFINE DEVCLASS command
and specifying the DRIVEENCRYPTION=ALLOW parameter.

Restriction: Only certain IBM libraries support IBM LTO-4 and
later encryption. For details, see Configuring tape drive
encryption.

System encryption System-managed encryption is available only on the AIX®
operating system. Encryption keys that are provided to the
drive are managed by the device driver or operating system and
stored in an encryption key manager. If the hardware is set up
to use system encryption, you can use this method by issuing
the DEFINE DEVCLASS command and specifying the
DRIVEENCRYPTION=ALLOW parameter.

To determine whether a volume is encrypted and which method was used, issue the QUERY VOLUME command and specify the
FORMAT=DETAILED parameter.

Configuring tape drive encryption
You can use drive encryption to protect tapes that contain critical or sensitive data, for example, tapes that contain
confidential financial information. Drive encryption can be useful when you move tapes from the IBM Spectrum Protect
server environment to an onsite or offsite location.

Controlling tape storage operations
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Device class definitions for tapes include parameters that allow you to control storage operations.

How IBM Spectrum Protect fills volumes
The DEFINE DEVCLASS command has an optional ESTCAPACITY parameter that indicates the estimated capacity for
sequential volumes that are associated with the device class. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the estimated capacity of
volumes to determine the estimated capacity of a storage pool, and the estimated percent utilized.
Specifying the estimated capacity of tape volumes
IBM Spectrum Protect also uses estimated capacity to determine when to begin the reclamation of storage pool volumes.
Specifying recording formats for tape media
You can specify the recording format that is used by IBM Spectrum Protect to write data to tape media. If you plan to mix
generations of drives, or different drive types, within a library, you must specify a recording format for each drive generation
and each drive type. In this way, the server can differentiate between the drive generations and drive types.
Associating library objects with device classes
A library contains the drives that can be used to mount the volume. Only one library can be associated with a device class.
However, multiple device classes can reference the same library.
Controlling media-mount operations for tape devices
By using device class definitions, you can control the number of mounted volumes, the amount of time a volume remains
mounted, and the amount of time that the IBM Spectrum Protect server waits for a drive to become available.
Preempting operations
The server can preempt server or client operations for a higher priority operation when a mount point is in use and no
others are available, or access to a specific volume is required. When an operation is preempted, it is canceled.
Impacts of device changes on the SAN
The SAN environment can shift dramatically due to device or cabling changes. The dynamic nature of the SAN can cause
static definitions to fail or become unpredictable.

Displaying device information
You can display information about devices that are connected to the server by using the device information utility (tsmdlst).
Write-once, read-many tape media
Write-once, read-many (WORM) media help to prevent accidental or deliberate deletion of critical data. However, IBM
Spectrum Protect imposes certain restrictions and guidelines to follow when you use WORM media.

Troubleshooting problems with devices
You can troubleshoot errors that occur when you configure or use devices with IBM Spectrum Protect.

How IBM Spectrum Protect fills volumes
The DEFINE DEVCLASS command has an optional ESTCAPACITY parameter that indicates the estimated capacity for sequential
volumes that are associated with the device class. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the estimated capacity of volumes to determine
the estimated capacity of a storage pool, and the estimated percent utilized.

If the ESTCAPACITY parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a default value that is based on the recording format
that is specified for the device class by using the FORMAT parameter.

If you specify an estimated capacity that exceeds the actual capacity of the volume in the device class, IBM Spectrum Protect
updates the estimated capacity of the volume when the volume becomes full. When IBM Spectrum Protect reaches the end of the
volume, it updates the capacity to match the amount that is written to the volume.

You can either accept the default estimated capacity for the device class, or explicitly specify an estimated capacity. An accurate
estimated capacity value is not required, but is useful. IBM Spectrum Protect uses the estimated capacity of volumes to
determine the estimated capacity of a storage pool, and the estimated percent that is used. You might want to change the
estimated capacity if on or both of the following conditions are true:

The default estimated capacity is inaccurate because of data compression.
You have volumes of nonstandard size.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Specifying the estimated capacity of tape volumes
IBM Spectrum Protect™ also uses estimated capacity to determine when to begin the reclamation of storage pool volumes.
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About this task

For tape device classes, the default values selected by the server depend on the recording format that is used to write data to the
volume. You can either accept the default for a device type or specify a value.

To specify estimated capacity for tape volumes, use the ESTCAPACITY parameter when you define the device class or update its
definition.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Specifying recording formats for tape media
You can specify the recording format that is used by IBM Spectrum Protect™ to write data to tape media. If you plan to mix
generations of drives, or different drive types, within a library, you must specify a recording format for each drive generation and
each drive type. In this way, the server can differentiate between the drive generations and drive types.

About this task

To specify a recording format, use the FORMAT parameter when you define the device class or update its definition.

If all drives associated with that device class are identical, specify FORMAT=DRIVE. The server selects the highest format that is
supported by the drive on which a volume is mounted.

If some drives associated with the device class support a higher density format than others, specify a format that is compatible
with all drives.

If drives in a single SCSI library use different tape technologies (for example, DLT and LTO Ultrium), specify a unique value for the
FORMAT parameter in each device class definition.

For a configuration example, see Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with multiple drive device types.

The recording format that the server uses for a volume is selected when data is first written to the volume. Updating the FORMAT
parameter does not affect media that already contain data until those media are rewritten from the beginning. This process might
happen after a volume is reclaimed or deleted, or after all of the data on the volume expires.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Associating library objects with device classes
A library contains the drives that can be used to mount the volume. Only one library can be associated with a device class.
However, multiple device classes can reference the same library.

About this task

To associate a device class with a library, use the LIBRARY parameter when you define a device class or update its definition.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Controlling media-mount operations for tape devices
By using device class definitions, you can control the number of mounted volumes, the amount of time a volume remains
mounted, and the amount of time that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server waits for a drive to become available.
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Controlling the number of simultaneously mounted volumes
When you set a mount limit for a device class, you must consider the number of storage devices that are connected to your
system. You must also consider whether you use the simultaneous-write function, whether you associate multiple device
classes with a single library, and the number of processes that run at the same time.
Controlling the amount of time that a volume remains mounted
You can control the amount of time that a mounted volume remains mounted after its last I/O activity. If a volume is used
frequently, you can improve performance by setting a longer mount retention period to avoid unnecessary mount and
dismount operations.
Controlling the amount of time that the server waits for a drive
You can specify the maximum amount of time, in minutes, that the IBM Spectrum Protect server waits for a drive to become
available for the current mount request.

Controlling the number of simultaneously mounted volumes
When you set a mount limit for a device class, you must consider the number of storage devices that are connected to your
system. You must also consider whether you use the simultaneous-write function, whether you associate multiple device classes
with a single library, and the number of processes that run at the same time.

About this task

When you select a mount limit for a device class, consider the following issues:

How many storage devices are connected to your system?

Do not specify a mount limit value that is greater than the number of associated available drives in your installation. If the
server tries to mount as many volumes as specified by the mount limit and no drives are available for the required volume,
an error occurs and client sessions might end. (This restriction does not apply when the DRIVES parameter is specified.)

If you are sharing library resources on a SAN among IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers, you must limit the number of tape
drives that a library client can use at a time. To allow multiple library client servers use a library simultaneously specify the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter when you define or update the device class on the library client. For more information about
configuring library sharing, see Configuring library sharing.

Are you using the simultaneous-write function to primary storage pools, copy storage pools, and active-data pools?

Specify a mount limit value that provides enough mount points to support writing data simultaneously to the primary
storage pool and all associated copy storage pools and active-data pools.

Are you associating multiple device classes with a single library?

A device class that is associated with a library can use any drive in the library that is compatible with the device class'
device type. Because you can associate more than one device class with a library, a single drive in the library can be used
by more than one device class. IBM Spectrum Protect ensures that two operations cannot use the same drive
simultaneously by using two different device classes.

How many IBM Spectrum Protect processes do you want to run at the same time, by using devices in this device class?

IBM Spectrum Protect automatically cancels some processes to run other, higher priority processes. If the server is using
all available drives in a device class to complete higher priority processes, lower-priority processes must wait until a drive
becomes available. For example, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels the process for a client that backs up directly to tape if the
drive is needed for a server migration or tape reclamation process. IBM Spectrum Protect cancels a tape reclamation
process if the drive is needed for a client restore operation. For more information, see Preempting operations.

If processes are often canceled by other processes, consider whether you can make more drives available for IBM
Spectrum Protect use. Otherwise, review your scheduling of operations to reduce the contention for drives.

This consideration also applies to the simultaneous-write function. You must have enough drives available to allow for a
successful simultaneous-write operation.

To specify the maximum number of volumes that can be simultaneously mounted, use the MOUNTLIMIT parameter when
you define the device class or update its definition.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
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Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Controlling the amount of time that a volume remains mounted
You can control the amount of time that a mounted volume remains mounted after its last I/O activity. If a volume is used
frequently, you can improve performance by setting a longer mount retention period to avoid unnecessary mount and dismount
operations.

About this task

If mount operations are being handled by manual, operator-assisted activities, you might want to specify a long mount retention
period. For example, if only one operator supports your entire operation on a weekend, then define a long mount retention period
so that the operator is not being asked to mount volumes every few minutes.

To control the amount of time a mounted volume remains mounted, use the MOUNTRETENTION parameter when you define the
device class or update its definition. For example, if the mount retention value is 60, and a mounted volume remains idle for 60
minutes, the server dismounts the volume.

While IBM Spectrum Protect™ has a volume mounted, the drive is allocated to IBM Spectrum Protect and cannot be used for
anything else. If you need to free the drive for other uses, you can cancel IBM Spectrum Protect operations that are using the drive
and then dismount the volume. For example, you can cancel server migration or backup operations. For information on how to
cancel processes and dismount volumes, see Managing server requests for volumes

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Controlling the amount of time that the server waits for a drive
You can specify the maximum amount of time, in minutes, that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server waits for a drive to become
available for the current mount request.

About this task

To control the wait time for a drive to become available for a mount request, use the MOUNTWAIT parameter when you define or
update a device class.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Preempting operations
The server can preempt server or client operations for a higher priority operation when a mount point is in use and no others are
available, or access to a specific volume is required. When an operation is preempted, it is canceled.

You can use the QUERY MOUNT command to see the status of the volume for the mount point.

By default, preemption is enabled on the server. To disable preemption, specify the NOPREEMPT option in the server options file.
If you specify this option, the BACKUP DB command, and the export and import commands are the only operations that can
preempt other operations.

Mount point preemption
If a high-priority operation requires a mount point that is in a specific device class and all the mount points in the device
class are in use, the high-priority operation can preempt a mount point from a lower-priority operation.
Volume access preemption
If a high-priority operation requires access to a specific volume and that volume is in use, the high-priority operation can
preempt the lower-priority operation for that volume.
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Related reference:
BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
QUERY MOUNT (Display information on mounted sequential access volumes)

Mount point preemption
If a high-priority operation requires a mount point that is in a specific device class and all the mount points in the device class are
in use, the high-priority operation can preempt a mount point from a lower-priority operation.

Mount points can be preempted only when the device class of the operation preempting and the operation that is being
preempted is the same.

The following high-priority operations can preempt other operations for a mount point.

Database backup operations
Retrieve, restore, or HSM recall operations that are initiated by clients
Restore operations by using a remote data mover
Export operations
Import operations
Operations to generate backup sets

The following server operations cannot preempt other operations or be preempted:

Audit a volume
Restore data from a copy or active-data pool
Prepare a recovery plan file
Store data by using a remote data mover

The following operations can be preempted and are listed in order of priority, from highest priority to lowest priority. The server
selects the lowest priority operation to preempt, for example, identify duplicates.

Replicate nodes
Back up data to a copy storage pool
Copy active data to an active data pool
Move data on a storage pool volume
Migrate data from disk to sequential media
Migrate data from sequential media to sequential media
Back up, archive, or HSM migrate operations that are initiated by clients
Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool
Identify duplicates

Volume access preemption
If a high-priority operation requires access to a specific volume and that volume is in use, the high-priority operation can preempt
the lower-priority operation for that volume.

For example, if a restore request requires access to a volume in use by a reclamation operation and a drive is available, the
reclamation operation is canceled.

The following high-priority operations can preempt operations for access to a specific volume:

Database backup operations
Retrieve, restore, or HSM recall operations that are initiated by clients
Restore operations by using a remote data mover
Export operations
Import operations
Operations to generate backup sets

The following operations cannot preempt other operations or be preempted:

Audit volume
Restore data from a copy or active-data pool
Prepare a recovery plan
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Store data by using a remote data mover

The following operations can be preempted, and are listed in order of priority, from highest priority to lowest priority. The server
selects the lowest priority operation to preempt, for example, identify duplicates.

Replicate nodes
Back up data to a copy storage pool
Copy active data to an active data pool
Move data on a storage pool volume
Migrate data from disk to sequential media
Migrate data from sequential media to sequential media
Back up, archive, or HSM migrate data that is initiated by client
Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool
Identify duplicates

Impacts of device changes on the SAN
The SAN environment can shift dramatically due to device or cabling changes. The dynamic nature of the SAN can cause static
definitions to fail or become unpredictable.

Device IDs that are assigned by the SAN and known to the server or storage agent can be altered due to bus resets or other
environmental changes. For example, the server might know a device X as rmt0 (on AIX®), based on the original path specification
to the server and original configuration of the LAN. However, some event in the SAN, for example, the addition of new device Y,
causes device X to be assigned rmt1. When the server tries to access device X by using rmt0, either the access fails or the wrong
target device is accessed. The server attempts to recover from changes to devices on the SAN by using device serial numbers to
confirm the identity of devices it contacts.

When you define a drive or library, you have the option of specifying the serial number for that device. If you do not specify the
serial number when you define the device, the server obtains the serial number when you define the path for the device. In either
case, the server then has the device serial number in its database and can use it to confirm the identity of a device for operations.

When the server uses drives and libraries on a SAN, the server attempts to verify that the correct device is used. The server
contacts the device by using the device name in the path that you defined for it. The server then requests the serial number from
the device, and compares that serial number with the serial number that is stored in the server database for that device.

If the serial number does not match, the server begins the process of discovery on the SAN, attempting to find the device with the
matching serial number. If the server finds the device with the matching serial number, it corrects the definition of the path in the
server's database by updating the device name in that path. The server issues a message with information about the change that
is made to the device. Then, the server proceeds to use the device.

To determine when device changes on the SAN affect the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, you can monitor the activity log for
messages. The following messages are related to serial numbers:

ANR8952 through ANR8958
ANR8961 through ANR8968
ANR8974 through ANR8975

Restriction: Some devices cannot report their serial numbers to applications such as the IBM Spectrum Protect server. If the
server cannot obtain the serial number from a device, the server cannot help the system to recover from a device location change
on the SAN.

Displaying device information
You can display information about devices that are connected to the server by using the device information utility (tsmdlst).

Before you begin

Ensure that the HBA API is installed. The HBA API is required to run the device information utility.
Ensure that the tape device driver is installed and configured.

Procedure
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1. From a command prompt, change to the server subdirectory of the server installation directory, for example, C:\Program
Files\Tivoli\TSM\server.

2. Run the tsmdlst.exe executable file.

Related reference:
QUERY SAN (Query the devices on the SAN)
tsmdlst (Display information about devices)

Write-once, read-many tape media
Write-once, read-many (WORM) media help to prevent accidental or deliberate deletion of critical data. However, IBM Spectrum
Protect™ imposes certain restrictions and guidelines to follow when you use WORM media.

You can use the following types of WORM media with IBM Spectrum Protect:

IBM® 3592, all supported generations
IBM LTO-3 and all supported generations
HP LTO-3 and all supported generations
Quantum LTO-3 and all supported generations
Quantum SDLT 600, Quantum DLT V4, and Quantum DLT S4
StorageTek VolSafe
Sony AIT50 and AIT100

Tips:

A storage pool can consist of either WORM or RW media, but not both.
To avoid wasting tape after a restore or import operation, do not use WORM tapes for database backup or export
operations.

WORM-capable drives
To use WORM media in a library, all the drives in the library must be WORM-capable. A mount will fail if a WORM cartridge is
mounted in a read/write (RW) drive.
Check-in of WORM media
The type of WORM media determines whether the media label needs to be read during check-in.
Restrictions on WORM media
You cannot use prelabeled WORM media with the LTO or ECARTRIDGE device class.
Mount failures with WORM media
If WORM tape media are loaded into a drive for a read-write (RW) device-class mount, it will cause a mount failure.
Similarly, if RW tape media are loaded into a drive for a WORM device-class mount, the mount will fail.
Relabeling WORM media
You cannot relabel a WORM cartridge if it contains data. This applies to Sony AIT WORM, LTO WORM, SDLT WORM, DLT
WORM, and IBM 3592 cartridges. The label on a VolSafe volume should be overwritten only once and only if the volume
does not contain usable, deleted, or expired data.
Removing private WORM volumes from a library
If you perform an action on a WORM volume (for example, if you delete file spaces) and the server does not mark the
volume as full, the volume is returned to scratch status. If a WORM volume is not marked as full and you delete it from a
storage pool, the volume remains private. To remove a private WORM volume from a library, you must issue the CHECKOUT
LIBVOLUME command.
Creation of DLT WORM volumes
DLT WORM volumes can be converted from read/write (RW) volumes.
Support for short and normal 3592 WORM tapes
IBM Spectrum Protect supports both short and normal 3592 WORM tapes. For best results, define them in separate
storage pools
Querying a device class for the WORM-parameter setting
You can determine the setting of the WORM parameter for a device class by using the QUERY DEVCLASS command. The
output contains a field, labeled WORM, and a value (YES or NO).

WORM-capable drives
To use WORM media in a library, all the drives in the library must be WORM-capable. A mount will fail if a WORM cartridge is
mounted in a read/write (RW) drive.
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However, a WORM-capable drive can be used as a RW drive if the WORM parameter in the device class is set to NO. Any type of
library can have both WORM and RW media if all of the drives are WORM enabled. The only exception to this rule is NAS-attached
libraries in which WORM tape media cannot be used.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Check-in of WORM media
The type of WORM media determines whether the media label needs to be read during check-in.

Library changers cannot identify the difference between standard read/write (RW) tape media and the following types of WORM
tape media:

VolSafe
Sony AIT
LTO
SDLT
DLT

To determine the type of WORM media that is being used, a volume must be loaded into a drive. Therefore, when you check in one
of these types of WORM volumes, you must use the CHECKLABEL=YES option on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

If they provide support for WORM media, IBM® 3592 library changers can detect whether a volume is WORM media without
loading the volume into a drive. Specifying CHECKLABEL=YES is not required. Verify with your hardware vendors that your 3592
drives and libraries provide the required support.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Restrictions on WORM media
You cannot use prelabeled WORM media with the LTO or ECARTRIDGE device class.

You cannot use WORM media with IBM Spectrum Protect™ specified as the drive-encryption key manager for the following drives:

IBM® LTO-5, LTO-6, and later
HP LTO-5, LTO-6, and later
Oracle StorageTek T10000B
Oracle StorageTek T10000C
Oracle StorageTek T10000D

Mount failures with WORM media
If WORM tape media are loaded into a drive for a read-write (RW) device-class mount, it will cause a mount failure. Similarly, if RW
tape media are loaded into a drive for a WORM device-class mount, the mount will fail.

Relabeling WORM media
You cannot relabel a WORM cartridge if it contains data. This applies to Sony AIT WORM, LTO WORM, SDLT WORM, DLT WORM,
and IBM® 3592 cartridges. The label on a VolSafe volume should be overwritten only once and only if the volume does not contain
usable, deleted, or expired data.

Issue the LABEL LIBVOLUME command only once for VolSafe volumes. You can guard against overwriting the label by using the
OVERWRITE=NO option on the LABEL LIBVOLUME command.

Related reference:
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
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Removing private WORM volumes from a library
If you perform an action on a WORM volume (for example, if you delete file spaces) and the server does not mark the volume as
full, the volume is returned to scratch status. If a WORM volume is not marked as full and you delete it from a storage pool, the
volume remains private. To remove a private WORM volume from a library, you must issue the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command.

Related reference:
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)

Creation of DLT WORM volumes
DLT WORM volumes can be converted from read/write (RW) volumes.

If you have SDLT-600, DLT-V4, or DLT-S4 drives and you want to enable them for WORM media, upgrade the drives by using V30 or
later firmware available from Quantum. You can also use DLTIce software to convert unformatted RW volumes or blank volumes to
WORM volumes.

In SCSI libraries, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server creates scratch DLT WORM volumes automatically when the server cannot
locate any scratch WORM volumes in a library's inventory. The server converts available unformatted or blank RW scratch volumes
or empty RW private volumes to scratch WORM volumes. The server also rewrites labels on newly created WORM volumes by
using the label information on the existing RW volumes.

Support for short and normal 3592 WORM tapes
IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports both short and normal 3592 WORM tapes. For best results, define them in separate storage
pools

Querying a device class for the WORM-parameter setting
You can determine the setting of the WORM parameter for a device class by using the QUERY DEVCLASS command. The output
contains a field, labeled WORM, and a value (YES or NO).

Related information:
QUERY DEVCLASS (Display information on one or more device classes)

Troubleshooting problems with devices
You can troubleshoot errors that occur when you configure or use devices with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

Use Table 1 to find a solution to the device-related problem.

Table 1. Resolving device problems
Symptom Problem Solution

Conflicts with other applications. IBM Spectrum Protect requires a storage
area network to share devices.

Set up a storage area network.
Attention: Data loss can occur if multiple
IBM Spectrum Protect servers use the
same device. Define or use a device with
only one IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Other applications
can access IBM Spectrum Protect
devices, by using a SCSI tape driver.
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Symptom Problem Solution

Labeling fails. A device for labeling volumes cannot be
used at the same time that the server
uses the device for other processes.

You cannot overwrite existing volumes in
a storage pool.

You must resolve any hardware issues
before you label a volume.

  Incorrect or incomplete license
registration.

Register the license for the device
support that was purchased.

Conflicts among device drivers. IBM Spectrum Protect issues messages
about I/O errors when you define or use a
sequential access device.

Windows device drivers and drivers that
are provided by other applications can
interfere with the IBM Spectrum Protect
device driver if the IBM Spectrum Protect
driver is not started first. To check on the
order that device drivers are started by
the system, complete the following steps:

1. Click Control Panel.
2. Click Devices. Device drivers and

their startup types are listed.

I/O errors When you try to define or use a tape
device, there might be device-driver
conflicts. Windows device drivers and
drivers that are provided by other
applications can interfere with the IBM
Spectrum Protect device driver if it is not
started first.

 

Completing the implementation
After the IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution is configured and running, test backup operations and set up monitoring to ensure that
everything runs smoothly.

Procedure

1. Test backup operations to verify that your data is protected in the way that you expect.
a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the clients that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. On the Servers page of the Operations Center, select the server for which you want to back up the database. Click

Back Up, and follow the instructions in the Back Up Database window.
c. Verify that the backup operations completed successfully with no warning or error messages.

Tip: Alternatively, you can use the backup-archive client GUI to back up client data and you can backup the server
database by issuing BACKUP DB command from an administrative command-line.

2. Set up monitoring for your solution by following the instructions in Monitoring a tape solution.

Monitoring a tape solution
After you implement an IBM Spectrum Protect™ tape-based solution, monitor the solution to ensure correct operation. By
monitoring the solution daily and periodically, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you gather can
be used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.

About this task

The preferred way to monitor a solution is by using the Operations Center, which provides overall and detailed system status in a
graphical user interface. In addition, you can configure the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system
status.

Procedure
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1. Complete daily monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Daily monitoring checklist.
2. Complete periodic monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Periodic monitoring checklist.
3. Verify that your system complies with licensing requirements. For instructions, see Verifying license compliance.
4. Optional: Set up email reports of system status. For instructions, see Tracking system status by using email reports

Daily monitoring checklist
To ensure that you are completing the daily monitoring tasks for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution, review the daily monitoring
checklist.

Complete the daily monitoring tasks from the Operations Center Overview page. You can access the Overview page by opening the
Operations Center and clicking Overviews.

The following figure shows the location for completing each task.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.

The following table lists the daily monitoring tasks and provides instructions for completing each task.

Table 1. Daily monitoring tasks
Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

information
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
clients are at risk of
being unprotected due to
failed or missed backup
operations.

To verify whether clients are at risk, in the
Clients area, look for an At risk notification. To
view details, click the Clients area.
Attention: If the At risk percentage is much
greater than usual, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. A ransomware attack can
cause backup operations to fail, thus placing
clients at risk. For example, if the percentage
of clients at risk is normally between 5% and
10%, but the percentage increases to 40% or
50%, investigate the cause.
If you installed the client management service
on a backup-archive client, you can view and
analyze the client error and schedule logs by
completing the following steps:

1. In the Clients table, select the client
and click Details.

2. To diagnose an issue, click Diagnosis.

For clients that do not have the client management
service installed, access the client system to review
the client error logs.

 Determine whether
client-related or server-
related errors require
attention.

To determine the severity of any reported
alerts, in the Alerts area, hover over the
columns.

To view additional information about alerts, complete
the following steps:

1. Click the Alerts area.
2. In the Alerts table, select an alert.
3. In the Activity Log pane, review the messages.

The pane displays related messages that were
issued before and after the selected alert
occurred.

 Determine whether
servers that are
managed by the
Operations Center are
available to provide data
protection services to
clients.

1. To verify whether servers are at risk, in
the Servers area, look for an
Unavailable notification.

2. To view additional information, click the
Servers area.

3. Select a server in the Servers table and
click Details.

Tip: If you detect an issue that is related to server
properties, update the server properties:

1. In the Servers table, select a server and click
Details.

2. To update server properties, click Properties.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
sufficient space is
available for the server
inventory, which consists
of the server database,
active log, and archive
log.

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Status column of the table, view

the status of the server and resolve any
issues:

Normal  Sufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, and archive
log.
Critical  Insufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, or archive
log. You must add space
immediately, or the data
protection services that are
provided by the server will be
interrupted.
Warning  The server database,
active log, or archive log is
running out of space. If this
condition persists, you must add
space.
Unavailable  Status cannot be
obtained. Ensure that the server
is running, and that there are no
network issues. This status is
also shown if the monitoring
administrator ID is locked or
otherwise unavailable on the
server. This ID is named IBM-
OC-hub_server_name.
Unmonitored  Unmonitored
servers are defined to the hub
server, but are not configured for
management by the Operations
Center. To configure an
unmonitored server, select the
server, and click Monitor Spoke.

You can also look for related alerts on the Alerts
page. For additional instructions about
troubleshooting, see Resolving server problems.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify server
database backup
operations.

To determine when a server was most
recently backed up, complete the following
steps:

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Servers table, review the Last

Database Backup column.

To obtain more detailed information about backup
operations, complete the following steps:

1. In the Servers table, select a row and click
Details.

2. In the DB Backup area, hover over the check
marks to review information about backup
operations.

If a database was not backed up recently (for
example, in the last 24 hours), you can start a backup
operation:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
the Servers area.

2. In the table, select a server and click Back Up.

To determine whether the server database is
configured for automatic backup operations,
complete the following steps:

1. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon 

 and click Command Builder.

2. Issue the QUERY DB command:

query db f=d

3. In the output, review the Full Device
Class Name field. If a device class is
specified, the server is configured for
automatic database backups.

 Monitor other server
maintenance tasks.
Server maintenance
tasks can include running
administrative command
schedules, maintenance
scripts, and related
commands.

To search for information about processes
that failed because of server issues, complete
the following steps:

1. Click Servers > Maintenance.
2. To obtain the two-week history of a

process, view the History column.
3. To obtain more information about a

scheduled process, hover over the
check box that is associated with the
process.

For more information about monitoring processes
and resolving issues, see the Operations Center
online help.
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information

 Verify that the
amount of data that was
recently sent to and from
servers is within the
expected range.

To obtain an overview of activity in the
last 24 hours, view the Activity area.
To compare activity in the last 24 hours
with activity in the previous 24 hours,
review the figures in the Current and
Previous areas.

If more data was sent to the server than you
expected, determine which clients are backing
up more data and investigate the cause. It is
possible that client-side data deduplication is
not working correctly.
Attention: If the amount of backed-up data is
significantly larger than usual, it might indicate
a ransomware attack. When ransomware
encrypts data, the system perceives the data
as being changed, and the changed data is
backed up. Thus, backup volumes become
larger. To determine which clients are
affected, click the Applications, Virtual, or
Systems tabs.
If less data was sent to the server than you
expected, investigate whether client backup
operations are proceeding on schedule.
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information

 Verify that storage
pools are available to
back up client data.

1. If problems are indicated in the Storage
& Data Availability area, click Pools to
view the details:

If the Critical  status is
displayed, insufficient space is
available in the storage pool, or
its access status is unavailable.
Attention: If the status is critical,
investigate the cause:

If the data deduplication
rate for a storage pool
drops significantly, it
might indicate a
ransomware attack.
During a ransomware
attack, data is encrypted
and cannot be
deduplicated. To verify
the data deduplication
rate, in the Storage Pools
table, review the value in
the % Savings column.
If a storage pool
unexpectedly becomes
100% utilized, it might
indicate a ransomware
attack. To verify the
utilization, review the
value in the Capacity
Used column. Hover over
the values to see the
percentages of used and
free space.

If the Warning  status is
displayed, the storage pool is
running out of space, or its
access status is read-only.

2. To view the used, free, and total space
for your selected storage pool, hover
over the entries in the Capacity Used
column.

To view the storage-pool capacity that was used over
the past two weeks, select a row in the Storage Pools
table and click Details.
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information

Verify that storage
devices are available for
backup operations.

In the Storage & Data Availability area, in the
Volumes section, under the capacity bars,
review the status that is reported next to
Devices. If a Critical  or Warning  status is
displayed for any device, investigate the issue.
To view details, click Devices.

Tape devices might have a warning or critical status if
drives are unavailable. A drive is unavailable if it is
offline, if it stopped responding to the server, or if its
path is offline. A tape device might also have a critical
status if the library is offline. Other columns of the
Tape Devices table show the state of the library
robotics, drives, and paths.

To resolve issues with tape drives that have a critical
state, you can take the drive offline if you need to use
it for another activity, such as maintenance. To take a
drive offline, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations CenterStorage page, and
select Tape Devices.

2. To view more information about a tape library,
select a row and click Details.

3. To take a drive offline, select the tape drive
and click Offline.

For tape backup operations, verify that sufficient
scratch tapes are available. If you are not certain
whether the number of available scratch tapes is
sufficient, open the details notebook to view tape
usage and an estimate of scratch tape availability. To
open the details notebook, select a library in the
table and click Details.

Periodic monitoring checklist
To help ensure that operations run correctly, complete the tasks in the periodic monitoring checklist. Schedule periodic tasks
frequently enough so that you can detect potential issues before they become problematic.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
Table 1. Periodic monitoring tasks

Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
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Monitor system performance. Determine the length of time that is
required for client backup operations:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. Find
the server that is associated with
the client.

2. Click Servers. Select the server
and click Details.

3. To view the duration of
completed tasks in the last 24
hours, click Completed Tasks.

4. To view the duration of tasks that
were completed more than 24
hours ago, use the QUERY
ACTLOG command. For
information about this command,
see QUERY ACTLOG (Query the
activity log).

5. If the duration of client backup
operations is increasing and the
reasons are not clear, investigate
the cause.

If you installed the client management
service on a backup-archive client, you
can diagnose performance issues for
the backup-archive client by completing
the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients.

2. Select a backup-archive client
and click Details.

3. To retrieve client logs, click
Diagnosis.

Limit the time for client backup operations to 8 - 12
hours. Ensure that client schedules do not overlap
with server maintenance tasks.

For instructions about reducing the time that it takes
for the client to back up data to the server, see
Resolving common client performance problems.

Look for performance bottlenecks. For instructions,
see Identifying performance bottlenecks.

For information about identifying and resolving other
performance issues, see Performance.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Verify that current backup files
for device configuration and
volume history information are
saved.

Access your storage locations to ensure
that the files are available. The
preferred method is to save the backup
files to two locations.
To locate the volume history and device
configuration files, complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, hover over the
settings icon and click Command
Builder.

2. To locate the volume history and
device configuration files, issue
the following commands:

query option volhistory

query option devconfig

3. In the output, review the Option
Setting column to find the file
locations.

If a disaster occurs, both the volume
history file and the device configuration
file are required to restore the server
database.
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Determine whether sufficient
space is available in the
directory for the server
instance.

Verify that at least 50 GB of free space
is available in the directory for the
server instance. Take the action that is
appropriate for your operating system:

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -g instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -h instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

In the Windows
Explorer program, right-click the
file system and click Properties.
View the capacity information.

The preferred location of the instance
directory depends on the operating
system where the server is installed:

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1
C:\tsminst1

Tip: If you completed a planning
worksheet, the location of the instance
directory is recorded in the worksheet.

 

Identify unexpected client
activity.

To monitor client activity to determine
whether data volumes exceed expected
amounts, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Clients
area.

2. To view activity over the past two
weeks, double-click any client.

3. To view the number of bytes sent
to the client, click the Properties
tab.

4. In the Last Session area, view the
Sent to client row.

When you double-click a client in the Clients table,
the Activity over 2 Weeks area displays the amount
of data that the client sent to the server each day.

Periodically review the SQL activity summary table,
which contains statistics about client sessions. To
compare current activity with previous activity, use
an SQL SELECT statement. If the level of activity is
significantly different from previous activity, it might
indicate a ransomware attack.

Periodically review the activity log. Look for ANE
messages that indicate how many files were backed
up and inspected. Compare current data
deduplication rates with previous rates. If an
unusually high number of files were backed up, or
the rate of data deduplication unexpectedly drops to
0, it might indicate a ransomware attack.
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Monitor storage pool growth
over time.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Pools
area.

2. To view the capacity that was
used over the last two weeks,
select a pool and click Details.

Tips:

To specify the time period that must elapse
before all deduplicated extents are removed
from a directory-container storage pool or
cloud-container storage pool after they are no
longer referenced by the inventory, complete
the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.
3. Specify the duration in the Delay
period for container reuse field.

To determine data deduplication performance
for directory-container and cloud-container
storage pools, use the GENERATE
DEDUPSTATS command.
To view data deduplication statistics for a
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.

Alternatively, use the QUERY
EXTENTUPDATES command to display
information about updates to data extents in
directory-container or cloud-container storage
pools. The command output can help you
determine which data extents are no longer
referenced and which ones are eligible to be
deleted from the system. In the output,
monitor the number of data extents that are
eligible to be deleted from the system. This
metric has a direct correlation to the amount
of free space that is available within the
container storage pool.

To display the amount of physical space that is
occupied by a file space after the removal of
the data deduplication savings, use the select
* from occupancy command. The command
output includes the LOGICAL_MB value.
LOGICAL_MB is the amount of space that is
used by the file space.

Monitor and maintain tape
devices.

Monitor your environment for hardware
errors on tape drives and tape libraries.
For instructions, see Monitoring tape
alert messages for hardware errors.

Monitor media compatibility to prevent
errors on tape drives. For instructions,
see Preventing errors caused by media
incompatibility.

Monitor cleaning messages for tape
drives. For instructions, see Operations
with cleaner cartridges.
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Evaluate the timing of client
schedules. Ensure that the start
and end times of client
schedules do not overlap with
server maintenance tasks. Limit
the time for client backup
operations to 8 - 12 hours.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Clients > Schedules.

In the Schedules table, the Start
column displays the configured start
time for the scheduled operation. To
see when the most recent operation
was started, hover over the clock icon.

Tip: You can receive a warning message if a client
operation runs longer than expected. Complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,
hover over Clients and click Schedules.

2. Select a schedule and click Details.
3. View the details of a schedule by clicking the

blue arrow next to the row.
4. In the Run time alert field, specify the time

when a warning message will be issued if the
scheduled operation is not completed.

5. Click Save.

Evaluate the timing of
maintenance tasks. Ensure that
the start and end times of
maintenance tasks do not
overlap with client schedules.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Servers > Maintenance.

In the Maintenance table, review the
information in the Last Run Time
column. To see when the last
maintenance task was started, hover
over the clock icon.

The preferred method is to ensure that each
maintenance task runs to completion before the next
maintenance task starts. Examples of maintenance
tasks include inventory expiration, copying of storage
pools, space reclamation, and database backup.
Tip: If a maintenance task is running too long,
change the start time or the maximum runtime.
Complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,
hover over the settings icon and click
Command Builder.

2. To change the start time or maximum runtime
for a task, issue the UPDATE SCHEDULE
command. For information about this
command, see UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a
client schedule).

Monitoring tape alert messages for hardware errors
Tape alert messages are generated by tape and library devices to report hardware errors. These messages help to
determine problems that are not related to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Preventing errors caused by media incompatibility
By monitoring and resolving media compatibility issues, you can prevent errors in an IBM Spectrum Protect tape-based
solution. A new drive might have a limited ability to use media formats that are supported by a previous version of the drive.
Often, a new drive can read but not write to the previous media format.
Operations with cleaner cartridges
To ensure that tape drives are cleaned when necessary, and to avoid issues with tape storage, follow the guidelines.

Monitoring tape alert messages for hardware errors
Tape alert messages are generated by tape and library devices to report hardware errors. These messages help to determine
problems that are not related to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

About this task

A log page is created and can be retrieved at any time or at a specific time such as when a drive is dismounted.

A tape alert message can have one of the following severity levels:

Informational (for example, trying to load a cartridge type that is not supported)
Warning (for example, a hardware failure is predicted)
Critical (for example, there is a problem with the tape and data is at risk)

Tape alert messages are turned off by default.
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Procedure

To enable tape alert messages, issue the SET TAPEALERTMSG command and specify the ON value: set tapealertmsg
on
To check whether tape alert messages are enabled, issue the QUERY TAPEALERTMSG command: query tapealertmsg

Preventing errors caused by media incompatibility
By monitoring and resolving media compatibility issues, you can prevent errors in an IBM Spectrum Protect™ tape-based solution.
A new drive might have a limited ability to use media formats that are supported by a previous version of the drive. Often, a new
drive can read but not write to the previous media format.

About this task

By default, existing volumes with a status of FILLING remain in that state after a drive upgrade. In some cases, you might want to
continue to use a previous drive to fill these volumes. This preserves read/write capability for the existing volumes until they are
reclaimed. If you choose to upgrade all of the drives in a library, verify that the media formats are supported by the new hardware.
Unless you plan to use only the most current media with your new drive, you need to be aware of any compatibility issues. For
migration instructions, see Migrating data to upgraded drives.

To use a new drive with media that it can read but not write to, issue the UPDATE VOLUME command to set the access for those
volumes to read-only. This prevents errors that are caused by read/write incompatibility. For example, a new drive might eject
media that is written in a format that the drive does not support as soon as the media is loaded into the drive. Or a new drive might
fail the first write command to media partially written in a format that the drive does not support.

When data on the read-only media expires and the volume is reclaimed, replace it with media that is fully compatible with the new
drive. Errors can be generated if a new drive is unable to correctly calibrate a volume that is written when you use a previous
format. To avoid this problem, ensure that the original drive is in good working order and at current microcode levels.

Operations with cleaner cartridges
To ensure that tape drives are cleaned when necessary, and to avoid issues with tape storage, follow the guidelines.

Monitoring the cleaning process
If a cleaner cartridge is checked in to a library, and a drive must be cleaned, the server dismounts the data volume and runs
the cleaning operation. If the cleaning operation fails or is canceled, or if no cleaner cartridge is available, you might not be
aware that the drive needs cleaning. Monitor cleaning messages for these problems to ensure that drives are cleaned as
needed. If necessary, issue the CLEAN DRIVE command to have the server try the cleaning again, or manually load a
cleaner cartridge into the drive.

Using multiple cleaner cartridges
The server uses a cleaner cartridge for the number of cleanings that you specify when you check in the cleaner cartridge. If
you check in two or more cleaner cartridges, the server uses only one of the cartridges until the designated number of
cleanings for that cartridge is reached. Then, the server uses the next cleaner cartridge. If you check in two or more cleaner
cartridges and issue two or more CLEAN DRIVE commands concurrently, the server uses multiple cartridges at the same
time and decrements the remaining cleanings on each cartridge.

Related reference:
AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
CLEAN DRIVE (Clean a drive)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)

Related information:
QUERY LIBVOLUME (Query a library volume)

Verifying license compliance
Verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution complies with the provisions of your licensing agreement. By verifying
compliance regularly, you can track trends in data growth or processor value unit (PVU) usage. Use this information to plan for
future license purchasing.
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About this task

The method that you use to verify that your solution complies with license terms varies depending on the provisions of your IBM
Spectrum Protect licensing agreement.

Front-end capacity licensing
The front-end model determines license requirements based on the amount of primary data that is reported as being
backed up by clients. Clients include applications, virtual machines, and systems.

Back-end capacity licensing
The back-end model determines license requirements based on the terabytes of data that are stored in primary storage
pools and repositories.
Tips:

To ensure the accuracy of front-end and back-end capacity estimates, install the most recent version of the client
software on each client node.
The front-end and back-end capacity information in the Operations Center is for planning and estimation purposes.

PVU licensing
The PVU model is based on the use of PVUs by server devices.
Important: The PVU calculations that are provided by IBM Spectrum Protect are considered estimates and are not legally
binding. The PVU licensing information that is reported by IBM Spectrum Protect is not considered an acceptable substitute
for the IBM® License Metric Tool.

For the most recent information about licensing models, see the information about product details and licenses at the IBM
Spectrum Protect product family website. If you have questions or concerns about licensing requirements, contact your IBM
Spectrum Protect software provider.

Procedure

To monitor license compliance, complete the steps that correspond to the provisions of your licensing agreement.
Tip: The Operations Center provides an email report that summarizes front-end and back-end capacity usage. Reports can be sent
automatically to one or more recipients regularly. To configure and manage email reports, click Reports on the Operations Center
menu bar.

Option Description

Front-end model a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.

The front-end capacity estimate is displayed on the Front-end Usage page.

b. If a value is displayed in the Not Reporting column, click the number to identify clients that did
not report capacity usage.

c. To estimate capacity for clients that did not report capacity usage, go to the following FTP site,
which provides measuring tools and instructions:

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-
management/front_end_capacity_measurement_tools

To measure front-end capacity by script, complete the instructions in the most recently
available licensing guide.

d. Add the Operations Center estimate and any estimates that you obtained by using a script.
e. Verify that the estimated capacity complies with your licensing agreement.

Back-end model Restriction: If the source and target replication servers do not use the same policy settings, you
cannot use the Operations Center to monitor back-end capacity usage for replicated clients. For
information about how to estimate capacity usage for these clients, see technote 1656476.

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.
b. Click the Back-end tab.
c. Verify that the estimated amount of data complies with your licensing agreement.
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Option Description

PVU model For information about how to assess compliance with PVU licensing terms, see Assessing
compliance with the PVU licensing model.

Tracking system status by using email reports
Set up the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system status. You can configure a mail server connection,
change report settings, and optionally create custom SQL reports.

Before you begin

Before you set up email reports, ensure that the following requirements are met:

A Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host server is available to send and receive reports by email. The SMTP server must
be configured as an open mail relay. You must also ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that sends email
messages has access to the SMTP server. If the Operations Center is installed on a separate computer, that computer does
not require access to the SMTP server.
To set up email reports, you must have system privilege for the server.
To specify the recipients, you can enter one or more email addresses or administrator IDs. If you plan to enter an
administrator ID, the ID must be registered on the hub server and must have an email address associated with it. To specify
an email address for an administrator, use the EMAILADDRESS parameter of the UPDATE ADMIN command.

About this task

You can configure the Operations Center to send a general operations report, a license compliance report, and one or more
custom reports, which use SQL SELECT statements to query managed servers.

Procedure

To set up and manage email reports, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Reports.
2. If an email server connection is not yet configured, click Configure Mail Server and complete the fields. After you configure

the mail server, the general operations report and license compliance report are enabled.
3. To change report settings, select a report, click Details, and update the form.
4. Optional: To add a custom SQL report, click + Report, and complete the fields.

Tip: To immediately run and send a report, select the report and click Send.

Results

Enabled reports are sent according to the specified settings.

What to do next

The general operations report includes an attachment. To find more detailed information, expand the sections in the attachment.

If you cannot view the image in a report, you might be using an email client that converts HTML to another format. For information
about restrictions, see the Operations Center online help.

Managing operations for a tape solution
Use this information to manage operations for a tape implementation for an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect
environment.
Managing client operations
You can resolve client errors, manage client upgrades, and decommission client nodes that are no longer required. To free
storage space on the server, you can deactivate obsolete data that is stored by application clients.
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Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.
Managing tape devices
Routine tape operations include preparing tape volumes for use, controlling how and when volumes are reused, and
ensuring that sufficient volumes are available. You also must respond to operator requests and manage libraries, drives,
disks, paths, and data movers.
Managing tape drives
You can query, update, and delete tape drives. You can also clean tape drives and configure tape drive encryption and data
validation.
Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.
Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode.
When you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server to take advantage of
product improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning
steps before you upgrade the server.
Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system
update.
Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM
IBM Spectrum Protect provides a disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to recover your server and client data during a
disaster.

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment.

About this task

You can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks. The Operations Center
also provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line. For more information about managing the Operations
Center, see Managing the Operations Center.

Managing client operations
You can resolve client errors, manage client upgrades, and decommission client nodes that are no longer required. To free storage
space on the server, you can deactivate obsolete data that is stored by application clients.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client errors by stopping and starting the client acceptor. If client nodes or administrator IDs are
locked, you can resolve the issue by unlocking the client node or administrator ID, and then resetting the password.

For detailed instructions about identifying and resolving client errors, see Resolving client problems.

For instructions about adding clients, see Protecting applications and systems.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.
Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-
archive client is installed.
Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to
access the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps
to resolve the issue.
Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
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improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.
Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if
a workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.
Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires.
In this way, you can free space on the server.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.

Before you begin

Optionally, to resolve errors in a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, ensure that the client
management service is installed and started. For installation instructions, see Installing the client management service.

Procedure

To diagnose and resolve client errors, take one of the following actions:

If the client management service is installed on the client node, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click Details.
3. On the client Summary page, click the Diagnosis tab.
4. Review the retrieved log messages.

Tips:
To show or hide the Client Logs pane, double-click the Client Logs bar.
To resize the Client Logs pane, click and drag the Client Logs bar.

If suggestions are displayed on the Diagnosis page, select a suggestion. In the Client Logs pane, client log messages
to which the suggestion relates are highlighted.

5. Use the suggestions to resolve the problems that are indicated by the error messages.
Tip: Suggestions are provided for only a subset of client messages.

If the client management service is not installed on the client node, review the error logs for the installed client.

Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-archive
client is installed.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client scheduling problems by stopping and restarting the client acceptor. The client acceptor
must be running to ensure that scheduled operations can occur on the client. For example, if you change the IP address or domain
name of the server, you must restart the client acceptor.

Procedure

Follow the instructions for the operating system that is installed on the client node:

AIX and Oracle Solaris

To stop the client acceptor, complete the following steps:
a. Determine the process ID for the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

ps -ef | grep dsmcad

Review the output. In the following sample output, 6764 is the process ID for the client acceptor:
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root  6764     1   0 16:26:35 ?           0:00 /usr/bin/dsmcad

b. Issue the following command on the command line:

kill -9 PID

where PID specifies the process ID for the client acceptor.
To start the client acceptor, issue the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

Linux

To stop the client acceptor (and not restart it), issue the following command:

# service dsmcad stop

To stop and restart the client acceptor, issue the following command:

# service dsmcad restart

MAC OS X

Click Applications > Utilities > Terminal.

To stop the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl unload -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

To start the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl load -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

Windows

To stop the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Stop and OK.

To restart the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Start and OK.

Related reference:
Resolving client scheduling problems

Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to access
the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps to resolve the
issue.

Procedure

To resolve password issues, take one of the following actions:

If a backup-archive client is installed on a client node, and the password is lost or forgotten, complete the following steps:
1. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the client node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
2. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.
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If an administrator is locked out because of password issues, complete the following steps:
1. To provide the administrator with access to the server, issue the UNLOCK ADMIN command. For instructions, see

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator).
2. Set a new password by using the UPDATE ADMIN command:

update admin admin_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where admin_name specifies the name of the administrator and new_password specifies the password that you
assign.

If a client node is locked, complete the following steps:
1. Determine why the client node is locked and whether it must be unlocked. For example, if the client node is

decommissioned, the client node is being removed from the production environment. You cannot reverse the
decommission operation, and the client node remains locked. A client node also might be locked if the client data is
the subject of a legal investigation.

2. If you must unlock a client node, use the UNLOCK NODE command. For instructions, see UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a
client node).

3. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the name of the node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
4. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.

Before you begin

1. Review the client/server compatibility requirements in technote 1053218. If your solution includes servers or clients at a
level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client backup and archive operations are not disrupted.

2. Verify system requirements for the client in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Operating Systems.
3. If the solution includes storage agents or library clients, review the information about storage-agent and library-client

compatibility with servers that are configured as library managers. See technote 1302789.

If you plan to upgrade a library manager and a library client, you must upgrade the library manager first.

Procedure

To upgrade the software, complete the instructions that are listed in the following table.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive client

Scheduling client updates

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Upgrading Data Protection for SQL Server
Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server
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Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments

Installing and upgrading Data Protection for VMware
Installing Data Protection for Microsoft Hyper-V

Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if a
workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.

About this task

When you start the decommission process, the server locks the client node to prevent it from accessing the server. Files that
belong to the client node are gradually deleted, and then the client node is deleted. You can decommission the following types of
client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

The simplest method for decommissioning a client node is to use the Operations Center. The decommission process runs in the
background. If the client is configured to replicate client data, the Operations Center automatically removes the client from
replication on the source and target replication servers before it decommissions the client.
Tip: Alternatively, you can decommission a client node by issuing the DECOMMISSION NODE or DECOMMISSION VM command.
You might want to use this method in the following cases:

To schedule the decommission process for the future or to run a series of commands by using a script, specify the
decommission process to run in the background.
To monitor the decommission process for debugging purposes, specify the decommission process to run in the foreground.
If you run the process in the foreground, you must wait for the process to be completed before you continue with other
tasks.

Procedure

Take one of the following actions:
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To decommission a client in the background by using the Operations Center, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click More > Decommission.

To decommission a client node by using an administrative command, take one of the following actions:
To decommission an application or system client node in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

decommission node austin

To decommission an application or system client node in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE command
and specify the wait=yes parameter. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following
command:

decommission node austin wait=yes

To decommission a virtual machine in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command. For example, if the
virtual machine is named AUSTIN, the file space is 7, and the file space name is specified by the file space ID, issue
the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid

To decommission a virtual machine in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command and specify the
wait=yes parameter. For example, issue the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

What to do next

Watch for error messages, which might be displayed in the user interface or in the command output, immediately after you run the
process.

You can verify that the client node is decommissioned:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, in the At risk column, review the state:

A DECOMMISSIONED state specifies that the node is decommissioned.
A null value specifies that the node is not decommissioned.
A PENDING state specifies that the node is being decommissioned, or the decommission process failed.

Tip: If you want to determine the status of a pending decommission process, issue the following command:

query process

3. Review the command output:
If status is provided for the decommission process, the process is in progress. For example:

query process 
 
 Process     Process Description           Process Status 
  Number 
--------     --------------------     ------------------------------------------- 
       3          DECOMMISSION NODE        Number of backup objects deactivated  
                                           for node NODE1: 8 objects deactivated.

If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you did not receive an error message, the process is
incomplete. A process can be incomplete if files that are associated with the node are not yet deactivated. After the
files are deactivated, run the decommission process again.
If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you receive an error message, the process failed. Run the
decommission process again.

Related reference:
DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission a client node)
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DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)

Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires. In
this way, you can free space on the server.

About this task

Some application clients always save data to the server as active backup data. Because active backup data is not managed by
inventory expiration policies, the data is not deleted automatically, and uses server storage space indefinitely. To free the storage
space that is used by obsolete data, you can deactivate the data.

When you run the deactivation process, all active backup data that was stored before the specified date becomes inactive. The
data is deleted as it expires and cannot be restored. The deactivation feature applies only to application clients that protect Oracle
databases.

Procedure

1. From the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, select one or more clients and click More > Clean Up.

Command-line method: Deactivate data by using the DEACTIVATE DATA command.

Related reference:
DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)

Managing data storage
Manage your data for efficiency and add supported devices and media to the server to store client data.

Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based
on the status of the logs.
Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize
server resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.
Optimizing operations by enabling collocation of client files
Collocation of client files reduces the number of volume mounts that are required when users restore, retrieve, or recall
many files from a storage pool. Collocation thus reduces the amount of time that is required for these operations.

Related reference:
Storage pool types

Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based on the
status of the logs.

Before you begin

The active and archive logs have the following characteristics:

The active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. For more information about sizing the active log for your system, see
Planning the storage arrays.
The archive log size is limited to the size of the file system that it is installed on. The archive log size is not maintained at a
predefined size like the active log. Archive log files are automatically deleted after they are no longer needed.

As a best practice, you can optionally create an archive failover log to store archive log files when the archive log directory is full.
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Check the Operations Center to determine the component of the inventory that is full. Ensure that you stop the server before you
increase the size of one of the inventory components.

Procedure

To increase the disk space for the database, complete the following steps:
Create one or more directories for the database on separate drives or file systems.
Issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command to add the directory or directories to the database. The directories must be
accessible to the instance user ID of the database manager. By default, data is redistributed across all database
directories and space is reclaimed.
Tips:

The time that is needed to complete redistribution of data and reclaiming of space is variable, depending on
the size of your database. Make sure that you plan adequately.
Ensure that the directories that you specify are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the
others, they reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Halt and restart the server to fully use the new directories.
Reorganize the database if necessary. Index and table reorganization for the server database can help to avoid
unexpected database growth and performance issues. For more information about reorganizing the database, see
technote 1683633.

To decrease the size of the database for V7.1 servers and later, see the information in technote 1683633.
Restriction: The commands can increase I/O activity, and might affect server performance. To minimize performance
problems, wait until one command is completed before you issue the next command. The DB2® commands can be issued
when the server is running.
To increase or decrease the size of the active log, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that the location for the active log has enough space for the increased log size.
2. Halt the server.
3. In the dsmserv.opt file, update the ACTIVELOGSIZE option to the new size of the active log, in megabytes.

The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements
are in the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

To change the active log to its maximum size of 512 GB, enter the following server option:

activelogsize 524288

4. If you plan to use a new active log directory, update the directory name that is specified in the
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY server option. The new directory must be empty and must be accessible to the user ID of
the database manager.

5. Restart the server.
Compress the archive logs to reduce the amount of space that is required for storage. Enable dynamic compression of the
archive log by issuing the following command:

setopt archlogcompress yes

Restriction: Use caution when you enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option on systems with sustained high volume
usage and heavy workloads. Enabling this option in this system environment can cause delays in archiving log files from the
active log file system to the archive log file system. This delay can cause the active log file system to run out of space. Be
sure to monitor the available space in the active log file system after archive log compression is enabled. If the active log
directory file system usage nears out of space conditions, the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option must be disabled. You
can use the SETOPT command to disable archive log compression immediately without halting the server.

Related reference:
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)
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Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize server
resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Procedure

1. Monitor system performance regularly to ensure that backup and maintenance tasks are completing successfully. For more
information about monitoring, see Monitoring a tape solution.

2. If the monitoring information shows that the server workload increased, you might need to review the planning information.
Review whether the capacity of the system is adequate in the following cases:

The number of clients increases
The amount of data that is being backed up increases
The amount of time that is available for backups changes

3. Determine whether your solution has performance issues. Review the client schedules to check whether tasks are
completing within the scheduled time frame:

a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
b. Click Details.
c. From the client Summary page, review the Backed up and Replicated activity to identify any risks.

Adjust the time and frequency of client backup operations, if necessary.
4. Schedule enough time for the following maintenance tasks to complete successfully within a 24-hour period:

a. Back up the database
b. Run expiration to remove client backups and archive file copies from server storage.

Related concepts:
Performance

Related tasks:
Deduplicating data (V7.1.1)

Optimizing operations by enabling collocation of client files
Collocation of client files reduces the number of volume mounts that are required when users restore, retrieve, or recall many files
from a storage pool. Collocation thus reduces the amount of time that is required for these operations.

About this task

With collocation enabled, the server tries to keep files on a minimal number of sequential-access storage volumes. The files can
belong to a single client node, a group of client nodes, a client file space, or a group of file spaces. You can set collocation for each
sequential-access storage pool when you define or update the pool.

Figure 1 shows an example of collocation by client node with three clients, each having a separate volume that contains that
client's data.

Figure 1. Example of collocation enabled by node

Figure 2 shows an example of collocation by group of client nodes. Three groups are defined, and the data for each group is stored
on separate volumes.

Figure 2. Example of collocation enabled by node collocation group
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Figure 3 shows an example of collocation by file space group. Six groups are defined. Each group contains data from file spaces
that belong to a single node. The data for each group is stored on a separate volume.

Figure 3. Example of collocation enabled by file space collocation group

When collocation is disabled, the server tries to use all available space on each volume before it selects a new volume. While this
process provides better use of individual volumes, user files can become scattered across many volumes. Figure 4 shows an
example of collocation that is disabled, with three clients that share space on single volume.

Figure 4. Example of collocation disabled

With collocation disabled, more media mount operations might be required to mount volumes when users restore, retrieve, or
recall many files.

Collocation by group is the IBM Spectrum Protect™ system default for primary sequential-access storage pools. The default for
copy storage pools is no collocation.

Effects of collocation on operations
The effect of collocation on resources and system performance depends on the type of operation that is being run.
Selecting volumes with collocation enabled
Volume selection depends on whether collocation is by group, node, or file space.
Selecting volumes with collocation disabled
When collocation is disabled, the server attempts to use all available space in a storage volume before it accesses another
volume.
Collocation settings
After you define a storage pool, you can change the collocation setting by updating the storage pool. The change in
collocation for the pool does not affect files that are already stored in the pool.
Collocation of copy storage pools
Using collocation on copy storage pools requires special consideration. Collocation of copy storage pools, especially by
node or file space, results in more partially filled volumes and potentially unnecessary offsite reclamation activity.
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Planning for and enabling collocation
Understanding the effects of collocation can help reduce the number of media mounts, make better use of space on
sequential volumes, and improve the efficiency of server operations.

Effects of collocation on operations
The effect of collocation on resources and system performance depends on the type of operation that is being run.

Table 1 summarizes the effects of collocation on operations.

Table 1. Effect of collocation on operations
Operation Collocation enabled Collocation disabled

Backing up, archiving, or migrating client
files

More media mounts to collocate files. Fewer media mounts are required.

Restoring, retrieving, or recalling client
files

Large numbers of files can be restored,
retrieved, or recalled more quickly
because files are on fewer volumes.

Multiple mounts of media might be
required for a single user because files
might be spread across multiple volumes.

More than one user's files can be stored
on the same sequential-access storage
volume. For example, if two users try to
recover a file that is on the same volume,
the second user is forced to wait until the
first user's files are recovered.

Storing data on tape The server attempts to use all available
tape volumes to separate user files
before it uses all available space on every
tape volume.

The server attempts to use all available
space on each tape volume before the
server use another tape volume.

Media mount operations More mount operations are required
when user files are backed up, archived,
or migrated from client nodes directly to
sequential-access volumes.

More mount operations are required
during reclamation and storage pool
migration.

More volumes are managed because
volumes are not fully used.

More mount operations are required
during restore, retrieve, and recall of
client files.

Generating backup sets Less time is spent searching database
entries, and fewer mount operations are
required.

More time is spent searching database
entries and fewer mount operations are
required.

When collocation is enabled for a group, single client node, or file space, all the data that belongs to the group, the node, or the file
space is moved or copied by one server process. For example, if data is collocated by group, all data for all nodes that belong to
the same collocation group is migrated by the same process.

When collocating data, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server tries to keep files together on a minimal number of sequential-access
storage volumes. However, when the server is backing up data to volumes in a sequential-access storage pool, the backup
process has priority over collocation settings. As a result, the server completes the backup operation, but might not be able to
collocate the data.

For example, suppose that you are collocating by node and you specify that a node can use two mount points on the server.
Suppose also that the data that is backed up from the node can easily fit on one tape volume. During backup, the server might
mount two tape volumes, and the node's data might be distributed across two tapes, rather than one. If you enable collocation,
the following server operations use one server process:

Moving data from random-access and sequential-access volumes
Moving node data from sequential-access volumes
Backing up a random-access or sequential-access storage pool
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Restoring a sequential-access storage pool
Reclaiming space in a sequential-access storage pool or offsite volumes
Migrating data from a random-access storage pool

When you migrate data from a random-access disk storage pool to a sequential-access storage pool, and collocation is by node or
file space, nodes or file spaces are automatically selected for migration based on the amount of data to be migrated. The node or
file space with the most data is migrated first. If collocation is by group, all nodes in the storage pool are evaluated to determine
which node has the most data. The node with the most data is migrated first along with all the data for all the nodes that belong to
that collocation group. This process occurs, regardless of how much data is stored in the file spaces of nodes and regardless of
whether the low migration threshold was reached.

However, when you migrate collocated data from a sequential-access storage pool to another sequential-access storage pool, the
server orders the volumes according to the date when the volume was last accessed. The volume with the earliest access date is
migrated first, and the volume with the latest access date is migrated last.

One reason to collocate by group is that individual client nodes often do not have sufficient data to fill high-capacity tape volumes.
Collocating data by groups of nodes can reduce unused tape capacity by putting more collocated data on individual tapes. Also,
collocating data by groups of file spaces reduces the unused tape to a greater degree.

The data that belongs to all the nodes in the same collocation group are migrated by the same process. Therefore, collocation by
group can reduce the number of times that a volume to be migrated must be mounted. Collocation by group can also minimize
database scanning and reduce tape passes during data transfer from one sequential-access storage pool to another.

Selecting volumes with collocation enabled
Volume selection depends on whether collocation is by group, node, or file space.

Table 1 shows how the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server selects the first volume when collocation is enabled for a storage pool at
the client-node, collocation-group, and file-space level.

Table 1. How the server selects volumes when collocation is enabled
Volume Selection

Order
When collocation is by group When collocation is by node When collocation is by file

space

1 A volume that already contains
files from the collocation group to
which the client belongs

A volume that already contains
files from the same client node

A volume that already contains
files from the same file space of
that client node

2 An empty predefined volume An empty predefined volume An empty predefined volume

3 An empty scratch volume An empty scratch volume An empty scratch volume

4 A volume with the most available
free space among volumes that
already contain data

A volume with the most available
free space among volumes that
already contain data

A volume that contains data from
the same client node

5 Not applicable Not applicable A volume with the most available
free space among volumes that
already contain data

When the server must continue to store data on a second volume, it uses the following selection order to acquire more space:

1. An empty predefined volume
2. An empty scratch volume
3. A volume with the most available free space among volumes that already contain data
4. Any available volume in the storage pool

When collocation is by client node or file space, the server tries to provide the best use of individual volumes and minimizes file
mixing from different clients or file spaces on volumes. This configuration is depicted in Figure 1, which shows that volume
selection is horizontal, where all available volumes are used before all available space on each volume is used. A, B, C, and D
represent files from four different client nodes.
Tips:

1. If collocation is by node and the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not attempt to collocate those file spaces.
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2. If collocation is by file space and a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to put data for different file spaces on
different volumes.

Figure 1. Using all available sequential-access storage volumes with collocation enabled at the node or file space level

Collocation can be by file space group or node group. When collocation is by node group (node collocation group), the server tries
to collocate data from nodes that belong to the same collocation group. A file space collocation group uses the same methods as a
node collocation group, but can use more space because of the granularity of file space sizes. As shown in Figure 2, data for the
following groups of nodes was collocated:

Group 1 consists of nodes A, B, and C
Group 2 consists of nodes D and E
Group 3 consists of nodes F, G, H, and I

Whenever possible, the IBM Spectrum Protect server collocates data that belongs to a group of nodes on a single tape, as
represented by Group 2 in the figure. Data for a single node can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a
group (Group 1 and 2). If the nodes in the collocation group have multiple file spaces, the server does not attempt to collocate
those file spaces.
Figure 2. Using all available sequential-access storage volumes with collocation enabled at the group level

Normally, the IBM Spectrum Protect server always writes data to the current filling volume for the operation that is running.
However, occasionally you might notice more than one filling volume in a collocated storage pool. Having more than one filling
volume in a collocated storage pool can occur if different server processes or client sessions try to store data into the collocated
pool at the same time. In this situation, IBM Spectrum Protect allocates a volume for each process or session that needs a volume
so that both operations are completed as quickly as possible.

Selecting volumes with collocation disabled
When collocation is disabled, the server attempts to use all available space in a storage volume before it accesses another
volume.

When you store client files in a sequential-access storage pool where collocation is disabled, the server selects a volume by using
the following selection order:

1. A previously used sequential volume with available space (a volume with the most amount of data is selected first)
2. An empty volume

When the server needs to continue to store data on a second volume, it attempts to select an empty volume. If no empty volume
exists, the server attempts to select any remaining available volume in the storage pool.

Figure 1 shows that volume use is vertical when collocation is disabled. In this example, fewer volumes are used because the
server attempts to use all available space by mixing client files on individual volumes. A, B, C, and D represent files from four
different client nodes.

Figure 1. Using all available space on sequential-access volumes with collocation disabled
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Collocation settings
After you define a storage pool, you can change the collocation setting by updating the storage pool. The change in collocation for
the pool does not affect files that are already stored in the pool.

For example, if collocation is off for a storage pool and you turn it on, from then on client files that are stored in the pool are
collocated. Files that were previously stored in the storage pool are not moved to collocate them. As volumes are reclaimed, the
data in the pool tends to become more collocated. You can also use the MOVE DATA or MOVE NODEDATA commands to move data
to new volumes to increase collocation. Moving data to new volumes causes an increase in the processing time and the volume
mount activity.
Tip: A mount wait can occur or take longer than usual when collocation by file space is enabled and a node has a volume that
contains multiple file spaces. If a volume is eligible to receive data, IBM Spectrum Protect™ waits for that volume.

Collocation of copy storage pools
Using collocation on copy storage pools requires special consideration. Collocation of copy storage pools, especially by node or
file space, results in more partially filled volumes and potentially unnecessary offsite reclamation activity.

Primary storage pools play a different recovery role than copy storage pools. Normally, you use primary storage pools to recover
data to clients directly. In a disaster, when both clients and the server are lost, you might use offsite copy storage pool volumes to
recover the primary storage pools. The types of recovery scenarios can help you to determine whether to use collocation on your
copy storage pools.

Collocation typically results in partially filled volumes when you collocate by node or by file space. However, partially filled
volumes are less prevalent when you collocate by group. Partially filled volumes might be acceptable for primary storage pools
because the volumes remain available and can be filled during the next migration process. However, partially filled volumes might
be unacceptable for copy storage pools whose storage pool volumes are taken offsite immediately. If you use collocation for copy
storage pools, you must make the following decisions:

Taking more partially filled volumes offsite, which increases the reclamation activity when the reclamation threshold is
lowered or reached.
Leaving these partially filled volumes onsite until they fill and risk not having an offsite copy of the data on these volumes.
Whether to collocate by group to use as much tape capacity as possible.

When collocation is disabled for a copy storage pool, typically only a few partially filled volumes remain after data is backed up to
the copy storage pool.

Consider your options carefully before you use collocation for copy storage pools, and whether to use simultaneous write. If you
do not use simultaneous write and you use collocation for your primary storage pools, you might want to disable collocation for
copy storage pools. Collocation of copy storage pools might be desirable if you have few clients with each of them having large
amounts of incremental backup data each day. For collocation with simultaneous write, you must ensure that the collocation
settings are identical for the primary storage pools and copy storage pools.

Planning for and enabling collocation
Understanding the effects of collocation can help reduce the number of media mounts, make better use of space on sequential
volumes, and improve the efficiency of server operations.

About this task
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Table 1 lists the four collocation options that you can specify on the DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL commands. The
table also shows the effects of collocation on data that belongs to nodes that are and are not members of collocation groups.

Table 1. Collocation options and the effects on node data

Collocation option
If a node is not defined as a member of a

collocation group
If a node is defined as a member of a collocation

group

No The data for the node is not collocated. The data for the node is not collocated.

Group The server stores the data for the node on as few
volumes in the storage pool as possible.

The server stores the data for the node and for
other nodes that belong to the same collocation
group on as few volumes as possible.

Node The server stores the data for the node on as few
volumes as possible.

The server stores the data for the node on as few
volumes as possible.

File space The server stores the data for the node's file space
on as few volumes as possible. If a node has
multiple file spaces, the server stores the data for
different file spaces on different volumes in the
storage pool.

The server stores the data for the node's file space
on as few volumes as possible. If a node has
multiple file spaces, the server stores the data for
different file spaces on different volumes in the
storage pool.

Table 2. Collocation group options and effects on file space data

Collocation option
If a file space is not defined as a member of a

collocation group
If a file space is defined as a member of a

collocation group

No The data for the file space is not collocated. The data for the file space is not collocated.

Group The server stores the data for the file space on as
few volumes in the storage pool as possible.

The server stores the data for the file space and
other file spaces that belong to the same
collocation group on as few volumes as possible.

Node The server stores the data for the node on as few
volumes as possible.

The server stores the data for the node on as few
volumes as possible.

File space The server stores the data for the node's file space
on as few volumes as possible. If a node has
multiple file spaces, the server stores the data for
different file spaces on different volumes in the
storage pool.

The server stores the data for the file spaces on as
few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file
spaces, the server stores the data for different file
spaces on different volumes in the storage pool.

Procedure

To determine whether and how to collocate data, complete the following steps:

1. Determine how to organize data, whether by client node, group of client nodes, or file space. To collocate by group, you
must decide how to group nodes:

If the goal is to save space, you might want to group small nodes together to better use tapes.
If the goal is potentially faster client restores, group nodes together so that they fill as many tapes as possible. By
grouping nodes together, the individual node data is distributed across two or more tapes and that more tapes can
be mounted simultaneously during a multi-session no-query restore operation.
If the goal is to departmentalize data, you can group nodes by department.

2. To collocate groups, complete the following steps:
a. Define collocation groups with the DEFINE COLLOCGROUP command.
b. Add client nodes to the collocation groups with the DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER command.

The following query commands are available to help in collocating groups:

QUERY COLLOCGROUP
Displays the collocation groups that are defined on the server.

QUERY NODE
Displays the collocation group, if any, to which a node belongs.

QUERY NODEDATA
Displays information about the data for one or more nodes in a sequential-access storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOL
Displays information about the location of client data in a sequential-access storage pool and the amount of space a
node occupies in a volume.
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You can also use IBM Spectrum Protect™ server scripts or PerlL scripts to display information that can be useful in defining
collocation groups.

3. Specify how data must be collocated in a storage pool by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command and
specifying the COLLOCATE parameter.

What to do next

Tip: To reduce the number of media mounts, use space on sequential volumes more efficiently, and enable collocation, complete
the following steps:

Define a storage pool hierarchy and policy to require that backed-up, archived, or space-managed files are initially stored in
disk storage pools.

When files are migrated from a disk storage pool, the server attempts to migrate all files that belong to the client node or
collocation group that is using the most disk space in the storage pool. This process works well with the collocation option
because the server tries to place all of the files from a particular client on the same sequential-access storage volume.

Use scratch volumes for sequential-access storage pools to allow the server to select new volumes for collocation.
Specify the client option COLLOCATEBYFILESPEC to limit the number of tapes to which objects associated with one file
specification are written. This collocation option makes collocation by the server more efficient; it does not override
collocation by file space or collocation by node.

Managing tape devices
Routine tape operations include preparing tape volumes for use, controlling how and when volumes are reused, and ensuring that
sufficient volumes are available. You also must respond to operator requests and manage libraries, drives, disks, paths, and data
movers.

Preparing removable media
You must prepare removable media before it can be used to store data. Typical preparation tasks include labeling and
checking in volumes.
Managing volume inventory
You can manage volume inventory by controlling the server's access to volumes, by reusing tapes, and by reusing volumes
that are used for database backup and export operations. You can also manage inventory by maintaining a supply of scratch
volumes.
Partially written volumes
Partially written volumes are always private volumes, even if their status was scratch before the server mounted them. The
server tracks the original status of scratch volumes and returns them to scratch status when they are empty.
Operations with shared libraries
Shared libraries are logical libraries that are represented physically by SCSI libraries. The physical library is controlled by
the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is configured as a library manager. IBM Spectrum Protect servers that use the
SHARED library type are library clients to the IBM Spectrum Protect library manager server.
Managing server requests for volumes
IBM Spectrum Protect displays requests and status messages to all administrative command-line clients that are started in
console mode. These request messages often have a time limit. Successful server operations must be completed within the
time limit that is specified; otherwise, the operation times out.

Preparing removable media
You must prepare removable media before it can be used to store data. Typical preparation tasks include labeling and checking in
volumes.

About this task

When IBM Spectrum Protect™ accesses a removable media volume, it verifies the volume name in the label header to ensure that
the correct volume is accessed.

Tape volumes must be labeled before the server can use them.

Procedure
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To prepare a volume for use, complete the following steps:

1. Label the volume by issuing the LABEL LIBVOLUME command.
2. For automated libraries, check the volume into the library. For instructions, see Checking volumes into an automated

library,
Tip: When you use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command with drives in an automated library, you can label and check in the
volumes with one command.

3. If the storage pool cannot contain scratch volumes (MAXSCRATCH=0), identify the volume to IBM Spectrum Protect by name
so that the volume can be accessed later.

If the storage pool can contain scratch volumes (MAXSCRATCH is set to a non-zero value), skip this step.

Labeling tape volumes
You must label tape volumes before the server can use them.
Checking volumes into an automated library
You can check in a volume to an automated library by using the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Labeling tape volumes
You must label tape volumes before the server can use them.

About this task

For automated libraries, you are prompted to insert the volume in the entry/exit slot of the library. If no convenience input/output
(I/O) station is available, insert the volume into an empty slot. You can label the volumes when you check them in or before you
check them in.

Procedure

To label tape volumes before you check them in, complete the following steps:

1. Label tape volumes by issuing the LABEL LIBVOLUME command. For example, to name a library volume VOLUME1 in a
library that is named LIBRARY 1, issue the following command:

label libvolume library1 volume1

Requirement: At least one drive must be available. The drive cannot be used by another IBM Spectrum Protect™ process. If
a drive is idle, the drive is considered to be unavailable.

2. To overwrite an existing label, specify the OVERWRITE=YES parameter. By default, the LABEL LIBVOLUME command does
not overwrite an existing label.

Labeling volumes in a SCSI library
You can label volumes individually or use IBM Spectrum Protect to search the library for volumes and label the found
volumes.

Related tasks:
Labeling new volumes by using AUTOLABEL
Related reference:

LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)

Checking volumes into an automated library
You can check in a volume to an automated library by using the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Before you begin

To automatically label tapes before you check them in, issue the DEFINE LIBRARY command and specify the AUTOLABEL=YES
parameter. By using the AUTOLABEL parameter, you eliminate the need to prelabel a set of tapes.

About this task
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Each volume that is used by a server for any purpose must have a unique name. This requirement applies to all volumes, whether
the volumes are used for storage pools, or used for operations such as database backup or export. The requirement also applies
to volumes that are in different libraries but that are used by the same server.

Tips:

Do not use a single library for volumes that have bar code labels and volumes that do not have bar code labels. Bar code
scanning can take a long time for unlabeled volumes.
The server accepts only tapes that are labeled with IBM® standard labels.
Any volume that has a bar code that begins with CLN is treated as a cleaning tape.
If a volume has an entry in volume history, you cannot check it in as a scratch volume.

Procedure

1. To check a storage volume into a library, issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
Tip: The command always runs as a background process. Wait for the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME process to complete
processing before you define volumes, or the defining process fails. You can save time by checking in volumes as part of the
labeling operation.

2. Name the library and specify whether the volume is a private volume or a scratch volume. Depending on whether you use
scratch volumes or private volumes, complete one of the following steps:

If you use only scratch volumes, ensure that enough scratch volumes are available. For example, you might need to
label more volumes. As volumes are used, you might also need to increase the number of scratch volumes that are
allowed in the storage pool that you defined for this library.
If you want to use private volumes in addition to or instead of scratch volumes in the library, define volumes to the
storage pool by using the DEFINE VOLUME command. You must label and check in the volumes that you define.

Checking a single volume into a SCSI library
You can check in a single volume by issuing the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and specifying the SEARCH=NO
parameter. IBM Spectrum Protect™ requests that the mount operator load the volume into the entry/exit port of the library.
Checking in volumes from library storage slots
When you have many volumes to check in and you want to avoid issuing a CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command for each
volume, you can search storage slots for new volumes. The server finds volumes that have not yet been added to the
volume inventory.
Checking in volumes from library entry/exit ports
You can search all slots of bulk entry/exit ports for labeled volumes and the server can check them in automatically.
Checking in volumes by using library bar code readers
You can save time when you check in volumes to libraries that have bar code readers by using the characters on the bar
code labels as names for the volumes.
Checking in volumes by using a bar code reader
You can save time when you check in volumes by using a bar code reader, if your library has one.
Checking volumes into a full library with swapping
If no empty slots are available in the library when you are checking in volumes, the check-in operation fails unless you
enable swapping. If you enable swapping and the library is full, the server selects a volume to eject and then checks in the
volume that you requested.

Private volumes and scratch volumes
To optimize tape storage, review the information about private volumes and scratch volumes. Use private volumes and
scratch volumes appropriately.

Element addresses for library storage slots
An element address is a number that indicates the physical location of a storage slot or drive within an automated library.

Related tasks:
Labeling tape volumes

Checking a single volume into a SCSI library
You can check in a single volume by issuing the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and specifying the SEARCH=NO parameter. IBM
Spectrum Protect™ requests that the mount operator load the volume into the entry/exit port of the library.

Procedure

1. Issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
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For example, to check in volume VOL001, enter the following command:

checkin libvolume tapelib vol001 search=no status=scratch

2. Respond to the prompt from the server.
If the library has an entry/exit port, you are prompted to insert a tape into the entry/exit port.
If the library does not have an entry/exit port, you are prompted to insert a tape into one of the slots in the library.
Element addresses identify these slots. For example, the server finds that the first empty slot is at element address
5. The following message is returned:

ANR8306I 001: Insert 8MM volume VOL001 R/W in slot with element 
address 5 of library TAPELIB within 60 minutes; issue 'REPLY' along 
with the request ID when ready.

If you do not know the location of element address 5 in the library, check the worksheet for the device. To find the
worksheet, review the documentation for your library. After you insert the volume as requested, respond to the
message from an IBM Spectrum Protect administrative client. Issue the REPLY command, followed by the request
number (the number at the beginning of the mount request) for example:

reply 1

Tip: Element addresses are sometimes numbered starting with a number other than 1. Check the worksheet to be
sure. If no worksheet is listed for your device in IBM® Support Portal for IBM Spectrum Protect, see the
documentation for your library.

If you specify a wait time of 0 by using the optional WAITTIME parameter on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command, a REPLY
command is not required. The default wait time is 60 minutes.

Checking in volumes from library storage slots
When you have many volumes to check in and you want to avoid issuing a CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command for each volume, you
can search storage slots for new volumes. The server finds volumes that have not yet been added to the volume inventory.

Procedure

1. Open the library and place the new volumes in unused slots. For example, for a SCSI device, open the library access door,
place all of the new volumes in unused slots, and close the door.

2. If the volumes are not labeled, use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volume.
3. Issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command with the SEARCH=YES parameter.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Checking in volumes from library entry/exit ports
You can search all slots of bulk entry/exit ports for labeled volumes and the server can check them in automatically.

Before you begin

Issue the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label volumes that are not labeled.

About this task

For SCSI libraries, the server scans all of the entry/exit ports in the library for volumes. If a volume is found that contains a valid
volume label, it is checked in automatically.

Procedure

Issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and specify the SEARCH=BULK parameter.

To load a tape in a drive and read the label, specify the CHECKLABEL=YES parameter. After the server reads the label, the
server moves the tape from the drive to a storage slot.
To have the server use the bar code reader to verify external labels on tapes, specify the CHECKLABEL=BARCODE
parameter. When bar code reading is enabled, the server reads the label and moves the tape from the entry/exit port to a
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storage slot.

Checking in volumes by using library bar code readers
You can save time when you check in volumes to libraries that have bar code readers by using the characters on the bar code
labels as names for the volumes.

About this task

The server reads the bar code labels and uses the information to write the internal media labels. For volumes that have no bar
code labels, the server mounts the volumes in a drive and attempts to read the internal, recorded label.

Procedure

Issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command with the CHECKLABEL=BARCODE parameter. For example, to use a bar code reader to
search a library that is named TAPELIB and check in a scratch tape, issue the following command:

checkin libvolume tapelib search=yes status=scratch checklabel=barcode

Checking in volumes by using a bar code reader
You can save time when you check in volumes by using a bar code reader, if your library has one.

About this task

When you check in a volume, you can specify whether the media labels are read during check-in processing. When label-checking
is on, IBM Spectrum Protect™ mounts each volume to read the internal label and checks in a volume only if it is correctly labeled.
Label-checking can prevent future errors when volumes are used in storage pools, but also increases processing time at check-in.

If a volume has no bar code label, IBM Spectrum Protect mounts the volumes in a drive and attempts to read the recorded label.

Procedure

To check in volumes by using a bar code reader, issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and specify CHECKLABEL=BARCODE.
For example, to use the bar code reader to check in all volumes as scratch volumes in a library that is named TAPELIB, issue the
following command:

checkin libvolume tapelib search=yes status=scratch checklabel=barcode

Related tasks:
Preparing removable media
Related reference:

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Checking volumes into a full library with swapping
If no empty slots are available in the library when you are checking in volumes, the check-in operation fails unless you enable
swapping. If you enable swapping and the library is full, the server selects a volume to eject and then checks in the volume that
you requested.

About this task

The server selects the volume to eject by checking first for any available scratch volume, then for the volume that is least
frequently mounted. The server ejects the volume that it selects for the swap operation from the library and replaces the ejected
volume with the volume that is being checked in.

Procedure

To swap volumes if an empty library slot is not available to check in a volume, issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and
specify the SWAP=YES parameter. For example, to check in a volume that is named VOL1 into a library that is named AUTO and
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specify swapping, issue the following command:

checkin libvolume auto vol1 swap=yes

Related tasks:
Managing a full library with an overflow location
Related reference:

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Private volumes and scratch volumes
To optimize tape storage, review the information about private volumes and scratch volumes. Use private volumes and scratch
volumes appropriately.

Private volumes cannot be overwritten when a scratch mount is requested. You cannot check in a volume with scratch status
when that volume is used by a storage pool, to export data, to back up a database or to back up to a backup set volume.

Partially written volumes are always private volumes. Volumes have a status of either scratch or private, but when IBM Spectrum
Protect™ stores data on them, their status becomes private.

Table 1. Private volume and scratch volume uses
Type of volume When to use

Private volumes Use private volumes to regulate the volumes that are used by
individual storage pools, and to manually control the volumes.
To define private volumes, issue the DEFINE VOLUME
command. For database restore, memory dumps, or loads, or
for server import operations, you must specify private volumes.

Scratch volumes In some cases, you can simplify volume management by using
scratch volumes. You can use scratch volumes in the following
circumstances:

When you do not need to define each storage pool
volume.
When you want to take advantage of the automation of
robotic devices.
When different storage pools share an automated
library, and the storage pools can dynamically acquire
volumes from the scratch volumes in the library. The
volumes do not have to be preallocated to the storage
pools.

Related tasks:
Changing the status of a volume in an automated library
Related reference:

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)

Element addresses for library storage slots
An element address is a number that indicates the physical location of a storage slot or drive within an automated library.

If a library has entry/exit ports, you can add and remove media by using the ports. If no entry/exit port exists, you must load tapes
into storage slots.

If you load tapes into storage slots, you must reply to mount requests that identify storage slots with element addresses. If you
specify a wait time of 0 on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command or the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, you do not need to reply to a
mount request.

For element addresses, see the device manufacturer's documentation or go to the IBM® Support Portal for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ and search for element addresses.
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Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)

Managing volume inventory
You can manage volume inventory by controlling the server's access to volumes, by reusing tapes, and by reusing volumes that
are used for database backup and export operations. You can also manage inventory by maintaining a supply of scratch volumes.

About this task

Each volume that is used by a server must have a unique name, whether the volumes are used for storage pools, or used for
operations such as database backup or export. Volumes that are in different libraries but that are used by the same server must
also have a unique name.

Controlling access to volumes
You can use different methods to control access to volumes.
Reusing tapes
To ensure an adequate supply of tapes, you can expire old files, reclaim volumes, and delete volumes that reach end of life.
You can also maintain a supply of scratch volumes.
Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes
You must set the maximum number of scratch volumes for a storage pool high enough for the expected usage.

Maintaining a supply of volumes in a library that contains WORM media
For libraries that contain Write Once Read Many (WORM) media, you can prevent cancellation of data storage transactions
by maintaining a supply of scratch or new private volumes in the library. Canceled transactions can cause WORM media to
be wasted.
Manage the volume inventory in automated libraries
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server uses a library volume inventory to track scratch and private volumes that are available
in an automated library. You must ensure that the inventory is consistent with the volumes that are physically in the library.

Controlling access to volumes
You can use different methods to control access to volumes.

Procedure

To control access to volumes, take any of the following actions:

To prevent the server from mounting a volume, issue the UPDATE VOLUME command and specify the
ACCESS=UNAVAILABLE parameter.
To make volumes unavailable and send them offsite for protection, use a copy storage pool or an active-data storage pool.
You can back up primary storage pools to a copy storage pool and then send the copy storage pool volumes offsite.
You can copy active versions of client backup data to active-data storage pools, and then send the volumes offsite.
You can track copy storage pool volumes and active-data pool volumes by changing their access mode to offsite, and
updating the volume history to identify their location.

Related reference:
UPDATE VOLUME (Update a storage pool volume)

Reusing tapes
To ensure an adequate supply of tapes, you can expire old files, reclaim volumes, and delete volumes that reach end of life. You
can also maintain a supply of scratch volumes.

About this task

Over time, media age, and you might not need some of the backup data that is stored on the media. You can define server policies
to determine how many backup versions are retained and how long they are retained. You can use expiration processing to delete
files that you no longer require. You can keep the data that you require on the media. When you no longer require the data, you
can then reclaim and reuse the media.
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Procedure

1. Delete unnecessary client data by regularly running expiration processing. Expiration processing deletes data that is no
longer valid either because it exceeds the retention specifications in the policy or because users or administrators deleted
the active versions of the data.

2. Reuse volumes in storage pools by running reclamation processing.

Reclamation processing consolidates any unexpired data by moving it from multiple volumes onto fewer volumes. The
media can then be returned to the storage pool and reused.

3. Reuse volumes that contain outdated database backups or exported data that is no longer required by deleting volume
history.

Before the server can reuse volumes that are tracked in the volume history, you must delete the volume information from
the volume history file by issuing the DELETE VOLHISTORY command.

Tip: If your server uses the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function, the volume information is automatically deleted
during MOVE DRMEDIA command processing.

4. Determine when tape volumes reach end of life. You can use the server to display statistics about volumes, including the
number of write operations that are completed on the media and the number of write errors. Private volumes and scratch
volumes display the following statistical data:

Private volumes
For media initially defined as private volumes, the server maintains this statistical data, even as the volume is
reclaimed. You can compare the information with the number of write operations and write errors that are
recommended by the manufacturer.

Scratch volumes
For media initially defined as scratch volumes, the server overwrites this statistical data each time the volumes are
reclaimed.

5. Reclaim any valid data from volumes that reach end of life. If the volumes are in automated libraries, check them out of the
volume inventory. Delete private volumes from the database with the DELETE VOLUME command.

6. Ensure that volumes are available for tape rotation so that the storage pool does not run out of space. You can use the
Operations Center to monitor the availability of scratch volumes. Ensure that the number of scratch volumes is high enough
to meet demand. For more information, see Maintaining a supply of volumes in a library that contains WORM media.
WORM media: Write Once Read Many (WORM) drives can waste media when the server cancels transactions because
volumes are unavailable to complete the backup operation. After the server writes to WORM volumes, the space on the
volumes cannot be reused, even if the transactions are canceled (for example, if a backup is canceled because of a
shortage of media in the device). To minimize wasted WORM media, complete the following actions:

a. Ensure that the maximum number of scratch volumes for the device storage pool is at least equal to the number of
storage slots in the library.

b. Check enough volumes into the device's volume inventory for the expected load.
If most backup operations are for small files, controlling the transaction size can affect how WORM platters are used.
Smaller transactions mean that less space is wasted when a transaction such as a backup operation must be canceled.
Transaction size is controlled by a server option, TXNGROUPMAX, and a client option, TXNBYTELIMIT.

Related tasks:
Migrating data to upgraded drives
Managing server requests for volumes
Related reference:

DELETE VOLHISTORY (Delete sequential volume history information)
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)
Txnbytelimit option
TXNGROUPMAX server option

Related information:
EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)

Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes
You must set the maximum number of scratch volumes for a storage pool high enough for the expected usage.
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About this task

When you define a storage pool, you must specify the maximum number of scratch volumes that the storage pool can use. The
server automatically requests a scratch volume when needed. When the number of scratch volumes that the server is using for
the storage pool exceeds the specified maximum, the storage pool can run out of space.

Procedure

When a storage pool needs more than the maximum number of scratch volumes, you can take one or both of the following
actions:

1. Increase the maximum number of scratch volumes by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the
MAXSCRATCH parameter.

2. Make volumes available for reuse by running expiration processing and reclamation to consolidate data onto fewer
volumes.

a. Issue the EXPIRE INVENTORY command to run expiration processing.
Tip: By default this process automatically runs every day. You can also specify the EXPINTERVAL server option in the
server options file, dsmserv.opt, to run expiration processing automatically. A value of 0 means that you must use
the EXPIRE INVENTORY command to run expiration processing.

b. Issue the RECLAIM STGPOOL command to run reclamation processing.
Tip: You can also specify reclamation thresholds when you define the storage pool by using the DEFINE STGPOOL
command and specifying the RECLAIMPROCESS parameter.

What to do next

If you need more volumes for future backup operations, label more scratch volumes by using the LABEL LIBVOLUME command.
Related tasks:
Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes in an automated library
Related reference:

LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Related information:
EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)
RECLAIM STGPOOL (Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool)

Maintaining a supply of volumes in a library that contains WORM media
For libraries that contain Write Once Read Many (WORM) media, you can prevent cancellation of data storage transactions by
maintaining a supply of scratch or new private volumes in the library. Canceled transactions can cause WORM media to be wasted.

About this task

IBM Spectrum Protect™ cancels a transaction if volumes, either private or scratch, are unavailable to complete the data storage
operation. After IBM Spectrum Protect begins a transaction by writing to a WORM volume, the written space on the volume cannot
be reused, even if the transaction is canceled.

For example, if you have WORM volumes that hold 2.6 GB each and a client starts to back up a 12 GB file. If IBM Spectrum Protect
cannot acquire a fifth scratch volume after four volumes are full, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels the backup operation. The four
volumes that IBM Spectrum Protect already filled cannot be reused.

To minimize cancellation of transactions, you must have enough volumes available in the library to manage expected client
operations such as backups.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the storage pool that is associated with the library has sufficient scratch volumes. Issue the UPDATE STGPOOL
command and specify the MAXSCRATCH parameter.

2. To manage the expected load, check in a sufficient number of scratch or private volumes to the library by issuing the
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

3. To control transaction size, specify the TXNGROUPMAX server option and the TXNBYTELIMIT client option. If your clients
tend to store small files, controlling the transaction size can affect how WORM volumes are used. Smaller transactions
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waste less space when a transaction such as a backup must be canceled.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
Txnbytelimit option
TXNGROUPMAX server option

Manage the volume inventory in automated libraries
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server uses a library volume inventory to track scratch and private volumes that are available in an
automated library. You must ensure that the inventory is consistent with the volumes that are physically in the library.

The library volume inventory is separate from the inventory of volumes for each storage pool. To add a volume to a library volume
inventory, you check in a volume to that IBM Spectrum Protect library.

A list of volumes in the library volume inventory might not be identical to a list of volumes in the storage pool inventory for the
device. For example, you can check in scratch volumes to the library but you cannot define them to a storage pool. If scratch
volumes are not selected for backup operations, you can define private volumes to a storage pool but you cannot check them into
the volume inventory for the device.

To ensure that the volume inventory for the server library remains accurate, check out volumes to physically remove the volumes
from a SCSI library. When you check out a volume that is used by a storage pool, the volume remains in the storage pool. If you
must mount the volume when it is checked out, a message to the mount operator's console is displayed with a request to check in
the volume. If the check-in operation is unsuccessful, the server marks the volume as unavailable.

When a volume is in the library volume inventory, you can change the status of the volume from scratch to private.

To check whether the volume inventory for the server library is consistent with the volumes that are physically in the library, you
can audit the library. The inventory can become inaccurate if volumes are moved in and out of the library without informing the
server by using volume check-in or check-out operations.

Changing the status of a volume in an automated library
You can change the status of a volume from private to scratch or from scratch to private.
Removing volumes from an automated library
You can remove volumes from an automated library if you exported data to a volume and want to import the data to
another system. You might also want to remove volumes to create space for new volumes.
Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes in an automated library
When you define a storage pool that is associated with an automated library, you can specify a maximum number of scratch
volumes equal to the physical capacity of the library. If the server is using a greater number of scratch volumes for the
storage pool, you must ensure that enough volumes are available.
Managing a full library with an overflow location
As the demand for storage grows, the number of volumes that you need for a storage pool might exceed the physical
capacity of an automated library. To make space available for new volumes and to monitor existing volumes, you can define
an overflow location for a storage pool.
Auditing the volume inventory in a library
You can audit an automated library to ensure that the library volume inventory is consistent with the volumes that are
physically in the library. You might want to audit a library if the library volume inventory is distorted due to manual
movement of volumes in the library or to database problems.

Related tasks:
Checking volumes into an automated library
Related reference:

AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)

Changing the status of a volume in an automated library
You can change the status of a volume from private to scratch or from scratch to private.

Procedure
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To change the status of a volume, issue the UPDATE LIBVOLUME command. For example, to change the status of a volume that is
named VOL1 to a private volume, issue the following command:

update libvolume lib1 vol1 status=private

Restrictions:

You cannot change the status of a volume from private to scratch if the volume belongs to a storage pool or is defined in the
volume history file.
Private volumes must be administrator-defined volumes with either no data or invalid data. They cannot be partially written
volumes that contain active data. Volume statistics are lost when volume statuses are modified.

Removing volumes from an automated library
You can remove volumes from an automated library if you exported data to a volume and want to import the data to another
system. You might also want to remove volumes to create space for new volumes.

About this task

By default, the server mounts the volume that you check out and verifies the internal label. When the label is verified, the server
removes the volume from the library volume inventory, and then moves it to the entry/exit port or convenience I/O station of the
library. If the library does not have an entry/exit port, the server requests that the mount operator remove the volume from a slot
or device within the library.

Procedure

To remove a volume from an automated library, issue the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command.
For automated libraries with multiple entry/exit ports, issue the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command and specify the
REMOVE=BULK parameter. The server ejects the volume to the next available entry/exit port.

What to do next

If you check out a volume that is defined in a storage pool and the server must access the volume later, the server requests that
the volume be checked in. To return volumes to a library, issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
Related reference:

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)

Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes in an automated library
When you define a storage pool that is associated with an automated library, you can specify a maximum number of scratch
volumes equal to the physical capacity of the library. If the server is using a greater number of scratch volumes for the storage
pool, you must ensure that enough volumes are available.

Procedure

If the number of scratch volumes that the server is using for the storage pool exceeds the number that is specified in the storage
pool definition, complete the following steps:

1. Add scratch volumes to the library by issuing the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
Tip: You might have to use an overflow location to move volumes out of the library to make room for these scratch volumes.
For more information, see Managing a full library with an overflow location.

2. Increase the maximum number of scratch volumes that can be added to a storage pool by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL
command and specifying the MAXSCRATCH parameter.

What to do next

You might need more volumes for future recovery operations, so consider labeling and setting aside extra scratch volumes.

Related tasks:
Maintaining a supply of scratch volumes
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Managing a full library with an overflow location
As the demand for storage grows, the number of volumes that you need for a storage pool might exceed the physical capacity of
an automated library. To make space available for new volumes and to monitor existing volumes, you can define an overflow
location for a storage pool.

About this task

The server tracks the volumes that are moved to the overflow area and makes storage slots available for new volumes.

Procedure

1. Create a volume overflow location. Define or update the storage pool that is associated with the automated library by
issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the OVFLOCATION parameter. For example, to
create an overflow location that is named ROOM2948 for a storage pool that is named ARCHIVEPOOL, issue the following
command:

update stgpool archivepool ovflocation=Room2948

2. When you need to create space in the library for scratch volumes, move full volumes to the overflow location by issuing the
MOVE MEDIA command. For example, to move all full volumes in the specified storage pool out of the library, issue the
following command:

move media * stgpool=archivepool

3. Check in scratch volumes as needed.
Restriction: If a volume has an entry in the volume history file, you cannot check it in as a scratch volume. For more
information, see Checking volumes into an automated library.

4. Identify the empty scratch tapes in the overflow location by issuing the QUERY MEDIA command. For example, issue the
following command:

query media * stg=* whereovflocation=Room2948 wherestatus=empty

5. If the server requests additional volumes, locate and check in volumes from the overflow location.

To find volumes in an overflow location, issue the QUERY MEDIA command. You can also use the QUERY MEDIA command
to generate commands by checking in volumes.

For example, to list the volumes in the overflow location, and at the same time generate the commands to check those
volumes into the library, issue a command that is similar to the following example:

query media format=cmd stgpool=archivepool whereovflocation=Room2948 
cmd="checkin libvol autolib &vol status=private" 
cmdfilename="\storage\move\media\checkin.vols"

Tips:
Mount requests from the server include the location of the volumes.
To specify the number of days that must elapse before the volumes are eligible for processing, issue the UPDATE
STGPOOL command and specify the REUSEDELAY parameter.
The file that contains the generated commands can be run by using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ MACRO command.

Related reference:
MOVE MEDIA (Move sequential-access storage pool media)
QUERY MEDIA (Query sequential-access storage pool media)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Auditing the volume inventory in a library
You can audit an automated library to ensure that the library volume inventory is consistent with the volumes that are physically in
the library. You might want to audit a library if the library volume inventory is distorted due to manual movement of volumes in the
library or to database problems.

Procedure
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1. Ensure that no volumes are mounted in the library drives. If any volumes are mounted in the IDLE state, issue the
DISMOUNT VOLUME command to dismount them.

2. Audit the volume inventory by issuing the AUDIT LIBRARY command. Take one of the following actions:
If the library has a bar code reader, you can save time by using the bar code reader to identify volumes. For example,
to audit the TAPELIB library by using its bar code reader, issue the following command:

audit library tapelib checklabel=barcode

If the library does not have a bar code reader, issue the AUDIT LIBRARY command without specifying
CHECKLABEL=BARCODE. The server mounts each volume to verify the label. After the label is verified, the server
completes auditing any remaining volumes.

Results

The server deletes missing volumes from the inventory and updates the locations of volumes that moved since the last audit.

Restriction: The server cannot add new volumes to the inventory during an audit operation.
Related tasks:
Labeling tape volumes
Related reference:

AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
DISMOUNT VOLUME (Dismount a volume by volume name)

Partially written volumes
Partially written volumes are always private volumes, even if their status was scratch before the server mounted them. The server
tracks the original status of scratch volumes and returns them to scratch status when they are empty.

Except for volumes in automated libraries, the server is unaware of a scratch volume until after the volume is mounted. Then, the
volume status changes to private, and the volume is automatically defined as part of the storage pool for which the mount request
was made.

Related tasks:
Changing the status of a volume in an automated library

Operations with shared libraries
Shared libraries are logical libraries that are represented physically by SCSI libraries. The physical library is controlled by the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server that is configured as a library manager. IBM Spectrum Protect servers that use the SHARED library type
are library clients to the IBM Spectrum Protect library manager server.

The library client contacts the library manager when the library manager starts and the storage device initializes, or after a library
manager is defined to a library client. The library client confirms that the contacted server is the library manager for the named
library device. The library client also compares drive definitions with the library manager for consistency. The library client
contacts the library manager for each of the following operations:

Volume mount
A library client sends a request to the library manager for access to a particular volume in the shared library device. For a
scratch volume, the library client does not specify a volume name. If the library manager cannot access the requested
volume, or if scratch volumes are unavailable, the library manager denies the mount request. If the mount is successful, the
library manager returns the name of the drive where the volume is mounted.

Volume release
When a library client no longer needs to access a volume, it notifies the library manager that the volume can be returned to
a scratch volume. The library manager database is updated with the new location for the volume, which is now in the
inventory of the library server. The volume is deleted from the volume inventory of the library client.

Table 1 shows the interaction between library clients and the library manager in processing IBM Spectrum Protect operations.

Table 1. How SAN-enabled servers process IBM Spectrum Protect operations
Operation

(Command)

Library manager Library client
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Operation

(Command)

Library manager Library client

Query library
volumes

(QUERY
LIBVOLUME)

Displays the volumes that are checked into the
library. For private volumes, the owner server is also
displayed.

Not applicable.

Check in and
check out
library volumes

(CHECKIN
LIBVOLUME, 
CHECKOUT
LIBVOLUME)

Sends the commands to the library device. Not applicable.

When a check-in operation is required because of a
client restore operation, a request is sent to the library
manager server.

Move media
and move DRM
media

(MOVE MEDIA,
MOVE
DRMEDIA)

Valid only for volumes that are used by the library
manager server.

Requests that the library manager server completes the
operation. Generates a check-out process on the library
manager server.

Audit library
inventory

(AUDIT
LIBRARY)

Synchronizes the inventory with the library device. Synchronizes the inventory with the library manager
server.

Label a library
volume

(LABEL
LIBVOLUME)

Labels and checks in volumes. Not applicable.

Dismount a
volume

(DISMOUNT
VOLUME)

Sends the request to the library device. Requests that the library manager server completes the
operation.

Query a volume

(QUERY
VOLUME)

Checks whether the volume is owned by the
requesting library client and checks whether the
volume is in the library device.

Requests that the library manager server completes the
operation.

Managing server requests for volumes
IBM Spectrum Protect™ displays requests and status messages to all administrative command-line clients that are started in
console mode. These request messages often have a time limit. Successful server operations must be completed within the time
limit that is specified; otherwise, the operation times out.

About this task

For automated libraries, use the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME and LABEL LIBVOLUME commands to insert cartridges into slots. If you
specify a value for the WAITTIME parameter, a reply message is displayed. If the value of the parameter is 0, no reply is required.
When you issue the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command, you must insert cartridges into slots and, in all cases, a reply message is
displayed.

Procedure

The following table provides information about how to handle different server media tasks.
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Task DetailsTask Details

Use the administrative client
for mount messages

The server sends mount request status messages to the server console and to all
administrative command-line clients in mount mode or console mode.

To start an administrative command-line client in mount mode, issue the dsmadmc
-mountmode command on the administrative command-line client.

Receive messages about
automated libraries

You can view mount messages and error messages about automated libraries on
administrative command-line clients in mount mode or console mode. Mount
messages are sent to the library and not to an operator. Messages about problems
with the library are sent to the mount message queue.

Get information about pending
operator requests

To get information about pending operator requests, issue the QUERY REQUEST
command or view the mount message queue on an administrative command-line
client that is started in mount mode. When you issue the QUERY REQUEST
command, the server displays requested actions and the amount of time that is
remaining before the requests time out.

Reply to operator requests When the server requires an explicit reply to a completed mount request, use the
REPLY command.

The request_number parameter specifies the request identification number that
tells the server which pending operator request is completed. This three-digit
number is always displayed as part of the request message.

Cancel an operator request To cancel a mount request for a library, issue the CANCEL REQUEST command. For
most requests that are associated with automated SCSI libraries, an operator must
complete a hardware or system action to cancel the requested mount. For such
requests, the CANCEL REQUEST command is not accepted by the server.

The CANCEL REQUEST command must include the request identification number.
This number is included in the request message.

If you want to mark the requested volume as UNAVAILABLE, issue the CANCEL
REQUEST command and specify the PERMANENT parameter. If you specify the
PERMANENT parameter, the server does not try to mount the requested volume
again. This is useful if, for example, the volume is at a remote site or is otherwise
unavailable.

Respond to a volume check-in
request

If the server cannot find a particular volume to mount in an automated library, the
server requests that the operator check in the volume.

If the requested volume is available, place the volume in the library and check it in.
For more information, see Checking volumes into an automated library.

If the requested volume is unavailable, update the access mode of the volume by
issuing the UPDATE VOLUME command and specifying the ACCESS=UNAVAILABLE
parameter. Then, cancel the check-in request by using the CANCEL REQUEST
command. Do not cancel the client process that caused the request. Use the
QUERY REQUEST command to obtain the ID of the request that you want to cancel.

If you do not respond to the check-in request from the server within the mount-
wait period that is specified for the device class for the storage pool, the server
marks the volume as unavailable.

Determine which volumes are
mounted

For a report about all volumes that are currently mounted for use by the server,
issue the QUERY MOUNT command. The report shows which volumes are
mounted, which drives accessed them, and whether the volumes are in use.
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Task Details

Dismount idle volumes When a volume is idle, the server keeps it mounted for a time that is specified by
the mount retention parameter for the device class. Using a mount retention value
can reduce the access time when volumes are used repeatedly.

To dismount an idle volume from the drive where it is mounted, issue the
DISMOUNT VOLUME command.

For information about setting mount retention times, see Controlling the amount of
time that a volume remains mounted.

Related information:
QUERY REQUEST (Query one or more pending mount requests)

Managing tape drives
You can query, update, and delete tape drives. You can also clean tape drives and configure tape drive encryption and data
validation.

Updating drives
You can change the attributes of a drive definition to take a drive offline or reconfigure it.
Data validation during read/write operations to tape
To validate data and identify data that is corrupted, you can use a feature that is called logical block protection. If you use
logical block protection, IBM Spectrum Protect inserts a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value at the end of each logical
block of data while it is written to tape.
Cleaning tape drives
You can use the server to manage tape-drive cleaning. The server can control how tape drives in SCSI libraries are cleaned.
Tape drive replacement
If you replace a drive in a tape library that is defined to IBM Spectrum Protect, you must delete the drive and path
definitions for the old drive and define the new drive and path.

Updating drives
You can change the attributes of a drive definition to take a drive offline or reconfigure it.

About this task

You can change the following attributes of a drive:

The element address, if the drive is in a SCSI
The cleaning frequency
The drive status: online or offline

Restriction: If a drive is in use, you cannot change the element number or the device name. For instructions about taking drives
offline, see Taking tape drives offline.
If a volume is mounted in the drive but the volume is idle, it can be explicitly dismounted. For instructions about dismounting idle
volumes, see Managing server requests for volumes.

Procedure

Change the element address of a drive by issuing the UPDATE DRIVE command. For example, in a library that is named
AUTO, change the element address of DRIVE3 to 119 by issuing the following command:

update drive auto drive3 element=119

Change the device name of a drive by issuing the UPDATE PATH command. For example, to change the device name of a
drive that is named DRIVE3, issue the following command: 

update path server1 drive3 srctype=server desttype=drive library=scsilib 
 device=/dev/rmt0
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update path server1 drive3 srctype=server desttype=drive library=scsilib 
 device=/dev/IBMtape0

update path server1 drive3 srctype=server desttype=drive library=scsilib  
   device=mt3.0.0.0

Taking tape drives offline
You can take a tape drive offline while it is in use. For example, you might take a drive offline to complete maintenance.

Related reference:
UPDATE PATH (Change a path)

Related information:
UPDATE DRIVE (Update a drive)

Data validation during read/write operations to tape
To validate data and identify data that is corrupted, you can use a feature that is called logical block protection. If you use logical
block protection, IBM Spectrum Protect™ inserts a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value at the end of each logical block of data
while it is written to tape.

With logical block protection, you can identify errors that occur when data is written to tape and during data transfer from the tape
drive to IBM Spectrum Protect through the storage area network. Drives that support logical block protection validate data during
read and write operations. The IBM Spectrum Protect server validates data during read operations.

If validation by the drive fails during write operations, the failure can indicate that data was corrupted during transfer to tape. In
this case, the IBM Spectrum Protect server fails the write operation. You must restart the operation to continue. If validation by
the drive fails during read operations, the failure can indicate that the tape media is corrupted. If validation by the IBM Spectrum
Protect server fails during read operations, the failure can indicate that data was corrupted during transfer from the tape drive,
and the server tries the operation again. If validation fails consistently, the IBM Spectrum Protect server issues an error message
that indicates hardware or connection problems.

If logical block protection is disabled on a tape drive, or the drive does not support logical block protection, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server can read protected data. However, the data is not validated.

Logical block protection is superior to the CRC validation that you can specify when you define or update a storage pool. When you
specify CRC validation for a storage pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after the
data is written to tape.

Restrictions:

You cannot use logical block protection for sequential data such as backup sets and database backups.
CRC checking impacts performance because more processor usage is required on both the client and server to calculate
and compare CRC values.
For a scratch volume, if you specify logical block protection for read/write operations (LBPROTECT=READWRITE), do not
change the parameter value at any time after data is written to the volume. Changing the parameter value during the life of
the volume on the IBM Spectrum Protect server is not supported.

Drives that support logical block protection
Logical block protection is available only for 3592, LTO, and ECARTRIDGE device types. Capable 3592 drives include IBM
TS1130, TS1140, and later generations. Capable LTO drives include IBM LTO-5 and supported LTO-6 drives. Capable
Oracle StorageTek drives include drives with the T10000C and T10000D format.
Enabling and disabling logical block protection
You can specify logical block protection for read and write operations, or only for write operations. You can also disable
logical block protection. By default, logical block protection is disabled because of performance effects that result from
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validation on the server and the tape drive.
Read/write operations to volumes with logical block protection
Read/write operations to empty or filling volumes depend on whether the volumes have logical block protection. Protected
and unprotected data blocks cannot be mixed on the same volume.
Storage pool management in a tape library
To mix protected and unprotected data in a library, you must create different device classes and different storage pools to
separate the data. If a device class is associated with protected data, you can specify logical block protection for read and
write operations or for write operations only.
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Drives that support logical block protection
Logical block protection is available only for 3592, LTO, and ECARTRIDGE device types. Capable 3592 drives include IBM TS1130,
TS1140, and later generations. Capable LTO drives include IBM LTO-5 and supported LTO-6 drives. Capable Oracle StorageTek
drives include drives with the T10000C and T10000D format.

The following table shows the media and the formats that you can use with drives that support logical block protection.

Drive Tape media Drive formats

IBM TS1130 3592 Generation 2 3592-3 and 3592-3C

IBM TS1140 3592 Generation 2

3592 Generation 3

Generation 2: 3592-3 and 3592-
3C

Generation 3: 3592-4 and 3592-
4C

IBM TS1150 3592 Generation 3

3592 Generation 4

Generation 4: 3592-5 and 3592-
5C

IBM LTO-5 LTO-5 Ultrium 5 and Ultrium 5C

IBM LTO-6 LTO-6

LTO-5

Ultrium 6 and Ultrium 6C

Ultrium 5 and Ultrium 5C

IBM LTO-7 LTO-7

LTO-6

Ultrium 7 and Ultrium 7C

Ultrium 6 and Ultrium 6C

Oracle T10000C Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 T10000C and T10000C-C

Oracle T10000D Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 T10000D and T10000D-C

Tips:

To enable logical block protection for a tape volume and then reuse the volume to back up data, you must enable logical
block protection for the device class and the drive.
If you have a 3592, LTO, or Oracle StorageTek drive that is not capable of logical block protection, you can upgrade the drive
with firmware that provides logical block protection.

Logical block protection is available for drives that are in SCSI libraries. For the most current information about support for logical
block protection, see technote 1568108.

To use logical block protection for write operations, all drives in the library must support logical block protection. If a drive is not
capable of logical block protection, volumes that have read/write access are not mounted. However, the server can use the drive
to mount volumes that have read-only access. The protected data is read and validated by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server if
logical block protection is enabled for read/write operations.

Enabling and disabling logical block protection
You can specify logical block protection for read and write operations, or only for write operations. You can also disable logical
block protection. By default, logical block protection is disabled because of performance effects that result from cyclic
redundancy check (CRC) validation on the server and the tape drive.

About this task

Read/write operations to empty or filling volumes depend on whether the volumes have logical block protection. Protected and
unprotected data blocks cannot be mixed on the same volume. If you change the setting for logical block protection, the change
applies only to empty volumes. Filling and full volumes maintain their status of logical block protection until they are empty and
ready to be refilled. For example, if you disable logical block protection and the server selects a volume that is associated with a
device class that has logical block protection, the server continues writing protected data to the volume.
Restriction: Logical block protection is available only for certain device types. For more information, see Drives that support logical
block protection.
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Procedure

1. To enable logical block protection for the 3592, LTO, and ECARTRIDGE device types, issue the DEFINE DEVCLASS or the
UPDATE DEVCLASS command and specify the LBPROTECT parameter. For example, to specify logical block protection
during read and write operations for a 3592 device class that is named 3592_lbprotect, issue the following command:

define devclass 3592_lbprotect library=3594 lbprotect=readwrite

Tips:
If you update the value of the LBPROTECT parameter from NO to READWRITE or WRITEONLY and the server selects
a filling volume without logical block protection for write operations, the server issues a message each time the
volume is mounted. The message indicates that data is written to the volume without logical block protection. To
prevent this message from displaying or to have IBM Spectrum Protect™ write data only with logical block
protection, update the access of filling volumes without logical block protection to read-only.
To improve performance, do not specify the CRCDATA parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL
command.
When data is validated during read operations by both the drive and by the IBM Spectrum Protect server, it can slow
server performance during restore and retrieve operations. To reduce the time that is required for restore and
retrieve operations, change the setting of the LBPROTECT parameter from READWRITE to WRITEONLY. After data is
restored or retrieved, you can reset the LBPROTECT parameter to READWRITE.

2. To disable logical block protection, issue the DEFINE DEVCLASS or the UPDATE DEVCLASS command and specify the
LBPROTECT=NO parameter.
Restriction: If logical block protection is disabled, the server does not write to an empty tape with logical block protection.
However, if a filling volume with logical block protection is selected, the server continues to write to the volume with logical
block protection. To prevent the server from writing to tapes with logical block protection, change the access of filling
volumes with logical block protection to read-only. When data is read, the CRC results are not checked by the drive or
server.

If a disaster occurs and the disaster recovery site does not have drives that support logical block protection, you must
specify the LBPROTECT=NO parameter. If the tape drives are used for write operations, you must change the volume
access for volumes with protected data to read-only to prevent the server from using the volumes.

If the server must enable logical block protection, the server issues an error message that indicates that the drive does not
support logical block protection.

What to do next

To determine whether a volume has logical block protection, issue the QUERY VOLUME command and review the value in the
Logical Block Protection field.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Related information:
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)
QUERY VOLUME (Query storage pool volumes)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Read/write operations to volumes with logical block protection
Read/write operations to empty or filling volumes depend on whether the volumes have logical block protection. Protected and
unprotected data blocks cannot be mixed on the same volume.

If you use the UPDATE DEVCLASS command to change the setting for logical block protection, the change applies only to empty
volumes. Filling and full volumes maintain their status of logical block protection until they are empty and ready to be refilled.

For example, suppose that you change the value of the LBPROTECT parameter from READWRITE to NO. If the server selects a
volume that is associated with the device class and that has logical block protection, the server continues writing protected data
to the volume.

Tips:
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If a drive does not support logical block protection, volumes with logical block protection for write operations cannot be
mounted. To prevent the server from mounting the protected volumes for write operations, change the volume access to
read-only. Also, disable logical block protection to prevent the server from enabling the feature on the tape drive.
If a drive does not support logical block protection, and logical block protection is disabled, the server reads data from
protected volumes. However, the data is not validated by the server and the tape drive.

Related information:
QUERY VOLUME (Query storage pool volumes)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a device class)

Storage pool management in a tape library
To mix protected and unprotected data in a library, you must create different device classes and different storage pools to
separate the data. If a device class is associated with protected data, you can specify logical block protection for read and write
operations or for write operations only.

To define device classes and storage pools for a TS3500 library that has LTO-5 drives, for protected and unprotected data, you can
issue a series of commands as shown in the following example:

define library 3584 libtype=scsi 
define devclass lbprotect library=3584 devicetype=lto lbprotect=readwrite 
define devclass normal library=3584 devicetype=lto lbprotect=no 
define stgpool lbprotect_pool lbprotect maxscratch=10 
define stgpool normal_pool normal maxscratch=10

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Related information:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Cleaning tape drives
You can use the server to manage tape-drive cleaning. The server can control how tape drives in SCSI libraries are cleaned.

About this task

You must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege to clean tape drives. For automated libraries, you can automate
cleaning by specifying the frequency of cleaning operations and checking a cleaner cartridge into the library volume inventory.
IBM Spectrum Protect™ mounts the cleaner cartridge as specified. There are special considerations if you plan to use server-
controlled drive cleaning with a SCSI library that provides automatic drive cleaning support in its device hardware.

Tip: If an automated tape library supports library-drive cleaning, ensure that the feature is enabled.

You can prevent premature wear on the read/write heads of drives by using the library cleaning functions that are available from
your device manufacturer.

Drives and libraries from manufacturers differ in how they manage cleaner cartridges, and how they report the presence of a
cleaner cartridge in a drive. The device driver might not be able to open a drive that contains a cleaner cartridge. Sense codes and
error codes that are issued by devices for drive cleaning vary. Library-drive cleaning is usually not known to applications.
Therefore, IBM Spectrum Protect might not always detect the cleaner cartridges in drives and might not be able to determine
when cleaning begins.

Some devices require a small amount of idle time between mount requests to start drive cleaning. However, IBM Spectrum
Protect tries to minimize the idle time for a drive. The result might be to prevent the library drive cleaning from functioning
effectively. If this happens, use IBM Spectrum Protect to control drive cleaning. You can set the frequency to match the cleaning
recommendations from the manufacturer.

Methods for cleaning tape drives
Over time, the read heads on tapes can get dirty, which can cause read and write operations to fail. To prevent these issues,
enable tape cleaning. You can enable tape cleaning from the drive or from IBM Spectrum Protect.
Configuring the server for drive cleaning in an automated library
When you configure server-controlled drive cleaning in an automated library, you can specify how often you want the drives
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to be cleaned.
Resolving errors that are related to drive cleaning
While moving cartridges within a library, you might place a data cartridge where a cleaner cartridge should be. Review the
process that the server completes and the messages that are issued so that you can resolve the issue.

Methods for cleaning tape drives
Over time, the read heads on tapes can get dirty, which can cause read and write operations to fail. To prevent these issues,
enable tape cleaning. You can enable tape cleaning from the drive or from IBM Spectrum Protect™.

You can choose to use the library-drive cleaning method or the IBM Spectrum Protect drive-cleaning method, but not both. Some
SCSI libraries provide automatic drive cleaning. Select the library-drive cleaning method if it is available. If it is unavailable or
causes issues, use IBM Spectrum Protect to control library drive cleaning.

Library drive-cleaning method
The library drive-cleaning method provides several advantages for automated tape libraries that use this function:

Reduces the burden on the IBM Spectrum Protect administrator to physically manage cartridge cleaning.
Improves cleaning cartridge usage rates. Most tape libraries track the number of times that drives can be cleaned
based on hardware indicators. IBM Spectrum Protect uses a raw count.
Reduces unnecessary cleaning. Modern tape drives do not have to be cleaned at fixed intervals and can detect and
request when cleaning is required.

Manufacturers who provide a library drive-cleaning method recommend its use to prevent premature wear on the
read/write heads of the drives. Drives and libraries from different manufacturers differ in how they manage cleaner
cartridges and how they report the presence of a cleaner cartridge in a drive. The device driver might not be able to open a
drive that contains a cleaner cartridge. Sense codes and error codes that are issued by devices for drive cleaning vary.
Library drive cleaning is usually transparent to all applications. However, IBM Spectrum Protect might not always detect
cleaner cartridges in drives and might not be able to determine when cleaning begins.

IBM Spectrum Protect drive cleaning method

Some devices require a small amount of idle time between mount requests to start drive cleaning. However, IBM Spectrum
Protect tries to minimize the idle time for a drive. The result might be to prevent the library drive cleaning from functioning
effectively. If this happens, try using IBM Spectrum Protect to control drive cleaning. Set the frequency to match the
cleaning recommendations from the manufacturer.

If IBM Spectrum Protect controls the drive-cleaning process, disable the library drive-cleaning function to prevent
problems. If the library drive-cleaning function is enabled, some devices automatically move any cleaner cartridge that is
found in the library to slots in the library that are dedicated to cleaner cartridges. You cannot check a cleaner cartridge into
the IBM Spectrum Protect library inventory until you disable the library drive-cleaning function.

To enable cleaning from the drive, follow the instructions that are provided by the drive manufacturer. To enable cleaning by
using IBM Spectrum Protect, see Configuring the server for drive cleaning in an automated library.

Configuring the server for drive cleaning in an automated library
When you configure server-controlled drive cleaning in an automated library, you can specify how often you want the drives to be
cleaned.

Before you begin

Determine how often the drive must be cleaned. This step is required so that you can specify an appropriate value for the
CLEANFREQUENCY parameter on the DEFINE DRIVE or UPDATE DRIVE command. For example, to clean a drive after 100 GB of
data is processed on the drive, you would specify CLEANFREQUENCY=100.

For guidelines about cleaning frequency, see the drive manufacturer's documentation. If the documentation provides guidelines
for cleaning frequency in terms of hours of use, convert the value to a gigabyte value by completing the following steps:

1. Use the bytes-per-second value for the drive to determine a gigabytes-per-hour value.
2. Multiply the gigabytes-per-hour value by the recommended hours of use between cleanings.
3. Use the result as the cleaning frequency value.
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You can either specify a value for the CLEANFREQUENCY parameter or specify ASNEEDED to clean the drive as needed.
Restrictions:

1. For IBM® 3592 drives, you must specify a numerical value for the CLEANFREQUENCY parameter. By using the cleaning
frequency that is listed in the product documentation, you will not overclean the drives.

2. The CLEANFREQUENCY=ASNEEDED parameter value does not work for all tape drives. To determine whether a drive
supports this function, see the information for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

In the technote, click the drive name to view detailed information. If the ASNEEDED value is not supported, specify the
number of gigabytes.

Procedure

To configure server-controlled drive cleaning in an automated library, complete the following steps:

Define or update the drives in the library, by using the CLEANFREQUENCY parameter in the DEFINE DRIVE or UPDATE DRIVE
command. For example, to clean a drive that is named DRIVE1 after 100 GB of data is processed, issue the following command:

update drive autolib1 drive1 cleanfrequency=100

Results

After the cleaner cartridge is checked in, the server mounts the cleaner cartridge in a drive when the drive needs cleaning. The
server uses that cleaner cartridge for the number of specified cleanings. For more information, see Operations with cleaner
cartridges.

What to do next

Check the cleaner cartridge into the library volume inventory by following the instructions in Checking a cleaner cartridge into a
library.

Checking a cleaner cartridge into a library
To enable automatic tape-drive cleaning, you must check a cleaner cartridge into the volume inventory of the automated
library.
Operations with cleaner cartridges
To ensure that tape drives are cleaned when necessary, and to avoid issues with tape storage, follow the guidelines.

Related information:
DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
UPDATE DRIVE (Update a drive)

Checking a cleaner cartridge into a library
To enable automatic tape-drive cleaning, you must check a cleaner cartridge into the volume inventory of the automated library.

About this task

When you check a cleaner cartridge into a library, ensure that it is correctly identified to the server as a cleaner cartridge. Ensure
that a cleaner cartridge is not in a slot that is detected by the search process. Errors and delays of 15 minutes or more might
indicate that a cleaner cartridge is improperly placed.

The preferred method is to check in cleaner cartridges individually. If you have to check in both data cartridges and cleaner
cartridges, place the data cartridges in the library and check them in first. Then, check the cleaner cartridge in to the library.

Procedure

To check a cleaner cartridge into a library, issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command. For example, to check in a cleaner cartridge
that is named AUTOLIB1, issue the following command:

checkin libvolume autolib1 cleanv status=cleaner cleanings=10 
 checklabel=no
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The server requests that the cartridge is placed in the entry/exit port, or into a specific slot.

Related reference:
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)

Operations with cleaner cartridges
To ensure that tape drives are cleaned when necessary, and to avoid issues with tape storage, follow the guidelines.

Monitoring the cleaning process
If a cleaner cartridge is checked in to a library, and a drive must be cleaned, the server dismounts the data volume and runs
the cleaning operation. If the cleaning operation fails or is canceled, or if no cleaner cartridge is available, you might not be
aware that the drive needs cleaning. Monitor cleaning messages for these problems to ensure that drives are cleaned as
needed. If necessary, issue the CLEAN DRIVE command to have the server try the cleaning again, or manually load a
cleaner cartridge into the drive.

Using multiple cleaner cartridges
The server uses a cleaner cartridge for the number of cleanings that you specify when you check in the cleaner cartridge. If
you check in two or more cleaner cartridges, the server uses only one of the cartridges until the designated number of
cleanings for that cartridge is reached. Then, the server uses the next cleaner cartridge. If you check in two or more cleaner
cartridges and issue two or more CLEAN DRIVE commands concurrently, the server uses multiple cartridges at the same
time and decrements the remaining cleanings on each cartridge.

Related reference:
AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
CLEAN DRIVE (Clean a drive)
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)

Related information:
QUERY LIBVOLUME (Query a library volume)

Resolving errors that are related to drive cleaning
While moving cartridges within a library, you might place a data cartridge where a cleaner cartridge should be. Review the process
that the server completes and the messages that are issued so that you can resolve the issue.

When a drive needs cleaning, the server loads what its database shows as a cleaner cartridge into the drive. The drive then moves
to a READY state, and IBM Spectrum Protect™ detects that the cartridge is a data cartridge. The server completes the following
steps:

1. The server attempts to read the internal tape label of the data cartridge.
2. The server ejects the cartridge from the drive and moves it back to the home slot of the cleaner cartridge within the library.

If the eject operation fails, the server marks the drive offline and issues a message that the cartridge is still in the drive.
3. The server checks out the cleaner cartridge to avoid selecting it for another drive cleaning request. The cleaner cartridge

remains in the library but no longer appears in the IBM Spectrum Protect library inventory.
4. By using the internal tape label, the server checks the volume name against the current library inventory, storage pool

volumes, and the volume history file.
If the volume name is not found in the library inventory, a data cartridge might be checked in as a cleaner cartridge
by mistake. When the volume is checked out, you do not have to take further action.
If the volume name is found in the library inventory, the server issues messages that manual intervention and a
library audit are required. To resolve the issue, follow the instructions in Auditing the volume inventory in a library.

Tape drive replacement
If you replace a drive in a tape library that is defined to IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must delete the drive and path definitions for
the old drive and define the new drive and path.

Replacing drive and path definitions is required even if you are exchanging one drive for another of the same type, with the same
logical address, physical address, SCSI ID, and port number. Device alias names can change when you change your drive
connections.
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If the new drive is an upgrade that supports a new media format, you might be required to define a new logical library, device
class, and storage pool. Procedures for setting up a policy for a new drive in a multiple-drive library vary, depending on the types
of drives and media in the library.

Deleting tape drives
You can delete tape drives from a library. For example, you can delete a drive that you no longer use, or a drive that you
want to replace.
Replacing drives with others of the same type
To add a drive that supports the same media formats as the drive it replaces, you must define a new drive and path.
Migrating data to upgraded drives
If you upgrade all of the tape drives in a library, you can preserve your existing policy definitions to migrate and expire
existing data, and you can use the new drives to store data.

Deleting tape drives
You can delete tape drives from a library. For example, you can delete a drive that you no longer use, or a drive that you want to
replace.

Procedure

1. Stop the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and shut down the operating system.
2. Remove the old drive and follow the manufacturer's instructions to install the new drive.
3. Restart the operating system and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
4. Delete the path from the server to the drive. For example, to delete a path from SERVER1 to LIB1, issue the following

command:

delete path server1 lib1 srctype=server desttype=drive

5. Delete the drive definition. For example, issue the following command to delete a drive that is named DLT1 from a library
device that is named LIB1:

delete drive lib1 dlt1

Related reference:
DELETE DRIVE (Delete a drive from a library)
DELETE PATH (Delete a path)

Replacing drives with others of the same type
To add a drive that supports the same media formats as the drive it replaces, you must define a new drive and path.

About this task

If a library includes only one model of drive and you want to replace a drive, you must replace the drive with the same model drive.
If a library includes mixed models of drives and you want to replace a drive, you can replace the drive with any model drive that
exists in the library.

Procedure

1. Delete the path and drive definitions for the old drive. For example, to delete a drive that is named DRIVE1 from a library
that is named LIB1, enter the following command:

delete path server2 drive1 srctype=server desttype=drive library=lib1 
delete drive lib1 drive1

2. Power off the library, remove the original drive, replace it with the new drive, and power on the library.
3. Refresh the host system to ensure that the system detects the new drive.
4. Define the new drive and path. For example, to define a new drive, DRIVE2, and a path to it from SERVER2, if you are using

the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, enter the following commands:
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define drive lib1 drive2 
define path server2 drive2 srctype=server desttype=drive library=lib1 
   device=/dev/mt0

define drive lib1 drive2 
define path server2 drive2 srctype=server desttype=drive library=lib1 
   device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt0

define drive lib1 drive2 
define path server2 drive2 srctype=server desttype=drive library=lib1 
   device=mt3.0.0.1

Tip: You can use your existing library, device class, and storage pool definitions.

Related reference:
DELETE DRIVE (Delete a drive from a library)
DELETE PATH (Delete a path)

Migrating data to upgraded drives
If you upgrade all of the tape drives in a library, you can preserve your existing policy definitions to migrate and expire existing
data, and you can use the new drives to store data.

Before you begin

The following scenario assumes that you already have a primary storage pool for a DISK device class that is named POOL1.

Procedure

1. To migrate data to a storage pool that is created for the new drives, specify the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter. For example, to
migrate data from an existing storage pool, POOL1, to the new storage pool, POOL2, issue the following command:

update stgpool pool1 nextstgpool=pool2

2. Update the management-class definitions to store data in the DISK storage pool by using the UPDATE MGMTCLASS
command.

Related reference:
UPDATE MGMTCLASS (Update a management class)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

Related information:
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a volume in a storage pool)

Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.

Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including
assigning authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being
assigned one or more authority levels.
Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication
for IBM Spectrum Protect.
Securing the server on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Managing administrators
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An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, including assigning
authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being assigned one or more
authority levels.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to modify administrator settings.

Task Procedure

Add an administrator. To add an administrator, ADMIN1, with system authority and
specify a password, complete the following steps:

a. Register the administrator and specify Pa$#$twO as the
password by issuing the following command:

register admin admin1 Pa$#$twO

b. Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Change administrative authority. Change the authority level for an administrator, ADMIN1.

Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Revoke system authority for the administrator by issuing
the following command:

revoke authority admin1 classes=system

Remove administrators. Remove an administrator, ADMIN1, from accessing the IBM
Spectrum Protect server by issuing the following command:

remove admin admin1

Temporarily prevent access to the server. Lock or unlock an administrator by using the LOCK ADMIN or
UNLOCK ADMIN command.

Related concepts:
Planning for administrator roles

Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication for IBM
Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

By enforcing password authentication and managing password restrictions, you protect your data and your servers from potential
security risks.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to change password requirements for IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
Table 1. Authentication tasks for IBM Spectrum Protect servers

Task Procedure
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Task Procedure

Set a limit for invalid password attempts. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of invalid attempts in the Invalid sign-on

attempt limit field.

The default value at installation is 0.

Set a minimum length for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of characters in the Minimum password

length field.

Set the expiration period for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of days in the Password common

expiration field.

Disable password authentication. By default, the server automatically uses password
authentication. With password authentication, all users must
enter a password to access the server.

You can disable password authentication only for passwords
that authenticate with the server (LOCAL). By disabling
password authentication, you increase the security risk for the
server.

Set a default authentication method. Issue the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command. For
example, to use the server as the default authentication
method, issue the following command:

set defaultauthentication local

To update one client node to authenticate with the server,
include AUTHENTICATION=LOCAL in the UPDATE NODE
command:

update node authentication=local

Securing the server on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Procedure

Ensure that unauthorized users cannot access the directories for the server database and the server instance. Keep the access
settings for these directories that you configured during implementation.

Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. An administrator with
system authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can
complete subsets of tasks.

Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode. When
you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
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Before you begin

You must have system or operator privilege to stop and start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all
other processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.
Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the
server in maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all other
processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.

About this task

When you issue the HALT command to stop the server, the following actions occur:

All processes and client node sessions are canceled.
All current transactions are stopped. (The transactions will be rolled back when the server is restarted.)

Procedure

To prepare the system and stop the server, complete the following steps:

1. Prevent new client node sessions from starting by issuing the DISABLE SESSIONS command:

disable sessions all

2. Determine whether any client node sessions or processes are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, view the Activity area for the total numbers of processes and

sessions that are currently active. If numbers differ significantly from the usual numbers that are displayed during
your daily storage-management routine, view other status indicators in the Operations Center to check whether
there is a problem.

b. View the graph in the Activity area to compare the amount of network traffic over the following periods:
The current period, that is, the most recent 24-hour period
The previous period, that is, the 24 hours before the current period

If the graph for the previous period represents the expected amount of traffic, significant differences on the graph for
the current period might indicate a problem.

c. On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details. If the
server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, obtain information about processes by
using administrative commands. Issue the QUERY PROCESS command to query processes and obtain information
about sessions by issuing the QUERY SESSION command.

3. Wait until the client node sessions are completed or cancel them. To cancel processes and sessions, complete the following
steps:

On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details.
Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to
cancel.
Click Cancel.
If the server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, cancel sessions by using
administrative commands. Issue the CANCEL SESSION command to cancel a session and cancel processes by using
the CANCEL PROCESS command.
Tip: If the process that you want to cancel is waiting for a tape volume to be mounted, the mount request is
canceled. For example, if you issue an EXPORT, IMPORT, or MOVE DATA command, the command might initiate a
process that requires a tape volume to be mounted. However, if a tape volume is being mounted by an automated
library, the cancel operation might not take effect until the mount process is complete. Depending on your system
environment, this could take several minutes.

4. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt
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Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the server in
maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode. Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning steps before you
upgrade the server.

About this task

Follow these guidelines:

The preferred method is to upgrade the server by using the installation wizard. After you start the wizard, in the IBM
Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or Modify icon.
If upgrades are available for both the server component and the Operations Center component, select the check boxes to
upgrade both components.

Procedure
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1. Review the list of fix packs and interim fixes. See technote 1239415.
2. Review product improvements, which are described in readme files.

Tip: When you obtain the installation package file from the IBM Spectrum Protect support site, you can also access the
readme file.

3. Ensure that the version that you upgrade your server to is compatible with other components, such as storage agents and
library clients. See technote 1302789.

4. If your solution includes servers or clients at a level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client
backup and archive operations are not disrupted. See technote 1053218.

5. Review the upgrade instructions. Ensure that you back up the server database, the device configuration information, and
the volume history file.

What to do next

To install a fix pack or interim fix, follow the instructions for your operating system:

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Related information:
Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions

Preparing for an outage or system update
Prepare IBM Spectrum Protect™ to maintain your system in a consistent state during a planned power outage or system update.

About this task

Ensure that you schedule activities regularly to manage, protect, and maintain the server. For information about scheduling
activities such as backing up the database, backing up the device configuration file, and backing up the volume history, see
Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.

Procedure

1. Cancel processes and sessions that are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. In the Operations Center, on the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions,

and click Details.
b. Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to

cancel.
c. Click Cancel.

2. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

Tip: You can issue the halt command from the Operations Center by hovering over the Settings icon and clicking Command
Builder. Then, select the server, type halt, and press Enter.

Related reference:
HALT (Shut down the server)

Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides a disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to recover your server and client data during a
disaster.

DRM tracks the movement of offsite media and registers that information in the IBM Spectrum Protect database. DRM
consolidates plans, scripts, and other information in a plan file that is required to recover the IBM Spectrum Protect server when a
disaster or unplanned outage occurs. If you are concerned about possible malware attacks, including ransomware, consider using
DRM because it can help you recover your servers after an attack.

Restriction: DRM is only available in the IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition product.
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Disaster recovery plan file
The disaster recovery plan file contains the information that is required to recover an IBM Spectrum Protect server to the
point in time of the last database backup operation that was completed before the plan was created.
Recovering the server and client data by using DRM
Use the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to recover the IBM Spectrum Protect server and client data when a
disaster occurs.
Running a disaster recovery drill
Schedule disaster recovery drills to prepare for audits that certify the recoverability of the IBM Spectrum Protect server and
to ensure that data can be restored and operations can resume after an outage. A drill also helps you ensure that all data
can be restored and operations resumed before a critical situation occurs.
Restoring the database
If you have the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function enabled and you followed the procedure to prepare for a disaster,
you can restore the database after a disaster. If you do not have DRM configured, you can still restore the database,
provided that you have the required backup files.

Disaster recovery plan file
The disaster recovery plan file contains the information that is required to recover an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to the point in
time of the last database backup operation that was completed before the plan was created.

The plan is organized into stanzas, which you can separate into multiple files. Each stanza has a begin statement and an end
statement.

Table 1. Stanzas in the disaster recovery plan file
Stanza Information in the stanza

SERVER.REQUIREMENTS Identifies the database and recovery log storage requirements
for the server.

RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL Identifies site-specific instructions that the administrator
enters in the file that is identified by the prefix
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL. The instructions include
the recovery strategy, key contact names, an overview of key
applications that are backed up by this server, and other
relevant recovery instructions.

RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.OFFSITE Contains instructions that the administrator enters in the file
that is identified by the prefix
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.OFFSITE. The instructions describe
the name and location of the offsite vault, and how to contact
the vault administrator (for example, a name and phone
number).

RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.INSTALL Contains instructions that the administrator enters in the file
that is identified by the prefix
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.INSTALL. The instructions describe
how to rebuild the base server and provide the location of the
system image backup copies.

RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.DATABASE Contains instructions that the administrator enters in the file
that is identified by the prefix
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.DATABASE. The instructions
describe how to prepare for the database recovery. For
example, you might enter instructions about how to initialize or
load the backup volumes for an automated library. No sample
of this stanza is provided.

RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.STGPOOL Contains instructions that the administrator enters in the file
that is identified by the prefix
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.STGPOOL. The instructions include
the names of your software applications and the copy storage
pool names that contain the backups of these applications. No
sample of this stanza is provided.
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Stanza Information in the stanza

RECOVERY.VOLUMES.REQUIRED Provides a list of the database backup and copy storage pool
volumes that are required to recover the server. A database
backup volume is included if it is part of the most recent
database backup series. A copy storage pool volume is
included if it is not empty and not marked destroyed.

RECOVERY.DEVICES.REQUIRED Provides details about the devices that are required to read the
backup volumes.

RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE Contains a script with the commands that are required to
recover the server.

RECOVERY.SCRIPT.NORMAL.MODE Contains a script with the commands that are required to
restore the server primary storage pools.

DB.STORAGEPATHS Identifies the directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect
database.

LICENSE.REGISTRATION Contains a macro to register your server licenses.

COPYSTGPOOL.VOLUMES.AVAILABLE Contains a macro to mark copy storage pool volumes that were
moved offsite and then moved back onsite. You can use the
information as a guide and issue the administrative commands.
Alternatively, copy, modify, and run the macro to a file. This
macro is started by the
RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

COPYSTGPOOL.VOLUMES.DESTROYED Contains a macro to mark copy storage pool volumes as
unavailable if the volumes were onsite at the time of the
disaster. These volumes are considered offsite and have not
been destroyed in a disaster. You can use the information as a
guide and issue the administrative commands from a
command line, or you can copy, modify, and run the macro to a
file. This macro is started by the
RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

PRIMARY.VOLUMES.DESTROYED Contains a macro to mark primary storage pool volumes as
destroyed if the volumes were onsite at the time of disaster.
You can use the information as a guide and run the
administrative commands from a command line, or you can
copy, modify, and run the macro to a file. This macro is started
by the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

PRIMARY.VOLUMES.REPLACEMENT Contains a macro to identify replacement primary storage pool
volumes. You can use the information as a guide and run the
administrative commands from a command line, or you can
copy, modify, and run the macro to a file. This macro is started
by the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

STGPOOLS.RESTORE Contains a macro to restore the primary storage pools. You can
use the stanza as a guide and run the administrative
commands from a command line. You can also copy, modify,
and run it to a file. This macro is started by the
RECOVERY.SCRIPT.NORMAL.MODE script.

VOLUME.HISTORY.FILE Contains a copy of the volume history information when the
recovery plan was created. The DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility
uses the volume history file to determine what volumes are
needed to restore the database. The volume history file is used
by the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

DEVICE.CONFIGURATION.FILE Contains a copy of the server device configuration information
when the recovery plan was created. The DSMSERV RESTORE
DB utility uses the device configuration file to read the
database backup volumes. The device configuration file is used
by the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.
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Stanza Information in the stanza

DSMSERV.OPT.FILE Contains a copy of the server options file. This stanza is used
by the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script.

LICENSE.INFORMATION Contains a copy of the latest license audit results and the
server license terms.

MACHINE.GENERAL.INFORMATION Provides information for the server machine, such as its
location, which is needed to rebuild the server machine. This
stanza is included in the plan file if the machine information is
saved in the database by using the DEFINE MACHINE
command and specifying the ADSMSERVER=YES.

MACHINE.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS Provides the recovery instructions about the server machine.
This stanza is included in the plan file if the machine recovery
instructions are saved in the database.

MACHINE.RECOVERY.CHARACTERISTICS Provides the hardware and software characteristics for the
server machine. This stanza is included in the plan file if the
machine characteristics are saved in the database.

MACHINE.RECOVERY.MEDIA Provides information about the media that are required for
rebuilding the machine that contains the server. This stanza is
included in the plan file if recovery media information is saved
in the database and it is associated with the machine that
contains the server.

Recovering the server and client data by using DRM
Use the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to recover the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and client data when a disaster
occurs.

Before you begin

IBM Spectrum Protect is set up to use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for client/server authentication. When you start the
server, a digital certificate file, cert.kdb, is created as part of the process. This file includes the server's public key, which allows
the client to encrypt data. The digital certificate file cannot be stored in the server database because the Global Security Kit
(GSKit) requires a separate file in a certain format.

The master encryption key is stored in a new GSKit-managed key database, dsmkeydb.kdb. If the server has an existing master
encryption key, the master encryption key is migrated from the dsmserv.pwd file to the key database, dsmkeydb.kdb. Keep
backup copies of the dsmkeydb.kdb and dsmkeydb.sth files. You can configure the BACKUP DB command to back up the master
encryption key, or you can manually back up the dsmkeydb.kdb and dsmkeydb.sth files yourself.

1. Keep backup copies of the cert.kdb, cert.sth, and cert256.arm files.
2. If both the original certificate files and any copies are lost or corrupted, generate new certificate files.

Procedure

1. Get the latest recovery plan.
2. Review the recovery steps that are described in the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL stanza of the plan.
3. Separate the stanzas of the plan file into individual files for general preliminary instructions, IBM Spectrum Protect server

recovery scripts, and client recovery instructions.
4. Retrieve all required recovery volumes (as listed in the plan) from the vault.
5. Review the device configuration file to ensure that the hardware configuration at the recovery site is the same as the

original site. Any differences must be updated in the device configuration file. The following example configuration changes
require updates to the configuration information:

Different device names.
For automated libraries, the requirement of manually placing the database backup volumes in the automated library
and updating the configuration information to identify the element within the library. This allows the server to locate
the required database backup volumes.

6. Set up replacement hardware for the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including the operating system and the IBM Spectrum
Protect base release installation.
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7. Run the IBM Spectrum Protect server recovery scripts from the recovery plan. The
RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE and RECOVERY.SCRIPT.NORMAL.MODE stanzas contain executable
command files that can be used to drive the recovery of the IBM Spectrum Protect server by calling other command files
that were generated in the plan. The RECOVERY.SCRIPT.DISASTER.RECOVERY.MODE script recovers the server to the point
where clients can begin restores directly from the copy storage pool volumes.

8. Restore the primary storage pools by using the RECOVERY.SCRIPT.NORMAL.MODE script.
9. Start client restore operations in order of highest priority, as defined in your high-level planning.

What to do next

The IBM Spectrum Protect server can now be used for normal server operations. Ensure that all required operations are
scheduled. For instructions, see Defining schedules for server maintenance activities and Scheduling backup and archive
operations.
Related reference:

PREPARE (Create a recovery plan file)
Related information:

Repairing and recovering data in directory-container storage pools

Running a disaster recovery drill
Schedule disaster recovery drills to prepare for audits that certify the recoverability of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and to
ensure that data can be restored and operations can resume after an outage. A drill also helps you ensure that all data can be
restored and operations resumed before a critical situation occurs.

Before you begin

Complete the following tasks:

Schedule activities regularly to manage, protect, and maintain the server. For more information about scheduling activities,
see Defining schedules for server maintenance activities. Ensure that you schedule the following tasks:

Backing up the database.
Moving media offsite.
Backing up the device configuration file, the volume history file, and the dsmserv.opt server options file.
Optional: Issuing the PREPARE command to create the disaster recovery plan file.

Tip:

When you issue the PREPARE command, the IBM Spectrum Protectdisaster recovery manager (DRM) function creates one
copy of the disaster recovery plan file.

You can manage offsite disaster recovery without using DRM, however, DRM helps to consolidate plans, scripts, and other
information that is required during disaster recovery.

Create multiple copies of the plan for safekeeping. For example, keep copies in print, on a USB flash drive, on disk space
that is located offsite, or on a remote server. The disaster recovery plan file is moved offsite daily with the tapes. For more
information about DRM, see Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using DRM.

Configure the following resources at the disaster recovery site:
1. A recovery IBM Spectrum Protect server. The server at the disaster recovery site must be at the same level as the

server on the production site.
2. A tape library to store the media that is shipped from the production site. For more information about offsite

recovery locations, see Offsite data storage.
3. Disk storage space for the database, archive log, active logs, and storage pools.
4. Clients to test restore operations.

About this task

Test the disaster recovery plan and the IBM Spectrum Protect server recoverability often, in an environment that is similar to the
production environment.

Procedure
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1. Ensure that tapes are available onsite. Issue the QUERY LIBVOLUME command to identify volumes that are checked into an
automated library.

2. Back up the database to the onsite tapes by completing the following steps:
a. On the Servers page of the Operations Center, select the server whose database you want to back up.
b. Click Back Up, and follow the instructions in the Back Up Database window.

3. Copy the following files to the home directory of the server at the recovery site:
Disaster recovery plan file
Volume history file
Device configuration file
Optional: dsmserv.opt server options file

4. Move the tape to the offsite recovery location.
5. Restore the server database by using the DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility on the recovery server. For more information about

restoring the server database, see Restoring the database.
6. Issue the UPDATE VOLUME command and specify the ACCESS=DESTROYED parameter to indicate that an entire volume

must be restored.
7. On the recovery server, restore the storage pool volumes by using the RESTORE STGPOOL command.

What to do next

Ensure that you can access the data in the library by auditing a tape volume in the restored storage pool to verify that the data is
consistent. Issue the AUDIT VOLUME command to audit a tape volume. For faster performance, audit restored data only.
Related tasks:
Auditing the volume inventory in a library
Related reference:

AUDIT VOLUME (Verify database information for a storage pool volume)
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)
RESTORE STGPOOL (Restore storage pool data)

Restoring the database
If you have the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function enabled and you followed the procedure to prepare for a disaster, you
can restore the database after a disaster. If you do not have DRM configured, you can still restore the database, provided that you
have the required backup files.

Before you begin

If the database and recovery log directories are lost, re-create them before you run the DSMSERV RESTORE DB server utility.

About this task

You can restore the database to its most current state or to a specified point in time. To recover the database to the time when the
database was lost, recover the database to its latest version.
Restrictions:

To restore the database to its latest version, you must locate the archive log directory. If you cannot locate the directory,
you can restore the database only to a point in time.
You cannot use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for database restore operations.
If the release level of the database backup is different from the release level of the server that is being restored, you cannot
restore the server database. For example, if you are using a Version 8.1 server and you try to restore a V7.1 database, an
error occurs.

Procedure

Use the DSMSERV RESTORE DB server utility to restore the database. Depending on the version of the database that you want to
restore, choose one of the following methods:

Restore a database to its latest version. For example, use the following command:

dsmserv restore db
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Restore a database to a point in time. For example, to restore the database to a backup series that was created on 19 April
2017, use the following command:

dsmserv restore db todate=04/19/2017

Related reference:
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)

Server solution documentation in PDF files
Prebuilt PDF files for IBM Spectrum Protect™ documentation are available for you to download.

The following prebuilt PDF files are available for IBM Spectrum Protect data protection solutions:

Introduction to Data Protection Solutions
Single-Site Disk Solution Guide
Multisite Disk Solution Guide
Tape Solution Guide

For more prebuilt PDF files of server documentation, see the complete list.

IBM Spectrum Protect servers
IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers store and manage backup, archive, and space-managed data for backup-archive clients and other
IBM Spectrum Protect and IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot components.

What's new
Learn about new features and updates for server components in IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.
Installing and upgrading
You can install or upgrade individual or multiple components in your enterprise network. Solution documentation is
available to help you select a best practice solution, based on your business needs and then install, configure, monitor, and
operate that solution.
Configuring and managing
To complete configuration tasks for the server, review available documentation.
Server commands, options, and utilities
Use commands to administer and configure the server, options to customize the server, and utilities to perform special
tasks when the server is not running.
Server documentation in PDF files
Prebuilt PDF files for IBM Spectrum Protect documentation are available for you to download.

What's new
Learn about new features and updates for server components in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.

Tip: To view videos about new features and updates, see the Video library.
To read about new features and updates, follow the links in the table.

Release New features and updates

V8.1.3 Server

Use cloud tiering for long-term data retention
Install IBM Spectrum Protect on Linux Ubuntu Server LTS
Enhance the security of your storage environment
Take measures to help protect your system against ransomware

Operations Center
Operations Center updates
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Release New features and updates

V8.1.2 Server

Back up data to Microsoft Azure, a cloud-based object storage system
Encrypt client data in a directory-container storage pool
Back up a NAS file server to a directory-container storage pool
Install IBM Spectrum Protect on the Linux on Power Systems (little endian) operating system
Protect your storage environment with an improved security protocol
Optimize security with the automatically generated master encryption key
Configure a storage environment by using the Tape Solution Guide
Schedule automatic updates for backup-archive clients
Deprecated and discontinued server options, commands, and parameters

Operations Center
Operations Center updates

V8.1.1 Server

Install IBM Spectrum Protect on the Linux on Power Systems™ (little endian) operating system
Install IBM Spectrum Protect on the Microsoft Windows Server 2016 operating system
Use the Quantum Scalar i6 library
Review resolved issues

Operations Center

Review resolved issues

V8.1 Server

Meet IBM Spectrum Protect
Secure communications by using the TLS 1.2 protocol
Convert a tape storage pool to a container storage pool
Software upgrade for the server database manager
REGISTER NODE command no longer creates an administrative user ID by default
Optimize user authentication to an Active Directory database
Increased flexibility for protecting and reclaiming tape volumes in container-copy storage
pools
Supported operating systems
Monitor the system without using SNMP

Operations Center
Operations Center updates

Operations Center updates
New features are available in IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center Version 8.1.3. By using the updated Operations
Center, you can schedule automatic updates of IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client software and automatically
move data from disk storage to cloud storage for long-term data retention.
IBM Spectrum Protect server updates
New features and other changes are available in the IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 server.
Release notes for Version 8.1 server components
Release notes are available for V8.1 components.
Readme files for Version 8.1 server components
Readme files for Version 8.1 fix packs are published in the IBM Software Support website. Updates might be available for
server components, including the server itself, device support, and the Operations Center.

Operations Center updates
New features are available in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center Version 8.1.3. By using the updated Operations Center,
you can schedule automatic updates of IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client software and automatically move data from
disk storage to cloud storage for long-term data retention.
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The following enhancements were made to the Operations Center:

You can create schedules to update one or more backup-archive clients. As new update packages are released, they are
automatically downloaded. When an update schedule runs, installation files are copied to the client system and the client is
updated to the specified software version. You can also use the Operations Center to monitor, cancel, or reschedule
updates.
You can create storage rules to automatically move data from directory-container storage pools to cloud-container storage
pools based on the age of the data. The different types, or tiers, of storage offer different price and performance tradeoffs.
You can archive older data in lower performance storage in the cloud, and retain recent data backups on high-performance
disk for faster restore operations.

For more information about these enhancements, see the Operations Center help.

Related tasks:
Scheduling client updates

IBM Spectrum Protect server updates
New features and other changes are available in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3 server.

Use cloud tiering for long-term data retention
With IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3, you can use cloud tiering to move data that is accessed infrequently to a cloud-
container storage pool.
Install IBM Spectrum Protect on Linux Ubuntu Server LTS
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 on the Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS operating system. After you install and
configure the V8.1.3 server on Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS, you can back up data to disk devices and cloud object storage.
Enhance the security of your storage environment
IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 provides security enhancements.
Take measures to help protect your system against ransomware
The IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 documentation includes guidelines to help protect your storage environment
against ransomware attacks.

Use cloud tiering for long-term data retention
With IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3, you can use cloud tiering to move data that is accessed infrequently to a cloud-
container storage pool.

You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to store operational data on high-performance disk and then move the data to cloud-
container storage pools as it ages. The cloud-container storage pools can be configured for on-premises or off-premises storage
on a Microsoft Azure cloud computing system or a cloud computing system with the Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol.

To schedule cloud tiering between storage pools, use one of the following methods:

In the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center, click Storage > Tiering Rules.
Run the DEFINE STGRULE command.

Related information:
Defining a storage rule for cloud tiering
DEFINE STGRULE (Define a storage rule for storage pools)
UPDATE STGRULE (Update a storage rule for storage pools)

Install IBM Spectrum Protect on Linux Ubuntu Server LTS
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3 on the Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS operating system. After you install and
configure the V8.1.3 server on Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS, you can back up data to disk devices and cloud object storage.

The installation packages include the server and license, device driver tools, and the storage agent. The following restrictions
apply:

You cannot use tape storage.
You cannot use the disaster recovery manager (DRM).
You cannot optimize data transfer to remote servers by enabling Aspera® Fast Adaptive Protocol (FASP®) technology.
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You cannot set up a clustered environment.
You cannot use the Operations Center to monitor and manage the system.
You cannot protect directory-container storage pools by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command.

Related tasks:
Linux: Installing the server
Related reference:
Linux: Minimum Linux x86_64 server requirements
Related information:
Availability of features by operating system

Enhance the security of your storage environment
IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3 provides security enhancements.

Servers, clients, and storage agents that use IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 or later software or Tivoli® Storage Manager V7.1.8 or
later software are automatically configured to communicate with each other by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2
protocol. Certificates are distributed automatically.
Restrictions:

In V8.1.2, storage agents had to be manually configured to use SSL. Beginning in V8.1.3, storage agents are automatically
configured to use SSL. Library clients and library manager servers automatically use SSL to communicate with storage
agents that use V7.1.8 or later software or V8.1.2 or later software, but you must manually configure the certificates
between them. A storage agent automatically exchanges certificates with its database server.
After an administrator successfully authenticates by using IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 or later software or Tivoli Storage
Manager V7.1.8 or later software, the administrator can no longer authenticate on clients or servers that are using earlier
versions. This restriction also applies when you use functions such as command routing or server-to-server export, when
the administrator authenticates to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as an administrator from another server.

For the latest information about V8.1.3 security updates, see technote 2004844.

Related concepts:
Security concepts
Related tasks:
Configuring storage agents, servers, clients, and the Operations Center to connect to the server by using SSL
Related reference:
Securing communications

Take measures to help protect your system against ransomware
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3 documentation includes guidelines to help protect your storage environment against
ransomware attacks.

By following the guidelines for configuring your storage environment and managing data retention policies, you can reduce the risk
of a ransomware attack and increase the possibility of recovering your storage environment if an attack occurs. You can use the
IBM Spectrum Protect disaster recovery manager (DRM) function to prepare for and recover from ransomware attacks. You can
use the Operations Center to closely monitor your storage environment and detect signs of unauthorized access. Review the
guidelines and take appropriate measures to protect your data.

Related tasks:
Protecting the storage environment against ransomware attacks

Release notes for Version 8.1 server components
Release notes are available for V8.1 components.

Release notes for IBM Spectrum Protect server Version 8.1
The IBM Spectrum Protect server V8.1 is available. Compatibility, installation, and other getting-started issues are
addressed.
Release notes for Operations Center Version 8.1
The Operations Center is a web-based interface that you can use to manage your IBM Spectrum Protect environment. The
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release notes give you access to the product announcement, known issues, system requirements, installation instructions,
and updates.
Release notes for IBM Spectrum Protect device support Version 8.1
IBM Spectrum Protect device support for V8.1 is available. Compatibility, installation, and other getting-started issues are
addressed.

Release notes for IBM Spectrum Protect server Version 8.1
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server V8.1 is available. Compatibility, installation, and other getting-started issues are addressed.

Contents

Description
Announcement
Compatibility with earlier versions
System requirements
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect
Updates, limitations, and known problems

Description

IBM Spectrum Protect provides automated, centrally scheduled, policy-managed backup, archive, and space-management
capabilities for file servers, workstations, virtual machines, and applications.

An authorized program analysis report (APAR) is a request for the correction of a defect in a supported release of a program
supplied by IBM. For a list of resolved APARs, see APARs fixed in IBM Spectrum Protect server Version 8.1.

Announcement

The announcement for the IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1 family of products includes the following information:

Detailed product description, including descriptions of new functions
Product-positioning statement
International compatibility information

To search for the product announcement, complete the following steps:

1. Go to the product announcement website.
2. In the Search for field, enter the product identifier (PID) for your product. The PID for IBM Spectrum Protect is 5725-W98.
3. In the Information Type field, select Announcement letters, and click Search.
4. From the Search in list, select Product Number.
5. Optional: In the Refine Your Search pane on the left side of the window, select the country where you reside.
6. In the Sort by section, select Newest first.

Compatibility with earlier versions

For compatibility with earlier versions, see the IBM Spectrum Protect Server-Client Compatibility and Upgrade Considerations.

System requirements

For system requirement information, see the IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Operating Systems.

Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect

For server installation instructions, see the procedure for your operating system:

IBM AIX®
Installing the server

Linux
Installing the server

Microsoft Windows
Installing the server
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For upgrade instructions, see Upgrading to V8.1.

Updates, limitations, and known problems

Updates describe new product information or new product features that become available after product release. Updates,
limitations, and known issues are documented in the form of technotes in the support knowledge base of the IBM® Support Portal.
By searching the knowledge base, you can find workarounds or solutions to known issues.

Updates
REGISTER NODE command no longer creates an administrative user ID by default
Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1, the REGISTER NODE command does not automatically create an administrative
user ID that matches the node name. This product update can affect the process of registering client nodes, including but
not limited to IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client nodes. In some cases, you might have to create an
administrative user ID by specifying the USERID parameter on the REGISTER NODE command. For information about the
types of clients that are affected, see technote 7048963.

To search for the latest updates, see Updates for IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.

Limitations and known problems
At the time of publication, there were no limitations or known problems.

To search for the latest limitations and known problems, which might include additional items, see Limitations and known
problems for IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.

Release notes for Operations Center Version 8.1
The Operations Center is a web-based interface that you can use to manage your IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment. The
release notes give you access to the product announcement, known issues, system requirements, installation instructions, and
updates.

Contents

Description
Announcement
Compatibility with the IBM Spectrum Protect server
System requirements
Installing or upgrading the Operations Center
Updates, limitations, and known issues

Description

You can use the Operations Center to take the following actions:

Identify potential issues with your IBM Spectrum Protect environment
Monitor key aspects of the storage environment: alerts, clients, servers, policies, storage pools, and storage devices
Register clients
Add servers to be monitored
Back up clients, server databases, and storage pools
Start storage pool migration and reclamation
Assign alerts to administrators, and close alerts
View and cancel server processes and client sessions
Change client, server, storage pool, and storage device settings
Create and manage client schedules and view administrative schedules
Convert primary storage pools to container storage pools
Copy data from directory-container storage pools to tape
Configure replication
Modify policy settings
Decommission clients and deactivate data
Create email reports
View front-end and back-end capacity usage to monitor license compliance
Issue commands to IBM Spectrum Protect servers
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An authorized program analysis report (APAR) is a request for the correction of a defect in a supported release of a program
supplied by IBM. For a list of resolved APARs, see APARs fixed in IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center Version 8.1.

Announcement

The Operations Center is part of the IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1 family of products. The announcement for these products
includes the following information:

Detailed product description, including descriptions of new functions
Product-positioning statement
International compatibility information

To search for the product announcement, complete the following steps:

1. Go to the product announcement website.
2. In the Search for field, enter the product identifier (PID) for your product. The PID for IBM Spectrum Protect is 5725-W98.
3. In the Information Type field, select Announcement letters, and click Search.
4. From the Search in list, select Product Number.
5. Optional: In the Refine Your Search pane on the left side of the window, select the country where you reside.
6. In the Sort by section, select Newest first.

Compatibility with the IBM Spectrum Protect server

For compatibility information, see IBM Spectrum Protect server and Operations Center compatibility.

System requirements

For system requirements, see IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center software and hardware requirements.

Installing or upgrading the Operations Center

For installation instructions, or to upgrade an existing version of the Operations Center, see Installing and upgrading the
Operations Center.

Updates, limitations, and known issues

Updates describe new product information or new product features that become available after product release. Updates,
limitations, and known issues are documented in the form of technotes in the support knowledge base of the IBM® Support Portal.
By searching the knowledge base, you can find workarounds or solutions to known issues.

Updates

For the latest list of updates, see Search results for updates to Operations Center V8.1.

Limitations and known issues

For a list of limitations and known issues, see Limitations and known issues with Operations Center V8.1.
To search for additional issues that might become known after the product release, see Search results for known issues
with Operations Center V8.1.

Release notes for IBM Spectrum Protect device support Version 8.1
IBM Spectrum Protect™ device support for V8.1 is available. Compatibility, installation, and other getting-started issues are
addressed.

Contents

Description
Announcement
Supported devices
Device driver requirements
Library information
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Updates, limitations, and known problems

Description

This document includes information about IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1 device drivers.

An authorized program analysis report (APAR) is a request for the correction of a defect in a supported release of a program
supplied by IBM. For a list of resolved APARs, see APARs Fixed in IBM Spectrum Protect device driver Version 8.1.

Announcement

IBM Spectrum Protect device support for V8.1 is announced as part of the IBM Spectrum Protect family of products
announcement. The announcement for these products includes the following information:

Detailed product description, including descriptions of new functions
Product-positioning statement
International compatibility information

To search for the product announcement, complete the following steps:

1. Go to the product announcement website.
2. In the Search for field, enter the product identifier (PID) for your product. The PID for IBM Spectrum Protect is 5725-W98.
3. In the Information Type field, select Announcement letters, and click Search.
4. From the Search in list, select Product Number.
5. Optional: In the Refine Your Search pane on the left side of the window, select the country where you reside.
6. In the Sort by section, select Newest first.

Supported devices

For information about supported devices and hardware for IBM AIX® and Microsoft Windows systems, see Supported devices for
AIX and Windows.

For information about supported devices and hardware for Linux systems, see Supported devices for Linux.

Device driver requirements

Host bus adapter requirements
For best results, connect tape drives and tape libraries to the system on their own host bus adapter. Do not share the host
bus adapter with other device types, such as DISK or CD.

Maximum number of devices that are supported by IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers
For information about the maximum number of devices that IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers can support on each
operating system, see technote 1364225.

Serial Attached SCSI (SAS) device support
SAS devices can be used on some operating systems and architectures. For information about operating systems and
architectures for SAS devices, see technote 1396706.

Running the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru driver with a non-root user ID on Linux operating systems
For information about how a non-root user can use devices with the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru driver on Linux, see
technote 1321130. Use option -g or -a of the device autoconf utility to ensure that non-root users can use devices that are
configured with the IBM Spectrum Protect passthru driver. Use option -g to add read and write permissions for groups to
the SCSI generic driver (sg) device files. Use option -a to add read and write permissions for all users to the sg device files.

Library information

IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is required for a library with greater than four drives or greater than 48 storage
slots.
The element addresses of the storage slots might not directly correspond to the storage slot numbers. This fact is
important because the IBM Spectrum Protect server always references storage slots by element addresses, not storage
slot numbers. For element addresses, see the library configuration page for each library.
For a library with multiple drives, a drive element address is required for the DEFINE and UPDATE DRIVE commands.
However, if the library reports drive serial numbers, you can specify ELEMENT=AUTODETECT, and the element address is
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not required.
For the procedure to configure the autochanger and each drive in the library separately, see Configuring and managing
storage devices.

Updates, limitations, and known problems

Updates
Some devices that were supported by previous releases of IBM Spectrum Protect are no longer supported by the IBM
Spectrum Protect V8.1 server. For the latest list of supported devices, see the following links:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

To search for the latest updates, limitations, and known problems, which might include additional items, see Updates,
limitations, and known problems for IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1 device support.

Readme files for Version 8.1 server components
Readme files for Version 8.1 fix packs are published in the IBM Software Support website. Updates might be available for server
components, including the server itself, device support, and the Operations Center.

View IBM Spectrum Protect™ server V8.1 fix pack readme files

Installing and upgrading
Implementing an IBM Spectrum Protect solution
If you are deploying a new IBM Spectrum Protect server environment, consider implementing a best practice configuration.
Installing and upgrading the server
The IBM Spectrum Protect server provides backup, archive, and space management services to clients. You can install or
upgrade individual or multiple servers in your enterprise network.
Installing and upgrading the Operations Center
The Operations Center is the web-based interface for managing your storage environment.

Implementing an IBM Spectrum Protect solution
If you are deploying a new IBM Spectrum Protect™ server environment, consider implementing a best practice configuration.

IBM Spectrum Protect solution documentation is available to help you select a best practice solution, based on your business
needs and then install, configure, monitor, and operate that solution.

For details, see Selecting an IBM Spectrum Protect solution.

Availability of features by operating system
Most IBM Spectrum Protect™ features are available on all operating systems that are supported for the server.

In the following table, a check mark indicates that a feature is available.
Table 1. Availability of IBM Spectrum Protect features by operating system

Feature IBM® AIX® Linux
x86_64

Linux on
System z®

Linux on
Power
Systems™
(little
endian)

Microsoft
Windows
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Feature IBM® AIX® Linux
x86_64

Linux on
System z®

Linux on
Power
Systems™
(little
endian)

Microsoft
Windows

Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®)
technology:

Optimize data transfer to a remote server.

 

Restriction:
Aspera FASP
technology
is not
supported
on Ubuntu
Server LTS.

     

Cloud storage by using Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) technology.

 

Cloud storage by using IBM Cloud Object Storage
technology.

 

Cloud storage by using IBM SoftLayer® (IBM Bluemix®)
technology.

 

Cloud storage by using Microsoft Azure technology.  

Cloud storage by using OpenStack Swift technology.  

Data deduplication:
Use inline data deduplication to eliminate
duplicate data while the data is written to a
directory-container storage pool or cloud-
container storage pool. By using inline data
deduplication, you reduce the need for offline
reorganization and can improve server
performance and lower the cost of storage
hardware.

Data deduplication:
Use postprocess data deduplication to eliminate
duplicate data from sequential-access disk
storage pools. This option can result in longer
processing times because the server must
identify the data, and then remove it from the
storage pool.

Disaster recovery manager (DRM):
Prepare a plan for recovering your server and
client data if a disaster occurs.

Inline data compression:
Compress data as it is written to a cloud-
container or directory-container storage pool to
reduce the amount of space that the data
occupies.
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Feature IBM® AIX® Linux
x86_64

Linux on
System z®

Linux on
Power
Systems™
(little
endian)

Microsoft
Windows

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
authentication:

Authenticate users to an Active Directory
database on an LDAP server.

Node replication:
Incrementally copy data that belongs to backup-
archive client nodes from one server to another.

Operations Center:
Monitor and manage the storage environment by
using the Operations Center, a web-based user
interface.

Restriction:
The
Operations
Center is not
supported
on Ubuntu
Server LTS.

Protection of directory-container storage pools:
Protect data in directory-container storage pools
by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command. You
can store a copy of the data in another directory-
container storage pool on a target replication
server, or store a copy on tape in a container-
copy storage pool on the same server.

Restriction:
This feature
is not
supported
on Ubuntu
Server LTS.

Storage pool encryption:
Encrypt data in cloud-container storage pools.

 

Storage pool encryption:
Encrypt data in directory-container storage pools.

Tape storage:
Store data on tape, which provides a flexible and
affordable option for long-term data retention.

Restriction:
Tape storage
is not
supported
on Ubuntu
Server LTS.

Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 protocol:
Secure communications by using TLS 1.2.

Installing and upgrading the server
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server provides backup, archive, and space management services to clients. You can install or
upgrade individual or multiple servers in your enterprise network.

Installing the server on AIX systems
Installing the server on Linux systems
Installing the server on Windows systems
Upgrading the server
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AIX: Installing the server
Installation of the server includes planning, installation, and initial configuration.

AIX: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every
workstation that transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.
AIX: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or
silent mode.
AIX: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of
configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect instance.
AIX: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
IBM Spectrum Protect maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.
AIX: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your
original version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files.
Carefully follow the preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the
previous version of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with minimal loss of data.
AIX: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server databases
Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.
AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure
that you do not lose your backup and archive data.

AIX: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every workstation that
transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.

AIX: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication
protocols, and system configurations.
AIX: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure
that the server is set up for optimal performance.

AIX: Minimum system requirements for AIX systems
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect server on an AIX operating system on a system without data deduplication,
review the hardware and software requirements.

AIX: Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2 products on the system
You can install other products that deploy and use DB2® products on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect
Version 8.1.3 server, with some limitations.
AIX: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local
software repositories to install or update many IBM products.
AIX: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect
server. You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.
AIX: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the
shared resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the
database and the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or
upgrade.
AIX: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
AIX: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect server include the server, DB2, device, language, and other
directories. Each one contains several additional directories.
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AIX: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect™, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication protocols, and
system configurations.

Server maintenance releases, client software, and publications are available from the IBM® Support Portal.

Restriction: You can install and run the Version 8.1.3 server on a system that already has DB2® installed on it, whether
DB2 was installed independently or as part of some other application, with some restrictions. For details, see the compatibility
with other DB2 products topic.

Experienced DB2 administrators can choose to perform advanced SQL queries and use DB2 tools to monitor the database. Do not,
however, use DB2 tools to change DB2 configuration settings from those that are preset by IBM Spectrum Protect, or alter the
DB2 environment for IBM Spectrum Protect in other ways, such as with other products. The V8.1.3 server has been built and
tested extensively using the data definition language (DDL) and database configuration that the server deploys.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2 software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

AIX: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure that
the server is set up for optimal performance.

Procedure

1. Review AIX: What you should know first.
2. Review each of the following sub-sections.

AIX: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
AIX: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
AIX: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
AIX: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.
AIX: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use
DISK or FILE device classes.
AIX: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are
better for use with IBM Spectrum Protect.
AIX: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum
Protect solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the
configuration of IBM Spectrum Protect.

AIX: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the operating
system and hardware
meet or exceed
requirements?

Number and
speed of
processors
System
memory
Supported
operating
system level

If you are using the
minimum required amount
of memory, you can support
a minimal workload.

You can experiment by
adding more system
memory to determine
whether the performance is
improved. Then, decide
whether you want to keep
the system memory
dedicated to the server. Test
the memory variations by
using the entire daily cycle
of the server workload.

If you run multiple servers
on the system, add the
requirements for each
server to get the
requirements for the
system.

Restriction: Do
not use Active Memory™
Expansion (AME). When you
use AME, DB2® software
uses 4 KB pages instead of
64 KB pages. Each 4 KB
page must be
decompressed when
accessed, and compressed
when not needed. When the
compression or
decompression occurs, DB2
and the server wait for
access to the page, which
degrades the server
performance.

Review operating system requirements at technote 1243309.

Additionally, review the guidance in Tuning tasks for operating systems
and other applications.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For more information about sizing requirements for the server and
storage, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprint.

Are disks configured
for optimal
performance?

The amount of tuning that
can be done for different
disk systems varies. Ensure
that the appropriate queue
depths and other disk
system options are set.

For more information, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes"
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the server have
enough memory?

Heavier workloads and
advanced features such as
data deduplication and node
replication require more
than the minimum system
memory that is specified in
the system requirements
document.
For databases that are not
enabled for data
deduplication, use the
following guidelines to
specify memory
requirements:

For databases less
than 500 GB, you
need 16 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 500 GB - 1 TB,
you need 24 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 1 TB - 1.5 TB,
you need 32 GB of
memory.
For databases greater
than 1.5 TB, you need
40 GB of memory.

Ensure that you allocate
extra space for the active
log and the archive log for
replication processing.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication
Memory requirements

Does the system have
enough host bus
adapters (HBAs) to
handle the data
operations that the
IBM Spectrum Protect
server must run
simultaneously?

Understand what operations
require use of HBAs at the
same time.

For example, a server must
store 1 GB/sec of backup
data while also doing
storage pool migration that
requires 0.5 GB/sec
capacity to complete. The
HBAs must be able to
handle all of the data at the
speed required.

See Tuning HBA capacity.

Is network bandwidth
greater than the
planned maximum
throughput for
backups?

Network bandwidth must
allow the system to
complete operations such
as backups in the time that
is allowed or that meets
service level commitments.

For node replication,
network bandwidth must be
greater than the planned
maximum throughput.

For more information, see the following topics:

Tuning network performance
Checklist for node replication
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Are you using a
preferred file system
for IBM Spectrum
Protect server files?

Use a file system that
ensures optimal
performance and data
availability. The server uses
direct I/O with file systems
that support the feature.
Using direct I/O can improve
throughput and reduce
processor use. For more
information about the
preferred file system for
your operating system, see
IBM Spectrum Protect
server-supported file
systems.

For more information, see Configuring the operating system for disk
performance.

Are you planning to
configure enough
paging space?

Paging space, or swap
space, extends the memory
that is available for
processing. When the
amount of free RAM in the
system is low, programs or
data that is not in use are
moved from memory to
paging space. This action
releases memory for other
activities, such as database
operations.

 Use a minimum
of 32 GB of paging space or
50% of your RAM,
whichever value is larger.

 

AIX: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Is the database on fast, low-latency
disks?

Do not use the following drives for the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ database:

Nearline SAS (NL-SAS)
Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment (SATA)
Parallel Advanced Technology
Attachment (PATA)

Do not use internal disks that are
included by default in most server
hardware.

Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

If you plan to use the data deduplication
functions of IBM Spectrum Protect, focus
on disk performance in terms of I/O
operations per second (IOPS).

For more information, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Is the database stored on disks or LUNs
that are separate from disks or LUNs that
are used for the active log, archive log,
and storage pool volumes?

Separation of the server database from
other server components helps reduce
contention for the same resources by
different operations that must run at the
same time.
Tip: The database and the archive log can
share an array when you use solid-state
drive (SSD) technology.

 

If you are using RAID, do you know how
to select the optimal RAID level for your
system? Are you defining all LUNs with
the same size and type of RAID?

When a system must do large numbers of
writes, RAID 10 outperforms RAID 5.
However, RAID 10 requires more disks
than RAID 5 for the same amount of
usable storage.

If your disk system is RAID, define all
your LUNs with the same size and type of
RAID. For example, do not mix 4+1 RAID
5 with 4+2 RAID 6.

 

If an option to set the strip size or
segment size is available, are you
planning to optimize the size when you
configure the disk system?

If you can set the strip size or segment
size, use 64 KB or 128 KB sizes on disk
systems for the database.

The block size that is used for the
database varies depending on the table
space. Most table spaces use 8 KB
blocks, but some use 32 KB blocks.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Are you planning to create at least four
directories, also called storage paths, on
four separate LUNs for the database?

Create one directory per distinct array on
the subsystem. If you have fewer than
three arrays, create a separate LUN
volume within the array.

Heavier workloads and use of some
features require more database storage
paths than the minimum requirements.

Server operations such as data
deduplication drive a high number of
input/output operations per second
(IOPS) for the database. Such operations
perform better when the database has
more directories.

For server databases that are larger than
2 TB or are expected to grow to that size,
use eight directories.

Consider planned growth of the system
when you determine how many storage
paths to create. The server uses the
higher number of storage paths more
effectively if the storage paths are
present when the server is first created.

Use the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable to
force parallel I/O to occur on table
spaces that have one container, or on
table spaces that have containers on
more than one physical disk. If you do
not set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable,
I/O parallelism is equal to the number of
containers that are used by the table
space. For example, if a table space
spans four containers, the level of I/O
parallelism that is used is 4.

For more information, see the following
topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For help with forecasting growth when
the server deduplicates data, see
technote 1596944.

For the most recent information about
database size, database reorganization,
and performance considerations for IBM
Spectrum Protect servers, see technote
1683633.

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.

Are all directories for the database the
same size?

Directories that are all the same size
ensure a consistent degree of parallelism
for database operations. If one or more
directories for the database are smaller
than the others, they reduce the potential
for optimized parallel prefetching.

This guideline also applies if you must
add storage paths after the initial
configuration of the server.

 

Are you planning to raise the queue depth
of the database LUNs on AIX® systems?

The default queue depth is often too low. See Configuring AIX systems for disk
performance.

AIX: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the active log and archive
log stored on disks or LUNs that
are separate from what is used
for the database and storage
pool volumes?

Ensure that the disks where you place the active log
are not used for other server or system purposes. Do
not place the active log on disks that contain the
server database, the archive log, or system files such
as page or swap space.

Separation of the server database,
active log, and archive log helps to
reduce contention for the same
resources by different operations that
must run at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the logs on disks that have
nonvolatile write cache?

Nonvolatile write cache allows data to be written to
the logs as fast as possible. Faster write operations
for the logs can improve performance for server
operations.

 

Are you setting the logs to a
size that adequately supports
the workload?

If you are not sure about the workload, use the
largest size that you can.

Active log
The maximum size is 512 GB, set with the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option.

Ensure that there is at least 8 GB of free space
on the active log file system after the fixed size
active logs are created.

Archive log
The size of the archive log is limited by the size
of the file system on which it is located, and
not by a server option. Make the archive log at
least as large as the active log.

For log sizing details, see the
recovery log information in
technote 1421060.
For information about sizing
when you use data
deduplication, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Are you defining an archive
failover log? Are you placing
this log on a disk that is
separate from the archive log?

The archive failover log is for emergency use by the
server when the archive log becomes full. Slower
disks can be used for the archive failover log.

Use the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option to specify the location of the
archive failover log.

Monitor the usage of the directory for
the archive failover log. If the archive
failover log must be used by the server,
the space for the archive log might not
be large enough.

If you are mirroring the active
log, are you using only one type
of mirroring?

You can mirror the log by using one of the following
methods. Use only one type of mirroring for the log.

Use the MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY option that is
available for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
to specify a mirror location.
Use software mirroring, such as Logical Volume
Manager (LVM) on AIX®.
Use mirroring in the disk system hardware.

If you mirror the active log, ensure that
the disks for both the active log and the
mirror copy have equal speed and
reliability.

For more information, see Configuring
and tuning the recovery log.

AIX: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Measured in terms of input/output
operations per second (IOPS), are you
using fast disk storage for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ database?

Use a high-performance disk for the
database. Use solid-state drive
technology for data deduplication
processing.

Ensure that the database has a minimum
capability of 3000 IOPS. For each TB of
data that is backed up daily (before data
deduplication), add 1000 IOPS to this
minimum.

For example, an IBM Spectrum Protect
server that is ingesting 3 TB of data per
day would need 6000 IOPS for the
database disks:

3000 IOPS minimum + 3000 (3  
TB x 1000 IOPS) = 6000 IOPS

For recommendations about disk
selection, see "Planning for server
database disks".

For more information about IOPS, see the
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints.

Do you have enough memory for the size
of your database?

Use a minimum of 40 GB of system
memory for IBM Spectrum Protect
servers, with a database size of 100 GB,
that are deduplicating data. If the
retained capacity of backup data grows,
the memory requirement might need to
be higher.

Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is
required.

Use more system memory to improve
caching of database pages. The following
memory size guidelines are based on the
daily amount of new data that you back
up:

128 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 1 - 2 TB
192 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 2 - 4 TB

Memory requirements
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you properly sized the storage
capacity for the database active log and
archive log?

Configure the server to have a minimum
active log size of 128 GB by setting the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option to a value
of 131072.

The suggested starting size for the
archive log is 1 TB. The size of the archive
log is limited by the size of the file system
on which it is located, and not by a server
option. Ensure that there is at least 10%
extra disk space for the file system than
the size of the archive log.

Use a directory for the database archive
logs with an initial free capacity of at
least 1 TB. Specify the directory by using
the ARCHLOGDIRECTORY server option.

Define space for the archive failover log
by using the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option.

For more information about sizing for
your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Is compression enabled for the archive
log and database backups?

Enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server
option to save storage space.

This compression option is different from
inline compression. Inline compression is
enabled by default with IBM Spectrum
Protect V7.1.5 and later.

Restriction: Do not use this option if the
amount of backed up data exceeds 6 TB
per day.

For more information about compression
for your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Are the IBM Spectrum Protect database
and logs on separate disk volumes
(LUNs)?

Is the disk that is used for the database
configured according to best practices for
a transactional database?

The database must not share disk
volumes with IBM Spectrum Protect
database logs or storage pools, or with
any other application or file system.

For more information about server
database and recovery log configuration,
see Server database and recovery log
configuration and tuning.

Are you using a minimum of eight (2.2
GHz or equivalent) processor cores for
each IBM Spectrum Protect server that
you plan to use with data deduplication?

If you are planning to use client-side data
deduplication, verify that client systems
have adequate resources available during
a backup operation to complete data
deduplication processing. Use a
processor that is at least the minimum
equivalent of one 2.2 GHz processor core
per backup process with client-side data
deduplication.

Effective planning and use of
deduplication
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough storage space for
the database?

For a rough estimate, plan for 100 GB of
database storage for every 50 TB of data
that is to be protected in deduplicated
storage pools. Protected data is the
amount of data before data
deduplication, including all versions of
objects stored.

As a best practice, define a new container
storage pool exclusively for data
deduplication. Data deduplication occurs
at the storage-pool level, and all data
within a storage pool, except encrypted
data, is deduplicated.

 

Have you estimated storage pool capacity
to configure enough space for the size of
your environment?

You can estimate capacity requirements
for a deduplicated storage pool by using
the following technique:

1. Estimate the base size of the
source data.

2. Estimate the daily backup size by
using an estimated change and
growth rate.

3. Determine retention requirements.
4. Estimate the total amount of

source data by factoring in the
base size, daily backup size, and
retention requirements.

5. Apply the deduplication ratio
factor.

6. Apply the compression ratio factor.
7. Round up the estimate to consider

transient storage pool usage.

For an example of using this technique,
see Effective planning and use of
deduplication.

Have you distributed disk I/O over many
disk devices and controllers?

Use arrays that consist of as many disks
as possible, which is sometimes referred
to as wide striping. Ensure that you use
one database directory per distinct array
on the subsystem.

Set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO registry
variable to enable parallel I/O for each
table space used if the containers in the
table space span multiple physical disks.

When I/O bandwidth is available and the
files are large, for example 1 MB, the
process of finding duplicates can occupy
the resources of an entire processor.
When files are smaller, other bottlenecks
can occur.

Specify eight or more file systems for the
deduplicated storage pool device class so
that I/O is distributed across as many
LUNs and physical devices as possible.

For guidelines about setting up storage
pools, see "Planning for storage pools in
DISK or FILE device classes".

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you scheduled daily operations
based on your backup strategy?

The best practice sequence of operations
is in the following order:

1. Client backup

2. Storage pool protection
3. Node replication
4. Database backup
5. Expire inventory

Scheduling data deduplication and
node replication processes
Daily operations for directory-
container storage pools

Do you have enough storage to manage
the DB2® lock list?

If you deduplicate data that includes
large files or large numbers of files
concurrently, the process can result in
insufficient storage space. When the lock
list storage is insufficient, backup
failures, data management process
failures, or server outages can occur.

File sizes greater than 500 GB that are
processed by data deduplication are
most likely to deplete storage space.
However, if many backup operations use
client-side data deduplication, this
problem can also occur with smaller-
sized files.

For information about tuning the DB2
LOCKLIST parameter, see Tuning server-
side data deduplication.

Is sufficient bandwidth available to
transfer data to an IBM Spectrum Protect
server?

To transfer data to an IBM Spectrum
Protect server, use client-side or server-
side data deduplication and compression
to reduce the bandwidth that is required.

Use a V7.1.5 server or higher to use inline
compression and use a V7.1.6 or later
client to enable enhanced compression
processing.

For more information, see the
enablededup client option.

Have you determined how many storage
pool directories to assign to each storage
pool?

Assign directories to a storage pool by
using the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
command.

Create multiple storage pool directories
and ensure that each directory is backed
up to a separate disk volume (LUN).
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough disk space in the
cloud-container storage pool?

To prevent backup failures, ensure that
the local directory has enough space. Use
the following list as a guide for optimal
disk space:

For serial-attached SCSI (SAS) and
spinning disk, calculate the
amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount, in
terabytes, for disk space.
Provide 3 TB for flash-based
storage systems with fast network
connections to on-premises, high-
performance cloud systems.
Provide 5 TB for solid-state drive
(SSD) systems with fast network
connections to high-performance
cloud systems.

 

Did you select the appropriate type of
local storage?

Ensure that data transfers from local
storage to cloud finish before the next
backup cycle starts.
Tip: Data is removed from local storage
soon after it moves to the cloud.
Use the following guidelines:

Use flash or SSD for large systems
that have high-performing cloud
systems. Ensure that you have a
dedicated 10 GB wide area
network (WAN) link with a high-
speed connection to the object
storage. For example, use flash or
SSD if you have a dedicated 10 GB
WAN link plus a high-speed
connection to either an IBM®
Cloud Object Storage location or to
an Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) data center.
Use larger capacity 15000 rpm
SAS disks for these scenarios:

Medium-sized systems
Slower cloud connections,
for example, 1 GB
When you use IBM Cloud
Object Storage as your
service provider across
several regions

For SAS or spinning disk, calculate
the amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount for disk
space, in terabytes.
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AIX: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use DISK or
FILE device classes.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Can the storage pool LUNs sustain
throughput rates for 256 KB
sequential reads and writes to
adequately handle the workload
within the time constraints?

When you are planning for peak loads, consider
all the data that you want the server to read or
write to the disk storage pools simultaneously.
For example, consider the peak flow of data from
client backup operations and server data-
movement operations such as migration that run
at the same time.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server reads and
writes to storage pools predominantly in 256 KB
blocks.

If the disk system includes the capability,
configure the disk system for optimal
performance with sequential read/write
operations rather than random read/write
operations.

For more information, see Analyzing the
basic performance of disk systems.

Is the disk configured to use read
and write cache?

Use more cache for better performance.  

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
determined a good size to use for
the storage pool volumes?

Review the information in Optimal number and
size of volumes for storage pools that use disk. If
you do not have the information to estimate a
size for FILE device class volumes, start with
volumes that are 50 GB.

Typically, problems arise more frequently
when the volumes are too small. Few
problems are reported when volumes are
larger than needed. When you determine
the volume size to use, as a precaution
choose a size that might be larger than
necessary.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, are you using
preallocated volumes?

Scratch volumes can cause file fragmentation.

To ensure that a storage pool does not run out of
volumes, set the MAXSCRATCH parameter to a
value greater than zero.

Use the DEFINE VOLUME server
command to preallocate volumes in the
storage pool.

Use the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE
STGPOOL server command to set the
MAXSCRATCH parameter.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
compared the maximum number
of client sessions to the number
of volumes that are defined?

Always maintain enough usable volumes in the
storage pools to allow for the expected peak
number of client sessions that run at one time.
The volumes might be scratch volumes, empty
volumes, or partly filled volumes.

For storage pools that use FILE device
classes, only one session or process can
write to a volume at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you set the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter of the
device class to a value that is high
enough to account for the number
of volumes that might be
mounted in parallel?

For storage pools that use data deduplication,
the MOUNTLIMIT parameter is typically in the
range of 500 - 1000.
Set the value for MOUNTLIMIT to the maximum
number of mount points that are needed for all
active sessions. Consider parameters that affect
the maximum number of mount points that are
needed:

The MAXSESSIONS server option, which is
the maximum number of IBM Spectrum
Protect sessions that can run concurrently.
The MAXNUMMP parameter, which sets
the maximum number of mount points
that each client node can use.

For example, if the maximum number of client
node backup sessions is typically 100 and each
of the nodes has MAXNUMMP=2, multiply 100
nodes by the 2 mount points for each node to get
the value of 200 for the MOUNTLIMIT parameter.

Use the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE
NODE server command to set the
MAXNUMMP parameter for client nodes.

For storage pools that use DISK
device classes, have you
determined how many storage
pool volumes to put on each file
system?

How you configure the storage for a storage pool
that uses a DISK device class depends on
whether you are using RAID for the disk system.

If you are not using RAID, then configure one file
system per physical disk, and define one storage
pool volume for each file system.

If you are using RAID 5 with n + 1 volumes,
configure the storage in one of the following
ways:

Configure n file systems on the LUN and
define one storage pool volume per file
system.
Configure one file system and n storage
pool volumes for the LUN.

For an example layout that follows this
guideline, see Sample layout of server
storage pools.

Did you create your storage pools
to distribute I/O across multiple
file systems?

Ensure that each file system is on a different LUN
on the disk system.

Typically, having 10 - 30 file systems is a good
goal, but ensure that the file systems are no
smaller than approximately 250 GB.

For details, see the following topics:

Tuning disk storage for the server
Tuning and configuring storage
pools and volumes

AIX: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are better for
use with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

Review the following table to help you to choose the correct type of storage technology for the storage resources that the server
requires.

Table 1. Storage technology types for IBM Spectrum Protect storage requirements
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Solid-state
disk (SSD)

Place the database on
SSD in the following
circumstances:

You are using
IBM Spectrum
Protect data
deduplication.
You are backing
up more than 8
TB of new data
daily.

If you place the IBM
Spectrum Protect
database on an SSD, as
a best practice, place
the active log on an
SSD. If space is not
available, use high-
performance disk
instead.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. The archive
log and archive failover
logs can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. Storage
pools can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

High-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

15k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
serial-
attach
ed
SCSI
(SAS)
interfa
ce

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

For performance and
availability, isolate the
active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use high-
performance disks for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use high-performance
disks for storage pools
in the following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.

Medium-
performance
or high-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

10k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
SAS
interfa
ce

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. For performance
and availability, isolate
the active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
storage pools in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

SATA,
network-
attached
storage

Do not use this storage
for the database. Do
not place the database
on XIV storage
systems.

Do not use this storage
for the active log.

Use of this slower
storage technology is
acceptable because
these logs are written
once and infrequently
read.

Use this slower storage
technology in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
infrequently
written, for
example written
once.
Data is
infrequently
read.

.

Tape and
virtual tape

      Use for long-term
retention or if data is
infrequently used.

AIX: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum Protect™
solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the configuration of IBM
Spectrum Protect.

Procedure

The following best practices are the most important for optimal performance and problem prevention.
Review the table to determine the best practices that apply to your environment.

Best practice More information

Use fast disks for the server database.
Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

Use fast, low-latency disks for the database. Using SSD is
essential if you are using data deduplication and node
replication. Avoid Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA) and Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment (PATA)
disks. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for the correct type of storage technology"

Ensure that the server system has enough
memory.

Review operating system requirements in technote 1243309.
Heavier workloads require more than the minimum
requirements. Advanced features such as data deduplication
and node replication can require more than the minimum
memory that is specified in the system requirements document.

If you plan to run multiple instances, each instance requires the
memory that is listed for one server. Multiply the memory for
one server by the number of instances that are planned for the
system.
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Best practice More information

Separate the server database, the active
log, the archive log, and disk storage pools
from each other.

Keep all IBM Spectrum Protect storage resources on separate
disks. Keep storage pool disks separate from the disks for the
server database and logs. Storage pool operations can interfere
with database operations when both are on the same disks.
Ideally, the server database and logs are also separated from
each other. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device
classes"

Use at least four directories for the server
database. For larger servers or servers that
use advanced features, use eight
directories.

Place each directory on a LUN that is isolated from other LUNs
and from other applications.

A server is considered to be large if its database is larger than 2
TB or is expected to grow to that size. Use eight directories for
such servers.

See "Planning for server database disks".

If you are using data deduplication, node
replication, or both, follow the guidelines
for database configuration and other items.

Configure the server database according to the guidelines,
because the database is extremely important to how well the
server runs when these features are being used. For details and
more tips, see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For storage pools that use FILE type device
classes, follow the guidelines for the size of
storage pool volumes. Typically, 50 GB
volumes are best.

Review the information in Optimal number and size of volumes
for storage pools that use disk to help you to determine volume
size.

Configure storage pool devices and file systems based on
throughput requirements, not only on capacity requirements.

Isolate the storage devices that are used by IBM Spectrum
Protect from other applications that have high I/O, and ensure
that there is enough throughput to that storage.

For more details, see Checklist for storage pools on DISK or
FILE.

Schedule IBM Spectrum Protect client
operations and server maintenance
activities to avoid or minimize overlap of
operations.

For more details, see the following topics:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations
Checklist for server configuration

Monitor operations constantly. By monitoring, you can find problems early and more easily
identify causes. Keep records of monitoring reports for up to a
year to help you identify trends and plan for growth. See
Monitoring and maintaining the environment for performance.

AIX: Minimum system requirements for AIX systems
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on an AIX operating system on a system without data deduplication, review
the hardware and software requirements.

Hardware and software requirements for the IBM Spectrum Protect server installation

These tables list the minimum hardware and software requirements for the installation of an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Use
these requirements as a starting point for systems without data deduplication. The optimal IBM Spectrum Protect environment is
set up with data deduplication by using the IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints. For the most current information about system
requirements, see technote 1243309.
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Hardware requirements

Table 1 describes the minimum hardware requirements for the server. If the server does not meet the minimum requirements, the
installation fails. For more details about planning disk space, see AIX: Capacity planning.

Table 1. Hardware requirements
Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Hardware An appropriately configured POWER5 or later systems computer (64-bit)

Disk space The following minimum values for disk space:

5 GB for the installation directory
512 MB for the /var directory
2 GB for the /tmp directory
128 MB in the home directory for the root user.
2 GB for the shared resources area

In case a problem arises and any diagnosis is needed, it is optimal to have temporary or other space
available on the system for a first failure data capture (FFDC) log or for other temporary uses such as for
collecting trace logs.

Significant additional disk space is required for database and log files. The size of the database depends on
the number of client files to be stored and the method by which the server manages them. The default
active log space is 16 GB, the minimum that is needed for most workloads and configurations. When you
create the active log, you need at least 64 GB to run replication. If replication and data deduplication are
both being used, create an active log of 128 GB. Allocate at least three times the default active log space for
the archive log (48 GB). Ensure that you have sufficient resources if you are using data deduplication or
expect a heavy client workload.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit
Numbers (LUNs) for the database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or
LUN.

Ensure that you see AIX: Capacity planning for more details about disk space.

Memory The following are the minimum system memory requirements for servers with databases up to 500 GB, with
daily ingestion of no more than 200 GB per day:

16 GB for standard server operations without data deduplication and node replication
24 GB for data deduplication or node replication
32 GB for node replication with data deduplication

For more specific memory requirements for larger databases and higher ingestion capability, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect server memory tuning table.

For more specific memory requirements when you are using data deduplication, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprint for your operating system.

Software requirements

Table 2 describes the minimum software requirements that are needed for a server on an AIX® system.

Table 2. Software requirements
Type of software Minimum software requirements
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system AIX 6.1 running in a 64-bit kernel environment with the following additional requirements:

AIX 6.1 TL 7 and SP6.
Minimum C++ runtime level with the xlC.rte 12.1.0.1 or later file sets. The file set is automatically
upgraded if the level is earlier than 12.1.0.1. The file set is included in the June 2008 fix pack
package for IBM® C++ Runtime Environment Components for AIX.

AIX 7.1 running in a 64-bit kernel environment.

AIX 7.1 TL 4 and SP2.
Minimum C++ runtime level with the xlC.rte 12.1.0.1 or later file sets. The file set is automatically
upgraded if the level is earlier than 12.1.0.1. The file set is included in the June 2008 fix pack
package for IBM C++ Runtime Environment Components for AIX.

AIX 7.2 running in a 64-bit kernel environment.

AIX 7.2 TL 0 and SP2.
Minimum C++ runtime level with the xlC.rte 13.1.3.1 or later file sets. The file set is automatically
upgraded if the level is earlier than 13.1.3.1.

For the latest recommendations about AIX maintenance levels, see technote 21165448

To use the N_Port ID Virtualization (NPIV) facility, ensure that you have the following minimum
requirements:

Virtual I/O Server 2.1.2 or later
AIX 7.1 or later
An HBA adapter supported by the corresponding AIX and Virtual I/O Server

Communication
protocol

A configured communication method.

Processing Asynchronous I/O must be enabled.

Device drivers The IBM Spectrum Protect device driver is required for non-IBM drives and tape libraries. The IBM
Spectrum Protect device driver package contains device driver tools and ACSLS daemons.

For the IBM 3590, 3592, or the Ultrium tape library or drives, the IBM device drivers are required. Install
the most current device drivers. You can locate IBM driver packages at Fix Central.

Configure the device drivers before you use the server with tape devices.

Gunzip utility The gunzip utility must be available on your system before you install or upgrade the server. Ensure that
the gunzip utility is installed and the path to it is set in the PATH environment variable.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh) is required.

Configure the I/O completion ports (IOCP) on the operating system.

To authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
you must use one of the following directory servers:

Microsoft Active Directory (Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2)
IBM Security Directory Server V6.3
IBM Security Directory Server V6.4

AIX: Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2
products on the system

You can install other products that deploy and use DB2® products on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version
8.1.3 server, with some limitations.
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To install and use other products that use a DB2 product on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect server, ensure that the
following criteria are met:

Table 1. Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2 products on the system
Cri
ter
ion Instructions

Ver
sio
n
lev
el

The other products that use a DB2 product must use DB2 version 9 or later. DB2 products include product encapsulation
and segregation support beginning with Version 9. Starting with this version, you can run multiple copies of DB2 products,
at different code levels, on the same system. For details, see the information about multiple DB2 copies in the DB2 product
information.

Us
er
IDs
an
d
dir
ect
ori
es

Ensure that the user IDs, fence user IDs, installation location, other directories, and related information are not shared
across DB2 installations. Your specifications must be different from the IDs and locations that you used for the IBM
Spectrum Protect server installation and configuration. If you used the dsmicfgx wizard to configure the server, these are
values that you entered when running the wizard. If you used the manual configuration method, review the procedures that
you used if necessary to recall the values that were used for the server.

Re
so
urc
e
all
oc
ati
on

Consider the resources and capability of the system compared to the requirements for both the IBM Spectrum Protect
server and the other applications that use the DB2 product. To provide sufficient resources for the other DB2 applications,
you might have to change the IBM Spectrum Protect server settings so that the server uses less system memory and
resources. Similarly, if the workloads for the other DB2 applications compete with the IBM Spectrum Protect server for
processor or memory resources, the performance of the server in handling the expected client workload or other server
operations might be adversely affected.

To segregate resources and provide more capability for the tuning and allocation of processor, memory, and other system
resources for multiple applications, consider using logical partition (LPAR), workload partition (WPAR), or other virtual
workstation support. For example, run a DB2 application on its own virtualized system.

AIX: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local software
repositories to install or update many IBM products.

If the required version of IBM Installation Manager is not already installed, it is automatically installed or upgraded when you
install IBM Spectrum Protect. It must remain installed on the system so that IBM Spectrum Protect can be updated or uninstalled
later as needed.

The following list contains explanations of some terms that are used in IBM Installation Manager:

Offering
An installable unit of a software product.

The IBM Spectrum Protect offering contains all of the media that IBM Installation Manager requires to install IBM Spectrum
Protect.

Package
The group of software components that are required to install an offering.
The IBM Spectrum Protect package contains the following components:

IBM Installation Manager installation program
IBM Spectrum Protect offering

Package group
A set of packages that share a common parent directory.

The default package group for the IBM Spectrum Protect package is IBM Installation Manager.

Repository
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A remote or local storage area for data and other application resources.

The IBM Spectrum Protect package is stored in a repository on IBM Fix Central.

Shared resources directory
A directory that contains software files or plug-ins that are shared by packages.

IBM Installation Manager stores installation-related files in the shared resources directory, including files that are used for
rolling back to a previous version of IBM Spectrum Protect.

AIX: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.

Item Space required Number of directories Location of directories

The database  

Active log    

Archive log    

Optional: Log mirror for the
active log

   

Optional: Secondary archive
log (failover location for
archive log)

   

Item Names and user IDs Location

The instance user ID for the server,
which is the ID you use to start and
run the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

   

The home directory for the server,
which is the directory that contains
the instance user ID

   

The database instance name    

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
contains files specifically for this
server instance (the server options
file and other server-specific files)

   

The server name, use a unique
name for each server

   

AIX: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect™ includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the shared
resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the database and
the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or upgrade.

AIX: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at
one time or you can use storage pool capacity.
AIX: Recovery log space requirements
In IBM Spectrum Protect, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the
archive failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for
example, the amount of client activity with the server.
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AIX: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery logs
To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space
utilization in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.
AIX: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

AIX: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at one
time or you can use storage pool capacity.

About this task

Consider using at least 25 GB for the initial database space. Provision file system space appropriately. A database size of 25 GB is
adequate for a test environment or a library-manager-only environment. For a production server supporting client workloads, the
database size is expected to be larger. If you use random-access disk (DISK) storage pools, more database and log storage space
is needed than for sequential-access storage pools.

The maximum size of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database is 6 TB.

For information about sizing the database in a production environment that is based on the number of files and on storage pool
size, see the following topics.

AIX: Estimating database space requirements based on the number of files
If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to
estimate space requirements for the database.
AIX: Estimating database space requirements based on storage pool capacity
To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require
200 TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your
database as large as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and
client-store operations can fail.
AIX: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the
database. The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server
workload.

AIX: Estimating database space requirements based on the number of
files

If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to estimate
space requirements for the database.

About this task

To estimate space requirements that is based on the maximum number of files in server storage, use the following guidelines:

600 - 1000 bytes for each stored version of a file, including image backups.
Restriction: The guideline does not include space that is used during data deduplication.
100 - 200 bytes for each cached file, copy storage pool file, active-data pool file, and deduplicated file.
Additional space is required for database optimization to support varying data-access patterns and to support server back-
end processing of the data. The amount of extra space is equal to 50% of the estimate for the total number of bytes for file
objects.

In the following example for a single client, the calculations are based on the maximum values in the preceding guidelines. The
examples do not take into account that you might use file aggregation. In general, when you aggregate small files, it reduces the
amount of required database space. File aggregation does not affect space-managed files.

Procedure
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1. Calculate the number of file versions. Add each of the following values to obtain the number of file versions:
a. Calculate the number of backed-up files. For example, as many as 500,000 client files might be backed up at a time.

In this example, storage policies are set to keep up to three copies of backed up files:

500,000 files * 3 copies = 1,500,000 files

b. Calculate the number of archive files. For example, as many as 100,000 client files might be archived copies.
c. Calculate the number of space-managed files. For example, as many as 200,000 client files might be migrated from

client workstations.
Using 1000 bytes per file, the total amount of database space that is required for the files that belong to the client is 1.8
GB:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 1000 = 1.8 GB

2. Calculate the number of cached files, copy storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files:
a. Calculate the number of cached copies. For example, caching is enabled in a 5 GB disk storage pool. The high

migration threshold of the pool is 90% and the low migration threshold of the pool is 70%. Thus, 20% of the disk
pool, or 1 GB, is occupied by cached files.
If the average file size is about 10 KB, approximately 100,000 files are in cache at any one time:

100,000 files * 200 bytes = 19 MB

b. Calculate the number of copy storage-pool files. All primary storage pools are backed up to the copy storage pool:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 200 bytes = 343 MB

c. Calculate the number of active storage-pool files. All the active client-backup data in primary storage pools is copied
to the active-data storage pool. Assume that 500,000 versions of the 1,500,000 backup files in the primary storage
pool are active:

500,000 * 200 bytes = 95 MB

d. Calculate the number of deduplicated files. Assume that a deduplicated storage pool contains 50,000 files:

50,000 * 200 bytes = 10 MB

Based on the preceding calculations, about 0.5 GB of extra database space is required for the client’s cached files, copy
storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files.

3. Calculate the amount of extra space that is required for database optimization. To provide optimal data access and
management by the server, extra database space is required. The amount of extra database space is equal to 50% of the
total space requirements for file objects.

(1.8 + 0.5) * 50% = 1.2 GB

4. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for the client. The total is approximately 3.5 GB:

1.8 + 0.5 + 1.2 = 3.5 GB

5. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for all clients. If the client that was used in the preceding
calculations is typical and you have 500 clients, for example, you can use the following calculation to estimate the total
amount of database space that is required for all clients:

500 * 3.5 = 1.7 TB 

Results

Tip: In the preceding examples, the results are estimates. The actual size of the database might differ from the estimate because
of factors such as the number of directories and the length of the path and file names. Periodically monitor your database and
adjust its size as necessary.

What to do next

During normal operations, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server might require temporary database space. This space is needed for
the following reasons:

To hold the results of sorting or ordering that are not already being kept and optimized in the database directly. The results
are temporarily held in the database for processing.
To give administrative access to the database through one of the following methods:
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A DB2® open database connectivity (ODBC) client
An Oracle Java™ database connectivity (JDBC) client
Structured Query Language (SQL) to the server from an administrative-client command line

Consider using an extra 50 GB of temporary space for every 500 GB of space for file objects and optimization. See the guidelines
in the following table. In the example that is used in the preceding step, a total of 1.7 TB of database space is required for file
objects and optimization for 500 clients. Based on that calculation, 200 GB is required for temporary space. The total amount of
required database space is 1.9 TB.

Database size Minimum temporary-space requirement

< 500 GB 50 GB

≥ 500 GB and < 1 TB 100 GB

≥ 1 TB and < 1.5 TB 150 GB

≥ 1.5 and < 2 TB 200 GB

≥ 2 and < 3 TB 250 - 300 GB

≥ 3 and < 4 TB 350 - 400 GB

AIX: Estimating database space requirements based on storage pool
capacity

To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require 200
TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your database as large
as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and client-store operations can
fail.

AIX: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the database.
The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server workload.

The database manager sorts data in a specific sequence, according to the SQL statement that you issue to request the data.
Depending on the workload on the server, and if there is more data than the database manager can manage, the data (that is
ordered in sequence) is allocated to temporary disk space. Data is allocated to temporary disk space when there is a large result
set. The database manager dynamically manages the memory that is used when data is allocated to temporary disk space.

For example, expiration processing can produce a large result set. If there is not enough system memory on the database to store
the result set, some of the data is allocated to temporary disk space. During expiration processing, if a node or file space are
selected that are too large to process, the database manager cannot sort the data in memory. The database manager must use
temporary space to sort data.

To run database operations, consider adding more database space for the following scenarios:

The database has a small amount of space and the server operation that requires temporary space uses the remaining free
space.
The file spaces are large, or the file spaces have an assigned policy that creates many file versions.
The IBM Spectrum Protect server must run with limited memory. The database uses the IBM Spectrum Protect server main
memory to run database operations. However, if there is insufficient memory available, the IBM Spectrum Protect server
allocates temporary space on disk to the database. For example, if 10G of memory is available and database operations
require 12G of memory, the database uses temporary space.
An out of database space error is displayed when you deploy an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Monitor the server
activity log for messages that are related to database space.

Important: Do not change the DB2 software that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs.
Do not install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack, of DB2 software to avoid damage to the database.

AIX: Recovery log space requirements
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In IBM Spectrum Protect™, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the archive
failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for example, the
amount of client activity with the server.

AIX: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as
occasional heavy workloads and failovers.
AIX: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only
one active log mirror.
AIX: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

AIX: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as occasional
heavy workloads and failovers.

In IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers V7.1 and later, the active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. The archive log size is limited
to the size of the file system that it is installed on.

Use the following general guidelines when you estimate the size of the active log:

The suggested starting size for the active log is 16 GB.
Ensure that the active log is at least large enough for the amount of concurrent activity that the server typically handles. As
a precaution, try to anticipate the largest amount of work that the server manages at one time. Provision the active log with
extra space that can be used if needed. Consider using 20% of extra space.
Monitor used and available active log space. Adjust the size of the active log as needed, depending upon factors such as
client activity and the level of server operations.
Ensure that the directory that holds the active log is as large as, or larger than, the size of the active log. A directory that is
larger than the active log can accommodate failovers, if they occur.
Ensure that the file system that contains the active log directory has at least 8 GB of free space for temporary log
movement requirements.

The suggested starting size for the archive log is 48 GB.

The archive log directory must be large enough to contain the log files that are generated since the previous full backup. For
example, if you perform a full backup of the database every day, the archive log directory must be large enough to hold the log
files for all the client activity that occurs during 24 hours. To recover space, the server deletes obsolete archive log files after a full
backup of the database. If the archive log directory becomes full and a directory for archive failover logs does not exist, log files
remain in the active log directory. This condition can cause the active log directory to fill up and stop the server. When the server
restarts, some of the existing active-log space is released.

After the server is installed, you can monitor archive log utilization and the space in the archive log directory. If the space in the
archive log directory fills up, it can cause the following problems:

The server is unable to perform full database backups. Investigate and resolve this problem.
Other applications write to the archive log directory, exhausting the space that is required by the archive log. Do not share
archive log space with other applications including other IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Ensure that each server has a
separate storage location that is owned and managed by that specific server.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client-store operations
Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all
store transactions that are in progress at one time.
AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients that use multiple sessions
If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for
the server increases.
AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for simultaneous write operations
If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is
required for each file increases.
AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client store operations and server operations
Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
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administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks
that run concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.
AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under conditions of extreme variation
Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup
sessions are active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your
environment, you might need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.
AIX: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database backups
The IBM Spectrum Protect server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.
AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data deduplication operations
If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client-
store operations

Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all store
transactions that are in progress at one time.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs for basic client-store operations, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  files stored during each transaction 
  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Basic client-store operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3053 bytes The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120
bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 19.5 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3053 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 3.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

3.5 + 16 = 19.5 GB
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Item
Example

values Description

Archive log: Suggested size 58.5 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.

3.5 x 3 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

10.5 + 48 = 58.5 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients that use
multiple sessions

If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for the
server increases.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs when clients use multiple sessions, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  sessions for each client  x  files stored 
  during each transaction  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Multiple client sessions
Item Example values Description

Maximum number of client
nodes that back up, archive, or
migrate files concurrently at any
time

300 1000 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Possible sessions for each client 3 3 The setting of the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is larger
than the default. Each client session runs a maximum of three
sessions in parallel.

Files stored during each
transaction

4096 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for
each file

3053 3053 The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.
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Item Example values Description

Active log: Suggested size 26.5 GB 1 51 GB 1 The following calculation was used for 300 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files stored during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

10.5 + 16 = 26.5 GB

The following calculation was used for 1000 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(1000 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files store during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 35 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

35 + 16 = 51 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 79.5 GB 1 153 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server-database backup cycles, the estimate for the active log
is multiplied by 3:

10.5 x 3 = 31.5 GB

35 x 3 = 105 GB

Increase those amounts by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

31.5 + 48 = 79.5 GB

105 + 48 = 153 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your active log and adjust its size if necessary.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for simultaneous
write operations

If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is required
for each file increases.

The log space that is required for each file increases by about 200 bytes for each copy storage pool that is used for a simultaneous
write operation. In the example in the following table, data is stored to two copy storage pools in addition to a primary storage
pool. The estimated log size increases by 400 bytes for each file. If you use the suggested value of 3053 bytes of log space for
each file, the total number of required bytes is 3453.

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Simultaneous write operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.
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Item
Example

values Description

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3453 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client
store operations and server operations

Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks that run
concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.

For example, migration of files from the random-access (DISK) storage pool to a sequential-access disk (FILE) storage pool uses
approximately 110 bytes of log space for each file that is migrated. For example, suppose that you have 300 backup-archive
clients and each one of them backs up 100,000 files every night. The files are initially stored on DISK and then migrated to a FILE
storage pool. To estimate the amount of active log space that is required for the data migration, use the following calculation. The
number of clients in the calculation represents the maximum number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time.

300 clients  x 100,000 files for each client   x  110 bytes =  3.1 GB

Add this value to the estimate for the size of the active log that calculated for basic client store operations.
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AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under conditions
of extreme variation

Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup sessions are
active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your environment, you might
need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.

AIX: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database backups
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.

For example, if a full database backup occurs once a week, the archive log space must be able to contain the information in the
archive log for a full week.

The difference in archive log size for daily and full database backups is shown in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Full database backups

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes for each file plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files per transaction x 3453
bytes per file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database backup every day

60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the active log by 3 to
estimate the total archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB
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Item
Example

values Description

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database every week

132 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.
Multiply the result by the number of days between full database
backups:

(4 GB x 3 ) x 7 = 84 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

84 + 48 = 132 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
starting size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

AIX: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data
deduplication operations

If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

The following factors affect requirements for active and archive log space:

The amount of deduplicated data
The effect of data deduplication on the active log and archive log space depends on the percentage of data that is eligible
for deduplication. If the percentage of data that can be deduplicated is relatively high, more log space is required.

The size and number of extents
Approximately 1,500 bytes of active log space are required for each extent that is identified by a duplicate-identification
process. For example, if 250,000 extents are identified by a duplicate-identification process, the estimated size of the
active log is 358 MB:

250,000 extents identified during each process x 1,500 bytes 
 for each extent = 358 MB

Consider the following scenario. Three hundred backup-archive clients back up 100,000 files each night. This activity
creates a workload of 30,000,000 files. The average number of extents for each file is two. Therefore, the total number of
extents is 60,000,000, and the space requirement for the archive log is 84 GB:

60,000,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 84 GB

A duplicate-identification process operates on aggregates of files. An aggregate consists of files that are stored in a given
transaction, as specified by the TXNGROUPMAX server option. Suppose that the TXNGROUPMAX server option is set to the
default of 4096. If the average number of extents for each file is two, the total number of extents in each aggregate is 8192,
and the space required for the active log is 12 MB:

8192 extents in each aggregate x 1500 bytes for each extent = 
   12 MB

The timing and number of the duplicate-identification processes
The timing and number of duplicate-identification processes also affects the size of the active log. Using the 12 MB active-
log size that was calculated in the preceding example, the concurrent load on the active log is 120 MB if 10 duplicate-
identification processes are running in parallel:

12 MB for each process x 10 processes = 120 MB

File size
Large files that are processed for duplicate identification can also affect the size of the active log. For example, suppose
that a backup-archive client backs up an 80 GB, file-system image. This object can have a high number of duplicate extents
if, for example, the files included in the file system image were backed up incrementally. For example, assume that a file
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system image has 1.2 million duplicate extents. The 1.2 million extents in this large file represent a single transaction for a
duplicate-identification process. The total space in the active log that is required for this single object is 1.7 GB:

1,200,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 1.7 GB

If other, smaller duplicate-identification processes occur at the same time as the duplicate-identification process for a
single large object, the active log might not have enough space. For example, suppose that a storage pool is enabled for
deduplication. The storage pool has a mixture of data, including many relatively small files that range from 10 KB to several
hundred KB. The storage pool also has few large objects that have a high percentage of duplicate extents.

To take into account not only space requirements but also the timing and duration of concurrent transactions, increase the
estimated size of the active log by a factor of two. For example, suppose that your calculations for space requirements are
25 GB (23.3 GB + 1.7 GB for deduplication of a large object). If deduplication processes are running concurrently, the
suggested size of the active log is 50 GB. The suggested size of the archive log is 150 GB.

The examples in the following tables show calculations for active and archive logs. The example in the first table uses an
average size of 700 KB for extents. The example in the second table uses an average size of 256 KB. As the examples show,
the average deduplicate-extent size of 256 KB indicates a larger estimated size for the active log. To minimize or prevent
operational problems for the server, use 256 KB to estimate the size of the active log in your production environment.

Table 1. Average duplicate-extent size of 700 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.

Average size of
extents

700 KB 700 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average size for
extents.

Extents for a given
file

1,198,372
bits

6,135,667
bits

Using the average extent size (700 KB), these calculations
represent the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:
(800 GB ÷ 700 KB) = 1,198,372 bits

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object: (4
TB ÷ 700 KB) = 6,135,667 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

1.7 GB 8.6 GB The estimated active log space that are needed for this
transaction.
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Item Example values Description

Active log:
Suggested total size

66 GB 1 79.8 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of two. In these examples, the active
log space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 1.7 GB) x 2 = 50 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

50 + 16 = 66 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 8.6 GB) x 2 = 63.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

63.8 + 16 = 79.8 GB

Archive log:
Suggested size

198 GB 1 239.4 GB 1 Multiply the estimated size of the active log by a factor of
3.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

50 GB x 3 = 150 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

150 + 48 = 198 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

63.8 GB x 3 = 191.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

191.4 + 48 = 239.4 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Table 2. Average duplicate-extent size of 256 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.
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Item Example values Description

Average size of
extents

256 KB 256 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average extent size.

Extents for a given
file

3,276,800
bits

16,777,216
bits

Using the average extent size, these calculations represent
the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(800 GB ÷ 256 KB) = 3,276,800 bits

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(4 TB ÷ 256 KB) = 16,777,216 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

4.5 GB 23.4 GB The estimated size of the active log space that is required
for this transaction.

Active log:
Suggested total size

71.6 GB 1 109.4 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of 2. In these examples, the active log
space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 4.5 GB) x 2 = 55.6 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

55.6 + 16 = 71.6 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 23.4 GB) x 2 = 93.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

93.4 + 16 = 109.4 GB
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Item Example values Description

Archive log:
Suggested size

214.8 GB 1 328.2 GB 1 The estimated size of the active log multiplied by a factor
of 3.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:

55.6 GB x 3 = 166.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

166.8 + 48 = 214.8 GB

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object:

93.4 GB x 3 = 280.2 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

280.2 + 48 = 328.2 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

AIX: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only one
active log mirror.

Creating a log mirror is a suggested option. If you increase the size of the active log, the log mirror size is increased automatically.
Mirroring the log can affect performance because of the doubled I/O activity that is required to maintain the mirror. The additional
space that the log mirror requires is another factor to consider when deciding whether to create a log mirror.

If the mirror log directory becomes full, the server issues error messages to the activity log and to the db2diag.log. Server activity
continues.

AIX: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

Specifying an archive failover log directory can prevent problems that occur if the archive log runs out of space. If both the archive
log directory and the drive or file system where the archive failover log directory is located become full, the data remains in the
active log directory. This condition can cause the active log to fill up, which causes the server to halt.

AIX: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery logs
To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space utilization
in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.

Active log

If the amount of available active log space is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR4531I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP_TRIGGER
This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. The IBM Spectrum Protect™
server starts a full database backup.
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To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR0297I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP
This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. You must back up the database
manually.

To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR4529I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_UTILIZATION_TRIGGER
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. If at least one full
database backup has occurred, the IBM Spectrum Protect server starts an incremental database backup. Otherwise, the
server starts a full database backup.

ANR0295I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_UTILIZATION
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. You must back up the
database manually.

Archive log

If the amount of available archive log space is too low, the following message is displayed in the activity log:

ANR0299I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_ARCHLOG_USED
The ratio of used archive-log space to available archive-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. The IBM Spectrum
Protect server starts a full automatic database backup.

Database

If the amount of space available for database activities is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR2992W: IC_LOG_FILE_SYSTEM_UTILIZATION_WARNING_2
The used database space exceeds the threshold for database space utilization. To increase the space for the database, use
the EXTEND DBSPACE command, the EXTEND DBSPACE command, or the DSMSERV FORMAT utility with the DBDIR
parameter.

ANR1546W: FILESYSTEM_DBPATH_LESS_1GB
The available space in the directory where the server database files are located is less than 1 GB.

When an IBM Spectrum Protect server is created with the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or with the configuration wizard, a
server database and recovery log are also created. In addition, files are created to hold database information used by the
database manager. The path specified in this message indicates the location of the database information used by the
database manager. If space is unavailable in the path, the server can no longer function.

You must add space to the file system or make space available on the file system or disk.

AIX: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

About this task

To delete the files that are no longer needed, use either the installation graphical wizard or the command line in console mode.

AIX: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager
user interface.
AIX: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.

AIX: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
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You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager user
interface.

Procedure

1. Open IBM Installation Manager.
In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse subdirectory (for example,

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command to start IBM Installation Manager:

./IBMIM

2. Click File > Preferences.
3. Select Files for Rollback.
4. Click Delete Saved Files and click OK.

AIX: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM® Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command to start an IBM Installation Manager command line:

./imcl -c
3. Enter P to select Preferences.
4. Enter 3 to select Files for Rollback.
5. Enter D to Delete the Files for Rollback.
6. Enter A to Apply Changes and Return to Preferences Menu.
7. Enter C to leave the Preference Menu.
8. Enter X to Exit Installation Manager.

AIX: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Instance user ID

The instance user ID is used as the basis for other names related to the server instance. The instance user ID is also called the
instance owner.

For example: tsminst1

The instance user ID is the user ID that must have ownership or read/write access authority to all directories that you create for
the database and the recovery log. The standard way to run the server is under the instance user ID. That user ID must also have
read/write access to the directories that are used for any FILE device classes.

Home directory for the instance user ID

The home directory can be created when creating the instance user ID, by using the option (-m) to create a home directory
if it does not exist already. Depending on local settings, the home directory might have the form: /home/instance_user_ID

For example: /home/tsminst1

The home directory is primarily used to contain the profile for the user ID and for security settings.
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Database instance name

The database instance name must be the same as the instance user ID under which you run the server instance.

For example: tsminst1

Instance directory

The instance directory is a directory that contains files specifically for a server instance (the server options file and other server-
specific files). It can have any name that you want. For easier identification, use a name that ties the directory to the instance
name.

You can create the instance directory as a subdirectory of the home directory for the instance user ID. For example:
/home/instance_user_ID/instance_user_ID

The following example places the instance directory in the home directory for user ID tsminst1: /home/tsminst1/tsminst1

You can also create the directory in another location, for example: /tsmserver/tsminst1

The instance directory stores the following files for the server instance:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure
Sockets Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully
qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

Database name

The database name is always TSMDB1, for every server instance. This name cannot be changed.

Server name

The server name is an internal name for IBM Spectrum Protect, and is used for operations that involve communication among
multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Examples include server-to-server communication and library sharing.

The server name is also used when you add the server to the Operations Center so that it can be managed using that
interface. Use a unique name for each server. For easy identification in the Operations Center (or from a QUERY SERVER
command), use a name that reflects the location or purpose of the server. Do not change the name of an IBM Spectrum Protect
server after it is configured as a hub or spoke server.

If you use the wizard, the default name that is suggested is the host name of the system that you are using. You can use a different
name that is meaningful in your environment. If you have more than one server on the system and you use the wizard, you can use
the default name for only one of the servers. You must enter a unique name for each server.

For example:

PAYROLL
SALES

Directories for database space and recovery log

The directories can be named according to local practices. For easier identification, consider using names that tie the directories
to the server instance.

For example, for the archive log:

/tsminst1_archlog
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AIX: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server include the server, DB2®, device, language, and other directories.
Each one contains several additional directories.

The (/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin) is the default directory that contains server code and licensing.

The DB2 product that is installed as part of the installation of the IBM Spectrum Protect server has the directory structure as
documented in DB2 information sources. Protect these directories and files as you do the server directories. The default directory
is /opt/tivoli/tsm/db2.

You can use US English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Korean, Japanese, traditional Chinese, simplified
Chinese, Chinese GBK, Chinese Big5, and Russian.

AIX: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or silent
mode.

About this task

Using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation software, you can install the following components:

server
Tip: The database (DB2®), the Global Security Kit (GSKit) and IBM® Java™ Runtime Environment (JRE) are automatically
installed when you select the server component.
server languages
license
devices
IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN
Operations Center

Allow approximately 30 - 45 minutes to install a V8.1.3 server, using this guide.

AIX: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect installation package from an IBM download site such as Passport Advantage® or
IBM Fix Central.
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
You can install the server by using the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line in console mode.
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console
but instead stores messages and errors in log files.
AIX: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The
translations also allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

AIX: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation package from an IBM® download site such as Passport Advantage® or IBM
Fix Central.

Before you begin

If you plan to download the files, set the system user limit for maximum file size to unlimited to ensure that the files can be
downloaded correctly:

1. To query the maximum file size value, issue the following command:
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ulimit -Hf

2. If the system user limit for maximum file size is not set to unlimited, change it to unlimited by following the instructions in
the documentation for your operating system.

Procedure

1. Download the appropriate package file from one of the following websites.
Download the server package from Passport Advantage or Fix Central.
For the latest information, updates, and maintenance fixes, go to the IBM Support Portal.

2. If you downloaded the package from an IBM download site, complete the following steps:

a. Verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they are extracted from the product package.
See the download document for the space requirements:

IBM Spectrum Protect technote 4042944
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition technote 4042945
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention technote 4042946

b. Download the package file to the directory of your choice. The path must contain no more than 128 characters. Be
sure to extract the installation files to an empty directory. Do not extract to a directory that contains previously
extracted files, or any other files.

c. Ensure that executable permission is set for the package. If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the
following command:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

d. Extract the package by issuing the following command:

 ./package_name.bin

where package_name is the name of the downloaded file, for example:

8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-AIX.bin

3. Ensure that the following command is enabled so that the IBM Spectrum Protect wizards work properly:
lsuser

By default, the command is enabled.
4. Select one of the following methods of installing IBM Spectrum Protect:

AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

5. After you install IBM Spectrum Protect, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
You can install the server by using the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:

If the following RPM files are not installed on your system, you must install them. For instructions, see Installing
RPM files for the graphical wizard.

atk-1.12.3-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
cairo-1.8.8-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
expat-2.0.1-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
fontconfig-2.4.2-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
freetype2-2.3.9-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
gettext-0.10.40-6.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
glib2-2.12.4-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
gtk2-2.10.6-4.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
libjpeg-6b-6.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
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libpng-1.2.32-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
libtiff-3.8.2-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
pango-1.14.5-4.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
pixman-0.12.0-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
xcursor-1.1.7-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
xft-2.1.6-5.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
xrender-0.9.1-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
zlib-1.2.3-3.aix5.1.ppc.rpm

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using this method:

Option Description

Installing the software from a downloaded
package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command: 

./install.sh

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

You can view installation log files by clicking File > View Log from the Installation Manager tool. To collect these log files,
click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis from the Installation Manager tool.

After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

AIX: Installing prerequisite RPM files for the graphical wizard
Before you can use the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager to install IBM Spectrum Protect, you must ensure that
the necessary RPM files are installed.

AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line in console mode.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect by using this method:

Option Description
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Option Description

Installing the software
from a downloaded
package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard in console mode by issuing the following command:

./install.sh -c

Optional: Generate a response file as part of a console mode installation. Complete the
console mode installation options, and in the Summary panel, specify G to generate the
responses.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console but
instead stores messages and errors in log files.

Before you begin

To provide data input when you use the silent installation method, you can use a response file. The following sample response
files are provided in the input directory where the installation package is extracted:

install_response_sample.xml
Use this file to install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ components.

update_response_sample.xml
Use this file to upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect components.

These files contain default values that can help you avoid any unnecessary warnings. To use these files, follow the instructions
that are provided in the files.

If you want to customize a response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. Create a response file. You can modify the sample response file or create your own file.
2. If you install the server and Operations Center in silent mode, create a password for the Operations Center truststore in the

response file.
If you are using the install_response_sample.xml file, add the password in the following line of the file, where mypassword
represents the password:

<variable name='ssl.password' value='mypassword' />

For more information about this password, see Installation checklist
Tip: To upgrade the Operations Center, the truststore password is not required if you are using the
update_response_sample.xml file.

3. Start the silent installation by issuing the following command from the directory where the installation package is
extracted. The value response_file represents the response file path and file name:

./install.sh -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

What to do next
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If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

AIX: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The translations also
allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

Before you begin

For instructions on installing storage agent language packages, see Language pack configuration for storage agents.

AIX: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.
AIX: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.
AIX: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.

AIX: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.

This language package is automatically installed for the following default language option for IBM Spectrum Protect™
server messages and help:

LANGUAGE en_US

For languages or locales other than the default, install the language package that your installation requires.
You can use the languages that are shown:

Table 1. Server languages for AIX®
Language LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

Chinese, Simplified (UTF-8) ZH_CN

Chinese, Traditional (Big5) Zh_TW

Chinese, Traditional (UTF-8) ZH_TW

Chinese, Traditional (euc_tw) zh_TW

English en_US

English (UTF-8) EN_US

French fr_FR

French (UTF-8) FR_FR

German de_DE

German (UTF-8) DE_DE

Italian it_IT

Italian (UTF-8) IT_IT
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Language LANGUAGE option value

Japanese, EUC ja_JP

Japanese, PC Ja_JP

Japanese, UTF8 JA_JP

Korean ko_KR

Korean (UTF-8) KO_KR

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

Portuguese, Brazilian (UTF-8) PT_BR

Russian ru_RU

Russian (UTF-8) RU_RU

Spanish es_ES

Spanish (UTF-8) ES_ES

Restriction: For Operations Center users, some characters might not be displayed properly if the web browser does not
use the same language as the server. If this problem occurs, set the browser to use the same language as the server.

AIX: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

To set support for a certain locale, complete one of the following tasks:

Set the LANGUAGE option in the server options file to the name of the locale that you want to use. For example:
To use the it_IT locale, set the LANGUAGE option to it_IT. See AIX: Server language locales.

If you are starting the server in the foreground, set the LC_ALL environment variable to match the value that is
set in the server options file. For example, to set the environment variable for Italian, enter the following value:

export LC_ALL=it_IT

If the locale is successfully initialized, it formats the date, time, and number for the server. If the locale is not successfully
initialized, the server uses the US English message files and the date, time, and number format.

AIX: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.

About this task

You can install another language package within the same IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

Use the Modify function of IBM Installation Manager to install another language package.
Use the Update function of IBM Installation Manager to update to newer versions of the language packages.

Tip: In IBM Installation Manager, the term update means to discover and install updates and fixes to installed software packages.
In this context, update and upgrade are synonymous.

AIX: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of configuring
the IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

About this task
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1. Create the directories and user ID for the server instance. See AIX: Creating the user ID and directories for the server
instance.

2. Configure a server instance. Select one of the following options:
Use the configuration wizard, the preferred method. See AIX: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the
configuration wizard.
Manually configure the new instance. See AIX: Configuring the server instance manually. Complete the following
steps during a manual configuration.

a. Set up your directories and create the IBM Spectrum Protect instance. See AIX: Creating the server instance.
b. Create a new server options file by copying the sample file to set up communications between the server and

clients. See AIX: Configuring server and client communications.
c. Issue the DSMSERV FORMAT command to format the database. See AIX: Formatting the database and log.
d. Configure your system for database backup. See AIX: Preparing the database manager for database backup.

3. Configure options to control when database reorganization runs. See AIX: Configuring server options for server database
maintenance.

4. Start the server instance if it is not already started.
See AIX: Starting the server instance.

5. Register your license. See AIX: Registering licenses.
6. Prepare your system for database backups. See AIX: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups.
7. Monitor the server. See AIX: Monitoring the server.

AIX: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs
for database and recovery logs.
AIX: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.
AIX: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database
tables and reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when
reorganization runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

AIX: Starting the server instance
You can start the server by using the instance user ID, which is the preferred method, or the root user ID.
AIX: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client
node connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.
AIX: Registering licenses
Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you
start server operations, such as backing up your data.
AIX: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.
AIX: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and
database and log directories.
AIX: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of
space is adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

AIX: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs for
database and recovery logs.

Before you begin

Review the information about planning space for the server before you complete this task. See AIX: Worksheets for planning
details for the server.

Procedure

1. Create the user ID that will own the server instance. You use this user ID when you create the server instance in a later
step.
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Create a user ID and group that will be the owner of the server instance.
a. The following commands can be run from an administrative user ID that will set up the user and group. Create

the user ID and group in the home directory of the user.
Restriction: In the user ID, only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) can
be used. The user ID and group name must comply with the following rules:

The length must be 8 characters or less.
The user ID and group name cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral.
The user ID and group name cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

For example, create user ID tsminst1 in group tsmsrvrs. The following examples show how to create this
user ID and group using operating system commands.

mkgroup id=1001 tsmsrvrs 
mkuser id=1002 pgrp=tsmsrvrs home=/home/tsminst1 tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

Restriction: DB2® does not support direct operating system user authentication through LDAP.
b. Log off, then log in to your system. Change to the user account that you just created. Use an interactive login

program, such as telnet, so that you are prompted for the password and can change it if necessary.

2. Create directories that the server requires.
Create empty directories for each item in the table and ensure that the directories are owned by the new user ID

you just created. Mount the associated storage to each directory for the active log, archive log, and database directories.

Item
Example commands for creating the
directories Your directories

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
will contain files specifically for
this server instance (the server
options file and other server-
specific files)

mkdir /tsminst1  

The database directories mkdir /tsmdb001
mkdir /tsmdb002
mkdir /tsmdb003
mkdir /tsmdb004

 

Active log directory mkdir /tsmlog  

Archive log directory mkdir /tsmarchlog  

Optional: Directory for the log
mirror for the active log

mkdir /tsmlogmirror  

Optional: Secondary archive log
directory (failover location for
archive log)

mkdir /tsmarchlogfailover  

When a server is initially created by using the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or the configuration wizard, a server database and
recovery log are created. In addition, files are created to hold database information that is used by the database manager.

3. Log off the new user ID.

AIX: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.

About this task

Configure an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance by selecting one of the following options:

AIX: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration wizard
The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
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configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM
Spectrum Protect server program.
AIX: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.

AIX: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration wizard
The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server program.

Before you begin

Before you begin to use the configuration wizard, you must complete all preceding steps to prepare for the configuration. These
steps include installing IBM Spectrum Protect, creating the database and log directories, and creating the directories and user ID
for the server instance.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the following requirements are met: 
The system where you installed IBM Spectrum Protect must have the X Window System client. You must also be
running an X Window System server on your desktop.
The system must have the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol enabled. Ensure that the port is set to the default value, 22,
and that the port is not blocked by a firewall. You must enable password authentication in the sshd_config file in
the /etc/ssh/ directory. Also, ensure that the SSH daemon service has access rights for connecting to the system by
using the localhost value.
You must be able to log in to IBM Spectrum Protect with the user ID that you created for the server instance, by
using the SSH protocol. When you use the wizard, you must provide this user ID and password to access that system.
Restart the server before you proceed with the Configuration wizard.

2. Start the local version of the wizard:
Open the dsmicfgx program in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. This wizard can be only run as a

root user.

Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not
operational until the entire configuration process is complete.

AIX: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.

AIX: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

AIX: Configuring server and client communications
A default sample server options file, dsmserv.opt.smp, is created during IBM Spectrum Protect installation in the
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. You must set up communications between the server and clients by creating a new
server options file. To do so, copy the sample file to the directory for the server instance.
AIX: Formatting the database and log
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the
database and recovery log.
AIX: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect, you must enable the database manager and configure the
IBM Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

AIX: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

About this task
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You can have one or more server instances on one workstation.
Important: Before you run the db2icrt command, verify the following items:

The home directory for the user (/home/tsminst1) exists. If there is no home directory, you must create it.
The instance directory stores the following core files that are generated by the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure
Sockets Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully
qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

A shell configuration file (for example, .profile) exists in the home directory. The root user and instance-user ID must have
write permission to this file. For more information, see the DB2® product information. Search for Linux and UNIX
environment variable settings.

1. Log in using the root user ID and create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance. The name of the instance must be the same
name as the user that owns the instance. Use the db2icrt command and enter the command on one line:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2icrt -a server -u  
instance_name instance_name

For example, if your user ID for this instance is tsminst1, use the following command to create the instance. Enter the
command on one line.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2icrt -a server -u  
tsminst1 tsminst1

Remember: From this point on, use this new user ID when you configure your IBM Spectrum Protect server. Log out of the
root user ID and log in under the new instance-user ID.

2. Change the default directory for the database to be the same as the instance directory for the server. If you have multiple
servers, log in under the instance ID for each server. Issue this command:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_directory

For example, where instance_directory is the instance user ID:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath /tsminst1

3. Modify the library path to use the version of the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the server. In the
following examples, server_bin_directory is a subdirectory of the server installation directory. For example,
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.

Issue the following command, on one line:

export LIBPATH=server_bin_directory/dbbkapi: 
/usr/opt/ibm/gsk8_64/lib64:$LIBPATH

You must update the following files to set the library path when DB2 or the server are started:

Bash or Korn shell example:

instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/userprofile

C shell example:

instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/usercshrc

Add the following entry to the instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/userprofile (Bash or Korn shell) file, on one line:

export LIBPATH=server_bin_directory/ 
dbbkapi:/usr/opt/ibm/gsk8_64/lib64:$LIBPATH

Remember: The following entries must be in the library path:
/usr/local/ibm/gsk8_64/lib64
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/opt/ibm/lib
/opt/ibm/lib64
/usr/lib64

Add the following entry to the instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/usercshrc (C shell) file, on one line:

setenv LIBPATH server_bin_directory/dbbkapi: 
/usr/opt/ibm/gsk8_64/lib64:$LIBPATH

4. Create a new server options file. See AIX: Configuring server and client communications.

AIX: Configuring server and client communications
A default sample server options file, dsmserv.opt.smp, is created during IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation in the
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. You must set up communications between the server and clients by creating a new server
options file. To do so, copy the sample file to the directory for the server instance.

About this task

Ensure that you have a server instance directory, for example /tsminst1, and copy the sample file to this directory. Name the new
file dsmserv.opt and edit the options. Complete this set-up before you initialize the server database. Each sample or default
entry in the sample options file is a comment, a line beginning with an asterisk (*). Options are not case-sensitive and one or more
blank spaces are allowed between keywords and values.

When editing the options file, follow these guidelines:

Remove the asterisk at the beginning of the line to activate an option.
Begin entering the options in any column.
Enter only one option per line, and the option must be on only one line.
If you make multiple entries for a keyword, the IBM Spectrum Protect server uses the last entry.

If you change the server options file, you must restart the server for the changes to take effect.

You can specify one or more of the following communication methods:

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6
Shared memory
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
Tip: You can authenticate passwords with the LDAP directory server, or authenticate passwords with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. Passwords that are authenticated with the LDAP directory server can provide enhanced system security.

AIX: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect server or retain the default.

AIX: Setting shared memory options
You can use shared memory communications between clients and servers on the same system. To use shared memory,
TCP/IP Version 4 must be installed on the system.

AIX: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

AIX: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or retain the default.

About this task

The following is an example of a list of TCP/IP options that you can use to set up your system.

commmethod        tcpip 
  tcpport         1500 
  tcpwindowsize   0 
  tcpnodelay      yes

Tip: You can use TCP/IP Version 4, Version 6, or both.
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TCPPORT
The server port address for TCP/IP and SSL communication. The default value is 1500.

TCPWINDOWSIZE
Specifies the size of the TCP/IP buffer that is used when sending or receiving data. The window size that is used

in a session is the smaller of the server and client window sizes. Larger window sizes use additional memory but can
improve performance.

You can specify an integer from 0 to 2048. To use the default window size for the operating system, specify 0.

TCPNODELAY
Specifies whether or not the server sends small messages or lets TCP/IP buffer the messages. Sending small messages can
improve throughput but increases the number of packets sent over the network. Specify YES to send small messages or NO
to let TCP/IP buffer them. The default is YES.

TCPADMINPORT
Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for TCP/IP or SSL-enabled
communication requests other than client sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

SSLTCPPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits
for requests for SSL-enabled sessions for the command-line backup-archive client and the command-line administrative
client.

SSLTCPADMINPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for SSL-enabled
sessions for the command-line administrative client.

AIX: Setting shared memory options
You can use shared memory communications between clients and servers on the same system. To use shared memory, TCP/IP
Version 4 must be installed on the system.

About this task

The following example shows a shared memory setting:

commmethod     sharedmem 
   shmport     1510

In this example, SHMPORT specifies the TCP/IP port address of a server when using shared memory. Use the SHMPORT option to
specify a different TCP/IP port. The default port address is 1510.
COMMMETHOD can be used multiple times in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server options file, with a different value each time. For
example, the following example is possible:

commmethod tcpip 
commmethod sharedmem

The maximum number of concurrent shared memory sessions is based on available system resources. Each shared
memory session uses one shared memory region of up to 4 MB, and four IPCS message queues, depending on the IBM Spectrum
Protect client level.

If the server and client are not run under the same user ID, then the server must be root. This prevents shared memory
communication errors.

AIX: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Before you begin

SSL is the standard technology for creating encrypted sessions between servers and clients. SSL provides a secure channel for
servers and clients to communicate over open communication paths. With SSL, the identity of the server is verified through the
use of digital certificates.

To ensure better system performance, use SSL only for sessions when it is needed. Consider adding additional processor
resources on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to manage the increased requirements.
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AIX: Formatting the database and log
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the database
and recovery log.

After you set up server communications, you are ready to initialize the database. Ensure that you log in by using the instance user
ID. Do not place the directories on file systems that might run out of space. If certain directories (for example, the archive log)
become unavailable or full, the server stops.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) for the
database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or LUN.

Setting the exit list handler

Set the DB2NOEXITLIST registry variable to ON for each server instance. Log on to the system as the server instance owner and
issue this command:

db2set -i server_instance_name DB2NOEXITLIST=ON

For example:

db2set -i tsminst1 DB2NOEXITLIST=ON 

Initializing a server instance

Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. For example, if the server instance directory is /tsminst1, issue the
following commands:

cd /tsminst1 
dsmserv format dbdir=/tsmdb001 activelogsize=32768 
activelogdirectory=/activelog archlogdirectory=/archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=/archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=/mirrorlog

Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent degree of
parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they reduce the
potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Tip: If DB2® does not start after you issue the DSMSERV FORMAT command, you might need to disable the file system
mount option NOSUID. If this option is set on the file system that contains the DB2 instance owner directory, or on any file system
that contains the DB2 database, active logs, archive logs, failover logs, or mirrored logs, the option must be disabled to start the
system.
After you disable the NOSUID option, remount the file system and then start DB2 by issuing the following command:

db2start

Related information:
DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)

AIX: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must enable the database manager and configure the IBM
Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

About this task

Starting with IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1, it is no longer necessary to set the API password during a manual
configuration of the server. If you set the API password during the manual configuration process, attempts to back up the
database might fail.

If you use the configuration wizard to create an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance, you do not have to complete these steps. If
you are configuring an instance manually, complete the following steps before you issue either the BACKUP DB or the RESTORE
DB commands.

Attention: If the database is unusable, the entire IBM Spectrum Protect server is unavailable. If a database is lost and cannot be
recovered, it might be difficult or impossible to recover data that is managed by that server. Therefore, it is critically important to
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back up the database.
In the following commands, replace the example values with your actual values. The examples use tsminst1 for the

server instance user ID, /tsminst1 for the server instance directory, and /home/tsminst1 as the server instance users home
directory.

1. Set the IBM Spectrum Protect API environment-variable configuration for the database instance:
a. Log in by using the tsminst1 user ID.
b. When user tsminst1 is logged in, ensure that the DB2® environment is properly initialized. The DB2 environment is

initialized by running the /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile script, which normally runs automatically from the profile
of the user ID. Ensure the .profile file exists in the instance users home directory, for example,
/home/tsminst1/.profile. If .profile does not run the db2profile script, add the following lines:

if [ -f /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile ]; then 
      . /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile 
  fi

c. In the instance_directory/sqllib/userprofile file, add the following lines:

DSMI_CONFIG=server_instance_directory/tsmdbmgr.opt 
DSMI_DIR=server_bin_directory/dbbkapi 
DSMI_LOG=server_instance_directory 
export DSMI_CONFIG DSMI_DIR DSMI_LOG 

where:
instance_directory is the home directory of the server instance user.
server_instance_directory is the server instance directory.
server_bin_directory is the server bin directory. The default location is /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.

In the instance_directory/sqllib/usercshrc file, add the following lines:

setenv DSMI_CONFIG=server_instance_directory/tsmdbmgr.opt 
setenv DSMI_DIR=server_bin_directory/dbbkapi 
setenv DSMI_LOG=server_instance_directory

2. Log off and log in again as tsminst1, or issue this command:

. ~/.profile

Tip: Ensure that you enter a space after the initial dot (.) character.
3. Create a file that is named tsmdbmgr.opt in the server_instance directory, which is in the /tsminst1 directory in this

example, and add the following line:

SERVERNAME TSMDBMGR_TSMINST1

Remember: The value for SERVERNAME must be consistent in the tsmdbmgr.opt and dsm.sys files.
4. As root user, add the following lines to the IBM Spectrum Protect API dsm.sys configuration file. By default, the dsm.sys

configuration file is in the following default location:
server_bin_directory/dbbkapi/dsm.sys

servername TSMDBMGR_TSMINST1  
commmethod tcpip  
tcpserveraddr localhost  
tcpport 1500  
errorlogname /tsminst1/tsmdbmgr.log 
nodename $$_TSMDBMGR_$$ 

where
servername matches the servername value in the tsmdbmgr.opt file.
commethod specifies the client API that is used to contact the server for database backup. This value can be tcpip
or sharedmem. For more information about shared memory, see step 5.
tcpserveraddr specifies the server address that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. To
ensure that the database can be backed up, this value must be localhost.
tcpport specifies the port number that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. Ensure that you
enter the same tcpport value that is specified in the dsmserv.opt server options file.
errorlogname specifies the error log where the client API logs errors that are encountered during a database backup.
This log is typically in the server instance directory. However, this log can be placed in any location where the
instance user ID has write-permission.
nodename specifies the node name that the client API uses to connect to the server during a database backup. To
ensure that the database can be backed up, this value must be $$_TSMDBMGR_$$.
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5. Optional: Configure the server to back up the database by using shared memory. In this way, you might be able to reduce
the processor load and improve throughput. Complete the following steps:

a. Review the dsmserv.opt file. If the following lines are not in the file, add them:

commmethod sharedmem  
shmport port_number

where port_number specifies the port to be used for shared memory.
b. In the dsm.sys configuration file, locate the following lines:

commmethod tcpip  
tcpserveraddr localhost  
tcpport port_number

Replace the specified lines with the following lines:

commmethod sharedmem  
shmport port_number

where port_number specifies the port to be used for shared memory.

AIX: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database tables and
reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when reorganization
runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

About this task

Table and index reorganization requires significant processor resources, active log space, and archive log space. Because
database backup takes precedence over reorganization, select the time and duration for reorganization to ensure that the
processes do not overlap and reorganization can complete.

You can optimize index and table reorganization for the server database. In this way, you can help to avoid unexpected
database growth and performance issues. For instructions, see technote 1683633.

If you update these server options while the server is running, you must stop and restart the server before the updated values
take effect.

Procedure

1. Modify the server options.
Edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, in the server instance directory. Follow these guidelines when you edit

the server options file:
To enable an option, remove the asterisk at the beginning of the line.
Enter an option on any line.
Enter only one option per line. The entire option with its value must be on one line.
If you have multiple entries for an option in the file, the server uses the last entry.

To view available server options, see the sample file, dsmserv.opt.smp, in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory.
2. If you plan to use data deduplication, enable the ALLOWREORGINDEX server option. Add the following option and value to

the server options file:

allowreorgindex yes

3. Set the REORGBEGINTIME and REORGDURATION server options to control when reorganization starts and how long it
runs. Select a time and duration so that reorganization runs when you expect that the server is least busy. These server
options control both table and index reorganization processes.

a. Set the time for reorganization to start by using the REORGBEGINTIME server option. Specify the time by using the
24-hour system. For example, to set the start time for reorganization as 8:30 p.m., specify the following option and
value in the server options file:

reorgbegintime 20:30

b. Set the interval during which the server can start reorganization. For example, to specify that the server can start
reorganization for four hours after the time set by the REORGBEGINTIME server option, specify the following option
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and value in the server options file:

reorgduration 4

4. If the server was running while you updated the server options file, stop and restart the server.

Related information:
ALLOWREORGINDEX
ALLOWREORGTABLE
REORGBEGINTIME
REORGDURATION

AIX: Starting the server instance
You can start the server by using the instance user ID, which is the preferred method, or the root user ID.

Before you begin

Ensure that you set access permissions and user limits correctly.

For instructions, see Verifying access rights and user limits.

About this task

When you start the server by using the instance user ID, you simplify the setup process and avoid potential issues. However, in
some cases, it might be necessary to start the server with the root user ID. For example, you might want to use the root user ID to
ensure that the server can access specific devices. You can set up the server to start automatically by using either the instance
user ID or the root user ID.

If you must complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode.

Procedure

To start the server, take one of the following actions:

Start the server by using the instance user ID.

For instructions, see Starting the server from the instance user ID.

Start the server by using the root user ID.

For instructions about authorizing root user IDs to start the server, see Authorizing root user IDs to start the server (V7.1.1).
For instructions about starting the server by using the root user ID, see Starting the server from the root user ID (V7.1.1).

Start the server automatically.

For instructions, see AIX: Automatically starting servers.

Start the server in maintenance mode.

For instructions, see AIX: Starting the server in maintenance mode.

AIX: Verifying access rights and user limits
Before you start the server, verify access rights and user limits.

About this task

If you do not verify user limits, also known as ulimits, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.
You must also verify the system-wide limit for the maximum number of open files. The system-wide limit must be greater than or
equal to the user limit.
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Procedure

1. Verify that the server instance user ID has permissions to start the server.
2. For the server instance that you plan to start, ensure that you have authority to read and write files in the server instance

directory. Verify that the dsmserv.opt file exists in the server instance directory, and that the file includes parameters for
the server instance.

3. If the server is attached to a tape drive, medium changer, or removable media device, and you plan to start the server by
using the instance user ID, grant read/write access to the instance user ID for these devices. To set permissions, take one
of the following actions:

If the system is dedicated to IBM Spectrum Protect™ and only the IBM Spectrum Protect administrator has access,
make the device special file world-writable. On the operating system command line, issue the following command:

chmod +w /dev/rmtX

If the system has multiple users, you can restrict access by making the IBM Spectrum Protect instance user ID the
owner of the special device files. On the operating system command line, issue the following command:

chmod u+w /dev/rmtX

If multiple user instances are running on the same system, change the group name, for example TAPEUSERS, and
add each IBM Spectrum Protect instance user ID to that group. Then, change the ownership of the device special
files to belong to the group TAPEUSERS, and make them group-writable. On the operating system command line,
issue the following command:

chmod g+w /dev/rmtX

4. Verify the following user limits based on the guidelines in the table.
Table 1. User limit (ulimit) values

User limit type Preferred value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files created Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data segment for a process Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open files 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of processor time in seconds Unlimited ulimit -Ht

To modify user limits, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Tip: If you plan to start the server automatically by using a script, you can set the user limits in the script.
5. Ensure that the user limit of maximum user processes (the nproc setting) is set to the minimum suggested value of 16384.

a. To verify the current user limit, issue the ulimit -Hu command by using the instance user ID. For example:

[user@Machine ~]$ ulimit -Hu 
16384

b. If the limit of maximum user processes is not set to 16384, set the value to 16384.
Add the following line to the /etc/security/limits file:

instance_user_id         -    nproc           16384

where instance_user_id specifies the server instance user ID.

AIX: Starting the server from the instance user ID
To start the server from the instance user ID, log in with the instance user ID and issue the appropriate command from the server
instance directory.

Before you begin

Ensure that access rights and user limits are set correctly. For instructions, see AIX: Verifying access rights and user limits.
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Procedure

1. Log in to the system where IBM Spectrum Protect™ is installed by using the instance user ID for the server.
2. If you do not have a user profile that runs the db2profile script, issue the following command:

 . /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile

Tip: For instructions about updating the user ID login script to run the db2profile script automatically, see the DB2®
documentation.

3. Start the server by issuing the following command on one line from the server instance directory:

LDR_CNTRL=TEXTPSIZE=64K@DATAPSIZE=64K@STACKPSIZE=64K@SHMPSIZE=64K  
usr/bin/dsmserv

Ensure that you include a space after SHMPSIZE=64K. By starting the server with this command, you enable 64
KB memory pages for the server. This setting helps you optimize server performance.

Tip: The command runs in the foreground so that you can set an administrator ID and connect to the server instance.
For example, if the name of the server instance is tsminst1 and the server instance directory is /tsminst1, you

can start the instance by issuing the following commands:

cd /tsminst1 
 . ~/sqllib/db2profile  
LDR_CNTRL=TEXTPSIZE=64K@DATAPSIZE=64K@STACKPSIZE=64K@SHMPSIZE=64K  
usr/bin/dsmserv

AIX: Automatically starting servers
You can configure the server to start automatically at system startup. Use the rc.dsmserv script, which is provided for this
purpose.

Before you begin

Ensure that access rights and user limits are set correctly.

For instructions, see Verifying access rights and user limits.

About this task

The rc.dsmserv script is in the server installation directory, for example, in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory.

Tip: If you used the configuration wizard, you might have chosen to start the server automatically when the system is
restarted. If you selected that choice, an entry for starting the server was added automatically to the /etc/inittab file.

Procedure

If you did not use a wizard to configure the server, add an entry to the /etc/inittab file for each server that you want to
automatically start:

1. Set the run level to the value that corresponds to multiuser mode with networking enabled. Typically, the run level to use is
2, 3, or 5, depending on the operating system and its configuration. Ensure that the run level in the /etc/inittab file matches
the run level of the operating system. For more information about multiuser mode and run levels, see the documentation
for your operating system.

2. On the rc.dsmserv command in the /etc/inittab file, specify the instance user ID with the -u option, and the location of the
server instance directory with the -i option. If you want to start more than one server instance automatically, add an entry
for each server instance. To verify the syntax, see the documentation for your operating system.
Tip: To automatically start a server instance with the root user ID, use the -U option.

Example
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For example, if the instance owner is tsminst1 and the server instance directory is /home/tsminst1/tsminst1, add the following
entry to /etc/inittab, on one line:

tsm1:2:once:/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv -u tsminst1  
   -i /home/tsminst1/tsminst1 -q >/dev/console 2>&1

In this example, the ID for the process is tsm1, and the run level is set to 2.

If you have more than one server instance that you want to run, add an entry for each server instance. For example, if you have
instance owner IDs tsminst1 and tsminst2, and instance directories /home/tsminst1/tsminst1 and /home/tsminst2/tsminst2, add
the following entries to /etc/inittab. Each entry is on one line.

tsm1:2:once:/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv -u tsminst1  
   -i /home/tsminst1/tsminst1 -q >/dev/console 2>&1 
tsm2:2:once:/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv -u tsminst2  
   -i /home/tsminst2/tsminst2 -q >/dev/console 2>&1

Related reference:
Server startup script: rc.dsmserv

AIX: Starting the server in maintenance mode
You can start the server in maintenance mode to avoid disruptions during maintenance and reconfiguration tasks.

About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode.

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.
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AIX: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client node
connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.

About this task

To stop the server, issue the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line:

halt

If you cannot connect to the server with an administrative client and you want to stop the server, you must cancel the
process by using the kill command with the process ID number (pid). The pid is displayed at initialization.
Important: Before you issue the kill command, ensure that you know the correct process ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
The dsmserv.v6lock file, in the directory from which the server is running, can be used to identify the process ID of the process
to kill. To display the file, enter:

cat /instance_dir/dsmserv.v6lock

Issue the following command to stop the server:

kill -36 dsmserv_pid 

where dsmserv_pid is the process ID number.

AIX: Registering licenses
Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect™ licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you start
server operations, such as backing up your data.

About this task

Use the REGISTER LICENSE command for this task. See REGISTER LICENSE for more details.

Example: Register a license

Register the base IBM Spectrum Protect license.

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

AIX: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.

Before you begin

Ensure that you have defined a tape or file device class. For details, see DEFINE DEVCLASS, or search for defining a device class.

About this task

Complete the following steps to set up your system for database backups.

Procedure

1. If you did not use the configuration wizard (dsmicfgx) to configure the server, ensure that you have completed the steps to
manually configure the system for database backups.

2. Select the device class to be used for backups of the database. Issue the following command from an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ administrative command line.

set dbrecovery device_class_name
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The device class that you specify is used by the database manager for database backups. If you do not specify a device
class with the SET DBRECOVERY command, the backup fails.

Example

For example, to specify that the DBBACK device class is to be used, issue this command:

set dbrecovery dbback

AIX: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and database
and log directories.

Multiply the memory and other system requirements for one server by the number of instances planned for the system.

The set of files for one instance of the server is stored separately from the files used by another server instance on the
same system. Use the steps in AIX: Creating the server instance for each new instance, including creation of the new instance
user.

To manage the system memory that is used by each server, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option to limit the percentage of
system memory. If all servers are equally important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and
other servers are test servers, set the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

You can upgrade directly from V7.1 to V8.1. See the upgrade section (Upgrading to V8.1) for more details. When you upgrade and
have multiple servers on your system, you must run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard collects the database
and variables information for all of your original server instances.

If you upgrade from IBM Spectrum Protect V6.3 to V8.1.3 and have multiple servers on your system, all instances that exist in
DB2® V9.7 are dropped and recreated in DB2 V11.1. The wizard issues the db2 upgrade db dbname command for each
database. The database environment variables for each instance on your system are also reconfigured during the upgrade
process.

Related tasks:
Running multiple server instances on a single system (V7.1.1)

AIX: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of space is
adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

Procedure

1. Monitor the active log to ensure that the size is correct for the workload that is handled by the server instance.

When the server workload reaches its typical expected level, the space that is used by the active log is 80% - 90% of the
space that is available to the active log directory. At that point, you might need to increase the amount of space. Whether
you must increase the space depends on the types of transactions in the server workload. Transaction characteristics affect
how the active log space is used.

The following transaction characteristics can affect the space usage in the active log:

The number and size of files in backup operations
Clients such as file servers that back up large numbers of small files can cause large numbers of transactions
that are completed quickly. The transactions might use a large amount of space in the active log, but for a
short time.
Clients such as a mail server or a database server that back up large amounts of data in few transactions can
cause small numbers of transactions that take a long time to complete. The transactions might use a small
amount of space in the active log, but for a long time.

Network connection types
Backup operations that occur over fast network connections cause transactions that complete more quickly.
The transactions use space in the active log for a shorter time.
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Backup operations that occur over relatively slower connections cause transactions that take a longer time to
complete. The transactions use space in the active log for a longer time.

If the server is handling transactions with a wide variety of characteristics, the space that is used for the active log might
increase and decrease significantly over time. For such a server, you might need to ensure that the active log typically has a
smaller percentage of its space used. The extra space allows the active log to grow for transactions that take a long time to
complete.

2. Monitor the archive log to ensure that space is always available.
Remember: If the archive log becomes full, and the failover archive log becomes full, the active log can become full, and
the server stops. The goal is to make enough space available to the archive log so that it never uses all its available space.
You are likely to notice the following pattern:

a. Initially, the archive log grows rapidly as typical client-backup operations occur.
b. Database backups occur regularly, either as scheduled or done manually.
c. After at least two full database backups occur, log pruning occurs automatically. The space that is used by the

archive log decreases when the pruning occurs.
d. Normal client operations continue, and the archive log grows again.
e. Database backups occur regularly, and log pruning occurs as often as full database backups occur.

With this pattern, the archive log grows initially, decreases, and then might grow again. Over time, as normal operations
continue, the amount of space that is used by the archive log should reach a relatively constant level.

If the archive log continues to grow, consider taking one or both of these actions:
Add space to the archive log. You might need to move the archive log to a different file system.
Increase the frequency of full database backups, so that log pruning occurs more frequently.

3. If you defined a directory for the failover archive log, determine whether any logs get stored in that directory during normal
operations. If the failover log space is being used, consider increasing the size of the archive log. The goal is that the
failover archive log is used only under unusual conditions, not in normal operation.

AIX: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
IBM Spectrum Protect™ maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.

Before you begin

To install a fix pack or interim fix to the server, install the server at the level on which you want to run it. You do not have to start
the server installation at the base release level. For example, if you currently have V8.1.1 installed, you can go directly to the
latest fix pack for V8.1. You do not have to start with the V8.1.0 installation if a maintenance update is available.

You must have the IBM Spectrum Protect license package installed. The license package is provided with the purchase of a base
release. When you download a fix pack or interim fix from Fix Central, install the server license that is available on the Passport
Advantage® website. To display messages and help in a language other than US English, install the language package of your
choice.

If you upgrade the server to V8.1.3 or later, and then revert the server to a level that is earlier than V8.1.3, you must restore the
database to a point in time before the upgrade. During the upgrade process, complete the required steps to ensure that the
database can be restored: back up the database, the volume history file, the device configuration file, and the server options file.
For more information, see AIX: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server.

If you are using the client management service, ensure that you upgrade it to the same version as the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the base release of the installed server. If you installed IBM Spectrum Protect
from a downloaded package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is
uninstalled, the installation media from the server base release are required to reinstall the license.

Visit the IBM® Support Portal for the following information:

A list of the latest maintenance and download fixes. Click Downloads and apply any applicable fixes.
Details about obtaining a base license package. Search for Downloads > Passport Advantage.
Supported platforms and system requirements. Search for IBM Spectrum Protect supported operating systems.
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Ensure that you upgrade the server before you upgrade backup-archive clients. If you do not upgrade the server first,
communication between the server and clients might be interrupted.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2® software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

Procedure

To install a fix pack or interim fix, complete the following steps:

1. Back up the database. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup. A snapshot backup is a full database backup that
does not interrupt any scheduled database backups. For example, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative
command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Save the volume history file to another directory or rename the file. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect

administrative command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt. The file is in the server instance directory.
5. Halt the server before installing a fix pack or interim fix. Use the HALT command.
6. Ensure that extra space is available in the installation directory. The installation of this fix pack might require additional

temporary disk space in the installation directory of the server. The amount of additional disk space can be as much as that
required for installing a new database as part of an IBM Spectrum Protect installation. The IBM Spectrum Protect
installation wizard displays the amount of space that is required for installing the fix pack and the available amount. If the
required amount of space is greater than the available amount, the installation stops. If the installation stops, add the
required disk space to the file system and restart the installation.

7. Log in as the root user.
8. Obtain the package file for the fix pack or interim fix that you want to install from the IBM Support Portal, Passport

Advantage, or Fix Central.
9. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file and complete the following steps.

Tip: The files are extracted to the current directory. Ensure that the executable file is in the directory where you want the
extracted files to be located.

a. Change file permissions by entering the following command:

chmod a+x 8.x.x.x-IBM-SPSRV-platform.bin

where platform denotes the architecture that IBM Spectrum Protect is to be installed on.
b. Issue the following command to extract the installation files:

 ./8.x.x.x-IBM-SPSRV-platform.bin

10. Select one of the following ways of installing IBM Spectrum Protect.
Important: After a fix pack is installed, it is not necessary to go through the configuration again. You can stop after
completing the installation, fix any errors, then restart your servers.
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect software by using one of the following methods:

Installation wizard
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard

Tip: After you start the wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or
Modify icon.

Command line in console mode
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode

Silent mode
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Follow the instructions for your operating system:
AIX: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

Tip: If you have multiple server instances on your system, run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard
upgrades all server instances.

Results

Correct any errors that are detected during the installation process.

If you installed the server by using the installation wizard, you can view installation logs by using the IBM Installation Manager
tool. Click File > View Log. To collect log files, from the IBM Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem
Analysis.

If you installed the server by using console mode or silent mode, you can view error logs in the IBM Installation Manager log
directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs

AIX: Applying a fix pack to IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX
IBM Spectrum Protect maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level. It is possible to apply a fix pack onto a clustered environment for AIX®.

AIX: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your original
version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files. Carefully follow the
preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the previous version of the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server with minimal loss of data.

Before you begin

You must have the following items from the earlier version of the server:

Server database backup
Volume history file
Device configuration file
Server options file

About this task

Use the same instructions whether you are reverting within releases or to an earlier release, for example, from 8.1.3 to 8.1.2 or
from 8.1.3 to 7.1.2. The older version must match the version that you used before the upgrade to V8.1.

Attention: Specify the REUSEDELAY parameter to help prevent backup-archive client data loss when you revert the server to a
previous version.

Steps for reverting to the previous server version

About this task

Complete the following steps on the system that has the V8.1 server.

Procedure

1. Halt the server to shut down all server operations by using the HALT command.
2. Remove the database from the database manager, then delete the database and recovery log directories.

a. Manually remove the database. One way to remove it is by issuing this command:

dsmserv removedb tsmdb1

b. If you must reuse the space that is occupied by the database and recovery log directories, you can now delete these
directories.
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3. Use the uninstallation program to uninstall the V8.1 server. Uninstallation removes the server and the database manager,
with their directories. For details, see AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.

4. Stop the cluster service. Reinstall the version of the server program that you were using before the upgrade to V8.1.3. This
version must match the version that your server was running when you created the database backup that you restore in a
later step. For example, the server was at V7.1.7 before the upgrade, and you intend to use the database backup that was
in use on this server. You must install the V7.1.7 fix pack to be able to restore the database backup.

5. Configure the new server database by using the configuration wizard. To start the wizard, issue the following command: 

. /dsmicfgx

6. Ensure that no servers are running in the background.
7. Restore the database to a point in time before the upgrade.
8. Copy the following files to the instance directory.

Device configuration file
Volume history file
The server options file (typically dsmserv.opt)

9. If you enabled data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools that existed before the upgrade, or if you moved data
that existed before the upgrade into new storage pools while using the V8.1.3 server, you must complete additional
recovery steps. For more details, see Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data
deduplication.

10. If the REUSEDELAY parameter setting on storage pools is less than the age of the database that you restored, restore
volumes on any sequential-access storage pools that were reclaimed after that database backup. Use the RESTORE
VOLUME command.
If you do not have a backup of a storage pool, audit the reclaimed volumes by using the AUDIT VOLUME command, with the
FIX=YES parameter to resolve inconsistencies. For example:

audit volume volume_name fix=yes

11. If client backup or archive operations were completed using the V8.1 server, audit the storage pool volumes on which the
data was stored.

Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data deduplication

If you created new storage pools, turned on data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools, or did both while your server was
running as a V8.1.3 server, you must complete more steps to return to the previous server version.

Before you begin

To complete this task, you must have a complete backup of the storage pool that was created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

About this task

Use this information if you did either or both of the following actions while your server was running as a V8.1.3 server:

You enabled the data deduplication function for any storage pools that existed before the upgrade to V8.1.3 program. Data
deduplication applies only to storage pools that use a FILE device type.
You created new primary storage pools after the upgrade and moved data that was stored in other storage pools into the
new storage pools.

Complete these steps after the server is again restored to V7.

Procedure

For each storage pool for which you enabled the data deduplication function, restore the entire storage pool by using the
RESTORE STGPOOL command.
For storage pools that you created after the upgrade, determine what action to take. Data that was moved from existing V8
storage pools into the new storage pools might be lost because the new storage pools no longer exist in your restored V8
server. Possible recovery depends on the type of storage pool:

If data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, space that was occupied by the data
that was moved was probably reused. Therefore, you must restore the original V8 storage pools by using the storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.
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If no data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, then audit the storage pool volumes
in these DISK-type storage pools.

If data was moved from V8 sequential-access storage pools into a new storage pool, that data might still exist and be
usable in storage pool volumes on the restored V8 server. The data might be usable if the REUSEDELAY parameter
for the storage pool was set to a value that prevented reclamation while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server. If
any volumes were reclaimed while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server, restore those volumes from storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

AIX: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server
databases

Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.

Purpose

After using the wizards to install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect™, you seldom need to issue DB2 commands. A limited set of
DB2 commands that you might use or be asked to issue are listed in Table 1. This list is supplemental material only and is not a
comprehensive list. There is no implication that an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator will use it on a daily or ongoing basis.
Samples of some commands are provided. Details of output are not listed.

For a full explanation of the commands described here and of their syntax, see the DB2 product information.

Table 1. DB2 commands
Com
man
d Description Example

db2i
crt

Creates DB2 instances in the home directory of the instance owner.
Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect configuration wizard creates the instance used by the server and
database. After a server is installed and configured through the configuration wizard, the db2icrt
command is generally not used.

This utility is in the DB2DIR/instance directory, where DB2DIR represents the installation
location where the current version of the DB2 database system is installed.

Manually
create an IBM
Spectrum
Protect
instance. Enter
the command
on one line:

/opt/tivoli
/tsm/db2/in
stance/ 
db2icrt -a 
server -u 
instance_na
me 
instance_na
me

db2s
et

Displays DB2 variables. List DB2
variables:

db2set

CATA
LOG
DATA
BASE

Stores database location information in the system database directory. The database can be located
either on the local workstation or on a remote database partition server. The server configuration wizard
takes care of any catalog needed for using the server database. Run this command manually, after a
server is configured and running, only if something in the environment changes or is damaged.

Catalog the
database:

db2 catalog 
database 
tsmdb1 

CON
NEC
T TO
DATA
BASE

Connects to a specified database for command-line interface (CLI) use. Connect to the
IBM Spectrum
Protect
database from
a DB2 CLI:

db2 connect 
to tsmdb1
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Com
man
d Description Example

GET
DATA
BASE
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Show the
configuration
information for
a database
alias:

db2 get db 
cfg for 
tsmdb1 

Retrieve
information in
order to verify
settings such
as database
configuration,
log mode, and
maintenance.

db2 get db 
config for 
tsmdb1  
show detail 

GET
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Retrieve
configuration
information for
the database
manager:

db2 get dbm 
cfg 

GET
HEAL
TH
SNA
PSH
OT

Retrieves the health status information for the database manager and its databases. The information
returned represents a snapshot of the health state at the time the command was issued. IBM Spectrum
Protect monitors the state of the database using the health snapshot and other mechanisms that are
provided by DB2. There might be cases where the health snapshot or other DB2 documentation
indicates that an item or database resource might be in an alert state. Such a case indicates that action
must be considered to remedy the situation. IBM Spectrum Protect monitors the condition and responds
appropriately. Not all declared alerts by the DB2 database are acted on.

Receive a
report on DB2
health monitor
indicators:

db2 get 
health 
snapshot 
for  
database on 
tsmdb1 

GRA
NT
(Data
base
Auth
oritie
s)

Grants authorities that apply to the entire database rather than privileges that apply to specific objects
within the database.

Grant access
to the user ID
itmuser:

db2 GRANT 
CONNECT ON 
DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser  
db2 GRANT 
CREATETAB 
ON DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser 
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Com
man
d Description Example

RUN
STAT
S

Updates statistics about the characteristics of a table and associated indexes or statistical views. These
characteristics include number of records, number of pages, and average record length.

To see a table, issue this utility after updating or reorganizing the table.

A view must be enabled for optimization before its statistics can be used to optimize a query. A view that
is enabled for optimization is known as a statistical view. Use the DB2 ALTER VIEW statement to enable
a view for optimization. Issue the RUNSTATS utility when changes to underlying tables substantially
affect the rows returned by the view.

Tip: The server configures DB2 to run the RUNSTATS command as needed.

Update
statistics on a
single table.

db2 
runstats on 
table  
SCHEMA_NAME
.TABLE_NAME  
with 
distributio
n and 
sampled  
detailed 
indexes all 

SET
SCH
EMA

Changes the value of the CURRENT SCHEMA special register, in preparation for issuing SQL commands
directly through the DB2 CLI.
Tip: A special register is a storage area that is defined for an application process by the database
manager. It is used to store information that can be referenced in SQL statements.

Set the
schema for
IBM Spectrum
Protect:

 db2 set 
schema 
tsmdb1

STAR
T
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Starts the current database manager instance background processes. The server starts and stops the
instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.
Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Start the
database
manager:

db2start 

STOP
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Stops the current database manager instance. Unless explicitly stopped, the database manager
continues to be active. This command does not stop the database manager instance if any applications
are connected to databases. If there are no database connections, but there are instance attachments,
the command forces the instance attachments to stop first. Then, it stops the database manager. This
command also deactivates any outstanding database activations before stopping the database manager.

This command is not valid on a client.

The server starts and stops the instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.

Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Stop the
database
manager:

db2 stop 
dbm 

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure that
you do not lose your backup and archive data.

Before you begin

Complete the following steps before you uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect:

Complete a full database backup.
Save a copy of the volume history and device configuration files.
Store the output volumes in a safe location.
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About this task

You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.
AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.
AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation Manager
from the command line with the parameters for silent mode.
AIX: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set
up are removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.
AIX: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation
Manager.

What to do next

See AIX: Installing the server components for installation steps to reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect components.

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Start the Installation Manager.
In the directory where the Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse subdirectory (for example,

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command:

./IBMIM

2. Click Uninstall.
3. Select IBM Spectrum Protect server, and click Next.
4. Click Uninstall.
5. Click Finish.

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command:

./imcl -c
3. To uninstall, enter 5.
4. Choose to uninstall from the IBM Spectrum Protect package group.
5. Enter N for Next.
6. Choose to uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server package.
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7. Enter N for Next.
8. Enter U for Uninstall.
9. Enter F for Finish.

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation Manager from
the command line with the parameters for silent mode.

Before you begin

You can use a response file to provide data input to silently uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server components. IBM Spectrum
Protect includes a sample response file, uninstall_response_sample.xml, in the input directory where the installation package is
extracted. This file contains default values to help you avoid any unnecessary warnings.

If you want to uninstall all IBM Spectrum Protect components, leave modify="false" set for each component in the response
file. If you do not want to uninstall a component, set the value to modify="true".

If you want to customize the response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command, where response_file represents the response file path, including the

file name:

./imcl -input response_file -silent

The following command is an example:

./imcl -input /tmp/input/uninstall_response.xml -silent

AIX: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set up are
removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.

About this task

To manually uninstall and reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect, complete the following steps:

1. Make a list of your current server instances before proceeding to the uninstallation. Run the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2ilist 

2. Run the following commands for every server instance:

db2 attach to instance_name 
db2 get dbm cfg show detail 
db2 detach

Keep a record of the database path for each instance.
3. Uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See AIX: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.
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4. When you uninstall any supported version of IBM Spectrum Protect, including a fix pack, an instance file is created. The
instance file is created to help reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Check this file and use the information when you are
prompted for the instance credentials when reinstalling. In silent installation mode, you provide these credentials using the
INSTANCE_CRED variable.
You can find the instance file in the following location:

/etc/tivoli/tsm/instanceList.obj
5. Reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See AIX: Installing the server components.

If the instanceList.obj file does not exist, you need to recreate your server instances using the following steps:

a. Recreate your server instances. See AIX: Creating the server instance.
Tip: The installation wizard configures the server instances but you must verify that they exist. If they do not exist,
you must manually configure them.

b. Catalog the database. Log in to each server instance as the instance user, one at a time, and issue the following
commands:

db2 catalog database tsmdb1 
db2 attach to instance_name 
db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_directory 
db2 detach

c. Verify that the server instance was created successfully. Issue this command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2ilist 

d. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect recognizes the server instance by listing your directories. Your home directory
appears if you did not change it. Your instance directory does appear if you used the configuration wizard. Issue this
command:

db2 list database directory 

If you see TSMDB1 listed, you can start the server.

AIX: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM® Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation Manager.

Before you begin

Before you uninstall IBM Installation Manager, you must ensure that all packages that were installed by IBM Installation Manager
are uninstalled. Close IBM Installation Manager before you start the uninstall process.

To view installed packages, issue the following command from a command line:

cd /opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools 
./imcl listInstalledPackages

Procedure

To uninstall IBM Installation Manager, complete the following steps:

1. Open a command line and change directories to /var/ibm/InstallationManager/uninstall.
2. Issue the following command:

./uninstall

Restriction: You must be logged in to the system as the root user ID.

Linux: Installing the server
Installation of the server includes planning, installation, and initial configuration.
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Linux: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every
workstation that transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.
Linux: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or
silent mode.
Linux: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of
configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect instance.
Linux: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
IBM Spectrum Protect maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.
Linux: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your
original version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files.
Carefully follow the preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the
previous version of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with minimal loss of data.
Linux: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server databases
Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.
Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure
that you do not lose your backup and archive data.

Linux: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every workstation that
transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.

Linux: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication
protocols, and system configurations.
Linux: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure
that the server is set up for optimal performance.

Linux: Minimum system requirements for Linux systems
To install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a Linux system, it is necessary to have a minimum level of hardware and
software, including a communication method and the most current device driver.

Linux: Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2 products on the system
You can install other products that deploy and use DB2® products on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect
Version 8.1.3 server, with some limitations.
Linux: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local
software repositories to install or update many IBM products.
Linux: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect
server. You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.
Linux: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the
shared resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the
database and the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or
upgrade.
Linux: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Linux: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect server include the server, DB2, device, language, and other
directories. Each one contains several additional directories.

Linux: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect™, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication protocols, and
system configurations.
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Server maintenance releases, client software, and publications are available from the IBM® Support Portal.

Restriction: You can install and run the Version 8.1.3 server on a system that already has DB2® installed on it, whether
DB2 was installed independently or as part of some other application, with some restrictions. For details, see the compatibility
with other DB2 products topic.

Experienced DB2 administrators can choose to perform advanced SQL queries and use DB2 tools to monitor the database. Do not,
however, use DB2 tools to change DB2 configuration settings from those that are preset by IBM Spectrum Protect, or alter the
DB2 environment for IBM Spectrum Protect in other ways, such as with other products. The V8.1.3 server has been built and
tested extensively using the data definition language (DDL) and database configuration that the server deploys.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2 software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

Linux: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure that
the server is set up for optimal performance.

Procedure

1. Review Linux: What you should know first.
2. Review each of the following sub-sections.

Linux: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
Linux: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
Linux: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
Linux: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.
Linux: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use
DISK or FILE device classes.
Linux: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are
better for use with IBM Spectrum Protect.
Linux: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum
Protect solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the
configuration of IBM Spectrum Protect.

Linux: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the operating
system and hardware
meet or exceed
requirements?

Number and
speed of
processors
System
memory
Supported
operating
system level

If you are using the
minimum required amount
of memory, you can support
a minimal workload.

You can experiment by
adding more system
memory to determine
whether the performance is
improved. Then, decide
whether you want to keep
the system memory
dedicated to the server. Test
the memory variations by
using the entire daily cycle
of the server workload.

If you run multiple servers
on the system, add the
requirements for each
server to get the
requirements for the
system.

Review operating system requirements at technote 1243309.

Additionally, review the guidance in Tuning tasks for operating systems
and other applications.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication

Checklist for node replication

For more information about sizing requirements for the server and
storage, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprint.

Are disks configured
for optimal
performance?

The amount of tuning that
can be done for different
disk systems varies. Ensure
that the appropriate queue
depths and other disk
system options are set.

For more information, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes"
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the server have
enough memory?

Heavier workloads and
advanced features such as
data deduplication and node
replication require more
than the minimum system
memory that is specified in
the system requirements
document.
For databases that are not
enabled for data
deduplication, use the
following guidelines to
specify memory
requirements:

For databases less
than 500 GB, you
need 16 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 500 GB - 1 TB,
you need 24 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 1 TB - 1.5 TB,
you need 32 GB of
memory.
For databases greater
than 1.5 TB, you need
40 GB of memory.

Ensure that you allocate
extra space for the active
log and the archive log for
replication processing.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication
Memory requirements

Does the system have
enough host bus
adapters (HBAs) to
handle the data
operations that the
IBM Spectrum Protect
server must run
simultaneously?

Understand what operations
require use of HBAs at the
same time.

For example, a server must
store 1 GB/sec of backup
data while also doing
storage pool migration that
requires 0.5 GB/sec
capacity to complete. The
HBAs must be able to
handle all of the data at the
speed required.

See Tuning HBA capacity.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Is network bandwidth
greater than the
planned maximum
throughput for
backups?

Network bandwidth must
allow the system to
complete operations such
as backups in the time that
is allowed or that meets
service level commitments.

For node replication,
network bandwidth must be
greater than the planned
maximum throughput.

For more information, see the following topics:

Tuning network performance
Checklist for node replication

Are you using a
preferred file system
for IBM Spectrum
Protect server files?

Use a file system that
ensures optimal
performance and data
availability. The server uses
direct I/O with file systems
that support the feature.
Using direct I/O can improve
throughput and reduce
processor use. For more
information about the
preferred file system for
your operating system, see
IBM Spectrum Protect
server-supported file
systems.

For more information, see Configuring the operating system for disk
performance.

Are you planning to
configure enough
paging space?

Paging space, or swap
space, extends the memory
that is available for
processing. When the
amount of free RAM in the
system is low, programs or
data that is not in use are
moved from memory to
paging space. This action
releases memory for other
activities, such as database
operations.

 Use a minimum
of 32 GB of paging space or
50% of your RAM,
whichever value is larger.

 

Are you
planning to tune the
kernel parameters
after installation of
the server?

You must tune
kernel parameters.

See the information about tuning kernel parameters: Linux:
Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems

Linux: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Is the database on fast, low-latency
disks?

Do not use the following drives for the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ database:

Nearline SAS (NL-SAS)
Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment (SATA)
Parallel Advanced Technology
Attachment (PATA)

Do not use internal disks that are
included by default in most server
hardware.

Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

If you plan to use the data deduplication
functions of IBM Spectrum Protect, focus
on disk performance in terms of I/O
operations per second (IOPS).

For more information, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Is the database stored on disks or LUNs
that are separate from disks or LUNs that
are used for the active log, archive log,
and storage pool volumes?

Separation of the server database from
other server components helps reduce
contention for the same resources by
different operations that must run at the
same time.
Tip: The database and the archive log can
share an array when you use solid-state
drive (SSD) technology.

 

If you are using RAID, do you know how
to select the optimal RAID level for your
system? Are you defining all LUNs with
the same size and type of RAID?

When a system must do large numbers of
writes, RAID 10 outperforms RAID 5.
However, RAID 10 requires more disks
than RAID 5 for the same amount of
usable storage.

If your disk system is RAID, define all
your LUNs with the same size and type of
RAID. For example, do not mix 4+1 RAID
5 with 4+2 RAID 6.

 

If an option to set the strip size or
segment size is available, are you
planning to optimize the size when you
configure the disk system?

If you can set the strip size or segment
size, use 64 KB or 128 KB sizes on disk
systems for the database.

The block size that is used for the
database varies depending on the table
space. Most table spaces use 8 KB
blocks, but some use 32 KB blocks.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Are you planning to create at least four
directories, also called storage paths, on
four separate LUNs for the database?

Create one directory per distinct array on
the subsystem. If you have fewer than
three arrays, create a separate LUN
volume within the array.

Heavier workloads and use of some
features require more database storage
paths than the minimum requirements.

Server operations such as data
deduplication drive a high number of
input/output operations per second
(IOPS) for the database. Such operations
perform better when the database has
more directories.

For server databases that are larger than
2 TB or are expected to grow to that size,
use eight directories.

Consider planned growth of the system
when you determine how many storage
paths to create. The server uses the
higher number of storage paths more
effectively if the storage paths are
present when the server is first created.

Use the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable to
force parallel I/O to occur on table
spaces that have one container, or on
table spaces that have containers on
more than one physical disk. If you do
not set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable,
I/O parallelism is equal to the number of
containers that are used by the table
space. For example, if a table space
spans four containers, the level of I/O
parallelism that is used is 4.

For more information, see the following
topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For help with forecasting growth when
the server deduplicates data, see
technote 1596944.

For the most recent information about
database size, database reorganization,
and performance considerations for IBM
Spectrum Protect servers, see technote
1683633.

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.

Are all directories for the database the
same size?

Directories that are all the same size
ensure a consistent degree of parallelism
for database operations. If one or more
directories for the database are smaller
than the others, they reduce the potential
for optimized parallel prefetching.

This guideline also applies if you must
add storage paths after the initial
configuration of the server.

 

Are you planning to raise the queue depth
of the database LUNs on AIX® systems?

The default queue depth is often too low. See Configuring AIX systems for disk
performance.

Linux: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the active log and archive
log stored on disks or LUNs that
are separate from what is used
for the database and storage
pool volumes?

Ensure that the disks where you place the active log
are not used for other server or system purposes. Do
not place the active log on disks that contain the
server database, the archive log, or system files such
as page or swap space.

Separation of the server database,
active log, and archive log helps to
reduce contention for the same
resources by different operations that
must run at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the logs on disks that have
nonvolatile write cache?

Nonvolatile write cache allows data to be written to
the logs as fast as possible. Faster write operations
for the logs can improve performance for server
operations.

 

Are you setting the logs to a
size that adequately supports
the workload?

If you are not sure about the workload, use the
largest size that you can.

Active log
The maximum size is 512 GB, set with the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option.

Ensure that there is at least 8 GB of free space
on the active log file system after the fixed size
active logs are created.

Archive log
The size of the archive log is limited by the size
of the file system on which it is located, and
not by a server option. Make the archive log at
least as large as the active log.

For log sizing details, see the
recovery log information in
technote 1421060.
For information about sizing
when you use data
deduplication, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Are you defining an archive
failover log? Are you placing
this log on a disk that is
separate from the archive log?

The archive failover log is for emergency use by the
server when the archive log becomes full. Slower
disks can be used for the archive failover log.

Use the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option to specify the location of the
archive failover log.

Monitor the usage of the directory for
the archive failover log. If the archive
failover log must be used by the server,
the space for the archive log might not
be large enough.

If you are mirroring the active
log, are you using only one type
of mirroring?

You can mirror the log by using one of the following
methods. Use only one type of mirroring for the log.

Use the MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY option that is
available for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
to specify a mirror location.
Use software mirroring, such as Logical Volume
Manager (LVM) on AIX®.
Use mirroring in the disk system hardware.

If you mirror the active log, ensure that
the disks for both the active log and the
mirror copy have equal speed and
reliability.

For more information, see Configuring
and tuning the recovery log.

Linux: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage
pools

Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Measured in terms of input/output
operations per second (IOPS), are you
using fast disk storage for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ database?

Use a high-performance disk for the
database. Use solid-state drive
technology for data deduplication
processing.

Ensure that the database has a minimum
capability of 3000 IOPS. For each TB of
data that is backed up daily (before data
deduplication), add 1000 IOPS to this
minimum.

For example, an IBM Spectrum Protect
server that is ingesting 3 TB of data per
day would need 6000 IOPS for the
database disks:

3000 IOPS minimum + 3000 (3  
TB x 1000 IOPS) = 6000 IOPS

For recommendations about disk
selection, see "Planning for server
database disks".

For more information about IOPS, see the
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints.

Do you have enough memory for the size
of your database?

Use a minimum of 40 GB of system
memory for IBM Spectrum Protect
servers, with a database size of 100 GB,
that are deduplicating data. If the
retained capacity of backup data grows,
the memory requirement might need to
be higher.

Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is
required.

Use more system memory to improve
caching of database pages. The following
memory size guidelines are based on the
daily amount of new data that you back
up:

128 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 1 - 2 TB
192 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 2 - 4 TB

Memory requirements
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you properly sized the storage
capacity for the database active log and
archive log?

Configure the server to have a minimum
active log size of 128 GB by setting the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option to a value
of 131072.

The suggested starting size for the
archive log is 1 TB. The size of the archive
log is limited by the size of the file system
on which it is located, and not by a server
option. Ensure that there is at least 10%
extra disk space for the file system than
the size of the archive log.

Use a directory for the database archive
logs with an initial free capacity of at
least 1 TB. Specify the directory by using
the ARCHLOGDIRECTORY server option.

Define space for the archive failover log
by using the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option.

For more information about sizing for
your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Is compression enabled for the archive
log and database backups?

Enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server
option to save storage space.

This compression option is different from
inline compression. Inline compression is
enabled by default with IBM Spectrum
Protect V7.1.5 and later.

Restriction: Do not use this option if the
amount of backed up data exceeds 6 TB
per day.

For more information about compression
for your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Are the IBM Spectrum Protect database
and logs on separate disk volumes
(LUNs)?

Is the disk that is used for the database
configured according to best practices for
a transactional database?

The database must not share disk
volumes with IBM Spectrum Protect
database logs or storage pools, or with
any other application or file system.

For more information about server
database and recovery log configuration,
see Server database and recovery log
configuration and tuning.

Are you using a minimum of eight (2.2
GHz or equivalent) processor cores for
each IBM Spectrum Protect server that
you plan to use with data deduplication?

If you are planning to use client-side data
deduplication, verify that client systems
have adequate resources available during
a backup operation to complete data
deduplication processing. Use a
processor that is at least the minimum
equivalent of one 2.2 GHz processor core
per backup process with client-side data
deduplication.

Effective planning and use of
deduplication
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough storage space for
the database?

For a rough estimate, plan for 100 GB of
database storage for every 50 TB of data
that is to be protected in deduplicated
storage pools. Protected data is the
amount of data before data
deduplication, including all versions of
objects stored.

As a best practice, define a new container
storage pool exclusively for data
deduplication. Data deduplication occurs
at the storage-pool level, and all data
within a storage pool, except encrypted
data, is deduplicated.

 

Have you estimated storage pool capacity
to configure enough space for the size of
your environment?

You can estimate capacity requirements
for a deduplicated storage pool by using
the following technique:

1. Estimate the base size of the
source data.

2. Estimate the daily backup size by
using an estimated change and
growth rate.

3. Determine retention requirements.
4. Estimate the total amount of

source data by factoring in the
base size, daily backup size, and
retention requirements.

5. Apply the deduplication ratio
factor.

6. Apply the compression ratio factor.
7. Round up the estimate to consider

transient storage pool usage.

For an example of using this technique,
see Effective planning and use of
deduplication.

Have you distributed disk I/O over many
disk devices and controllers?

Use arrays that consist of as many disks
as possible, which is sometimes referred
to as wide striping. Ensure that you use
one database directory per distinct array
on the subsystem.

Set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO registry
variable to enable parallel I/O for each
table space used if the containers in the
table space span multiple physical disks.

When I/O bandwidth is available and the
files are large, for example 1 MB, the
process of finding duplicates can occupy
the resources of an entire processor.
When files are smaller, other bottlenecks
can occur.

Specify eight or more file systems for the
deduplicated storage pool device class so
that I/O is distributed across as many
LUNs and physical devices as possible.

For guidelines about setting up storage
pools, see "Planning for storage pools in
DISK or FILE device classes".

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you scheduled daily operations
based on your backup strategy?

The best practice sequence of operations
is in the following order:

1. Client backup

2. Storage pool protection
3. Node replication
4. Database backup
5. Expire inventory

Scheduling data deduplication and
node replication processes
Daily operations for directory-
container storage pools

Do you have enough storage to manage
the DB2® lock list?

If you deduplicate data that includes
large files or large numbers of files
concurrently, the process can result in
insufficient storage space. When the lock
list storage is insufficient, backup
failures, data management process
failures, or server outages can occur.

File sizes greater than 500 GB that are
processed by data deduplication are
most likely to deplete storage space.
However, if many backup operations use
client-side data deduplication, this
problem can also occur with smaller-
sized files.

For information about tuning the DB2
LOCKLIST parameter, see Tuning server-
side data deduplication.

Is sufficient bandwidth available to
transfer data to an IBM Spectrum Protect
server?

To transfer data to an IBM Spectrum
Protect server, use client-side or server-
side data deduplication and compression
to reduce the bandwidth that is required.

Use a V7.1.5 server or higher to use inline
compression and use a V7.1.6 or later
client to enable enhanced compression
processing.

For more information, see the
enablededup client option.

Have you determined how many storage
pool directories to assign to each storage
pool?

Assign directories to a storage pool by
using the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
command.

Create multiple storage pool directories
and ensure that each directory is backed
up to a separate disk volume (LUN).
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough disk space in the
cloud-container storage pool?

To prevent backup failures, ensure that
the local directory has enough space. Use
the following list as a guide for optimal
disk space:

For serial-attached SCSI (SAS) and
spinning disk, calculate the
amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount, in
terabytes, for disk space.
Provide 3 TB for flash-based
storage systems with fast network
connections to on-premises, high-
performance cloud systems.
Provide 5 TB for solid-state drive
(SSD) systems with fast network
connections to high-performance
cloud systems.

 

Did you select the appropriate type of
local storage?

Ensure that data transfers from local
storage to cloud finish before the next
backup cycle starts.
Tip: Data is removed from local storage
soon after it moves to the cloud.
Use the following guidelines:

Use flash or SSD for large systems
that have high-performing cloud
systems. Ensure that you have a
dedicated 10 GB wide area
network (WAN) link with a high-
speed connection to the object
storage. For example, use flash or
SSD if you have a dedicated 10 GB
WAN link plus a high-speed
connection to either an IBM®
Cloud Object Storage location or to
an Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) data center.
Use larger capacity 15000 rpm
SAS disks for these scenarios:

Medium-sized systems
Slower cloud connections,
for example, 1 GB
When you use IBM Cloud
Object Storage as your
service provider across
several regions

For SAS or spinning disk, calculate
the amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount for disk
space, in terabytes.
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Linux: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use DISK or
FILE device classes.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Can the storage pool LUNs sustain
throughput rates for 256 KB
sequential reads and writes to
adequately handle the workload
within the time constraints?

When you are planning for peak loads, consider
all the data that you want the server to read or
write to the disk storage pools simultaneously.
For example, consider the peak flow of data from
client backup operations and server data-
movement operations such as migration that run
at the same time.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server reads and
writes to storage pools predominantly in 256 KB
blocks.

If the disk system includes the capability,
configure the disk system for optimal
performance with sequential read/write
operations rather than random read/write
operations.

For more information, see Analyzing the
basic performance of disk systems.

Is the disk configured to use read
and write cache?

Use more cache for better performance.  

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
determined a good size to use for
the storage pool volumes?

Review the information in Optimal number and
size of volumes for storage pools that use disk. If
you do not have the information to estimate a
size for FILE device class volumes, start with
volumes that are 50 GB.

Typically, problems arise more frequently
when the volumes are too small. Few
problems are reported when volumes are
larger than needed. When you determine
the volume size to use, as a precaution
choose a size that might be larger than
necessary.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, are you using
preallocated volumes?

Scratch volumes can cause file fragmentation.

To ensure that a storage pool does not run out of
volumes, set the MAXSCRATCH parameter to a
value greater than zero.

Use the DEFINE VOLUME server
command to preallocate volumes in the
storage pool.

Use the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE
STGPOOL server command to set the
MAXSCRATCH parameter.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
compared the maximum number
of client sessions to the number
of volumes that are defined?

Always maintain enough usable volumes in the
storage pools to allow for the expected peak
number of client sessions that run at one time.
The volumes might be scratch volumes, empty
volumes, or partly filled volumes.

For storage pools that use FILE device
classes, only one session or process can
write to a volume at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you set the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter of the
device class to a value that is high
enough to account for the number
of volumes that might be
mounted in parallel?

For storage pools that use data deduplication,
the MOUNTLIMIT parameter is typically in the
range of 500 - 1000.
Set the value for MOUNTLIMIT to the maximum
number of mount points that are needed for all
active sessions. Consider parameters that affect
the maximum number of mount points that are
needed:

The MAXSESSIONS server option, which is
the maximum number of IBM Spectrum
Protect sessions that can run concurrently.
The MAXNUMMP parameter, which sets
the maximum number of mount points
that each client node can use.

For example, if the maximum number of client
node backup sessions is typically 100 and each
of the nodes has MAXNUMMP=2, multiply 100
nodes by the 2 mount points for each node to get
the value of 200 for the MOUNTLIMIT parameter.

Use the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE
NODE server command to set the
MAXNUMMP parameter for client nodes.

For storage pools that use DISK
device classes, have you
determined how many storage
pool volumes to put on each file
system?

How you configure the storage for a storage pool
that uses a DISK device class depends on
whether you are using RAID for the disk system.

If you are not using RAID, then configure one file
system per physical disk, and define one storage
pool volume for each file system.

If you are using RAID 5 with n + 1 volumes,
configure the storage in one of the following
ways:

Configure n file systems on the LUN and
define one storage pool volume per file
system.
Configure one file system and n storage
pool volumes for the LUN.

For an example layout that follows this
guideline, see Sample layout of server
storage pools.

Did you create your storage pools
to distribute I/O across multiple
file systems?

Ensure that each file system is on a different LUN
on the disk system.

Typically, having 10 - 30 file systems is a good
goal, but ensure that the file systems are no
smaller than approximately 250 GB.

For details, see the following topics:

Tuning disk storage for the server
Tuning and configuring storage
pools and volumes

Linux: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are better for
use with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

Review the following table to help you to choose the correct type of storage technology for the storage resources that the server
requires.

Table 1. Storage technology types for IBM Spectrum Protect storage requirements
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Solid-state
disk (SSD)

Place the database on
SSD in the following
circumstances:

You are using
IBM Spectrum
Protect data
deduplication.
You are backing
up more than 8
TB of new data
daily.

If you place the IBM
Spectrum Protect
database on an SSD, as
a best practice, place
the active log on an
SSD. If space is not
available, use high-
performance disk
instead.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. The archive
log and archive failover
logs can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. Storage
pools can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

High-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

15k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
serial-
attach
ed
SCSI
(SAS)
interfa
ce

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

For performance and
availability, isolate the
active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use high-
performance disks for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use high-performance
disks for storage pools
in the following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.

Medium-
performance
or high-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

10k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
SAS
interfa
ce

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. For performance
and availability, isolate
the active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
storage pools in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

SATA,
network-
attached
storage

Do not use this storage
for the database. Do
not place the database
on XIV storage
systems.

Do not use this storage
for the active log.

Use of this slower
storage technology is
acceptable because
these logs are written
once and infrequently
read.

Use this slower storage
technology in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
infrequently
written, for
example written
once.
Data is
infrequently
read.

.

Tape and
virtual tape

      Use for long-term
retention or if data is
infrequently used.

Linux: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum Protect™
solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the configuration of IBM
Spectrum Protect.

Procedure

The following best practices are the most important for optimal performance and problem prevention.
Review the table to determine the best practices that apply to your environment.

Best practice More information

Use fast disks for the server database.
Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

Use fast, low-latency disks for the database. Using SSD is
essential if you are using data deduplication and node
replication. Avoid Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA) and Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment (PATA)
disks. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for the correct type of storage technology"

Ensure that the server system has enough
memory.

Review operating system requirements in technote 1243309.
Heavier workloads require more than the minimum
requirements. Advanced features such as data deduplication
and node replication can require more than the minimum
memory that is specified in the system requirements document.

If you plan to run multiple instances, each instance requires the
memory that is listed for one server. Multiply the memory for
one server by the number of instances that are planned for the
system.
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Best practice More information

Separate the server database, the active
log, the archive log, and disk storage pools
from each other.

Keep all IBM Spectrum Protect storage resources on separate
disks. Keep storage pool disks separate from the disks for the
server database and logs. Storage pool operations can interfere
with database operations when both are on the same disks.
Ideally, the server database and logs are also separated from
each other. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device
classes"

Use at least four directories for the server
database. For larger servers or servers that
use advanced features, use eight
directories.

Place each directory on a LUN that is isolated from other LUNs
and from other applications.

A server is considered to be large if its database is larger than 2
TB or is expected to grow to that size. Use eight directories for
such servers.

See "Planning for server database disks".

If you are using data deduplication, node
replication, or both, follow the guidelines
for database configuration and other items.

Configure the server database according to the guidelines,
because the database is extremely important to how well the
server runs when these features are being used. For details and
more tips, see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For storage pools that use FILE type device
classes, follow the guidelines for the size of
storage pool volumes. Typically, 50 GB
volumes are best.

Review the information in Optimal number and size of volumes
for storage pools that use disk to help you to determine volume
size.

Configure storage pool devices and file systems based on
throughput requirements, not only on capacity requirements.

Isolate the storage devices that are used by IBM Spectrum
Protect from other applications that have high I/O, and ensure
that there is enough throughput to that storage.

For more details, see Checklist for storage pools on DISK or
FILE.

Schedule IBM Spectrum Protect client
operations and server maintenance
activities to avoid or minimize overlap of
operations.

For more details, see the following topics:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations
Checklist for server configuration

Monitor operations constantly. By monitoring, you can find problems early and more easily
identify causes. Keep records of monitoring reports for up to a
year to help you identify trends and plan for growth. See
Monitoring and maintaining the environment for performance.

Linux: Minimum system requirements for Linux systems
To install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a Linux system, it is necessary to have a minimum level of hardware and software,
including a communication method and the most current device driver.

These tables list the minimum hardware and software requirements for the installation of an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Use
these requirements as a starting point for systems without data deduplication. The optimal IBM Spectrum Protect environment is
set up with data deduplication by using the IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints. For the most current information about system
requirements, see technote 1243309.
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The IBM Spectrum Protect device driver package does not contain a device driver for this operating system because a SCSI
generic device driver is used. Configure the device driver before using the IBM Spectrum Protect server with tape devices. The
IBM Spectrum Protect driver package contains driver tools and ACSLS daemons. You can locate IBM® driver packages at the Fix
Central website.

Requirements, supported devices, client installation packages, and fixes are available in the IBM Support Portal for IBM Spectrum
Protect. After you install IBM Spectrum Protect and before you customize it for your use, go to the website and download and
apply any applicable fixes.

Linux: Minimum Linux x86_64 server requirements
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect server on a Linux x86_64 operating system, review the hardware and software
requirements.

Linux: Minimum Linux on System z server requirements
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect server on a Linux on System z® operating system, review the hardware and
software requirements.

Linux: Minimum Linux on Power Systems (little endian) server requirements
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect server on a Linux on Power Systems (little endian) operating system, review the
hardware and software requirements.

Linux: Minimum Linux x86_64 server requirements
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a Linux x86_64 operating system, review the hardware and software
requirements.

Hardware requirements

Table 1 describes the minimum hardware requirements for the server. If the server does not meet the minimum requirements, the
installation fails. For more details about planning disk space, see Linux: Capacity planning.

Table 1. Hardware requirements
Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Server An AMD64 or Intel EMT-64 processor

Disk space The following minimum values for disk space:

5 GB for the installation directory
512 MB for the /var directory
2 GB for the /tmp directory
128 MB in the home directory for the root user.
2 GB for the shared resources area

In case a problem arises and any diagnosis is needed, it is optimal to have temporary or other space
available on the system for a first failure data capture (FFDC) log or for other temporary uses such as for
collecting trace logs.

Significant additional disk space is required for database and log files. The size of the database depends on
the number of client files to be stored and the method by which the server manages them. The default
active log space is 16 GB, the minimum that is needed for most workloads and configurations. When you
create the active log, you need at least 64 GB to run replication. If replication and data deduplication are
both being used, create an active log of 128 GB. Allocate at least three times the default active log space for
the archive log (48 GB). Ensure that you have sufficient resources if you are using data deduplication or
expect a heavy client workload.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit
Numbers (LUNs) for the database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or
LUN.

Ensure that you see Linux: Capacity planning for more details about disk space.
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Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Memory The following minimum values for memory:

16 GB for standard server operations without data deduplication and node replication
24 GB for data deduplication or node replication
32 GB for node replication with data deduplication

For more specific memory requirements for larger databases and higher ingestion capability, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect server memory tuning table.

For more specific memory requirements when you are using data deduplication, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprint for your operating system.

Software requirements

Table 2 describes the minimum software requirements that are needed for a server on a Linux x86_64 system.

Table 2. Software requirements
Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system The IBM Spectrum Protect server on Linux x86_64 requires one of the following operating systems:

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.7
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7, including updates
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, Service Pack 4 or later
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12
Ubuntu Server LTS, Version 16.04 or later

Libraries GNU C libraries, Version 2.3.3-98.38 or later, which are installed on the IBM Spectrum Protect system.
For Red Hat Enterprise Linux Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 (32 and 64 bit packages are required)
numactl.x86_64

For SUSE Linux Enterprise Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 at version 4.3 or later (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)

For Ubuntu LTS Servers:

libaio1

To determine if SELinux is installed and in enforcing mode, take one of the following actions:

Check the /etc/sysconfig/selinux file.
Run the sestatus operating system command.
Check the /var/log/messages file for SELinux notices.

To disable SELinux, complete one of the following tasks:

Set permissive mode by issuing the setenforce 0 command as a superuser.
Modify the /etc/sysconfig/selinux file and restart the machine.

Communication
protocol

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6, which is standard with Linux
Shared memory protocol (with IBM Spectrum Protect Linux x86_64 client)

Processing Asynchronous I/O must be enabled. On Linux kernels at 2.6 or later, install the libaio library to enable
asynchronous I/O.
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Device drivers The IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver is used for non-IBM® devices. It uses the SCSI
passthru interface to communicate with tape devices and tape libraries. The Linux SCSI Generic (sg)
device driver is required for tape drives and tape libraries. The IBM Spectrum Protect device driver
package contains device driver tools and ACSLS daemons.

For the IBM 3590, 3592, or the Ultrium tape library or drives, the IBM device drivers are required. Install
the most current device drivers. You can locate IBM driver packages at Fix Central.

Configure the device drivers before you use the server with tape devices.

Tip: Tape storage is not supported on Ubuntu Server LTS.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh) is required.

To authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
you must use one of the following directory servers:

Microsoft Active Directory (Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2)
IBM Security Directory Server V6.3
IBM Security Directory Server V6.4

Linux: Minimum Linux on System z server requirements
Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a Linux on System z® operating system, review the hardware and software
requirements.

Hardware requirements

Table 1 describes the minimum hardware requirements that are needed for your IBM Spectrum Protect Linux on System z system.
For more details about planning disk space, see Linux: Capacity planning.

Table 1. Hardware requirements
Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Server An IBM® zSeries, IBM System z9®, IBM System z10®, or IBM zEnterprise® System (z114 and z196) 64-bit
native logical partition (LPAR) or z/VM® guest.

Disk space The following minimum values for disk space:

5 GB for the installation directory
512 MB for the /var directory
2 GB for the /tmp directory
128 MB in the home directory for the root user.
2 GB for the shared resources area

In case a problem arises and any diagnosis is needed, it is optimal to have temporary or other space
available on the system for a first failure data capture (FFDC) log or for other temporary uses such as for
collecting trace logs.

Significant additional disk space is required for database and log files. The size of the database depends on
the number of client files to be stored and the method by which the server manages them. The default
active log space is 16 GB, the minimum that is needed for most workloads and configurations. When you
create the active log, you need at least 64 GB to run replication. If replication and data deduplication are
both being used, create an active log of 128 GB. Allocate at least three times the default active log space for
the archive log (48 GB). Ensure that you have sufficient resources if you are using data deduplication or
expect a heavy client workload.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit
Numbers (LUNs) for the database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or
LUN.

Ensure that you see Linux: Capacity planning for more details about disk space.
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Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Memory The following minimum values for memory:

16 GB for standard server operations without data deduplication and node replication
24 GB for data deduplication or node replication
32 GB for node replication with data deduplication

For more specific memory requirements for larger databases and higher ingestion capability, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect server memory tuning table.

For more specific memory requirements when you are using data deduplication, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprint for your operating system.

Software requirements

Table 2 describes the minimum software requirements that are needed for your IBM Spectrum Protect Linux on System z system.

Table 2. Software requirements
Type of software Minimum software requirements

Server The IBM Spectrum Protect server on Linux on System z (s390x 64-bit architecture) requires one of the
following operating systems:

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

Libraries A GNU C library, Version 2.4-31.43.6, is installed on the IBM Spectrum Protect system.
For SUSE Linux Enterprise Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 at version 4.3 or later (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)
libxlc-1.2.0.0.151119a.s390x or later

For Red Hat Enterprise Linux Servers:

libaio
libstdc++.so.6 (32-bit and 64-bit packages are required)
numactl.x86_64
libxlc-1.2.0.0.151119a.s390x or later

Communication
protocol

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6, which is standard with Linux
Shared memory protocol (with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3 Linux on System z client)

Processing Asynchronous I/O must be enabled. On Linux kernels at 2.6 or later, install the libaio library to enable
asynchronous I/O.

Other software Korn Shell (ksh) is required.

To authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
you must use one of the following directory servers:

Microsoft Active Directory (Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2)
IBM Security Directory Server V6.3
IBM Security Directory Server V6.4

Linux: Minimum Linux on Power Systems™ (little endian) server
requirements

Before you install an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a Linux on Power Systems (little endian) operating system, review the
hardware and software requirements.
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Hardware requirements

Table 1 describes the minimum hardware requirements for the server. If the server does not meet the minimum requirements, the
installation fails. For more details about planning disk space, see Linux: Capacity planning.

Table 1. Hardware requirements
Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Server A Linux on Power Systems (little endian) server on an IBM® system, such as one listed on the Linux on IBM
Power Systems website.

Disk space The following minimum disk space:

5 GB for the installation directory
128 MB in the home directory for the root user.
2 GB for the shared resources area

In case a problem arises and any diagnosis is needed, it is optimal to have temporary or other space
available on the system for a first failure data capture (FFDC) log or for other temporary uses such as for
collecting trace logs.

Significant additional disk space is required for database and log files. The size of the database depends on
the number of client files to be stored and the method by which the server manages them. The default
active log space is 16 GB, the minimum that is needed for most workloads and configurations. When you
create the active log, you need at least 64 GB to run replication. If replication and data deduplication are
both being used, create an active log of 128 GB. Allocate at least three times the default active log space for
the archive log (48 GB). Ensure that you have sufficient resources if you are using data deduplication or
expect a heavy client workload.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit
Numbers (LUNs) for the database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or
LUN.

Ensure that you see Linux: Capacity planning for more details about disk space.

Memory 16 GB for standard server operations without data deduplication and node replication
24 GB for data deduplication or node replication
32 GB for node replication with data deduplication

For more specific memory requirements for larger databases and higher ingestion capability, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect server memory tuning table.

For more specific memory requirements when you are using data deduplication, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprint for your operating system.

Software requirements

Table 2 describes the minimum software requirements that are needed for your system.

Table 2. Software requirements
Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system The Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7.3 operating system with the PPC64LE architecture.

Libraries GNU C libraries, Version 2.4-31.30 and later.

libaio.so.1 (32-bit and 64-bit packages).

Communication
protocol

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6, which is standard with Linux
Shared memory protocol (with a Version 8.1.3 client)

Processing Asynchronous I/O must be enabled. On Linux kernels at 2.6 or later, install the libaio library to enable
asynchronous I/O.
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Other software Korn Shell (ksh) is required.

To authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
you must use one of the following directory servers:

Microsoft Active Directory (Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2)
IBM Security Directory Server V6.3
IBM Security Directory Server V6.4

Restriction: Raw logical volumes are not supported.

Linux: Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2
products on the system

You can install other products that deploy and use DB2® products on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version
8.1.3 server, with some limitations.

To install and use other products that use a DB2 product on the same system as the IBM Spectrum Protect server, ensure that the
following criteria are met:

Table 1. Compatibility of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with other DB2 products on the system
Cri
ter
ion Instructions

Ver
sio
n
lev
el

The other products that use a DB2 product must use DB2 version 9 or later. DB2 products include product encapsulation
and segregation support beginning with Version 9. Starting with this version, you can run multiple copies of DB2 products,
at different code levels, on the same system. For details, see the information about multiple DB2 copies in the DB2 product
information.

Us
er
IDs
an
d
dir
ect
ori
es

Ensure that the user IDs, fence user IDs, installation location, other directories, and related information are not shared
across DB2 installations. Your specifications must be different from the IDs and locations that you used for the IBM
Spectrum Protect server installation and configuration. If you used the dsmicfgx wizard to configure the server, these are
values that you entered when running the wizard. If you used the manual configuration method, review the procedures that
you used if necessary to recall the values that were used for the server.

Re
so
urc
e
all
oc
ati
on

Consider the resources and capability of the system compared to the requirements for both the IBM Spectrum Protect
server and the other applications that use the DB2 product. To provide sufficient resources for the other DB2 applications,
you might have to change the IBM Spectrum Protect server settings so that the server uses less system memory and
resources. Similarly, if the workloads for the other DB2 applications compete with the IBM Spectrum Protect server for
processor or memory resources, the performance of the server in handling the expected client workload or other server
operations might be adversely affected.

To segregate resources and provide more capability for the tuning and allocation of processor, memory, and other system
resources for multiple applications, consider using logical partition (LPAR), workload partition (WPAR), or other virtual
workstation support. For example, run a DB2 application on its own virtualized system.

Linux: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local software
repositories to install or update many IBM products.

If the required version of IBM Installation Manager is not already installed, it is automatically installed or upgraded when you
install IBM Spectrum Protect. It must remain installed on the system so that IBM Spectrum Protect can be updated or uninstalled
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later as needed.

The following list contains explanations of some terms that are used in IBM Installation Manager:

Offering
An installable unit of a software product.

The IBM Spectrum Protect offering contains all of the media that IBM Installation Manager requires to install IBM Spectrum
Protect.

Package
The group of software components that are required to install an offering.
The IBM Spectrum Protect package contains the following components:

IBM Installation Manager installation program
IBM Spectrum Protect offering

Package group
A set of packages that share a common parent directory.

The default package group for the IBM Spectrum Protect package is IBM Installation Manager.

Repository
A remote or local storage area for data and other application resources.

The IBM Spectrum Protect package is stored in a repository on IBM Fix Central.

Shared resources directory
A directory that contains software files or plug-ins that are shared by packages.

IBM Installation Manager stores installation-related files in the shared resources directory, including files that are used for
rolling back to a previous version of IBM Spectrum Protect.

Linux: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.

Item Space required Number of directories Location of directories

The database  

Active log    

Archive log    

Optional: Log mirror for the
active log

   

Optional: Secondary archive
log (failover location for
archive log)

   

Item Names and user IDs Location

The instance user ID for the server,
which is the ID you use to start and
run the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

   

The home directory for the server,
which is the directory that contains
the instance user ID

   

The database instance name    
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Item Names and user IDs Location

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
contains files specifically for this
server instance (the server options
file and other server-specific files)

   

The server name, use a unique
name for each server

   

Linux: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect™ includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the shared
resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the database and
the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or upgrade.

Linux: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at
one time or you can use storage pool capacity.
Linux: Recovery log space requirements
In IBM Spectrum Protect, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the
archive failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for
example, the amount of client activity with the server.
Linux: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery logs
To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space
utilization in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.
Linux: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

Linux: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at one
time or you can use storage pool capacity.

About this task

Consider using at least 25 GB for the initial database space. Provision file system space appropriately. A database size of 25 GB is
adequate for a test environment or a library-manager-only environment. For a production server supporting client workloads, the
database size is expected to be larger. If you use random-access disk (DISK) storage pools, more database and log storage space
is needed than for sequential-access storage pools.

The maximum size of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database is 6 TB.

For information about sizing the database in a production environment that is based on the number of files and on storage pool
size, see the following topics.

Linux: Estimating database space requirements based on the number of files
If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to
estimate space requirements for the database.
Linux: Estimating database space requirements based on storage pool capacity
To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require
200 TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your
database as large as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and
client-store operations can fail.
Linux: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the
database. The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server
workload.
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Linux: Estimating database space requirements based on the number of
files

If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to estimate
space requirements for the database.

About this task

To estimate space requirements that is based on the maximum number of files in server storage, use the following guidelines:

600 - 1000 bytes for each stored version of a file, including image backups.
Restriction: The guideline does not include space that is used during data deduplication.
100 - 200 bytes for each cached file, copy storage pool file, active-data pool file, and deduplicated file.
Additional space is required for database optimization to support varying data-access patterns and to support server back-
end processing of the data. The amount of extra space is equal to 50% of the estimate for the total number of bytes for file
objects.

In the following example for a single client, the calculations are based on the maximum values in the preceding guidelines. The
examples do not take into account that you might use file aggregation. In general, when you aggregate small files, it reduces the
amount of required database space. File aggregation does not affect space-managed files.

Procedure

1. Calculate the number of file versions. Add each of the following values to obtain the number of file versions:
a. Calculate the number of backed-up files. For example, as many as 500,000 client files might be backed up at a time.

In this example, storage policies are set to keep up to three copies of backed up files:

500,000 files * 3 copies = 1,500,000 files

b. Calculate the number of archive files. For example, as many as 100,000 client files might be archived copies.
c. Calculate the number of space-managed files. For example, as many as 200,000 client files might be migrated from

client workstations.
Using 1000 bytes per file, the total amount of database space that is required for the files that belong to the client is 1.8
GB:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 1000 = 1.8 GB

2. Calculate the number of cached files, copy storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files:
a. Calculate the number of cached copies. For example, caching is enabled in a 5 GB disk storage pool. The high

migration threshold of the pool is 90% and the low migration threshold of the pool is 70%. Thus, 20% of the disk
pool, or 1 GB, is occupied by cached files.
If the average file size is about 10 KB, approximately 100,000 files are in cache at any one time:

100,000 files * 200 bytes = 19 MB

b. Calculate the number of copy storage-pool files. All primary storage pools are backed up to the copy storage pool:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 200 bytes = 343 MB

c. Calculate the number of active storage-pool files. All the active client-backup data in primary storage pools is copied
to the active-data storage pool. Assume that 500,000 versions of the 1,500,000 backup files in the primary storage
pool are active:

500,000 * 200 bytes = 95 MB

d. Calculate the number of deduplicated files. Assume that a deduplicated storage pool contains 50,000 files:

50,000 * 200 bytes = 10 MB

Based on the preceding calculations, about 0.5 GB of extra database space is required for the client’s cached files, copy
storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files.

3. Calculate the amount of extra space that is required for database optimization. To provide optimal data access and
management by the server, extra database space is required. The amount of extra database space is equal to 50% of the
total space requirements for file objects.
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(1.8 + 0.5) * 50% = 1.2 GB

4. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for the client. The total is approximately 3.5 GB:

1.8 + 0.5 + 1.2 = 3.5 GB

5. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for all clients. If the client that was used in the preceding
calculations is typical and you have 500 clients, for example, you can use the following calculation to estimate the total
amount of database space that is required for all clients:

500 * 3.5 = 1.7 TB 

Results

Tip: In the preceding examples, the results are estimates. The actual size of the database might differ from the estimate because
of factors such as the number of directories and the length of the path and file names. Periodically monitor your database and
adjust its size as necessary.

What to do next

During normal operations, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server might require temporary database space. This space is needed for
the following reasons:

To hold the results of sorting or ordering that are not already being kept and optimized in the database directly. The results
are temporarily held in the database for processing.
To give administrative access to the database through one of the following methods:

A DB2® open database connectivity (ODBC) client
An Oracle Java™ database connectivity (JDBC) client
Structured Query Language (SQL) to the server from an administrative-client command line

Consider using an extra 50 GB of temporary space for every 500 GB of space for file objects and optimization. See the guidelines
in the following table. In the example that is used in the preceding step, a total of 1.7 TB of database space is required for file
objects and optimization for 500 clients. Based on that calculation, 200 GB is required for temporary space. The total amount of
required database space is 1.9 TB.

Database size Minimum temporary-space requirement

< 500 GB 50 GB

≥ 500 GB and < 1 TB 100 GB

≥ 1 TB and < 1.5 TB 150 GB

≥ 1.5 and < 2 TB 200 GB

≥ 2 and < 3 TB 250 - 300 GB

≥ 3 and < 4 TB 350 - 400 GB

Linux: Estimating database space requirements based on storage pool
capacity

To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require 200
TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your database as large
as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and client-store operations can
fail.

Linux: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the database.
The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server workload.

The database manager sorts data in a specific sequence, according to the SQL statement that you issue to request the data.
Depending on the workload on the server, and if there is more data than the database manager can manage, the data (that is
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ordered in sequence) is allocated to temporary disk space. Data is allocated to temporary disk space when there is a large result
set. The database manager dynamically manages the memory that is used when data is allocated to temporary disk space.

For example, expiration processing can produce a large result set. If there is not enough system memory on the database to store
the result set, some of the data is allocated to temporary disk space. During expiration processing, if a node or file space are
selected that are too large to process, the database manager cannot sort the data in memory. The database manager must use
temporary space to sort data.

To run database operations, consider adding more database space for the following scenarios:

The database has a small amount of space and the server operation that requires temporary space uses the remaining free
space.
The file spaces are large, or the file spaces have an assigned policy that creates many file versions.
The IBM Spectrum Protect server must run with limited memory. The database uses the IBM Spectrum Protect server main
memory to run database operations. However, if there is insufficient memory available, the IBM Spectrum Protect server
allocates temporary space on disk to the database. For example, if 10G of memory is available and database operations
require 12G of memory, the database uses temporary space.
An out of database space error is displayed when you deploy an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Monitor the server
activity log for messages that are related to database space.

Important: Do not change the DB2 software that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs.
Do not install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack, of DB2 software to avoid damage to the database.

Linux: Recovery log space requirements
In IBM Spectrum Protect™, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the archive
failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for example, the
amount of client activity with the server.

Linux: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as
occasional heavy workloads and failovers.
Linux: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only
one active log mirror.
Linux: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

Linux: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as occasional
heavy workloads and failovers.

In IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers V7.1 and later, the active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. The archive log size is limited
to the size of the file system that it is installed on.

Use the following general guidelines when you estimate the size of the active log:

The suggested starting size for the active log is 16 GB.
Ensure that the active log is at least large enough for the amount of concurrent activity that the server typically handles. As
a precaution, try to anticipate the largest amount of work that the server manages at one time. Provision the active log with
extra space that can be used if needed. Consider using 20% of extra space.
Monitor used and available active log space. Adjust the size of the active log as needed, depending upon factors such as
client activity and the level of server operations.
Ensure that the directory that holds the active log is as large as, or larger than, the size of the active log. A directory that is
larger than the active log can accommodate failovers, if they occur.
Ensure that the file system that contains the active log directory has at least 8 GB of free space for temporary log
movement requirements.

The suggested starting size for the archive log is 48 GB.

The archive log directory must be large enough to contain the log files that are generated since the previous full backup. For
example, if you perform a full backup of the database every day, the archive log directory must be large enough to hold the log
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files for all the client activity that occurs during 24 hours. To recover space, the server deletes obsolete archive log files after a full
backup of the database. If the archive log directory becomes full and a directory for archive failover logs does not exist, log files
remain in the active log directory. This condition can cause the active log directory to fill up and stop the server. When the server
restarts, some of the existing active-log space is released.

After the server is installed, you can monitor archive log utilization and the space in the archive log directory. If the space in the
archive log directory fills up, it can cause the following problems:

The server is unable to perform full database backups. Investigate and resolve this problem.
Other applications write to the archive log directory, exhausting the space that is required by the archive log. Do not share
archive log space with other applications including other IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Ensure that each server has a
separate storage location that is owned and managed by that specific server.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client-store operations
Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all
store transactions that are in progress at one time.
Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients that use multiple sessions
If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for
the server increases.
Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for simultaneous write operations
If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is
required for each file increases.
Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client store operations and server operations
Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks
that run concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.
Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under conditions of extreme variation
Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup
sessions are active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your
environment, you might need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.
Linux: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database backups
The IBM Spectrum Protect server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.
Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data deduplication operations
If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client-
store operations

Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all store
transactions that are in progress at one time.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs for basic client-store operations, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  files stored during each transaction 
  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Basic client-store operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.
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Item
Example

values Description

Log space that is required for each file 3053 bytes The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120
bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 19.5 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3053 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 3.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

3.5 + 16 = 19.5 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 58.5 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.

3.5 x 3 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

10.5 + 48 = 58.5 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients that
use multiple sessions

If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for the
server increases.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs when clients use multiple sessions, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  sessions for each client  x  files stored 
  during each transaction  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Multiple client sessions
Item Example values Description

Maximum number of client
nodes that back up, archive, or
migrate files concurrently at any
time

300 1000 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.
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Item Example values Description

Possible sessions for each client 3 3 The setting of the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is larger
than the default. Each client session runs a maximum of three
sessions in parallel.

Files stored during each
transaction

4096 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for
each file

3053 3053 The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 26.5 GB 1 51 GB 1 The following calculation was used for 300 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files stored during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

10.5 + 16 = 26.5 GB

The following calculation was used for 1000 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(1000 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files store during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 35 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

35 + 16 = 51 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 79.5 GB 1 153 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server-database backup cycles, the estimate for the active log
is multiplied by 3:

10.5 x 3 = 31.5 GB

35 x 3 = 105 GB

Increase those amounts by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

31.5 + 48 = 79.5 GB

105 + 48 = 153 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your active log and adjust its size if necessary.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for simultaneous
write operations

If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is required
for each file increases.
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The log space that is required for each file increases by about 200 bytes for each copy storage pool that is used for a simultaneous
write operation. In the example in the following table, data is stored to two copy storage pools in addition to a primary storage
pool. The estimated log size increases by 400 bytes for each file. If you use the suggested value of 3053 bytes of log space for
each file, the total number of required bytes is 3453.

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Simultaneous write operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3453 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client
store operations and server operations

Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks that run
concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.
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For example, migration of files from the random-access (DISK) storage pool to a sequential-access disk (FILE) storage pool uses
approximately 110 bytes of log space for each file that is migrated. For example, suppose that you have 300 backup-archive
clients and each one of them backs up 100,000 files every night. The files are initially stored on DISK and then migrated to a FILE
storage pool. To estimate the amount of active log space that is required for the data migration, use the following calculation. The
number of clients in the calculation represents the maximum number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time.

300 clients  x 100,000 files for each client   x  110 bytes =  3.1 GB

Add this value to the estimate for the size of the active log that calculated for basic client store operations.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under conditions
of extreme variation

Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup sessions are
active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your environment, you might
need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.

Linux: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database backups
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.

For example, if a full database backup occurs once a week, the archive log space must be able to contain the information in the
archive log for a full week.

The difference in archive log size for daily and full database backups is shown in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Full database backups

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes for each file plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files per transaction x 3453
bytes per file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB
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Item
Example

values Description

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database backup every day

60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the active log by 3 to
estimate the total archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database every week

132 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.
Multiply the result by the number of days between full database
backups:

(4 GB x 3 ) x 7 = 84 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

84 + 48 = 132 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
starting size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Linux: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data
deduplication operations

If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

The following factors affect requirements for active and archive log space:

The amount of deduplicated data
The effect of data deduplication on the active log and archive log space depends on the percentage of data that is eligible
for deduplication. If the percentage of data that can be deduplicated is relatively high, more log space is required.

The size and number of extents
Approximately 1,500 bytes of active log space are required for each extent that is identified by a duplicate-identification
process. For example, if 250,000 extents are identified by a duplicate-identification process, the estimated size of the
active log is 358 MB:

250,000 extents identified during each process x 1,500 bytes 
 for each extent = 358 MB

Consider the following scenario. Three hundred backup-archive clients back up 100,000 files each night. This activity
creates a workload of 30,000,000 files. The average number of extents for each file is two. Therefore, the total number of
extents is 60,000,000, and the space requirement for the archive log is 84 GB:

60,000,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 84 GB

A duplicate-identification process operates on aggregates of files. An aggregate consists of files that are stored in a given
transaction, as specified by the TXNGROUPMAX server option. Suppose that the TXNGROUPMAX server option is set to the
default of 4096. If the average number of extents for each file is two, the total number of extents in each aggregate is 8192,
and the space required for the active log is 12 MB:

8192 extents in each aggregate x 1500 bytes for each extent = 
   12 MB

The timing and number of the duplicate-identification processes
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The timing and number of duplicate-identification processes also affects the size of the active log. Using the 12 MB active-
log size that was calculated in the preceding example, the concurrent load on the active log is 120 MB if 10 duplicate-
identification processes are running in parallel:

12 MB for each process x 10 processes = 120 MB

File size
Large files that are processed for duplicate identification can also affect the size of the active log. For example, suppose
that a backup-archive client backs up an 80 GB, file-system image. This object can have a high number of duplicate extents
if, for example, the files included in the file system image were backed up incrementally. For example, assume that a file
system image has 1.2 million duplicate extents. The 1.2 million extents in this large file represent a single transaction for a
duplicate-identification process. The total space in the active log that is required for this single object is 1.7 GB:

1,200,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 1.7 GB

If other, smaller duplicate-identification processes occur at the same time as the duplicate-identification process for a
single large object, the active log might not have enough space. For example, suppose that a storage pool is enabled for
deduplication. The storage pool has a mixture of data, including many relatively small files that range from 10 KB to several
hundred KB. The storage pool also has few large objects that have a high percentage of duplicate extents.

To take into account not only space requirements but also the timing and duration of concurrent transactions, increase the
estimated size of the active log by a factor of two. For example, suppose that your calculations for space requirements are
25 GB (23.3 GB + 1.7 GB for deduplication of a large object). If deduplication processes are running concurrently, the
suggested size of the active log is 50 GB. The suggested size of the archive log is 150 GB.

The examples in the following tables show calculations for active and archive logs. The example in the first table uses an
average size of 700 KB for extents. The example in the second table uses an average size of 256 KB. As the examples show,
the average deduplicate-extent size of 256 KB indicates a larger estimated size for the active log. To minimize or prevent
operational problems for the server, use 256 KB to estimate the size of the active log in your production environment.

Table 1. Average duplicate-extent size of 700 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.

Average size of
extents

700 KB 700 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average size for
extents.

Extents for a given
file

1,198,372
bits

6,135,667
bits

Using the average extent size (700 KB), these calculations
represent the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:
(800 GB ÷ 700 KB) = 1,198,372 bits

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object: (4
TB ÷ 700 KB) = 6,135,667 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

1.7 GB 8.6 GB The estimated active log space that are needed for this
transaction.
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Item Example values Description

Active log:
Suggested total size

66 GB 1 79.8 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of two. In these examples, the active
log space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 1.7 GB) x 2 = 50 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

50 + 16 = 66 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 8.6 GB) x 2 = 63.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

63.8 + 16 = 79.8 GB

Archive log:
Suggested size

198 GB 1 239.4 GB 1 Multiply the estimated size of the active log by a factor of
3.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

50 GB x 3 = 150 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

150 + 48 = 198 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

63.8 GB x 3 = 191.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

191.4 + 48 = 239.4 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Table 2. Average duplicate-extent size of 256 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.
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Item Example values Description

Average size of
extents

256 KB 256 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average extent size.

Extents for a given
file

3,276,800
bits

16,777,216
bits

Using the average extent size, these calculations represent
the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(800 GB ÷ 256 KB) = 3,276,800 bits

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(4 TB ÷ 256 KB) = 16,777,216 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

4.5 GB 23.4 GB The estimated size of the active log space that is required
for this transaction.

Active log:
Suggested total size

71.6 GB 1 109.4 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of 2. In these examples, the active log
space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 4.5 GB) x 2 = 55.6 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

55.6 + 16 = 71.6 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 23.4 GB) x 2 = 93.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

93.4 + 16 = 109.4 GB
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Item Example values Description

Archive log:
Suggested size

214.8 GB 1 328.2 GB 1 The estimated size of the active log multiplied by a factor
of 3.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:

55.6 GB x 3 = 166.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

166.8 + 48 = 214.8 GB

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object:

93.4 GB x 3 = 280.2 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

280.2 + 48 = 328.2 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Linux: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only one
active log mirror.

Creating a log mirror is a suggested option. If you increase the size of the active log, the log mirror size is increased automatically.
Mirroring the log can affect performance because of the doubled I/O activity that is required to maintain the mirror. The additional
space that the log mirror requires is another factor to consider when deciding whether to create a log mirror.

If the mirror log directory becomes full, the server issues error messages to the activity log and to the db2diag.log. Server activity
continues.

Linux: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

Specifying an archive failover log directory can prevent problems that occur if the archive log runs out of space. If both the archive
log directory and the drive or file system where the archive failover log directory is located become full, the data remains in the
active log directory. This condition can cause the active log to fill up, which causes the server to halt.

Linux: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery logs
To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space utilization
in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.

Active log

If the amount of available active log space is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR4531I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP_TRIGGER
This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. The IBM Spectrum Protect™
server starts a full database backup.
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To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR0297I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP
This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. You must back up the database
manually.

To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR4529I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_UTILIZATION_TRIGGER
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. If at least one full
database backup has occurred, the IBM Spectrum Protect server starts an incremental database backup. Otherwise, the
server starts a full database backup.

ANR0295I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_UTILIZATION
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. You must back up the
database manually.

Archive log

If the amount of available archive log space is too low, the following message is displayed in the activity log:

ANR0299I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_ARCHLOG_USED
The ratio of used archive-log space to available archive-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. The IBM Spectrum
Protect server starts a full automatic database backup.

Database

If the amount of space available for database activities is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR2992W: IC_LOG_FILE_SYSTEM_UTILIZATION_WARNING_2
The used database space exceeds the threshold for database space utilization. To increase the space for the database, use
the EXTEND DBSPACE command, the EXTEND DBSPACE command, or the DSMSERV FORMAT utility with the DBDIR
parameter.

ANR1546W: FILESYSTEM_DBPATH_LESS_1GB
The available space in the directory where the server database files are located is less than 1 GB.

When an IBM Spectrum Protect server is created with the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or with the configuration wizard, a
server database and recovery log are also created. In addition, files are created to hold database information used by the
database manager. The path specified in this message indicates the location of the database information used by the
database manager. If space is unavailable in the path, the server can no longer function.

You must add space to the file system or make space available on the file system or disk.

Linux: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

About this task

To delete the files that are no longer needed, use either the installation graphical wizard or the command line in console mode.

Linux: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager
user interface.
Linux: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.

Linux: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
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You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager user
interface.

Procedure

1. Open IBM Installation Manager.
In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse subdirectory (for example,

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command to start IBM Installation Manager:

./IBMIM

2. Click File > Preferences.
3. Select Files for Rollback.
4. Click Delete Saved Files and click OK.

Linux: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM® Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command to start an IBM Installation Manager command line:

./imcl -c
3. Enter P to select Preferences.
4. Enter 3 to select Files for Rollback.
5. Enter D to Delete the Files for Rollback.
6. Enter A to Apply Changes and Return to Preferences Menu.
7. Enter C to leave the Preference Menu.
8. Enter X to Exit Installation Manager.

Linux: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Instance user ID

The instance user ID is used as the basis for other names related to the server instance. The instance user ID is also called the
instance owner.

For example: tsminst1

The instance user ID is the user ID that must have ownership or read/write access authority to all directories that you create for
the database and the recovery log. The standard way to run the server is under the instance user ID. That user ID must also have
read/write access to the directories that are used for any FILE device classes.

Home directory for the instance user ID

The home directory can be created when creating the instance user ID, by using the option (-m) to create a home directory
if it does not exist already. Depending on local settings, the home directory might have the form: /home/instance_user_ID

For example: /home/tsminst1

The home directory is primarily used to contain the profile for the user ID and for security settings.
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Database instance name

The database instance name must be the same as the instance user ID under which you run the server instance.

For example: tsminst1

Instance directory

The instance directory is a directory that contains files specifically for a server instance (the server options file and other server-
specific files). It can have any name that you want. For easier identification, use a name that ties the directory to the instance
name.

You can create the instance directory as a subdirectory of the home directory for the instance user ID. For example:
/home/instance_user_ID/instance_user_ID

The following example places the instance directory in the home directory for user ID tsminst1: /home/tsminst1/tsminst1

You can also create the directory in another location, for example: /tsmserver/tsminst1

The instance directory stores the following files for the server instance:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure
Sockets Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully
qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

Database name

The database name is always TSMDB1, for every server instance. This name cannot be changed.

Server name

The server name is an internal name for IBM Spectrum Protect, and is used for operations that involve communication among
multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Examples include server-to-server communication and library sharing.

The server name is also used when you add the server to the Operations Center so that it can be managed using that
interface. Use a unique name for each server. For easy identification in the Operations Center (or from a QUERY SERVER
command), use a name that reflects the location or purpose of the server. Do not change the name of an IBM Spectrum Protect
server after it is configured as a hub or spoke server.

If you use the wizard, the default name that is suggested is the host name of the system that you are using. You can use a different
name that is meaningful in your environment. If you have more than one server on the system and you use the wizard, you can use
the default name for only one of the servers. You must enter a unique name for each server.

For example:

PAYROLL
SALES

Directories for database space and recovery log

The directories can be named according to local practices. For easier identification, consider using names that tie the directories
to the server instance.

For example, for the archive log:

/tsminst1_archlog
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Linux: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server include the server, DB2®, device, language, and other directories.
Each one contains several additional directories.

The (/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin) is the default directory that contains server code and licensing.

The DB2 product that is installed as part of the installation of the IBM Spectrum Protect server has the directory structure as
documented in DB2 information sources. Protect these directories and files as you do the server directories. The default directory
is /opt/tivoli/tsm/db2.

You can use US English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Korean, Japanese, traditional Chinese, simplified
Chinese, Chinese GBK, Chinese Big5, and Russian.

Linux: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or silent
mode.

About this task

Using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation software, you can install the following components:

server
Tip: The database (DB2®), the Global Security Kit (GSKit) and IBM® Java™ Runtime Environment (JRE) are automatically
installed when you select the server component.
server languages
license
devices
IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN
Operations Center

Allow approximately 30 - 45 minutes to install a V8.1.3 server, using this guide.

Linux: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect installation package from an IBM download site such as Passport Advantage® or
IBM Fix Central.
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
You can install the server by using the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line in console mode.
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console
but instead stores messages and errors in log files.
Linux: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The
translations also allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

Linux: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation package from an IBM® download site such as Passport Advantage® or IBM
Fix Central.

Before you begin

If you plan to download the files, set the system user limit for maximum file size to unlimited to ensure that the files can be
downloaded correctly:

1. To query the maximum file size value, issue the following command:
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ulimit -Hf

2. If the system user limit for maximum file size is not set to unlimited, change it to unlimited by following the instructions in
the documentation for your operating system.

Procedure

1. Download the appropriate package file from one of the following websites.
Download the server package from Passport Advantage or Fix Central.
For the latest information, updates, and maintenance fixes, go to the IBM Support Portal.

2. If you downloaded the package from an IBM download site, complete the following steps:

a. Verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they are extracted from the product package.
See the download document for the space requirements:

IBM Spectrum Protect technote 4042944
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition technote 4042945
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention technote 4042946

b. Download the package file to the directory of your choice. The path must contain no more than 128 characters. Be
sure to extract the installation files to an empty directory. Do not extract to a directory that contains previously
extracted files, or any other files.

c. Ensure that executable permission is set for the package. If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the
following command:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

d. Extract the package by issuing the following command:

 ./package_name.bin

where package_name is the name of the downloaded file, for example:

8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxx86_64.bin 
8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxs390x.bin 
8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxppc64le.bin 

3. Select one of the following methods of installing IBM Spectrum Protect:
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

4. After you install IBM Spectrum Protect, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
You can install the server by using the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using this method:

Option Description
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Option Description

Installing the software from a downloaded
package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command: 

./install.sh

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

You can view installation log files by clicking File > View Log from the Installation Manager tool. To collect these log files,
click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis from the Installation Manager tool.

After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line in console mode.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect by using this method:

Option Description

Installing the software
from a downloaded
package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard in console mode by issuing the following command:

./install.sh -c

Optional: Generate a response file as part of a console mode installation. Complete the
console mode installation options, and in the Summary panel, specify G to generate the
responses.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console but
instead stores messages and errors in log files.
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Before you begin

To provide data input when you use the silent installation method, you can use a response file. The following sample response
files are provided in the input directory where the installation package is extracted:

install_response_sample.xml
Use this file to install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ components.

update_response_sample.xml
Use this file to upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect components.

These files contain default values that can help you avoid any unnecessary warnings. To use these files, follow the instructions
that are provided in the files.

If you want to customize a response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. Create a response file. You can modify the sample response file or create your own file.
2. If you install the server and Operations Center in silent mode, create a password for the Operations Center truststore in the

response file.
If you are using the install_response_sample.xml file, add the password in the following line of the file, where mypassword
represents the password:

<variable name='ssl.password' value='mypassword' />

For more information about this password, see Installation checklist
Tip: To upgrade the Operations Center, the truststore password is not required if you are using the
update_response_sample.xml file.

3. Start the silent installation by issuing the following command from the directory where the installation package is
extracted. The value response_file represents the response file path and file name:

./install.sh -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

Linux: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The translations also
allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

Before you begin

For instructions on installing storage agent language packages, see Language pack configuration for storage agents.

Linux: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.
Linux: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.
Linux: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.
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Linux: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.

This language package is automatically installed for the following default language option for IBM Spectrum Protect™
server messages and help:

LANGUAGE en_US

For languages or locales other than the default, install the language package that your installation requires.
You can use the languages that are shown:

Table 1. Server languages for Linux
LANGUAGE LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

zh_CN.gb18030

zh_CN.utf8

Chinese, Traditional Big5 / Zh_TW

zh_TW

zh_TW.utf8

English, United States en_US

en_US.utf8

French fr_FR

fr_FR.utf8

German de_DE

de_DE.utf8

Italian it_IT

it_IT.utf8

Japanese ja_JP

ja_JP.utf8

Korean ko_KR

ko_KR.utf8

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

pt_BR.utf8

Russian ru_RU

ru_RU.utf8

Spanish es_ES

es_ES.utf8

Restriction: For Operations Center users, some characters might not be displayed properly if the web browser does not
use the same language as the server. If this problem occurs, set the browser to use the same language as the server.

Linux: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

About this task
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To set support for a certain locale, complete one of the following tasks:

Set the LANGUAGE option in the server options file to the name of the locale that you want to use. For example:
To use the it_IT locale, set the LANGUAGE option to it_IT. See Linux: Server language locales.

If you are starting the server in the foreground, set the LC_ALL environment variable to match the value that is
set in the server options file. For example, to set the environment variable for Italian, enter the following value:

export LC_ALL=it_IT

If the locale is successfully initialized, it formats the date, time, and number for the server. If the locale is not successfully
initialized, the server uses the US English message files and the date, time, and number format.

Linux: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.

About this task

You can install another language package within the same IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

Use the Modify function of IBM Installation Manager to install another language package.
Use the Update function of IBM Installation Manager to update to newer versions of the language packages.

Tip: In IBM Installation Manager, the term update means to discover and install updates and fixes to installed software packages.
In this context, update and upgrade are synonymous.

Linux: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of configuring
the IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

About this task

1. Update the kernel parameter values.

See Linux: Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems.

2. Create the directories and user ID for the server instance. See Linux: Creating the user ID and directories for the server
instance.

3. Configure a server instance. Select one of the following options:
Use the configuration wizard, the preferred method. See Linux: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the
configuration wizard.
Manually configure the new instance. See Linux: Configuring the server instance manually. Complete the following
steps during a manual configuration.

a. Set up your directories and create the IBM Spectrum Protect instance. See Linux: Creating the server
instance.

b. Create a new server options file by copying the sample file to set up communications between the server and
clients. See Linux: Configuring server and client communications.

c. Issue the DSMSERV FORMAT command to format the database. See Linux: Formatting the database and log.
d. Configure your system for database backup. See Linux: Preparing the database manager for database backup.

4. Configure options to control when database reorganization runs. See Linux: Configuring server options for server database
maintenance.

5. Start the server instance if it is not already started.
See Linux: Starting the server instance.

6. Register your license. See Linux: Registering licenses.
7. Prepare your system for database backups. See Linux: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups.
8. Monitor the server. See Linux: Monitoring the server.

Linux: Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems
For IBM Spectrum Protect and DB2 to install and operate correctly on Linux, you must update the kernel configuration
parameters.
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Linux: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs
for database and recovery logs.
Linux: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.
Linux: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database
tables and reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when
reorganization runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

Linux: Starting the server instance
You can start the server by using the instance user ID, which is the preferred method, or the root user ID.
Linux: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client
node connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.
Linux: Registering licenses
Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you
start server operations, such as backing up your data.
Linux: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.
Linux: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and
database and log directories.
Linux: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of
space is adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

Linux: Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems
For IBM Spectrum Protect™ and DB2® to install and operate correctly on Linux, you must update the kernel configuration
parameters.

About this task

If you do not update these parameters, the installation of DB2 and IBM Spectrum Protect might fail. Even if installation is
successful, operational problems might occur if you do not set parameter values.

Linux: Updating kernel parameters on Linux
DB2 automatically increases interprocess communication (IPC) kernel parameter values to the preferred settings.

Linux: Suggested values for kernel parameters on Linux
Ensure that the values for kernel parameters are sufficient to prevent operational problems from occurring when you run
the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Linux: Updating kernel parameters on Linux
DB2® automatically increases interprocess communication (IPC) kernel parameter values to the preferred settings.

About this task

To update the kernel parameters on Linux servers, complete the following steps:

Procedure

1. Issue the ipcs -l command to list the parameter values.
2. Analyze the results to determine whether any changes are required for your system. If changes are required, you can set

the parameter in the /etc/sysctl.conf file. The parameter value is applied when the system starts.

What to do next
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For Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 (RHEL6), you must set the kernel.shmmax parameter in the /etc/sysctl.conf file before
automatically starting the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on system startup.

For details about the DB2 database for Linux, see the DB2 product information.

Linux: Suggested values for kernel parameters on Linux
Ensure that the values for kernel parameters are sufficient to prevent operational problems from occurring when you run the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

About this task

The following table contains the suggested kernel parameter settings to run both IBM Spectrum Protect and DB2®.

Parameter Description Preferred value

kernel.randomize_va_space The kernel.randomize_va_space parameter configures
the kernels use of memory ASLR. When you set the
value to 0, kernel.randomize_va_space=0, it
disables ASLR. DB2 data servers rely on fixed
addresses for certain shared memory objects, and the
ASLR can cause errors for some activities. To learn
more details about the Linux ASLR and DB2, see the
technote at:
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=swg21365583.

0

vm.swappiness The vm.swappiness parameter defines whether the
kernel can swap application memory out of physical
random access memory (RAM). For more information
about kernel parameters, see the DB2 product
information.

0

vm.overcommit_memory The vm.overcommit_memory parameter influences
how much virtual memory the kernel can permit be
allocated. For more information about kernel
parameters, see the DB2 product information.

0

Linux: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs for
database and recovery logs.

Before you begin

Review the information about planning space for the server before you complete this task. See Linux: Worksheets for planning
details for the server.

Procedure

1. Create the user ID that will own the server instance. You use this user ID when you create the server instance in a later
step.

Create a user ID and group that will be the owner of the server instance.
a. The following commands can be run from an administrative user ID that will set up the user and group. Create

the user ID and group in the home directory of the user.
Restriction: In the user ID, only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) can
be used. The user ID and group name must comply with the following rules:

The length must be 8 characters or less.
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The user ID and group name cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral.
The user ID and group name cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

For example, create user ID tsminst1 in group tsmsrvrs. The following examples show how to create this
user ID and group using operating system commands.

groupadd tsmsrvrs -g 1111 
useradd -d /home/tsminst1 -u 2222 -g 1111 -s /bin/bash tsminst1 
passwd tsminst1

Restriction: DB2® does not support direct operating system user authentication through LDAP.
b. Log off, then log in to your system. Change to the user account that you just created. Use an interactive login

program, such as telnet, so that you are prompted for the password and can change it if necessary.

2. Create directories that the server requires.
Create empty directories for each item in the table and ensure that the directories are owned by the new user ID

you just created. Mount the associated storage to each directory for the active log, archive log, and database directories.

Item
Example commands for creating the
directories Your directories

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
will contain files specifically for
this server instance (the server
options file and other server-
specific files)

mkdir /tsminst1  

The database directories mkdir /tsmdb001
mkdir /tsmdb002
mkdir /tsmdb003
mkdir /tsmdb004

 

Active log directory mkdir /tsmlog  

Archive log directory mkdir /tsmarchlog  

Optional: Directory for the log
mirror for the active log

mkdir /tsmlogmirror  

Optional: Secondary archive log
directory (failover location for
archive log)

mkdir /tsmarchlogfailover  

When a server is initially created by using the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or the configuration wizard, a server database and
recovery log are created. In addition, files are created to hold database information that is used by the database manager.

3. Log off the new user ID.

Linux: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.

About this task

Configure an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance by selecting one of the following options:

Linux: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration wizard
The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM
Spectrum Protect server program.
Linux: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.
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Linux: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration
wizard

The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server program.

Before you begin

Before you begin to use the configuration wizard, you must complete all preceding steps to prepare for the configuration. These
steps include installing IBM Spectrum Protect, creating the database and log directories, and creating the directories and user ID
for the server instance.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the following requirements are met: 
The system where you installed IBM Spectrum Protect must have the X Window System client. You must also be
running an X Window System server on your desktop.
The system must have the Secure Shell (SSH) protocol enabled. Ensure that the port is set to the default value, 22,
and that the port is not blocked by a firewall. You must enable password authentication in the sshd_config file in
the /etc/ssh/ directory. Also, ensure that the SSH daemon service has access rights for connecting to the system by
using the localhost value.
You must be able to log in to IBM Spectrum Protect with the user ID that you created for the server instance, by
using the SSH protocol. When you use the wizard, you must provide this user ID and password to access that system.
Restart the server before you proceed with the Configuration wizard.

2. Start the local version of the wizard:
Open the dsmicfgx program in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. This wizard can be only run as a

root user.

Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not
operational until the entire configuration process is complete.

Linux: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.

Linux: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

Linux: Configuring server and client communications
A default sample server options file, dsmserv.opt.smp, is created during IBM Spectrum Protect installation in the
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. You must set up communications between the server and clients by creating a new
server options file. To do so, copy the sample file to the directory for the server instance.
Linux: Formatting the database and log
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the
database and recovery log.
Linux: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect, you must enable the database manager and configure the
IBM Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

Linux: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

About this task

You can have one or more server instances on one workstation.
Important: Before you run the db2icrt command, verify the following items:
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The home directory for the user (/home/tsminst1) exists. If there is no home directory, you must create it.
The instance directory stores the following core files that are generated by the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure
Sockets Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully
qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

A shell configuration file (for example, .profile) exists in the home directory. The root user and instance-user ID must have
write permission to this file. For more information, see the DB2® product information. Search for Linux and UNIX
environment variable settings.

1. Log in using the root user ID and create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance. The name of the instance must be the same
name as the user that owns the instance. Use the db2icrt command and enter the command on one line:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2icrt -a server -u  
instance_name instance_name

For example, if your user ID for this instance is tsminst1, use the following command to create the instance. Enter the
command on one line.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2icrt -a server -u  
tsminst1 tsminst1

Remember: From this point on, use this new user ID when you configure your IBM Spectrum Protect server. Log out of the
root user ID and log in under the new instance-user ID.

2. Change the default directory for the database to be the same as the instance directory for the server. If you have multiple
servers, log in under the instance ID for each server. Issue this command:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_directory

For example, where instance_directory is the instance user ID:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath /tsminst1

3. Modify the library path to use the version of the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the server. In the
following examples, server_bin_directory is a subdirectory of the server installation directory. For example,
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.

You must update the following files to set the library path when DB2 or the server are started:

Bash or Korn shell example:

instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/userprofile

C shell example:

instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/usercshrc

Add the following entry to the instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/userprofile (Bash or Korn shell) file, on one line:

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=server_bin_directory/ 
dbbkapi:/opt/ibm/lib:/opt/ibm/lib64:/usr/lib64:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH

Remember: The following entries must be in the library path:
/usr/local/ibm/gsk8_64/lib64
/opt/ibm/lib
/opt/ibm/lib64
/usr/lib64

Add the following entry to the instance_users_home_directory/sqllib/usercshrc (C shell) file, on one line:

setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH server_bin_directory/dbbkapi: 
/opt/ibm/lib:/opt/ibm/lib64:/usr/lib64:$LD_LIBRARY_PATH
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4. Create a new server options file. See Linux: Configuring server and client communications.

Linux: Configuring server and client communications
A default sample server options file, dsmserv.opt.smp, is created during IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation in the
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory. You must set up communications between the server and clients by creating a new server
options file. To do so, copy the sample file to the directory for the server instance.

About this task

Ensure that you have a server instance directory, for example /tsminst1, and copy the sample file to this directory. Name the new
file dsmserv.opt and edit the options. Complete this set-up before you initialize the server database. Each sample or default
entry in the sample options file is a comment, a line beginning with an asterisk (*). Options are not case-sensitive and one or more
blank spaces are allowed between keywords and values.

When editing the options file, follow these guidelines:

Remove the asterisk at the beginning of the line to activate an option.
Begin entering the options in any column.
Enter only one option per line, and the option must be on only one line.
If you make multiple entries for a keyword, the IBM Spectrum Protect server uses the last entry.

If you change the server options file, you must restart the server for the changes to take effect.

You can specify one or more of the following communication methods:

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6
Shared memory
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
Tip: You can authenticate passwords with the LDAP directory server, or authenticate passwords with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. Passwords that are authenticated with the LDAP directory server can provide enhanced system security.

Linux: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect server or retain the default.

Linux: Setting shared memory options
You can use shared memory communications between clients and servers on the same system. To use shared memory,
TCP/IP Version 4 must be installed on the system.

Linux: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Linux: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or retain the default.

About this task

The following is an example of a list of TCP/IP options that you can use to set up your system.

commmethod        tcpip 
  tcpport         1500 
  tcpwindowsize   0 
  tcpnodelay      yes

Tip: You can use TCP/IP Version 4, Version 6, or both.

TCPPORT
The server port address for TCP/IP and SSL communication. The default value is 1500.

TCPWINDOWSIZE
Specifies the size of the TCP/IP buffer that is used when sending or receiving data. The window size that is used

in a session is the smaller of the server and client window sizes. Larger window sizes use additional memory but can
improve performance.
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You can specify an integer from 0 to 2048. To use the default window size for the operating system, specify 0.

TCPNODELAY
Specifies whether or not the server sends small messages or lets TCP/IP buffer the messages. Sending small messages can
improve throughput but increases the number of packets sent over the network. Specify YES to send small messages or NO
to let TCP/IP buffer them. The default is YES.

TCPADMINPORT
Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for TCP/IP or SSL-enabled
communication requests other than client sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

SSLTCPPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits
for requests for SSL-enabled sessions for the command-line backup-archive client and the command-line administrative
client.

SSLTCPADMINPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for SSL-enabled
sessions for the command-line administrative client.

Linux: Setting shared memory options
You can use shared memory communications between clients and servers on the same system. To use shared memory, TCP/IP
Version 4 must be installed on the system.

About this task

The following example shows a shared memory setting:

commmethod     sharedmem 
   shmport     1510

In this example, SHMPORT specifies the TCP/IP port address of a server when using shared memory. Use the SHMPORT option to
specify a different TCP/IP port. The default port address is 1510.
COMMMETHOD can be used multiple times in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server options file, with a different value each time. For
example, the following example is possible:

commmethod tcpip 
commmethod sharedmem

You might receive the following message from the server when using shared memory:

ANR9999D shmcomm.c(1598): ThreadId<39> 
Error from msgget (2), errno = 28 

The message means that a message queue must be created but the system limit for the maximum number of message queues
(MSGMNI) would be exceeded.

To find out the maximum number of message queues (MSGMNI) on your system, issue the following command:

cat /proc/sys/kernel/msgmni 

To increase the MSGMNI value on your system, issue the following command:

sysctl -w kernel.msgmni=n

where n is the maximum number of message queues that you want the system to allow.

Linux: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Before you begin

SSL is the standard technology for creating encrypted sessions between servers and clients. SSL provides a secure channel for
servers and clients to communicate over open communication paths. With SSL, the identity of the server is verified through the
use of digital certificates.
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To ensure better system performance, use SSL only for sessions when it is needed. Consider adding additional processor
resources on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to manage the increased requirements.

Linux: Formatting the database and log
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the database
and recovery log.

After you set up server communications, you are ready to initialize the database. Ensure that you log in by using the instance user
ID. Do not place the directories on file systems that might run out of space. If certain directories (for example, the archive log)
become unavailable or full, the server stops.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) for the
database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or LUN.

Setting the exit list handler

Set the DB2NOEXITLIST registry variable to ON for each server instance. Log on to the system as the server instance owner and
issue this command:

db2set -i server_instance_name DB2NOEXITLIST=ON

For example:

db2set -i tsminst1 DB2NOEXITLIST=ON 

Initializing a server instance

Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. For example, if the server instance directory is /tsminst1, issue the
following commands:

cd /tsminst1 
dsmserv format dbdir=/tsmdb001 activelogsize=32768 
activelogdirectory=/activelog archlogdirectory=/archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=/archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=/mirrorlog

Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent degree of
parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they reduce the
potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Tip: If DB2® does not start after you issue the DSMSERV FORMAT command, you might need to disable the file system
mount option NOSUID. If this option is set on the file system that contains the DB2 instance owner directory, or on any file system
that contains the DB2 database, active logs, archive logs, failover logs, or mirrored logs, the option must be disabled to start the
system.
After you disable the NOSUID option, remount the file system and then start DB2 by issuing the following command:

db2start

Related information:
DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)

Linux: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must enable the database manager and configure the IBM
Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

About this task

Starting with IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1, it is no longer necessary to set the API password during a manual
configuration of the server. If you set the API password during the manual configuration process, attempts to back up the
database might fail.

If you use the configuration wizard to create an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance, you do not have to complete these steps. If
you are configuring an instance manually, complete the following steps before you issue either the BACKUP DB or the RESTORE
DB commands.
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Attention: If the database is unusable, the entire IBM Spectrum Protect server is unavailable. If a database is lost and cannot be
recovered, it might be difficult or impossible to recover data that is managed by that server. Therefore, it is critically important to
back up the database.

In the following commands, replace the example values with your actual values. The examples use tsminst1 for the
server instance user ID, /tsminst1 for the server instance directory, and /home/tsminst1 as the server instance users home
directory.

1. Set the IBM Spectrum Protect API environment-variable configuration for the database instance:
a. Log in by using the tsminst1 user ID.
b. When user tsminst1 is logged in, ensure that the DB2® environment is properly initialized. The DB2 environment is

initialized by running the /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile script, which normally runs automatically from the profile
of the user ID. Ensure the .profile file exists in the instance users home directory, for example,
/home/tsminst1/.profile. If .profile does not run the db2profile script, add the following lines:

if [ -f /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile ]; then 
      . /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile 
  fi

c. In the instance_directory/sqllib/userprofile file, add the following lines:

DSMI_CONFIG=server_instance_directory/tsmdbmgr.opt 
DSMI_DIR=server_bin_directory/dbbkapi 
DSMI_LOG=server_instance_directory 
export DSMI_CONFIG DSMI_DIR DSMI_LOG 

where:
instance_directory is the home directory of the server instance user.
server_instance_directory is the server instance directory.
server_bin_directory is the server bin directory. The default location is /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.

In the instance_directory/sqllib/usercshrc file, add the following lines:

setenv DSMI_CONFIG=server_instance_directory/tsmdbmgr.opt 
setenv DSMI_DIR=server_bin_directory/dbbkapi 
setenv DSMI_LOG=server_instance_directory

2. Log off and log in again as tsminst1, or issue this command:

. ~/.profile

Tip: Ensure that you enter a space after the initial dot (.) character.
3. Create a file that is named tsmdbmgr.opt in the server_instance directory, which is in the /tsminst1 directory in this

example, and add the following line:

SERVERNAME TSMDBMGR_TSMINST1

Remember: The value for SERVERNAME must be consistent in the tsmdbmgr.opt and dsm.sys files.
4. As root user, add the following lines to the IBM Spectrum Protect API dsm.sys configuration file. By default, the dsm.sys

configuration file is in the following default location:
server_bin_directory/dbbkapi/dsm.sys

servername TSMDBMGR_TSMINST1  
commmethod tcpip  
tcpserveraddr localhost  
tcpport 1500  
errorlogname /tsminst1/tsmdbmgr.log 
nodename $$_TSMDBMGR_$$ 

where
servername matches the servername value in the tsmdbmgr.opt file.
commethod specifies the client API that is used to contact the server for database backup. This value can be tcpip
or sharedmem. For more information about shared memory, see step 5.
tcpserveraddr specifies the server address that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. To
ensure that the database can be backed up, this value must be localhost.
tcpport specifies the port number that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. Ensure that you
enter the same tcpport value that is specified in the dsmserv.opt server options file.
errorlogname specifies the error log where the client API logs errors that are encountered during a database backup.
This log is typically in the server instance directory. However, this log can be placed in any location where the
instance user ID has write-permission.
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nodename specifies the node name that the client API uses to connect to the server during a database backup. To
ensure that the database can be backed up, this value must be $$_TSMDBMGR_$$.

Attention: Do not add the PASSWORDACCESS generate option to the dsm.sys configuration file. This option can
cause the database backup to fail.

5. Optional: Configure the server to back up the database by using shared memory. In this way, you might be able to reduce
the processor load and improve throughput. Complete the following steps:

a. Review the dsmserv.opt file. If the following lines are not in the file, add them:

commmethod sharedmem  
shmport port_number

where port_number specifies the port to be used for shared memory.
b. In the dsm.sys configuration file, locate the following lines:

commmethod tcpip  
tcpserveraddr localhost  
tcpport port_number

Replace the specified lines with the following lines:

commmethod sharedmem  
shmport port_number

where port_number specifies the port to be used for shared memory.

Linux: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database tables and
reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when reorganization
runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

About this task

Table and index reorganization requires significant processor resources, active log space, and archive log space. Because
database backup takes precedence over reorganization, select the time and duration for reorganization to ensure that the
processes do not overlap and reorganization can complete.

You can optimize index and table reorganization for the server database. In this way, you can help to avoid unexpected
database growth and performance issues. For instructions, see technote 1683633.

If you update these server options while the server is running, you must stop and restart the server before the updated values
take effect.

Procedure

1. Modify the server options.
Edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, in the server instance directory. Follow these guidelines when you edit

the server options file:
To enable an option, remove the asterisk at the beginning of the line.
Enter an option on any line.
Enter only one option per line. The entire option with its value must be on one line.
If you have multiple entries for an option in the file, the server uses the last entry.

To view available server options, see the sample file, dsmserv.opt.smp, in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory.
2. If you plan to use data deduplication, enable the ALLOWREORGINDEX server option. Add the following option and value to

the server options file:

allowreorgindex yes

3. Set the REORGBEGINTIME and REORGDURATION server options to control when reorganization starts and how long it
runs. Select a time and duration so that reorganization runs when you expect that the server is least busy. These server
options control both table and index reorganization processes.

a. Set the time for reorganization to start by using the REORGBEGINTIME server option. Specify the time by using the
24-hour system. For example, to set the start time for reorganization as 8:30 p.m., specify the following option and
value in the server options file:
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reorgbegintime 20:30

b. Set the interval during which the server can start reorganization. For example, to specify that the server can start
reorganization for four hours after the time set by the REORGBEGINTIME server option, specify the following option
and value in the server options file:

reorgduration 4

4. If the server was running while you updated the server options file, stop and restart the server.

Related information:
ALLOWREORGINDEX
ALLOWREORGTABLE
REORGBEGINTIME
REORGDURATION

Linux: Starting the server instance
You can start the server by using the instance user ID, which is the preferred method, or the root user ID.

Before you begin

Ensure that you set access permissions and user limits correctly.

For instructions, see Verifying access rights and user limits.

About this task

When you start the server by using the instance user ID, you simplify the setup process and avoid potential issues. However, in
some cases, it might be necessary to start the server with the root user ID. For example, you might want to use the root user ID to
ensure that the server can access specific devices. You can set up the server to start automatically by using either the instance
user ID or the root user ID.

If you must complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode.

Procedure

To start the server, take one of the following actions:

Start the server by using the instance user ID.

For instructions, see Starting the server from the instance user ID.

Start the server by using the root user ID.

For instructions about authorizing root user IDs to start the server, see Authorizing root user IDs to start the server (V7.1.1).
For instructions about starting the server by using the root user ID, see Starting the server from the root user ID (V7.1.1).

Start the server automatically.

For instructions, see Linux: Automatically starting servers on Linux systems.

Start the server in maintenance mode.

For instructions, see Linux: Starting the server in maintenance mode.

Linux: Verifying access rights and user limits
Before you start the server, verify access rights and user limits.

About this task
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If you do not verify user limits, also known as ulimits, you might experience server instability or a failure of the server to respond.
You must also verify the system-wide limit for the maximum number of open files. The system-wide limit must be greater than or
equal to the user limit.

Procedure

1. Verify that the server instance user ID has permissions to start the server.
2. For the server instance that you plan to start, ensure that you have authority to read and write files in the server instance

directory. Verify that the dsmserv.opt file exists in the server instance directory, and that the file includes parameters for
the server instance.

3. If the server is attached to a tape drive, medium changer, or removable media device, and you plan to start the server by
using the instance user ID, grant read/write access to the instance user ID for these devices. To set permissions, take one
of the following actions:

If the system is dedicated to IBM Spectrum Protect™ and only the IBM Spectrum Protect administrator has access,
make the device special file world-writable. On the operating system command line, issue the following command:

chmod +w /dev/rmtX

If the system has multiple users, you can restrict access by making the IBM Spectrum Protect instance user ID the
owner of the special device files. On the operating system command line, issue the following command:

chmod u+w /dev/rmtX

If multiple user instances are running on the same system, change the group name, for example TAPEUSERS, and
add each IBM Spectrum Protect instance user ID to that group. Then, change the ownership of the device special
files to belong to the group TAPEUSERS, and make them group-writable. On the operating system command line,
issue the following command:

chmod g+w /dev/rmtX

4.  If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver and the autoconf utility, use the -a option to grant
read/write access to the instance user ID.

5. To prevent server failures during interaction with DB2®, tune the kernel parameters.

For instructions about tuning kernel parameters, see Linux: Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems.

6. Verify the following user limits based on the guidelines in the table.
Table 1. User limit (ulimit) values

User limit type Preferred value Command to query value

Maximum size of core files created Unlimited ulimit -Hc

Maximum size of a data segment for a process Unlimited ulimit -Hd

Maximum file size Unlimited ulimit -Hf

Maximum number of open files 65536 ulimit -Hn

Maximum amount of processor time in seconds Unlimited ulimit -Ht

To modify user limits, follow the instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

Tip: If you plan to start the server automatically by using a script, you can set the user limits in the script.
7. Ensure that the user limit of maximum user processes (the nproc setting) is set to the minimum suggested value of 16384.

a. To verify the current user limit, issue the ulimit -Hu command by using the instance user ID. For example:

[user@Machine ~]$ ulimit -Hu 
16384

b. If the limit of maximum user processes is not set to 16384, set the value to 16384.
Add the following line to the /etc/security/limits.conf file:

instance_user_id        -    nproc           16384

where instance_user_id specifies the server instance user ID.
If the server is installed on the Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 operating system, set the user limit by editing

the /etc/security/limits.d/90-nproc.conf file in the /etc/security/limits.d directory. This file overrides the settings in
the /etc/security/limits.conf file.
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Tip: The default value for the user limit of maximum user processes has changed on some distributions and versions
of the Linux operating system. The default value is 1024. If you do not change the value to the minimum suggested
value of 16384, the server might fail or hang.

Linux: Starting the server from the instance user ID
To start the server from the instance user ID, log in with the instance user ID and issue the appropriate command from the server
instance directory.

Before you begin

Ensure that access rights and user limits are set correctly. For instructions, see Linux: Verifying access rights and user limits.

Procedure

1. Log in to the system where IBM Spectrum Protect™ is installed by using the instance user ID for the server.
2. If you do not have a user profile that runs the db2profile script, issue the following command:

 . /home/tsminst1/sqllib/db2profile

Tip: For instructions about updating the user ID login script to run the db2profile script automatically, see the DB2®
documentation.

3. Start the server by issuing the following command on one line from the server instance directory:

usr/bin/dsmserv

Tip: The command runs in the foreground so that you can set an administrator ID and connect to the server instance.
For example, if the name of the server instance is tsminst1 and the server instance directory is /tsminst1, you

can start the instance by issuing the following commands:

cd /tsminst1 
 . ~/sqllib/db2profile 
/usr/bin/dsmserv 

Linux: Automatically starting servers on Linux systems
To automatically start a server on a Linux operating system, use the dsmserv.rc script.

Before you begin

Ensure that kernel parameters are set correctly. For instructions, see Tuning kernel parameters for Linux systems.

Ensure that the server instance runs under the instance owner user ID.

Ensure that access rights and user limits are set correctly. For instructions, see Verifying access rights and user limits.

About this task

The dsmserv.rc script is in the server installation directory, for example, /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.

The dsmserv.rc script can be used either to start the server manually or to start the server automatically by adding entries to the
/etc/rc.d/init.d directory. The script works with Linux utilities such as CHKCONFIG and SERVICE.

Procedure

For each server instance that you want to automatically start, complete the following steps:

1. Place a copy of the dsmserv.rc script in the /init.d directory, for example, /etc/rc.d/init.d.
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Ensure that you change only the copy of the script. Do not change the original script.

2. Rename the script copy so that it matches the name of the server instance owner, for example, tsminst1.

The script was created under the assumption that the server instance directory is home_directory/tsminst1, for example:
/home/tsminst1/tsminst1.

3. If the server instance directory is not home_directory/tsminst1, locate the following line in the script copy:

instance_dir="${instance_home}/tsminst1"

Change the line so that it points to your server instance directory, for example:

instance_dir="/tsminst1"

4. In the script copy, locate the following line:

# pidfile: /var/run/dsmserv_instancename.pid

Change the instance name value to the name of the server instance owner. For example, if the server instance owner is
tsminst1, update the line as shown:

# pidfile: /var/run/dsmserv_tsminst1.pid

5. Configure the run level in which the server automatically starts. By using tools such as the CHKCONFIG utility, specify a
value that corresponds to a multiuser mode, with networking turned on. Typically, the run level to use is 3 or 5, depending
on the operating system and its configuration. For more information about multiuser mode and run levels, see the
documentation for your operating system.

6. To start or stop the server, issue one of the following commands:
To start the server:

service tsminst1 start

To stop the server:

service tsminst1 stop

Example

This example uses the following values:

The instance owner is tsminst1.
The server instance directory is /home/tsminst1/tsminst1.
The dsmserv.rc script copy is named tsminst1.
The CHKCONFIG utility is used to configure the script to start at run levels 3, 4, and 5.

cp /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv.rc /etc/rc.d/init.d/tsminst1 
sed -i 's/dsmserv_instancename.pid/dsmserv_tsminst1.pid/' /etc/rc.d/init.d/tsminst1 
chkconfig --list tsminst1 
service tsminst1 supports chkconfig, but is not referenced in 
any runlevel (run 'chkconfig --add tsminst1') 
chkconfig --add tsminst1 
chkconfig --list tsminst1 
tsminst1 0:off 1:off 2:off 3:off 4:off 5:off 6:off 
chkconfig --level 345 tsminst1 on 
chkconfig --list tsminst1 
tsminst1 0:off 1:off 2:off 3:on 4:on 5:on 6:off

Related reference:
Server startup script: dsmserv.rc

Linux: Starting the server in maintenance mode
You can start the server in maintenance mode to avoid disruptions during maintenance and reconfiguration tasks.

About this task
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Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode.

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Linux: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client node
connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.

About this task

To stop the server, issue the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line:

halt

If you cannot connect to the server with an administrative client and you want to stop the server, you must cancel the
process by using the kill command with the process ID number (pid). The pid is displayed at initialization.
Important: Before you issue the kill command, ensure that you know the correct process ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
The dsmserv.v6lock file, in the directory from which the server is running, can be used to identify the process ID of the process
to kill. To display the file, enter:

cat /instance_dir/dsmserv.v6lock

Issue the following command to stop the server:

kill -23 dsmserv_pid 

where dsmserv_pid is the process ID number.

Linux: Registering licenses
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Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect™ licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you start
server operations, such as backing up your data.

About this task

Use the REGISTER LICENSE command for this task. See REGISTER LICENSE for more details.

Example: Register a license

Register the base IBM Spectrum Protect license.

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

Linux: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.

Before you begin

Ensure that you have defined a tape or file device class. For details, see DEFINE DEVCLASS, or search for defining a device class.

About this task

Complete the following steps to set up your system for database backups.

Procedure

1. If you did not use the configuration wizard (dsmicfgx) to configure the server, ensure that you have completed the steps to
manually configure the system for database backups.

2. Select the device class to be used for backups of the database. Issue the following command from an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ administrative command line.

set dbrecovery device_class_name

The device class that you specify is used by the database manager for database backups. If you do not specify a device
class with the SET DBRECOVERY command, the backup fails.

Example

For example, to specify that the DBBACK device class is to be used, issue this command:

set dbrecovery dbback

Linux: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and database
and log directories.

Multiply the memory and other system requirements for one server by the number of instances planned for the system.

The set of files for one instance of the server is stored separately from the files used by another server instance on the
same system. Use the steps in Linux: Creating the server instance for each new instance, including creation of the new instance
user.

To manage the system memory that is used by each server, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option to limit the percentage of
system memory. If all servers are equally important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and
other servers are test servers, set the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

You can upgrade directly from V7.1 to V8.1. See the upgrade section (Upgrading to V8.1) for more details. When you upgrade and
have multiple servers on your system, you must run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard collects the database
and variables information for all of your original server instances.
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If you upgrade from IBM Spectrum Protect V6.3 to V8.1.3 and have multiple servers on your system, all instances that exist in
DB2® V9.7 are dropped and recreated in DB2 V11.1. The wizard issues the db2 upgrade db dbname command for each
database. The database environment variables for each instance on your system are also reconfigured during the upgrade
process.

Related tasks:
Running multiple server instances on a single system (V7.1.1)

Linux: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of space is
adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

Procedure

1. Monitor the active log to ensure that the size is correct for the workload that is handled by the server instance.

When the server workload reaches its typical expected level, the space that is used by the active log is 80% - 90% of the
space that is available to the active log directory. At that point, you might need to increase the amount of space. Whether
you must increase the space depends on the types of transactions in the server workload. Transaction characteristics affect
how the active log space is used.

The following transaction characteristics can affect the space usage in the active log:

The number and size of files in backup operations
Clients such as file servers that back up large numbers of small files can cause large numbers of transactions
that are completed quickly. The transactions might use a large amount of space in the active log, but for a
short time.
Clients such as a mail server or a database server that back up large amounts of data in few transactions can
cause small numbers of transactions that take a long time to complete. The transactions might use a small
amount of space in the active log, but for a long time.

Network connection types
Backup operations that occur over fast network connections cause transactions that complete more quickly.
The transactions use space in the active log for a shorter time.
Backup operations that occur over relatively slower connections cause transactions that take a longer time to
complete. The transactions use space in the active log for a longer time.

If the server is handling transactions with a wide variety of characteristics, the space that is used for the active log might
increase and decrease significantly over time. For such a server, you might need to ensure that the active log typically has a
smaller percentage of its space used. The extra space allows the active log to grow for transactions that take a long time to
complete.

2. Monitor the archive log to ensure that space is always available.
Remember: If the archive log becomes full, and the failover archive log becomes full, the active log can become full, and
the server stops. The goal is to make enough space available to the archive log so that it never uses all its available space.
You are likely to notice the following pattern:

a. Initially, the archive log grows rapidly as typical client-backup operations occur.
b. Database backups occur regularly, either as scheduled or done manually.
c. After at least two full database backups occur, log pruning occurs automatically. The space that is used by the

archive log decreases when the pruning occurs.
d. Normal client operations continue, and the archive log grows again.
e. Database backups occur regularly, and log pruning occurs as often as full database backups occur.

With this pattern, the archive log grows initially, decreases, and then might grow again. Over time, as normal operations
continue, the amount of space that is used by the archive log should reach a relatively constant level.

If the archive log continues to grow, consider taking one or both of these actions:
Add space to the archive log. You might need to move the archive log to a different file system.
Increase the frequency of full database backups, so that log pruning occurs more frequently.

3. If you defined a directory for the failover archive log, determine whether any logs get stored in that directory during normal
operations. If the failover log space is being used, consider increasing the size of the archive log. The goal is that the
failover archive log is used only under unusual conditions, not in normal operation.
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Linux: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
IBM Spectrum Protect™ maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.

Before you begin

To install a fix pack or interim fix to the server, install the server at the level on which you want to run it. You do not have to start
the server installation at the base release level. For example, if you currently have V8.1.1 installed, you can go directly to the
latest fix pack for V8.1. You do not have to start with the V8.1.0 installation if a maintenance update is available.

You must have the IBM Spectrum Protect license package installed. The license package is provided with the purchase of a base
release. When you download a fix pack or interim fix from Fix Central, install the server license that is available on the Passport
Advantage® website. To display messages and help in a language other than US English, install the language package of your
choice.

If you upgrade the server to V8.1.3 or later, and then revert the server to a level that is earlier than V8.1.3, you must restore the
database to a point in time before the upgrade. During the upgrade process, complete the required steps to ensure that the
database can be restored: back up the database, the volume history file, the device configuration file, and the server options file.
For more information, see Linux: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server.

If you are using the client management service, ensure that you upgrade it to the same version as the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the base release of the installed server. If you installed IBM Spectrum Protect
from a downloaded package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is
uninstalled, the installation media from the server base release are required to reinstall the license.

Visit the IBM® Support Portal for the following information:

A list of the latest maintenance and download fixes. Click Downloads and apply any applicable fixes.
Details about obtaining a base license package. Search for Downloads > Passport Advantage.
Supported platforms and system requirements. Search for IBM Spectrum Protect supported operating systems.

Ensure that you upgrade the server before you upgrade backup-archive clients. If you do not upgrade the server first,
communication between the server and clients might be interrupted.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2® software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

Procedure

To install a fix pack or interim fix, complete the following steps:

1. Back up the database. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup. A snapshot backup is a full database backup that
does not interrupt any scheduled database backups. For example, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative
command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Save the volume history file to another directory or rename the file. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect

administrative command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt. The file is in the server instance directory.
5. Halt the server before installing a fix pack or interim fix. Use the HALT command.
6. Ensure that extra space is available in the installation directory. The installation of this fix pack might require additional

temporary disk space in the installation directory of the server. The amount of additional disk space can be as much as that
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required for installing a new database as part of an IBM Spectrum Protect installation. The IBM Spectrum Protect
installation wizard displays the amount of space that is required for installing the fix pack and the available amount. If the
required amount of space is greater than the available amount, the installation stops. If the installation stops, add the
required disk space to the file system and restart the installation.

7. Log in as the root user.
8. Obtain the package file for the fix pack or interim fix that you want to install from the IBM Support Portal, Passport

Advantage, or Fix Central.
9. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file and complete the following steps.

Tip: The files are extracted to the current directory. Ensure that the executable file is in the directory where you want the
extracted files to be located.

a. Change file permissions by entering the following command:

chmod a+x 8.x.x.x-IBM-SPSRV-platform.bin

where platform denotes the architecture that IBM Spectrum Protect is to be installed on.
b. Issue the following command to extract the installation files:

 ./8.x.x.x-IBM-SPSRV-platform.bin

10. Select one of the following ways of installing IBM Spectrum Protect.
Important: After a fix pack is installed, it is not necessary to go through the configuration again. You can stop after
completing the installation, fix any errors, then restart your servers.
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect software by using one of the following methods:

Installation wizard
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard

Tip: After you start the wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or
Modify icon.

Command line in console mode
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode

Silent mode
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Linux: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

Tip: If you have multiple server instances on your system, run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard
upgrades all server instances.

Results

Correct any errors that are detected during the installation process.

If you installed the server by using the installation wizard, you can view installation logs by using the IBM Installation Manager
tool. Click File > View Log. To collect log files, from the IBM Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem
Analysis.

If you installed the server by using console mode or silent mode, you can view error logs in the IBM Installation Manager log
directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs

Linux: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your original
version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files. Carefully follow the
preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the previous version of the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server with minimal loss of data.

Before you begin
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You must have the following items from the earlier version of the server:

Server database backup
Volume history file
Device configuration file
Server options file

About this task

Use the same instructions whether you are reverting within releases or to an earlier release, for example, from 8.1.3 to 8.1.2 or
from 8.1.3 to 7.1.2. The older version must match the version that you used before the upgrade to V8.1.

Attention: Specify the REUSEDELAY parameter to help prevent backup-archive client data loss when you revert the server to a
previous version.

Steps for reverting to the previous server version

About this task

Complete the following steps on the system that has the V8.1 server.

Procedure

1. Halt the server to shut down all server operations by using the HALT command.
2. Remove the database from the database manager, then delete the database and recovery log directories.

a. Manually remove the database. One way to remove it is by issuing this command:

dsmserv removedb tsmdb1

b. If you must reuse the space that is occupied by the database and recovery log directories, you can now delete these
directories.

3. Use the uninstallation program to uninstall the V8.1 server. Uninstallation removes the server and the database manager,
with their directories. For details, see Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.

4. Stop the cluster service. Reinstall the version of the server program that you were using before the upgrade to V8.1.3. This
version must match the version that your server was running when you created the database backup that you restore in a
later step. For example, the server was at V7.1.7 before the upgrade, and you intend to use the database backup that was
in use on this server. You must install the V7.1.7 fix pack to be able to restore the database backup.

5. Configure the new server database by using the configuration wizard. To start the wizard, issue the following command: 

. /dsmicfgx

6. Ensure that no servers are running in the background.
7. Restore the database to a point in time before the upgrade.
8. Copy the following files to the instance directory.

Device configuration file
Volume history file
The server options file (typically dsmserv.opt)

9. If you enabled data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools that existed before the upgrade, or if you moved data
that existed before the upgrade into new storage pools while using the V8.1.3 server, you must complete additional
recovery steps. For more details, see Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data
deduplication.

10. If the REUSEDELAY parameter setting on storage pools is less than the age of the database that you restored, restore
volumes on any sequential-access storage pools that were reclaimed after that database backup. Use the RESTORE
VOLUME command.
If you do not have a backup of a storage pool, audit the reclaimed volumes by using the AUDIT VOLUME command, with the
FIX=YES parameter to resolve inconsistencies. For example:

audit volume volume_name fix=yes

11. If client backup or archive operations were completed using the V8.1 server, audit the storage pool volumes on which the
data was stored.

Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data deduplication
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If you created new storage pools, turned on data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools, or did both while your server was
running as a V8.1.3 server, you must complete more steps to return to the previous server version.

Before you begin

To complete this task, you must have a complete backup of the storage pool that was created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

About this task

Use this information if you did either or both of the following actions while your server was running as a V8.1.3 server:

You enabled the data deduplication function for any storage pools that existed before the upgrade to V8.1.3 program. Data
deduplication applies only to storage pools that use a FILE device type.
You created new primary storage pools after the upgrade and moved data that was stored in other storage pools into the
new storage pools.

Complete these steps after the server is again restored to V7.

Procedure

For each storage pool for which you enabled the data deduplication function, restore the entire storage pool by using the
RESTORE STGPOOL command.
For storage pools that you created after the upgrade, determine what action to take. Data that was moved from existing V8
storage pools into the new storage pools might be lost because the new storage pools no longer exist in your restored V8
server. Possible recovery depends on the type of storage pool:

If data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, space that was occupied by the data
that was moved was probably reused. Therefore, you must restore the original V8 storage pools by using the storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

If no data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, then audit the storage pool volumes
in these DISK-type storage pools.

If data was moved from V8 sequential-access storage pools into a new storage pool, that data might still exist and be
usable in storage pool volumes on the restored V8 server. The data might be usable if the REUSEDELAY parameter
for the storage pool was set to a value that prevented reclamation while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server. If
any volumes were reclaimed while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server, restore those volumes from storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

Linux: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server
databases

Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.

Purpose

After using the wizards to install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect™, you seldom need to issue DB2 commands. A limited set of
DB2 commands that you might use or be asked to issue are listed in Table 1. This list is supplemental material only and is not a
comprehensive list. There is no implication that an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator will use it on a daily or ongoing basis.
Samples of some commands are provided. Details of output are not listed.

For a full explanation of the commands described here and of their syntax, see the DB2 product information.

Table 1. DB2 commands
Com
man
d Description Example
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Com
man
d Description Example

db2i
crt

Creates DB2 instances in the home directory of the instance owner.
Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect configuration wizard creates the instance used by the server and
database. After a server is installed and configured through the configuration wizard, the db2icrt
command is generally not used.

This utility is in the DB2DIR/instance directory, where DB2DIR represents the installation
location where the current version of the DB2 database system is installed.

Manually
create an IBM
Spectrum
Protect
instance. Enter
the command
on one line:

/opt/tivoli
/tsm/db2/in
stance/ 
db2icrt -a 
server -u 
instance_na
me 
instance_na
me

db2s
et

Displays DB2 variables. List DB2
variables:

db2set

CATA
LOG
DATA
BASE

Stores database location information in the system database directory. The database can be located
either on the local workstation or on a remote database partition server. The server configuration wizard
takes care of any catalog needed for using the server database. Run this command manually, after a
server is configured and running, only if something in the environment changes or is damaged.

Catalog the
database:

db2 catalog 
database 
tsmdb1 

CON
NEC
T TO
DATA
BASE

Connects to a specified database for command-line interface (CLI) use. Connect to the
IBM Spectrum
Protect
database from
a DB2 CLI:

db2 connect 
to tsmdb1

GET
DATA
BASE
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Show the
configuration
information for
a database
alias:

db2 get db 
cfg for 
tsmdb1 

Retrieve
information in
order to verify
settings such
as database
configuration,
log mode, and
maintenance.

db2 get db 
config for 
tsmdb1  
show detail 
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Com
man
d Description Example

GET
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Retrieve
configuration
information for
the database
manager:

db2 get dbm 
cfg 

GET
HEAL
TH
SNA
PSH
OT

Retrieves the health status information for the database manager and its databases. The information
returned represents a snapshot of the health state at the time the command was issued. IBM Spectrum
Protect monitors the state of the database using the health snapshot and other mechanisms that are
provided by DB2. There might be cases where the health snapshot or other DB2 documentation
indicates that an item or database resource might be in an alert state. Such a case indicates that action
must be considered to remedy the situation. IBM Spectrum Protect monitors the condition and responds
appropriately. Not all declared alerts by the DB2 database are acted on.

Receive a
report on DB2
health monitor
indicators:

db2 get 
health 
snapshot 
for  
database on 
tsmdb1 

GRA
NT
(Data
base
Auth
oritie
s)

Grants authorities that apply to the entire database rather than privileges that apply to specific objects
within the database.

Grant access
to the user ID
itmuser:

db2 GRANT 
CONNECT ON 
DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser  
db2 GRANT 
CREATETAB 
ON DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser 

RUN
STAT
S

Updates statistics about the characteristics of a table and associated indexes or statistical views. These
characteristics include number of records, number of pages, and average record length.

To see a table, issue this utility after updating or reorganizing the table.

A view must be enabled for optimization before its statistics can be used to optimize a query. A view that
is enabled for optimization is known as a statistical view. Use the DB2 ALTER VIEW statement to enable
a view for optimization. Issue the RUNSTATS utility when changes to underlying tables substantially
affect the rows returned by the view.

Tip: The server configures DB2 to run the RUNSTATS command as needed.

Update
statistics on a
single table.

db2 
runstats on 
table  
SCHEMA_NAME
.TABLE_NAME  
with 
distributio
n and 
sampled  
detailed 
indexes all 

SET
SCH
EMA

Changes the value of the CURRENT SCHEMA special register, in preparation for issuing SQL commands
directly through the DB2 CLI.
Tip: A special register is a storage area that is defined for an application process by the database
manager. It is used to store information that can be referenced in SQL statements.

Set the
schema for
IBM Spectrum
Protect:

 db2 set 
schema 
tsmdb1
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Com
man
d Description Example

STAR
T
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Starts the current database manager instance background processes. The server starts and stops the
instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.
Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Start the
database
manager:

db2start 

STOP
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Stops the current database manager instance. Unless explicitly stopped, the database manager
continues to be active. This command does not stop the database manager instance if any applications
are connected to databases. If there are no database connections, but there are instance attachments,
the command forces the instance attachments to stop first. Then, it stops the database manager. This
command also deactivates any outstanding database activations before stopping the database manager.

This command is not valid on a client.

The server starts and stops the instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.

Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Stop the
database
manager:

db2 stop 
dbm 

Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure that
you do not lose your backup and archive data.

Before you begin

Complete the following steps before you uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect:

Complete a full database backup.
Save a copy of the volume history and device configuration files.
Store the output volumes in a safe location.

About this task

You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.
Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.
Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation Manager
from the command line with the parameters for silent mode.
Linux: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set
up are removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.
Linux: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation
Manager.

What to do next

See Linux: Installing the server components for installation steps to reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect components.
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Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Start the Installation Manager.
In the directory where the Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse subdirectory (for example,

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command:

./IBMIM

2. Click Uninstall.
3. Select IBM Spectrum Protect server, and click Next.
4. Click Uninstall.
5. Click Finish.

Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command:

./imcl -c
3. To uninstall, enter 5.
4. Choose to uninstall from the IBM Spectrum Protect package group.
5. Enter N for Next.
6. Choose to uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server package.
7. Enter N for Next.
8. Enter U for Uninstall.
9. Enter F for Finish.

Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation Manager from
the command line with the parameters for silent mode.

Before you begin

You can use a response file to provide data input to silently uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server components. IBM Spectrum
Protect includes a sample response file, uninstall_response_sample.xml, in the input directory where the installation package is
extracted. This file contains default values to help you avoid any unnecessary warnings.

If you want to uninstall all IBM Spectrum Protect components, leave modify="false" set for each component in the response
file. If you do not want to uninstall a component, set the value to modify="true".

If you want to customize the response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools
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For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command, where response_file represents the response file path, including the

file name:

./imcl -input response_file -silent

The following command is an example:

./imcl -input /tmp/input/uninstall_response.xml -silent

Linux: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set up are
removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.

About this task

To manually uninstall and reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect, complete the following steps:

1. Make a list of your current server instances before proceeding to the uninstallation. Run the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2ilist 

2. Run the following commands for every server instance:

db2 attach to instance_name 
db2 get dbm cfg show detail 
db2 detach

Keep a record of the database path for each instance.
3. Uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See Linux: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.
4. When you uninstall any supported version of IBM Spectrum Protect, including a fix pack, an instance file is created. The

instance file is created to help reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Check this file and use the information when you are
prompted for the instance credentials when reinstalling. In silent installation mode, you provide these credentials using the
INSTANCE_CRED variable.
You can find the instance file in the following location:

/etc/tivoli/tsm/instanceList.obj
5. Reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See Linux: Installing the server components.

If the instanceList.obj file does not exist, you need to recreate your server instances using the following steps:

a. Recreate your server instances. See Linux: Creating the server instance.
Tip: The installation wizard configures the server instances but you must verify that they exist. If they do not exist,
you must manually configure them.

b. Catalog the database. Log in to each server instance as the instance user, one at a time, and issue the following
commands:

db2 catalog database tsmdb1 
db2 attach to instance_name 
db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_directory 
db2 detach

c. Verify that the server instance was created successfully. Issue this command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2ilist 

d. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect recognizes the server instance by listing your directories. Your home directory
appears if you did not change it. Your instance directory does appear if you used the configuration wizard. Issue this
command:
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db2 list database directory 

If you see TSMDB1 listed, you can start the server.

Linux: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM® Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation Manager.

Before you begin

Before you uninstall IBM Installation Manager, you must ensure that all packages that were installed by IBM Installation Manager
are uninstalled. Close IBM Installation Manager before you start the uninstall process.

To view installed packages, issue the following command from a command line:

cd /opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools 
./imcl listInstalledPackages

Procedure

To uninstall IBM Installation Manager, complete the following steps:

1. Open a command line and change directories to /var/ibm/InstallationManager/uninstall.
2. Issue the following command:

./uninstall

Restriction: You must be logged in to the system as the root user ID.

Windows: Installing the server
Installation of the server includes planning, installation, and initial configuration.

Windows: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every
workstation that transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.
Windows: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or
silent mode.
Windows: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of
configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect instance.
Windows: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
IBM Spectrum Protect maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.
Windows: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your
original version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files.
Carefully follow the preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the
previous version of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with minimal loss of data.
Windows: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server databases
Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.
Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure
that you do not lose your backup and archive data.

Windows: Planning to install the server
Install the server software on the computer that manages storage devices and install the client software on every workstation that
transfers data to IBM Spectrum Protect™ server-managed storage.
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Windows: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication
protocols, and system configurations.
Windows: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure
that the server is set up for optimal performance.

Windows: Minimum system requirements for Windows systems
The server can require a large amount of memory, network bandwidth, and processor resources. In many cases, the server
performs best when other applications are not installed on the same system.
Windows: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local
software repositories to install or update many IBM products.
Windows: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect
server. You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.
Windows: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the
shared resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the
database and the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or
upgrade.
Windows: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Windows: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect server include the server, DB2®, device, language, and other
directories. Each one contains several additional directories.

Windows: What you should know first
Before installing IBM Spectrum Protect™, be familiar with your operating systems, storage devices, communication protocols, and
system configurations.

Server maintenance releases, client software, and publications are available from the IBM® Support Portal.

Restriction: You cannot install and run the Version 8.1.3 server on a system that already has DB2® installed on it,
whether DB2 was installed by itself or as part of some other application. The V8.1.3 server requires the installation and use of the
DB2 version that is packaged with the V8.1.3 server. No other version of DB2 can exist on the system.

You can install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a domain controller. The server can have heavy processor usage,
however, and that might affect and stall other applications.

Experienced DB2 administrators can choose to perform advanced SQL queries and use DB2 tools to monitor the database. Do not,
however, use DB2 tools to change DB2 configuration settings from those that are preset by IBM Spectrum Protect, or alter the
DB2 environment for IBM Spectrum Protect in other ways, such as with other products. The V8.1.3 server has been built and
tested extensively using the data definition language (DDL) and database configuration that the server deploys.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2 software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

Windows: Planning for optimal performance
Before you install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, evaluate the characteristics and configuration of the system to ensure that
the server is set up for optimal performance.

Procedure

1. Review Windows: What you should know first.
2. Review each of the following sub-sections.

Windows: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
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Windows: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
Windows: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.
Windows: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.
Windows: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use
DISK or FILE device classes.
Windows: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are
better for use with IBM Spectrum Protect.
Windows: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum
Protect solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the
configuration of IBM Spectrum Protect.

Windows: Planning for the server hardware and the operating system
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the operating
system and hardware
meet or exceed
requirements?

Number and
speed of
processors
System
memory
Supported
operating
system level

If you are using the
minimum required amount
of memory, you can support
a minimal workload.

You can experiment by
adding more system
memory to determine
whether the performance is
improved. Then, decide
whether you want to keep
the system memory
dedicated to the server. Test
the memory variations by
using the entire daily cycle
of the server workload.

If you run multiple servers
on the system, add the
requirements for each
server to get the
requirements for the
system.

Review operating system requirements at technote 1243309.

Additionally, review the guidance in Tuning tasks for operating systems
and other applications.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For more information about sizing requirements for the server and
storage, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprint.

Are disks configured
for optimal
performance?

The amount of tuning that
can be done for different
disk systems varies. Ensure
that the appropriate queue
depths and other disk
system options are set.

For more information, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes"
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Does the server have
enough memory?

Heavier workloads and
advanced features such as
data deduplication and node
replication require more
than the minimum system
memory that is specified in
the system requirements
document.
For databases that are not
enabled for data
deduplication, use the
following guidelines to
specify memory
requirements:

For databases less
than 500 GB, you
need 16 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 500 GB - 1 TB,
you need 24 GB of
memory.
For databases with a
size of 1 TB - 1.5 TB,
you need 32 GB of
memory.
For databases greater
than 1.5 TB, you need
40 GB of memory.

Ensure that you allocate
extra space for the active
log and the archive log for
replication processing.

For more information about requirements when these features are in use,
see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication
Memory requirements

Does the system have
enough host bus
adapters (HBAs) to
handle the data
operations that the
IBM Spectrum Protect
server must run
simultaneously?

Understand what operations
require use of HBAs at the
same time.

For example, a server must
store 1 GB/sec of backup
data while also doing
storage pool migration that
requires 0.5 GB/sec
capacity to complete. The
HBAs must be able to
handle all of the data at the
speed required.

See Tuning HBA capacity.

Is network bandwidth
greater than the
planned maximum
throughput for
backups?

Network bandwidth must
allow the system to
complete operations such
as backups in the time that
is allowed or that meets
service level commitments.

For node replication,
network bandwidth must be
greater than the planned
maximum throughput.

For more information, see the following topics:

Tuning network performance
Checklist for node replication
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Question
Tasks, characteristics,
options, or settings More information

Are you using a
preferred file system
for IBM Spectrum
Protect server files?

Use a file system that
ensures optimal
performance and data
availability. The server uses
direct I/O with file systems
that support the feature.
Using direct I/O can improve
throughput and reduce
processor use. For more
information about the
preferred file system for
your operating system, see
IBM Spectrum Protect
server-supported file
systems.

For more information, see Configuring the operating system for disk
performance.

Are you planning to
configure enough
paging space?

Paging space, or swap
space, extends the memory
that is available for
processing. When the
amount of free RAM in the
system is low, programs or
data that is not in use are
moved from memory to
paging space. This action
releases memory for other
activities, such as database
operations.

Paging space is
automatically configured.

 

Windows: Planning for the server database disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Is the database on fast, low-latency
disks?

Do not use the following drives for the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ database:

Nearline SAS (NL-SAS)
Serial Advanced Technology
Attachment (SATA)
Parallel Advanced Technology
Attachment (PATA)

Do not use internal disks that are
included by default in most server
hardware.

Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

If you plan to use the data deduplication
functions of IBM Spectrum Protect, focus
on disk performance in terms of I/O
operations per second (IOPS).

For more information, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Is the database stored on disks or LUNs
that are separate from disks or LUNs that
are used for the active log, archive log,
and storage pool volumes?

Separation of the server database from
other server components helps reduce
contention for the same resources by
different operations that must run at the
same time.
Tip: The database and the archive log can
share an array when you use solid-state
drive (SSD) technology.

 

If you are using RAID, do you know how
to select the optimal RAID level for your
system? Are you defining all LUNs with
the same size and type of RAID?

When a system must do large numbers of
writes, RAID 10 outperforms RAID 5.
However, RAID 10 requires more disks
than RAID 5 for the same amount of
usable storage.

If your disk system is RAID, define all
your LUNs with the same size and type of
RAID. For example, do not mix 4+1 RAID
5 with 4+2 RAID 6.

 

If an option to set the strip size or
segment size is available, are you
planning to optimize the size when you
configure the disk system?

If you can set the strip size or segment
size, use 64 KB or 128 KB sizes on disk
systems for the database.

The block size that is used for the
database varies depending on the table
space. Most table spaces use 8 KB
blocks, but some use 32 KB blocks.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Are you planning to create at least four
directories, also called storage paths, on
four separate LUNs for the database?

Create one directory per distinct array on
the subsystem. If you have fewer than
three arrays, create a separate LUN
volume within the array.

Heavier workloads and use of some
features require more database storage
paths than the minimum requirements.

Server operations such as data
deduplication drive a high number of
input/output operations per second
(IOPS) for the database. Such operations
perform better when the database has
more directories.

For server databases that are larger than
2 TB or are expected to grow to that size,
use eight directories.

Consider planned growth of the system
when you determine how many storage
paths to create. The server uses the
higher number of storage paths more
effectively if the storage paths are
present when the server is first created.

Use the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable to
force parallel I/O to occur on table
spaces that have one container, or on
table spaces that have containers on
more than one physical disk. If you do
not set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable,
I/O parallelism is equal to the number of
containers that are used by the table
space. For example, if a table space
spans four containers, the level of I/O
parallelism that is used is 4.

For more information, see the following
topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For help with forecasting growth when
the server deduplicates data, see
technote 1596944.

For the most recent information about
database size, database reorganization,
and performance considerations for IBM
Spectrum Protect servers, see technote
1683633.

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.

Are all directories for the database the
same size?

Directories that are all the same size
ensure a consistent degree of parallelism
for database operations. If one or more
directories for the database are smaller
than the others, they reduce the potential
for optimized parallel prefetching.

This guideline also applies if you must
add storage paths after the initial
configuration of the server.

 

Are you planning to raise the queue depth
of the database LUNs on AIX® systems?

The default queue depth is often too low. See Configuring AIX systems for disk
performance.

Windows: Planning for the server recovery log disks
Use the checklist to verify that the system where the server is installed meets requirements for hardware and software
configuration.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the active log and archive
log stored on disks or LUNs that
are separate from what is used
for the database and storage
pool volumes?

Ensure that the disks where you place the active log
are not used for other server or system purposes. Do
not place the active log on disks that contain the
server database, the archive log, or system files such
as page or swap space.

Separation of the server database,
active log, and archive log helps to
reduce contention for the same
resources by different operations that
must run at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Are the logs on disks that have
nonvolatile write cache?

Nonvolatile write cache allows data to be written to
the logs as fast as possible. Faster write operations
for the logs can improve performance for server
operations.

 

Are you setting the logs to a
size that adequately supports
the workload?

If you are not sure about the workload, use the
largest size that you can.

Active log
The maximum size is 512 GB, set with the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option.

Ensure that there is at least 8 GB of free space
on the active log file system after the fixed size
active logs are created.

Archive log
The size of the archive log is limited by the size
of the file system on which it is located, and
not by a server option. Make the archive log at
least as large as the active log.

For log sizing details, see the
recovery log information in
technote 1421060.
For information about sizing
when you use data
deduplication, see Checklist for
data deduplication.

Are you defining an archive
failover log? Are you placing
this log on a disk that is
separate from the archive log?

The archive failover log is for emergency use by the
server when the archive log becomes full. Slower
disks can be used for the archive failover log.

Use the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option to specify the location of the
archive failover log.

Monitor the usage of the directory for
the archive failover log. If the archive
failover log must be used by the server,
the space for the archive log might not
be large enough.

If you are mirroring the active
log, are you using only one type
of mirroring?

You can mirror the log by using one of the following
methods. Use only one type of mirroring for the log.

Use the MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY option that is
available for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
to specify a mirror location.
Use software mirroring, such as Logical Volume
Manager (LVM) on AIX®.
Use mirroring in the disk system hardware.

If you mirror the active log, ensure that
the disks for both the active log and the
mirror copy have equal speed and
reliability.

For more information, see Configuring
and tuning the recovery log.

Windows: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage
pools

Review how your directory-container and cloud-container storage pools are set up to ensure optimal performance.

Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Measured in terms of input/output
operations per second (IOPS), are you
using fast disk storage for the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ database?

Use a high-performance disk for the
database. Use solid-state drive
technology for data deduplication
processing.

Ensure that the database has a minimum
capability of 3000 IOPS. For each TB of
data that is backed up daily (before data
deduplication), add 1000 IOPS to this
minimum.

For example, an IBM Spectrum Protect
server that is ingesting 3 TB of data per
day would need 6000 IOPS for the
database disks:

3000 IOPS minimum + 3000 (3  
TB x 1000 IOPS) = 6000 IOPS

For recommendations about disk
selection, see "Planning for server
database disks".

For more information about IOPS, see the
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints.

Do you have enough memory for the size
of your database?

Use a minimum of 40 GB of system
memory for IBM Spectrum Protect
servers, with a database size of 100 GB,
that are deduplicating data. If the
retained capacity of backup data grows,
the memory requirement might need to
be higher.

Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is
required.

Use more system memory to improve
caching of database pages. The following
memory size guidelines are based on the
daily amount of new data that you back
up:

128 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 1 - 2 TB
192 GB of system memory for
daily backups of data, where the
database size is 2 - 4 TB

Memory requirements
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you properly sized the storage
capacity for the database active log and
archive log?

Configure the server to have a minimum
active log size of 128 GB by setting the
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option to a value
of 131072.

The suggested starting size for the
archive log is 1 TB. The size of the archive
log is limited by the size of the file system
on which it is located, and not by a server
option. Ensure that there is at least 10%
extra disk space for the file system than
the size of the archive log.

Use a directory for the database archive
logs with an initial free capacity of at
least 1 TB. Specify the directory by using
the ARCHLOGDIRECTORY server option.

Define space for the archive failover log
by using the
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY server
option.

For more information about sizing for
your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Is compression enabled for the archive
log and database backups?

Enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server
option to save storage space.

This compression option is different from
inline compression. Inline compression is
enabled by default with IBM Spectrum
Protect V7.1.5 and later.

Restriction: Do not use this option if the
amount of backed up data exceeds 6 TB
per day.

For more information about compression
for your system, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprints.

Are the IBM Spectrum Protect database
and logs on separate disk volumes
(LUNs)?

Is the disk that is used for the database
configured according to best practices for
a transactional database?

The database must not share disk
volumes with IBM Spectrum Protect
database logs or storage pools, or with
any other application or file system.

For more information about server
database and recovery log configuration,
see Server database and recovery log
configuration and tuning.

Are you using a minimum of eight (2.2
GHz or equivalent) processor cores for
each IBM Spectrum Protect server that
you plan to use with data deduplication?

If you are planning to use client-side data
deduplication, verify that client systems
have adequate resources available during
a backup operation to complete data
deduplication processing. Use a
processor that is at least the minimum
equivalent of one 2.2 GHz processor core
per backup process with client-side data
deduplication.

Effective planning and use of
deduplication
IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough storage space for
the database?

For a rough estimate, plan for 100 GB of
database storage for every 50 TB of data
that is to be protected in deduplicated
storage pools. Protected data is the
amount of data before data
deduplication, including all versions of
objects stored.

As a best practice, define a new container
storage pool exclusively for data
deduplication. Data deduplication occurs
at the storage-pool level, and all data
within a storage pool, except encrypted
data, is deduplicated.

 

Have you estimated storage pool capacity
to configure enough space for the size of
your environment?

You can estimate capacity requirements
for a deduplicated storage pool by using
the following technique:

1. Estimate the base size of the
source data.

2. Estimate the daily backup size by
using an estimated change and
growth rate.

3. Determine retention requirements.
4. Estimate the total amount of

source data by factoring in the
base size, daily backup size, and
retention requirements.

5. Apply the deduplication ratio
factor.

6. Apply the compression ratio factor.
7. Round up the estimate to consider

transient storage pool usage.

For an example of using this technique,
see Effective planning and use of
deduplication.

Have you distributed disk I/O over many
disk devices and controllers?

Use arrays that consist of as many disks
as possible, which is sometimes referred
to as wide striping. Ensure that you use
one database directory per distinct array
on the subsystem.

Set the DB2_PARALLEL_IO registry
variable to enable parallel I/O for each
table space used if the containers in the
table space span multiple physical disks.

When I/O bandwidth is available and the
files are large, for example 1 MB, the
process of finding duplicates can occupy
the resources of an entire processor.
When files are smaller, other bottlenecks
can occur.

Specify eight or more file systems for the
deduplicated storage pool device class so
that I/O is distributed across as many
LUNs and physical devices as possible.

For guidelines about setting up storage
pools, see "Planning for storage pools in
DISK or FILE device classes".

For information about setting the
DB2_PARALLEL_IO variable, see
Recommended settings for IBM DB2
registry variables.
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Have you scheduled daily operations
based on your backup strategy?

The best practice sequence of operations
is in the following order:

1. Client backup

2. Storage pool protection
3. Node replication
4. Database backup
5. Expire inventory

Scheduling data deduplication and
node replication processes
Daily operations for directory-
container storage pools

Do you have enough storage to manage
the DB2® lock list?

If you deduplicate data that includes
large files or large numbers of files
concurrently, the process can result in
insufficient storage space. When the lock
list storage is insufficient, backup
failures, data management process
failures, or server outages can occur.

File sizes greater than 500 GB that are
processed by data deduplication are
most likely to deplete storage space.
However, if many backup operations use
client-side data deduplication, this
problem can also occur with smaller-
sized files.

For information about tuning the DB2
LOCKLIST parameter, see Tuning server-
side data deduplication.

Is sufficient bandwidth available to
transfer data to an IBM Spectrum Protect
server?

To transfer data to an IBM Spectrum
Protect server, use client-side or server-
side data deduplication and compression
to reduce the bandwidth that is required.

Use a V7.1.5 server or higher to use inline
compression and use a V7.1.6 or later
client to enable enhanced compression
processing.

For more information, see the
enablededup client option.

Have you determined how many storage
pool directories to assign to each storage
pool?

Assign directories to a storage pool by
using the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
command.

Create multiple storage pool directories
and ensure that each directory is backed
up to a separate disk volume (LUN).
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Question
Tasks, characteristics, options, or
settings More information

Did you allocate enough disk space in the
cloud-container storage pool?

To prevent backup failures, ensure that
the local directory has enough space. Use
the following list as a guide for optimal
disk space:

For serial-attached SCSI (SAS) and
spinning disk, calculate the
amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount, in
terabytes, for disk space.
Provide 3 TB for flash-based
storage systems with fast network
connections to on-premises, high-
performance cloud systems.
Provide 5 TB for solid-state drive
(SSD) systems with fast network
connections to high-performance
cloud systems.

 

Did you select the appropriate type of
local storage?

Ensure that data transfers from local
storage to cloud finish before the next
backup cycle starts.
Tip: Data is removed from local storage
soon after it moves to the cloud.
Use the following guidelines:

Use flash or SSD for large systems
that have high-performing cloud
systems. Ensure that you have a
dedicated 10 GB wide area
network (WAN) link with a high-
speed connection to the object
storage. For example, use flash or
SSD if you have a dedicated 10 GB
WAN link plus a high-speed
connection to either an IBM®
Cloud Object Storage location or to
an Amazon Simple Storage Service
(Amazon S3) data center.
Use larger capacity 15000 rpm
SAS disks for these scenarios:

Medium-sized systems
Slower cloud connections,
for example, 1 GB
When you use IBM Cloud
Object Storage as your
service provider across
several regions

For SAS or spinning disk, calculate
the amount of new data that is
expected after daily data reduction
(compression and data
deduplication). Allocate up to 100
percent of that amount for disk
space, in terabytes.
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Windows: Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device classes
Use the checklist to review how your disk storage pools are set up. This checklist includes tips for storage pools that use DISK or
FILE device classes.

Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

Can the storage pool LUNs sustain
throughput rates for 256 KB
sequential reads and writes to
adequately handle the workload
within the time constraints?

When you are planning for peak loads, consider
all the data that you want the server to read or
write to the disk storage pools simultaneously.
For example, consider the peak flow of data from
client backup operations and server data-
movement operations such as migration that run
at the same time.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server reads and
writes to storage pools predominantly in 256 KB
blocks.

If the disk system includes the capability,
configure the disk system for optimal
performance with sequential read/write
operations rather than random read/write
operations.

For more information, see Analyzing the
basic performance of disk systems.

Is the disk configured to use read
and write cache?

Use more cache for better performance.  

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
determined a good size to use for
the storage pool volumes?

Review the information in Optimal number and
size of volumes for storage pools that use disk. If
you do not have the information to estimate a
size for FILE device class volumes, start with
volumes that are 50 GB.

Typically, problems arise more frequently
when the volumes are too small. Few
problems are reported when volumes are
larger than needed. When you determine
the volume size to use, as a precaution
choose a size that might be larger than
necessary.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, are you using
preallocated volumes?

Scratch volumes can cause file fragmentation.

To ensure that a storage pool does not run out of
volumes, set the MAXSCRATCH parameter to a
value greater than zero.

Use the DEFINE VOLUME server
command to preallocate volumes in the
storage pool.

Use the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE
STGPOOL server command to set the
MAXSCRATCH parameter.

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you
compared the maximum number
of client sessions to the number
of volumes that are defined?

Always maintain enough usable volumes in the
storage pools to allow for the expected peak
number of client sessions that run at one time.
The volumes might be scratch volumes, empty
volumes, or partly filled volumes.

For storage pools that use FILE device
classes, only one session or process can
write to a volume at the same time.
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Question Tasks, characteristics, options, or settings More information

For storage pools that use FILE
device classes, have you set the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter of the
device class to a value that is high
enough to account for the number
of volumes that might be
mounted in parallel?

For storage pools that use data deduplication,
the MOUNTLIMIT parameter is typically in the
range of 500 - 1000.
Set the value for MOUNTLIMIT to the maximum
number of mount points that are needed for all
active sessions. Consider parameters that affect
the maximum number of mount points that are
needed:

The MAXSESSIONS server option, which is
the maximum number of IBM Spectrum
Protect sessions that can run concurrently.
The MAXNUMMP parameter, which sets
the maximum number of mount points
that each client node can use.

For example, if the maximum number of client
node backup sessions is typically 100 and each
of the nodes has MAXNUMMP=2, multiply 100
nodes by the 2 mount points for each node to get
the value of 200 for the MOUNTLIMIT parameter.

Use the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE
NODE server command to set the
MAXNUMMP parameter for client nodes.

For storage pools that use DISK
device classes, have you
determined how many storage
pool volumes to put on each file
system?

How you configure the storage for a storage pool
that uses a DISK device class depends on
whether you are using RAID for the disk system.

If you are not using RAID, then configure one file
system per physical disk, and define one storage
pool volume for each file system.

If you are using RAID 5 with n + 1 volumes,
configure the storage in one of the following
ways:

Configure n file systems on the LUN and
define one storage pool volume per file
system.
Configure one file system and n storage
pool volumes for the LUN.

For an example layout that follows this
guideline, see Sample layout of server
storage pools.

Did you create your storage pools
to distribute I/O across multiple
file systems?

Ensure that each file system is on a different LUN
on the disk system.

Typically, having 10 - 30 file systems is a good
goal, but ensure that the file systems are no
smaller than approximately 250 GB.

For details, see the following topics:

Tuning disk storage for the server
Tuning and configuring storage
pools and volumes

Windows: Planning for the correct type of storage technology
Storage devices have different capacity and performance characteristics. These characteristics affect which devices are better for
use with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

Review the following table to help you to choose the correct type of storage technology for the storage resources that the server
requires.

Table 1. Storage technology types for IBM Spectrum Protect storage requirements
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

Solid-state
disk (SSD)

Place the database on
SSD in the following
circumstances:

You are using
IBM Spectrum
Protect data
deduplication.
You are backing
up more than 8
TB of new data
daily.

If you place the IBM
Spectrum Protect
database on an SSD, as
a best practice, place
the active log on an
SSD. If space is not
available, use high-
performance disk
instead.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. The archive
log and archive failover
logs can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

Save SSDs for use with
the database and
active log. Storage
pools can be placed on
slower storage
technology types.

High-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

15k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
serial-
attach
ed
SCSI
(SAS)
interfa
ce

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

Use high-performance
disks in the following
circumstances:

The server does
not do data
deduplication.
The server does
not do node
replication.

For performance and
availability, isolate the
active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use high-
performance disks for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use high-performance
disks for storage pools
in the following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.

Medium-
performance
or high-
performance
disk with the
following
characteristic
s:

10k
rpm
disk
Fibre
Chann
el or
SAS
interfa
ce

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. Isolate the server
database from its logs
and storage pools, and
from data for other
applications.

If the disk system has a
mix of disk
technologies, use the
faster disks for the
database and active
log. For performance
and availability, isolate
the active log from the
server database,
archive logs, and
storage pools.

You can use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
the archive log and
archive failover logs.
For availability, isolate
these logs from the
database and active
log.

Use medium-
performance or high-
performance disk for
storage pools in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
frequently read.
Data is
frequently
written.

For performance and
availability, isolate
storage pool data from
the server database
and logs, and from data
for other applications.
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Storage
technology
type Database Active log

Archive log and
archive failover log Storage pools

SATA,
network-
attached
storage

Do not use this storage
for the database. Do
not place the database
on XIV storage
systems.

Do not use this storage
for the active log.

Use of this slower
storage technology is
acceptable because
these logs are written
once and infrequently
read.

Use this slower storage
technology in the
following
circumstances:

Data is
infrequently
written, for
example written
once.
Data is
infrequently
read.

.

Tape and
virtual tape

      Use for long-term
retention or if data is
infrequently used.

Windows: Applying best practices to the server installation
Typically, hardware configuration and selection have the most significant effect on the performance of an IBM Spectrum Protect™
solution. Other factors that affect performance are the operating system selection and configuration, and the configuration of IBM
Spectrum Protect.

Procedure

The following best practices are the most important for optimal performance and problem prevention.
Review the table to determine the best practices that apply to your environment.

Best practice More information

Use fast disks for the server database.
Enterprise-grade solid-state disks (SSD),
with Fibre Channel or SAS interface, offer
the best performance.

Use fast, low-latency disks for the database. Using SSD is
essential if you are using data deduplication and node
replication. Avoid Serial Advanced Technology Attachment
(SATA) and Parallel Advanced Technology Attachment (PATA)
disks. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for the correct type of storage technology"

Ensure that the server system has enough
memory.

Review operating system requirements in technote 1243309.
Heavier workloads require more than the minimum
requirements. Advanced features such as data deduplication
and node replication can require more than the minimum
memory that is specified in the system requirements document.

If you plan to run multiple instances, each instance requires the
memory that is listed for one server. Multiply the memory for
one server by the number of instances that are planned for the
system.
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Best practice More information

Separate the server database, the active
log, the archive log, and disk storage pools
from each other.

Keep all IBM Spectrum Protect storage resources on separate
disks. Keep storage pool disks separate from the disks for the
server database and logs. Storage pool operations can interfere
with database operations when both are on the same disks.
Ideally, the server database and logs are also separated from
each other. For details and more tips, see the following topics:

"Planning for server database disks"
"Planning for server recovery log disks"
"Planning for storage pools in DISK or FILE device
classes"

Use at least four directories for the server
database. For larger servers or servers that
use advanced features, use eight
directories.

Place each directory on a LUN that is isolated from other LUNs
and from other applications.

A server is considered to be large if its database is larger than 2
TB or is expected to grow to that size. Use eight directories for
such servers.

See "Planning for server database disks".

If you are using data deduplication, node
replication, or both, follow the guidelines
for database configuration and other items.

Configure the server database according to the guidelines,
because the database is extremely important to how well the
server runs when these features are being used. For details and
more tips, see the following topics:

Checklist for data deduplication
Checklist for node replication

For storage pools that use FILE type device
classes, follow the guidelines for the size of
storage pool volumes. Typically, 50 GB
volumes are best.

Review the information in Optimal number and size of volumes
for storage pools that use disk to help you to determine volume
size.

Configure storage pool devices and file systems based on
throughput requirements, not only on capacity requirements.

Isolate the storage devices that are used by IBM Spectrum
Protect from other applications that have high I/O, and ensure
that there is enough throughput to that storage.

For more details, see Checklist for storage pools on DISK or
FILE.

Schedule IBM Spectrum Protect client
operations and server maintenance
activities to avoid or minimize overlap of
operations.

For more details, see the following topics:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations
Checklist for server configuration

Monitor operations constantly. By monitoring, you can find problems early and more easily
identify causes. Keep records of monitoring reports for up to a
year to help you identify trends and plan for growth. See
Monitoring and maintaining the environment for performance.

Windows: Minimum system requirements for Windows systems
The server can require a large amount of memory, network bandwidth, and processor resources. In many cases, the server
performs best when other applications are not installed on the same system.

Hardware and software requirements for the IBM Spectrum Protect server installation

These tables list the minimum hardware and software requirements for the installation of an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. Use
these requirements as a starting point for systems without data deduplication. The optimal IBM Spectrum Protect environment is
set up with data deduplication by using the IBM Spectrum Protect Blueprints. For the most current information about system
requirements, see technote 1243309.
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Hardware requirements

Table 1 describes the minimum hardware requirements for the server. If the server does not meet the minimum requirements, the
installation fails. For more details about planning disk space, see Windows: Capacity planning.

Table 1. Hardware requirements
Type of hardware Hardware requirements

Hardware An AMD64 or Intel EMT-64 processor

Disk Space The following minimum values for disk space:

At least 7.5 GB of free disk storage for a typical installation
60 MB in the temporary directory space
2 GB partition size in the C:\ drive
300 MB in the instance directory
2 GB for the shared resources area

In case a problem arises and any diagnosis is needed, it is optimal to have temporary or other space
available on the system for a first failure data capture (FFDC) log or for other temporary uses such as for
collecting trace logs.

Significant additional disk space is required for database and log files. The size of the database depends on
the number of client files to be stored and the method by which the server manages them. The default
active log space is 16 GB, the minimum that is needed for most workloads and configurations. When you
create the active log, you need at least 64 GB to run replication. If replication and data deduplication are
both being used, create an active log of 128 GB. Allocate at least three times the default active log space for
the archive log (48 GB). Ensure that you have sufficient resources if you are using data deduplication or
expect a heavy client workload.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit
Numbers (LUNs) for the database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or
LUN.

Ensure that you see Windows: Capacity planning for more details about disk space.

Memory The following minimum values for memory:

16 GB for standard server operations without data deduplication and node replication
24 GB for data deduplication or node replication
32 GB for node replication with data deduplication

For more specific memory requirements for larger databases and higher ingestion capability, see the IBM
Spectrum Protect server memory tuning table.

For more specific memory requirements when you are using data deduplication, see the IBM Spectrum
Protect Blueprint for your operating system.

Software requirements

Table 2 describes the minimum software requirements that are needed for a server on a Windows system.

Table 2. Software requirements
Type of software Minimum software requirements

Operating system One of the following operating systems:

Microsoft Windows Server 2012: Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter Edition (64-bit)
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit)
Microsoft Windows Server 2016
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Type of software Minimum software requirements

Communication
protocol

At least one of the following communication protocols (installed by default with the current Windows
operating systems):

Named Pipes
TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6

Device drivers The IBM Spectrum Protect passthru device driver that is required for non-IBM® drives and tape libraries.
The Windows native device driver is recommended for tape drives and tape libraries. Otherwise, the IBM
Spectrum Protect kernel device driver can be used.

For the IBM 3590, 3592, or the Ultrium tape library or drives, the IBM device drivers are required. Install
the most current device drivers. You can locate IBM driver packages at Fix Central.

Configure the device drivers before you use the server with tape devices.

Other software Windows 2012, Windows 2012 R2, and Windows 2016 require that .NET Framework 3.5 is installed and
enabled.

The following User Account Control policies must be disabled:

User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator account
User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode

To authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server,
you must use one of the following directory servers:

Microsoft Active Directory (Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2)
IBM Security Directory Server V6.3
IBM Security Directory Server V6.4

Windows: IBM Installation Manager
IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local software
repositories to install or update many IBM products.

If the required version of IBM Installation Manager is not already installed, it is automatically installed or upgraded when you
install IBM Spectrum Protect. It must remain installed on the system so that IBM Spectrum Protect can be updated or uninstalled
later as needed.

The following list contains explanations of some terms that are used in IBM Installation Manager:

Offering
An installable unit of a software product.

The IBM Spectrum Protect offering contains all of the media that IBM Installation Manager requires to install IBM Spectrum
Protect.

Package
The group of software components that are required to install an offering.
The IBM Spectrum Protect package contains the following components:

IBM Installation Manager installation program
IBM Spectrum Protect offering

Package group
A set of packages that share a common parent directory.

The default package group for the IBM Spectrum Protect package is IBM Installation Manager.

Repository
A remote or local storage area for data and other application resources.

The IBM Spectrum Protect package is stored in a repository on IBM Fix Central.
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Shared resources directory
A directory that contains software files or plug-ins that are shared by packages.

IBM Installation Manager stores installation-related files in the shared resources directory, including files that are used for
rolling back to a previous version of IBM Spectrum Protect.

Windows: Worksheets for planning details for the server
You can use the worksheets to help you plan the amount and location of storage needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
You can also use them to keep track of names and user IDs.

Restriction: If you are using a File Allocation Table (FAT or FAT32) or a New Technology File System (NTFS) format, you
cannot specify the root directory of that system as the location of a database directory or log directory. Instead, you must create
one or more subdirectories within the root directory. Then, create the database directories and log directories within the
subdirectories.

Item Space required Number of directories Location of directories

The database  

Active log    

Archive log    

Optional: Log mirror for the
active log

   

Optional: Secondary archive
log (failover location for
archive log)

   

Item Names and user IDs Location

The instance user ID for the server,
which is the ID you use to start and
run the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

   

The home directory for the server,
which is the directory that contains
the instance user ID

   

The database instance name    

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
contains files specifically for this
server instance (the server options
file and other server-specific files)

   

The server name, use a unique
name for each server

   

Windows: Capacity planning
Capacity planning for IBM Spectrum Protect™ includes managing resources such as the database, the recovery log and the shared
resource area. To maximize resources as part of capacity planning, you must estimate space requirements for the database and
the recovery log. The shared resource area must have enough space available for each installation or upgrade.

Windows: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at
one time or you can use storage pool capacity.
Windows: Recovery log space requirements
In IBM Spectrum Protect, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the
archive failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for
example, the amount of client activity with the server.
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Windows: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery logs
To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space
utilization in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.
Windows: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

Windows: Estimating space requirements for the database
To estimate space requirements for the database, you can use the maximum number of files that can be in server storage at one
time or you can use storage pool capacity.

About this task

Consider using at least 25 GB for the initial database space. Provision file system space appropriately. A database size of 25 GB is
adequate for a test environment or a library-manager-only environment. For a production server supporting client workloads, the
database size is expected to be larger. If you use random-access disk (DISK) storage pools, more database and log storage space
is needed than for sequential-access storage pools.

The maximum size of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database is 6 TB.

For information about sizing the database in a production environment that is based on the number of files and on storage pool
size, see the following topics.

Windows: Estimating database space requirements based on the number of files
If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to
estimate space requirements for the database.
Windows: Estimating database space requirements based on storage pool capacity
To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require
200 TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your
database as large as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and
client-store operations can fail.
Windows: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the
database. The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server
workload.

Windows: Estimating database space requirements based on the number
of files

If you can estimate the maximum number of files that might be in server storage at a time, you can use that number to estimate
space requirements for the database.

About this task

To estimate space requirements that is based on the maximum number of files in server storage, use the following guidelines:

600 - 1000 bytes for each stored version of a file, including image backups.
Restriction: The guideline does not include space that is used during data deduplication.
100 - 200 bytes for each cached file, copy storage pool file, active-data pool file, and deduplicated file.
Additional space is required for database optimization to support varying data-access patterns and to support server back-
end processing of the data. The amount of extra space is equal to 50% of the estimate for the total number of bytes for file
objects.

In the following example for a single client, the calculations are based on the maximum values in the preceding guidelines. The
examples do not take into account that you might use file aggregation. In general, when you aggregate small files, it reduces the
amount of required database space. File aggregation does not affect space-managed files.

Procedure
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1. Calculate the number of file versions. Add each of the following values to obtain the number of file versions:
a. Calculate the number of backed-up files. For example, as many as 500,000 client files might be backed up at a time.

In this example, storage policies are set to keep up to three copies of backed up files:

500,000 files * 3 copies = 1,500,000 files

b. Calculate the number of archive files. For example, as many as 100,000 client files might be archived copies.
c. Calculate the number of space-managed files. For example, as many as 200,000 client files might be migrated from

client workstations.
Using 1000 bytes per file, the total amount of database space that is required for the files that belong to the client is 1.8
GB:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 1000 = 1.8 GB

2. Calculate the number of cached files, copy storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files:
a. Calculate the number of cached copies. For example, caching is enabled in a 5 GB disk storage pool. The high

migration threshold of the pool is 90% and the low migration threshold of the pool is 70%. Thus, 20% of the disk
pool, or 1 GB, is occupied by cached files.
If the average file size is about 10 KB, approximately 100,000 files are in cache at any one time:

100,000 files * 200 bytes = 19 MB

b. Calculate the number of copy storage-pool files. All primary storage pools are backed up to the copy storage pool:

(1,500,000 + 100,000 + 200,000) * 200 bytes = 343 MB

c. Calculate the number of active storage-pool files. All the active client-backup data in primary storage pools is copied
to the active-data storage pool. Assume that 500,000 versions of the 1,500,000 backup files in the primary storage
pool are active:

500,000 * 200 bytes = 95 MB

d. Calculate the number of deduplicated files. Assume that a deduplicated storage pool contains 50,000 files:

50,000 * 200 bytes = 10 MB

Based on the preceding calculations, about 0.5 GB of extra database space is required for the client’s cached files, copy
storage-pool files, active-data pool files, and deduplicated files.

3. Calculate the amount of extra space that is required for database optimization. To provide optimal data access and
management by the server, extra database space is required. The amount of extra database space is equal to 50% of the
total space requirements for file objects.

(1.8 + 0.5) * 50% = 1.2 GB

4. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for the client. The total is approximately 3.5 GB:

1.8 + 0.5 + 1.2 = 3.5 GB

5. Calculate the total amount of database space that is required for all clients. If the client that was used in the preceding
calculations is typical and you have 500 clients, for example, you can use the following calculation to estimate the total
amount of database space that is required for all clients:

500 * 3.5 = 1.7 TB 

Results

Tip: In the preceding examples, the results are estimates. The actual size of the database might differ from the estimate because
of factors such as the number of directories and the length of the path and file names. Periodically monitor your database and
adjust its size as necessary.

What to do next

During normal operations, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server might require temporary database space. This space is needed for
the following reasons:

To hold the results of sorting or ordering that are not already being kept and optimized in the database directly. The results
are temporarily held in the database for processing.
To give administrative access to the database through one of the following methods:
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A DB2® open database connectivity (ODBC) client
An Oracle Java™ database connectivity (JDBC) client
Structured Query Language (SQL) to the server from an administrative-client command line

Consider using an extra 50 GB of temporary space for every 500 GB of space for file objects and optimization. See the guidelines
in the following table. In the example that is used in the preceding step, a total of 1.7 TB of database space is required for file
objects and optimization for 500 clients. Based on that calculation, 200 GB is required for temporary space. The total amount of
required database space is 1.9 TB.

Database size Minimum temporary-space requirement

< 500 GB 50 GB

≥ 500 GB and < 1 TB 100 GB

≥ 1 TB and < 1.5 TB 150 GB

≥ 1.5 and < 2 TB 200 GB

≥ 2 and < 3 TB 250 - 300 GB

≥ 3 and < 4 TB 350 - 400 GB

Windows: Estimating database space requirements based on storage
pool capacity

To estimate database space requirements based on storage pool capacity, use a ratio of 1 - 5%. For example, if you require 200
TB of storage pool capacity, the size of your database is expected to be 2 - 10 TB. As a general rule, make your database as large
as possible to prevent running out of space. If you run out of database space, server operations and client-store operations can
fail.

Windows: The database manager and temporary space
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server database manager manages and allocates system memory and disk space for the database.
The amount of database space you require depends on the amount of system memory available and the server workload.

The database manager sorts data in a specific sequence, according to the SQL statement that you issue to request the data.
Depending on the workload on the server, and if there is more data than the database manager can manage, the data (that is
ordered in sequence) is allocated to temporary disk space. Data is allocated to temporary disk space when there is a large result
set. The database manager dynamically manages the memory that is used when data is allocated to temporary disk space.

For example, expiration processing can produce a large result set. If there is not enough system memory on the database to store
the result set, some of the data is allocated to temporary disk space. During expiration processing, if a node or file space are
selected that are too large to process, the database manager cannot sort the data in memory. The database manager must use
temporary space to sort data.

To run database operations, consider adding more database space for the following scenarios:

The database has a small amount of space and the server operation that requires temporary space uses the remaining free
space.
The file spaces are large, or the file spaces have an assigned policy that creates many file versions.
The IBM Spectrum Protect server must run with limited memory. The database uses the IBM Spectrum Protect server main
memory to run database operations. However, if there is insufficient memory available, the IBM Spectrum Protect server
allocates temporary space on disk to the database. For example, if 10G of memory is available and database operations
require 12G of memory, the database uses temporary space.
An out of database space error is displayed when you deploy an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Monitor the server
activity log for messages that are related to database space.

Important: Do not change the DB2 software that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs.
Do not install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack, of DB2 software to avoid damage to the database.

Windows: Recovery log space requirements
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In IBM Spectrum Protect™, the term recovery log comprises the active log, the archive log, the active log mirror, and the archive
failover log. The amount of space that you require for the recovery log depends on various factors, including, for example, the
amount of client activity with the server.

Windows: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as
occasional heavy workloads and failovers.
Windows: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only
one active log mirror.
Windows: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

Windows: Active and archive log space
When you estimate space requirements for active and archive logs, include some extra space for contingencies such as occasional
heavy workloads and failovers.

In IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers V7.1 and later, the active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. The archive log size is limited
to the size of the file system that it is installed on.

Use the following general guidelines when you estimate the size of the active log:

The suggested starting size for the active log is 16 GB.
Ensure that the active log is at least large enough for the amount of concurrent activity that the server typically handles. As
a precaution, try to anticipate the largest amount of work that the server manages at one time. Provision the active log with
extra space that can be used if needed. Consider using 20% of extra space.
Monitor used and available active log space. Adjust the size of the active log as needed, depending upon factors such as
client activity and the level of server operations.
Ensure that the directory that holds the active log is as large as, or larger than, the size of the active log. A directory that is
larger than the active log can accommodate failovers, if they occur.
Ensure that the file system that contains the active log directory has at least 8 GB of free space for temporary log
movement requirements.

The suggested starting size for the archive log is 48 GB.

The archive log directory must be large enough to contain the log files that are generated since the previous full backup. For
example, if you perform a full backup of the database every day, the archive log directory must be large enough to hold the log
files for all the client activity that occurs during 24 hours. To recover space, the server deletes obsolete archive log files after a full
backup of the database. If the archive log directory becomes full and a directory for archive failover logs does not exist, log files
remain in the active log directory. This condition can cause the active log directory to fill up and stop the server. When the server
restarts, some of the existing active-log space is released.

After the server is installed, you can monitor archive log utilization and the space in the archive log directory. If the space in the
archive log directory fills up, it can cause the following problems:

The server is unable to perform full database backups. Investigate and resolve this problem.
Other applications write to the archive log directory, exhausting the space that is required by the archive log. Do not share
archive log space with other applications including other IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Ensure that each server has a
separate storage location that is owned and managed by that specific server.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client-store operations
Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all
store transactions that are in progress at one time.
Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients that use multiple sessions
If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for
the server increases.
Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for simultaneous write operations
If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is
required for each file increases.
Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic client store operations and server operations
Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
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administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks
that run concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.
Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under conditions of extreme variation
Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup
sessions are active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your
environment, you might need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.
Windows: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database backups
The IBM Spectrum Protect server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.
Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data deduplication operations
If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic
client-store operations

Basic client-store operations include backup, archive, and space management. Log space must be sufficient to handle all store
transactions that are in progress at one time.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs for basic client-store operations, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  files stored during each transaction 
  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Basic client-store operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3053 bytes The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120
bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 19.5 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3053 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 3.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

3.5 + 16 = 19.5 GB
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Item
Example

values Description

Archive log: Suggested size 58.5 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.

3.5 x 3 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

10.5 + 48 = 58.5 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for clients
that use multiple sessions

If the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is set to a value that is greater than the default, the concurrent workload for the
server increases.

To determine the sizes of the active and archive logs when clients use multiple sessions, use the following calculation:

number of clients  x  sessions for each client  x  files stored 
  during each transaction  x  log space needed for each file

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Multiple client sessions
Item Example values Description

Maximum number of client
nodes that back up, archive, or
migrate files concurrently at any
time

300 1000 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Possible sessions for each client 3 3 The setting of the client option RESOURCEUTILIZATION is larger
than the default. Each client session runs a maximum of three
sessions in parallel.

Files stored during each
transaction

4096 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for
each file

3053 3053 The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.
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Item Example values Description

Active log: Suggested size 26.5 GB 1 51 GB 1 The following calculation was used for 300 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files stored during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 10.5 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

10.5 + 16 = 26.5 GB

The following calculation was used for 1000 clients. One GB equals
1,073,741,824 bytes.

(1000 clients x 3 sessions for each client x 4096
files store during each transaction x 3053 bytes
for each file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 = 35 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

35 + 16 = 51 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 79.5 GB 1 153 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server-database backup cycles, the estimate for the active log
is multiplied by 3:

10.5 x 3 = 31.5 GB

35 x 3 = 105 GB

Increase those amounts by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

31.5 + 48 = 79.5 GB

105 + 48 = 153 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your active log and adjust its size if necessary.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for
simultaneous write operations

If client backup operations use storage pools that are configured for simultaneous write, the amount of log space that is required
for each file increases.

The log space that is required for each file increases by about 200 bytes for each copy storage pool that is used for a simultaneous
write operation. In the example in the following table, data is stored to two copy storage pools in addition to a primary storage
pool. The estimated log size increases by 400 bytes for each file. If you use the suggested value of 3053 bytes of log space for
each file, the total number of required bytes is 3453.

This calculation is used in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Simultaneous write operations

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.
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Item
Example

values Description

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes that are needed when backing up files from a Windows
client where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. The tests consisted of backup-archive clients
performing backup operations to a random-access disk (DISK)
storage pool. DISK pools result in more log use than sequential-
access storage pools. Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the
data being stored has file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files stored during each
transaction x 3453 bytes for each file) ÷
1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB

Archive log: Suggested size 60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for basic
client store operations and server operations

Migration of data in server storage, identification processes for data deduplication, reclamation, and expiration might run
concurrently with client store operations. Administrative tasks such as administrative commands or SQL queries from
administrative clients can also run concurrently with client store operations. Server operations and administrative tasks that run
concurrently can increase the active log space that is required.

For example, migration of files from the random-access (DISK) storage pool to a sequential-access disk (FILE) storage pool uses
approximately 110 bytes of log space for each file that is migrated. For example, suppose that you have 300 backup-archive
clients and each one of them backs up 100,000 files every night. The files are initially stored on DISK and then migrated to a FILE
storage pool. To estimate the amount of active log space that is required for the data migration, use the following calculation. The
number of clients in the calculation represents the maximum number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time.

300 clients  x 100,000 files for each client   x  110 bytes =  3.1 GB

Add this value to the estimate for the size of the active log that calculated for basic client store operations.
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Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes under
conditions of extreme variation

Problems with running out of active log space can occur if you have many transactions that complete quickly and some
transactions that take much longer to complete. A typical case occurs when many workstation or file-server backup sessions are
active and a few very large database server-backup sessions are active. If this situation applies to your environment, you might
need to increase the size of the active log so that the work completes successfully.

Windows: Example: Estimating archive log sizes with full database
backups

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server deletes unnecessary files from the archive log only when a full database backup occurs.
Consequently, when you estimate the space that is required for the archive log, you must also consider the frequency of full
database backups.

For example, if a full database backup occurs once a week, the archive log space must be able to contain the information in the
archive log for a full week.

The difference in archive log size for daily and full database backups is shown in the example in the following table.

Table 1. Full database backups

Item
Example

values Description

Maximum number of client nodes that
back up, archive, or migrate files
concurrently at any time

300 The number of client nodes that back up, archive, or migrate files
every night.

Files stored during each transaction 4096 The default value of the server option TXNGROUPMAX is 4096.

Log space that is required for each file 3453 bytes 3053 bytes for each file plus 200 bytes for each copy storage pool.

The value of 3053 bytes for each file in a transaction represents the
log bytes needed when backing up files from a Windows client
where the file names are 12 - 120 bytes.

This value is based on the results of tests performed under
laboratory conditions. Tests consisted of clients performing backup
operations to a random-access disk (DISK) storage pool. DISK
pools result in more log use than sequential-access storage pools.
Consider a value larger than 3053 bytes if the data being stored has
file names that are longer than 12 - 120 bytes.

Active log: Suggested size 20 GB 1 Use the following calculation to determine the size of the active log.
One GB equals 1,073,741,824 bytes.

(300 clients x 4096 files per transaction x 3453
bytes per file) ÷ 1,073,741,824 bytes = 4.0 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16 GB:

4 + 16 = 20 GB

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database backup every day

60 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the active log by 3 to
estimate the total archive log requirement:

4 GB x 3 = 12 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

12 + 48 = 60 GB
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Item
Example

values Description

Archive log: Suggested size with a full
database every week

132 GB 1 Because of the requirement to be able to store archive logs across
three server database-backup cycles, multiply the estimate for the
active log by 3 to estimate the total archive log requirement.
Multiply the result by the number of days between full database
backups:

(4 GB x 3 ) x 7 = 84 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48 GB:

84 + 48 = 132 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are calculated. In a
production environment that does not use deduplication, 16 GB is the suggested minimum size for an active log. The suggested
starting size for an archive log in a production environment that does not use deduplication is 48 GB. If you substitute values
from your environment and the results are larger than 16 GB and 48 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Windows: Example: Estimating active and archive log sizes for data
deduplication operations

If you deduplicate data, you must consider its effects on space requirements for active and archive logs.

The following factors affect requirements for active and archive log space:

The amount of deduplicated data
The effect of data deduplication on the active log and archive log space depends on the percentage of data that is eligible
for deduplication. If the percentage of data that can be deduplicated is relatively high, more log space is required.

The size and number of extents
Approximately 1,500 bytes of active log space are required for each extent that is identified by a duplicate-identification
process. For example, if 250,000 extents are identified by a duplicate-identification process, the estimated size of the
active log is 358 MB:

250,000 extents identified during each process x 1,500 bytes 
 for each extent = 358 MB

Consider the following scenario. Three hundred backup-archive clients back up 100,000 files each night. This activity
creates a workload of 30,000,000 files. The average number of extents for each file is two. Therefore, the total number of
extents is 60,000,000, and the space requirement for the archive log is 84 GB:

60,000,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 84 GB

A duplicate-identification process operates on aggregates of files. An aggregate consists of files that are stored in a given
transaction, as specified by the TXNGROUPMAX server option. Suppose that the TXNGROUPMAX server option is set to the
default of 4096. If the average number of extents for each file is two, the total number of extents in each aggregate is 8192,
and the space required for the active log is 12 MB:

8192 extents in each aggregate x 1500 bytes for each extent = 
   12 MB

The timing and number of the duplicate-identification processes
The timing and number of duplicate-identification processes also affects the size of the active log. Using the 12 MB active-
log size that was calculated in the preceding example, the concurrent load on the active log is 120 MB if 10 duplicate-
identification processes are running in parallel:

12 MB for each process x 10 processes = 120 MB

File size
Large files that are processed for duplicate identification can also affect the size of the active log. For example, suppose
that a backup-archive client backs up an 80 GB, file-system image. This object can have a high number of duplicate extents
if, for example, the files included in the file system image were backed up incrementally. For example, assume that a file
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system image has 1.2 million duplicate extents. The 1.2 million extents in this large file represent a single transaction for a
duplicate-identification process. The total space in the active log that is required for this single object is 1.7 GB:

1,200,000 extents x 1,500 bytes for each extent = 1.7 GB

If other, smaller duplicate-identification processes occur at the same time as the duplicate-identification process for a
single large object, the active log might not have enough space. For example, suppose that a storage pool is enabled for
deduplication. The storage pool has a mixture of data, including many relatively small files that range from 10 KB to several
hundred KB. The storage pool also has few large objects that have a high percentage of duplicate extents.

To take into account not only space requirements but also the timing and duration of concurrent transactions, increase the
estimated size of the active log by a factor of two. For example, suppose that your calculations for space requirements are
25 GB (23.3 GB + 1.7 GB for deduplication of a large object). If deduplication processes are running concurrently, the
suggested size of the active log is 50 GB. The suggested size of the archive log is 150 GB.

The examples in the following tables show calculations for active and archive logs. The example in the first table uses an
average size of 700 KB for extents. The example in the second table uses an average size of 256 KB. As the examples show,
the average deduplicate-extent size of 256 KB indicates a larger estimated size for the active log. To minimize or prevent
operational problems for the server, use 256 KB to estimate the size of the active log in your production environment.

Table 1. Average duplicate-extent size of 700 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.

Average size of
extents

700 KB 700 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average size for
extents.

Extents for a given
file

1,198,372
bits

6,135,667
bits

Using the average extent size (700 KB), these calculations
represent the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:
(800 GB ÷ 700 KB) = 1,198,372 bits

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object: (4
TB ÷ 700 KB) = 6,135,667 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

1.7 GB 8.6 GB The estimated active log space that are needed for this
transaction.
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Item Example values Description

Active log:
Suggested total size

66 GB 1 79.8 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of two. In these examples, the active
log space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 1.7 GB) x 2 = 50 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

50 + 16 = 66 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 8.6 GB) x 2 = 63.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

63.8 + 16 = 79.8 GB

Archive log:
Suggested size

198 GB 1 239.4 GB 1 Multiply the estimated size of the active log by a factor of
3.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

50 GB x 3 = 150 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

150 + 48 = 198 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

63.8 GB x 3 = 191.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

191.4 + 48 = 239.4 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Table 2. Average duplicate-extent size of 256 KB
Item Example values Description

Size of largest single
object to
deduplicate

800 GB 4 TB The granularity of processing for deduplication is at the file
level. Therefore, the largest single file to deduplicate
represents the largest transaction and a correspondingly
large load on the active and archive logs.
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Item Example values Description

Average size of
extents

256 KB 256 KB The deduplication algorithms use a variable block method.
Not all deduplicated extents for a given file are the same
size, so this calculation assumes an average extent size.

Extents for a given
file

3,276,800
bits

16,777,216
bits

Using the average extent size, these calculations represent
the total number of extents for a given object.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(800 GB ÷ 256 KB) = 3,276,800 bits

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(4 TB ÷ 256 KB) = 16,777,216 bits

Active log:
Suggested size that
is required for the
deduplication of a
single large object
during a single
duplicate-
identification
process

4.5 GB 23.4 GB The estimated size of the active log space that is required
for this transaction.

Active log:
Suggested total size

71.6 GB 1 109.4 GB 1 After considering other aspects of the workload on the
server in addition to deduplication, multiply the existing
estimate by a factor of 2. In these examples, the active log
space required to deduplicate a single large object is
considered along with previous estimates for the required
active log size.

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and an 800 GB object:

(23.3 GB + 4.5 GB) x 2 = 55.6 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

55.6 + 16 = 71.6 GB

The following calculation was used for multiple
transactions and a 4 TB object:

(23.3 GB + 23.4 GB) x 2 = 93.4 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 16
GB:

93.4 + 16 = 109.4 GB
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Item Example values Description

Archive log:
Suggested size

214.8 GB 1 328.2 GB 1 The estimated size of the active log multiplied by a factor
of 3.

The following calculation was used for an 800 GB object:

55.6 GB x 3 = 166.8 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

166.8 + 48 = 214.8 GB

The following calculation was used for a 4 TB object:

93.4 GB x 3 = 280.2 GB

Increase that amount by the suggested starting size of 48
GB:

280.2 + 48 = 328.2 GB

1 The example values in this table are used only to illustrate how the sizes for active logs and archive logs are
calculated. In a production environment that uses deduplication, 32 GB is the suggested minimum size for an
active log. The suggested minimum size for an archive log in a production environment that uses
deduplication is 96 GB. If you substitute values from your environment and the results are larger than 32 GB
and 96 GB, use your results to size the active log and archive log.

Monitor your logs and adjust their size if necessary.

Windows: Active-log mirror space
The active log can be mirrored so that the mirrored copy can be used if the active log files cannot be read. There can be only one
active log mirror.

Creating a log mirror is a suggested option. If you increase the size of the active log, the log mirror size is increased automatically.
Mirroring the log can affect performance because of the doubled I/O activity that is required to maintain the mirror. The additional
space that the log mirror requires is another factor to consider when deciding whether to create a log mirror.

If the mirror log directory becomes full, the server issues error messages to the activity log and to the db2diag.log. Server activity
continues.

Windows: Archive-failover log space
The archive failover log is used by the server if the archive log directory runs out of space.

Specifying an archive failover log directory can prevent problems that occur if the archive log runs out of space. If both the archive
log directory and the drive or file system where the archive failover log directory is located become full, the data remains in the
active log directory. This condition can cause the active log to fill up, which causes the server to halt.

Windows: Monitoring space utilization for the database and recovery
logs

To determine the amount of used and available active log space, you issue the QUERY LOG command. To monitor space utilization
in the database and recovery logs, you can also check the activity log for messages.

Active log

If the amount of available active log space is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR4531I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP_TRIGGER
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This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. The IBM Spectrum Protect™
server starts a full database backup.

To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR0297I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_USED_SINCE_LAST_BACKUP
This message is displayed when the active log space exceeds the maximum specified size. You must back up the database
manually.

To change the maximum log size, halt the server. Open the dsmserv.opt file, and specify a new value for the
ACTIVELOGSIZE option. When you are finished, restart the server.

ANR4529I: IC_AUTOBACKUP_LOG_UTILIZATION_TRIGGER
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. If at least one full
database backup has occurred, the IBM Spectrum Protect server starts an incremental database backup. Otherwise, the
server starts a full database backup.

ANR0295I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_LOG_UTILIZATION
The ratio of used active-log space to available active-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. You must back up the
database manually.

Archive log

If the amount of available archive log space is too low, the following message is displayed in the activity log:

ANR0299I: IC_BACKUP_NEEDED_ARCHLOG_USED
The ratio of used archive-log space to available archive-log space exceeds the log utilization threshold. The IBM Spectrum
Protect server starts a full automatic database backup.

Database

If the amount of space available for database activities is too low, the following messages are displayed in the activity log:

ANR2992W: IC_LOG_FILE_SYSTEM_UTILIZATION_WARNING_2
The used database space exceeds the threshold for database space utilization. To increase the space for the database, use
the EXTEND DBSPACE command, the EXTEND DBSPACE command, or the DSMSERV FORMAT utility with the DBDIR
parameter.

ANR1546W: FILESYSTEM_DBPATH_LESS_1GB
The available space in the directory where the server database files are located is less than 1 GB.

When an IBM Spectrum Protect server is created with the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or with the configuration wizard, a
server database and recovery log are also created. In addition, files are created to hold database information used by the
database manager. The path specified in this message indicates the location of the database information used by the
database manager. If space is unavailable in the path, the server can no longer function.

You must add space to the file system or make space available on the file system or disk.

Windows: Deleting installation rollback files
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process to free space in the shared resource
directory. For example, files that might have been required for a rollback operation are types of files that you can delete.

About this task

To delete the files that are no longer needed, use either the installation graphical wizard or the command line in console mode.

Windows: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager
user interface.
Windows: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.
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Windows: Deleting installation rollback files by using a graphical wizard
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during installation process by using the IBM® Installation Manager user
interface.

Procedure

1. Open IBM Installation Manager.
2. Click File > Preferences.
3. Select Files for Rollback.
4. Click Delete Saved Files and click OK.

Windows: Deleting installation rollback files by using the command line
You can delete certain installation files that were saved during the installation process by using the command line.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM® Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse\tools

For example:

C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager\eclipse\tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command to start an IBM Installation Manager command line:

imcl.exe -c
3. Enter P to select Preferences.
4. Enter 3 to select Files for Rollback.
5. Enter D to Delete the Files for Rollback.
6. Enter A to Apply Changes and Return to Preferences Menu.
7. Enter C to leave the Preference Menu.
8. Enter X to Exit Installation Manager.

Windows: Server naming best practices
Use these descriptions as a reference when you install or upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Instance user ID

The instance user ID is used as the basis for other names related to the server instance. The instance user ID is also called the
instance owner.

For example: tsminst1

The instance user ID is the user ID that must have ownership or read/write access authority to all directories that you create for
the database and the recovery log. The standard way to run the server is under the instance user ID. That user ID must also have
read/write access to the directories that are used for any FILE device classes.

Database instance name

The database instance name is the name of the server instance as it appears in the registry.

For example: Server1

Instance directory
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The instance directory is a directory that contains files specifically for a server instance (the server options file and other server-
specific files). It can have any name that you want. For easier identification, use a name that ties the directory to the instance
name.

You can use a name that includes the name of the server instance as it appears (or will appear) in the registry. Default
server instance names have the form Serverx.

For example: C:\tsm\server1

The instance directory stores the following files for the server instance:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure
Sockets Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully
qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

Database name

The database name is always TSMDB1, for every server instance. This name cannot be changed.

Server name

The server name is an internal name for IBM Spectrum Protect, and is used for operations that involve communication among
multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers. Examples include server-to-server communication and library sharing.

The server name is also used when you add the server to the Operations Center so that it can be managed using that
interface. Use a unique name for each server. For easy identification in the Operations Center (or from a QUERY SERVER
command), use a name that reflects the location or purpose of the server. Do not change the name of an IBM Spectrum Protect
server after it is configured as a hub or spoke server.

If you use the wizard, the default name that is suggested is the host name of the system that you are using. You can use a different
name that is meaningful in your environment. If you have more than one server on the system and you use the wizard, you can use
the default name for only one of the servers. You must enter a unique name for each server.

For example,

TUCSON_SERVER1
TUCSON_SERVER2

Directories for database space and recovery log

The directories can be named according to local practices. For easier identification, consider using names that tie the directories
to the server instance.

For example, for the archive log:

f:\server1\archlog

Windows: Installation directories
Installation directories for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server include the server, DB2®, device, language, and other directories.
Each one contains several additional directories.

The (/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin) is the default directory that contains server code and licensing.

The DB2 product that is installed as part of the installation of the IBM Spectrum Protect server has the directory structure as
documented in DB2 information sources. Protect these directories and files as you do the server directories. The default directory
is /opt/tivoli/tsm/db2.
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You can use US English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Korean, Japanese, traditional Chinese, simplified
Chinese, Chinese GBK, Chinese Big5, and Russian.

Windows: Installing the server components
To install the Version 8.1.3 server components, you can use the installation wizard, the command line in console mode, or silent
mode.

About this task

Using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation software, you can install the following components:

server
Tip: The database (DB2®), the Global Security Kit (GSKit) and IBM® Java™ Runtime Environment (JRE) are automatically
installed when you select the server component.
server languages
license
devices
IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN
Operations Center

Allow approximately 15 - 30 minutes to install a V8.1.3 server, using this guide.

Windows: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect installation package from an IBM download site such as Passport Advantage® or
IBM Fix Central.
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
You can install the server by using the IBM Installation Manager graphical wizard.
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line in console mode.
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console
but instead stores messages and errors in log files.
Windows: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The
translations also allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

Windows: Obtaining the installation package
You can obtain the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation package from an IBM® download site such as Passport Advantage® or IBM
Fix Central.

Procedure

1. Download the appropriate package file from one of the following websites.
Download the server package from Passport Advantage or Fix Central.
For the latest information, updates, and maintenance fixes, go to the IBM Support Portal.

2. If you downloaded the package from an IBM download site, complete the following steps:

a. Verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they are extracted from the product package.
See the download document for the space requirements:

IBM Spectrum Protect technote 4042944
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition technote 4042945
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention technote 4042946

b. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
Important: In the next step, the files are extracted to the current directory. The path must contain no more than 128
characters. Be sure to extract the installation files to an empty directory. Do not extract to a directory that contains
previously extracted files, or any other files.

c. Either double-click the executable file, or enter the following command on the command line to extract the
installation files. The files are extracted to the current directory.

package_name.exe
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where package_name is like this example: 8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-WindowsX64.exe

3. Select one of the following methods of installing IBM Spectrum Protect:
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

4. After you install IBM Spectrum Protect, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Support and downloads and apply any applicable fixes.

Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation
wizard

You can install the server by using the IBM® Installation Manager graphical wizard.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:

Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Ensure that the user ID that you plan to use during the installation is a user with local Administrator authority.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using this method:

Option Description

Installing the software from a
downloaded package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard by issuing the following command: 

install.bat

Or, in the directory where the installation files were extracted,
double-click the install.bat file.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM Installation
Manager logs directory.

You can view installation log files by clicking File > View Log from the Installation Manager tool. To collect these log files,
click Help > Export Data for Problem Analysis from the Installation Manager tool.

After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

If a native device driver is available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, use
the native device driver. If a native device driver is not available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that
you plan to use, install the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver by issuing the dpinst.exe /a command. The dpinst.exe
file is in the device driver directory. The default directory is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\device\drivers.

Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode
You can install IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line in console mode.

Before you begin

Take the following actions before you start the installation:
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Verify that the operating system is set to the language that you require. By default, the language of the operating system is
the language of the installation wizard.

Ensure that the user ID that you plan to use during the installation is a user with local Administrator authority.

Procedure

Install IBM Spectrum Protect by using this method:

Option Description

Installing the software
from a downloaded
package:

a. Change to the directory where you downloaded the package.
b. Start the installation wizard in console mode by issuing the following command:

install.bat -c

Optional: Generate a response file as part of a console mode installation. Complete the
console mode installation options, and in the Summary panel, specify G to generate the
responses.

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

C:\ProgramData\IBM\Installation Manager\logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

If a native device driver is available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, use
the native device driver. If a native device driver is not available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that
you plan to use, install the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver by issuing the dpinst.exe /a command. The dpinst.exe
file is in the device driver directory. The default directory is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\device\drivers.

Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the server in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a console but
instead stores messages and errors in log files.

Before you begin

To provide data input when you use the silent installation method, you can use a response file. The following sample response
files are provided in the input directory where the installation package is extracted:

install_response_sample.xml
Use this file to install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ components.

update_response_sample.xml
Use this file to upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect components.

These files contain default values that can help you avoid any unnecessary warnings. To use these files, follow the instructions
that are provided in the files.

If you want to customize a response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. Create a response file. You can modify the sample response file or create your own file.
2. If you install the server and Operations Center in silent mode, create a password for the Operations Center truststore in the

response file.
If you are using the install_response_sample.xml file, add the password in the following line of the file, where mypassword
represents the password:

<variable name='ssl.password' value='mypassword' />
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For more information about this password, see Installation checklist
Tip: To upgrade the Operations Center, the truststore password is not required if you are using the
update_response_sample.xml file.

3. Start the silent installation by issuing the following command from the directory where the installation package is
extracted. The value response_file represents the response file path and file name:

install.bat -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

What to do next

If errors occur during the installation process, the errors are recorded in log files that are stored in the IBM® Installation
Manager logs directory, for example:

C:\ProgramData\IBM\Installation Manager\logs
After you install the server and components, and before you customize it for your use, go to the IBM Support Portal. Click
Downloads (fixes and PTFs) and apply any applicable fixes.

After you install a new server, review Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect to learn about
configuring your server.

If a native device driver is available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, use
the native device driver. If a native device driver is not available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that
you plan to use, install the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver by issuing the dpinst.exe /a command. The dpinst.exe
file is in the device driver directory. The default directory is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\device\drivers.

Windows: Installing server language packages
Translations for the server allow the server to display messages and help in languages other than US English. The translations also
allow for the use of locale conventions for date, time, and number formatting.

Before you begin

For instructions on installing storage agent language packages, see Language pack configuration for storage agents.

Windows: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.
Windows: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.
Windows: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.

Windows: Server language locales
Use either the default language package option or select another language package to display server messages and help.

This language package is automatically installed for the following default language option for server messages and help:
LANGUAGE AMENG.

For languages or locales other than the default, install the language package that your installation requires.
You can use the languages that are shown:

Table 1. Server languages for Windows
Language LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified chs

Chinese, Traditional cht

English ameng

French fra

German deu
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Language LANGUAGE option value

Italian ita

Japanese (Shift-JIS) jpn

Korean kor

Portuguese, Brazilian ptb

Russian rus

Spanish esp

Restriction: For Operations Center users, some characters might not be displayed properly if the web browser does not
use the same language as the server. If this problem occurs, set the browser to use the same language as the server.

Windows: Configuring a language package
After you configure a language package, messages and help are shown on the server in languages other than US English.
Installation packages are provided with IBM Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

Set the LANGUAGE option in the server options file to the name of the locale that you want to use. For example: to use
the ita locale, set the LANGUAGE option to ita. See Windows: Server language locales.

If the locale is successfully initialized, it formats the date, time, and number for the server. If the locale is not successfully
initialized, the server uses the US English message files and the date, time, and number format.

Windows: Updating a language package
You can modify or update a language package by using the IBM® Installation Manager.

About this task

You can install another language package within the same IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

Use the Modify function of IBM Installation Manager to install another language package.
Use the Update function of IBM Installation Manager to update to newer versions of the language packages.

Tip: In IBM Installation Manager, the term update means to discover and install updates and fixes to installed software packages.
In this context, update and upgrade are synonymous.

Windows: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect
After you install Version 8.1.3, prepare for the configuration. Using the configuration wizard is the preferred method of configuring
the IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance.

About this task

1. Create the directories and user ID for the server instance. See Windows: Creating the user ID and directories for the server
instance.

2. Configure a server instance. Select one of the following options:
Use the configuration wizard, the preferred method. See Windows: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the
configuration wizard.
Manually configure the new instance. See Windows: Configuring the server instance manually. Complete the
following steps during a manual configuration.

a. Set up your directories and create the IBM Spectrum Protect instance. See Windows: Creating the server
instance.

b. Create a new server options file by copying the sample file to set up communications between the server and
clients. See Windows: Configuring server and client communications.
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c. Issue the DSMSERV FORMAT command to format the database. See Windows: Formatting the database and
log.

d. Configure your system for database backup. See Windows: Preparing the database manager for database
backup.

3. Configure options to control when database reorganization runs. See Windows: Configuring server options for server
database maintenance.

4. Start the server instance if it is not already started.
See Windows: Starting the server instance on Windows systems.

5. Register your license. See Windows: Registering licenses.
6. Prepare your system for database backups. See Windows: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups.
7. Monitor the server. See Windows: Monitoring the server.

Windows: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs
for database and recovery logs.
Windows: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.
Windows: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database
tables and reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when
reorganization runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

Windows: Starting the server instance on Windows systems
In a production environment, the preferred method for starting the server is as a Windows service. In an environment
where you are reconfiguring, testing, or completing maintenance tasks, start the server in the foreground or use
maintenance mode.
Windows: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client
node connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.
Windows: Registering licenses
Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you
start server operations, such as backing up your data.
Windows: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.
Windows: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and
database and log directories.
Windows: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of
space is adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

Windows: Creating the user ID and directories for the server instance
Create the user ID for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance and create the directories that the server instance needs for
database and recovery logs.

Before you begin

Review the information about planning space for the server before you complete this task. See Windows: Worksheets for planning
details for the server.

Procedure

1. Create the user ID that will own the server instance. You use this user ID when you create the server instance in a later
step.

Create a user ID that will be the owner of the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance. A user ID can own
more than one IBM Spectrum Protect server instance. Identify the user account that will own the server instance.

When the server is started as a Windows service, this account is the one that the service will log on to. The user
account must have administrative authority on the system. One user account can own more than one server
instance.
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If you have multiple servers on one system and want to run each server with a different user account, create a new
user account in this step.

Create the user ID.
Restriction: The user ID must comply with the following rule:

In the user ID, only lowercase letters (a-z), numerals (0-9), and the underscore character ( _ ) can be used. The user
ID must be 30 characters or less, and cannot start with ibm, sql, sys, or a numeral. The user ID and group name
cannot be user, admin, guest, public, local, or any SQL reserved word.

a. Use the following operating system command to create the user ID:

net user user_ID * /add

You are prompted to create and verify a password for the new user ID.
b. Issue the following operating system commands to add the new user ID to the Administrators groups:

net localgroup Administrators user_ID /add 
net localgroup DB2ADMNS user_ID /add

2. Create directories that the server requires.
Create empty directories for each item in the table and ensure that the new user ID you just created has

read/write permission to the directories. The database, archive log, and active log must reside on different physical
volumes.

Item
Example commands for creating the
directories Your directories

The instance directory for the
server, which is a directory that
will contain files specifically for
this server instance (the server
options file and other server-
specific files)

mkdir d:\tsm\server1  

The database directories mkdir d:\tsm\db001
mkdir e:\tsm\db002
mkdir f:\tsm\db003
mkdir g:\tsm\db004

 

Active log directory mkdir h:\tsm\log  

Archive log directory mkdir i:\tsm\archlog  

Optional: Directory for the log
mirror for the active log

mkdir j:\tsm\logmirror  

Optional: Secondary archive log
directory (failover location for
archive log)

mkdir k:\tsm\archlogfailover  

When a server is initially created by using the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or the configuration wizard, a server database and
recovery log are created. In addition, files are created to hold database information that is used by the database manager.

3. Log off the new user ID.

Windows: Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server
After you have installed the server and prepared for the configuration, configure the server instance.

About this task

Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect™ Management Console, which is a Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in, is no
longer delivered with IBM Spectrum Protect. The preferred method for configuring the server is to use the configuration wizard.
You can use the wizard to complete several server configuration tasks. However, you cannot use the wizard to extend the Active
Directory schema so that clients can automatically discover servers.
Configure an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance by selecting one of the following options:
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Windows: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration wizard
The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM
Spectrum Protect server program.
Windows: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.

Windows: Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration
wizard

The wizard offers a guided approach to configuring a server. By using the graphical user interface (GUI), you can avoid some
configuration steps that are complex when done manually. Start the wizard on the system where you installed the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server program.

Before you begin

Before you begin to use the configuration wizard, you must complete all preceding steps to prepare for the configuration. These
steps include installing IBM Spectrum Protect, creating the database and log directories, and creating the directories and user ID
for the server instance.

About this task

Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect Console, which is an MMC snap-in, is no longer delivered with IBM Spectrum Protect.
The preferred method for configuring the server instance is to use the configuration wizard. You can use the wizard to complete
several configuration tasks.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the following requirements are met: 
Ensure that the following requirements are met:

a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. In the Services window, select the Remote Registry service if it is not started, and click Start.

Ensure ports 137, 139 and 445 are not blocked by a firewall:
a. Click Start > Control Panel > Windows Firewall.
b. Select Advanced Settings.
c. Select Inbound Rules in the left pane.
d. Select New Rule in the right pane.
e. Create a port rule for TCP ports 137, 139 and 445 to allow connections for domain and private networks.

Configure User Account Control:

Access all three of the user account control configuration settings by first accessing Local Security Policy Security
options, by using the following steps:

a. Enable the built-in Administrator account:
Select the Accounts: Administrator account status.
Select Enable and click OK.

b. Disable User Account Control for all Windows administrators:
Select the User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode.
Select Disable and click OK.

c. Disable User Account Controll for the built-in Administrator account:
Select the User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator Account.
Select Disable and click OK.

Restart the server before you proceed with the Configuration wizard.
2. Start the local version of the wizard:

Either click Start > All Programs > IBM Spectrum Protect > Configuration Wizard. Or, double-click the
dsmicfgx.exe program in installation_directory\server. The default directory is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM.

Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. The wizard can be stopped and restarted, but the server is not
operational until the entire configuration process is complete.
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Windows: Configuring Remote Execution Protocol on Windows
Configure remote access settings by using these procedures.

Windows: Configuring the server instance manually
After installing IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.3, you can configure IBM Spectrum Protect manually instead of using the
configuration wizard.

Windows: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

Windows: Configuring server and client communications
After installing the server, you can set up client and server communications by specifying options in the server and client
options files.
Windows: Formatting the database and log
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the
database and recovery log.
Windows: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect, you must enable the database manager and configure the
IBM Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

Windows: Creating the server instance
Create an IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance by issuing the db2icrt command.

About this task

You can have one or more server instances on one workstation.
Important: Before you run the db2icrt command, ensure that the user and the instance directory of the user exists. If

there is no instance directory, you must create it.
The instance directory stores the following files for the server instance:

The server options file, dsmserv.opt
The server key database file, cert.kdb, and the .arm files (used by clients and other servers to import the Secure Sockets
Layer certificates of the server)
Device configuration file, if the DEVCONFIG server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volume history file, if the VOLUMEHISTORY server option does not specify a fully qualified name
Volumes for DEVTYPE=FILE storage pools, if the directory for the device class is not fully specified, or not fully qualified
User exits
Trace output (if not fully qualified)

1. Log in as an administrator and create an IBM Spectrum Protect instance, by using the db2icrt command. Enter the following
command on one line. The user account that you specify becomes the user ID that owns the Version 8.1.3 server (the
instance user ID).

db2icrt -u user_account instance_name

For example, if the user account is tsminst1 and the server instance is Server1, enter the following command:

db2icrt -u tsminst1 server1

You are prompted for the password for user ID tsminst1. Later, when you create and format the database, you use the
instance name that you specified with this command, with the -k option.

2. Change the default path for the database to be the drive where the instance directory for the server is located. Complete
the following steps:

a. Click Start > Programs > IBM DB2 > DB2TSM1 > Command Line Tools > Command Line Processor.
b. Enter quit to exit the command line processor.

A window with a command prompt should now be open, with the environment properly set up to successfully issue
the commands in the next steps.
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c. From the command prompt in that window, issue the following command to set the environment variable for the
server instance that you are working with:

set db2instance=instance_name

The instance_name is the same as the instance name that you specified when you issued the db2icrt command. For
example, to set the environment variable for the Server1 server instance, issue the following command:

set db2instance=server1

d. Issue the command to set the default drive:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_location

For example, the instance directory is d:\tsm\server1 and the instance location is drive d:. Enter the command:

db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath d:

3. Create a new server options file. See Windows: Configuring server and client communications.

Windows: Configuring server and client communications
After installing the server, you can set up client and server communications by specifying options in the server and client options
files.

About this task

Set these server options before you start the server. When you start the server, the new options go into effect. If you modify any
server options after starting the server, you must stop and restart the server to activate the updated options.

Review the server options file (dsmserv.opt.smp) that is located in the server instance directory to view and specify server
communications options. By default, the server uses the TCP/IP and Named Pipes communication methods.

Tip: If you start the server console and see warning messages that a protocol could not be used by the server, either the protocol
is not installed or the settings do not match the Windows protocol settings.

For a client to use a protocol that is enabled on the server, the client options file must contain corresponding values for
communication options. In the server options file, you can view the values for each protocol.

You can specify one or more of the following communication methods:

TCP/IP Version 4 or Version 6
Named Pipes
Shared memory
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
Tip: You can authenticate passwords with the LDAP directory server, or authenticate passwords with the server. Passwords
that are authenticated with the LDAP directory server can provide enhanced system security.

Windows: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect server or retain the default.

Windows: Setting Named Pipes options
The Named Pipes communication method is ideal when running the server and client on the same Windows machine.
Named Pipes require no special configuration.

Windows: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Windows: Setting TCP/IP options
Select from a range of TCP/IP options for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or retain the default.

About this task

The following is an example of a list of TCP/IP options that you can use to set up your system.
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commmethod        tcpip 
  tcpport         1500 
  tcpwindowsize   0 
  tcpnodelay      yes

Tip: You can use TCP/IP Version 4, Version 6, or both.

TCPPORT
The server port address for TCP/IP and SSL communication. The default value is 1500.

TCPWINDOWSIZE
Specifies the size of the TCP/IP buffer that is used when sending or receiving data. The window size that is used

in a session is the smaller of the server and client window sizes. Larger window sizes use additional memory but can
improve performance.

To use the default window size for the operating system, specify 0.

TCPNODELAY
Specifies whether or not the server sends small messages or lets TCP/IP buffer the messages. Sending small messages can
improve throughput but increases the number of packets sent over the network. Specify YES to send small messages or NO
to let TCP/IP buffer them. The default is YES.

TCPADMINPORT
Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for TCP/IP or SSL-enabled
communication requests other than client sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

SSLTCPPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits
for requests for SSL-enabled sessions for the command-line backup-archive client and the command-line administrative
client.

SSLTCPADMINPORT
(SSL-only) Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for SSL-enabled
sessions for the command-line administrative client.

Windows: Setting Named Pipes options
The Named Pipes communication method is ideal when running the server and client on the same Windows machine. Named
Pipes require no special configuration.

About this task

Here is an example of a Named Pipes setting:

commmethod                     namedpipe 
     namedpipename             \\.\pipe\adsmpipe

COMMMETHOD can be used multiple times in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server options file, with a different value each time. For
example, the following example is possible:

commmethod tcpip 
commmethod namedpipe

Windows: Setting Secure Sockets Layer options
You can add more protection for your data and passwords by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL).

Before you begin

SSL is the standard technology for creating encrypted sessions between servers and clients. SSL provides a secure channel for
servers and clients to communicate over open communication paths. With SSL, the identity of the server is verified through the
use of digital certificates.

To ensure better system performance, use SSL only for sessions when it is needed. Consider adding additional processor
resources on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to manage the increased requirements.

Windows: Formatting the database and log
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Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. No other server activity is allowed while you initialize the database
and recovery log.

After you set up server communications, you are ready to initialize the database. Ensure that you log in by using the instance user
ID. Do not place the directories on file systems that might run out of space. If certain directories (for example, the archive log)
become unavailable or full, the server stops.

For optimal performance and to facilitate I/O, specify at least two equally sized containers or Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs) for the
database. In addition, each active log and archive log needs its own container or LUN.

Important: The installation program creates a set of registry keys. One of these keys points to the directory where a
default server, named SERVER1, is created. To install an additional server, create a directory and use the DSMSERV FORMAT
utility, with the -k parameter, from that directory. That directory becomes the location of the server. The registry tracks the
installed servers.

Setting the exit list handler

Set the DB2NOEXITLIST registry variable to ON for each server instance. Log on to the system as the server instance owner and
issue this command:

db2set -i server_instance_name DB2NOEXITLIST=ON

For example:

db2set -i server1 DB2NOEXITLIST=ON 

Initializing a server instance

Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize a server instance. For example, if the server instance directory is /tsminst1, issue the
following commands:

cd \tsminst1 
dsmserv -k server2 format dbdir=d:\tsm\db001 activelogsize=32768  
activelogdirectory=e:\tsm\activelog archlogdirectory=f:\tsm\archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=g:\tsm\archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=h:\tsm\mirrorlog

Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent degree of
parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they reduce the
potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.
Related information:

DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)

Windows: Preparing the database manager for database backup
To back up the data in the database to IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must enable the database manager and configure the IBM
Spectrum Protect application programming interface (API).

About this task

If you use the configuration wizard to create an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance, you do not have to complete these steps. If
you are configuring an instance manually, complete the following steps before you issue either the BACKUP DB or the RESTORE
DB commands.

Attention: If the database is unusable, the entire IBM Spectrum Protect server is unavailable. If a database is lost and cannot be
recovered, it might be difficult or impossible to recover data that is managed by that server. Therefore, it is critically important to
back up the database.

Restriction: Database backup and restore over shared memory are not available on Windows systems.
In the following commands, the examples use server1 for the database instance and d:\tsmserver1 for the IBM

Spectrum Protect server directory. Replace these values with your actual values in the commands.

1. Create a file that is called tsmdbmgr.env in the d:\tsmserver1 directory with the following contents:

DSMI_CONFIG=server_instance_directory\tsmdbmgr.opt 
DSMI_LOG=server_instance_directory 
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2. Set the DSMI_ api environment-variable configuration for the database instance:
a. Open a DB2® command window. One method is to go to the C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\db2\bin directory, or if you

installed IBM Spectrum Protect in a different location, go to the db2\bin subdirectory in your main installation
directory. Then, issue this command:

db2cmd 

b. Issue this command:

db2set -i server1 DB2_VENDOR_INI=d:\tsmserver1\tsmdbmgr.env 

3. Create a file that is called tsmdbmgr.opt in the d:\tsmserver1 directory with the following contents:

************************************************* 
nodename $$_TSMDBMGR_$$  
commmethod tcpip  
tcpserveraddr localhost 
tcpport 1500 
passwordaccess generate 
errorlogname d:\tsmserver1\tsmdbmgr.log 

where
nodename specifies the node name the client API uses to connect to the server during a database backup. This value
must be $$_TSMDBMGR_$$ for database backup to work.
commethod specifies the client API used to contact the server for database backup.
tcpserveraddr specifies the server address that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. To
ensure that the database can be backed up, this value must be localhost.
tcpport specifies the port number that the client API uses to contact the server for database backup. Ensure that you
enter the same tcpport value that is specified in the dsmserv.opt server options file.
passwordaccess is required for the backup node to connect to the server on windows systems.
errorlogname specifies the error log where the client API logs errors that are encountered during a database backup.
This log is typically in the server instance directory. However, this log can be placed in any location where the
instance user ID has write-permission.

Windows: Configuring server options for server database maintenance
To help avoid problems with database growth and server performance, the server automatically monitors its database tables and
reorganizes them when needed. Before starting the server for production use, set server options to control when reorganization
runs. If you plan to use data deduplication, ensure that the option to run index reorganization is enabled.

About this task

Table and index reorganization requires significant processor resources, active log space, and archive log space. Because
database backup takes precedence over reorganization, select the time and duration for reorganization to ensure that the
processes do not overlap and reorganization can complete.

You can optimize index and table reorganization for the server database. In this way, you can help to avoid unexpected
database growth and performance issues. For instructions, see technote 1683633.

If you update these server options while the server is running, you must stop and restart the server before the updated values
take effect.

Procedure

1. Modify the server options.
Edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, in the server instance directory by using a text editor. Follow these

guidelines when you edit the server options file:
To enable an option, remove the asterisk at the beginning of the line.
Enter an option on any line.
Enter only one option per line. The entire option with its value must be on one line.
If you have multiple entries for an option in the file, the server uses the last entry.

To view available server options, see the sample file, dsmserv.opt.smp, in the c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM directory.
2. If you plan to use data deduplication, enable the ALLOWREORGINDEX server option. Add the following option and value to

the server options file:
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allowreorgindex yes

3. Set the REORGBEGINTIME and REORGDURATION server options to control when reorganization starts and how long it
runs. Select a time and duration so that reorganization runs when you expect that the server is least busy. These server
options control both table and index reorganization processes.

a. Set the time for reorganization to start by using the REORGBEGINTIME server option. Specify the time by using the
24-hour system. For example, to set the start time for reorganization as 8:30 p.m., specify the following option and
value in the server options file:

reorgbegintime 20:30

b. Set the interval during which the server can start reorganization. For example, to specify that the server can start
reorganization for four hours after the time set by the REORGBEGINTIME server option, specify the following option
and value in the server options file:

reorgduration 4

4. If the server was running while you updated the server options file, stop and restart the server.

Related information:
ALLOWREORGINDEX
ALLOWREORGTABLE
REORGBEGINTIME
REORGDURATION

Windows: Starting the server instance on Windows systems
In a production environment, the preferred method for starting the server is as a Windows service. In an environment where you
are reconfiguring, testing, or completing maintenance tasks, start the server in the foreground or use maintenance mode.

Before you begin

Select one of the following methods for starting the server:

As a Windows service
This method is useful in a production environment. When you configure the server to run as a service, you can specify that
the server starts automatically whenever the system is started.

In the foreground
This method is useful when you are configuring or testing the server. When you start the server in the foreground, IBM
Spectrum Protect™ provides a special administrator user ID that is named SERVER_CONSOLE. All server messages are
displayed in the foreground. The messages can be useful if you must debug startup problems.

In maintenance mode
This method is useful when you are completing maintenance or reconfiguration tasks. When you start the server in
maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

Procedure

Follow the instructions for your selected option:

Option Description

Starting the server as
a Windows service

To start the server as a Windows service, take one of the following actions:

If you configured the server by using the configuration wizard, complete the following steps:
a. Configure the server to start as a Windows service by following the instructions in

Windows: Configuring the server to start as a Windows service.
b. Start the server by following the instructions in Windows: Starting the server as a Windows

service.
If you did not use the configuration wizard, create and configure the Windows service by
following the instructions in Windows: Manually creating and configuring a Windows service.

Starting the server in
the foreground

To start the server in the foreground, follow the instructions in Windows: Starting the server in the
foreground.
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Option Description

Starting the server in
maintenance mode

To start the server in maintenance mode, follow the instructions in Windows: Starting the server in
maintenance mode.

Windows: Configuring the server to start as a Windows service
Before you can start the server as a Windows service, you must ensure that options and access rights are set correctly.

Before you begin

A Windows service must be created. If you configured the server by using the configuration wizard, a Windows service was
created automatically. In that case, use this procedure to configure the server to start as a Windows service.

If you did not use a wizard, you must create and configure the Windows service manually by following the steps in Windows:
Manually creating and configuring a Windows service.

Procedure

1. From the Windows Start menu, click Run, type services.msc, and click OK.
2. In the Services window, select the server instance that you want to start as a service, and click Properties. For example,

select TSM INST1, and click Properties.
3. To ensure that the server service starts automatically, click the General tab. From the Startup type list, select Automatic.
4. To set the user for starting the server service, click the Log On tab, and take one of the following actions:

If you plan to run the server service under the Local System account, select Local System account and click OK.
If you plan to run the server service under the instance user ID, take the following actions:

a. Select This account, and browse for the user ID that owns the server DB2® instance and has permissions for
starting the server.

b. In the Select User window, in the Enter the object name to select field, enter the user ID.
c. Click Check Names.
d. Click OK twice.

5. If you configured the server service to run under the Local System account, grant database access to the Local System
account:

a. Log on with the user ID that was used to create the server database. This user ID is the user ID that was used to run
the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize the server database. Alternatively, if you configured the server with the
dsmicfgx configuration wizard, this user ID is the user ID that was used to create the instance.

b. Open a DB2 command window. If the server is installed on Windows Server 2012, open the Start window, and click
DB2 Command Window - Administrator.

c. In the DB2 command window, enter the following commands:

set DB2INSTANCE=server1 
db2 connect to TSMDB1 
db2 grant dbadm with dataaccess with accessctrl on database to user system 
db2 grant secadm on database to user system

Tip: When the server service is configured to run under the Local System account, the database can be accessed by
any administrator on the system. In addition, any administrator who can log on to the system can run the server.

What to do next

To start the service, follow the instructions in Windows: Starting the server as a Windows service.

Windows: Starting the server as a Windows service
If you are running IBM Spectrum Protect™ on a Windows operating system, you can start the server as a service.

Before you begin

A Windows service must be created. The service was created automatically if you configured the server by using the configuration
wizard. If the service was created automatically, you must configure the server to start as a service by following the steps in
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Windows: Configuring the server to start as a Windows service. Then, use this procedure to start the server as a service.

If you did not use the configuration wizard to create the service, you must create and configure the service manually. Follow the
steps in Windows: Manually creating and configuring a Windows service.

Procedure

To start the server as a Windows service, complete the following steps:

1. Log on to the server with a user ID that is in the Administrators group.
2. From the Windows Start menu, click Run, type services.msc, and click OK.
3. In the Services window, select the server instance that you want to start, and click Start.

What to do next

Because the server service can issue requests that require action, it is important to monitor server activity with the Operations
Center or the administrative client.

To view start and stop completion messages that are logged in the Windows application log, use the Event Viewer tool in the
Administrative Tools folder.

Windows: Manually creating and configuring a Windows service
If you configured the server by using the configuration wizard, a Windows service was created automatically. If a service was not
created automatically, you must create it.

Before you begin

To complete this procedure, you must log on with a user ID that is in the Administrators group.

Procedure

To create a Windows service and configure the startup options for the service, complete the following step:

Open a command window and enter the sc.exe create command:

sc.exe create server_name binPath= "path_to_server -k instance_name" 
start= start_type obj= account_name password= password 

where:

server_name
Specifies the name of the server service.

path_to_server
Specifies the path to the dsmsvc.exe executable file, including the file name. This path is the default path:

C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server

instance_name
Specifies the name of the DB2® instance, which is also the name of the server instance, for example, Server1.

start_type
Specifies the method for starting the service. To automatically start the service, enter auto. If you specify the auto option,
the service starts automatically at system startup and restarts automatically whenever the system is restarted. To manually
start the service, enter demand.

account_name
Specifies the user ID for the account under which the service runs. For example, the account name might be Administrator.
This parameter is optional. If it is not specified, the Local System account is used.

password
Specifies the password for the account_name user account.

Tip: When you enter the command, ensure that you enter a space after each equal sign (=).
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Results

The server starts as a Windows service.

Windows: Starting the server in the foreground
To directly interact with an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, start the server in the foreground. For example, if you want to enter
commands, start the server in the foreground.

Procedure

1. Change to the directory where the server is installed. For example, change to the c:\program files\tivoli\tsm\server
directory.

2. Enter the following command:

dsmserv -k instance_name

where instance_name specifies the server instance.

Windows: Services associated with the server on Windows systems
When you start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server as a service, other services start automatically. These services are associated
with the database manager, DB2®.

The following services are associated with the server.

Service name Purpose Comments

TSM
Server_instan
ce

The service for the server instance
that is named Server_instance.

For example: TSM Server1

Set the start and stop options for this service to start and stop the
server instance automatically.

Each server instance runs as a separate service.

DB2 - DB2TSM1
-
SERVER_INSTAN
CE

The DB2 service for the server
instance that is named
Server_instance.

For example: DB2 - DB2TSM1 -
SERVER1

This service is automatically started when the service for the server
instance is started. The DB2 service is not stopped automatically when
you stop the service for the server.

The system has one of these services for each server-instance service
that is started on the system.

DB2 Governor
(DB2TSM1)

A DB2 service that is created at
installation time, and is required for
all server instances.

Do not change the options for this service.

DB2 License
Server
(DB2TSM1)

A DB2 service that is created at
installation time, and is required for
all server instances.

Do not change the options for this service.

DB2
Management
Server
(DB2TSM1)

A DB2 service that is created at
installation time, and is required for
all server instances.

Do not change the options for this service.

DB2 Remote
Command
Server
(DB2TSM1)

A DB2 service that is created at
installation time, and is required for
all server instances.

Do not change the options for this service.

Windows: Starting the server in maintenance mode
You can start the server in maintenance mode to avoid disruptions during maintenance and reconfiguration tasks.
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About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.

The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode.

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Windows: Stopping the server
You can stop the server when needed to return control to the operating system. To avoid losing administrative and client node
connections, stop the server only after current sessions are completed or canceled.

About this task

To stop the server, issue the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line:

halt

Windows: Registering licenses
Immediately register any IBM Spectrum Protect™ licensed functions that you purchase so you do not lose any data after you start
server operations, such as backing up your data.

About this task

Use the REGISTER LICENSE command for this task. See REGISTER LICENSE for more details.

Example: Register a license

Register the base IBM Spectrum Protect license.
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register license file=tsmbasic.lic

Windows: Specifying a device class in preparation for database backups
To prepare the system for automatic and manual database backups, you must specify the device class to be used.

Before you begin

Ensure that you have defined a tape or file device class. For details, see DEFINE DEVCLASS, or search for defining a device class.

About this task

Complete the following steps to set up your system for database backups.

Procedure

1. If you did not use the configuration wizard (dsmicfgx) to configure the server, ensure that you have completed the steps to
manually configure the system for database backups.

2. Select the device class to be used for backups of the database. Issue the following command from an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ administrative command line.

set dbrecovery device_class_name

The device class that you specify is used by the database manager for database backups. If you do not specify a device
class with the SET DBRECOVERY command, the backup fails.

Example

For example, to specify that the DBBACK device class is to be used, issue this command:

set dbrecovery dbback

Windows: Running multiple server instances on a single system
You can create more than one server instance on your system. Each server instance has its own instance directory, and database
and log directories.

Multiply the memory and other system requirements for one server by the number of instances planned for the system.

The set of files for one instance of the server is stored separately from the files used by another server instance on the
same system. Use the steps in Windows: Creating the server instance for each new instance, optionally creating the new instance
user.

To manage the system memory that is used by each server, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option to limit the percentage of
system memory. If all servers are equally important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and
other servers are test servers, set the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

You can upgrade directly from V7.1 to V8.1. See the upgrade section (Upgrading to V8.1) for more details. When you upgrade and
have multiple servers on your system, you must run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard collects the database
and variables information for all of your original server instances.

If you upgrade from IBM Spectrum Protect V6.3 to V8.1.3 and have multiple servers on your system, all instances that exist in
DB2® V9.7 are dropped and recreated in DB2 V11.1. The wizard issues the db2 upgrade db dbname command for each
database. The database environment variables for each instance on your system are also reconfigured during the upgrade
process.

A typical IBM Spectrum Protect installation involves one server instance on the IBM Spectrum Protect server computer.
You might want to install a second instance if you are configuring in a clustered environment. You might also want to run more
than one server on a large computer if you have multiple tape libraries or a disk-only configuration. After you install and configure
the first IBM Spectrum Protect server, use the Server Initialization wizard to create additional IBM Spectrum Protect server
instances on the same computer.
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By using the Server Initialization wizard, you can install up to four IBM Spectrum Protect server instances on a single
system or cluster.

Related tasks:
Running multiple server instances on a single system (V7.1.1)

Windows: Monitoring the server
When you start to use the server in production, monitor the space that is used by the server to ensure that the amount of space is
adequate. Adjust the space if needed.

Procedure

1. Monitor the active log to ensure that the size is correct for the workload that is handled by the server instance.

When the server workload reaches its typical expected level, the space that is used by the active log is 80% - 90% of the
space that is available to the active log directory. At that point, you might need to increase the amount of space. Whether
you must increase the space depends on the types of transactions in the server workload. Transaction characteristics affect
how the active log space is used.

The following transaction characteristics can affect the space usage in the active log:

The number and size of files in backup operations
Clients such as file servers that back up large numbers of small files can cause large numbers of transactions
that are completed quickly. The transactions might use a large amount of space in the active log, but for a
short time.
Clients such as a mail server or a database server that back up large amounts of data in few transactions can
cause small numbers of transactions that take a long time to complete. The transactions might use a small
amount of space in the active log, but for a long time.

Network connection types
Backup operations that occur over fast network connections cause transactions that complete more quickly.
The transactions use space in the active log for a shorter time.
Backup operations that occur over relatively slower connections cause transactions that take a longer time to
complete. The transactions use space in the active log for a longer time.

If the server is handling transactions with a wide variety of characteristics, the space that is used for the active log might
increase and decrease significantly over time. For such a server, you might need to ensure that the active log typically has a
smaller percentage of its space used. The extra space allows the active log to grow for transactions that take a long time to
complete.

2. Monitor the archive log to ensure that space is always available.
Remember: If the archive log becomes full, and the failover archive log becomes full, the active log can become full, and
the server stops. The goal is to make enough space available to the archive log so that it never uses all its available space.
You are likely to notice the following pattern:

a. Initially, the archive log grows rapidly as typical client-backup operations occur.
b. Database backups occur regularly, either as scheduled or done manually.
c. After at least two full database backups occur, log pruning occurs automatically. The space that is used by the

archive log decreases when the pruning occurs.
d. Normal client operations continue, and the archive log grows again.
e. Database backups occur regularly, and log pruning occurs as often as full database backups occur.

With this pattern, the archive log grows initially, decreases, and then might grow again. Over time, as normal operations
continue, the amount of space that is used by the archive log should reach a relatively constant level.

If the archive log continues to grow, consider taking one or both of these actions:
Add space to the archive log. You might need to move the archive log to a different file system.
Increase the frequency of full database backups, so that log pruning occurs more frequently.

3. If you defined a directory for the failover archive log, determine whether any logs get stored in that directory during normal
operations. If the failover log space is being used, consider increasing the size of the archive log. The goal is that the
failover archive log is used only under unusual conditions, not in normal operation.

Windows: Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
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IBM Spectrum Protect™ maintenance updates, which are also referred to as fix packs, bring your server up to the current
maintenance level.

Before you begin

To install a fix pack or interim fix to the server, install the server at the level on which you want to run it. You do not have to start
the server installation at the base release level. For example, if you currently have V8.1.1 installed, you can go directly to the
latest fix pack for V8.1. You do not have to start with the V8.1.0 installation if a maintenance update is available.

You must have the IBM Spectrum Protect license package installed. The license package is provided with the purchase of a base
release. When you download a fix pack or interim fix from Fix Central, install the server license that is available on the Passport
Advantage® website. To display messages and help in a language other than US English, install the language package of your
choice.

If you upgrade the server to V8.1.3 or later, and then revert the server to a level that is earlier than V8.1.3, you must restore the
database to a point in time before the upgrade. During the upgrade process, complete the required steps to ensure that the
database can be restored: back up the database, the volume history file, the device configuration file, and the server options file.
For more information, see Windows: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server.

If you are using the client management service, ensure that you upgrade it to the same version as the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the base release of the installed server. If you installed IBM Spectrum Protect
from a downloaded package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is
uninstalled, the installation media from the server base release are required to reinstall the license.

Visit the IBM® Support Portal for the following information:

A list of the latest maintenance and download fixes. Click Downloads and apply any applicable fixes.
Details about obtaining a base license package. Search for Downloads > Passport Advantage.
Supported platforms and system requirements. Search for IBM Spectrum Protect supported operating systems.

Ensure that you upgrade the server before you upgrade backup-archive clients. If you do not upgrade the server first,
communication between the server and clients might be interrupted.

Attention: Do not alter the DB2® software that is installed with IBM Spectrum Protect installation packages and fix packs. Do not
install or upgrade to a different version, release, or fix pack of DB2 software because doing so can damage the database.

Procedure

To install a fix pack or interim fix, complete the following steps:

1. Back up the database. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup. A snapshot backup is a full database backup that
does not interrupt any scheduled database backups. For example, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative
command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Save the volume history file to another directory or rename the file. Issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect

administrative command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt. The file is in the server instance directory.
5. Halt the server before installing a fix pack or interim fix. Use the HALT command.
6. Ensure that extra space is available in the installation directory. The installation of this fix pack might require additional

temporary disk space in the installation directory of the server. The amount of additional disk space can be as much as that
required for installing a new database as part of an IBM Spectrum Protect installation. The IBM Spectrum Protect
installation wizard displays the amount of space that is required for installing the fix pack and the available amount. If the
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required amount of space is greater than the available amount, the installation stops. If the installation stops, add the
required disk space to the file system and restart the installation.

7. Obtain the package file for the fix pack or interim fix that you want to install from the IBM Support Portal, Passport
Advantage, or Fix Central.

8. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file. Then, either double-click the following executable
file or enter the following command on the command line to extract the installation files.
Tip: The files are extracted to the current directory. Ensure that the executable file is in the directory where you want the
extracted files to be located.

8.x.x.x-IBM-SPSRV-platform.exe

where: platform denotes the operating system that IBM Spectrum Protect is to be installed on.
9. Select one of the following ways of installing IBM Spectrum Protect.

Important: After a fix pack is installed, it is not necessary to go through the configuration again. You can stop after
completing the installation, fix any errors, then restart your servers.
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect software by using one of the following methods:

Installation wizard
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard

Tip: After you start the wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or
Modify icon.

Command line in console mode
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using console mode

Silent mode
Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Windows: Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode

Tip: If you have multiple server instances on your system, run the installation wizard only once. The installation wizard
upgrades all server instances.

Results

Correct any errors that are detected during the installation process.

If you installed the server by using the installation wizard, you can view installation logs by using the IBM Installation Manager
tool. Click File > View Log. To collect log files, from the IBM Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for Problem
Analysis.

If you installed the server by using console mode or silent mode, you can view error logs in the IBM Installation Manager log
directory, for example:

C:\ProgramData\IBM\Installation Manager\logs

Windows: Applying a fix pack to IBM Spectrum Protect 8.1.3 in a clustered environment for Windows
To take advantage of new product features, you can upgrade a server that is installed on a Windows operating system in a
clustered environment from V6.3 or V7.1 to IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3.

Windows: Reverting from Version 8.1.3 to a previous server
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your original
version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files. Carefully follow the
preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the previous version of the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server with minimal loss of data.

Before you begin

You must have the following items from the earlier version of the server:

Server database backup
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Volume history file
Device configuration file
Server options file

About this task

Use the same instructions whether you are reverting within releases or to an earlier release, for example, from 8.1.3 to 8.1.2 or
from 8.1.3 to 7.1.2. The older version must match the version that you used before the upgrade to V8.1.

Attention: Specify the REUSEDELAY parameter to help prevent backup-archive client data loss when you revert the server to a
previous version.

Windows: Reverting to the previous server version in a cluster configuration
If you must revert to the previous version of the server after an upgrade, you must have a full database backup from your
original version. You must also have the server installation media for your original version and key configuration files.
Carefully follow the preparation steps before you upgrade the server. By doing so, it might be possible to revert to the
previous version of the IBM Spectrum Protect server with minimal loss of data.

Steps for reverting to the previous server version

About this task

Complete the following steps on the system that has the V8.1 server.

Procedure

1. Halt the server to shut down all server operations by using the HALT command.
2. Remove the database from the database manager, then delete the database and recovery log directories.

a. Manually remove the database. One way to remove it is by issuing this command:

dsmserv -k instance_name removedb tsmdb1

b. If you must reuse the space that is occupied by the database and recovery log directories, you can now delete these
directories.

3. Use the uninstallation program to uninstall the V8.1 server. Uninstallation removes the server and the database manager,
with their directories. For details, see Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.

4. Stop the cluster service. Reinstall the version of the server program that you were using before the upgrade to V8.1.3. This
version must match the version that your server was running when you created the database backup that you restore in a
later step. For example, the server was at V7.1.7 before the upgrade, and you intend to use the database backup that was
in use on this server. You must install the V7.1.7 fix pack to be able to restore the database backup.

5. Configure the new server database by using the configuration wizard. To start the wizard, issue the following command: 

 /dsmicfgx

6. Ensure that no servers are running in the background.
7. Restore the database to a point in time before the upgrade.
8. Copy the following files to the instance directory.

Device configuration file
Volume history file
The server options file (typically dsmserv.opt)

9. If you enabled data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools that existed before the upgrade, or if you moved data
that existed before the upgrade into new storage pools while using the V8.1.3 server, you must complete additional
recovery steps. For more details, see Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data
deduplication.

10. If the REUSEDELAY parameter setting on storage pools is less than the age of the database that you restored, restore
volumes on any sequential-access storage pools that were reclaimed after that database backup. Use the RESTORE
VOLUME command.
If you do not have a backup of a storage pool, audit the reclaimed volumes by using the AUDIT VOLUME command, with the
FIX=YES parameter to resolve inconsistencies. For example:

audit volume volume_name fix=yes
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11. If client backup or archive operations were completed using the V8.1 server, audit the storage pool volumes on which the
data was stored.

Additional recovery steps if you created new storage pools or enabled data deduplication

If you created new storage pools, turned on data deduplication for any FILE-type storage pools, or did both while your server was
running as a V8.1.3 server, you must complete more steps to return to the previous server version.

Before you begin

To complete this task, you must have a complete backup of the storage pool that was created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

About this task

Use this information if you did either or both of the following actions while your server was running as a V8.1.3 server:

You enabled the data deduplication function for any storage pools that existed before the upgrade to V8.1.3 program. Data
deduplication applies only to storage pools that use a FILE device type.
You created new primary storage pools after the upgrade and moved data that was stored in other storage pools into the
new storage pools.

Complete these steps after the server is again restored to V7.

Procedure

For each storage pool for which you enabled the data deduplication function, restore the entire storage pool by using the
RESTORE STGPOOL command.
For storage pools that you created after the upgrade, determine what action to take. Data that was moved from existing V8
storage pools into the new storage pools might be lost because the new storage pools no longer exist in your restored V8
server. Possible recovery depends on the type of storage pool:

If data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, space that was occupied by the data
that was moved was probably reused. Therefore, you must restore the original V8 storage pools by using the storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

If no data was moved from V8 DISK-type storage pools into a new storage pool, then audit the storage pool volumes
in these DISK-type storage pools.

If data was moved from V8 sequential-access storage pools into a new storage pool, that data might still exist and be
usable in storage pool volumes on the restored V8 server. The data might be usable if the REUSEDELAY parameter
for the storage pool was set to a value that prevented reclamation while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server. If
any volumes were reclaimed while the server was running as a V8.1.3 server, restore those volumes from storage
pool backups that were created before the upgrade to V8.1.3.

Windows: Reference: DB2 commands for IBM Spectrum Protect server
databases

Use this list as reference when you are directed to issue DB2® commands by IBM® support.

Purpose

After using the wizards to install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect™, you seldom need to issue DB2 commands. A limited set of
DB2 commands that you might use or be asked to issue are listed in Table 1. This list is supplemental material only and is not a
comprehensive list. There is no implication that an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator will use it on a daily or ongoing basis.
Samples of some commands are provided. Details of output are not listed.

For a full explanation of the commands described here and of their syntax, see the DB2 product information.

Table 1. DB2 commands
Com
man
d Description Example
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Com
man
d Description Example

db2c
md

Opens the command line processor DB2 window, and initializes the DB2 command-line
environment. Open the DB2

command
window:

db2cmd 

db2i
crt

Creates DB2 instances in the home directory of the instance owner.
Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect configuration wizard creates the instance used by the server and
database. After a server is installed and configured through the configuration wizard, the db2icrt
command is generally not used.

This utility is located in the DB2PATH\bin directory where DB2PATH is the location where the
DB2 copy is installed.

Manually
create an IBM
Spectrum
Protect
instance. Enter
the command
on one line:

/opt/tivoli
/tsm/db2/in
stance/ 
db2icrt -a 
server -u 
instance_na
me 
instance_na
me

db2s
et

Displays DB2 variables. List DB2
variables:

db2set

CATA
LOG
DATA
BASE

Stores database location information in the system database directory. The database can be located
either on the local workstation or on a remote database partition server. The server configuration wizard
takes care of any catalog needed for using the server database. Run this command manually, after a
server is configured and running, only if something in the environment changes or is damaged.

Catalog the
database:

db2 catalog 
database 
tsmdb1 

CON
NEC
T TO
DATA
BASE

Connects to a specified database for command-line interface (CLI) use. Connect to the
IBM Spectrum
Protect
database from
a DB2 CLI:

db2 connect 
to tsmdb1
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Com
man
d Description Example

GET
DATA
BASE
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Show the
configuration
information for
a database
alias:

db2 get db 
cfg for 
tsmdb1 

Retrieve
information in
order to verify
settings such
as database
configuration,
log mode, and
maintenance.

db2 get db 
config for 
tsmdb1  
show detail 

GET
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R
CON
FIGU
RATI
ON

Returns the values of individual entries in a specific database configuration file.
Important: This command and parameters are set and managed directly by DB2. They are listed here for
informational purposes and a means to view the existing settings. Changing these settings might be
advised by IBM support or through service bulletins such as APARs or Technical Guidance documents
(technotes). Do not change these settings manually. Change them only at the direction of IBM and only
through the use of IBM Spectrum Protect server commands or procedures.

Retrieve
configuration
information for
the database
manager:

db2 get dbm 
cfg 

GET
HEAL
TH
SNA
PSH
OT

Retrieves the health status information for the database manager and its databases. The information
returned represents a snapshot of the health state at the time the command was issued. IBM Spectrum
Protect monitors the state of the database using the health snapshot and other mechanisms that are
provided by DB2. There might be cases where the health snapshot or other DB2 documentation
indicates that an item or database resource might be in an alert state. Such a case indicates that action
must be considered to remedy the situation. IBM Spectrum Protect monitors the condition and responds
appropriately. Not all declared alerts by the DB2 database are acted on.

Receive a
report on DB2
health monitor
indicators:

db2 get 
health 
snapshot 
for  
database on 
tsmdb1 

GRA
NT
(Data
base
Auth
oritie
s)

Grants authorities that apply to the entire database rather than privileges that apply to specific objects
within the database.

Grant access
to the user ID
itmuser:

db2 GRANT 
CONNECT ON 
DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser  
db2 GRANT 
CREATETAB 
ON DATABASE  
TO USER 
itmuser 
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Com
man
d Description Example

RUN
STAT
S

Updates statistics about the characteristics of a table and associated indexes or statistical views. These
characteristics include number of records, number of pages, and average record length.

To see a table, issue this utility after updating or reorganizing the table.

A view must be enabled for optimization before its statistics can be used to optimize a query. A view that
is enabled for optimization is known as a statistical view. Use the DB2 ALTER VIEW statement to enable
a view for optimization. Issue the RUNSTATS utility when changes to underlying tables substantially
affect the rows returned by the view.

Tip: The server configures DB2 to run the RUNSTATS command as needed.

Update
statistics on a
single table.

db2 
runstats on 
table  
SCHEMA_NAME
.TABLE_NAME  
with 
distributio
n and 
sampled  
detailed 
indexes all 

set
db2i
nsta
nce

Determines which instance applies to the current session.
Determine
which instance
is applicable:

set 
db2instance
=tsminst1 

SET
SCH
EMA

Changes the value of the CURRENT SCHEMA special register, in preparation for issuing SQL commands
directly through the DB2 CLI.
Tip: A special register is a storage area that is defined for an application process by the database
manager. It is used to store information that can be referenced in SQL statements.

Set the
schema for
IBM Spectrum
Protect:

 db2 set 
schema 
tsmdb1

STAR
T
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Starts the current database manager instance background processes. The server starts and stops the
instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.
Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Start the
database
manager:

db2start 

STOP
DATA
BASE
MAN
AGE
R

Stops the current database manager instance. Unless explicitly stopped, the database manager
continues to be active. This command does not stop the database manager instance if any applications
are connected to databases. If there are no database connections, but there are instance attachments,
the command forces the instance attachments to stop first. Then, it stops the database manager. This
command also deactivates any outstanding database activations before stopping the database manager.

This command is not valid on a client.

The server starts and stops the instance and database whenever the server starts and halts.

Important: Allow the server to manage the starting and stopping of the instance and database unless
otherwise directed by IBM support.

Stop the
database
manager:

db2 stop 
dbm 

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
You can use the following procedures to uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™. Before you remove IBM Spectrum Protect, ensure that
you do not lose your backup and archive data.
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Before you begin

Complete the following steps before you uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect:

Complete a full database backup.
Save a copy of the volume history and device configuration files.
Store the output volumes in a safe location.

Attention: Do not use the Add/Remove Programs tool in the Windows Control Panel to uninstall IBM Spectrum
Protect. Use only the uninstallation procedure that is described in this section.

About this task

You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.
Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.
Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation Manager
from the command line with the parameters for silent mode.
Windows: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set
up are removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.
Windows: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation
Manager.

What to do next

See Windows: Installing the server components for installation steps to reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect components.

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the IBM® Installation Manager installation wizard.

Procedure

1. Start the Installation Manager.

Open the Installation Manager from the Start menu.

2. Click Uninstall.
3. Select IBM Spectrum Protect server, and click Next.
4. Click Uninstall.
5. Click Finish.

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in console mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse\tools
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For example:

C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager\eclipse\tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command:

imcl.exe -c
3. To uninstall, enter 5.
4. Choose to uninstall from the IBM Spectrum Protect package group.
5. Enter N for Next.
6. Choose to uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server package.
7. Enter N for Next.
8. Enter U for Uninstall.
9. Enter F for Finish.

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect in silent mode
To uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation Manager from
the command line with the parameters for silent mode.

Before you begin

You can use a response file to provide data input to silently uninstall the IBM Spectrum Protect server components. IBM Spectrum
Protect includes a sample response file, uninstall_response_sample.xml, in the input directory where the installation package is
extracted. This file contains default values to help you avoid any unnecessary warnings.

If you want to uninstall all IBM Spectrum Protect components, leave modify="false" set for each component in the response
file. If you do not want to uninstall a component, set the value to modify="true".

If you want to customize the response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse\tools

For example:

C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager\eclipse\tools
2. From the tools directory, issue the following command, where response_file represents the response file path, including the

file name:

imcl.exe -input response_file -silent

The following command is an example:

imcl.exe -input C:\tmp\input\uninstall_response.xml -silent

Windows: Uninstalling and reinstalling IBM Spectrum Protect
If you plan to manually reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect™ instead of using the wizard, there are a number of steps to take to
preserve your server instance names and database directories. During an uninstallation, any server instances previously set up are
removed, but the database catalogs for those instances still exist.

About this task

To manually uninstall and reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect, complete the following steps:

1. Make a list of your current server instances before proceeding to the uninstallation. Run the following command:

db2ilist
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2. Run the following commands for every server instance:

db2 attach to server1 
db2 get dbm cfg show detail 
db2 detach

Keep a record of the database path for each instance.
3. Uninstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See Windows: Uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect.

After uninstalling IBM Spectrum Protect, check the Control Panel > Add or Remove Programs to verify that IBM
Spectrum Protect DB2® is uninstalled.

4. When you uninstall any supported version of IBM Spectrum Protect, including a fix pack, an instance file is created. The
instance file is created to help reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. Check this file and use the information when you are
prompted for the instance credentials when reinstalling. In silent installation mode, you provide these credentials using the
INSTANCE_CRED variable.
You can find the instance file in the following location:

C:\ProgramData\IBM\Tivoli\TSM\instanceList.obj in the IBM Spectrum Protect server
installation directory

5. Reinstall IBM Spectrum Protect. See Windows: Installing the server components.

If the instanceList.obj file does not exist, you need to recreate your server instances using the following steps:

a. Recreate your server instances. See Windows: Creating the server instance.
Tip: The installation wizard configures the server instances but you must verify that they exist. If they do not exist,
you must manually configure them.

b. Catalog the database. Log in to each server instance as the instance user, one at a time, and issue the following
commands:

set db2instance=server1 
db2 catalog database tsmdb1 
db2 attach to server1 
db2 update dbm cfg using dftdbpath instance_drive 
db2 detach

c. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect recognizes the server instance by listing your directories. Your home directory
appears if you did not change it. Your instance directory does appear if you used the configuration wizard. Issue this
command:

db2 list database directory 

If you see TSMDB1 listed, you can start the server.

Windows: Uninstalling IBM Installation Manager
You can uninstall IBM® Installation Manager if you no longer have any products that were installed by IBM Installation Manager.

Before you begin

Before you uninstall IBM Installation Manager, you must ensure that all packages that were installed by IBM Installation Manager
are uninstalled. Close IBM Installation Manager before you start the uninstall process.

To view installed packages, click Start > All Programs > IBM Installation Manager > View Installed Packages.

Procedure

To uninstall IBM Installation Manager, complete the following steps:

1. From the Start menu, click Control Panel > Programs and Features.
2. Select IBM Installation Manager and click Uninstall.

Upgrading to V8.1
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To take advantage of new product features and updates, upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to Version 8.1.3.

About this task

To upgrade the server on the same operating system, see the upgrade instructions. For instructions about migrating the server to
a different operating system, see IBM Spectrum Protect Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions.

Table 1. Upgrade instructions
To upgrade from this
version To this version See this information

V8.1 V8.1 fix pack or interim
fix

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

V7.1 V8.1 Installing the server and verifying the upgrade

V7.1 V8.1 fix pack or interim
fix

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

V5.5, V6.2, or V6.3 V8.1 IBM Spectrum Protect Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked
Questions

An upgrade from V7 to V8.1 takes approximately 20 - 50 minutes. Your environment might produce different results from the
results that were obtained in the labs.

For information about upgrades in a clustered environment, see Upgrading the server in a clustered environment.

To revert to an earlier version of the server after an upgrade or migration, you must have a full database backup and the
installation software for the original server. You must also have the following key configuration files:

Volume history file
Device configuration file
Server options file

Upgrading to V8.1
You can upgrade the server directly from V7.1 to V8.1. You do not have to uninstall V7.1.
Upgrading the server in a clustered environment
To upgrade a server to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment, you must complete preparation and installation tasks. The
procedures vary, depending on the operating system and release.

Related information:
IBM Spectrum Protect Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions

Upgrading to V8.1
You can upgrade the server directly from V7.1 to V8.1. You do not have to uninstall V7.1.

Before you begin

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the server base release that you are upgrading. If you installed the server
components from a DVD, ensure that the DVD is available. If you installed the server components from a downloaded package,
ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is uninstalled, the installation
media from the server base release are required to reinstall the license.
Tip: DVDs are no longer available with V8.1 and later.

Procedure

To upgrade the server to V8.1, complete the following tasks:
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Planning the upgrade
Before you upgrade the server from V7.1 to V8.1, you must review the relevant planning information, such as system
requirements and release notes. Then, select an appropriate day and time to upgrade the system so that you can minimize
the impact on production operations.
Preparing the system
To prepare the system for the upgrade from V7.1 to V8.1, you must gather information about each DB2® instance. Then,
back up the server database, save key configuration files, cancel sessions, and stop the server.
Installing the server and verifying the upgrade
To complete the process of upgrading the server to V8.1, you must install the V8.1 server. Then, verify that the upgrade was
successful by starting the server instance.

Planning the upgrade
Before you upgrade the server from V7.1 to V8.1, you must review the relevant planning information, such as system
requirements and release notes. Then, select an appropriate day and time to upgrade the system so that you can minimize the
impact on production operations.

About this task

In lab tests, the process of upgrading the server from V7.1 to V8.1 took 14 - 45 minutes. The results that you achieve might differ,
depending on your hardware and software environment, and the size of the server database.

Procedure

1. Review the hardware and software requirements:

System requirements for AIX® systems

System requirements for Linux systems

System requirements for Windows systems

For the latest updates related to system requirements, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ support website at technote
1243309.

2. For special instructions or specific information for your operating system, review the Release notes for Version 8.1 server
components and IBM Spectrum Protect server Version 8.1 fix pack readme files.

3. Select an appropriate day and time to upgrade your system to minimize the impact on production operations. The amount
of time that is required to update the system depends on the database size and many other factors. When you start the
upgrade process, clients cannot connect to the server until the new software is installed and any required licenses are
registered again.

4. If you are upgrading the server from V6 or V7 to V8.1, verify that you have the system ID and password for the DB2 instance
of the IBM Spectrum Protect server. These credentials are required to upgrade the system.

Preparing the system
To prepare the system for the upgrade from V7.1 to V8.1, you must gather information about each DB2® instance. Then, back up
the server database, save key configuration files, cancel sessions, and stop the server.

Procedure

1. Log on to the computer where the server is installed.

Ensure that you are logged on with the instance user ID.

Ensure that you are logged on with the administrative user ID that was used to install the V7.1 server.

2. Obtain a list of DB2 instances. Issue the following system command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2ilist
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db2ilist

The output might be similar to the following example:

tsminst1

SERVER1

Ensure that each instance corresponds to a server that is running on the system.
3. For each DB2 instance, note the default database path, actual database path, database name,

database alias, and any DB2 variables that are configured for the instance. Keep the record for future reference. This
information is required to restore the V7.1 database.

4. Gather information about each DB2 instance. Note the default database path, actual database path, database
name, database alias, and any DB2 variables that are configured for the instance. Keep the record for future reference. This
information is required to restore the V7.1 database.

a. Open the DB2 command window by issuing the following system command:

db2cmd

b. To change the instance, issue the following system command:

set DB2INSTANCE=instance

where instance specifies the DB2 instance.
c. Obtain the default database path for the DB2 instance by issuing the following system command:

db2 get dbm cfg | findstr DFTDBPATH

The output might be similar to the following example:

Default database path                       (DFTDBPATH) = D:

d. Obtain information about the DB2 instance databases by issuing the following system command:

db2 list database directory

The output might be similar to the following example:

System Database Directory 
 
   Number of entries in the directory = 2 
 
  Database 1 entry: 
 
   Database alias                       = TSMAL001 
   Database name                        = TSMDB1 
   Node name                            = TSMNODE1 
   Database release level               = d.00 
   Comment                              = TSM SERVER DATABASE VIA TCPIP 
   Directory entry type                 = Remote 
    Catalog database partition number    = -1 
   Alternate server hostname            = 
   Alternate server port number         = 
 
  Database 2 entry: 
 
   Database alias                       = TSMDB1 
   Database name                        = TSMDB1 
   Local database directory             = D: 
   Database release level               = d.00 
   Comment                              = 
   Directory entry type                 = Indirect 
   Catalog database partition number    = 0 
   Alternate server hostname            = 
   Alternate server port number         =

e. Obtain the DB2 instance variables by issuing the following system command:

db2set -all
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The output might be similar to the following example:

  [e] DB2CODEPAGE=1208 
  [e] DB2PATH=D:\TSM\db2 
  [i] DB2_PMODEL_SETTINGS=MAX_BACKGROUND_SYSAPPS:500 
  [i] DB2_SKIPINSERTED=ON 
  [i] DB2_KEEPTABLELOCK=OFF 
  [i] DB2_EVALUNCOMMITTED=ON 
  [i] DB2_VENDOR_INI=D:\Server1\tsmdbmgr.env 
  [i] DB2_SKIPDELETED=ON 
  [i] DB2INSTPROF=C:\ProgramData\IBM\DB2\DB2TSM1 
  [i] DB2COMM=TCPIP 
  [i] DB2CODEPAGE=819 
  [i] DB2_PARALLEL_IO=* 
  [g] DB2_EXTSECURITY=YES 
  [g] DB2_COMMON_APP_DATA_PATH=C:\ProgramData 
 
  [g] DB2PATH=D:\TSM\db2 
  [g] DB2INSTDEF=SERVER1

5. Connect to the server by using an administrative user ID.
6. Back up the database by using the BACKUP DB command. The preferred method is to create a snapshot backup, which is a

full database backup that does not interrupt scheduled database backups. For example, you can create a snapshot backup
by issuing the following command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

7. Back up the device configuration information to another directory by issuing the following administrative command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
Tip: If you decide to restore the V7.1 database, this file is required.

8. Back up the volume history file to another directory. Issue the following administrative command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
Tip: If you decide to restore the V7.1 database, this file is required.

9. Save a copy of the server options file, which is typically named dsmserv.opt. The file is in the server instance directory.
10. Prevent activity on the server by disabling new sessions. Issue the following administrative commands:

disable sessions client 
disable sessions server

11. Verify whether any sessions exist, and notify the users that the server will be stopped. To check for existing sessions, issue
the following administrative command:

query session

12. Cancel sessions by issuing the following administrative command:

cancel session all

This command cancels all sessions except for your current session.
13. Stop the server by issuing the following administrative command:

halt

14. Verify that the server is shut down and no processes are running.
Issue the following command:

ps -ef | grep dsmserv

Open the Windows Task Manager application and review the list of active processes.

15. In the server instance directory of your installation, locate the NODELOCK file and move it to another directory, where you
are saving configuration files. The NODELOCK file contains the previous licensing information for your installation. This
licensing information is replaced when the upgrade is complete.

Related reference:
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BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)
DISABLE SESSIONS (Prevent new sessions from accessing Tivoli Storage Manager)
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
CANCEL SESSION (Cancel one or more client sessions)
HALT (Shut down the server)

Installing the server and verifying the upgrade
To complete the process of upgrading the server to V8.1, you must install the V8.1 server. Then, verify that the upgrade was
successful by starting the server instance.

Before you begin

You must be logged on to the system by using the root user ID.

You must be logged on to the system with the administrative user ID that was used to install the previous server.

You can obtain the installation package from an IBM® download site.

Set the system user limit for maximum file size to unlimited to ensure that the files can be downloaded
correctly.

1. To query the maximum file size value, run the following command:

ulimit -Hf

2. If the system user limit for maximum file size is not set to unlimited, change the setting to unlimited by completing the
instructions in the documentation for your operating system.

About this task

By using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation software, you can install the following components:

Server
Tip: The database (DB2®), the Global Security Kit (GSKit), and IBM Java™ Runtime Environment (JRE) are automatically
installed when you select the server component.
Server languages
License
Devices
IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN
Operations Center

Procedure

1. Download the appropriate package file from one of the following websites:
Download the server package from Passport Advantage® or Fix Central.
For the most recent information, updates, and maintenance fixes, go to the IBM Support Portal.

2. Complete the following steps:

a. Verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they are extracted from the product
package. For space requirements, see the download document for your product.

IBM Spectrum Protect technote 4042944
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition technote 4042945
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention technote 4042946

b. Download the package file to the directory of your choice. The path must contain no more than 128
characters. Be sure to extract the installation files to an empty directory. Do not extract to a directory that
contains previously extracted files, or any other files.

Also, ensure that you have executable permission for the package file.
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c. If necessary, run the following command to change the file permissions:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

where package_name is like the following example:

8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-AIX.bin

8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxs390x.bin 
8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxx86_64.bin 
8.1.x.000-IBM-SPSRV-Linuxppc64le.bin 

In the examples, 8.1.x.000 represents the product release level.
d. Extract the installation files by running the following command:

 ./package_name.bin

The package is large. Therefore, the extraction takes some time.

a. Verify that you have enough space to store the installation files when they are extracted from the product
package. For space requirements, see the download document for your product.

IBM Spectrum Protect technote 4042944
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition technote 4042945
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention technote 4042946

b. Change to the directory where you placed the executable file.
Tip: In the next step, the files are extracted to the current directory. The path must contain no more than 128
characters. Be sure to extract the installation files to an empty directory. Do not extract to a directory that
contains previously extracted files, or any other files.

c. To extract the installation files, double-click the executable file:

package_name.exe

Where package_name is similar to the following example:

8.1.x.000-SPSRV-WindowsX64.exe

The package is large. Therefore, the extraction takes some time.

3. To ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect wizards work correctly, verify that the following command is enabled:
lsuser

By default, the command is enabled.
4. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect software by using one of the following methods. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect license

during the installation process.
Tip: If you have multiple server instances on your system, install the IBM Spectrum Protect software only one time to
upgrade all server instances.

Installation wizard

To install the server by using the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager, follow the instructions in
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard.

To install the server by using the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager, follow the instructions in
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard.

To install the server by using the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager, follow the instructions in
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect by using the installation wizard.

Ensure that your system meets the prerequisites for using the installation wizard. Then, complete the installation
procedure. In the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update or Modify icon.

Installing the server by using the console mode

To install the server by using the console mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli® Storage
Manager by using console mode.
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To install the server by using the console mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli Storage Manager
by using console mode.

To install the server by using the console mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli Storage Manager
by using console mode.

Review the information about installing the server in console mode and then complete the installation procedure.

Silent mode

To install the server by using silent mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli Storage Manager in
silent mode.

To install the server by using silent mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli Storage Manager in
silent mode.

To install the server by using silent mode, follow the instructions in Installing Tivoli Storage Manager in
silent mode.

Review the information about installing the server in silent mode and then complete the installation procedure.

After you install the software, you do not have to reconfigure the system.

5. Correct any errors that are detected during the installation process.

If you installed the server by using the installation wizard, you can view installation logs by using the IBM Installation
Manager tool. Click File > View Log. To collect log files, from the IBM Installation Manager tool, click Help > Export Data for
Problem Analysis.

If you installed the server by using console mode or silent mode, you can view error logs in the IBM Installation Manager
log directory, for example:

/var/ibm/InstallationManager/logs
C:\ProgramData\IBM\Installation Manager\logs

6. Go to the IBM Support Portal to obtain fixes. Click Fixes, updates, and drivers and apply any applicable fixes.
7. Verify that the upgrade was successful:

a. Start the server instance.

For instructions, see Starting the server instance.

For instructions, see Starting the server instance.

b. Monitor the messages that the server issues as it starts. Watch for error and warning messages, and resolve any
issues.

c. Verify that you can connect to the server by using the administrative client. To start an administrative client session,
run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

dsmadmc

d. To obtain information about the upgraded system, run QUERY commands. For example, to obtain consolidated
information about the system, run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

query system

To obtain information about the database, run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

query db format=detailed

8. Verify that the upgrade was successful:
a. Start the server instance. To start the server from the default directory, C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM, run the

following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

dsmserv -k server_instance

server_instance is the name of your server instance. Server1 is the default name for the first instance of the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

If you plan to run the server as a service under the Local System account, the Local System account must be
explicitly granted access to the server database. For instructions, see Starting the server by using Windows services.
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b. Monitor the messages that the server issues as it starts. Watch for error and warning messages, and resolve any
issues.

c. Verify that you can connect to the server by using the administrative client. To start an administrative client session,
run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

dsmadmc

d. To obtain information about the upgraded system, run QUERY commands. For example, to obtain consolidated
information about the system, run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

query system

To obtain information about the database, run the following IBM Spectrum Protect administrative command:

query db format=detailed

9. Register the licenses for the IBM Spectrum Protect server components that are installed on your
system by running the REGISTER LICENSE command:

register license file=installation_directory/server/bin/component_name.lic

where installation_directory specifies the directory in which you installed the component, and component_name specifies
the abbreviation for the component.

For example, if you installed the server in the default directory, /opt/tivoli/tsm, run the following command to register the
license:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmbasic.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmee.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dataret.lic

Restriction:
You cannot use the IBM Spectrum Protect server to register licenses for the following products:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for ERP
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management

The REGISTER LICENSE command does not apply to these licenses. The licensing for these products is done by IBM
Spectrum Protect clients.

10. Register the licenses for the server components that are installed on your system by running the REGISTER
LICENSE command:

register license file=installation_directory\server\component_name.lic

Where installation_directory specifies the directory in which you installed the component, and component_name specifies
the abbreviation for the component.

For example, if you installed the server in the default directory, c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM, run the following command to
register the license:

register license file=c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server\tsmbasic.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in the c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM directory, run the
following command:

register license file=c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server\tsmee.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention in the c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM directory, run the
following command:

register license file=c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server\dataret.lic
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Restriction:
You cannot use the IBM Spectrum Protect server to register licenses for the following products:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for ERP
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management

The REGISTER LICENSE command does not apply to these licenses. The licensing for these products is done by IBM
Spectrum Protect clients.

11. Optional: To install an extra language package, use the modify function of the IBM Installation Manager.
12. Optional: To upgrade to a newer version of a language package, use the update function of the IBM Installation Manager.

What to do next

You can authenticate passwords with the LDAP directory server, or authenticate passwords with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Passwords that are authenticated with the LDAP directory server can provide enhanced system security.

If a device driver is available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, use the device
driver. If a device driver is not available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, install the IBM
Spectrum Protect device driver by running the dpinst.exe /a command. The dpinst.exe file is in the device driver directory.
The default directory is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\device\drivers.

Related reference:
QUERY SYSTEM (Query the system configuration and capacity)
QUERY DB (Display database information)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Upgrading the server in a clustered environment
To upgrade a server to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment, you must complete preparation and installation tasks. The procedures
vary, depending on the operating system and release.

Procedure

Follow the procedure for your operating system, source release, and target release:

Table 1. Procedures for upgrading the server in a clustered environment on an AIX operating system
Source
release

Target
release Procedure

V8.1 V8.1.3 fix
pack

Applying a fix pack to V8 in a clustered environment for AIX

V6.3 or
V7.1

V8.1.3 Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect from V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with
a shared database instance

Upgrading from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with separate database instances

V5.5, V6.1,
V6.2

V7.1.1 or
later

IBM Spectrum Protect Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked Questions

Table 2. Procedures for upgrading the server in a clustered environment on a Linux
operating system

Source release Target release Procedure

V6.3 or later V8.1.3 Upgrading a server that is configured with Tivoli System Automation

Table 3. Procedures for upgrading the server in a clustered environment on a Windows operating system
Source release Target release Procedure

V8.1 V8.1.3 fix pack Applying a fix pack to V8 in a clustered environment for Windows

V6.3 or V7.1 V8.1.3 Upgrading V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1 in a clustered environment on Windows
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Source release Target release Procedure

V5.5, V6.1, V6.2 V7.1 or later IBM Spectrum Protect Upgrade and Migration Process - Frequently Asked
Questions

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect from V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with a shared database
instance
You can upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect server from or V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment on AIX with a
shared database instance. In this way, you can take advantage of the new features in IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3.
Upgrading from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with separate database instances
You can upgrade a server from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment on AIX with separate database instances. In this
way, you can take advantage of the new features in V8.1.3.
Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for Linux
To take advantage of new features in IBM Spectrum Protect, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is
installed on a Linux operating system in a clustered environment.
Upgrading a V6.3 or V7.1 server to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for Windows
To take advantage of new product features, you can upgrade a server that is installed on a Windows operating system in a
clustered environment from V6.3 or V7.1 to IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3.

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect from V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a
clustered environment for AIX with a shared database instance

You can upgrade an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server from or V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment on AIX® with a
shared database instance. In this way, you can take advantage of the new features in IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3.

Before you begin

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the V6.3 or V7.1 server base release that you are upgrading. If you installed
IBM Spectrum Protect from a DVD, ensure that the DVD is available. If you installed IBM Spectrum Protect from a downloaded
package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is uninstalled, you
must reinstall the license from the installation media of the server base release.

About this task

Use the following procedure when the DB2® instance directory is shared between the nodes in the cluster. The DB2 instance
directory is in the following location:

/home/tsminst1/sqllib

If the DB2 instance directory is not shared between nodes, follow the instructions in Upgrading from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered
environment for AIX with separate database instances.

Procedure

1. Back up the database by using the BACKUP DB command. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup, which
creates a full database backup without interrupting any scheduled backups. For example, you can create a snapshot
backup by running the following command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information to another directory, by running the following command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Back up the volume history file to another directory, by running the following command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt, which is in the server instance directory.
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5. Stop all instances of the server. Verify that no server processes are running. If you are using application-level monitoring of
the IBM Spectrum Protect server, use your clustering tool to suspend monitoring of the dsmserv application resource.

6. Verify that the database manager is not running for any instance. Determine whether any db2sysc processes are running.
The owner of running processes indicates which instances are active. For each server instance owner, run the following
command to stop DB2:

db2stop

7. On the primary node, install the IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 server by running the ./install.sh command. For instructions,
see Installing the server components. After you start the wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update
or Modify icon.

8. Start each V8.1.3 server in the foreground:
a. Verify that you are logged in with the instance owner ID.
b. Navigate to the instance directory and run the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv

Wait until you see the server prompt, which indicates that the server is started.

9. Stop the server for each IBM Spectrum Protect instance that is being upgraded. Issue the following command:

halt

Tip: Because the DB2 instance directory is shared between the nodes in the cluster, you do not have to move the shared
resources to the secondary node in the cluster.

10. On each secondary node in the cluster, complete the following steps:
a. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 server by running the ./install.sh command. For instructions, see Installing

the server components. 8.1.
i. If you are running the installation wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Update or Modify

icon.
ii. If you are running the installation wizard, in the Instance Credentials panel, clear the Update this instance

check box for each instance.
iii. If you are installing the server in console mode, at the prompt Do you want update this instance?,

enter NO for each instance.
iv. If you are installing the server in silent mode, specify FALSE for the value of the

user.instance_name_update variable for each instance.
b. Ensure that each IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 server starts. If you are using application-level monitoring, use the

clustering tool to start the server.

For instructions about starting the server, see Starting the server instance.

11. Register the licenses for the server components that are installed on your system by running the REGISTER LICENSE
command:

register license file=installation_directory/server/bin/component_name.lic

Where installation_directory specifies the directory in which you installed the component and component_name specifies
the abbreviation for the component.

For example, if you installed the server in the default directory, /opt/tivoli/tsm, run the following command to register the
license:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmbasic.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmee.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dataret.lic

Restriction:
You cannot use the IBM Spectrum Protect server to register licenses for the following products:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
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IBM Spectrum Protect for ERP
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management

The REGISTER LICENSE command does not apply to these licenses. The licensing for these products is done by IBM
Spectrum Protect clients.

Related reference:
BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)
HALT (Shut down the server)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Upgrading from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with
separate database instances

You can upgrade a server from V6.3 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment on AIX® with separate database instances. In this way,
you can take advantage of the new features in V8.1.3.

Before you begin

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the V6.3 or V7.1 server base release that you are upgrading. If you installed
IBM Spectrum Protect™ from a DVD, ensure that the DVD is available. If you installed IBM Spectrum Protect from a downloaded
package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license module is uninstalled, you
must reinstall the license from the installation media of the server base release.

About this task

Use the following procedure when the DB2® instance directory is not shared between the nodes in the cluster. The DB2 instance
directory is at the following location:

/home/tsminst1/sqllib

If the DB2 instance directory is shared between the nodes in the cluster, follow the instructions in Upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect from V6.3 or V7.1 to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for AIX with a shared database instance.

Procedure

1. Back up the database by using the BACKUP DB command. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup, which
creates a full database backup without interrupting any scheduled backups. For example, you can create a snapshot
backup by running the following command:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information to another directory, by running the following command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Back up the volume history file to another directory, by running the following command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt, which is in the server instance directory.
5. Stop all instances of the server. Verify that no server processes are running. If you are using application-level monitoring of

the IBM Spectrum Protect server, use your clustering tool to suspend monitoring of the dsmserv application resource.
6. Verify that the database manager is not running for any instance. Determine whether any db2sysc processes are running.

The owner of running processes indicates which instances are active. For each server instance owner, run the following
command to stop DB2:

db2stop
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7. Ensure that the shared resources for all IBM Spectrum Protect instances are on the primary node. Verify that no other
nodes have write access to these resources during the upgrade. If the environment includes multiple instances of the
server, shared resources for all instances must be accessible to the primary node.

8. On the primary node, install the V8.1.3 server by running the ./install.sh command. For instructions, see Installing the
server components. After you start the wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Install icon; do not click
the Update or Modify icon. To complete the upgrade from V6.3 to V8.1.3, you must install the V8.1.3 server.

9. Start each V8.1.3 server in the foreground:
a. Verify that you are logged in with the instance owner ID.
b. Navigate to the instance directory and run the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv

Wait until you see the server prompt, which indicates that the server is started.

10. Stop the server for each IBM Spectrum Protect instance that is being upgraded. Run the following command:

halt

11. On each secondary node in the cluster, complete the following steps:
a. Move all shared resources to the secondary node. If the environment includes multiple instances of the server,

shared resources for all instances must be accessible to the secondary nodes during the upgrade.
b. Stop all instances of the server. Verify that no server processes are running.
c. Verify that the database manager is not running for any instance. Determine whether any db2sysc processes are

running. The owner of running processes indicates which instances are active. For each server instance owner, run
the following command to stop DB2:

db2stop

d. Install the V8.1.3 server by running the ./install.sh command. For instructions, see Installing the server components.
i. If you are using the installation wizard, in the IBM Installation Manager window, click the Install icon; do not

click the Update or Modify icon.
ii. If you are using the installation wizard, on the Instance Credentials page, select the Configure this instance on

a secondary node of the cluster check box for each instance that you are configuring.
iii. If you are installing the server in console mode, at the prompt Configure this instance on a

secondary node of the cluster?, enter YES for each instance.
iv. If you are installing the server in silent mode, specify TRUE for the value of the

user.instance_name_secondaryNode variable for each instance.
e. Ensure that each V8.1.3 server starts. If you are using application-level monitoring, use the clustering tool to start

the server.

For instructions about starting the server, see Starting the server instance.

12. Register the licenses for the server components that are installed on your system by running the REGISTER LICENSE
command:

register license file=installation_directory/server/bin/component_name.lic

Where installation_directory specifies the directory in which you installed the component and component_name specifies
the abbreviation for the component.

For example, if you installed the server in the default directory, /opt/tivoli/tsm, run the following command to register the
license:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmbasic.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/tsmee.lic

For example, if you installed IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention in the /opt/tivoli/tsm directory, run the following
command:

register license file=/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dataret.lic

Restriction:
You cannot use the IBM Spectrum Protect server to register licenses for the following products:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
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IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for ERP
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management

The REGISTER LICENSE command does not apply to these licenses. The licensing for these products is done by IBM
Spectrum Protect clients.

Related reference:
BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)
HALT (Shut down the server)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment
for Linux

To take advantage of new features in IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is installed
on a Linux operating system in a clustered environment.

Procedure

Follow the instructions in Configuring a Linux environment for clustering.

Upgrading a V6.3 or V7.1 server to V8.1.3 in a clustered environment for
Windows

To take advantage of new product features, you can upgrade a server that is installed on a Windows operating system in a
clustered environment from V6.3 or V7.1 to IBM Spectrum Protect™ V8.1.3.

Before you begin

Ensure that you retain the installation media from the V6.3 or V7.1 server base release that you are upgrading. If you installed the
server from a downloaded package, ensure that the downloaded files are available. If the upgrade fails, and the server license
module is uninstalled, you must reinstall the license from the installation media of the server base release.

Procedure

1. Back up the database by using the BACKUP DB command. The preferred method is to use a snapshot backup, which
provides a full database backup without interrupting scheduled backups. For example, you can run the following command
to create a snapshot backup:

backup db type=dbsnapshot devclass=tapeclass

2. Back up the device configuration information to another directory. Run the following command:

backup devconfig filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store device configuration information.
3. Back up the volume history file to another directory. Run the following command:

backup volhistory filenames=file_name

Where file_name specifies the name of the file in which to store the volume history information.
4. Save a copy of the server options file, typically named dsmserv.opt, which is in the server instance directory.
5. Ensure that the resource group is on the primary node, and that all nodes in the cluster are running. Take the following

actions on the primary node:
a. In the Failover Cluster Manager window, take the server resource offline and delete it:

i. Select Services and applications, and then select the cluster group. The server resource is displayed in the
Other Resources section.
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ii. Select the server resource, and click Take this resource offline.
iii. To delete the server resource, select it, and click Delete.

b. In the Failover Cluster Manager window, delete the network name and IP address:
i. In the Server name section, expand the network name to view the IP address. Note the network name and IP

address.
ii. Select the network name and the IP address, and click Remove.

c. In the Failover Cluster Manager window, take the DB2® server resource offline:
i. Select Services and applications, and then select the cluster group. The IBM Spectrum Protect server

resource is displayed in the Other Resources section.
ii. Select a DB2 server resource, for example, SERVER1, and click Take this resource offline.

6. Ensure that the server is running on the primary node. Complete the following steps on all other cluster nodes:
a. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect V 8.1.3 server.
b. Stop the cluster service. One way to stop it is by using the Services Application. Right-click Cluster Service and select

Stop.
c. Delete the tsmsvrrscexX64.dll and tsmsvrrscx64.dll files from the C:\Windows\Cluster directory.
d. Copy the following DLL files from the installation directory to the C:\Windows\Cluster directory:

tsmsvrrscexX64.dll
tsmsvrrscx64.dll

e. Copy the following DLL file from the installation directory to the C:\TSM\db2\security\plugin\IBM\server directory:
dsmdb2pw64.dll

f. Start the cluster service. One way to start it is by using the Services Application. Right-click Cluster Service and
select Start.

7. In the Failover Cluster Manager, move the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance from the primary node to another node in
the cluster.

8. Complete the following steps on the primary node:
a. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect V 8.1.3 server.
b. Stop the cluster service.
c. Delete the tsmsvrrscexX64.dll and tsmsvrrscx64.dll files from the C:\Windows\Cluster directory.
d. Copy the following DLL files from the installation directory to the C:\Windows\Cluster directory:

tsmsvrrscexX64.dll
tsmsvrrscx64.dll

e. Copy the following DLL file from the installation directory to the C:\TSM\db2\security\plugin\IBM\server directory:
dsmdb2pw64.dll

f. Start the cluster service.
9. Optional: Move the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance back to the primary node.

What to do next

If a device driver is available on Windows for the tape drives or medium changers that you plan to use, use the device driver. If a
device driver is not available, install the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver by running the dpinst.exe /a command. The
dpinst.exe file is in the device driver directory, and the default location is C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\device\drivers.
Related reference:
BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)

Installing and upgrading the Operations Center
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center is the web-based interface for managing your storage environment.

Before you begin

Before you install and configure the Operations Center, review the following information:

System requirements for the Operations Center
Operations Center computer requirements
Hub and spoke server requirements
Operating system requirements
Web browser requirements
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Language requirements
Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client management services

Administrator IDs that the Operations Center requires
IBM Installation Manager
Installation checklist
Obtaining the Operations Center installation package

About this task

Table 1 lists the methods for installing or uninstalling the Operations Center and indicates where to find the associated
instructions.

For information about upgrading the Operations Center, see Upgrading the Operations Center.

Table 1. Methods for installing or uninstalling the Operations Center
Method Instructions

Graphical wizard Installing the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
Uninstalling the Operations Center by using a graphical
wizard

Console mode Installing the Operations Center in console mode
Uninstalling the Operations Center in console mode

Silent mode Installing the Operations Center in silent mode
Uninstalling the Operations Center in silent mode

Planning to install the Operations Center
Before you install the Operations Center, you must understand the system requirements, the administrator IDs that the
Operations Center requires, and the information that you must provide to the installation program.
Installing the Operations Center
You can install the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in
console mode, or silent mode.
Upgrading the Operations Center
You can upgrade the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in
console mode, or silent mode.
Getting started with the Operations Center
Before you can use the Operations Center to manage your storage environment, you must configure it.

Troubleshooting the Operations Center installation
If a problem occurs with the Operations Center installation and you cannot solve it, you can consult the descriptions of
known problems for a possible solution.
Uninstalling the Operations Center
You can uninstall the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in
console mode, or silent mode.
Rolling back to a previous version of the Operations Center
By default, IBM Installation Manager saves earlier versions of a package to roll back to if you experience a problem with
later versions of updates, fixes, or packages.

Planning to install the Operations Center
Before you install the Operations Center, you must understand the system requirements, the administrator IDs that the
Operations Center requires, and the information that you must provide to the installation program.

About this task

From the Operations Center, you can manage the following primary aspects of the storage environment:

IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers and clients
Services such as backup and restore, archive and retrieve, and migrate and recall
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Storage pools and storage devices

The Operations Center includes the following features:

User interface for multiple servers
You can use the Operations Center to manage one or more IBM Spectrum Protect servers.

In an environment with multiple servers, you can designate one server as a hub server and the others as spoke servers. The
hub server can receive alerts and status information from the spoke servers and present the information in a consolidated
view in the Operations Center.

Alert monitoring

An alert is a notification of a relevant problem on the server and is triggered by a server message. You can define which
server messages trigger alerts, and only those messages are reported as alerts in the Operations Center or in an email.

This alert monitoring can help you identify and track relevant problems on the server.

Convenient command-line interface
The Operations Center includes a command-line interface for advanced features and configuration.

System requirements for the Operations Center
Before you install the Operations Center, ensure that your system meets the minimum requirements.
Administrator IDs that the Operations Center requires
An administrator must have a valid ID and password on the hub server to log in to the Operations Center. An administrator
ID is also assigned to the Operations Center so that the Operations Center can monitor servers.
IBM Installation Manager
The Operations Center uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local
software repositories to install or update many IBM products.
Installation checklist
Before you install the Operations Center, you must verify certain information, such as the installation credentials, and you
must determine the input to provide to IBM Installation Manager for the installation.

System requirements for the Operations Center
Before you install the Operations Center, ensure that your system meets the minimum requirements.

Use the Operations Center System Requirements Calculator to estimate the system requirements for running the Operations
Center and the hub and spoke servers that are monitored by the Operations Center.

Requirements that are verified during the installation

Table 1 lists the prerequisite requirements that are verified during the installation and indicates where to find more information
about these requirements.

Table 1. Requirements that are verified during the installation
Requirement Details

Minimum memory requirement Operations Center computer requirements

Operating system requirement Operating system requirements

Host name for the computer where the Operations Center will be installed Installation checklist

Requirements for the Operations Center installation directory Installation checklist

Operations Center computer requirements
You can install the Operations Center on a computer that is also running IBM Spectrum Protect server or on a different
computer. If you install the Operations Center on the same computer as a server, that computer must meet the system
requirements for both the Operations Center and the server.
Hub and spoke server requirements
When you open the Operations Center for the first time, you must associate the Operations Center with one IBM Spectrum
Protect server that is designated as the hub server. In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers,
called spoke servers, to the hub server.
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Operating system requirements
The Operations Center is available for AIX, Linux, and Windows systems.
Web browser requirements
The Operations Center can run in Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Mozilla web browsers.
Language requirements
By default, the Operations Center uses the language that the web browser uses. However, the installation process uses the
language that the operating system uses. Verify that the web browser and the operating system are set to the language that
you require.
Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client management services
IBM Spectrum Protect client management services is a component that you install on backup-archive clients to collect
diagnostic information such as client log files. Before you install the client management service on your system, you must
understand the requirements and limitations.

Operations Center computer requirements
You can install the Operations Center on a computer that is also running IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or on a different computer.
If you install the Operations Center on the same computer as a server, that computer must meet the system requirements for both
the Operations Center and the server.

Resource requirements

The following resources are required to run the Operations Center:

One processor core
4 GB of memory
1 GB of disk space

The hub and spoke servers that are monitored by the Operations Center require additional resources, as described in Hub and
spoke server requirements.

Hub and spoke server requirements
When you open the Operations Center for the first time, you must associate the Operations Center with one IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server that is designated as the hub server. In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called
spoke servers, to the hub server.

The spoke servers send alerts and status information to the hub server. The Operations Center shows you a consolidated view of
alerts and status information for the hub server and any spoke servers.

If only one server is monitored by the Operations Center, that server is still called a hub server, even though no spoke servers are
connected to it.

Table 1 indicates the version of IBM Spectrum Protect server that must be installed on the hub server and on each spoke server
that is managed by the Operations Center.

Table 1. IBM Spectrum Protect server version requirements for hub and spoke servers
Operations Center Version on the hub server Version on each spoke server

V8.1.3 V8.1.3 V6.3.4 or later
Restriction: Some Operations Center
functions are not available for servers that
use a version earlier than V8.1.3.

Number of spoke servers that a hub server can support

The number of spoke servers that a hub server can support depends on the configuration and on the version of IBM Spectrum
Protect on each spoke server. However, a general guideline is that a hub server can support 10 - 20 V6.3.4 spoke servers but can
support more V7.1 or later spoke servers.
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Tips for designing the hub and spoke server configuration
In designing the hub and spoke configuration, especially consider the resource requirements for status monitoring. Also,
consider how you want to group hub and spoke servers and whether you want to use multiple hub servers.
Tips for choosing a hub server
For the hub server, you must choose a server that has adequate resources and is located for minimal roundtrip network
latency.

Tips for designing the hub and spoke server configuration
In designing the hub and spoke configuration, especially consider the resource requirements for status monitoring. Also, consider
how you want to group hub and spoke servers and whether you want to use multiple hub servers.

Use the Operations Center System Requirements Calculator to estimate the system requirements for running the Operations
Center and the hub and spoke servers that are monitored by the Operations Center.

Primary factors that affect performance

The following factors have the most significant impact on the performance of the Operations Center:

The processor and memory on the computer where the Operations Center is installed
The system resources of the hub and spoke servers, including the disk system that is in use for the hub server database
The number of client nodes and virtual machine file spaces that are managed by the hub and spoke servers
The frequency at which data is refreshed in the Operations Center

How to group hub and spoke servers

Consider grouping hub and spoke servers by geographic location. For example, managing the servers within the same data center
can help prevent issues that are caused by firewalls or by inadequate network bandwidth between different locations. If
necessary, you can further divide servers according to one or more of the following characteristics:

The administrator who manages the servers
The organizational entity that funds the servers
Server operating system
The language in which the servers run
Tip: If the hub and spoke servers are not running in the same language, you might see corrupted text in the Operations
Center.

How to group hub and spoke servers in an enterprise configuration

In an enterprise configuration, a network of IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers are managed as a group. Changes that are made on
the configuration manager can be distributed automatically to one or more managed servers in the network.

The Operations Center normally registers and maintains a dedicated administrator ID on the hub and spoke servers. This
monitoring administrator must always have the same password on all the servers.

If you use an enterprise configuration, you can improve the process by which the administrator credentials are synchronized on
spoke servers. To improve the performance and efficiency of maintaining the monitoring administrator ID, complete the following
steps:

1. Designate the configuration manager server as the Operations Center hub server. During the hub server configuration, a
monitoring administrator ID named IBM-OC-hub_server_name is registered.

2. On the hub server, add the monitoring administrator ID to a new or existing enterprise configuration profile. Issue the
NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS command to distribute the profile to the managed servers.

3. Add one or more of the managed servers as Operations Center spoke servers.

The Operations Center detects this configuration and allows the configuration manager to distribute and update the monitoring
administrator ID on the spoke servers.

When to use multiple hub servers
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If you have more than 10 - 20 V6.3.4 spoke servers, or if resource limitations require the environment to be partitioned, you can
configure multiple hub servers, and connect a subset of the spoke servers to each hub server.
Restrictions:

A single server cannot be both a hub server and a spoke server.
Each spoke server can be assigned to only one hub server.
Each hub server requires a separate instance of the Operations Center, each of which has a separate web address.

Tips for choosing a hub server
For the hub server, you must choose a server that has adequate resources and is located for minimal roundtrip network latency.

Attention: Do not use the same server as the hub server for multiple Operations Centers.
Use the following guidelines in deciding which server to designate as the hub server:

Choose a lightly loaded server
Consider a server that has a light load for operations such as client backup and archive. A lightly loaded server is also a
good choice as the host system for the Operations Center.

Ensure that the server has the resources to handle both its typical server workload and the estimated workload for acting
as the hub server.

Locate the server for minimal roundtrip network latency
Locate the hub server so that the network connection between the hub server and the spoke servers has a roundtrip
latency that is no greater than 5 ms. This latency can typically be achieved when the servers are on the same local area
network (LAN).

Networks that are poorly tuned, are heavily used by other applications, or have roundtrip latency much higher than 5 ms
can degrade communications between the hub and spoke servers. For example, roundtrip latencies of 50 ms or higher can
result in communication timeouts that cause spoke servers to disconnect or reconnect to the Operations Center. Such high
latencies might be experienced in long-distance, wide area network (WAN) communications.

If spoke servers are a long distance from the hub server and experience frequent disconnects in the Operations Center, you
can increase the value of the ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT option on each server to reduce the problem.

Verify that the hub server meets the resource requirements for status monitoring
Status monitoring requires extra resources on each server on which it is enabled. The resources that are required depend
primarily on the number of clients that are managed by the hub and spoke servers. Fewer resources are used on a hub
server with a V7.1 or later spoke server than on a hub server with a V6.3.4 spoke server.

Verify that the hub server meets the resource requirements for processor usage, database space, archive log space, and I/O
operations per second (IOPS) capacity.

A hub server with high IOPS capacity can handle a larger amount of incoming status data from spoke servers. Use of the
following storage devices for the hub server database can help meet this capacity:

An enterprise-level solid-state drive (SSD)
An external SAN disk storage device with multiple volumes or multiple spindles under each volume

In an environment with fewer than 1000 clients, consider establishing a baseline capacity of 1000 IOPS for the hub server
database if the hub server manages any spoke servers.

Determine whether your environment requires multiple hub servers
If more than 10,000 - 20,000 client nodes and virtual machine file spaces are managed by one set of hub and spoke
servers, the resource requirements might exceed what the hub server has available, especially if the spoke servers are
V6.3.4 servers. Consider designating a second server as a hub server and moving spoke servers to the new hub server to
balance the load.

Operating system requirements
The Operations Center is available for AIX®, Linux, and Windows systems.
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You can run the Operations Center on the following systems:

AIX systems:
IBM® AIX V7.1 (64 bit) TL 4 and SP 2
IBM AIX V7.2 (64 bit) TL 0 and SP 2

Linux on x86_64 systems:
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.7
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11, Service Pack 4 or later
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

Linux on System z (s390x 64-bit architecture) systems:
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.1
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

Linux on Power Systems (little endian) systems:
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7 with the PPC64LE architecture

Windows systems:
Microsoft Windows Server 2012: Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter Edition (64-bit)
Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 (64-bit)
Microsoft Windows Server 2016

For the most up-to-date requirements information, see Software and Hardware Requirements.

Web browser requirements
The Operations Center can run in Apple, Google, Microsoft, and Mozilla web browsers.

For optimal viewing of the Operations Center in the web browser, ensure that the screen resolution for the system is set to a
minimum of 1024 X 768 pixels.

For optimal performance, use a web browser that has good JavaScript performance, and enable browser caching.

The Operations Center can run in the following web browsers:

Apple Safari on the iPad
Restriction: If Apple Safari is running on iOS 8.x or iOS 9.x, you cannot use a self-signed certificate for secure
communication with the Operations Center without extra configuration of the certificate. Use a certificate authority (CA)
certificate, or configure the self-signed certificate as needed. For instructions, see Technote
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21963153.
Google Chrome 40 or later
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 or later
Mozilla Firefox ESR 31 or later

To run the Operations Center in compliance with the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publications
(SP) 800-131A recommendation, communication between the Operations Center and the web browser must be secured by using
the Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 protocol. During installation, you specify whether SP 800-131A compliance is required and
the level of compliance. If strict SP 800-131A compliance is specified during installation, the web browser must support TLS 1.2,
and TLS 1.2 must be enabled.

The web browser displays an SSL error if strict SP 800-131A compliance is specified during installation, and the web browser
does not meet the preceding requirements.

Language requirements
By default, the Operations Center uses the language that the web browser uses. However, the installation process uses the
language that the operating system uses. Verify that the web browser and the operating system are set to the language that you
require.

Table 1. Operations Center language values
that you can use on AIX® systems
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Language Language option valueLanguage Language option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

Chinese, Simplified (UTF-8) ZH_CN

Chinese, Traditional (Big5) Zh_TW

Chinese, Traditional (UTF-8) ZH_TW

Chinese, Traditional (euc_tw) zh_TW

English en_US

English (UTF-8) EN_US

French fr_FR

French (UTF-8) FR_FR

German de_DE

German (UTF-8) DE_DE

Italian it_IT

Italian (UTF-8) IT_IT

Japanese (EUC) ja_JP

Japanese (PC) Ja_JP

Japanese (UTF-8) JA_JP

Korean ko_KR

Korean (UTF-8) KO_KR

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

Portuguese, Brazilian (UTF-8) PT_BR

Russian ru_RU

Russian (UTF-8) RU_RU

Spanish es_ES

Spanish (UTF-8) ES_ES

Table 2. Operations Center language values
that you can use on Linux systems

Language Language option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

Chinese, Simplified (GBK) zh_CN.gb18030

Chinese, Simplified (UTF-8) zh_CN.utf8

Chinese, Traditional (Big5) Zh_TW

Chinese, Traditional (euc_tw) zh_TW

Chinese, Traditional (UTF-8) zh_TW.utf8

English, United States en_US

English (UTF-8) en_US.utf8

French fr_FR

French (UTF-8) fr_FR.utf8

German de_DE

German (UTF-8) de_DE.utf8

Italian it_IT
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Language Language option value

Italian (UTF-8) it_IT.utf8

Japanese (EUC) ja_JP

Japanese (UTF-8) ja_JP.utf8

Korean ko_KR

Korean (UTF-8) ko_KR.utf8

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

Portuguese, Brazilian (UTF-8) pt_BR.utf8

Russian ru_RU

Russian (UTF-8) ru_RU.utf8

Spanish es_ES

Spanish (UTF-8) es_ES.utf8

Table 3. Operations Center language
values that you can use on Windows

systems
Language Language option value

Chinese, Simplified chs

Chinese, Traditional cht

English ameng

French fra

German deu

Italian ita

Japanese (Shift-JIS) jpn

Korean kor

Portuguese, Brazilian ptb

Russian rus

Spanish esp

Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client
management services

IBM Spectrum Protect™ client management services is a component that you install on backup-archive clients to collect
diagnostic information such as client log files. Before you install the client management service on your system, you must
understand the requirements and limitations.

In the documentation for the client management service, client system is the system where the backup-archive client is installed.

Diagnostic information can be collected only from Linux and Windows clients, but administrators can view the diagnostic
information in the Operations Center on AIX®, Linux, or Windows operating systems.

Requirements for the client management service

Verify the following requirements before you install the client management service:

To remotely access the client, the Operations Center administrator must have system authority or one of the following
client authority levels:

Policy authority
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Client owner authority
Client node access authority

Ensure that the client system meets the following requirements:
The client management service can be installed only on client systems that run on Linux or Windows operating
systems:

Linux x86 64-bit operating systems that are supported for the backup-archive client.
Windows 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems that are supported for the backup-archive client.

Transport Layer Security (TLS) 1.2 must be installed for transmission of data between the client management service
and Operations Center. Basic authentication is provided and data and authentication information are encrypted
through the SSL channel. TLS 1.2 is automatically installed along with the necessary SSL certificates when you install
the client management service.

On Linux client systems, you must have root user authority to install the client management service.
For client systems that can have multiple client nodes, such as Linux client systems, ensure that each node name is unique
on the client system.
Tip: After you install the client management service, you do not have to install it again because the service can discover
multiple client options files.

Limitations of the client management service

The client management service provides basic services for collecting diagnostic information from backup-archive clients. The
following limitations exist for the client management service:

You can install the client management service only on systems with backup-archive clients, including backup-archive
clients that are installed on data mover nodes for IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments: Data Protection for
VMware.
You cannot install the client management service on other IBM Spectrum Protect client components or products that do
not have backup-archive clients.
If the backup-archive clients are protected by a firewall, ensure that the Operations Center can connect to the backup-
archive clients through the firewall by using the configured port for the client management service. The default port is
9028, but it can be changed.
The client management service scans all client log files to locate entries for the previous 72-hour period.
The Diagnosis page in the Operations Center provides basic troubleshooting information for backup-archive clients.
However, for some backup issues, you might have to access the client system and obtain further diagnostic information.
If the combined size of the client error log files and schedule log files on a client system is more than 500 MB, delays can
occur in sending log records to the Operations Center. You can control the size of the log files by enabling log file pruning or
wrapping by specifying the errorlogretention or errorlogmax client option.
If you use the same client node name to connect to multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers that are installed on the same
server, you can view log files for only one of the client nodes.

For updates about the client management service, including requirements, limitations, and documentation updates, see technote
1963610.

Related tasks:
Collecting diagnostic information with IBM Spectrum Protect client management services

Administrator IDs that the Operations Center requires
An administrator must have a valid ID and password on the hub server to log in to the Operations Center. An administrator ID is
also assigned to the Operations Center so that the Operations Center can monitor servers.

The Operations Center requires the following IBM Spectrum Protect™ administrator IDs:

Administrator IDs that are registered on the hub server
Any administrator ID that is registered on the hub server can be used to log in to the Operations Center. The authority level
of the ID determines which tasks can be completed. You can create new administrator IDs by using the REGISTER ADMIN
command.
Restriction: To use an administrator ID in a multiple-server configuration, the ID must be registered on the hub and spoke
servers with the same password and authority level.
To manage authentication for these servers, consider using one of the following methods:

A Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server
The enterprise configuration functions to automatically distribute changes to the administrator definitions.
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Monitoring administrator ID
When you initially configure the hub server, an administrator ID named IBM-OC-server_name is registered with system
authority on the hub server and is associated with the initial password that you specify. This ID, which is sometimes called
the monitoring administrator, is intended for use only by the Operations Center.

Do not delete, lock, or modify this ID. The same administrator ID with the same password is registered on the spoke servers
that you add. The password is automatically changed on the hub and spoke servers every 90 days. You do not need to use
or manage this password.

Restriction: The Operations Center maintains the monitoring administrator ID and password on spoke servers unless you
use an enterprise configuration to manage these credentials. For more information about using an enterprise configuration
to manage the credentials, see Tips for designing the hub and spoke server configuration.

Related reference:
REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator ID)

IBM Installation Manager
The Operations Center uses IBM® Installation Manager, which is an installation program that can use remote or local software
repositories to install or update many IBM products.

If the required version of IBM Installation Manager is not already installed, it is automatically installed or upgraded when you
install the Operations Center. It must remain installed on the system so that the Operations Center can be updated or uninstalled
later as needed.

The following list contains explanations of some terms that are used in IBM Installation Manager:

Offering
An installable unit of a software product.

The Operations Center offering contains all of the media that IBM Installation Manager requires to install the Operations
Center.

Package
The group of software components that are required to install an offering.
The Operations Center package contains the following components:

IBM Installation Manager installation program
Operations Center offering

Package group
A set of packages that share a common parent directory.

Repository
A remote or local storage area for data and other application resources.

The Operations Center package is stored in a repository on IBM Fix Central.

Shared resources directory
A directory that contains software files or plug-ins that are shared by packages.

IBM Installation Manager stores installation-related files in the shared resources directory, including files that are used for
rolling back to a previous version of the Operations Center.

Installation checklist
Before you install the Operations Center, you must verify certain information, such as the installation credentials, and you must
determine the input to provide to IBM® Installation Manager for the installation.

The following checklist highlights the information that you must verify or determine before you install the Operations Center, and
Table 1 describes the details of this information:

 Verify the host name for the computer where the Operations Center is to be installed.
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 Verify the installation credentials.
 Determine the Operations Center installation directory, if you do not want to accept the default path.
 Determine the IBM Installation Manager installation directory, if you do not want to accept the default path.
 Determine the port number to be used by the Operations Center web server, if you do not want to accept the default

port number.
 Determine the password for secure communications.

Table 1. Information to verify or determine before you install the Operations Center
Information Details

Host name for the computer
where the Operations Center is
to be installed.

The host name must meet the following criteria:

It must not contain double-byte character set (DBCS) characters or the underscore
character (_).
Although the host name can contain the hyphen character (-), it cannot have a hyphen
as the last character in the name.

Installation credentials To install the Operations Center, you must use the following user account:

The root user
Administrator

Operations Center installation
directory

The Operations Center is installed in the ui subdirectory of the installation directory.

The following path is the default path for the Operations Center installation directory:

/opt/tivoli/tsm
For example, if you use this default path, the Operations Center is installed in the
following directory:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/ui

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM
For example, if you use this default path, the Operations Center is installed in the
following directory:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\ui

The installation directory path must meet the following criteria:

The path must contain no more than 128 characters.
The path must include only ASCII characters.
The path cannot include non-displayable control characters.
The path cannot include any of the following characters:

% | < > ' " $ & ; *

IBM Installation Manager
installation directory

The following path is the default path for the IBM Installation Manager installation directory:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager
C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager
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Information Details

Port number that is used by the
Operations Center web server.

The value for the secure (https) port number must meet the following criteria:

The number must be an integer in the range 1024 - 65535.
The number cannot be in use or allocated to other programs.

If you do not specify a port number, the default value is 11090.

Tip: If you later do not remember the port number that you specified, refer to the following file,
where installation_dir represents the directory where the Operations Center is installed:

installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer/bootstrap.properties
installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer\bootstrap.properties

The bootstrap.properties file contains the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server connection
information.

Password for secure
communications

The Operations Center uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) to communicate with
web browsers.

The Operations Center requires secure communication between the server and the Operations
Center. To secure communication, you must add the Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificate
of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.

The truststore file of the Operations Center contains the certificate that the Operations Center
uses for HTTPS communication with web browsers. During installation of the Operations
Center, you create a password for the truststore file. When you set up secure communication
between the Operations Center and the hub server, you must use the same password to add
the certificate of the hub server to the truststore file.

The password for the truststore file must meet the following criteria:

The password must contain a minimum of 6 characters and a maximum of 64
characters.
The password must contain at least the following characters:

One uppercase letter (A – Z)
One lowercase letter (a – z)
One digit (0 – 9)
Two of the non-alphanumeric characters that are listed in the following series:

~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * _ - + = ` |  

( ) { } [ ] : ; < > , . ? /

Related tasks:
Configuring for secure communication
Resetting the password for the Operations Center truststore file

Installing the Operations Center
You can install the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

Before you begin

You cannot configure the Operations Center until you install, configure, and start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. Therefore,
before you install the Operations Center, install the appropriate server package, according to the server version requirements in
Hub and spoke server requirements.

You can install the Operations Center on a computer with the IBM Spectrum Protect server or on a separate computer.

Obtaining the Operations Center installation package
You can obtain the installation package from an IBM® download site such as IBM Passport Advantage® or IBM Fix Central.
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Installing the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
You can install or update the Operations Center by using the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager.
Installing the Operations Center in console mode
You can install or update the Operations Center by using the command line in console mode.
Installing the Operations Center in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the Operations Center in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to
a console but instead stores messages and errors in log files.

Obtaining the Operations Center installation package
You can obtain the installation package from an IBM® download site such as IBM Passport Advantage® or IBM Fix Central.

About this task

After you obtain the package from an IBM download site, you must extract the installation files.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to extract the Operations Center installation files. In the following steps, replace version_number
with the version of Operations Center that you are installing.

On AIX® systems:

a. Download the following package file to the directory of your choice:

version_number.000 
-IBM-SPOC-AIX.bin

b. Ensure that you have executable permission for the package file.
If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the following command:

chmod a+x version_number.000-IBM-SPOC-AIX.bin

c. Issue the following command to extract the installation files:

 ./version_number.000-IBM-SPOC-AIX.bin

The self-extracting package file is extracted to the directory.

On Linux systems:

a. Download one of the following package files to the directory of your choice:
version_number.000-IBM-SPOC-LinuxS390.bin
version_number.000-IBM-SPOC-Linuxx86_64.bin

b. Ensure that you have executable permission for the package file.
If necessary, change the file permissions by issuing the following command:

chmod a+x package_name.bin

c. Issue the following command to extract the installation files:

 ./package_name.bin

The self-extracting package file is extracted to the directory.

On Windows systems:

a. Download the following package file to the directory of your choice:

version_number.000-IBM-SPOC-WindowsX64.exe

b. In Windows Explorer, double-click the file name to extract the installation files.

The self-extracting package file is extracted to the directory.
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Installing the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
You can install or update the Operations Center by using the graphical wizard of IBM® Installation Manager.

Before you begin

If the following RPM files are not installed on the computer, install them. For instructions, see Installing RPM files for the graphical
wizard.

atk-1.12.3-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
cairo-1.8.8-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
expat-2.0.1-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
fontconfig-2.4.2-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
freetype2-2.3.9-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
gettext-0.10.40-6.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
glib2-2.12.4-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
gtk2-2.10.6-4.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
libjpeg-6b-6.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
libpng-1.2.32-2.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
libtiff-3.8.2-1.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
pango-1.14.5-4.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
pixman-0.12.0-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
xcursor-1.1.7-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
xft-2.1.6-5.aix5.1.ppc.rpm
xrender-0.9.1-3.aix5.2.ppc.rpm
zlib-1.2.3-3.aix5.1.ppc.rpm

Procedure

1. From the directory where the Operations Center installation package file is extracted, issue the following command:
./install.sh

install.bat
2. Follow the wizard instructions to install the IBM Installation Manager and Operations Center packages.

The following message might be displayed, and the installation wizard might be slow, if your locale uses UTF-8
encoding:

Cannot create font set

If the message is displayed, take one of the following actions:
Change to a locale that does not use UTF-8 encoding. For language-option values that do not use UTF-8 encoding,
see Language requirements.
Install the Operations Center by using the command line in console mode.
Install the Operations Center in silent mode.

What to do next

See Configuring the Operations Center.

Installing RPM files for the graphical wizard
Before you can use the graphical wizard of IBM Installation Manager to install the Operations Center, certain RPM files
must be installed.

Installing the Operations Center in console mode
You can install or update the Operations Center by using the command line in console mode.

Procedure
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1. From the directory where the installation package file is extracted, run the following program:

./install.sh -c

install.bat -c

2. Follow the console instructions to install the Installation Manager and Operations Center packages.

What to do next

See Configuring the Operations Center.

Installing the Operations Center in silent mode
You can install or upgrade the Operations Center in silent mode. In silent mode, the installation does not send messages to a
console but instead stores messages and errors in log files.

Before you begin

To provide data input when you use the silent installation method, you can use a response file. The following sample response
files are provided in the input directory where the installation package is extracted:

install_response_sample.xml
Use this file to install the Operations Center.

update_response_sample.xml
Use this file to upgrade the Operations Center.

These files contain default values that can help you avoid any unnecessary warnings. To use these files, follow the instructions
that are provided in the files.

If you want to customize a response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.

Procedure

1. Create a response file. You can modify the sample response file or create your own file.
Tip: To generate a response file as part of a console-mode installation, complete the selection of the console-mode
installation options. Then, in the Summary panel, enter G to generate the response file according to the previously selected
options.

2. Create a password for the Operations Center truststore in the response file.
If you are using the install_response_sample.xml file, add the password in the following line of the file, where mypassword
represents the password:

<variable name='ssl.password' value='mypassword' />

For more information about this password, see Installation checklist.
Tip: To upgrade the Operations Center, the truststore password is not required if you are using the
update_response_sample.xml file.

3. Start the silent installation by issuing the following command from the directory where the installation package is
extracted. The value response_file represents the response file path and file name:

./install.sh -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

install.bat -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

What to do next

See Configuring the Operations Center.
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Upgrading the Operations Center
You can upgrade the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

Before you begin

Before you upgrade the Operations Center, review the system requirements and the installation checklist. The new version of the
Operations Center might have more or different requirements and considerations than the version you are currently using.

About this task

The instructions for upgrading the Operations Center are the same as the instructions for installing the Operations Center, with the
following exceptions:

You use the Update function of IBM® Installation Manager rather than the Install function.
Tip: In IBM Installation Manager, the term update means to discover and install updates and fixes to installed software
packages. In this context, update and upgrade are synonymous.
If you are upgrading the Operations Center in silent mode, you can skip the step of creating a password for the truststore
file.

Getting started with the Operations Center
Before you can use the Operations Center to manage your storage environment, you must configure it.

About this task

After you install the Operations Center, complete the following basic configuration steps:

1. Designate the hub server.
2. Add any spoke servers.
3. Optionally, configure email alerts on the hub and spoke servers.

Figure 1 illustrates an Operations Center configuration.

Figure 1. Example of an Operations Center configuration with the hub and spoke servers
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Configuring the Operations Center
When you open the Operations Center for the first time, you must configure it to manage your storage environment. You
must associate the Operations Center with the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is designated as the hub server. You can
then connect additional IBM Spectrum Protect servers as spoke servers.
Configuring for secure communication
The Operations Center uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) to communicate with web browsers. The
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol secures communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, and
between the hub server and associated spoke servers.
Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might need to stop and start the
web server, for example, to make configuration changes.
Opening the Operations Center
The Overview page is the default initial view in the Operations Center. However, in your web browser, you can bookmark the
page that you want to open when you log in to the Operations Center.
Collecting diagnostic information with IBM Spectrum Protect client management services
The client management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information
available to the Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

Configuring the Operations Center
When you open the Operations Center for the first time, you must configure it to manage your storage environment. You must
associate the Operations Center with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that is designated as the hub server. You can then
connect additional IBM Spectrum Protect servers as spoke servers.

Designating the hub server
When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you must designate which IBM Spectrum Protect server is the
hub server.
Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.
Sending email alerts to administrators
An alert is a notification of a relevant problem on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and is triggered by a server message.
Alerts can be shown in the Operations Center and can be sent from the server to administrators by email.
Adding customized text to the login screen
You can add customized text, such as your organization's Terms of Use of the software, to the login screen of the Operations
Center so that users of the Operations Center see the text before they enter their user name and password.
Enabling REST services
Applications that use Representational State Transfer (REST) services can query and manage the storage environment by
connecting to the Operations Center.

Designating the hub server
When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you must designate which IBM Spectrum Protect™ server is the hub
server.

Before you begin

The Operations Center requires secure communication between the hub server and the Operations Center. To secure
communication, you must add the Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the
Operations Center. For more information, see Securing communication between the Operations Center and the hub server.

Procedure

In a web browser, enter the following address, where hostname represents the name of the computer where the Operations
Center is installed, and secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication on that
computer:

https://hostname:secure_port/oc
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Tips:

The URL is case-sensitive. For example, ensure that you type "oc" in lowercase as indicated.
For more information about the port number, see the Installation checklist.
If you are connecting to the Operations Center for the first time, you must provide the following information:

Connection information for the server that you want to designate as a hub server
Login credentials for an administrator ID that is defined for that server

If the event-record retention period of the server is less than 14 days, the period is automatically reset to 14 days if you
configure the server as a hub server.

What to do next

If you have multiple IBM Spectrum Protect servers in your environment, add the other servers as spoke servers to the hub server.

Attention: Do not change the name of a server after it is configured as a hub or spoke server.
Related concepts:
Hub and spoke server requirements
Administrator IDs that the Operations Center requires

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.

Before you begin

Communication between the spoke server and the hub server must be secured by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. To secure communication, add the certificate of the spoke server to the truststore file of the hub server.

Procedure

1. In the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The Servers page opens.

In the table on the Servers page, a server might have a status of "Unmonitored." This status means that although an
administrator defined this server to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is not yet configured
as a spoke server.

2. Complete one of the following steps:
Click the server to highlight it, and in the table menu bar, click Monitor Spoke.
If the server that you want to add is not shown in the table, and secure SSL/TLS communication is not required, click
+ Spoke in the table menu bar.

3. Provide the necessary information, and complete the steps in the spoke configuration wizard.
Tip: If the event-record retention period of the server is less than 14 days, the period is automatically reset to 14 days if you
configure the server as a spoke server.

Related reference:
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)

Sending email alerts to administrators
An alert is a notification of a relevant problem on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and is triggered by a server message. Alerts
can be shown in the Operations Center and can be sent from the server to administrators by email.

Before you begin

Before you configure email notification for administrators about alerts, ensure that the following requirements are met:

An SMTP server is required to send and receive alerts by email, and the server that sends the alerts by email must have
access to the SMTP server.
Tip: If the Operations Center is installed on a separate computer, that computer does not need access to the SMTP server.
An administrator must have system privilege to configure email notification.
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About this task

An email notification is sent only for the first occurrence of an alert. Also, if an alert is generated before you configure email
notification, no email notification is sent for that alert.

You can configure email notification in the following ways:

Send notification for individual alerts
Send alert summaries

An alert summary contains information about current alerts. The summary includes the total number of alerts, the total number of
active and inactive alerts, the oldest alert, the newest alert, and the most frequently occurring alert.

You can specify a maximum of three administrators to receive alert summaries by email. Alert summaries are sent approximately
every hour.

Procedure

To configure email notification for administrators about alerts, complete the following steps on each hub and spoke server from
which you want to receive email alerts:

1. To verify that alert monitoring is turned on, issue the following command:

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS

2. If the command output indicates that alert monitoring is turned off, issue the following command. Otherwise, proceed to
the next step.

SET ALERTMONITOR ON

3. To enable the sending of email notification, issue the following command:

SET ALERTEMAIL ON

4. To define the SMTP server that is used to send email notification, issue the following command:

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST host_name

5. To specify the port number for the SMTP server, issue the following command:

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT port_number

The default port number is 25.

6. To specify the email address of the sender of the alerts, issue the following command:

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR email_address

7. For each administrator ID that must receive email notification, issue one of the following commands to activate email
notification and to specify the email address:

REGISTER ADMIN admin_name ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=email_address 

UPDATE ADMIN admin_name ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=email_address

8. Choose either, or both, of the following options, and specify the administrator IDs to receive email notification:
Send notification for individual alerts
To specify or update the administrator IDs to receive email notification for an individual alert, issue one of the
following commands:

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER message_number ADmin=admin_name1,admin_name2

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER message_number ADDadmin=admin_name3 DELadmin=admin_name1

Tip: From the Configure Alerts page of the Operations Center, you can select the administrators who will receive
email notification.
Send alert summaries
To specify or update the administrator IDs to receive alert summaries by email, issue the following command:

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS admin_name1,admin_name2,admin_name3
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If you want to receive alert summaries but do not want to receive notification about individual alerts, complete the
following steps:

a. Suspend notification about individual alerts, as described in Suspending email alerts temporarily.
b. Ensure that the respective administrator ID is listed in the following command:

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS admin_name1,admin_name2,admin_name3

Sending email alerts to multiple administrators

The following example illustrates the commands that cause any alerts for message ANR1075E to be sent in an email to the
administrators myadmin, djadmin, and csadmin:

SET ALERTMONITOR ON 
SET ALERTEMAIL ON 
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST mymailserver.domain.com 
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT 450 
SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR srvadmin@mydomain.com 
UPDATE ADMIN myadmin ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=myaddr@anycompany.com 
UPDATE ADMIN djadmin ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=djaddr@anycompany.com 
UPDATE ADMIN csadmin ALERT=YES EMAILADDRESS=csaddr@anycompany.com 
DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER anr0175e ADMIN=myadmin,djadmin,csadmin

Suspending email alerts temporarily
In certain situations, you might want to suspend email alerts temporarily. For example, you might want to receive alert
summaries but suspend notification about individual alerts, or you might want to suspend email alerts when an
administrator is on vacation.

Related reference:
DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger)
QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings for monitoring alerts and server status)
REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator ID)
SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to administrators)
SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the sender)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host name)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host port)
SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off)
SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators to receive alert summaries by email )
UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)
UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger)

Adding customized text to the login screen
You can add customized text, such as your organization's Terms of Use of the software, to the login screen of the Operations
Center so that users of the Operations Center see the text before they enter their user name and password.

Procedure

To add customized text to the login screen, complete the following steps:

1. On the computer where the Operations Center is installed, go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents
the directory in which the Operations Center is installed:

installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

2. In the directory, create a file that is named loginText.html that contains the text that you want to add to the login screen.
Any special, non-ASCII text must be UTF-8 encoded.
Tip: You can format the text by adding HTML tags.

3. Review the added text on the login screen of the Operations Center.
To open the Operations Center, enter the following address in a web browser, where hostname represents the name of the
computer where the Operations Center is installed, and secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center
uses for HTTPS communication on that computer:
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https://hostname:secure_port/oc

Enabling REST services
Applications that use Representational State Transfer (REST) services can query and manage the storage environment by
connecting to the Operations Center.

About this task

Enable this feature to allow REST services to interact with hub and spoke servers by sending calls to the following address:

https://oc_host_name:port/oc/api

where oc_host_name is the network name or IP address of the Operations Center host system and port is the Operations Center
port number. The default port number is 11090.
For information about the REST services that are available for the Operations Center, see Technote
http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21973011, or issue the following REST call:

https://oc_host_name:port/oc/api/help

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Settings.
2. On the General page, select the Enable administrative REST API check box.
3. Click Save.

Configuring for secure communication
The Operations Center uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) to communicate with web browsers. The Transport Layer
Security (TLS) protocol secures communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, and between the hub server
and associated spoke servers.

About this task

TLS 1.2 is required for secure communication between the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the Operations Center, and
between the hub server and spoke servers.

Securing communication between the Operations Center and the hub server
To secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, you must add the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.
Securing communication between the hub server and a spoke server
To secure communications between the hub server and a spoke server by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol,
you must define the certificate of the spoke server to the hub server, and the certificate of the hub server to the spoke
server. You must also configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server.
Resetting the password for the Operations Center truststore file
To set up secure communication between the Operations Center and the hub server, you must know the password for the
truststore file of the Operations Center. You create this password during the installation of the Operations Center. If you do
not know the password, you can reset it.

Securing communication between the Operations Center and the hub
server

To secure communications between the Operations Center and the hub server, you must add the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
certificate of the hub server to the truststore file of the Operations Center.

Before you begin
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The truststore file of the Operations Center is a container for certificates that the Operations Center can access. The truststore file
contains the certificate that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication with web browsers.

During the installation of the Operations Center, you create a password for the truststore file. To secure communication between
the Operations Center and the hub server, you must use the same password to add the certificate of the hub server to the
truststore file. If you do not remember this password, you can reset it. See Resetting the password for the Operations Center
truststore file.

Procedure

1. Specify the cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of the hub server.

To specify cert256.arm as the default certificate, complete the following steps:

a. Issue the following command from the hub server instance directory:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -setdefault -db cert.kdb -stashed 
 -label "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key" 

b. Restart the hub server so that it can receive the changes to the key database file.
2. To verify that the cert256.arm certificate is set as the default certificate in the key database file of the hub server, issue the

following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed 

3. Stop the Operations Center web server.
4. Go to the command line of the operating system on which the Operations Center is installed.
5. Add the certificate to the truststore file of the Operations Center by using the iKeycmd utility or the iKeyman utility.

The iKeycmd utility is a command line interface, and the iKeyman utility is the IBM® Key Management graphical user
interface.

The iKeycmd and the iKeyman utilities must be run as the root user.

The iKeycmd and the iKeyman utilities must be run by an administrator account.

To add the TLS certificate by using the command line interface, complete the following steps:

a. Go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents the directory in which the Operations Center is
installed:

installation_dir/ui/jre/bin
installation_dir\ui\jre\bin

b. Issue the iKeycmd command to add the cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of
the hub server:

ikeycmd -cert -add  
-db /installation_dir/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer/gui-truststore.jks  
-file /fvt/comfrey/srv/cert256.arm  
-label 'label description'  
-pw 'password' -type jks -format ascii -trust enable 

where:

installation_dir
The directory in which the Operations Center is installed.

label description
The description that you assign to the label.

password
The password that you created when you installed the Operations Center. To reset the password, uninstall the
Operations Center, delete the .jks file, and reinstall the Operations Center.

To add the certificate by using the IBM Key Management window, complete the following steps:

a. Go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents the directory in which the Operations Center is
installed:

installation_dir/ui/jre/bin
installation_dir\ui\jre\bin
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b. Open the IBM Key Management window by issuing the following command:

 ikeyman

c. Click Key Database File > Open.
d. In the Open window, click Browse, and go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents the directory

in which the Operations Center is installed:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer
e. In the guiServer directory, select the gui-truststore.jks file.
f. Click Open, and click OK.
g. Enter the password for the truststore file, and click OK.
h. In the Key database content area of the IBM Key Management window, click the arrow, and select Signer Certificates

from the list.
i. Click Add.
j. In the Open window, click Browse, and go to the hub server instance directory, as shown in the following example:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin
c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server1

The directory contains the cert256.arm certificate.

If you cannot access the hub server instance directory from the Open window, complete the following steps:
i. Use FTP or another file-transfer method to copy the cert256.arm files from the hub server to the following

directory on the computer where the Operations Center is installed:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer
ii. In the Open window, go to the guiServer directory.

k. Select the cert256.arm certificate as the certificate.
Tip: The certificate that you choose must be set as the default certificate in the key database file of the hub server.
For more information, see step 1 and 2.

l. Click Open, and click OK.
m. Enter a label for the certificate. For example, enter the name of the hub server.
n. Click OK. The SSL certificate of the hub server is added to the truststore file, and the label is displayed in the Key

database content area of the IBM Key Management window.
o. Close the IBM Key Management window.

6. Start the Operations Center web server.
7. When you connect to the Operations Center for the first time, you are prompted to identify the IP address or network name

of the hub server, and the port number for communicating with the hub server. If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT server option
is enabled for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, enter the port number that is specified by the TCPADMINPORT server
option. If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT server option is not enabled, enter the port number that is specified by the TCPPORT
server option.
If the Operations Center was previously configured, you can review the contents of the serverConnection.properties file to
verify the connection information. The serverConnection.properties file is in the following directory on the computer where
the Operations Center is installed:

installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

What to do next

To set up TLS communication between the hub server and a spoke server, see Securing communication between the hub server
and a spoke server.

Related reference:
QUERY OPTION (Query server options)

Securing communication between the hub server and a spoke server
To secure communications between the hub server and a spoke server by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol, you
must define the certificate of the spoke server to the hub server, and the certificate of the hub server to the spoke server. You
must also configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server.
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About this task

The hub server receives status and alert information from the spoke server and shows this information in the Operations Center.
To receive the status and alert information from the spoke server, the certificate of the spoke server must be added to the
truststore file of the hub server. You must also configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server.

To enable other functions of the Operations Center, such as the automatic deployment of client updates, the certificate of the hub
server must be added to the truststore file of the spoke server.

Procedure

1. Complete the following steps to define the certificate of the spoke server to the hub server:
a. On the spoke server, change to the directory of the spoke server instance.
b. Specify the required cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of the spoke server.

Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -setdefault -db cert.kdb -stashed 
 -label "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key"

c. Verify the certificates in the key database file of the spoke server. Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed 

d. Securely transfer the cert256.arm file of the spoke server to the hub server.
e. On the hub server, change to the directory of the hub server instance.
f. Define the spoke server certificate to the hub server. Issue the following command from the hub server instance

directory, where spoke_servername is the name of the spoke server, and spoke_cert256.arm is the file name of the
spoke server certificate:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii 
 -label spoke_servername -file spoke_cert256.arm

2. Complete the following steps to define the certificate of the hub server to the spoke server:
a. On the hub server, change to the directory of the hub server instance.
b. Specify the required cert256.arm certificate as the default certificate in the key database file of the hub server. Issue

the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -setdefault -db cert.kdb -stashed 
 -label "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key"

c. Verify the certificates in the key database file of the spoke server. Issue the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed 

d. Securely transfer the cert256.arm file of the hub server to the spoke server.
e. On the spoke server, change to the directory of the spoke server instance.
f. Define the hub server certificate to the spoke server. Issue the following command from the spoke server instance

directory, where hub_servername is the name of the hub server, and hub_cert256.arm is the file name of the hub
server certificate:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii 
 -label hub_servername -file hub_cert256.arm

3. Restart the hub server and the spoke server.
4. Complete the following steps to define the spoke server to the hub server, and the hub server to the spoke server.

a. Issue the following commands on both the hub server and the spoke server:

SET SERVERPASSWORD server_password 
SET SERVERHLADDRESS ip_address 
SET SERVERLLADDRESS tcp_port

b. On the hub server, issue the DEFINE SERVER command, according to the following example:

DEFINE SERVER spoke_servername HLA=spoke_address 
 LLA=spoke_SSLTCPADMINPort SERVERPA=spoke_serverpassword

c. On the spoke server, issue the DEFINE SERVER command, according to the following example:
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DEFINE SERVER hub_servername HLA=hub_address 
 LLA=hub_SSLTCPADMINPort SERVERPA=hub_serverpassword

Tip: By default, server communication is encrypted except when the server is sending or receiving object data.
Object data is sent and received by using TCP/IP. By choosing not to encrypt the object data, server performance is
similar to communication over a TCP/IP session and the session is secure. To encrypt all communication with the
specified server, even when the server is sending and receiving object data, specify the SSL=YES parameter on the
DEFINE SERVER command.

5. Complete the following steps to configure the Operations Center to monitor the spoke server:
a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The spoke server has a status of "Unmonitored." This status

means that, although this server was defined to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is
not yet configured as a spoke.

b. Click the spoke server to highlight the item, and click Monitor Spoke.

Related reference:
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
QUERY OPTION (Query server options)

Resetting the password for the Operations Center truststore file
To set up secure communication between the Operations Center and the hub server, you must know the password for the
truststore file of the Operations Center. You create this password during the installation of the Operations Center. If you do not
know the password, you can reset it.

About this task

To reset the password, you must create a new password, delete the truststore file of the Operations Center, and restart the
Operations Center web server.

Procedure

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. Go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents the directory in which the Operations Center is installed:

installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

3. Open the bootstrap.properties file, which contains the password for the truststore file. If the password is unencrypted, you
can use it to open the truststore file without having to reset it.
The following examples indicate the difference between an encrypted and an unencrypted password:

Encrypted password example
Encrypted passwords begin with the text string {xor}.
The following example shows the encrypted password as the value of the tsm.truststore.pswd parameter:

tsm.truststore.pswd={xor}MiYPPiwsKDAtOw== 

Unencrypted password example
The following example shows the unencrypted password as the value of the tsm.truststore.pswd parameter:

tsm.truststore.pswd=J8b%^B

4. Reset the password by replacing the password in the bootstrap.properties file with a new password. You can replace the
password with an encrypted or unencrypted password. Remember the unencrypted password for future use.
To create an encrypted password, complete the following steps:

a. Create an unencrypted password.
The password for the truststore file must meet the following criteria:

The password must contain a minimum of 6 characters and a maximum of 64 characters.
The password must contain at least the following characters:

One uppercase letter (A – Z)
One lowercase letter (a – z)
One digit (0 – 9)
Two of the non-alphanumeric characters that are listed in the following series:

~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * _ - + = ` |  
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b. From the command line of the operating system, go to the following directory:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/bin

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\bin
c. To encrypt the password, issue the following command, where myPassword represents the unencrypted password:

securityUtility encode myPassword
securityUtility.bat encode myPassword

The following message might be shown:

! "java"' is not recognized as an internal or external command, 
operable program or batch file.

If this message is shown, complete the following steps:
i. Issue the following command, where installation_dir represents the directory where the Operations

Center is installed:

set JAVA_HOME="installation_dir\ui\jre"

ii. Reissue the following command to encrypt the password:

securityUtility.bat encode myPassword

5. Close the bootstrap.properties file.
6. Go to the following directory:

installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

7. Delete the gui-truststore.jks file, which is the truststore file of the Operations Center.
8. Start the Operations Center web server.

Results

A new truststore file is automatically created for the Operations Center, and the TLS certificate of the Operations Center is
automatically included in the truststore file.

Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might need to stop and start the web
server, for example, to make configuration changes.

Procedure

Stop and start the web server.

From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the Operations
Center is installed, issue the following commands:

To stop the server:

./stopserver.sh

To start the server:

./startserver.sh

Issue the following commands:
To stop the server:

service opscenter.rc stop

To start the server:

service opscenter.rc start

To restart the server:

service opscenter.rc restart
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To determine whether the server is running, issue the following command:

service opscenter.rc status

From the Services window, stop or start the Operations Center service.

Opening the Operations Center
The Overview page is the default initial view in the Operations Center. However, in your web browser, you can bookmark the page
that you want to open when you log in to the Operations Center.

Procedure

1. In a web browser, enter the following address, where hostname represents the name of the computer where the Operations
Center is installed, and secure_port represents the port number that the Operations Center uses for HTTPS communication
on that computer:

https://hostname:secure_port/oc

Tips:
The URL is case-sensitive. For example, ensure that you type "oc" in lowercase as indicated.
The default port number for HTTPS communication is 11090, but a different port number can be specified during
Operations Center installation.

2. Log in, using an administrator ID that is registered on the hub server.

In the Overview page, you can view summary information for clients, services, servers, storage pools, and storage devices.
You can view more details by clicking items or by using the Operations Center menu bar.

Monitoring from a mobile device: To remotely monitor the storage environment, you can view the Overview page of the
Operations Center in the web browser of a mobile device. The Operations Center supports the Apple Safari web browser on
the iPad. Other mobile devices can also be used.

Collecting diagnostic information with IBM Spectrum Protect client
management services

The client management service collects diagnostic information about backup-archive clients and makes the information available
to the Operations Center for basic monitoring capability.

About this task

After you install the client management service, you can view the Diagnosis page in the Operations Center to obtain
troubleshooting information for backup-archive clients.

Diagnostic information can be collected only from Linux and Windows clients, but administrators can view the diagnostic
information in the Operations Center on AIX®, Linux, or Windows operating systems.

You can also install the client management service on data mover nodes for IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Virtual Environments:
Data Protection for VMware to collect diagnostic information about the data movers.

Tip: In the documentation for the client management service, client system is the system where the backup-archive client is
installed.

Installing the client management service by using a graphical wizard
To collect diagnostic information about backup-archive clients such as client log files, you must install the client
management service on the client systems that you manage.
Installing the client management service in silent mode
You can install the client management service in silent mode. When you use silent mode, you provide the installation values
in a response file and then run an installation command.
Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can
verify that the client management service is correctly installed and configured.
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Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to
access the client management service.
Starting and stopping the client management service
The client management service is automatically started after it is installed on the client system. You might need to stop and
start the service in certain situations.
Uninstalling the client management service
If you no longer have to collect client diagnostic information, you can uninstall the client management service from the
client system.
Configuring the client management service for custom client installations
The client management service uses information in the client configuration file (client-configuration.xml) to discover
diagnostic information. If the client management service is unable to discover the location of log files, you must run the
CmsConfig utility to add the location of the log files to the client-configuration.xml file.

Installing the client management service by using a graphical wizard
To collect diagnostic information about backup-archive clients such as client log files, you must install the client management
service on the client systems that you manage.

Before you begin

Review Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client management services.

About this task

You must install the client management service on the same computer as the backup-archive client.

Procedure

1. Download the installation package for the client management service from an IBM® download site such as IBM Passport
Advantage® or IBM Fix Central. Look for a file name that is similar to <version>-IBM-SPCMS-<operating
system>.bin.

The following table shows the names of the installation packages.

Client operating system Installation package name

Linux x86 64-bit 8.1.x.000-IBM-SPCMS-Linuxx64.bin

Windows 32-bit 8.1.x.000-IBM-SPCMS-Windows32.exe

Windows 64-bit 8.1.x.000-IBM-SPCMS-Windows64.exe

2. Create a directory on the client system that you want to manage, and copy the installation package there.
3. Extract the contents of the installation package file.

On Linux client systems, complete the following steps:
a. Change the file to an executable file by issuing the following command:

chmod +x 8.1.x.000-IBM-SPCMS-Linuxx64.bin

b. Issue the following command:

./8.1.x.000-IBM-SPCMS-Linuxx64.bin

On Windows client systems, double-click the installation package name in Windows Explorer.
Tip: If you previously installed and uninstalled the package, select All when prompted to replace the existing installation
files.

4. Run the installation batch file from the directory where you extracted the installation files and associated files. This is the
directory that you created in step 2.

On Linux client systems, issue the following command:

./install.sh

On Windows client systems, double-click install.bat.
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5. To install the client management service, follow the instructions in the IBM Installation Manager wizard.

If IBM Installation Manager is not already installed on the client system, you must select both IBM Installation Manager
and IBM Spectrum Protect Client Management Services.

Tip: You can accept the default locations for the shared resources directory and the installation directory for IBM
Installation Manager.

What to do next

Follow the instructions in Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly.

Installing the client management service in silent mode
You can install the client management service in silent mode. When you use silent mode, you provide the installation values in a
response file and then run an installation command.

Before you begin

Review Requirements and limitations for IBM Spectrum Protect client management services.

Extract the installation package by following the instructions in Installing the client management service by using a graphical
wizard.

About this task

You must install the client management service on the same computer as the backup-archive client.

The input directory, which is in the directory where the installation package is extracted, contains the following sample response
file:

install_response_sample.xml

You can use the sample file with the default values, or you can customize it.

Tip: If you want to customize the sample file, create a copy of the sample file, rename it, and edit the copy.

Procedure

1. Create a response file based on the sample file, or use the sample file, install_response_sample.xml.
In either case, ensure that the response file specifies the port number for the client management service. The default port
is 9028. For example:

<variable name=’port’ value=’9028’/>

2. Run the command to install the client management service and accept the license. From the directory where the
installation package file is extracted, issue the following command, where response_file represents the response file path,
including the file name:
On a Linux client system:

./install.sh -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

For example:

./install.sh -s -input /cms_install/input/install_response.xml -acceptLicense

On a Windows client system:

install.bat -s -input response_file -acceptLicense

For example:

install.bat -s -input c:\cms_install\input\install_response.xml -acceptLicense
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What to do next

Follow the instructions in Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly.

Verifying that the client management service is installed correctly
Before you use the client management service to collect diagnostic information about a backup-archive client, you can verify that
the client management service is correctly installed and configured.

Procedure

On the client system, at the command line, run the following commands to view the configuration of the client management
service:

On Linux client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/cms/bin/CmsConfig.sh list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsm.sys 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: /opt/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin/dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

On Windows client systems, issue the following command:

client_install_dir\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

where client_install_dir is the directory where the backup-archive client is installed. For example, with the default client
installation, issue the following command:

C:\"Program Files"\Tivoli\TSM\cms\bin\CmsConfig.bat list

The output is similar to the following text:

Listing CMS configuration 
 
server1.example.com:1500 NO_SSL HOSTNAME 
Capabilities: [LOG_QUERY] 
    Opt Path: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsm.opt 
 
    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmerror.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252 
 
    Log File: C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\baclient\dsmsched.log 
        en_US MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss Windows-1252

If the client management service is correctly installed and configured, the output displays the location of the error log file.
The output text is extracted from the following configuration file:

On Linux client systems:

client_install_dir/cms/Liberty/usr/servers/cmsServer/client-configuration.xml

On Windows client systems:
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client_install_dir\cms\Liberty\usr\servers\cmsServer\client-configuration.xml

If the output does not contain any entries, you must configure the client-configuration.xml file. For instructions about how to
configure this file, see Configuring the client management service for custom client installations. You can use the CmsConfig verify
command to verify that a node definition is correctly created in the client-configuration.xml file.

Configuring the Operations Center to use the client management service
If you did not use the default configuration for the client management service, you must configure the Operations Center to access
the client management service.

Before you begin

Ensure that the client management service is installed and started on the client system.

Verify whether the default configuration is used. The default configuration is not used if either of the following conditions is met:

The client management service does not use the default port number, 9028.
The backup-archive client is not accessed by the same IP address as the client system where the backup-archive client is
installed. For example, a different IP address might be used in the following situations:

The computer system has two network cards. The backup-archive client is configured to communicate on one
network, while the client management service communicates on the other network.
The client system is configured with the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). As a result, the client system
is dynamically assigned an IP address, which is saved on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server during the previous
backup-archive client operation. When the client system is restarted, the client system might be assigned a different
IP address. To ensure that the Operations Center can always find the client system, you specify a fully qualified
domain name.

Procedure

To configure the Operations Center to use the client management service, complete the following steps:

1. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
2. Click Details.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. In the Remote diagnostics URL field in the General section, specify the URL for the client management service on the client

system.

The address must start with https. The following table shows examples of the remote diagnostics URL.

Type of URL Example

With DNS host name and default port, 9028 https://server.example.com

With DNS host name and non-default port https://server.example.com:1599

With IP address and non-default port https://192.0.2.0:1599

5. Click Save.

What to do next

You can access client diagnostic information such as client log files from the Diagnosis tab in the Operations Center.

Starting and stopping the client management service
The client management service is automatically started after it is installed on the client system. You might need to stop and start
the service in certain situations.

Procedure
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To stop, start, or restart the client management service on Linux client systems, issue the following commands:
To stop the service:

service cms.rc stop

To start the service:

service cms.rc start

To restart the service:

service cms.rc restart

On Windows client systems, open the Services window, and stop, start, or restart the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Client
Management Services service.

Uninstalling the client management service
If you no longer have to collect client diagnostic information, you can uninstall the client management service from the client
system.

About this task

You must use IBM® Installation Manager to uninstall the client management service. If you no longer plan to use IBM Installation
Manager, you can also uninstall it.

Procedure

1. Uninstall the client management service from the client system:
a. Open IBM Installation Manager:

On the Linux client system, in the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse
subdirectory (for example, /opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command:

./IBMIM

On the Windows client system, open IBM Installation Manager from the Start menu.
b. Click Uninstall.
c. Select IBM Spectrum Protect Client Management Services, and click Next.
d. Click Uninstall, and then click Finish.
e. Close the IBM Installation Manager window.

2. If you no longer require IBM Installation Manager, uninstall it from the client system:
a. Open the IBM Installation Manager uninstall wizard:

On the Linux client system, change to the IBM Installation Manager uninstallation directory (for example,
/var/ibm/InstallationManager/uninstall), and issue the following command:

./uninstall

On the Windows client system, click Start > Control Panel. Then, click Uninstall a program > IBM Installation
Manager > Uninstall.

b. In the IBM Installation Manager window, select IBM Installation Manager if it is not already selected, and click Next.
c. Click Uninstall, and click Finish.

Configuring the client management service for custom client installations
The client management service uses information in the client configuration file (client-configuration.xml) to discover diagnostic
information. If the client management service is unable to discover the location of log files, you must run the CmsConfig utility to
add the location of the log files to the client-configuration.xml file.

CmsConfig utility
If you are not using the default client configuration, you can run the CmsConfig utility on the client system to discover and
add the location of the client log files to the client-configuration.xml file. After you complete the configuration, the client
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management service can access the client log files and make them available for basic diagnostic functions in the
Operations Center.

Troubleshooting the Operations Center installation
If a problem occurs with the Operations Center installation and you cannot solve it, you can consult the descriptions of known
problems for a possible solution.

Graphical installation wizard cannot be started on an AIX system
You are installing the Operations Center on an AIX® system by using the graphical wizard, and the installation program does
not start.

Chinese, Japanese, or Korean fonts are displayed incorrectly
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean fonts are displayed incorrectly in the Operations Center on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.

Graphical installation wizard cannot be started on an AIX system
You are installing the Operations Center on an AIX® system by using the graphical wizard, and the installation program does not
start.

Solution

The RPM files that are listed in Installing the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard must be installed on the computer.
Verify that the RPM files are installed.

Chinese, Japanese, or Korean fonts are displayed incorrectly
Chinese, Japanese, or Korean fonts are displayed incorrectly in the Operations Center on Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.

Solution

Install the following font packages, which are available from Red Hat:

fonts-chinese
fonts-japanese
fonts-korean

Uninstalling the Operations Center
You can uninstall the Operations Center by using any of the following methods: a graphical wizard, the command line in console
mode, or silent mode.

Uninstalling the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
You can uninstall the Operations Center by using the graphical wizard of IBM® Installation Manager.
Uninstalling the Operations Center in console mode
To uninstall the Operations Center by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.
Uninstalling the Operations Center in silent mode
To uninstall the Operations Center in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM Installation Manager
from the command line with the parameters for silent mode.

Uninstalling the Operations Center by using a graphical wizard
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You can uninstall the Operations Center by using the graphical wizard of IBM® Installation Manager.

Procedure

1. Open IBM Installation Manager.
In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the eclipse subdirectory (for

example, /opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse), and issue the following command:

./IBMIM

You can open IBM Installation Manager from the Start menu.

2. Click Uninstall.
3. Select the option for the Operations Center, and click Next.
4. Click Uninstall.
5. Click Finish.

Uninstalling the Operations Center in console mode
To uninstall the Operations Center by using the command line, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation
Manager from the command line with the parameter for console mode.

Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

eclipse\tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager\eclipse\tools

2. From the tools directory, issue the following command:
./imcl -c

imcl.exe -c
3. To uninstall, enter 5.
4. Choose to uninstall from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ package group.
5. Enter N for Next.
6. Choose to uninstall the Operations Center package.
7. Enter N for Next.
8. Enter U for Uninstall.
9. Enter F for Finish.

Uninstalling the Operations Center in silent mode
To uninstall the Operations Center in silent mode, you must run the uninstallation program of IBM® Installation Manager from the
command line with the parameters for silent mode.

Before you begin

You can use a response file to provide data input to silently uninstall the Operations Center server. IBM Spectrum Protect™
includes a sample response file, uninstall_response_sample.xml, in the input directory where the installation package is
extracted. This file contains default values to help you avoid any unnecessary warnings.

To uninstall the Operations Center, leave modify="false" set for the Operations Center entry in the response file.

If you want to customize the response file, you can modify the options that are in the file. For information about response files, see
Response files.
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Procedure

1. In the directory where IBM Installation Manager is installed, go to the following subdirectory:
eclipse/tools

eclipse\tools

For example:

/opt/IBM/InstallationManager/eclipse/tools
C:\Program Files\IBM\Installation Manager\eclipse\tools

2. From the tools directory, issue the following command, where response_file represents the response file path, including the
file name:

./imcl -input response_file -silent
imcl.exe -input response_file -silent

The following command is an example:
./imcl -input /tmp/input/uninstall_response.xml -silent

imcl.exe -input C:\tmp\input\uninstall_response.xml -silent

Rolling back to a previous version of the Operations Center
By default, IBM® Installation Manager saves earlier versions of a package to roll back to if you experience a problem with later
versions of updates, fixes, or packages.

Before you begin

The rollback function is available only after the Operations Center is updated.

About this task

When IBM Installation Manager rolls back a package to a previous version, the current version of the package files is uninstalled,
and an earlier version is reinstalled.

To roll back to a previous version, IBM Installation Manager must access files for that version. By default, these files are saved
during each successive installation. Because the number of saved files increases with each installed version, you might want to
delete these files from your system on a regular schedule. However, if you delete the files, you cannot roll back to a previous
version.

To delete saved files or to update your preference for saving these files in future installations, complete the following steps:

1. In IBM Installation Manager, click File > Preferences.
2. On the Preferences page, click Files for Rollback, and specify your preference.

Procedure

To roll back to a previous version of the Operations Center, use the Roll Back function of IBM Installation Manager.

Configuring servers
To complete configuration tasks for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, review available documentation.

About this task

For an existing solution, review the following actions.

To plan, implement, monitor, and operate a new solution, follow the instructions in IBM Spectrum Protect data protection
solutions.

Tip: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1.3, the Administrator's Guide is obsoleted.

Action Details Documentation
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Action Details Documentation

Monitor a storage solution Monitor the storage solution to
identify existing and potential
issues. In this way, you can
troubleshoot problems and
optimize system performance.

Monitoring storage solutions

Select and configure storage Select storage based on your
business needs and then complete
the tasks for configuration.

Configuring storage

Eliminate duplicate data Use data deduplication to
eliminate redundant data in
storage pools. Data deduplication
reduces the storage that is
required to retain the data. Only
one instance of the data is retained
in a deduplicated storage pool.

With IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1.3
and later, you can use inline data
deduplication.

To learn more about the differences
between inline and post-process data
deduplication and to configure the best
practice solution for data deduplication,
see Data deduplication options.

Replicate data You can replicate client node data
from a source replication server to
a target replication server. If a
disaster occurs and the source
server is temporarily unavailable,
client nodes can recover their data
from the target replication server.

To implement a best practice solution
that uses IBM Spectrum Protect
replication and automatic failover, see
Multisite disk solution.

For general information about
replication, including configuration
steps, see Replicating client data to
another server.

Manage the database and recovery log The database and recovery log, or
server inventory, store information
about client data and are critical to
the operation of the server.

For general information about
the database and recovery log,
see: Managing the database and
recovery log (V7.1.1).
To optimize index and table
reorganization for the server
database, and prevent and
resolve issues that are related to
database growth and
performance issues, see
technote 1683633.

Secure the server Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect
server and data by controlling
access to servers and client nodes,
encrypting data, and maintaining
secure access levels and
passwords.

Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

Configure SSL for Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP)

You can configure SSL for LDAP
directory servers and manage
passwords and logon procedures.

For information about LDAP, see:

Authenticating users by using an
LDAP server
Configuring SSL or TLS for LDAP
directory servers (V7.1.1)

Learn about and configure policies for data
retention

IBM Spectrum Protect policies
define the rules for managing your
data.

To update policies, use the Operations
Center.

To learn more about policies and create
policies, see Customizing policies.
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Action Details Documentation

Protect the server and recover in a disaster Protect your system infrastructure
and data so that you can recover
from a disaster. Use the tools and
procedures that IBM Spectrum
Protect provides to help you create
a disaster plan.

For information about protecting and
recovering the server, see:

Protecting the database and
infrastructure setup files
(V7.1.1)
Using disaster recovery manager
for tape environments (V7.1.1)

Protect NAS file servers You can plan, configure, and
manage a backup environment
that protects your network-
attached storage (NAS) file server.

Protecting NAS file servers

Configure a clustered environment Configure a clustered environment
on AIX®, Linux, or Windows to
ensure higher server availability
and minimized downtime.

Configuring clustered environments

Verify license compliance Verify that your IBM Spectrum
Protect solution complies with the
provisions of your licensing
agreement. By verifying
compliance regularly, you can
track trends in data growth or
processor value unit (PVU) usage.

Verifying license compliance

Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.
Replicating client data to another server
Replicating client data from a source server to another server helps to ensure that backed-up client data is available for
recovery if the source server is damaged. Replication incrementally copies data from the source server to the target server
to provide failover and failback capability.
Configuring clustered environments
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server for clustering on AIX, Linux, or Windows systems.

Securing the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Secure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and data by controlling access to servers and client nodes, encrypting data, and
maintaining secure access levels and passwords.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and
providing different access levels for administrators.
Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, including
assigning authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being
assigned one or more authority levels.
Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication
for IBM Spectrum Protect.
Securing IBM Spectrum Protect on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect server runs to prevent unauthorized access.
Protecting the storage environment against ransomware
Storage environments that are connected to the internet can be the target of ransomware attacks. You can take steps to
help protect your storage environment against ransomware and help ensure that you can recover your servers and clients if
an attack occurs.
Securing communications
Your data and passwords are more secure when you protect them by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer
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Security (TLS), a form of SSL.
Authenticating IBM Spectrum Protect users by using an LDAP server
Within an IBM Spectrum Protect system, users must authenticate to the server by providing a user ID and password. If your
organization uses a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server to manage user IDs, you can use the LDAP server
to authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect user IDs.

Security concepts
You can protect IBM Spectrum Protect™ from security risks by using communication protocols, securing passwords, and providing
different access levels for administrators.

Transport Layer Security

You can use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to provide transport layer security for a
secure connection between servers, clients, and storage agents. If you send data between the server, client, and storage agent,
use SSL or TLS to encrypt the data.

Tip: Any IBM Spectrum Protect documentation that indicates "SSL" or to "select SSL" applies to TLS.

SSL is provided by the Global Security Kit (GSKit) that is installed with the IBM Spectrum Protect server that the server, client, and
storage agent use.

Restriction: Do not use the SSL or TLS protocols for communications with a DB2® database instance that is used by any IBM
Spectrum Protect servers.

Each server, client, or storage agent that enables SSL must use a trusted self-signed certificate or obtain a unique certificate that
is signed by a certificate authority (CA). You can use your own certificates or purchase certificates from a CA. Either certificate
must be installed and added to the key database on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent. The certificate is
verified by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the SSL communication. Some CA certificates are preinstalled in the
key databases, by default.

SSL is set up independently on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, and storage agent.

Authority levels

With each IBM Spectrum Protect server, different administrative authority levels are available that determine the tasks that an
administrator can complete.

After registration, an administrator must be granted authority by being assigned one or more administrative authority levels. An
administrator with system authority can complete any task with the server and assign authority levels to other administrators by
using the GRANT AUTHORITY command. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of tasks.

An administrator can register other administrator IDs, grant levels of authority to them, rename IDs, remove IDs, and lock and
unlock them from the server.

An administrator can control access to specific client nodes for root user IDs and non-root user IDs. By default, a non-root user ID
cannot back up data on the node. Use the UPDATE NODE command to change the node settings to enable backup.

Passwords

By default, the server automatically uses password authentication. With password authentication, all users must enter a password
when they access the server.

Use Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to apply stricter requirements for passwords. For more information, see
Authenticating users by using an LDAP server.

Table 1. Password authentication characteristics
Characteristic More information

Case-sensitivity Not case-sensitive.
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Characteristic More information

Default password expiration 90 days.

The expiration period begins when an administrator ID or client
node is first registered to the server. If the password is not
changed within this period, the password must be changed the
next time that the user accesses the server.

Invalid password attempts You can set a limit on consecutive invalid password attempts
for all client nodes. When the limit is exceeded, the server
locks the node.

Password length The administrator can specify a minimum length.

Session security

Session security is the level of security that is used for communication among IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes, administrative
clients, and servers and is set by using the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

The SESSIONSECURITY parameter can be set to one of the following values:

The STRICT value enforces the highest level of security for communication between IBM Spectrum Protect servers, nodes,
and administrators.
The TRANSITIONAL value specifies that the existing communication protocol is used while you update your IBM Spectrum
Protect software to V8.1.2 or later. This is the default. When SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL, stricter security settings
are automatically enforced as higher versions of the TLS protocol are used and as the software is updated to V8.1.2 or later.
After a node, administrator, or server meets the requirements for the STRICT value, session security is automatically
updated to the STRICT value, and the entity can no longer authenticate by using a previous version of the client or earlier
TLS protocols.

For more information about the SESSIONSECURITY parameter values, see the following commands.
Table 2. Commands used to set the

SESSIONSECURITY parameter
Entity Command

Client nodes REGISTER NODE
UPDATE NODE

Administrators REGISTER ADMIN
UPDATE ADMIN

Servers DEFINE SERVER
UPDATE SERVER

Administrators that authenticate by using the DSMADMC command, DSMC command, or dsm program cannot authenticate by
using an earlier version after authenticating by using V8.1.2 or later. To resolve authentication issues for administrators, see the
following tips:
Tips:

Ensure that all IBM Spectrum Protect software that the administrator account uses to log on is upgraded to V8.1.2 or later.
If an administrator account logs on from multiple systems, ensure that the server's certificate is installed on each system.
After an administrator authenticates to a V8.1.2 or later server by using a V8.1.2 or later client, the administrator can
authenticate only on clients or servers that are using V8.1.2 or later. An administrator command can be issued from any
system.
If necessary, create a separate administrator account to use only with clients and servers that are using V8.1.1 or earlier
software.

Enforce the highest level of security for communication with the IBM Spectrum Protect server by ensuring that all nodes,
administrators, and servers use STRICT session security. You can use the SELECT command to determine which servers, nodes,
and administrators are using TRANSITIONAL session security and should be updated to use STRICT session security.

Related reference:
Securing communications
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SELECT (Perform an SQL query of the database)

Managing administrators
An administrator who has system authority can complete any task with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, including assigning
authority levels to other administrators. To complete some tasks, you must be granted authority by being assigned one or more
authority levels.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to modify administrator settings.

Task Procedure

Add an administrator. To add an administrator, ADMIN1, with system authority and
specify a password, complete the following steps:

a. Register the administrator and specify Pa$#$twO as the
password by issuing the following command:

register admin admin1 Pa$#$twO

b. Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Change administrative authority. Change the authority level for an administrator, ADMIN1.

Grant system authority to the administrator by issuing
the following command:

grant authority admin1 classes=system

Revoke system authority for the administrator by issuing
the following command:

revoke authority admin1 classes=system

Remove administrators. Remove an administrator, ADMIN1, from accessing the IBM
Spectrum Protect server by issuing the following command:

remove admin admin1

Temporarily prevent access to the server. Lock or unlock an administrator by using the LOCK ADMIN or
UNLOCK ADMIN command.

Changing password requirements
You can change the minimum password limit, password length, password expiration, and enable or disable authentication for IBM
Spectrum Protect™.

About this task

By enforcing password authentication and managing password restrictions, you protect your data and your servers from potential
security risks.

Procedure

Complete the following tasks to change password requirements for IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
Table 1. Authentication tasks for IBM Spectrum Protect servers

Task Procedure
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Task Procedure

Set a limit for invalid password attempts. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of invalid attempts in the Invalid sign-on

attempt limit field.

The default value at installation is 0.

Set a minimum length for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of characters in the Minimum password

length field.

Set the expiration period for passwords. a. On the Servers page in the Operations Center, select the
server.

b. Click Details and then click the Properties tab.
c. Set the number of days in the Password common

expiration field.

Disable password authentication. By default, the server automatically uses password
authentication. With password authentication, all users must
enter a password to access the server.

You can disable password authentication only for passwords
that authenticate with the server (LOCAL). By disabling
password authentication, you increase the security risk for the
server.

Set a default authentication method. Issue the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command. For
example, to use the server as the default authentication
method, issue the following command:

set defaultauthentication local

To update one client node to authenticate with the server,
include AUTHENTICATION=LOCAL in the UPDATE NODE
command:

update node authentication=local

Securing IBM Spectrum Protect on the system
Protect the system where the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server runs to prevent unauthorized access.

Procedure

Ensure that unauthorized users cannot access the directories for the server database and the server instance. Keep the access
settings for these directories that you configured during implementation.

Restricting user access to the server
Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. An administrator with
system authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can
complete subsets of tasks.
Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.

Restricting user access to the server
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Authority levels determine what an administrator can do with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. An administrator with system
authority can complete any task with the server. Administrators with policy, storage, or operator authority can complete subsets of
tasks.

Procedure

1. After you register an administrator by using the REGISTER ADMIN command, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command to set
the administrator's authority level. For details about setting and changing authority, see Managing administrators.

2. To control the authority of an administrator to complete some tasks, use the following two server options:
a. You can select the authority level that an administrator must have to issue QUERY and SELECT commands with the

QUERYAUTH server option. By default, no authority level is required. You can change the requirement to one of the
authority levels, including system.

b. You can specify that system authority is required for commands that cause the server to write to an external file with
the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option. By default, system authority is required for such commands.

3. You can restrict data backup on a client node to only root user IDs or authorized users. For example, to limit backups to the
root user ID, issue the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE NODE command and specify the BACKUPINITIATION=root parameter:

update node backupinitiation=root

Limiting access through port restrictions
Limit access to the server by applying port restrictions.

About this task

You might have to restrict access to specific servers, based on your security requirements. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can
be configured to listen on four TCP/IP ports: two that can be used for either regular TCP/IP protocols or Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols and two that can be used only for the SSL/TLS protocol.

Procedure

You can set the server options to specify the port that you require, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Server options and port access

Server option Port access

TCPPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions. The
default value is 1500.

TCPADMINPORT Specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver is to wait for
requests for sessions other than client sessions. This port listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-
enabled sessions. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

SSLTCPPORT Specifies the SSL TCP/IP port address for a server. This port listens for SSL-enabled sessions
only. A default port value is not available.

SSLTCPADMINPORT Specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests
for SSL-enabled sessions. A default port value is not available.

Use this option to separate administrative client traffic from regular client traffic that uses the
TCPPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

Restrictions:
The following restrictions apply when you specify the SSL-only server ports (SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT):

When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the LLADDRESS on the DEFINE SERVER or UPDATE SERVER command, you
must also specify the SSL=YES parameter.
When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the client's TCPPORT option, you must also specify YES for the SSL client
option.

Protecting the storage environment against ransomware
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Storage environments that are connected to the internet can be the target of ransomware attacks. You can take steps to help
protect your storage environment against ransomware and help ensure that you can recover your servers and clients if an attack
occurs.

About this task

Ransomware is malicious software that is used to gain access to a computer system and encrypt the data. Typically, the initiator of
the ransomware attack encrypts data and then contacts the owner of the data to demand a ransom. If the ransom is not paid, the
initiator of the attack threatens to leave the data encrypted. For this reason, you can help to protect your storage environment
against a ransomware attack by storing a copy of the data at a location that is not accessible from the internet.

One possibility is to back up your database to tape and back up clients to copy storage pools on tape, and then transport the tape
volumes to a secure, offsite location. If you use this strategy, you can enable the IBM Spectrum Protect™ disaster recovery
manager (DRM) function to track the movement of offsite media and register that information in the IBM Spectrum Protect
database. DRM consolidates plans, scripts, and other information in a plan file. You can use the plan file to recover your servers
and clients after a ransomware attack.

Procedure

1. When you plan your storage environment, consider whether to use tape as a storage medium, and whether to transport the
tape volumes offsite. For instructions about setting up tape storage, see Tape solution.

2. When you plan your storage environment, consider whether to use the DRM function to help recover from a ransomware
attack, unplanned outage, or disaster. For an introduction to DRM, see Preparing for and recovering from a disaster by using
DRM.

3. Review the policies that are set for your storage environment to ensure that a sufficient number of backup copies are
retained, and that the copies are retained for a sufficient number of days. If your newest files are encrypted by
ransomware, you can still access previous versions. To set policies, use the Operations Center or the DEFINE COPYGROUP
and UPDATE COPYGROUP commands. For information about preferred settings, see Retention and expiration of backup
versions.

4. Monitor your system daily to detect ransomware as soon as possible. For more information, see Daily monitoring checklist
and Periodic monitoring checklist.

Securing communications
Your data and passwords are more secure when you protect them by using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security
(TLS), a form of SSL.

SSL and TLS are the standard technology for creating encrypted sessions between servers and clients. SSL and TLS provide a
secure channel for servers and clients to communicate over open communication paths. With SSL and TLS, the identity of the
server is verified by using digital certificates. Clients and servers that are using IBM Spectrum Protect™ V8.1.2 or later software to
communicate are automatically configured to use TLS 1.2. Storage agents that are using IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 and later
software or Tivoli® Storage Manager V7.1.8 or later software are also configured automatically.
Note: In V8.1.2, you must manually configure storage agents to use SSL.

To improve system performance, use TLS for authentication without encrypting object data. To specify whether the server uses
TLS 1.2 for the entire session or only for authentication, see the SSL client option for client-to-server communication, and the SSL
parameter in the UPDATE SERVER command for server-to-server communication. If you choose to use TLS to encrypt object data,
consider adding more processor resources on the IBM Spectrum Protect server to manage the increased network traffic.

If you authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory server, TLS protects passwords between the IBM Spectrum Protect server
and the LDAP server. TLS is required for all LDAP password communications.

Secure Sockets Layer and Transport Layer Security communication
The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is used to provide transport layer security for
a secure connection between IBM Spectrum Protect servers, clients, storage agents, and the Operations Center. If you
send data between the server, client, and storage agent, SSL or TLS is used to encrypt the data.
Configuring storage agents, servers, clients, and the Operations Center to connect to the server by using SSL
Configure Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, backup-archive client, storage agent, and the
Operations Center to ensure that data is encrypted during communication.
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Secure Sockets Layer and Transport Layer Security communication
The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is used to provide transport layer security for a
secure connection between IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers, clients, storage agents, and the Operations Center. If you send data
between the server, client, and storage agent, SSL or TLS is used to encrypt the data.

Restriction: Do not use the SSL or TLS protocols for communications with an IBM DB2 database instance that is used by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Each server or storage agent has a unique private key and a unique signed certificate that is used to allow SSL connections. If you
use self-signed certificates, you must distribute the self-signed certificate for each server or storage agent to all the clients,
storage agents, and servers that use TLS to communicate with it. If you use certificates that are signed by a certificate authority
(CA), you must distribute only the CA certificates to all the clients, storage agents, and servers that use TLS to communicate.

If you use a root certificate from a CA, you must install it on each key database for the client, server, and storage agent that
initiates SSL communication. A root certificate is a certificate that identifies the Root Certificate Authority. The certificate is verified
by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the SSL communication.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server allows CA-signed certificates that are SHA-256 or lower. SHA-256 certificates are
recommended for improved security and for NIST standards compliance. For communication with the Operations Center, SHA-
256 is recommended.

Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2, SSL is enabled by default for communications between V8.1.2 servers and
clients. Storage agents are automatically configured to use SSL beginning in IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 or later software and in
Tivoli® Storage Manager V7.1.8 or later software.
Note: In V8.1.2, you must manually configure storage agents to use SSL.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent can serve as SSL clients during communication. An SSL client is the
component that initiates communication and verifies the certificate for an SSL server. For example, if the IBM Spectrum Protect
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client initiates the SSL communication with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the IBM Spectrum Protect client is the SSL client
and the server is the SSL server.

Table 1 lists the components that can be an SSL client or SSL server.
Table 1. SSL clients and servers in the IBM Spectrum Protect environment

SSL client SSL server Scenario

Client Server The IBM Spectrum Protect client initiates a communication request with the IBM
Spectrum Protect server. The client verifies the certificate. The server provides the
certificate.

Server (such as a
source server)

Server (such as a
target server)

The IBM Spectrum Protect source server initiates a communication request with the IBM
Spectrum Protect target server. The source server acts as an SSL client and verifies the
certificate that the target server provides.

This type of communication is common during replication processing.

Client through a
storage agent

Server The client verifies each certificate when it initiates SSL communication separately with
the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the storage agent.

When the storage agent communicates with the server by using the SSL communication
protocol, the storage agent acts as an SSL client and verifies the certificate that the
server provides.

The storage agent can be the SSL client and the SSL provider at the same time.

Server LDAP server The IBM Spectrum Protect server initiates a communication request with the LDAP
server. The IBM Spectrum Protect server acts as the SSL client and verifies the certificate
that the LDAP server provides.

Operations Center Server The Operations Center initiates a communication request with the IBM Spectrum Protect
server. The Operations Center acts as the SSL client and verifies the certificate that the
IBM Spectrum Protect server provides.

Reporting Server The reporting agent initiates a communication request with the IBM Spectrum Protect
server. The Reporting feature acts as the SSL client and verifies the certificate that the
IBM Spectrum Protect server provides.

Configuring storage agents, servers, clients, and the Operations Center
to connect to the server by using SSL

Configure Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, backup-archive client, storage agent, and the
Operations Center to ensure that data is encrypted during communication.

You can use a self-signed SSL certificate or a signed certificate from a third-party certificate authority (CA) to verify an SSL
communication request between the server, client, and storage agent. Each IBM Spectrum Protect server, client, or storage agent
that enables SSL must use a trusted self-signed certificate or obtain a unique certificate that is signed by a CA.

The benefit of CA-signed certificates is that a single CA-signed certificate can be used for all servers, which allows you to
distribute a single certificate to clients. If you use a self-signed certificate, the certificate is automatically created for each server
and storage agent. If you use a root certificate from a CA, it must be installed on each key database for the client, server, and
storage agent that initiates SSL communication. The certificate is verified by the SSL client or server that requests or initiates the
SSL communication.

Restriction: Some CAs use certificates in a format that is not recognized by IBM Spectrum Protect. You might have to contact your
CA to convert the certificate to a format that you can use with IBM Spectrum Protect.

Configuring the server to accept SSL connections
Configure the server to accept SSL connections before you enable SSL communication from the server to a client, a storage
agent, or another server.
Configuring a storage agent to use SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted for communication between the storage agent and the server and the storage agent and
the client, configure the storage agents to communicate by using the SSL protocol.
Configuring the client to connect to a storage agent by using SSL
To protect the data that is transmitted between a client and storage agent, configure the client to connect to the storage
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agent by using the SSL protocol.

Configuring the server to accept SSL connections
Configure the server to accept SSL connections before you enable SSL communication from the server to a client, a storage agent,
or another server.

Procedure

1. Specify the port on which the server waits for client communications that are enabled for SSL or accept the default port
number. Optionally, update the dsmserv.opt file in the server instance directory by specifying the TCPPORT or
TCPADMINPORT options, or both. The SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT options can be used for SSL-only connections.

2. Create the server key database by starting the server. The server key database file, cert.kdb, is stored in the server instance
directory, and the default certificate label is automatically set as "TSM Server SelfSigned SHA Key". The certificate is
exported to the cert256.arm file.

3. If you are using the default self-signed certificate, the default self-signed certificate (cert256.arm) file is needed when you
connect to the server by using TLS.

4. If you are importing a CA signed certificate, complete the following steps:
a. Import a unique certificate that is signed by a CA on each server that enables SSL. You can import both a root and

intermediate CA signed certificate. The same CA-signed certificate is used for each server. Log on to the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server system with the instance user ID and issue the following example command from the
instance directory:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -label "CA cert" -file ca.crt

b. To import an intermediate CA signed certificate, issue the following example command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed  
-label "Intermediate CA cert" -file intca.crt

c. The root and intermediate certificates (ca.crt and intca.crt) are needed when you connect the server by using TLS.
d. On the server, create a certificate request for the CA to sign by issuing a command that is similar to the following

example:

gsk8capicmd_64 -certreq -create -db cert.kdb -stashed -label "CA cert"  
-sigalg sha256 -size 2048 -ku "digitalSignature,keyEncipherment,keyAgreement"  
-eku "clientAuth,serverAuth" -dn "CN=tucson.example.com,OU=Spectrum Protect,O=IBM"  
-san_dnsname tucson.example.com -san_ipaddr 9.11.0.0 -file cert_request.csr

e. To receive the signed certificate and make it the default for communicating with clients, issue the following example
command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -receive -db cert.kdb -stashed -file cert_signed.crt  
-default_cert yes

5. If you made any changes, restart the server.

What to do next

Enable SSL communication from a client, a storage agent, or another server to this server. To complete the following tasks, you
must have the server's certificate and the port number that is defined for the server.

1. To enable SSL communication from a client to this server, see Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect client/server
communication with Secure Sockets Layer.

2. To enable SSL communication from another server to this server, see Configuring the server to connect to another server by
using SSL.

3. To enable SSL communication from a storage agent to this server, see Configuring a storage agent to use SSL.
4. To enable SSL communication from the Operations Center to this server, see Configuring the Operations Center to connect

to the hub server by using SSL.

Configuring clients to communicate with the server by using SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted during client/server communication, configure clients to communicate with the server by
using the SSL protocol.
Configuring the server to connect to another server by using SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted for server-to-server communication, configure servers to communicate with servers by
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using the SSL protocol.
Configuring the Operations Center to connect to the hub server by using SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted for communication between the Operations Center and the hub server, configure the
Operations Center to communicate with the hub server by using the SSL protocol.

Related reference:
TCPPORT
TCPADMINPORT
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)

Configuring clients to communicate with the server by using SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted during client/server communication, configure clients to communicate with the server by using
the SSL protocol.

Before you begin

You must have the server's certificate and the port number that the server is using. For more information, see Configuring the
server to accept SSL connections.

Procedure

To enable SSL communication between the server and clients, see Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect client/server
communication with Secure Sockets Layer.

Configuring the server to connect to another server by using SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted for server-to-server communication, configure servers to communicate with servers by using the
SSL protocol.

Before you begin

You must have the certificate and the port number for the server that you are connecting to. For more information, see Configuring
the server to accept SSL connections.

About this task

Tips:

If both servers are using IBM Spectrum Protect™ V8.1.2 or later software, SSL is automatically configured. Manual
configuration is recommended but not required. If either server is using IBM Spectrum Protect software earlier than V8.1.2
or Tivoli® Storage Manager software earlier than V7.1.8, you must manually configure SSL.
In V8.1.2, you must manually configure storage agents to use SSL. In V8.1.3, storage agents are automatically configured
to use SSL.

In the procedure, the following server addresses are used as examples:

ServerA (the server you are connecting to) is at bfa.tucson.example.com
ServerB is at bfb.tucson.example.com

Procedure

1. Create the server key database by starting the server. The server key database file, cert.kdb, is stored in the server instance
directory.

2. For each server, import the other server's cert256.arm or CA-certificate files:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -label server_ip_address -db cert.kdb -stashed  
-file cert256.arm

Tip: Use the IP address of the server as the label name.
3. From each server, you can view the certificates in the key database by issuing the following command:
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gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed

4. Restart the servers.
5. Issue the DEFINE SERVER command.

a. For ServerA, issue the following command:

DEFINE SERVER BFB hla=bfb.tucson.example.com lla=1542  
serverpa=passwordforbfb SSL=YES

b. For ServerB, issue the following command:

DEFINE SERVER BFA hla=bfa.tucson.example.com lla=1542  
serverpa=passwordforbfa SSL=YES

Related reference:
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
TCPPORT
TCPADMINPORT
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)

Configuring the Operations Center to connect to the hub server by using
SSL

To ensure that data is encrypted for communication between the Operations Center and the hub server, configure the Operations
Center to communicate with the hub server by using the SSL protocol.

Before you begin

You must have the hub server's certificate and the port number that the server is using. For more information, see Configuring the
server to accept SSL connections.

Procedure

To configure SSL communications with the Operations Center, see Securing communications between the Operations Center and
the hub server.

Configuring a storage agent to use SSL
To ensure that data is encrypted for communication between the storage agent and the server and the storage agent and the
client, configure the storage agents to communicate by using the SSL protocol.

Before you begin

You must have the server's certificate and the port number that the server is using. For more information, see Configuring the
server to accept SSL connections.

Procedure

1. Initialize the storage agent and add communication information to the device configuration file and the storage agent
options file dsmsta.opt by issuing the DSMSTA SETSTORAGESERVER command. You must specify the SSL=YES parameter
to create the key database file in dsmsta.opt. All passwords are encrypted in dsmsta.opt.

dsmsta setstorageserver myname=storage_agent_name mypa=sta_password  
myhla=ip_address servername=server_name serverpa=server_password hla=ip_address lla=ssl_port 
ssl=yes

2. Create the key database certificate and default certificates by starting the storage agent.
3. For the storage agent and the server, import the other's cert256.arm or CA-certificate files:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -label ip_address -db cert.kdb -stashed  
-file cert256.arm

Tip: Use the IP address as the label name.
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4. You can view the certificates in the key database by issuing the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed

5. Restart the storage agent and the server.
6. Establish communication between the server and the storage agent by issuing the following command:

define server sta hla=ip_address lla=port serverpa=password ssl=yes

Related reference:
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
TCPPORT
TCPADMINPORT
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)

Configuring the client to connect to a storage agent by using SSL
To protect the data that is transmitted between a client and storage agent, configure the client to connect to the storage agent by
using the SSL protocol.

Before you begin

You must have the certificate and the port number for the storage agent.

About this task

After you configure a storage agent to accept SSL connections, configure clients to connect to the storage agent by using SSL.

Procedure

To enable SSL communication between the clients and the storage agent, see Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect client/server
communication with Secure Sockets Layer.
Related reference:
TCPPORT
TCPADMINPORT

Authenticating IBM Spectrum Protect users by using an LDAP server
Within an IBM Spectrum Protect™ system, users must authenticate to the server by providing a user ID and password. If your
organization uses a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server to manage user IDs, you can use the LDAP server to
authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect user IDs.

You can use one of the following methods to authenticate users with an LDAP server:

Method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1.7 and later servers
To use this method, sometimes known as integrated mode, user IDs must be registered in an Active Directory database on
an LDAP server. Then, you register the same users with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. When a registered user ID
accesses the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the credentials are authenticated against the Active Directory database.
To use this method, follow the instructions in Authenticating users by using an Active Directory database.

Method that is used for servers earlier than V7.1.7, and by IBM® Security Directory Server users
To use this method, user IDs must be registered in an Active Directory database on an LDAP server. Alternatively, user IDs
can be registered in an IBM Security Directory Server (formerly IBM Tivoli® Directory Server) database on an LDAP server.
With this method, you cannot use the standard user accounts that are registered with the LDAP server. You must create
separate user accounts that are associated with a specific organizational unit. To use this method, follow the instructions in
Managing passwords and logon procedures (V7.1.1).

Authenticating users by using an Active Directory database
You can authenticate IBM Spectrum Protect users by using an Active Directory database on a Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP) server. With this method, you use the standard user accounts that are registered with the LDAP server. The
same user ID can be used to authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server and to the LDAP server.
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Replicating client data to another server
Replicating client data from a source server to another server helps to ensure that backed-up client data is available for recovery if
the source server is damaged. Replication incrementally copies data from the source server to the target server to provide failover
and failback capability.

About this task

If a disaster occurs and the source server is temporarily unavailable, client nodes can recover their data from the target server. If
the source server cannot be recovered, you can change client node configurations to store data on the target server. When an
outage occurs, the source server can automatically fail over to a target server for data recovery.
Restriction: A server can replicate data to only one target server.
You can replicate data that is stored in any type of storage pool. The storage pool type can be different at the source replication
server and the target replication server. You can control replication by type of client node data:

Active and inactive backup data together, or only active backup data
Archive data
Data that was migrated to a source server by IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients

When you replicate data in directory-container storage pools, use storage pool protection to improve the efficiency of the
replication process, and to enable repair of data. When you use the Operations Center to set up your storage pools, schedules for
protection are automatically defined to coordinate with the replication schedule.

Procedure

1. Verify that servers are compatible and have the system resources for successful use of replication.

Increased amounts of memory and processor cores are required. The database and its logs must be sized to ensure that
transactions can complete. A dedicated network, with enough bandwidth to handle the amount of data you intend to
replicate, is required.

a. Verify that the source and target servers are compatible for replication. See Replication compatibility.
b. Verify that the server has appropriate resources for good performance. For details, see Checklist for node replication.

2. Enable replication. See Enabling node replication.
3. Schedule replication for the source server. For information about how to integrate this schedule in regular server

maintenance schedules, see Defining schedules for server maintenance activities.
4. Schedule storage pool protection for all directory-container storage pools on the source server. See Protecting data in

directory-container storage pools.
5. Monitor replication by using the Operations Center. For more information, see Daily monitoring checklist.

Replication compatibility
Before you set up replication operations with IBM Spectrum Protect, you must ensure that the source and target replication
servers are compatible for replication.
Enabling node replication
You can enable node replication to protect your data.
Protecting data in directory-container storage pools
Protect data in directory-container storage pools to reduce node replication time and to enable repair of data in directory-
container storage pools.
Modifying replication settings
Modify replication settings in the Operations Center. Change settings such as the number of replication sessions,
replication rules, the data that you want to replicate, the replication schedule, and the replication workload.
Setting different retention policies for the source server and target server
You can set policies on the target replication server that manage the replicated client-node data differently than on the
source server. For example, you can maintain a different number of versions of files on the source and the target servers.

Replication compatibility
Before you set up replication operations with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you must ensure that the source and target replication
servers are compatible for replication.

Table 1. Replication compatibility of server versions
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Source replication server version Compatible versions for the target replication serverSource replication server version Compatible versions for the target replication server

V7.1 V7.1 or later

V7.1.1 V7.1 or later

V7.1.3 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.4 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.5 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.6 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.7 V7.1.3 or later

V7.1.8 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.1 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.2 V7.1.3 or later

V8.1.3 V7.1.3 or later

Enabling node replication
You can enable node replication to protect your data.

Before you begin

Ensure that the source and target servers are compatible for replication.

About this task

Replicate the client node to replicate all client data, including metadata. By default, node replication is disabled when you start
the server for the first time.
Tips:

To reduce replication processing time, protect the storage pool before you replicate client nodes. When node replication is
started, the data extents that are already replicated through storage pool protection are skipped.
Replication requires increased amounts of memory and sufficient bandwidth to complete processing. Size the database
and its logs to ensure that transactions can complete.

Procedure

To enable node replication, complete the following steps in the Operations Center:

a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, select Enabled in the Outbound replication field.
d. Click Save.

What to do next

Complete the following actions:

1. To verify that replication was successful, review the Daily monitoring checklist.
2. If the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server replicates nodes to a remote server, determine whether Aspera® Fast

Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Follow the instructions in
Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

Protecting data in directory-container storage pools
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Protect data in directory-container storage pools to reduce node replication time and to enable repair of data in directory-
container storage pools.

Before you begin

Ensure that at least one directory-container storage pool exists on the target replication server. When you enable replication in the
Operations Center, you can schedule storage pool protection. To configure replication and enable storage pool protection,
complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over Storage and click Replication.
2. On the Replication page, click Server Pair.
3. Complete the steps in the Add Server Pair wizard.

About this task

Protecting a directory-container storage pool backs up data extents to another storage pool, and can improve performance for
node replication. When node replication is started, the data extents that are already backed up through storage pool protection
are skipped, which reduces the replication processing time. You can schedule the protection of storage pools several times a day
to keep up with changes to data.

By protecting a storage pool, you do not use resources that replicate existing data and metadata, which improves server
performance. You must use directory-container storage pools if you want to protect and back up the storage pool only.

Alternative protection strategy: As an alternative to using replication, you can protect data in directory-container storage pools by
copying the data to container-copy storage pools. Data in container-copy storage pools is stored on tape volumes. Tape copies
that are stored offsite provide additional disaster recovery protection in a replicated environment.

Procedure

1. Alternatively, to enable storage pool protection, you can use the PROTECT STGPOOL command from the source server to
back up data extents in a directory-container storage pool. For example, to protect a directory-container storage pool that
is named POOL1 issue the following command:

protect stgpool pool1

As part of the operation of the PROTECT STGPOOL command, damaged extents in the target storage pool are repaired. To
be repaired, extents must already be marked as damaged on the target server. For example, an AUDIT CONTAINER
command might identify damage in the target storage pool before the PROTECT STGPOOL command is issued.

2. Optional: If damaged extents were repaired in the target storage pool and you protect multiple source storage pools in one
target storage pool, complete the following steps to ensure a complete repair:

a. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command for all source storage pools to repair as much of the damage as possible.
b. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command again for all source storage pools. For this second operation, use the

FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter. This step ensures that any repairs from other source pools are properly
recognized for all source storage pools.

Results

If a directory-container storage pool is protected, you can repair the storage pool if damage occurs, by using the REPAIR STGPOOL
command.
Restriction: If you replicate client nodes but do not protect the directory-container storage pool, you cannot repair the storage
pool.

What to do next

Complete the following actions:

1. To view replication workload status, follow the instructions in the Daily monitoring checklist.
2. If the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server replicates nodes to a remote server, determine whether Aspera® Fast

Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Follow the instructions in
Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

Related tasks:
Copying directory-container storage pools to tape
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Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)

Modifying replication settings
Modify replication settings in the Operations Center. Change settings such as the number of replication sessions, replication rules,
the data that you want to replicate, the replication schedule, and the replication workload.

About this task

You might need to customize your replication settings in the following scenarios:

Changes to data priorities
Changes to replication rules
Requirement for a different server to be the target server
Scheduled processes that negatively affect server performance

Procedure

Use the Operations Center to modify replication settings.

Task Procedure

Change a replication rule. a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, choose the replication rule that you want

to apply: Default archive rule, Default backup rule, or Default space-
management rule.

d. Click Save.

Specify the duration that replication records are
retained.

a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, enter the number of days that replication

records must be retained in the Retain replication history field.
Alternatively, select the Do not retain check box if you do not require
replication records.

d. Click Save.

Specify a target replication server. a. On the Servers page, click Details.
b. On the Details page, click Properties.
c. In the Replication section, specify the target server.
d. Click Save.

Cancel a replication process. a. On the Servers page, click Active tasks.
b. Select the process or session that you want to cancel.
c. Click Cancel.

Setting different retention policies for the source server and target
server

You can set policies on the target replication server that manage the replicated client-node data differently than on the source
server. For example, you can maintain a different number of versions of files on the source and the target servers.

Procedure

1. From the source replication server, validate the replication configuration and verify that the source replication server can
communicate with the target replication server by issuing the VALIDATE REPLICATION command. For example, validate the
configuration by using the name of one client node that is being replicated:
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validate replication node1 verifyconnection=yes

2. From the source replication server, issue the VALIDATE REPLPOLICY command to review the differences between the
policies on the source and target replication servers. For example, to display the differences between the policies on the
source server and the target server, CVT_SRV2, issue the following command from the source server:

validate replpolicy cvt_srv2

3. Update the policies on the target server if necessary.
Tip: You can use the Operations Center to modify the policies on the target server. Follow the instructions in Editing
policies.
For example, to maintain inactive versions of files for a shorter time on the target server than on the source server, reduce
the Backups setting in the management classes that apply to replicated client data.

4. Enable the target replication server to use its policies to manage the replicated client-node data by issuing the SET
DISSIMILARPOLICIES command on the source server. For example, to enable the policies on the target replication server,
CVT_SRV2, issue the following command on the source server:

set dissimilarpolicies cvt_srv2 on

The next time that the replication process runs, the policies on the target replication server are used to manage the
replicated client-node data.
Tip: If you configure replication by using the Operations Center and the policies on the source and target replication servers
do not match, the policy that is specified for the source replication server is used. If you enabled the policies on the target
replication server by using the SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES command, the policy that is specified for the target replication
server is used. If the target replication server does not have the policy that is used by the node on the source replication
server, the STANDARD policy is used.

Related reference:
EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information)
SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES (Enable the policies on the target replication server to manage replicated data)
VALIDATE REPLICATION (Validate replication for a client node)
VALIDATE REPLPOLICY (Verify the policies on the target replication server)

Configuring clustered environments
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for clustering on AIX®, Linux, or Windows systems.

You can use a clustered environment for the following operating systems:

IBM® PowerHA® SystemMirror for AIX
IBM Tivoli® System Automation for Multiplatforms for AIX and Linux
Microsoft Failover Cluster for Windows

You can use other cluster products with IBM Spectrum Protect, however, documentation is not available and support is limited.
For the latest information about support for clustered environments, see http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=swg21609772.

Before you use another cluster product, verify that DB2® supports the required file systems. For more information about the level
of DB2 that you are using, see the DB2 product information, and search for recommended file systems.

Clustered environment overview
Clusters consist of many components such as IBM Spectrum Protect servers, hardware, and software. You can use
clustering to join two or more servers or nodes by using a shared disk system.

Configuring an AIX environment for clustering
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server for AIX clustered environments by using IBM PowerHA SystemMirror
for AIX or IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms.

Configuring a Linux environment for clustering
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect Linux server in a clustered environment by using IBM Tivoli System
Automation for Multiplatforms Version 3.2.2.

Configuring a Windows clustered environment
You can configure an IBM Spectrum Protect server for Windows in a Microsoft failover cluster environment. Windows
cluster environments consist of components such as IBM Spectrum Protect servers, hardware, and software. When these
components are connected to the same disk system, downtime is minimized.
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Related information:
Upgrading the server in a clustered environment

Clustered environment overview
Clusters consist of many components such as IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers, hardware, and software. You can use clustering to
join two or more servers or nodes by using a shared disk system.

This configuration provides the nodes with the ability to share data, which allows higher server availability and minimized
downtime. For example:

You can configure, monitor, and control applications and hardware components that are deployed on a cluster.
You can use an administrative cluster interface and IBM Spectrum Protect to designate cluster arrangements and define a
failover pattern. The server is part of the cluster that provides an extra level of security by ensuring that no transactions are
missed because a server failed. The failover pattern that you establish prevents future failures.
You can apply clustering to the node replication process. In this way, server availability is higher than it would be if node
replication is used as a process on its own. Server availability is higher because a client is less likely to fail over to another
server in a clustered environment. If you replicate data from several source replication servers to one target replication
server, there is a high dependency on the target replication server. A clustered environment eases the dependency on the
target replication server.

Components in a server cluster are known as cluster objects. Cluster objects are associated with a set of properties that have data
values that describe the identity and behavior of an object in the cluster. Cluster objects can include the following components:

Nodes
Storage
Services and applications
Networks

You manage cluster objects by manipulating their properties, typically through a cluster management application.

Cluster nodes
Nodes in a cluster all have similar characteristics, which allows them to work together.

Configuring an AIX environment for clustering
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for AIX® clustered environments by using IBM® PowerHA® SystemMirror for
AIX or IBM Tivoli® System Automation for Multiplatforms.

PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX and Tivoli System Automation detect system failures and manage failover to a recovery processor
with a minimal loss of user time. You can set up the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a system in a PowerHA or a Tivoli System
Automation cluster. Then, if the system fails, the IBM Spectrum Protect server can be started on another system in the cluster.

In both failover and failback, it seems that the IBM Spectrum Protect server halted and is then restarted. Any transactions that
were in progress at the time of the failover or failback are rolled back, and all completed transactions are still complete. IBM
Spectrum Protect clients see failover or failback as a communications failure and try to reestablish their connections.

See the following information for details about these clustering options.

Configure IBM Spectrum Protect for AIX to use IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX in a clustered environment by reviewing
the following topics.
Configure IBM Spectrum Protect for AIX to use Tivoli System Automation in a clustered environment by reviewing the
information in http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg27039780.
Learn more about PowerHA SystemMirror® product information.

Requirements for a PowerHA cluster
IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX detects system failures and manages failover to a recovery processor with a minimal
loss of user time.

PowerHA failover and failback
If a node fails, the server cluster transfers the groups that were being hosted by the node to other nodes in the cluster. This
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transfer process is called failover. The reverse process, failback, occurs when the failed node becomes active again and the
groups that were failed over to the other nodes are transferred back to the original node.

Installing and configuring PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server for AIX clustered environments by using IBM PowerHA SystemMirror
for AIX.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a production node for PowerHA
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a production node for PowerHA to be able to configure the server for clustering.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect client on a production node for PowerHA
You need to install only the backup-archive client file set, which contains the backup-archive client files and the
administrative command-line client.

Verifying the configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect server for PowerHA
When you configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server to use PowerHA, you must verify the configuration.

Setting up the standby node for PowerHA
For PowerHA, ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect server is not running on the production node before you set up the
standby node.

Defining the removable media storage devices to AIX for PowerHA
For an AIX operating system, you must define the removable-media storage devices that are used by IBM Spectrum Protect
on the production and standby nodes. The library manager validates that the cartridge that contains the removable-media
storage device is in the correct drive.

Completing the cluster manager and IBM Spectrum Protect configurations
Update the cluster manager configuration to define the IBM Spectrum Protect server as an application and a failover
resource of the standby node. This application is owned by the production node.

Troubleshooting the PowerHA clustered environment
Review the following list for information about troubleshooting common problems. The information that is provided for IBM
PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX does not represent all possible scenarios.

Requirements for a PowerHA cluster
IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror for AIX® detects system failures and manages failover to a recovery processor with a minimal loss of
user time.

The following hardware requirements are for configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server:

A hardware configuration that is suitable for PowerHA. The removable media storage devices for the IBM Spectrum Protect
server must be physically connected to at least two nodes of the PowerHA cluster on a shared bus (including a SAN).
Sufficient shared disk space to hold the IBM Spectrum Protect database, recovery logs, instance directory, and disk storage
pools to be used. See Managing inventory capacity to determine how much space is required for the database and recovery
log and to ensure the availability of the database and recovery log.
A TCP/IP network.

Tip: If an IBM Spectrum Protect server manages removable media storage devices, you can configure two IBM Spectrum Protect
servers to run on different systems in an PowerHA cluster. Either system can run both servers if the other system fails. To
configure two IBM Spectrum Protect servers to run on different systems in an PowerHA cluster, use another file system that is
accessible to both servers.

PowerHA failover and failback
If a node fails, the server cluster transfers the groups that were being hosted by the node to other nodes in the cluster. This
transfer process is called failover. The reverse process, failback, occurs when the failed node becomes active again and the
groups that were failed over to the other nodes are transferred back to the original node.

The terms production node and standby node refer to the two PowerHA® nodes on which the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server runs.

PowerHA manages taking over the TCP/IP address and mounting the shared file system on the standby node or production node,
as appropriate.

When a failover or failback occurs, any transactions that were being processed at the time are rolled back. To IBM Spectrum
Protect clients, failover or failback represents a communications failure. Therefore, you must reestablish a connection that is
based on their COMMRESTARTDURATION and COMMRESTARTINTERVAL option settings.
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Typically, you can restart the backup-archive client from the last committed transaction. If a client schedule is running when a
failover occurs, the client operation is likely to fail. If you can restart client operations, then you must restart them from the
beginning of the processing. The clients and agent operations complete as they normally do if the server was halted and restarted
while they were connected. The only difference is that the server is physically restarted on different hardware.

If you do not want automatic failback to occur, you can configure the resource as a cascading resource group without failback.

Related information:
PowerHA SystemMirror product information

Installing and configuring PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for AIX® clustered environments by using IBM® PowerHA® SystemMirror® for
AIX.

Installing and configuring the PowerHA cluster
You might experience processing errors if your IBM PowerHA SystemMirror for AIX installation and configuration are not
done correctly.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on the primary node for PowerHA
You can configure an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance on the primary node.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on a secondary node for PowerHA with a shared DB2 instance
If the DB2® instance directory is shared between the nodes in the PowerHA cluster, you do not need to create a DB2
instance on the secondary node. You do not run the dsmicfgx wizard.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on a secondary node for PowerHA with a separate DB2 instance
You must create a DB2 instance on each secondary node if the DB2 instance directory, /home/tsminst1/sqllib, is not shared
between the nodes in the PowerHA cluster.

Installing and configuring the PowerHA cluster
You might experience processing errors if your IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror for AIX® installation and configuration are not done
correctly.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to install and configure the PowerHA cluster:

1. Define the shared file systems and logical volumes when they are needed. You might want to put files in separate file
systems or on separate physical disks for integrity or performance reasons. Do not put the home directory of the user
instance on a shared disk. Mirror the logical volumes to provide maximum availability (including the underlying file
systems). The file systems that must be defined include the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance directory, the database
and log directories, all disk storage pool directories, and FILE device type storage pool directories.

2. Configure PowerHA so that the production node owns the shared volume groups and the standby node takes over the
shared volume groups if the production node fails.

3. Configure PowerHA so that the file systems also fail over.
4. Set up a Service IP address for the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The Service IP address must be different from each host

IP address. The Service IP is moved from host to host, not the actual host IP address.
5. Failover the shared database and the log and instance directories to the standby node of the PowerHA cluster.

Results

You must configure the removable media storage devices for failover and define the IBM Spectrum Protect server as an
application to PowerHA.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on the primary node for
PowerHA

You can configure an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance on the primary node.
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Procedure

1. Review the topics in the configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server information.
2. After you configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance on the primary node, you can configure the IBM Spectrum

Protect server on a secondary node.

Related tasks:
Configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on a secondary node for
PowerHA with a shared DB2 instance

If the DB2® instance directory is shared between the nodes in the PowerHA® cluster, you do not need to create a DB2 instance on
the secondary node. You do not run the dsmicfgx wizard.

Procedure

To configure a server instance on the secondary node with a shared DB2 instance, complete the following steps:

1. On each node in the cluster, add the following text to the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv script:

DB2NODES_TEMP='/tmp/db2nodes.tmp' 
DB2NODES=${homeDir}/sqllib/db2nodes.cfg 
# Current hostname 
HOSTNAME=$(/bin/hostname) 
# hostname saved in db2nodes.cfg 
DB2_HOST=$(cat $DB2NODES | cut -d ' ' -f 2) 
# if they are different update the file 
if [[ "$HOSTNAME" != "$DB2_HOST" ]] 
then 
  echo "Updating hostname in db2nodes.cfg" 
  sed -e s_${DB2_HOST}_${HOSTNAME}_g $DB2NODES > $DB2NODES_TEMP 
  cp $DB2NODES_TEMP $DB2NODES 
fi

Tip: If the text is not included in the script, you can include it before you issue /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv script.
2. Move all the shared resources to the secondary node.
3. Update the following variables in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver script, by using the following values:

Table 1. Variables in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver script

Description
Variabl
e Example

Set the INST_USER to the instance user ID. INST_U
SER

INST_USER='tsmuser1'

Set the INST_DIR to the location of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ instance directory.
This directory contains dsmserv.dbid and dsmserv.opt.

INST_D
IR

INST_DIR='/home/tsm
user1/tsminst1'

Select one of the following startup options:

Option 1 - use instance:

$INST_USER but run the server as root (-U)

Option 2 - use instance:

$INST_USER and run the server as $INST_USER (-u)

INST_O
PTION

Option 1:

INST_OPTION='-U
$INST_USER'

Option 2:

INST_OPTION='-u
$INST_USER'

4. Start the server by issuing the following script:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver 

5. When the server is started, issue the BACKUP DB command to verify that the data is successfully backed up.
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Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect server on a secondary node for
PowerHA with a separate DB2 instance

You must create a DB2® instance on each secondary node if the DB2 instance directory, /home/tsminst1/sqllib, is not shared
between the nodes in the PowerHA® cluster.

About this task

You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a secondary node by using the dsmicfgx wizard or manually.

Procedure

To create a DB2 instance on a secondary node by using the dsmicfgx wizard, complete the following steps:
1. Run the dsmicfgx wizard.
2. From the Instance Directory panel, select the Check this if you are configuring the server instance on a secondary

node of a high availability cluster check box.
To create a DB2 instance on a secondary node manually, complete the following steps:

1. Move all the shared resources to the secondary node.
2. Create a DB2 instance by issuing the following db2icrt command:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/db2/instance/db2icrt -s ese -u instance_user instance_user

where instance_user is the same user that owns the DB2 instance on the primary node.
3. When the DB2 instance is created, log in as the instance user or by issuing the su command:

su - <instance_user> 

4. As the instance user, issue the following commands:

db2start 
db2 update dbm cfg using DFTDBPATH  shared_db_path  
db2 catalog db TSMDB1 
db2stop

where shared_db_path is the shared database directory. The shared database directory is typically the server
instance directory.
Tip: To determine the shared_db_path value, issue the following command on the primary node:

db2 get dbm cfg | grep DFTDBPATH

5. Update the following variables in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver script, by using the following values:
Table 1. Variables in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver script

Description
Variabl
e Example

Set the INST_USER to the instance user ID. INST_U
SER

INST_USER='tsmuser1
'

Set the INST_DIR to the location of the IBM Spectrum Protect instance directory.
This directory contains dsmserv.dbid and dsmserv.opt.

INST_D
IR

INST_DIR='/home/tsm
user1/tsminst1'

Select one of the following startup options:

Option 1 - use instance:

$INST_USER but run the server as root (-U)

Option 2 - use instance:

$INST_USER and run the server as $INST_USER (-u)

INST_O
PTION

Option 1:

INST_OPTION='-U
$INST_USER'

Option 2:

INST_OPTION='-u
$INST_USER'

6. Start the server by issuing the following script:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/startserver

7. When the server is started, issue the BACKUP DB command to verify that the data is successfully backed up.
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Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect server on a production node for
PowerHA

Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on a production node for PowerHA® to be able to configure the server for clustering.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on the production node:

1. Install IBM Spectrum Protect. Select one of the following components:
The IBM Spectrum Protect server
The IBM Spectrum Protect device driver, if needed
The IBM Spectrum Protect license

The executable files are typically installed on the internal disks of the production node, not on the shared IBM Spectrum
Protect disk space. IBM Spectrum Protect server executable files are installed in the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin directory.

2. Configure IBM Spectrum Protect to use the TCP/IP communication method. For instructions, see the information about
configuring a server instance in AIX: Taking the first steps after you install IBM Spectrum Protect.

3. Define a new user ID that owns the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance or use an existing user ID that does not already
own an IBM Spectrum Protect instance. While logged in to the instance user ID, complete the following steps:

a. Create an instance directory by using the mkdir command on a shared file system that can fail over to the standby
system. This disk must be defined to PowerHA.

b. Create the database and log directories by using the mkdir command on shared file systems that can fail over to the
standby system. These disks must also be defined to PowerHA to fail over.

c. Complete the configuration by using the dsmicfgx wizard.

Related tasks:
AIX: Installing the server
Upgrading the server

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect client on a production node for
PowerHA

You need to install only the backup-archive client file set, which contains the backup-archive client files and the administrative
command-line client.

Procedure

For detailed instructions on installing the IBM Spectrum Protect™ client, see Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive
clients.

Complete the following steps to install the IBM Spectrum Protect client on the production node.

1. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect client executable files in the /usr/tivoli/tsm/client/ba/bin directory. These files are
typically installed on the internal disks of the production node.

2. For the client to find the server, ensure that the client options file, dsm.sys, points to the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The
server name in dsm.sys is used only on the -servername parameter of the dsmadmc command to specify the server to be
contacted.

Verifying the configuration of the IBM Spectrum Protect server for
PowerHA

When you configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to use PowerHA®, you must verify the configuration.
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About this task

When you use PowerHA, all database, log, storage, and instance directories must be on shared disks that are configured to fail
over by PowerHA.

Procedure

To identify the directories that are on shared disk, complete the following steps:

1. Log on as the instance user.
2. Run the /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmclustfs script.
3. Examine the file systems that are reported by the script and verify that they are on shared disks. The following example

script shows the type of information that you must review:

> su - tsminst1 
$ /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmclustfs 
SQL1026N  The database manager is already active.

The following database connection information is displayed when the IBM Spectrum Protect server connects to the DB2®
database:

DB20000I  The START DATABASE MANAGER command completed successfully. 
 
   Database Connection Information 
 
 Database server        = DB2/AIX64 11.1.0 
 SQL authorization ID   = TSMINST1 
 Local database alias   = TSMDB1 
 
File systems for the DB2 database: /TSMdbspace2 /TSMdbspace1 
File system for Active Log: /TSMalog 
File system for Archive Log: /TSMarchlog 
Active log mirror not defined for this database

The following mandatory DB2 file systems are in the script:

 /TSMdb-1 /TSMalog-1 /TSMarchlog-1 
 
Checking existing TSM disk-based volumes... 
TSM Data is stored in the following file systems: /TSMdisk-1 /TSMfile-1

Setting up the standby node for PowerHA
For PowerHA®, ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server is not running on the production node before you set up the standby
node.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to set up the standby node:

1. On the standby node, open the shared volume group and any IBM Spectrum Protect file systems.
2. On the standby node, install the IBM Spectrum Protect product code. For more information, see Installing the IBM

Spectrum Protect server on a production node for PowerHA. If the executable files are installed on shared disk space, you
might need to install them on the standby node. IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers, SMIT panels, and other files must be
installed in AIX® system directories.

3. Open the dsmicfgx wizard. Follow the instructions to complete the configuration. Select the check box to indicate that this
item is a secondary node in the cluster.

4. Start the server on the standby node. Query the database, recovery log, and storage pool volumes to verify that they are the
same as when the server was started on the production node.

5. Install the client on the standby node. If the executable files are installed on shared disk space, you might need to install
them on the standby node. IBM Spectrum Protect SMIT panels and other files must be installed in AIX system directories.
Use the AIX RCP command with the -p option to copy the dsm.sys file from the production node to the standby node. If the
dsm.sys file is changed on one node, it must be copied to the other node.
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Results

Tip: If the dsm.sys file is changed on one node, you must copy it to the other node.

Defining the removable media storage devices to AIX for PowerHA
For an AIX® operating system, you must define the removable-media storage devices that are used by IBM Spectrum Protect™ on
the production and standby nodes. The library manager validates that the cartridge that contains the removable-media storage
device is in the correct drive.

About this task

Prerequisite:

If you define a library manager server that is not shared with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, ensure that the
RESETDRIVES parameter for the DEFINE LIBRARY command or the UPDATE LIBRARY command is specified as YES. If you
define a library manager server that is shared with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the SANDISCOVERY option must be
set to ON in the IBM Spectrum Protect server option file dsmserv.opt. By default, this option is set to OFF.
You can issue the PERFORM LIBACTION command from SCSI and VTL library types. Use this command to define the drives
and paths for a library in one step.

If your SAN device mapping is accurate, continue to the Completing the cluster manager and IBM Spectrum Protect configurations
section. If the device names on the primary and secondary systems are not the same, you must use SAN discovery so that the IBM
Spectrum Protect server can access the devices.

Related tasks:
Configuring library sharing (V7.1.1)

Related reference:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)
PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)
SANDISCOVERY
Related information:

IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Devices

Completing the cluster manager and IBM Spectrum Protect
configurations

Update the cluster manager configuration to define the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server as an application and a failover resource of
the standby node. This application is owned by the production node.

About this task

You can issue IBM® PowerHA® SystemMirror for AIX® or Tivoli® System Automation commands to set up the cluster. Continue with
configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Related information:
PowerHA SystemMirror product information
IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms Version 3.2.2 product information

Troubleshooting the PowerHA clustered environment
Review the following list for information about troubleshooting common problems. The information that is provided for IBM®
PowerHA® SystemMirror for AIX® does not represent all possible scenarios.

Warning messages that are issued after you run the clverify utility
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You can run the PowerHA cluster verification utility, clverify, on one node to verify the cluster configuration and the
assignment on the PowerHA resources. If you run the clverify utility after you define the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server as a
PowerHA application, warning messages are issued.

Warning messages display because the shell scripts that start and stop the IBM Spectrum Protect servers are in a shared
file system. The shell scripts can be run only on one node at a time. Therefore, the shell scripts can be available on only one
node at a time. You can ignore the clverify utility warning messages. If a shared file system cannot be mounted, the IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot be started.

IBM Spectrum Protect server fails to start after you issue the startserver script
If you use the startserver shell script and PowerHA fails to start the IBM Spectrum Protect server, start it manually on a
terminal without the quiet option. If you want to run the server with the quiet option, issue the dsmserv -q command.

Messages that are associated with the tctl command
If you issue the tctl -f/dev/rmt2 rewind command, the following message might be displayed:

/dev/rmt2: A device is already mounted or cannot be unmounted

This message means that the I/O device is locked with a SCSI RESERVE by a system other than the one on which the tctl
command was run. If you are using persistent reservation, the IBM Spectrum Protect server preempts a drive reservation
by default. If the device driver does not use persistent reservation, the server completes a target reset.

ANS4329S Server out of data storage space message
If the ANS4329S Server out of data storage space message is displayed on an IBM Spectrum Protect client, the
license for the IBM Spectrum Protect server might be non-compliant. Issue the QUERY LICENSE command to display the
compliance information for the license. If the compliance state is valid, use the QUERY ACTLOG command on the server
and review the messages that are displayed to identify the problem.

Configuring a Linux environment for clustering
You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Linux server in a clustered environment by using IBM® Tivoli® System Automation
for Multiplatforms Version 3.2.2.

Overview of a two-node IBM Spectrum Protect cluster using Tivoli System Automation
Use the Tivoli System Automation cluster for higher server and database availability during a failure. By using the Tivoli
System Automation failover function, server components such as the database can automatically recover from a failure.

Setting up an IBM Spectrum Protect cluster with Tivoli System Automation
You must set up the IBM Spectrum Protect cluster to use Tivoli System Automation.

Prerequisites to configuring a Linux clustered environment with Tivoli System Automation
Before you install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect in a clustered environment with Tivoli System Automation, you must
check the prerequisites.

Installing and configuring IBM Spectrum Protect components on the primary and secondary nodes
You must install the IBM Spectrum Protect server and database components on the primary and secondary nodes in the
cluster. Then, configure the primary node first followed by the secondary node.

Installing Tivoli System Automation on the primary and secondary nodes
After you install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster, you must install
and configure Tivoli System Automation on these nodes. Then, you must activate these nodes for the domain, configure the
resources, and activate the base policy. Finally, you must add the mount points to the IBM Spectrum Protect directories.

Configuring storage resources
Use the Tivoli System Automation user interface or command line to add or delete storage resources and to delete mount
points that are no longer required. If you add a storage pool to the cluster, you must add it to the resource group. If you
remove a storage pool from the cluster, you must also delete it from the resource group.

Upgrading a server that is configured with Tivoli System Automation
You can upgrade a server that is configured with Tivoli System Automation from Version 6.3 or Version 7.1.

Overview of a two-node IBM Spectrum Protect cluster using Tivoli
System Automation

Use the Tivoli® System Automation cluster for higher server and database availability during a failure. By using the Tivoli System
Automation failover function, server components such as the database can automatically recover from a failure.
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The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the DB2® database are the underlying server components for this two-node cluster. The
server is the core component. It is responsible for client and server activity. The DB2 database is an internal component, which is
installed as part of the server. The server controls all database activity such as startup and shutdown. When the server detects a
server or database component failure, it tries to restart the database. If the restart fails, the server and database are automatically
shut down on the primary node and Tivoli System Automation automatically starts these components on the secondary node.
Because the IBM Spectrum Protect functions are restored immediately, server and database availability is higher.
Figure 1. The failover function. The server and database components fail on the primary node. Tivoli System Automation starts
these components on the secondary node.

The server and the database include the following log directories, which are used for storage:

IBM Spectrum Protect instance directory
Active log directory
Archive log directory
Database directory

The two nodes in this Tivoli System Automation cluster are configured to access highly available shared storage that protects the
data. For example, a two-node topology includes a primary node and a secondary node. These nodes are on separate physical
systems but they can access the same data by using the shared storage array.
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Figure 2. Multiple IBM Spectrum Protect server instances on separate nodes. These server instances are on separate physical
systems. These instances can access the highly available shared storage.

Two-node shared disk topology
This cluster uses a two-node shared disk topology. It includes a primary and secondary node. The primary node hosts the
IBM Spectrum Protect server, database, IBM Spectrum Protect instance, and the data. The secondary node is where the
IBM Spectrum Protect resources are moved to if a failure occurs.

Tivoli System Automation resource groups
Use Tivoli System Automation resources groups with defined automation policies to manage the IBM Spectrum Protect
components for this cluster. The only exception is the database server instance resource that is managed by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Two-node shared disk topology
This cluster uses a two-node shared disk topology. It includes a primary and secondary node. The primary node hosts the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server, database, IBM Spectrum Protect instance, and the data. The secondary node is where the IBM
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Spectrum Protect resources are moved to if a failure occurs.

The two nodes in this cluster are connected to each other over a single public network and wired to a shared disk storage system,
which is always available. Shared disk storage is where one or more disks are available to both the primary and secondary nodes.
These disks are only mounted to one node, the primary node, at any one time. One node can input and output data to the shared
storage disks. The following illustration shows a two-node shared topology where automatic failover to the secondary node occurs
in the instance of a failure.

Tivoli System Automation resource groups
Use Tivoli® System Automation resources groups with defined automation policies to manage the IBM Spectrum Protect™
components for this cluster. The only exception is the database server instance resource that is managed by the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

The shared file systems and IBM Spectrum Protect components are defined as resources. Multiple resources make up a resource
group. Each resource in a resource group has a resource type. Each IBM Spectrum Protect instance in a cluster includes one
resource group. During planned outages, resource groups can be manually moved from the primary node to the secondary node.

The IBM Spectrum Protect resource group includes the following resources. The name of the IBM Spectrum Protect resource
group is SA-tsm-inst1-rg, where inst1 is the instance name. The following resources are used for different but mandatory
functions in this cluster.

Service IP
The Service IP resource is used for communication. It is called tsm-inst1-ip-rs, where inst1 is the instance name. Service
IP is managed by Tivoli System Automation. This IP is available on the node where the IBM Spectrum Protect server is
running. You must create the Service IP logical interface on the same physical interface as the public network interface.

Shared disk storage resource
A shared disk storage resource is a physical storage device on the IBM Spectrum Protect server where IBM Spectrum
Protect and DB2® application data is stored. You must create the following disk storage resources:

Instance directory - tsm-inst1-instdir-ag
DB2 directory - tsm-inst1-db2dir-ag
Active log directory - tsm-inst1-actlog-ag
Archive log directory - tsm-inst1-archlog-ag

Shared disk storage for storage pools
The storage pool resource includes physical storage devices on the IBM Spectrum Protect server where client data is
stored.

Volume group resources
If you decide to configure your storage by using volume groups, a volume group resource is available for the preceding
shared disk storage resources. Volume group resources are automatically created by Tivoli System Automation.
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Application resources for the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance
The IBM Spectrum Protect server instance resource is the server resource that manages the IBM Spectrum Protect
application. This resource is managed by Tivoli System Automation control scripts.

Table 1. Tasks that are completed by the Tivoli System Automation control scripts
Tasks Description Sample commands

Start Starts the IBM Spectrum
Protect server instance.

The /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/rc.dsmserv -u db2inst1 –i /tsminst1
command starts the server instance with the db2inst1 user in the
/tsminst1 directory.

Stop Stops the IBM Spectrum
Protect server instance.

kill –s SIGURG 345 where 345 is the PID. The PID can be found in the
/tsminst1/dsmserv.v6lock file.

Monitor Checks whether the
/tsminst1/dsmserv.v6lock
file exists. It uses the PID to
check whether the process is
running.

ps -ef | grep 345 where 345 is the PID.

Resource group dependencies
Resource group dependencies are automatically created to control the order in which resources are started. These
dependencies also control which resources must be restarted or shut down when the specific resource that these
resources depend on fails.

Setting up an IBM Spectrum Protect cluster with Tivoli System
Automation

You must set up the IBM Spectrum Protect™ cluster to use Tivoli® System Automation.

Procedure

1. Install and configure the IBM Spectrum Protect components on the primary and secondary nodes.
2. Install Tivoli System Automation on the primary and secondary nodes.
3. Configure the storage resources.
4. Depending on the IBM Spectrum Protect version that is installed on the server, you might have to upgrade the IBM

Spectrum Protect server for the Tivoli System Automation cluster.
5. Optional: You can set the FILE_EXIT variable in the tsmserverctrl cluster script to route the Tivoli System Automation event

data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server FILEEXIT file.
For example, edit the tsmserverctrl cluster script in the <server_install_directory>/tsam/controls directory and add the
following line:

FILE_EXIT="fileexittmp"

Prerequisites to configuring a Linux clustered environment with Tivoli
System Automation

Before you install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ in a clustered environment with Tivoli® System Automation, you must
check the prerequisites.

Check that the following prerequisites are met.

Plan the installation of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
After you install IBM Spectrum Protect, verify the following items:

Ensure that the DB2® database is installed on the same node as the server.
Check that the server can control database recovery.
Verify that shared storage devices are available. IBM Spectrum Protect requires highly available shared storage
devices to protect data integrity.
Verify that each node in the cluster can contain multiple instances of the server.
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Prepare for the Tivoli System Automation installation. For instructions, go to the Tivoli System Automation product
documentation. In the Installation and Configuration Guide, search for Preparing for installation.
After you install Tivoli System Automation, check that Tivoli System Automation can process failover such as IP failover and
data failover for the database, instance data, active and archive logs, and storage pools.

Related tasks:
Planning to install the IBM Spectrum Protect server

Installing and configuring IBM Spectrum Protect components on the
primary and secondary nodes

You must install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and database components on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster.
Then, configure the primary node first followed by the secondary node.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect server components
After you check and verify the prerequisites, you must install the required components on the primary and secondary nodes
on the system.

Configuring the primary node
To set up the two-node topology, configure the IBM Spectrum Protect components on both nodes. First, you must configure
the IBM Spectrum Protect instance on the primary node.

Configuring the secondary node
After you configure the primary node, you must configure the secondary node so that Tivoli System Automation can move
the IBM Spectrum Protect server components to the secondary node if the server fails on the primary node.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect server components
After you check and verify the prerequisites, you must install the required components on the primary and secondary nodes on
the system.

Procedure

Review the topics in the installing the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server components information.
Related tasks:
Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect server components

Configuring the primary node
To set up the two-node topology, configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ components on both nodes. First, you must configure the
IBM Spectrum Protect instance on the primary node.

Before you begin

Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server components.
Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect instance owner has the same user and group ID for all of the nodes in the cluster
domain.
Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect instance owner has the same password for all of the cluster nodes.

Procedure

1. For detailed instructions about creating the directories and the user ID for the server instance, see Linux: Creating the user
ID and directories for the server instance.

2. Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect server, DB2® instance, and the active and archive log directories are shared.
3. Define the mount points by adding entries to the /etc/fstab file.

When you add mount points on the cluster nodes, use the noauto option to prevent the mount points from being
automatically mounted on more than one node in the cluster.
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4. Set the following permissions on each of the mount points:
755. For example, the following command sets the 755 permission on the /tsminst1 mount point.

chmod -R 755 /tsminst1

IBM Spectrum Protect server instance owner. For example, the following command sets the permissions for the
instance owner.

chown -R  tsminst1  /tsminst1

IBM Spectrum Protect server group that the instance owner belongs to. For example, the following command sets
the permissions for the instance owner's group.

chgrp tsmsrv_1_group /tsminst1 

5. For detailed instructions on configuring the IBM Spectrum Protect server by using the configuration wizard, see Linux:
Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect by using the configuration wizard. Check that all of the shared directories are mounted
on the primary node.

6. Start the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance on the primary node by using the DSMSERV utility. For example, the
following command starts the server for normal operation.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv

7. Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect components are started without any errors.
8. Shut down the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
9. As root user, unmount the shared drives.

Configuring the secondary node
After you configure the primary node, you must configure the secondary node so that Tivoli® System Automation can move the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server components to the secondary node if the server fails on the primary node.

Procedure

1. To create the directories and the user ID for the server instance manually, follow the instructions in Creating the user ID
and directories for the server instance.

2. Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect server, DB2® instance, and the active and archive log directories are shared.
3. Define the mount points by adding entries in the /etc/fstab file.

When you add mount points on the cluster nodes, use the noauto option. This option prevents the mount points from being
automatically mounted on more than one node in the cluster.

Check that all of the shared directories are mounted on the secondary node.
4. Set the following permissions on each of the mount points:

755. For example, the following command sets the 755 permission on the /tsminst1 mount point.

chmod -R 755 /tsminst1

IBM Spectrum Protect server instance owner. For example, the following command sets the permissions for the
instance owner.

chown -R  tsminst1  /tsminst1

IBM Spectrum Protect server group that the instance owner belongs to. For example, the following command sets
the permissions for the instance owner's group.

chgrp tsmsrv_1_group /tsminst1 

5. Create the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance by issuing the db2icrt command. For instructions, see Creating the server
instance.
Remember: You do not need to create a new server options file because the secondary node uses the dsmserv.opt file from
the primary node.
Check that all of the shared directories are mounted on the secondary node.

6. Catalog the database by issuing the catalog db command. For example, the following command catalogs the tsmdb1
database.
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db2 catalog db tsmdb1 

7. Prepare the database for backup. For instructions, see Preparing the database manager for database backup.
8. Start the IBM Spectrum Protect server by using the DSMSERV utility. For example, the following command starts the server

for normal operation.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv

9. Verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect components are starting without any errors.
10. On the secondary nodes, shut down the IBM Spectrum Protect server and unmount the shared directories.

Installing Tivoli System Automation on the primary and secondary nodes
After you install and configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster, you must install and
configure Tivoli® System Automation on these nodes. Then, you must activate these nodes for the domain, configure the
resources, and activate the base policy. Finally, you must add the mount points to the IBM Spectrum Protect directories.

Creating the label for the mount points
Create a label for each mount point on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster.

Installing and configuring Tivoli System Automation
You must install IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms on the primary and secondary nodes in the system.

Preparing to activate the cluster nodes for the domain
After you install Tivoli System Automation on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster, you must prepare these
nodes so that you can activate the cluster and start the cluster domain.

Configuring volume group resources
If you created volume groups for your cluster, you must configure these resources. Tivoli System Automation automatically
finds and defines the shared disk volume resources.

Configuring resources that are not in a volume group
If you created your shared disk storage resources by using ext2, ext3, or reiserfs resource types in one of the nodes in the
cluster, then you must configure these resources.

Activating the base policy
After you configure the resources, you must activate the policy on the primary and secondary nodes to create any
remaining resources and the resource group.

Adding mount points to the IBM Spectrum Protect directories
Before you can start the cluster, you must add the mount points that you created for the IBM Spectrum Protect
components.

Creating the label for the mount points
Create a label for each mount point on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster.

Procedure

1. Create a label for each of the volumes that you created previously for the shared directory mount points by issuing the
e2label command. For example, the following command creates the /tsminst1 label that has a /dev/tsmvg1/tsminst1LV
partition.

e2label /dev/tsmvg1/tsminst1LV /tsminst1

2. For each node in the cluster, replace the entries for the mount points that you created previously in the /etc/fstab file. For
example, for the previous sample label, issue the following command:

LABEL=/tsminst1 /tsminst1 ext3 defaults 0 0

Installing and configuring Tivoli System Automation
You must install IBM® Tivoli® System Automation for Multiplatforms on the primary and secondary nodes in the system.
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Procedure

1. To install and configure Tivoli System Automation, detailed information is available in the Tivoli System Automation
Installation and Configuration Guide.

2. Download the TSM-25072011-1015.zip file from the Integrated Service Management Library. Extract the compressed file
on each cluster node.

3. After you extract the compressed file, verify that the new Tivoli System Automation directory that was created during the
installation includes the /TSM/HA directory and subdirectories.

Related information:
IBM Tivoli System Automation for Multiplatforms Version 3.2.2 product information

Preparing to activate the cluster nodes for the domain
After you install Tivoli® System Automation on the primary and secondary nodes in the cluster, you must prepare these nodes so
that you can activate the cluster and start the cluster domain.

Procedure

1. Prepare each node for the domain by issuing the preprpnode command. Issue this command for all the cluster nodes in the
domain. For example, the following command prepares the HOST1.ibm.com and HOST2.ibm.com nodes.

preprpnode HOST1.ibm.com HOST2.ibm.com

2. Create a domain for each node by issuing the mkrpdomain command. For example, the following command creates the
tsm_domain for the HOST1.ibm.com and HOST2.ibm.com nodes.

mkrpdomain tsm_domain HOST1.ibm.com HOST2.ibm.com

3. Start the domain for each node by issuing startrpdomain command. For example, the following command starts the
tsm_domain.

startrpdomain tsm_domain

Configuring volume group resources
If you created volume groups for your cluster, you must configure these resources. Tivoli® System Automation automatically finds
and defines the shared disk volume resources.

Procedure

To configure the volume group resources for the shared IBM Spectrum Protect™ directories and mount points that you created
previously, complete the following steps on the primary node.

1. Import the volume groups. For example, use the vgimport X command to import the X volume groups.
2. Activate the volume groups. For example, use the vgchange -ay X command to activate the X volume groups.
3. Mount the file system by issuing the mount command. The following example mounts the X file system.

mount X

4. Restart the domain by issuing the stoprpdomain and startrpdomain commands. For example, the following commands
restart the tsm_domain.

stoprpdomain tsm_domain 
startrpdomain tsm_domain

5. Unmount the file system by issuing the umount command. For example, use the umount X command to unmount the X file
system.

6. Deactivate the volume groups. For example, use the vgchange -an X command to deactivate the X volume groups.
7. Verify that all of the IBM®.AgfileSystem storage resources are harvested by Tivoli System Automation by issuing the

following command:
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lsrsrc –s “Name==’Resource_Name' && ResourceType=1” IBM.AgFileSystem

Configuring resources that are not in a volume group
If you created your shared disk storage resources by using ext2, ext3, or reiserfs resource types in one of the nodes in the cluster,
then you must configure these resources.

Procedure

Complete the following steps on the primary node.

1. Mount the file system by issuing the mount command. For example, the following command mounts the X file system.

mount X

2. Restart the domain by issuing the stoprpdomain and startrpdomain commands. For example, the following command
restarts the tsm_domain.

stoprpdomain tsm_domain 
startrpdomain tsm_domain

3. Unmount the file system by issuing the umount command. For example, the following command unmounts the X file
system.

umount X

4. Verify that all of the IBM®.AgfileSystem storage resources are harvested by Tivoli® System Automation by issuing the
following command:

lsrsc -s “Name==’Resource_Name' && ResourceType=1” IBM.AgFileSystem

For example, to verify the tsmalog resource, issue the following command:

lsrsrc -s "Name=='tsmalog' && ResourceType=1" IBM.AgFileSystem 
      Resource Persistent Attributes for IBM.AgFileSystem resource 1: 
      ResourceHandle= "0x2038 0xffff 0x6ad47197 0x256fc23d 0x9338a9950x263fa510" 
      Name                = "tsmalog" 
      ResourceType        = 1   <------------------------------ 
      MountPoint          = ""         
      DeviceName          = ""          
      Vfs                 = "ext3"          
      AggregateResource   = "0x3fff 0xffff 0x00000000 0x00000000 0x00000000 0x00000000"         
      ContainerResource   = "0x2036 0xffff 0x6ad47197 0x256fc23d 0x9338a995 0x25ffaa28"   
      GhostDevice         = 0 
      ResourceId          = "360050768019c021d30000000000005da"          
      ProtectionMode      = 1 
      UserControl         = 0          
      SysMountPoint       = "/tsmalog"          
      Label               = "/tsmalog" 
      FSID                = "5792f887-8547-4c33-a519-9d0c50ab6882"          
      PreOnlineMethod     = 0 
      ContainerResourceId = "360050768019c021d30000000000005da" 
      AutoMonitor         = 1         
      Options             = "defaults,noauto"         
      PreOfflineMethod    = 0 
      ActivePeerDomain    = "TSM_Domain" 
      NodeNameList        = 
{"tsmlnode01.storage.tucson.ibm.com","tsmlnode02.storage.tucson.ibm.com"}

Activating the base policy
After you configure the resources, you must activate the policy on the primary and secondary nodes to create any remaining
resources and the resource group.

About this task
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To activate the base policy, you must create the Service IP resource and IBM Spectrum Protect™ application resources for the IBM
Spectrum Protect server instance. Then, you must create the resource group and the policies to manage the cluster.

Procedure

Complete the following steps first on the primary node and then on the secondary node.

1. Go to the directory where you extracted the contents of the TSM-25072011-1015.zip file.
2. Set the file permissions on the scripts in the bin directory by issuing the chmod command. For example, the following

command sets the file permissions for all of the scripts in the bin directory. XXX is the name of the extracted folder.

chmod 755 /XXX/TSM/HA/bin/*

3. Go to the bin directory by issuing the cd command.
4. Update the following variables in the base_cluster_variables.sh script:

NODE1 specifies the host name for node 1 (primary node) in the cluster.
NODE2 specifies the host name for node 2 (secondary node) in the cluster.
IP_GATEWAY specifies the gateway of the Service IP.
SUBNET_MASK specifies the subnet mask of the Service IP.
NET_INT specifies the network interface name of a specific node in the cluster. This name must be the same for all
the nodes in the cluster.

5. Run the configureHA.sh configuration script by issuing the ./configureHA.sh command on all of the nodes in the cluster.
If the configureHA.sh script fails with the -bash: ./configureHA.sh: /bin/bash^M: bad interpreter: No such
file or directory error, issue the dos2unix command on all of the scripts in the bin directory. For example, for each
script run the following command:

dos2unix -o <filename>

6. Verify that the configuration is a success by verifying that the configuration script runs successfully.
7. Attention: Complete this step on the primary node only.

Run the setup script by issuing the ./setup.sh command. For example, the following command runs the setup script on the
inst1 IBM Spectrum Protect server instance for the dbinst1 instance user in the /tsminst1 IBM Spectrum Protect
server instance directory with 9.11.142.129 as the service IP.

./setup.sh inst1 dbinst1 /tsminst1 9.11.142.129

8. Verify that you are using the correct IP by running the following command:

lssam -V

9. Repeat step 5 for all of the IBM Spectrum Protect instances that you have in your IBM Spectrum Protect server
environment.

10. Complete all of the previous steps on the secondary node.

Adding mount points to the IBM Spectrum Protect directories
Before you can start the cluster, you must add the mount points that you created for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ components.

Procedure

To add the shared disk mount points to the cluster resource group and bring the cluster online, complete the following steps:

1. Identify mount points for the following directories:
Instance
Database
Active log
Archive log
Storage pool

2. Add resources to each mount point:
a. Check whether the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group is online by issuing the lssam command.
b. If the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group is online, take it offline by issuing the following command:

chrg –o offline tsm-$INST_NAME-rg
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c. Go to the directory where you extracted the contents of the TSM-25072011-1015.zip file.
d. Move to the bin directory by issuing the cd command.
e. To add shared disk resources to each mount point, run the ./update_setup.sh script. For example, the following

command adds the /tsminst1 mount point to the inst1 IBM Spectrum Protect server instance.

./update_setup.sh inst1 /tsminst1

3. Bring the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group online by issuing the following command:

chrg –o online tsm-$INST_NAME-rg

4. Connect to the server using the service gateway IP to verify that the configuration is correct.

Configuring storage resources
Use the Tivoli® System Automation user interface or command line to add or delete storage resources and to delete mount points
that are no longer required. If you add a storage pool to the cluster, you must add it to the resource group. If you remove a storage
pool from the cluster, you must also delete it from the resource group.

Adding a storage pool to a resource group
If your IBM Spectrum Protect configuration stores data on disks, then you must add the shared disk mount point for the
storage pool to the resource group.

Deleting a storage pool from a resource group
You can delete a storage pool that is no longer required. If a storage pool is removed from the IBM Spectrum Protect server
instance, it must be deleted from the resource group.

Deleting a mount point from a resource group
You might want to delete a mount point that is no longer required.

Adding a storage pool to a resource group
If your IBM Spectrum Protect™ configuration stores data on disks, then you must add the shared disk mount point for the storage
pool to the resource group.

Procedure

To add the shared disk mount point for the storage pool to the resource group, complete the following steps:

1. Lock the resource group by issuing the rgreq -o lock command. For example, the following command locks the
Sample_Resourcegroup_X resource group.

rgreq -o lock Sample_Resourcegroup_X

2. Move to the bin directory by issuing the cd command:
3. To add a storage pool resource to a resource group, run the update_setup.sh script by issuing the ./update_setup.sh

command. For example, the following command adds the /inst1stg1 storage pool mount point to the inst1 IBM
Spectrum Protect server instance.

./update_setup.sh inst1 /inst1stg1

4. Unlock the resource group by issuing the rgreq -o unlock command. For example, the following command unlocks the
Sample_Resourcegroup_X resource group.

rgreq -o unlock Sample_Resourcegroup_X

Deleting a storage pool from a resource group
You can delete a storage pool that is no longer required. If a storage pool is removed from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
instance, it must be deleted from the resource group.
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Procedure

To delete a storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. Lock the resource group by issuing the rgreq -o lock command. For example, the following command locks the
Sample_Resourcegroup_X resource group.

rgreq -o lock Sample_Resourcegroup_X

2. Move to the bin directory by issuing the cd command.
3. To delete a storage pool resource from a resource group, run the delete_mount.sh script by issuing the ./delete_mount.sh

command. For example, the following command deletes the /inst1stg1 mount point from the inst1 IBM Spectrum
Protect server instance.

./delete_mount.sh /inst1stg1 inst1

4. Unlock the resource group by issuing the rgreq -o unlock command. For example, the following command unlocks the
Sample_Resourcegroup_X resource group.

rgreq -o unlock Sample_Resourcegroup_X

Deleting a mount point from a resource group
You might want to delete a mount point that is no longer required.

Procedure

To delete a mount point, complete the following steps:

1. Check whether the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group is online by issuing the lssam command.
2. If the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group is online, take it offline by issuing the following command:

chrg –o offline tsm-$INST_NAME-rg

3. Move to the bin directory by issuing the cd command.
4. To delete a mount point, run the delete_mount.sh script. For example, the following command deletes the /tsminst1

mount point from the inst1 IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance resource group.

./delete_mount.sh /tsminst1 inst1

5. Bring the tsm-$INST_NAME-rg resource group online by issuing the following command:

chrg –o online tsm-$INST_NAME-rg

Upgrading a server that is configured with Tivoli System Automation
You can upgrade a server that is configured with Tivoli® System Automation from Version 6.3 or Version 7.1.

Procedure

To upgrade the server on each node in the cluster, log in to the server and complete the following steps. These steps start the
upgrade on the primary node and then the latter part of this procedure upgrades the secondary node.

1. Stop the server resources by issuing the chrg -o Offline command. For example, the following command stops the
resources in the tsm-tsminst1-rg resource group:

chrg -o Offline tsm-tsminst1-rg

2. Stop the Tivoli System Automation domain by issuing the stoprpdomain command. For example, the following command
stops the tsm_domain:

stoprpdomain tsm_domain
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3. Mount the server mount points on the primary node.
4. To upgrade the server on the primary node, see Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect™.
5. After the upgrade is finished, complete the post upgrade steps to verify that the upgrade is successful on the primary node.
6. Stop the server and unmount the server mount points on the primary node.
7. Mount the server mount points on the secondary node.
8. If you are upgrading a server from V6 to V7, complete the following steps:

a. Uninstall the server.

For instructions, see Uninstalling the V6.3 server.

b. Install the server on the secondary node. Follow the instructions in Linux: Installing the server components.
9. To upgrade the server on the secondary node, see Upgrading the server.

10. After the upgrade is complete, complete the post upgrade steps to verify that the upgrade is successful on the secondary
node.

11. Unmount the server mount points on the secondary node.
12. Start the Tivoli System Automation domain by issuing the startrpdomain command. For example, the following command

starts the tsa_domain:

startrpdomain tsa_domain

13. Start the server resources by issuing the chrg -o Online command. For example, the following command starts the
resources in the tsm-tsminst1-rg resource group:

chrg -o Online tsm-tsminst1-rg

Configuring a Windows clustered environment
You can configure an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for Windows in a Microsoft failover cluster environment. Windows cluster
environments consist of components such as IBM Spectrum Protect servers, hardware, and software. When these components
are connected to the same disk system, downtime is minimized.

Microsoft software helps configure, monitor, and control applications and hardware components that are deployed on a Windows
cluster. The administrator uses the Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface and IBM Spectrum Protect to designate cluster
arrangements and define the failover pattern.

IBM Spectrum Protect supports tape failover for a cluster environment by using a Fibre or SCSI connection. Although Microsoft
failover clusters do not support the failover of tape devices, the failover configuration can be monitored through the Microsoft
Cluster Administrator interface after it is set up through IBM Spectrum Protect.

Microsoft Failover Cluster environment overview
With a Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager, you can place IBM Spectrum Protect server cluster resources into a cluster
group. The IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group has a network name, an IP address, one or more physical disks, a Tivoli®
server, and an IBM Spectrum Protect server service.

Tape failover for nodes in a cluster
Groups in a cluster can be transferred to other nodes when the node that is hosting the groups fails.

Planning for a clustered environment
Configuration in a clustered environment takes planning to ensure the optimal performance of your system. Whether you
configure your system to include clusters depends on your business needs.

Setting up IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
You must ensure that your cluster is properly installed and configured before you install IBM Spectrum Protect.

Maintaining the clustered environment
After you set up your initial cluster or clusters, maintenance needs are minimal.

Microsoft Failover Cluster environment overview
With a Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager, you can place IBM Spectrum Protect™ server cluster resources into a cluster group. The
IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group has a network name, an IP address, one or more physical disks, a Tivoli® server, and an IBM
Spectrum Protect server service.
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The IBM Spectrum Protect instance network name is independent of the name of the physical node on which the IBM Spectrum
Protect cluster group runs. Clients connect to an IBM Spectrum Protect server by using the instance network name, rather than
the Windows node name. The instance network name maps to a primary or backup node. The mapping depends on which node
owns the cluster group. Any client that uses Windows Internet Name Service (WINS) or directory services to locate servers can
automatically track the IBM Spectrum Protect clustered server as it moves between nodes. You can automatically track the
clustered server without modifying or reconfiguring the client.

Each IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group has its own disk as part of a cluster resource group. IBM Spectrum Protect cluster
groups cannot share data between the cluster groups. Each IBM Spectrum Protect server that is configured in a cluster group has
its database, active logs, recovery logs, and set of storage pool volumes on a separate disk. This disk is owned by the cluster group
where the server is configured.

Remember: Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager supports an IP address only as a resource. Hence, any IBM Spectrum Protect
server that runs on a cluster must limit its supported communication method to just TCP/IP. Any client that does not use TCP/IP as
a communication method is not able to reach the IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group if it fails over to the other cluster node.

The following example demonstrates the way that a Microsoft Failover Cluster Manager for an IBM Spectrum Protect cluster
server works.

Assume that a clustered IBM Spectrum Protect server that is named JUPITER is running on Node Z and a clustered IBM Spectrum
Protect server that is named SATURN is running on Node X. Clients connect to the IBM Spectrum Protect server JUPITER and the
IBM Spectrum Protect server SATURN without knowing which node hosts their server.

Figure 1. Clustering with JUPITER as Node Z and SATURN as Node X

When one of the software or hardware resources fails, failover occurs. Resources such as applications, disks, and an IP address
move from the failed node to the remaining node. The remaining node:

Takes over the IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group
Brings the disk resources, the network resources, and the DB2 resource online
Restarts the IBM Spectrum Protect service
Provides access to administrators and clients

If Node X fails, Node Z assumes the role of running SATURN. To a client, it is exactly as if Node X were turned off and immediately
turned back on again. Clients experience the loss of all connections to SATURN and all active transactions are rolled back to the
client. Clients must reconnect to SATURN after the connection is lost. The location of SATURN is not apparent to the client.

Tape failover for nodes in a cluster
Groups in a cluster can be transferred to other nodes when the node that is hosting the groups fails.

A node can host physical or logical units, referred to as resources. Administrators organize these cluster resources into functional
units that are called groups and assign these groups to individual nodes. If a node fails, the server cluster transfers the groups
that were being hosted by the node to other nodes in the cluster. This transfer process is called failover. The reverse process,
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failback, occurs when the failed node becomes active again and the groups that were failed over to the other nodes are
transferred back to the original node.

Fiber tape failover
IBM Spectrum Protect can manage the failover of Fibre Channel direct-attached tape and library devices on a Microsoft
Windows system in a clustered environment without extra hardware.

Planning for a clustered environment
Configuration in a clustered environment takes planning to ensure the optimal performance of your system. Whether you
configure your system to include clusters depends on your business needs.

Plan for a cluster configuration that accommodates your environment. In addition to assuring the correct type of hardware and the
applicable software, you must set up a failover pattern.

When a node fails or needs to be taken offline, which node or nodes in the cluster picks up the transaction processing? In a two-
node cluster, there is little planning necessary. In a more complex arrangement, you want to consider how your transaction
processing is best handled. A form of load balancing among your nodes needs to be accounted for so that you maintain peak
performance. Another consideration is to ensure that your customers do not see any lag and little drop in productivity.

Microsoft Cluster Servers and Microsoft Failover Clusters require each IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance to have a private
set of disk resources. Although nodes can share disk resources, only one node can actively control a disk at a time.

Attention: Ensure that the same level of Windows (Windows 2012, Windows 2012 R2, and Windows 2016) is installed on all
computers in the cluster.

Is one configuration better than the other? To determine your best installation, you need to look at the differences in performance
and cost. Assume that you have an IBM Spectrum Protect server-dedicated cluster whose nodes have comparable power. During
failover, the performance of a configuration might degrade because one node must manage both IBM Spectrum Protect cluster
instances. If each node handles 100 clients in a normal operation, one node must handle 200 clients during a failure.

Cluster configuration worksheet
Record your answers to the following planning questions before you set up the cluster configuration.

Planning for cluster hardware and software configuration
Cluster hardware and software configuration is determined during the planning stage and before the actual installation.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect in Microsoft Failover Cluster
The IBM Spectrum Protect cluster configuration procedure must be completed on the set of nodes that hosts an IBM
Spectrum Protect cluster group.

Related information:
IBM Spectrum Protect Supported Operating Systems

Cluster configuration worksheet
Record your answers to the following planning questions before you set up the cluster configuration.

1. What type of cluster solution best fits your business needs?
2. What type of failover pattern do you need?

The use of tape failover support also affects the pattern.

3. Is tape failover support be needed?

Consider how tape devices are used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ cluster instances. The way that tape devices are used
by cluster instances can limit the number of nodes in the failover pattern to two.

4. What are the resources to be dedicated to IBM Spectrum Protect?

Resource type Resource name

Cluster Resource Group  
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Resource type Resource name

Physical Disk Resources  

IP address  

Subnet Mask  

Network  

Network Name (server name)  

Nodes  

Tape Failover (optional): device name - both nodes  

Planning for cluster hardware and software configuration
Cluster hardware and software configuration is determined during the planning stage and before the actual installation.

Procedure

The following guidelines help determine what resources are needed for a successful IBM Spectrum Protect™ cluster:

1. Decide which cluster configuration you must use with servers that use disk devices. Each IBM Spectrum Protect cluster
instance needs a separate set of disk resources on the shared disk subsystem. You might have problems if you configure
the I/O subsystem as one large array. For example, when you configure a two server cluster and later decide to expand to a
four server cluster.

2. Identify the disk resources to be dedicated to IBM Spectrum Protect. Do not divide a shared disk into multiple partitions
with each partition assigned to a different application and thus a different cluster group.

For example, Application A, a stable application, might be forced to fail over because of a software problem with
Application B. This failover might occur if both applications use partitions that are part of the same physical disk. This
problem causes the Cluster Services to fail over Application B and its corequisite disk resource. Because the partitions exist
on the same physical drive, Application A is also forced to fail over. Therefore, when you install and configure an IBM
Spectrum Protect application, dedicate a shared disk as a resource that can fail if necessary.

3. Ensure that you have an IP address and network name for each IBM Spectrum Protect server instance that you configure.
For a cluster that involves two IBM Spectrum Protect cluster instances, you must have two network names.

4. Create a cluster resource group and move disk resources to it. Each IBM Spectrum Protect server instance requires a
cluster resource group. Initially, the group must contain only disk resources. You might choose just to rename an existing
resource group that contains only disk resources.

5. IBM Spectrum Protect is installed to a local disk on each node in the cluster. Determine the disk to be used on each node.
Use the same drive letter on each system. When IBM Spectrum Protect server is installed in a cluster environment, the
SANDISCOVERY option must be set to ON. By default, this option is set to OFF.

6. If you choose not to use IBM Spectrum Protect tape failover support, you can attach tape devices in either of the following
configurations:

Configuration Advantages and disadvantages The required disk
space

How to enable
migration

What to do when
a failover occurs

Attach to the node
on which the IBM
Spectrum Protect
server instance is
active.

This configuration allows high-
performance backup and restore
operations. However, it is not entirely
automated because operator
intervention is required to service a
failover when repair delays occur.

Define enough
volume space for
which data is disk-
based to keep more
than two days worth
of average data.

Set up a storage
pool hierarchy
so that data is
moved
efficiently to the
tape device.

Manually
disconnect the
tape device and
reattach it to the
node on which the
server was
activated.
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Configuration Advantages and disadvantages The required disk
space

How to enable
migration

What to do when
a failover occurs

Attach to a third,
non-clustered
system on which an
extra instance of the
IBM Spectrum
Protect server is
active.

This configuration might not be
feasible in installations with low-
bandwidth communications between
the servers in the cluster and the tape-
device controller server.

Define enough
volume space for
which data is disk-
based to keep more
than two days worth
of average data.

Use the virtual
volumes to
move the data
from the local
disk volumes to
the tape device.

No action is
needed; the
activated server
continues to use
the virtual
volumes.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect in Microsoft Failover Cluster
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ cluster configuration procedure must be completed on the set of nodes that hosts an IBM Spectrum
Protect cluster group.

Steps for the procedure vary depending upon which node you are currently configuring. When you configure the primary node in
the set, the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance is created and configured. When you configure the remaining nodes in the set,
each node is updated by using a specific method. The way the node is updated allows it to host the IBM Spectrum Protect server
instance that is created on the primary node. An IBM Spectrum Protect server must be installed and configured on the first node in
the set before you configure the remaining nodes in the set. Violating this requirement causes the configuration to fail.

Ensure that you completely configure one IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group before you move on to the next when you are
configuring multiple IBM Spectrum Protect cluster groups. Because you are dealing with separate IP addresses and network
names for each IBM Spectrum Protect cluster group, you lessen the possibility of mistakes by configuring each cluster group
separately.

Setting up IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
You must ensure that your cluster is properly installed and configured before you install IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Procedure

To configure IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that the Windows operating system is installed on all computers that are part of the cluster. For the most current
information about supported Windows operating systems, see technote 1243309.

2. Log on with the domain user ID. The domain user must be in the same domain as the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
3. Ensure that the failover cluster is installed and configured for all the computers in the cluster.

If you plan to install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on the Windows Server 2012 operating system, install the failover
cluster automation server and the failover cluster command interface first. To install these components, issue the following
commands from Windows 2.0 PowerShell:

Install-WindowsFeature -Name RSAT-Clustering-AutomationServer 
Install-WindowsFeature -Name RSAT-Clustering-CmdInterface 

4. Verify that each node and shared disk in the cluster is operational.
5. Ensure that the shared tape devices are operational if IBM Spectrum Protect tape failover support is being used.

Preparing a Microsoft Failover Cluster group for a basic virtual server
Each IBM Spectrum Protect server instance requires a cluster resource group.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server on every node in the cluster that hosts an IBM Spectrum Protect clustered server.

Initializing the IBM Spectrum Protect server for a Microsoft Failover Cluster on the primary node
After you install IBM Spectrum Protect on the nodes in the cluster, you must initialize the server on the primary node.

Verifying the configuration of IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
When you finish configuring IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster, you can review the Failover Cluster
Manager summary window. Verify that clustering is completed successfully and the IBM Spectrum Protect server is started.
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Completing a failover test for your cluster
After you complete the cluster configuration, run a failover test to ensure that the nodes are working properly.

Preparing a Microsoft Failover Cluster group for a basic virtual server
Each IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance requires a cluster resource group.

Before you begin

Use the Failover Cluster Manager program on the computer that owns the shared disk or tape resource to prepare your resource
group. Initially, the group must contain only disk resources. You can create a group and move disk resources to it. You can also
choose to rename an existing resource group that contains only disk resources.

As you construct your resource groups, consider the following items:

Ensure that each resource group has a distinctive name. Do not change the names after the group is created because it can
cause a corrupted configuration.
Ensure that all nodes in the cluster are online.
Ensure that the group is online and owned by the node where the initial server instance is installed.

Procedure

To prepare a resource group for cluster configuration, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Failover Cluster Manager program. Right-click Services and Applications and then choose More Actions > Create
Empty Service or Application.

2. Right-click New Service or Application, select Change the name and choose a new name for the resource group such as
TSMGROUP.

3. Right-click the resource group TSMGROUP and select Add storage.
4. On the Add storage area panel, select the shared volume or volumes for IBM Spectrum Protect and click OK. The resource

group TSMGROUP, which contains the disk volumes you just added, is displayed.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft Failover Cluster
Install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server on every node in the cluster that hosts an IBM Spectrum Protect clustered server.

Procedure

Complete the following steps for each node in your cluster to install the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

1. Log in with an administrator or domain user ID. The domain user must be a member of the Domain Administrators group.
2. Install the IBM Spectrum Protect server to a local disk on each node. Use the same local disk drive letter for each node.
3. Restart the system after the server installation completes.

Initializing the IBM Spectrum Protect server for a Microsoft Failover
Cluster on the primary node

After you install IBM Spectrum Protect™ on the nodes in the cluster, you must initialize the server on the primary node.

Procedure

1. Ensure that all systems are restarted after the installation. Verify that all systems are running correctly.
2. Log in with an administrator or domain user ID. The domain user must be in the same domain as the IBM Spectrum Protect

server.
3. Open the Failover Cluster Manager program and verify that the resources are online and available to the primary node.
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4. Begin the initialization procedure on the primary node in your cluster. In the Failover Cluster Manager program, verify that
the owner of the resource group is the primary node in your cluster.

5. From the Start menu, click All programs > IBM Spectrum Protect server > Configuration wizard.
6. Follow the wizard directions, clicking Next to step through the wizard. When you are prompted to enter the user ID, enter

the name of the domain account to associate with the cluster.
7. If the initialization completed, click Done.

Verifying the configuration of IBM Spectrum Protect in a Microsoft
Failover Cluster

When you finish configuring IBM Spectrum Protect™ in a Microsoft Failover Cluster, you can review the Failover Cluster Manager
summary window. Verify that clustering is completed successfully and the IBM Spectrum Protect server is started.

Procedure

To verify that the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance in a Microsoft Failover Cluster is created and configured correctly,
complete the following steps:

1. From the Failover Cluster Manager, select the server instance. The network name that you configured is displayed in the
Server Name pane.

2. In the Other Resources pane, confirm that the server instance and the IBM® DB2® server resource are displayed.
3. Right-click the IBM Spectrum Protect server instance and select Bring this resource online.

Completing a failover test for your cluster
After you complete the cluster configuration, run a failover test to ensure that the nodes are working properly.

Procedure

1. Open Failover Cluster Manager. Under Other Resources, right-click the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Instance(x) resource. Select
Bring this resource online.

2. To test the failover, right-click the IBM Spectrum Protect cluster resource group and select Move this service or application
to another node.

3. Verify that the failover from the second node to the first node completes successfully.

Maintaining the clustered environment
After you set up your initial cluster or clusters, maintenance needs are minimal.

Check your Windows Event log on a regular, if not daily, basis to monitor the activity of the nodes in the cluster. Use the log to
check whether a node fails and needs maintenance.

The following list of topics describes situations that might affect the configuration or format of your cluster after it is operational.

Migrating an existing IBM Spectrum Protect server into a cluster
The reason for moving client data into a cluster is similar to the reason for adding a server to a cluster. You want to increase
the availability and reliability of data to all your users. By having the server as part of the cluster, you provide an extra level
of security by ensuring that no transactions are missed due to a failed server. The failover pattern that you establish
prevents future failures.

Adding an IBM Spectrum Protect server with backup and restore
If your hardware resources are limited, you can add an existing IBM Spectrum Protect server to a cluster by using a backup
and restore procedure.

Managing a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server on a cluster
For most tasks, you can administer a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server as you would a non-clustered server. To complete
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tasks such as starting and stopping the server or moving a resource group to another node to complete system
maintenance, you must use the Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface.

Managing tape failover in a cluster
As part of your regular routine, check the event log to ensure that the configuration is operating properly. If a server fails,
the error is logged. The log provides you with information to understand why the failure took place.

Troubleshooting with IBM Spectrum Protect cluster log
The IBM Spectrum Protect Cluster Resource DLL reports events and errors to the cluster log. The cluster log is a useful
troubleshooting tool. When this log is enabled, it records the actions of each component of the Cluster service as the result
of each action.

Migrating an existing IBM Spectrum Protect server into a cluster
The reason for moving client data into a cluster is similar to the reason for adding a server to a cluster. You want to increase the
availability and reliability of data to all your users. By having the server as part of the cluster, you provide an extra level of security
by ensuring that no transactions are missed due to a failed server. The failover pattern that you establish prevents future failures.

About this task

To migrate an existing IBM Spectrum Protect™ server into a cluster, you can either move the clients or complete a backup and
restore procedure. The choice depends primarily on the availability and capacity of other IBM Spectrum Protect server computers
in your site and your familiarity with the backup and restore procedure.

Moving the clients
If you move clients from a non-clustered IBM Spectrum Protect server computer to a clustered one, you can slowly move
your users to the new system and not interrupt services. However, you must have the correct hardware to run two IBM
Spectrum Protect servers simultaneously.

Related tasks:
Installing and upgrading the server

Adding an IBM Spectrum Protect server with backup and restore
If your hardware resources are limited, you can add an existing IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to a cluster by using a backup and
restore procedure.

About this task

For example, suppose that you have no hardware other than the two server systems to be clustered. You plan to use the computer
that is running the IBM Spectrum Protect server as a node. Complete this procedure to remove IBM Spectrum Protect from the
computer and reinstall it in the cluster:

Procedure

1. Back up all disk storage pools to a copy storage pool.
2. Back up the database of the existing IBM Spectrum Protect server.
3. Perform the installation and configuration of the cluster.
4. Restore the database to the clustered IBM Spectrum Protect server.
5. Restore the disk storage pool volumes from the copy storage pool.
6. After you verify that all of your data is on the clustered server, delete the old server.

Managing a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server on a cluster
For most tasks, you can administer a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect™ server as you would a non-clustered server. To complete
tasks such as starting and stopping the server or moving a resource group to another node to complete system maintenance, you
must use the Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface.
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About this task

The Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface is available through the Administrative Tools program group. The interface is a
detailed view of a virtual server configuration. The virtual server configuration includes details such as the physical Windows
servers that are part of the cluster and their resources, network connections, and status. View the components of a virtual server
configuration and start, stop, or fail back a virtual server by using this interface. Manage a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server by
using the Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface to avoid server failures and error messages. For example, if you use the
Windows Service Control Manager to shut down the server, you might receive messages that the server failed.

You might want to move a virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server when the Windows server acts as the primary node and this server
requires hardware or system maintenance. Use the Microsoft Cluster Administrator interface to move the management of the
virtual IBM Spectrum Protect server to the secondary node until the maintenance is completed.

Managing tape failover in a cluster
As part of your regular routine, check the event log to ensure that the configuration is operating properly. If a server fails, the error
is logged. The log provides you with information to understand why the failure took place.

About this task

Sometimes a node must rejoin the cluster, for example:

When a node failed
When a new Host Bus Adapter fiber card is added (equipment changes)

Procedure

Complete the following tasks in any order to ensure that a node can successfully join the cluster:

Update, if necessary, the drive and library that use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ cluster tool.
Take the IBM Spectrum Protect server offline until the failed node rejoins the cluster. This action helps ensure that the IBM
Spectrum Protect server that is running on the other node is not affected.

Troubleshooting with IBM Spectrum Protect cluster log
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ Cluster Resource DLL reports events and errors to the cluster log. The cluster log is a useful
troubleshooting tool. When this log is enabled, it records the actions of each component of the Cluster service as the result of
each action.

In comparison with the Microsoft Windows Event Log, the cluster log is a complete record of cluster activity. The cluster log
records the cluster service activity that is recorded in the event log. Although the event log can point you to a problem, the cluster
log helps you resolve the problem.

The cluster log is enabled by default in Windows. Its output is printed as a log file in %SystemRoot%\Cluster. For more
information, see the Windows online help documentation.

Configuring clients for applications, virtual machines, and systems
The server protects data for clients, which can include applications, virtual machines, and systems. To start protecting client data,
register the client node with the server and select a backup schedule to protect the client data.

Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can expand the solution by adding clients.
Customizing policies
An organization's goals for how data is protected and retained are typically defined by corporate executives, legal advisors,
or other people in lead roles. Policies are the means to align the operation of IBM Spectrum Protect with the data protection
and retention goals of your organization.
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Adding clients
After you implement a data protection solution with IBM Spectrum Protect™, you can expand the solution by adding clients.

About this task

The procedure describes basic steps for adding a client. For more specific instructions about configuring clients, see the
documentation for the product that you install on the client node. You can have the following types of client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

Procedure

To add a client, complete the following steps:

1. Select the software to install on the client node and plan the installation. Follow the instructions in Selecting the client
software and planning the installation.

2. Specify how to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Specifying rules for backing up and archiving
client data.

3. Specify when to back up and archive client data. Follow the instructions in Scheduling backup and archive operations.
4. To allow the client to connect to the server, register the client. Follow the instructions in Registering clients.
5. To start protecting a client node, install and configure the selected software on the client node. Follow the instructions in

Installing and configuring clients.

Selecting the client software and planning the installation
Different types of data require different types of protection. Identify the type of data that you must protect and select the
appropriate software.

About this task

The preferred practice is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you install a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, you must follow the configuration
instructions in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

Procedure

Based on your goal, select the products to install and review the installation instructions.
Tip: If you install the client software now, you must also complete the client configuration tasks that are described in Installing
and configuring clients before you can use the client.

Goal Product and description Installation instructions
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Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect a file
server or
workstation

The backup-archive client backs up and
archives files and directories from file
servers and workstations to storage. You can
also restore and retrieve backup versions
and archived copies of files.

Backup-archive client requirements
Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-
archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive
client

Protect
applications with
snapshot backup
and restore
capabilities

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot protects
data with integrated, application-aware
snapshot backup and restore capabilities.
You can protect data that is stored by IBM
DB2® database software and SAP, Oracle,
Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft SQL
Server applications.

Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for UNIX and Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for Windows

Protect an email
application on an
IBM Domino®
server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for IBM® Domino automates data
protection so that backups are completed
without shutting down IBM Domino servers.

Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or Linux system
(V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM
Domino on a Windows system (V7.1.0)

Protect an email
application on a
Microsoft
Exchange server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data
Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server
automates data protection so that backups
are completed without shutting down
Microsoft Exchange servers.

Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM
Spectrum Protect for Mail: Data Protection for
Microsoft Exchange Server

Protect an IBM
DB2 database

The application programming interface (API)
of the backup-archive client can be used to
back up DB2 data to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)

Protect an IBM
Informix®
database

The API of the backup-archive client can be
used to back up Informix data to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and Windows)

Protect a
Microsoft SQL
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Microsoft SQL Server protects
Microsoft SQL data.

Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on
Windows Server Core

Protect an Oracle
database

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data
Protection for Oracle protects Oracle data.

Data Protection for Oracle installation

Protect an SAP
environment

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise
Resource Planning: Data Protection for SAP
provides protection that is customized for
SAP environments. The product is designed
to improve the availability of SAP database
servers and reduce administration workload.

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for DB2
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning: Data
Protection for SAP for Oracle
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Goal Product and description Installation instructions

Protect a virtual
machine

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments provides protection that is
tailored for Microsoft Hyper-V and VMware
virtual environments. You can use IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments
to create incremental forever backups that
are stored on a centralized server, create
backup policies, and restore virtual
machines or individual files.

Alternatively, use the backup-archive client
to back up and restore a full VMware or
Microsoft Hyper-V virtual machine. You can
also back up and restore files or directories
from a VMware virtual machine.

Installing Data Protection for Microsoft
Hyper-V
Installing and upgrading Data Protection
for VMware
Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients (UNIX, Linux, and
Windows)

Tip: To use the client for space management, you can install IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum
Protect HSM for Windows.

Specifying rules for backing up and archiving client data
Before you add a client, ensure that appropriate rules are specified for backing up and archiving the client data. During the client
registration process, you assign the client node to a policy domain, which has the rules that control how and when client data is
stored.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the policies that are configured for your solution and you know that they do not require changes,
continue with Scheduling backup and archive operations.
If you are not familiar with the policies, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Policies affect how much data is stored over time, and how long data is retained and available for clients to restore. To meet
objectives for data protection, you can update the default policy and create your own policies. A policy includes the following
rules:

How and when files are backed up and archived to server storage
The number of copies of a file and the length of time copies are kept in server storage

During the client registration process, you assign a client to a policy domain. The policy for a specific client is determined by the
rules in the policy domain to which the client is assigned. In the policy domain, the rules that are in effect are in the active policy
set.

When a client backs up or archives a file, the file is bound to a management class in the active policy set of the policy domain. A
management class is the key set of rules for managing client data. The backup and archive operations on the client use the
settings in the default management class of the policy domain unless you further customize policy. A policy can be customized by
defining more management classes and assigning their use through client options.

Client options can be specified in a local, editable file on the client system and in a client option set on the server. The options in
the client option set on the server can override or add to the options in the local client option file.

Procedure

1. Review the policies that are configured for your solution by following the instructions in Viewing policies.
2. If you need to make minor changes to meet data retention requirements, follow the instructions in Editing policies.
3. Optional: If you need to create policy domains or make extensive changes to policies to meet data retention requirements,

see Customizing policies.
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Viewing policies
View policies to determine whether they must be edited to meet your requirements.

Procedure

1. To view the active policy set for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
b. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.

Tip: To help ensure that you can recover data after a ransomware attack, apply the following guidelines:
Ensure that the value in the Backups column is a minimum of 2. The preferred value is 3, 4, or more.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Extra Backups column is a minimum of 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or
more days.
Ensure that the value in the Keep Archives column is a minimum of 30 days.

If IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management software is installed on the client, ensure that data is backed up
before you migrate it. On the DEFINE MGMTCLASS or UPDATE MGMTCLASS command, specify
MIGREQUIRESBKUP=YES. Then, follow the guidelines in the tip.

2. To view inactive policy sets for a policy domain, complete the following steps:
a. On the Policy Sets page, click the Configure toggle. You can now view and edit the policy sets that are inactive.
b. Scroll through the inactive policy sets by using the forward and back arrows. When you view an inactive policy set,

the settings that differentiate the inactive policy set from the active policy set are highlighted.
c. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are no longer editable.

Editing policies
To change the rules that apply to a policy domain, edit the active policy set for the policy domain. You can also activate a different
policy set for a domain.

Before you begin

Changes to policy can affect data retention. Ensure that you continue to back up data that is essential to your organization so that
you can restore that data if a disaster occurs. Also, ensure that your system has sufficient storage space for planned backup
operations.

About this task

You edit a policy set by changing one or more management classes within the policy set. If you edit the active policy set, the
changes are not available to clients unless you reactivate the policy set. To make the edited policy set available to clients, activate
the policy set.

Although you can define multiple policy sets for a policy domain, only one policy set can be active. When you activate a different
policy set, it replaces the currently active policy set.

To learn about preferred practices for defining policies, see Customizing policies.

Procedure

1. On the Services page of the Operations Center, select a policy domain and click Details.
2. On the Summary page for the policy domain, click the Policy Sets tab.

The Policy Sets page indicates the name of the active policy set and lists all of the management classes for that policy set.

3. Click the Configure toggle. The policy set is editable.
4. Optional: To edit a policy set that is not active, click the forward and back arrows to locate the policy set.
5. Edit the policy set by completing any of the following actions:

Option Description
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Option Description

Add a management class a. In the Policy Sets table, click +Management Class.
b. To specify the rules for backing up and archiving data, complete the fields in the

Add Management Class window.
c. To make the management class the default management class, select the Make

default check box.
d. Click Add.

Delete a management class In the Management Class column, click -.
Tip: To delete the default management class, you must first assign a different
management class as the default.

Make a management class
the default management
class

In the Default column for the management class, click the radio button.
Tip: The default management class manages client files when another management class
is not assigned to, or appropriate for managing, a file. To ensure that clients can always
back up and archive files, choose a default management class that contains rules for both
backing up and archiving files.

Modify a management class To change the properties of a management class, update the fields in the table.

6. Click Save.
Attention: When you activate a new policy set, data might be lost. Data that is protected under one policy set might not be
protected under another policy set. Therefore, before you activate a policy set, ensure that the differences between the
previous policy set and the new policy set do not cause data to be lost.

7. Click Activate. A summary of the differences between the active policy set and the new policy set is displayed. Ensure that
the changes in the new policy set are consistent with your data retention requirements by completing the following steps:

a. Review the differences between corresponding management classes in the two policy sets, and consider the
consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to management classes in the active policy set will be bound
to the management classes with the same names in the new policy set.

b. Identify management classes in the active policy set that do not have counterparts in the new policy set, and
consider the consequences for client files. Client files that are bound to these management classes will be managed
by the default management class in the new policy set.

c. If the changes to be implemented by the policy set are acceptable, select the I understand that these updates can
cause data loss check box and click Activate.

Scheduling backup and archive operations
Before you register a new client with the server, ensure that a schedule is available to specify when backup and archive operations
take place. During the registration process, you assign a schedule to the client.

Before you begin

Determine how to proceed:

If you are familiar with the schedules that are configured for the solution and you know that they do not require
modification, continue with Registering clients.
If you are not familiar with the schedules or the schedules require modification, follow the steps in this procedure.

About this task

Typically, backup operations for all clients must be completed daily. Carefully schedule client and server workloads to achieve the
best performance for your storage environment. To avoid the overlap of client and server operations, consider scheduling client
backup and archive operations so that they run at night. If client and server operations overlap or are not given enough time and
resources to be processed, you might experience decreased system performance, failed operations, and other issues.

Procedure

1. Review available schedules by hovering over Clients on the Operations Center menu bar. Click Schedules.
2. Optional: Modify or create a schedule by completing the following steps:

Option Description
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Option Description

Modify a
schedule

a. In the Schedules view, select the schedule and click Details.
b. On the Schedule Details page, view details by clicking the blue arrows at the beginning of the

rows.
c. Modify the settings in the schedule, and click Save.

Create a
schedule

In the Schedules view, click +Schedule and complete the steps to create a schedule.

3. Optional: To configure schedule settings that are not visible in the Operations Center, use a server command. For example,
you might want to schedule a client operation that backs up a specific directory and assigns it to a management class other
than the default.

a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
b. Issue the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to create a schedule or the UPDATE SCHEDULE command to modify a

schedule. For details about the commands, see DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative
command) or UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related tasks:
Tuning the schedule for daily operations

Registering clients
Register a client to ensure that the client can connect to the server, and the server can protect client data.

Before you begin

Determine whether the client requires an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the client node. To determine
which clients require an administrative user ID, see technote 7048963.
Restriction: For some types of clients, the client node name and the administrative user ID must match. You cannot authenticate
those clients by using the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol authentication method that was introduced in V7.1.7. For details
about this authentication method, sometimes referred to as integrated mode, see Authenticating users by using an Active
Directory database.

Procedure

To register a client, complete one of the following actions.

If the client requires an administrative user ID, register the client by using the REGISTER NODE command and specify the
USERID parameter:

register node node_name password userid=node_name

where node_name specifies the node name and password specifies the node password. For details, see Register a node.
If the client does not require an administrative user ID, register the client by using the Operations Center Add Client wizard.
Complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
b. In the Clients table, click +Client.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Client wizard:

i. Specify that redundant data can be eliminated on both the client and server. In the Client-side data
deduplication area, select the Enable check box.

ii. In the Configuration window, copy the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, NODENAME, and DEDUPLICATION
option values.
Tip: Record the option values and keep them in a safe place. After you complete the client registration and
install the software on the client node, use the values to configure the client.

iii. Follow the instructions in the wizard to specify the policy domain, schedule, and option set.
iv. Set how risks are displayed for the client by specifying the at-risk setting.
v. Click Add Client.

Related reference:
DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission a client node)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
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REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)

Installing and configuring clients
To start protecting a client node, you must install and configure the selected software.

Procedure

If you already installed the software, start at step 2.

1. Take one of the following actions:
To install software on an application or client node, follow the instructions.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-
archive client

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

Tip: You can also update existing clients by using the Operations Center. For
instructions, see Scheduling client updates.

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing Data Protection for SQL Server on Windows Server Core

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Installing IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

To install software on a virtual machine client node, follow the instructions for the selected backup type.

Backup type Link to instructions

If you plan to create full VMware
backups of virtual machines, install
and configure the IBM Spectrum
Protect backup-archive client.

Installing the UNIX and Linux backup-archive clients
Installing the Windows backup-archive client

If you plan to create incremental
forever full backups of virtual
machines, install and configure IBM
Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-
archive client on the same client
node or on different client nodes.

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments online product
documentation

Tip: You can obtain the software for IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments and the backup-archive client in the IBM Spectrum Protect
for Virtual Environments installation package.

2. To allow the client to connect to the server, add or update the values for the TCPSERVERADDRESS, TCPPORT, and
NODENAME options in the client options file. Use the values that you recorded when you registered the client (Registering
clients).

For clients that are installed on an AIX®, Linux, Mac OS X, or Oracle Solaris operating system, add the values to the
client system-options file, dsm.sys.
For clients that are installed on a Windows operating system, add the values to the dsm.opt file.

By default, the options files are in the installation directory.
3. If you installed a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, install the client management service on

the client. Follow the instructions in Collecting diagnostic information with client management services.
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4. Configure the client to run scheduled operations. Follow the instructions in Configuring the client to run scheduled
operations.

5. Optional: Configure communications through a firewall. Follow the instructions in Configuring client/server communications
through a firewall.

6. Run a test backup to verify that data is protected as you planned. For example, for a backup-archive client, complete the
following steps:

a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client that you want to back up, and click Back Up.
b. Verify that the backup completes successfully and that there are no warning or error messages.

7. Monitor the results of the scheduled operations for the client in the Operations Center.

What to do next

If you need to change what is getting backed up from the client, follow the instructions in Modifying the scope of a client backup.

Configuring the client to run scheduled operations
You must configure and start a client scheduler on the client node. The client scheduler enables communication between the
client and server so that scheduled operations can occur. For example, scheduled operations typically include backing up files
from a client.

About this task

The preferred method is to install the backup-archive client on all client nodes so that you can configure and start the client
acceptor on the client node. The client acceptor is designed to efficiently run scheduled operations. The client acceptor manages
the client scheduler so that the scheduler runs only when required:

When it is time to query the server about the next scheduled operation
When it is time to start the next scheduled operation

By using the client acceptor, you can reduce the number of background processes on the client and help to avoid memory
retention problems.

The client acceptor runs schedules for the following products: the backup-archive client, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Databases,
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning, IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments. If you installed a product for which the client acceptor does not run schedules, follow the configuration instructions
in the product documentation to ensure that scheduled operations can occur.

If your business uses a third-party scheduling tool as standard practice, you can use that scheduling tool as an alternative to the
client acceptor. Typically, third-party scheduling tools start client programs directly by using operating system commands. To
configure a third-party scheduling tool, see the product documentation.

Procedure

To configure and start the client scheduler by using the client acceptor, follow the instructions for the operating system that is
installed on the client node:

AIX® and Oracle Solaris

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess

f. Start the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the following entry to the system
startup file (typically, /etc/inittab):
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tsm::once:/usr/bin/dsmcad > /dev/null 2>&1 # Client Acceptor Daemon

Linux

a. From the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. Click the Web Client tab.
c. In the Managed Services Options field, click Schedule. If you also want the client acceptor to manage the web client,

click the Both option.
d. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, in the dsm.sys file, set the passwordaccess option to generate.
e. To store the client node password, issue the following command and enter the client node password when

prompted:

dsmc query sess

f. Start the client acceptor by logging in with the root user ID and issuing the following command:

service dsmcad start

g. To enable the client acceptor to start automatically after a system restart, add the service by issuing the following
command at a shell prompt:

# chkconfig --add dsmcad

MAC OS X

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Edit > Client Preferences.
b. To ensure that the scheduler can start unattended, click Authorization, select Password Generate, and click Apply.
c. To specify how services are managed, click Web Client, select Schedule, click Apply, and click OK.
d. To ensure that the generated password is saved, restart the backup-archive client.
e. Use the IBM Spectrum Protect Tools for Administrators application to start the client acceptor.

Windows

a. In the backup-archive client GUI, click Utilities > Setup Wizard > Help me configure the Client Scheduler. Click Next.
b. Read the information on the Scheduler Wizard page and click Next.
c. On the Scheduler Task page, select Install a new or additional scheduler and click Next.
d. On the Scheduler Name and Location page, specify a name for the client scheduler that you are adding. Then, select

Use the Client Acceptor daemon (CAD) to manage the scheduler and click Next.
e. Enter the name that you want to assign to this client acceptor. The default name is Client Acceptor. Click Next.
f. Complete the configuration by stepping through the wizard.
g. Update the client options file, dsm.opt, and set the passwordaccess option to generate.
h. To store the client node password, issue the following command at the command prompt:

dsmc query sess

Enter the client node password when prompted.
i. Start the client acceptor service from the Services Control page. For example, if you used the default name, start the

Client Acceptor service. Do not start the scheduler service that you specified on the Scheduler Name and Location
page. The scheduler service is started and stopped automatically by the client acceptor service as needed.

Configuring client/server communications through a firewall
If a client must communicate with a server through a firewall, you must enable client/server communications through the firewall.

Before you begin

If you used the Add Client wizard to register a client, find the option values in the client options file that you obtained during that
process. You can use the values to specify ports.

About this task

Attention: Do not configure a firewall in a way that might cause termination of sessions that are in use by a server or storage agent.
Termination of a valid session can cause unpredictable results. Processes and sessions might appear to stop due to input/output
errors. To help exclude sessions from timeout restrictions, configure known ports for IBM Spectrum Protect™ components. Ensure
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that the KEEPALIVE server option remains set to the default value of YES. In this way, you can help to ensure that client/server
communication is uninterrupted. For instructions about setting the KEEPALIVE server option, see KEEPALIVE.

Procedure

Open the following ports to allow access through the firewall:

TCP/IP port for the backup-archive client, command-line administrative client, and the client scheduler
Specify the port by using the tcpport option in the client options file. The tcpport option in the client options file must match
the TCPPORT option in the server options file. The default value is 1500. If you decide to use a value other than the default,
specify a number in the range 1024 - 32767.

HTTP port to enable communication between the web client and remote workstations
Specify the port for the remote workstation by setting the httpport option in the client options file of the remote
workstation. The default value is 1581.

TCP/IP ports for the remote workstation
The default value of 0 (zero) causes two free port numbers to be randomly assigned to the remote workstation. If you do
not want the port numbers to be randomly assigned, specify values by setting the webports option in the client options file
of the remote workstation.

TCP/IP port for administrative sessions
Specify the port on which the server waits for requests for administrative client sessions. The value of the client
tcpadminport option must match the value of the TCPADMINPORT server option. In this way, you can secure administrative
sessions within a private network.

Scheduling client updates
Schedule the automatic installation of software updates for IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup-archive clients. This function is
sometimes referred to as client deployment.

Before you begin

To schedule client updates by using the Operations Center, you must configure your environment to meet the following
requirements:

Server requirements
IBM Spectrum Protect servers must meet the following requirements:

IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.3 or later must be installed on hub and spoke servers.
Hub and spoke servers must have a high-level address and low-level address specified. You can configure these
settings by using the SET SERVERHLADDRESS and SET SERVERLLADDRESS commands.
The hub server must have a server password specified. You can configure this setting by using the SET
SERVERPASSWORD command.
The hub server must be defined to the spoke servers. This definition is not done automatically when spoke servers
are added to the Operations Center. To define the hub server, issue the DEFINE SERVER command and use the
second syntax option in the command documentation.
For example, issue the following command on each spoke server:

DEFINE SERVER hub_name SERVERPASSWORD=hub_pw HLA=hub_ip  
LLA=hub_port SSL=NO SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL

where the variables represent the following hub server settings: hub_name is the server name, hub_pw is the server
password, hub_ip is the high-level address, and hub_port is the low-level address.
The port that is specified by the RESTHTTPSPORT server option must be open to allow secure communication
between the Operations Center and the hub server. The default port number is 8443.
Spoke servers must have a directory-container storage pool or FILE storage pool available to store update packages.
The Operations Center automatically selects a storage pool to use.

Client requirements
IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients that you plan to update by using the Operations Center must meet the
following requirements:

The passwordaccess option must be set to generate.
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The autodeploy client option must be set to a value other than no. For more information about this option, see
Autodeploy.
Thirty-two-bit backup-archive clients are not supported. If a 32-bit backup-archive client is detected on a 64-bit
operating system, the client is upgraded to the 64-bit version.
The client scheduler must be running.
The client system must be running and the client must have connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server at least
once.

Microsoft Windows clients must meet the following additional requirements:

The client scheduler must be started as a Windows service and not from the command line. To minimize the chance
of a restart, the scheduler service is shut down before the new client is installed, and restarted after the installation.
If the scheduler is not run as a Windows service, a restart is required when the client is updated.
The command-line version of the Windows registry utility (reg.exe) is required. This tool is generally installed as part
of the operating system installation on supported Windows operating systems.

About this task

You can use the Operations Center to simultaneously update multiple clients at a scheduled time.

Update packages are automatically downloaded to the hub server, imported, and replicated to spoke servers. When an update
schedule runs, files from the installation package are copied to the client system and the client is updated to the specified
software version.

Restrictions:

You can schedule only backup-archive client updates. Updates for other client types must be manually installed.
The backup-archive client software cannot be updated by different IBM Spectrum Protect deployment managers at the
same time.
The Microsoft Windows cluster services environment is not supported.
Do not schedule automatic client deployments to systems that have any of the following applications installed on them:

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning

To manage updates, the Operations Center creates policy objects, including device classes, storage pools, and domains, on
the hub and spoke servers. The following naming convention is used for these objects: IBM_DEPLOY_CLIENTS. To avoid
interfering with update operations, do not modify these objects.
If you manually configured client deployment for an earlier server version, you must delete the policy objects that you
defined before you schedule client updates by using the Operations Center.
You can schedule updates to existing clients only. You cannot use the Operations Center to install a new client.

For information about manually installing backup-archive client software, see Installing the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive
clients in the IBM Spectrum Protect documentation.

For information about installing other IBM Spectrum Protect clients, see Product suites and related products.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Updates > Clients. The Backup-Archive Client Updates page opens.
2. Use the information on the page to determine which release to install, click Schedule Update, and complete the steps in the

wizard.

What to do next

To monitor, cancel, or reschedule updates, click Updates > Scheduled.

To diagnose and resolve issues, see technote 2007749.

Related information:
SET SERVERHLADDRESS (Set the high-level address of a server)
SET SERVERLLADDRESS (Set the low-level address of a server)
SET SERVERPASSWORD (Set password for server)
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
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Customizing policies
An organization's goals for how data is protected and retained are typically defined by corporate executives, legal advisors, or
other people in lead roles. Policies are the means to align the operation of IBM Spectrum Protect™ with the data protection and
retention goals of your organization.

About this task

To automatically manage data protection and retention, you define policies, which are rules that you set on the server. Policies
affect how much data is stored over time, and how long data is retained and available for clients to restore. Customize policies to
meet the data protection goals for your organization.

You choose the policy that manages a client's data by assigning the client to a policy domain. Clients of different types have
different retention requirements, and customizing and creating policies is typically necessary.

When a server is installed, by default it has one policy, in one policy domain. You can customize that policy and create your own
policy.

Policy concepts
The policy for a specific client is determined by the settings in the policy domain to which a client is added.
Customizing a policy
You can customize existing policies to meet new or revised data retention requirements for your organization. Modifying a
policy domain or copying an existing policy domain is a typical way to start customizing policy.
Creating a policy by copying an existing policy
You can create new policies by copying an existing policy and then updating the parts that you want to change.
Creating a policy domain
You might want to create a new policy domain for each type of client that is protected by the server. You might also want to
divide responsibilities for clients among several administrators by giving them authority for specific policy domains.
Controlling client operations through client option sets
You can use client option sets to centrally control the processing options that clients use for operations such as backup.
Client option sets can help ensure that data is consistently protected according to your requirements. A client option set
can override options in a local client options file, and can add options that might not be in a local client options file.

Policy concepts
The policy for a specific client is determined by the settings in the policy domain to which a client is added.

During the client registration process, you assign a client to a policy domain. The policy for each client is determined by the rules
in the policy domain to which the client is assigned. In the policy domain, the rules that are in effect are in the active policy set.

When a client backs up or archives a file, the file is bound to a management class in the active policy set of the policy domain. A
management class is the key set of rules for managing client data. The backup and archive operations on the client use the
settings in the default management class of the policy domain unless you customize policy.

A policy can be customized by defining more management classes in the policy set, activating the policy set, and assigning the use
of the new management classes through client options.

Client options can be specified in a local, editable file on the client system and in a client option set on the server. The options in
the client option set on the server can override or add to the options in the local client option file.

The server uses the policy in management classes to manage files based on whether file versions are active or inactive. The most
recent backup or archived copy of a file is the active version. Active versions are never deleted from server storage.

Backup versions other than the most recent version are called inactive versions. An active version of a file becomes inactive when
one of the following events occur:

The file is backed up again, creating a more recent version of the file in server storage.
The file is deleted from storage on the client node and then an incremental backup operation runs. An incremental backup,
the typical backup operation for a client, backs up only those files that changed since the last backup.
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The settings in the management class that is bound to a file determine how long and how many inactive versions of the file are
retained.

Expiration processing uses policies to determine when inactive versions are no longer needed, that is, when the versions are
expired. The process of expiration on the server enforces policies that you define for data retention, and you must ensure that you
schedule expiration to run regularly. For example, if you have a policy that requires only four versions of a file be kept, the fifth and
oldest version is expired. During expiration processing, the server removes entries for expired versions from the database, which
in effect deletes the versions from server storage.

Retention and expiration of backup versions
Multiple versions of file backups are important because users can continually update files and might need to restore a file
from different points in time. Policy settings control the backup versions that the server retains in server storage, and
affects what users can restore.
Policy activation after updates
When you make updates to policy, the updates do not go into effect until you activate the policy set that you updated.

Related concepts:
Full incremental backup and partial incremental backup

Retention and expiration of backup versions
Multiple versions of file backups are important because users can continually update files and might need to restore a file from
different points in time. Policy settings control the backup versions that the server retains in server storage, and affects what users
can restore.

You can specify the versions that the server retains in server storage with settings in the management class:

Specify the number of days to keep backup versions.
You specify the number of days to keep backup versions with settings in the Operations Center:

Keep Extra Backups, which is how many days to keep inactive backup versions. The days are counted from the day
that the version becomes inactive.

If you use commands, use the DEFINE COPYGROUP command with the RETEXTRA parameter.

Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or more days.
Keep Deleted Backups, which is how many days to keep the last backup version of a file that is deleted from the
client file system.

If you use commands, use the DEFINE COPYGROUP command with the RETONLY parameter.

Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 30 days.

Specify the number of versions to keep.
You specify the number of backup versions to keep with settings in the Operations Center:

Backups, which is the number of versions to keep of a file that still exists on the client file system.

If you use commands, use the DEFINE COPYGROUP command with the VEREXISTS parameter.

Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 2. Preferred values are 3, 4, or more.
Deleted Backups, which is the number of versions to keep of a file that is deleted from the client file system.

If you use commands, use the DEFINE COPYGROUP command with the VERDELETED parameter.

Specify a combination of the number of versions and the days to keep them.
The settings interact to determine the backup versions that the server retains. Ensure that you understand which settings
take precedence and what interactions can occur:

When the number of inactive backup versions exceeds the number in the Backups and Deleted Backups settings, the
oldest version expires and the server deletes the version from the database the next time expiration processing runs.
The number of inactive versions that the server keeps is also affected by the Keep Extra Backups setting. Inactive
versions expire when the number of days that they are inactive exceeds the value that is specified for retaining extra
versions, even when the number of versions is not exceeded.
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File expiration and expiration processing
Files expire as they exceed the retention criteria that is specified in the policy. Expiration processing on the server removes
expired files from the server database and the files are deleted from server storage.
Example: Retention when a policy uses only time controls
The simplest way to manage data retention is to use only time-based policy controls. With only time-based controls in the
policy, the file versions are retained based on the days since the versions become inactive.
Example: Retention when a policy uses both version and time controls
Using both the version and the time controls in a policy gives you flexibility in managing data retention but also causes
complexity. To understand the interactions among the controls, review example policies and their effects on the retention
of one file's backup versions during one month.
Interactions among policy settings
Time-based and version-based policy settings interact when used together in a management class for a policy. The
frequency of client backups also affects the backup versions that are stored for a client.

File expiration and expiration processing
Files expire as they exceed the retention criteria that is specified in the policy. Expiration processing on the server removes
expired files from the server database and the files are deleted from server storage.

Files expire under the following conditions:

Users delete file spaces from client nodes
Users expire files by using the EXPIRE command on the client
A backup version of a file exceeds the criteria for backup retention (how long a file is kept and how many inactive versions
of a file are kept)
An archived file exceeds the time criteria for retention of archived files (how long archived copies are kept)
A backup set exceeds the retention time that is specified for the backup set

The server deletes expired files from the server database only during expiration processing. After expired files are deleted from
the database, the server can reuse the space in the storage pools that was occupied by expired files. Ensure that expiration
processing runs periodically to allow the server to reuse space.

Restrictions on expiration processing

The use of some functions affects expiration processing.

Replication
If you are using dissimilar policies on the source and target servers, files that are marked for immediate expiration on the
source replication server are not deleted until they are replicated to the target replication server. If you are not using
dissimilar policies, files that are marked for immediate expiration on the source replication server are deleted immediately.

For the target replication server, if files are marked as expired, they are deleted when the target replication server runs
expiration processing.

Event-based retention for archive data
An archive file is not eligible for expiration if there is a deletion hold on it. If a file is not held, it is handled according to
existing expiration processing.

Related tasks:
Expiration/deletion hold and release

Example: Retention when a policy uses only time controls
The simplest way to manage data retention is to use only time-based policy controls. With only time-based controls in the policy,
the file versions are retained based on the days since the versions become inactive.

For a policy that is based only on time, you use the Keep Extra Backups and Keep Deleted Backups controls. This type of policy
does not limit the number of versions of files. If clients back up frequently, ensure that server storage can handle the potential
number of file versions.

The following figure shows how files from a client are handled by the server over time as the client runs a daily incremental
backup operation.
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In this example, the policy has the following characteristics:

The latest version of a file is always retained, as long as the file still exists on the client system. The latest version is the
active version. This characteristic is part of every policy on the server.
Keep Extra Backups is set to 30 days. After a more recent backup is made, a file version becomes inactive and is kept in
server storage for 30 days.
Keep Deleted Backups is set to 60 days. When a file is deleted from the client system, all versions of the file in server
storage become inactive. These inactive versions are kept for 60 days after the file versions become inactive.

Example: Retention when a policy uses both version and time controls
Using both the version and the time controls in a policy gives you flexibility in managing data retention but also causes complexity.
To understand the interactions among the controls, review example policies and their effects on the retention of one file's backup
versions during one month.

See Table 1 and Figure 1. A client backs up the file REPORT.TXT four times in one month, from 23 March to 23 April. The settings
in the backup copy group of the management class to which REPORT.TXT is bound determine how the server treats these backup
versions. Table 2 shows how different copy group settings can affect the versions, as of 24 April (one day after the file was last
backed up).

Table 1. Status of REPORT.TXT backup versions as of 24 April
Version Date created Days since the version became

inactive

Active 23 April (not applicable)

Inactive 1 13 April 1 (since 23 April)

Inactive 2 31 March 11 (since 13 April)

Inactive 3 23 March 24 (since 31 March)

Figure 1. Active and inactive versions of REPORT.TXT
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Table 2. Effects of the policy on retention of backup versions for REPORT.TXT as of 24 April
Backups Deleted

Backups
Keep
Extra
Backups

Keep
Deleted
Backups

Results

4 versions 2 versions 60 days 180 days Backups and Keep Extra Backups settings control the expiration of the
versions. The version that is created on 23 March is retained until the file is
backed up again (creating a fourth inactive version), or until that version is
inactive for 60 days.

If the user deletes the REPORT.TXT file from the client file system, the
server notes the deletion at the next full incremental backup operation by
the client. From that point, the Deleted Backups and Keep Deleted Backups
settings also affect the retention. All versions are now inactive.

Two of the four versions expire immediately (the 23 March and 31 March
versions expire). The 13 April version expires when it is inactive for 60 days
(on 23 June). The server keeps the last remaining inactive version, the 23
April version, for 180 days after it becomes inactive.

No limit 2 versions 60 days 180 days Keep Extra Backups setting controls expiration of the versions. The inactive
versions (other than the last remaining version) are expired when they are
inactive for 60 days.

If the user deletes the REPORT.TXT file from the client node, the server
notes the deletion at the next full incremental backup operation by the
client. From that point, the Deleted Backups and Keep Deleted Backups
settings also affect the retention. All versions are now inactive.

Two of the four versions expire immediately (the 23 March and 31 March
versions expire) because only two versions are allowed. The 13 April version
expires when it is inactive for 60 days (on 22 June). The server keeps the
last remaining inactive version, the 23 April version, for 180 days after it
becomes inactive.

No limit No limit 60 days 180 days Keep Extra Backups setting controls expiration of the versions. The server
does not expire inactive versions based on the maximum number of backup
copies. The inactive versions (other than the last remaining version) are
expired when they are inactive for 60 days.

If the user deletes the REPORT.TXT file from the client node, the server
notes the deletion at the next full incremental backup operation by the
client node. From that point, the Keep Deleted Backups setting also affects
the retention. All versions are now inactive.

Three of the four versions expire after each of them is inactive for 60 days.
The server keeps the last remaining inactive version, the 23 April version, for
180 days after it becomes inactive.
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Backups Deleted
Backups

Keep
Extra
Backups

Keep
Deleted
Backups

Results

4 versions 2 versions No limit No limit Backups setting controls the expiration of the versions until a user deletes
the file from the client node. The server does not expire inactive versions
based on age.

If the user deletes the REPORT.TXT file from the client node, the server
notes the deletion at the next full incremental backup operation by the
client node. From that point, the Deleted Backups setting controls
expiration. All versions are now inactive.

Two of the four versions expire immediately (the 23 March and 31 March
versions expire) because only two versions are allowed. The server keeps
the two remaining inactive versions indefinitely.

Related concepts:
Full incremental backup and partial incremental backup

Interactions among policy settings
Time-based and version-based policy settings interact when used together in a management class for a policy. The frequency of
client backups also affects the backup versions that are stored for a client.

For a client system that must back up twice a day, consider the effects of the following policy choices on a file that changes
frequently:

You set Keep Extra Backups to 30 days. You set Backups to No limit so that the policy does not limit the number of
versions. After 30 days, the server might have 60 backup versions of the file, if the file changes between each of the two
daily backup operations. The client can choose to restore any of the 60 versions from the past 30 days.
You set Keep Extra Backups to No limit, and set Backups to 30 versions. If the file changes between each of the two daily
backup operations, the server has 30 backup versions after 15 days. After 30 days, the server still has only 30 backup
versions because of the limit on the number of versions. If the file continues to change between each of the two daily
backup operations, the backup versions might be from as few as the last 15 days. The client can choose to restore one of
the 30 versions, which might be no older than 15 days.

The examples show that if backup versions must be available for a specific number of days, the simplest way to implement that
requirement is to use a time-based policy. Set Keep Extra Backups to the specific number of days and set Backups to No limit.

The effect of the No limit value in the policy settings varies according to what other policy controls are set:

Keep Extra Backups

If you specify No limit, inactive backup versions are deleted based on the Backups or Deleted Backups settings.

To enable client nodes to restore files to a specific point in time, set the Backups or Deleted Backups to No limit. Set Keep
Extra Backups to the number of days that you expect clients might need versions of files available for possible point-in-time
restoration. For example, to enable clients to restore files from a point in time 60 days in the past, set Keep Extra Backups
to 60.

Keep Deleted Backups

If you specify No limit, the last version is retained forever unless a user or an administrator deletes the file from server
storage.

Backups

Setting the value to No limit can require increased storage, but that value might be necessary to specify for some situations.
For example, to enable client nodes to restore files to a specific point in time, set the value for Backups to No limit. By not
setting a limit on versions, you ensure that the server retains versions according to the Keep Extra Backups setting.

Deleted Backups

Setting the value to No limit can require increased storage, but that value might be necessary to specify for some situations.
For example, set the value for Deleted Backups to No limit to enable clients to restore files to a specific point in time. By not
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setting a limit on versions, you ensure that the server retains versions according to the Keep Extra Backups setting.

Cross-reference for Operations Center fields and server command parameters

The following table shows the Operations Center fields with the equivalent parameter to use with the DEFINE COPYGROUP
TYPE=BACKUP command.

Field name in Operations Center views Parameter to use with the DEFINE COPYGROUP
TYPE=BACKUP command

Keep Extra Backups RETEXTRA

Keep Deleted Backups RETONLY

Backups VEREXISTS

Deleted Backups VERDELETED

Policy activation after updates
When you make updates to policy, the updates do not go into effect until you activate the policy set that you updated.

Policy set activation puts into effect updates that you made. For example, the following types of updates go into effect after you
activate the policy set:

You define a new policy domain with a policy set and one or more management classes
You add a management class to a policy set
You change the backup retention settings in an existing management class

Policy set validation before activation

In the Operations Center, validation is not a separate step. If you are using commands, validation is an optional command that
gives you an opportunity to preview the effect of activating a changed policy set. When you validate a policy set, the server reports
on conditions that might cause problems if the policy set is activated.
Validation fails if the policy set does not contain a default management class. Validation results in warning messages if any of the
conditions that are shown in Table 1 exist.

Table 1. Conditions that cause warnings during policy set validation
Condition Reason for warning

The storage destinations that are specified for
backup, archive, or migration operations are not
defined storage pools.

A storage pool must exist before you can specify it as a destination.

A storage destination that is specified for backup,
archive, or migration operations is a copy storage
pool or an active-data pool.

The storage destination must be a primary storage pool.

The default management class does not contain
backup or archive settings.

When the default management class does not contain backup or archive
settings, any files that are bound to the default management class are not
backed up or archived.

The current active policy set names a management
class that is not defined in the policy set that is
being validated.

When you back up files that were bound to a management class that no
longer exists in the active policy set, backup versions are rebound to the
default management class.

When the management class to which an archive copy is bound no longer
exists and the default management class does not contain archive
settings, the server uses the archive retention grace period to manage the
retention of the archive copy.

The archive retention grace period is set for a policy domain, and that
setting is used only when no other policy setting is available to manage an
archive copy.
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Condition Reason for warning

The current active policy set contains backup
settings that are not defined in the policy set that is
being validated.

When a client backs up a file and the management class to which the file
is bound no longer has backup settings, backup versions are managed by
the default management class.

If the default management class does not contain any backup settings, the
server uses the backup retention grace period to manage file versions.
However, the file is not backed up in the next backup operation.

The backup retention grace period is set for a policy domain, and that
setting is used only when no other policy setting is available to manage a
backup version.

A management class specifies that a backup version
must exist before a file can be migrated from a
client node, but the management class does not
contain backup settings.

This warning applies only if you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ for
Space Management product. The conflicts within the management class
can cause problems for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
clients.

Policy set activation

When you activate a policy set, the server validates the contents of the policy set and copies the policy set to be the active policy
set. To later change the contents of the active policy set, you must create or change another policy set and then activate that
policy set.

Some updates to a policy have an immediate effect when it is activated, but some other updates do not:

Updates to Keep Extra Backups and Keep Deleted Backups settings are immediately applied to data already in server
storage, and to future backups.

If you use commands, these settings are the RETEXTRA and RETONLY parameters for the DEFINE COPYGROUP or UPDATE
COPYGROUP commands.

Updates to Backups and Deleted Backups settings do not take effect for client data until the clients complete the next
backup operation.

If you use commands, these settings are the VEREXISTS and VERDELETED parameters for the DEFINE COPYGROUP or
UPDATE COPYGROUP commands.

Restrictions for servers that use the feature for data retention protection

If the feature for data retention protection is active, more rules apply when you validate and activate a policy set. The feature for
data retention protection is activated by using the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command on a server that does not yet
have any client data.

If data retention protection is active for a server, more rules must be satisfied before the policy is activated:

If a management class exists in the active policy set, a management class with the same name must exist in the policy set
that is being activated.
All management classes in the policy set that is being activated must contain archive retention settings.
If the active policy set includes archive retention settings in a management class, the policy set that is being activated must
have archive retention values at least as large as the corresponding values in the active policy set.

If the server is a managed server in an enterprise configuration, the server might receive policy updates from the server that is the
configuration manager. Policy updates that are received by the managed server from the configuration manager must also satisfy
the preceding rules.
Related concepts:

Enterprise configuration (V7.1.1)
Related reference:
SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION (Activate data retention protection)

Customizing a policy
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You can customize existing policies to meet new or revised data retention requirements for your organization. Modifying a policy
domain or copying an existing policy domain is a typical way to start customizing policy.

About this task

The key policy settings are in management classes. In the management classes, you can control both the number of backup
versions and the number of days that backup versions are kept in server storage. When you use both types of controls, the policy
is more complex. By controlling only the number of days that backup versions are kept, you can more simply define how long
backed-up data is kept.

Ensure that the default management class in a policy domain has appropriate settings for data retention for most or all of the
clients that are assigned to the domain. The retention settings in the default management class are applied to data when client
operations do not specify a management class.

You can work on updates to a policy and save the changes until a later time. When you are satisfied that the draft changes are
ready, you can activate the updated policy set to put the changes into effect.

Procedure

1. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, click the Services menu.
2. Select the policy domain and click Details. Click Policy Sets.
3. Click the Configure toggle so that you can update the settings.
4. Customize the settings in the management class.

a. Make selections for backup services. For example, update the following items so that inactive backup versions for
the clients are retained for 30 days:

Backups: No limit
Keep Extra Backups: 30 days
Deleted Backups: 1
Keep Deleted Backups: No limit

b. Optional: Make selections for archive services. For example, change the Keep Archives setting to 1 year.
c. Click Save.

5. Optional: Click +Management Class to add a management class.
a. Make selections for the basic settings, and click Add.
b. Customize more settings in the new management class. For backup services, make selections in the following

columns: Backup Destination, Backups, Keep Extra Backups, Deleted Backups, and Keep Deleted Backups. For
archive services, make selections in the Archive Destination and Keep Archives columns.

c. Click Save.
6. In the Default column, ensure that an appropriate management class is selected as the default. The retention settings in

the default management class are applied when client operations do not specify a management class. A management class
can be specified when a client operation is run. A management class can also be specified in a client option file that is on
the client system, or in a client option set that is defined on the server.

7. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.
8. Assign client nodes to the new policy domain by either updating existing client nodes or registering new nodes.

To add new clients to the policy domain, click +Client.
To move an existing client to the policy domain, select the client, click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
Select the new policy domain and click Save.

Data retention for the client that you assign to the policy domain is now controlled by that policy.
Requirement: If a client is running when you assign it to a new domain, you must stop and restart the client for the change
to take effect.

Related tasks:
Controlling client operations through client option sets

Creating a policy by copying an existing policy
You can create new policies by copying an existing policy and then updating the parts that you want to change.

Procedure

You can create a policy by copying a policy domain, updating the management classes, and then assigning clients to the new
domain.
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1. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
2. Copy a policy domain by using the COPY DOMAIN command. For example, copy the default policy domain, STANDARD, to a

new policy domain, NEWDOMAIN:

copy domain standard newdomain

This operation copies the policy domain and all associated policy sets and management classes. In this example, the
operation copies the following items into the NEWDOMAIN policy domain:

A policy set, named STANDARD.
The management class that is named STANDARD, which is in the STANDARD policy set.
The copy groups that the STANDARD management class contains:

The backup copy group, named STANDARD
The archive copy group, named STANDARD

3. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, click the Services menu.
4. Select the new policy domain and click Details. Click Policy Sets.
5. Click the Configure toggle so that you can update the settings.
6. Customize the settings in the management classes.

a. Make selections for backup services. For example, update the following items so that inactive backup versions for
the clients are retained for 30 days:

Backups: No limit
Keep Extra Backups: 30 days
Deleted Backups: 1
Keep Deleted Backups: No limit

b. Optional: Make selections for archive services. For example, change the Keep Archives setting to 1 year.
c. Click Save.

7. Optional: Make other updates and additions, such as adding a management class.
a. Click +Management Class to add a management class. Make selections for the basic settings, and click Add.
b. Customize more settings in the new management class. For backup services, make selections in the following

columns: Backup Destination, Backups, Keep Extra Backups, Deleted Backups, and Keep Deleted Backups. For
archive services, make selections in the Archive Destination and Keep Archives columns.

c. Click Save.
8. Select the default management class that clients use, which is indicated in the Default column. Click Save. The retention

settings in the default management class are applied when client operations do not specify a management class. A
management class can be specified when a client operation is run. A management class can also be specified in a client
option file that is on the client system, or in a client option set that is defined on the server.

9. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.
10. Assign client nodes to the new policy domain by either updating existing client nodes or registering new nodes.

To add new clients to the policy domain, click +Client.
To move an existing client to the policy domain, select the client, click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
Select the new policy domain and click Save.

Data retention for the client that you assign to the policy domain is now controlled by that policy. For example, if you
implemented the example in step 6, inactive backup versions for the clients are retained for 30 days by default.
Requirement: If a client is running when you assign it to a new domain, you must stop and restart the client for the change
to take effect.

Related tasks:
Controlling client operations through client option sets

Creating a policy domain
You might want to create a new policy domain for each type of client that is protected by the server. You might also want to divide
responsibilities for clients among several administrators by giving them authority for specific policy domains.

About this task

Creating a new policy domain can be useful in the following circumstances:

Applications, systems, or virtual machines require different data-retention settings. You can create a policy domain for each
type of client, with a default policy that is appropriate for that type.
Administrators are responsible for different groups of clients. For each administrator, you can create a policy domain to
which you assign the clients to be managed by that administrator.
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Procedure

The following steps summarize how to create a policy domain.

1. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
2. Define a policy domain by using the DEFINE DOMAIN command.
3. Define a policy set for the domain by using the DEFINE POLICYSET command.
4. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, click the Services menu.
5. Select the policy domain and click Details. Click Policy Sets.
6. Click the Configure toggle so that you can update the settings.
7. Click +Management Class to add a management class. Make selections for the basic settings, and click Add.
8. Optional: Customize more settings in the new management class:

a. For backup services, make selections in the following columns: Backup Destination, Backups, Keep Extra Backups,
Deleted Backups, and Keep Deleted Backups.

b. For archive services, make selections in the Archive Destination and Keep Archives columns.
c. Click Save.

9. Optional: Click +Management Class to add more management classes.
10. In the Default column, ensure that a default management class is selected.
11. Activate the policy set by clicking Activate.
12. Assign clients to the new policy domain. From the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.

To add new clients to the policy domain, click +Client.
To move an existing client to the policy domain, select the client, click Details, and then click the Properties tab.
Select the new policy domain and click Save.

Related reference:
DEFINE DOMAIN (Define a new policy domain)
DEFINE POLICYSET (Define a policy set)

Controlling client operations through client option sets
You can use client option sets to centrally control the processing options that clients use for operations such as backup. Client
option sets can help ensure that data is consistently protected according to your requirements. A client option set can override
options in a local client options file, and can add options that might not be in a local client options file.

About this task

By creating and assigning client option sets, you reduce the need to update local client option files and reduce work for you or
your users.

For example, you can define a client option set to specify an include-exclude list that determines what is backed up, what is
excluded from backup, and what management classes are used to manage data retention. Other client options that might be
useful to centrally control in a client option set are the compression and deduplication options.

You can create client option sets for clients that have similar requirements, such as clients on the same operating system, clients
that use the same software, or clients that one department uses. For example, you might create client option sets for Windows
workstations, or for the payroll department. After you create the client option set, you assign the client option set to all clients of
the same type.

Not all client options can be specified in a client option set on the server. To learn about the client options that you can centrally
control in a client option set, see Client options that can be set by the server.

Procedure

1. Define a client option set by using the DEFINE CLOPTSET command. For example, to define a client option set named
PAYROLLBACKUP, issue the following command:

define cloptset payrollbackup description='Backup options for the payroll department'

2. Add client options to the client option set by using the DEFINE CLIENTOPT command. For example, you want to add
include and exclude options to the client option set named PAYROLLBACKUP to accomplish the following goals:

Exclude temporary Internet directory files from backup operations
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Include for backup all files in the C:\Data directory and its subdirectories, and assign the files to the PAYCLASS
management class for data retention

Issue the following commands:

define clientopt payrollbackup inclexcl "exclude.dir '*:\...\Temporary Internet Files'" 
define clientopt payrollbackup inclexcl "include C:\Data\...\* payclass"

3. To assign a client option set to a client, complete the following steps:
a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, click Clients.
b. Select a client and click Details.
c. Click Properties.
d. In the General area, select an option set and click Save.

Related reference:
DEFINE CLOPTSET (Define a client option set name)
DEFINE CLIENTOPT (Define an option to an option set)

Compression client option
Deduplication client option

Configuring storage
Depending on the storage functionality that you require, choose the correct type of storage media. Optimize and control your
storage pools for different types of data.

Storage pool types
To help you determine which storage pool type best meets your storage requirements, you should evaluate the
characteristics of each storage pool type.
Data deduplication options
Use inline data deduplication to deduplicate data and write the data to a container storage pool at the same time. Use
postprocess data deduplication to eliminate duplicate data from sequential access (FILE) storage pools.
Configuring storage devices
Configure storage devices by attaching devices, configuring device drivers, and creating the objects that represent the
devices to the server.
Configuring a directory-container storage pool for data storage
You can configure directory-container storage pools to use inline data deduplication to store deduplicated data.
Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage
You can store deduplicated data and non-deduplicated data in a cloud-container storage pool and restore the data as
required. You can configure cloud-container storage pools to use one of the following service providers and protocols:
Amazon Web Services (AWS) with Simple Storage Service (S3), IBM® Cloud Object Storage with Swift or S3 (and IBM
SoftLayer), Microsoft Azure, and OpenStack with Swift using Keystone Version 1 or Version 2. Cloud-container storage pools
are not supported on Linux on System z®.
Defining a storage rule for cloud tiering
You can define a storage rule to implement cloud tiering, which moves data from a directory-container storage pool on disk
to a cloud-container storage pool. The storage rule schedules cloud tiering from directory-container storage pools to cloud-
container storage pools.
Optimizing performance for cloud object storage
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to temporarily store data in one or more local storage pool directories during
data ingestion. The data is then moved from local storage to the cloud. In this way, you can improve data backup and
archive performance.
Managing space in container storage pools
After you configure IBM Spectrum Protect and add storage, manage your data and storage pool space effectively to ensure
that it operates correctly. Use container storage pools to maximize your storage space and server performance.
Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.
Storage system requirements and reducing the risk of data corruption
You can use many types of storage for the IBM Spectrum Protect server. If you use block disk storage, solid-state drives
(SSD), or network-attached file systems for server storage, ensure that the storage meets requirements.

Storage pool types
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To help you determine which storage pool type best meets your storage requirements, you should evaluate the characteristics of
each storage pool type.

Use the following table to evaluate each type of storage pool.

Storage pool type Description Uses

Directory-container storage pool A primary storage pool that a server uses
to store data. Data that is stored in
directory-container storage pools uses
either inline data deduplication or client-
side data deduplication. You can use
cloud tiering to move data from directory-
container storage pools to cloud-
container storage pools.

Use when you want to deduplicate data
inline. By using directory-container
storage pools, you remove the need for
volume reclamation, which improves
server performance and reduces the cost
of storage hardware.

You cannot use this type of storage pool
for storage pool backup, migration,
reclamation, import or export operations.

Cloud-container storage pool A primary storage pool that a server uses
to store data. Use cloud-container
storage pools to store data to an object-
store based cloud storage provider. Data
that is stored in cloud-container storage
pools uses either inline data
deduplication or client-side data
deduplication.

By storing data in cloud-container
storage pools, you can exploit the cost
per unit advantages that clouds offer
along with the scaling capabilities that
cloud storage provides.

You cannot use this type of storage pool
for storage pool backup, migration,
reclamation, import or export operations.

Random-access storage pool A set of volumes that the server uses to
store backup versions of files, files that
are archive copies, and files that are
migrated. Files are stored on DISK
devices.

Use this type of storage pool to keep a
copy of your data on DISK devices. You
can migrate data into this storage pool or
out of this storage pool from the following
types of storage pools:

Random-access storage pools
Sequential-access storage pools

Sequential-access storage pool A set of volumes that the server uses to
store backup versions of files, files that
are archive copies, and files that are
migrated from client nodes. Files are
stored on tape or FILE devices. Data that
is stored in sequential-access storage
pools uses both postprocess and client-
side data deduplication.
Restriction: Postprocess data
deduplication is available in Version 7.1.2
and earlier only.

Use this type of storage pool to keep a
copy of your data on FILE and TAPE
devices. You can migrate data into this
type of storage pool.

Copy storage pool A named set of volumes that contain
copies of files that reside in primary
storage pools. Copy storage pools are
used only to back up the data that is
stored in primary storage pools. A copy
storage pool cannot be a destination for a
backup copy group, an archive copy
group, or a management class (for space-
managed files).

Use copy storage pools to have a copy of
active and inactive data that you can
restore to a primary storage pool after a
disaster or outage.

You cannot use inline data deduplication,
compression, replication, or data
deduplication with this type of storage
pool.
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Storage pool type Description Uses

Container-copy storage pool A set of tape volumes that contain a copy
of deduplicated extents that reside in a
directory-container storage pool.
Container-copy storage pools are used
only to protect the data that is stored in
directory-container storage pools.
Container-copy storage pools are used to
repair damage in a directory-container
storage pool or to restore a directory-
container storage pool if a disaster
occurs. Container-copy storage pools are
stored on sequential media.

Use container-copy storage pools to store
copies of directory-container storage
pools onsite or offsite. Damaged data in
directory-container storage pools can be
repaired by using the deduplicated
extents in a container-copy storage pool.

Active-data storage pool A named set of storage pool volumes that
contain only active versions of client
backup data.

Use active-data storage pools to restore
active only data to primary storage pools
after a disaster or outage. By restoring
active only data you can restore client
data quicker and you use less bandwidth.

You cannot use inline data deduplication,
compression, replication, or data
deduplication with this type of storage
pool.

Use the following table to compare storage pool capabilities and choose the storage pool that most suits your business needs
based on your storage requirements.

User goal Directory-
container

storage pool

Cloud-
container

storage pool

Random-
access

storage pool

Sequential-
access

storage pool

Copy storage
pool

Container-
copy storage
pool

Active-data
storage pool

Protect
storage pool
data through
node
replication.

   

Reduce
storage needs
by using inline
compression.

         

Reduce
storage needs
by using inline
data
deduplication.

         

Reduce
storage needs
by using
client-side
data
deduplication.

       

Reduce
storage needs
by using
postprocess
data
deduplication.
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User goal Directory-
container

storage pool

Cloud-
container

storage pool

Random-
access

storage pool

Sequential-
access

storage pool

Copy storage
pool

Container-
copy storage
pool

Active-data
storage pool

Protect
storage pool
data through
storage pool
protection.

         

Back up
storage pool
data by using
copy storage
pools on disk
or tape.

         

Store data in a
cloud.

           

Use cloud
tiering to
move data
from a
directory-
container
storage pool
to a cloud-
container
storage pool.

           

Data deduplication options
Use inline data deduplication to deduplicate data and write the data to a container storage pool at the same time. Use postprocess
data deduplication to eliminate duplicate data from sequential access (FILE) storage pools.

You must use directory-container storage pools or cloud-container storage pools for inline data deduplication. By using directory-
container or cloud-container storage pools, you reduce the need for offline reorganization, which improves server performance
and reduces the cost of storage hardware. You do not use device classes or volumes with these types of storage pool.

By using postprocess data deduplication, the server identifies the data first and then removes the duplicate data to the storage
pool. Only one instance of the data is retained on storage media. Other instances of the same data are replaced with a pointer to
the retained instance. When you remove the duplicate data, you can reclaim space in the storage pool.

For more information about postprocess data deduplication, see Deduplicating data (V7.1.1).

In client-side data deduplication, only compressed, deduplicated data is sent to the server. Processing is distributed between the
server and the client during a backup process.

Use the following table to compare data deduplication options.

Type of data deduplication Advantages Disadvantages

Post-process
Restriction: You can use postprocess data
deduplication only with sequential access
(FILE) storage pools.

After data deduplication, you can
reclaim the storage pool.

Longer processing times because
the data must be identified first
before the duplicate data is
removed from the storage pool.
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Type of data deduplication Advantages Disadvantages

Inline
Restriction: You can use inline data
deduplication only with directory-
container and cloud-container storage
pools.

Deduplicates data as the data is
written to a container storage pool.
Reduces the need for offline
reorganization which improves
server performance.
Reduced cost of storage hardware.

Higher processor usage by the
server.

Client-side Processing is distributed between
the server and the client during a
backup process.

Higher processor usage by the
client.
Longer elapsed time for client
operations such as backup.
Only compressed, deduplicated
data is sent to the server.

Related tasks:
Configuring data deduplication (multisite disk solution)
Configuring data deduplication (single-site disk solution)
Comparing storage pools

Configuring storage devices
Configure storage devices by attaching devices, configuring device drivers, and creating the objects that represent the devices to
the server.

About this task

If you are not using the single-site disk or multisite disk solution, configure and manage storage devices by following the
instructions in the V7.1.1 documentation:

Configuring and managing storage devices
Configuring and managing storage devices

Configuring a directory-container storage pool for data storage
You can configure directory-container storage pools to use inline data deduplication to store deduplicated data.

Procedure

To store data in a directory-container storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. Create a directory-container storage pool by completing the following steps:
a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Storage > Storage Pools.
b. On the Storage Pools page, click + Storage Pool.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard. Select Directory for the type of container-based storage.

2. After the wizard creates the storage pool, update your management classes and policy sets to use the new pool. To update
a management class to use the new pool, complete the following steps:

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Services.
b. On the Policies page, select a policy domain and click Details.
c. On the Details page, click the Policy Sets tab.
d. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are editable.
e. Optional: To edit a policy set that is not active, click the forward and back arrows to locate the policy set.
f. Update one or more management classes to use the new pool by editing the Backup Destination field of the table.
g. Click Save.

3. Activate the changed policy set by completing the following steps:
a. Click Activate. Because changing the active policy set might result in data loss, a summary of the differences

between the active policy set and the new policy set is displayed.
b. Look at the differences between corresponding management classes in the two policy sets, and consider the

consequences on client files. Client files that are bound to management classes in the currently active policy set are,
after activation, bound to the management classes with the same names in the new policy set.
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c. Identify management classes in the currently active policy set that do not have counterparts in the new policy set,
and consider the consequences on client files. Client files that are bound to these management classes are, after
activation, managed by the default management class in the new policy set.

d. If the changes implemented by the policy set are acceptable, select the I understand that these updates can cause
data loss check box and click Activate.

4. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are no longer editable.

What to do next

To protect a directory-container storage pool, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command. For instructions, see PROTECT STGPOOL
(Protect data that belongs to a storage pool) and Copying directory-container storage pools to tape.

If you are protecting a directory-container storage pool by copying the data to a remote server, and you experience
network issues, see Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

Copying directory-container storage pools to tape
You can protect data in a directory-container storage pool by copying the data to container-copy storage pools, which are
represented by tape volumes. The tape copy is used to repair damage to a directory-container storage pool.
Rotating tape volumes offsite when DRM is not configured
If your storage solution includes container-copy storage pools that are represented by tape volumes, but you did not
configure the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function, you can follow a manual procedure to rotate the tape volumes
offsite. By maintaining copies of data in offsite tape volumes, you can restore the data if a disaster occurs onsite.
Changing the volume reclamation threshold for container-copy storage pools
By default, tape volume reclamation is enabled for container-copy storage pools. To ensure that tape volumes are used
efficiently, you can change the threshold for volume reclamation.
Reclaiming tape volumes in container-copy storage pools
You can reclaim tape volumes in container-copy storage pools without running a protection operation when you don't have
time to allow both protection and reclamation operations.
Determining whether to use container-copy storage pools for disaster protection
Determine whether container-copy storage pools meet your requirements for disaster protection.

Copying directory-container storage pools to tape
You can protect data in a directory-container storage pool by copying the data to container-copy storage pools, which are
represented by tape volumes. The tape copy is used to repair damage to a directory-container storage pool.

Before you begin

Define at least one tape library to the server by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command. Provision enough tape drives and scratch
volumes to meet your storage requirements. For more information about managing backup media and configuring disaster
recovery manager (DRM), see Disaster recovery manager (V7.1.1).

About this task

To copy the data in directory-container storage pools to tape, the Operations Center creates a schedule to run the PROTECT
STGPOOL command. When the protection schedule runs, one tape copy is created. At least one volume must be available when
the protection schedule runs. Otherwise, the operation fails.

You can create up to two tape copies, but you must use the command-line interface to create a second container-copy storage
pool. One tape copy can be taken to an offsite disaster recovery location. The other copy can be kept onsite to expedite recovery
from less-critical failures.

Restrictions:

Virtual tape libraries are not supported, regardless of which library type is defined. Only physical tape is supported.
Container-copy storage pools can be used to repair minor to moderate storage pool damage, which includes damaged
containers or directories. Container-copy storage pools can also be used for disaster protection, but you must ensure that
recovery times meet your requirements. For more information, see Determining whether to use container-copy storage
pools for disaster protection.
You cannot use replication to target a container-copy storage pool.
Tip: You can create a tape copy of the directory-container storage pool data at a disaster recovery site by using this
procedure to create a container-copy storage pool on the target replication server. Then, schedule the PROTECT STGPOOL
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and REPLICATE NODE commands to run on the source replication server to protect your data to the target replication
server.
You cannot use the following procedure if the directory-container storage pool already has an associated container-copy
storage pool. To create a second container-copy storage pool, follow the instructions in step 5.

If you created a container-copy storage pool as part of the Add Storage Pool wizard, you do not have to use this procedure. When
you completed the wizard, the Operations Center configured the container-copy storage pool and a protection schedule.

Procedure

To configure storage pool protection to tape for an existing directory-container storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Storage > Storage Pools.
2. On the Storage Pools page, select the directory-container storage pool that you want to protect to tape.
3. Click More > Add Container-Copy Pool.
4. Follow the instructions in the Add Container-Copy Pool window to schedule protection to tape.
5. After you complete the previous steps, you can add a second container-copy storage pool by using the command-line

interface. Optionally, complete the following steps to add a container-copy storage pool:
a. Create a container-copy storage pool by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command.
b. Assign the container-copy storage pool to the directory-container storage pool by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL

command for the directory-container pool.

Results

After you complete the configuration, data in the directory-container storage pool is copied to a container-copy storage pool
based on the defined protection schedule.

What to do next

1. If you created a tape copy to store offsite, enable the offsite container-copy storage pool for DRM operations by issuing the
SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command. Ensure that the tape volumes are added to your offsite tape rotation
schedules. If DRM is not configured, you must do so or use the alternative method to rotate tapes offsite. For instructions
about the alternative method, see Rotating tape volumes offsite when DRM is not configured. To verify that offsite
container-copy storage pools are enabled for DRM, use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command.

For instructions about configuring DRM, see Disaster recovery manager (V7.1.1).

2. Confirm that the reclamation threshold for your container-copy storage pool meets your requirements.

By default, tape volume reclamation is enabled for new container-copy storage pools that are created by using the
Operations Center. Volume reclamation occurs when the reclamation threshold for the container-copy storage pool is less
than 100%. However, tape volumes are not a candidate for reclamation until they are 75% full. Be careful when you use
reclamation with container-copy storage pools that have offsite volumes. When an offsite volume becomes eligible for
reclamation, in effect the server moves the extents on the volume back to the onsite location. If a disaster occurs onsite,
the server can obtain extents from the offsite volume if the restored database refers to extents on the offsite volume. To
prevent volumes from being rewritten immediately after all extents are deleted, use the REUSEDELAY parameter to specify
a value that is greater than 0. The Operations Center sets the reclamation threshold at 60% for onsite container-copy
storage pools.

For instructions about changing the reclamation threshold, see Changing the volume reclamation threshold for container-
copy storage pools.

3. Protect the metadata for your container-copy storage pool.
When the protection schedule runs, data extents in the container-copy storage pools are copied to tape volumes without
the associated metadata. This metadata is required to restore the tape copies. To protect the metadata, you must
separately back up the server database along with its volume history, server options, and device configuration files. If you
use reclamation with container-copy storage pools that have offsite tape volumes, ensure that the following requirements
are met to provide disaster recovery protection:

Database backup operations run after storage pool protection schedules and DRM move schedules finish.
All database backup volumes and DRM volumes are taken offsite together.

For instructions about backing up the server database and related files, see Defining schedules for server maintenance
activities.
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4. Optionally, change the protection schedule for a directory-container storage pool that has one or more associated
container-copy storage pools by using the UPDATE SCHEDULE command. The schedule that is created by the Operations
Center is named CONTAINER_COPY.

Related concepts:
Data storage in container-copy storage pools
Related tasks:
Determining whether to use container-copy storage pools for disaster protection
Related reference:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update an administrative schedule)
QUERY DRMSTATUS (Query disaster recovery manager system parameters)

Rotating tape volumes offsite when DRM is not configured
If your storage solution includes container-copy storage pools that are represented by tape volumes, but you did not configure the
disaster recovery manager (DRM) function, you can follow a manual procedure to rotate the tape volumes offsite. By maintaining
copies of data in offsite tape volumes, you can restore the data if a disaster occurs onsite.

Procedure

1. Check out the storage volume that must be rotated offsite by using the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command.
2. Update the volume to indicate that it is moved offsite by using the UPDATE VOLUME command and specifying
ACCESS=UNAVAILABLE. Optionally, indicate the offsite location by using the LOCATION parameter. For example, specify
LOCATION=SITE1.

3. Reclaim space by taking one of the following actions:
To reclaim space without protecting the storage pool, run the PROTECT STGPOOL command and specify
TYPE=LOCAL and RECLAIM=ONLY.
To reclaim space while protecting the storage pool, run the PROTECT STGPOOL command without specifying
RECLAIM=ONLY.

4. Monitor the volume by using the QUERY VOLUME command. If the volume is shown to be unavailable and empty, return the
volume onsite and check it into the library by using the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

5. Update the volume by using the UPDATE VOLUME command and specifying ACCESS=READWRITE.

Related reference:
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
UPDATE VOLUME (Change a storage pool volume)

Changing the volume reclamation threshold for container-copy storage
pools

By default, tape volume reclamation is enabled for container-copy storage pools. To ensure that tape volumes are used efficiently,
you can change the threshold for volume reclamation.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Storage > Storage Pools.
2. Select the storage pool and click Details, and then Properties.
3. In the Reclamation section, set the reclamation percentage and click Save.

Tip: Alternatively, change the reclamation threshold by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the
RECLAIM parameter. For details about the RECLAIM parameter, see the commands for defining and updating container-
copy storage pools.
Restriction: You cannot use the RECLAIM STGPOOL command to reclaim volumes in container-copy storage pools. For
details about reclaiming volumes in container-copy storage pools, see the RECLAIM parameter in the PROTECT STGPOOL
command.

Reclaiming tape volumes in container-copy storage pools
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You can reclaim tape volumes in container-copy storage pools without running a protection operation when you don't have time to
allow both protection and reclamation operations.

About this task

When you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and the target storage pool is a container-copy storage pool, both protection
and reclamation operations run by default. The preferred practice is to allow both protection and reclamation operations to run.
However, to save time, you can run only the storage pool protection operation or only reclamation, or you can limit the number of
tape volumes that are reclaimed. Use this procedure only when you have to reclaim tape volumes quickly or when you have to
reclaim a limited number of tape volumes.

Procedure

To reclaim tape volumes without running a storage pool protection operation, complete the following steps:

1. Optional: To maximize the amount of space that is reclaimed, start the inventory expiration process by issuing the EXPIRE
INVENTORY command.

2. Determine whether you want reclamation to run to completion or limit the number of tape volumes that are reclaimed.
3. To run reclamation to completion, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and specify the TYPE=LOCAL and

RECLAIM=ONLY parameters. For example, to reclaim space in a local container-copy storage pool that is defined as the
target protection pool for SPOOL1, issue the following command:

protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=only

4. To reclaim a limited number of tape volumes, complete the following steps:
a. Set a reclamation limit for the container-copy storage pool by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and

specifying the RECLAIMLIMIT parameter. This parameter limits the number of volumes in the container-copy storage
pool that are reclaimed.

b. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and specify the TYPE=LOCAL parameter along with either the
RECLAIM=YESLIMITED or RECLAIM=ONLYLIMITED parameter.
Tip: When you specify RECLAIM=YESLIMITED, both reclamation and storage pool protection operations run when
the PROTECT STGPOOL command is issued. When you specify RECLAIM=ONLYLIMITED, reclamation is the only
operation that runs. When you specify either of these values, reclamation runs only until it reaches the reclamation
limit that is defined for the container-copy storage pool. The reclamation limit is defined with the RECLAIMLIMIT
parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.

For example, to reclaim a limit of five tape volumes in a container-copy storage pool that is named CCPOOL1 without
running a protection operation on the source directory-container storage pool that is named SPOOL1, issue the
following commands:

update stgpool ccpool1 reclaimlimit=5 
protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=onlylimited

For example, to protect a storage pool that is named SPOOL1 and to reclaim a maximum of 10 tape volumes in the
associated container-copy storage pool, issue the following commands:

update stgpool spool1 reclaimlimit=10 
protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=yeslimited

Results

Reclamation processing for the container-copy storage pool is completed. The storage pool protection operation did not run, so
data in the directory-container storage pool that was updated since the last protection operation is not protected.

What to do next

1. Protect the data in the directory-container storage pool to the container-copy storage pool by issuing the PROTECT
STGPOOL command and specifying the TYPE=LOCAL parameter. The protection process runs with the default
RECLAIM=YES parameter. The protection operation takes less time because reclamation already ran.
For example, to protect the data in a directory-container storage pool that is named SPOOL1, issue the following command:

protect stgpool spool1 type=local

Alternatively, protect the data in a directory-container storage pool that is named SPOOL1 without running reclamation by
issuing the following command:
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protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=no

2. Back up the server database and run scheduled maintenance operations. For instructions, see Defining schedules for
server maintenance activities.

Related reference:
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a container-copy storage pool)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Define a container-copy storage pool)
EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)

Determining whether to use container-copy storage pools for disaster
protection

Determine whether container-copy storage pools meet your requirements for disaster protection.

About this task

You can create an offsite copy of your container-copy storage pool for disaster recovery protection or to satisfy regulatory and
business requirements for offsite tape copies. Before you decide to use offsite tape copies for disaster protection, carefully
consider whether the solution meets your recovery time objective.

Using container-copy storage pools for disaster recovery is suitable when the amount of data in your environment is equal to or
less than the following values:

200 TB of total managed data
50 TB of back-end data
37 TB of front-end data

Total managed data
All data that is stored in the directory-container storage pool on the server. This includes active and inactive versions of the
data. The number of versions is determined by retention policies.

Back-end data
All data that is stored in the container-copy storage pool.

Front-end data
The current active data that is stored in the container-copy storage pool. This is the active data that is used to restore data
on client nodes. In a disaster, all or part of the front-end data is required to reestablish production. Front-end data is a
percentage of total managed data and is less than or equal to the total managed data, depending on the policy settings in
use.

To recover from a disaster within 48 hours, the system environment at the recovery site must meet the minimum hardware
requirements for the actions in the following table.

Action Time required Minimum requirements

Configure a new IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server at a disaster recovery
site. To configure the new server, you
must complete the following steps:

1. Provision disks for the server.
2. Restore the server from

backup.
3. Start the server.
4. Update the storage and device

configurations.

Time to restore the server: 6 hours Use a solid-state drive (SSD) for the server
database, with the following requirements:

A minimum of 100 MB per second
average combined read/write throughput
A minimum of 12,862 average
input/output operations per second
(IOPS)
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Action Time required Minimum requirements

Audit the directory-container storage
pool and repair the data from tape.
Tip: If the system meets the minimum
hardware requirements, you can
repair up to 50 TB of back-end data
within 48 hours.

Time to audit the storage pool: 2
hours

Time to repair the storage pool by
using a tape copy: 28 hours

Note: The time estimate applies if you
have a maximum of 200 TB of total
managed data in the storage pool.

Use Nearline SAS (NL-SAS) drives, as in a
medium blueprint server configuration, with a
minimum of 700 MB per second write
performance to storage pool disk.

Use new generation tape technology such as
LTO-7 or better, with a minimum of six drives to
allow concurrent read operations from tape
volumes.

Restore data on client nodes.
Tip: If the system meets the minimum
hardware requirements, you can
restore up to 37 TB of front-end data
within 48 hours.

Time for client restore operations: 12
hours

Use NL-SAS drives, as in a medium blueprint
server configuration, with a minimum of 10
restore sessions achieving 3102 GB per hour.

Procedure

1. Estimate the disaster recovery time for your environment by using the following table. Determine whether the recovery time
meets your requirements.

Table 1. Recovery time estimate for differing amounts of total managed data
Recovery
time
objective

Total
managed
data (TB)

Number of hours to repair a directory-
container storage pool (First Byte Restored)

Hours until client nodes are restored
(Disaster Recovery complete)

Up to 1 day 25

50

75

10

13

17

12

16

22

Up to 2 days 100

200

20

34

26

46

Up to 4 days 300

400

48

62

66

86

More than 4
days

500 76 106

Notes:
Achievable rates are highly dependent on the workload and the configured environment.
The front-end data percentage is relative to the total managed data. Increasing the amount of front-end data
increases the total recovery time. Decreasing the amount of front-end data decreases the total recovery time.

2. Estimate the recovery time for your environment by using the following formulas:
Estimate the value Hours until directory-container storage pool is repaired (First Byte Restored):

Time to Client First Byte Restore =  
6 hours + 14 hours for every 100 TB of Total Managed Data

Estimate the value Hours until client nodes are restored (Disaster Recovery complete):

Time to Client Restore Complete =  
Time to Client First Byte Restore + ((Total Managed Data * Front-End Data) / Restore 
Rate)

Restore Rate: The rate at which clients can restore data from the server back to their local computer or storage device.

3. Complete test procedures for disaster recovery to ensure that container-copy storage pools can be used to restore your
environment in a time frame that meets your requirements.

Related reference:
Repairing storage pools after a disaster
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Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage
You can store deduplicated data and non-deduplicated data in a cloud-container storage pool and restore the data as required.
You can configure cloud-container storage pools to use one of the following service providers and protocols: Amazon Web
Services (AWS) with Simple Storage Service (S3), IBM® Cloud Object Storage with Swift or S3 (and IBM SoftLayer), Microsoft
Azure, and OpenStack with Swift using Keystone Version 1 or Version 2. Cloud-container storage pools are not supported on Linux
on System z®.

Before you begin

Complete the following steps:

1. Obtain the configuration information for your cloud service provider:
Amazon with S3 (off-premises)
Microsoft Azure
IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (off-premises, with IBM SoftLayer®)
IBM Cloud Object Storage with Swift (off-premises, with IBM SoftLayer)
IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (on-premises)
OpenStack with Swift (on-premises or off-premises)

2. Specify a device class to use for database backup operations. When you use encryption for cloud-container storage pools,
the server master encryption key is used to protect the cloud encryption key in a database backup.

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, select Servers.
b. Select a server row and click Back Up.
c. Select a device class to use for database backup operations and click Back Up.

Tip: Alternatively, use the SET DBRECOVERY command to specify a device class for the database backup.

Procedure

To store data in a cloud-container storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. Create a cloud-container storage pool. You must provide configuration information that identifies the cloud service.
a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Storage > Storage Pools.
b. On the Storage Pools page, click + Storage Pool.
c. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard. Select On-premises cloud or Off-premises cloud for the type of

container-based storage.
2. Update your management classes and policy sets to use the new storage pool. To update a management class to use the

new storage pool, complete the following steps:
a. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Services.
b. On the Policies page, select a policy domain and click Details.
c. On the Details page, click the Policy Sets tab.
d. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are editable.
e. Optional: To edit a policy set that is not active, click the forward and back arrows to locate the policy set.
f. Update one or more management classes to use the new storage pool by editing the Backup Destination field of the

table.
g. Click Save.

3. Activate the changed policy set by completing the following steps:
a. Click Activate. Because changing the active policy set might result in data loss, a summary of the differences

between the active policy set and the new policy set is displayed.
b. Look at the differences between corresponding management classes in the two policy sets, and consider the

consequences on client files. Client files that are bound to management classes in the currently active policy set are,
after activation, bound to the management classes with the same names in the new policy set.

c. Identify management classes in the currently active policy set that do not have counterparts in the new policy set,
and consider the consequences on client files. Client files that are bound to these management classes are, after
activation, managed by the default management class in the new policy set.

d. If the changes implemented by the policy set are acceptable, select the I understand that these updates can cause
data loss check box and click Activate.

4. Click the Configure toggle. The policy sets are no longer editable.
5. To take advantage of local storage, create a storage pool directory for this storage pool using the DEFINE

STGPOOLDIRECTORY command. For more information, see Optimizing performance for cloud object storage.

Related tasks:
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Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for AWS with S3 (off premises)
Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (on premises)
Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud Object Storage with S3 (off premises)
Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud Object Storage with Swift (off premises)
Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for OpenStack with Swift
Encrypting data for cloud-container storage pools
Optimizing performance for cloud object storage
Related reference:
SET DBRECOVERY (Set the device class for automatic backups)

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for AWS with S3
(off premises)

Before you configure cloud-container storage pools to use Amazon Web Services (AWS) off premises with the Simple Storage
Service (S3) protocol, you must obtain information from Amazon that is required for the configuration process.

About this task

AWS account credentials are different from Amazon account credentials. Use the credentials for your AWS account when you
configure storage pools in the Operations Center or with the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

AWS uses buckets to store data. AWS buckets are used in the same manner as containers in a cloud-container storage pool. IBM
Spectrum Protect™ automatically creates a bucket in Amazon for an instance of IBM Spectrum Protect, and that bucket is shared
by all pools for that instance.

Restriction: The following restrictions apply.

Edit an AWS bucket only with IBM Spectrum Protect, and do not change the data in the bucket or edit the configuration
settings for the bucket.
For off-premises cloud-container storage pools that use AWS with the Amazon S3 protocol, data is encrypted by default.
However, the IBM Spectrum Protect server does not support encryption of the data by using AWS bucket policies.

Procedure

1. Sign up for an AWS account by going to the Amazon S3 page and clicking Create an AWS Account.
2. Obtain your AWS credentials:

a. Go to the Amazon S3 page and click Sign In to the Console.
b. Select your name and select Security Credentials.
c. Go to the Access Keys section to locate the Access Key ID and the Secret Access Key fields. Record the values so

that you can use them when you configure storage pools.
3. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, use the following

values for the parameters:
Cloud type: Amazon - S3 API
Access key ID: access_key_id
Secret access key: secret_access_key
Region: Select the region endpoint that best fits your location, based on the AWS Regions and Endpoints page. If you
select Other, specify a region endpoint URL in the URL field, and include the protocol, usually https://. Typically, you
can use the region that is closest to your physical location for the Region parameter. Because an Amazon bucket
exists in only one region, you can specify only one endpoint URL for a region. If you require a GovCloud region,
specify a URL from the AWS GovCloud (US) Endpoints page.
Warning: Be sure to use only the AWS endpoint URL for the Region value, such as https://s3-us-west-
1.amazonaws.com. Do not use the static website hosting URL for this value.
Bucket name: Use the default bucket name generated by the server, or specify a new bucket name.

4. To define the cloud-container storage pool, issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command with the following values:
CLOUDTYPE: S3
IDENTITY: access_key_id
PASSWORD: secret_access_key
CLOUDURL: Specify the region endpoint URL that best fits your location, based on the AWS Regions and Endpoints
page.
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Typically, you can use the region that is closest to your physical location for the CLOUDURL parameter. If you require
a GovCloud region, specify a URL from the AWS GovCloud (US) Endpoints page.

Warning: Be sure to use only the AWS endpoint URL for the CLOUDURL value, such as https://s3-us-west-
1.amazonaws.com. Do not use the static website hosting URL for this value.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for AWS by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for
data storage.

Configuring an Amazon S3 compatible device as a cloud-container
storage pool

You can configure a storage device that is compatible with the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol so that the device can
be used as an IBM Spectrum Protect™ cloud-container storage pool.

About this task

Amazon S3 uses buckets to store data. You must create a bucket on the S3 compatible storage device for use by an IBM Spectrum
Protect server. After you create the bucket, use the credentials from the account on your Amazon S3 compatible cloud object
storage device when you configure storage pools with the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

Restriction: Do not change the data in the bucket or edit the configuration settings for the bucket.

Procedure

1. Create a bucket on the cloud object storage device. Follow the instructions in the device documentation.
2. Create a user account on the cloud object storage device. The account is used by IBM Spectrum Protect to access the

device by using the access key ID and secret access key. Ensure that the account has permissions to store data in and
delete data from the bucket that you created in Step 1. Record the access key ID and the secret access key values so that
you can use them when you configure storage pools.

3. Identify the URL value that will be used by IBM Spectrum Protect to access the cloud object storage device. For
instructions, see the documentation for your cloud object storage device.

4. To define the cloud-container storage pool, issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command with the following values:
CLOUDTYPE: S3
IDENTITY: access_key_id
PASSWORD: secret_access_key
CLOUDURL: http://cloud_object_storage_endpoint_IP_address or https://cloud_object_storage_endpoint_IP_address.
If you use more than one endpoint, list the endpoint IP addresses separated by a vertical bar (|), with no spaces, as
shown in the following example:

CLOUDURL=endpoint_URL1|endpoint_URL2|endpoint_URL3

BUCKETNAME: name_of_bucket_on_device

To optimize performance, use multiple endpoints or a load balancer.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools in a similar way as you would configure a cloud-container storage pool for IBM Cloud
Object Storage by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage.

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for Microsoft Azure
(off premises)

Before you configure cloud-container storage pools to use the Microsoft Azure cloud computing system, you must obtain
information for the configuration process from Microsoft.

About this task
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IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports the following Azure storage tiers:

Hot storage tier for data that is accessed frequently
Cool storage tier for data that is accessed less frequently

You can use a cool storage tier for cost-effective, long-term storage. However, it is more costly to restore data from a cool storage
tier than from a hot storage tier.

Procedure

1. Sign up for a Microsoft Azure account by going to the Azure portal and creating an account.
2. Create a storage account. Typically, select the location that is nearest to your IBM Spectrum Protect server for the storage

account location.
3. Obtain your Azure credentials:

a. Go to the Azure portal and click Storage accounts.
b. Open the new storage account, go to the container section of the Blob Service pane, and record the blob service

endpoint value so that you can use it when you configure storage pools. The blob service endpoint looks like these
examples: https://name .blob.core.windows.net and http://name .blob.core.windows.net.

c. Create a shared access signature (SAS) token by opening the Shared access signature tab and completing the fields .
Ensure that the Allowed services section includes Blob and that the Allowed resource types section includes
Container and Object. Ensure that the SAS token has read, write, delete, list, add, and create permissions. Click
Generate SAS.

d. Record the SAS token value so that you can use it when you configure storage pools. IBM Spectrum Protect does not
monitor the SAS token expiration date, so ensure that you select a date that best suits your needs. If the token
expires, the IBM Spectrum Protect server loses access to the storage account until you provide a new SAS token.
Tip: If you would like to less frequently update the SAS token, set an expiration date that is several years away. Also,
ensure that you verify the start date and time fields.

4. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, use the following
values for the parameters:

Cloud type: Azure
SAS token: SAS_token_value. Look for a string that is similar to this example:

?sv=2016-05-31&ss=b&srt=sco&sp=rwdlac&se=2017-04-05T18:26: 
12Z&st=2017-04-05T10:26:12Z&spr=https&sig= 
XUangS%2FcXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXELsuWp106Cmq7o%3D

Blob service endpoint: Specify the blob service endpoint from your Azure storage account, for example, https://name
.blob.core.windows.net or http://name .blob.core.windows.net.

5. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command, use the following values for the command
parameters:

CLOUDTYPE: Azure
PASSWORD: SAS_token_value. Look for a string that is similar to this example:

?sv=2016-05-31&ss=b&srt=sco&sp=rwdlac&se=2017-04-05T18:26: 
12Z&st=2017-04-05T10:26:12Z&spr=https&sig= 
XUangS%2FcXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXELsuWp106Cmq7o%3D

CLOUDURL: Specify the blob service endpoint from your Azure storage account, for example, https://name
.blob.core.windows.net or http://name .blob.core.windows.net.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for Azure by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for
data storage.

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud
Object Storage with Swift (off premises)

Before you configure cloud-container storage pools to use IBM® Cloud Object Storage and IBM SoftLayer® (IBM Bluemix®) off
premises using Swift, you must obtain configuration information from the SoftLayer Object Storage page.
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About this task

Use the credentials from your IBM SoftLayer account when you configure the storage pools in the Operations Center or with the
DEFINE STGPOOL command.

Procedure

1. Create a SoftLayer account by following the instructions in the SoftLayer documentation.
2. Obtain your SoftLayer credentials:

a. Go to the SoftLayer Object Storage page and log in with your account credentials.
b. Select the account and cluster that you want to configure.
c. In the Account section, click View Credentials
d. In the Account Credentials section, locate the Public Authentication Endpoint, Username, and API Key fields. Record

the values in those fields so that you can use them when you configure storage pools.
3. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, use the following

values for the parameters:
Cloud type: IBM Cloud Object Storage - Swift API (SoftLayer)
User name: username
Password: API_key
URL: public_authentication_endpoint

4. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command, use the following values for the command
parameters:

CLOUDTYPE: SOFTLAYER
IDENTITY: username
PASSWORD: API_key
CLOUDURL: public_authentication_endpoint

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM SoftLayer by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-container storage
pool for data storage.

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud
Object Storage with S3 (off premises)

You can set up cloud storage pools to use IBM® Cloud Object Storage off premises with the Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol.

About this task

The off premises implementation of IBM Cloud Object Storage is managed through SoftLayer® or IBM Bluemix. In this setup, only
the owner of the SoftLayer or Bluemix account can create buckets and administrators.

Use the credentials from your IBM SoftLayer or IBM Bluemix account when you configure the storage pools in the Operations
Center or with the DEFINE STGPOOL command. For more information, see the SoftLayer Object Storage page. To use this
configuration, select Cloud Object Storage - S3 API from the SoftLayer Order Object Storage page.

Procedure

1. Log into the SoftLayer Customer Portal.
2. Click the Storage menu and select Object Storage.
3. From the Object Storage page, select an S3 account.
4. From the Cloud Object Storage page, click Manage Buckets and then click the + symbol to create the bucket you want to

use with the new cloud-container storage pool.
5. Click Show Credentials to create administrator credentials for your new bucket.
6. Click Add Credential.
7. Locate the Access Key ID, the Secret Access Key, and the Public Authentication Endpoint. Record the values in those fields

so that you can use them when you configure storage pools. If you are inside the SoftLayer network, you can use a private
authentication endpoint.

8. To configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, select Off-premises cloud. Use
the following values for the parameters:
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Cloud type: IBM Cloud Object Storage - S3 API (SoftLayer)
Access key ID: access_key_ID
Secret access key: secret_access_key
Bucket name: bucket_name (from step 4)
URL: us-geo_authentication_endpoint
Note: Only one cloud provider endpoint is needed with this configuration. If all of your servers are inside the
SoftLayer network, you can use a private authentication endpoint.

9. If you configure storage pools by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command, use the following values for the command
parameters:

CLOUDTYPE: S3
IDENTITY: access_key_ID
BUCKETNAME: bucket_name (from step 4)
PASSWORD: secret_access_key
CLOUDURL: us-geo_authentication_endpoint
Note: Only one cloud provider endpoint is needed with this configuration. If all of your servers are inside the
SoftLayer network, you can use a private authentication endpoint.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM SoftLayer Cloud Object Storage by following the instructions in Configuring a
cloud-container storage pool for data storage.

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud
Object Storage with S3 (on premises)

Before you configure cloud-container storage pools to use IBM® Cloud Object Storage on premises with S3, you must set up an
IBM Cloud Object Storage vault template and an IBM Cloud Object Storage user account, and then obtain configuration
information.

About this task

Restriction:

To use IBM Cloud Object Storage on premises with S3, ensure that your version of IBM Cloud Object Storage is compatible with
your version of IBM Spectrum Protect™.

With IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.3, IBM Cloud Object Storage V3.7.2.31 or later is required.

IBM Cloud Object Storage vaults are used in the same manner as containers in a cloud-container storage pool. Set up a vault
template to quickly create vaults with your preferred settings.

After you create a vault template, use the credentials from your IBM Cloud Object Storage user account to configure the storage
pools in the Operations Center or with the DEFINE STGPOOL command. The server uses the Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol
to communicate with IBM Cloud Object Storage.

Tip: You can skip the first four steps in the procedure if you want to configure an existing vault by using the BUCKETNAME
parameter in the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL commands.

Procedure

1. Create a vault template:
a. Log in to IBM Cloud Object Storage and click the Configure tab.
b. In the dsNet navigation pane, expand Storage Pools.
c. Select the IBM Cloud Object Storage storage pool where you want to create the vault template, and click the Storage

Pool link in the General section.
d. In the Vault Templates section, click Create Vault Template.
e. Select the settings for the default vault template. You might be able to optimize performance by not selecting the

Enable SecureSlice Technology or the Name Index Enabled options, and selecting the Recovery Listing Enabled
option.

f. In the Deployment section, select the access pool or pools that you want to use for the template and click Save.
2. Set the vault template as the default for your IBM Cloud Object Storage dsNet:
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a. Click the Configure tab.
b. In the Default Vault Template Configuration section, click Configure.
c. Select a vault template to use as the default, and click Update to set that template as the default.

3. If this is your first time configuring a vault template, enable the vault provisioning role so you can create new vaults:
a. Click the Administration tab.
b. In the Provisioning API Configuration section, click Configure.
c. Select Create Only or Create and Delete to let users create new vaults using the Provisioning API.
d. Click Update to save the settings.

4. Use an IBM Cloud Object Storage account with administration authority to create a user account on the IBM Cloud Object
Storage instance in your environment. Ensure that the new user account has the Vault Provisioner role.

5. Click the Security tab and select the new user account.
6. Generate an access key for the new user:

a. In the Access Key Authentication section, click Change Keys.
b. On the Edit Access Keys page, click Generate New Access Key.
c. Click Back.

7. In the Access Key Authentication section, locate the Access Key ID and Secret Access Key values. Record the values so that
you can use them when you configure storage pools.

8. Locate the URL value:
a. Click the Configure tab.
b. In the dsNet navigation pane, expand the Devices and Accesser sections.
c. Select the IBM Cloud Object Storage accesser. Verify that the accesser belongs to an access pool to which the

default vault template is deployed.
d. In the Device Configuration section for the accesser, record the IP Address value so that you can use it when you

configure storage pools. Use http:// before the IP address value to prevent certificate security errors.
9. If you configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, use the following values for

the parameters:
Cloud type: IBM Cloud Object Storage - S3 API
Access key ID: access_key_ID
Secret access key: secret_access_key
Bucket name: Use the default bucket name generated by the server, or specify a new bucket name.
URL: http://Cloud_Object_Store_accesser_IP_address
Important: If you use more than one accesser, type an accesser IP address and then press Enter to add additional IP
addresses. Use multiple accessers or a load balancer for optimal performance.

10. If you configure storage pools by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command, use the following values for the command
parameters:

CLOUDTYPE: S3
IDENTITY: access_key_ID
PASSWORD: secret_access_key
CLOUDURL: http://Cloud_Object_Store_accesser_IP_address
Important: If you use more than one accesser, list the accesser IP addresses separated by a vertical bar (|), with no
spaces, such as CLOUDURL=<accesser_URL1>|<accesser_URL2>|<accesser_URL3>. Use multiple accessers or a load
balancer for optimal performance.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for IBM Cloud Object Storage by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-
container storage pool for data storage.

Preparing to configure cloud-container storage pools for OpenStack with
Swift

Before you configure cloud-container storage pools to use OpenStack on premises or off premises with Swift, you must obtain
configuration information from the OpenStack Swift computer.

About this task

Restriction: You must use OpenStack Swift Release Series Juno, Service Project keystone, application programming interface
(API) Version 1 or 2.
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Use the credentials from your OpenStack Swift account when you configure the storage pools by using the Operations Center or
the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

Procedure

1. Create an OpenStack Swift account by following the instructions in the OpenStack Swift documentation.
2. Obtain your OpenStack Swift credentials:

a. On the OpenStack Swift computer, type the following command:

swift auth -v

b. In the output, locate the OS_AUTH_URL, the OS_TENANT_NAME, the OS_USERNAME, and the OS_PASSWORD values.
Record the values so that you can use them when you configure storage pools.

3. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center, use the following
values for the parameters:

Cloud type: OpenStack Swift
User name: OS_TENANT_NAME:OS_USERNAME
Password: OS_PASSWORD
URL: OS_AUTH_URL

4. If you plan to configure storage pools by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command, use the following values for the command
parameters:

CLOUDTYPE: SWIFT or V1SWIFT
IDENTITY: OS_TENANT_NAME:OS_USERNAME
PASSWORD: OS_PASSWORD
CLOUDURL: OS_AUTH_URL

5. If you plan to use a specific tenant or user name, record the values in the following format: TENANT_NAME:USERNAME.
6. To prevent data loss, configure OpenStack Swift to create replicas of the data that is written to its object storage. For more

information, see the OpenStack Swift documentation.

What to do next

Configure cloud-container storage pools for OpenStack Swift by following the instructions in Configuring a cloud-container storage
pool for data storage.

Encrypting data for cloud-container storage pools
Data that is stored in off-premises cloud-container pools is encrypted by default. You can optionally encrypt data in on-premises
cloud-container storage pools.

About this task

For information about encrypting cloud-container storage pool data and for performance considerations related to the encryption
of data, see technote 1963635.

Defining a storage rule for cloud tiering
You can define a storage rule to implement cloud tiering, which moves data from a directory-container storage pool on disk to a
cloud-container storage pool. The storage rule schedules cloud tiering from directory-container storage pools to cloud-container
storage pools.

About this task

You can define storage rules to specify the following requirements:

The length of time that data remains in container storage pools on disk before it is moved to cloud storage.
Whether a storage rule is active or inactive. Storage rules are run daily at a time that is defined in the storage rule.

Procedure

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Storage > Tiering Rules.
2. On the Storage Tiering Rules page, click Create Rule.
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3. On the Create Rule page, complete the fields and click Create.

Results

When the storage rule is active, the server determines whether the source directory-container pools contain data that is old
enough to move. The server moves eligible data to the target cloud-container storage pools.

Optimizing performance for cloud object storage
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to temporarily store data in one or more local storage pool directories during data
ingestion. The data is then moved from local storage to the cloud. In this way, you can improve data backup and archive
performance.

Before you begin

To optimize backup and archive performance, ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1 is installed.

About this task

After you define a storage pool directory, the IBM Spectrum Protect server uses that directory as a temporary landing spot for the
data that you are transferring to cloud object storage. The server uses an automated background process to transfer data from
local storage in the directory to cloud object storage. You do not need to take any additional steps to start or manage this transfer
process. After the server successfully moves the data from local storage to cloud object storage, the server deletes the data from
the directory and releases space for more incoming data.

If storage pool directories contain no more free space, backup operations stop prematurely. To avoid this situation, you can
allocate more storage pool directories. You can also wait for the data to be automatically removed from the local directories after
the data moves to the cloud. The required number of storage pool directories you need to define depends on your disk
configuration on the server. When the initial backups occur, the server spreads the data across all the directories you defined.

The amount of space you need for local storage is based on the amount of data you expect to back up each day after data
deduplication and compression. If you have a stable network connection to the cloud object storage, the required amount of
space is similar to the amount that is required for a daily backup.

For additional planning information, see the topic for your operating system:

AIX®: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Linux: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools
Windows: Planning for directory-container and cloud-container storage pools

Procedure

1. Create a cloud-container storage pool by using the Add Storage Pool wizard in the Operations Center. Alternatively, create
the pool by using the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

2. Define one or more storage pool directories by using the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command. Ensure that each storage
pool directory has its own file system. On Linux systems, use xfs or ext4 as the file system instead of ext3 because deleting
large files takes more time with ext3. Ensure that the new storage pool directories do not share the root file system, nor
should they share the same file systems that are used by other IBM Spectrum Protect resources, such as the database or
the logs.

Related reference:
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)

Managing space in container storage pools
After you configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ and add storage, manage your data and storage pool space effectively to ensure that it
operates correctly. Use container storage pools to maximize your storage space and server performance.

About this task
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Container storage pools are primary storage pools that you use for inline data deduplication, inline compression, and cloud
storage.
Restriction: You cannot use any of the following functions with container storage pools:

Migration
Reclamation
Aggregation
Collocation
Export
Import
Simultaneous-write
Storage pool backup
Virtual volumes

Procedure

1. Create a directory-container storage pool by completing the following steps:
a. Open the Operations Center.
b. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Storage > Storage Pools.
c. Click +Storage Pool.
d. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard:

To use inline data deduplication, select a Directory storage pool under Container-based storage.
When you configure directories for the directory-container storage pool, specify the directory paths that you
created for storage during system setup.

e. After you configure the new directory-container storage pool, click Close & View Policies to update a management
class and start using the storage pool.

2. For optimal performance of container storage pools, complete the following tasks:

Task Procedure More information

Protect the storage pool When you create a directory-container
storage pool in the Operations Center,
you can configure storage pool
protection in the schedule that you
assign to the storage pool.

Alternatively, use the PROTECT
STGPOOL command from the source
server to back up data extents in a
directory-container storage pool.

By protecting a storage pool, you do
not use resources that replicate
existing data and metadata, which
improves server performance.

Protecting data in directory-
container storage pools
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect
data that belongs to a storage
pool)

Repair a storage pool When a storage pool is protected, you
can use the REPAIR STGPOOL
command to repair damaged data
extents. Use the REPAIR STGPOOL
command to repair a directory-
container storage pool.
Restriction: If you replicate client
nodes but do not protect the directory-
container storage pool, you cannot
repair the storage pool.

Repairing storage pools
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a
directory-container storage
pool)

Delete containers Containers are deleted in the inventory
as file data is removed or expired.

Use the DEFINE STGPOOL command
and specify the REUSEDELAY
parameter to control the duration that
deduplicated extents are associated

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a
directory-container storage
pool)
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the
consistency of database
information for a directory-
container)
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with a directory-container storage pool
after they are no longer referenced.

If a container is damaged, use the
AUDIT CONTAINER command to
recover or remove data.

Convert a primary storage pool that
uses a FILE device class, a tape device
class, or a virtual tape library (VTL)

You can convert an existing storage
pool to a directory-container storage
pool by completing the steps in
Converting a primary storage pool to a
container storage pool.
Restriction: You cannot convert the
following types of storage pool:

Primary storage pools that use
random-access device classes
(DISK)
Copy storage pools
Active-data storage pools

CONVERT STGPOOL (Convert a
storage pool to a container
storage pool)

Monitor container storage pool
occupancy

Monitor the storage solution to identify
existing and potential issues. For more
information, see Monitoring storage
solutions.

 

Converting a primary storage pool to a container storage pool
Convert a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library (VTL) to a
container storage pool. Data that is stored in a container storage pool can use both inline data deduplication and inline
compression.
Cleaning up data in a source storage pool
To convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool, you might have to clean up damaged data or files that are in
the source storage pool.

Converting a primary storage pool to a container storage pool
Convert a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library (VTL) to a container
storage pool. Data that is stored in a container storage pool can use both inline data deduplication and inline compression.

Before you begin

To ensure that volumes in a source storage pool and associated copy storage pools are not reused during a conversion process,
specify a value for the REUSEDELAY parameter on the UPDATE STGPOOL command. Specify a value for the REUSEDELAY
parameter that is greater than the conversion duration. You might have to delay reuse of volumes for the following reasons:

You inadvertently delete the data during storage pool conversion.
You need source storage pool functionality that is not available in container storage pools.

Tip: When you specify the REUSEDELAY parameter and a conversion operation is in progress, some storage space is unavailable in
the source storage pool until the value of the parameter expires.
Create a container storage pool where data will be moved by completing the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the Operations Center, click + Storage Pool.
2. Complete the steps in the Add Storage Pool wizard. Select the type of container-based storage that you require.

About this task

By converting a storage pool to a container storage pool, you remove the need for volume reclamation. The omission of volume
reclamation operations can help to improve server performance and reduce the amount of required storage hardware.

As files are converted, any copies that are stored in copy pools or active-data pools are deleted.
Restrictions:
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If the source pool is specified as a backup, archive, or migration destination in an active policy set that has pending
changes, you must activate those changes before you can convert the pool.
To ensure that the destination specifies a storage pool that is not converted or undergoing conversion, you must update all
policies that reference the source storage pool.
If the source storage pool is specified as a next storage pool, you must update the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter on the
UPDATE STGPOOL command to specify a random-access or sequential-access storage pool that is not being converted.
The following data types are not eligible for conversion: table of contents (TOC) backups, virtual volumes, and Network
Data Management Protocol (NDMP) data. Before you start the conversion process, manually delete these data types from
the storage pool, move the data types to a different primary storage pool, or allow the data types to expire based on policy
settings.
When you convert a storage pool with a FILE device class to a directory-container pool, the target storage pool should be
approximately 30% larger than the source storage pool. Additional space is not typically required when you convert other
storage pool types.

For more information about best practices for storage pool conversion, see Best practices for IBM Spectrum Protect
storage pool conversion.

If the source storage pool is used to store TOC backups, ensure that another primary storage pool is available to store new
TOC backups. Existing TOC backups are not moved during conversion.

The TOC pool must use a NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format and a device class other than Centera. To avoid mount delays,
use a DISK or FILE device class.

Procedure

1. On the Storage Pools page of the Operations Center, select a storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class,
or VTL.

2. Click More > Convert and complete the steps in the Convert Storage Pool wizard.
Tip: Schedule conversion for at least 2 hours for a storage pool that uses a FILE device class and at least 4 hours for VTL.

What to do next

When the conversion process is complete, the source storage pool might contain damaged data or data that is incompatible with
container storage pools. Clean up the source storage pool by completing the steps in Cleaning up objects after storage pool
conversion.

Related tasks:
Restoring the database

Cleaning up data in a source storage pool
To convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool, you might have to clean up damaged data or files that are in the
source storage pool.

Procedure

Use the following options to recover or repair damaged data:

Recover an undamaged version of the data from a copy or active-data storage pool by issuing the RESTORE STGPOOL
command.
Recover an undamaged version of the data from a target replication server by issuing the REPLICATE NODE command and
specifying the RECOVERDAMAGED=YES parameter.
Remove data that cannot be repaired after storage pool conversion by issuing the REMOVE DAMAGED command.
The REMOVE DAMAGED command might not remove volumes that are marked as destroyed on the source storage pool. To
remove these volumes, complete the following steps:

a. Issue the DELETE VOLUME command and specify the DISCARDDATA=YES parameter.
b. Issue the CONVERT STGPOOL command to convert the storage pool again.
c. If damaged data is identified during storage pool conversion, reissue the REMOVE DAMAGED command.

Complete the analysis tasks that are described in technote 1666371.

What to do next
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After you have recovered or repaired the damaged data, retry conversion by issuing the CONVERT STGPOOL command.
To view information about damaged files that remain in the source storage pool, issue the QUERY CLEANUP command.
Tip: If a Cleanup status is shown for a storage pool that contains no data, you can delete the storage pool by using the DELETE
STGPOOL command.
Related reference:
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)
QUERY CLEANUP (Query the cleanup that is required in a source storage pool)
REMOVE DAMAGED (Remove damaged data from a source storage pool)
REPLICATE NODE (Replicate data in file spaces that belong to a client node)
RESTORE STGPOOL (Restore storage pool data from a copy pool or an active-data pool)

Auditing a storage pool container
Audit a storage pool container to check for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a storage pool.

About this task

You audit a storage pool container in the following situations:

When you issue the QUERY DAMAGED command and a problem is detected
When the server displays messages about damaged data extents
Your hardware reports an issue and error messages that are associated with the storage pool container are displayed

Procedure

1. To audit a storage pool container, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command. For example, issue the following command to
audit a container, 000000000000076c.dcf:

audit container c:\tsm-storage\07\000000000000076c.dcf

2. Review the output from the ANR4891I message for information about any damaged data extents.

What to do next

If you detect problems with the storage pool container, you can restore data based on your configuration. You can repair the
contents in the storage pool by using the REPAIR STGPOOL command.
Restriction: You can repair the contents of the storage pool only if you protected the storage pool by using the PROTECT STGPOOL
command.
Related reference:

AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container storage pool)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool)

Storage system requirements and reducing the risk of data corruption
You can use many types of storage for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. If you use block disk storage, solid-state drives (SSD), or
network-attached file systems for server storage, ensure that the storage meets requirements.

The following requirements apply to storage for the server database, active log, and archive log; for storage pools that use DISK or
FILE device classes; and for directory-container storage pools.

Storage can be connected to the server system by any method that is valid for the operating system. For example, the storage can
be attached directly, or by using Fibre Channel or iSCSI technology.

Because of the many storage systems that can meet the requirements for server storage, a list of such devices is not available.
Contact the vendor if you have questions about whether a system meets IBM Spectrum Protect requirements.

For details about file system requirements, see technote 1902417. For details about network file system (NFS) requirements, see
technote 1470193.

Storage and file systems must report write and commit results synchronously and accurately to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Unreported or asynchronously reported write errors that result in data not being permanently committed to the storage system
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can cause data corruption. Data corruption can cause operational failures, including failure to start the server, and data recovery is
typically required.

You can reduce the risk of data corruption with the following tips:

Write cache
Disk systems use write cache to improve system performance. To reduce the risk of data corruption, the storage system
must reliably commit the data in the write cache to permanent storage.

The write cache typically has a battery to prevent loss of data from the cache during short power outages. For critical
systems, consider backup power sources to protect the cache from extended power outages.

Direct I/O
Direct I/O meets the server's need for synchronous and accurate reporting on data write and commit operations.
Attention: Do not disable direct I/O in situations where the method of write caching has a potential to cause data loss.
Disabling direct I/O can greatly increase the potential for data loss because more data is cached by the file system, in
addition to the disk system.

Storage replication
Environments that replicate IBM Spectrum Protect storage must use features such as maintenance of write order between
the source (local server) and the target (remote server). The database, active log, archive logs, and storage pools must be
part of a consistency group. A consistency group maintains relationships among volumes to preserve write order so that
they can be recovered. Any I/O to the members of the target consistency group must be written in the same order as the
source and maintain the same volatility characteristics.

To maintain synchronization between IBM Spectrum Protect servers at local and remote sites, do not start a server at the
remote site except in a failover situation. Monitor for synchronization of data at the local and remote locations. If
synchronization is lost, you must restore the server at the remote location by using IBM Spectrum Protect restore
commands for the database and storage pools.

Tips on storage configuration

For tips on storage configuration to optimize system performance, see the following topics from the V7.1.1 product
documentation. The information in the checklists can be applied to later releases.

Checklist for server database disks
Checklist for server recovery log disks
Checklist for storage pools that use DISK or FILE device classes

Monitoring storage solutions
After you implement an IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution, monitor the solution to ensure that it operates correctly. By monitoring
the solution on a daily and periodic basis, you can identify existing and potential issues. The information that you gather can be
used to troubleshoot problems and optimize system performance.

About this task

The preferred way to monitor a solution is by using the Operations Center, which provides overall and detailed system status in a
graphical user interface. In addition, you can configure the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system
status.

Procedure

1. Complete daily monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Daily monitoring checklist.
2. Complete periodic monitoring tasks. For instructions, see Periodic monitoring checklist.
3. To verify that your system complies with licensing requirements, follow the instructions in Verifying license compliance.
4. Optional: Set up email reports of system status. For instructions, see Tracking system status by using email reports
5. Optional: In some cases, you might want to use advanced monitoring tools to complete specific monitoring or

troubleshooting tasks. To select and configure advanced monitoring tools, see Selecting, configuring, and using monitoring
tools.

What to do next
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To help you diagnose issues with backup-archive clients, install IBM Spectrum Protect client management services on backup-
archive client systems that support it. When the client management service is installed on a system, in the Operations Center you
can click Diagnose to get help with diagnosing issues with the backup-archive client. To install the client management service,
follow the instructions in Collecting diagnostic information with IBM Spectrum Protect client management services.
Related concepts:

Performance
Related tasks:

Troubleshooting

Daily monitoring checklist
Review the checklist to ensure that you complete important daily monitoring tasks.

Complete the daily monitoring tasks from the Operations Center Overview page. You can access the Overview page by opening the
Operations Center and clicking Overviews.

The following figure shows the location for completing each task.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.

The following table lists the daily monitoring tasks and provides instructions for completing each task.

Table 1. Daily monitoring tasks
Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

information
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
clients are at risk of
being unprotected due to
failed or missed backup
operations.

To verify whether clients are at risk, in the
Clients area, look for an At risk notification. To
view details, click the Clients area.
Attention: If the At risk percentage is much
greater than usual, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. A ransomware attack can
cause backup operations to fail, thus placing
clients at risk. For example, if the percentage
of clients at risk is normally between 5% and
10%, but the percentage increases to 40% or
50%, investigate the cause.
If you installed the client management service
on a backup-archive client, you can view and
analyze the client error and schedule logs by
completing the following steps:

1. In the Clients table, select the client
and click Details.

2. To diagnose an issue, click Diagnosis.

For clients that do not have the client management
service installed, access the client system to review
the client error logs.

 Determine whether
client-related or server-
related errors require
attention.

To determine the severity of any reported
alerts, in the Alerts area, hover over the
columns.

To view additional information about alerts, complete
the following steps:

1. Click the Alerts area.
2. In the Alerts table, select an alert.
3. In the Activity Log pane, review the messages.

The pane displays related messages that were
issued before and after the selected alert
occurred.

 Determine whether
servers that are
managed by the
Operations Center are
available to provide data
protection services to
clients.

1. To verify whether servers are at risk, in
the Servers area, look for an
Unavailable notification.

2. To view additional information, click the
Servers area.

3. Select a server in the Servers table and
click Details.

Tip: If you detect an issue that is related to server
properties, update the server properties:

1. In the Servers table, select a server and click
Details.

2. To update server properties, click Properties.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Determine whether
sufficient space is
available for the server
inventory, which consists
of the server database,
active log, and archive
log.

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Status column of the table, view

the status of the server and resolve any
issues:

Normal  Sufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, and archive
log.
Critical  Insufficient space is
available for the server
database, active log, or archive
log. You must add space
immediately, or the data
protection services that are
provided by the server will be
interrupted.
Warning  The server database,
active log, or archive log is
running out of space. If this
condition persists, you must add
space.
Unavailable  Status cannot be
obtained. Ensure that the server
is running, and that there are no
network issues. This status is
also shown if the monitoring
administrator ID is locked or
otherwise unavailable on the
server. This ID is named IBM-
OC-hub_server_name.
Unmonitored  Unmonitored
servers are defined to the hub
server, but are not configured for
management by the Operations
Center. To configure an
unmonitored server, select the
server, and click Monitor Spoke.

You can also look for related alerts on the Alerts
page. For additional instructions about
troubleshooting, see Resolving server problems.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify server
database backup
operations.

To determine when a server was most
recently backed up, complete the following
steps:

1. Click the Servers area.
2. In the Servers table, review the Last

Database Backup column.

To obtain more detailed information about backup
operations, complete the following steps:

1. In the Servers table, select a row and click
Details.

2. In the DB Backup area, hover over the check
marks to review information about backup
operations.

If a database was not backed up recently (for
example, in the last 24 hours), you can start a backup
operation:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
the Servers area.

2. In the table, select a server and click Back Up.

To determine whether the server database is
configured for automatic backup operations,
complete the following steps:

1. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon 

 and click Command Builder.

2. Issue the QUERY DB command:

query db f=d

3. In the output, review the Full Device
Class Name field. If a device class is
specified, the server is configured for
automatic database backups.

 Monitor other server
maintenance tasks.
Server maintenance
tasks can include running
administrative command
schedules, maintenance
scripts, and related
commands.

To search for information about processes
that failed because of server issues, complete
the following steps:

1. Click Servers > Maintenance.
2. To obtain the two-week history of a

process, view the History column.
3. To obtain more information about a

scheduled process, hover over the
check box that is associated with the
process.

For more information about monitoring processes
and resolving issues, see the Operations Center
online help.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify that the
amount of data that was
recently sent to and from
servers is within the
expected range.

To obtain an overview of activity in the
last 24 hours, view the Activity area.
To compare activity in the last 24 hours
with activity in the previous 24 hours,
review the figures in the Current and
Previous areas.

If more data was sent to the server than you
expected, determine which clients are backing
up more data and investigate the cause. It is
possible that client-side data deduplication is
not working correctly.
Attention: If the amount of backed-up data is
significantly larger than usual, it might indicate
a ransomware attack. When ransomware
encrypts data, the system perceives the data
as being changed, and the changed data is
backed up. Thus, backup volumes become
larger. To determine which clients are
affected, click the Applications, Virtual, or
Systems tabs.
If less data was sent to the server than you
expected, investigate whether client backup
operations are proceeding on schedule.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

 Verify that storage
pools are available to
back up client data.

1. If problems are indicated in the Storage
& Data Availability area, click Pools to
view the details:

If the Critical  status is
displayed, insufficient space is
available in the storage pool, or
its access status is unavailable.
Attention: If the status is critical,
investigate the cause:

If the data deduplication
rate for a storage pool
drops significantly, it
might indicate a
ransomware attack.
During a ransomware
attack, data is encrypted
and cannot be
deduplicated. To verify
the data deduplication
rate, in the Storage Pools
table, review the value in
the % Savings column.
If a storage pool
unexpectedly becomes
100% utilized, it might
indicate a ransomware
attack. To verify the
utilization, review the
value in the Capacity
Used column. Hover over
the values to see the
percentages of used and
free space.

If the Warning  status is
displayed, the storage pool is
running out of space, or its
access status is read-only.

2. To view the used, free, and total space
for your selected storage pool, hover
over the entries in the Capacity Used
column.

To view the storage-pool capacity that was used over
the past two weeks, select a row in the Storage Pools
table and click Details.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
information

Verify that storage
devices are available for
backup operations.

In the Storage & Data Availability area, in the
Volumes section, under the capacity bars,
review the status that is reported next to
Devices. If a Critical  or Warning  status is
displayed for any device, investigate the issue.
To view details, click Devices.

Disk devices might have a critical or warning status
for the following reasons:

For DISK device classes, volumes might be
offline or have a read-only access status. The
Disk Storage column of the Disk Devices table
shows the state of volumes.
For FILE device classes that are not shared,
directories might be offline. Also, insufficient
free space might be available for allocating
scratch volumes. The Disk Storage column of
the Disk Devices table shows the state of
directories.
For FILE device classes that are shared, drives
might be unavailable. A drive is unavailable if it
is offline, if it stopped responding to the
server, or if its path is offline. Other columns of
the Disk Devices table show the state of the
drives and paths.

Tape devices might have a warning or critical status if
drives are unavailable. A drive is unavailable if it is
offline, if it stopped responding to the server, or if its
path is offline. A tape device might also have a critical
status if the library is offline. Other columns of the
Tape Devices table show the state of the library
robotics, drives, and paths.

For tape backup operations, verify that sufficient
scratch tapes are available. If you are not certain
whether the number of available scratch tapes is
sufficient, open the details notebook to view tape
usage and an estimate of scratch tape availability. To
open the details notebook, select a library in the
table and click Details.
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information

Monitor node
replication processes.

1. To obtain the overall status of node
replication processes, view the
Replication area on the Operations
Center Overview page.

2. To view information about each
replicated server pair, click the
Replication area.
Attention: If you notice an unexpected
increase in the number of replication
failures, it might indicate a ransomware
attack. Investigate the cause of the
failures.

3. To view the amount of data that was
replicated over the last two weeks and
the speed of replication, select a server
pair and click Details.

4. To view replication information for a
client, on the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. View the
information in the Replication Workload
column.
Attention: If you see a drastic,
unexpected increase in the replication
workload, it might indicate a
ransomware attack. Investigate the
cause of the increased workload.

For advanced monitoring, view information about
running and ended node replication processes by
using commands:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. Issue the QUERY REPLICATION command. For
instructions, see QUERY REPLICATION (Query
node replication processes). If the replication
operation was completed successfully, the
Total Files To Replicate value matches
the Total Files Replicated value.

To display messages that are related to a node
replication process on a source or target replication
server, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click
Servers.

2. Select the source or target replication server
and click Details:

To view active tasks, click Active Tasks,
select the task, and verify that the
Running status is displayed. For details,
view the related activity logs.
To view completed tasks, click
Completed Tasks, select the task, and
ensure that the Completed status is
displayed. For details, view the related
activity logs.

Periodic monitoring checklist
To help ensure operations run correctly, complete the tasks in the periodic monitoring checklist. Schedule periodic tasks
frequently enough so that you can detect potential issues before they become problematic.

Tip: To run administrative commands for advanced monitoring tasks, use the Operations Center command builder. The command
builder provides a type-ahead function to guide you as you enter commands. To open the command builder, go to the Operations

Center Overview page. On the menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Command Builder.
Table 1. Periodic monitoring tasks

Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Monitor system performance. Determine the length of time that is
required for client backup operations:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients. Find
the server that is associated with
the client.

2. Click Servers. Select the server
and click Details.

3. To view the duration of
completed tasks in the last 24
hours, click Completed Tasks.

4. To view the duration of tasks that
were completed more than 24
hours ago, use the QUERY
ACTLOG command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY ACTLOG
(Query the activity log).

5. If the duration of client backup
operations is increasing and the
reasons are not clear, investigate
the cause.

If you installed the client management
service on a backup-archive client, you
can diagnose performance issues for
the backup-archive client by completing
the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Clients.

2. Select a backup-archive client
and click Details.

3. To retrieve client logs, click
Diagnosis.

For instructions about reducing the time that it takes
for the client to back up data to the server, see
Resolving common client performance problems.

Look for performance bottlenecks. For instructions,
see Identifying performance bottlenecks.

For information about identifying and resolving other
performance issues, see Performance.

Determine the disk savings that
are provided by data
deduplication.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click Pools.

2. Select a pool and click Quick
Look.

3. In the Data Deduplication area,
view the Space saved row.

For advanced monitoring, to obtain detailed statistics
about the data-deduplication process for a specific
directory-container storage pool or cloud-container
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. Obtain a statistical report by issuing the
GENERATE DEDUPSTATS command. Follow
the instructions in GENERATE DEDUPSTATS
(Generate data deduplication statistics for a
directory-container storage pool).

3. View the statistical report by issuing the
QUERY DEDUPSTATS command. Follow the
instructions in QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query
data deduplication statistics).
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Verify that current backup files
for device configuration and
volume history information are
saved.

Access your storage locations to ensure
that the files are available. The
preferred method is to save the backup
files to two locations.
To locate the volume history and device
configuration files, complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, hover over the

settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To locate the volume history and
device configuration files, issue
the following commands:

query option volhistory

query option devconfig

3. In the output, review the Option
Setting column to find the file
locations.

If a disaster occurs, both the volume
history file and the device configuration
file are required to restore the server
database.
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Determine whether sufficient
space is available for the
instance directory file system.

Verify that at least 20% of free space is
available in the instance directory file
system. Take the action that is
appropriate for your operating system:

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -g instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

To view available
space in the file system, on the
operating system command line,
issue the following command:

df -h instance_directory

where instance_directory
specifies the instance directory.

In the Windows
Explorer program, right-click the
file system and click Properties.
View the capacity information.

The preferred location of the instance
directory depends on the operating
system where the server is installed:

/home/tsminst1/tsminst1
C:\tsminst1

Tip: If you completed a planning
worksheet, the location of the instance
directory is recorded in the worksheet.

 

Identify unexpected client
activity.

To monitor client activity to determine
whether data volumes exceed expected
amounts, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Clients
area.

2. To view activity over the past two
weeks, double-click any client.

3. To view the number of bytes sent
to the client, click the Properties
tab.

4. In the Last Session area, view the
Sent to client row.

When you double-click a client in the Clients table,
the Activity over 2 Weeks area displays the amount
of data that the client sent to the server each day.

Periodically review the SQL activity summary table,
which contains statistics about client sessions. To
compare current activity with previous activity, use
an SQL SELECT statement. If the level of activity is
significantly different from previous activity, it might
indicate a ransomware attack.

Periodically review the activity log. Look for ANE
messages that indicate how many files were backed
up and inspected. Compare current data
deduplication rates with previous rates. If an
unusually high number of files were backed up, or
the rate of data deduplication unexpectedly drops to
0, it might indicate a ransomware attack.
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Monitor storage pool growth
over time.

1. On the Operations Center
Overview page, click the Pools
area.

2. To view the capacity that was
used over the last two weeks,
select a pool and click Details.

Tips:

To specify the time period that must elapse
before all deduplicated extents are removed
from a directory-container storage pool or
cloud-container storage pool after they are no
longer referenced by the inventory, complete
the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.
3. Specify the duration in the Delay
period for container reuse field.

To determine data deduplication performance
for directory-container and cloud-container
storage pools, use the GENERATE
DEDUPSTATS command.
To view data deduplication statistics for a
storage pool, complete the following steps:

1. On the Storage Pools page of the
Operations Center, select the storage
pool.

2. Click Details > Properties.

Alternatively, use the QUERY
EXTENTUPDATES command to display
information about updates to data extents in
directory-container or cloud-container storage
pools. The command output can help you
determine which data extents are no longer
referenced and which ones are eligible to be
deleted from the system. In the output,
monitor the number of data extents that are
eligible to be deleted from the system. This
metric has a direct correlation to the amount
of free space that will be available within the
container storage pool.

To display the amount of physical space that is
occupied by a file space after the removal of
the data deduplication savings, use the select
* from occupancy command. The command
output includes the LOGICAL_MB value.
LOGICAL_MB is the amount of space that is
used by the file space.

Evaluate the timing of client
schedules. Ensure that the start
and end times of client
schedules meet your business
needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Clients > Schedules.

In the Schedules table, the Start
column displays the configured start
time for the scheduled operation. To
see when the most recent operation
was started, hover over the clock icon.

Tip: You can receive a warning message if a client
operation runs longer than expected. Complete the
following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,
hover over Clients and click Schedules.

2. Select a schedule and click Details.
3. View the details of a schedule by clicking the

blue arrow next to the row.
4. In the Run time alert field, specify the time

when a warning message will be issued if the
scheduled operation is not completed.

5. Click Save.
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Task Basic procedures Advanced procedures and troubleshooting

Evaluate the timing of
maintenance tasks. Ensure that
the start and end times of
maintenance tasks meet your
business needs.

On the Operations Center Overview
page, click Servers > Maintenance.

In the Maintenance table, review the
information in the Last Run Time
column. To see when the last
maintenance task was started, hover
over the clock icon.

Tip: If a maintenance task is running too long,
change the start time or the maximum run time.
Complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page,

hover over the settings icon  and click
Command Builder.

2. To change the start time or maximum run time
for a task, issue the UPDATE SCHEDULE
command. For instructions, see UPDATE
SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule).

Related reference:
QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)

Verifying license compliance
Verify that your IBM Spectrum Protect™ solution complies with the provisions of your licensing agreement. By verifying
compliance regularly, you can track trends in data growth or processor value unit (PVU) usage. Use this information to plan for
future license purchasing.

About this task

The method that you use to verify that your solution complies with license terms varies depending on the provisions of your IBM
Spectrum Protect licensing agreement.

Front-end capacity licensing
The front-end model determines license requirements based on the amount of primary data that is reported as being
backed up by clients. Clients include applications, virtual machines, and systems.

Back-end capacity licensing
The back-end model determines license requirements based on the terabytes of data that are stored in primary storage
pools and repositories.
Tips:

To ensure the accuracy of front-end and back-end capacity estimates, install the most recent version of the client
software on each client node.
The front-end and back-end capacity information in the Operations Center is for planning and estimation purposes.

PVU licensing
The PVU model is based on the use of PVUs by server devices.
Important: The PVU calculations that are provided by IBM Spectrum Protect are considered estimates and are not legally
binding. The PVU licensing information that is reported by IBM Spectrum Protect is not considered an acceptable substitute
for the IBM® License Metric Tool.

For the most recent information about licensing models, see the information about product details and licenses at the IBM
Spectrum Protect product family website. If you have questions or concerns about licensing requirements, contact your IBM
Spectrum Protect software provider.

Procedure

To monitor license compliance, complete the steps that correspond to the provisions of your licensing agreement.
Tip: The Operations Center provides an email report that summarizes front-end and back-end capacity usage. Reports can be sent
automatically to one or more recipients regularly. To configure and manage email reports, click Reports on the Operations Center
menu bar.

Option Description
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Option Description

Front-end model a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.

The front-end capacity estimate is displayed on the Front-end Usage page.

b. If a value is displayed in the Not Reporting column, click the number to identify clients that did
not report capacity usage.

c. To estimate capacity for clients that did not report capacity usage, go to the following FTP site,
which provides measuring tools and instructions:

ftp://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-
management/front_end_capacity_measurement_tools

To measure front-end capacity by script, complete the instructions in the most recently
available licensing guide.

d. Add the Operations Center estimate and any estimates that you obtained by using a script.
e. Verify that the estimated capacity complies with your licensing agreement.

Back-end model Restriction: If the source and target replication servers do not use the same policy settings, you
cannot use the Operations Center to monitor back-end capacity usage for replicated clients. For
information about how to estimate capacity usage for these clients, see technote 1656476.

a. On the Operations Center menu bar, hover over the settings icon  and click Licensing.
b. Click the Back-end tab.
c. Verify that the estimated amount of data complies with your licensing agreement.

PVU model For information about how to assess compliance with PVU licensing terms, see Assessing
compliance with the PVU licensing model.

Assessing compliance with the PVU licensing model
If you purchased IBM Spectrum Protect under the processor value unit (PVU) licensing model, ensure that your solution
complies with the license terms. Review the PVU estimates periodically to plan for future license purchasing. For example,
if PVU estimates increase or you plan to install more servers, you might have to purchase more licenses.

Tracking system status by using email reports
Set up the Operations Center to generate email reports that summarize system status. You can configure a mail server connection,
change report settings, and optionally create custom SQL reports.

Before you begin

Before you set up email reports, ensure that the following requirements are met:

A Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host server is available to send and receive reports by email. The SMTP server must
be configured as an open mail relay. You must also ensure that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that sends email
messages has access to the SMTP server. If the Operations Center is installed on a separate computer, that computer does
not require access to the SMTP server.
To set up email reports, you must have system privilege for the server.
To specify the recipients, you can enter one or more email addresses or administrator IDs. If you plan to enter an
administrator ID, the ID must be registered on the hub server and must have an email address associated with it. To specify
an email address for an administrator, use the EMAILADDRESS parameter of the UPDATE ADMIN command.

About this task

You can configure the Operations Center to send a general operations report, a license compliance report, and one or more
custom reports, which use SQL SELECT statements to query managed servers.

Procedure

To set up and manage email reports, complete the following steps:
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1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Reports.
2. If an email server connection is not yet configured, click Configure Mail Server and complete the fields. After you configure

the mail server, the general operations report and license compliance report are enabled.
3. To change report settings, select a report, click Details, and update the form.
4. Optional: To add a custom SQL report, click + Report, and complete the fields.

Tip: To immediately run and send a report, select the report and click Send.

Results

Enabled reports are sent according to the specified settings.
Related reference:

UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)
Related information:

Custom Report Examples

Selecting, configuring, and using monitoring tools
Use the Operations Center to obtain an overview of system status and to drill down to more detailed information. In some cases,
you might want to use advanced tools to collect specific monitoring information.

Procedure

Select and configure the monitoring tools that are appropriate for your solution.
Table 1. Monitoring tools

Tool type Use cases Links to more information

Operations Center Use the graphical user
interface to review system
status and diagnose issues.
Set up the Operations Center
to send daily email summary
reports.
Optional: Customize the alerts
that are displayed in the
Operations Center and set up
email notifications about the
alerts.
Optional: Monitor the storage
environment remotely by
viewing the Overview page in
the web browser of a mobile
device. For example, you can
use the Apple Safari web
browser on an Apple iPad
device. Other mobile devices
can also be used.

Tip: If you install IBM Spectrum
Protect™ client management services
on a backup-archive client, you can
use the Operations Center to obtain
troubleshooting information for the
backup-archive client. The client
management service can be installed
only on Linux or Windows operating
systems.
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Tool type Use cases Links to more information

IBM Spectrum
Protect
administrative
commands

Review detailed information. Use the
method that is appropriate for your
solution:

To display messages that were
generated by the server and
client, use the QUERY ACTLOG
command.
Tip: You can run administrative
commands from the
Operations Center command
builder.
To monitor activities such as
server migration and client
logons, use the administrative
client in console mode. Run
the dsmadmc -consolemode
command.

Administrative commands
QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
Monitoring server activities from the
administrative client
Administrative client options

Event logging Log server messages and most client
messages as events to one or more
repositories called receivers.

For instructions
about using event logging to monitor a solution, see
Logging IBM Spectrum Protect events to receivers
(V7.1.1).

For instructions about logging events to a
Linux system log, see Logging events to the Linux
system log (V7.1.4).

SQL queries Create and format customized
queries of the server database.
For example, you can query the SQL
activity summary table to view
statistics about client operations and
server processes. To display all
information in the summary table,
issue the following command from
the administrative client:

select * from summary

Using SELECT commands (V7.1.1)

Operating system
tools

Monitor and test system
performance.

 

Device-monitoring
tools

Monitor devices for availability,
capacity, and performance. For
example, use IBM Spectrum Control™
or tools that are included in device
hardware packages.

To monitor overall device status by using IBM
Spectrum Control, follow the instructions in
Monitoring the status and condition of resources.

To monitor performance by using IBM Spectrum
Control, follow the instructions in Monitoring the
performance of resources.

IBM® Tivoli®
Monitoring for Tivoli
Storage Manager

Monitor IBM Spectrum Protect
servers and produce historical
reports about server and client
activities.
Tip: The Operations Center is the
preferred tool for monitoring.
However, Tivoli Monitoring for Tivoli
Storage Manager is useful for
generating historical reports that are
based on IBM Cognos® Business
Intelligence technology.

Tivoli Monitoring for Tivoli Storage Manager
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Managing operations
By effectively managing server and client operations, you can optimize the performance of your storage environment. To get
started, monitor the environment by using the Operations Center. Then, take action to prevent potential issues and improve
performance.

About this task

Managing server operations
You can start and stop the server, manage inventory capacity, and manage memory and processor usage. You can also
optimize data transfer between servers, upgrade the server, and tune scheduled activities.
Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which
provides suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client
and review the product documentation.
Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect™
environment. You can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks.
The Operations Center also provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.

Managing server operations
You can start and stop the server, manage inventory capacity, and manage memory and processor usage. You can also optimize
data transfer between servers, upgrade the server, and tune scheduled activities.

Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode.
When you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.
Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based
on the status of the logs.
Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes
such as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.
Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment
If your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server replicates nodes or protects storage pools to a remote server, determine whether
Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Before you
enable Aspera FASP technology, you must obtain the appropriate licenses. Both evaluation and full licenses are available.
Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect server to take advantage of
product improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning
steps before you upgrade the server.
Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize
server resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Stopping and starting the server
Before you complete maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, stop the server. Then, start the server in maintenance mode. When
you are finished with the maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, restart the server in production mode.

Before you begin

You must have system or operator privilege to stop and start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all
other processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.
Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the
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server in maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

Stopping the server
Before you stop the server, prepare the system by ensuring that all database backup operations are completed, and all other
processes and sessions are ended. In this way, you can safely shut down the server and ensure that data is protected.

About this task

When you issue the HALT command to stop the server, the following actions occur:

All processes and client node sessions are canceled.
All current transactions are stopped. (The transactions will be rolled back when the server is restarted.)

Procedure

To prepare the system and stop the server, complete the following steps:

1. Prevent new client node sessions from starting by issuing the DISABLE SESSIONS command:

disable sessions all

2. Determine whether any client node sessions or processes are in progress by completing the following steps:
a. On the Overview page of the Operations Center, view the Activity area for the total numbers of processes and

sessions that are currently active. If numbers differ significantly from the usual numbers that are displayed during
your daily storage-management routine, view other status indicators in the Operations Center to check whether
there is a problem.

b. View the graph in the Activity area to compare the amount of network traffic over the following periods:
The current period, that is, the most recent 24-hour period
The previous period, that is, the 24 hours before the current period

If the graph for the previous period represents the expected amount of traffic, significant differences on the graph for
the current period might indicate a problem.

c. On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details. If the
server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, obtain information about processes by
using administrative commands. Issue the QUERY PROCESS command to query processes and obtain information
about sessions by issuing the QUERY SESSION command.

3. Wait until the client node sessions are completed or cancel them. To cancel processes and sessions, complete the following
steps:

On the Servers page, select a server for which you want to view processes and sessions, and click Details.
Click the Active Tasks tab, and select one or more processes, sessions, or a combination of both that you want to
cancel.
Click Cancel.
If the server is not registered as a hub or spoke server in the Operations Center, cancel sessions by using
administrative commands. Issue the CANCEL SESSION command to cancel a session and cancel processes by using
the CANCEL PROCESS command.
Tip: If the process that you want to cancel is waiting for a tape volume to be mounted, the mount request is
canceled. For example, if you issue an EXPORT, IMPORT, or MOVE DATA command, the command might initiate a
process that requires a tape volume to be mounted. However, if a tape volume is being mounted by an automated
library, the cancel operation might not take effect until the mount process is complete. Depending on your system
environment, this could take several minutes.

4. Stop the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

Starting the server for maintenance or reconfiguration tasks
Before you begin server maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode. When you start the server in
maintenance mode, you disable operations that might disrupt your maintenance or reconfiguration tasks.

About this task

Start the server in maintenance mode by running the DSMSERV utility with the MAINTENANCE parameter.
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The following operations are disabled in maintenance mode:

Administrative command schedules
Client schedules
Reclamation of storage space on the server
Inventory expiration
Migration of storage pools

In addition, clients are prevented from starting sessions with the server.
Tips:

You do not have to edit the server options file, dsmserv.opt, to start the server in maintenance mode.
While the server is running in maintenance mode, you can manually start the storage-space reclamation, inventory
expiration, and storage-pool migration processes.

Procedure

To start the server in maintenance mode, issue the following command:

dsmserv maintenance

Tip: To view a video about starting the server in maintenance mode, see Starting a server in maintenance mode.

What to do next

To resume server operations in production mode, complete the following steps:

1. Shut down the server by issuing the HALT command:

halt

2. Start the server by using the method that you use in production mode. Follow the instructions for your operating system:
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance
Starting the server instance

Operations that were disabled during maintenance mode are reenabled.

Managing inventory capacity
Manage the capacity of the database, active log, and archive logs to ensure that the inventory is sized for the tasks, based on the
status of the logs.

Before you begin

The active and archive logs have the following characteristics:

The active log can be a maximum size of 512 GB. For more information about sizing the active log for your system, see
Planning the storage arrays.
The archive log size is limited to the size of the file system that it is installed on. The archive log size is not maintained at a
predefined size like the active log. Archive log files are automatically deleted after they are no longer needed.

As a best practice, you can optionally create an archive failover log to store archive log files when the archive log directory is full.

Check the Operations Center to determine the component of the inventory that is full. Ensure that you stop the server before you
increase the size of one of the inventory components.

Procedure

To increase the size of the database, complete the following steps:
Create one or more directories for the database on separate drives or file systems.
Issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command to add the directory or directories to the database. The directories must be
accessible to the instance user ID of the database manager. By default, data is redistributed across all database
directories and space is reclaimed.
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Tips:
The time that is needed to complete redistribution of data and reclaiming of space is variable, depending on
the size of your database. Make sure that you plan adequately.
Ensure that the directories that you specify are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the
others, they reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

Halt and restart the server to fully use the new directories.
Reorganize the database if necessary. Index and table reorganization for the server database can help to avoid
unexpected database growth and performance issues. For more information about reorganizing the database, see
technote 1683633.

To decrease the size of the database for V7.1 servers and later, issue the following DB2® commands from the server
instance directory:
Restriction: The commands can increase I/O activity, and might affect server performance. To minimize performance
problems, wait until one command is completed before you issue the next command. The DB2 commands can be issued
when the server is running.

db2 connect to tsmdb1  
db2 set schema tsmdb1 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE USERSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE IDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGEIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE LARGESPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE REPLIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE ARCHOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BACKOBJIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFABFIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTDATASPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE BFBFEXTIDXSPACE REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE1 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE2 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE3 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE4 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPTBLSPACE5 REDUCE MAX 
db2 ALTER TABLESPACE DEDUPIDXSPACE5 REDUCE MAX

To increase or decrease the size of the active log, complete the following steps:
1. Ensure that the location for the active log has enough space for the increased log size. If a log mirror exists, its

location must also have enough space for the increased log size.
2. Halt the server.
3. In the dsmserv.opt file, update the ACTIVELOGSIZE option to the new size of the active log, in megabytes.

The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements
are in the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

To change the active log to its maximum size of 512 GB, enter the following server option:

activelogsize 524288

4. If you plan to use a new active log directory, update the directory name that is specified in the
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY server option. The new directory must be empty and must be accessible to the user ID of
the database manager.

5. Restart the server.
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Compress the archive logs to reduce the amount of space that is required for storage. Enable dynamic compression of the
archive log by issuing the following command:

setopt archlogcompress yes

Restriction: Use caution when you enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option on systems with sustained high volume
usage and heavy workloads. Enabling this option in this system environment can cause delays in archiving log files from the
active log file system to the archive log file system. This delay can cause the active log file system to run out of space. Be
sure to monitor the available space in the active log file system after archive log compression is enabled. If the active log
directory file system usage nears out of space conditions, the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option must be disabled. You
can use the SETOPT command to disable archive log compression immediately without halting the server.

Related reference:
ACTIVELOGSIZE server option
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)

Managing memory and processor usage
Ensure that you manage memory requirements and processor usage to ensure that the server can complete data processes such
as backup and data deduplication. Consider the impact on performance when you complete certain processes.

Before you begin

Ensure that your configuration uses the required hardware and software. For more information, see IBM Spectrum Protect™
Supported Operating Systems.
For more information about managing resources such as the database and recovery log, see Planning the storage arrays.
Add more system memory to determine whether there is a performance improvement. Monitor memory usage regularly to
determine whether more memory is required.

Procedure

1. Release memory from the file system cache where possible.
2. To manage the system memory that is used by each server on a system, use the DBMEMPERCENT server option. Limit the

percentage of system memory that can be used by the database manager of each server. If all servers are equally
important, use the same value for each server. If one server is a production server and other servers are test servers, set
the value for the production server to a higher value than the test servers.

3. Set the user data limit and private memory for the database to ensure that private memory is not exhausted. Exhausting
private memory can result in errors, less than optimal performance, and instability.

Determining whether Aspera FASP technology can optimize data transfer
in your system environment

If your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server replicates nodes or protects storage pools to a remote server, determine whether Aspera®
Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can improve data throughput to the remote server. Before you enable Aspera
FASP technology, you must obtain the appropriate licenses. Both evaluation and full licenses are available.

Before you begin

Aspera FASP technology is used to transfer data extents from a container storage pool to a remote server. When Aspera FASP
technology is enabled, the data extents are always encrypted during transfer regardless of whether the Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) protocol is enabled. However, if you want to secure the network connection, enable SSL. For information about SSL and how
to enable it, see Secure Sockets Layer and Transport Layer Security communication.

About this task

Restrictions:
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Use Aspera FASP technology when your wide area network (WAN) shows signs of high packet loss, data transfer delays that
are caused by network impairment, or both. If WAN performance meets your business needs, do not enable Aspera FASP
technology.
To enable Aspera FASP technology for node replication operations, the data must be stored in a directory-container storage
pool.

Procedure

1. Determine whether Aspera FASP technology is appropriate for your system environment. If either of the following
conditions occurs, enable Aspera FASP technology:

Average delays for data-transfer operations exceed 50 milliseconds.
Packet loss is greater than 0.01%.

Network characteristics can vary widely. You might be able to improve network throughput by enabling Aspera FASP
technology even if the data-transfer delay is less than 50 milliseconds and the packet loss is less than 0.01%.

2. Obtain and install the appropriate licenses. Take one of the following actions:

Obtain and install evaluation licenses

To obtain and install evaluation licenses, which expire in 30 days, complete the following steps:

a. Request the licenses by sending an email to alliances@asperasoft.com:
Include your company name, address, phone number, and the email address of the primary contact at
your company.
State that you require a 30-day evaluation license.
Indicate the number of licenses that you require.

One license is required for each server that is used for data transfer with Aspera FASP technology. For
example, if you are replicating a node from a source server to a target server, you require two licenses.

If the license request is approved, the primary contact can expect to receive an email within 24 hours. The
email will have license file attachments that are named according to the following convention:

xxxxx-ConnectSrv-unlim.eval.aspera-license

where xxxxx is a unique number.

b. Copy one of the license files to the server bin directory of the source server. Select either license file. By
default, the directory is in the following location:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin

c. Copy the remaining license file to the bin directory of the target server.
d. On the source and target servers, set the permission level of each license file to 755. For example, if you are

using the default installation directory and the unique license number is 47474, issue the following command
on one line:

chmod 755 /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/ 
47474-ConnectSrv-unlim.eval.aspera-license

Obtain and install full licenses

To obtain and install full, unlimited licenses, which do not expire, complete the following steps:

a. Purchase the IBM Spectrum Protect High Speed Data Transfer product. The product identification number is
5725-Z10. You can obtain the product from Passport Advantage®.

One instance of IBM Spectrum Protect High Speed Data Transfer is required for each server that is used to
transfer data with Aspera FASP technology. For example, if you are replicating a node from a source server to
a target server, you require two instances of IBM Spectrum Protect High Speed Data Transfer.

b. Install IBM Spectrum Protect High Speed Data Transfer on each server by using the installation wizard.

Restriction: If the required licenses are missing or expired, operations to replicate nodes and protect storage pools by using
Aspera FASP technology fail.

3. Optional: Validate the Aspera FASP configuration by issuing the VALIDATE ASPERA command. You can use the VALIDATE
ASPERA command to verify that your system environment is correctly configured for Aspera FASP and to verify that valid
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licenses are installed. In addition, you can use the command to compare the speed of network throughput with Aspera
FASP and TCP/IP technology.

What to do next

To enable Aspera FASP technology, follow the steps in Optimizing data transfer by enabling Aspera FASP technology.

Optimizing data transfer by enabling Aspera FASP technology
If you use a remote server for storage pool protection or node replication and you experience network issues, you might
want to optimize data transfer by using Aspera Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP) technology.

Planning to upgrade the server
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available, you can upgrade the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times. Ensure that you complete the planning steps before you
upgrade the server.

About this task

Follow these guidelines:

The preferred method is to upgrade the server by using the installation wizard. After you start the wizard, in the IBM
Installation Manager window, click the Update icon; do not click the Install or Modify icon.
If upgrades are available for both the server component and the Operations Center component, select the check boxes to
upgrade both components.

Procedure

1. Review the list of fix packs and interim fixes. See technote 1239415.
2. Review product improvements, which are described in readme files.

Tip: When you obtain the installation package file from the IBM Spectrum Protect support site, you can also access the
readme file.

3. Ensure that the version that you upgrade your server to is compatible with other components, such as storage agents and
library clients. See technote 1302789.

4. If your solution includes servers or clients at a level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client
backup and archive operations are not disrupted. See technote 1053218.

5. Review the upgrade instructions. Ensure that you back up the server database, the device configuration information, and
the volume history file.

What to do next

To install a fix pack or interim fix, follow the instructions for your operating system:

Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack
Installing an IBM Spectrum Protect server fix pack

Tuning scheduled activities
Schedule maintenance tasks daily to ensure that your solution operates correctly. By tuning your solution, you maximize server
resources and effectively use different functions available within your solution.

Procedure

1. Monitor system performance regularly to ensure that client backup and server maintenance tasks are completing
successfully. Follow the instructions in Monitoring storage solutions.

2. Optional: If the monitoring information shows that the server workload increased, review the planning information. Review
whether the capacity of the system is adequate in the following cases:

The number of clients increases
The amount of data that is being backed up increases
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The amount of time that is available for backups changes
3. Determine whether your solution is performing at the level you expect. Review the client schedules to check whether tasks

are completing within the scheduled time frame:
a. On the Clients page of the Operations Center, select the client.
b. Click Details.
c. From the client Summary page, review the Backed up and Replicated activity to identify any risks.

Adjust the time and frequency of client backup operations, if necessary.
4. Schedule enough time for the following maintenance tasks to complete successfully within a 24-hour period:

a. Protect storage pools.
b. Replicate node data.
c. Back up the database.
d. Run expiration processing to remove client backups and archive file copies from server storage.

Tip: Schedule maintenance tasks to start at an appropriate time and in the correct sequence. For example, schedule
replication tasks after client backups complete successfully.

Moving clients from one server to another
To avoid running out of space on a server or to resolve workload issues, you might have to move client nodes from one
server to another.

Related concepts:
Performance

Related tasks:
Deduplicating data (V7.1.1)

Managing client operations
You can evaluate and resolve errors that are related to a backup-archive client by using the Operations Center, which provides
suggestions for resolving errors. For errors on other types of clients, you must examine the error logs on the client and review the
product documentation.

About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client errors by stopping and starting the client acceptor. If client nodes or administrator IDs are
locked, you can resolve the issue by unlocking the client node or administrator ID, and then resetting the password.

For detailed instructions about identifying and resolving client errors, see Resolving client problems.

Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example,
you typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.
Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.
Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-
archive client is installed.
Resetting passwords
If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to
access the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps
to resolve the issue.
Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if
a workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.
Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires.
In this way, you can free space on the server.
Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.
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Modifying the scope of a client backup
When you set up client backup operations, the preferred practice is to exclude objects that you do not require. For example, you
typically want to exclude temporary files from a backup operation.

About this task

When you exclude unnecessary objects from backup operations, you get better control of the amount of storage space that is
required for backup operations, and the cost of storage. Depending on your licensing package, you also might be able to limit
licensing costs.

Procedure

How you modify the scope of backup operations depends on the product that is installed on the client node:

For a backup-archive client, you can create an include-exclude list to include or exclude a file, groups of files, or directories
from backup operations. To create an include-exclude list, follow the instructions in Creating an include-exclude list.

To ensure consistent use of an include-exclude list for all clients of one type, you can create a client option set on the server
that contains the required options. Then, you assign the client option set to each of the clients of the same type. For details,
see Controlling client operations through client option sets.

For a backup-archive client, you can specify the objects to include in an incremental backup operation by using the domain
option. Follow the instructions in Domain client option.
For other products, to define which objects are included in and excluded from backup operations, follow the instructions in
the product documentation.

Evaluating errors in client error logs
You can resolve client errors by obtaining suggestions from the Operations Center or by reviewing error logs on the client.

Before you begin

To resolve errors in a backup-archive client on a Linux or Windows operating system, ensure that the client management service is
installed and started. For installation instructions, see Collecting diagnostic information with client management services.

Procedure

To diagnose and resolve client errors, take one of the following actions:

If the client management service is installed on the client node, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click Details.
3. On the client Summary page, click the Diagnosis tab.
4. Review the retrieved log messages.

Tips:
To show or hide the Client Logs pane, double-click the Client Logs bar.
To resize the Client Logs pane, click and drag the Client Logs bar.

If suggestions are displayed on the Diagnosis page, select a suggestion. In the Client Logs pane, client log messages
to which the suggestion relates are highlighted.

5. Use the suggestions to resolve the problems that are indicated by the error messages.
Tip: Suggestions are provided for only a subset of client messages.

If the client management service is not installed on the client node, review the error logs for the installed client.

Stopping and restarting the client acceptor
If you change the configuration of your solution, you must restart the client acceptor on all client nodes where a backup-archive
client is installed.
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About this task

In some cases, you can resolve client scheduling problems by stopping and restarting the client acceptor. The client acceptor
must be running to ensure that scheduled operations can occur on the client. For example, if you change the IP address or domain
name of the server, you must restart the client acceptor.

Procedure

Follow the instructions for the operating system that is installed on the client node:

AIX and Oracle Solaris

To stop the client acceptor, complete the following steps:
a. Determine the process ID for the client acceptor by issuing the following command on the command line:

ps -ef | grep dsmcad

Review the output. In the following sample output, 6764 is the process ID for the client acceptor:

root  6764     1   0 16:26:35 ?           0:00 /usr/bin/dsmcad

b. Issue the following command on the command line:

kill -9 PID

where PID specifies the process ID for the client acceptor.
To start the client acceptor, issue the following command on the command line:

/usr/bin/dsmcad

Linux

To stop the client acceptor (and not restart it), issue the following command:

# service dsmcad stop

To stop and restart the client acceptor, issue the following command:

# service dsmcad restart

MAC OS X

Click Applications > Utilities > Terminal.

To stop the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl unload -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

To start the client acceptor, issue the following command:

/bin/launchctl load -w com.ibm.tivoli.dsmcad

Windows

To stop the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Stop and OK.

To restart the client acceptor service, complete the following steps:
a. Click Start > Administrative Tools > Services.
b. Double-click the client acceptor service.
c. Click Start and OK.

Related reference:
Resolving client scheduling problems

Resetting passwords
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If a password for a client node or an administrator ID is lost or forgotten, you can reset the password. Multiple attempts to access
the system with an incorrect password can cause a client node or administrator ID to be locked. You can take steps to resolve the
issue.

Procedure

To resolve password issues, take one of the following actions:

If a backup-archive client is installed on a client node, and the password is lost or forgotten, complete the following steps:
1. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the client node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
2. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

If an administrator is locked out because of password issues, complete the following steps:
1. To provide the administrator with access to the server, issue the UNLOCK ADMIN command. For instructions, see

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator).
2. Set a new password by using the UPDATE ADMIN command:

update admin admin_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where admin_name specifies the name of the administrator and new_password specifies the password that you
assign.

If a client node is locked, complete the following steps:
1. Determine why the client node is locked and whether it must be unlocked. For example, if the client node is

decommissioned, the client node is being removed from the production environment. You cannot reverse the
decommission operation, and the client node remains locked. A client node also might be locked if the client data is
the subject of a legal investigation.

2. If you must unlock a client node, use the UNLOCK NODE command. For instructions, see UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a
client node).

3. Generate a new password by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name new_password forcepwreset=yes

where node_name specifies the name of the node and new_password specifies the password that you assign.
4. Inform the client node owner about the changed password. When the owner of the client node logs in with the

specified password, a new password is generated automatically. That password is unknown to users to enhance
security.
Tip: The password is generated automatically if you previously set the passwordaccess option to generate in the
client options file.

Decommissioning a client node
If a client node is no longer required, you can start a process to remove it from the production environment. For example, if a
workstation was backing up data to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, but the workstation is no longer used, you can
decommission the workstation.

About this task

When you start the decommission process, the server locks the client node to prevent it from accessing the server. Files that
belong to the client node are gradually deleted, and then the client node is deleted. You can decommission the following types of
client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
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IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

Virtual machine client nodes
Virtual machine client nodes consist of an individual guest host within a hypervisor. Each virtual machine is represented as
a file space.

The simplest method for decommissioning a client node is to use the Operations Center. The decommission process runs in the
background. If the client is configured to replicate client data, the Operations Center automatically removes the client from
replication on the source and target replication servers before it decommissions the client.
Tip: Alternatively, you can decommission a client node by issuing the DECOMMISSION NODE or DECOMMISSION VM command.
You might want to use this method in the following cases:

To schedule the decommission process for the future or to run a series of commands by using a script, specify the
decommission process to run in the background.
To monitor the decommission process for debugging purposes, specify the decommission process to run in the foreground.
If you run the process in the foreground, you must wait for the process to be completed before you continue with other
tasks.

Procedure

Take one of the following actions:

To decommission a client in the background by using the Operations Center, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients and select the client.
2. Click More > Decommission.

To decommission a client node by using an administrative command, complete the following steps:
1. Determine whether the client node is configured for node replication by issuing the QUERY NODE command. For

example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, run the following command:

query node austin format=detailed

Review the Replication State output field.
2. If the client node is configured for replication, remove the client node from replication by issuing the REMOVE

REPLNODE command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

remove replnode austin

3. Take one of the following actions:
To decommission an application or system client node in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the following command:

decommission node austin

To decommission an application or system client node in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION NODE
command and specify the wait=yes parameter. For example, if the client node is named AUSTIN, issue the
following command:

decommission node austin wait=yes

To decommission a virtual machine in the background, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command. For example,
if the virtual machine is named AUSTIN, the file space is 7, and the file space name is specified by the file
space ID, issue the following command:

decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For
example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid

To decommission a virtual machine in the foreground, issue the DECOMMISSION VM command and specify
the wait=yes parameter. For example, issue the following command:
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decommission vm austin 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

If the virtual machine name includes one or more spaces, enclose the name in double quotation marks. For
example:

decommission vm "austin 2" 7 nametype=fsid wait=yes

What to do next

Watch for error messages, which might be displayed in the user interface or in the command output, immediately after you run the
process.

You can verify that the client node is decommissioned:

1. On the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, in the At risk column, review the state:

A DECOMMISSIONED state specifies that the node is decommissioned.
A null value specifies that the node is not decommissioned.
A PENDING state specifies that the node is being decommissioned, or the decommission process failed.

Tip: If you want to determine the status of a pending decommission process, issue the following command:

query process

3. Review the command output:
If status is provided for the decommission process, the process is in progress. For example:

query process 
 
 Process     Process Description           Process Status 
  Number 
--------     --------------------     ------------------------------------------- 
       3          DECOMMISSION NODE        Number of backup objects deactivated  
                                           for node NODE1: 8 objects deactivated.

If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you did not receive an error message, the process is
incomplete. A process can be incomplete if files that are associated with the node are not yet deactivated. After the
files are deactivated, run the decommission process again.
If no status is provided for the decommission process, and you receive an error message, the process failed. Run the
decommission process again.

Related reference:
DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission a client node)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)

Deactivating data to free storage space
In some cases, you can deactivate data that is stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. When you run the deactivation
process, any backup data that was stored before the specified date and time is deactivated and will be deleted as it expires. In
this way, you can free space on the server.

About this task

Some application clients always save data to the server as active backup data. Because active backup data is not managed by
inventory expiration policies, the data is not deleted automatically, and uses server storage space indefinitely. To free the storage
space that is used by obsolete data, you can deactivate the data.

When you run the deactivation process, all active backup data that was stored before the specified date becomes inactive. The
data is deleted as it expires and cannot be restored. The deactivation feature applies only to application clients that protect Oracle
databases.

Procedure
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1. From the Operations Center Overview page, click Clients.
2. In the Clients table, select one or more clients and click More > Clean Up.

Command-line method: Deactivate data by using the DEACTIVATE DATA command.

Related reference:
DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)

Managing client upgrades
When a fix pack or interim fix becomes available for a client, you can upgrade the client to take advantage of product
improvements. Servers and clients can be upgraded at different times and can be at different levels with some restrictions.

Before you begin

1. Review the client/server compatibility requirements in technote 1053218. If your solution includes servers or clients at a
level that is earlier than V7.1, review the guidelines to ensure that client backup and archive operations are not disrupted.

2. Verify system requirements for the client in IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported Operating Systems.
3. If the solution includes storage agents or library clients, review the information about storage-agent and library-client

compatibility with servers that are configured as library managers. See technote 1302789.

If you plan to upgrade a library manager and a library client, you must upgrade the library manager first.

Procedure

To upgrade the software, complete the instructions that are listed in the following table.

Software Link to instructions

IBM Spectrum Protect backup-
archive client

Scheduling client updates

IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for UNIX and
Linux
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware
Installing and upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for Windows

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Databases

Upgrading Data Protection for SQL Server
Data Protection for Oracle installation
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for
Enterprise Resource Planning

Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for DB2®
Upgrading IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning:
Data Protection for SAP for Oracle

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a UNIX, AIX, or
Linux system (V7.1.0)
Installation of Data Protection for IBM Domino on a Windows system
(V7.1.0)
Installing, upgrading, and migrating IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail:
Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server

IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual
Environments

Installing and upgrading Data Protection for VMware
Installing Data Protection for Microsoft Hyper-V

Managing the Operations Center
The Operations Center provides web and mobile access to status information about the IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment. You
can use the Operations Center to monitor multiple servers and to complete some administrative tasks. The Operations Center also
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provides web access to the IBM Spectrum Protect command line.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.
Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the
web server, for example, to make configuration changes.
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration
changes.
Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect, and configure another hub server.
Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where
the IBM Spectrum Protect servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Adding and removing spoke servers
In a multiple-server environment, you can connect the other servers, called spoke servers, to the hub server.

About this task

The spoke servers send alerts and status information to the hub server. The Operations Center shows you a consolidated view of
alerts and status information for the hub server and any spoke servers.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.
Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

Adding a spoke server
After you configure the hub server for the Operations Center, you can add one or more spoke servers to the hub server.

Before you begin

Communication between the spoke server and the hub server must be secured by using the Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol. To secure communication, add the certificate of the spoke server to the truststore file of the hub server.

Procedure

1. In the Operations Center menu bar, click Servers. The Servers page opens.

In the table on the Servers page, a server might have a status of "Unmonitored." This status means that although an
administrator defined this server to the hub server by using the DEFINE SERVER command, the server is not yet configured
as a spoke server.

2. Complete one of the following steps:
Click the server to highlight it, and in the table menu bar, click Monitor Spoke.
If the server that you want to add is not shown in the table, and secure SSL/TLS communication is not required, click
+ Spoke in the table menu bar.

3. Provide the necessary information, and complete the steps in the spoke configuration wizard.
Tip: If the event-record retention period of the server is less than 14 days, the period is automatically reset to 14 days if you
configure the server as a spoke server.

Removing a spoke server
You can remove a spoke server from the Operations Center.

About this task
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You might need to remove a spoke server in the following situations, for example:

You want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server.
You want to decommission the spoke server.

Procedure

To remove the spoke server from the group of servers that are managed by the hub server, complete the following steps:

1. From the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command line, issue the following command on the hub server:

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS

2. From the output of the command, copy the name that is in the Monitored Group field.
3. Issue the following command on the hub server, where group_name represents the name of the monitored group, and

member_name represents the name of the spoke server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER group_name member_name

4. Optional: If you want to move the spoke server from one hub server to another hub server, do not complete this step.
Otherwise, you can disable alerting and monitoring on the spoke server by issuing the following commands on the spoke
server:

SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF

5. Optional: If the spoke server definition is used for other purposes, such as enterprise configuration, command routing,
storing virtual volumes, or library management, do not complete this step. Otherwise, you can delete the spoke server
definition on the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name

Tip: If a server definition is deleted immediately after the server is removed from the monitored group, status information
for the server can remain in the Operations Center indefinitely.

To avoid this issue, wait until the status collection interval passes before you delete the server definition. The status
collection interval is shown on the Settings page of the Operations Center.

Starting and stopping the web server
The web server of the Operations Center runs as a service and starts automatically. You might have to stop and start the web
server, for example, to make configuration changes.

Procedure

1. Stop the web server.
From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the

Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./stopserver.sh

Issue the following command:

service opscenter.rc stop

From the Services window, stop the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center service.
2. Start the web server.

From the /installation_dir/ui/utils directory, where installation_dir represents the directory where the
Operations Center is installed, issue the following command:

./startserver.sh

Issue the following commands:

Start the server:

service opscenter.rc start
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Restart the server:

service opscenter.rc restart

Determine whether the server is running:

service opscenter.rc status

From the Services window, start the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center service.

Restarting the initial configuration wizard
You might need to restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center, for example, to make configuration changes.

Before you begin

To change the following settings, use the Settings page in the Operations Center rather than restarting the initial configuration
wizard:

The frequency at which status data is refreshed
The duration that alerts remain active, inactive, or closed
The conditions that indicate that clients are at risk

The Operations Center help includes more information about how to change these settings.

About this task

To restart the initial configuration wizard, you must delete a properties file that includes information about the hub server
connection. However, any alerting, monitoring, at-risk, or multiserver settings that were configured for the hub server are not
deleted. These settings are used as the default settings in the configuration wizard when the wizard restarts.

Procedure

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. On the computer where the Operations Center is installed, go to the following directory, where installation_dir represents

the directory in which the Operations Center is installed:
installation_dir/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer

installation_dir\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer
For example:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/ui/Liberty/usr/servers/guiServer
c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\ui\Liberty\usr\servers\guiServer

3. In the guiServer directory, delete the serverConnection.properties file.
4. Start the Operations Center web server.
5. Open the Operations Center.
6. Use the configuration wizard to reconfigure the Operations Center. Specify a new password for the monitoring administrator

ID.
7. On any spoke servers that were previously connected to the hub server, update the password for the monitoring

administrator ID by issuing the following command from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ command-line interface:

UPDATE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name new_password

Restriction: Do not change any other settings for this administrator ID. After you specify the initial password, this password
is managed automatically by the Operations Center.

Changing the hub server
You can use the Operations Center to remove the hub server of IBM Spectrum Protect™, and configure another hub server.

Procedure

1. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center. As part of this procedure, you delete the existing hub
server connection.
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2. Use the wizard to configure the Operations Center to connect to the new hub server.

Related tasks:
Restarting the initial configuration wizard

Restoring the configuration to the preconfiguration state
If certain problems occur, you might want to restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

Procedure

To restore the configuration, complete the following steps:

1. Stop the Operations Center web server.
2. Unconfigure the hub server by completing the following steps:

a. On the hub server, issue the following commands:

SET MONITORINGADMIN "" 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP "" 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the monitoring administrator ID that was automatically created when
you initially configured the hub server.

b. Reset the password for the hub server by issuing the following command on the hub server:

SET SERVERPASSWORD ""

Attention: Do not complete this step if the hub server is configured with other servers for other purposes, such as
library sharing, exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

3. Unconfigure any spoke servers by completing the following steps:
a. On the hub server, to determine whether any spoke servers remain as members of the server group, issue the

following command:

QUERY SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name

Tip: IBM-OC-hub_server_name represents the name of the monitored server group that was automatically created
when you configured the first spoke server. This server group name is also the same as the monitoring administrator
ID that was automatically created when you initially configured the hub server.

b. On the hub server, to delete spoke servers from the server group, issue the following command for each spoke
server:

DELETE GRPMEMBER IBM-OC-hub_server_name spoke_server_name

c. After all spoke servers are deleted from the server group, issue the following commands on the hub server:

DELETE SERVERGROUP IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP ""

d. On each spoke server, issue the following commands:

REMOVE ADMIN IBM-OC-hub_server_name 
SETOPT PUSHSTATUS NO 
SET ALERTMONITOR OFF 
SET STATUSMONITOR OFF

e. On each spoke server, delete the definition of the hub server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER hub_server_name

Attention: Do not complete this step if the definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing, exporting
and importing of data, or node replication.

f. On the hub server, delete the definition of each spoke server by issuing the following command:

DELETE SERVER spoke_server_name
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Attention: Do not complete this step if the server definition is used for other purposes, such as library sharing,
exporting and importing of data, or node replication.

4. Restore the default settings on each server by issuing the following commands:

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL 5 
SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL 10 
SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION 480 
SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION 60 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=AP INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=VM INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL TYPE=SY INTERVAL=24 
SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE YES TYPE=ALL

5. Restart the initial configuration wizard of the Operations Center.

Related tasks:
Restarting the initial configuration wizard
Starting and stopping the web server

Configuring virtual tape libraries
A virtual tape library (VTL) does not use physical tape media. When you implement VTL storage, you can exceed the capacity of a
physical tape library. The ability to define many volumes and drives can provide greater flexibility for the storage environment.

Considerations for using virtual tape libraries
There are some considerations for defining a library as a virtual tape library (VTL), including enhancements for performance
and setup of your hardware.
Adding a virtual tape library to your environment
Define a virtual tape library (VTL) to take advantage of mount performance and scalability advantages.
Defining all drives and paths for a single library
Use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to set up a single SCSI or virtual tape library (VTL) in one step.

Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with a single drive device type
Configure a VTL or SCSI library that contains two LTO tape drives.

Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with multiple drive device types
You can configure a library with multiple drive device types, for example, a StorageTek L40 library that contains one DLT
drive and one LTO Ultrium drive.

Considerations for using virtual tape libraries
There are some considerations for defining a library as a virtual tape library (VTL), including enhancements for performance and
setup of your hardware.

About this task

Defining a VTL to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can help improve performance because the server handles mount point
processing for VTLs differently than real tape libraries. The physical limitations for real tape hardware are not applicable to a VTL,
affording options for better scalability.

You can use a VTL for any virtual tape library when the following conditions are true:

There is no mixed media involved in the VTL. Only one type and generation of drive and media is emulated in the library.
Every server and storage agent with access to the VTL has paths that are defined for all drives in the library.

If either of these conditions are not met, any mount performance advantage from defining a VTL library to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server can be reduced or negated.

VTLs are compatible with earlier versions of both library clients and storage agents. The library client or storage agent is not
affected by the type of library that is used for storage. If mixed media and path conditions are true for a SCSI library, it can be
defined or updated as LIBTYPE=VTL.

Storage capacity for virtual tape libraries
Because virtual tape libraries (VTLs) do not have the physical limitations that real tape hardware does, their capacity for
storage is more flexible.
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Drive configuration for virtual tape libraries
Drive configuration in a virtual tape library (VTL) is variable, depending on the needs of your environment.

Storage capacity for virtual tape libraries
Because virtual tape libraries (VTLs) do not have the physical limitations that real tape hardware does, their capacity for storage is
more flexible.

The concept of storage capacity in a virtual tape library is different from capacity in physical tape hardware. In a physical tape
library, each volume has a defined capacity, and the library's capacity is defined in terms of the total number of volumes in the
library. The capacity of a VTL, alternatively, is defined in terms of total available disk space. You can increase or decrease the
number and size of volumes on disk.

This variability affects what it means to run out of space in a VTL. For example, a volume in a VTL can run out of space before
reaching its assigned capacity if the total underlying disk runs out of space. In this situation, the server can receive an end-of-
volume message without any warning, resulting in backup failures.

When out-of-space errors and backup failures occur, disk space is usually still available in the VTL. It is hidden in volumes that are
not in use. For example, volumes that are logically deleted or returned to scratch status in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server are
deleted only in the server database. The VTL is not notified, and the VTL maintains the full size of the volume as allocated in its
capacity considerations.

To help prevent out-of-space errors, ensure that any SCSI library that you update to LIBTYPE=VTL is updated with the
RELABELSCRATCH parameter set to YES. The RELABELSCRATCH option enables the server to overwrite the label for any volume
that is deleted and to return the volume to scratch status in the library. The RELABELSCRATCH parameter defaults to YES for any
library defined as a VTL.

Related reference:
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)

Drive configuration for virtual tape libraries
Drive configuration in a virtual tape library (VTL) is variable, depending on the needs of your environment.

Most VTL environments use as many drives as possible to maximize the number of concurrent tape operations. A single tape
mount in a VTL environment is typically faster than a physical tape mount. However, using many drives increases the amount of
time that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server requires when a mount is requested. The selection process takes longer as the
number of drives that are defined in a single library object in the server increases. Virtual tape mounts can take as long or longer
than physical tape mounts depending on the number of drives in the VTL.

For best results when you create drives, check with your VTL vendor about device-specific recommendations. If more than 300-
500 drives for each VTL are required, you can logically partition the VTL into multiple libraries and assign drives to each library.
Operating system and SAN hardware configurations could impose limitations on the number of devices that can be utilized within
the VTL library.

Adding a virtual tape library to your environment
Define a virtual tape library (VTL) to take advantage of mount performance and scalability advantages.

About this task

VTLs are identified by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command and specifying the LIBTYPE=VTL parameter. Because a VTL library
functionally interacts with the server in the same way that a SCSI library does,you can use the UPDATE LIBRARY command to
change the library type of a SCSI library that is already defined. You do not have to redefine the library.

Procedure

Add a new VTL library. Define the library as a VTL to the server, as shown in the following example:

define library chester libtype=vtl
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This sets up the new VTL library and enables the RELABELSCRATCH option to relabel volumes that have been deleted and
returned to scratch status.

Update a SCSI library to a VTL. If you have a SCSI library and you want to change it to a VTL, use the UPDATE LIBRARY
command to change the library type:

update library calzone libtype=vtl

You can issue this command only if the library that is being updated is defined with the LIBTYPE=SCSI parameter.

Related reference:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)

Defining all drives and paths for a single library
Use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to set up a single SCSI or virtual tape library (VTL) in one step.

About this task

If you are setting up or modifying your hardware environment and must create or change large numbers of drive definitions, the
PERFORM LIBACTION command can make this task much simpler. You can define a new library and then define all drives and
paths to the drives. Or, if you have an existing library that you want to delete, you can delete all existing drives and their paths in
one step.

The PREVIEW parameter allows you to view the output of commands before they are processed to verify the action that you want
to perform. If you are defining a library, a path to the library must already be defined if you want to specify the PREVIEW
parameter. You cannot use the PREVIEW and DEVICE parameters together.

The PERFORM LIBACTION command can be used only for SCSI and VTL libraries. If you are defining drives and paths for a library,
the SANDISCOVERY option must be supported and enabled. The tape library must be able to return the drive serial number
address association.

Procedure

To set up a VTL library named ODIN, complete these steps:

1. Define the library.

define library odin libtype=vtl

2. Define two drives and their paths for your new library, ODIN.

perform libaction odin action=define device=/dev/lb3 prefix=dr

The server then issues the following commands:

define path tsmserver odin srct=server destt=library device=/dev/ 
 lb3 define drive odin dr0 
define path tsmserver dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=/dev/mt1 define drive odin dr1 
define path tsmserver dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=/dev/mt2

perform libaction odin action=define device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3 prefix=dr

The server then issues the following commands:

define path tsmserver odin srct=server destt=library device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3 
 define drive odin dr0 
define path tsmserver dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt1 define drive odin dr1 
define path tsmserver dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt2
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perform libaction odin action=define device=lb0.0.0.2 prefix=dr

The server then issues the following commands:

define path tsmserver odin srct=server destt=library device=lb0.0.0.2 
 define drive odin dr0 
define path tsmserver dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=mt0.1.0.2 define drive odin dr1 
define path tsmserver dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=odin  
 device=mt0.2.0.2

Related reference:
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a drive)
PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)

Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with a single drive
device type

Configure a VTL or SCSI library that contains two LTO tape drives.

About this task

This procedure is an example of configuring an automated SCSI library that contains two drives to the server system. The library is
not shared with other IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers or with storage agents and is typically attached to the server system by
using SCSI cables.

In this configuration, both drives in the library are the same device type. Define one device class. The procedure is the same for
both SCSI libraries and VTLs, except for the step to define the library. For SCSI libraries, define the library with libtype=scsi. For
VTL libraries, define the library with libtype=vtl.

Procedure

1. Define a SCSI library that is named AUTODLTLIB.

define library autoltolib libtype=scsi

If the library has a bar code reader and you would like to automatically label tapes before they are checked in, you can set
the AUTOLABEL parameter to YES. For example:

define library autoltolib libtype=scsi autolabel=yes

2. Define a path from the server to the library.

define path server1 autoltolib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=/dev/lb3

define path server1 autoltolib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3

define path server1 autoltolib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=lb0.0.0.3

3. Define the drives in the library. Both drives belong to the AUTODLTLIB library.

define drive autoltolib drive01 
define drive autoltolib drive02

Tip: You can use the PERFORM LIBACTION command to define drives and paths for a library in one step.
4. Define a path from the server to each drive.

define path server1 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=/dev/mt4 
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define path server1 drive02 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=/dev/mt5

define path server1 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt4 
define path server1 drive02 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt5

define path server1 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=mt0.0.0.4 
define path server1 drive02 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=mt0.0.0.5

If you did not include the element address when you defined the drive, the server now queries the library to obtain the
default element address for the drive.

5. Define a device class that is named AUTODLT_CLASS for the two drives in the AUTODLTLIB library.

define devclass autolto_class library=autodltlib devtype=lto

6. Define a storage pool that is named AUTOLTO_POOL associated with the device class named AUTOLTO_CLASS.

define stgpool autolto_pool autolto_class maxscratch=20

7. Label and check in library volumes.

label libvolume autoltolib search=yes labelsource=barcode checkin=scratch

8. Verify your definitions by issuing the following commands:

query library 
query drive 
query path 
query devclass 
query stgpool 
query libvolume

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a drive)

Example: Configure a SCSI or virtual tape library with multiple drive
device types

You can configure a library with multiple drive device types, for example, a StorageTek L40 library that contains one DLT drive and
one LTO Ultrium drive.

About this task

This procedure is an example of configuring an automated SCSI library that contains two drives to the server system. The library is
not shared with other IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers or with storage agents and is typically attached to the server system by
SCSI cables.

In this configuration, the drives are different device types. Define a device class for each drive device type. Drives with different
device types are supported in a single library if you define a device class for each type of drive. If you are configuring this way, you
must include the specific format for the drive's device type by using the FORMAT parameter with a value other than DRIVE.

The procedure is the same for both SCSI libraries and VTLs, except for the step to define the library. For SCSI libraries, define the
library with libtype=scsi. For VTL libraries, define the library with libtype=vtl.

Procedure

1. Define a SCSI library named MIXEDLIB.
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define library mixedlib libtype=scsi

2. Define a path from the server to the library.

define path server1 mixedlib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=/dev/lb3

define path server1 mixedlib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3

define path server1 mixedlib srctype=server desttype=library  
device=lb0.0.0.3

3. Define the drives in the library. Both drives belong to the MIXEDLIB library.

define drive mixedlib dlt1 
define drive mixedlib lto1

4. Define a path from the server to each drive. The DEVICE parameter specifies the device driver's name for the drive, which is
the device special file name.

define path server1 dlt1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=mixedlib device=/dev/mt4 
define path server1 lto1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=mixedlib device=/dev/mt5

define path server1 dlt1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=mixedlib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt4 
define path server1 lto1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=mixedlib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt5

define path server1 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=mt0.0.0.4 
define path server1 drive02 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=autoltolib device=mt0.0.0.5

If you did not include the element address when you defined the drive, the server now queries the library to obtain the
element address for the drive.

5. Define device classes.
Important: Do not use the DRIVE format, which is the default. Because the drives are different types, the server uses the
format specification to select a drive. The results of using the DRIVE format in a mixed media library are unpredictable.

define devclass dlt_class library=mixedlib devtype=dlt format=dlt40 
define devclass lto_class library=mixedlib devtype=lto format=ultriumc

6. Define storage pools that are associated with the device classes.

define stgpool lto_pool lto_class maxscratch=20 
define stgpool dlt_pool dlt_class maxscratch=20

7. Label and check in library volumes.

label libvolume mixedlib search=yes labelsource=barcode checkin=scratch

8. Verify your definitions by issuing the following commands:

query library 
query drive 
query path 
query devclass 
query stgpool 
query libvolume
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Protecting NAS file servers
You can configure and manage a backup environment that protects a network-attached storage (NAS) file server.

You can use the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client, or IBM Spectrum Protect
Snapshot to back up and restore a NAS file server as described in the following table.

Product Description

IBM Spectrum
Protect server

To back up and restore NAS file server data by using the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you must have IBM
Spectrum Protect Extended Edition installed.

You can configure the IBM Spectrum Protect server to use the network data management protocol (NDMP) to
back up and restore data as described in the following topics in this section.

To protect large NetApp file systems, you can alternatively configure IBM Spectrum Protect to use NetApp
SnapMirror to Tape (also known as SMTape). SnapMirror to Tape uses a block-level copy of data for backup,
which is faster than a traditional NDMP full backup and can be used when NDMP full backups are impractical.

For information about using SnapMirror to Tape to back up and restore data, see Backup and restore operations
by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature.

IBM Spectrum
Protect
backup-
archive client

You can configure the backup-archive client to back up and restore file server data by using the Network File
System (NFS) or Common Internet File System (CIFS) protocol.

For information about using the backup-archive client to back up and restore data, see Back up and restore data
with backup-archive clients.

IBM Spectrum
Protect
Snapshot

You can use IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot to back up and restore file server data by using the advanced
snapshot technologies of storage systems.

For information about using IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot to back up and restore data, see IBM Spectrum
Protect Snapshot for UNIX and Linux overview or IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot for VMware overview.

NDMP requirements
To use NDMP for operations with NAS file servers, you must have IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition installed and
your file server environment must meet certain requirements.
NDMP operations management
There are several administrator activities for NDMP operations.
Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to back up and recover data on NAS file servers by using NDMP. The configuration
procedure differs depending on whether you plan to back up data from a nonclustered or clustered NAS file server.
Backing up and restoring NAS file servers using NDMP
After you configure IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations, you are ready to begin using NDMP.
File-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
When you back up data by using NDMP, you can specify that the IBM Spectrum Protect server collects and stores file-level
information in a table of contents (TOC).
Directory-level backup and restore operations
If you have a large NAS file system, initiating a backup at a directory level reduces backup and restore times and provides
more flexibility in configuring NAS backups. By defining virtual file spaces, a file system backup can be partitioned among
several NDMP backup operations and multiple tape drives. You can also use different backup schedules to back up
subtrees of a file system.
Backup and restore operations by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature
You can back up large NetApp file systems by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature (also known as SMTape). Using
a block-level copy of data for backup, the SnapMirror to Tape method is faster than a traditional NDMP full backup and can
be used when NDMP full backups are impractical.
NDMP backup operations using Celerra file server-integrated checkpoints
When the IBM Spectrum Protect server initiates an NDMP backup operation on a Celerra data mover, the backup of a large
file system might take several hours to complete. Without Celerra integrated checkpoints, any changes that occur on the
file system are written to the backup image.
Replicating NAS nodes
You can replicate a NAS node that uses NDMP for backup operations. Before you configure the replication operation, review
the restrictions that apply.
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NDMP requirements
To use NDMP for operations with NAS file servers, you must have IBM Spectrum Protect™ Extended Edition installed and your file
server environment must meet certain requirements.

NAS file server
The operating system on the file server must be supported by IBM Spectrum Protect. For information about the NAS file
servers that are supported, see technote 1054144.

The combination of file server model and operating system must be supported by the NAS file server. For more specifics,
see the product information for the NAS file server.

Tape libraries
This requirement is necessary only for a backup to a locally attached NAS device. The IBM Spectrum Protect server
supports the following types of libraries for operations that use NDMP:

SCSI
A SCSI library can be attached directly to the IBM Spectrum Protect server or to the NAS file server. When the library
is attached directly to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, that server controls the library operations by passing the
SCSI commands directly to the library. When the library is attached directly to the NAS file server, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server controls the library by passing SCSI commands to the library through the NAS file server.

ACSLS
An automated cartridge system library software (ACSLS) library can be directly connected only to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. The IBM Spectrum Protect server controls the library by passing the library request through TCP/IP to
the library control server.
Restriction: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not include External Library support for the ACSLS library when
the library is used for NDMP operations.

VTL
A virtual tape library (VTL) can be attached directly either to the IBM Spectrum Protect server or to the NAS file
server. A virtual tape library is essentially the same as a SCSI library, but is enhanced for virtual tape library
characteristics and allows for better mount performance.
If you are defining a VTL, your environment must not include mixed media. Paths must be defined between all drives
in the library and all defined servers, including storage agents, that use the library. If these conditions are not met,
the overall performance can degrade to the same levels as the SCSI library type, especially during times of high
stress.

349X
A 349X library can be directly connected only to the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The IBM Spectrum Protect server
controls the library by passing the library request through TCP/IP to the library manager.

Library sharing: The IBM Spectrum Protect server that runs NDMP operations can be a library manager for either an ACSLS,
SCSI, VTL, or 349X library, but cannot be a library client. The IBM Spectrum Protect server can also be a library client in a
configuration where the NAS file server sends data to the server by using TCP/IP rather than to a tape library attached to
the file server. If the IBM Spectrum Protect server that runs NDMP operations is a library manager, that server must control
the library directly and not by passing commands through the NAS file server.

Tape drives
A tape drive is necessary only for backup to a locally attached NAS device. The NAS file server must be able to access the
drives. A NAS device is not supported in a mixed device library. The drives must be supported for tape backup operations by
the NAS file server and its operating system. For complete NDMP device support, refer to the NAS file server product
documentation.
Drive sharing: The tape drives can be shared by the IBM Spectrum Protect server and one or more NAS file servers. Also,
when a SCSI, VTL, or a 349X library is connected to the server and not to the NAS file server, the drives can be shared by
one or more NAS file servers. The drives can also be shared by one or more IBM Spectrum Protect library clients and
storage agents.
Drive reservations: When tape drives are attached to NAS devices and the RESETDRIVES=YES parameter for the DEFINE
LIBRARY command is specified, the following limitations apply:

If a tape drive is shared by an IBM Spectrum Protect server and a NAS device, drive reservation preemption is
supported when the NAS device supports persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information about setting
persistent reserve, see the documentation for your NAS device.
If a tape drive is attached only to a NAS device and not shared with an IBM Spectrum Protect server, drive
reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable persistent reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a
reservation is set by the NAS device but never cleared, you must use another method to clear the reservation.
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Verify the compatibility of specific combinations of a NAS file server, tape devices, and SAN-attached devices with the hardware
manufacturers.
Tip: IBM Spectrum Protect supports NDMP Version 4 for all NDMP operations. IBM Spectrum Protect continues to support all
NDMP backup and restore operations with a NAS device that runs NDMP version 3. The IBM Spectrum Protect server negotiates
the highest protocol level (either Version 3 or Version 4) with the NDMP server when it establishes an NDMP connection. If you
experience any issues with Version 4, you might want to try Version 3.

Interfaces for NDMP operations
You can use several interfaces to run NDMP operations. You can schedule an NDMP operation by using the BACKUP NODE
or RESTORE NODE command, and creating a schedule to process the command.
Data formats for NDMP backup operations
Data that is backed up using NDMP is not in the same format as the data that is used for typical IBM Spectrum Protect
backup operations. The NAS file server controls the format of the backup data.

Interfaces for NDMP operations
You can use several interfaces to run NDMP operations. You can schedule an NDMP operation by using the BACKUP NODE or
RESTORE NODE command, and creating a schedule to process the command.

Client interfaces:

Backup-archive command-line client (on a Windows, 64-bit AIX®, or 64-bit Oracle Solaris system)
Web client

Server interfaces:

Server console
Command line on the administrative client
Tip: All examples for NDMP operations use server commands.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ web client interface, available with the backup-archive client, displays the file systems of the NAS file
server in a graphical view. The client function is not required, but you can use the client interfaces for NDMP operations. The client
function is the preferred method for file-level restore operations. For more information about file-level restore operations, see
File-level backup and restore for NDMP operations.

IBM Spectrum Protect prompts you for an administrator ID and password when you complete NDMP functions by using either of
the client interfaces. For more information about installing and activating client interfaces, see Installing the IBM Spectrum
Protect backup-archive clients.

To use the IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive client or web client for NAS operations, the file system names on the NAS device
must have a forward slash (/) as the first character. This restriction does not affect NAS operations that are initiated from the IBM
Spectrum Protect server command line.

Data formats for NDMP backup operations
Data that is backed up using NDMP is not in the same format as the data that is used for typical IBM Spectrum Protect™ backup
operations. The NAS file server controls the format of the backup data.

Data that is backed up to a library that is directly attached to the file server must be directed to a storage pool with the proper data
format. When you define a storage pool for NDMP operations, you specify one of the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP if the NAS file server is a NetApp or an IBM® System Storage® N Series device.
CELERRADUMP if the NAS file server is an EMC Celerra device.
NDMPDUMP for all other devices.

Data that is backed up over the network to the local IBM Spectrum Protect hierarchy can be directed to any random-access or
sequential-access primary storage pool. However, the format of the data does not change.

NDMP operations management
There are several administrator activities for NDMP operations.
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Managing NAS file server nodes
You can query, update, rename, and remove NAS file server nodes.
Managing data movers that are used in NDMP operations
You can query, update, and delete the data movers that you define for NAS file servers.
Dedicating an IBM Spectrum Protect drive to NDMP operations
If you are already using a drive for IBM Spectrum Protect™ operations, you can dedicate that drive to NDMP operations.
Storage pool management for NDMP operations
When NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP is designated as the storage-pool type, managing the storage pools
that are produced by NDMP operations is different from managing storage pools that contain media for traditional IBM
Spectrum Protect backups.
Managing tables of contents
You can use several commands to manage different aspects of your data contents.
Preventing long-running, inactive NDMP connections from closing
To prevent firewalls from closing NDMP connections that are long-running but inactive, you can enable Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive on the NDMP control connections.

Managing NAS file server nodes
You can query, update, rename, and remove NAS file server nodes.

Procedure

Use one of the following commands to manage NAS file server nodes:

Command Procedure

QUERY NODE To query a node, issue the QUERY NODE command with the
appropriate parameters. For example, if you want to query the
NAS node NASNODE1, issue the following command:

query node nasnode1 type=nas 

UPDATE NODE To update a node, issue the UPDATE NODE command with the
appropriate parameters. For example, if you created a new
policy domain that is named NASDOMAIN for NAS nodes and
you want to update the node NASNODE1 to include the node in
the new domain, issue the following command:

update node nasnode1 domain=nasdomain
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Command Procedure

RENAME NODE To rename a NAS node, you must also rename the
corresponding NAS data mover; both must have the same
name.
For example, to rename NASNODE1 to NAS1, complete the
following steps:

1. Delete all paths between the data mover NASNODE1
and libraries and between the data mover NASNODE1
and drives.

2. Delete the data mover that is defined for the NAS node.
3. To rename NASNODE1 to NAS1, issue the following

command:

rename node nasnode1 nas1

4. Define the data mover by using the new node name. In
this example, you must define a new data mover that is
named NAS1 with the same parameters that were used
to define NASNODE1.
Important: When you define a new data mover for a
node that you renamed, ensure that the data mover
name matches the new node name. Also, ensure that
the new data mover parameters are duplicates of the
original data mover parameters. Any mismatch between
a node name and a data mover name or between new
data mover parameters and original data mover
parameters can prevent you from establishing a session
with the NAS file server.

5. For SCSI or 349X libraries, define a path between the
NAS data mover and a library only if the tape library is
physically connected directly to the NAS file server.

6. Define paths between the NAS data mover and any
drives that are used for NDMP operations.

REMOVE NODE To remove a node, complete the following steps:

1. Delete any virtual file space definitions for the node.
2. Delete all paths between the data mover and libraries

and between the data mover and drives.
3. Delete the node. For example, if you want to remove a

node that is named NAS1, issue the following command:

remove node nas1

Related reference:
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
UPDATE NODE (Update node attributes)
RENAME NODE (Rename a node)
REMOVE NODE (Delete a node or an associated machine node)

Managing data movers that are used in NDMP operations
You can query, update, and delete the data movers that you define for NAS file servers.

Procedure

Use one of the following commands to manage data movers:

Command Procedure
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Command Procedure

QUERY DATAMOVER To query a data mover, issue the QUERY DATAMOVER
command with the appropriate parameters. For example, if you
want to query the data mover NASNODE1, issue the following
command:

query datamover nasnode1

UPDATE DATAMOVER To update a data mover, issue the UPDATE DATAMOVER
command with the appropriate parameters. For example, if you
shut down a NAS file server for maintenance and you want to
take the data mover offline, issue the following command:

update datamover nasnode1 online=no

DELETE DATAMOVER To delete a data mover, issue the DELETE DATAMOVER
command. For example, if you want to delete the data mover
NASNODE1, issue the following command:

delete datamover nasnode1

Restriction: If the data mover has a path to a library, and you
delete the data mover or take the data mover offline, you
disable access to the library.

Related reference:
QUERY DATAMOVER (Display data mover definitions)
UPDATE DATAMOVER (Update a data mover)
DELETE DATAMOVER (Delete a data mover)

Dedicating an IBM Spectrum Protect drive to NDMP operations
If you are already using a drive for IBM Spectrum Protect™ operations, you can dedicate that drive to NDMP operations.

Procedure

Remove IBM Spectrum Protect server access by deleting the path definition. For example, if the server name is SERVER1 and the
drive is NASDRIVE1, issue the following command:

delete path server1 nasdrive1 srctype=server desttype=drive library=naslib 

Storage pool management for NDMP operations
When NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP is designated as the storage-pool type, managing the storage pools that are
produced by NDMP operations is different from managing storage pools that contain media for traditional IBM Spectrum Protect™
backups.

The following guidelines and restrictions apply to storage pools of the NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, and NDMPDUMP type that
are produced by NDMP operations:

You can query and update storage pools, but you cannot update the DATAFORMAT parameter.
You cannot designate a CENTERA, directory-container, or cloud-container storage pool as a target pool of NDMP
operations.
Maintaining separate storage pools for data from different NAS vendors is the preferred practice, even when the data
format for both is NDMPDUMP.
The following DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL command parameters are ignored because storage pool
hierarchies, reclamation, and migration are not supported for these storage pools:

MAXSIZE
NEXTSTGPOOL
LOWMIG
HIGHMIG
MIGDELAY
MIGCONTINUE
RECLAIMSTGPOOL
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OVFLOCATION

Important: Ensure that you do not accidentally use storage pools that were defined for NDMP operations in traditional IBM
Spectrum Protect operations. Be especially careful when you assign the storage pool name as the value for the DESTINATION
parameter of the DEFINE COPYGROUP command. Unless the destination is a storage pool with the appropriate data format, the
backup fails.

Managing tables of contents
You can use several commands to manage different aspects of your data contents.

About this task

The SET TOCLOADRETENTION command can be used to specify the approximate number of minutes that an unreferenced table
of contents (TOC) remains loaded in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database. The IBM Spectrum Protect server-wide TOC retention
value determines how long a loaded TOC is retained in the database after the latest access to information in the TOC.

Because TOC information is loaded into temporary database tables, this information is lost if the server is halted, even if the TOC
retention period did not elapse. At installation, the retention time is set to 120 minutes. Use the QUERY STATUS command to see
the TOC retention time.

Issue the QUERY NASBACKUP command to display information about the file system image objects that are backed up for a
specific NAS node and file space. By issuing the command, you can see a display of all backup images that are generated by NDMP
and whether each image has a corresponding TOC.
Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect server can store a full backup in excess of the number of versions you specified if that full backup
has dependent differential backups. Full NAS backups with dependent differential backups behave like other base files with
dependent subfiles. Due to the retention time specified in the RETEXTRA setting, the full NAS backup is not expired, and the
version is displayed in the output of a QUERY NASBACKUP command. For information about setting data retention policies, see
Customizing policies.

Use the QUERY TOC command to display files and directories in a backup image that is generated by NDMP. By issuing the QUERY
TOC server command, you can display all directories and files within a single specified TOC. The specified TOC is accessed in a
storage pool each time the QUERY TOC command is issued because this command does not load TOC information into the IBM
Spectrum Protect database. Then, use the RESTORE NODE command with the FILELIST parameter to restore individual files.

Preventing long-running, inactive NDMP connections from closing
To prevent firewalls from closing NDMP connections that are long-running but inactive, you can enable Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) keepalive on the NDMP control connections.

About this task

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server initiates control connections to NAS devices during NDMP backup or restore operations. These
control connections might remain open and inactive for an extended amount of time. For example, suppose that two NDMP
operations are started for the same NAS device. The control connection for one NDMP operation might remain open but inactive if
the operation requires a resource, for example, a tape drive or sequential volume, that is being used by the other NDMP operation.

Some firewall software is configured to automatically close network connections that are inactive for a specified length of time. If
a firewall exists between an IBM Spectrum Protect server and a NAS device, it is possible that the firewall can close NDMP control
connections unexpectedly and cause the NDMP operation to fail.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server provides a mechanism, TCP keepalive, that you can enable to prevent long-running, inactive
connections from being closed. If TCP keepalive is enabled, small packets are sent across the network at predefined intervals to
the connection partner.

Restriction: To prevent errors, do not enable TCP keepalive in certain types of environments. One example is environments that do
not have firewalls between the IBM Spectrum Protect server and a NAS device. Another example is environments with firewalls
that tolerate long-running, inactive connections. Enabling TCP keepalive in these types of environments can cause an idle
connection to be inadvertently closed if the connection partner temporarily fails to respond to TCP keepalive packets.

Enabling TCP keepalive
To enable TCP keepalive, which keeps NDMP connections open, use the NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE server option.
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Specifying connection idle time for TCP keepalive
To specify the amount of connection idle time, in minutes, before the first TCP keepalive packet is sent, use the
NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES server option.

Enabling TCP keepalive
To enable TCP keepalive, which keeps NDMP connections open, use the NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE server option.

Procedure

Add the option to the server options file dsmserv.opt:

ndmpenablekeepalive yes

Related reference:
NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE

Specifying connection idle time for TCP keepalive
To specify the amount of connection idle time, in minutes, before the first TCP keepalive packet is sent, use the
NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES server option.

Procedure

Add the option to the server options file dsmserv.opt:

ndmpkeepidleminutes minutes

Related reference:
NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to back up and recover data on NAS file servers by using NDMP. The configuration
procedure differs depending on whether you plan to back up data from a nonclustered or clustered NAS file server.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment
Before you configure IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment, register the required
license.
Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a NetApp clustered environment
You can back up data from a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device or to an IBM Spectrum Protect server, which
stores the data in a storage pool. You can back up the entire cluster to a single IBM Spectrum Protect node or parts of the
cluster to multiple nodes.

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a
nonclustered environment

Before you configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment, register the required license.

Procedure

1. Set up the tape library and media. See Configuring a tape library for NDMP operations, where the following steps are
described in more detail.

a. Attach the SCSI or virtual tape library (VTL) library to the NAS file server or to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, or
attach the ACSLS library or 349X library to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

b. Define the library with a library type of SCSI, VTL, ACSLS, or 349X.
c. Define a device class for the tape drives.
d. Define a storage pool for NAS backup media.
e. Optional: Define a storage pool for storing a table of contents.
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2. Configure IBM Spectrum Protect policy for managing NAS image backups. See Configuring an IBM Spectrum Protect policy
for NDMP operations.

3. Register a NAS file server node with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. See Registering NAS nodes with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

4. Define a data mover for the NAS file server. See Defining a data mover for a NAS file server.
5. Define a path from either the IBM Spectrum Protect server or the NAS file server to the library. See Defining paths to

libraries for NDMP operations.
6. Define the tape drives to IBM Spectrum Protect, and define the paths to those drives from the NAS file server and optionally

from the IBM Spectrum Protect server. See Defining paths for NDMP operations.
7. Check tapes into the library and label them.

Tape volumes must be labeled before the server can use them. You can use the LABEL LIBVOLUME
command, or you can use the AUTOLABEL parameter with the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE LIBRARY commands.

All media must be labeled. Labeling media with an automated library requires you to check media into the library.
To label volumes with the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, specify the CHECKIN parameter. To automatically label tape
volumes in SCSI-type libraries, use the AUTOLABEL parameter on the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE LIBRARY commands.

For instructions, see LABEL LIBVOLUME, DEFINE LIBRARY, and UPDATE LIBRARY.

8. Optional: Set up scheduled backups for NAS file servers. See Scheduling NDMP operations.
9. Optional: Define a virtual file space name. See Defining virtual file spaces.

10. Optional: Configure for tape-to-tape copy to back up data. See Backing up data with the tape-to-tape function.
11. Optional: Configure for tape-to-tape copy to move data to a different tape technology. See Moving data with the tape-to-

tape copy function.

Configuring an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations
With policies, you can manage the number and retention time of NDMP image backup versions.
Tape libraries and drives for NDMP operations
Most of the planning that is required to implement backup and recovery operations that use NDMP is related to device
configuration. You have choices about how to connect and use the libraries and drives.
Attaching tape library robotics for NAS-attached libraries
If you plan to back up NAS data to a library that is directly attached to the NAS device and use a SCSI tape library, you must
determine where to attach the library.
Registering NAS nodes with the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Register the NAS file server as an IBM Spectrum Protect node, specifying TYPE=NAS. This node name is used to track the
image backups for the NAS file server.
Defining a data mover for a NAS file server
Define a data mover for each NAS file server by using NDMP operations in your environment. The data mover name must
match the node name that you specified when you registered the NAS node to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Defining paths for NDMP operations
For NDMP operations, you create paths to drives and to libraries.
Scheduling NDMP operations
You can schedule backup or restore operations for images that are produced by NDMP operations. Use administrative
schedules that process the BACKUP NODE or RESTORE NODE administrative commands.
Defining virtual file spaces
Use a virtual file space definition to complete NAS directory-level backups. To reduce backup and restore times for large file
systems, map a directory path from a NAS file server to a virtual file space name on the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Backing up data with the tape-to-tape function
When you use the NDMP tape-to-tape function to back up data, the library type can be SCSI, 349X, or ACSLS (automated
cartridge system library software). Drives can be shared between the NAS devices and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Moving data with the tape-to-tape copy function
To move data from a previous tape technology to a new tape technology by using the NDMP tape-to-tape copy operation,
you must complete the standard steps in your configuration setup and additional steps.

Configuring an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations
With policies, you can manage the number and retention time of NDMP image backup versions.

About this task

For more information, see Policies for backups initiated with an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
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Procedure

Complete the following steps to configure a policy for NDMP operations:

1. Create a policy domain for NAS (network-attached storage) file servers. For example, to define a policy domain that is
named NASDOMAIN, enter the following command:

define domain nasdomain description='Policy domain for NAS file servers'

2. Create a policy set in that domain. For example, to define a policy set named STANDARD in the policy domain that is named
NASDOMAIN, issue the following command:

define policyset nasdomain standard 

3. Define a management class, and then assign the management class as the default for the policy set. For example, to define
a management class that is named MC1 in the STANDARD policy set, and assign it as the default, issue the following
commands:

define mgmtclass nasdomain standard mc1

assign defmgmtclass nasdomain standard mc1

4. Define a backup copy group in the default management class. The destination must be the storage pool that you created for
backup images that are produced by NDMP operations. In addition, you can specify the number of backup versions to
retain. For example, to define a backup copy group for the MC1 management class where up to four versions of each file
system are retained in the storage pool that is named NASPOOL, issue the following command:

define copygroup nasdomain standard mc1 destination=naspool verexists=4

If you want to create a table of contents for your backups, the TOCDESTINATION parameter of the copy group must contain
the name of the primary storage pool.

define copygroup nasdomain standard mc1 destination=naspool 
tocdestination=tocpool verexists=4

Important: When you define a copy group for a management class to which a file system image produced by NDMP is
bound, be sure that the DESTINATION parameter specifies the name of a storage pool that is defined for NDMP operations.
If the DESTINATION parameter specifies an invalid storage pool, backups by NDMP fail.

5. Activate the policy set. For example, to activate the STANDARD policy set in the NASDOMAIN policy domain, issue the
following command:

activate policyset nasdomain standard 

The policy is ready to be used. Nodes are associated with a policy when they are registered. For more information, see
Registering NAS nodes with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Policies for backups initiated with an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can register a network-attached storage (NAS) file server as a node by using network data management protocol
(NDMP) operations. Under the direction of the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the NAS file server backs up and restores a file
system and directory images to a tape library.
Policies for backups initiated with the client interface
When a client node initiates a backup, the policy is affected by the option file for that client node.
Determination of the NAS backup location
When IBM Spectrum Protect uses NDMP to protect NAS file servers, the IBM Spectrum Protect server controls operations.
During this time, the NAS file server transfers the data, either to an attached library or directly to the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

Policies for backups initiated with an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can register a network-attached storage (NAS) file server as a node by using network data management protocol (NDMP)
operations. Under the direction of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the NAS file server backs up and restores a file system and
directory images to a tape library.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server initiates the backup, allocates a drive, and selects and mounts the media. The NAS file server
then transfers the data to tape.
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Because the NAS file server backs up the data, the data is stored in its own format. For most NAS file servers, the data is stored in
the NDMPDUMP data format. For NetApp file servers, the data is stored in the NETAPPDUMP data format. For EMC file servers, the
data is stored in the CELERRADUMP data format. To manage NAS file server image backups, copy groups for NAS nodes must
point to a storage pool that has a data format of NDMPDUMP, NETAPPDUMP, or CELERRADUMP.

The following backup copy group attributes are ignored for NAS images:

Frequency
Mode
Retain Only Versions
Serialization
Versions Data Deleted

To set up the required policy for NAS nodes, you can define a new, separate policy domain.

When the IBM Spectrum Protect server creates a table of contents (TOC), you can view a collection of individual files and
directories that are backed up by using NDMP. Then, you can select which file and directories to restore. To establish where to
send data and store the table of contents, set the policy in the following way:

Ensure that image backup data is sent to a storage pool with an NDMPDUMP, NETAPPDUMP, or CELERRADUMP format.
Ensure that the table of contents is sent to a storage pool with a NATIVE or NONBLOCK format.

Policies for backups initiated with the client interface
When a client node initiates a backup, the policy is affected by the option file for that client node.

You can control the management classes that are applied to backup images produced by NDMP (network data management
protocol) operations regardless of which node initiates the backup. You can complete this task by creating a set of options to be
used by the client nodes. The option set can include an include.fs.nas statement to specify the management class for NAS
(network-attached storage) file server backups.

Tip: You can define an option set by using the DEFINE CLOPTSET command. Then, add a client option to the option set by using
the DEFINE CLIENTOPT command. You can assign an option set to a client by completing the following steps:

1. Open the Operations Center Overview page and click Clients.
2. Double-click the client and click Properties.
3. In the Option set field, select an option set and click Save.

For instructions about using the DEFINE CLOPTSET command, see DEFINE CLOPTSET (Define a client option set name). For
instructions about using the DEFINE CLIENTOPT command, see DEFINE CLIENTOPT (Define an option to an option set).

Determination of the NAS backup location
When IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses NDMP to protect NAS file servers, the IBM Spectrum Protect server controls operations.
During this time, the NAS file server transfers the data, either to an attached library or directly to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

You can also use a backup-archive client to back up a NAS file server by mounting the NAS file system on the client computer and
then backing up as usual. You can use either a Network File System (NFS) mount or a Common Internet File System (CIFS) map.

For a description of the backup-and-restore methods, see Table 1.

Tip: You can use a single method or a combination of methods in your individual storage environment.
Table 1. Comparing methods for backing up NDMP data

Property NDMP: File server to server NDMP: File server to
attached library

Backup-archive client to
server

Network data traffic All backup data goes across
the LAN from the NAS file
server to the server.

The server controls operations
remotely, but the NAS device
moves the data locally.

All backup data goes across
the LAN from the NAS device
to the client and then to the
server.
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Property NDMP: File server to server NDMP: File server to
attached library

Backup-archive client to
server

File server processing during
backup

Less file server processing is
required, compared to the
backup-archive client method,
because the backup does not
use file access protocols such
as NFS and CIFS.

Less file server processing is
required, compared to the
backup-archive client method,
because the backup does not
use file access protocols such
as NFS and CIFS.

File backup operations require
more server processing
resources for file access
protocols such as NFS and
CIFS.

Distance between devices The IBM Spectrum Protect
server must be within SCSI or
Fibre Channel range of the
tape library.

The IBM Spectrum Protect
server can be distant from the
NAS file server and the tape
library.

The IBM Spectrum Protect
server must be within SCSI or
Fibre Channel range of the
tape library.

Firewall considerations More stringent than filer-to-
attached-library because
communications can be
initiated by either the IBM
Spectrum Protect server or the
NAS file server.

Less stringent than filer-to-
server because
communications can be
initiated only by the IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Client passwords and data are
encrypted.

Security considerations Data is sent decrypted from a
NAS file server to an IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

This method must be used in a
trusted environment because
port numbers are not secure.

Port number configuration
allows for secure
administrative sessions within
a private network.

Load on the IBM Spectrum
Protect server

Higher CPU workload is
required to manage all back-
end data processes (for
example, migration).

CPU workload is reduced
because migration and
reclamation are not
supported.

Higher CPU workload is
required to manage all back-
end data processes.

Backup of primary storage
pools to copy storage pools

Data can be backed up only to
copy storage pools that have
the NATIVE data format.

Data can be backed up only to
copy storage pools that have
the same NDMP data format
(NETAPPDUMP,
CELERRADUMP, or
NDMPDUMP).

Data can be backed up only to
copy storage pools that have
the NATIVE data format.

Restore of primary storage
pools and volumes from copy
storage pools

Data can be restored only to
storage pools and volumes
that have the NATIVE data
format.

Data can be restored only to
storage pools and volumes
that have the same NDMP
format.

Data can be restored only to
storage pools and volumes
that have the NATIVE data
format.

Moving NDMP data from
storage pool volumes

Data can be moved to another
storage pool only if it has a
NATIVE data format.

Data can be moved to another
storage pool only if it has the
same NDMP data format.

Data can be moved to another
storage pool only if it has a
NATIVE data format.

Migration from one primary
storage pool to another

Supported Not supported Supported

Reclamation of a storage pool Supported Not supported Supported

Simultaneous-write operations
during backups

Not supported Not supported Supported

Export and import operations Not supported Not supported Supported

Backup set generation Not supported Not supported Supported

Cyclic Redundancy Checking
(CRC) when data is moved by
using IBM Spectrum Protect
processes

Supported Not supported Supported

Validation by using IBM
Spectrum Protect audit
commands

Supported Not supported Supported
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Property NDMP: File server to server NDMP: File server to
attached library

Backup-archive client to
server

Disaster recovery manager Supported Supported Supported

Tape libraries and drives for NDMP operations
Most of the planning that is required to implement backup and recovery operations that use NDMP is related to device
configuration. You have choices about how to connect and use the libraries and drives.

Many of the configuration choices you have for libraries and drives are determined by the hardware features of your libraries. You
can set up NDMP operations with any supported library and drives. However, the more features your library has, the more
flexibility you can exercise in your implementation.

You might start by answering the following questions:

What type of library (SCSI, ACSLS, or 349X) will you use?
If you are using a SCSI library, do you want to attach tape library robotics to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or to the
network-attached storage (NAS) file server?
Will you want to move your NDMP data to tape?
How do you want to use the tape drives in the library?

Dedicate all tape drives to NDMP operations.
Dedicate some tape drives to NDMP operations and others to traditional IBM Spectrum Protect operations.
Share tape drives between NDMP operations and traditional IBM Spectrum Protect operations.

Will you back up data tape-to-tape for disaster recovery functions?
Will you send backup data to a single IBM Spectrum Protect server instead of attaching a tape library to each NAS device?
Do you want to keep all hardware on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and send NDMP data over the LAN?

Determining library drive usage when backing up to NAS-attached libraries
Drives can be used for multiple purposes because of the flexible configurations that are allowed by IBM Spectrum Protect.
For NDMP operations, the NAS file server must have access to the drive. The IBM Spectrum Protect server can also have
access to the same drive, depending on your hardware connections and limitations.
Configuring a tape library for NDMP operations
You can configure a tape library to back up a network-attached storage (NAS) device to tape.

Determining library drive usage when backing up to NAS-attached
libraries

Drives can be used for multiple purposes because of the flexible configurations that are allowed by IBM Spectrum Protect™. For
NDMP operations, the NAS file server must have access to the drive. The IBM Spectrum Protect server can also have access to the
same drive, depending on your hardware connections and limitations.

About this task

All drives are defined to the IBM Spectrum Protect server. However, the same drive can be defined for both traditional IBM
Spectrum Protect operations and NDMP operations. Figure 1 illustrates one possible configuration. The IBM Spectrum Protect
server has access to drives 2 and 3, and each NAS file server has access to drives 1 and 2.
Figure 1. IBM Spectrum Protect drive usage example
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To create the configuration that is shown in Figure 1, complete the following steps:

Procedure

1. Define all three drives to IBM Spectrum Protect.
2. Define paths from the IBM Spectrum Protect server to drives 2 and 3. Because drive 1 is not accessed by the server, no

path is defined.
3. Define each NAS file server as a separate data mover.
4. Define paths from each data mover to drive 1 and to drive 2.

Results

To use the IBM Spectrum Protect back-end data movement operations, the IBM Spectrum Protect server requires two available
drive paths from a single NAS data mover. The drives can be in different libraries and can have different device types that are
supported by NDMP. You can make copies between two different tape devices. For example, the source tape drive can be a DLT
drive in a library and the target drive can be an LTO drive in another library.

During IBM Spectrum Protect back-end data movements, the IBM Spectrum Protect server locates a NAS data mover that
supports the same data format as the data to be copied from and that has two available mount points and paths to the drives. If
the IBM Spectrum Protect server cannot locate such a data mover, the requested data movement operation is not performed. The
number of available mount points and drives depends on the mount limits of the device classes for the storage pools that are
involved in the back-end data movements.

If the back-end data movement function supports multiprocessing, each concurrent IBM Spectrum Protect back-end data
movement process requires two available mount points and two available drives. To run two IBM Spectrum Protect processes
concurrently, at least four mount points and four drives must be available.

For more information, see Defining paths for NDMP operations.

Configuring a tape library for NDMP operations
You can configure a tape library to back up a network-attached storage (NAS) device to tape.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to set up tape libraries for NDMP operations:

1. Connect the library and drives to be used for NDMP operations.
a. Connect the SCSI library. Before you set up a SCSI tape library for NDMP operations, determine whether you want to

attach your library robotics control to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or to the NAS file server. See Tape libraries
and drives for NDMP operations. Connect the SCSI tape library robotics to the IBM Spectrum Protect server or to the
NAS file server. Refer to your device manufacturer documentation for instructions.

If the library is connected to IBM Spectrum Protect, make a SCSI or Fibre Channel connection between the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the library robotics control port. Then, connect the NAS file server with the drives.
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If the library is connected to the NAS file server, make a SCSI or Fibre Channel connection between the NAS file
server and the library robotics and drives.

b. Connect the ACSLS Library. Connect the ACSLS tape library to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
c. Connect the 349X Library. Connect the 349X tape library to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

2. Define the library for your library device by issuing the DEFINE LIBRARY command. The library must be a single device
type, not a mixed device. Issue one of the following commands to define the library depending on the type of device that
you are configuring:

SCSI Library

define library tsmlib libtype=scsi

ACSLS Library

define library acslib libtype=acsls acsid=1

349X Library

define library tsmlib libtype=349x

3. Define a device class for your NDMP device by issuing the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.
Tip: A device class that is defined with a device type of NAS is not explicitly associated with a specific drive type, for
example, LTO. However, the preferred practice is to define a separate device class for different drive types.
In the DEFINE DEVCLASS command, use the following parameters and values:

Specify DEVTYPE=NAS.
Specify MOUNTRETENTION=0. It is required for NDMP operations.
Specify a value for the ESTCAPACITY parameter.

For example, to define a device class that is named NASCLASS for a library that is named NASLIB with an estimated
capacity is 40 GB for the media, issue the following command:

define devclass nasclass devtype=nas library=naslib mountretention=0 
 estcapacity=40g

4. Define a storage pool for NDMP media by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command. When NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or
NDMPDUMP is designated as the type of storage pool, managing the storage pools that are produced by NDMP operations
is different from managing storage pools that contain media for traditional IBM Spectrum Protect backups. IBM Spectrum
Protect operations use storage pools that are defined with a NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. If you select
NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP, NDMP operations require storage pools with a data format that matches
the NAS file server and the selected backup method. Maintaining separate storage pools for data from different NAS
vendors is optimal, even though the data format for both is NDMPDUMP. For example, to define a storage pool that is
named NDMPPOOL for a file server, which is not a NetApp or a Celerra file server, issue the following command:

define stgpool ndmppool nasclass maxscratch=10 dataformat=ndmpdump 

To define a storage pool that is named NASPOOL for a NetApp file server, issue the following command:

define stgpool naspool nasclass maxscratch=10 dataformat=netappdump 

To define a storage pool that is named CELERRAPOOL for an EMC Celerra file server, issue the following command:

define stgpool celerrapool nasclass maxscratch=10 dataformat=celerradump 

Attention: Ensure that you do not accidentally use storage pools that are defined for NDMP operations in traditional IBM
Spectrum Protect operations. Be especially careful when you assign the storage pool name as the value for the
DESTINATION parameter of the DEFINE COPYGROUP command. Unless the destination is a storage pool with the
appropriate data format, the backup can fail.

5. Optional: Define a storage pool for a table of contents. If you plan to create a table of contents, you must also define a disk
storage pool in which to store the table of contents. You must set up policy so that the IBM Spectrum Protect server stores
the table of contents in a different storage pool from the one where the backup image is stored. The table of contents is
treated like any other object in that storage pool. For example, to define a storage pool that is named TOCPOOL for a DISK
device class, issue the following command:

define stgpool tocpool disk 

Then define volumes for the storage pool.
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For more information about defining volumes, see Configuring random access volumes on disk devices
(V7.1.1).

For more information about defining volumes, see Configuring random access volumes on disk devices (V7.1.1).

For more information about configuring libraries, see Configuring libraries for use by a server.

Related reference:
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)

Attaching tape library robotics for NAS-attached libraries
If you plan to back up NAS data to a library that is directly attached to the NAS device and use a SCSI tape library, you must
determine where to attach the library.

About this task

You must determine whether to attach the library robotics to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or to the NAS file server.
Regardless of where you connect library robotics, tape drives must always be connected to the NAS file server for NDMP
operations.

Distance and your available hardware connections are factors to consider for SCSI libraries. If the library does not have separate
ports for robotics control and drive access, the library must be attached to the NAS file server because the NAS file server must
have access to the drives. If your SCSI library has separate ports for robotics control and drive access, you can choose to attach
the library robotics to either the IBM Spectrum Protect server or the NAS file server. If the NAS file server is at a different location
from the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the distance might mean that you must attach the library to the NAS file server.

Whether you are using a SCSI, ACSLS, or 349X library, you have the option of dedicating the library to NDMP operations, or of
using the library for NDMP operations. You can also use the library for most traditional IBM Spectrum Protect operations.

Table 1. Summary of configurations for NDMP operations
Configuration Distance between IBM

Spectrum Protect
server and library

Library sharing Drive sharing
between IBM

Spectrum Protect
and NAS file server

Drive sharing
between NAS

file servers

Drive sharing
between storage
agent and NAS

file server

Configuration 1
(SCSI library that is

connected to the
IBM Spectrum
Protect server)

Limited by SCSI or FC
connection

Supported Supported Supported Supported

Configuration 2
(SCSI library that is

connected to the
NAS file server)

No limitation Not supported Supported Supported Not supported

Configuration 3
(349X library)

Might be limited by
349X connection

Supported Supported Supported Supported

Configuration 4
(ACSLS library)

Might be limited by
ACSLS connection Supported

Supported
Supported Supported

Configuration 1: SCSI library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
In this configuration, the tape library must have separate ports for robotics control and for drive access. In addition, the
library must be within Fibre Channel range or SCSI bus range of both the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the NAS file
server.
Configuration 2: SCSI library connected to the NAS file server
In this configuration, the library robotics and the drives must be physically connected directly to the NAS file server. Paths
must be defined from the NAS data mover to the library and drives. No physical connection is required between the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the SCSI library.
Configuration 3: 349x library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
For this configuration, you connect the tape library to the system as for traditional operations.
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Configuration 4: ACSLS library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
For this configuration, connect the tape library to the system as you do for traditional IBM Spectrum Protect operations.

Configuration 1: SCSI library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

In this configuration, the tape library must have separate ports for robotics control and for drive access. In addition, the library
must be within Fibre Channel range or SCSI bus range of both the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and the NAS file server.

In this configuration, the IBM Spectrum Protect server controls the SCSI library through a direct, physical connection to the library
robotics control port. For NDMP operations, the drives in the library are connected directly to the NAS file server, and a path must
be defined from the NAS data mover to each of the drives to be used. The NAS file server transfers data to the tape drive at the
request of the IBM Spectrum Protect server. To also use the drives for IBM Spectrum Protect operations, connect the IBM
Spectrum Protect server to the tape drives and define paths from the server to the tape drives.

This configuration also supports an IBM Spectrum Protect storage agent having access to the drives for its LAN-free operations,
and the IBM Spectrum Protect server can be a library manager.

Figure 1. Configuration 1: SCSI library connected to IBM Spectrum Protect server

Configuration 2: SCSI library connected to the NAS file server
In this configuration, the library robotics and the drives must be physically connected directly to the NAS file server. Paths must be
defined from the NAS data mover to the library and drives. No physical connection is required between the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server and the SCSI library.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server controls library robotics by sending library commands across the network to the NAS file server.
The NAS file server passes the commands to the tape library. Any responses that are generated by the library are sent to the NAS
file server, and passed back across the network to the IBM Spectrum Protect server. This configuration supports a physically
distant IBM Spectrum Protect server and NAS file server. For example, the IBM Spectrum Protect server is in one city, while the
NAS file server and tape library are in another city.

Figure 1. Configuration 2: SCSI library connected to the NAS file server
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Configuration 3: 349x library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

For this configuration, you connect the tape library to the system as for traditional operations.

In this configuration, the 349X tape library is controlled by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. The IBM Spectrum Protect server
controls the library by passing the request to the 349X library manager through TCP/IP.

To complete NAS (network-attached storage) backup or restore operations, the NAS file server must be able to access one or
more tape drives in the 349X library. Any tape drives used for NAS operations must be physically connected to the NAS file server,
and paths need to be defined from the NAS data mover to the drives. The NAS file server transfers data to the tape drive at the
request of the IBM Spectrum Protect server. Follow the manufacturer's instructions to attach the device to the server system.

This configuration supports a physically distant IBM Spectrum Protect server and NAS file server. For example, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server might be in one city, while the NAS file server and tape library are in another city.

Figure 1. Configuration 3: 349x library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server

Related information:
Attaching devices for the server

Configuration 4: ACSLS library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect
server

For this configuration, connect the tape library to the system as you do for traditional IBM Spectrum Protect™ operations.

The ACSLS (automated cartridge system library software) tape library is controlled by the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server controls the library by passing the request to the ACSLS library server through TCP/IP. The ACSLS library
supports library sharing and LAN-free operations.
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Restriction: To use ACSLS functions, StorageTek Library Attach software must be installed. For more information, see
ACSLS-managed libraries (V7.1.1).

To complete NAS (network-attached storage) backup or restore operations, the NAS file server must be able to access one or
more tape drives in the ACSLS library. Any tape drives used for NAS operations must be physically connected to the NAS file
server, and any paths need to be defined from the NAS data mover to the drives. The NAS file server transfers data to the tape
drive at the request of the IBM Spectrum Protect server. Follow the manufacturer's instructions to attach the device to the server
system.

This configuration supports a physically distant IBM Spectrum Protect server and NAS file server. For example, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server might be in one city while the NAS file server and tape library are in another city.

To also use the drives for IBM Spectrum Protect operations, connect the IBM Spectrum Protect server to the tape drives and
define paths from the IBM Spectrum Protect server to the tape drives.

Figure 1. Configuration 4: ACSLS library connected to the IBM Spectrum Protect server

Related information:
Attaching devices for the server

Registering NAS nodes with the IBM Spectrum Protect server
Register the NAS file server as an IBM Spectrum Protect™ node, specifying TYPE=NAS. This node name is used to track the image
backups for the NAS file server.

Procedure

To register a NAS file server as a node named NASNODE1, with a password of NASPWD1, in a policy domain that is named
NASDOMAIN, issue the following example command:

register node nasnode1 naspwd1 domain=nasdomain type=nas

If you are using a client option set, specify the option set when you register the node.
You can verify that this node is registered by issuing the following command:

query node type=nas

Remember: You must specify TYPE=NAS so that only NAS nodes are displayed.

Defining a data mover for a NAS file server
Define a data mover for each NAS file server by using NDMP operations in your environment. The data mover name must match
the node name that you specified when you registered the NAS node to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

About this task

IBM Spectrum Protect supports two types of data movers:
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For NDMP operations, data movers are NAS file servers. The definition for a NAS data mover contains the network address,
authorization, and data formats that are required for NDMP operations. A data mover enables communication and ensures
authority for NDMP operations between the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the NAS file server.
For server-free data movement, data movers are devices such as the IBM® SAN Data Gateway, which move data between
disk devices and tape devices on the SAN.

Procedure

To define a data mover, use the DEFINE DATAMOVER command.

Example

For example, define a data mover with these parameters:

The NAS node is named NASNODE1.
The high-level address is an IP address for the NAS file server, either a numerical address or a host name.
The low-level address is the IP port for NDMP sessions with the NAS file server. The default is port number 10000.
The user ID is the ID defined to the NAS file server that authorizes an NDMP session with the NAS file server. For this
example, the user ID is the administrative ID for the NetApp file server.
The password parameter is a valid password for authentication to an NDMP session with the NAS file server.
The data format is NETAPPDUMP. This is the data format that the NetApp file server uses for tape backup. This data format
must match the data format of the target storage pool.

Enter the following command:

define datamover nasnode1 type=nas hladdress=netapp2 lladdress=10000 userid=root  
password=admin dataformat=netappdump

Related reference:
DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover)

Defining paths for NDMP operations
For NDMP operations, you create paths to drives and to libraries.

Defining paths to drives for NDMP operations
The method that you choose for creating paths to drives depends on whether the drives are accessed by a NAS file server
and the IBM Spectrum Protect server or only by a NAS file server.
Defining paths to libraries for NDMP operations
Define a path to the SCSI library from either the IBM Spectrum Protect server or the NAS file server.

Defining paths to drives for NDMP operations
The method that you choose for creating paths to drives depends on whether the drives are accessed by a NAS file server and the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or only by a NAS file server.

Defining paths for drives attached to a NAS file server and to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
If a tape drive must be accessed by a network-attached storage (NAS) file server and the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you
must create two paths. One path exists between the tape drive and the NAS file server. The other path exists between the
tape drive and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Defining paths for drives attached only to NAS file servers
If a tape drive must be accessed only by a NAS file server and not by the IBM Spectrum Protect server, only a single path
between the tape drive and the NAS file server is required.
Obtaining names for devices attached to NAS file servers
For paths from a NAS data mover, the value of the DEVICE parameter in the DEFINE PATH command is the name by which
the NAS file server knows a library or drive.

Defining paths for drives attached to a NAS file server and to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server
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If a tape drive must be accessed by a network-attached storage (NAS) file server and the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, you must
create two paths. One path exists between the tape drive and the NAS file server. The other path exists between the tape drive
and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Procedure

Complete the following steps:

1. If the drive is not defined for the IBM Spectrum Protect server, create the drive definition. For example, to define a drive
NASDRIVE1 for a library NASLIB, issue the following command:

define drive naslib nasdrive1 element=autodetect

Remember: If the drive is attached to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, the element address is automatically detected.
2. Map the NAS drive name to the corresponding drive definition on the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

On the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the QUERY DRIVE FORMAT=DETAILED command to obtain the worldwide
name (WWN) and serial number for the drive that will be connected to the NAS file server.
On the NAS device, obtain the tape device name, serial number, and WWN for the drive.

If the WWN or serial number matches, a drive on a NAS file server is the same as the drive on the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.

3. Using the drive name, define a path to the drive from the NAS file server and a path to the drive from the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

For example, to define a path between a tape drive with a device name of rst01 and a NetApp file server, issue the
following command:

define path nasnode1 nasdrive1 srctype=datamover desttype=drive 
  library=naslib device=rst01

To define a path between the tape drive and the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the following command:

define path server1 nasdrive1 srctype=server desttype=drive 
 library=naslib device=/dev/rmt0

define path server1 nasdrive1 srctype=server desttype=drive 
 library=naslib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt0

define path server1 nasdrive1 srctype=server desttype=drive 
 library=naslib device=mt3.0.0.2

Defining paths for drives attached only to NAS file servers
If a tape drive must be accessed only by a NAS file server and not by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, only a single path
between the tape drive and the NAS file server is required.

Procedure

Complete the following steps:

1. Obtain the SCSI element addresses, worldwide name (WWN), and serial numbers for the drive to be connected to NAS file
server.
Restriction: If the SCSI drive is connected only to a NAS file server, the element address is not automatically detected, and
you must supply it. If a library has more than one drive, you must specify an element address for each drive.
To obtain a SCSI element address, go to the following device-support websites:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Element number assignment and device WWN assignments are also available from tape-library device manufacturers.
2. Create drive definitions by specifying the element addresses identified in the preceding step. Specify the element address

in the ELEMENT parameter of the DEFINE DRIVE command. For example, to define a drive NASDRIVE1 with the element
address 82 for the library NASLIB, issue the following command:

define drive naslib nasdrive1 element=82
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Attention: For a drive connected only to the NAS file server, do not specify ASNEEDED as the value for the
CLEANFREQUENCY parameter of the DEFINE DRIVE command.

3. Obtain the device name, serial number, and WWN for the drive on the NAS device.
4. Using the information that is obtained in steps 1 and 3, map the NAS device name to the element address in the drive

definition in the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
5. Define a path between the tape drive and the NAS file server. For example, to define a path between a NetApp file server

and a tape drive with a device name of rst01, issue the following command:

define path nasnode1 nasdrive1 srctype=datamover desttype=drive 
 library=naslib device=rst0l

Obtaining names for devices attached to NAS file servers
For paths from a NAS data mover, the value of the DEVICE parameter in the DEFINE PATH command is the name by which the NAS
file server knows a library or drive.

About this task

You can obtain these device names, also known as special file names, by querying the NAS file server. For information about how
to obtain names for devices that are connected to a NAS file server, see the product information for the file server.

Procedure

To obtain the device names for tape libraries on a NetApp Release ONTAP 10.0 GX, or later, file server, connect to the file
server by using telnet and issue the SYSTEM HARDWARE TAPE LIBRARY SHOW command. To obtain the device names for
tape drives on a NetApp Release ONTAP 10.0 GX, or later, file server, connect to the file server by using telnet and issue the
SYSTEM HARDWARE TAPE DRIVE SHOW command. For details about these commands, see the NetApp ONTAP GX file
server product documentation.
For releases earlier than NetApp Release ONTAP 10.0 GX, continue to use the SYSCONFIG command. For example, to
display the device names for tape libraries, connect to the file server by using telnet and issue the following command:

sysconfig -m

To display the device names for tape drives, issue the following command:

sysconfig -t

For Fibre Channel attached drives and the Celerra data mover, complete the following steps:
1. Log on to the EMC Celerra control workstation by using an administrative ID. Issue the following command:

server_devconfig server_1 -l -s -n

Tip: The -l option for this command lists only the device information that was saved in the database of the data
mover. The command and option do not display changes to the device configuration that occurred after the last
database refresh on the data mover. For details about how to obtain the most recent device configuration for your
data mover, see the EMC Celerra documentation.
The output for the server_devconfig command includes the device names for the devices that are attached to the
data mover. The device names are listed in the addr column, for example:

server_1: 
Scsi Device Table 
name        addr      type   info 
tape1       c64t0l0   tape   IBM ULT3580-TD2 53Y2 
ttape1      c96t0l0   tape   IBM ULT3580-TD2 53Y2

2. Map the Celerra device name to the device worldwide name (WWN):
a. To list the WWN, log on to the EMC Celerra control workstation and issue the following command. Remember

to enter a period (. ) as the first character in this command.

.server_config server_# -v "fcp bind show"

The output for this command includes the WWN, for example:

Chain 0064: WWN 500507630f418e29 HBA 2 N_PORT Bound 
Chain 0096: WWN 500507630f418e18 HBA 2 N_PORT Bound
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Tip: The .server_config command is an undocumented EMC Celerra command. For more information about
how to use it, contact EMC.

b. Use the chain number to identify the tape device that was listed in the output of the server_devconfig
command and that has the same WWN, for example:

Tape device name Chain number WWN

c64t0l0 0064 500507630f418e29

c96t0l0 0096 500507630f418e18

Celerra commands might behave differently on different EMC Celerra systems and operating system levels. For details, see
the EMC Celerra documentation or contact EMC.

Defining paths to libraries for NDMP operations
Define a path to the SCSI library from either the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or the NAS file server.

Procedure

1. For a SCSI library connected to IBM Spectrum Protect, issue the following example command to define a path from the
server, named SERVER1, to the SCSI library named TSMLIB:

 define path server1 tsmlib srctype=server desttype=library 
  device=/dev/lb1

define path server1 tsmlib srctype=server desttype=library 
  device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb1

 define path server1 tsmlib srctype=server desttype=library 
  device=lb0.0.0.2

2. For a SCSI library connected to a NAS file server, issue the following example command to define a path between a NetApp
NAS data mover that is named NASNODE1 and a library named NASLIB:

define path nasnode1 naslib srctype=datamover desttype=library device=mc0

3. For a 349X library, define a path to the library from the IBM Spectrum Protect server. For example, issue the following
command to define a path from the server, named SERVER1, to the 349X library named TSMLIB:

 define path server1 tsmlib srctype=server desttype=library 
  device=/dev/lmcp0

define path server1 tsmlib srctype=server desttype=library 
 device=library1

Tip: The DEFINE PATH command is not required for an automated cartridge system library software (ACSLS) library.

Scheduling NDMP operations
You can schedule backup or restore operations for images that are produced by NDMP operations. Use administrative schedules
that process the BACKUP NODE or RESTORE NODE administrative commands.

Procedure

Create an administrative schedule by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command. For example, to create an administrative schedule
that is named NASSCHED to back up all file systems for node NASNODE1, enter the following command:

define schedule nassched type=administrative cmd='backup node nasnode1' active=yes 
starttime=20:00 period=1 perunits=days
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The schedule is active, and is set to run at 8 p.m. every day.
Restriction: The BACKUP NODE and RESTORE NODE commands can be used only for nodes of TYPE=NAS.
Related tasks:

Tuning the schedule for daily operations
Related reference:
BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node)
RESTORE NODE (Restore a NAS node)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)

Defining virtual file spaces
Use a virtual file space definition to complete NAS directory-level backups. To reduce backup and restore times for large file
systems, map a directory path from a NAS file server to a virtual file space name on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Procedure

To create a virtual file space name for the directory path on the NAS device, issue the DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command:

define virtualfsmapping nas1 /mikesdir /vol/vol1 /mikes

This command defines a virtual file space name of /MIKESDIR on the server, which represents the directory path of
/VOL/VOL1/MIKES on the NAS file server that is represented by node NAS1. For more information, see Directory-level backup and
restore for NDMP operations.

Backing up data with the tape-to-tape function
When you use the NDMP tape-to-tape function to back up data, the library type can be SCSI, 349X, or ACSLS (automated
cartridge system library software). Drives can be shared between the NAS devices and the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

About this task

When you use the NDMP tape-to-tape copy function, your configuration setup might affect the performance of the IBM Spectrum
Protect back-end data movement.

Procedure

To have one NAS device with paths to four drives in a library, use the MOVE DATA command after you complete your configuration
setup. This moves data on the volume VOL1 to any available volumes in the same storage pool as VOL1:

move data vol1 

Moving data with the tape-to-tape copy function
To move data from a previous tape technology to a new tape technology by using the NDMP tape-to-tape copy operation, you
must complete the standard steps in your configuration setup and additional steps.

About this task

When you use the NDMP tape-to-tape copy function, your configuration setup might affect the performance of the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ back-end data movement.

Procedure

In addition to the standard steps in your configuration setup, complete the following steps:

1. Define one drive in the library, lib1, that has previous tape technology:

 define drive lib1 drv1 element=1035

2. Define one drive in the library, lib2, that has new tape technology:
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define drive lib2 drv1 element=1036 

3. Define paths from the NAS file server to each drive:

define path nas1 drv1 sourcetype=datamover desttype=drive library=lib1 device=rst1l 
define path nas1 drv1 sourcetype=datamover desttype=drive library=lib2 device=rst2l

4. Move data on volume vol1 in the primary storage pool to the volumes in another primary storage pool, nasprimpool2:

move data vol1 stgpool=nasprimpool2

Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a NetApp
clustered environment

You can back up data from a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device or to an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, which
stores the data in a storage pool. You can back up the entire cluster to a single IBM Spectrum Protect node or parts of the cluster
to multiple nodes.

Before you begin

For an overview of NDMP functionality in IBM Spectrum Protect and NetApp file servers, see technote 7046965. This technote
also lists system requirements.

About this task

You can back up data in a NetApp clustered environment to the following storage media:

Tape device that is directly attached to a NAS file server
You can back up data to a tape device that is directly attached to a NAS file server. This is the preferred method. Typically, it
is faster to back up data to a directly attached tape device than it is to back up data to an IBM Spectrum Protect storage
pool by using a network connection.

Storage pool in the local IBM Spectrum Protect hierarchy
You can back up data to an IBM Spectrum Protect server, which stores the data in a storage pool of type DISK, FILE, or
tape. The advantage of storing data in a storage pool is that you can replicate the data for added data protection. You can
use existing storage pools or create storage pools. You must have a network connection between the NAS file server and
the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The network connection must have sufficient bandwidth to transfer the NAS backup data.
Tip: This type of backup is sometimes called a filer-to-server backup.

You can use one of the following backup methods:

Full cluster backup
When you apply this method, the backup data of the entire cluster is owned by a single IBM Spectrum Protect node. Even if
you move the volumes within the cluster, full cluster backup operations continue and you do not have to reconfigure backup
operations. This is the preferred method.

Partial cluster backup
When you apply this method, you specify a NetApp storage virtual machine (SVM), which determines the scope of the
backup operation. The SVM is a virtual server that provides access to part of a cluster. You can specify that each SVM in the
cluster backs up data to a separate IBM Spectrum Protect node. This method requires more configuration than the full
cluster backup method, and it requires a network connection to transfer data from the SVM to the IBM Spectrum Protect
node.
Restriction: You cannot use this method to back up data to a tape device because SVMs do not have direct access to tape
devices.

Procedure

1. Select the storage media based on the following questions:

Question Storage media

Based on your business requirements, is it
necessary to back up data to a local tape
device?

If the answer is yes, use a directly attached tape device.

If the answer is no, use either a directly attached tape device or a local IBM
Spectrum Protect storage pool.
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Question Storage media

Does your organization require high-speed
backup operations?

If the answer is yes, use a directly attached tape device.

If the answer is no, use either a directly attached tape device or a local IBM
Spectrum Protect storage pool.

Does your organization have sufficient
network bandwidth for NAS backup data?

If the answer is yes, use either a directly attached tape device or a local
IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool.

If the answer is no, use a directly attached tape device.

Does your organization want to enhance
data protection by using replication?

If the answer is yes, use a local IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool.

If the answer is no, use either a directly attached tape device or a local IBM
Spectrum Protect storage pool.

Are your NAS file servers at remote locations
without access to directly attached tape
libraries?

If the answer is yes, use a local IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool.

If the answer is no, use either a directly attached tape device or a local IBM
Spectrum Protect storage pool.

2. Select a backup method based on the following questions:

Question Backup method

Based on your business requirements, is it
necessary to back up data to a directly
attached tape device?

If the answer is yes, use the full backup method.

If the answer is no, use either the full or partial backup method.

Does your system have sufficient network
bandwidth to back up several SVMs without
affecting network performance?

If the answer is yes, use either the full or partial backup method.

If the answer is no, use the full backup method. The partial backup method
might adversely affect system performance.

Are the SVMs distributed across several
organizations? For example, are any SVMs
controlled by third parties, such as cloud-
platform providers?

If the answer is yes, use the partial backup method because SVM owners
can control backup operations for individual SVMs. If an SVM owner also
owns an IBM Spectrum Protect server, the owner can set up backup
operations from the SVM to a server node. In this way, the owner can
control the end-to-end process.

If the answer is no, use either the full or partial backup method.
3. Configure the system environment based on the storage media and backup method that you chose. Follow the instructions

for your selected method:
Configuring full cluster backups to directly attached tape devices
Configuring full cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
Configuring partial cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server

Tip: If you configured IBM Spectrum Protect to back up NetApp clusters by using node-scoped NDMP, consider
reconfiguring IBM Spectrum Protect to use NDMP Cluster Aware Backup (CAB). In this way, you can optimize backup
operations for NetApp clusters. Follow the instructions in Reconfiguring IBM Spectrum Protect to optimize clustered
backups.

Configuring full cluster backups to directly attached tape devices
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device.
Configuring full cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to an IBM Spectrum Protect server,
which stores the data in a storage pool. Even if you move volumes within the cluster, backup operations continue and no
reconfiguration is required.
Configuring partial cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to complete a partial backup of a NetApp cluster. This method is useful when
multiple organizations own data in the cluster. Each organization can manage backup operations for its data.
Reconfiguring IBM Spectrum Protect to optimize clustered backups
If you configured IBM Spectrum Protect to back up NetApp clusters by using node-scoped NDMP, you can reconfigure IBM
Spectrum Protect to use NDMP Cluster Aware Backup (CAB). In this way, you can optimize backup operations for NetApp
clusters.

Configuring full cluster backups to directly attached tape devices
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You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device.

Before you begin

For an overview of NDMP functionality in IBM Spectrum Protect and NetApp file servers, see technote 7046965. This technote
also lists system requirements.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is installed on your NetApp file server, use the
following procedure. After you configure your NetApp file server to work with IBM Spectrum Protect, you can use the NetApp
Cluster Aware Backup (CAB) extension to back up all volumes.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is not installed on your NetApp file server, back
up data by following the instructions in Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment.

About this task

The preferred method is to back up the full cluster by using a node and data mover that are associated with the clusterwide
network. In this way, you ensure that the backup data is owned by a single IBM Spectrum Protect node. Even if you move volumes
within the cluster, backup operations continue and no reconfiguration is required.

Procedure

To configure full cluster backup operations to a directly attached tape device, complete the following steps:

1. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is installed, and that the license is registered. If the license is not
registered, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect command:

register license file=tsmee.lic

2. Obtain cluster administrator privileges for the NetApp file server. This step is required to access the cluster console.
3. On the NetApp file server, enable the use of NDMP by following the instructions in the Clustered Data ONTAP® Data

Protection Tape Backup and Recovery Guide. Complete the following steps:
a. Enable SVM-scoped NDMP backup operations at the cluster level. In this way, you disable node-scoped NDMP

backup operations on the NAS file server. Ensure that the node-scoped-ndmp option on the NAS file server is set to
OFF.

b. Create a backup user ID for NDMP operations.
c. Configure a network interface for NDMP control connections at the cluster level.

4. Register the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own all backup data for the cluster. On the IBM Spectrum Protect server,
issue the REGISTER NODE command:

register node node_name password domain=nas_domain type=nas

where node_name specifies the node name, password specifies the node password, and nas_domain specifies the domain
of the node. Assign the node to a domain that has a policy to back up data to an appropriate storage pool.

5. Determine the IP address of the NetApp cluster management interface on the NAS file server. The interface provides
access to the entire cluster. On the NAS file server, issue the following Data ONTAP operating system command:

network interface show -role cluster-mgmt

The IP address that is shown in the command output is required when you specify the HLADDRESS parameter in step 6.
6. Define a data mover for the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own the backup data. On the IBM Spectrum Protect

server, issue the DEFINE DATAMOVER command on one line:

define datamover data_mover_name type=nascluster 
hladdress=cluster_management_interface lladdress=port  
USER=user_name password=password dataformat=netappdump

where cluster_management_interface is the value that you obtained in step 5 and data_mover_name is the node name that
you registered in step 4. For information about specifying the other parameters, see DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data
mover).
Tip: After you define the data mover, additional data movers are defined automatically for each node in the cluster. The
name of each data mover matches the name of the physical node in the cluster. You will use these data movers when you
define paths to tape drives in step 3 of Configuring tape devices for full cluster backups.

What to do next
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To configure the tape device for the full cluster backup, follow the instructions in Configuring tape devices for full cluster backups.

Configuring tape devices for full cluster backups
If you plan to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device, you must configure the tape
device.

Related reference:
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

Configuring full cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to an IBM Spectrum Protect server, which
stores the data in a storage pool. Even if you move volumes within the cluster, backup operations continue and no reconfiguration
is required.

Before you begin

For an overview of NDMP functionality in IBM Spectrum Protect and NetApp file servers, see technote 7046965. This technote
also lists system requirements.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is installed on your NetApp file server, use the
following procedure. After you configure your NetApp file server to work with IBM Spectrum Protect, you can use the NetApp
Cluster Aware Backup (CAB) extension to back up all volumes in the cluster. All backed-up data will be owned by a single IBM
Spectrum Protect node.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is not installed on your NetApp file server, back
up data by following the instructions in Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment.

Procedure

1. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is installed, and that the license is registered. If the license is not
registered, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect command:

register license file=tsmee.lic

2. Obtain cluster administrator privileges for the NetApp file server. This step is required to access the cluster console.
3. Enable the use of NDMP by following the instructions in the Clustered Data ONTAP® Data Protection Tape Backup and

Recovery Guide. Complete the following steps:
a. Enable the NetApp SVM to control NDMP backup operations at the cluster level.
b. Create a backup user ID for NDMP operations.
c. Configure a network interface for NDMP control connections at the cluster level.

4. Register the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own all backup data for the cluster. On the IBM Spectrum Protect server,
issue the REGISTER NODE command:

register node node_name password domain=nas_domain type=nas

where node_name specifies the node name, password specifies the node password, and nas_domain specifies the domain
of the node.

5. Determine the numerical IP address or the domain name that is used to access the NAS file server. The interface provides
access to the entire cluster. On the NAS file server, issue the following Data ONTAP operating system command:

network interface show -role cluster-mgmt

The IP address in the output is required when you specify a value for the HLADDRESS parameter in step 6.
6. Define a data mover for the node by issuing the DEFINE DATAMOVER command and specifying TYPE=NASCLUSTER. On the

IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the following command on one line:

define datamover data_mover_name type=nascluster 
hladdress=cluster_management_interface lladdress=port  
USER=user_name password=password dataformat=netappdump

where cluster_management_interface is the value that you obtained in step 5 and data_mover_name is the node name that
you registered in step 4. For information about specifying the other parameters, see DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data
mover).
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7. Configure an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for managing NAS image backups. Follow the instructions in Configuring an IBM
Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations.

8. Update the cluster node that you registered in step 4 to the domain that was configured in step 7. On the IBM Spectrum
Protect server, issue the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name domain=domain_name

9. Optional: Identify the volumes in the cluster and schedule backups for the volumes:
a. On the NAS file server, identify the volumes in the cluster by issuing the following Data ONTAP command:

volume show

b. Schedule backup operations by following the instructions in Scheduling NDMP operations.

What to do next

The following tasks are optional:

To verify that volumes in the NetApp cluster are backed up, complete the following steps:
1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
2. Double-click a NAS device client and click Volumes.
3. To determine when the last full volume backup was completed, review the information in the Last Full column. To

determine when the most recent differential backup was completed, review the information in the Last Differential
column.

To set up copy storage pools for added data protection, configure the tape-to-tape function to back up data. For
instructions, see Backing up data with the tape-to-tape function.

Related reference:
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

Configuring partial cluster backups to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ to complete a partial backup of a NetApp cluster. This method is useful when multiple
organizations own data in the cluster. Each organization can manage backup operations for its data.

Before you begin

For an overview of NDMP functionality in IBM Spectrum Protect and NetApp file servers, see technote 7046965. This technote
also lists system requirements.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is installed on your NetApp file server, use the
following procedure. After you configure your NetApp file server to work with IBM Spectrum Protect, you can use the NetApp
Cluster Aware Backup (CAB) extension to back up a partial cluster. When you configure a partial cluster backup, you determine the
scope of the backup by specifying a virtual server, the NetApp storage virtual machine (SVM). The SVM provides access to part of a
cluster.

If the NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, operating system is not installed on your NetApp file server, back
up data by following the instructions in Configuring IBM Spectrum Protect for NDMP operations in a nonclustered environment.

Procedure

1. Verify that IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is installed, and that the license is registered. If the license is not
registered, issue the following IBM Spectrum Protect command:

register license file=tsmee.lic

2. Obtain cluster administrator privileges for the NetApp file server. This step is required to access the cluster console.
3. On the NetApp file server, enable the use of NDMP by following the instructions in the Clustered Data ONTAP® Data

Protection Tape Backup and Recovery Guide. Complete the following steps:
a. Enable the NetApp SVM to control NDMP backup operations.
b. Create a backup user ID for NDMP operations.
c. Configure a network interface for NDMP control connections at the SVM level.

4. Register the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own the backed-up data. On the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the
REGISTER NODE command:
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register node node_name password domain=nas_domain type=nas

where node_name specifies the node name, password specifies the node password, and nas_domain specifies the domain
of the node.

5. Determine the numerical IP address or the domain name of the cluster interface that is used by the SVM. To determine the
value, on the NAS file server, issue the following ONTAP operating system command:

network interface show -vserver vserver_name -role data

where vserver_name specifies the name of the SVM. This value that you obtain is required in step 6.
6. Define an associated data mover for the IBM Spectrum Protect node by issuing the DEFINE DATAMOVER command and

specifying TYPE=NASVSERVER. On the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the following command on one line:

define datamover data_mover_name type=nasvserver 
hladdress=svm_data_interface lladdress=port  
USER=user_name password=password dataformat=netappdump

where svm_data_interface is the value that you obtained in step 5 and data_mover_name is the name of the node that you
registered in step 4.

For information about specifying the other parameters, see DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover).

7. Configure an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for managing NAS image backups. Follow the instructions in Configuring an IBM
Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations.

8. Update the node that you registered in step 4 to the domain that you configured in step 7. On the IBM Spectrum Protect
server, issue the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name domain=domain_name

9. Optional: Identify the volumes in the cluster and schedule backup operations. Take the following steps:
a. On the NAS file server, identify the volumes in the cluster by issuing the following Data ONTAP command:

volume show -vserver vserver_name

where vserver_name specifies the name of the SVM.
b. Schedule backup operations by following the instructions in Scheduling NDMP operations.

What to do next

To verify that volumes in the NetApp cluster are backed up, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
2. Double-click a NAS device client and click Volumes.
3. To determine when the last full volume backup was completed, review the information in the Last Full column. To

determine when the most recent differential backup was completed, review the information in the Last Differential column.

Related reference:
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

Reconfiguring IBM Spectrum Protect to optimize clustered backups
If you configured IBM Spectrum Protect™ to back up NetApp clusters by using node-scoped NDMP, you can reconfigure IBM
Spectrum Protect to use NDMP Cluster Aware Backup (CAB). In this way, you can optimize backup operations for NetApp clusters.

Before you begin

For an overview of NDMP functionality in IBM Spectrum Protect and NetApp file servers, see technote 7046965. This technote
also lists system requirements.

About this task

When you reconfigure IBM Spectrum Protect to use CAB, you can optimize backup operations in the following ways:

You can configure IBM Spectrum Protect to back up all volumes in a NetApp cluster to a directly attached tape device or to
an IBM Spectrum Protect server. In both cases, the data is owned by a single IBM Spectrum Protect node. Even if you move
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volumes within the cluster, backup operations continue and no reconfiguration is required.
You can complete a partial backup of a NetApp cluster to an IBM Spectrum Protect server. This method is useful when
multiple organizations own data in the cluster. Each organization can manage backup operations for its data. You set the
scope of a partial backup by specifying a NetApp storage virtual machine (SVM), which provides access to part of a cluster.

To reconfigure IBM Spectrum Protect to use CAB, you must define a new IBM Spectrum Protect node and a new data mover.

Procedure

1. Verify that NetApp Clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 or later, or 9.1 or later, is installed on the NetApp file server.
2. Enable the use of NDMP by following the instructions in the Clustered Data ONTAP® Data Protection Tape Backup and

Recovery Guide. Take one of the following actions:

For a full cluster backup
Complete the following steps:

a. Enable SVM-scoped NDMP backup operations at the cluster level. In this way, you disable node-scoped NDMP
backup operations on the NAS file server. Ensure that the node-scoped-ndmp option on the NAS file server is
set to OFF.

b. Create a backup user ID for NDMP operations.
c. Configure a network interface for NDMP control connections at the cluster level.

For a partial cluster backup
Complete the following steps:

a. Enable SVM-scoped NDMP to control NDMP backup operations.
b. Create a backup user ID for NDMP operations.
c. Configure a network interface for NDMP control connections at the SVM level.

3. Register the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own the backup data. On the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the
REGISTER NODE command:

register node node_name password domain=nas_domain type=nas

where node_name specifies the node name, password specifies the node password, and nas_domain specifies the domain
of the node.

4. If you plan to back up a full cluster, determine the IP address of the NetApp cluster management interface on the NAS file
server. The interface provides access to the entire cluster. On the NAS file server, issue the following Data ONTAP operating
system command:

network interface show -role cluster-mgmt

The IP address in the output is required when you specify the HLADDRESS parameter in step 6.
5. If you plan to back up a partial cluster, determine the numerical IP address or the domain name of the cluster interface that

is used by the SVM. To determine the value, issue the following Data ONTAP operating system command on the NAS file
server:

network interface show -vserver vserver_name -role data

where vserver_name specifies the name of the SVM. The value that you obtain is required in step 6.
6. Define a data mover for the IBM Spectrum Protect node. Take one of the following actions:

For a full cluster backup
Define a data mover for the IBM Spectrum Protect node that will own the backup data. On the IBM Spectrum Protect
server, issue the DEFINE DATAMOVER command on one line:

define datamover data_mover_name type=nascluster 
hladdress=cluster_management_interface lladdress=port  
USER=user_name password=password dataformat=netappdump

where cluster_management_interface is the value that you obtained in step 4 and data_mover_name is the node
name that you registered in step 3.
Tip: After you define the data mover, additional data movers are defined automatically for each node in the cluster.
The name of each data mover matches the name of the physical node in the cluster. You will use these data movers
when you define paths to tape drives that are attached to the cluster.

For a partial cluster backup
Define a data mover for the node by issuing the DEFINE DATAMOVER command and specifying TYPE=NASVSERVER.
On the IBM Spectrum Protect server, issue the following command on one line:
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define datamover data_mover_name type=nasvserver 
hladdress=svm_data_interface lladdress=port  
USER=user_name password=password dataformat=netappdump

where svm_data_interface is the value that you obtained in step 5 and data_mover_name is the node name that you
registered in step 3.

For information about specifying the other parameters on the DEFINE DATAMOVER command, see DEFINE DATAMOVER
(Define a data mover).

7. To back up data to a directly attached tape device, for each tape drive that is attached to the cluster, identify the device
name and the physical node to which the drive is attached:

a. On the NAS file server, issue the following Data ONTAP command:

storage tape show-tape-drive

b. Review the output to find the serial number of the tape drive, and the node of the cluster to which the drive is
attached. The same stanza includes the device name, for example, st1, st2, or st3.

8. To configure a full cluster backup to a directly attached tape device, follow the instructions in Configuring tape devices for
full cluster backups.

9. To configure a full or partial cluster backup to an IBM Spectrum Protect server, configure a policy for managing NAS image
backups. Follow the instructions in Configuring an IBM Spectrum Protect policy for NDMP operations.

10. Disable scheduled backup operations for all nodes that were previously used to back up the NetApp cluster.
11. Identify the volumes in the cluster and optionally schedule backup operations for the volumes. Take one of the following

actions:

For a full cluster backup
a. On the NAS file server, identify the volumes in the cluster by using the following Data ONTAP command:

volume show

b. Run a full backup of the entire cluster.
c. Optional: To schedule backup operations, follow the instructions in Scheduling NDMP operations.

For a partial cluster backup
a. On the NAS file server, identify the volumes in the cluster by using the following Data ONTAP command:

volume show -vserver vserver_name

where vserver_name specifies the name of the SVM.
b. Run a full backup of the partial cluster.
c. Optional: To schedule backup operations, follow the instructions in Scheduling NDMP operations.

What to do next

To verify that volumes in the NetApp cluster are backed up, complete the following steps:

1. On the Operations Center menu bar, click Clients.
2. Double-click a NAS device client and click Volumes.
3. To determine when the last full volume backup was completed, review the information in the Last Full column. To

determine when the most recent differential backup was completed, review the information in the Last Differential column.

Related reference:
DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a drive)
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

Backing up and restoring NAS file servers using NDMP
After you configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ for NDMP operations, you are ready to begin using NDMP.

Procedure

Use either a client interface or an administrative interface to perform a file system image backup. For example, to use the
Windows backup-archive client interface to back up a file system that is named /vol/vol1 on a NAS file server that is named NAS1,
issue the following command:
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dsmc backup nas -nasnodename=nas1 {/vol/vol1} 

For more information about the command, see Backup Image.
Tip: Whenever you use the client interface, you are asked to authenticate yourself as an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator
before the operation can begin. The administrator ID must have at least client owner authority for the NAS node.
You can complete the same backup operation with a server interface. For example, from the administrative command-line client,
back up the file system that is named /vol/vol1 on a NAS file server that is named NAS1, by issuing the following command:

backup node nas1 /vol/vol1

Restriction: The BACKUP NAS and BACKUP NODE commands do not include snapshots. To back up snapshots, see Backing up and
restoring with snapshots.
You can restore the image by using either interface. Backups are identical whether they are backed up using a client interface or a
server interface. For example, suppose that you want to restore the image that is backed up in the previous examples. For this
example, the file system that is named /vol/vol1 is being restored to /vol/vol2. Restore the file system with the following
command, issued from a Windows backup-archive client interface:

dsmc restore nas -nasnodename=nas1 {/vol/vol1} {/vol/vol2}

You can choose to restore the file system by using a server interface. For example, to restore the file system name /vol/vol1 to file
system /vol/vol2, for a NAS file server that is named NAS1, enter the following command:

restore node nas1 /vol/vol1 /vol/vol2 

You can restore data from one NAS vendor system to another NAS vendor system when you use the NDMPDUMP data format.
However, you must either verify compatibility between systems or maintain a separate storage pool for each NAS vendor.

NAS file servers: backups to a single IBM Spectrum Protect server
If you have several NAS file servers in different locations, you might prefer to send the backup data to a single IBM
Spectrum Protect server rather than attaching a tape library to each NAS device.
Backing up NDMP file servers to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can back up data to a single IBM Spectrum Protect server rather than attaching a tape library to each NAS device.

NAS file servers: backups to a single IBM Spectrum Protect server
If you have several NAS file servers in different locations, you might prefer to send the backup data to a single IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server rather than attaching a tape library to each NAS device.

When you store NAS backup data in the IBM Spectrum Protect server's storage hierarchy, you can apply IBM Spectrum Protect
back-end data management functions. In this way, you can take advantage of migration, reclamation, disaster recovery, and other
features.

To back up a NAS device to an IBM Spectrum Protect native storage pool, set the destination storage pool in the copy group to
point to the wanted native storage pool. The destination storage pool provides the information about the library and drives that
are used for backup and restore. You must ensure that there is sufficient space in your target storage pool to contain the NAS data,
which can be backed up to sequential, disk, or file type devices. Defining a separate device class is not necessary.

If you are creating a table of contents, a management class must be specified with the TOCDESTINATION parameter in the
DEFINE and UPDATE COPYGROUP commands. When you back up a NAS file server to IBM Spectrum Protect native pools, the
TOCDESTINATION can be the same as the destination of the data that is backed up by using NDMP.

Firewall considerations are more stringent than they are for filer-to-attached-library because communications can be initiated by
either the IBM Spectrum Protect server or the NAS file server. NDMP tape servers run as threads within the IBM Spectrum Protect
server and the tape server accepts connections on port of 10001. This port number can be changed through the following option
in the IBM Spectrum Protect server options file: NDMPPORTRANGE port-number-low, port-number-high.

During NDMP filer-to-server backup operations, you can use the NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE option to specify which network
interface the IBM Spectrum Protect server uses to receive backup data. The value for this option is a host name or IPV4 address
that is associated with one of the active network interfaces of the system on which the IBM Spectrum Protect server is running.
This interface must be IPV4 enabled.

Before you use this option, verify that your NAS device supports NDMP operations that use a different network interface for NDMP
control and NDMP data connections. NDMP control connections are used by IBM Spectrum Protect to authenticate with an NDMP
server and monitor an NDMP operation while NDMP data connections are used to transmit and receive back up data during NDMP
operations. You must still configure your NAS device to route backup and restore data to the appropriate network interface.
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When enabled, the NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE option affects all subsequent NDMP filer-to-server operations. It does not affect
NDMP control connections because they use the system's default network interface. You can update this server option without
stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command.

NetApp file servers provide an NDMP option (ndmpd.preferred_interface) to change the interface that is used for NDMP data
connections. For more information, see the documentation for your NAS device.

For instructions about completing NDMP filer-to-server backup operations, see Backing up NDMP file servers to an IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

For information about server options, see Server options.

Backing up NDMP file servers to an IBM Spectrum Protect server
You can back up data to a single IBM Spectrum Protect™ server rather than attaching a tape library to each NAS device.

Procedure

To back up a server on a NAS file system, complete the following steps:

1. Select an existing storage pool or set up a storage pool for the NAS data by issuing the following command:

define stgpool naspool disk

2. Define volumes to add to the storage pool. For example, define a volume that is named naspool_volAB:

define volume naspool /usr/storage/naspool_volAB formatsize=100

3. Set the copy destination to the storage pool defined previously and activate the associated policy set.

update copygroup standard standard standard destination=naspool 
 tocdestination=naspool 
activate policyset standard standard

The destination for NAS data is determined by the destination in the copy group. The storage size estimate for NAS
differential backups uses the occupancy of the file space, the same value that is used for a full backup. You can use this size
estimate as one of the considerations in choosing a storage pool. One of the attributes of a storage pool is the MAXSIZE
value, which indicates that data is sent to the NEXT storage pool when the MAXSIZE value is exceeded by the estimated
size. Because NAS differential backups to IBM Spectrum Protect native storage pools use the base file space occupancy
size as a storage size estimate, differential backups end up in the same storage pool as the full backup. Depending on
collocation settings, differential backups might end up on the same media as the full backup.

4. Set up a node and data mover for the NAS device. The data format signifies that the backup images created by this NAS
device are a dump type of backup image in a NetApp specific format.

register node nas1 nas1 type=nas domain=standard 
define datamover nas1 type=nas hla=nas1 user=root  
password=***** dataformat=netappdump

The NAS device is now ready to be backed up to an IBM Spectrum Protect server storage pool. Paths can be defined to local
drives, but the destination that is specified by the management class determines the target location for this backup
operation.

5. Back up the NAS device to the IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool by issuing the following command:

backup node nas1 /vol/vol0

6. Restore a NAS device from the IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool by issuing the following command:

restore node nas1 /vol/vol0

File-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
When you back up data by using NDMP, you can specify that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server collects and stores file-level
information in a table of contents (TOC).

If you specify this option at the time of backup, you can later display the TOC of the backup image. Through the backup-archive
web client, you can select individual files or directories to restore directly from the backup images generated.
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Collecting file-level information requires extra processing time, network resources, storage pool space, temporary database
space, and possibly additional storage device interaction. For instructions about configuring storage devices, see Configuring
storage devices. You must consider dedicating more space in the IBM Spectrum Protect server database. You must set up policy
so that the IBM Spectrum Protect server stores the TOC in a different storage pool from the one where the backup image is stored.
The TOC is treated like any other object in that storage pool.

You can also do a backup by using NDMP without collecting file-level restore information.

To allow creation of a TOC for a backup by using NDMP, you must define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the backup copy group
for the management class to which this backup image is bound. You cannot specify a copy storage pool or an active-data pool as
the destination. The storage pool that you specify for the TOC destination must have a data format of either NATIVE or
NONBLOCK, so it cannot be the tape storage pool that is used for the backup image.

If you choose to collect file-level information, specify the TOC parameter in the BACKUP NODE server command. Or, if you initiate
your backup by using the client, you can specify the TOC option in the client options file, client option set, or client command line.
You can specify NO, PREFERRED, or YES. When you specify PREFERRED or YES, the IBM Spectrum Protect server stores file
information for a single NDMP-controlled backup in a TOC. The TOC is placed into a storage pool. After that, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server can access the TOC so that file and directory information can be queried by the server or client. Use of the TOC
parameter allows a TOC to be generated for some images and not others, without requiring different management classes for the
images.

For more information about the BACKUP NODE command, see BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node).

To avoid mount delays and ensure sufficient space, use random access storage pools (DISK device class) as the destination for the
TOC. For sequential access storage pools, no labeling or other preparation of volumes is necessary if scratch volumes are allowed.

For more information, see Managing tables of contents.

Interfaces for file-level restore operations
When you restore individual files and directories, you have the choice of using one of two interfaces to initiate the restore:
the backup-archive web client or the server interface.
International characters for NetApp file servers
All systems that create or access data on a particular NAS file server volume must do so in a manner compatible with the
volume language setting.
File-level restore operations from a directory-level backup image
File-level restore operations are supported for directory-level backup images.

Interfaces for file-level restore operations
When you restore individual files and directories, you have the choice of using one of two interfaces to initiate the restore: the
backup-archive web client or the server interface.

Restore operations by using the backup-archive web client
The backup-archive web client requires that a TOC exists to restore files and directories. The web client must be on a
Windows system. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server accesses the TOC from the storage pool and loads TOC information
into a temporary database table. Then, you can use the backup-archive web client to examine directories and files that are
contained in one or more file system images, and select individual files or directories to restore directly from the backup
images generated.

Restore operations by using the server interface

If you have a TOC, use the QUERY NASBACKUP command to display information about backup images that are
generated by NDMP and to see which images have a corresponding TOC. Then, use the RESTORE NODE command
with the FILELIST parameter.
If you did not create a TOC, the contents of the backup image cannot be displayed. You can restore individual files,
directories, or both if you know the name of the file or directory, and in which image the backup is located. Use the
RESTORE NODE command with the FILELIST parameter.

International characters for NetApp file servers
All systems that create or access data on a particular NAS file server volume must do so in a manner compatible with the volume
language setting.
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You must install Data ONTAP 6.4.1 or later, if it is available, on your NetApp NAS file server to garner full support of international
characters in the names of files and directories.

If your level of Data ONTAP is earlier than 6.4.1, you must have one of the following two configurations to collect and restore file-
level information. Results with configurations other than the two listed are unpredictable. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
issues a warning message (ANR4946W) during backup operations. The message indicates that the character encoding of NDMP
file history messages is unknown, and UTF-8 is assumed to build a table of contents. It is safe to ignore this message only for the
following two configurations.

Your data has directory and file names that contain only English (7-bit ASCII) characters.
Your data has directory and file names that contain non-English-language characters and the volume language is set to the
UTF-8 version of the proper locale (for example, de.UTF-8 for German).

If your level of Data ONTAP is 6.4.1 or later, you must have one of the following three configurations to collect and restore file-
level information. Results with configurations other than the three listed are unpredictable.

Your data has directory and file names that contain only English (7-bit ASCII) characters and the volume language is either
not set or is set to one of the following values:

C (POSIX)
en
en_US
en.UTF-8
en_US.UTF-8

Your data has directory and file names that contain non-English-language characters, and the volume language is set to the
proper locale (for example, de.UTF-8 or de for German).
Tip: Using the UTF-8 version of the volume language setting is more efficient in terms of IBM Spectrum Protect server
processing and table of contents storage space.
You use CIFS only to create and access your data.

File-level restore operations from a directory-level backup image
File-level restore operations are supported for directory-level backup images.

As with a NAS file system backup, a table of contents (TOC) is created during a directory-level backup and you are able to browse
the files in the image by using the web client. The default is that the files are restored to the original location. During a file-level
restore from a directory-level backup, however, you can either select a different file system or another virtual file space name as a
destination.

For a TOC of a directory-level backup image, the path names for all files are relative to the directory that is specified in the virtual
file space definition, not the root of the file system.

Directory-level backup and restore operations
If you have a large NAS file system, initiating a backup at a directory level reduces backup and restore times and provides more
flexibility in configuring NAS backups. By defining virtual file spaces, a file system backup can be partitioned among several NDMP
backup operations and multiple tape drives. You can also use different backup schedules to back up subtrees of a file system.

The virtual file space name cannot be identical to any file system on the NAS node. If a file system is created on the NAS device
with the same name as a virtual file system, a name conflict occurs on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server when the new file space
is backed up. For instructions about issuing commands for mapping virtual file spaces, see DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Define a
virtual file space mapping).
Restriction: Virtual file space mappings are supported only for NAS nodes.

Directory-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
The DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command maps a directory path of a NAS file server to a virtual file space name on the
IBM Spectrum Protect server. After a mapping is defined, you can conduct NAS operations such as BACKUP NODE and
RESTORE NODE by using the virtual file space names as if they were actual NAS file spaces.
Backing up and restoring with snapshots
NDMP directory-level backup operations give you the ability to back up user-created snapshots of a NAS file system. Those
snapshots are then stored as subdirectories. The snapshots can be taken at any time, and the backup to tape can be
deferred to a more convenient time.
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Directory-level backup and restore for NDMP operations
The DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command maps a directory path of a NAS file server to a virtual file space name on the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server. After a mapping is defined, you can conduct NAS operations such as BACKUP NODE and RESTORE
NODE by using the virtual file space names as if they were actual NAS file spaces.

To start a backup of the directory, issue the BACKUP NODE command and specify the virtual file space name instead of a file
space name. To restore the directory subtree to the original location, run the RESTORE NODE command and specify the virtual file
space name.

Virtual file space definitions can also be specified as the destination in a RESTORE NODE command. In this way, you can restore
backup images (either file system or directory) to a directory on any file system of the NAS device.

You can use the web client to select files for restore from a directory-level backup image because the IBM Spectrum Protect client
treats the virtual file space names as NAS file spaces.

Backing up and restoring with snapshots
NDMP directory-level backup operations give you the ability to back up user-created snapshots of a NAS file system. Those
snapshots are then stored as subdirectories. The snapshots can be taken at any time, and the backup to tape can be deferred to a
more convenient time.

Procedure

For example, to back up a snapshot that is created for a NetApp file system, complete the following steps:

1. On the console for the NAS device, issue the command to create the snapshot. SNAP CREATE is the command for a NetApp
device.

snap create vol2 february17

This example creates a snapshot that is named FEBRUARY 17 of the /vol/vol2 file system. The physical location for the
snapshot data is in the directory /vol/vol2/.snapshot/february17. The stored location for snapshot data depends on the
NAS vendor implementation. For NetApp, the SNAP LIST command can be used to display all snapshots for a file system.

2. Define a virtual file space mapping definition on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for the snapshot data that is created in
the previous step.

define virtualfsmapping  nas1 /feb17snapshot  /vol/vol2  /.snapshot/february17 

This example creates a virtual file space mapping definition named /feb17snapshot.
3. Back up the virtual file space mapping.

backup node nas1 /feb17snapshot mode=full toc=yes 

4. After the backup is created, you can either restore the entire snapshot image or restore an individual file. Before you restore
the data, you can create a virtual file space mapping name for the target directory. You can select any file system name as a
target. The target location in this example is the directory /feb17snaprestore on the file system /vol/vol1.

define virtualfsmapping  nas1 /feb17snaprestore  /vol/vol1  /feb17snaprestore

5. Restore the snapshot backup image.

restore node nas1 /feb17snapshot /feb17snaprestore

This example restores a copy of the /vol/vol2 file system to the directory /vol/vol1/feb17snaprestore in the same state as
when the snapshot was created in the first step.

Backup and restore operations by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape
feature

You can back up large NetApp file systems by using the NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature (also known as SMTape). Using a
block-level copy of data for backup, the SnapMirror to Tape method is faster than a traditional NDMP full backup and can be used
when NDMP full backups are impractical.
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Use the NDMP SnapMirror to Tape feature as a disaster recovery option for copying large NetApp file systems to auxiliary storage.
For most NetApp file systems, use the standard NDMP full or differential backup method.

By specifying a parameter on the BACKUP NODE and RESTORE NODE commands, you can back up and restore file systems by
using SnapMirror to Tape. There are several limitations and restrictions on how SnapMirror images can be used. Consider the
following guidelines before you use it as a backup method:

If you installed NetApp ONTAP 8.2 or later, you must define a data mover of type NASCLUSTER or NASVSERVER for
SnapMirror to Tape operations.
You cannot initiate a SnapMirror to Tape backup or restore operation from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Operations Center,
web client, or command-line client.
You cannot perform differential backups of SnapMirror images.
You cannot perform a directory-level backup by using SnapMirror to Tape. Therefore, IBM Spectrum Protect does not
permit SnapMirror to Tape backup operations on a server virtual file space.
You cannot perform an NDMP file-level restore operation from SnapMirror to Tape images. Therefore, a table of contents is
never created during SnapMirror to Tape image backups.
At the start of a SnapMirror to Tape copy operation, the file server generates a snapshot of the file system. NetApp provides
an NDMP environment variable to control whether this snapshot is removed at the end of the SnapMirror to Tape operation.
IBM Spectrum Protect always sets this variable to remove the snapshot.
After a SnapMirror to Tape image is retrieved and copied to a NetApp file system, the target file system remains configured
as a SnapMirror partner. NetApp provides an NDMP environment variable to control whether this SnapMirror relationship
should be broken. IBM Spectrum Protect always "breaks" the SnapMirror relationship during the retrieval. After the restore
operation is complete, the target file system is in the same state as that of the original file system at the time of backup.

For more information about the SnapMirror to Tape feature, see BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node) and RESTORE NODE
(Restore a NAS node).

NDMP backup operations using Celerra file server-integrated
checkpoints

When the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server initiates an NDMP backup operation on a Celerra data mover, the backup of a large file
system might take several hours to complete. Without Celerra integrated checkpoints, any changes that occur on the file system
are written to the backup image.

As a result, the backup image includes changes that are made to the file system during the entire backup operation. The backup
image is not a true point-in-time image of the file system.

If you are performing NDMP backup operations from Celerra file servers, upgrade the operating system of your data mover to
Celerra file server version T5.5.25.1 or later. This version of the operating system allows enablement of integrated checkpoints for
all NDMP backup operations from the Celerra Control Workstation. By enabling this feature, you ensure that the backup data
represents true point-in-time images of the file system that is being backed up.

For instructions about enabling integrated checkpoints during all NDMP backup operations, see the Celerra file server
documentation.

If your version of the Celerra file server operating system is earlier than version T5.5.25.1 and if you use NDMP to back up Celerra
data movers, manually generate a snapshot of the file system by using Celerra's command-line checkpoint feature. Then, initiate
an NDMP backup operation for the checkpoint file system rather than the original file system.

For instructions about creating and scheduling checkpoints from the Celerra control workstation, see the Celerra file server
documentation.

Replicating NAS nodes
You can replicate a NAS node that uses NDMP for backup operations. Before you configure the replication operation, review the
restrictions that apply.

About this task

Restrictions:
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The backup data must be in a storage pool with the NATIVE data format. You cannot replicate backup data in storage pools
that have the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

A differential backup can be replicated only if its full backup is replicated.

Procedure

1. Enable the NAS node for replication by issuing the UPDATE NODE command:

update node node_name replstate=enabled

where node_name specifies the name of the NAS node.
2. Replicate the node by issuing the REPLICATE NODE command:

replicate node node_name

where node_name specifies the name of the NAS node.
3. To ensure that the replicated data can be restored, define a data mover on the target server for the node by issuing the

DEFINE DATAMOVER command:

define datamover node_name type=nas hladdress=hl_address lladdress=ll_address 
    userid=user_id password=user_password dataformat=netappdump

where:

node_name
Specifies the name of the NAS node.

hl_address
Specifies either the numerical IP address or the domain name that is used to access the NAS file server.

ll_address
Specifies the TCP port number to access the NAS device for NDMP sessions.

user_id
Specifies the ID of a user who is authorized to initiate an NDMP session with the NAS file server.

user_password
Specifies the password of the user who is authorized to initiate an NDMP session with the NAS file server.

Results

The format of the backup data does not change during the replication process. If backup data is replicated, its associated table of
contents is also replicated.

Data protection by using the NetApp SnapLock licensed feature
You can use the NetApp SnapLock licensed feature to meet strict regulatory requirements for archived data. When you enable the
SnapLock feature, you can use IBM Spectrum Protect™ to set a retention date for files and to commit a file to a Write Once Read
Many (WORM) state.

Data that is stored with a retention date cannot be deleted from the file system before the retention period expires. The SnapLock
feature can be used by IBM Spectrum Protect servers only if the servers are enabled for data retention protection.

Data that is archived by data retention protection servers and stored to NetApp NAS file servers is stored as IBM Spectrum Protect
FILE volumes. At the end of a write transaction, a retention date is set for the FILE volume, through the SnapLock interface. This
date is calculated by using the RETVER and RETMIN parameters of the archive copy group that is used when you archive the data.
By associating a retention date with the FILE volume, the FILE volume does not destroy or overwrite the data until the retention
date passes. These FILE volumes are referred to as WORM FILE volumes. After a retention date is set, the WORM FILE volume
cannot be deleted until the retention date passes. IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention combined with WORM FILE volume
reclamation ensures protection for the life of the data.

Storage pools can be managed either by threshold or by data retention period. The RECLAMATIONTYPE storage pool parameter
indicates that a storage pool is managed based on a data retention period. When a traditional storage pool is queried with the
FORMAT=DETAILED parameter, this output is displayed:
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Reclamation Type: THRESHOLD

If an IBM Spectrum Protect server is enabled with data retention protection through IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention,
and the server has access to a NetApp filer with the SnapLock licensed feature, you can define a storage pool with the
RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter set to SNAPLOCK. This means that data that is created on volumes in this storage pool is managed
by retention date. When a SnapLock storage pool is queried with the FORMAT=DETAILED parameter, the output indicates that the
storage pools are managed by data retention period:

 Reclamation Type: SNAPLOCK

For more information about the SnapLock filer, see the NetApp documentation Data ONTAP Archive and Compliance Management
Guide for 7-Mode.

Attention: Do not use this feature to protect data with a retention period of less than three months.

Reclamation and the SnapLock feature
To help ensure that data is always protected, set the NetApp default retention period to 30 days to match the default
reclamation period of the WORM FILE volume. IBM Spectrum Protect reclaims any remaining data on a WORM FILE volume
just before the retention date expiration.
Retention periods
IBM Spectrum Protect policies manage the retention time for the WORM FILE volume. The retention of some files might
exceed the retention time for the WORM FILE volume that they are stored on. You might need to move some files to another
volume to ensure that the files are stored on WORM media.
Configuration of the SnapLock feature for event-based retention
Data that is stored in SnapLock volumes that are managed by IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention and event-based
retention can result in excessive reclamation, which causes performance degradation of the server.
Continuous data protection with the SnapLock feature
If data is stored on a volume with the SnapLock feature enabled, and the data is moved or copied to a non-SnapLock
volume, the data loses the unique hardware protection that is provided by NetApp WORM volumes.
Setting up SnapLock volumes as IBM Spectrum Protect WORM FILE volumes
To meet strict requirements for archived data, enable the NetApp SnapLock feature.

Reclamation and the SnapLock feature
To help ensure that data is always protected, set the NetApp default retention period to 30 days to match the default reclamation
period of the WORM FILE volume. IBM Spectrum Protect™ reclaims any remaining data on a WORM FILE volume just before the
retention date expiration.

The reclamation of a WORM FILE volume to another WORM FILE volume before the retention date expiration helps to ensure that
data is always protected by the SnapLock feature.

Because this protection is at an IBM Spectrum Protect volume level, the data on the volumes can be managed by IBM Spectrum
Protect policy without consideration of where the data is stored. Data that is stored on WORM FILE volumes is protected both by
data retention protection and by the retention period that is stored with the physical file on the SnapLock volume. If an IBM
Spectrum Protect administrator issues a command to delete the data, the command fails. If someone attempts to delete the file
by using a series of network file system calls, the SnapLock feature prevents the data from being deleted.

During reclamation processing, if the IBM Spectrum Protect server cannot move data from an expiring SnapLock volume to a new
SnapLock volume, a warning message is issued.

Retention periods
IBM Spectrum Protect™ policies manage the retention time for the WORM FILE volume. The retention of some files might exceed
the retention time for the WORM FILE volume that they are stored on. You might need to move some files to another volume to
ensure that the files are stored on WORM media.

Some objects on the volume might need to be retained longer than other objects on the volume for the following reasons:

The objects are bound to management classes with different retention times.
The objects cannot be removed because of a deletion hold.
The objects are waiting for an event to occur before expiration.
The retention period for a copy group is increased, requiring a longer retention time than the time that is specified in the
SnapLock feature when the WORM FILE volume was committed.
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To manage a WORM FILE volume by retention time, you must issue the DEFINE STGPOOL command and specify
RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK. In this way, you define a storage pool as a SnapLock storage pool. After that, you cannot update
the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter to a value of THRESHOLD. When you define a SnapLock storage pool, the system verifies that
the specified directories are in the device class are SnapLock WORM volumes. When a file class is defined and storage pools are
created with the reclamation type of SNAPLOCK, all volumes must be WORM volumes or the operation fails. If a device class is
updated to contain extra directories and SnapLock storage pools are assigned to the device class, the same check is made to
ensure that all directories are SnapLock WORM volumes.

Three retention periods are available for the NetApp SnapLock feature. The retention periods must be configured correctly so that
the IBM Spectrum Protect server can properly manage WORM data that is stored in SnapLock volumes. The IBM Spectrum Protect
server sets the retention period for data that is stored on NetApp SnapLock volumes based on the values in the copy group for the
data that is archived. The NetApp file server must not conflict with the ability of the IBM Spectrum Protect server to set the
retention period. The preferred method is to configure the following settings for retention periods in the NetApp file server:

Minimum Retention Period. Set the higher value: either 30 days or the minimum number of days that is specified by any
copy group (by using a NetApp SnapLock file server for WORM FILE storage) for the data retention period. The copy group is
the one in use that stores data on NetApp SnapLock volumes.
Maximum Retention Period. Leave the default value of 30 years. This retention period allows the IBM Spectrum Protect
server to set the actual volume retention period based on the settings in the archive copy group.
Default Retention Period. Set to 30 days. If you do not set this value and you do not set the maximum retention period,
each volume's retention period is set to 30 years. If this occurs, the IBM Spectrum Protect server cannot manage expiration
and reuse of NetApp SnapLock volumes. As a result, no volume can be reused for 30 years.

With the NetApp SnapLock retention periods set, IBM Spectrum Protect can manage the data in SnapLock storage pools with
maximum efficiency. For each volume that is in a SNAPLOCK storage pool, an IBM Spectrum Protect reclamation period is created.
The IBM Spectrum Protect reclamation period has a start date, BEGIN RECLAIM PERIOD, and an end date, END RECLAIM
PERIOD. You can view these dates by issuing the QUERY VOLUME command with the FORMAT=DETAILED parameter on a
SnapLock volume. The output is similar to this example:

                       Begin Reclaim Period: 09/05/2017 
                         End Reclaim Period: 10/06/2017

When IBM Spectrum Protect archives files to a SnapLock volume, the server tracks the latest expiration date of those files, and the
BEGIN RECLAIM PERIOD value is set to that latest expiration date. When more files are added to the SnapLock volume, the
starting date is set to that later date if you have a file with a later expiration date than the one currently on the volume. The start
date is set to the latest expiration date for any file on that volume. The expectation is that all files on that volume are already
either expired, or are expiring on that day. On the following day, no valid data remains on that volume.

The END RECLAIM PERIOD is set to a month later than the BEGIN RECLAIM PERIOD. The retention date set in the NetApp file
server for that volume is set to the END RECLAIM PERIOD date. The NetApp file server prevents deletion of that volume until the
END RECLAIM PERIOD date is reached. This date is approximately a month after the data has expired in the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. When the IBM Spectrum Protect server calculates an END RECLAIM PERIOD date for a volume, and the date is
later than the current END RECLAIM PERIOD, the date is reset in the NetApp file server for that volume to the later date. Resetting
the data to a later date guarantees that the IBM Spectrum Protect WORM FILE volume is not deleted until all data on the volume
expires, or the data is moved to another SnapLock volume.

The IBM Spectrum Protect reclamation period is the amount of time between the begin date and the end date. During the
reclamation period, the IBM Spectrum Protect server deletes volumes on which all the data is expired, or moves files that are not
expired on expiring SnapLock volumes to new SnapLock volumes with new dates. This month is critical to how the server safely
and efficiently manages the data on WORM FILE volumes. Data on a SnapLock volume typically expires by the time the beginning
date arrives, and the volume must be empty. When the end date arrives, the volume can be safely deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect inventory and the SnapLock file server.

However, some events might cause valid data to be on a SnapLock volume:

Expiration processing in the IBM Spectrum Protect server for that volume might be delayed or is incomplete.
The retention parameters on the copy group or associated management classes might be altered for a file after it was
archived, and that file is not going to expire for some time.
A deletion hold might be placed on one or more of the files on the volume.
Reclamation processing is either disabled or is encountering errors by moving data to new SnapLock volumes on a
SnapLock storage pool.
A file is waiting for an event to occur before the IBM Spectrum Protect server can begin the expiration of the file.

When the beginning date arrives and files are not expired on a SnapLock volume, the files must be moved to a new SnapLock
volume with a new begin and end date. However, if expiration processing is delayed on the IBM Spectrum Protect server, and
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those files expire when expiration processing on the IBM Spectrum Protect server runs, it is inefficient to move those files to a
new SnapLock volume. To ensure that unnecessary data movement does not occur for files that are due to expire, movement of
files on expiring SnapLock volumes will be delayed by a number of days after the BEGIN RECLAIM PERIOD date. Since the data is
protected in the SnapLock file server until the END RECLAIM PERIOD date, there is no risk to the data in delaying this movement.
This allows IBM Spectrum Protect expiration processing to finish. After that number of days, if valid data is on an expiring
SnapLock volume, the data is moved to a new SnapLock volume, thus continuing the protection of the data.

Since the data was initially archived, there might be changes in the retention parameters for that data (for example, changes in the
management class or copy pool parameters) or there might be a deletion hold on that data. However, the data on that volume is
protected by SnapLock only until the END RECLAIM PERIOD date. Data that is not expired is moved to new SnapLock volumes
during the IBM Spectrum Protect reclamation period. If errors occur when data is moved to a new SnapLock volume, a warning
message is issued indicating that the data will soon be unprotected. If the error persists, issue a MOVE DATA command for the
problem volume.

Attention: Do not disable reclamation processing on a SnapLock storage pool. After the processing is disabled, the IBM Spectrum
Protect server has no way to issue warning messages that data will become unprotected. This situation can also occur if
reclamation and migration are disabled for the entire server (for example, NOMIGRRECL set in the server options file). Ensure that
your data is protected when you manage SnapLock storage pools.

Configuration of the SnapLock feature for event-based retention
Data that is stored in SnapLock volumes that are managed by IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Data Retention and event-based
retention can result in excessive reclamation, which causes performance degradation of the server.

If data is managed by event-based retention, IBM Spectrum Protect initially sets the retention period to the greater of the RETVER
and RETMIN values for the archive copy group. When the volume enters the reclamation period and data that remains on the
volume is moved, the retention period for the target volume is set to the remaining retention period of the data, which is typically
0. The new volume then enters the reclamation period shortly after the volume receives the data, resulting in the reclamation of
volumes that were just created.

You can avoid this situation by using the RETENTIONEXTENSION server option. This option allows the server to set or extend the
retention date of a SnapLock volume. You can specify a value in the range 30 - 9999 days. The default is 365 days.

When you select volumes in a SnapLock storage pool for reclamation, the server verifies whether the volume is within the
reclamation period:

If the volume is not within the reclamation period, no action is taken. The volume is not reclaimed, and the retention date is
unchanged.
If the volume is within the reclamation period, the server verifies whether the percentage of reclaimable space on the
volume is greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool or of the threshold percentage that is passed in on the
THRESHOLD parameter of a RECLAIM STGPOOL command:

If the reclaimable space is greater than the threshold, the server reclaims the volume and sets the retention date of
the target volume is set to the greater of these values:

The remaining retention time of the data plus 30 days for the reclamation period.
The RETENTIONEXTENSION value plus 30 days for the reclamation period.

If the reclaimable space is not greater than the threshold, the server resets the retention date of the volume by the
amount that is specified in the RETENTIONEXTENSION option. The new retention period is calculated by adding the
number of days that are specified to the current date.

In the following examples, the SnapLock volume, VolumeA, is in a storage pool whose reclamation threshold is set to 60%. The
RETENTIONEXTENSION server option is set to 365 days. The retention period for VolumeA is in the reclamation period. The
following situations show how retention is affected:

The reclaimable space on VolumeA is less than 60%. The retention date of VolumeA is extended by 365 days.
The reclaimable space on VolumeA is greater than 60%, and the remaining retention time of the data is more than 365
days. VolumeA is reclaimed, and the retention date of the target volume is set based on the remaining retention period of
the data plus 30 days for the reclamation period.
The reclaimable space on VolumeA is greater than 60%, and the retention time of the data is less than 365 days. VolumeA
is reclaimed, and its retention date is set to 365 days, the RETENTIONEXTENTION value, plus 30 days for the reclamation
period.

Continuous data protection with the SnapLock feature
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If data is stored on a volume with the SnapLock feature enabled, and the data is moved or copied to a non-SnapLock volume, the
data loses the unique hardware protection that is provided by NetApp WORM volumes.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server allows this type of movement. However, if data is moved from a WORM FILE volume to another
type of media, the data might no longer be protected from inadvertent or malicious deletion. If this data is on WORM volumes to
meet data retention and protection requirements for legal purposes and is moved to other media, the data might no longer meet
those requirements. You must configure your storage pools so that this type of data is kept in storage pools that consist of
SnapLock WORM volumes during the entire data retention period.

Setting up SnapLock volumes as IBM Spectrum Protect WORM FILE
volumes

To meet strict requirements for archived data, enable the NetApp SnapLock feature.

About this task

When you define or update configurations that involve SnapLock storage pools, ensure that the RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK
option is specified for the storage pools that are selected for the NEXTSTGPOOL, RECLAIMSTGPOOL, and COPYSTGPOOLS
parameters.

When you configure the storage pools in this way, you help to ensure that your data is properly protected. If you define a next,
reclaim, copy storage pool, or active-data pool without selecting the RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK option, the storage pool is
not protected. The command succeeds, but a warning message is issued.

Procedure

To set up a SnapLock volume for use as an IBM Spectrum Protect™ WORM FILE volume, complete the following steps:

1. Install and set up SnapLock on the NetApp file server. Ensure that you configure the minimum, maximum, and default
retention periods. For instructions, see the NetApp documentation.

2. Install and configure an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
3. Enable archive data retention protection by issuing the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command:

set archiveretentionprotection on

4. Set up policy by using the DEFINE COPYGROUP command. Select RETVER and RETMIN values in the archive copy group
that meet your requirements for protecting this data in WORM storage. If the RETVER or RETMIN values are not specified,
the default management classes values are used.

5. Set up storage by using the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.
Use the FILE device class.
Specify the DIRECTORY parameter to point to the directory or directories on the SnapLock volumes.

6. Define a storage pool by using the device class that is defined in step 5 by issuing the DEFINE STGPOOL command and
specifying the RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK parameter.

7. Update the copy group to point to the storage pool by issuing the UPDATE COPYGROUP command.
8. Use the IBM Spectrum Protect API to archive your objects into the SnapLock storage pool. This feature is not available on

standard IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients.

Repairing and recovering data in directory-container storage pools
You can repair damaged data extents in directory-container storage pools and recover lost data after a disaster.

Data extents are part of a file that is created during the data-deduplication process. Extents are compared with other file extents
to identify duplicates. If you have damaged files or directories in your directory-container storage pool, you can repair
deduplicated data extents from either the target replication server, the source replication server, or from container-copy storage
pool tape volumes.

Repairing storage pools from a target replication server
If files, directories, or storage pools on a source replication server are damaged, you can repair deduplicated data extents
in a directory-container storage pool on the source replication server from a target replication server.
Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes
If files, directories, or storage pools on a source server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-container
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storage pool on the source server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from onsite or offsite container-copy storage
pool tape volumes.
Repairing storage pools in an environment with both a replication server and container-copy storage pool volumes
If files, directories, or storage pools on a source server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-container
storage pool on the source replication server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from either the target replication
server or from container-copy storage pool tape volumes.
Repairing storage pools on a target replication server
If files, directories, or storage pools on a target replication server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-
container storage pool on the target replication server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from the source
replication server.
Repairing storage pools after a disaster
You can repair directory-container storage pools and recover their lost data after a disaster.
Replacing a damaged container-copy storage pool tape volume
If a tape volume that is storing a copy of deduplicated data extents in a container-copy storage pool becomes damaged,
you can replace the volume.

Related concepts:
Strategies for disaster protection
Related tasks:
Data protection solutions
Recovering from data loss or system outages

Repairing storage pools from a target replication server
If files, directories, or storage pools on a source replication server are damaged, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a
directory-container storage pool on the source replication server from a target replication server.

Before you begin

Evaluate your storage environment to determine whether outages, network issues, or hardware failures are causing damage to
data or causing the data to appear damaged. If issues in your environment are causing damage to data, identify and resolve the
issues.

Ensure that there is enough available space in the directory-container storage pool for the recovered data. The PREVIEW=YES
parameter in the REPAIR STGPOOL command specifies how much data will be repaired. If there is not enough space, use the
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to provision space.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of damage:

Minor damage that is caused by accidental deletion of files or directories, overwritten files, accidental changes in file
permissions, or disk errors caused by hardware issues.
Moderate damage that is caused by disk errors or disk mount errors. This type of damage results in the loss of one or more
directories, but not a loss of the entire storage pool.

Damaged deduplicated extents are repaired with extents that were protected to the target replication server.
Restriction: You can issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command for a specified storage pool only if you already copied the data to
another storage pool on a target replication server by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command.
When you repair a directory-container storage pool from a replication server, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if any of the
following conditions occur:

The target replication server is unavailable.
The target storage pool is damaged.
A network outage occurs.

Procedure

1. If you suspect minor damage, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the container storage pool at the directory level
to identify inconsistencies between the database and the directory-container storage pool. By identifying the damaged data
extents in the directory-container storage pool, you can determine which data extents to repair. To conserve time and
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resources, audit only containers that you suspect are damaged. If you suspect that your directory-container storage pool
has more serious damage, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command at the storage pool level.
For example, to audit a directory, n:\pooldir, in a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 stgpooldirectory=n:\pooldir

To audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

The audit process might run for several hours.

2. To repair a directory-container storage pool, issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command and specify the
SRCLOCATION=REPLSERVER parameter. For example, to repair a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from a replication
server, issue the following command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=replserver

When you issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command, the damaged extents are deleted from the volume immediately after they
are repaired. The damaged extents are not retained according to the value specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter.

3. Identify any additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
4. If damage is detected and deduplicated extents cannot be repaired from the replication server, it is still possible that they

will be repaired. In some cases, the client node resends data during a backup operation and the damaged extents are
repaired. Wait two backup cycles to allow client backup operations to occur. After two backup cycles, complete the
following steps:

a. To confirm that the damage is repaired, reissue the QUERY DAMAGED command.
b. If an entire storage pool directory is damaged, create a new replacement storage pool directory using the DEFINE

STGPOOLDIRECTORY command.
c. To remove objects that refer to damaged data, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the

ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and remove damaged objects,
issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=removedamaged

d. Optionally, issue the DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to delete the empty storage pool directory that you
replaced with a new directory in step 4.b.

What to do next

If you continue to detect damaged data over time, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the directory-container storage pool
to determine whether there is more widespread damage. For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the
following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged storage pool data)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)

Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes
If files, directories, or storage pools on a source server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-container storage
pool on the source server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from onsite or offsite container-copy storage pool tape
volumes.

Before you begin
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Evaluate your storage environment to determine whether outages, network issues, or hardware failures are causing damage to
data or causing the data to appear damaged. If issues in your environment are causing damage to data, identify and resolve the
issues.

Ensure that there is enough available space in the directory-container storage pool for the recovered data. The PREVIEW=YES
parameter in the REPAIR STGPOOL command specifies how much data will be repaired. If there is not enough space, use the
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to provision space.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of damage:

Minor damage that is caused by accidental deletion of files or directories, overwritten files, accidental changes in file
permissions, or disk errors caused by hardware issues.
Moderate damage that is caused by disk errors or disk mount errors. This type of damage results in the loss of one or more
directories, but not a loss of the entire storage pool.

Damaged deduplicated extents are repaired with extents that were protected to container-copy storage pools.
Restriction: You can issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command for a specified storage pool only if you already copied the data to
container-copy storage pools by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command.
When you repair a directory-container storage pool from container-copy pools, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if any of the
following conditions occur:

The container-copy storage pool is unavailable.
The container-copy storage pool is damaged.
The container-copy storage pool volumes are unavailable or damaged.

Procedure

1. If you suspect minor damage, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the container storage pool at the directory level
to identify inconsistencies between the database and the directory-container storage pool. By identifying the damaged data
extents in the directory-container storage pool, you can determine which data extents to repair. To conserve time and
resources, audit only containers that you suspect are damaged. If you suspect that your container storage pool has more
serious damage, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command at the storage pool level. For example, to audit a directory,
n:\pooldir, in a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 stgpooldirectory=n:\pooldir

To audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

The audit process might run for several hours.

During the repair operation, the server prompts you for the volumes that it requires. In step 3, you will bring the volumes
onsite and check them into the library. The required volumes must be brought onsite and checked into the library.

2. To preview the repair operation and generate the list of tape volumes that are needed for the repair operation, issue the
REPAIR STGPOOL command and specify the SRCLOCATION=LOCAL and PREVIEW=YES parameters.
For example, to preview the repair operation for a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from container-copy storage
pools, issue the following command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=local preview=yes

The preview process might take some time to finish.

3. If some of the required volumes are offsite, complete the following steps:
a. Use the list from the preview operation to determine which volumes need to be brought onsite.
b. When the volumes are back onsite, check them into the library by issuing the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command and

specifying the STATUS=PRIVATE parameter.
c. Update the status of the volumes by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the

ACCESS=READWRITE parameter.
For detailed instructions about the disaster recovery manager (DRM) function, see Using disaster recovery manager for tape
environments (V7.1.1).
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4. Based on the information that you obtained during the preview operation, ensure that the storage pool contains enough
space for the recovered data. If there is not enough space, use the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to provision
space.

5. To repair the directory-container storage pool, issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command and specify the
SRCLOCATION=LOCAL parameter.
For example, to repair a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from a container-copy storage pool, issue the following
command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=local

When you issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command, the damaged extents are deleted from the volume immediately after they
are repaired. The damaged extents are not retained according to the value specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter.

6. Identify any additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
7. If damage is detected and deduplicated extents cannot be repaired from the container-copy storage pools, it is still

possible that they will be repaired. In some cases, the client node resends data during a backup operation and the
damaged extents are repaired. Wait two backup cycles to allow client backup operations to occur. After two backup cycles,
complete the following steps:

a. To confirm that the damage is repaired, reissue the QUERY DAMAGED command.
b. If an entire storage pool directory is damaged, create a new replacement storage pool directory using the DEFINE

STGPOOLDIRECTORY command.
c. To remove objects that refer to damaged data, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the

ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and remove damaged objects,
issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=removedamaged

d. Optionally, issue the DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to delete the empty storage pool directory that you
replaced with a new directory in step 7.b.

8. If you repaired an entire storage pool directory, delete the original directory, which is empty and was replaced by a new
directory. Delete the original directory by issuing the DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command.

What to do next

If you continue to detect damaged data over time, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the directory-container storage pool
to determine whether there is more widespread damage. For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the
following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged storage pool data)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)

Repairing storage pools in an environment with both a replication server
and container-copy storage pool volumes

If files, directories, or storage pools on a source server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-container storage
pool on the source replication server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from either the target replication server or from
container-copy storage pool tape volumes.

Before you begin

Evaluate your storage environment to determine whether outages, network issues, or hardware failures are causing damage to
data or causing the data to appear damaged. If issues in your environment are causing damage to data, identify and resolve the
issues.
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Ensure that there is enough available space in the directory-container storage pool for the recovered data. The PREVIEW=YES
parameter in the REPAIR STGPOOL command specifies how much data will be repaired. If there is not enough space, use the
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to provision space.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of damage:

Minor damage that is caused by accidental deletion of files or directories, overwritten files, accidental changes in file
permissions, or disk errors caused by hardware issues.
Moderate damage that is caused by disk errors or disk mount errors. This type of damage results in the loss of one or more
directories, but not a loss of the entire storage pool.

Damaged deduplicated extents are repaired with extents that were protected to the target replication server or to container-copy
storage pools on a source server.
Restriction: You can issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command for a specified storage pool only if you already copied the data to
another storage pool on a target replication server or to container-copy storage pools by using the PROTECT STGPOOL command.
When you repair a directory-container storage pool from a target replication server, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if any of
the following conditions occur:

The target replication server is unavailable.
The target storage pool is damaged.
A network outage occurs.

When you repair a directory-container storage pool from container-copy pools, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if any of the
following conditions occur:

The container-copy storage pool is unavailable.
The container-copy storage pool is damaged.
The container-copy storage pool volumes are unavailable or damaged.

Procedure

1. Attempt to repair the storage pool from the target replication server by completing the steps in Repairing storage pools
from a target replication server.

2. If the damaged extents cannot be repaired from the target replication server, repair the damaged extents from container-
copy storage pools by completing the steps in Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes.

3. If you repaired damaged extents from container-copy storage pools, issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and specify
the TYPE=REPLSERVER parameter for the storage pools on the source replication server.

What to do next

If you continue to detect damaged data over time, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the directory-container storage pool
to determine whether there is more widespread damage. For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the
following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged storage pool data)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)

Repairing storage pools on a target replication server
If files, directories, or storage pools on a target replication server are damaged, you can repair data extents in a directory-
container storage pool on the target replication server by retrieving the deduplicated data extents from the source replication
server.
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Before you begin

Evaluate your storage environment to determine whether outages, network issues, or hardware failures are causing damage to
data or causing the data to appear damaged. If issues in your environment are causing damage to data, identify and resolve the
issues.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of damage:

Minor damage that is caused by accidental deletion of files or directories, overwritten files, accidental changes in file
permissions, or disk errors caused by hardware issues.
Moderate damage that is caused by disk errors or disk mount errors. This type of damage results in the loss of one or more
directories, but not a loss of the entire storage pool.

As part of the operation of the PROTECT STGPOOL command, damaged extents in the target storage pool are repaired. To be
repaired, extents must already be marked as damaged on the target server. For example, an AUDIT CONTAINER command might
identify damage in the target storage pool before the PROTECT STGPOOL command is issued.

Procedure

1. Protect data extents in a directory-container storage pool on a source server by issuing the PROTECT STGPOOL command.
For example, to protect a directory-container storage pool that is named POOL1, issue the following command:

protect stgpool pool1

Wait for the protection process to finish.

2. To identify the damaged data extents in the directory-container storage pool on the target server, issue the AUDIT
CONTAINER command.
For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1

3. Repair damaged extents in the target storage pool by reissuing the PROTECT STGPOOL command on the source server. The
damaged extents in the target storage pool are marked as damaged and are repaired.

4. Confirm that there are no additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.

Related reference:
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged storage pool data)
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)

Repairing storage pools after a disaster
You can repair directory-container storage pools and recover their lost data after a disaster.

If a disaster occurs and your primary site is no longer available, you can repair your directory-container storage pools by restoring
them on a new target server at your recovery site.

Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes after a disaster
If a disaster occurs on a source server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool from
offsite container-copy storage pool tape volumes. The directory-container storage pool is repaired on a target server at a
recovery site.
Repairing storage pools from a target replication server after a disaster
If a disaster occurs on a source replication server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage
pool from a target replication server. The directory-container storage pool is repaired on a target server at a recovery site.
Repairing storage pools in an environment with both a replication server and container-copy storage pool volumes after a
disaster
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If a disaster occurs on a source server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool from
a replication target server or from offsite container-copy storage pool tape volumes. The directory-container storage pool is
repaired on a target server at a recovery site.

Related reference:
Determining whether to use container-copy storage pools for disaster protection

Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool volumes after
a disaster

If a disaster occurs on a source server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool from offsite
container-copy storage pool tape volumes. The directory-container storage pool is repaired on a target server at a recovery site.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of major damage:

Complete loss of all container storage pools on the source server
Complete loss of the primary site

The following assumptions are made for this disaster recovery scenario:

You were using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data to offsite container-copy storage pools from a source
server. You retrieved the offsite tape volumes and have them at your recovery site.
You were not using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data to a target replication server.
You used the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprints to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect source server, and you also used
the Blueprint configuration scripts to restore the environment by setting up a new target server at a recovery site. The
scripts copied backup versions of the IBM Spectrum Protect database, the server options file (dsmserv.opt), the volume
history file (volhist.out), and device configuration file (devconfig.out) to their original locations on the recovery server. After
the scripts run, you see the newly created, empty directories on the recovery server.

When you attempt to repair a directory-container storage pool from container-copy pools, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if
any of the following conditions occur:

The container-copy storage pool is unavailable.
The container-copy storage pool is damaged.
The container-copy storage pool volumes are unavailable or damaged.

Procedure

1. Mark all data extents in the container storage pool as damaged by issuing the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the
container storage pool at the storage pool level, and specifying the ACTION=MARKDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and mark it as damaged, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=markdamaged

2. If you protected the directory-container storage pool by using both onsite and offsite container-copy storage pools, issue
the UPDATE STGPOOL command for the onsite copy of the container-copy storage pools, and specify the
ACCESS=UNAVAILABLE parameter.

3. When the offsite container-copy storage pool volumes are back onsite, check them into the library by issuing the CHECKIN
LIBVOLUME command and specifying the STATUS=PRIVATE parameter.

4. Update the status of the volumes by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the ACCESS=READWRITE
parameter.

5. Repair the storage pool by issuing the REPAIR STGPOOL command and specifying the SRCLOCATION=LOCAL parameter.
For example, to repair a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from offsite container-copy storage pools, issue the
following command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=local

When you issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command, the damaged extents are deleted from the volume immediately after they
are repaired. The damaged extents are not retained according to the value specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter.

6. Confirm that there are no additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
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7. Repeat this procedure to repair all of your storage pools.

Repairing storage pools from a target replication server after a disaster
If a disaster occurs on a source replication server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool
from a target replication server. The directory-container storage pool is repaired on a target server at a recovery site.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of major damage:

Complete loss of all container storage pools on the source replication server
Complete loss of the primary site

The following assumptions are made for this disaster recovery scenario:

You were using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data from a source replication server to a target replication
server. The target replication server is running at your recovery site.
You were not using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data to offsite container-copy storage pools.
You used the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprints to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect source server, and you also used
the Blueprint configuration scripts to restore the environment by setting up a new target server at a recovery site. The
scripts copied backup versions of the IBM Spectrum Protect database, the server options file (dsmserv.opt), the volume
history file (volhist.out), and device configuration file (devconfig.out) to their original locations on the recovery server. After
the scripts run, you see the newly created, empty directories on the recovery server.

When you attempt to repair a directory-container storage pool from a target replication server, the REPAIR STGPOOL command
fails if any of the following conditions occur:

The target replication server is unavailable.
The target storage pool is damaged.
A network outage occurs.

Procedure

1. Mark all data extents in the container storage pool as damaged by issuing the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the
container storage pool at the storage pool level, and specifying the ACTION=MARKDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and mark it as damaged, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=markdamaged

2. Repair the storage pool by issuing the REPAIR STGPOOL command and specifying the SRCLOCATION=REPLSERVER
parameter.
For example, to repair a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from a target replication server, issue the following
command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=replserver

When you issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command, the damaged extents are deleted from the volume immediately after they
are repaired. The damaged extents are not retained according to the value specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter.

3. If you did not use Blueprint configuration scripts to set up your target replication server, the file structure on the target
replication server might not match the information that is stored in the database. Optionally, remove the storage pool
directories that do not exist on the target replication server by issuing the DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command.

4. Confirm that there are no additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
5. If damage is detected and deduplicated extents cannot be repaired from the replication server, it is still possible that they

will be repaired. In some cases, the client node resends data during a backup operation and the damaged extents are
repaired. Wait two backup cycles to allow client backup operations to occur. After two backup cycles, complete the
following steps:

a. To confirm that the damage is repaired, reissue the QUERY DAMAGED command.
b. To remove objects that refer to damaged data, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the

ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and remove damaged objects,
issue the following command:
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audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=removedamaged

6. Repeat this procedure to repair all of your storage pools.

Related reference:
QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged storage pool data)

Repairing storage pools in an environment with both a replication server
and container-copy storage pool volumes after a disaster

If a disaster occurs on a source server, you can repair deduplicated data extents in a directory-container storage pool from a
replication target server or from offsite container-copy storage pool tape volumes. The directory-container storage pool is
repaired on a target server at a recovery site.

About this task

Use the procedure to repair the following types of major damage:

Complete loss of all container storage pools on the source server
Complete loss of the primary site

The following assumptions are made for this disaster recovery scenario:

You were using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data from a source replication server to a target replication
server. The target replication server is running at your recovery site.
You were using the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data to offsite container-copy storage pools.
You used the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Blueprints to configure the IBM Spectrum Protect source server, and you also used
the Blueprint configuration scripts to restore the environment by setting up a new target server at a recovery site. The
scripts copied backup versions of the IBM Spectrum Protect database, the server options file (dsmserv.opt), the volume
history file (volhist.out), and device configuration file (devconfig.out) to their original locations on the recovery server. After
the scripts run, you see the newly created, empty directories on the recovery server.

When you attempt to repair a directory-container storage pool from a target replication server, the REPAIR STGPOOL command
fails if any of the following conditions occur:

The target replication server is unavailable.
The target storage pool is damaged.
A network outage occurs.

When you repair a directory-container storage pool from container-copy pools, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails if any of the
following conditions occur:

The container-copy storage pool is unavailable.
The container-copy storage pool is damaged.
The container-copy storage pool volumes are unavailable or damaged.

Procedure

1. Mark all data extents in the container storage pool as damaged by issuing the AUDIT CONTAINER command for the
container storage pool at the storage pool level, and specifying the ACTION=MARKDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and mark it as damaged, issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=markdamaged

2. If you protected the directory-container storage pool by using both onsite and offsite container-copy storage pools, issue
the UPDATE STGPOOL command for the onsite copy of the container-copy storage pools, and specify the
ACCESS=UNAVAILABLE parameter.

3. When the offsite container-copy storage pool volumes are back onsite, check them into the library by issuing the CHECKIN
LIBVOLUME command and specifying the STATUS=PRIVATE parameter. By moving the tape volumes onsite now, you are
prepared to repair damaged extents from the container-copy tape volumes if the damaged extents cannot be repaired from
the target replication server.

4. Update the status of the volumes by issuing the UPDATE STGPOOL command and specifying the ACCESS=READWRITE
parameter.
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5. Repair the storage pool by issuing the REPAIR STGPOOL command and specifying the SRCLOCATION=REPLSERVER
parameter.
For example, to repair a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 from a target replication server, issue the following
command:

repair stgpool stgpool1 srclocation=replserver

When you issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command, the damaged extents are deleted from the volume immediately after they
are repaired. The damaged extents are not retained according to the value specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter.

6. If you did not use Blueprint configuration scripts to set up your target replication server, the file structure on the target
replication server might not match the information that is stored in the database. Optionally, remove the storage pool
directories that do not exist on the target replication server. Issue the DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to delete
directories that are not on the target replication server.

7. Confirm that there are no additional damaged extents by issuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
8. If the damaged extents cannot be repaired from the target replication server, you can repair the damaged extents from

offsite container-copy storage pools. For instructions, see Repairing storage pools from container-copy storage pool
volumes after a disaster.

9. Confirm that there are no additional damaged extents by reissuing the QUERY DAMAGED command.
10. If damage is detected and deduplicated extents cannot be repaired from the replication server, it is still possible that they

will be repaired. In some cases, the client node resends data during a backup operation and the damaged extents are
repaired. Wait two backup cycles to allow client backups to occur. After two backup cycles, complete the following steps:

a. To confirm that the damage is repaired, reissue the QUERY DAMAGED command.
b. To remove objects that refer to damaged data, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify the

ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter.
For example, to audit a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and remove damaged objects,
issue the following command:

audit container stgpool=stgpool1 action=removedamaged

11. Repeat this procedure to repair all of your storage pools.

Replacing a damaged container-copy storage pool tape volume
If a tape volume that is storing a copy of deduplicated data extents in a container-copy storage pool becomes damaged, you can
replace the volume.

Procedure

1. Delete the damaged tape volume by issuing the DELETE VOLUME command and specifying the DISCARDDATA=YES
parameter.
For example, to delete a volume that is named VOLUME1, issue the following command:

delete volume volume1 discarddata=yes

2. Protect data extents in the directory-container storage pool by copying the data to existing volumes in the container-copy
storage pool. Issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command from the source server.
For example, to protect a directory-container storage pool that is named POOL1, issue the following command:

protect stgpool pool1 type=local

Related reference:
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect storage pool data)
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)

Server commands, options, and utilities
Use commands to administer and configure the server, options to customize the server, and utilities to perform special tasks when
the server is not running.

Managing the server from the command line
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides several different command-line interfaces for managing IBM Spectrum Protect servers.
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Administrative commands
Administrative commands are available to manage and configure the server.
Server options
At installation, IBM Spectrum Protect provides a server options file that contains a set of default options to start the server.
Server utilities
Use server utilities to perform special tasks on the server while the server is not running.
Return codes for use in IBM Spectrum Protect scripts
You can write IBM Spectrum Protect scripts that use return codes to determine how script processing proceeds. The return
codes can be one of three severities: OK, WARNING, ERROR.
Device utilities
You can use device utilities for tasks that are related to configuring storage devices for the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
Server scripts and macros for automation
You can automate common administrative tasks by creating IBM Spectrum Protect server scripts or administrative client
macros. Server scripts are stored in the server database and can be scheduled to run with an administrative schedule
command. Administrative client macros are stored as files on the administrative client.

Managing the server from the command line
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides several different command-line interfaces for managing IBM Spectrum Protect servers.

About this task

The following command-line interfaces are available:

Administrative command-line client
The administrative command-line client is a program that runs on a file server, workstation, or mainframe. It is installed as
part of the IBM Spectrum Protect server installation process. The administrative client can be accessed remotely.

From the administrative client, you can issue any server commands.

Server console
The server console is a command-line window on the system where the server is installed. Therefore, to use the server
console, you must be at the physical location of the server system.

Compared to the administrative client, the capabilities of the server console are limited. From the server console, you
cannot issue certain commands, and you cannot route commands to other servers. Also, you cannot specify that certain
commands process before other commands can be issued. However, this limitation can be useful if, for example, you want
to run two commands in quick succession.

Operations Center command line
From the Operations Center, you can access the IBM Spectrum Protect command line. You might want to use this
command line to issue server commands to complete certain IBM Spectrum Protect tasks that are not supported in the
Operations Center.

Server scripts provide for automation of common administrative tasks. A macro is a file that contains one or more IBM Spectrum
Protect administrative commands. When you issue the MACRO command, the server processes all commands in the macro file in
order, including commands that are contained in any nested macros.

Issuing commands from the administrative client
The administrative command-line client is a program that runs on a file server, workstation, or mainframe.
Issuing commands from the Operations Center
From the Operations Center command-line interface, you can issue commands to manage IBM Spectrum Protect servers
that are configured as hub or spoke servers.
Issuing commands from the server console
IBM Spectrum Protect provides a user ID named SERVER_CONSOLE that allows you to issue commands and administer the
server from the server console after IBM Spectrum Protect is installed. At installation, SERVER_CONSOLE is automatically
registered as an administrator and is given system authority.
Entering administrative commands
Commands consist of command names and usually parameters and variables. Syntax diagrams depict the rules to follow
when entering commands.
Controlling command processing
You can run some IBM Spectrum Protect commands sequentially or concurrently with other commands. You can also route
commands from one server to other servers for processing.
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Performing tasks concurrently on multiple servers
Command routing allows you to route commands to one or more servers for processing and then collect the output from
these servers.
Privilege classes for commands
The authority granted to an administrator through the privilege class determines which administrative commands that the
administrator can issue.

Related concepts:
Server scripts
Related reference:
Administrative client macros

Issuing commands from the administrative client
The administrative command-line client is a program that runs on a file server, workstation, or mainframe.

About this task

Ensure that your administrative client and your server are running in compatible languages. See LANGUAGE for language and
locale options. If your client and server are using different languages, the messages that IBM Spectrum Protect™ generates might
not be understandable.

Tip: Text strings that are sent from the client to the server do not depend on the server language setting. The text is displayed
properly if the administrative client runs in the same locale when sending the string and when receiving the string.

For example, assume that you update a node contact field with a value that contains national characters (update node myNode
contact=NLcontact_info), and later query the node (query node myNode format=detailed). If the client is running in
the same locale when you update as when you query, the NLcontact_info displays properly. If you update the node contact field
when the client is running in one locale, and query the node when the client is running in a different locale, the NLcontact_info
might not display properly.

Starting and stopping the administrative client
Use the DSMADMC command to start an administrative client session.
Monitoring server activities from the administrative client
To monitor IBM Spectrum Protect activities, such as server migration and client logons, run the administrative client in
console mode. You cannot enter any administrative commands in console mode.
Monitoring removable-media mounts from the administrative client
To monitor the mounting and dismounting of removable media, run the administrative client in mount mode. When the
client is running in mount mode, you cannot enter any administrative commands.
Processing individual commands from the administrative client
Use batch mode to enter a single administrative command. Your administrative client session automatically ends when the
command is processed.
Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Use the interactive mode to process a series of administrative commands.
Formatting output from commands
IBM Spectrum Protect formats the output processed from commands according to your screen or window width.
Saving command output to a specified location
The most common use for redirecting output is to save the output from query commands to a specified file or program. You
can then browse the contents of the file or in some cases, print the contents.
Administrative client options
In all administrative client modes, you can use options to modify administrative client session responses.

Starting and stopping the administrative client
Use the DSMADMC command to start an administrative client session.

About this task

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server must be running before an administrative client can connect.

Procedure
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To start an administrative client session in command-line mode, enter this command on your workstation:

dsmadmc -id=admin -password=admin -dataonly=yes

By entering the DSMADMC command with the -ID and -PASSWORD options as shown, you are not prompted for a user ID
and password.

To stop an administrative command-line client session, enter the following command:

quit

To interrupt a DSMADMC command before the IBM Spectrum Protect server finishes processing it, use the UNIX kill -9
command from an available command line. Do not press Ctrl+C because, while it ends the session, it can lead to
unexpected results.

Monitoring server activities from the administrative client
To monitor IBM Spectrum Protect™ activities, such as server migration and client logons, run the administrative client in console
mode. You cannot enter any administrative commands in console mode.

Procedure

To start an administrative client session in console mode, enter the following command:

dsmadmc -consolemode

You are prompted for a password if authentication is turned on for the server. If you do not want to be prompted for your
user ID and password, enter the DSMADMC command with the -ID and -PASSWORD options.

To end an administrative client session in console mode, use a keyboard break sequence.

Operating system Break sequence

UNIX and Linux clients Ctrl+C

Windows clients Ctrl+C or Ctrl+Break

Monitoring removable-media mounts from the administrative client
To monitor the mounting and dismounting of removable media, run the administrative client in mount mode. When the client is
running in mount mode, you cannot enter any administrative commands.

Procedure

To start an administrative client session in mount mode, enter the following command:

dsmadmc -mountmode

You are prompted for a password if authentication is turned on for the server. If you do not want to be prompted for your
user ID and password, enter the DSMADMC command with the -ID and -PASSWORD options.

To end an administrative client session in mount mode, use a keyboard break sequence.

Operating system Break sequence

UNIX and Linux clients Ctrl+C

Windows clients Ctrl+C or Ctrl+Break

Processing individual commands from the administrative client
Use batch mode to enter a single administrative command. Your administrative client session automatically ends when the
command is processed.

Procedure
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To start an administrative client session in batch mode, use the following command: dsmadmc server_command

If you do not want to be prompted for your user ID and password, you can enter the DSMADMC command with the -ID and -
PASSWORD options.

In batch mode, you must enter the complete command on one line. If a command does not fit on one line, enter the command by
using a macro or a script. If you specify a parameter with a string of text using batch mode, enclose the text in single quotation
marks (' ') in the macro. Do not use double quotation marks for commands in batch mode, because your operating system might
not parse the quotation marks correctly.

You can bypass this batch mode double quotation mark restriction for Windows clients by using the back slash (\)
escape character. For example, on the OBJECTS parameter of the DEFINE CLIENTACTION command, you could enter the string
with the \ character preceding the double quotation marks in the command.

dsmadmc -id=admin -password=admin define clientaction test_node domain=test_dom 
action=restore objects='\"C:\program files\test\*\"' 

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Use the interactive mode to process a series of administrative commands.

About this task

To start an administrative client session in interactive mode, a server session must be available. To ensure the availability of server
sessions for both administrative and client node sessions, the interactive mode of the administrative client is disconnected if one
or more of the following conditions is true:

The server was stopped by using the HALT command.
Commands were not issued from the administrative client session for the length of time that is specified with the
IDLETIMEOUT server option.
The administrative client session was canceled with the CANCEL SESSION command.

Procedure

To start an administrative session in interactive mode, use the following command: dsmadmc

You can use continuation characters when you use interactive mode. For more information, see Using continuation characters to
enter long commands.

You can automatically restart your administrative client session by entering another command each time the tsm: servername
> prompt appears.

Do not enter a server command with the DSMADMC command. Doing so starts the administrative client in batch, not interactive,
mode. For example, do not enter:

dsmadmc server_command

Formatting output from commands
IBM Spectrum Protect™ formats the output processed from commands according to your screen or window width.

Procedure

If the width of your screen or window is not wide enough to display the output horizontally, IBM Spectrum Protect arranges
and displays the information vertically.
You can format the output of QUERY commands using the DISPLAYMODE and OUTFILE administrative client options.

Saving command output to a specified location
The most common use for redirecting output is to save the output from query commands to a specified file or program. You can
then browse the contents of the file or in some cases, print the contents.
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About this task

On some operating systems, you can redirect output of a command by using special characters such as >, >>, and |. Redirection
characters direct the output of a command to a file or program that you specify instead of to your screen. You can save the output
from a command by entering redirection characters at the end of the command. To redirect output, leave a blank between the
redirection character and the file or program name. See the following examples.

When redirecting output, follow the naming conventions of the operating system where you are running the administrative client.

Procedure

The examples in the following table show how to redirect command output.

Task Procedure

Redirect the output of a QUERY
DOMAIN command to a new file in
batch or interactive mode

Use a single greater-than sign (>) to redirect the output to a new file or write over an
existing file:

dsmadmc -id=xxx -pa=xxx query domain acctg > dominfo.acc

Append the output of a QUERY
DOMAIN command to the end of an
existing file in batch or interactive
mode

Use two consecutive greater-than signs (>>) to append the output to the end of an
existing file:

dsmadmc -id=xxx -pa=xxx query domain acctg >> dominfo.acc

Redirect all output from an
administrative client session in
console mode to a program called
filter.exe

Use the vertical bar (|) to direct all output for a session to a program:

dsmadmc -console -id=admin -password=xxx | filter.exe

The program can be set up to monitor the output for individual messages as they occur
and take appropriate action, such as sending mail to another user.

In console mode, redirect all output
to a file

Specify the -OUTFILE option with a destination file name. For example, the following
command redirects all output to the save.out file:

dsmadmc -id=sullivan -password=secret -consolemode -outfile=save.out

Administrative client options
In all administrative client modes, you can use options to modify administrative client session responses.

Syntax

 
            .-------------------------.                        
            V                         |                        
>>-DSMADMC----+---------------------+-+--+----------------+---->< 
              '-admin_client_option-'    '-server_command-'    
 

Example of using administrative client options

You can enter the DSMADMC command with your user ID and password by using the -ID and -PASSWORD options so that you are
not prompted for that information. To have IBM Spectrum Protect™ redirect all output to a file, specify the -OUTFILE option with a
destination file name. For example, to issue the QUERY NODE command in batch mode with the output redirected to the
SAVE.OUT file, enter:

dsmadmc -id=sullivan -password=secret -outfile=save.out query node 

Options

Administrative client options can be specified with the DSMADMC command and are valid from an administrative client session
only. You can type an option in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination. Uppercase letters denote the shortest
acceptable abbreviation. If an option appears entirely in uppercase letters, you cannot abbreviate it.

-ALWAYSPrompt
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Specifies that a command prompt is displayed if the input is from the keyboard or if it is redirected (for example, from a
file). If this option is not specified and the input is redirected, the command prompt is not written.

If the input is redirected, only the command output is displayed. If this option is specified, the command prompt and the
command output are displayed.

-CHECKAliashalt
Allows the administrative client to recognize an alias for the HALT command as set in the ALIASHALT server option. See
ALIASHALT for details.

-COMMAdelimited
Specifies that any tabular output from a server query is to be formatted as comma-separated strings rather than in
readable format. This option is intended to be used primarily when you redirect the output of an SQL query (SELECT
command). The comma-separated value format is a standard data format, which can be processed by many common
programs, including spreadsheets, databases, and report generators.

-CONsolemode
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect runs in console mode. Most server console output is echoed to your screen. The
exception are items such as responses to query commands that are issued from the console, trace output, or any system
messages that displayed on the console.

-DATAONLY=NO or YES
Specifies whether product version information and output headers display with the output. The default is NO.

NO
Specifies that the product version information and output column headers display.

YES
Suppresses the product version information and output column headers.

-DISPLaymode=LISt or TABle
You can force the QUERY output to tabular or list format regardless of the command-line window column width.

If you are using the -DISPLAYMODE option and you want the output to go to a file, do not specify the -OUTFILE option. Use
redirection to write to the file.

-ID=userid
Specifies the administrator's user ID.

-Itemcommit
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect commits commands inside a script or a macro as each command is processed.

-MOUNTmode
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect runs in mount mode. All server removable-media mount messages are echoed to your
screen.

-NEWLINEAFTERPrompt
Specifies that a newline character is written after the command prompt and commands that are entered from the keyboard
are displayed underneath the prompt. If this option is not specified, commands entered from the keyboard are displayed to
the right side of the prompt.

-NOConfirm
Specifies that you do not want IBM Spectrum Protect to request confirmation before processing commands that affect the
availability of the server or data that is managed by the server.

-OUTfile
Specifies that output from a server query is displayed in one row. If the output in a row exceeds the column width that is
defined by the server, the output is displayed on multiple lines in that row. This option is available in batch mode only.

-OUTfile=filename
Specifies that output from a server query is redirected to a specified file. In batch mode, output is redirected to a file you
specify and the format of the output matches the format of the output on your screen.

In interactive, console, or mount mode sessions, output displays on your screen.

-PAssword=password
Specifies the administrator's password.

-Quiet
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not display standard output messages to your screen. However, when you use
this option, certain error messages still appear.

-SErveraddress
Specifies the server stanza in the dsm.sys file. The client uses the server stanza to determine the

server it connects to. The SERVERADDRESS option is supported by administrative clients that are running on UNIX, Linux,
and Macintosh operating systems only.
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-TABdelimited
Specifies that any tabular output from a server query is to be formatted as tab-separated strings rather than in readable
format. This option is intended to be used primarily when you redirect the output of an SQL query (SELECT command). The
tab-separated value format is a standard data format, which can be processed by many common programs, including
spreadsheets, databases, and report generators.

-TCPPort
Specifies a TCP/IP port address for an IBM Spectrum Protect server. The TCPPORT option is only supported by
administrative clients that are running on Windows operating systems and is valid on the Windows administrative client
command line.

-TCPServeraddress
Specifies a TCP/IP server address for an IBM Spectrum Protect server. The TCPSERVERADDRESS option is only supported
by administrative clients that are running on Windows operating systems and is valid on the Windows administrative client
command line.

In addition to the options that are listed here, you can also specify any option that is in the client options file. Each option must be
preceded with a hyphen and delimited with a space.

Issuing commands from the Operations Center
From the Operations Center command-line interface, you can issue commands to manage IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers that
are configured as hub or spoke servers.

Procedure

To open the command-line interface, hover over the globe icon  in the Operations Center menu bar, and click Command Builder.

Issuing commands from the server console
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides a user ID named SERVER_CONSOLE that allows you to issue commands and administer the
server from the server console after IBM Spectrum Protect is installed. At installation, SERVER_CONSOLE is automatically
registered as an administrator and is given system authority.

About this task

If you have system privilege, you can revoke or grant new privileges to the SERVER_CONSOLE user ID. You cannot take any of the
following actions:

Register or update the SERVER_CONSOLE user ID
Lock or unlock the SERVER_CONSOLE user ID
Rename the SERVER_CONSOLE user ID
Remove SERVER_CONSOLE user ID
Route commands from the SERVER_CONSOLE user ID

Not all IBM Spectrum Protect commands are supported by the server console. You cannot specify the WAIT parameter from the
server console.

Entering administrative commands
Commands consist of command names and usually parameters and variables. Syntax diagrams depict the rules to follow when
entering commands.

About this task

To display command-line help for server commands that have unique names, you can type help commandName, where
commandName is the name of the server command for which you want information. For example, to display help for the
REGISTER NODE command, type help register node. Command syntax and parameter descriptions are displayed in the
output.

You can also type help followed by the topic number for the command. Topic numbers are listed in the table of contents for
command-line help, for example:
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3.0 Administrative commands 
  3.46 REGISTER 
     3.46.1 REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator) 
     3.46.2 REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license) 
     3.46.3 REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

To display help about the REGISTER NODE command, type:

help 3.46.3

Use topic numbers to display command-line help for subcommands. DEFINE DEVCLASS is an example of a command that has
subcommands. For example, you can specify the DEFINE DEVCLASS command for 3590 device classes and for 3592 device
classes:

3.0 Administrative commands 
  ... 
  3.13.10 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class) 
      3.13.10.1 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class) 
      3.13.10.2 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class) 
      ...

To display help for the DEFINE DEVCLASS command for 3590 device classes, type:

help 3.13.10.1

Reading syntax diagrams
To read a syntax diagram for entering a command, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and from top to
bottom.
Using continuation characters to enter long commands
Continuation characters are useful when you want to process a command that is longer than your screen or window width.
You can use continuation characters in the interactive mode of the administrative client.
Naming IBM Spectrum Protect objects
IBM Spectrum Protect restricts the number and type of characters that you can use to name objects.
Using wildcard characters to specify object names
In some commands, such as the query commands, you can use wildcard characters to create a pattern-matching
expression that specifies more than one object. Using wildcard characters makes it easier to tailor a command to your
needs.
Specifying descriptions in keyword parameters
If a description (a string of text) for a parameter begins with a single or double quotation mark, or contains any embedded
blanks or equal signs, you must surround the value with either single (') or double (") quotation marks.

Reading syntax diagrams
To read a syntax diagram for entering a command, follow the path of the line. Read from left to right and from top to bottom.

The >>--- symbol indicates the beginning of a syntax diagram.
The ---> symbol at the end of a line indicates that the syntax diagram continues onto the next line.
The >--- symbol at the beginning of a line indicates that a syntax diagram continues from the previous line.
The --->< symbol indicates the end of a syntax diagram.

Command names

The command name can consist of a single action word, such as HALT, or it can consist of an action word and an object for the
action, such as DEFINE DOMAIN. You can enter the command in any column of the input line.

Enter the entire command name or the abbreviation that is specified in the syntax diagram for the command. Uppercase letters
denote the shortest acceptable abbreviation. If a command appears entirely in uppercase letters, you cannot abbreviate it. You
can enter the command in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination. In this example, you can enter CMDNA,
CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 
>>-CMDNAme----------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Note: Command names in descriptive text are always capitalized.
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Required parameters

When a parameter is on the same line as the command name, the parameter is required. When two or more parameter values are
in a stack and one of them is on the line, you must specify one value.

In this example, you must enter PARMNAME=A, PARMNAME=B, or PARMNAME=C. Do not include any blanks immediately before
or after the equal sign (=).

 
>>-PARMName--=--+-A-+------------------------------------------>< 
                +-B-+    
                '-C-'    
 

Optional parameters

When a parameter is below the line, the parameter is optional. In this example, you can enter PARMNAME=A or nothing at all. Do
not include any blanks immediately before or after the equal sign (=).

 
>>-+----------------+------------------------------------------>< 
   '-PARMName--=--A-'    
 

When two or more parameter values are in a stack below the line, all of them are optional. In this example, you can enter
PARMNAME=A, PARMNAME=B, PARMNAME=C, or nothing at all. Do not include any blanks immediately before or after the equal
sign (=).

 
>>-+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-PARMNAme--=--+-A-+-'    
                  +-B-+      
                  '-C-'      
 

Defaults

Defaults are above the line. The system uses the default unless you override it. You can override the default by entering an option
from the stack below the line.

In this example, PARMNAME=A is the default. You can also enter PARMNAME=A, PARMNAME=B, or PARMNAME=C. Do not include
any blanks before or after the equal sign (=).

 
   .-PARMNAme--=--A-----.    
>>-+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-PARMName--=--+-A-+-'    
                  +-B-+      
                  '-C-'      
 

Variables

Highlighted lowercase items (like this) denote variables. In these examples, var_name represents variables::

 
>>-CMDNAme--var_name------------------------------------------->< 
 

 
>>-+-----------------------+----------------------------------->< 
   '-PARMname--=--var_name-'    
 

Special characters

You must code these symbols exactly as they appear in the syntax diagram.
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*
Asterisk

:
Colon

,
Comma

=
Equal sign

-
Hyphen

( )
Parentheses

.
Period

Repeating values

An arrow returning to the left means that the item can be repeated. A character within the arrow means that you must separate
repeated items with that character.

 
   .-,---------.    
   V           |    
>>---file_name-+----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Repeatable choices

A stack of values followed by an arrow returning to the left means that you can select more than one value or, when permitted,
repeat a single item. In this example, you can choose more than one value, with each name delimited with a comma. Do not
include any blanks before or after the equal sign (=).

 
                .-,----------.    
                V            |    
>>-PARMNAme--=----+-value1-+-+--------------------------------->< 
                  +-value2-+      
                  '-value3-'      
 

Footnotes

Footnotes are enclosed in parentheses.

 
   .-,---------------.    
   V  (1)            |    
>>---------file_name-+----------------------------------------->< 
 

Notes:

1. You can specify up to five file names.

Entering parameters

The order in which you enter parameters can be important. The following example shows a portion of the command for defining a
copy storage pool:

 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--device_class_name-----------------> 
 
>--POoltype--=--COpy--+-----------------------------+-----------> 
                      '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-REClaim--=--100-----.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
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   '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
 

The first two parameters in this command (pool_name and device_class_name are required parameters. pool_name and
device_class_name are also positional. That is, they must be entered in the order shown, immediately after the command name.
The POOLTYPE parameter is a required keyword parameter. DESCRIPTION and RECLAIM, are optional keyword parameters.
Keyword parameters are identified by an equal sign that specifies a specific value or a variable. Keyword parameters must follow
any positional parameters in a command.

The following command entries, in which the keyword parameters are ordered differently, are both acceptable:

define stgpool mycopypool mydeviceclass pooltype=copy description=engineering 
   reclaim=50 
define stgpool mycopypool mydeviceclass description=engineering pooltype=copy 
   reclaim=50

The following example, in which one of the positional parameters follows a keyword parameter, is not acceptable:

define stgpool mycopypool pooltype=copy mydeviceclass description=engineering   
   reclaim=50

Syntax fragments

Some diagrams, because of their length, must display parts of the syntax with fragments. The fragment name appears between
vertical bars in the diagram.

The expanded fragment appears in the diagram after all other parameters or at the bottom of the diagram. A heading with the
fragment name identifies the expanded fragment. Commands appearing directly on the line are required.

In this example, the fragment is named "Fragment".

 
>>-| Fragment |------------------------------------------------>< 
 
Fragment 
 
   .-A-.    
|--+---+--------------------------------------------------------| 
   +-B-+    
   '-C-'    
 

Using continuation characters to enter long commands
Continuation characters are useful when you want to process a command that is longer than your screen or window width. You
can use continuation characters in the interactive mode of the administrative client.

About this task

Without continuation characters, you can enter up to 256 characters. With continuation characters, you can enter up to 1500
characters.

Note: In the MACRO command, the maximums apply after any substitution variables have been applied.
With continuation characters, you can do the following:

Enter a dash at the end of the line you want to continue.
For example:

register admin pease mypasswd - 
contact="david, ext1234"

Continue a list of values by entering a dash or a back slash, with no preceding blank spaces, after the last comma of the list
that you enter on the first line. Then, enter the remaining items in the list on the next line with no preceding blank spaces.
For example:

stgpools=stg1,stg2,stg3,- 
stg4,stg5,stg6
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Continue a string of values that are enclosed in quotation marks by entering the first part of the string that is enclosed in
quotation marks, followed by a dash or a back slash at the end of the line. Then, enter the remainder of the string on the
next line, enclosed in the same type of quotation marks.
For example:

contact="david pease, bldg. 100, room 2b, san jose,"- 
"ext. 1234, alternate contact-norm pass,ext 2345"

IBM Spectrum Protect™ concatenates the two strings with no intervening blanks. You must use only this method to
continue a quoted string of values across more than one line.

Naming IBM Spectrum Protect objects
IBM Spectrum Protect™ restricts the number and type of characters that you can use to name objects.

About this task

The following characters are available for defining object names.

Character Description

A–Z Any letter, A through Z

0–9 Any number, 0 through 9

_ Underscore

. Period

- Hyphen

+ Plus

& Ampersand

The following table shows the maximum length of characters permitted for naming objects.

Type of Name Maximum Length

Administrators, client option sets, client nodes, passwords, server groups,
server, names, virtual file space names

64

Restartable export identifiers 64

High-level and low-level TCP/IP (IPv4 or IPv6) addresses 64

Device classes, drives, libraries, management classes, policy domains,
profiles, schedules scripts, backup sets, storage pools

30

The following characters are available for defining password names:

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . ! @ # $ % ^ & * _ - + = ` ( )  
| { } [ ] : ; < > , ? / ~

Passwords considered "LOCAL" are those passwords that authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server and are not case-
sensitive. Once a node or administrator is updated to use the SESSIONSECURITY=STRICT parameter, the password becomes
case-sensitive the next time you change the it. Passwords considered "LDAP" are those passwords that authenticate with an LDAP
directory server and are case-sensitive.

When you use DEFINE commands to define database, recovery log, and storage pool volumes, the naming convention for the
volume name is dependent on the type of sequential access media or random access media that you are using. Refer to the
specific VOLUME command for details.

Using wildcard characters to specify object names
In some commands, such as the query commands, you can use wildcard characters to create a pattern-matching expression that
specifies more than one object. Using wildcard characters makes it easier to tailor a command to your needs.

About this task
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The wildcard characters you use depend on the operating system from which you issue commands. For example, you can use
wildcard characters such as an asterisk (*) to match any (0 or more) characters, or you can use a question mark (?) or a percent
sign (%) to match exactly one character.

Table 1 provides references to wildcard characters for some operating systems. Use wildcard characters appropriate for your
system.

Table 1. Wildcard characters by operating system
Operating system Match any Match exactly one

AIX®, Linux, Windows * ?

TSO * %

For example, if you want to query all the management classes whose names begin with DEV in all the policy sets in DOMAIN1, and
your system uses an asterisk as the match-any character, you can enter:

query mgmtclass domain1 * dev*

If your system uses a question mark as the match-exactly-one character, and you want to query the management classes in
POLICYSET1 in DOMAIN1, you can enter:

query mgmtclass domain1 policyset1 mc?

IBM Spectrum Protect™ displays information about management classes with names MC.

Table 2 shows additional examples of using wildcard characters to match any characters.

Table 2. Match-any character
Pattern Matches Does not match

ab* ab, abb, abxxx a, b, aa, bb

ab*rs abrs, abtrs, abrsrs ars, aabrs, abrss

ab*ef*rs abefrs, abefghrs abefr, abers

Table 3 shows additional examples of using wildcard characters to match exactly one character. The question mark (?) can be
replaced by a percent sign (%) if your platform uses that character instead of (?).

Table 3. Match-exactly-one character
Pattern Matches Does not match

ab? abc ab, abab, abzzzz

ab?rs abfrs abrs, abllrs

ab?ef?rs abdefjrs abefrs, abdefrs, abefjrs

ab??rs abcdrs,
abzzrs

abrs, abjrs, abkkkrs

Specifying descriptions in keyword parameters
If a description (a string of text) for a parameter begins with a single or double quotation mark, or contains any embedded blanks
or equal signs, you must surround the value with either single (') or double (") quotation marks.

About this task

The opening and closing quotation marks must be the same type of quotation marks. For example, if the opening quotation is a
single quotation mark, the closing quotation mark must also be a single quotation mark.

For example, to register a new client node named Louie, with a password of secret, and with his title included as contact
information, enter:

register node louie secret contact="manager of dept. 61f"
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The following table presents ways of entering a description for the CONTACT parameter. The value can contain quotation marks,
embedded blanks, or equal signs.

For this description Enter this

manager contact=manager

manager's contact="manager's" or contact='manager"s'

"manager" contact='"manager"' or contact="""manager"""

manager's report contact="manager's report" or contact='manager''s report'

manager's "report" contact='manager''s "report"'

manager=dept. 61f contact='manager=dept. 61f'

manager reports to dept. 61f contact='manager reports to dept. 61f' or contact="manager reports to
dept. 61f"

Controlling command processing
You can run some IBM Spectrum Protect™ commands sequentially or concurrently with other commands. You can also route
commands from one server to other servers for processing.

About this task

Server command processing
IBM Spectrum Protect processes administrator commands either in the foreground or in the background. Commands that
process in the foreground must complete before you can issue another command. When commands are processing in the
background, you can issue additional commands at any time.
Stopping background processes
Use the CANCEL PROCESS command to cancel commands that generate background processes.

Server command processing
IBM Spectrum Protect™ processes administrator commands either in the foreground or in the background. Commands that
process in the foreground must complete before you can issue another command. When commands are processing in the
background, you can issue additional commands at any time.

Most IBM Spectrum Protect commands process in the foreground. For some commands that normally process in the background
(for example, BACKUP DB), you can specify the WAIT parameter (WAIT=YES) with the command so that the command processes
in the foreground. You might want to process a command in the foreground rather than in the background for any of the following
reasons:

To quickly determine whether a command completed successfully. When you issue a command that processes in the
foreground, IBM Spectrum Protect sends a confirmation message that indicates that the command completed successfully.
If you process the command in the background, you need to open operational reporting or query the activity log to
determine whether the command completed successfully.
To monitor server activities (for example, messages) on the administrative client as a command is being processed. This
might be preferable to searching a long activity log after the command has completed.
To be able to start another process immediately after a command completed. For example, you might specify WAIT=YES
for a command that takes a short time to process so that, when the processing completes, you can immediately start
processing another command.
To serialize commands in an administrative script when it is important that one command completes before another begins.

Check the individual command description to determine whether a command has a WAIT parameter.

You can cancel commands that are processed in the foreground from the server console or from another administrative client
session.

Each background process is assigned a process number. Use the QUERY PROCESS command to obtain the status and process
number of a background process.

Note:
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If you are defining a schedule with a command that specifies WAIT=NO (the default), and you issue QUERY EVENT to
determine the status of your scheduled operation, failed operations report an event status of COMPLETED with a return of
OK. In order for the QUERY EVENT output to reflect the failed status, the WAIT parameter must be set to YES. This runs the
scheduled operation in the foreground and informs you of the status when it completes.
You cannot process commands in the foreground from the server console.

Stopping background processes
Use the CANCEL PROCESS command to cancel commands that generate background processes.

About this task

Use the QUERY PROCESS command to obtain the status and process number of a background process. If a background process is
active when you cancel it, the server stops the process. Any changes that are uncommitted are rolled back. However, changes that
are committed are not rolled back.

When you issue a QUERY command from the administrative client, multiple screens of output might be generated. If this occurs
and additional output is not needed, you can cancel the display of output to the client workstation. Doing so does not end the
processing of the command.

Performing tasks concurrently on multiple servers
Command routing allows you to route commands to one or more servers for processing and then collect the output from these
servers.

About this task

To route commands to other servers, you must have the same administrator ID and password as well as the required
administrative authority on each server to which the command is being routed. You cannot route commands to other servers from
the server console.

After the command has completed processing on all servers, the output displays, in its entirety, for each server. For example, the
output from SERVER_A displays in its entirety, followed by the output from SERVER_B. The output includes summary messages
for each individual server and identifies which server processed the output. Return codes indicate whether commands processed
on the servers successfully. These return codes include one of three severities: 0, ERROR, or WARNING.

Each server that is identified as the target of a routed command must first be defined using the DEFINE SERVER command. The
command is automatically routed to all servers specified as members of a server group or to individual servers specified with the
command.

The following examples describe how to route the QUERY STGPOOL command to one server, multiple servers, a server group,
multiple server groups, or a combination of servers and server groups. Each server or server group in a list must be separated with
a comma, without spaces.

Routing commands to a single server

Procedure

To route the QUERY STGPOOL command to a server named ASTRO, enter:

astro: query stgpool

The colon after the server name indicates the end of the routing information. This is also called the server prefix. Another way to
indicate the end of routing information is to use parentheses around the server name, for example:

(astro) query stgpool

Routing commands to multiple servers

About this task

Procedure
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To route the QUERY STGPOOL command to multiple servers named HD_QTR, MIDAS, SATURN, enter:

hd_qtr,midas,saturn: query stgpool

If the first server has not been defined to IBM Spectrum Protect, the command is routed to the next defined server in the list of
servers.

You can also enter the command this way:

(hd_qtr,midas,saturn) query stgpool

Routing commands to a server group

About this task

In this example, the server group ADMIN has servers named SECURITY, PAYROLL, PERSONNEL defined as group members. The
command is routed to each of these servers.

Procedure

To route the QUERY STGPOOL command to the server group named ADMIN, enter:

admin: query stgpool

You can also enter the command this way:

(admin) query stgpool

Routing commands to server groups

About this task

In this example, the server group ADMIN2 has servers SERVER_A, SERVER_B, and SERVER_C defined as group members, and
server group ADMIN3 has servers ASTRO, GUMBY, and CRUSTY defined as group members. The command is routed to servers
SERVER_A, SERVER_B, SERVER_C, ASTRO, GUMBY, and CRUSTY.

Procedure

To route the QUERY STGPOOL command to two server groups that are named ADMIN2 and ADMIN3, enter:

admin2,admin3: query stgpool

You can also enter the command this way:

(admin2,admin3) query stgpool

Routing commands to two servers and a server group

About this task

In this example, the server group DEV_GROUP has servers SALES, MARKETING, and STAFF defined as group members. The
command is routed to servers SALES, MARKETING, STAFF, MERCURY, and JUPITER.

Procedure

To route the QUERY STGPOOL command to a server group named DEV_GROUP and to the servers named MERCURY and JUPITER,
enter:

dev_group,mercury,jupiter: query stgpool

You can also enter the command this way:

(dev_group,mercury,jupiter) query stgpool

Routing commands inside scripts
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About this task

When routing commands inside scripts, you must enclose the server or server group in parentheses and omit the colon.
Otherwise, the command will not be routed when the RUN command is issued, and will only be run on the server where the RUN
command is issued.

For example, to route the QUERY STGPOOL command inside a script:

Procedure

1. Define a script called QU_STG to route it to the DEV_GROUP server group.

define script qu_stg "(dev_group) query stgpool"

2. Run the QU_STG script:

 run qu_stg

Results

In this example, the server group DEV_GROUP has servers SALES, MARKETING, and STAFF defined as group members. The
QUERY STGPOOL command is routed to these servers.

Privilege classes for commands
The authority granted to an administrator through the privilege class determines which administrative commands that the
administrator can issue.

There are four administrator privilege classes in IBM Spectrum Protect™:

System
Policy
Storage
Operator

After an administrator has been registered using the REGISTER ADMIN command, the administrator can issue a limited set of
commands, including all query commands. When you install IBM Spectrum Protect, the server console is defined as a system
administrator named SERVER_CONSOLE and is granted system privilege.

Commands requiring system privilege
An administrator with system privilege has the highest level of authority for the server. With system privilege, an
administrator can issue any administrative command and has authority to manage all policy domains and all storage pools.
Commands requiring policy privilege
An administrator with policy privilege can issue commands that relate to policy management objects such as policy
domains, policy sets, management classes, copy groups, and schedules. The policy privilege can be unrestricted, or can be
restricted to specific policy domains.
Commands requiring storage privilege
An administrator with storage privilege can issue commands that allocate and control storage resources for the server. The
storage privilege can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to specific storage pools.
Commands requiring operator privilege
An administrator with operator privilege can issue commands that control the immediate operation of the server and the
availability of storage media.
Commands any administrator can issue
A limited number of commands can be used by any administrator, even if that administrator has not been granted any
specific administrator privileges.

Commands requiring system privilege
An administrator with system privilege has the highest level of authority for the server. With system privilege, an administrator can
issue any administrative command and has authority to manage all policy domains and all storage pools.

Table 1 lists the commands that administrators with system privilege can issue. In some cases administrators with lower levels of
authority, for example, unrestricted storage privilege, can also issue these commands. In addition, the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE
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server option can be used to specify that certain commands require system privilege if they cause the server to write to an
external file. For more information about this server option, review REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE.

Table 1. System privilege commands
Command name Command name

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY
AUDIT LICENSES
ACCEPT DATE
BEGIN EVENTLOGGING
CANCEL EXPIRATION
CANCEL PROCESS
CANCEL REPLICATION
CANCEL REQUEST
CANCEL RESTORE
CLEAN DRIVE
COPY ACTIVEDATA
COPY DOMAIN
COPY POLICYSET
COPY PROFILE
COPY SCHEDULE (Review note.)
COPY SCRIPT
COPY SERVERGROUP
DEFINE BACKUPSET
DEFINE CLIENTACTION
DEFINE CLIENTOPT
DEFINE CLOPTSET
DEFINE COLLOCGROUP
DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER
DEFINE DEVCLASS
DEFINE DOMAIN
DEFINE DRIVE
DEFINE EVENTSERVER
DEFINE GRPMEMBER
DEFINE LIBRARY
DEFINE MACHINE
DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION
DEFINE NODEGROUP
DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER
DEFINE PATH
DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION
DEFINE PROFILE
DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION
DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Review note.)
DEFINE SCRIPT
DEFINE SERVER
DEFINE SERVERGROUP

DEFINE SPACETRIGGER
DEFINE STGPOOL
DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION
DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
DEFINE VOLUME
DELETE BACKUPSET
DELETE CLIENTOPT
DELETE CLOPTSET
DEFINE COLLOCGROUP
DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER
DELETE DOMAIN
DELETE DRIVE
DELETE EVENTSERVER
DELETE GRPMEMBER
DELETE LIBRARY
DELETE MACHINE
DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION
DELETE NODEGROUP
DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER
DELETE PROFASSOCIATION
DELETE PROFILE
DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION
DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA
DELETE SCHEDULE (Review note.)
DELETE SCRIPT
DELETE SERVER
DELETE SERVERGROUP
DELETE SPACETRIGGER
DELETE STGPOOL
DELETE SUBSCRIBER
DELETE SUBSCRIPTION
DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
DISABLE EVENTS
ENABLE EVENTS
END EVENTLOGGING
EXPIRE INVENTORY
EXPORT ADMIN
EXPORT NODE
EXPORT POLICY
EXPORT SERVER
GENERATE BACKUPSET
GRANT AUTHORITY
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Command name Command name

GRANT PROXYNODE
IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
IMPORT NODE
IMPORT POLICY
IMPORT SERVER
INSERT MACHINE
LABEL LIBVOLUME
LOCK ADMIN
LOCK PROFILE
MIGRATE STGPOOL
MOVE DRMEDIA
MOVE MEDIA
MOVE GRPMEMBER
NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS
PERFORM LIBACTION
PING SERVER
PREPARE
QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS
QUERY MEDIA
QUERY RPFCONTENT
QUERY TOC
RECLAIM STGPOOL
RECONCILE VOLUMES
REGISTER ADMIN
REGISTER LICENSE
REMOVE ADMIN
REMOVE REPLNODE
RENAME ADMIN
RENAME SCRIPT
RENAME SERVERGROUP
RENAME STGPOOL
REPLICATE NODE
RESET PASSEXP
RESTORE NODE
REVOKE AUTHORITY
REVOKE PROXYNODE
RUN
SET ACCOUNTING
SET ACTLOGRETENTION
SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION
SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT
SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT
SET CLIENTACTDURATION

SET CONFIGMANAGER
SET CONFIGREFRESH
SET CONTEXTMESSAGING
SET CROSSDEFINE
SET DBRECOVERY
SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION
SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL
SET DRMCHECKLABEL
SET DRMCMDFILENAME
SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL
SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL
SET DRMCOURIERNAME
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
SET DRMFILEPROCESS
SET DRMINSTRPREFIX
SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME
SET DRMPLANPREFIX
SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX
SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL
SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS
SET DRMVAULTNAME
SET EVENTRETENTION
SET INVALIDPWLIMIT
SET LDAPPASSWORD
SET LDAPUSER
SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD
SET MAXCMDRETRIES
SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS
SET MINPWLENGTH
SET PASSEXP
SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD
SET RANDOMIZE
SET REPLRETENTION
SET REPLSERVER
SET RETRYPERIOD
SET SCHEDMODES
SET SERVERHLADDRESS
SET SERVERLLADDRESS
SET SERVERNAME
SET SERVERPASSWORD
SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT
SET SUBFILE
SET TOCLOADRETENTION

SETOPT
UNLOCK ADMIN
UNLOCK PROFILE
UPDATE ADMIN
UPDATE BACKUPSET
UPDATE CLIENTOPT
UPDATE CLOPTSET
UPDATE COLLOCGROUP
UPDATE DEVCLASS
UPDATE DRIVE
UPDATE LIBRARY
UPDATE LIBVOLUME
UPDATE MACHINE

UPDATE NODEGROUP
UPDATE PATH
UPDATE PROFILE
UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA
UPDATE REPLRULE
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Review note.)
UPDATE SCRIPT
UPDATE SERVER
UPDATE SERVERGROUP
UPDATE SPACETRIGGER
UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
UPDATE VOLHISTORY
VALIDATE LANFREE
VALIDATE REPLICATION
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Command name Command name

Note: This command is restricted by the authority that is granted to an administrator. System privilege is required only for
administrative command schedules. System or policy privilege is required for client operation schedules.

Commands requiring policy privilege
An administrator with policy privilege can issue commands that relate to policy management objects such as policy domains,
policy sets, management classes, copy groups, and schedules. The policy privilege can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to
specific policy domains.

With unrestricted policy privilege, you can issue all of the administrator commands that require policy privilege. You can issue
commands that affect all existing policy domains as well as any policy domains that are defined in the future. An unrestricted
policy administrator cannot define, delete, or copy policy domains.

With restricted policy privilege, you can issue administrator commands that affect one or more policy domains for which authority
is granted. For example, the DELETE MGMTCLASS command requires you to have policy privilege for the policy domain to which
the management class belongs.

Table 1 lists the commands that an administrator with policy privilege can issue.

Table 1. Policy privilege commands
Command name Command name

ACTIVATE POLICYSET
ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS
CLEAN DRIVE
BACKUP NODE
COPY MGMTCLASS
COPY POLICYSET
COPY SCHEDULE (Review note 2.)
DEFINE ASSOCIATION
DEFINE BACKUPSET
DEFINE COPYGROUP
DEFINE CLIENTACTION
DEFINE CLIENTOPT
DEFINE MGMTCLASS
DEFINE NODEGROUP
DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER
DEFINE POLICYSET
DEFINE SCHEDULE
DELETE ASSOCIATION
DELETE BACKUPSET
DELETE COPYGROUP
DELETE EVENT (Review note 1.)
DELETE FILESPACE
DELETE MGMTCLASS
DELETE NODEGROUP
DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER

DELETE POLICYSET
DELETE PATH
DELETE SCHEDULE (Review note 2.)
GENERATE BACKUPSET
LOCK NODE
QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS
REGISTER NODE
REMOVE NODE
RENAME FILESPACE
RENAME NODE
SET SUMMARYRETENTION
RESTORE NODE
QUERY TOC
UNLOCK NODE
UPDATE BACKUPSET
UPDATE COPYGROUP
UPDATE DOMAIN
UPDATE MGMTCLASS
UPDATE NODE
UPDATE NODEGROUP
UPDATE POLICYSET
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Review note 2.)
VALIDATE POLICYSET

Notes:

1. This command can be restricted by policy domain. An administrator with unrestricted policy privilege or restricted policy
privilege for a specified policy domain can issue this command.

2. This command is restricted by the authority that is granted to an administrator. System privilege is required only for
administrative command schedules. System or policy privilege is required for client operation schedules.

Commands requiring storage privilege
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An administrator with storage privilege can issue commands that allocate and control storage resources for the server. The
storage privilege can be unrestricted, or can be restricted to specific storage pools.

Unrestricted storage privilege permits you to issue all of the administrator commands that require storage privilege. You can issue
commands that affect all existing storage pools as well as any storage pools that are defined in the future. You can also issue
commands that affect the database and the recovery log. An unrestricted storage administrator cannot define or delete storage
pools.

Restricted storage privilege permits you to issue administrator commands that only affect a storage pool for which you have been
granted authority. For example, the DELETE VOLUME command only affects a storage pool volume that is defined to a specific
storage pool.

Table 1 lists the commands an administrator with storage privilege can issue.

Table 1. Storage privilege commands
Command name Command name

AUDIT LIBRARY
AUDIT VOLUME (Review note.)
BACKUP DB
BACKUP DEVCONFIG
BACKUP STGPOOL
BACKUP VOLHISTORY
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME
COPY ACTIVEDATA (Review note.)
DEFINE COLLOCGROUP
DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER
DEFINE DATAMOVER
DEFINE DEVCLASS
DEFINE DRIVE
DEFINE LIBRARY
DEFINE PATH
DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
DEFINE VOLUME (Review note.)
DEFINE SPACETRIGGER
DELETE COLLOCGROUP
DELETE COLLOCMEMBER
DELETE DATAMOVER
DELETE DEVCLASS
DELETE DRIVE
DELETE LIBRARY
DELETE PATH

DELETE SPACETRIGGER
DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
DELETE VOLHISTORY
DELETE VOLUME (Review note.)
GRANT PROXYNODE
LABEL LIBVOLUME
MIGRATE STGPOOL
MOVE DATA (Review note.)
MOVE MEDIA
QUERY TAPEALERTMSG
RECLAIM STGPOOL
RESTORE STGPOOL
RESTORE VOLUME
REVOKE PROXYNODE
SET TAPEALERTMSG
UPDATE COLLOCGROUP
UPDATE DATAMOVER
UPDATE DEVCLASS
UPDATE DRIVE
UPDATE LIBRARY
UPDATE PATH
UPDATE SPACETRIGGER
UPDATE STGPOOL (Review note.)
UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING

Note: This command can be restricted by storage pool. An administrator with unrestricted storage privilege or restricted storage
privilege for a specified storage pool can issue this command.

Commands requiring operator privilege
An administrator with operator privilege can issue commands that control the immediate operation of the server and the
availability of storage media.

Table 1 lists the commands an administrator with operator privilege can issue.

Table 1. Operator privilege commands
Command Name Command Name
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Command Name Command Name

CANCEL SESSION
DISABLE SESSIONS
DISMOUNT VOLUME
ENABLE SESSIONS
HALT

MOVE DRMEDIA
MOVE MEDIA
QUERY MEDIA
REPLY
UPDATE VOLUME
VARY

Commands any administrator can issue
A limited number of commands can be used by any administrator, even if that administrator has not been granted any specific
administrator privileges.

Table 1 lists the commands any registered administrator can issue.

Table 1. Commands issued by all administrators
Command Name Command Name

COMMIT
HELP
ISSUE MESSAGE
MACRO
PARALLEL
QUERY ACTLOG
QUERY ADMIN
QUERY ASSOCIATION
QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY
QUERY BACKUPSET
QUERY CLOPTSET
QUERY COLLOCGROUP
QUERY CONTENT
QUERY COPYGROUP
QUERY DATAMOVER
QUERY DB
QUERY DBSPACE
QUERY DEVCLASS
QUERY DIRSPACE
QUERY DOMAIN
QUERY DRIVE
QUERY DRMEDIA
QUERY DRMSTATUS
QUERY ENABLED
QUERY EVENT
QUERY EVENTRULES
QUERY EVENTSERVER
QUERY FILESPACE
QUERY LIBRARY
QUERY LIBVOLUME
QUERY LICENSE
QUERY LOG
QUERY MACHINE
QUERY MGMTCLASS
QUERY MOUNT
QUERY NASBACKUP

QUERY NODE
QUERY NODEDATA
QUERY NODEGROUP
QUERY OCCUPANCY
QUERY OPTION
QUERY PATH
QUERY POLICYSET
QUERY PROCESS
QUERY PROFILE
QUERY PROXYNODE
QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA
QUERY REPLICATION
QUERY REPLNODE
QUERY REPLRULE
QUERY REQUEST
QUERY RESTORE
QUERY RPFILE
QUERY SCHEDULE
QUERY SCRIPT
QUERY SERVER
QUERY SERVERGROUP
QUERY SESSION
QUERY SPACETRIGGER
QUERY STATUS
QUERY STGPOOL
QUERY SUBSCRIBER
QUERY SUBSCRIPTION
QUERY SYSTEM
QUERY
VIRTUALFSMAPPING
QUERY VOLHISTORY
QUERY VOLUME
QUIT
ROLLBACK
SELECT
SERIAL

Administrative commands
Administrative commands are available to manage and configure the server.
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Information for each command includes:

A description of the tasks a command performs
The administrator privilege class required to use the command
A syntax diagram that identifies the required and optional parameters for the command
Descriptions of each parameter of the command
Examples of using the command
A list of related commands

ACCEPT DATE (Accepts the current system date)
Use this command to allow the server to begin normal processing, when the server does not start normal processing
because of a discrepancy between the server date and the current date on the system.
ACTIVATE POLICYSET (Activate a new policy set)
Use this command to copy the contents of a policy set to the ACTIVE policy set for the domain. The server uses the rules in
the ACTIVE policy set to manage client operations in the domain. You can define multiple policy sets for a policy domain,
but only one policy set can be active. The current ACTIVE policy set is replaced by the one you specify when you issue this
command. You can modify the ACTIVE policy set only by activating another policy set.
ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS (Assign a default management class)
Use this command to specify a management class as the default management class for a policy set. You must assign a
default management class for a policy set before you can activate that policy set.
AUDIT commands
Use the AUDIT commands to review or examine the adequacy of the database information and the storage pool volume.
The AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY command deletes nodes or administrator IDs from an LDAP directory server, that do not
authenticate their passwords with the LDAP directory server.
BACKUP commands
Use the BACKUP commands to create backup copies of IBM Spectrum Protect™ information or objects.
BEGIN EVENTLOGGING (Begin logging events)
Use this command to begin logging events to one or more receivers. A receiver for which event logging has begun is an
active receiver.
CANCEL commands
Use the CANCEL commands to end a task or process before it is completed.
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
Use this command to add a sequential access storage volume or a cleaning tape to the server inventory for an automated
library. The server cannot use a volume that physically resides in an automated library until that volume is checked in.
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)
Use this command to remove a sequential access storage volume from the server inventory for an automated library. This
command creates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
on background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.
CLEAN DRIVE (Clean a drive)
Use this command when you want IBM Spectrum Protect to immediately load a cleaner cartridge into a drive regardless of
the cleaning frequency.
COMMIT (Control committing of commands in a macro)
Use this command to control when a command is committed in a macro and to update the database when commands
complete processing. When issued from the console mode of the administrative client, this command does not generate a
message.
CONVERT STGPOOL (Convert a storage pool to a container storage pool)
Use this command to convert a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape
library (VTL) to a directory-container or a cloud-container storage pool. You can use container storage pools for both inline
and client-side data deduplication.
COPY commands
Use the COPY commands to create a copy of IBM Spectrum Protect objects or data.
DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)
Use this command to specify that active data that was backed up for an application client node before a specified date is no
longer needed. The command marks the data as inactive so it can be deleted according to your data retention policies.
DECOMMISSION commands
Use the DECOMMISSION commands to remove client nodes from the production environment. Client nodes include
applications, systems, and virtual machines.
DEFINE commands
Use the DEFINE commands to create IBM Spectrum Protect objects.
DELETE commands
Use the DELETE commands to delete or remove an IBM Spectrum Protect object.
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DISABLE commands
Use DISABLE commands to prevent some types of operations by the server.
DISMOUNT command
Use the DISMOUNT command to dismount a volume by the real device address or by volume name.
DISPLAY OBJNAME (Display a full object name)
Use this command when you want IBM Spectrum Protect to display a full object name if the name displayed in a message
or query output has been abbreviated due to length. Object names that are very long can be difficult to display and use
through normal operating system facilities. The IBM Spectrum Protect server will abbreviate long names and assign them a
token ID which might be used if the object path name exceeds 1024 bytes. The token ID is displayed in a string that
includes identifiers for the node, filespace, and object name. The format is: [TSMOBJ:nID.fsID.objID]. When specified with
the DISPLAY OBJNAME command, the token ID can be used to show the full object name.
ENABLE commands
Use ENABLE commands to allow some types of operations by the server.
ENCRYPT STGPOOL (Encrypt data in a storage pool)
Use this command to encrypt data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
END EVENTLOGGING (Stop logging events)
Use this command to stop logging events to an active receiver.
EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)
Use this command to manually start inventory expiration processing. The inventory expiration process removes client
backup and archive file copies from server storage. Removal is based on policy specifications in the backup and archive
copy groups of the management classes to which the files are bound.
EXPORT commands
Use the EXPORT commands to copy information from an IBM Spectrum Protect server to sequential removable media.
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
Use this command to increase space for the database by adding directories for the database to use.
GENERATE commands
Use the GENERATE commands for backup sets for a selected filespace or client node.
GRANT commands
Use the GRANT command to grant appropriate privileges or access.
HALT (Shut down the server)
Use this command to shut down the server. The HALT command forces an abrupt shutdown, which cancels all the
administrative and client node sessions even if they are not completed.
HELP (Get help on commands and error messages)
Use this command to display administrative commands and error messages. You can issue the command from an
administrative command line client.
IDENTIFY DUPLICATES (Identify duplicate data in a storage pool)
Use this command to start or stop processes that identify duplicate data in a storage pool. You can specify the number of
duplicate-identification processes and their duration.
IMPORT commands
Use the IMPORT commands to import information from export media to an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
INSERT MACHINE (Insert machine characteristics information or recovery instructions)
Use this command to add client machine characteristics or recovery instructions to existing machine information in the
database.
ISSUE MESSAGE (Issue a message from a server script)
Use this command with return code processing in a script to issue a message from a server script to determine where the
problem is with a command in the script.
LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
Use this command to label tape volumes or, in an automated library, to label the volumes automatically as they are checked
in. With this command, the server uses the full-length label with which the volumes are often prelabeled.
LOAD DEFALERTTRIGGERS (Load the default set of alert triggers)
Use this command to load the default set of alert triggers to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
LOCK commands
Use the LOCK command to prevent users from accessing the server.
MACRO (Invoke a macro)
Use this command to invoke a file from the administrative command line that contains one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrative commands to be performed.
MIGRATE STGPOOL (Migrate storage pool to next storage pool)
Use this command to migrate files from one storage pool to the next storage pool in the storage hierarchy.
MOVE commands
Use the MOVE commands to either transfer backup or archive data between storage pools, or to move disaster recovery
media on and off site.
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NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS (Notify managed servers to update profiles)
Use this command on a configuration manager to notify one or more managed servers to request that their configuration
information be immediately refreshed.
PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)
Use this command to define or delete all drives and their paths for a single library in one step.
PING SERVER (Test the connection between servers)
Use this command to test the connection between the local server and a remote server.
PREPARE (Create a recovery plan file)
Use this command to create a recovery plan file, which contains the information that is needed to recover an IBM Spectrum
Protect server. You can store a recovery plan file on a file system that is accessible to the source server or on a target server.
PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
Use this command to protect data in a directory-container storage pool by storing a copy of the data in another storage pool
on a replication target server or on the same server by protecting the data to tape. When you protect the directory-
container storage pool, you can later try to repair damage in the storage pool by using the REPAIR STGPOOL command.
QUERY commands
Use the QUERY commands to request or display information about IBM Spectrum Protect objects.
QUIT (End the interactive mode of the administrative client)
Use this command to end an administrative client session in interactive mode.
RECLAIM STGPOOL (Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool)
Use this command to reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool. Reclamation does not move inactive versions of
backup data from volumes in active-data pools.
RECONCILE VOLUMES (Reconcile differences in the virtual volume definitions)
Issue this command from the source server to reconcile differences between virtual volume definitions on the source
server and archive files on the target server. IBM Spectrum Protect finds all volumes of the specified device class on the
source server and all corresponding archive files on the target server. The target server inventory is also compared to the
local definition for virtual volumes to see if inconsistencies exist.
REGISTER commands
Use the REGISTER commands to define or add objects to IBM Spectrum Protect.
REMOVE commands
Use the REMOVE commands to remove an object from IBM Spectrum Protect.
RENAME commands
Use the RENAME commands to change the name of an existing object.
REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
Use this command to repair deduplicated extents in a directory-container storage pool. Damaged deduplicated extents are
repaired with extents that are backed up to the target replication server or to container-copy storage pools on the same
server.
REPLICATE NODE (Replicate data in file spaces that belong to a client node)
Use this command to replicate data in file spaces that belong to one or more client nodes or defined groups of client nodes.
REPLY (Allow a request to continue processing)
Use this command and an identification number to inform the server that you have completed a requested operation. Not
all server requests require a reply. This command is required only if the request message specifically indicates that a reply
is needed.
RESET PASSEXP (Reset password expiration)
Use the RESET PASSEXP command to reset the password expiration period to the common expiration period for
administrator and client node passwords. The RESET PASSEXP command does not apply to passwords that are stored on
an LDAP directory server.
RESTART EXPORT (Restart a suspended export operation)
Use this command to restart a suspended export operation.
RESTORE commands
Use the RESTORE commands to restore IBM Spectrum Protect storage pools or volumes.
REVOKE commands
Use the REVOKE commands to revoke privileges or access.
ROLLBACK (Rollback uncommitted changes in a macro)
Use this command within a macro to undo any processing changes made by commands run by the server but not yet
committed to the database. A committed change is permanent and cannot be rolled back. The ROLLBACK command is
useful for testing macros.
RUN (Run an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
Use this command to run an IBM Spectrum Protect script. To issue this command on another server, the script being run
must be defined on that server.
SELECT (Perform an SQL query of the IBM Spectrum Protect database)
Use the SELECT command to create and format a customized query of the IBM Spectrum Protect database.
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SET commands
Use the SET commands to specify values that affect many different IBM Spectrum Protect operations.
SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)
You can use the SETOPT command to update most server options dynamically without stopping and restarting the server.
For the DBDIAGLOGSIZE option, you must stop and start the server. A SETOPT command contained in a macro or a script
cannot be rolled back.
SHRED DATA (Shred data)
Use this command to manually start the process of shredding deleted sensitive data. Manual shredding is possible only if
automatic shredding is disabled.
SUSPEND EXPORT (Suspend a currently running export operation)
Use this command to suspend a currently running server-to-server export operation which has a FILEDATA value that is not
NONE. The export operation that you want to suspend must be past the initialization phase to be eligible for suspension.
The state of the export operation is saved. The operation can be restarted by issuing the RESTART EXPORT command.
UNLOCK commands
Use the UNLOCK commands to reestablish access after an object was locked.
UPDATE commands
Use the UPDATE command to modify one or more attributes of an existing IBM Spectrum Protect object.
VALIDATE commands
Use the VALIDATE command to verify that an object is complete or valid for IBM Spectrum Protect.
VARY (Bring a random access volume online or offline)
Use this command to make a random access storage pool volume online or offline to the server.

ACCEPT DATE (Accepts the current system date)
Use this command to allow the server to begin normal processing, when the server does not start normal processing because of a
discrepancy between the server date and the current date on the system.

When the server does not start normal processing because of a discrepancy between the server date and the current date, this
command forces the server to accept the current date and time as valid. If the system time is valid and the server has not been
run for an extended time, this command should be run to allow the server to begin normal processing.

Attention: If the system date is invalid or the server was created or run previously with an invalid system date and this command is
issued, any server processing or command that uses dates can have unexpected results. File expiration can be affected, for
example. When the server is started with the correct date, files backed up with future dates will not be considered for expiration
until that future date is reached. Files backed up with dates that have passed will expire faster. When the server processing
encounters a future date, an error message is issued.

If the server detects an invalid date or time, server sessions become disabled (as if the DISABLE SESSIONS command had been
issued). Expiration, migration, reclamation, and volume history deletion operations are not able to continue processing.

Use the ENABLE SESSIONS ALL command after you issue the ACCEPT DATE command to re-enable sessions to start.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-ACCept Date------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Accept the current system date

Allow the server to accept the current date as the valid date.

accept date
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Related commands

Table 1. Command related to ACCEPT DATE
Command Description

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

ACTIVATE POLICYSET (Activate a new policy set)
Use this command to copy the contents of a policy set to the ACTIVE policy set for the domain. The server uses the rules in the
ACTIVE policy set to manage client operations in the domain. You can define multiple policy sets for a policy domain, but only one
policy set can be active. The current ACTIVE policy set is replaced by the one you specify when you issue this command. You can
modify the ACTIVE policy set only by activating another policy set.

Before activating a policy set, check that the policy set is complete and valid by using the VALIDATE POLICYSET command.

The ACTIVATE POLICYSET command fails if any of the following conditions exist:

A copy group specifies a copy storage pool as a destination.
A management class specifies a copy storage pool as the destination for files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ for Space Management client.
The policy set has no default management class.
A TOCDESTINATION parameter is specified, and the storage pool is either a copy pool or has a data format other than
NATIVE or NONBLOCK.

The ACTIVE policy set and the last activated policy set are not necessarily identical. You can modify the original policy set that you
activated without affecting the ACTIVE policy set.

If the server has data retention protection enabled, the following conditions must exist:

All management classes in the policy set to be activated must contain an archive copy group.
If a management class exists in the active policy set, a management class with the same name must exist in the policy set
to be activated.
If an archive copy group exists in the active policy set, the corresponding copy group in the policy set to be activated must
have a RETVER value at least as large as the corresponding values in the active copy group.

Attention: Retention protection only applies to archive objects.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-ACTivate POlicyset--domain_name--policy_set_name------------>< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain for which you want to activate a policy set.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to activate.

Example: Activate a policy set on a specific policy domain

Activate the VACATION policy set in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

activate policyset employee_records vacation
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ACTIVATE POLICYSET
Command Description

COPY POLICYSET Creates a copy of a policy set.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS (Assign a default management class)
Use this command to specify a management class as the default management class for a policy set. You must assign a default
management class for a policy set before you can activate that policy set.

To ensure that clients can always back up and archive files, choose a default management class that contains both an archive copy
group and a backup copy group.

The server uses the default management class to manage client files when a management class is not otherwise assigned or
appropriate. For example, the server uses the default management class when a user does not specify a management class in the
include-exclude list.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-ASsign DEFMGmtclass--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the management class belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set for which you want to assign a default management class. You cannot assign a default management
class to the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class that is to be the default management class for the policy set.

Example: Assign a default management class

Assign DEFAULT1 as the default management class for policy set SUMMER in the PROG1 policy domain.

assign defmgmtclass prog1 summer default1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS
Command Description
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Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

AUDIT commands
Use the AUDIT commands to review or examine the adequacy of the database information and the storage pool volume. The
AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY command deletes nodes or administrator IDs from an LDAP directory server, that do not authenticate
their passwords with the LDAP directory server.

AUDIT CONTAINER
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a cloud container)
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY (Audit an LDAP directory server)
AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
AUDIT LIBVOLUME (Verify database information for a tape volume)
AUDIT LICENSES (Audit server storage usage)
AUDIT VOLUME (Verify database information for a storage pool volume)

AUDIT CONTAINER commands
Use the AUDIT CONTAINER command to scan for inconsistencies between database information and a container in either a cloud
or a directory storage pool.

AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a cloud container)
Use this command to scan for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a cloud-container storage
pool. Cloud-container storage pools are not supported on Linux on System z®.
AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a directory-container)
Use this command to scan for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a directory-container
storage pool.

AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a
cloud container)

Use this command to scan for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a cloud-container storage pool.
Cloud-container storage pools are not supported on Linux on System z®.

You can use this command to complete the following actions for a container in a cloud-container storage pool:

Scan the contents of a container to validate the integrity of the data extents
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Remove data from a container that is marked as damaged, such as when a file has references in the server database, but
has missing or corrupted data in the cloud
Mark an entire container as damaged
Remove data that is marked as orphaned, such as when an object stored in the cloud does not have a reference in the
server database

Privilege class

To use this command, you must have system privilege, or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-AUDit CONTainer--+-container_name---------------------------------------------+--> 
                    +-STGpool--=--pool_name--------------------------------------+    
                    '-STGpool--=--pool_name--STGPOOLDIRectory--=--directory_name-'    
 
   .-Action--=--SCANAll-----------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-Action--=--+-SCANAll-------+-'    
                +-REMOVEDamaged-+      
                +-MARKDamaged---+      
                '-SCANDamaged---'      
 
   .-FORCEOrphandbdel--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-FORCEOrphandbdel--=--+-No--+-'    
                          '-Yes-'      
 
   .-MAXProcess--=--4------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------+--------------> 
   '-MAXProcess--=--number-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-BEGINDate--=--before_first_audit-.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--begin_date---------'    
 
   .-BEGINTime--=--00:00:00---.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--begin_time-'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--after_last_audit-.  .-ENDTime--=--23:59:59-.    
>--+------------------------------+--+----------------------+-->< 
   '-ENDDate--=--end_date---------'  '-ENDTime--=--end_time-'    
 

Parameters

container_name
Specifies the name of the container that you want to audit. If you do not specify this parameter, you must specify a cloud-
container storage pool.

STGpool
Specifies the name of the cloud-container storage pool that you want to audit. This parameter is optional. If you specify
only this parameter, all containers that are defined to the storage pool are audited. If you do not specify this parameter, you
must specify a container.

STGPOOLDIRectory
Specifies the name of the cloud-container storage pool directory that you want to audit. This parameter is optional.
Restriction: You must specify a storage pool that uses local storage.

Action
Specifies what action the server takes when a container in a cloud-container storage pool is audited. This parameter is
optional. You can specify one of the following values:

SCANAll
Specifies that the server identifies database records that refer to data extents with inconsistencies. A check is done
for data in the cloud-container storage pool that does not match data in the server database. This value is the
default. The server marks the data extent as damaged in the database.
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Tip: If you specify the ACTION=SCANALL parameter on an IBM® Cloud Object Storage storage pool that uses a vault
with name indexing disabled, the audit operation scans the entire vault to identify orphaned extents in each
container. In this situation, specify WAIT=YES if you want the audit operation to wait for the scan for orphaned
extents to complete before it reports the audit as complete. This scan for orphaned extents occurs only if you do not
specify a container name. If you specify a container that is in a vault with name indexing disabled, the audit
operation does not scan for orphaned extents.

REMOVEDamaged
Specifies that the server removes any references to damaged extents from the server database. The damaged
extents are also removed from the cloud-container storage pool if found. The server also removes any orphaned
extents from the cloud-container storage pool, and removes the references to these orphaned extents from the
database, as specified by the FORCEORPHANDBDEL parameter.

MARKDamaged
Specifies that the server explicitly marks all data extents in the container as damaged.

SCANDamaged
Specifies that the server checks only the existing damaged extents in the container.

Important: If no connection to the cloud exists, the ACTION=SCANALL and ACTION=SCANDAMAGED parameters do not
run. However, the ACTION=MARKDAMAGED parameter runs as expected without a cloud connection, and the
ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter marks any damaged data as orphaned. As soon as the connection to the cloud
returns, the server deletes the orphaned extents.
State reset condition: If the audit does not detect an error with a data extent that is marked as damaged, the state of the
data extent is reset. The data extent can then be used. This condition provides a means for resetting the state of damaged
data extents if errors are caused by a correctable problem. The SCANALL and SCANDAMAGED options are the only options
that reset a damaged extent if it is found not to be damaged.

FORCEOrphandbdel
Specifies that the server forces the deletion of orphaned extents from the server database, even if they are not deleted
from the cloud-container storage pool. This parameter is optional. If you specify this parameter, you must also specify the
ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter. The following options are available:

Yes
Specifies that the server deletes any orphaned extents from the server database, even if they are not deleted from
the cloud-container storage pool.

No
Specifies that the server keeps the orphaned extents in the server database if they cannot be deleted from the
cloud-container storage pool. This value is the default.

MAXProcess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for checking a container in a cloud-container storage pool. This
parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 4.
Restriction: The server ignores this parameter when you use MAXPROCESS with the ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED
parameter.

Wait
Specifies whether the audit or verification operation is completed in the foreground or background. This parameter is
optional. The following options are available:

No
Specifies that the operation is completed in the background. You can continue with other tasks when the command
is processing. Messages that are related to the background process are displayed in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged. This value is the default.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is completed in the foreground. It might take a long time to complete the operation. The
operation must complete before you can continue with other tasks. Messages are displayed in the activity log file or
the server console, or both, depending on where the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify the WAIT=YES parameter from the server console.

BEGINDate
Specifies the date range value at which auditing should start. Containers that were last audited within the specified date
range are audited. If you specify a time but do not specify a beginning date, the current date is used. If you do not specify a
beginning and end date, all containers are audited. The default is the date before the first audit was completed for the
container. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date to begin the audit in one of the following ways:

Value Description Example
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Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/2016

TODAY The current date. TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –7 or –7.

To audit all containers that were audited in the last
week, specify BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or
BEGINDATE= -7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include containers that were audited a day
before the last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include containers that were audited on the
10th day of the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the time range value at which auditing should start. Containers that were last audited within the specified time
range are audited. If you do not specify a beginning and end time, the time range is set from 00:00:00 to 23:59:59. The
default is 00:00:00. If you did not specify a date range, the default is today's date. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date to begin the audit in one of the following ways:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date.

10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date.

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW+3 or BEGINTIME=+3,
containers with a last audit time of 12:00 or later
on the begin date are audited.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date.

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTime=NOW-3:30 or BEGINTime= -3:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect™ audits containers with a
last audit time of 5:30 or later on the begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the date range value at which auditing should stop. Containers that were last audited within the specified date
range are audited. If you specify a time but do not specify a value, the current date is used. If you do not specify a beginning
and end date, all containers are audited. The default is the date after the last audit was completed for the container. This
parameter is optional.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/2016

TODAY The current date. TODAY
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Value Description Example

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To include containers that were audited up to
yesterday, you can specify ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or
ENDDATE= -1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include containers that were audited a day before
the last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include containers that were audited on the 10th
day of the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the time range value at which auditing should stop. Containers that were last audited within the specified time
range are audited. If you do not specify a beginning and end time, the time range is set to 00:00:00 to 23:59:59. The
default is 23:59:59. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date. 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date.

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW+3:00 or ENDTIME= +3:00,
containers with a last audit time of 12:00 or earlier
on the end date you specify are audited.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date.

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW-3:30 or ENDTIME= -3:30,
containers with a last audit time of 5:30 or earlier
on the end date you specify are audited.

Example: Audit a specific container in a cloud-container storage pool

Audit the 42-00000my000example000container000 container in a cloud-container storage pool.

audit container 42-00000my000example000container000 action=scanall

Example: Audit a cloud-container storage pool within a specific time frame

Audit a cloud-container storage pool that is named POOL3 and only include containers from yesterday between 9:30 and 12:30.

audit container stgpool=pool3 begindate=today-1  
begintime=09:30:00 endtime=12:30:00

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT CONTAINER
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY CONTAINER Displays information about a container.
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Command Description

QUERY DAMAGED Displays information about damaged files.

AUDIT CONTAINER (Verify the consistency of database information for a
directory-container)

Use this command to scan for inconsistencies between database information and a container in a directory-container storage
pool.

You can use this command to complete the following actions for a container in a directory-container storage pool:

Scan the contents of a container to validate the integrity of the data extents
Remove damaged data from a container
Mark an entire container as damaged

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-AUDit CONTainer--+-container_name---------------------------------------------+--> 
                    +-STGpool--=--pool_name--------------------------------------+    
                    '-STGpool--=--pool_name--STGPOOLDIRectory--=--directory_name-'    
 
   .-Action--=--SCANAll-----------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-Action--=--+-SCANAll-------+-'    
                +-REMOVEDamaged-+      
                +-MARKDamaged---+      
                '-SCANDamaged---'      
 
   .-MAXProcess--=--4------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------+--------------> 
   '-MAXProcess--=--number-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-BEGINDate--=--before_first_audit-.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--begin_date---------'    
 
   .-BEGINTime--=--00:00:00---.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--begin_time-'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--after_last_audit-.  .-ENDTime--=--23:59:59-.    
>--+------------------------------+--+----------------------+-->< 
   '-ENDDate--=--end_date---------'  '-ENDTime--=--end_time-'    
 

Parameters

container_name
Specifies the name of the container that you want to audit. If you do not specify this parameter, you must specify a
directory-container storage pool.

STGpool
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool that you want to audit. This parameter is optional. If you specify
only this parameter, all containers that are defined to the storage pool are audited. If you do not specify this parameter, you
must specify a container.

STGPOOLDIRectory
Specifies the name of the container storage pool directory that you want to audit. This parameter is optional. If you specify
this parameter, all containers that are defined to the container storage pool directory are audited. To specify this parameter,
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you must also specify a storage pool.
Action

Specifies what action the server takes when a container in a directory-container storage pool is audited. This parameter is
optional. You can specify one of the following values:

SCANAll
Specifies that the server identifies database records that refer to data extents with inconsistencies. This value is the
default. The server marks the data extent as damaged in the database.
Tip: If you used the PROTECT STGPOOL command on a directory-container storage pool on the target server, you can
repair the damaged data extent by using the REPAIR STGPOOL command.

REMOVEDamaged
Specifies that the server removes any files from the database that reference the damaged data extent.

MARKDamaged
Specifies that the server explicitly marks all data extents in the container as damaged.

SCANDamaged
Specifies that the server checks only the existing damaged extents in the container.

State reset condition: If the audit does not detect an error with a data extent that is marked as damaged, the state of the
data extent is reset. The data extent can then be used. This condition provides a means for resetting the state of damaged
data extents if errors are caused by a correctable problem. The SCANALL and SCANDAMAGED options are the only options
that reset a damaged extent if it is found not to be damaged.

MAXProcess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for checking a container in a directory-container storage pool.
This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 4.

Wait
Specifies whether the audit or verification operation is completed in the foreground or background. This parameter is
optional. The following options are available:

No
Specifies that the operation is completed in the background. You can continue with other tasks when the command
is processing. Messages that are related to the background process are displayed in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged. This is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is completed in the foreground. It might take a long time to complete the operation. The
operation must complete before you can continue with other tasks. Messages are displayed in the activity log file or
the server console, or both, depending on where the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify the WAIT=YES parameter from the server console.

BEGINDate
Specifies the date range value at which auditing should start. Containers that were last audited within the specified date
range are audited. If you specify a time but do not specify a beginning date, the current date is used. If you do not specify a
beginning and end date, all containers are audited. The default is the date before the first audit was completed for the
container. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date to begin the audit in one of the following ways:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/2016

TODAY The current date. TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –7 or –7.

To audit all containers that were audited in the last
week, specify BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or
BEGINDATE= -7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include containers that were audited a day
before the last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM
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Value Description Example

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include containers that were audited on the
10th day of the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the time range value at which auditing should start. Containers that were last audited within the specified time
range are audited. If you do not specify a beginning and end time, the time range is set from 00:00:00 to 23:59:59. The
default is 00:00:00. If you did not specify a date range, the default is today's date. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date to begin the audit in one of the following ways:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date.

10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date.

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW+3 or BEGINTIME=+3,
containers with a last audit time of 12:00 or later
on the begin date are audited.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date.

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTime=NOW-3:30 or BEGINTime= -3:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect™ audits containers with a
last audit time of 5:30 or later on the begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the date range value at which auditing should stop. Containers that were last audited within the specified date
range are audited. If you specify a time but do not specify a value, the current date is used. If you do not specify a beginning
and end date, all containers are audited. The default is the date after the last audit was completed for the container. This
parameter is optional.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/2016

TODAY The current date. TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To include containers that were audited up to
yesterday, you can specify ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or
ENDDATE= -1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include containers that were audited a day before
the last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include containers that were audited on the 10th
day of the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the time range value at which auditing should stop. Containers that were last audited within the specified time
range are audited. If you do not specify a beginning and end time, the time range is set to 00:00:00 to 23:59:59. The
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default is 23:59:59. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date. 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date.

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW+3:00 or ENDTIME= +3:00,
containers with a last audit time of 12:00 or earlier
on the end date you specify are audited.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date.

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW-3:30 or ENDTIME= -3:30,
containers with a last audit time of 5:30 or earlier
on the end date you specify are audited.

Example: Audit a specific storage pool container

Audit the 0000000000000721.dcf storage pool container.

audit container n:\ddcont2\07\0000000000000721.dcf action=scanall

Example: Remove damaged data from a directory-container storage pool

Audit a directory-container storage pool that is named NEWDEDUP and remove damaged files.

audit container stgpool=newdedup action=removedamaged

Example: Mark as damaged all of the data in a directory-container storage pool

Audit a directory-container storage pool that is named NEWDEDUP and mark all files as damaged.

audit container stgpool=newdedup maxprocess=2 action=markdamaged

Example: Audit a directory-container storage pool within a specific time frame

Audit a directory-container storage pool that is named POOL2 and only include containers before yesterday between 9:30 and
12:30.

audit container stgpool=pool2 begindate=today-1  
begintime=09:30:00 endtime=12:30:00

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT CONTAINER
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

MOVE CONTAINER Moves the contents of a storage pool container to another
container.

QUERY DAMAGED Displays information about damaged files.

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY (Audit an LDAP directory server)
Use this command to audit an IBM Spectrum Protect™ controlled namespace on a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
server. The LDAP server and namespace are specified by using one or more LDAPURL options.

Restriction: Use this command only if you configured password authentication as described in Authenticating users by using an
LDAP server. Information that is provided about the AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY command applies only to environments in which
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password authentication is configured as described in Authenticating users by using an LDAP server.
Nodes and administrator user IDs that do not authenticate their passwords with the LDAP directory server are deleted with the
AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY FIX=YES command. Nodes or administrator user IDs that no longer exist in the IBM Spectrum Protect
database are also deleted.
Before you issue this command, ensure that the LDAPURL option is specified in the dsmserv.opt file. See the LDAPURL option for
more information. If you specified more than one LDAPURL option in the dsmserv.opt file, each option is validated in the order in
which they are placed. If the LDAPURL option is not specified, the command fails.

Privilege class

You must have system privileges to issue this command.

Syntax

 
                        .-Fix--=--No------.    
>>-AUDIT LDAPdirectory--+-----------------+---------------------> 
                        '-Fix--=--+-No--+-'    
                                  '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

Fix
This optional parameter specifies how the IBM Spectrum Protect server resolves inconsistencies between the database
and the external directory. The default is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
The server reports all inconsistencies but does not change the external directory.

Yes
The server resolves any inconsistencies that it can and suggests further actions, if needed.
Important: If there are LDAP entries that are shared with other IBM Spectrum Protect servers, choosing YES might
cause those servers to become out-of-sync.

Wait
This optional parameter specifies whether to wait for the IBM Spectrum Protect server to complete processing this
command in the foreground. The default is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can continue with
other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending on where the
messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Audit an LDAP directory and repair inconsistencies

Audit the LDAP directory that you specified in the LDAPURL option. The IBM Spectrum Protect server resolves some
inconsistencies.

audit ldapdirectory fix=yes 
 
 
ANR2749W Admin ADMIN1 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
ANR2749W Admin ADMIN2 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
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ANR2749W Admin NODE1 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
ANR2749W Admin NODE2 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
ANR2748W Node NODE1 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
ANR2748W Node NODE2 was located in the LDAP directory server but not 
in the database. 
ANR2745I AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY command completed: 4 administrator 
entries are only in the LDAP directory server (not in the IBM Spectrum 
Protect server), 0 administrator entries are only in the IBM Spectrum 
Protect server (not in the LDAP directory server), 2 node entries are 
only in the LDAP directory server (not in the IBM Spectrum Protect  
server), 0 node entries are only in the IBM Spectrum Protect server, 
(not in the LDAP directory server), 6 entries were deleted from the 
LDAP server in total.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY
Command Description

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET LDAPPASSWORD Sets the password for the LDAPUSER.

SET LDAPUSER Sets the user who oversees the passwords and administrators
on the LDAP directory server.

AUDIT LIBRARY (Audit volume inventories in an automated library)
Use this command to audit and synchronize volume inventories in an automated library.

When the AUDIT LIBRARY command is issued on a library client, the client synchronizes its inventory with the inventory on the
library manager. If the library client detects inconsistencies, it corrects them by changing the ownership of the volume on the
library manager.

When the AUDIT LIBRARY command is issued on a server where the library is SCSI, 349X, or ACSLS (LIBTYPE=SCSI,
LIBTYPE=349X, or LIBTYPE=ACSLS), the server synchronizes its inventory with the inventory of the library device. If the server
detects inconsistencies, it deletes missing volumes from its inventory.

In SCSI libraries, the server also updates the locations of volumes in its inventory that have been moved since the last
audit.
In 349X libraries, the server also ensures that scratch volumes are in the scratch category and that private volumes are in
the private category.

When the AUDIT LIBRARY command is issued on a server that is a library manager for the library (SHARED=YES), the server
updates ownership of its volumes if it detects inconsistencies.

Regardless the type of server or type of library, issuing the AUDIT LIBRARY command does not automatically add new volumes to
a library. To add new volumes, you must use the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Attention: The following precautions apply to SCSI, 349X, and ACSLS libraries only (LIBTYPE=SCSI, LIBTYPE=349X, and
LIBTYPE=ACSLS):

Running the AUDIT LIBRARY command prevents any other library activity until the audit completes. For example, the
server will not process restore or retrieve requests that involve the library when the AUDIT LIBRARY command is running.
If other activity is occurring in the library, do not issue the AUDIT LIBRARY command. Issuing the AUDIT LIBRARY
command when a library is active can produce unpredictable results (for example, a hang condition) if a process currently
accessing the library attempts to acquire a new tape mount.

This command creates a background process that you can cancel with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-AUDIT LIBRary--library_name----------------------------------> 
 
   .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes---------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-----+-'    
                    '-Barcode-'      
 
   .-REFRESHstate--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-REFRESHstate--=--+-No--+-'    
                      '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to audit.

CHECKLabel
Specifies how the storage volume label is checked during the audit. This parameter applies to SCSI libraries only. The
parameter is ignored for other library types. The default is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the server checks each volume label to verify the identity of the volume.

Barcode
Specifies that the server uses the barcode reader to read the storage label. Using the barcode decreases the audit
processing time. This parameter applies only to SCSI libraries.
Attention: If the scanner cannot read the barcode label or the barcode label is missing, the server loads that tape in
a drive to read the label.

REFRESHstate
Specifies whether the server's information about a library, which is normally obtained during initialization, is refreshed, so
that any changes in configuration are reflected. By setting the REFRESHSTATE parameter to Yes, this action is completed
without having to restart the server or re-define the library. The default is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server does not refresh the library's state when the library is audited.

Yes
Specifies that the server does refresh the library's state when the AUDIT LIBRARY command is issued.

Example: Audit an automated library

Audit the EZLIFE automated library.

audit library ezlife

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT LIBRARY
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

DISMOUNT VOLUME Dismounts a sequential, removable volume by the volume
name.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.
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Command Description

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

AUDIT LIBVOLUME (Verify database information for a tape volume)
Use this command to determine whether a tape volume is intact and to audit data on any tape volume.

You can issue the AUDIT LIBVOLUME command from any tape volume that is checked in to a library. The command runs in the
background by default. You can issue the command from the following library types that have IBM® TS1140, IBM LTO 5, or a later
generation tape drive:

SCSI tape library
Virtual tape library (VTL)

The following table outlines the tape drives that can verify tape volumes with media types for IBM TS1140 and IBM LTO 5 and
later generation LTO tape drives:
Table 1. Tape drives and the media types
Drive Media type

TS1140 JB, JX, JA, JW, JJ, JR, JC, JY, and JK

IBM LTO 5 LTO 3, LTO 4, and LTO 5

IBM LTO 6 LTO 4, LTO 5, and LTO 6

IBM LTO 7 LTO 5, LTO 6, and LTO 7

The following table outlines the minimum device driver level that you require to run the command:
Table 2. Minimum IBM device driver level
Driver name Device driver level

Atape driver on AIX® 12.3.5.00

lin_tape driver on Linux 1.6.7.00

IBM tape driver on Windows 6.2.2.00

Restriction: You cannot issue the CANCEL PROCESS command while the AUDIT LIBVOLUME command is in progress.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, or unrestricted storage privilege for the library to which the tape volume
is defined.

Syntax
 
>>-AUDit LIBVolume--library_name--volume_name-------------------> 
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library volume where the tape volume is located that you want to audit.

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the physical tape volume that you want to audit.

Wait (Optional)
Specifies whether the audit or verification operation is completed in the foreground or background. This parameter is
optional. The following options are available:
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No
Specifies that the operation is completed in the background. The NO value is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is completed in the foreground. It might take a long time to complete the operation.

Example: Audit a tape volume

Audit the EZLIFE library that has a tape volume that is called KM0347L5.

audit libvolume ezlife KM0347L5

AUDIT LICENSES (Audit server storage usage)
Use this command to audit the server storage used by client nodes and to audit the server licenses. The audit determines whether
the current configuration is in compliance with the license terms.

An audit creates a background process you can cancel with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you halt and restart the server, an
audit is run automatically as specified by the SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD. To view audit results, use the QUERY LICENSE
command.

Attention: The audit of server storage can take a lot of CPU time. You can use the AUDITSTORAGE server option to specify that
storage is not to be audited.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-AUDit LICenses---------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Audit server licenses

Issue the AUDIT LICENSES command.

audit licenses

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT LICENSES
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY Displays the server storage utilization for a client node.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER LICENSE Registers a license with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD Specifies the number of days between automatic license
audits.
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AUDIT VOLUME (Verify database information for a storage pool volume)
Use this command to check for inconsistencies between database information and a storage pool volume. Processing information
generated during an audit is sent to the activity log and server console.

Restriction: You cannot use this command for volumes that are assigned to copy-container storage pools.
You can only audit volumes that belong to storage pools with DATAFORMAT=NATIVE and DATAFORMAT=NONBLOCK.

You cannot audit a volume if it is being deleted from a primary or copy storage pool.

While an audit process is active, clients cannot restore data from the specified volume or store new data to that volume.

If the server detects a file with errors, handling of the file will depend on the type of storage pool to which the volume belongs,
whether the FIX option is specified on this command, and whether the file is also stored on a volume assigned to other pools.

If IBM Spectrum Protect™ does not detect errors for a file that was marked as damaged, the state of the file is reset so that it can
be used.

The server will not delete archive files that are on deletion hold. If archive retention protection is enabled, the server will not
delete archive files whose retention period has not expired.

To display information about the contents of a storage pool volume, use the QUERY CONTENT command.

To audit multiple volumes, you can use the FROMDATE and TODATE parameters. Use the STGPOOL parameter to audit all volumes
in a storage pool. When you use the parameters FROMDATE, TODATE, or both, the server limits the audit to only the sequential
media volumes that meet the date criteria, and automatically includes all online disk volumes in storage. To limit the number of
volumes that may include disk volumes, use the FROMDATE, TODATE, and STGPOOL parameters.

If you are running a server with archive retention protection enabled, and you have data stored in storage pools which are defined
with the parameter RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK, the Last Access Date on the NetApp SnapLock Filer for a volume should be
equal to the End Reclaim Period date that you see when you issue a QUERY VOLUME F=D command on that volume. During AUDIT
VOLUME processing, these dates are compared. If they do not match and the AUDIT VOLUME command is being run with the
FIX=NO parameter, a message will be issued to you indicating that the command should be run with the FIX=YES parameter to
resolve the inconsistency. If they do not match and the AUDIT VOLUME command is being run with the FIX=YES parameter, the
inconsistencies will be resolved.

Attention: Use the FIX=Yes parameter only if your tape drive and storage area network (SAN) infrastructure is stable. Ensure that
the tape heads are clean and that the tape device drivers are stable and reliable. Otherwise, you risk deleting data that is error
free when you use this parameter. The server cannot determine whether a tape is physically damaged or whether a tape
infrastructure is unstable.

This command creates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
on background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to which the volume is defined.

Syntax

 
                                  .-Fix--=--No------.    
>>-AUDit Volume--+-volume_name-+--+-----------------+-----------> 
                 '-| A |-------'  '-Fix--=--+-No--+-'    
                                            '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SKIPPartial--=--No------.  .-Quiet--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+-------------------+---------->< 
   '-SKIPPartial--=--+-No--+-'  '-Quiet--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'                '-Yes-'      
 
A (at least one of these parameters must be specified) 
 
|--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |  (1)                       |    
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   '-------STGPool--=--poolname-'    
 
      (1)                                           (1)      
   .-------FROMDate--=--TODAY-.  .-TODate--=--TODay-----.    
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------| 
   '-FROMDate--=----date------'  '-TODate--=----date----'    
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify a volume name if you specify a storage pool name, FROMDATE, or TODATE.

Parameters

volume_name
Specifies the name of the storage pool volume you want to audit. This parameter is required if you do not specify a storage
pool. You cannot specify a volume name together with the FROMDATE and TODATE parameters.

Fix
Specifies how the server resolves inconsistencies between the database inventory and the specified storage pool volume.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

The actions the server performs depend on whether the volume is assigned to a primary or a copy storage pool.

Primary Storage Pool:

Note: If the AUDIT VOLUME command does not detect an error in a file that was previously marked as damaged, IBM
Spectrum Protect resets the state of the file so that it can be used. This provides a means for resetting the state of
damaged files if it is determined that the errors were caused by a correctable hardware problem such as a dirty tape head.

Fix=No
IBM Spectrum Protect reports, but does not delete, database records that refer to files with inconsistencies:

IBM Spectrum Protect marks the file as damaged in the database. If a backup copy is stored in a copy storage
pool, you can restore the file using the RESTORE VOLUME or RESTORE STGPOOL command.
If the file is a cached copy, you must delete references to the file on this volume by issuing the AUDIT
VOLUME command and specifying FIX=YES. If the physical file is not a cached copy, and a duplicate is stored
in a copy storage pool, it can be restored by using the RESTORE VOLUME or RESTORE STGPOOL command.

Fix=Yes
The server fixes any inconsistencies as they are detected:

If the physical file is a cached copy, the server deletes the database records that refer to the cached file. The
primary file is stored on another volume.
If the physical file is not a cached copy, and the file is also stored in one or more copy storage pools, the error
will be reported and the physical file marked as damaged in the database. You can restore the physical file by
using the RESTORE VOLUME or RESTORE STGPOOL command.
If the physical file is not a cached copy, and the physical file is not stored in a copy storage pool, each logical
file for which inconsistencies are detected are deleted from the database.
If archive retention protection is enabled by using the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command, a
cached copy of data can be deleted if needed. Data in primary and copy storage pools can only be marked
damaged and never deleted.

Do not use the AUDIT VOLUME command with FIX=YES if a restore process (RESTORE STGPOOL or RESTORE
VOLUME) is running. The AUDIT VOLUME command could cause the restore to be incomplete.

Copy Storage Pool:

Fix=No
The server reports the error and marks the physical file copy as damaged in the database.

Fix=Yes
The server deletes any references to the physical file and any database records that point to a physical file that does
not exist.

SKIPPartial
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect ignores partial files, which are files that span multiple storage pool volumes. This
parameter is optional. The default value is NO. When performing an audit operation on a sequential access media volume,
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this parameter prevents additional sequential access media mounts that may be necessary to audit any partial files.
Possible values are:

No
IBM Spectrum Protect audits files that span multiple volumes.
Unless you specify SKIPPARTIAL=YES, IBM Spectrum Protect attempts to process each file stored on the volume,
including files that span into and out of other volumes. To audit files that span multiple volumes, the following
conditions must be true:

For sequential access volumes, the additional sequential access volumes must have an access mode of
read/write or read-only.
For random access volumes, the additional volumes must be online.

Yes
IBM Spectrum Protect audits only files that are stored on the volume to be audited. The status of any partial files is
unknown.

Quiet
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect sends detailed informational messages to the activity log and the server console
about irretrievable files on the volume. This parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect sends detailed informational messages and a summary. Each message contains
the node, file space, and client name for the file.

Yes
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect sends only a summary report.

FROMDate
Specifies the beginning date of the range to audit volumes. The default is the current date. All sequential media volumes
meeting the time range criteria that were written to after this date are audited. The server includes all online disk volumes
in storage. The server starts one audit process for each volume and runs the process serially. You cannot use this parameter
if you have specified a volume. This parameter is optional. To limit the number of volumes that may include disk volumes,
use the FROMDATE, TODATE, and STGPOOL parameters.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2001

If a date is entered, all candidate volumes written
on that day (starting at 12:00:01 am) will be
evaluated.

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –7 or –7.

To display information beginning with volumes
written a week ago, you can specify
FROMDATE=TODAY-7 or FROMDATE= -7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

TODate
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Specifies the ending date of the range for volumes to audit. All sequential media volumes meeting the time range criteria
that were written to before this date are audited. The server includes all online disk volumes in storage. If you do not
specify a value, the server defaults to the current date. You cannot use this parameter if you have specified a volume. This
parameter is optional. To limit the number of volumes that may include disk volumes, use the FROMDATE, TODATE, and
STGPOOL parameters.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2001

If a date is entered, all candidate volumes written on
that day (ending at 11:59:59 pm) will be evaluated.

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To display information created up to yesterday, you
can specify TODATE=TODAY-1 or simply TODATE=
-1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

STGPool
This parameter specifies that the server only audits the volumes from the specified storage pool. This parameter is
optional. You cannot use this parameter if you have specified a volume.

Example: Verify database information for a specific storage pool volume

Verify that the database information for storage pool volume PROG2 is consistent with the data stored on the volume. IBM
Spectrum Protect fixes any inconsistencies.

audit volume prog2 fix=yes

Example: Verify database information for all volumes written to during a specific date range

Verify that the database information for all eligible volumes written to from 3/20/2002 to 3/22/2002 is consistent with data
stored on the volume.

audit volume fromdate=03/20/2002 todate=03/22/2002

Example: Verify database information for all volumes in a specific storage pool

Verify that the database information for all volumes in storage pool STPOOL3 is consistent with data stored on the volume for
today.

audit volume stgpool=STPOOL3

Example: Verify database information for all volumes in a specific storage pool written to in
the last two days

Verify that the database information for all volumes in storage pool STPOOL3 is consistent with data stored on the volume for the
last two days.
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audit volume stgpool=STPOOL3 fromdate=-1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to AUDIT VOLUME
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION Specifies whether data retention protection is activated.

BACKUP commands
Use the BACKUP commands to create backup copies of IBM Spectrum Protect™ information or objects.

BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration information)
BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node)
BACKUP STGPOOL (Back up primary storage pool data to a copy storage pool)
BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)

BACKUP DB (Back up the database)
Use this command to back up an IBM Spectrum Protect™ database to sequential access volumes.

Attention: To restore a database, the server must use information from the volume history file and the device configuration file.
You must make and save copies of the volume history file and the device configuration file. These files cannot be recreated.

To determine how much extra storage space a backup requires, issue the QUERY DB command.

Restrictions: You cannot restore a server database if the release level of the server database backup is different from the release
level of the server that is being restored. For example, an error occurs when you restore a Version 6.3 database and you are using
a Version 7.1 server.
After the database backup is complete, the IBM Spectrum Protect server backs up information, depending on the options that are
specified in the server options file. The following information is backed up:

Sequential volume-history information is backed up to all files that the VOLUMEHISTORY option specifies
Information about device configuration is backed up to all files that the DEVCONFIG option specifies
The server's master encryption key

If there is not enough space available on the defined active log directory volume or file space, you can define the DB2® option,
overflowlogpath, to use a directory with the required space available. For example, use the following command to use the
/home/tsminst2/overflow_dir directory:

db2 update db cfg for TSMDB1 using overflowlogpath /home/tsminst2/overflow_dir

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-BAckup DB--DEVclass--=--device_class_name--------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--Full------------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-Type--=--+-Incremental-+-'    
              +-Full--------+      
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              '-DBSnapshot--'      
 
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   |                   .-,-----------.     |    
   |                   V             |     |    
   '-VOLumenames--=--+---volume_name-+---+-'    
                     '-FILE:-- file_name-'      
 
   .-NUMStreams--=--1------.  .-Scratch--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-NUMStreams--=--number-'  '-Scratch--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                            '-No--'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.  .-DEDUPDEVice--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+--+-------------------------+------------> 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-DEDUPDEVice--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'                      '-Yes-'      
 
   .-COMPress--=--No----------.  .-PROTECTKeys--=--Yes-----.    
>--+--------------------------+--+-------------------------+----> 
   |                      (1) |  '-PROTECTKeys--=--+-No--+-'    
   '-COMPress--=--+-No--+-----'                    '-Yes-'      
                  '-Yes-'                                       
 
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PASSword--=--password_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. The default value of the COMPRESS parameter is conditional. If you specify the COMPRESS parameter in the BACKUP DB
command, it overrides any COMPRESS parameter value that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command. Otherwise, the value
that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command is the default.

Parameters

DEVclass (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access device class to use for the backup. If you issue the BACKUP DB command, and
the device class is not the one that is specified in the SET DBRECOVERY command, a warning message is issued. However,
the backup operation continues and is not affected.

If the SET DBRECOVERY command is not issued to set a device class, the BACKUP DB command fails.

Restriction:

You cannot use a device class with a device type of NAS or CENTERA.
A restore database operation fails if the source for the restore is a FILE library. A FILE library is created if the FILE
device class specifies SHARED=YES.

If all drives for this device class are busy when the backup runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations,
such as reclamation, to make a drive available for the backup.

Type
Specifies the type of backup to run. This parameter is optional. The default is FULL. The following values are possible:

Full
Specifies that you want to run a full backup of the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

Incremental
Specifies that you want to run an incremental backup of the IBM Spectrum Protect database. An incremental (or
cumulative) backup image contains a copy of all database data that is changed since the last successful full backup
operation.

DBSnapshot
Specifies that you want to run a full snapshot database backup. The entire contents of a database are copied and a
new snapshot database backup is created without interrupting the existing full and incremental backup series for the
database.

VOLumenames
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Specifies the volumes that are used to back up the database. This parameter is optional. However, if you specify
SCRATCH=NO, you must specify a list of volumes.

volume_name
Specifies the volumes that are used to back up the database. Specify multiple volumes by separating the names with
commas and no intervening spaces.

FILE:filename
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes that are used to back up the database. Each volume name
must be on a separate line. Blank lines and comment lines, which begin with an asterisk, are ignored.
For example, to use volumes DB0001, DB0002, and DB0003, create a file that contains these lines:

DB0001 
DB0002 
DB0003

Name the file appropriately. For example:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

You can then specify the volumes for the command as follows:

VOLUMENAMES=FILE:TAPEVOL

VOLUMENAMES=FILE:TAPEVOL.DATA

NUMStreams
Specifies the number of parallel data movement streams to use when you back up the database. The minimum value is 1,
and the maximum value is 32. Increasing the value causes a corresponding increase in the number of database backup
sessions to be used and the number of drives to be used for the device class. If you specify a NUMSTREAMS value in the
BACKUP DB command, it overrides any value that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command. Otherwise, the value that is set
in the SET DBRECOVERY command is used. The NUMSTREAMS value is used for all types of database backups.
If a value is specified that is greater than the number of drives available for the device class, only the number of available
drives are used. The available drives are those defined to the device class by the MOUNTLIMIT parameter or by the number
of online drives for the specified device class. The session is displayed in the QUERY SESSION output.
If you increase the number of streams, more volumes are used from the corresponding device class for this operation.
Using more volumes might improve the speed of the database backups, but at the cost of more volumes that are not fully
used.

Scratch
Specifies whether scratch volumes can be used for the backup. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. The following
values are possible:

Yes
Specifies that scratch volumes can be used.

If you specify SCRATCH=YES and the VOLUMENAMES parameter, IBM Spectrum Protect uses only scratch volumes if
space is unavailable on the specified volumes.

If you do not include a list of volumes by using the VOLUMENAMES parameter, you must either specify
SCRATCH=YES or use the default.

No
Specifies that scratch volumes cannot be used.

If you specify volumes by using the VOLUMENAMES parameter and SCRATCH=NO, the backup fails if there is not
enough space available to store the backup data on the specified volumes.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. The default is NO. The
following values are possible:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.
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Messages that are created from the background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console,
depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If a BACKUP DB background process is
canceled, some of the database might have already been backed up before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. Wait for the command to complete before you
continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

DEDUPDEVice
Specifies that a target storage device supports data deduplication. When set to YES, the format for backup images is
optimized for data deduplication devices, making backup operations more efficient. The following values are possible:

No
Specifies that a target storage device does not support data deduplication. NO is the default.
Ensure that this parameter is set to NO for the following devices:

SCSI libraries
All devices that are defined with a FILE device class
Virtual tape libraries (VTL) that do not support the data deduplication function

Yes

Specifies that a target device supports data deduplication and that you want to optimize backups for this function.
You can set this parameter to YES if you are using VTLs that support data deduplication.

COMPress
Specifies whether volumes that are created by the BACKUP DB command are compressed. The COMPRESS value is used
for all types of database backups. This parameter is optional. The default value is conditional. If you specify the COMPRESS
parameter on the BACKUP DB command, it overrides any value that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command. Otherwise,
the value that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command is the default. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the volumes that are created by the BACKUP DB command are not compressed.

Yes

Specifies that the volumes that are created by the BACKUP DB command are compressed.

Restrictions:

Use caution when you specify the COMPRESS parameter. Using compression during database backups can reduce
the size of the backup files. However, compression can increase the time that is required to complete database
backup processing.
Do not back up compressed data to tape. If your system environment stores database backups on tape, set the
COMPRESS parameter to No in the SET DBRECOVERY and BACKUP DB commands.

PROTECTKeys
Specifies that database backups include a copy of the server master encryption key that is

used to encrypt storage pool data. This parameter is optional. The default is the value that is specified for the
PROTECTKEYS parameter on the SET DBRECOVERY command. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that database backups do not include a copy of the server master encryption key.
Attention: If you specify PROTECTKEYS=NO, you must manually back up the master encryption key for the server
and make the key available when you implement disaster recovery.

Yes
Specifies that database backups include a copy of the server master encryption key.
Attention: If you specify PROTECTKEYS=YES, you must also specify the PASSWORD parameter.

PASSword
Specifies the password that is used to protect the database backup. The default is the value

that is specified for the PASSWORD parameter on the SET DBRECOVERY command.
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Important: Ensure that you remember this password. If you specify a password for database backups, you must specify the
same password on the RESTORE DB command to restore the database.

Example: Run an incremental backup by using a scratch volume

Run an incremental backup of the database by using a scratch volume. Use a device class of FILE for the backup.

backup db devclass=file type=incremental

Example: Encrypt storage pool data in database backups

Encrypt storage pool data by specifying that database backups include a copy of the server master encryption key. Issue the
following command:

backup db protectkeys=yes password=password_name

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to BACKUP DB
Command Description

BACKUP DEVCONFIG Backs up IBM Spectrum Protect device information to a file.

BACKUP VOLHISTORY Records volume history information in external files.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DELETE VOLHISTORY Removes sequential volume history information from the
volume history file.

EXPIRE INVENTORY Manually starts inventory expiration processing.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DB Displays allocation information about the database.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

SET DBRECOVERY Specifies the device class to be used for automatic backups.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

BACKUP DEVCONFIG (Create backup copies of device configuration
information)

Use this command to back up information about device configuration for the server.

Attention: To restore a database, the server must use information from the volume history file and the device configuration file.
You must make and save copies of the volume history file and the device configuration file. These files cannot be recreated.
This command backs up the following information in one or more files:

Device class definitions
Library definitions
Drive definitions
Path definitions when SRCTYPE=SERVER
Server definitions
Server name
Server password
Volume location information for LIBTYPE=SCSI libraries
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You can use the DEVCONFIG server option to specify one or more files in which to store device configuration
information. IBM Spectrum Protect™ updates the files whenever a device class, library, or drive is defined, updated, or deleted.

At installation, the server options file includes a DEVCONFIG option that specifies a device configuration file named
devcnfg.out. IBM Spectrum Protect updates this file whenever a device class, library, or drive is defined, updated, or deleted.

To ensure updates are complete before the server is halted:

Do not halt the server for a few minutes after issuing the BACKUP DEVCONFIG command.
Specify multiple DEVCONFIG options in the server options file.
Examine the device configuration file to see if the file has been updated.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command unless it includes the FILENAMES parameter. If the FILENAMES parameter is specified
and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES, the administrator must have system privilege. If the FILENAMES
parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must have operator, policy,
storage or system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-BAckup DEVCONFig--+--------------------------------+-------->< 
                     |               .-,------------. |    
                     |               V              | |    
                     '-Filenames--=------filename---+-'    
 

Parameters

Filenames
Specifies the files in which to store device configuration information. You can specify multiple files by separating the names
with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

If you do not specify a file name, IBM Spectrum Protect stores the information in all files specified with the DEVCONFIG
option in the server options file.

Example: Backup device configuration information to a file

Back up device configuration information to a file named DEVICE.

backup devconfig filenames=device

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to BACKUP DEVCONFIG
Command Description

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (z/OS® media server) Defines a device class to use storage
managed by a z/OS media server.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or automated libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.
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Command Description

SET SERVERNAME Specifies the name by which the server is identified.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Changes the attributes of a device class for
storage managed by a z/OS media server.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

BACKUP NODE (Back up a NAS node)
Use this command to start a backup operation for a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

Backups that are created for NAS nodes with this BACKUP NODE command are functionally equivalent to backups that are
created by using the BACKUP NAS command on an IBM Spectrum Protect™ client. You can restore these backups with either the
server's RESTORE NODE command or the client's RESTORE NAS command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, policy privilege for the domain to which the node is assigned, or client
owner authority over the node.

Syntax

 
>>-BAckup Node--node_name--+--------------------------+---------> 
                           | .-,--------------------. |    
                           | V                      | |    
                           '-----file_system_name---+-'    
 
                             .-TOC--=--Preferred-----.    
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------+----------> 
   '-MGmtclass--=--mcname-'  '-TOC--=--+-No--------+-'    
                                       +-Preferred-+      
                                       '-Yes-------'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.  .-MODE--=--DIFFerential-----.    
>--+------------------+--+---------------------------+----------> 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-MODE--=--+-FULL---------+-'    
              '-Yes-'               '-DIFFerential-'      
 
   .-TYPE--=--BACKUPImage-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-TYPE--=--+-BACKUPImage-+-'    
              '-SNAPMirror--'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the node for which the backup will be performed. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of names.

file_system_name
Specifies the name of one or more file systems to back up. You can also specify names of virtual file spaces that have been
defined for the NAS node. The file system name that you specify cannot contain wildcard characters. You can specify more
than one file system by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces.
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If you do not specify a file system, all file systems will be backed up. Any virtual file spaces defined for the NAS node are
backed up as part of the file system image, not separately.

If a file system exists on the NAS device with the same name as the virtual file space specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
automatically renames the existing virtual file space in the server database, and backs up the NAS file system which
matches the name specified. If the virtual file space has backup data, the file space definition associated with the virtual
file space will also be renamed.

Tip: See the virtual file space name parameter in the DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command for more naming
considerations.

In determining the file systems to process, the server will not use any DOMAIN.NAS, INCLUDE.FS.NAS, or EXCLUDE.FS.NAS
statements in any client option file or client option set. If you back up multiple file systems, the backup of each file system
is a separate server process.

MGmtclass
Specifies the name of the management class to which this backup data is bound. If you do not specify a management class,
the backup data is bound to the default management class of the policy domain to which the node is assigned. In
determining the management class, the server will not use any INCLUDE.FS.NAS statements in any client option file or
client option set. The destination management class might refer to an IBM Spectrum Protect native pool, in which case
Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP) data is sent into the IBM Spectrum Protect native hierarchy. After this occurs,
the data stays in the IBM Spectrum Protect hierarchy. Data flowing to IBM Spectrum Protect native pools goes over the LAN
and data flowing to NAS pools can be directly attached or over a SAN.

When you specify a management class with the BACKUP NODE command, all versions of the backup data that belong to the
NAS node are rebound to the new management class.

TOC
Specifies whether a table of contents (TOC) is saved for each file system backup. Consider the following in determining
whether you want to save a table of contents:

If a table of contents is saved, you will be able to use the QUERY TOC command to determine the contents of a file
system backup in conjunction with the RESTORE NODE command to restore individual files or directory trees. You
can also use the IBM Spectrum Protect web backup-archive client to examine the entire file system tree and choose
files and directories to restore. Creation of a table of contents requires that you define the TOCDESTINATION
attribute in the backup copy group for the management class to which this backup image is bound. Creating a table
of contents requires additional processing, network resources, storage pool space, and possibly a mount point
during the backup operation.
A table of contents for a NAS file system cannot have a directory path greater than 1024 characters.
If a table of contents is not saved for a file system backup, you will still be able to restore individual files or directory
trees using the RESTORE NODE command, provided that you know the fully qualified name of each file or directory
to be restored and the image in which that object was backed up.

This parameter is optional. The default value is Preferred. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that table of contents information is not saved for file system backups.

Preferred
Specifies that table of contents information should be saved for file system backups. However, a backup does
not fail just because an error occurs during creation of the table of contents. This is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that table of contents information must be saved for each file system backup. A backup fails if an
error occurs during creation of the table of contents.

Attention: If MODE=DIFFERENTIAL is specified and a table of contents is requested (TOC=PREFERRED or TOC=YES), but
the last full image does not have a table of contents, a full backup will be performed and a table of contents will be created
for that full backup.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. The default is NO.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. Use the QUERY PROCESS command to monitor
the background processing of this command.

Yes
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Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
continuing with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes. If you are backing up multiple file systems, all backup processes must complete before the
command is complete.
Attention: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

MODE

Specifies whether the file system backups are full or differential. The default is DIFFERENTIAL.

FULL
Specifies to back up the entire file system.

DIFFerential
Specifies that only the files that have changed since the most recent full backup should be backed up. If you choose
a differential backup, and a full backup is not found, a full backup is performed. You cannot specify
TYPE=SNAPMIRROR when the MODE parameter is set to DIFFERENTIAL.

TYPE

Specifies the backup method used to perform the NDMP backup operation. The default value for this parameter is
BACKUPIMAGE and it should be used to perform a standard NDMP base or differential backup. Other image types
represent backup methods that might be specific to a particular file server. Possible values are:

BACKUPImage
Specifies that the file system should be backed up using an NDMP dump operation. This is the default method for
performing an NDMP backup. The BACKUPIMAGE type operation supports full and differential backups, file-level
restore processing and directory-level backup.

SNAPMirror
Specifies that the file system should be copied to an IBM Spectrum Protect storage pool using the NetApp
SnapMirror to Tape function. SnapMirror images are block level full backup images of a file system. Typically, a
SnapMirror backup takes significantly less time to perform than a traditional NDMP full file system backup. However
there are limitations and restrictions on how SnapMirror images can be used. The SnapMirror to Tape function is
intended to be used as a disaster-recovery option for copying very large NetApp file systems to secondary storage.

For most NetApp file systems, use the standard NDMP full or differential backup method. Refer to the
documentation that came with your NetApp file server for more information.

When setting the TYPE parameter to SNAPMirror, the following restrictions apply:

Restrictions:

You cannot specify TOC=YES or TOC=PREFERRED.
The file_system_name cannot be a virtual filespace name.
The snapshot which is created automatically by the file server during the SnapMirror copy operation will be
deleted at end of the operation.
This parameter is valid for NetApp and IBM® N-Series file servers only.

Example: Perform a full backup

Perform a full backup on the /vol/vol10 file system of NAS node NAS1.

backup node nas1 /vol/vol10 mode=full

Example: Perform a backup on a directory and create a table of contents

Back up the directory /vol/vol2/mikes on the node NAS1 and create a table of contents for the image. For the following two
examples, assume Table 1 contains the virtual file space definitions exist on the server for the node NAS1.

backup node nas1 /mikesdir

Table 1. Virtual file space definitions
Virtual file space name File system Path

/mikesdir /vol/vol2 /mikes

/DataDirVol2 /vol/vol2 /project1/data
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Virtual file space name File system Path

/TestDirVol1 /vol/vol1 /project1/test

Example: Perform a backup on two directories

Back up the directories /vol/vol2/project1/data and /vol/vol1/project1/test of the node NAS1. Refer to Table 1 for the virtual file
space definitions that exist on the server for the node NAS1.

backup node nas1 /DataDirVol2,/testdirvol1  mode=full toc=yes

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to BACKUP NODE
Command Description

BACKUP NAS (client command) Creates a backup of NAS node data.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY NASBACKUP Displays information about NAS backup images.

QUERY TOC Displays details about the table of contents for a specified
backup image.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

RESTORE NAS (client command) Restores a backup of NAS node data.

RESTORE NODE Restores a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

Related concepts:
Backup and restore using NetApp SnapMirror to Tape feature

BACKUP STGPOOL (Back up primary storage pool data to a copy storage
pool)

Use this command to back up primary storage pool files to a copy storage pool.

You can back up data from a primary storage pool that is defined with the NATIVE, NONBLOCK, or any of the NDMP formats
(NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP). The copy storage pool to which data is to be backed up must have the same data
format as the primary storage pool. IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports back-end data movement for NDMP images.

If a file exists in the copy storage pool, the file is not backed up unless the copy of the file in the copy storage pool is marked as
damaged. However, a new copy is not created if the file in the primary storage pool is also marked as damaged. In a random-
access storage pool, cached copies of migrated files and damaged primary files are not backed up.

Tip: Issuing this command for a primary storage pool that is set up for data deduplication removes duplicate data, if the copy
storage pool is also set up for data deduplication.

If migration for a storage pool starts during a storage pool backup, some files might be migrated before they are backed up. You
might want to back up storage pools that are higher in the migration hierarchy before you back up storage pools that are lower.

Restrictions:

Do not run the MOVE DRMEDIA and BACKUP STGPOOL commands concurrently. Ensure that the storage pool backup
processes are complete before you issue the MOVE DRMEDIA command.
You cannot back up data from or to storage pools defined with a CENTERA device class.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the copy
storage pool in which backup copies are to be produced.

Syntax

 
>>-BAckup STGpool--primary_pool_name--copy_pool_name------------> 
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--1------.    
>--+-----------------------+------------------------------------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------------------.    
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--------------+-'    
                 +-Yes-------------+      
                 |             (1) |      
                 '-VOLumesonly-----'      
 
   .-SHREDTONOshred--=--No------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------+-------->< 
   '-SHREDTONOshred--=--+-No--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'               '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. Valid only for storage pools that are associated with a sequential-access device class.

Parameters

primary_pool (Required)
Specifies the primary storage pool.

copy_pool (Required)
Specifies the copy storage pool.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for backing up files. This parameter is optional. Enter a value 1
- 999. The default is 1.

Using multiple, parallel processes can improve throughput for the backup. The expectation is that the time needed to
complete the storage pool backup is decreased by using multiple processes. However, when multiple processes are
running, in some cases one or more of the processes needs to wait to use a volume that is already in use by a different
backup process.

When you determine this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to this operation.
To access a sequential access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a
physical drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum Protect and system
activity and on the mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are involved in the
backup.

Each process needs a mount point for copy storage pool volumes, and, if the device type is not FILE, each process also
needs a drive. If you are backing up a sequential storage pool, each process needs an extra mount point for primary storage
pool volumes and, if the device type is not FILE, an extra drive. For example, suppose that you specify a maximum of three
processes to back up a primary sequential storage pool to a copy storage pool of the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and two drives. To run all three processes, the device class must have a mount limit of at least 6,
and at least six mount points and six drives must be available.

To preview a backup, only one process is used and no mount points or drives are needed.

Preview
Specifies whether you want to preview but not run the backup. The preview displays the number of files and bytes to be
backed up and a list of the primary storage pool volumes that you must mount. This parameter is optional. The default is
NO. You can specify the following values:

No
Specifies that the backup is done.

Yes
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Specifies that you want to preview the backup but not do the backup.
VOLumesonly

Specifies that you want to preview the backup only as a list of the volumes that must be mounted. This choice
requires the least processing time. The VOLUMESONLY option is valid only for storage pools that are associated with
a sequential-access device class.
The VOLUMESONLY option can be used to obtain a list of volumes that are needed by the storage pool backup
process. For example:

backup stgpool primary_pool copystg preview=volumesonly

The list of volumes are logged in the server activity log with the ANR1228I message. Query the server activity log to
get the list of volumes required. For example:

query actlog msg=1228

SHREDTONOshred
Specifies whether data is backed up to a copy storage pool from a primary storage pool that enforces shredding. This
parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
Specifies that the server does not allow data to be backed up to a copy storage pool from a primary storage pool that
enforces shredding. If the primary storage pool enforces shredding, the operation fails.

Yes
Specifies that the server does allow data to be backed up to a copy storage pool from a primary storage pool that
enforces shredding. The data in the copy storage pool is not shredded when it is deleted.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is being processed. Messages that are created from the
background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where messages are
logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you cancel this process, some files might
already have been backed up before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this operation in the foreground. You must wait for the operation to complete
before you continue with other tasks. The server displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
operation completes.
Note: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Back up the primary storage pool

Back up the primary storage pool that is named PRIMARY_POOL to the copy storage pool named COPYSTG.

backup stgpool primary_pool copystg

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to BACKUP STGPOOL
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS Displays information about data waiting to be shredded.
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Command Description

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

SHRED DATA Manually starts the process of shredding deleted data.

BACKUP VOLHISTORY (Save sequential volume history information)
Use this command to back up sequential volume history information to one or more files.

Tip: You must use volume history information when you reload the database and audit affected storage pool volumes. If you
cannot start the server, you can use the volume history file to query the database about these volumes.
The volume history includes information about the following types of volumes:

Archive log volumes
Database backup volumes
Export volumes
Backup set volumes
Database snapshot volumes
Database recovery plan file volumes
Recovery plan file volumes
Recovery plan file snapshot volumes
The following sequential access storage pool volumes:

Volumes added to storage pools
Volumes reused through reclamation or MOVE DATA operations
Volumes removed by using the DELETE VOLUME command or during reclamation of scratch volumes

Attention: To restore a database, the server must use information from the volume history file and the device configuration file.
You must make and save copies of the volume history file and the device configuration file. These files cannot be recreated.

You must use the VOLUMEHISTORY server option to specify one or more volume history files. IBM Spectrum
Protect™ updates volume history files whenever server sequential volume history information is changed.

At installation, the server options file includes a VOLUMEHISTORY option that specifies a default volume history file
named volhist.out. IBM Spectrum Protect updates volume history files whenever server sequential volume history information is
changed.

To ensure that updates are complete before the server is halted, follow these steps:

Do not halt the server for a few minutes after you issue the BACKUP VOLHISTORY command.
Specify multiple VOLUMEHISTORY options in the server options file.
Examine the volume history file to see if the file has been updated.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command unless it includes the FILENAMES parameter. If the FILENAMES parameter is specified
and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES, the administrator must have system privilege. If the FILENAMES
parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must have operator, policy,
storage or system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-BAckup VOLHistory--+---------------------------------+------>< 
                      |               .-,-------------. |    
                      |               V               | |    
                      '-Filenames--=------file_name---+-'    
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Parameters

Filenames
Specifies the names of one or more files in which to store a backup copy of volume history information. Separate multiple
file names with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

If you do not specify a file name, IBM Spectrum Protect stores the information in all files specified with the
VOLUMEHISTORY option in the server options file.

Example: Back up the volume history information to a file

Back up the volume history information to a file called VOLHIST.

 backup volhistory filenames=volhist

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to BACKUP VOLHISTORY
Command Description

DELETE VOLHISTORY Removes sequential volume history information from the
volume history file.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

UPDATE VOLHISTORY Adds or changes location information for a volume in the
volume history file.

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING (Begin logging events)
Use this command to begin logging events to one or more receivers. A receiver for which event logging has begun is an active
receiver.

When the server is started, event logging automatically begins for the console and activity log and for any receivers that are
started automatically based on entries in the server options file. You can use this command to begin logging events to receivers for
which event logging is not automatically started at server startup. You can also use this command after you have disabled event
logging to one or more receivers.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                       .-ALL--------------------.    
>>-BEGin EVentlogging--+------------------------+-------------->< 
                       | .-,------------------. |    
                       | V                    | |    
                       '---+-CONSOLE--------+-+-'    
                           +-ACTLOG---------+        
                           +-EVENTSERVER----+        
                           +-FILE-----------+        
                           +-FILETEXT-------+        
                           |            (1) |        
                           +-NTEVENTLOG-----+        
                           |        (2)     |        
                           +-SYSLOG---------+        
                           +-TIVOLI---------+        
                           '-USEREXIT-------'        
 

Notes:
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1. This parameter is only available for the Windows operating system.
2. This parameter is only available for the Linux operating system.

Parameters

Specify one or more receivers. You can specify multiple receivers by separating them with commas and no intervening spaces. If
you specify ALL, logging begins for all receivers that are configured. The default is ALL.

ALL
Specifies all receivers that are configured for event logging.

CONSOLE
Specifies the server console as a receiver.

ACTLOG
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect™ activity log as a receiver.

EVENTSERVER
Specifies the event server as a receiver.

FILE
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file and a person cannot read each logged event
easily.

FILETEXT
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
Specifies the Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Specifies the Linux system log as a receiver.

TIVOLI
Specifies the Tivoli Management Environment (TME) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
Specifies a user-written routine to which IBM Spectrum Protect writes information as a receiver.

Example: Begin logging events

Begin logging events to the IBM Spectrum Protect activity log.

begin eventlogging actlog

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to BEGIN EVENTLOGGING
Command Description

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY ENABLED Displays enabled or disabled events for a specific receiver.

QUERY EVENTRULES Displays information about rules for server and client events.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

CANCEL commands
Use the CANCEL commands to end a task or process before it is completed.

CANCEL EXPIRATION (Cancel an expiration process)
CANCEL EXPORT (Delete a suspended export operation)
CANCEL PROCESS (Cancel an administrative process)
CANCEL REPLICATION (Cancel node replication processes)
CANCEL REQUEST (Cancel one or more mount requests)
CANCEL RESTORE (Cancel a restartable restore session)
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CANCEL SESSION (Cancel one or more client sessions)

CANCEL EXPIRATION (Cancel an expiration process)
Use this command to cancel a process with an unknown process number that is running as a result of an inventory expiration
operation.

Use the CANCEL EXPIRATION command if the expiration process number is not known, otherwise use the CANCEL PROCESS and
specify the process number of the expiration process. Both commands call the same code to end the expiration process.

You can use the CANCEL EXPIRATION command to automate the cancellation of an expiration process. For example, if you start
inventory expiration at midnight and, due to the maintenance workload on the server, the process must finish at 03:00, you can
schedule a CANCEL EXPIRATION command to run at 03:00 without knowing the process number.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel EXPIration------------------------------------------->< 
 

Example: Cancel an inventory expiration process

Cancel the process that was generated by an inventory expiration operation.

cancel expiration

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to CANCEL EXPIRATION
Command Description

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

EXPIRE INVENTORY Manually starts inventory expiration processing.

CANCEL EXPORT (Delete a suspended export operation)
Use this command to delete a suspended server-to server export operation. After issuing the CANCEL EXPORT command, you
cannot restart the export operation. Issue the CANCEL PROCESS command to delete a currently running export operation.

Privilege class

You must have system privilege to issue this command.

Syntax
 
                  .-*---------------------.    
>>-CANcel EXPort -+-----------------------+-------------------->< 
                  '---export_identifier---'    
 

Parameters

export_identifier
The unique identifier of the suspended export operation that you wish to delete. You can also enter wildcard characters for
the identifier. Issue the QUERY EXPORT command to list the currently suspended export operations.
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Example: Delete a specific suspended export operation

Cancel the suspended server-to-server export operation EXPORTALLACCTNODES.

cancel export exportallacctnodes

Example: Delete all suspended server-to-server export operations

Cancel all suspended server-to-server export processes.

cancel export *

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL EXPORT
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

CANCEL PROCESS (Cancel an administrative process)
Use this command to cancel a background process started by an administrative command or by a process, such as storage pool
migration.

The following commands generate background processes:

AUDIT CONTAINER
AUDIT LIBRARY
AUDIT LICENSES
AUDIT VOLUME
BACKUP DB
BACKUP NODE
BACKUP STGPOOL
CHECKIN LIBVOLUME
CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME

CONVERT STGPOOL
DELETE FILESPACE
DELETE VOLUME
EXPIRE INVENTORY
EXPORT ADMIN
EXPORT NODE
EXPORT POLICY
EXPORT SERVER
GENERATE BACKUPSET
IMPORT ADMIN
IMPORT NODE
IMPORT POLICY
IMPORT SERVER
MIGRATE STGPOOL
MOVE DATA
MOVE DRMEDIA
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MOVE MEDIA
PREPARE
PROTECT STGPOOL
RECLAIM STGPOOL
REPLICATE NODE
RESTORE NODE
RESTORE STGPOOL
RESTORE VOLUME
VARY

The following internal server operations generate background processes:

Inventory expiration
Migration
Reclamation

To cancel a process, you must have the process number, which you can obtain by issuing the QUERY PROCESS command.

Some processes, such as reclamation, generate mount requests to complete processing. If a process has a pending mount
request, the process might not respond to a CANCEL PROCESS command until the mount request is answered or canceled by
using the REPLY or CANCEL REQUEST command, or by timing out.

Issue the QUERY REQUEST command to list open requests, or query the activity log to determine whether a process has a pending
mount request. A mount request indicates that a volume is needed for the current process, but the volume is not available in the
library. The volume might not be available if the administrator issues the MOVE MEDIA or CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command, or
manually removes the volume from the library.

After you issue a CANCEL PROCESS command for an export operation, the process cannot be restarted. To stop a server-to-server
export operation but allow it to be restarted later, issue the SUSPEND EXPORT command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel PRocess--process_number------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

process_number (Required)
Specifies the number of the background process you want to cancel.

Example: Cancel a background process by using its process number

Cancel background process number 3.

cancel process 3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL PROCESS
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

CANCEL REQUEST Cancels pending volume mount requests.

CONVERT STGPOOL Convert a storage pool to a
directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container
storage pool.
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Command Description

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

REPLY Allows a request to continue processing.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

CANCEL REPLICATION (Cancel node replication processes)
Use this command to cancel all node replication processes.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel REPLication------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Cancel node replication processes

Cancel all node replication processes.

cancel replication

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL REPLICATION
Command Description

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

CANCEL REQUEST (Cancel one or more mount requests)
Use this command to cancel one or more pending media mount requests. To cancel a mount request, you need to know the
request number assigned to the request. This number is included in the mount request message and can also be shown by using
the QUERY REQUEST command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel REQuest--+-request_number-+--+-----------+----------->< 
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                   '-ALl------------'  '-PERManent-'    
 

Parameters

request_number
Specifies the request number of the mount request to cancel.

ALl
Specifies to cancel all pending mount requests.

PERManent
Specifies that you want the server to flag the volumes for which you are canceling a mount request as unavailable. This
parameter is optional.

Example: Cancel a mount request

Cancel request number 2.

cancel request 2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL REQUEST
Command Description

QUERY REQUEST Displays information about all pending mount requests.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

CANCEL RESTORE (Cancel a restartable restore session)
Use this command to cancel a restartable restore session. You can cancel restore sessions in the active or restartable state. Any
outstanding mount requests related to this session are automatically canceled.

To display restartable restore sessions, use the QUERY RESTORE command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel--RESTore--+-session_number-+------------------------->< 
                    '-ALl------------'    
 

Parameters

session_number
Specifies the number for the restartable restore session. An active session is a positive number, and a restartable session is
a negative number.

ALl
Specifies that all the restartable restore sessions are to be canceled.

Example: Cancel restore operations

Cancel all restore operations.

cancel restore all

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL RESTORE
Command Description

QUERY RESTORE Displays information about restartable restore sessions.

CANCEL SESSION (Cancel one or more client sessions)
Use this command to cancel existing administrative or client node sessions, and to force an administrative or client node session
off the server. Any outstanding mount requests related to this session are automatically canceled. The client node must start a
new session to resume activities.

If you cancel a session that is in the idle wait (IdleW) state, the client session is automatically reconnected to the server when it
starts to send data again.

If this command interrupts a process, such as backup or archive, the results of any processing active at the time of interruption are
rolled back and not committed to the database.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-CANcel SEssion--+-session_number-+-------------------------->< 
                   '-ALl------------'    
 

Parameters

session_number
Specifies the number of the administrative, server, or client node sessions that you want to cancel.

ALl
Specifies that all client node sessions are canceled. You cannot use this parameter to cancel administrative client or server
sessions.

Example: Cancel a specific client node session

Cancel the client node session with NODEP (session 3).

cancel session 3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CANCEL SESSION
Command Description

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.

LOCK ADMIN Prevents an administrator from accessing IBM Spectrum
Protect.

LOCK NODE Prevents a client from accessing the server.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume into a library)
Use this command to add a sequential access storage volume or a cleaning tape to the server inventory for an automated library.
The server cannot use a volume that physically resides in an automated library until that volume is checked in.
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Important:

1. The CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command processing does not wait for a drive to become available, even if the drive is only in
the IDLE state. If necessary, you can make a library drive available issuing the DISMOUNT VOLUME command to dismount
the volume. After a library drive is available, reissue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

2. You do not define the drives, check in media, or label the volumes in an external library. The server provides an interface
that external media management systems use to operate with the server.

3. When you check in WORM tapes other than 3592, you must use CHECKLABEL=YES or they are checked in as normal
read/write tapes.

This command creates a background process that you can cancel with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

For detailed and current drive and library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax for SCSI libraries
 
>>-CHECKIn LIBVolume--library_name------------------------------> 
 
                    .-SEARCH--=--No-.        
>----+-volume_name--+---------------+-+-------------------------> 
     +-SEARCH--=--Yes--+-------+------+      
     |                 '-| A |-'      |      
     '-SEARCH--=--Bulk--+-------+-----'      
                        '-| A |-'            
 
                           .-OWNer--=--""----------.    
>--STATus--=--+-PRIvate-+--+-----------------------+------------> 
              +-SCRatch-+  '-OWNer--=--server_name-'    
              '-CLEaner-'                               
 
   .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes---------.  .-SWAP--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------+---------> 
   '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-----+-'  '-SWAP--=--+-No--+-'    
                    +-No------+               '-Yes-'      
                    '-Barcode-'                            
 
   .-WAITTime--=--60----.                                  
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------------+-------->< 
   '-WAITTime--=--value-'  '-CLEanings--=----number---'    
 
A (SEARCH=Yes, SEARCH=Bulk) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Syntax for 349X libraries
 
>>-CHECKIn LIBVolume--library_name------------------------------> 
 
                    .-SEARCH--=--No-.        
>----+-volume_name--+---------------+-+-------------------------> 
     '-SEARCH--=--Yes--+-------+------'      
                       '-| A |-'             
 
                           .-OWNer--=--""----------.    
>--STATus--=--+-PRIvate-+--+-----------------------+------------> 
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              '-SCRatch-'  '-OWNer--=--server_name-'    
 
   .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes-----.                              
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------+---------> 
   '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-DEVType--=--+-3590-+-'    
                    '-No--'                  '-3592-'      
 
   .-SWAP--=--No------.  .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+------------------+--+--------------------+---------------->< 
   '-SWAP--=--+-No--+-'  '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
              '-Yes-'                              
 
A (SEARCH=Yes) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Syntax for ACSLS libraries

 
>>-CHECKIn LIBVolume--library_name------------------------------> 
 
                    .-SEARCH--=--No-.        
>----+-volume_name--+---------------+-+-------------------------> 
     '-SEARCH--=--Yes--+-------+------'      
                       '-| A |-'             
 
                           .-OWNer--=--""----------.    
>--STATus--=--+-PRIvate-+--+-----------------------+------------> 
              '-SCRatch-'  '-OWNer--=--server_name-'    
 
   .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes-----.  .-SWAP--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------+--+------------------+-------------> 
   '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-SWAP--=--+-No--+-'    
                    '-No--'               '-Yes-'      
 
   .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
 
A (SEARCH=Yes) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library.

volume_name
Specifies the volume name of the storage volume that is being checked in. This parameter is required if SEARCH equals NO.
Do not enter this parameter if the SEARCH parameter equals YES or BULK. If you are checking a volume into a SCSI library
with multiple entry/exit ports, the volume in the lowest numbered slot is checked in.

STATus (Required)
Specifies the volume status. Possible values are:

PRIvate
Specifies that the volume is a private volume that is mounted only when it is requested by name.

SCRatch
Specifies that the volume is a new scratch volume. This volume can be mounted to satisfy scratch mount requests
during either data storage operations or export operations.
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If a volume has an entry in volume history, you cannot check it in as a scratch volume.

CLEaner
Specifies that the volume is a cleaner cartridge and not a data cartridge. The CLEANINGS parameter is required for a
cleaner cartridge and must be set to the number of cleaner uses.

CHECKLABEL=YES is not valid for checking in a cleaner cartridge. Use STATUS=CLEANER to check in a cleaner
cartridge separately from a data cartridge.

OWNer
Specifies which library client owns a private volume in a library that is shared across a SAN. The volume for which you
specify ownership must be a private volume. You cannot specify ownership for a scratch volume. Furthermore, you cannot
specify an owner when you use SEARCH=YES or SEARCH=BULK.

When you issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command, the server validates the owner. If you did not specify this parameter,
then the server uses the default and delegates volume ownership to the owning library client, as recorded in the volume
history file on the library manager. If the volume is not owned by any library client, then the server delegates ownership to
the library manager.

SEARCH
Specifies whether the server searches the library to find volumes that were not checked in. This parameter is optional. The
default is NO.

Possible values are:

No
Specifies that only the named volume is checked into the library.

For SCSI libraries: The server issues a request to have the volume inserted into a cartridge slot in the library or, if
available, into an entry port. The cartridge slot or entry port is identified by its element address. For 349X libraries:
The volume might already be in the library, or you can put it into the I/O station when prompted.

Yes
Specifies that the server searches the library for volumes to be checked in. You can use the VOLRANGE or VOLLIST
parameter to limit the search. When you use this parameter, consider the following restrictions:

If the library is shared between applications, the server might examine a volume that is required by another
application. For 349X libraries, the server queries the library manager to determine all volumes that are
assigned to the SCRATCH or PRIVATE category and to the INSERT category.
For SCSI libraries, do not specify both SEARCH=YES and CHECKLABEL=NO in the same command.

Bulk
Specifies that the server searches the library's entry/exit ports for volumes that can be checked in automatically.
This option applies to only SCSI libraries.
Important:

1. Do not specify both CHECKLABEL=NO and SEARCH=BULK.
2. You can use the VOLRANGE or VOLLIST parameter to limit the search.

VOLRange
Specifies a range of volume names that are separated by commas. You can use this parameter to limit the search for
volumes to be checked in when you specify SEARCH=YES (349X, ACSLS, and SCSI libraries) or SEARCH=BULK (SCSI
libraries only). If there are no volumes in the library that are within the specified range, the command completes without
errors.

Specify only volume names that can be numerically incremented. In addition to the incremental area, a volume name can
include an alphanumeric prefix and an alphanumeric suffix, for example:

Parameter Description

volrange=bar110,bar130 The 21 volumes are checked in: bar110, bar111,
bar112,...bar129, bar130.

volrange=bar11a,bar13a The 3 volumes are checked in: bar11a, bar12a,
bar13a.
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Parameter Description

volrange=123400,123410 The 11 volumes are checked in: 123400, 123401,
...123409, 123410.

VOLList
Specifies a list of volumes. You can use this parameter to limit the search for volumes to be checked in when you specify
SEARCH=YES (349X, ACSLS, and SCSI libraries) or SEARCH=BULK (SCSI libraries only). If there are no volumes in the
library that are in the list, the command completes without errors.
Possible values are:

volume_name
Specifies one or more volumes names that are separated by commas and no intervening spaces. For example:
VOLLIST=TAPE01,TAPE02.

FILE: file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes for the command. In the file, each volume name must be
on a separate line. Blank lines and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored. For example, to use
volumes TAPE01, TAPE02 and TAPE03, create a file, TAPEVOL, that contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

You can specify the volumes for the command as follows: VOLLIST=FILE:TAPEVOL.

Attention: The file name is case-sensitive.

CHECKLabel
Specifies how or whether the server should read sequential media labels of volumes. This parameter is optional. The
default is YES.
Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that an attempt is made to read the media label during check-in.
Attention:

1. For SCSI libraries, do not specify both SEARCH=YES and CHECKLABEL=NO in the same command.
2. For WORM media other than 3592, you must specify YES.

No
Specifies that the media label is not read during check-in. However, suppressing label checking can result in future
errors (for example, either a wrong label or an improperly labeled volume can cause an error). For 349X and ACSLS
libraries, specify NO to avoid loading cartridges into a drive to read the media label. These libraries always return the
external label information about cartridges, and IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses that information.

Barcode
Specifies that the server reads the bar code label if the library has a bar code reader and the volumes have external
bar code labels. You can decrease the check-in time by using the bar code. This parameter applies only to SCSI
libraries.

If the bar code reader cannot read the bar code label, or if the tape does not have a bar code label, the server
mounts the tape and reads the internal label.

DEVType
Specifies the device type for the volume that is being checked in. This parameter is required if none of the drives in this
library have defined paths.

3590
Specifies that the device type for the volume that is being checked in is 3590.

3592
Specifies that the device type for the volume that is being checked in is 3592.

SWAP
Specifies whether the server swaps volumes if an empty library slot is not available. The volume that is selected for the
swap operation (target swap volume) is ejected from the library and replaced with the volume that is being checked in. The
server identifies a target swap volume by checking for an available scratch volume. If none exists, the server identifies the
least frequently mounted volume.
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This parameter is optional. The default is NO. This parameter applies only if there is a volume name that is specified in the
command. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server checks in the volume only if an empty slot is available.

Yes
Specifies that if an empty slot is not available, the server swaps cartridges to check in the volume.

WAITTime
Specifies the number of minutes that the server waits for you to reply or respond to a request. Specify a value in the range
0-9999. If you want to be prompted by the server, specify a wait time greater than zero. The default value is 60 minutes.
For example, suppose the server prompts you to insert a tape into the entry/exit port of a library. If you specified a wait
time of 60 minutes, the server issues a request and waits 60 minutes for you to reply. Suppose, on the other hand, you
specify a wait time of 0. If you already inserted a tape, a wait time of zero causes the operation to continue without
prompting. If you have not inserted a tape, a wait time of zero will cause the operation to fail.

CLEanings
Enter the recommended value for the individual cleaner cartridge (usually indicated on the cartridge). Cleanings apply only
to SCSI libraries. This parameter is required if STATUS=CLEANER.

If more than one cleaner is checked into the library, only one is used until its CLEANINGS value decreases to zero. Another
cleaner is then selected, and the first cleaner can be checked out and discarded.

Example: Check a volume into a SCSI library

Check in a volume named WPDV00 into the SCSI library named AUTO.

checkin libvolume auto wpdv00 status=scratch

Example: Use a bar code reader to scan a library for a cleaner cartridge

Scan a SCSI library named AUTOLIB1 and, using the bar code reader, look for cleaner cartridge CLNV. Use SEARCH=YES, but limit
the search by using the VOLLIST parameter.

checkin libvolume autolib1 search=yes vollist=cleanv status=cleaner 
  cleanings=10 checklabel=barcode 

Example: Scan a library to put unused volumes in a specific range in scratch status

Scan a 349X library named ABC, and limit the search to a range of unused volumes BAR110 to BAR130 and put them in scratch
status.

checkin libvolume abc search=yes volrange=bar110,bar130 
 status=scratch 

Example: Scan a library to put a specific volume in scratch status

Use the barcode reader to scan a SCSI library named MYLIB for VOL1, and put it in scratch status.

checkin libvolume mylib search=yes vollist=vol1 status=scratch 
 checklabel=barcode

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CHECKIN LIBVOLUME
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated
library is in a consistent state.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server
process.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of
an automated library.
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Command Description

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual
library.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for
storage within a specified
storage pool.

DISMOUNT VOLUME Dismounts a sequential,
removable volume by the volume
name.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or
automated libraries.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one
or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a
library volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about
background processes.

REPLY Allows a request to continue
processing.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage
volume.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME (Check a storage volume out of a library)
Use this command to remove a sequential access storage volume from the server inventory for an automated library. This
command creates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information on
background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Restrictions:

1. Check out processing does not wait for a drive to become available, even if the drive is in the IDLE state. If necessary, you
can make a library drive available by dismounting the volume with the DISMOUNT VOLUME command. After a drive is
available, the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command can be reissued.

2. Before checking out volumes from a 349X library, ensure that the 349x Cartridge Input and Output facility has enough
empty slots for the volumes to be checked out. The 3494 Library Manager does not inform an application that the Cartridge
Input and Output facility is full. It accepts requests to eject a cartridge and waits until the Cartridge Input and Output
facility is emptied before returning to the server. IBM Spectrum Protect™ might appear to be hung when it is not. Check the
library and clear any intervention requests.

3. Before checking volumes out of an ACSLS library, ensure that the CAP priority in ACSLS is greater than zero. If the CAP
priority is zero, then you must specify a value for the CAP parameter on the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME command.

For detailed and current drive and library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax for SCSI library

 
>>-CHECKOut LIBVolume--library_name----+-volume_name-+----------> 
                                       '-| A |-------'      
 
   .-REMove--=--Bulk-----.  .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes-----.    
>--+---------------------+--+------------------------+----------> 
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   '-REMove--=--+-Yes--+-'  '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                +-No---+                     '-No--'      
                '-Bulk-'                                  
 
   .-FORCE--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------+--------------------------------------->< 
   '-FORCE--=--+-No--+-'    
               '-Yes-'      
 
A  
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Syntax for 349X library

 
>>-CHECKOut LIBVolume--library_name----+-volume_name-+----------> 
                                       '-| A |-------'      
 
   .-REMove--=--Bulk-----.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-REMove--=--+-Yes--+-'    
                +-No---+      
                '-Bulk-'      
 
A  
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Syntax for ACSLS library

 
>>-CHECKOut LIBVolume--library_name----+-volume_name-+----------> 
                                       '-| A |-------'      
 
   .-REMove--=--Yes------.                           
>--+---------------------+--+-------------------+-------------->< 
   '-REMove--=--+-Yes--+-'  '-CAP--=----x,y,z---'    
                +-No---+                             
                '-Bulk-'                             
 
A  
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library.

volume_name
Specifies the volume name.

VOLRange
Specifies two volume names separated by a comma. This parameter is a range of volumes to be checked out. If there are
no volumes in the library that are within the specified range, the command completes without errors.
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Specify only volume names that can be numerically incremented. In addition to the incremental area, a volume name can
include an alphanumeric prefix and an alphanumeric suffix, for example:

Parameter Description

volrange=bar110,bar130 The 21 volumes are checked out: bar110, bar111,
bar112,...bar129, bar130.

volrange=bar11a,bar13a The 3 volumes are checked out: bar11a, bar12a, bar13a.

volrange=123400,123410 The 11 volumes are checked out: 123400, 123401,
...123409, 123410.

VOLList
Specifies a list of volumes to check out. If there are no volumes in the library that are in the list, the command completes
without errors.

Possible values are:

volume_name
Specifies the names of one or more values that are used for the command. Example: VOLLIST=TAPE01,TAPE02.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes for the command. In the file, each volume name must be
on a separate line. Blank lines and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored. For example, to use
volumes TAPE01, TAPE02 and TAPE03, create a file, TAPEVOL, that contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

You can specify the volumes for the command as follows: VOLLIST=FILE:TAPEVOL.

Attention: The file name is case-sensitive.

REMove
Specifies that the server tries to move the volume out of the library and into the convenience I/O station or entry/exit ports.
This parameter is optional. Possible values, depending on the type of library, are YES, BULK, and NO. The response of the
server to each of those options and the default values are described in the following sections.
349X libraries: The default is BULK. The following table shows how the server responds for 349X libraries.

Table 1. How the server responds for 349X libraries
REMOVE=YES REMOVE=BULK REMOVE=NO

The 3494 Library Manager ejects
the cartridge to the convenience
I/O station.

The 3494 Library Manager ejects
the cartridge to the high-capacity
output facility.

The 3494 Library Manager does
not eject the volume.

The server leaves the cartridge in
the library in the INSERT category
for use by other applications.

SCSI libraries: The default is BULK. The following table shows how the server responds for a SCSI libraries.
Table 2. How the server responds for SCSI libraries

If a library . . . And REMOVE=YES,

then...

And REMOVE=BULK,

then...

And REMOVE=NO,

then...

Does not have entry/exit
ports

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and to issue a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.
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If a library . . . And REMOVE=YES,

then...

And REMOVE=BULK,

then...

And REMOVE=NO,

then...

Has entry/exit ports and
an entry/exit port is
available

The server moves the
cartridge to the available
entry/exit port and
specifies the port address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and to issue a REPLY
command.

The server moves the
cartridge to the available
entry/exit port and
specifies the port address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
request a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.

Has entry/exit ports, but
no ports are available

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and to issue a REPLY
command.

The server waits for an
entry/exit port to be
made available.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.

ACSLS libraries: The default is YES. If the parameter is set to YES, and the cartridge access port (CAP) has an automatic
selection priority value of 0, you must specify a CAP ID. The following table shows how the server responds for ACSLS
libraries.

Table 3. How the server responds for ACSLS libraries
REMOVE=YES or REMOVE=BULK REMOVE=NO

The server ejects the cartridge to the
convenience I/O station, and deletes the volume
entry from the server library inventory.

The server does not eject the cartridge. The server
deletes the volume entry from the server library inventory
and leaves the volume in the library.

CHECKLabel
Specifies how or whether the server reads sequential media labels of volumes.
Attention: This parameter does not apply to IBM® 349X or ACSLS libraries.
This parameter is optional. The default is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the server attempts to read the media label to verify that the correct volume is being checked out.

No
Specifies that during checkout the media label is not read. This improves performance because the read process
does not occur.

FORCE
Specifies whether the server checks out a volume if an input/output (I/O) error occurs when reading the label.
Attention: This parameter does not apply to IBM 349X or ACSLS libraries.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
The server does not check out a storage volume if an I/O error occurs when reading the label.

Yes
The server checks out the storage volume even if an I/O error occurs.

CAP
Specifies which cartridge access port (CAP) to use for ejecting volumes if you specify REMOVE=YES. This parameter applies
to volumes in ACSLS libraries only. If the CAP priority value is set to 0 in the library, this parameter is required. If a CAP
priority value greater than 0 is set in the library, this parameter is optional. By default, all CAPs initially have a priority value
of 0, which means that ACSLS does not automatically select the CAP.
To display valid CAP identifiers (x,y,z), issue the QUERY CAP command with ALL specified from the Automated Cartridge
System System Administrator (ACSSA) console on the ACSLS server host. The identifiers are as follows:
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x
The Automated Cartridge System (ACS) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 126.

y
The Library Storage Module (LSM) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 23.

z
The CAP ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 11.

For more information, see the StorageTek documentation.

Example: Check out a volume and check the label

Check out the volume that is named EXB004 from the library named FOREST. Read the label to verify the volume name, but do not
move the volume out of the library.

checkout libvolume forest exb004 checklabel=yes remove=no

Related commands

Table 4. Commands related to CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or automated libraries.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

REPLY Allows a request to continue processing.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

CLEAN DRIVE (Clean a drive)
Use this command when you want IBM Spectrum Protect™ to immediately load a cleaner cartridge into a drive regardless of the
cleaning frequency.

There are special considerations if you plan to use this command with a SCSI library that provides automatic drive cleaning
through its device hardware.

Restriction: You cannot run the CLEAN DRIVE command for a drive whose only path source is a NAS file server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-CLEAN DRIVE--library_name--drive_name----------------------->< 
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
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Specifies the name of the library to which the drive is assigned.
drive_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the drive.

Example: Clean a specific tape drive

You have already defined a library named AUTOLIB by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command, and you have already checked a
cleaner cartridge into the library using the CHECKIN LIBVOL command. Inform the server that TAPEDRIVE3 in this library requires
cleaning.

clean drive autolib tapedrive3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to CLEAN DRIVE
Command Description

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

COMMIT (Control committing of commands in a macro)
Use this command to control when a command is committed in a macro and to update the database when commands complete
processing. When issued from the console mode of the administrative client, this command does not generate a message.

If an error occurs while processing the commands in a macro, the server stops processing the macro and rolls back any changes
(since the last COMMIT). After a command is committed, it cannot be rolled back.

Ensure that your administrative client session is not running with the ITEMCOMMIT option if you want to control command
processing. The ITEMCOMMIT option commits commands inside a script or a macro as each command is processed.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-COMMIT------------------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Control committing of commands in a macro

From the interactive mode of the administrative client, register and grant authority to new administrators using a macro named
REG.ADM. Changes are committed after each administrator is registered and is granted authority.

Macro Contents:

/* REG.ADM-register policy admin & grant authority*/ 
REGister Admin sara hobby 
GRant AUTHority sara CLasses=Policy 
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COMMIT  /* Commits changes */ 
REGister Admin ken plane 
GRant AUTHority ken CLasses=Policy 
COMMIT  /* Commits changes */

Command
macro reg.adm

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COMMIT
Command Description

MACRO Runs a specified macro file.

ROLLBACK Discards any uncommitted changes to the database since the
last COMMIT was executed.

Related concepts:
Administrative client macros

CONVERT STGPOOL (Convert a storage pool to a container storage pool)
Use this command to convert a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library
(VTL) to a directory-container or a cloud-container storage pool. You can use container storage pools for both inline and client-
side data deduplication.

Restrictions: The following restrictions apply to storage pool conversion:

You can convert a storage pool only once.
You cannot update the storage pool during conversion processing. Migration and data movement processes are unavailable.
You must update all policies to ensure that the destination specifies a storage pool that is not converted or undergoing
conversion.

During conversion processing, all data from the source storage pool is moved to the target storage pool. When the process is
completed, the source storage pool becomes unavailable. When a storage pool is unavailable, you are unable to write any data to
it. The source storage pool is eligible for deletion but is not automatically deleted. You can restore data from the source storage
pool if necessary.
Attention: During storage pool conversion, data is deleted from copy storage pools and active-data storage pools. This action
occurs even if you specified the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can
be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-CONvert STGpool--source_stgpool--target_stgpool--------------> 
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--8----------.                              
>--+---------------------------+--+----------------------+----->< 
   '-MAXPRocess--=----number---'  '-DUration--=--minutes-'    
 

Parameters

source_stgpool (Required)
Specify a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library (VTL) for backup
and archive processing. This parameter is required.

target_stgpool (Required)
Specify the name of an existing directory-container or cloud-container storage pool that the storage pool is converted to.
This parameter is required the first time that you issue this command.
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Tip: If you restart storage pool conversion and the target storage pool is different than the value that is specified the first
time that you issued the CONVERT STGPOOL command, the command fails.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes that can be used to convert data in the storage pool. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 8.
Tip: Changes to the default value are automatically saved. If you restart storage pool conversion and the parameter value is
different than the value that is specified the first time that you issued the CONVERT STGPOOL command, the most recently
specified value is used.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a conversion should take before it is canceled. When the specified number
of minutes elapses, the server cancels all conversion processes for the storage pool. You can specify a number in the range
1 - 9999. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter, the conversion runs until it is completed.
Tip: Storage pool conversion for large storage pools can take days to complete. Use this parameter to limit the amount of
time for storage pool conversion daily. As a best practice, schedule conversion for at least 2 hours for a storage pool that
uses a FILE type device class and at least 4 hours for VTL.

Example: Convert a storage pool and specify a maximum number of processes

Convert a storage pool that is named DEDUPPOOL1, move the data to a container storage pool that is named DIRPOOL1, and
specify 25 maximum processes.

convert stgpool deduppool1 dirpool1 maxprocess=25

Table 1. Commands related to CONVERT STGPOOL
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY CLEANUP Query the cleanup status of a source storage pool.

QUERY CONVERSION Query conversion status of a storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

REMOVE DAMAGED Removes damaged data from a source storage pool.

COPY commands
Use the COPY commands to create a copy of IBM Spectrum Protect™ objects or data.

COPY ACTIVEDATA (Copy active backup data from a primary storage pool to an active-data pool)
COPY CLOPTSET (Copy a client option set)
COPY DOMAIN (Copy a policy domain)
COPY MGMTCLASS (Copy a management class)
COPY POLICYSET (Copy a policy set)
COPY PROFILE (Copy a profile)
COPY SCHEDULE (Copy a client or an administrative command schedule)
COPY SCRIPT (Copy an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
COPY SERVERGROUP (Copy a server group)

COPY ACTIVEDATA (Copy active backup data from a primary storage pool
to an active-data pool)

Use this command to copy active versions of backup data from a primary storage pool to an active-data pool. The primary benefit
of active-data pools is fast client restores. Copy your active data regularly to ensure that the data is protected in case of a disaster.

If a file already exists in the active-data pool, the file is not copied unless the copy of the file in the active-data pool is marked
damaged. However, a new copy is not created if the file in the primary storage pool is also marked damaged. In a random-access
storage pool, neither cached copies of migrated files nor damaged primary files are copied.

If migration for a storage pool starts while active data is being copied, some files might be migrated before they are copied. For
this reason, you should copy active data from storage pools that are higher in the migration hierarchy before copying active data
from storage pools that are lower. Be sure a copy process is complete before beginning another.
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Remember:

You can only copy active data from storage pools that have a data format of NATIVE or NONBLOCK.
Issuing this command for a primary storage pool that is set up for data deduplication removes duplicate data, if the active-
data pool is also set up for data deduplication.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
active-data pool from which active versions of backup data are being copied.

Syntax
 
>>-COPY ACTIVEdata--primary_pool_name--active-data_pool_name----> 
 
   .-MAXProcess--=--1----------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MAXProcess--=----number---'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------------------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------------+--+------------------+----> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--------------+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                 +-Yes-------------+               '-Yes-'      
                 |             (1) |                            
                 '-VOLumesonly-----'                            
 
   .-SHREDTONOshred--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-SHREDTONOshred--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. The VOLUMESONLY parameter applies to sequential-access storage pools only.

Parameters

primary_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the primary storage pool.

active_data_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the active-data pool.

MAXProcess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for copying files. This parameter is optional. Enter a value from
1 to 999. The default is 1.

Using multiple, parallel processes may improve throughput for the COPY ACTIVEDATA command. The expectation is that
the time needed to copy active data will be decreased by using multiple processes. However, when multiple processes are
running, in some cases one or more of the processes might need to wait to use a volume that is already in use by a different
COPY ACTIVEDATA process.

When determining this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to this operation. To
access a sequential-access volume, the server uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical drive. The
number of available mount points and drives depends on other server and system activity, and also on the mount limits of
the device classes for the sequential-access storage pools that are involved when copying active data.

Each process needs a mount point for active-data pool volumes, and, if the device type is not FILE, each process also needs
a drive. If you are copying active data from a sequential-access storage pool, each process needs an additional mount point
for primary storage pool volumes and, if the device type is not FILE, an additional drive. For example, suppose you specify a
maximum of 3 processes to copy a primary sequential storage pool to an active-data pool of the same device class. Each
process requires two mount points and two drives. To run all three processes, the device class must have a mount limit of
at least six, and at least six mount points and six drives must be available.

To use the PREVIEW parameter, only one process is used, and no mount points or drives are needed.

Preview
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Specifies whether you want to preview but not actually copy any active data. The preview displays the number of files and
bytes to be copied and a list of the primary storage pool volumes that you must mount. This parameter is optional. The
default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that active data will be copied.

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the process but not copy any data.

VOLumesonly
Specifies that you want to preview the process only as a list of the volumes that must be mounted. This choice
requires the least processing time.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is being processed. Messages created from the background
process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you cancel this process, some files may
have already been copied prior to the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server performs this operation in the foreground. You must wait for the operation to complete
before continuing with other tasks. The server displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
operation completes.

You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

SHREDTONOshred
Specifies whether data should be copied from a primary storage pool that enforces shredding to an active-data pool that
does not enforce shredding. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server does not allow data to be copied from a primary storage pool that enforces shredding to an
active-data pool that does not enforce shredding. If the primary storage pool enforces shredding and the active-data
pool does not, the operation will fail.

Yes
Specifies that the server does allow data to be copied from a primary storage pool that enforces shredding to an
active-data pool that does not enforce shredding. The data in the active-data pool will not be shredded when it is
deleted.

Example: Copy primary storage pool data to active-data pool

Copy the active data from a primary storage pool named PRIMARY_POOL to the active-data pool named ACTIVEPOOL. Issue the
command:

copy activedata primary_pool activepool

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY ACTIVEDATA
Command Description

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.
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Command Description

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

UPDATE DOMAIN Changes the attributes of a policy domain.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

COPY CLOPTSET (Copy a client option set)
Use this command to copy a client option set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
>>-COPy CLOptset--current_option_set_name--new_option_set_name->< 
 

Parameters

current_option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client option set to be copied.

new_option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new client option set. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

Example: Copy a client option set

Copy a client option set named ENG to a new client option set named ENG2.

copy cloptset eng eng2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY CLOPTSET
Command Description
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Command Description

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.

COPY DOMAIN (Copy a policy domain)
Use this command to create a copy of a policy domain.

The server copies the following information to the new domain:

Policy domain description
Policy sets in the policy domain (including the ACTIVE policy set, if a policy set is activated)
Management classes in each policy set (including the default management class, if assigned)
Copy groups in each management class

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-COPy DOmain--current_domain_name--new_domain_name----------->< 
 

Parameters

current_domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to copy.

new_domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new policy domain. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

Example: Copy a policy domain to a new policy domain

Copy the STANDARD policy domain to a new policy domain, ENGPOLDOM, by entering the following command:

copy domain standard engpoldom

ENGPOLDOM now contains the standard policy set, management class, backup copy group, and archive copy group.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY DOMAIN
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.
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Command Description

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE COPYGROUP Deletes a backup or archive copy group from a policy domain
and policy set.

DELETE DOMAIN Deletes a policy domain along with any policy objects in the
policy domain.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE DOMAIN Changes the attributes of a policy domain.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS (Copy a management class)
Use this command to create a copy of a management class within the same policy set.

The server copies the following information to the new management class:

Management class description
Copy groups defined to the management class
Any attributes for managing files for IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the new management class belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-COPy MGmtclass--domain_name--policy_set_name-----------------> 
 
>--current_class_name--new_class_name-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the management class belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the management class belongs.

current_class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to copy.

new_class_name (Required)
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Specifies the name of the new management class. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

Example: Copy a management class to a new management class

Copy the management class ACTIVEFILES to a new management class, FILEHISTORY. The management class is in policy set
VACATION in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

copy mgmtclass employee_records vacation  
activefiles filehistory

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY MGMTCLASS
Command Description

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

COPY POLICYSET (Copy a policy set)
Use this command to copy a policy set (including the ACTIVE policy set) within the same policy domain.

The server copies the following information to the new policy set:

Policy set description
Management classes in the policy set (including the default management class, if assigned)
Copy groups in each management class

The policies in the new policy set do not take effect unless you make the new set the ACTIVE policy set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the new policy set belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-COPy POlicyset--domain_name--current_set_name--new_set_name->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the policy set belongs.

current_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to copy.

new_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new policy set. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

Example: Copy a policy set to a new policy set
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Copy the policy set VACATION to the new policy set HOLIDAY in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

copy policyset employee_records vacation holiday

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

COPY PROFILE (Copy a profile)
Use this command on a configuration manager to copy a profile and all its associated object names to a new profile.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-COPy PROFIle--current_profile_name--new_profile_name-------->< 
 

Parameters

current_profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile to copy.

new_profile_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new profile. The maximum length of the profile name is 30 characters.

Example: Make a copy of a profile

Copy a profile named VAL to a new profile named VAL2.

copy profile val val2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY PROFILE
Command Description

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.
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Command Description

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

COPY SCHEDULE (Copy a client or an administrative command schedule)
Use this command to create a copy of a schedule.

The COPY SCHEDULE command takes two forms, depending on whether the schedule applies to client operations or
administrative commands. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to COPY SCHEDULE
Command Description

DEFINE ASSOCIATION Associates clients with a schedule.

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

DELETE SCHEDULE Deletes a schedule from the database.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

UPDATE SCHEDULE Changes the attributes of a schedule.

COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for client operations)
Use the COPY SCHEDULE command to create a copy of a schedule for client operations. You can copy a schedule within a
policy domain or from one policy domain to another policy domain. Use the DEFINE ASSOCIATION command to associate
the new schedule with the client nodes.
COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for administrative operations)
Use the COPY SCHEDULE command to create a copy of an administrative command schedule.

COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for client operations)
Use the COPY SCHEDULE command to create a copy of a schedule for client operations. You can copy a schedule within a policy
domain or from one policy domain to another policy domain. Use the DEFINE ASSOCIATION command to associate the new
schedule with the client nodes.

Privilege class

To copy a client schedule, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which you are copying the schedule.

Syntax

 
>>-COPy SCHedule--current_domain_name--current_sched_name-------> 
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                    .-current_sched_name-.    
>--new_domain_name--+--------------------+----------------------> 
                    '-new_sched_name-----'    
 
   .-REPlace--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-REPlace--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

current_domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain that contains the schedule you want to copy.

current_sched_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule you want to copy.

new_domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of a policy domain to which you want to copy the new schedule.

new_sched_name
Specifies the name of the new schedule. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

If you do not specify this name, the name of the original schedule is used.

If the schedule name is already defined in the policy domain, you must specify REPLACE=YES, or the command fails.

REPlace
Specifies whether to replace a client schedule. The default is NO. The values are:

No
Specifies that a client schedule is not replaced.

Yes
Specifies that a client schedule is replaced.

Example: Copy a schedule from one policy domain to another

Copy the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule that belongs to policy domain EMPLOYEE_RECORDS to the PROG1 policy domain and name
the new schedule WEEKLY_BACK2. If there is already a schedule with this name defined in the PROG1 policy domain, do not
replace it.

copy schedule employee_records weekly_backup  
prog1 weekly_back2

COPY SCHEDULE (Create a copy of a schedule for administrative
operations)

Use the COPY SCHEDULE command to create a copy of an administrative command schedule.

Privilege class

To copy an administrative command schedule, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-COPy SCHedule--current_sched_name--new_sched_name------------> 
 
                            .-REPlace--=--No------.    
>--Type--=--Administrative--+---------------------+------------>< 
                            '-REPlace--=--+-No--+-'    
                                          '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters
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current_schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule you want to copy.

new_schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new schedule. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

If the schedule name is already defined, you must specify REPLACE=YES, or the command fails.

Type=Administrative
Specifies that an administrative command schedule is to be copied.

REPlace
Specifies whether to replace an administrative command schedule. The default is NO. The values are:

No
Specifies that an administrative command schedule is not replaced.

Yes
Specifies that an administrative command schedule is replaced.

Example: Copy an administrative command schedule to another schedule

Copy the administrative command schedule, DATA_BACKUP and name the schedule DATA_ENG. If there is already a schedule
with this name, replace it.

copy schedule data_backup data_eng  
type=administrative replace=yes

COPY SCRIPT (Copy an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
Use this command to copy an existing IBM Spectrum Protect™ script to a new script with a different name.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have operator, policy, storage, or system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-COPy SCRipt--current_script_name--new_script_name ---------->< 
 

Parameters

current_script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script you want to copy.

new_script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new script. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

Example: Make a copy of a script

Copy script TESTDEV to a new script and name it ENGDEV.

copy script testdev engdev

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY SCRIPT
Command Description

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.
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Command Description

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

COPY SERVERGROUP (Copy a server group)
Use this command to create a copy of a server group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-COPy SERVERGroup--current_group_name--new_group_name-------->< 
 

Parameters

current_group_name (Required)
Specifies the server group to copy.

new_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new server group. The maximum length of this name is 64 characters.

Example: Make a copy of a server group

Copy the server group GRP_PAYROLL to the new group HQ_PAYROLL.

copy servergroup grp_payroll hq_payroll

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to COPY SERVERGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE GRPMEMBER Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER Deletes a server from a server group.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

MOVE GRPMEMBER Moves a server group member.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

DEACTIVATE DATA (Deactivate data for a client node)
Use this command to specify that active data that was backed up for an application client node before a specified date is no longer
needed. The command marks the data as inactive so it can be deleted according to your data retention policies.
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Restriction: The DEACTIVATE DATA command applies only to application clients that protect Oracle databases.

When you issue the DEACTIVATE DATA command, all active backup data that was stored before the specified date becomes
inactive. The data can no longer be retrieved, and is deleted when it expires.

The DEACTIVATE DATA command affects only the files that were copied to the server before the specified date and time. Files that
were copied after the specified date are still accessible, and the client can still access the server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEACtivate DAta--node_name--TODate--=--date------------------> 
 
   .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+------------------+--------------->< 
   '-TOTime--=--time-----'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                       '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of an application client node whose data is to be deactivated.

TODate (Required)
Specifies the date to use to select the backup files to deactivate. IBM Spectrum Protect™ deactivates only those files with a
date on or before the date you specify. You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 01/23/2014

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–30 or –30.

To deactivate files that are 30 or more days old,
you can specify TODAY-30 or -30.

EOLM End of last month. The last day of the
previous month.

EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To deactivate files that were active a day before
the last day of the previous month.

BOTM Beginning of this month. The first day of
the current month.

BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To deactivate files that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

TOTime
Specifies that you want to deactivate files that were created on the server before this time on the specified date. This
parameter is optional. The default is the end of the day (23:59:59). Specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified date 12:30:22

NOW The current time on the specified date NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue the DEACTIVATE DATA command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW+03:00 or
TOTIME=+03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect
deactivates files that were put on the server at
12:00 or earlier on the specified date.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue the DEACTIVATE DATA command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW-3:30 or TOTIME=-3:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect deactivates files that were
put on the server at 5:30 or earlier on the specified
date.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. Specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages that are related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can continue with
other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending on where the
messages are logged.

Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Deactivate data for a data protection client node

The client node BANDIT is an IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases: Data Protection for Oracle application client. All of the backup
data is active, and so all of the backup data is retained. The following command deactivates data that was backed up before
January 3, 2014, so it can be deleted when it expires.

deactivate data bandit todate=01/23/2014

To periodically deactivate data so it can be deleted when it expires, you might run the following command from within a client
schedule.

deactivate data bandit todate=today

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEACTIVATE DATA
Command Description

DECOMMISSION NODE Decommissions an application or system.

DECOMMISSION VM Decommissions a virtual machine.

DECOMMISSION commands
Use the DECOMMISSION commands to remove client nodes from the production environment. Client nodes include applications,
systems, and virtual machines.

DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission an application or system)
DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)

DECOMMISSION NODE (Decommission an application or system)
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Use this command to remove an application or system client node from the production environment. Any backup data that is
stored for the client node expires according to policy settings unless you explicitly delete the data.

Attention: This action cannot be reversed and causes deletion of data. Although this command does not delete the client node
definition until after its data expires, you cannot recommission the client node. After you issue this command, the client node
cannot access the server and its data is not backed up. The client node is locked, and can be unlocked only to restore files. File
spaces that belong to the client node, and the client node itself, are eventually removed.
By using this command, you can decommission the following types of client nodes:

Application client nodes
Application client nodes include email servers, databases, and other applications. For example, any of the following
applications can be an application client node:

IBM Spectrum Protect™ Snapshot
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Virtual Environments

System client nodes
System client nodes include workstations, network-attached storage (NAS) file servers, and API clients.

When a client node is no longer needed in the production environment, you can issue this command to initiate a gradual,
controlled decommission operation. The command completes the following actions:

Deletes all schedule associations for the client node. Schedules are no longer run on the client node. This action is
equivalent to issuing the DELETE ASSOCIATION command for every schedule with which the client node is associated.
Prevents the client from accessing the server. This action is equivalent to issuing the LOCK NODE command.

After the command finishes, client node data is no longer backed up to the server. Data that was backed up before the client node
was decommissioned is not immediately deleted from the server. However, all backup file versions, including the most recent
backup, are now inactive copies. The client files are retained on the server according to your storage management policies.

After all data retention periods expire, and all client backup and archive file copies are removed from server storage, IBM
Spectrum Protect deletes the file spaces that belong to the decommissioned node. This action is equivalent to issuing the DELETE
FILESPACE command.

After the file spaces for the decommissioned node are deleted, the node definition is deleted from the server. This action is
equivalent to issuing the REMOVE NODE command.

After you decommission a client node, but before it is removed from the server, you can use the QUERY NODE command to verify
that the client node is decommissioned.

Restriction: You cannot decommission a client node that is configured for replication. You can determine a client node's
replication state by using the QUERY NODE command. If a client node is configured for replication, you can remove the client node
from replication by using the REMOVE REPLNODE command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                 .-Wait--=--No------.    
>>-DECommission Node--node_name--+------------------+---------->< 
                                 '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                            '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node to be decommissioned.

Wait
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Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages that are related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can continue with
other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending on where the
messages are logged.

Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Decommission a client node

Decommission the client node CODY.

decommission node cody

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DECOMMISSION NODE
Command Description

DECOMMISSION VM Decommissions a virtual machine.

DEACTIVATE DATA Deactivates data for a client node.

DECOMMISSION VM (Decommission a virtual machine)
Use this command to remove an individual virtual machine within a data center node. The file space that represents the virtual
machine is deleted from the server only after its backup data expires.

Attention: This command cannot be reversed and causes deletion of data. Although this command does not delete the virtual
machine file space until after its data expires, you cannot recommission the virtual machine.

When a virtual machine is no longer needed in your production environment, you can issue this command to initiate a staged
removal of the virtual machine file space from the server. The DECOMMISSION VM command marks all data that was backed up
for the virtual machine as inactive, so it can be deleted according to your data retention policies. After all data that was backed up
for the virtual machine expires, the file space that represents the virtual machine is deleted. The DECOMMISSION VM command
affects only the virtual machine that you identify. The data center node, and the other virtual machines that are hosted by the data
center node are not affected.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DECommission VM--node_name--vm_name--------------------------> 
 
                              .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------+------------->< 
   '-NAMEType--=----FSID---'  '-Wait--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                         '-No--'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the data center node that hosts the virtual machine to be decommissioned.

vm_name (Required)
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Identifies the file space that represents the virtual machine to be decommissioned. Each virtual machine that is hosted by a
data center node is represented as a file space.

If the name includes one or more spaces, you must enclose the name in double quotation marks when you issue the
command.

By default, the server interprets the file space name that you enter by using the server code page and also attempts to
convert the file space name from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. Conversion might fail if the string includes
characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access system conversion routines.

If the name of the virtual machine is a non-English-language name, this parameter must specify the file space ID (FSID). By
specifying the NAMEType parameter, you can instruct the server to interpret the file space name by its file space ID (FSID)
instead.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space name that you enter to identify the virtual machine. This
parameter is useful when the server has clients with Unicode support. You can specify the following value:

FSID
The server interprets the file space name by its file space ID (FSID).

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. You can specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages that are related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can continue with
other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending on where the
messages are logged.

Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Examples: Decommission a virtual machine

Decommission the virtual machine CODY.

decommission vm dept06node cody

Decommission the virtual machine CODY 2.

decommission vm dept06node "cody 2"

Decommission a virtual machine by specifying its file space ID.

decommission vm dept06node 7 nametype=fsid

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DECOMMISSION VM
Command Description

DECOMMISSION NODE Decommissions an application or system.

DEACTIVATE DATA Deactivates data for a client node.

DEFINE commands
Use the DEFINE commands to create IBM Spectrum Protect™ objects.

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger)
DEFINE ASSOCIATION (Associate client nodes with a schedule)
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DEFINE BACKUPSET (Define a backup set)
DEFINE CLIENTACTION (Define a one-time client action)
DEFINE CLIENTOPT (Define an option to an option set)
DEFINE CLOPTSET (Define a client option set name)
DEFINE COLLOCGROUP (Define a collocation group)
DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER (Define collocation group member)
DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a copy group)
DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
DEFINE DOMAIN (Define a new policy domain)
DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
DEFINE EVENTSERVER (Define a server as the event server)
DEFINE GRPMEMBER (Add a server to a server group)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
DEFINE MACHINE (Define machine information for disaster recovery)
DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Associate a node with a machine)
DEFINE MGMTCLASS (Define a management class)
DEFINE NODEGROUP (Define a node group)
DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Define node group member)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path)
DEFINE POLICYSET (Define a policy set)
DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION (Define a profile association)
DEFINE PROFILE (Define a profile)
DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Associate recovery media with a machine)
DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA (Define recovery media)
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client or an administrative command schedule)
DEFINE SCRIPT (Define an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
DEFINE SERVERGROUP (Define a server group)
DEFINE SPACETRIGGER (Define the space trigger)
DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring threshold)
DEFINE STGRULE (Define a storage rule for storage pools)
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a storage pool)
DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION (Define a profile subscription)
DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Define a virtual file space mapping)
DEFINE VOLUME (Define a volume in a storage pool)

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger)
Use this command to trigger an alert whenever a server issues a specific error message. You can define a message number to be
an alert trigger, assign it to a category, or specify administrators who can be notified of the alert by email.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                        .-,-----------------.    
                        V                   |    
>>-DEfine ALERTTrigger----+--message_number-+-------------------> 
 
   .-CATegory--=--SErver----------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-CATegory--=--+-APplication-+-'    
                  +-INventory---+      
                  +-CLient------+      
                  +-DEvice------+      
                  +-SErver------+      
                  +-STorage-----+      
                  +-SYstem------+      
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                  '-VMclient----'      
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   |           .-,----------. |    
   |           V            | |    
   '-ADmin--=----admin_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

message_number (Required)
Specifies the message number that you want to associate with the alert trigger. Specify multiple message numbers, which
are separated by commas, and no intervening spaces. Message numbers are a maximum of eight characters in length.

CATegory
Specifies the category type for the alert, which is determined by the message types. The default value is SERVER.
Note: Changing the category of an alert trigger does not change the category of existing alerts on the server. New alerts are
categorized with the new category.
Specify one of the following values:

APplication
Alert is classified as application category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with application (TDP) clients.

INventory
Alert is classified as inventory category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with the database, active log file, or archive log file.

CLient
Alert is classified as client category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with general client activities.

DEvice
Alert is classified as device category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with device classes, libraries, drives, or paths.

SErver
Alert is classified as general server category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with general server activities or events.

STorage
Alert is classified as storage category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with storage pools.

SYstems
Alert is classified under system clients category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with system backup and archive or hierarchical storage management (HSM) backup-archive clients.

VMclient
Alert is classified under VMclient category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with virtual machine clients.

ADmin
This optional parameter specifies the name of the administrator who receives email notification of this alert. The alert
trigger is defined successfully even if no administrator names are specified.

Assign two message numbers to an alert

Issue the following command to specify that you want two message numbers to trigger an alert:

define alerttrigger ANR1067E,ANR1073E

Assign a message number to an alert and email two administrators

Issue the following command to specify the message numbers that you want to trigger an alert and have them sent by email to
two administrators:

define alerttrigger ANR1067E,ANR1073E ADmin=BILL,DJADMIN

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER
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Command DescriptionCommand Description

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

DEFINE ASSOCIATION (Associate client nodes with a schedule)
Use this command to associate one or more clients with a schedule. You must assign a client node to the policy domain to which a
schedule belongs. Client nodes process operations according to the schedules associated with the nodes.

Note:

1. IBM Spectrum Protect™ cannot run multiple schedules concurrently for the same client node.
2. In a macro, the server may stall if some commands (such as REGISTER NODE and DEFINE ASSOCIATION) are not

committed as soon as you issue them. You could follow each command in a macro with a COMMIT command. However, a
simpler solution is to include the -ITEMCOMMIT option with the DSMADMC command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege
Restricted policy privilege for the policy domain to which the schedule belongs

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine ASSOCiation--domain_name--schedule_name---------------> 
 
   .-,---------.    
   V           |    
>----node_name-+----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule that you want to associate with one or more clients.

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of a client node or a list of client nodes to associate with the specified schedule. Use commas to
separate the items in the list. Do not leave spaces between the items and commas. You can use a wildcard character to
specify a name. The command will not associate a listed client to the schedule if:

The client is already associated with the specified schedule.
The client is not assigned to the policy domain to which the schedule belongs.
The client is a NAS node name. All NAS nodes are ignored.

Example: Associate client nodes with a schedule
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Associate the client nodes SMITH or JOHN with the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule. The associated clients are assigned to the
EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

define association employee_records  
weekly_backup smith*,john*

Example: Associate client nodes with a schedule

Associate the client nodes JOE, TOM, and LARRY with the WINTER schedule. The associated clients are assigned to the
EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain; however, the client JOE is already associated with the WINTER schedule.

define association employee_records  
winter joe,tom,larry

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE ASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

DELETE ASSOCIATION Deletes the association between clients and a schedule.

DELETE SCHEDULE Deletes a schedule from the database.

QUERY ASSOCIATION Displays the clients associated with one or more schedules.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

DEFINE BACKUPSET (Define a backup set)
Use this command to define a client backup set that was previously generated on one server and make it available to the server
that is running this command. The client node has the option of restoring the backup set from the server that is running this
command rather than the one on which the backup set was generated.

Any backup set generated on one server can be defined to another server when the servers share a common device type. The level
of the server to which the backup set is being defined must be equal to or greater than the level of the server that generated the
backup set.

You can also use the DEFINE BACKUPSET command to redefine a backup set that was deleted on a server.

Privilege class

If the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES (the default), the administrator must have system privilege. If the
REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain
to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
                     .-,-------------------.    
                     V                     |    
>>-DEFine BACKUPSET----+-node_name-------+-+--------------------> 
                       '-node_group_name-'      
 
>--backup_set_name_prefix--DEVclass--=--device_class_name-------> 
 
               .-,------------.    
               V              |    
>--VOLumes--=----volume_names-+---------------------------------> 
 
   .-RETention--=--365---------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RETention--=--+-days----+-'    
                   '-NOLimit-'      
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>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-WHEREDATAType--=--ALL-----------.    
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                   .-,---------. |    
   |                   V           | |    
   '-WHEREDATAType--=----+-FILE--+-+-'    
                         '-IMAGE-'        
 
>--+-----------------------+--+-----------------------------+-->< 
   '-TOC--=--+-PREFERRED-+-'  '-TOCMGmtclass--=--class_name-'    
             +-YES-------+                                       
             '-NO--------'                                       
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client nodes or node groups whose data is contained in the specified backup set volumes. To
specify multiple node and node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Node names
can contain wildcard characters, but node group names cannot. If the backup set volumes contain backup sets from
multiple nodes, every backup set whose node name matches one of the specified node names is defined. If the volumes
contain a backup set for a node that is not currently registered, the DEFINE BACKUPSET command does not define the
backup set for that node.

backup_set_name_prefix (Required)
Specifies the name of the backup set to define to this server. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

When you select a name, IBM Spectrum Protect™ adds a suffix to construct the backup set name. For example, if you name
your backup set mybackupset, IBM Spectrum Protect adds a unique number such as 3099 to the name. Your backup set
name is then identified as mybackupset.3099. To later display information about this backup set, you can include a
wildcard with the name, such as mybackupset* or you can specify the fully qualified name, such as mybackupset.3099.

If the backup set volumes contain backup sets for multiple nodes, then backup sets are defined for each of the nodes by
using the same backup set name prefix and suffix.

DEVclass (Required)
Specifies the device class name for the volumes from which the backup set is read.
Note: The device type that is associated with the device class you specify must match the device class with which the
backup set was originally generated.

VOLumes (Required)
Specifies the names of the volumes that are used to store the backup set. You can specify multiple volumes by separating
the names with commas and no intervening spaces. The volumes that you specify must be available to the server that is
defining the backup set.
Note: The volumes that you specify must be listed in the order they were created, or the DEFINE BACKUPSET command
fails.
The server does not verify that every volume specified for a multiple-volume backup set contains part of the backup set.
The first volume is always checked, and in some cases extra volumes are also checked. If these volumes are correct, the
backup set is defined and all of the volumes that are listed in the command are protected from being overwritten. If a
volume that contains part of the backup set is not listed in the command, the volume is not protected and can potentially
be overwritten during normal server operations.
Note: By default, the server attempts to create a table of contents when a backup set is defined. If an incorrect volume is
specified, or if volumes are not listed in the correct order, the table of contents creation fails. If this failure occurs, check
the volume list in the command and consider using the QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS command to verify the contents of
the backup set.

RETention
Specifies the number of days that the backup set is retained on the server. You can specify an integer 0 - 30000. The
default is 365 days. The values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain the backup set on the server.

NOLimit
Specifies that the backup set must be retained on the server indefinitely.
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If you specify NOLIMIT, IBM Spectrum Protect retains the volumes that contain the backup set forever, unless a user
or administrator deletes the volumes from server storage.

DESCription
Specifies the description to associate with the backup set that belongs to the client node. This parameter is optional. The
maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank
characters.

WHEREDATAType
Specifies the backup sets containing the specified types of data are to be defined. This parameter is optional. The default is
that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be defined. To specify multiple data types,
separate the data types with commas and no intervening spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
Specifies that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be defined. ALL is the default
value.

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be defined. File level backup sets contain files and directories that are
backed up by the backup client.

IMAGE
Specifies that an image backup set is to be defined. Image backup sets contain images that are created by the
backup-archive client BACKUP IMAGE command.

TOC
Specifies whether a table of contents (TOC) must be created for the file level backup set when it is defined. The TOC
parameter is ignored when you define image and application data backup sets because a table of contents is always
created for these backup sets.
Consider the following in determining whether you want to create a table of contents:

If a table of contents is created, you can use the IBM Spectrum Protect web backup-archive client to examine the
entire file system tree and choose files and directories to restore. Creation of a table of contents requires that you
define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the backup copy group for the management class that is specified by the
TOCMGMTCLASS parameter. To create a table of contents extra processing, storage pool space, and possibly a
mount point during the backup set operation is required.
If a table of contents is not saved for a backup set, you can still restore individual files or directory trees by using the
backup-archive client RESTORE BACKUPSET command if you know the fully qualified name of each file or directory
to be restored.

This parameter is optional. The default value is Preferred. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that table of contents information is not saved for file level backup sets.

Preferred
Specifies that table of contents information must be saved for file level backup sets. However, a backup set does not
fail just because an error occurs during creation of the table of contents.

Yes
Specifies that table of contents information must be saved for each file level backup set. A backup set fails if an error
occurs during creation of the table of contents.

TOCMGmtclass
Specifies the name of the management class to which the table of contents must be bound. If you do not specify a
management class, the table of contents is bound to the default management class for the policy domain to which the node
is assigned. In this case, creation of a table of contents requires that you define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the
backup copy group for the specified management class.

Example: Define a backup set

Define the PERS_DATA backup set that belongs to client node JANE to the server that is running this command. Retain the backup
set on the server for 50 days. Specify that volumes VOL001 and VOL002 contain the data for the backup set. The volumes are to
be read by a device that is assigned to the AGADM device class. Include a description.

define backupset jane pers_data devclass=agadm  
volumes=vol1,vol2 retention=50  
description="sector 7 base image"
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE BACKUPSET
Command Description

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DEFINE CLIENTACTION (Define a one-time client action)
Use this command to schedule one or more clients to process a command for a one-time action.

The server automatically defines a schedule and associates the client node to the schedule. The server assigns the schedule
priority 1, sets the PERUNITS to ONETIME, and determines the number of days to keep the schedule active. The number of days is
based on the value set with the SET CLIENTACTDURATION command.

How quickly the client processes this command depends on whether the scheduling mode for the client is set to server-prompted
or client-polling. The client scheduler must be started on the client workstation in order for the server to process the schedule.

Remember: The start of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ scheduler depends on the processing of other threads in the server and other
processes on the IBM Spectrum Protect server host system. The amount of time it takes to start the scheduler also depends on
network traffic and how long it takes to open a socket, to connect with the IBM Spectrum Protect client, and to receive a response
from the client. In general, the greater the processing and connectivity requirements on the IBM Spectrum Protect server and
client, the longer it can take to start the scheduler.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy for the policy domain to
which the schedule belongs.

Syntax

 
                           .-,---------.      
                           V           |      
>>- DEFine CLIENTAction------node_name-+------------------------> 
 
   .-DOmain--=--*---------------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |            .-,-----------. |    
   |            V             | |    
   '-DOmain--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-ACTion--=--Incremental------------------------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-ACTion--=--+-Incremental--------------------------------+-'    
                +-Selective----------------------------------+      
                +-Archive--+-------------------------------+-+      
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                |          |               .-""----------. | |      
                |          '-SUBACTion--=--+-------------+-' |      
                |                          +-FASTBack----+   |      
                |                          +-SYSTEMSTate-+   |      
                |                          '-VM----------'   |      
                +-Backup--+-------------------------------+--+      
                |         |               .-""----------. |  |      
                |         '-SUBACTion--=--+-------------+-'  |      
                |                         +-FASTBack----+    |      
                |                         +-SYSTEMSTate-+    |      
                |                         '-VM----------'    |      
                +-REStore------------------------------------+      
                +-RETrieve-----------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEBACkup--------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEREStore-------------------------------+      
                +-Command------------------------------------+      
                '-Macro--------------------------------------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-OPTions--=--option_string-'    
 
                                  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+------------------+--------->< 
   '-OBJects--=--object_string-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                             '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node that will process the schedule associated with the action. If you specify multiple node
names, separate the names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can use the asterisk wildcard character to
specify multiple names.

DOmain
Specifies the list of policy domains used to limit the list of client nodes. Only client nodes that are assigned to one of the
specified policy domains will be scheduled. All clients assigned to a matching domain will be scheduled. Separate multiple
domain names with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value, all policy domains will be included in
the list.

ACTion
Specifies the action that occurs when this schedule is processed. Possible values are:

Incremental
Specifies that the schedule backs up all files that are new or that have changed since the last incremental backup.
Incremental also backs up any file for which all existing backups might have expired.

Selective
Specifies that the schedule backs up only files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Archive
Specifies that the schedule archives files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Backup
Specifies that the schedule backs up files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

REStore
Specifies that the schedule restores files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

When you specify ACTION=RESTORE for a scheduled operation, and the REPLACE option is set to PROMPT, no
prompting occurs. If you set the option to PROMPT, the files are skipped.

If you specify a second file specification, this second file specification acts as the restore destination. If you need to
restore multiple groups of files, schedule one for each file specification that you need to restore.

RETrieve
Indicates that the schedule retrieves files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.
Remember: A second file that is specified acts as the retrieve destination. If you need to retrieve multiple groups of
files, create a separate schedule for each group of files.

IMAGEBACkup
Specifies that the schedule backs up logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

IMAGEREStore
Specifies that the schedule restores logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.
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Command
Specifies that the schedule processes a client operating system command or script that is specified with the
OBJECTS parameter.

Macro
Specifies that a client processes a macro whose file name is specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

SUBACTion
You can specify one of the following values:

""
When a null string (two double quotes) is specified with ACTION=BACKUP the backup is an incremental.

FASTBAck
Specifies that a FastBack client operation that is identified by the ACTION parameter is to be scheduled for
processing. The ACTION parameter must be either ARCHIVE or BACKUP.

SYSTEMSTate
Specifies that a client Systemstate backup is scheduled.

VApp
Specifies that a client vApp backup is scheduled. A vApp is a collection of pre-deployed virtual machines.

VM
Specifies that a client VMware backup operation is scheduled.

OPTions
Specifies the client options that you specify to the scheduled command at the time the schedule is processed. This
parameter is optional.
Only those options that are valid on the scheduled command can be specified for this parameter. Refer to the appropriate
client manual for information about options that are valid from the command line. All options described there as valid only
on the initial command line result in an error or are ignored when running the schedule from the server. For example, do not
include the following options because they have no effect when the client processes the scheduled command:

MAXCMDRETRIES
OPTFILE
QUERYSCHEDPERIOD
RETRYPERIOD
SCHEDLOGNAME
SCHEDMODE
SERVERNAME
TCPCLIENTADDRESS
TCPCLIENTPORT

When you define a scheduler service by using the DSMCUTIL command or the backup-archive client GUI wizard,
you specify an options file. You cannot override the options in that options file by issuing the scheduled command. You
must modify the options in your scheduler service.

If the option string contains multiple options or options with embedded spaces, surround the entire option string with one
pair of apostrophes. Enclose individual options that contain spaces in quotation marks. A leading minus sign is required in
front of the option. Errors can occur if the option string contains spaces that are not quoted correctly.

The following examples show how to specify some client options:

To specify subdir=yes and domain all-local -systemobject, enter:
options='-subdir=yes -domain="all-local -c: -systemobject"'

To specify domain all-local -c: -d:, enter:
options='-domain="all-local -c: -d:"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of quotation marks is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

OBJects
Specifies the objects for which the specified action is performed. Use a single space between each object. This parameter
is required except when ACTION=INCREMENTAL. If the action is a backup, archive, retrieve, or restore operation, the
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objects are file spaces, directories, or logical volumes. If the action is to run a command or macro, the object is the name of
the command or macro to run.

When you specify ACTION=INCREMENTAL without specifying a value for this parameter, the scheduled command is
invoked without specified objects and attempts to process the objects as defined in the client option file. To select all file
spaces or directories for an action, explicitly list them in the object string. Entering only an asterisk in the object string
causes the backup to occur only for the directory where the scheduler was started.

Important:

If you specify a second file specification, and it is not a valid destination, you receive this error:

ANS1082E Invalid destination file specification <filespec> entered.

If you specify more than two file specifications, you receive this error:

ANS1102E Excessive number of command line arguments passed to the  
program!

When you specify ACTION=ARCHIVE, INCREMENTAL, or SELECTIVE for this parameter, you can list a maximum of twenty
(20) file specifications.

Enclose the object string in double quotes if it contains blank characters (spaces), and then surround the double quotes
with single quotes. If the object string contains multiple file names, enclose each file name with its own pair of double
quotes, then surround the entire string with one pair of single quotes. Errors can occur if file names contain a space that is
not quoted correctly.

If you are using characters that have a special meaning for Windows users, such as commas, surround the entire
argument in two pairs of double quotes, then surround the entire string with single quotes. The following examples show
you how to specify some file names:

To specify C:\FILE 2, D:\GIF FILES, and E:\MY TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"C:\FILE 2" "D:\GIF FILES" "E:\MY TEST FILE"'

To specify D:\TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"D:\TEST FILE"'

To specify D:TEST,FILE:
OBJECTS='""D:\TEST,FILE""'

The following examples show how to specify some file names:

To specify /home/file 2, /home/gif files, and /home/my test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/file 2" "/home/gif files" "/home/my test file"'

To specify /home/test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/test file"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of double quotes is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

Wait

Specifies whether to wait for a scheduled client operation to complete. This parameter is useful when defining client
actions from a command script or macro. This parameter is optional. The default is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that you do not wait for the scheduled client operation to complete. If you specify this value and the value
of the ACTION parameter is COMMAND, the return code indicates whether the client action was defined.

Yes

Specifies that you wait for the scheduled client operation to complete. If you specify this value and the value of the
ACTION parameter is COMMAND, the return code indicates the status of the client operation.
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You cannot issue the DEFINE CLIENTACTION command with WAIT=YES from the server console. However, from the
server console, you can:

Specify WAIT=YES with DEFINE CLIENTACTION as the command line of a DEFINE SCRIPT command.
Specify WAIT=YES with DEFINE CLIENTACTION as the command line of a file whose contents will be read
into the script that is defined by a DEFINE SCRIPT command.

Restriction: If you specify the DEFINE CLIENTACTION command with WAIT=YES in a macro, the immediate
schedules defined by the command will not roll back if the macro does not complete successfully.

Example: Perform a one-time incremental backup

Issue an incremental backup command for client node TOM assigned to policy domain EMPLOYEE_RECORDS. IBM Spectrum
Protect defines a schedule and associates the schedule to client node TOM (assuming that the client scheduler is running).

define clientaction tom domain=employee_records  
action=incremental

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE CLIENTACTION
Command Description

DELETE SCHEDULE Deletes a schedule from the database.

QUERY ASSOCIATION Displays the clients associated with one or more schedules.

QUERY EVENT Displays information about scheduled and completed events
for selected clients.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

SET CLIENTACTDURATION Specifies the duration of a schedule defined using the DEFINE
CLIENTACTION command.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT (Define an option to an option set)
Use this command to add a client option to an option set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine CLIENTOpt--option_set_name--option_name--option_value--> 
 
   .-Force--=--No------.                              
>--+-------------------+--+----------------------+------------->< 
   '-Force--=--+-No--+-'  '-SEQnumber--=--number-'    
               '-Yes-'                                
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the option set.

option_name (Required)
Specifies a client option to add to the option set.

See Client options that can be set by the server for a list of valid options.

Note: To define include-exclude values, specify the include or exclude option with option-name, and use option_value to
specify any valid include or exclude statement, as you would in the client options file. For example:
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define clientopt option_set_name inclexcl "include c:\proj\text\devel.*"

option_value (Required)
Specifies the value for the option. If the option includes more than one value, enclose the value in quotation marks.
Note:

1. The QUIET and VERBOSE options do not have an option value in the client option's file. To specify these values in a
server client option set, specify a value of YES or NO.

2. To add an INCLUDE or EXCLUDE option for a file name that contains one or more spaces, put single quotation marks
around the file specification, and double quotation marks around the entire option. See Example: Add an option to a
client option set for more information.

3. The option_value is limited to 1024 characters.

Force
Specifies whether the server forces the client to use the option set value. The value is ignored for additive options, such as
INCLEXCL and DOMAIN. The default is NO. This parameter is optional. The values are:

Yes
Specifies that the server forces the client to use the value. (The client cannot override the value.)

No
Specifies that the server does not force the client to use the value. (The client can override the value.)

SEQnumber
Specifies a sequence number when an option name is specified more than once. This parameter is optional.

Example: Add an option to a client option set

Add a client option (MAXCMDRETRIES 5) to a client option set named ENG.

define clientopt eng maxcmdretries 5

Example: Add an option to exclude a file from backup

Add a client option to the option set ENGBACKUP to exclude the c:\admin\file.txt from backup services.

define clientopt engbackup inclexcl "exclude c:\admin\file.txt"

Example: Add an option to exclude a directory from backup

Add a client option to the option set WINSPEC to exclude a temporary internet directory from backup services. When you use the
EXCLUDE or INCLUDE option with file names that contain spaces, put single quotation marks around the file specification, then
double quotation marks around the entire option.

define clientopt winspec inclexcl "exclude.dir '*:\...\Temporary Internet Files'"

Example: Add an option to bind files in specified directories

Add client options to the option set WINSPEC to bind all files in directories C:\Data and C:\Program Files\My Apps to a
management class named PRODCLASS.

define clientopt winspec inclexcl "include C:\Data\...\* prodclass" 
define clientopt winspec inclexcl "include 'C:\Program 
   Files\My Apps\...\*' prodclass"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE CLIENTOPT
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.
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Command Description

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

DEFINE CLOPTSET (Define a client option set name)
Use this command to define a name for a set of options you can assign to clients for archive, backup, restore, and retrieve
operations.

To add options to the new set, issue the DEFINE CLIENTOPT command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine CLOptset--option_set_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client option set. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the client option set. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. The description
must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. This parameter is optional.

Example: Define a client option set

To define a client option set named ENG issue the following command.

define cloptset eng

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE CLOPTSET
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.
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DEFINE COLLOCGROUP (Define a collocation group)
Use this command to define a collocation group. A collocation group is a group of nodes or file spaces on a node whose data is
collocated on a minimal number of sequential access volumes. Their data is collocated only if the storage pool definition is set to
collocate by group (COLLOCATE=GROUP).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine COLLOCGroup--group_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group name that you want to create. The maximum length of the name is 30
characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the collocation group. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Define a collocation group

To define a node or file space collocation group named GROUP1, issue the following command:

define collocgroup group1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE COLLOCGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.
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DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER (Define collocation group member)
Issue this command to add a client node to a collocation group or to add a file space from a node to a collocation group. A
collocation group is a group of nodes or file spaces on a node whose data is collocated on a minimal number of sequential access
volumes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
Add a node to a collocation group 
 
                                    .-,---------.    
                                    V           |    
>>-DEFine COLLOCMember--group_name----node_name-+-------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group to which you want to add a client node.

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node that you want to add to the collocation group. You can specify one or more names.
Separate multiple names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can also use wildcard characters to specify
multiple names.

 
Add a file space from a node to a collocation group 
 
>>-DEFine COLLOCMember--group_name--node_name-------------------> 
 
                 .-,---------------.    
                 V                 |    
>--FIlespace--=----file_space_name-+----------------------------> 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-CODEType--=--+-BOTH-------+-'    
                  +-UNIcode----+      
                  '-NONUNIcode-'      
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group to which you want to add a file space.

node_name
Specifies the client node where the file space is located.

FIlespace
Specifies the file_space_name on the client node that you want to add to the collocation group. You can specify one or more
file space names that are on a specific client node. If you specify multiple file space names, separate the names with
commas with no intervening spaces. You can also use wildcard characters to specify multiple file space names. For
example:

define collocmember manufacturing linux237 filespace=*_linux_fs
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This command places all file spaces on the linux237 node with a name that ends with _linux_fs into the manufacturing
collocation group.
See the following list for tips about working with collocation groups:

When you add members to a new collocation group, the type of the first collocation group member determines the
type of the collocation group. The group can either be a node collocation group or a file space collocation group.
Restriction: After the collocation group type is set, it cannot be changed.
You cannot mix collocation group member types when you add members to a collocation group (either a node group
or a file space group).
For a file space collocation group, you can add file spaces to the group. The file spaces must use the same value as
the node_name parameter that is specified when the collocation group is established.
A client node can be included in multiple file space groups. However, if a node is a member of a node collocation
group, it cannot be a member of a file space collocation group.
A file space can be a member of only one file space group.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Specify this parameter when the server
communicates with clients that have Unicode support. A backup-archive client with Unicode support is available only for
Windows, Macintosh OS 9, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare systems. The filespace name cannot be a wildcard character
when NAMETYPE is specified for a filespace collocation group. The default value is SERVER. You can specify one of the
following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. Whether the name can
be converted depends on the characters in the names and the server code page. Conversion might fail if the string
includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access system conversion
routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names by their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter when you use a
wildcard character for the file space name. For example:

define collocmember production Win_3419 filespace=* codetype=unicode

This example command adds all file spaces from the Win_3419 node to the production collocation group. The default is
BOTH, so the file spaces are included, regardless of code page type. You can specify one of the following values:

BOTH
Include the file spaces, regardless of code page type.

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are only in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode.

Define two collocation group members

Define two members, NODE1 and NODE2, to a collocation group, GROUP1.

define collocmember group1 node1,node2

Define one file space group member CNTR90524, on node clifton to collocation group
TSM_alpha_1

define collocmember TSM_alpha_1 clifton filespace=CNTR90524

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a copy group)
Use this command to define a new backup or archive copy group within a specific management class, policy set, and policy
domain. The server uses the backup and archive copy groups to control how clients back up and archive files, and to manage the
backed-up and archived files.

To enable clients to use the new copy group, you must activate the policy set that contains the new copy group.

You can define one backup and one archive copy group for each management class. To ensure that client nodes can back up files,
include a backup copy group in the default management class for a policy set.

Attention: The DEFINE COPYGROUP command fails if you specify a copy storage pool as a destination.

The DEFINE COPYGROUP command has two forms, one for defining a backup copy group and one for defining an archive copy
group. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE COPYGROUP
Command Description

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS Assigns a management class as the default for a specified
policy set.

BACKUP NODE Backs up a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COPYGROUP Deletes a backup or archive copy group from a policy domain
and policy set.
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Command Description

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

EXPIRE INVENTORY Manually starts inventory expiration processing.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION Specifies whether data retention protection is activated.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a backup copy group)
Use this command to define a new backup copy group within a specific management class, policy set, and policy domain.
DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define an archive copy group)
Use this command to define a new archive copy group within a specific management class, policy set, and policy domain.

DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define a backup copy group)
Use this command to define a new backup copy group within a specific management class, policy set, and policy domain.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the copy group belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine COpygroup--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
   .-STANDARD-.  .-Type--=--Backup-.    
>--+----------+--+-----------------+----------------------------> 
   '-STANDARD-'  '-Type--=--Backup-'    
 
                              .-FREQuency--=--0----.    
>--DESTination--=--pool_name--+--------------------+------------> 
                              '-FREQuency--=--days-'    
 
   .-VERExists--=--2-----------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-VERExists--=--+-number--+-'    
                   '-NOLimit-'      
 
   .-VERDeleted--=--1-----------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-VERDeleted--=--+-number--+-'    
                    '-NOLimit-'      
 
   .-RETExtra--=--30----------.  .-RETOnly--=--60----------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+-------------------------+----> 
   '-RETExtra--=--+-days----+-'  '-RETOnly--=--+-days----+-'    
                  '-NOLimit-'                  '-NOLimit-'      
 
   .-MODE--=--MODified-----.    
>--+-----------------------+------------------------------------> 
   '-MODE--=--+-MODified-+-'    
              '-ABSolute-'      
 
   .-SERialization--=--SHRSTatic------.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-SERialization--=--+-SHRSTatic--+-'    
                       +-STatic-----+      
                       +-SHRDYnamic-+      
                       '-DYnamic----'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
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   '-TOCDestination--=----pool_name---'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain for which you are defining the copy group.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set for which you are defining the copy group.

You cannot define a copy group for a management class that belongs to the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class for which you are defining the copy group.

STANDARD
Specifies the name of the copy group, which must be STANDARD. This parameter is optional. The default value is
STANDARD.

Type=Backup
Specifies that you want to define a backup copy group. The default parameter is BACKUP. This parameter is optional.

DESTination (Required)
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores backup data. You cannot specify a copy storage pool as
the destination.

FREQuency
Specifies how frequently IBM Spectrum Protect™ can back up a file. This parameter is optional. IBM Spectrum Protect
backs up a file only when the specified number of days has elapsed since the last backup. The FREQUENCY value is used
only during a full incremental backup operation. This value is ignored during selective backup or partial incremental
backup. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999. The default value is 0, meaning that IBM Spectrum Protect can back up
a file regardless of when the file was last backed up.

VERExists
Specifies the maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that are currently on the client file system. This
parameter is optional. The default value is 2.
If an incremental backup operation causes the limit to be exceeded, the server expires the oldest backup version that
exists in server storage. Possible values are:

number
Specifies the number of backup versions to retain for files that are currently on the client file system. You can specify
an integer from 1 to 9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 2. Preferred values are 3, 4, or more.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want the server to retain all backup versions.

The number of backup versions to retain is controlled by this parameter until versions exceed the retention time specified
by the RETEXTRA parameter.

VERDeleted
Specifies the maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that have been deleted from the client file system after
being backed up using IBM Spectrum Protect. This parameter is optional. The default value is 1.
If a user deletes a file from the client file system, the next incremental backup causes the server to expire the oldest
versions of the file in excess of this number. The expiration date for the remaining versions is determined by the retention
time specified by the RETEXTRA or RETONLY parameter. Possible values are:

number
Specifies the number of backup versions to retain for files that are deleted from the client file system after being
backed up. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want the server to retain all backup versions for files that are deleted from the client file system
after being backed up.

RETExtra
Specifies the number of days to retain a backup version after that version becomes inactive. A version of a file becomes
inactive when the client stores a more recent backup version, or when the client deletes the file from the workstation and
then runs a full incremental backup. The server deletes inactive versions based on retention time even if the number of
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inactive versions does not exceed the number allowed by the VEREXISTS or VERDELETED parameters. This parameter is
optional. The default value is 30 days. Possible values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain inactive backup versions. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or more days.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to retain inactive backup versions indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server deletes inactive backup versions based on the VEREXISTS parameter (when the
file still exists on the client file system) VERDELETED parameter (when the file no longer exists on the client file
system).

RETOnly
Specifies the number of days to retain the last backup version of a file that has been deleted from the client file system.
This parameter is optional. The default value is 60. Possible values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain the last remaining inactive version of a file. You can specify an integer from 0
to 9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 30 days.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to keep the last remaining inactive version of a file indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains the last remaining backup version forever, unless a user or administrator
deletes the file from server storage.

MODE
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a file only if the file has changed since the last backup, or whenever a
client requests a backup. This parameter is optional. The default value is MODIFIED. Possible values are:

MODified
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect backs up the file only if it has changed since the last backup. IBM Spectrum
Protect considers a file changed if any of the following is true:

The date last modified is different
The file size is different
The file owner is different
The file permissions are different

ABSolute
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect backs up the file regardless of whether it has been modified.

The MODE value is used only for full incremental backup. This value is ignored during partial incremental backup or
selective backup.

SERialization
Specifies how IBM Spectrum Protect processes files or directories when they are modified during backup processing. This
parameter is optional. The default value is SHRSTATIC. Possible values are:

SHRSTatic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a file or directory only if it is not being modified during backup. IBM
Spectrum Protect attempts to perform a backup as many as four times, depending on the value specified for the
CHANGINGRETRIES client option. If the file or directory is modified during each backup attempt, IBM Spectrum
Protect does not back it up.

STatic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a file or directory only if it is not being modified during backup. IBM
Spectrum Protect attempts to perform the backup only once.

Platforms that do not support the STATIC option default to SHRSTATIC.

SHRDYnamic
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Specifies that if the file or directory is being modified during a backup attempt, IBM Spectrum Protect backs up the
file or directory during the last attempt even though the file or directory is being modified. IBM Spectrum Protect
attempts to perform a backup as many as four times, depending on the value specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES
client option.

DYnamic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect backs up a file or directory on the first attempt, regardless of whether the file or
directory is being modified during backup processing.
Attention: Be careful about using the SHRDYNAMIC and DYNAMIC values. IBM Spectrum Protect uses these values
to determine if it backs up a file or directory while modifications are occurring. As a result, the backup version might
be a fuzzy backup. A fuzzy backup does not accurately reflect what is currently in the file or directory because it
contains some, but not all, modifications. If a file that contains a fuzzy backup is restored, the file may or may not be
usable, depending on the application that uses the file. If a fuzzy backup is not acceptable, set SERIALIZATION to
SHRSTATIC or STATIC so that IBM Spectrum Protect creates a backup version only if the file or directory is not being
modified.

TOCDestination
Specifies the primary storage pool in which a table of contents (TOC) will initially be stored for any Network Data
Management Protocol (NDMP) backup or backup set operation for which a TOC is generated. This parameter is optional.
You cannot specify a copy storage pool as the destination. The storage pool specified for the destination must have NATIVE
or NONBLOCK data format. To avoid mount delays, it is recommended that the storage pool have a device class of DISK or
DEVTYPE=FILE. TOC generation is an option for NDMP backup operations, but is not supported for other image-backup
operations.

If TOC creation is requested for a backup operation that uses NDMP and the image is bound to a management class whose
backup copy group does not specify a TOC destination, the outcome will depend on the TOC parameter for the backup
operation.

If TOC=PREFERRED (the default), the backup proceeds without creation of a TOC.
If TOC=YES, the entire backup fails because no TOC can be created.

Example: Create a backup copy group

Create a backup copy group named STANDARD for management class ACTIVEFILES in policy set VACATION in the
EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain. Set the backup destination to BACKUPPOOL. Set the minimum interval between backups to
three days, regardless of whether the files have been modified. Retain up to five backup versions of a file while the file exists on
the client file system.

define copygroup employee_records  
vacation activefiles standard type=backup  
destination=backuppool frequency=3  
verexists=5 mode=absolute

DEFINE COPYGROUP (Define an archive copy group)
Use this command to define a new archive copy group within a specific management class, policy set, and policy domain.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the copy group belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine COpygroup--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
   .-STANDARD-.                                                 
>--+----------+--Type--=--Archive--DESTination--=--pool_name----> 
   '-STANDARD-'                                                 
 
   .-FREQuency--=--Cmd-.  .-RETVer--=--365---------.    
>--+-------------------+--+------------------------+------------> 
   '-FREQuency--=--Cmd-'  '-RETVer--=--+-days----+-'    
                                       '-NOLimit-'      
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   .-RETInit--=--CREATion--.  .-RETMin--=--365------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-RETInit--=----EVent---'  '-RETMin--=----days---'    
 
   .-MODE--=--ABSolute-.    
>--+-------------------+----------------------------------------> 
   '-MODE--=--ABSolute-'    
 
   .-SERialization--=--SHRSTatic------.    
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-SERialization--=--+-SHRSTatic--+-'    
                       +-STatic-----+      
                       +-SHRDYnamic-+      
                       '-DYnamic----'      
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain for which you are defining the copy group.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy set for which you are defining the copy group.

You cannot define a copy group for a management class that belongs to the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the management class for which you are defining the copy group.

STANDARD
Specifies the name of the copy group, which must be STANDARD. This parameter is optional. The default value is
STANDARD.

Type=Archive (Required)
Specifies that you want to define an archive copy group.

DESTination (Required)
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores the archive copy. You cannot specify a copy storage pool
as the destination.

FREQuency=Cmd
Specifies the copy frequency, which must be CMD. This parameter is optional. The default value is CMD.

RETVer
Specifies the number of days to keep an archive copy. This parameter is optional. The default value is 365. Possible values
are:

days
Specifies the length of time to keep an archive copy. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 30000.
Tip: To help ensure that your data can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 30 days.
The RETENTIONEXTENSION server option can affect the volume retention if the following conditions are true:

You specify zero for the number of days
The destination storage pool for the archive copy group is a SnapLock storage pool
(RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK)

If the two conditions are met, retention of the volumes is defined by the value of the RETENTIONEXTENSION server
option. The RETENTIONEXTENSION server option value also applies if data is copied or moved into the SnapLock
storage pool by a server process such as migration, or by using the MOVE DATA or MOVE NODEDATA commands.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to keep an archive copy indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains archive copies forever, unless a user or administrator deletes the file from
server storage. If you specify NOLIMIT, you cannot also specify EVENT for the RETINIT parameter.

The value of the RETVER parameter can affect the management class to which the server binds an archived directory. If the
client does not use the ARCHMC option, the server binds directories that are archived to the default management class. If
the default management class has no archive copy group, the server binds directories that are archived to the management
class with the shortest retention period.
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The RETVER parameter of the archive copy group of the management class to which an object is bound determines the
retention criterion for each object. See the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command for a description of data
protection.

If the primary storage pool specified in the DESTINATION parameter belongs to a Centera device class and data protection
is enabled, then the RETVER value is sent to Centera for retention management purposes. See the SET
ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command for a description of data protection.

RETInit
Specifies when the retention time specified by the RETVER attribute is initiated. This parameter is optional. If you define
the RETINIT value during copy group creation, you cannot modify it later. The default value is CREATION. Possible values
are:

CREATion
Specifies that the retention time specified by the RETVER attribute is initiated at the time an archive copy is stored
on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

EVent
Specifies that the retention time specified in the RETVER parameter is initiated at the time a client application
notifies the server of a retention-initiating event for the archive copy. If you specify RETINIT=EVENT, you cannot also
specify RETVER=NOLIMIT.

Tip: You can place a deletion hold on an object that was stored with RETINIT=EVENT for which the event has not been
signaled. If the event is signaled while the deletion hold is in effect, the retention period is initiated, but the object is not
deleted while the hold is in effect.

RETMin
Specifies the minimum number of days to keep an archive copy after it is archived. This parameter is optional. The default
value is 365. If you specify RETINIT=CREATION, this parameter is ignored.

MODE=ABSolute
Specifies that a file is always archived when the client requests it. The MODE must be ABSOLUTE. This parameter is
optional. The default value is ABSOLUTE.

SERialization
Specifies how IBM Spectrum Protect processes files that are modified during archive. This parameter is optional. The
default value is SHRSTATIC. Possible values are:

SHRSTatic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect archives a file only if it is not being modified. IBM Spectrum Protect attempts to
perform an archive operation as many as four times, depending on the value that is specified for the
CHANGINGRETRIES client option. If the file is modified during the archive attempt, IBM Spectrum Protect does not
archive the file.

STatic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect archives a file only if it is not being modified. IBM Spectrum Protect attempts to
perform the archive operation only once.

Platforms that do not support the STATIC option default to SHRSTATIC.

SHRDYnamic
Specifies that if the file is being modified during an archive attempt, IBM Spectrum Protect archives the file during its
last attempt even though the file is being modified. IBM Spectrum Protect attempts to archive the file as many as
four times, depending on the value that is specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES client option.

DYnamic
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect archives a file on the first attempt, regardless of whether the file is being
modified during archive processing.
Attention: Be careful about using the SHRDYNAMIC and DYNAMIC values. IBM Spectrum Protect uses them to
determine if it archives a file while modifications are occurring. As a result, the archive copy might be a fuzzy backup.
A fuzzy backup does not accurately reflect what is in the file because it contains some, but not all, modifications. If a
file that contains a fuzzy backup is retrieved, the file might or might not be usable, depending on the application that
uses the file. If a fuzzy backup is not acceptable, set SERIALIZATION to SHRSTATIC or STATIC so that IBM Spectrum
Protect creates an archive copy only if the file is not being modified.

Example: Define an archive copy group for event-based retention

Create an archive copy group named STANDARD for management class EVENTMC in policy set SUMMER in the PROG1 policy
domain. Set the archive destination to ARCHIVEPOOL, where the archive copy is kept until the server is notified of an event to
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initiate the retention time, after which the archive copy is kept for 30 days. The archive copy will be kept for a minimum of 90 days
after being stored on the server, regardless of when the server is notified of an event to initiate the retention time.

define copygroup prog1 summer eventmc standard type=archive  
destination=archivepool retinit=event retver=30 retmin=90

DEFINE DATAMOVER (Define a data mover)
Use this command to define a data mover. A data mover is a named device that accepts a request from IBM Spectrum Protect™ to
transfer data. A data mover can be used to complete outboard copy operations.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DATAMover--data_mover_name----------------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--NAS--------------------.                           
>--+---------------------------------+--HLAddress--=--address---> 
   |                         (1) (2) |                           
   '-Type--=--+-NASCLUSTER-+---------'                           
              '-NASVSERVER-'                                     
 
   .-LLAddress--=--10000----.                       
>--+------------------------+--USERid--=--userid----------------> 
   '-LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'                       
 
                          .-ONLine--=--Yes-----.    
>--PASsword--=--password--+--------------------+----------------> 
                          '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                       '-No--'      
 
>--DATAFormat--=--+-NETAPPDump--+------------------------------>< 
                  +-CELERRADump-+    
                  '-NDMPDump----'    
 

Notes:

1. You can specify TYPE=NASCLUSTER and TYPE=NASVSERVER only on an AIX®, Linux, or Windows operating system.
2. You can specify TYPE=NASCLUSTER and TYPE=NASVSERVER only if DATAFORMAT=NETAPPDUMP.

Parameters

data_mover_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the data mover. This name must be the same as a node name that you previously registered by using
the REGISTER NODE TYPE=NAS command. The data that is backed up from this NAS data mover will be assigned to this
node name in the server database. A maximum of 64 characters can be used to specify the name.

Type
Specifies the type of data mover. This parameter is optional. The default value is NAS.

NAS
Specifies that the data mover is a NAS file server.

NASCLUSTER
Specifies that the data mover is a clustered NAS file server.
Restriction: You can specify the NASCLUSTER value only if DATAFORMAT=NETAPPDUMP.

NASVSERVER
Specifies that the data mover is a virtual storage device within a cluster.
Restriction: You can specify the NASVSERVER value only if DATAFORMAT=NETAPPDUMP.

HLAddress (Required)
Specifies either the numerical IP address or the domain name that is used to access the NAS file server.
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Tip: To determine the numerical IP address, access the NAS file server. Then, follow the instructions in the file server
documentation for obtaining the address.

LLAddress
Specifies the TCP port number to access the NAS device for Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP) sessions. This
parameter is optional. The default value is 10000.

USERid (Required)
Specifies the user ID for a user that is authorized to initiate an NDMP session with the NAS file server. For example, enter
the user ID that is configured on the NetApp file server for NDMP connections.
Tip: To determine the user ID, access the NAS file server. Then, follow the instructions in the file server documentation for
obtaining the user ID.

PASsword (Required)
Specifies the password for the user ID to log on to the NAS file server.
Tip: To determine the password, access the NAS file server. Then, follow the instructions in the file server documentation
for obtaining the password.

ONLine
Specifies whether the data mover is available for use. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

Yes
The default value. Specifies that the data mover is available for use.

No
Specifies that the data mover is not available for use. When the hardware is being maintained, you can use the
UPDATE DATAMOVER command to set the data mover offline.

If a library is controlled by using a path from a NAS data mover to the library, and the NAS data mover is offline, the
server is not able to access the library. If the server is halted and restarted while the NAS data mover is offline, the
library is not initialized.

DATAFormat (Required)
Specifies the data format that is used by this data mover.

NETAPPDump
Must be used for NetApp NAS file servers and the IBM® System Storage® N Series.

CELERRADump
Must be used for EMC Celerra NAS file servers.

NDMPDump
Must be used for NAS file servers other than NetApp or EMC file servers.

Example: Define a data mover by domain name

Define a data mover for the node named NAS1. The domain name for the data mover is NETAPP2.EXAMPLE.COM at port 10000.

define datamover nas1 type=nas hladdress=netapp2.example.com lladdress=10000 
    userid=root password=admin dataformat=netappdump

Example: Define a data mover by IP address

Define a data mover for the node named NAS2. The numerical IP address for the data mover is 203.0.113.0, at port 10000. The
NAS file server is not a NetApp or EMC file server.

define datamover nas2 type=nas hladdress=203.0.113.0 lladdress=10000 
    userid=root password=admin dataformat=ndmpdump

Example: Define a data mover for a clustered file server by IP address

Define a data mover for the clustered file server named NAS3. The NAS file server is a NetApp device. The numerical IP address
for the data mover is 198.51.100.0, at port 10000.

define datamover nas3 type=nascluster hladdress=198.51.100.0  
    lladdress=10000 userid=root password=admin dataformat=netappdump

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE DATAMOVER
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Command DescriptionCommand Description

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DATAMOVER Deletes a data mover.

QUERY DATAMOVER Displays data mover definitions.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

UPDATE DATAMOVER Changes the definition for a data mover.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class)
Use this command to define a device class for a type of storage device. The server requires that a device class be defined to allow
the use of a device.

For the most up-to-date list of supported devices and valid device class formats, see the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Supported
Devices website:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows

Supported devices for Linux

Note: The DISK device class is defined by IBM Spectrum Protect and cannot be modified with the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
DEFINE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Define device class for z/OS media server).

The following IBM Spectrum Protect device classes are ordered by device type.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 4MM device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an 8MM device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a CENTERA device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a DLT device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an ECARTRIDGE device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a FILE device class)

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a GENERICTAPE device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an LTO device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a NAS device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a REMOVABLEFILE device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a SERVER device class)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a VOLSAFE device class)

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE DEVCLASS
Command Description

BACKUP DEVCONFIG Backs up IBM Spectrum Protect device information to a
file.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY DIRSPACE Displays information about FILE directories.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class)
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Use the 3590 device class when you are using 3590 tape devices.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--3590-------------------> 
 
   .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE-------.                              
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------+---------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-3590B---+                                
                +-3590C---+                                
                +-3590E-B-+                                
                +-3590E-C-+                                
                +-3590H-B-+                                
                '-3590H-C-'                                
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=3590 (Required)
Specifies the 3590 device type is assigned to the device class. 3590 indicates that IBM® 3590 cartridge tape devices are
assigned to this device class.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following tables list the recording formats, estimated capacities, and recording format options for 3590 devices:
Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 3590

Format Estimated Capacity Description
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

3590B 10.0 GB Uncompressed (basic) format

3590C See note

20.0 GB

Compressed format

3590E-B 10.0 GB Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590E-C See note

20.0 GB

Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

3590H-B 30.0 GB (J cartridge –
standard— length)

60.0 GB (K cartridge -
extended length)

Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590H-C See note

60.0 GB (J cartridge -
standard length)

120.0 GB (K cartridge -
extended length)

Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.

Table 2. 3590 device recording format selections

Device
Format

3590B 3590C 3590E-B 3590E-C 3590H-B 3590H-C

3590
Ultra SCSI
3590E
3590H

Read/Write
Read/Write

Read
Read

Read/Write
Read/Write

Read
Read

–
–

Read/Write
Read

–
–

Read/Write
Read

–
–
–

Read/Write

–
–
–

Read/Write

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:
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     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class)
Use the 3592 device class when you are using 3592 tape devices.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--3592-------------------> 
 
                                                  (1)       
   .-LBProtect--=--No------------.  .-WORM--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+------------------+--------> 
   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'  '-WORM--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+               '-No--'      
                   '-No--------'                            
 
   .-SCALECAPacity--=--100-----.  .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE--------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-SCALECAPacity--=--+-100-+-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE----+-'    
                       +-90--+                 +-3592-----+      
                       '-20--'                 +-3592C----+      
                                               +-3592-2---+      
                                               +-3592-2C--+      
                                               +-3592-3---+      
                                               +-3592-3C--+      
                                               +-3592-4---+      
                                               +-3592-4C--+      
                                               +-3592-5---+      
                                               +-3592-5C--+      
                                               +-3592-5A--+      
                                               '-3592-5AC-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 
                               (1) (2)      
   .-DRIVEEncryption--=--ALLOW---------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   '-DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+--'    
                         +-ALLOW----+       
                         +-EXTERNAL-+       
                         '-OFF------'       
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.
2. Drive encryption is supported only for 3592 Generation 2 or later drives.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.
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DEVType=3592 (Required)
Specifies that the 3592 device type is assigned to the device class.

LBProtect

Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The default is NO.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on IBM® 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2
media and later.

See Technote 1634851, Additional information on the IBM Spectrum Protect LBProtect option, for an explanation about
when to use the LBProtect parameter.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. The
field can contain one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

No
Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Remember:

1. To use 3592 WORM support in 3584 libraries, you must specify the WORM parameter. The server distinguishes
between WORM and non-WORM scratch volumes. However, to use 3592 WORM support in 349X libraries, you also
must set the WORMSCRATCHCATEGORY on the DEFINE LIBRARY command. For details, see DEFINE LIBRARY
(Define a library).

2. When WORM=Yes, the only valid value for the SCALECAPACITY parameter is 100.
3. Verify with your hardware vendors that your hardware is at the appropriate level of support.

SCALECAPacity
Specifies the percentage of the media capacity that can be used to store data. This parameter is optional. The default is
100. Possible values are 20, 90, or 100.

Setting the scale capacity percentage to 100 provides maximum storage capacity. Setting it to 20 provides fastest access
time.

Note: The scale capacity value takes effect only when data is first written to a volume. Any updates to the device class for
scale capacity do not affect volumes that already have data that is written to them until the volume is returned to scratch
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status.
FORMAT

Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats, estimated capacities, and recording format options for 3592 devices.
Tip: The format name is specified as, for example, 3592-X, 3592-XC, 3592-XA, or 3592-XAC, where X indicates the drive
generation, C indicates a compressed format, and A indicates an archive drive.

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 3592
Format Estimated capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

3592 300 GB Uncompressed (basic) format

3592C See note. Compressed format

3592-2 500 GB

700 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JA tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes

3592-2C 1.5 TB

2.1 TB

Compressed format JA tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

3592–3 640 GB

1 TB

Uncompressed (basic) format JA tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes

3592–3C 1.9 TB

3 TB

Compressed format JA tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

3592-4 400 GB

1.5 TB

3.1 TB

Uncompressed (basic) format JK tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JC tapes

3592-4C 1.2 TB

4.4 TB

9.4 TB

Compressed format JK tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

Compressed format JC tapes

3592-5

(For IBM TS1150
Model 3592 E08 drives
with product ID
03592E08)

900 GB

7000 GB

2000 GB

10,000 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JK tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JC/JY tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JL tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JD/JZ tapes

3592-5C

(For IBM TS1150
Model 3592 E08 drives
with product ID
03592E08)

Depends on the
compressibility of the
data

Compressed format JK tapes

Compressed format JC/JY tapes

Compressed format JL tapes

Compressed format JD/JZ tapes
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Format Estimated capacity Description

3592-5A

(For IBM TS1155
Model 3592 55F drives
with product ID
0359255F)

3000 GB

15,000 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JL tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JD/JZ tapes

3592-5AC

(For IBM TS1155
Model 3592 55F drives
with product ID
0359255F)

Depends on the
compressibility of the
data

Compressed format JL tapes

Compressed format JD/JZ tapes

Note: If this format uses the compression feature for tape drives, depending on the effectiveness of compression, the
actual capacity might be different from the estimated capacity.

Important: For optimal performance, avoid mixing different generations of drives in a single SCSI library. If you must mix
drive generations in a SCSI library, use one of the special configurations that are described in the topic about mixing
generations of 3592 media.

Special configurations are also required for mixing different generations of 3592 drives in 349x and ACSLS libraries.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
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dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional. The default is ALLOW.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes-for example, back up sets,
export volumes, and database backup volumes-will not be encrypted.) If you specify ON and you enable either the
library or system method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if either the library or system method of encryption is enabled.

EXTERNAL
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive.
When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum
Protect does not turn off encryption.
By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM
Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable either the library or system method of encryption,
backups fail. If you enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are
attempted.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 4MM device class)
Use the 4MM device class when you are using 4 mm tape devices.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--4MM--------------------> 
 
   .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE-----.                              
>--+----------------------+--+----------------------+-----------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-DDS1--+                                
                +-DDS1C-+                                
                +-DDS2--+                                
                +-DDS2C-+                                
                +-DDS3--+                                
                +-DDS3C-+                                
                +-DDS4--+                                
                +-DDS4C-+                                
                +-DDS5--+                                
                +-DDS5C-+                                
                +-DDS6--+                                
                '-DDS6C-'                                
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.  .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the 4 mm tape drives used by this device class. For
information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=4MM (Required)
Specifies that the 4MM device type is assigned to the device class. The 4MM indicates that 4 mm tape devices are assigned
to this device class.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for 4 mm devices:
Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 4 mm tapes

Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

DDS1 2.6 GB (60 meter)

4.0 GB (90 meter)

Uncompressed format, applies only to 60-meter and 90-meter tapes

DDS1C See note

1.3 GB (60 meter)

2.0 GB (90 meter)

Compressed format, applies only to 60-meter and 90-meter tapes

DDS2 4.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 120-meter tapes

DDS2C See note

8.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 120-meter tapes

DDS3 12.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 125-meter tapes

DDS3C See note

24.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 125-meter tapes

DDS4 20.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 150-meter tapes

DDS4C See note

40.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 150-meter tapes

DDS5 36 GB Uncompressed format, when using DAT 72 media

DDS5C See note

72 GB

Compressed format, when using DAT 72 media

DDS6 80 GB Uncompressed format, when using DAT 160 media

DDS6C See note

160 GB

Compressed format, when using DAT 160 media

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

For more information about the default estimated capacity for 4 mm tapes, see Table 1
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the file name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For each
sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
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The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an 8MM device class)
Use the 8MM device class when you are using 8 mm tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--8MM--------------------> 
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   .-WORM--=--No------.  .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE-----.    
>--+------------------+--+----------------------+---------------> 
   '-WORM--=--+-No--+-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-+-'    
              '-Yes-'                 +-8200--+      
                                      +-8200C-+      
                                      +-8500--+      
                                      +-8500C-+      
                                      +-8900--+      
                                      +-AIT---+      
                                      +-AITC--+      
                                      +-M2----+      
                                      +-M2C---+      
                                      +-SAIT--+      
                                      +-SAITC-+      
                                      +-VXA2--+      
                                      +-VXA2C-+      
                                      +-VXA3--+      
                                      '-VXA3C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the 8 mm tape drives used by this device class. For
information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=8MM (Required)
Specifies that the 8MM device type is assigned to the device class. 8MM indicates that 8 mm tape devices are assigned to
this device class.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. The
field can contain one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

No
Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Note: If you select Yes, the only options available for the FORMAT parameter are:

DRIVE
AIT
AITC

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.
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The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for 8 mm devices:
Table 1. Recording format and default estimated capacity for 8 mm tape

Format

   Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is
supported by the drive on which a volume is
mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a
mixture of drives is used within the same
library. For example, do not use this option for a
library that contains some drives that support
recording formats superior to other drives.

8200 2.3 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using
standard 112-meter tape cartridges

8200C See note

3.5 GB

4.6 GB

Compressed format, using standard 112-meter
tape cartridges

8500

   15m
   15m
   15m
   54m
   54m
   54m
   112m
   112m
   112m
   160m XL

See note

600 MB
600 MB
600 MB
2.35 GB
2.35 GB
2.35 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
7 GB

Drives (Read Write)

Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)

8500C

   15m
   15m
   15m
   54m
   54m
   54m
   112m
   112m
   112m
   160m XL

See note

1.2 GB
1.2 GB
1.2 GB
4.7 GB
4.7 GB
4.7 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
7 GB

Drives (Read Write)

Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)

8900

   15m
   54m
   112m
   160m XL
   22m
   125m
   170m

See note

–
–
–
–
2.5 GB
–
40 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (RW)
Mammoth 8900 (RW with upgrade)
Mammoth 8900 (RW)
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Format

   Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

AIT

   SDX1–25C
   SDX1–35C
   SDX2–36C
   SDX2–50C
   SDX3–100C
   SDX3X-150C
   SDX4–200C
   SDX5-400C

See note

25 GB
35 GB
36 GB
50 GB
100 GB
150 GB
200 GB
400 GB

Drive

AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT3, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT3-Ex, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT4 and AIT5 drives
AIT5 drive

AITC

   SDX1–25C
   SDX1–35C
   SDX2–36C
   SDX2–50C
   SDX3–100C
   SDX3X-150C
   SDX4–200C
   SDX5-400C

See note

50 GB
91 GB
72 GB
130 GB
260 GB
390 GB
520 GB
1040 GB

Drive

AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT3, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT3-Ex, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT4 and AIT5 drives
AIT5 drive

M2

   75m
   150m
   225m

See note

20.0 GB
40.0 GB
60.0 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)

M2C

   75m
   150m
   225m

See note

50.0 GB
100.0 GB
150.0 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)

SAIT See note

500 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Sony SAIT1–500(RW)

SAITC See note

1300 GB (1.3 TB)

Drive (Read Write)

Sony SAIT1–500(RW)

VXA2

   V6 (62m)
   V10 (124m)
   V17 (170m)

See note

20 GB
40 GB
60 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–2

VXA2C

   V6 (62m)
   V10 (124m)
   V17 (170m)

See note

40 GB
80 GB
120 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–2

VXA3

   X6 (62m)
   X10 (124m)
   X23 (230m)

See note

40 GB
86 GB
160 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–3

VXA3C

   X6 (62m)
   X10 (124m)
   X23 (230m)

See note

80 GB
172 GB
320 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–3
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Format

   Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

Note: The actual capacities might vary depending on which cartridges and drives are
used.

For the M2C format, the normal compression ratio is 2.5:1.
For the AITC and SAITC formats, the normal compression ratio is 2.6:1.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

For more information about the default estimated capacity for 8 mm tapes, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
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Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

Example: Define an 8 mm device class

Define a device class that is named 8MMTAPE for an 8 mm device in a library named AUTO. The format is DRIVE, mount limit is 2,
mount retention is 10, tape volume prefix is named ADSMVOL, and the estimated capacity is 6 GB.

define devclass 8mmtape devtype=8mm library=auto  
format=drive mountlimit=2 mountretention=10  
prefix=adsmvol estcapacity=6G

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a CENTERA device class)
Use the CENTERA device class when you are using EMC Centera storage devices. The CENTERA device type uses files as volumes
to store data sequentially. It is similar to the FILE device class.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name--DEVType--=--CENTERA------> 
 
                     .-,----------.              
             (1)     V            |              
>--HLAddress------=----ip_address-+-?PEA_file-------------------> 
 
   .-MINCAPacity--=--100M-.  .-MOUNTLimit--=--1------.    
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------+--------->< 
   '-MINCAPacity--=--size-'  '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'    
 

Notes:

1. For each Centera device class, you must specify one or more IP addresses. However, a Pool Entry Authorization (PEA) file
name and path are optional, and up to one PEA file specification can follow the IP addresses. Use the "?" character to
separate the PEA file name and path from the IP addresses.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

DEVType=CENTERA (Required)
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Specifies that the Centera device type is assigned to this device class. All volumes that belong to a storage pool that is
defined to this device class are logical volumes that are a form of sequential access media.

HLAddress
Specifies one ore more IP addresses for the Centera storage device and, optionally, the name and path of one Pool Entry
Authorization (PEA) file. Specify the IP addresses with the dotted decimal format (for example, 9.10.111.222). A Centera
device might have multiple IP addresses. If multiple IP addresses are specified, then the store or retrieve operation
attempts a connection by using each IP address that is specified until a valid address is found.

The PEA file name and path name are case-sensitive.

If you append the name and path of a PEA file, ensure that the file is stored in a directory on the system that runs the
server. Separate the PEA file name and path from the IP address with the "?" character, for example: 

   HLADDRESS=9.10.111.222,9.10.111.223?c:\controlFiles\TSM.PEA

   HLADDRESS=9.10.111.222,9.10.111.223?/user/ControlFiles/TSM.PEA

Specify only one PEA file name and path for each device class definition. If you specify two different Centera device classes
that point to the same Centera storage device and if the device class definitions contain different PEA file names and paths,
the server uses the PEA file that is specified in the device class HLADDRESS parameter that was first used to open the
Centera storage device.
Tips:

1. The server does not include a PEA file during installation. If you do not create a PEA file, the server uses the Centera
default profile, which can allow applications to read, write, delete, purge, and query data on a Centera storage
device. To provide tighter control, create a PEA file with the command-line interface that is provided by EMC Centera.
For details about Centera authentication and authorization, refer to the EMC Centera Programmer's Guide.

2. You can also specify the PEA file name and path in an environment variable with the syntax
CENTERA_PEA_LOCATION=filePath_ fileName. The PEA file name and path that is specified with this environment
variable apply to all Centera clusters. If you use this variable, you do not have to specify the PEA file name and path
with the HLADDRESS parameter.

MINCAPacity
Specifies the minimum size for Centera volumes that are assigned to a storage pool in this device class. This value
represents the minimum amount of data that is stored on a Centera volume before the server marks it full. Centera volumes
continue to accept data until the minimum amount of data is stored. This parameter is optional.

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The default value is
100 MB (MINCAPACITY=100M). The minimum value that is allowed is 1 MB (MINCAPACITY=1M). The maximum value that
is allowed is 128 GB (MINCAPACITY=128G).

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of files that can be simultaneously open for input and output. The default value is 1. This
parameter is optional. You can specify any number from 0 or greater; however, the sum of all mount limit values for all
device classes that are assigned to the same Centera device must not exceed the maximum number of sessions that are
allowed by Centera.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a DLT device class)
Use the DLT device class when you are using DLT tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--DLT--------------------> 
 
   .-WORM--=--No------.  .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE--------.    
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>--+------------------+--+-------------------------+------------> 
   '-WORM--=--+-No--+-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE----+-'    
              '-Yes-'                 +-DLT1-----+      
                                      +-DLT1C----+      
                                      +-DLT10----+      
                                      +-DLT10C---+      
                                      +-DLT15----+      
                                      +-DLT15C---+      
                                      +-DLT20----+      
                                      +-DLT20C---+      
                                      +-DLT35----+      
                                      +-DLT35C---+      
                                      +-DLT40----+      
                                      +-DLT40C---+      
                                      +-DLT2-----+      
                                      +-DLT2C----+      
                                      +-DLT4-----+      
                                      +-DLT4C----+      
                                      +-SDLT-----+      
                                      +-SDLTC----+      
                                      +-SDLT320--+      
                                      +-SDLT320C-+      
                                      +-SDLT600--+      
                                      +-SDLT600C-+      
                                      +-DLTS4----+      
                                      '-DLTS4C---'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the DLT tape drives used by this device class. For information
about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=DLT (Required)
Specifies that the DLT device type is assigned to the device class. DLT indicates that DLT tape devices are assigned to this
device class.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. The
field can contain one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

No
Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Note: Support for DLT WORM media is available only for SDLT-600, Quantum DLT-V4, and Quantum DLT-S4 drives in
manual, SCSI, and ACSLS libraries.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.
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If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for DLT devices:
Table 1. Recording format and default estimated capacity for DLT

Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

DLT1 40.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape III cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT1C See note 1.

80.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape III cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT10 10.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape III cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT10C See note 1.

20.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape III cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT15 15.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IIIxt cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT15C See note 1.

30.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IIIxt cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT20 20.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT20C See note 1.

40.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT35 35.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT7000 and DLT8000 drives

DLT35C See note 1.

70.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT7000 and DLT8000 drives

DLT40 40.0 GB Uncompressed format, using CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with a DLT8000 drive

DLT40C See note 1.

80.0 GB

Compressed format, using CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with a DLT8000 drive

DLT2 80.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLT tape VS1 media

DLT2C See note 1.

160.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLT tape VS1 media

DLT4 160.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLTtape VS1 cartridges.

Valid with Quantum DLT-V4 drive
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

DLT4C See note 1.

320.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLTtape VS1 cartridges.

Valid with Quantum DLT-V4 drive

SDLT

See note 2.

100.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Super DLT Tape 1 cartridges

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLTC

See note 2.

See note 1.

200.0 GB

Compressed format, using Super DLT Tape 1 cartridges

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT320

See note 2.

160.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum SDLT I media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT320C

See note 2.

See note 1.

320.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum SDLT I media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT600 300.0 GB Uncompressed format, using SuperDLTtape-II media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT600C See note 1.

600.0 GB

Compressed format, using SuperDLTtape-II media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

DLTS4 800 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLT S4 media.

Valid with a DLT-S4 drive

DLTS4C See note 1.

1.6 TB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLT S4 media.

Valid with a DLT-S4 drive

Note:

1. Depending on the effectiveness of compression, the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.
2. IBM Spectrum Protect™ does not support a library that contains both Backward Read Compatible (BRC) SDLT and

Non-Backward Read Compatible (NBRC) SDLT drives.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

For more information about estimated capacities, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
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The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an ECARTRIDGE device class)
Use the ECARTRIDGE device class when you are using StorageTek drives such as the StorageTek T9840 or T10000.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--ECARTridge-------------> 
 
                                                  (1)       
   .-LBProtect--=--No------------.  .-WORM--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+------------------+--------> 
   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'  '-WORM--=--+-No--+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+               '-Yes-'      
                   '-No--------'                            
 
   .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE---------.                              
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-T9840C----+                                
                +-T9840C-C--+                                
                +-T9840D----+                                
                +-T9840D-C--+                                
                +-T10000A---+                                
                +-T10000A-C-+                                
                +-T10000B---+                                
                +-T10000B-C-+                                
                +-T10000C---+                                
                +-T10000C-C-+                                
                +-T10000D---+                                
                '-T10000D-C-'                                
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 
                               (1) (2)      
   .-DRIVEEncryption--=--ALLOW---------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   '-DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+--'    
                         +-ALLOW----+       
                         +-EXTernal-+       
                         '-OFF------'       
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.
2. You can use drive encryption only for Oracle StorageTek T10000B drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000B, or

T10000B-C, for Oracle StorageTek T10000C drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000C or T10000C-C, and for Oracle
StorageTek T10000D drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000D and T10000D-C.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the ECARTRIDGE tape drives that can be used by this device
class. For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=ECARTridge (Required)
Specifies that the ECARTRIDGE device type is assigned to the device class. ECARTRIDGE indicates that a specific type of
cartridge tape device (StorageTek) is assigned to this device class.

LBProtect
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Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The default is NO.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on Oracle StorageTek T10000C and Oracle StorageTek T10000D
drives.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. The
field can contain one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

No
Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Restriction: If you select Yes, the only options that are available for the FORMAT parameter are:

DRIVE
T9840C
T9840C-C
T9840D
T9840D-C
T10000A
T10000A-C
T10000B
T10000B-C
T10000C
T10000C-C
T10000D
T10000D-C

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

Important: If you specify DRIVE for a device class that has non-compatible sequential access devices, then you must
mount volumes on devices that are capable of reading or writing the format that is established when the volume was first
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mounted. This can cause delays if the only sequential access device that can access the volume is already in use.
The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for ECARTRIDGE devices:

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for ECARTRIDGE tapes
Format Estimated capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

Notes:

Some formats use a tape drive hardware compression feature. Depending on the effectiveness of compression, the
actual capacity might be double or more than the listed value.
T10000A drives can read and write the T10000A format only. T10000B drives can read, but cannot write, the
T10000A format. T10000C drives can read, but cannot write, the T10000A and T10000B formats. T10000D drives
can read, but cannot write, the T10000A, T10000B, and T10000C formats.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:
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The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional. The default is ALLOW.
Restrictions:

1. You can use drive encryption only for the following drives:
Oracle StorageTek T10000B drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000B, or T10000B-C
Oracle StorageTek T10000C drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000C, or T10000C-C
Oracle StorageTek T10000D drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000D, or T10000D-C

2. You cannot specify IBM Spectrum Protect as the key manager for drive encryption of write once, read many (WORM)
media. You cannot specify both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.
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3. If encryption is enabled for a device class, and the device class is associated with a storage pool, the storage pool
should not share a scratch pool with other device classes that cannot be encrypted. If a tape is encrypted, and you
plan to use it on a drive that cannot be encrypted, you must manually relabel the tape before it can be used on that
drive.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes are not encrypted. For
example, back up sets, export volumes, and database backup volumes are not encrypted.) If you specify ON and you
enable another method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if another method of encryption is enabled.

EXTernal
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive. When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is
enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect does not turn off encryption. By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM
Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable another method of encryption, backups fail. If you
enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are attempted.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a FILE device class)
Use the FILE device class when you are using files on magnetic disk storage as volumes that store data sequentially (as on tape).

The FILE device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.

The FILE device class does not support EXTERNAL or Remote Storage Manager libraries.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a FILE device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name--DEVType--=--FILE---------> 
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--20-----.  .-MAXCAPacity--=--10G--.    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------+----------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'  '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-DIRectory--=--current_directory_name-.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |               .-,--------------.     |    
   |               V                |     |    
   '-DIRectory--=----directory_name-+-----'    
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-No--+-'    
                '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

DEVType=FILE (Required)
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Specifies that the FILE device type is assigned to the device class. FILE indicates that a file is assigned to this device class.
When the server must access a volume that belongs to this device class, it opens a file and reads or writes file data.

A file is a form of sequential-access media.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of files that can be simultaneously open for input and output. This parameter is optional.
The default value is 20. You can specify a number from 0 to 4096.

If the device class is shared with a storage agent (by specifying the SHARED=YES parameter), drives are defined
or deleted to match the mount limit value.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of any data storage files that are defined to a storage pool in this device class.

The value of the MAXCAPACITY parameter is also used as the unit of allocation when storage pool space triggers create
volumes. The default value is 10 GB (MAXCAPACITY=10G). The value that is specified must be less than or equal to the
maximum supported size of a file on the target file system.

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The minimum size
is 1 MB (MAXCAPACITY=1M). If you are defining a FILE device class for database-backup volumes, specify a value for
MAXCAPACITY that is appropriate for the size of the database and that minimizes the number of database volumes.

Do not define a MAXCAPACITY value greater than 640M when this file is for REMOVABLEFILE CD
support. A value less than a CD's usable space (650 MB) enables a one-to-one match between files from the FILE device
class and copies that are on CD.

DIRectory
Specifies the directory location or locations of the files that are used in this device class. Enclose the entire list of
directories within quotation marks, and use commas to separate individual directory names. Special characters (for
example, blank spaces) are allowed within directory names. For example, the directory list "abc def,xyz" contains two
directories: abc def and xyz.

This parameter is optional.

The default is the current working directory of the server at the time the command is issued.

The default is the current working directory of the server at the time the command is issued. Windows registry
information is used to determine the default directory.

By specifying a directory name or names, you identify the location where the server places the files that represent storage
volumes for this device class.

For NetApp SnapLock support (storage pools with RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK, which are going to use this device
class), the directory, or directories that are specified with DIRECTORY parameter must point to the directory or directories
on the NetApp SnapLock volumes.

While the command is processed, the server expands the specified directory name or names into their
fully qualified forms, starting from the root directory.

If the server must allocate a scratch volume, it creates a new file in one of these directories. (The server can choose any of
the directories in which to create new scratch volumes.) For scratch volumes used to store client data, the file that is
created by the server has a file name extension of .bfs. For scratch volumes used to store export data, a file name extension
of .exp is used.

For example, if you define a device class with a directory of tsmstor and the server needs a scratch
volume in this device class to store export data, the file that the server creates might be named ⁄tsmstor⁄₀₀₅₆₆₄₉₇.exp.

For example, if you define a device class with a directory of c:\server and the server needs a scratch volume in
this device class to store export data, the file that the server creates might be named c:\server\00566497.exp.

Important: You must ensure that storage agents can access newly created FILE volumes. Failure of the storage agent to
access a FILE volume can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail. For more information, see the
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description of the DIRECTORY parameter in DEFINE PATH (Define a path).
Tip: If you specify multiple directories for a device class, ensure that the directories are associated with separate file
systems. Space trigger functions and storage pool space calculations take into account the space that remains in each
directory. If you specify multiple directories for a device class and the directories are in the same file system, the server
calculates space by adding values that represent the space that remains in each directory. These space calculations are
inaccurate. Rather than choosing a storage pool with sufficient space for an operation, the server might choose the wrong
storage pool and run out of space prematurely. For space triggers, an inaccurate calculation might result in a failure to
expand the space available in a storage pool. Failure to expand space in a storage pool is one of the conditions that can
cause a trigger to become disabled. If a trigger is disabled because the space in a storage pool could not be expanded, you
can re-enable the trigger by issuing the following command: update spacetrigger stg. No further changes are
required to the space trigger.

SHAREd
Specifies that this FILE device class is shared between the server and one or more storage agents. To prepare for sharing, a
library is automatically defined along with a number of drives corresponding to the MOUNTLIMIT parameter value. The
drive names are the name of the library plus a number from 1 to the mount limit number. For example, if the library name is
FILE and the mount limit is set to 4, the drives are named FILE11, FILE12, FILE13, FILE14.

For information about prerequisites when storage is shared by the server and storage agent, see IBM® Support Portal for
IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Example: Define a FILE device class with multiple directories

Define a device class that specifies multiple directories.

define devclass multidir devtype=file 
   directory=/usr/xyz,/usr/abc,/usr/uvw

define devclass multidir devtype=file 
   directory=/opt/xyz,/opt/abc,/opt/uvw

define devclass multidir devtype=file 
   directory=e:\xyz,f:\abc,g:\uvw

Example: Define a FILE device class with a 50 MB capacity

Define a device class named PLAINFILES with a FILE device type and a maximum capacity of 50 MB.

define devclass plainfiles devtype=file   
maxcapacity=50m

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a GENERICTAPE device class)
Use the GENERICTAPE device class for tape drives that are supported by operating system device drivers.

When you use this device type, the server does not recognize either the type of device or the cartridge recording format. Because
the server does not recognize the type of device, if an I/O error occurs, error information is less detailed compared to error
information for a specific device type (for example, 8MM). When you define devices to the server, do not mix various types of
devices within the same device type.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
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>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--GENERICtape------------> 
 
                             .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------+--+----------------------------+-----> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.  .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------------+---->< 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                                               +-number-+      
                                               '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=GENERICtape (Required)
Specifies that the GENERICTAPE device type is assigned to the device class. GENERICTAPE indicates that the volumes for
this device class are used in tape drives that are supported by the operating system's tape device driver.

The server recognizes that the media can be removed and that more media can be inserted, subject to limits set with the
MOUNTLIMIT parameter for the device class and the MAXSCRATCH parameter for the storage pool.

Volumes in a device class with device type GENERICTAPE are sequential access volumes.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

Specify a capacity appropriate to the particular tape drive that is being used.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.
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MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an LTO device class)
Use the LTO device class when you are using LTO tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--LTO--------------------> 
 
                                                  (1)       
   .-LBProtect--=--No------------.  .-WORM--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+------------------+--------> 
   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'  '-WORM--=--+-No--+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+               '-Yes-'      
                   '-No--------'                            
 
   .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE---------.                              
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-ULTRIUM---+                                
                +-ULTRIUMC--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM2--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM2C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM3--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM3C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM4--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM4C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM5--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM5C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM6--+                                
                '-ULTRIUM6C-'                                
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
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   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 
                               (1) (2)      
   .-DRIVEEncryption--=--ALLOW---------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   '-DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+--'    
                         +-ALLOW----+       
                         +-EXTERNAL-+       
                         '-OFF------'       
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.
2. Drive encryption is supported only for Ultrium 4, Ultrium 5, and Ultrium 6 drives and media.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the LTO tape drives used by this device class. For information
about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=LTO (Required)
Specifies that the linear tape open (LTO) device type is assigned to the device class.

LBProtect

Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The default is NO.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on IBM® LTO5 and supported LTO6 drives.
WORM

Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. The
field can contain one of the following values:

Yes
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Specifies that the drives use WORM media.
No

Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Note:

1. To use WORM media in a library, all the drives in the library must be WORM capable.
2. You cannot specify IBM Spectrum Protect as the key manager for drive encryption of WORM (write once, read many)

media. (Specifying both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON is not supported.)

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

When migrating all drives from Ultrium to Ultrium 2 devices:

Delete all existing Ultrium drive definitions and the paths that are associated with them.
Define the new Ultrium 2 drives and paths.

If you are considering mixing different generations of LTO media and drives, be aware of the following restrictions.

Table 1. Read - write capabilities for different generations of LTO drives

Drives
Generation 1

media
Generation 2

media
Generation 3

media
Generation 4

media
Generation 5

media
Generation 6

media

Generation 1 Read and write n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 2 Read and write Read and write n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 3 1 Read only Read and write Read and write n/a n/a n/a

Generation 4 2 n/a Read only Read and write Read and write n/a n/a

Generation 5 3 n/a n/a Read only Read and write Read and write n/a

Generation 6 4 n/a n/a n/a Read only Read and write Read and write

1 In a library with a Generation 3 drive, all Generation 1 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 1
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

2 In a library with a Generation 4 drive, all Generation 2 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 2
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

3 In a library with a Generation 5 drive, all Generation 3 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 3
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

4 In a library with a Generation 6 drive, all Generation 4 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 4
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for LTO devices:
Table 2. Recording format and default estimated capacity for LTO

Format Estimated capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

ULTRIUM 100 GB Uncompressed format, using Ultrium cartridges

ULTRIUMC See note

200 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium cartridges
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Format Estimated capacity Description

ULTRIUM2 200 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 2 cartridges

ULTRIUM2C See note

400 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 2 cartridges

ULTRIUM3 400 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 3 cartridges

ULTRIUM3C See note

800 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 3 cartridges

ULTRIUM4 800 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 4 cartridges

ULTRIUM4C See note

1.6 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 4 cartridges

ULTRIUM5 1.5 TB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 5 cartridges

ULTRIUM5C See note

3.0 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 5 cartridges

ULTRIUM6 2.5 TB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 6 cartridges

ULTRIUM6C See note

6.25 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 6 cartridges

Note: If this format uses the tape-drive hardware-compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

For more information about estimated capacities, see Table 2.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
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This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional. The default is ALLOW. Drive encryption is
supported only for Ultrium 4, Ultrium 5, and Ultrium 6 drives and media.
Restriction: If encryption is enabled for a device class, and the device class is associated with a storage pool, the storage
pool should not share a scratch pool with other device classes that cannot be encrypted. If a tape is encrypted, and you
plan to use it on a drive that cannot be encrypted, you must manually relabel the tape before it can be used on that drive.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes are not encrypted. For
example, back up sets, export volumes, and database backup volumes are not encrypted.) If you specify ON and you
enable another method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.
Note: You cannot specify IBM Spectrum Protect as the key manager for drive encryption of WORM (write once, read
many) media. (Specifying both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON is not supported.)

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if another method of encryption is enabled.

EXTERNAL
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive. When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is
enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect does not turn off encryption. By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM
Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
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Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable another method of encryption, backups fail. If you
enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are attempted.

Example: Define an LTO device class

Define a device class that is named LTOTAPE for an LTO drive in a library named LTOLIB. The format is ULTRIUM, mount limit is 12,
mount retention is 5, tape volume prefix is named SMVOL, and the estimated capacity is 100 GB.

define devclass ltotape devtype=lto library=ltolib  
format=ultrium mountlimit=12 mountretention=5  
prefix=smvol estcapacity=100G

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a NAS device class)
Use the NAS device class when you are using NDMP (Network Data Management Protocol) operations to back up network-
attached storage (NAS) file servers. The device class is for drives that are supported by the NAS file server for backups.

The NAS device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.

The NAS device class does not support EXTERNAL or Remote Storage Manager libraries.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name--DEVType--=--NAS----------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--MOUNTRetention--=--0---------------> 
 
   .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.  .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------------+-----> 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                                               +-number-+      
                                               '-0------'      
 
>--ESTCAPacity--=--size-----------------------------------------> 
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

DEVType=NAS (Required)
Specifies that the network-attached storage (NAS) device type is assigned to the device class. The NAS device type is for
drives that are attached to and used by a NAS file server for backup of NAS file systems.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the SCSI tape drives used by this device class. For information
about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

MOUNTRetention=0 (Required)
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. Zero (0) is the
only supported value for device classes with DEVType=NAS.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
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Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

ESTCAPacity (Required)
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

Example: Define a NAS device class

Define a device class that is named NASTAPE for a NAS drive in a library named NASLIB. The mount limit is DRIVES, mount
retention is 0, tape volume prefix is named SMVOL, and the estimated capacity is 200 GB.

define devclass nastape devtype=nas library=naslib  
mountretention=0 mountlimit=drives   
prefix=smvol estcapacity=200G

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a REMOVABLEFILE device class)
Use the REMOVABLEFILE device class for removable media devices that are attached as local, removable file systems.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--REMOVABLEfile----------> 
 
   .-MAXCAPacity--=--space_remaining-.    
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-MAXCAPacity--=--size------------'    
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the removable media drives used by this device class. For
information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=REMOVABLEfile (Required)
Specifies that the REMOVABLEFILE device type is assigned to the device class. REMOVABLEFILE indicates that the volumes
for this device class are files on local, removable media.

Volumes in a device class with device type REMOVABLEFILE are sequential access volumes.

Use the device manufacturer's utilities to format (if necessary) and label the media. The label on the media must meet the
following restrictions:

The label can have no more than 11 characters.
The volume label and the name of the file on the volume must match exactly.

The MAXCAPACITY parameter value must be specified at less than the capacity of the media.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of any volumes that are defined to a storage pool categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

The MAXCAPACITY parameter must be set at less value than the capacity of the media. For CD media, the maximum
capacity can be no greater than 650 MB.

Because the server opens only one file per physical removable medium, specify a capacity that
enables one file to make full use of your media capacity.

space_remaining
The default maximum capacity is the space that remains on the media after it is first used.

size
You must specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes).

For example, MAXCAPACITY=5M specifies that the maximum capacity for a volume in this device class is 5 MB. The
smallest value that is allowed is 1 MB (that is, MAXCAPACITY=1M).

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
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This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a SERVER device class)
Use the SERVER device class to use storage volumes or files that are archived in another IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

If data retention protection is activated with the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command, you cannot define a server
device class.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name--DEVType--=--SERVER-------> 
 
                               .-MAXCAPacity--=--500M-.    
>--SERVERName--=--server_name--+----------------------+---------> 
                               '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--1------.  .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM--------------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM----------+-'    
                '-volume_prefix-'      
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   .-RETRYPeriod--=--10--------------------.    
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   '-RETRYPeriod--=--retry_value_(minutes)-'    
 
   .-RETRYInterval--=--30--------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------------+----------------->< 
   '-RETRYInterval--=--retry_value_(seconds)-'    
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

DEVType=SERVER (Required)
Specifies a remote connection that supports virtual volumes.

SERVERName (Required)
Specifies the name of the server. The SERVERNAME parameter must match a defined server.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size for objects that are created on the target server; the default for this value is 500M. This
parameter is optional.

500M
Specifies that the maximum capacity is 500M (500 MB).

size
Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The
minimum value that is allowed is 1 MB (MAXCAPACITY=1M).

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous sessions between the source server and the target server. Any attempts to
access more sessions than indicated by the mount limit cause the requester to wait. This parameter is optional. The default
value is 1. You can specify a number 1 - 4096.
The following are possible values:

1
Specifies that only one session between the source server and the target server is allowed.

number
Specifies the number of simultaneous sessions between the source server and the target server.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes to retain an idle connection with the target server before the connection closes. This
parameter is optional. The default value is 60. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

PREFIX
Specifies the beginning portion of the high-level archive file name on the target server. This parameter is optional. The
default is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a high-level archive file name that uses the default prefix is ADSM.volume1.
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RETRYPeriod
Specifies the retry period in minutes. The retry period is the interval during which the server attempts to contact a target
server if there is a suspected communications failure. This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999. The
default value is 10 minutes.

RETRYInterval
Specifies the retry interval in seconds. The retry interval is how often retries are done within a specific time period. This
parameter is optional. You can specify a number 1 - 9999. The default value is 30 seconds.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a VOLSAFE device class)
Use the VOLSAFE device type to work with StorageTek VolSafe brand media and drives. This technology uses media that cannot be
overwritten. Therefore, do not use these media for short-term backups of client files, the server database, or export tapes.

Restrictions:

1. NAS-attached libraries are not supported.
2. VolSafe media and read/write media must be in separate storage pools.
3. Check in cartridges with CHECKLABEL=YES on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
4. Label cartridges with OVERWRITE=NO on the LABEL LIBVOLUME command. If VolSafe cartridges are labeled more than

one time, no additional data can be written to them.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--DEVType--=--VOLSAFE----------------> 
 
                 .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE---------.    
>--WORM--=--Yes--+--------------------------+-------------------> 
                 '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'    
                              +-9840------+      
                              +-9840-C----+      
                              +-T9840C----+      
                              +-T9840C-C--+      
                              +-T9840D----+      
                              +-T9840D-C--+      
                              +-T10000A---+      
                              +-T10000A-C-+      
                              +-T10000B---+      
                              +-T10000B-C-+      
                              +-T10000C---+      
                              +-T10000C-C-+      
                              +-T10000D---+      
                              '-T10000D-C-'      
 
                             .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------+--+----------------------------+-----> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM--------------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM----------+-'    
                '-volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.  .-MOUNTLimit--=--DRIVES-----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------------+---->< 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                                               +-number-+      
                                               '-0------'      
 

Parameters
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device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the VolSafe drives that can be used by this device class. If any
drives in a library are VolSafe-enabled, all drives in the library must be VolSafe-enabled. Consult your hardware
documentation to enable VolSafe on the 9840 and T10000 drives.

For information about defining a library object, see DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library).

DEVType=VOLSAFE (Required)
Specifies that the VOLSAFE device type is assigned to the device class. The label on this type of cartridge can be
overwritten one time, which IBM Spectrum Protect™ does when it writes the first block of data. Therefore, it is important to
limit the use of the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to one time per volume by using the OVERWRITE=NO parameter.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. The parameter is required. The value must be Yes.

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.
Important: If you specify DRIVE for a device class that has non-compatible sequential access devices, then you must
mount volumes on devices that are capable of reading or writing the format that is established when the volume was first
mounted. This can cause delays if the only sequential access device that can access the volume is already in use.
The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for VolSafe devices:

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for Volsafe media
Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

9840 20 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using a 20 GB cartridge with 270
meters (885 feet) of tape

9840-C See note

80 GB

LZ-1 Enhanced (4:1) compressed format, using an 80 GB cartridge with
270 meters (885 feet) of tape

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

For more information about the default estimated capacity for cartridge tapes, see Table 1.
MOUNTRetention

Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. The default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

PREFIX
Specifies the beginning portion of the high-level archive file name on the target server. This parameter is optional. The
default is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a high-level archive file name that uses the default prefix is ADSM.volume1.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. The
default value is 60 minutes. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is DRIVES. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.
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The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DEFINE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Define device class for z/OS
media server)

Use the DEFINE DEVCLASS command to define a device class for a type of storage device. The server requires that a device class
be defined to allow the use of a device. A limited set of device class types is available for devices that are accessed through a
z/OS® media server.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class for z/OS media server)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class for z/OS media server)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media server)
DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a FILE device class for z/OS media server)

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE DEVCLASS
Command Description

BACKUP DEVCONFIG Backs up IBM Spectrum Protect device information to a file.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Changes the attributes of a device class for storage managed
by a z/OS media server.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class for z/OS media server)
To use a z/OS® media server to access 3590 devices, you must define a 3590 device class. In the device class definition, specify a
library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--zos_media_library--DEVType--=--3590--------------> 
 
                               .-ESTCAPacity--=--9G-------.    
>--+------------------------+--+--------------------------+-----> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=----size---'    
                +-3590B---+                                    
                +-3590C---+                                    
                +-3590E-B-+                                    
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                +-3590E-C-+                                    
                +-3590H-B-+                                    
                '-3590H-C-'                                    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--2----------.  .-COMPression--=--Yes-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                    +-number-+                      '-No--'      
                    '-0------'                                   
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   +-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-+    
   '-RETention--=--days-----'    
 
   .-PROtection--=--No------------.  .-UNIT--=--3590------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+---->< 
   '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'  '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
                    +-Yes-------+                              
                    '-Automatic-'                              
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVtype=3590 (Required)
Specifies the 3590 device type is assigned to the device class. 3590 indicates that 3590 cartridge tape devices are
assigned to the device class.
Restriction: The z/OS media server supports 256 KB data blocks when writing to 3590 tape drives. Verify that your
hardware supports this capability.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.
See the following table for the recording formats.

Table 1. Recording formats for 3590
Format Description

3590B Uncompressed (basic) format

3590C Compressed format

3590E-B Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590E-C Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

3590H-B Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590H-C Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

Note: If the format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature the actual capacity can increase, depending on the
effectiveness of compression.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional. The
default estimated capacity for 3590 tapes is 9 GB.
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You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. The default value is 60 minutes.
Specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. The default value is 60. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is 2.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.
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COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.

No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional. There is no
default value.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You
can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.

If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.
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Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.

Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support 3590 tape. This parameter is optional. The
default unit name is 3590. The unit name can be up to 8 characters.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class for z/OS media server)
To use a z/OS® media server to access 3592 devices, you must define a 3592 device class. In the device class definition, specify a
library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--zos_media_library--DEVType--=--3592--------------> 
 
   .-FORMAT--=--Drive-------.  .-WORM--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------+--+------------------+-------------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'  '-WORM--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                +-3592----+               '-No--'      
                +-3592C---+                            
                +-3592-2--+                            
                +-3592-2C-+                            
                +-3592-3--+                            
                +-3592-3C-+                            
                +-3592-4--+                            
                '-3592-4C-'                            
 
   .-ESTCAPacity--=--300G-.    
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--2----------.  .-COMPression--=--Yes-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                    +-number-+                      '-No--'      
                    '-0------'                                   
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   +-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-+    
   '-RETention--=--days-----'    
 
   .-PROtection--=--No------------.  .-UNIT--=--3592------.    
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>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+---->< 
   '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'  '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
                    +-Yes-------+                              
                    '-Automatic-'                              
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=3592 (Required)
Specifies the 3592 device type is assigned to the device class.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.
See the following table for the recording formats.

Table 1. Recording formats for 3592
Format Description

3592 Uncompressed (basic) format

3592C Compressed format

3592-2 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format

3592-3 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-3C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format

3592-4 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-4C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format

DRIVE The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on which a volume is
mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used within the same library.
For example, do not use this option for a library containing some drives that support
recording formats superior to other drives.

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be different from the listed value.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Use the specific
format that the drives use. For optimal results, do not mix generations of drives in the same library. If a library contains
mixed generations, media problems can result. For example, generation 1 and generation 2 drives cannot read generation 3
media. If possible, upgrade all drives to 3592 generation 3. If you cannot upgrade all drives to 3592 generation 3, you must
use a special configuration.

WORM
Specifies whether the drives use WORM (write once, read many) media. This parameter is optional. The default is No. You
can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the drives use WORM media.

No
Specifies that the drives do not use WORM media.

Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server does not automatically delete scratch volumes in WORM storage pools after the
volumes are emptied by expiration or other processes. To delete these volumes and remove them from WORM storage
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pools, you must use the DELETE VOLUME command. IBM Spectrum Protect cannot reuse WORM volumes that were written
to by the server and then deleted from a storage pool.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. The default value is 60 minutes.
Specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. The default value is 60. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is 2.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
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Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.

COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.

No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional. There is no
default value.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You
can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.
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If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.

Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.

Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support 3592 tape. This parameter is optional. The
default value is 3592. The unit name can be up to 8 characters.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media
server)

To use a z/OS® media server to access StorageTek drives such as the StorageTek T9840 or T10000, you must define an
ECARTRIDGE device class. In the device class definition, specify a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA
parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--LIBRary--=--zos_media_library--DEVType--=--ECARTridge--------> 
 
   .-FORMAT--=--DRIVE---------.  .-ESTCAPacity--=--9G---.    
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-T9840C----+                                
                +-T9840C-C--+                                
                +-T9840D----+                                
                +-T9840D-C--+                                
                +-T10000A---+                                
                +-T10000A-C-+                                
                +-T10000B---+                                
                +-T10000B-C-+                                
                +-T10000C---+                                
                +-T10000C-C-+                                
                +-T10000D---+                                
                '-T10000D-C-'                                
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM-------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
   .-MOUNTRetention--=--60------.  .-MOUNTWait--=--60------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--2----------.  .-COMPression--=--Yes-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
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   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                    +-number-+                      '-No--'      
                    '-0------'                                   
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   +-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-+    
   '-RETention--=--days-----'    
 
   .-PROtection--=--No------------.  .-UNIT--=--9840------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+---->< 
   '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'  '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
                    +-Yes-------+                              
                    '-Automatic-'                              
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary (Required)

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

DEVType=ECARTridge (Required)
Specifies that the ECARTRIDGE device type is assigned to the device class. The ECARTRIDGE device type is for StorageTek
drives such as the StorageTek T9840 or T10000.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.
See the following table for the recording formats.

Table 1. Recording formats for ECARTRIDGE tapes
Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE - The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on which a
volume is mounted. DRIVE is the default value.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used within the
same library. For example, do not use this option for a library containing some
drives that support recording formats superior to other drives.

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 cartridge
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

Note:

Some formats use a compression feature of the tape drive hardware. Depending on the effectiveness of
compression, the actual capacity might be double or more than the listed value.
T10000A drives can read and write the T10000A format only. T10000B drives can read, but cannot write, the
T10000A format. T10000C drives can read, but cannot write, the T10000A and T10000B formats. T10000D drives
can read, but cannot write, the T10000A, T10000B, and T10000C formats.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional. The
default estimated capacity is 9 GB.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The default value is ADSM. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. The default value is 60 minutes.
Specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. The default value is 60. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. The default is 2.
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If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.

COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.

No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional. There is no
default value.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You
can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
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server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.

If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.

Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.

Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support ECARTRIDGE tapes. Use the unit name that
represents the subset of drives in the library that are attached to the z/OS system. This parameter is optional. The default
value is 9840. The unit name can be up to 8 characters.

Example: Define a device class with the ECARTRIDGE device type

Define a device class named E1 with the ECARTRIDGE device type and with RACF protection active for all tape volumes that are
assigned to this device class. All data is compressed for this device class. The device class is for a z/OS media server library
named ZOSELIB.

define devclass e1 devtype=ecartridge library=zoselib compression=yes 
   protection=yes

DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a FILE device class for z/OS media server)
To use a z/OS® media server to access storage volumes on magnetic disk devices, you must define a FILE device class. In the
device class definition, specify a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter.

A volume in this device class is a Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) linear data set that is accessed by the z/OS media server.
SCRATCH volumes can be used with device class and the z/OS media server can dynamically allocate the VSAM LDS. It is not
necessary to define volumes for the server to use the device class. If you define volumes, set the high-level qualifier (HLQ) so that
SMS recognizes the allocation request by the z/OS media server. If you are using defined volumes, the format volume function is
not supported for the server when this device class is used. The z/OS media server uses a FormatWrite feature of DFSMS Media
Manager when filling FILE volumes.

You can define volumes for the FILE device class by using the DEFINE VOLUME command. However, the z/OS media server does
not allocate space for a defined volume until the volume is opened for its first use.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DEFine DEVclass--device_class_name--DEVType--=--FILE---------> 
 
                             .-MAXCAPacity--=--10G--.    
>--LIBRary--=--library_name--+----------------------+-----------> 
                             '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
   .-PRIMARYalloc--=--2600M-.  .-SECONDARYalloc--=--2600M-.    
>--+------------------------+--+--------------------------+-----> 
   '-PRIMARYalloc--=--size--'  '-SECONDARYalloc--=--size--'    
 
   .-PREFIX--=--ADSM---------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--file_volume_prefix-'    
 
   .-MOUNTLimit--=--20-----.    
>--+-----------------------+----------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'    
 

Parameters

DEVType=FILE (Required)
Specifies that the FILE device type is assigned to the device class.

LIBRary (Required)
Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The disk storage that is used by
this device class is accessed by the z/OS media server and managed by SMS.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of file volumes that are defined to a storage pool in this device class. This parameter is
optional. The default value is 10 GB (MAXCAPACITY=10G).

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum size is 1 MB
(MAXCAPACITY=1M). The maximum size is 16384 GB (MAXCAPACITY=16384G).

PRIMARYalloc
Specifies the initial amount of space that is dynamically allocated when a new volume is opened. Enough space must be
available to satisfy the primary allocation amount. Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) policy determines whether
multiple physical volumes can be used to satisfy the primary allocation request.

This parameter is optional. Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum size
is 100 KB (PRIMARYALLOC=100K). The maximum size is 16384 GB (MAXCAPACITY=16384G). The default size is 2600 MB
(PRIMARYALLOC=2600M). All values are rounded to the next higher multiple of 256 KB.

To avoid wasted space, the dynamic allocation operation uses the smaller of the values that are specified in the two
parameters, PRIMARYALLOC and MAXCAPACITY.

SMS automatic class selection (ACS) routines can affect whether the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameter
values are used.

SECONDARYalloc
Specifies the amount of space by which a file volume is extended when space that is already allocated to the file volume is
used up. The data set for a file volume is extended up to the size set by the MAXCAPACITY parameter, then the volume is
marked full.

Because secondary allocation of a linear data set cannot span a physical volume, consider the size of the physical volume
when you select a secondary allocation size. For example, physical volumes for a 3390 Model 3 are approximately 2.8 GB.
To ensure that each extend request occupies nearly an entire physical volume but not more, use a secondary allocation size
that is just less than 2.8 GB. A secondary allocation amount of 2600 MB allots enough space for the VSAM volume data set
(VVDS), the volume label, and the volume table of contents (VTOC).

This parameter is optional. Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum value
is 0 KB (SECONDARYALLOC=0K). The default value is 2600 MB. The maximum value is 16384 GB. Except for 0, all values
are rounded to the next higher multiple of 256 KB.

If you specify 0 (SECONDARYALLOC=0), the file volume cannot be extended beyond the primary allocation amount.
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SMS automatic class selection (ACS) routines can affect whether the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameter
values are used.

If you specify a value for the SECONDARYALLOCATION parameter that is not 0, or if you allow the value to default to
2600M, the SMS DATACLAS associated with the PREFIX identifier (for example, High Level Qualifier) must have the
Extended Addressability (EA) attribute specified. Without the EA attribute, the SMS DATACLAS limits the allocation of the
VSAM LDS FILE volume to the primary extent. (See the description of the PRIMARYALLOCATION parameter). With the data
set limited to primary allocation size, the data set cannot be extended by the z/OS media server, and the volume is marked
FULL before the maximum capacity is reached.

Restriction: Ensure that the values that you specify for the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameters are within
practical limits for the storage device. The server cannot check whether the values exceed practical device limits, and does
not check whether the two values together exceed the current MAXCAPACITY setting.
Tip: To fill volumes when you specify a large value for the MAXCAPACITY parameter, specify large values for the
PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameters. Use larger MVS™ volume sizes to reduce the chance of extend failure.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that is used to allocate scratch volume data sets. For all scratch file
volumes created in this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This parameter is optional. The
default is ADSM. The maximum length of the prefix, including periods, is 32 characters.
Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a file volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.B0000021.BFS.

If you have a data set naming convention, use a prefix that conforms to your naming conventions. For example, the
following value is acceptable: TSM.SERVER2.VSAMFILE.

If you are running multiple server instances for either IBM Spectrum Protect™ or Tivoli® Storage Manager for z/OS Media
you must use a unique value for the PREFIX parameter for each device class that you define.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of FILE volumes that can be open concurrently for this device class. This parameter is
optional. The default value is 20.
If you are using IBM® 3995 devices that emulate 3390 devices, set the value no higher than the number of concurrent input
or output streams that are possible on the physical media.

The value that you specify in this parameter is important if there is a significant penalty switching from one volume to
another. For example, switching can take place when using IBM 3995 devices to emulate 3390 devices. The value that you
specify must be no higher than the number of physical drives available on the device.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

DEFINE DOMAIN (Define a new policy domain)
Use this command to define a new policy domain. A policy domain contains policy sets, management classes, and copy groups. A
client is assigned to one policy domain. The ACTIVE policy set in the policy domain determines the rules for clients that are
assigned to the domain. The rules control the archive, backup, and space management services that are provided for the clients.

You must activate a policy set in the domain before clients assigned to the policy domain can back up, archive, or migrate files.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-DEFine DOmain--domain_name-----------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-BACKRETention--=--30---.  .-ARCHRETention--=--365--.    
>--+------------------------+--+------------------------+-------> 
   '-BACKRETention--=--days-'  '-ARCHRETention--=--days-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------------+----->< 
   |                       .-,-------------------------. |    
   |                       V                           | |    
   '-ACTIVEDESTination--=------active-data_pool_name---+-'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the policy domain. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

BACKRETention
Specifies the number of days (from the date the backup versions became inactive) to retain backup versions of files that are
no longer on the client file system. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999. The default value
is 30. The server uses the backup retention value to manage inactive versions of files when any of the following conditions
occur:

A file is rebound to a new management class, but the new management class and the default management class do
not contain a backup copy group.
The management class to which a file is bound no longer exists. The default management class does not contain a
backup copy group.
The backup copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound. The default management
class does not contain a backup copy group.

ARCHRETention
Specifies the number of days (from the date of archive) to retain archive copies. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer from 0 to 30000. The default value is 365. The server uses the archive retention value to manage archive copies
of files when either of the following conditions occur:

The management class to which a file is bound no longer exists. The default management class does not contain an
archive copy group.
The archive copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound. The default management
class does not contain an archive copy group.

ACTIVEDESTination
This optional parameter specifies the names of active-data pools that store active versions of backup data for nodes that
are assigned to the domain. You can specify up to 10 active-data pools for a domain, which is separated by commas.
Spaces are not permitted between the names.

Before the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server writes data to an active-data pool, it verifies that the node owning the data is
assigned to a domain that has the active-data pool that is listed in the ACTIVEDESTINATION list. If the server verifies that
the node meets this criteria, the data is stored in the active-data pool. If the node does not meet the criteria, then the data
is not stored in the active-data pool. If the simultaneous-write function is used to write data to an active-data pool, the
server verifies that the node meets the criteria during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients
or by application clients by using the IBM Spectrum Protect API. The verification is also performed when active-data is
being copied by using the COPY ACTIVEDATA command.

Example: Define a policy domain

Define a policy domain with a name of PROG1 and the description, Programming Group Domain. Specify that archive copies are
retained for 90 days when management classes or archive copy groups are deleted and the default management class does not
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contain an archive copy group. Also, specify that backup versions are retained for 60 days when management classes or copy
groups are deleted and the default management class does not contain a backup copy group.

define domain prog1  
description="Programming Group Domain"  
backretention=60 archretention=90

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE DOMAIN
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY DOMAIN Creates a copy of a policy domain.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE DOMAIN Deletes a policy domain along with any policy objects in the
policy domain.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

UPDATE DOMAIN Changes the attributes of a policy domain.

DEFINE DRIVE (Define a drive to a library)
Use this command to define a drive. Each drive is assigned to a library, and so the library must be defined before you issue this
command.

A path must be defined after you issue the DEFINE DRIVE command to make the drive usable by IBM Spectrum Protect™. For
more information, see DEFINE PATH (Define a path). If you are using a SCSI or VTL library type, see PERFORM LIBACTION (Define
or delete all drives and paths for a library).

You can define more than one drive for a library by issuing the DEFINE DRIVE command for each drive. Stand-alone drives always
require a manual library.

Restriction: Before you issue the DEFINE DRIVE command, for a removable media device such as a Jaz, Zip, or CD drive,
you must load the drive with properly formatted and labeled media.
For detailed and current drive support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine DRive--library_name--drive_name-----------------------> 
 
   .-SERial--=--AUTODetect--------.  .-ONLine--=--Yes-----.    
>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+-----> 
   '-SERial--=--+-AUTODetect----+-'  '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-serial_number-'                 '-No--'      
 
                            (1)      
   .-ELEMent--=--AUTODetect-----.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ELEMent--=--+-AUTODetect-+-'    
                 '-address----'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   |                       (2) |    
   '-ACSDRVID--=--drive_id-----'    
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>--+-----------------------------------------+----------------->< 
   |                     (3)                 |    
   '-CLEANFREQuency--=------+-NONE---------+-'    
                            |          (4) |      
                            +-ASNEEDED-----+      
                            '-gigabytes----'      
 

Notes:

1. The ELEMENT parameter is only necessary for drives in SCSI libraries when the drive type is a network attached SCSI (NAS)
drive.

2. ACSDRVID is required for drives in ACSLS libraries. This parameter is not valid for non-ACSLS libraries.
3. The CLEANFREQUENCY parameter is valid only for drives in SCSI libraries.
4. The CLEANFREQUENCY=ASNEEDED parameter value does not work for all tape drives. For more information, see the

parameter description.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to which the drive is assigned. This parameter is required for all drives, including stand-
alone drives. The specified library must have been previously defined by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

drive_name (Required)
Specifies the name that is assigned to the drive. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the drive that is being defined. This parameter is optional. The default is AUTODETECT.

If SERIAL=AUTODETECT, then the serial number reported by the drive when you define the path is used as the serial
number.

If SERIAL=serial_number, then the serial number that is entered is used to verify that the path to the drive is correct when
you define the path.

Note: Depending on the capabilities of the device, SERIAL=AUTODETECT might not be supported. In this case, the serial
number is reported as blank.

ONLine
Specifies whether the drive is available for use. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

Yes
Specifies that the drive is available for use.

No
Specifies that the drive is not available for use.

ELEMent
Specifies the element address of a drive within a SCSI or virtual tape library (VTL). The server uses the element address to
connect the physical location of the drive to the SCSI or VTL address of the drive. The default is AUTODETECT.

If ELEMENT=AUTODETECT, then the element number is automatically detected by the server when the path to the drive is
defined.

To find the element address for your library configuration, consult the information from the manufacturer.

Restriction:

The ELEMENT parameter is valid only for drives in SCSI libraries or VTLs when the drive type is not a network
attached SCSI (NAS) drive.
This parameter is not effective when the command is issued from a library client server (that is, when the library type
is SHARED).
Depending on the capabilities of the library, ELEMENT=AUTODETECT might not be supported. In this case, you must
supply the element address.

ACSDRVID
Specifies the ID of the drive that is being accessed in an ACSLS library. The drive ID is a set of numbers that indicates the
physical location of a drive within an ACSLS library. This drive ID must be specified as a,l,p,d, where a is the ACSID, l is the
LSM (library storage module), p is the panel number, and d is the drive ID. The server needs the drive ID to connect the
physical location of the drive to the drive's SCSI address. See the StorageTek documentation for details.
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Restriction: To use ACSLS functions, the installation of StorageTek Library Attach software is required.

CLEANFREQuency
Specifies how often the server activates drive cleaning. This parameter is optional. For the most complete automation of
cleaning for an automated library, you must have a cleaner cartridge that is checked into the library's volume inventory.

If you are using library-based cleaning, NONE is advised when your library type supports this function.

This parameter is not valid for externally managed libraries, such as 3494 libraries or StorageTek libraries that are managed
under ACSLS.

Important: There are special considerations if you plan to use server-activated drive cleaning with a SCSI library that
provides automatic drive cleaning support in its device hardware.

NONE
Specifies that the server does not track cleaning for this drive. This value can be used for libraries that have their own
automatic cleaning.

ASNEEDED
Specifies that the server loads the drive with a checked-in cleaner cartridge only when a drive reports to the device
driver that it needs cleaning.

The CLEANFREQUENCY=ASNEEDED parameter value does not work for all tape drives. See the Supported Devices
website for your operating system to view detailed drive information. If ASNEEDED is not supported, you can use the
gigabytes value for automatic cleaning.

For IBM 3592 and LTO drives, library-based cleaning is advised. If library-based cleaning is not supported, then
ASNEEDED must be used. Gigabytes is not recommended.

Restriction: IBM Spectrum Protect does not control the drives that are connected to the NAS file server. If a drive is
attached only to a NAS file server (no connection to a storage agent or server), do not specify ASNEEDED for the
cleaning frequency.

gigabytes
Specifies, in gigabytes, how much data is processed on the drive before the server loads the drive with a cleaner
cartridge. The server resets the gigabytes-processed counter each time it loads a cleaner cartridge in the drive.
Important: When CLEANFREQUENCY=gigabyte, drive cleaning can occur before the gigabyte setting is reached, if the
drive notifies the device driver that a cleaning is necessary.

Consult the information from the drive manufacturer for cleaning recommendations. If the information gives
recommendations for cleaning frequency in terms of hours of use, convert to a gigabytes value by doing the
following:

1. Use the bytes-per-second rating for the drive to determine a gigabytes-per-hour value.
2. Multiply the gigabytes-per-hour value by the recommended hours of use between cleanings.
3. Use the result as the cleaning frequency value.

Using the cleaning frequency that is recommended by IBM® for IBM drives ensures that the drives are not
overcleaned.

For IBM 3590 drives, specify a gigabyte value for the cleaning frequency to ensure that the drives receive adequate
cleaning.

Example: Define a drive to library

Define a drive in a manual library with a library name of LIB01 and a drive name of DRIVE01.

define drive lib01 drive01

define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=lib01 device=/dev/rmt0

define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=lib01 device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt0
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define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=lib01 device=mt3.0.0.0

Example: Define a drive in an ACSLS library

Define a drive in an ACSLS library with a library name of ACSLIB and a drive name of ACSDRV1.

define drive acslib acsdrv1 acsdrvid=1,2,3,4

define path server01 acsdrv1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=acslib device=/dev/rmt0

define path server01 acsdrv1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=acslib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt0

define path server01 acsdrv1 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=acslib device=mt3.0.0.0

Example: Define a drive in an automated library

Define a drive in an automated library with a library name of AUTO8MMLIB and a drive name of DRIVE01.

define drive auto8mmlib drive01 element=82

define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=auto8mmlib device=/dev/rmt0

define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=auto8mmlib device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt0

define path server01 drive01 srctype=server desttype=drive  
library=auto8mmlib device=mt3.0.0.0

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE DRIVE
Command Description

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

DEFINE EVENTSERVER (Define a server as the event server)
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Use this command to identify a server as the event server.

If you define an event server, one IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can send events to another IBM Spectrum Protect server that
will log those events.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine EVENTSERVer--server_name----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the event server. The server you specify must have already been defined with the DEFINE SERVER
command.

Example: Designate the event server

Designate ASTRO to be the event server.

define eventserver astro

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE EVENTSERVER
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE EVENTSERVER Deletes reference to the event server.

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

PING SERVER Tests the connections between servers..

QUERY EVENTSERVER Displays the name of the event server.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

Related information:
Enterprise event logging: logging events to another server

DEFINE GRPMEMBER (Add a server to a server group)
Use this command to add a server as a member of a server group. You can also add one server group to another server group. A
server group lets you route commands to multiple servers by specifying only the server group name.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                 .-,-----------.    
                                 V             |    
>>-DEFine GRPMEMber--group_name----member_name-+--------------->< 
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Parameters

group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the server group to which the member will be added.

member_name (Required)
Specifies the names of the servers or groups to be added to the group. To specify multiple servers and groups, separate the
names with commas and no intervening spaces. The servers or server groups must already be defined to the server.

Example: Define a server to a server group

Define the server SANJOSE to server group CALIFORNIA.

define grpmember california sanjose

Example: Define a server and a server group to a server group

Define the server TUCSON and the server group CALIFORNIA to server group WEST_COMPLEX.

define grpmember west_complex tucson,california

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE GRPMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER Deletes a server from a server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

MOVE GRPMEMBER Moves a server group member.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a library)
Use this command to define a library. A library is a collection of one or more drives, and possibly robotic devices (depending on
the library type), which can be used to access storage volumes.

A library can be accessed by only one source: an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or a data mover. However, the drives in a library
can be accessed by multiple sources.

The following library types can be defined to the server. Syntax and parameter descriptions are available for each type.

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a 349X library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define an ACSLS library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define an External library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a FILE library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a manual library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a SCSI library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a shared library)
DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a VTL library)

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a ZOSMEDIA library type)

For detailed and current library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux
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To automatically label tape volumes in SCSI-type libraries, use the AUTOLABEL parameter on the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE
LIBRARY commands. Using this parameter eliminates the need to pre-label a set of tapes. It is also more efficient than using the
LABEL LIBVOLUME command, which requires you to mount volumes separately. If you use the AUTOLABEL parameter, you must
check in tapes by specifying CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

A label cannot include embedded blanks or periods and must be valid when used as a file name on the media.

You must label CD-ROM, Zip, or Jaz volumes with the device utilities from the manufacturer or the Windows utilities because IBM
Spectrum Protect does not provide utilities to format or label these media types. The operating system utilities include the Disk
Administrator program (a graphical user interface) and the label command.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE LIBRARY
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or automated libraries.

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a 349X library)
Use this syntax to define a 349X library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--349X---------------> 
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.  .-RESETDrives--=--No----------.    
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>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-Yes-+-'  |                         (1) |    
                '-No--'    '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                                             '-No--'          
 
   .-AUTOLabel--=--Yes-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
   .-SCRATCHCATegory--=--301----.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-SCRATCHCATegory--=--number-'    
 
   .-PRIVATECATegory--=--300----.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-PRIVATECATegory--=--number-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-WORMSCRatchcategory--=--number-'    
 

Notes:

1. The default value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is conditional. If the SHARED parameter is set to NO, the value of the
RESETDRIVES parameter is NO. If the SHARED parameter is set to YES, the value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is YES.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=349X (Required)

Specifies that the library is an IBM 3494 or 3495 Tape Library Dataserver.

Specifies that the library is an IBM 3494 Tape Library Dataserver or an IBM Tape System Library Manager
emulating a 3494 Tape Library Dataserver.

Restriction: IBM 3494 libraries support only one unique device type at a time.
SHAREd

Specifies whether this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). This parameter is required when
you define a library to the library manager.

YES
Specifies that this library can be shared with other servers. When you specify YES, the library manager server
mounts volumes as requested by other servers and tracks drive and volume allocation to other servers.

NO
Specifies that this library cannot be shared with other servers. SHARED=NO is required if the library is controlled by
passing commands through a NAS file server.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

SCRATCHCATegory
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Specifies the category number to be used for scratch volumes in the library. This parameter is optional. The default value is
301 (becomes X'12D' on the IBM 3494 since it uses hexadecimal values). You can specify a number from 1 to 65279. This
number must be unique. It cannot be shared with other applications or defined libraries, and it must be different from the
other category numbers in this library.

PRIVATECATegory
Specifies the category number for private volumes that must be mounted by name. This parameter is optional. The default
value is 300 (this value becomes X'12C' on the IBM 3494 because it uses hexadecimal values). You can specify a number
from 1 to 65279. This number must be unique. It cannot be shared with other applications or defined libraries, and it must
be different from the other category numbers in this library.

WORMSCRatchcategory
Specifies the category number to be used for WORM scratch volumes in the library. This parameter is required if you use
WORM volumes. You can specify a number from 1 to 65279. This number must be unique. It cannot be shared with other
applications or defined libraries, and it must be different from the other category numbers in this library. This parameter is
only valid when 3592 WORM volumes are used.
Restriction: If the WORMSCRATCHCATEGORY is not defined and the WORM parameter is set to YES for the device class, the
mount operation fails with an error message.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established. If, for example, a storage agent becomes unavailable but is still
holding the path to a drive, persistent reserve allows the server to break the storage agent's reservation and access the
drive.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server, and the tape
drives are shared by the server and the
NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device supports
persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information about setting
persistent reserve, see the documentation for your NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the tape
drives are accessed only from the NAS
device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable persistent
reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a reservation is set by the
NAS device but never cleared, you must use another method to clear the
reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used. YES is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. NO is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=NO. The RESETDRIVES parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when
SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used. YES is the default for a library that is defined with
SHARED=YES.

No
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Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is not used. NO is the default for a library that is defined
with SHARED=NO.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

Example: Define a 3494 library

Define a library named my3494 with a scratch category number of 550, a private category number of 600, and a WORM scratch
category number of 400®

define library my3494 libtype=349x scratchcategory=550 
privatecategory=600 wormscratchcategory=400

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define an ACSLS library)
Use this syntax to define an ACSLS library.

Privilege class

To use ACSLS functions, the installation of StorageTek Library Attach software is required.

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--ACSLS--------------> 
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.  .-RESETDrives--=--No----------.    
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-Yes-+-'  |                         (1) |    
                '-No--'    '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                                             '-No--'          
 
   .-AUTOLabel--=--Yes-----------.                      
>--+-----------------------------+--ACSID--=--number----------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'                      
                   +-Yes-------+                        
                   '-OVERWRITE-'                        
 

Notes:

1. The default value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is conditional. If the SHARED parameter is set to NO, the value of the
RESETDRIVES parameter is NO. If the SHARED parameter is set to YES, the value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is YES.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=ACSLS (Required)
Specifies that the library is a StorageTek library that is controlled by StorageTek Automated Cartridge System Library
Software (ACSLS).

SHAREd
Specifies whether this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). This parameter is required when
you define a library to the library manager.

YES
Specifies that this library can be shared with other servers. When you specify YES, the library manager server
mounts volumes as requested by other servers and tracks drive and volume allocation to other servers.

NO
Specifies that this library cannot be shared with other servers. SHARED=NO is required if the library is controlled by
passing commands through a NAS file server.
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RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established. If, for example, a storage agent becomes unavailable but is still
holding the path to a drive, persistent reserve allows the server to break the storage agent's reservation and access the
drive.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server, and the tape
drives are shared by the server and the
NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device supports
persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information about setting
persistent reserve, see the documentation for your NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the tape
drives are accessed only from the NAS
device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable persistent
reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a reservation is set by the
NAS device but never cleared, you must use another method to clear the
reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used. YES is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. NO is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=NO. The RESETDRIVES parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when
SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used. YES is the default for a library that is defined with
SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is not used. NO is the default for a library that is defined
with SHARED=NO.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.
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OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

ACSID (Required)
Specifies the number of this StorageTek library that is assigned by the ACSSA (Automatic Cartridge System System
Administrator). This number can be from 0 to 126. Issue QUERY ACS on your system to get the number for your library ID.
This parameter is required.

For more information, see your StorageTek documentation.

Example: Define a shared ACSLS library

Define a library named ACSLIB with the library type of ACSLS and an ACSID of 1.

define library acslib libtype=acsls acsid=1 shared=yes

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define an External library)
Use this syntax to define an External library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--EXTernal-----------> 
 
   .-AUTOLabel--=--Yes-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=EXTernal (Required)
Specifies that the library is managed by an external media management system. This library type does not support drive
definitions with the DEFINE DRIVE command. Rather, the external media management system identifies the appropriate
drive for media access operations.

In an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Storage Area Networks environment, this parameter specifies that
StorageTek Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS) or Library Station software controls the library. Software,
such as Gresham EDT-DistribuTAPE, allows multiple servers to share the library. The drives in this library are not defined to
IBM Spectrum Protect. ACSLS identifies the drive for media operations.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.
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Example: Define an external library for a SAN configuration

For an IBM Spectrum Protect for Storage Area Networks configuration, define a library named EXTLIB with the library type of
EXTERNAL. If you are using Gresham Enterprise DistribuTAPE, the external library manager executable file is in the following
directory:

/usr/lpp/dtelm/bin/elm
/opt/OMIdtelm/bin/elm
c:\program files\GES\EDT\bin\elm.exe

If you are using the IBM® Tape System Library Manager, the external library manager executable file can be found in the following
directory:

/opt/IBM/TSLM/client/tsm/elm
...\IBM\rmm\client\tsm\elm.exe

For more information, see the IBM Tape System Library Manager User's Guide at http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?
uid=pub1ga32220802.

1. Define the library:

define library extlib libtype=external

2. Define the path:

define path server1 extlib srctype=server desttype=library  
  externalmanager="/usr/lpp/dtelm/bin/elm"

define path server1 extlib srctype=server desttype=library  
  externalmanager="/opt/OMIdtelm/bin/elm"

define path server1 extlib srctype=server desttype=library  
  externalmanager="c:\program files\GES\EDT\bin\elm.exe"

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a FILE library)
Use this syntax to define a FILE library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--FILE---------------> 
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-No--'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=FILE (Required)
Specifies that a pseudo-library is created for sequential file volumes. When you issue the DEFINE DEVCLASS command
with DEVTYPE=FILE and SHARED=YES parameters, this occurs automatically. FILE libraries are necessary only when
sharing sequential file volumes between the server and one or more storage agents. The use of FILE libraries requires
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library sharing. Shared FILE libraries are supported for use in LAN-free backup configurations only. You cannot use a shared
FILE library in an environment in which a library manager is used to manage library clients.

SHAREd
Specifies whether this library is shared with other IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers in a storage area network (SAN). This
parameter is required when you define a library to the library manager.

YES
Specifies that this library can be shared with other servers. When you specify YES, the library manager server
mounts volumes as requested by other servers and tracks drive and volume allocation to other servers.

NO
Specifies that this library cannot be shared with other servers. SHARED=NO is required if the library is controlled by
passing commands through a NAS file server.

Example: Define a shared FILE library

Define a file library with shared=yes.

define library file1 libtype=file shared=yes

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a manual library)
Use this syntax to define a manual library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--MANUAL-------------> 
 
   .-RESETDrives--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
   .-AUTOLabel--=--Yes-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=MANUAL (Required)
Specifies that the library is not automated. When volumes must be mounted on drives in this type of library, messages are
sent to operators. This type of library is used with stand-alone drives.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is YES.

To use this option, you need to check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.
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RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established. If, for example, a storage agent becomes unavailable but is still
holding the path to a drive, persistent reserve allows the server to break the storage agent's reservation and access the
drive.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used. YES is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. NO is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=NO. The RESETDRIVES parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when
SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used. YES is the default for a library that is defined with
SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is not used. NO is the default for a library that is defined
with SHARED=NO.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

Example: Define a manual library

Define a library named MANUALMOUNT with the library type of MANUAL.

define library manualmount libtype=manual

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a SCSI library)
Use this syntax to define a SCSI library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--SCSI---------------> 
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.  .-RESETDrives--=--No----------.    
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-Yes-+-'  |                         (1) |    
                '-No--'    '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                                             '-No--'          
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   .-AUTOLabel--=--No------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
   .-RELABELSCRatch--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RELABELSCRatch--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SERial--=--AUTODetect--------.    
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-SERial--=--+-AUTODetect----+-'    
                '-serial_number-'      
 

Notes:

1. The default value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is conditional. If the SHARED parameter is set to NO, the value of the
RESETDRIVES parameter is NO. If the SHARED parameter is set to YES, the value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is YES.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=SCSI (Required)
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device. To mount volumes on drives in this type of library,
the server uses the media changer device.

SHAREd
Specifies whether this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). This parameter is required when
you define a library to the library manager.

YES
Specifies that this library can be shared with other servers. When you specify YES, the library manager server
mounts volumes as requested by other servers and tracks drive and volume allocation to other servers.

NO
Specifies that this library cannot be shared with other servers. SHARED=NO is required if the library is controlled by
passing commands through a NAS file server.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

RELABELSCRatch
Specifies whether the server relabels volumes that were deleted and returned to scratch. When this parameter is set to
YES, a LABEL LIBVOLUME operation is started and the existing volume label is overwritten. This parameter is optional and
intended for use with a Virtual Tape Library (VTL).

If you have both virtual and real volumes in your VTL, both types are relabeled when this parameter is enabled. If the VTL
includes real volumes, specifying this option might impact performance.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.
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No
Specifies that the server does not relabel volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

Yes
Specifies that the server relabels volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established. If, for example, a storage agent becomes unavailable but is still
holding the path to a drive, persistent reserve allows the server to break the storage agent's reservation and access the
drive.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server, and the tape drives are shared by the
server and the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device
supports persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information
about setting persistent reserve, see the documentation for your
NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server and the tape drives are accessed only
from the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable
persistent reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a
reservation is set by the NAS device but never cleared, you must
use another method to clear the reservation.

The library device is attached to the NAS device and
accessed indirectly by NDMP (network data
management protocol), and the tape drives are
accessed only from the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable
persistent reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a
reservation is set by the NAS device but never cleared, you must
use another method to clear the reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used. YES is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. NO is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=NO. The RESETDRIVES parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when
SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used. YES is the default for a library that is defined with
SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is not used. NO is the default for a library that is defined
with SHARED=NO.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the library that is being defined. This parameter is optional. The default is AUTODETECT.
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If SERIAL=AUTODETECT, then when you define the path to the library, the serial number reported by the library is used as
the serial number.

If SERIAL=serial_number, then the number you entered is compared to the number detected by the server.

Attention: Depending on the capabilities of the device, SERIAL=AUTODETECT might not be supported. In this case, the
serial number is reported as blank.

Example: Define a SCSI library

Define a library that is named SCSILIB with a library type of SCSI.

define library scsilib libtype=scsi 

The library requires a path. The device name for the library is:

/dev/lb0
/dev/tsmscsi/lb0
lb3.0.0.0

Define the path:

define path server1 scsilib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=/dev/lb0

define path server1 scsilib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb0

define path server1 scsilib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=lb3.0.0.0

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a shared library)
Use this syntax to define a shared library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--SHAREd-------------> 
 
>--PRIMarylibmanager--=--server_name--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=SHAREd (Required)
Specifies that the library is shared with another IBM Spectrum Protect™ server over a storage area network (SAN) or a dual
SCSI connection to library drives.
Important: Specify this library type when you define the library on a library client.

PRIMarylibmanager
Specifies the name of the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is responsible for controlling access to library resources. You
must define this server with the DEFINE SERVER command before you can use it as a library manager. This parameter is
required and valid only if LIBTYPE=SHARED.
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Example: Define a shared library

In a SAN, define a library named SHAREDTSM to a library client server named LIBMGR1

define library sharedtsm libtype=shared primarylibmanager=libmgr1

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a VTL library)
Use this syntax to define a library that has a SCSI-controlled media changer device that is represented by a virtual tape library
(VTL).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--VTL----------------> 
 
   .-SHAREd--=--No------.  .-RESETDrives--=--No----------.    
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-Yes-+-'  |                         (1) |    
                '-No--'    '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                                             '-No--'          
 
   .-AUTOLabel--=--No------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
   .-RELABELSCRatch--=--Yes-----.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RELABELSCRatch--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SERial--=--AUTODetect--------.    
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-SERial--=--+-AUTODetect----+-'    
                '-serial_number-'      
 

Notes:

1. The default value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is conditional. If the SHARED parameter is set to NO, the value of the
RESETDRIVES parameter is NO. If the SHARED parameter is set to YES, the value of the RESETDRIVES parameter is YES.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType=VTL (Required)
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device that is represented by a virtual tape library. To mount
volumes in drives in this type of library, the server uses the media changer device.

If you are defining a VTL library, your environment must not include any mixed-media and paths must be defined between
all drives in the library and all defined servers, including storage agents, that use the library. If either of these
characteristics are not true, the overall performance can degrade to the same levels as the SCSI library type; especially
during times of high stress.

SHAREd
Specifies whether this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). This parameter is required when
you define a library to the library manager.

YES
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Specifies that this library can be shared with other servers. When you specify YES, the library manager server
mounts volumes as requested by other servers and tracks drive and volume allocation to other servers.

NO
Specifies that this library cannot be shared with other servers. SHARED=NO is required if the library is controlled by
passing commands through a NAS file server.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established. If, for example, a storage agent becomes unavailable but is still
holding the path to a drive, persistent reserve allows the server to break the storage agent's reservation and access the
drive.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used. YES is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. NO is the default for a library
that is defined with SHARED=NO. The RESETDRIVES parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when
SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used. YES is the default for a library that is defined with
SHARED=YES.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is not used. NO is the default for a library that is defined
with SHARED=NO.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional. The default is NO.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

RELABELSCRatch
Specifies whether the server relabels volumes that were deleted and returned to scratch. When this parameter is set to
YES, a LABEL LIBVOLUME operation is started and the existing volume label is overwritten.
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If you have both virtual and real volumes in your VTL, both types are relabeled when this parameter is enabled. If the VTL
includes real volumes, specifying this option might impact performance.

Restriction: If you are defining a library that has drives that are attached to a network-attached storage (NAS) device, you
must use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command to label the volumes for this library.

Yes
Specifies that the server relabels volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch. YES is the default.

No
Specifies that the server does not relabel volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the library that is being defined. This parameter is optional. The default is AUTODETECT.

If SERIAL=AUTODETECT, then when you define the path to the library, the serial number reported by the library is used as
the serial number.

If SERIAL=serial_number, then the number you entered is compared to the number detected by the server.

Attention: Depending on the capabilities of the device, SERIAL=AUTODETECT might not be supported. In this case, the
serial number is reported as blank.

Example: Define a VTL library

Define a library named VTLLIB with a library type of VTL.

define library vtllib libtype=vtl

The library requires a path. The device name for the library is:

/dev/lb0
/dev/tsmscsi/lb0
lb3.0.0.0

Define the path:

define path server1 vtllib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=/dev/lb0

define path server1 vtllib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb0

define path server1 vtllib srctype=server desttype=library  
   device=lb3.0.0.0

DEFINE LIBRARY (Define a ZOSMEDIA library type)
Use this syntax to define a library that represents a TAPE or FILE storage resource that is maintained by Tivoli® Storage Manager
for z/OS® Media.

Define a library of type ZOSMEDIA when you want the library to be exclusively managed by Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS Media.
The library appears to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server as a logical storage device that does not require DRIVE definitions. A
PATH definition is required for the server and any storage agents that need access to the ZOSMEDIA library resource.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DEFine LIBRary--library_name--LIBType--=--ZOSMEDIA---------->< 
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined.

LIBType=ZOSMEDIA (Required)
Specifies that the library type is the ZOSMEDIA which represents a TAPE or FILE storage resource that is maintained by
Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS Media.

Example: Configure a ZOSMEDIA library

The following example shows the steps needed to define and configure a zosmedia library. The configuration includes these
components:

A server named sahara
A library defined as type zosmedia named zebra
A z/OS media server named oasis
A storage agent named mirage

Define a library named ZEBRA with a library type of ZOSMEDIA:

define library zebra libtype=zosmedia

Define the z/OS media server:

define server oasis serverpassword=sanddune  
hladdress=9.289.19.67 lladdress=1777 

The server requires a path to the library resource managed by Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS Media:

define path sahara zebra srctype=server  
desttype=library zosmediaserver=oasis

The storage agent requires a path to the library resource managed by Tivoli Storage Manager for z/OS Media:

define path mirage zebra srctype=server  
desttype=library zosmediaserver=oasis

DEFINE MACHINE (Define machine information for disaster recovery)
Use this command to save disaster recovery information for a server or client node machine. This information will be included in
the plan file to help you recover your machines.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine MACHine--machine_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-BUilding--=--building-'    
 
>--+-----------------+--+---------------+-----------------------> 
   '-FLoor--=--floor-'  '-ROom--=--room-'    
 
   .-PRIority--=--50---------.  .-ADSMServer--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+------------------------+----->< 
   '-PRIority--=----number---'  '-ADSMServer--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                 '-Yes-'      
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Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the machine name. The name can be up to 64 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a machine description. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the text in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

BUilding
Specifies the building that this machine is in. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16 characters. Enclose the
text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

FLoor
Specifies the floor that this machine is on. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16 characters. Enclose the text
in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ROom
Specifies the room that this machine is in. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16 characters. Enclose the text
in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

PRIority
Specifies the restore priority for the machine an integer from 1 to 99. The highest priority is 1. This parameter is optional.
The default is 50.

ADSMServer
Specifies whether the machine is an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. Only one machine can be defined as an IBM Spectrum
Protect server. This parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
This machine is not an IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Yes
This machine is an IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Example: Define a machine's disaster recovery information

Define a machine named DISTRICT5, and specify a location, a floor, and a room name. This machine contains critical data and has
the highest priority.

define machine district5 building=101 floor=27  
room=datafacilities priority=1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE MACHINE
Command Description

DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Associates an IBM Spectrum Protect node with a machine.

DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Associates recovery media with a machine.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.

INSERT MACHINE Inserts machine characteristics or recovery instructions into
the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

UPDATE MACHINE Changes the information for a machine.

DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Associate a node with a machine)
Use this command to associate client nodes with a machine. During disaster recovery, you can use this information to identify the
client nodes that resided on destroyed machines.

The machine must be defined and the nodes registered to IBM Spectrum Protect™.

To retrieve the information, issue the QUERY MACHINE command. This information will be included in the plan file to help you
recover the client machines.
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A node remains associated with a machine unless the node, the machine, or the association itself is deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                             .-,---------.    
                                             V           |    
>>-DEFine MACHNODEAssociation--machine_name----node_name-+----->< 
 

Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the machine name.

node_name (Required)
Specifies the node names. A node can only be associated with one machine. To specify multiple nodes, separate the names
with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.

Example: Associate a node with a machine

Associate the node named ACCOUNTSPAYABLE with the machine named DISTRICT5.

define machnodeassociation district5 accountspayable

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.

DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Deletes association between a machine and node.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS (Define a management class)
Use this command to define a new management class in a policy set. To allow clients to use the new management class, you must
activate the policy set that contains the new class.

You can define one or more management classes for each policy set in a policy domain. A management class can contain a backup
copy group, an archive copy group, or both. The user of a client node can select any management class in the active policy set or
use the default management class.

Attention: The DEFINE MGMTCLASS command fails if a copy storage pool is specified as the destination for files that were
migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management client.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the management class belongs.
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Syntax
 
>>-DEFine MGmtclass--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
   .-SPACEMGTECHnique--=--NONE----------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-SPACEMGTECHnique--=--+-AUTOmatic-+-'    
                          +-SELective-+      
                          '-NONE------'      
 
   .-AUTOMIGNOnuse--=--0----.    
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOMIGNOnuse--=--days-'    
 
   .-MIGREQUIRESBkup--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MIGREQUIRESBkup--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                         '-No--'      
 
   .-MIGDESTination--=--SPACEMGPOOL-.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-MIGDESTination--=--pool_name---'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the management class belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the management class belongs. You cannot define a management class to the ACTIVE
policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the new management class. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters. You cannot use
either default or grace_period as a class name.

SPACEMGTECHnique
Specifies whether a file that is using this management class is eligible for migration. This parameter is optional. The default
is NONE. This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive
clients or application clients. Possible values are:

AUTOmatic
Specifies that the file is eligible for both automatic migration and selective migration.

SELective
Specifies that the file is eligible for selective migration only.

NONE
Specifies that the file is not eligible for migration.

AUTOMIGNOnuse
Specifies the number of days that must elapse since a file was last accessed before it is eligible for automatic migration.
This parameter is optional. The default value is 0. If SPACEMGTECHNIQUE is not AUTOMATIC, the server ignores this
attribute. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999.

This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive clients or
application clients.

MIGREQUIRESBkup
Specifies whether a backup version of a file must exist before a file can be migrated. This parameter is optional. The default
is YES. This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive
clients or application clients. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that a backup version must exist.

No
Specifies that a backup version is optional.
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MIGDESTination
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores files that are migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect for
Space Management clients. This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, and is
not effective for backup-archive clients or application clients. The default is SPACEMGPOOL.
Your choice for the destination might depend on factors such as the following:

The number of client nodes that are migrated to the storage pool. When many user files are stored in the same
storage pool, volume contention can occur as users try to migrate files to or recall files from the storage pool.
How quickly the files must be recalled. If you need immediate access to migrated versions, you can specify a disk
storage pool as the destination.

The command fails if you specify a copy storage pool or an active-data pool as the destination.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the management class. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Example: Define a management class for a specific policy set and policy domain

Define a management class that is called MCLASS1 for policy set SUMMER in the PROG1 policy domain. For IBM Spectrum Protect
for Space Management clients, allow both automatic and selective migration, and store migrated files in the SMPOOL storage
pool. Add the description, "Technical Support Mgmt Class."

define mgmtclass prog1 summer mclass1  
spacemgtechnique=automatic migdestination=smpool  
description="technical support mgmt class"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE MGMTCLASS
Command Description

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS Assigns a management class as the default for a specified
policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

DEFINE NODEGROUP (Define a node group)
Use this command to define a node group. A node group is a group of client nodes that are acted upon as if they were a single
entity. A node can be a member of one or more node groups.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DEFine NODEGroup--group_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the node group that you want to create. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters. The
specified name may not be the same as any existing client node name.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the node group. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Example: Define a node group

Define a node group named group1.

define nodegroup group1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE NODEGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Define node group member)
Use this command to add a client node to a node group. A node group is a group of client nodes that are acted upon as if they were
a single entity.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
                                       .-,---------.    
                                       V           |    
>>-DEFine NODEGROUPMember--group_name----node_name-+----------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
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Specifies the name of the node group to which you want to add a client node.
node_name

Specifies the name of the client node that you want to add to the node group. You can specify one or more names. Separate
multiple names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can also use wildcard characters when specifying
multiple names.

Example: Define node group members

Define two members, node1 and node2, to a node group, group1.

define nodegroupmember group1 node1,node2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DEFINE PATH (Define a path)
Use this command to define a path for a source to access a destination. Both the source and destination must be defined before
you can define a path. For example, if a path is required between a server and a drive, you must first issue the DEFINE DRIVE
command and then issue the DEFINE PATH command. A path must be defined after you issue the DEFINE DRIVE command in
order to make the drive usable by the server.

Syntax and parameter descriptions are available for the following path types.

DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a drive)
DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a library)

DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a ZOSMEDIA library)

For detailed and current device support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE PATH
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.
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Command Description

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DATAMOVER Changes the definition for a data mover.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a drive)
Use this syntax when you define a path to a drive.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
>--SRCType--=--+-DATAMover-+--+------------------------+--------> 
               '-SERVer----'  '-AUTODetect--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 
>--DESTType--=--DRive--LIBRary--=--library_name-----------------> 
 
>----DEVIce--=--+-device_name-+---------------------------------> 
                '-FILE--------'      
 
   .-GENERICTAPE--=--No------.  .-ONLine--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--+--------------------+----------> 
   '-GENERICTAPE--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'                 '-No--'      
 
   .-DIRectory--=--current_directory_name-.    
>--+--------------------------------------+-------------------->< 
   |               .-,--------------.     |    
   |               V                |     |    
   '-DIRectory--=----directory_name-+-----'    
 

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path. This parameter is required.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination. This parameter is required.

SRCType (Required)
Specifies the type of the source. This parameter is required. Possible values are:

DATAMover
Specifies that a data mover is the source.

SERVer
Specifies that a storage agent is the source.

AUTODetect
Specifies whether the serial number for a drive is automatically updated in the database at the time that the path is
defined. This parameter is optional. This parameter is only valid for paths that are defined from the local server to a drive.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the serial number is not automatically updated. The serial number is still compared with what is
already in the database for the device. The server issues a message if there is a mismatch.
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Yes
Specifies that the serial number is not automatically updated to reflect the same serial number that the drive reports
to the server.
Important:

1. If you did not set the serial number when you defined the drive, the server always tries to detect the serial
number, and AUTODETECT defaults to YES. If you previously entered a serial number, then AUTODETECT
defaults to NO.

2. The use of AUTODETECT=YES in this command means that the serial number set in the drive definition is
updated with the detected serial number.

3. If you set DESTTYPE=DRIVE and AUTODETECT=YES, then the drive element number in the database is
automatically changed to reflect the same element number that corresponds to the serial number of that
drive. This is true for drives in a SCSI library. For more information about the element number, see DEFINE
DRIVE.

4. Depending on the capabilities of the device, the AUTODETECT parameter might not be supported.

DESTType=DRive (Required)
Specifies that a drive is the destination. When the destination is a drive, you must specify a library name.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the library to which the drive is assigned. The library and its drives must already be defined to the
server. If the path is from a NAS data mover to a library, the library must have LIBTYPE of SCSI, 349X, or ACSLS.

DEVIce
Specifies the name of the device as known to the source, or FILE if the device is a logical drive in a FILE library.

The source uses the device name to access the drive. See Table 1 for examples.
Table 1. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a drive (not a FILE drive)

/dev/mt3

mt3

Storage agent (on a Windows system) to a drive (not a FILE drive) mt3

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE

NAS data mover to a drive NetApp NAS file server: rst0l

EMC Celerra NAS file server: c436t0l1

IBM® System Storage® N Series: rst0l

The source uses the device name to access the drive. See Table 2 for examples.
Table 2. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a drive (not a FILE drive) /dev/tsmscsi/mt3

Storage agent to a drive (not a FILE drive) /dev/tsmscsi/mt3

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE

NAS data mover to a drive NetApp NAS file server: rst0l

EMC Celerra NAS file server: c436t0l1

IBM System Storage N Series: rst0l

Important:

For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the /etc/ibmatl.conf
file. For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the c:\winnt\ibmatl.conf file.
For more information, see IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User’s Guide, which can be downloaded from the
IBM Systems support site at http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S7002972.
For information about how to obtain names for devices that are connected to a NAS file server, consult the product
information for the file server. For example, for a NetApp file server, connect to the file server using Telnet and issue
the SYSCONFIG command. Use this command to determine device names for drives:
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sysconfig -t

GENERICTAPE
Specifies whether the tape drive to be used is a GENERICTAPE device class type. If the device is a tape drive and

is not supported by IBM Spectrum Protect™ but is supported for the Windows operating system, you can use it with the
generic tape format. To use the drive, specify GENERICTAPE=Yes when you define a path to the drive. The default is No.
Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the tape drive to be used is a GENERICTAPE device class type.

No
Specifies that the tape drive to be used is not a GENERICTAPE device class type.

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.

For example, if the path from a data mover to a drive is online, but either the data mover or the drive is offline, you cannot
use the path.

DIRectory
Specifies the directory location or locations where the storage agent reads and writes the files that represent storage
volumes for the FILE device class that is associated with the FILE library. The DIRECTORY parameter is also used for
devices of type REMOVABLEFILE. For REMOVABLEFILE devices, the DIRECTORY parameter provides information for the
server (not a storage agent) along with the DRIVE parameter to describe access to the device. This parameter is optional.
For a path from a storage agent to a FILE device, this parameter is only valid when all of the following conditions are true:

The source type is SERVER (meaning a storage agent that has been defined as a server to this server).
The source name is the name of a storage agent, not the server.
The destination is a logical drive that is part of a FILE library that is created when the device class was defined.

If you specified multiple directories for the device class associated with the FILE library, you must specify the same number
of directories for each path to the FILE library. Do not change or move existing directories on the server that the storage
agent is using so that the device class and the path remain synchronized. Adding directories is permitted. Specifying a
mismatched number of directories can cause a runtime failure.

The default value for DIRECTORY is the directory of the server at the time the command is issued. The Windows registry is
used to locate the default value.

Use a naming convention that you can use to associate the directory with a particular physical drive. This can help ensure
that your configuration is valid for sharing the FILE library between the server and storage agent. If the storage agent is on a
Windows system, use a universal naming convention (UNC) name. When the storage agent lacks permission to access
remote storage, it experiences mount failures.

The account that is associated with the storage agent service must either be an account within the local
administrator's group or an account within the domain administrator's group. If the account is in the local administrator's
group, the user ID and password must match that of an account with permissions to access storage as provided by the
system that administers the remote share. For example, if a SAMBA server is providing access to remote storage, the user
ID and password in the SAMBA configuration must match that of the local administrator user ID and password associated
with the storage agent service.

define devclass file devtype=file shared=yes mountlimit=1 
directory=d:\filedir\dir1 
define path sta1 file1 srctype=server desttype=drive 
library=file1 device=file 
directory=\\192.168.1.10\filedir\dir1

In the previous example, the DEFINE DEVCLASS command establishes the shared file system in the directory that is
accessed by the server as D:\FILEDIR\DIR1. The storage agent, however, is using UNC name
\\192.168.1.10\FILEDIR\DIR1. This means that the system with TCP/IP address 192.168.1.10 is sharing the same
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directory using FILEDIR as the shared name. Also, the storage agent service has an account that can access this storage. It
can access it either because it is associated with a local account with the same user ID and password as 192.168.1.10 or it
is associated with a domain account that is available on both the storage agent and on 192.168.1.10. If appropriate to the
installation, you can replace the 192.168.1.10 with a symbolic name such as:

example.yourcompany.com

Attention:

1. Storage agents access FILE volumes by replacing a directory name in a volume name with a directory name from a
directory in the list provided with the DEFINE PATH command. Directories that are specified with this parameter are
not validated on the server.

2. IBM Spectrum Protect does not create shares or permissions, or mount the target file system. You must complete
these actions before you start the storage agent.

Example: Define a path from a server to a drive

Define a path from a server to a drive. In this case, the server name is NET1, the drive name is TAPEDRV6, the library is NETLIB,
and the device name is mt4. Set AUTODETECT to NO.

define path net1 tapedrv6 srctype=server autodetect=no desttype=drive 
    library=netlib device=mt4

Example: Define a path from a data mover server to a drive for backup and restore

Define a path from the data mover that is a NAS file server to the drive that the NAS file server will use for backup and restore
operations. In this example, the NAS data mover is NAS1, the drive name is TAPEDRV3, the library is NASLIB, and the device name
for the drive is rst0l.

define path nas1 tapedrv3 srctype=datamover desttype=drive library=naslib 
    device=rst0l

Example: Define a path from a storage agent to a drive for backup and restore

Define a path from storage agent SA1 to the drive that the storage agent uses for backup and restore operations. In this example,
the library is TSMLIB, the drive is TAPEDRV4, and the device name for the drive is /dev/tsmscsi/mt3.

define path sa1 tapedrv4 srctype=server desttype=drive library=tsmlib 
    device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt3

Example: Define a path from a storage agent to a drive for backup and restore

Define a path from storage agent SA1 to the drive that the storage agent uses for backup and restore operations. In this example,
the library is TSMLIB, the drive is TAPEDRV4, and the device name for the drive is /dev/mt3.

define path sa1 tapedrv4 srctype=server desttype=drive library=tsmlib 
    device=/dev/mt3

Example: Define a path to give a storage agent access to shared disk storage

Define a path that gives the storage agent access to files on disk storage that is shared with the server. Drive FILE9 is defined to
library FILE1 on the server. The storage agent SA1 accesses FILE9. On the storage agent, this data is on directory
\\192.168.1.10\filedata.

The data for FILE9 resides on the server at /tsmdata/filedata.

The data for FILE9 resides on the server at d:\tsmdata\filedata.

define path sa1 file9 srctype=server desttype=drive library=file1 device=file 
    directory="\\192.168.1.10\filedata"
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Example: Configure a storage agent to use a FILE library

The following example illustrates the importance of matching device classes and paths to ensure that storage agents can access
newly created FILE volumes.

Suppose you want to use these three directories for a FILE library: 

c:\server
d:\server
e:\server

/opt/tivoli1
/opt/tivoli2
/opt/tivoli3

1. Use the following command to set up a FILE library named CLASSA with one drive named CLASSA1 on SERVER1: 

define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="c:\server,d:\server,e:\server"  
shared=yes mountlimit=1

define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="/opt/tivoli1,/opt/tivoli2,/opt/tivoli3"  
shared=yes mountlimit=1

2. You want the storage agent STA1 to be able to use the FILE library, so you define the following path for storage agent STA1: 

define path sta1 classa1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="\\192.168.1.10\c\server,\\192.168.1.10\d\server, 
\\192.168.1.10\e\server" library=classa

define path sta1 classa1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="/opt/ibm1,/opt/ibm2,/opt/ibm3" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, replaces the directory name c:\server with the directory name
\\192.168.1.10\c\server to access FILE volumes that are in the c:\server directory on the server.

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, replaces the directory name /opt/tivoli1 with the directory
name /opt/ibm1/ to access FILE volumes that are in the /opt/tivoli1 directory on the server.

3. File volume c:\server\file1.dsm is created by SERVER1. If you later change the first directory for the device class
with the following command:

update devclass classa directory="c:\otherdir,d:\server,e:\server"

SERVER1 is still able to access file volume c:\server\file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 is not able to access it because a
matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory name is not available in the directory list
that is associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access to a FILE volume in that directory. Although the
volume is still accessible from the server for reading, failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume can cause
operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail.

4. If file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm is created on SERVER1, and if the following command is issued,

update devclass classa directory="/opt/otherdir,/opt/tivoli2, 
/opt/tivoli3"

SERVER1 is still able to access file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 is not able to access it
because a matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory name is not available in the
directory list that is associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access to a FILE volume in that directory.
Although the volume is still accessible from the server for reading, failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume
can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail.

DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a library)
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Use this syntax when defining a path to a library.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
                           (1)                                  
>--SRCType--=--+-DATAMover-----+--+------------------------+----> 
               '-SERVer--------'  '-AUTODetect--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                   '-Yes-'      
 
>--DESTType--=--LIBRary--+-DEVIce--=--device_name--------+------> 
                         '-EXTERNALManager--=--path_name-'    
 
   .-ONLine--=--Yes-----.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. DATAMOVER only applies to NAS devices.

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path. This parameter is required.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination. This parameter is required.
Attention: To define a path from a NAS data mover to a library, the library must have LIBTYPE of SCSI, 349x, or ACSLS.

SRCType (Required)
Specifies the type of the source. This parameter is required. Possible values are:

DATAMover
Specifies that a data mover is the source.

SERVer
Specifies that a storage agent is the source.

AUTODetect
Specifies whether the serial number for a drive or library will be automatically updated in the database at the time that the
path is defined. This parameter is optional. This parameter is only valid for paths defined from the local server to a drive or
a library. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the serial number will not be automatically updated. The serial number is still compared with what is
already in the database for the device. The server issues a message if there is a mismatch.

Yes
Specifies that the serial number will be automatically updated to reflect the same serial number that the drive
reports to IBM Spectrum Protect™.
Important:

1. If you did not set the serial number when you defined the drive or the library, the server always tries to detect
the serial number, and AUTODETECT defaults to YES. If you have previously entered a serial number, then
AUTODETECT defaults to NO.

2. The use of AUTODETECT=YES in this command means that the serial number set in the drive or library
definition is updated with the detected serial number.

3. Depending on the capabilities of the device, the AUTODETECT parameter may not be supported.

DESTType=LIBRary (Required)
Specifies that a library is the destination. This parameter is required.
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DEVIce
Specifies the name of the device as known to the source, or FILE if the device is a logical drive in a FILE library.

The source uses the device name to access the library. See Table 1 for examples.
Table 1. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a library

/dev/lb4

/dev/tsmscsi/lb4

lb4.1

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE

NAS data mover to a library mc0

The source uses the device name to access the library. See Table 2 for examples.
Table 2. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a library /dev/tsmscsi/lb4

NAS data mover to a library mc0

Important:

For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the /etc/ibmatl.conf
file.  For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the c:\winnt\ibmatl.conf file.
For more information, see IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User’s Guide, which can be downloaded from the
IBM® Systems support site at http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S7002972.
For information about how to obtain names for devices that are connected to a NAS file server, consult the product
information for the file server. For example, for a NetApp file server, connect to the file server using Telnet and issue
the SYSCONFIG command. Use this command to determine device names for drives:

sysconfig -t

Use this command to determine the device name for a library:

sysconfig -m

EXTERNALManager
Specifies the location of the external library manager where IBM Spectrum Protect can send media access requests. Use
single quotation marks around the value of this parameter. For example, enter: 

/usr/lpp/GESedt-acsls/bin/elmdt

/opt/GESedt-acsls/bin/elmdt

C:\Program Files\GES\EDT-ACSLS\bin\elmdt.exe

This parameter is required when the library name is an external library.

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.
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Attention: If the path to a library is offline, the server will not be able to access the library. If the server is halted and
restarted while the path to the library is offline, the library will not be initialized.

Example: Define a path from a server to a library

Define a path from the server SATURN to the SCSI type library SCSILIB:

define path saturn scsilib srctype=server  
desttype=library device=/dev/lb3

define path saturn scsilib srctype=server  
desttype=library device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3

define path saturn scsilib srctype=server  
desttype=library device=lb3.0.0.0

DEFINE PATH (Define a path when the destination is a ZOSMEDIA library)
Use this syntax when defining a path to a ZOSMEDIA library. You must first define the z/OS® media server in your configuration
with the DEFINE SERVER command.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
>--SRCType--=--SERVer--DESTType--=--LIBRary---------------------> 
 
                                   .-ONLine--=--Yes-----.    
>--ZOSMEDIASERVER--=--server_name--+--------------------+------>< 
                                   '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                '-No--'      
 

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the ZOSMEDIA library.

SRCType=SERVer (Required)
Specifies that a storage agent or server is the source.

DESTType=LIBRary (Required)
Specifies that a library is the destination.

ZOSMEDIAServer (Required)
Specifies the name of the server that represents a Tivoli® Storage Manager for z/OS Media server.

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.
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Attention: If the path to a library is offline, the server will not be able to access the library. If the server is halted and
restarted while the path to the library is offline, the library will not be initialized.

If the z/OS media server cannot be accessed during initialization of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the library path will
be set offline. Use the UPDATE PATH command and specify ONLINE=YES to vary the ZOSMEDIA library back online.

DEFINE POLICYSET (Define a policy set)
Use this command to define a policy set in a policy domain. A policy set contains management classes, which contain copy
groups. You can define one or more policy sets for each policy domain.

To put a policy set into effect, you must activate the policy set by using the ACTIVATE POLICYSET command. Only one policy set
can be active in a policy domain. The copy groups and management classes within the active policy set determine the rules by
which client nodes perform backup, archive, and space management operations, and how the client files stored are managed.

Use the VALIDATE POLICYSET command to verify that a policy set is complete and valid before activating it with the ACTIVATE
POLICYSET command.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine POlicyset--domain_name--policy_set_name---------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the policy set belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy set. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters. You cannot define a policy set
named ACTIVE.

DESCription
Specifies a description for the new policy set. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Example: Define a policy set

Define a policy set called SUMMER for the PROG1 policy domain and include the description, "Programming Group Policies."

define policyset prog1 summer  
description="Programming Group Policies"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

COPY POLICYSET Creates a copy of a policy set.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.
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Command Description

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION (Define a profile association)
Use this command on a configuration manager to associate one or more objects with a configuration profile for distribution to
subscribing managed servers. After a managed server subscribes to a profile, the configuration manager sends object definitions
associated with the profile to the managed server where they are stored in the database. Objects created this way in the database
of a managed server become managed objects. An object can be associated with more than one profile.

You can use this command to define an initial set of profile associations and to add to existing associations.

You can associate the following types of objects with a profile:

Administrator registrations and authorities
Policy domains, which include the domains' policy sets, management classes, copy groups, and client schedules
Administrative schedules
Server command scripts
Client option sets
Server definitions
Server group definitions

Tip: The configuration manager does not distribute status information for an object to managed servers. For example, information
such as the number of days since an administrator last accessed the server is not distributed to managed servers. This type of
information is maintained in the databases of the individual managed servers.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine PROFASSOCiation--profile_name-------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-ADMins--=--+-*--------------+-'    
                | .-,----------. |      
                | V            | |      
                '---admin_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-DOmains--=--+-*---------------+-'    
                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---domain_name-+-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-ADSCHeds--=--+-*-----------------+-'    
                  | .-,-------------. |      
                  | V               | |      
                  '---schedule_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-SCRipts--=--+-*---------------+-'    
                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---script_name-+-'      
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>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   '-CLOptsets--=--+-*-------------------+-'    
                   | .-,---------------. |      
                   | V                 | |      
                   '---option_set_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-SERVers--=--+-*---------------+-'    
                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---server_name-+-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   '-SERVERGroups--=--+-*--------------+-'    
                      | .-,----------. |      
                      | V            | |      
                      '---group_name-+-'      
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the configuration profile.

ADMins
Specifies administrators to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can specify more
than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all definition, an asterisk
(*) by itself, to specify all administrators that are registered with the configuration manager. If you specify the match-all
definition and later add more administrators, they are automatically distributed through the profile.
The configuration manager distributes the administrator name, password, contact information, and authorities of
administrators associated with the profile. The configuration manager does not distribute the following:

The administrator named SERVER_CONSOLE, even if you use a match-all definition
The locked or unlocked status of an administrator

When the profile already has administrators associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of administrators and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect™ combines the new list with the
existing list.
If you specify a match-all definition and a list of administrators already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the
list with the match-all definition.
If you specify a list of administrators, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum
Protect ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
ADMINS=* parameter.

DOmains
Specifies policy domains to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can specify more
than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all definition, an asterisk
(*) by itself, to specify all domains that are defined on the configuration manager. If you specify the match-all definition and
later add more domains, they are automatically distributed through the profile.

The configuration manager distributes domain information that includes definitions of policy domains, policy sets,
management classes, copy groups, and client schedules. The configuration manager does not distribute the ACTIVE policy
set. Administrators on a managed server can activate any policy set within a managed domain on a managed server.

When the profile already has domains associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of domains and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list with the
existing list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of domains already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the list with the
match-all definition.
If you specify a list of domains, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
DOMAINS=* parameter.

Important: Client operations such as backup and archive fail if destination pools do not exist. Therefore, managed servers
that subscribe to this profile must have definitions for any storage pools specified as destinations in the associated
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domains. Use the RENAME STGPOOL command to rename existing storage pools to match the destination names
distributed.

ADSCHeds
Specifies administrative schedules to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can
specify more than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all
definition, an asterisk (*) by itself, to specify all administrative schedules that are defined on the configuration manager. If
you specify the match-all definition and later add more administrative schedules, they are automatically distributed
through the profile.
Tip: Administrative schedules are not active when they are distributed by a configuration manager. An administrator on a
managed server must activate any schedule to have it run on that server.
When the profile already has administrative schedules associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of administrative schedules and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list
with the existing list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of administrative schedules already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces
the list with the match-all definition.
If you specify a list of administrative schedules, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM
Spectrum Protect ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION
command with the ADSCHEDS=* parameter.

SCRipts
Specifies server command scripts to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can
specify more than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all
definition, an asterisk (*) by itself, to specify all scripts that are defined on the configuration manager. If you specify the
match-all definition and later add more scripts, they are automatically distributed through the profile.
When the profile already has scripts associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of scripts and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list with the existing
list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of scripts already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the list with the
match-all definition.
If you specify a list of scripts, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
SCRIPTS=* parameter.

CLOptsets
Specifies client option sets to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can specify
more than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all definition, an
asterisk (*) by itself, to specify all client option sets that are defined on the configuration manager. If you specify the match-
all definition and later add more client option sets, they are automatically distributed through the profile.
When the profile already has client option sets associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of client option sets and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list with
the existing list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of client option sets already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the list
with the match-all definition.
If you specify a list of client option sets, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum
Protect ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
CLOPSETS=* parameter.

SERVers
Specifies server definitions to associate with the profile. The definitions are distributed to managed servers that subscribe
to this profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can specify more than one name by separating the names
with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all definition, an asterisk (*) by itself, to specify all servers that are
defined on the configuration manager. If you specify the match-all definition and later add more servers, they are
automatically distributed through the profile.

The configuration manager distributes the following server attributes: communication method, IP address, port address,
server password, URL, and the description. Distributed server definitions always have the ALLOWREPLACE attribute set to
YES on the managed server, regardless of this parameter's value on the configuration manager. On the managed server, you
can use the UPDATE SERVER command to set all other attributes.

When the profile already has servers associated with it, the following apply:
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If you specify a list of servers and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list with the existing
list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of servers already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the list with the
match-all definition.
If you specify a list of servers, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
SERVERS=* parameter.

Important:

1. A server definition on a managed server is not replaced by a definition from the configuration manager unless you
have allowed replacement of the definition on the managed server. To allow replacement, on the managed server
update the server definition by using the UPDATE SERVER command with ALLOWREPLACE=YES.

2. If a configuration manager distributes a server definition to a managed server, and a server group of the same name
exists on the managed server, the distributed server definition replaces the server group definition.

SERVERGroups
Specifies server groups to associate with the profile. You can use wildcard characters in the names. You can specify more
than one name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all definition, an asterisk
(*) by itself, to specify all server groups that are defined on the configuration manager. If you specify the match-all
definition and later add more server groups, they are automatically distributed through the profile.
Tip: A configuration manager does not distribute a server group definition to a managed server if the managed server has a
server defined with the same name as that of the server group.
When the profile already has server groups associated with it, the following apply:

If you specify a list of server groups and a list already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect combines the new list with the
existing list.
If you use a match-all definition and a list of server groups already exists, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the list
with the match-all definition.
If you specify a list of server groups, and a match-all definition had previously been specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
ignores the list. To remove the match-all definition, issue the DELETE PROFASSOCIATION command with the
SERVERGROUPS=* parameter.

Example: Associate a specific domain with a specific profile

Associate a domain named MARKETING with a profile named DELTA.

define profassociation delta domains=marketing

Example: Associate all domains with a specific profile

You have already associated a list of domains with a profile named GAMMA. Now associate all domains defined on the
configuration manager with the profile.

define profassociation gamma domains=*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.
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Command Description

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE (Define a profile)
Use this command on a configuration manager to define a profile (a set of configuration information) that can be distributed to
managed servers.

After defining a profile, you can use the DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION command to specify objects to be distributed to managed
servers subscribing to the profile.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine PROFIle--profile_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the profile. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the profile. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the description in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. This parameter is optional.

Example: Define a new profile

Define a profile named ALPHA with a description of "Programming Center."

define profile alpha  
description="Programming Center"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.
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DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Associate recovery media with a
machine)

Use this command to associate recovery media with one or more machines. A machine is associated with recovery media so that
the location of the boot media and its list of volume names are available to recover the machine. To retrieve the information, issue
the QUERY MACHINE command. This information will be included in the plan file to help you recover the client machines.

To associate a machine with recovery media, both the machine and media must be defined to IBM Spectrum Protect™. A machine
remains associated with the media until the association, the media, or the machine is deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                             .-,------------.    
                                             V              |    
>>-DEFine RECMEDMACHAssociation--media_name----machine_name-+-->< 
 

Parameters

media_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery media with which one or more machines will be associated.

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the machines to be associated with the recovery media. A machine can be associated with multiple
recovery media. To specify a list of machines, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use
wildcard characters to specify a name.

Example: Associate machines to recovery media

Associate machines DISTRICT1 and DISTRICT5 to the DIST5RM recovery media.

define recmedmachassociation dist5rm  
district1,district5

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA Defines the media required to recover a machine.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.

DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Deletes association between recovery media and a machine.

DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA Deletes recovery media.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine recovery.

DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA (Define recovery media)
Use this command to define the media needed to recover a machine. The same media can be associated with multiple machines.
To display the information, use the QUERY MACHINE command. This information will be included in the plan file to help you to
recover the client machines.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine RECOVERYMedia--media_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                 .-,-----------. |    
   |                 V             | |    
   '-VOLumenames--=----volume_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-LOcation--=--location-'    
 
   .-Type--=--OTher-----.                                  
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--+-OTher-+-'  '-PROduct--=--product_name-'    
              '-BOot--'                                    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   '-PRODUCTInfo--=--product_information-'    
 

Parameters

media_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery media to be defined. The name can be up to 30 characters.

VOLumenames
Specifies the names of volumes that contain the recoverable data (for example, operating system image copies). This
parameter is required if you specify a media type of BOOT. Specify boot media volume names in the order in which they are
to be inserted into the machine at recovery time. The maximum length of the volume names list is 255 characters. Enclose
the list in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

DESCription
Specifies the description of the recovery media. This parameter is optional. The maximum length is 255 characters. Enclose
the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

LOcation
Specifies the location of the recovery media. This parameter is optional. The maximum length is 255 characters. Enclose
the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Type
Specifies the type of recovery media. This parameter is optional. The default is OTHER.

BOot
Specifies that this is boot media. You must specify volume names if the type is BOOT.

OTher
Specifies that this is not boot media. For example, a CD that contains operating system manuals.

PROduct
Specifies the name of the product that wrote to this media. This parameter is optional. The maximum length is 16
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

PRODUCTInfo
Specifies information about the product that wrote to the media. This would be information that you may need to restore
the machine. This parameter is optional. The maximum length is 255 characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it
contains any blank characters.

Example: Define the media needed to recover a machine

Define the recovery media named DIST5RM. Include a description and the location.

define recoverymedia dist5rm  
description="district 5 base system image"  
location="district 1 vault"
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA
Command Description

DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Associates recovery media with a machine.

DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA Deletes recovery media.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine
recovery.

UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA Changes the attributes of recovery media.

DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client or an administrative command
schedule)

Use this command to create a client or administrative command schedule.

The DEFINE SCHEDULE command takes two forms: one if the schedule applies to client operations, one if the schedule applies to
administrative commands. Within these two forms, you can select either classic or enhanced style schedules. The syntax and
parameters for each form are defined separately.

For each schedule, a startup window is specified. The startup window is the time period during which the schedule must be
initiated. The schedule will not necessarily complete processing within this window. If the server is not running when this window
starts, but is started before the end of the defined window is reached, the schedule will run when the server is restarted. Options
associated with each schedule style (classic and enhanced) determine when the startup windows should begin.

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SCHEDULE
Command Description

COPY SCHEDULE Creates a copy of a schedule.

DEFINE ASSOCIATION Associates clients with a schedule.

DELETE SCHEDULE Deletes a schedule from the database.

QUERY EVENT Displays information about scheduled and completed events
for selected clients.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

SET MAXCMDRETRIES Specifies the maximum number of retries after a failed attempt
to execute a scheduled command.

SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS Specifies the maximum number of client/server sessions
available for processing scheduled work.

SET RETRYPERIOD Specifies the time between retry attempts by the client
scheduler.

UPDATE SCHEDULE Changes the attributes of a schedule.

DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client schedule)
Use the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to define a client schedule. IBM Spectrum Protect uses this schedule to
automatically perform a variety of client operations for your client workstation at specified intervals or days. After you
define a schedule, use the DEFINE ASSOCIATION command to associate the client with the schedule.
DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
Use the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to create a new schedule for processing an administrative command.

DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a client schedule)
Use the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to define a client schedule. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses this schedule to automatically
perform a variety of client operations for your client workstation at specified intervals or days. After you define a schedule, use the
DEFINE ASSOCIATION command to associate the client with the schedule.
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You must start the client scheduler on the client workstation for IBM Spectrum Protect to process the schedule.

Not all clients can run all scheduled operations, even though you can define the schedule on the server and associate it with the
client. For example, a Macintosh client cannot run a schedule when the action is to restore or retrieve files, or run an executable
script. An executable script is also known as a command file, a batch file, or a script on different client operating systems.

IBM Spectrum Protect cannot run multiple schedules concurrently for the same client node.

Privilege class

To define a client schedule, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the
policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

Syntax

 
Classic client schedule 
 
>>-DEFine SCHedule--domain_name--schedule_name------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------+--+-----------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--Client-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACTion--=--Incremental-----------------------------------.    
>--+----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-ACTion--=--+-Incremental-------------------------------+-'    
                +-Selective---------------------------------+      
                +-Archive--+----------------------------+---+      
                |          |               .-""-------. |   |      
                |          '-SUBACTion--=--+----------+-'   |      
                |                          '-FASTBack-'     |      
                +-Backup--+-------------------------------+-+      
                |         |               .-""----------. | |      
                |         '-SUBACTion--=--+-------------+-' |      
                |                         +-FASTBack----+   |      
                |                         +-SYSTEMSTate-+   |      
                |                         +-VApp--------+   |      
                |                         '-VM----------'   |      
                +-REStore-----------------------------------+      
                +-RETrieve----------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEBACkup-------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEREStore------------------------------+      
                +-Command-----------------------------------+      
                +-Macro-------------------------------------+      
                '-Deploy------------------------------------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-OPTions--=--option_string-'    
 
                                      .-PRIority--=--5------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--+---------------------+---> 
   |         (1)                   |  '-PRIority--=--number-'    
   '-OBJects------=--object_string-'                             
 
   .-STARTDate--=--current_date-.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-STARTDate--=--date---------'    
 
   .-STARTTime--=--current_time-.  .-DURation--=--1------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time---------'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
   .-DURUnits--=--Hours----------.  .-MAXRUNtime--=--0------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes----+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours------+                                 
                  +-Days-------+                                 
                  '-INDefinite-'                                 
 
   .-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic-.  .-PERiod--=--1------.    
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+------------> 
   '-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic '  '-PERiod--=--number-'    
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   .-PERUnits--=--Days--------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-PERUnits--=--+-Hours---+-'    
                  +-Days----+      
                  +-Weeks---+      
                  +-Months--+      
                  +-Years---+      
                  '-Onetime-'      
 
   .-DAYofweek--=--ANY-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
   .-EXPiration--=--Never-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. The OBJECTS parameter is optional when ACTION=INCREMENTAL, but is required for other actions.

Syntax

 
Enhanced client schedule 
 
>>-DEFine SCHedule--domain_name--schedule_name------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------+--+-----------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--Client-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACTion--=--Incremental-----------------------------------.    
>--+----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-ACTion--=--+-Incremental-------------------------------+-'    
                +-Selective---------------------------------+      
                +-Archive--+------------------------+-------+      
                |          '-SUBACTion--=--FASTBack-'       |      
                +-Backup--+-------------------------------+-+      
                |         |               .-""----------. | |      
                |         '-SUBACTion--=--+-------------+-' |      
                |                         +-FASTBack----+   |      
                |                         +-SYSTEMSTate-+   |      
                |                         +-VApp--------+   |      
                |                         '-VM----------'   |      
                +-REStore-----------------------------------+      
                +-RETrieve----------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEBACkup-------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEREStore------------------------------+      
                +-Command-----------------------------------+      
                '-Macro-------------------------------------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-OPTions--=--option_string-'    
 
                                      .-PRIority--=--5------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--+---------------------+---> 
   |         (1)                   |  '-PRIority--=--number-'    
   '-OBJects------=--object_string-'                             
 
   .-STARTDate--=--current_date-.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
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   '-STARTDate--=--date---------'    
 
   .-STARTTime--=--current_time-.  .-DURation--=--1------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time---------'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
   .-DURUnits--=--Hours-------.  .-MAXRUNtime--=--0------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------------+------> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes-+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours---+                                 
                  '-Days----'                                 
 
                            .-MONth--=--ANY-----------.    
>--SCHEDStyle--=--Enhanced--+-------------------------+---------> 
                            '-MONth--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                                        +-JAnuary---+      
                                        +-February--+      
                                        +-MARch-----+      
                                        +-APril-----+      
                                        +-May-------+      
                                        +-JUNe------+      
                                        +-JULy------+      
                                        +-AUgust----+      
                                        +-September-+      
                                        +-October---+      
                                        +-November--+      
                                        '-December--'      
 
   .-DAYOFMonth--=--ANY-----.  .-WEEKofmonth--=--ANY--------.    
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------------+---> 
   '-DAYOFMonth--=--+-ANY-+-'  '-WEEKofmonth--=--+-ANY----+-'    
                    '-Day-'                      +-FIrst--+      
                                                 +-Second-+      
                                                 +-Third--+      
                                                 +-FOurth-+      
                                                 '-Last---'      
 
   .-DAYofweek--=--ANY-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
   .-EXPiration--=--Never-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. The OBJECTS parameter is optional when ACTION=INCREMENTAL, but is required for other actions.

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which this schedule belongs.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to be defined. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

Type=Client
Specifies that a schedule for a client is defined. This parameter is optional.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description.
Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.
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ACTion
Specifies the action that occurs when this schedule is processed. Possible values are:

Incremental
Specifies that the schedule backs up all files that are new or that have changed since the last incremental backup.
Incremental also backs up any file for which all existing backups might have expired.

Selective
Specifies that the schedule backs up only files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Archive
Specifies that the schedule archives files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Backup
Specifies that the schedule backs up files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

REStore
Specifies that the schedule restores files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

When you specify ACTION=RESTORE for a scheduled operation, and the REPLACE option is set to PROMPT, no
prompting occurs. If you set the option to PROMPT, the files are skipped.

If you specify a second file specification, this second file specification acts as the restore destination. If you need to
restore multiple groups of files, schedule one for each file specification that you need to restore.

RETrieve
Indicates that the schedule retrieves files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.
Remember: A second file that is specified acts as the retrieve destination. If you need to retrieve multiple groups of
files, create a separate schedule for each group of files.

IMAGEBACkup
Specifies that the schedule backs up logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

IMAGEREStore
Specifies that the schedule restores logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Command
Specifies that the schedule processes a client operating system command or script that is specified with the
OBJECTS parameter.

Macro
Specifies that a client processes a macro whose file name is specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

SUBACTion
You can specify one of the following values:

""
When a null string (two double quotes) is specified with ACTION=BACKUP the backup is an incremental.

FASTBAck
Specifies that a FastBack client operation that is identified by the ACTION parameter is to be scheduled for
processing. The ACTION parameter must be either ARCHIVE or BACKUP.

SYSTEMSTate
Specifies that a client Systemstate backup is scheduled.

VApp
Specifies that a client vApp backup is scheduled. A vApp is a collection of pre-deployed virtual machines.

VM
Specifies that a client VMware backup operation is scheduled.

Deploy
Specifies whether to update client workstations with deployment packages that are specified with the OBJECTS
parameter. The OBJECTS parameter must contain two specifications, the package files to retrieve and the location
from which to retrieve them. Ensure that the objects are in the order files location. For example:

define schedule standard deploy_1 action=DEPLOY objects= 
"\\IBM_ANR_WIN\c$\tsm\maintenance\client\v6r2\Windows\X32\v620\v6200\*  
..\IBM_ANR_WIN\"

Values for the following options are restricted when you specify ACTION=DEPLOY:

PERUNITS
Specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. If you specify PERUNITS=PERIOD, the parameter is ignored.

DURUNITS
Specify MINUTES, HOURS, or DAYS for the DURUNITS parameter. Do not specify INDEFINITE.

SCHEDSTYLE
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Specify the default style, CLASSIC.

The SCHEDULE command fails if the parameters do not conform to the required parameter values, such as the
V.R.M.F.

OPTions
Specifies the client options that you specify to the scheduled command at the time the schedule is processed. This
parameter is optional.
Only those options that are valid on the scheduled command can be specified for this parameter. Refer to the appropriate
client manual for information about options that are valid from the command line. All options described there as valid only
on the initial command line result in an error or are ignored when running the schedule from the server. For example, do not
include the following options because they have no effect when the client processes the scheduled command:

MAXCMDRETRIES
OPTFILE
QUERYSCHEDPERIOD
RETRYPERIOD
SCHEDLOGNAME
SCHEDMODE
SERVERNAME
TCPCLIENTADDRESS
TCPCLIENTPORT

When you define a scheduler service by using the DSMCUTIL command or the backup-archive client GUI wizard,
you specify an options file. You cannot override the options in that options file by issuing the scheduled command. You
must modify the options in your scheduler service.

If the option string contains multiple options or options with embedded spaces, surround the entire option string with one
pair of apostrophes. Enclose individual options that contain spaces in quotation marks. A leading minus sign is required in
front of the option. Errors can occur if the option string contains spaces that are not quoted correctly.

The following examples show how to specify some client options:

To specify subdir=yes and domain all-local -systemobject, enter:
options='-subdir=yes -domain="all-local -c: -systemobject"'

To specify domain all-local -c: -d:, enter:
options='-domain="all-local -c: -d:"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of quotation marks is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

OBJects
Specifies the objects for which the specified action is performed. Use a single space between each object. This parameter
is required except when ACTION=INCREMENTAL. If the action is a backup, archive, retrieve, or restore operation, the
objects are file spaces, directories, or logical volumes. If the action is to run a command or macro, the object is the name of
the command or macro to run.

When you specify ACTION=INCREMENTAL without specifying a value for this parameter, the scheduled command is
invoked without specified objects and attempts to process the objects as defined in the client option file. To select all file
spaces or directories for an action, explicitly list them in the object string. Entering only an asterisk in the object string
causes the backup to occur only for the directory where the scheduler was started.

Important:

If you specify a second file specification, and it is not a valid destination, you receive this error:

ANS1082E Invalid destination file specification <filespec> entered.

If you specify more than two file specifications, you receive this error:

ANS1102E Excessive number of command line arguments passed to the  
program!
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When you specify ACTION=ARCHIVE, INCREMENTAL, or SELECTIVE for this parameter, you can list a maximum of twenty
(20) file specifications.

Enclose the object string in double quotes if it contains blank characters (spaces), and then surround the double quotes
with single quotes. If the object string contains multiple file names, enclose each file name with its own pair of double
quotes, then surround the entire string with one pair of single quotes. Errors can occur if file names contain a space that is
not quoted correctly.

If you are using characters that have a special meaning for Windows users, such as commas, surround the entire
argument in two pairs of double quotes, then surround the entire string with single quotes. The following examples show
you how to specify some file names:

To specify C:\FILE 2, D:\GIF FILES, and E:\MY TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"C:\FILE 2" "D:\GIF FILES" "E:\MY TEST FILE"'

To specify D:\TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"D:\TEST FILE"'

To specify D:TEST,FILE:
OBJECTS='""D:\TEST,FILE""'

The following examples show how to specify some file names:

To specify /home/file 2, /home/gif files, and /home/my test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/file 2" "/home/gif files" "/home/my test file"'

To specify /home/test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/test file"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of double quotes is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

PRIority
Specifies the priority value for a schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 1 to 10, with 1 being
the highest priority and 10 being the lowest. The default is 5.

If two or more schedules have the same window start time, the value you specify determines when IBM Spectrum Protect
processes the schedule. The schedule with the highest priority starts first. For example, a schedule with PRIORITY=3 starts
before a schedule with PRIORITY=5.

STARTDate
Specifies the date for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current date. Use this parameter with the STARTTIME parameter to specify when the initial startup window of
the schedule starts.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM
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Value Description Example

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current time. This parameter is used in conjunction with the STARTDATE parameter to specify when the initial
startup window begins.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW+02:00 or STARTTIME=+02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 7:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW-02:00 or STARTTIME=-02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 3:00.

DURation
Specifies the number of units that define the length of the startup window of the scheduled operation. This parameter is
optional. This value must be from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the DURUNITS parameter to specify the length of the startup window. For example, if you specify
DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the start date and start time.
The default length of the startup window is 1 hour. The duration of the window must be shorter than the period between
windows.

This value is ignored if you specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE.

Tip: Define schedules with durations longer than 10 minutes. Doing this will give the IBM Spectrum Protect scheduler
enough time to process the schedule and prompt the client.

DURUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the duration of the window in which the schedule can start. This parameter is
optional. The default is HOURS.

Use this parameter with the DURATION parameter to specify how long the startup window remains open to process the
schedule. For example, if DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the
start date and start time. The schedule may not necessarily complete processing within this window. If the schedule needs
to be retried for any reason, the retry attempts must begin before the startup window elapses, or the operation does not
restart.

The default value for the length of the startup window is 1 hour. You can specify one of the following values:

Minutes
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in minutes.

Hours
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in hours.

Days
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in days.

INDefinite
Specifies that the startup window of the scheduled operation has an indefinite duration. The schedule can run any
time after the scheduled start time, until the schedule expires. You cannot specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE, unless
you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. The INDEFINITE value is not allowed with enhanced schedules.

MAXRUNtime
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Specifies the maximum run time, which is the number of minutes during which all client sessions that are started by the
scheduled operation should be completed. If sessions are still running after the maximum run time, the server issues a
warning message, but the sessions continue to run.
Tip: The maximum run time is calculated from the beginning of the startup window and not from the time that sessions
start within the startup window.
Restrictions:

The value of the parameter is not distributed to servers that are managed by an enterprise configuration manager.
The value of the parameter is not exported by the EXPORT command.

The parameter is optional. You can specify a number in the range 0-1440. The default value is 0. A value of 0 means that
the maximum run time is indefinite, and no warning message is issued. The maximum run time must be greater than the
startup window duration, which is defined by the DURATION and DURUNITS parameters.

For example, if the start time of a scheduled operation is 9:00 PM, and the duration of the startup window is 2 hours, the
startup window is 9:00 PM - 11:00 PM. If the maximum run time is 240 minutes, that is, 4 hours, all client sessions for this
operation should be completed by 1:00 AM. If one or more sessions are still running after 1:00 AM, the server issues a
warning message.
Tip: Alternatively, you can specify a Run time alert value of 1:00 AM in the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center.

SCHEDStyle
This parameter is optional. SCHEDSTYLE defines either the interval between times when a schedule can run, or the days on
which it runs. The default is the classic syntax.
Possible values are:

Classic
The parameters for the Classic syntax are: PERIOD, PERUNITS, and DAYOFWEEK. You cannot use these parameters:
MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, and WEEKOFMONTH.

Enhanced
The parameters for the Enhanced syntax are: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK. You
cannot use these parameters: PERIOD and PERUNITS.

PERiod
Specifies the length of time between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is optional. This parameter is used
only with classic schedules. You can specify an integer from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the PERUNITS parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you
specify PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every five days
after the initial start date and start time. The period between startup windows must exceed the duration of each window.
The default is 1 day.

This value is ignored if you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME.

PERUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the period between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is
optional. This parameter is used only with classic schedules. The default is DAYS.
Use this parameter with the PERIOD parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you specify
PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every 5 days after the
initial start date and start time. The default is 1 day. You can specify one of the following values:

Hours
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in hours.

Days
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in days.

Weeks
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in weeks.

Months
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in months.

When you specify PERUNITS=MONTHS, the scheduled operation will be processed each month on the same date.
For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/04/1998, the schedule will process on the 4th of
every month thereafter. However, if the date is not valid for the next month, then the scheduled operation will be
processed on the last valid date in the month. Thereafter, subsequent operations are based on this new date. For
example, if the start date is 03/31/1998, the next month's operation will be scheduled for 04/30/1998. Thereafter,
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all subsequent operations will be on the 30th of the month until February. Because February has only 28 days, the
operation will be scheduled for 02/28/1999. Subsequent operations will be processed on the 28th of the month.

Years
Specifies that the time between startup windows for the schedule is in years.

When you specify PERUNITS=YEARS, the scheduled operation will be processed on the same month and date of
each year. For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/29/2004, the next year's scheduled
operation will be 02/28/2005 because February only has 28 days. Thereafter, subsequent operations will be
scheduled for February 28th.

Onetime
Specifies that the schedule processes once. This value overrides the value you specified for the PERIOD parameter.

DAYofweek
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You can
specify different options for the DAYofweek parameter, depending on whether the schedule style was defined as Classic or
Enhanced:

Classic Schedule
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You
can either specify one day of the week, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If the start date and start time fall on a day
that does not correspond to a day you specify, the start date and start time will be shifted forward in 24-hour
increments until the DAYOFWEEK parameter is satisfied.

If you select a value for DAYOFWEEK other than ANY, and depending on the values for PERIOD and PERUNITS,
schedules may not be processed when you would expect. The default is ANY.

Enhanced Schedule
Specifies the days of the week on which to run the schedule. You can either specify multiple days separated by
commas and no intervening blanks, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If you specify multiple days, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days. If you specify WEEKDAY or WEEKEND, you must also specify either
WEEKOFMONTH=FIRST or WEEKOFMONTH=LAST, and the schedule will run just once per month.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run every day of the week or on the day or days determined by
other enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFWEEK must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

Possible values for the DAYofweek parameter are:

ANY
Specifies that the startup window can begin on any day of the week.

WEEKDay
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday.

WEEKEnd
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Saturday or Sunday.

SUnday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Sunday.

Monday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Monday.

TUesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Tuesday.

Wednesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Wednesday.

THursday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Thursday.

Friday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Friday.

SAturday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Saturday.

MONth
Specifies the months of the year during which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules.
Specify multiple values by using commas and no intervening blanks. The default value is ANY, which means that the
schedule runs during every month of the year.
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DAYOFMonth
Specifies the day of the month to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. You can either
specify ANY or a number from -31 through 31, excluding zero. Negative values are a day from the end of the month,
counting backwards. For example, the last day of the month is -1, the next-to-the-last day of the month is -2, and so on.
You can specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks. If you specify multiple values, the
schedule runs on each of the specified days of the month. If multiple values resolve to the same day, the schedule runs
only once that day.

The default value is ANY. ANY means that the schedule runs on every day of the month or on the days determined by other
enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the command)
when used with the DAYOFWEEK or WEEKOFMONTH parameters.

WEEKofmonth
Specifies the week of the month in which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. A
week is considered any seven-day period which does not start on a particular day of the week. You can specify FIRST,
SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, LAST, or ANY. You can specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks.
If you specify multiple values, the schedule runs during each of the specified weeks of the month. If multiple values resolve
to the same week, the schedule runs only once during that week.

The default value is ANY. ANY means that the schedule runs during every week of the month or on the day or days
determined by other enhanced schedule parameters. WEEKOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or
specified with the command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

EXPiration
Specifies the date after which this schedule is no longer used. This parameter is optional. The default is NEVER. You can
specify one of the following values:

Never
Specifies that the schedule never expires.

expiration_date
Specifies the date on which this schedule expires, in MM/DD/YYYY format. If you specify an expiration date, the
schedule expires at 23:59:59 on the date you specify.

Example: Define a schedule for a monthly incremental backup

Define a schedule named MONTHLY_BACKUP that initiates an incremental backup of all associated nodes. Specify the start date
as Tuesday, May 1, 2001. This date does not match the specified day of the week (Sunday), so the initial startup window begins on
the first Sunday after May 1, 2001 (05/01/2001). The startup windows for this schedule extend from 01:00 through 03:00. This
monthly schedule initiates backup of c: and d: file spaces for all associated nodes.

define schedule standard monthly_backup  
description="Monthly Backup of c: and d: drives"  
objects="c:\* d:\*"  
startdate=05/01/2001 starttime=01:00  
duration=2 durunits=hours period=1  
perunits=months dayofweek=sunday

Example: Define a schedule for a weekly incremental backup

Define a schedule named WEEKLY_BACKUP that initiates an incremental backup of all associated nodes. The initial startup
window for this schedule extends from 23:00 on Saturday, June 7, 1997 (06/07/1997), to 03:00 on Sunday, June 8, 1997
(06/08/1997). Subsequent windows begin at 23:00, every Saturday. No messages are returned to the client node when this
schedule is run.

define schedule employee_records weekly_backup  
startdate=06/07/1997 starttime=23:00 duration=4  
durunits=hours perunits=weeks  
dayofweek=saturday options=-quiet

Example: Define a schedule that archives a specific directory every quarter

Define a schedule that archives specific files quarterly on the last Friday of the month.

define schedule employee_records quarterly_archive 
starttime=20:00 action=archive  
object=/home/employee/records/* 
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duration=1 durunits=hour schedstyle=enhanced 
month=mar,jun,sep,dec weekofmonth=last dayofweek=fri

DEFINE SCHEDULE (Define a schedule for an administrative command)
Use the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to create a new schedule for processing an administrative command.

You can include scripts in an administrative command schedule so the commands are processed automatically.
Note:

1. You cannot schedule the MACRO command or the QUERY ACTLOG command.
2. If you are scheduling a command that specifies the WAIT parameter, the parameter must be set to YES in order for the

process to provide a return code to the session that started it. For more information about the WAIT parameter, see Server
command processing.

Privilege class

To define an administrative command schedule, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
Classic administrative schedule 
 
>>-DEFine SCHedule--schedule_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------+--CMD--=--command-----------------> 
   '-Type--=--Administrative-'                     
 
   .-ACTIVE--=--No--.                                     
>--+----------------+--+-----------------------------+----------> 
   '-ACTIVE--=--Yes-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-PRIority--=--5------.  .-STARTDate--=--current_date-.    
>--+---------------------+--+----------------------------+------> 
   '-PRIority--=--number-'  '-STARTDate--=--date---------'    
 
   .-STARTTime--=--current_time-.  .-DURation--=--1------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time---------'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
   .-DURUnits--=--Hours----------.  .-MAXRUNtime--=--0------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes----+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours------+                                 
                  +-Days-------+                                 
                  '-INDefinite-'                                 
 
   .-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic-.  .-PERiod--=--1------.    
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+------------> 
   '-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic-'  '-PERiod--=--number-'    
 
   .-PERUnits--=--Days--------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-PERUnits--=--+-Hours---+-'    
                  +-Days----+      
                  +-Weeks---+      
                  +-Months--+      
                  +-Years---+      
                  '-Onetime-'      
 
   .-DAYofweek--=--ANY-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
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                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
   .-EXPiration--=--Never-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Syntax

 
Enhanced administrative schedule 
 
>>-DEFine SCHedule--schedule_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------+--CMD--=--Command-----------------> 
   '-Type--=--Administrative-'                     
 
   .-ACTIVE--=--NO--.                                     
>--+----------------+--+-----------------------------+----------> 
   '-ACTIVE--=--YES-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-PRIority--=--5------.  .-STARTDate--=--current_date-.    
>--+---------------------+--+----------------------------+------> 
   '-PRIority--=--number-'  '-STARTDate--=--date---------'    
 
   .-STARTTime--=--current_time-.  .-DURation--=--1------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time---------'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
   .-DURUnits--=--Hours-------.  .-MAXRUNtime--=--0------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------------+------> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes-+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours---+                                 
                  '-Days----'                                 
 
                            .-MONth--=--ANY-----------.    
>--SCHEDStyle--=--Enhanced--+-------------------------+---------> 
                            '-MONth--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                                        +-JAnuary---+      
                                        +-February--+      
                                        +-MARch-----+      
                                        +-APril-----+      
                                        +-May-------+      
                                        +-JUNe------+      
                                        +-JULy------+      
                                        +-AUgust----+      
                                        +-September-+      
                                        +-October---+      
                                        +-November--+      
                                        '-December--'      
 
   .-DAYOFMonth--=--ANY-----.  .-WEEKofmonth--=--ANY--------.    
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------------+---> 
   '-DAYOFMonth--=--+-ANY-+-'  '-WEEKofmonth--=--+-ANY----+-'    
                    '-Day-'                      +-FIrst--+      
                                                 +-Second-+      
                                                 +-Third--+      
                                                 +-FOurth-+      
                                                 '-Last---'      
 
   .-DAYofweek--=--ANY-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
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                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
   .-EXPiration--=--Never-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Parameters

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to be defined. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

Type=Administrative
Specifies that a schedule for an administrative command is defined. This parameter is optional. An administrative
command is assumed if the CMD parameter is specified.

CMD (Required)
Specifies the administrative command to schedule for processing. The maximum length of the command is 512 characters.
Enclose the administrative command in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.
Restriction: You cannot specify redirection characters with this parameter.

ACTIVE
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect processes an administrative command schedule when the startup window occurs.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO. The administrative command schedule must be set to the active state with
the UPDATE SCHEDULE command so that IBM Spectrum Protect can process the schedule. Possible values are:

YES
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect processes an administrative command schedule when the startup window
begins.

NO
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not process an administrative command schedule when the startup
window begins.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description.
Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

PRIority
Specifies the priority value for a schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 1 to 10, with 1 being
the highest priority and 10 being the lowest. The default is 5.

If two or more schedules have the same window start time, the value you specify determines when IBM Spectrum Protect
processes the schedule. The schedule with the highest priority starts first. For example, a schedule with PRIORITY=3 starts
before a schedule with PRIORITY=5.

STARTDate
Specifies the date for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current date. Use this parameter with the STARTTIME parameter to specify when the initial startup window of
the schedule starts.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.
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Value Description Example

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current time. This parameter is used in conjunction with the STARTDATE parameter to specify when the initial
startup window begins.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW+02:00 or STARTTIME=+02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 7:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW-02:00 or STARTTIME=-02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 3:00.

DURation
Specifies the number of units that define the length of the startup window of the scheduled operation. This parameter is
optional. This value must be from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the DURUNITS parameter to specify the length of the startup window. For example, if you specify
DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the start date and start time.
The default length of the startup window is 1 hour. The duration of the window must be shorter than the period between
windows.

This value is ignored if you specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE.

DURUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the duration of the window in which the schedule can start. This parameter is
optional. The default is HOURS.

Use this parameter with the DURATION parameter to specify how long the startup window remains open to process the
schedule. For example, if DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the
start date and start time. The schedule may not necessarily complete processing within this window. If the schedule needs
to be retried for any reason, the retry attempts must begin before the startup window elapses, or the operation does not
restart.

The default value for the length of the startup window is 1 hour. You can specify one of the following values:

Minutes
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in minutes.

Hours
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in hours.

Days
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in days.

INDefinite
Specifies that the startup window of the scheduled operation has an indefinite duration. The schedule can run any
time after the scheduled start time, until the schedule expires. You cannot specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE, unless
you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. The INDEFINITE value is not allowed with enhanced schedules.

MAXRUNtime
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Specifies the maximum run time, which is the number of minutes during which server processes that are started by the
scheduled commands must be completed. If processes are still running after the maximum run time, the central scheduler
cancels the processes.
Tips:

The processes might not end immediately when the central scheduler cancels them; they end when they register the
cancellation notification from the central scheduler.
The maximum run time is calculated beginning from when the server process starts. If the schedule command starts
more than one process, each process maximum run time is calculated from when the process starts.
This parameter does not apply to some processes, such as duplicate-identification processes, which can continue to
run after the maximum run time.
This parameter does not apply if the scheduled command does not start a server process.
Another cancel time might be associated with some commands. For example, the MIGRATE STGPOOL command can
include a parameter that specifies the length of time that the storage pool migration runs before the migration is
automatically canceled. If you schedule a command for which a cancel time is defined, and you also define a
maximum run time for the schedule, the processes are canceled at whichever cancel time is reached first.

Restrictions:

The value of the parameter is not distributed to servers that are managed by an enterprise configuration manager.
The value of the parameter is not exported by the EXPORT command.

The parameter is optional. You can specify a number in the range 0-1440. The default value is 0. A value of 0 means that
the maximum run time is indefinite, and the central scheduler does not cancel processes. The maximum run time must be
greater than the startup window duration, which is defined by the DURATION and DURUNITS parameters.

For example, if the start time of a scheduled command is 9:00 PM, and the duration of the startup window is 2 hours, the
startup window is 9:00 PM - 11:00 PM. If the maximum run time is 240 minutes, that is, 4 hours, all applicable server
processes that are started by the command must be completed by 1:00 AM. If one or more applicable processes are still
running after 1:00 AM, the central scheduler cancels the processes.
Tip: Alternatively, you can specify an end time of 1:00 AM in the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center.

SCHEDStyle
This parameter is optional. SCHEDSTYLE defines either the interval between times when a schedule should run, or the days
on which it should run. The style can be either classic or enhanced. The default is the classic syntax.

For classic schedules, these parameters are allowed: PERIOD, PERUNITS, and DAYOFWEEK. Not allowed for classic
schedules are: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, and WEEKOFMONTH.

For enhanced schedules, these parameters are allowed: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK.
These parameters are not allowed: PERIOD and PERUNITS.

PERiod
Specifies the length of time between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is optional. This parameter is used
only with classic schedules. You can specify an integer from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the PERUNITS parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you
specify PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every five days
after the initial start date and start time. The period between startup windows must exceed the duration of each window.
The default is 1 day.

This value is ignored if you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME.

PERUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the period between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is
optional. This parameter is used only with classic schedules. The default is DAYS.
Use this parameter with the PERIOD parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you specify
PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every 5 days after the
initial start date and start time. The default is 1 day. You can specify one of the following values:

Hours
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in hours.

Days
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in days.

Weeks
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in weeks.
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Months
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in months.

When you specify PERUNITS=MONTHS, the scheduled operation will be processed each month on the same date.
For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/04/1998, the schedule will process on the 4th of
every month thereafter. However, if the date is not valid for the next month, then the scheduled operation will be
processed on the last valid date in the month. Thereafter, subsequent operations are based on this new date. For
example, if the start date is 03/31/1998, the next month's operation will be scheduled for 04/30/1998. Thereafter,
all subsequent operations will be on the 30th of the month until February. Because February has only 28 days, the
operation will be scheduled for 02/28/1999. Subsequent operations will be processed on the 28th of the month.

Years
Specifies that the time between startup windows for the schedule is in years.

When you specify PERUNITS=YEARS, the scheduled operation will be processed on the same month and date of
each year. For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/29/2004, the next year's scheduled
operation will be 02/28/2005 because February only has 28 days. Thereafter, subsequent operations will be
scheduled for February 28th.

Onetime
Specifies that the schedule processes once. This value overrides the value you specified for the PERIOD parameter.

DAYofweek
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You can
specify different options for the DAYofweek parameter, depending on whether the schedule style was defined as Classic or
Enhanced:

Classic Schedule
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You
can either specify one day of the week, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If the start date and start time fall on a day
that does not correspond to a day you specify, the start date and start time will be shifted forward in 24-hour
increments until the DAYOFWEEK parameter is satisfied.

If you select a value for DAYOFWEEK other than ANY, and depending on the values for PERIOD and PERUNITS,
schedules may not be processed when you would expect. The default is ANY.

Enhanced Schedule
Specifies the days of the week on which to run the schedule. You can either specify multiple days separated by
commas and no intervening blanks, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If you specify multiple days, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days. If you specify WEEKDAY or WEEKEND, you must also specify either
WEEKOFMONTH=FIRST or WEEKOFMONTH=LAST, and the schedule will run just once per month.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run every day of the week or on the day or days determined by
other enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFWEEK must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

Possible values for the DAYofweek parameter are:

ANY
Specifies that the startup window can begin on any day of the week.

WEEKDay
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday.

WEEKEnd
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Saturday or Sunday.

SUnday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Sunday.

Monday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Monday.

TUesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Tuesday.

Wednesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Wednesday.

THursday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Thursday.

Friday
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Specifies that the startup window begins on Friday.
SAturday

Specifies that the startup window begins on Saturday.

MONth
Specifies the months of the year during which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules.
Specify multiple values by using commas and no intervening blanks. The default value is ANY. This means the schedule will
run during every month of the year.

DAYOFMonth
Specifies the day of the month to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. You can either
specify ANY or a number from -31 through 31, excluding zero. Negative values are a day from the end of the month,
counting backwards. For example, the last day of the month is -1, the next-to-the-last day of the month is -2, etc. You can
specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks. If you specify multiple values, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days of the month. If multiple values resolve to the same day, the schedule will run only once
that day.

The default value is ANY This means the schedule will run on every day of the month or on the days determined by other
enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the command)
when used with the DAYOFWEEK or WEEKOFMONTH parameters.

WEEKofmonth
Specifies the week of the month in which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. A
week is considered any seven-day period which does not start on a particular day of the week. You can specify FIRST,
SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, LAST, or ANY. You can specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks.
If you specify multiple values, the schedule will run during each of the specified weeks of the month. If multiple values
resolve to the same week, the schedule will run only once during that week.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run during every week of the month or on the day or days determined
by other enhanced schedule parameters. WEEKOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

EXPiration
Specifies the date after which this schedule is no longer used. This parameter is optional. The default is NEVER. You can
specify one of the following values:

Never
Specifies that the schedule never expires.

expiration_date
Specifies the date on which this schedule expires, in MM/DD/YYYY format. If you specify an expiration date, the
schedule expires at 23:59:59 on the date you specify.

Example: Define a schedule to back up the primary storage pool every two days

Define a schedule named BACKUP_ARCHIVEPOOL that backs up the primary storage pool ARCHIVEPOOL to the copy storage pool
RECOVERYPOOL. The backup runs at 8 p.m. every two days.

define schedule backup_archivepool type=administrative  
cmd="backup stgpool archivepool recoverypool"  
active=yes starttime=20:00 period=2

Example: Define a schedule to back up the primary storage pool twice a month

Define a schedule named BACKUP_ARCHIVEPOOL that backs up the primary storage pool ARCHIVEPOOL to the copy storage pool
RECOVERYPOOL. Select an enhanced schedule and run on the first and fifteenth day of the month.

define schedule backup_archivepool type=administrative  
cmd="backup stgpool archivepool recoverypool"  
schedstyle=enhanced dayofmonth=1,15 

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Define a scratch pad entry)
Use this command to enter data on a new line in the scratch pad. The scratch pad is a database table that the server hosts. You
can use the scratch pad to store diverse information in table format.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine SCRATCHPadentry--major_category--minor_category-------> 
 
>--subject--Line--=--number--Data--=--data--------------------->< 
 

Parameters

major_category (Required)
Specifies the major category in which data is to be stored. Enter a text string of up to 100 alphanumeric characters. This
parameter is case sensitive.

minor_category (Required)
Specifies the minor category in which data is to be stored. Minor categories are sections within major categories. Enter a
text string of up to 100 alphanumeric characters. This parameter is case sensitive.

subject (Required)
Specifies the subject under which data is to be stored. Subjects are sections within minor categories. Enter a text string of
up to 100 alphanumeric characters. This parameter is case sensitive.

Line (Required)
Specifies the number of the line on which data is to be stored. Lines are sections within subjects. Specify an integer in the
range 1 - 1000.

Data (Required)
Specifies the data to be stored on the line. You can enter up to 1000 characters. Enclose the data in quotation marks if the
data contains one or more blanks. The data is case sensitive.

Example: Define a scratch pad entry

Enter the vacation dates of an administrator, Jane, in a table that stores information about the location of all administrators.

define scratchpadentry admin_info location jane line=2 data= 
"Out of the office from 1-15 Nov."

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY
Command Description

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY Deletes a line of data from the scratch pad.

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY Displays information that is contained in the scratch pad.

SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION Specifies the amount of time for which scratch pad entries are
retained.

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY Updates data on a line in the scratch pad.

DEFINE SCRIPT (Define an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
Use this command to define an IBM Spectrum Protect™ script or to create a new IBM Spectrum Protect script by using the
contents from another script.

The first line for the script can be defined with this command. To add subsequent lines to the script, use the UPDATE SCRIPT
command.

Tips:

When routing commands inside scripts, enclose the server or server group in parentheses and omit the colon. Otherwise, if
the syntax includes a colon, the command is not routed when the RUN command is issued. Instead, the command runs only
on the server from which the RUN command is issued.
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You cannot redirect the output of a command within an IBM Spectrum Protect script. Instead, run the script and then
specify command redirection. For example, to direct the output of script1 to the c:\temp\test.out directory, run the script
and specify command redirection as in the following example:

run script1 > c:\temp\test.out

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have operator, policy, storage, or system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine SCRipt--script_name-----------------------------------> 
 
                   .-Line--=--001----.      
>--+-command_line--+-----------------+-+------------------------> 
   |               '-Line -=--number-' |    
   '-File--=--file_name----------------'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script to be defined. You can specify up to 30 characters for the name.

command_line
Specifies the first command to be processed in a script. You must specify either this parameter (and optionally, the LINE
parameter) or the FILE parameter.

The command that you specify can include substitution variables and can be continued across multiple lines if you specify a
continuation character (-) as the last character in the command. Substitution variables are specified with a '$' character,
followed by a number that indicates the value of the parameter when the script is processed. You can specify up to 1200
characters for the command line. Enclose the command in quotation marks if it contains blanks.

You can run commands serially, in parallel, or serially and in parallel by specifying the SERIAL or PARALLEL script
commands for the COMMAND_LINE parameter. You can run multiple commands in parallel and wait for them to complete
before you proceed to the next command. Commands run serially until the parallel command is encountered.

Conditional logic flow statements can be used. These statements include IF, EXIT, and GOTO.

Line
Specifies the line number for the command line. Because commands are specified in multiple lines, line numbers are
used to determine the order for processing when the script is run. The first line, or line 001 is the default. This
parameter is optional.

File
Specifies the name of the file whose contents are read into the script to be defined. The file must reside on the server
where this command is running. If you specify the FILE parameter, you cannot specify a command line or line number.

You can create a script by querying another script and specifying the FORMAT=RAW and OUTPUTFILE parameters. The
output from querying the script is directed to a file you specify with the OUTPUTFILE parameter. To create the new script,
the contents of the script to be defined are read in from the file you specified with the OUTPUTFILE parameter.

DESCription
Specifies a description for the script. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description. Enclose the description in
quotation marks if it contains blank characters. This parameter is optional.

Example: Write a script to display AIX clients

Define a script that displays all AIX® clients.

define script qaixc "select node_name from nodes where platform_name='AIX'" 
  desc='Display aix clients'
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Example: Write and run a script to route a command to a server group

Define and run a script that routes the QUERY STGPOOL command to a server group named DEV_GROUP.

define script qu_stg "(dev_group) query stgpool"

run qu_stg

Example: Create a script from an existing script

Define a script whose command lines are read in from a file that is named MY.SCRIPT and name the new script AGADM. The file
must be on the server, and be read by the server.

define script agadm file=my.script

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SCRIPT
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

Related concepts:
Using logic flow statements in a script
Related tasks:
Defining a server script
Running commands in parallel or serially
Performing tasks concurrently on multiple servers
Related reference:
Return codes for use in IBM Spectrum Protect scripts

DEFINE SERVER (Define a server for server-to-server communications)
Use this command to define a server to use functions such as virtual volumes, node replication, command routing, and LAN-free
data movement, among others.

Use this command to define a server for the following functions:

Enterprise configuration
Enterprise event logging
Command routing
Virtual volumes
LAN-free data movement
Node replication

Data movement by using z/OS® media server
Status monitoring of remote servers
Alert monitoring of remote servers
Server-to-server export

If you use an LDAP directory server to authenticate passwords, any target servers must be configured for LDAP-authenticated
passwords. Data that is replicated from a node that authenticates with an LDAP directory server is inaccessible if the target
replication server is not properly configured. If your target replication server is not configured, replicated data from an LDAP node
can make it to the target server. But the target replication server must be configured to use LDAP if you want to access the data.

The use of virtual volumes is not supported when the source server and the target server are on the same IBM Spectrum Protect™
server.
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This command also is used to define an IBM Spectrum Protect storage agent as if it were a server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

For:

Command routing
Status monitoring of remote servers
Alert monitoring of remote servers
Server-to-server export

Tip: Command routing uses the ID and the password of the administrator who is issuing the command.

 
>>-DEFine--SERver--server_name--HLAddress--=--ip_address--------> 
 
>--LLAddress--=--tcp_port--+----------------------+-------------> 
                           '-COMMmethod--=--TCPIP-'    
 
>--+-------------+--+-----------------------------+-------------> 
   '-URL--=--url-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-SSL--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------+------------------------------------------> 
   '-SSL--=--+-No--+-'    
             '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+-------------------->< 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 

Syntax

For:

Enterprise configuration
Enterprise event logging
Storage agent
Node replication source and target servers

z/OS media server

 
>>-DEFine--SERver--server_name--SERVERPAssword--=--password-----> 
 
>--HLAddress--=--ip_address--LLAddress--=--tcp_port-------------> 
 
>--+----------------------+--+-------------+--------------------> 
   '-COMMmethod--=--TCPIP-'  '-URL--=--url-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
                          (1)          
   .-CROSSDEFine--=--No-------. (2)    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-CROSSDEFine--=--+-No--+--'        
                     '-Yes-'           
 
   .-VALIdateprotocol--=--No------.  .-SSL--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+-----------------+--------> 
   '-VALIdateprotocol--=--+-No--+-'  '-SSL--=--+-No--+-'    
                          '-All-'              '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
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>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
   .-TRANSFERMethod--=--Tcpip--------.    
>--+---------------------------------+------------------------->< 
   '-TRANSFERMethod--=--+-Tcpip----+-'    
                        |      (3) |      
                        '-Fasp-----'      
 

Notes:

1. The CROSSDEFINE parameter does not apply to storage agent definitions.
2. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is deprecated and applies only to storage agent definitions.
3. The TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is available only on Linux x86_64 operating systems.

Syntax for virtual volumes

 
>>-DEFine--SERver--server_name--PAssword--=--password-----------> 
 
>--HLAddress--=--ip_address--LLAddress--=--tcp_port-------------> 
 
>--+----------------------+--+-------------+--------------------> 
   '-COMMmethod--=--TCPIP-'  '-URL--=--url-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+--+------------------------+------> 
   '-DELgraceperiod--=--days-'  '-NODEName--=--node_name-'    
 
                                    .-SSL--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------+---------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-SSL--=--+-No--+-'    
                                              '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+-------------------->< 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the server. This name must be unique on the server. The maximum length of this name is 64
characters.

For server-to-server event logging, library sharing, and node replication, you must specify a server name that matches the
name that was set by issuing the SET SERVERNAME command at the target server.

PAssword
Specifies the password that is used to sign on to the target server for virtual volumes. If you specify the NODENAME
parameter, you must specify the PASSWORD parameter. If you specify the PASSWORD parameter but not the NODENAME
parameter, the node name defaults to the server name that is specified with the SET SERVERNAME command.

SERVERPAssword
Specifies the password of the server you are defining. This password must match the password that is set by the SET
SERVERPASSWORD command. This parameter is required for enterprise configuration and server-to-server event logging
functions.

HLAddress (Required)
Specifies the IP address (in dotted decimal format) of the server.

Do not use the loopback address as the value of this parameter. Virtual volumes are not supported when the source server
and the target server are the same IBM Spectrum Protect server.

LLAddress (Required)
Specifies the low-level address of the server. This address is usually the same as the address in the TCPPORT server option
of the target server. When SSL=YES, the port must already be designated for SSL communications on the target server.

COMMmethod
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Specifies the communication method that is used to connect to the server. This parameter is optional.
URL

Specifies the URL address of this server. The parameter is optional.
DELgraceperiod

Specifies a number of days that an object remains on the target server after it was marked for deletion. You can specify a
value 0 - 9999. The default is 5. This parameter is optional.

NODEName
Specifies a node name to be used by the server to connect to the target server. This parameter is optional. If you specify the
NODENAME parameter, you must also specify the PASSWORD parameter. If you specify the PASSWORD parameter but not
the NODENAME parameter, the node name defaults to the server name specified with the SET SERVERNAME command.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the server. The parameter is optional. The description can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the
description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters.

CROSSDEFine
Specifies whether the server that is running this command defines itself to the server that is being specified by this
command. This parameter is optional.

Important: This parameter does not apply to storage agent definitions.
If this parameter is included, you must also issue the SET SERVERNAME, SET SERVERPASSWORD, SET
SERVERHLADDRESS, SET CROSSDEFINE, and SET SERVERLLADDRESS commands. The default is NO.
Remember:

For replication operations, the names of the source and target replication servers must match the names that you
specify in this command.
CROSSDEFINE can be used with SSL=YES if all of the conditions that are specified for the SSL=YES parameter are in
place on the source and target server.

You can specify one of the following values:

No
Cross definition is not completed.

Yes
Cross definition is completed.

VALIdateprotocol (deprecated)

Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check validates the data that is sent between the storage agent and IBM Spectrum
Protect server. The parameter is optional. The default is NO.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, validation that
was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol, which is enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is ignored. Update your configuration to use the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

SSL
Specifies the communication mode of the server. The default is NO.
Important: Beginning in IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 and Tivoli Storage Manager V7.1.8, the SSL parameter uses SSL to
encrypt some communication with the specified server even if SSL=NO.
The following conditions and considerations apply when you specify the SSL parameter:

Before you start the servers, self-signed certificates of the partner servers must be in the key database file (cert.kdb)
of each of the servers.
You can define multiple server names with different parameters for the same target server.
Storage agents can issue the DSMSTA SETSTORAGESERVER command and include the SSL parameter to create the
key database.

You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies an SSL session for all communication with the specified server, except when the server is sending or
receiving object data. Object data is sent and received by using TCP/IP. By choosing not to encrypt the object data,
server performance is similar to communication over a TCP/IP session and the session is secure.

Yes
Specifies an SSL session for all communication with the specified server, even when the server is sending and
receiving object data.

SESSIONSECurity
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Specifies whether the server that you are defining must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM
Spectrum Protect server. This parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the server that you are defining. The STRICT value uses
the most secure communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL
sessions between the specified server and an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the specified server can
authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

Both the server that you are defining and the IBM Spectrum Protect server must be using IBM Spectrum
Protect software that supports the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
The server that you are defining must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between
itself and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Servers set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

TRANSitional
Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the server. This is the default value. This value is
intended to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT
value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the server has never met the requirements for the STRICT value, the
server will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after a server meets the
requirements for the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from
TRANSITIONAL to STRICT. Then, the server can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an SSL/TLS
protocol that does not meet the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after a server successfully authenticates by
using a more secure communication protocol, the server can no longer authenticate by using a less secure protocol.
For example, if a server that is not using SSL is updated and successfully authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the server
can no longer authenticate by using no SSL protocol or TLS 1.1. This restriction also applies when you use functions
such as virtual volumes, command routing, or server-to-server export, when a node or administrator authenticates
to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as a node or administrator from another server.

TRANSFERMethod
Specifies the method that is used for server-to-server data transfer. This parameter is optional. You can specify

one of the following values:

Tcpip
Specifies that TCP/IP is used to transfer data. This is the default.

Fasp
Specifies that Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology is used to transfer data. Aspera FASP
technology can help you optimize data transfer in a wide area network (WAN).
Restrictions:

Before you enable Aspera FASP technology, determine whether the technology is appropriate for your system
environment and install the appropriate licenses. For instructions, see Determining whether Aspera FASP
technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment. If the licenses are missing or expired, data
transfer operations fail.
If WAN performance meets your business needs, do not enable Aspera FASP technology.
If you specify TRANSFERMETHOD=FASP on the PROTECT STGPOOL or REPLICATE NODE command, that
value overrides the TRANSFERMETHOD parameter on the DEFINE SERVER and UPDATE SERVER commands.

Example: Set up two servers to use SSL to communicate (manual configuration)

Tip: If both servers are using IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 or later software or Tivoli Storage Manager V7.1.8 software, SSL is
automatically configured between the servers and manual configuration is not required.
If both servers are not using V7.1.8 or V8.1.2 or later software, you must manually configure the two servers to use SSL to
communicate.
The server addresses are as follows:

ServerA is at bfa.tucson.ibm.com
ServerB is at bfb.tucson.ibm.com
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Complete the following steps to set up the two servers for SSL:

1. Specify option TCPPORT 1500 for both servers in the dsmserv.opt option file.
2. Start both servers.
3. Shut down both servers to import the cert256 partner certificate. For ServerA, the certificate is in the /tsma instance

directory. For ServerB, the certificate is in the /tsmb instance directory.
4. Start both servers. The /tsma/cert256.arm file is copied to /tsmb/cert256.bfa.arm on the bfb.tucson.ibm.com address. The

/tsmb/cert256.arm file is copied to /tsmb/cert256.bfb.arm on the bfa.tucson.ibm.com address.
5. Issue the following command:

From ServerA:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii  
-label "bfb" -file /tsma/cert256.bfb.arm

From ServerB:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -add -db cert.kdb -stashed -format ascii  
-label "bfa" -file /tsmb/cert256.bfa.arm

From each server, you can view the certificates in the key database by issuing the following command:

gsk8capicmd_64 -cert -list -db cert.kdb -stashed

6. Restart the servers.
7. Issue the appropriate DEFINE SERVER command. For ServerA, issue the following example command:

DEFINE SERVER BFB hla=bfb.tucson.ibm.com lla=1542  
serverpa=passwordforbfb SSL=YES

For ServerB, issue the following example command:

DEFINE SERVER BFA hla=bfa.tucson.ibm.com lla=1542  
serverpa=passwordforbfa SSL=YES

If you do not use SSL, issue the following example DEFINE SERVER command on ServerA:

DEFINE SERVER BFBTCP hla=bfb.tucson.ibm.com lla=1500  
serverpa=passwordforbfb SSL=NO

If you do not use SSL, issue the following example DEFINE SERVER command on ServerB:

DEFINE SERVER BFATCP hla=bfa.tucson.ibm.com lla=1500  
serverpa=passwordforbfa SSL=NO

Example: Define a server to communicate with another server by using strict session security

Define a server name of SERVER1 to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

define server server1 sessionsecurity=strict

Example: Define a target server

A target server has a high-level address of 9.116.2.67 and a low-level address of 1570. Define that target server to the source
server, name it SERVER2, and set the password to SECRET. Specify that objects remain on the target server for seven days after
they are marked for deletion.

define server server2 password=secret  
  hladdress=9.115.3.45 lladdress=1570 delgraceperiod=7

Example: Define a server to receive commands from other servers

Define a server that can receive commands that are routed from other servers. Name the server WEST_COMPLEX. Set the high-
level address to 9.172.12.35, the low-level address to 1500, and the URL address to http://west_complex:1580/.

define server west_complex  
hladdress=9.172.12.35 lladdress=1500  
url=http://west_complex:1580/

Example: Cross-define two servers
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Use cross definition to define SERVER_A and SERVER_B.

1. On SERVER_B, specify the server name, password, and high- and low-level addresses of SERVER_B. Specify that cross
defining is allowed.

set servername server_b 
set serverpassword mylife 
set serverhladdress 9.115.20.80 
set serverlladdress 1860 
set crossdefine on

2. On SERVER_A, specify the server name, password, and high- and low-level addresses of SERVER_A.

set servername server_a 
set serverpassword yourlife 
set serverhladdress 9.115.20.97 
set serverlladdress 1500

3. On SERVER_A, define SERVER_B:

define server server_b hladdress=9.115.20.80 lladdress=1860 
serverpassword=mylife crossdefine=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SERVER
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE PATH Define a path when the destination is a
z/OS media server.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

RECONCILE VOLUMES Reconciles source server virtual volume definitions and target
server archive objects.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

SET CROSSDEFINE Specifies whether to cross define servers.

SET SERVERNAME Specifies the name by which the server is identified.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS Specifies the high-level address of a server.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS Specifies the low-level address of a server.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

SET REPLSERVER Specifies a target replication server.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE PATH Define a path when the destination is a
z/OS media server.
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Command Description

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP (Define a server group)
Use this command to define a server group. With a server group, you can route commands to multiple servers by specifying only
the group name. After you define the server group, add servers to the group by using the DEFINE GRPMEMBER command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine SERVERGroup--group_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the server group. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the server group. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Example: Define a server group

Define a server group named WEST_COMPLEX.

define servergroup west_complex

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SERVERGROUP
Command Description

COPY SERVERGROUP Creates a copy of a server group.

DEFINE GRPMEMBER Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER Deletes a server from a server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

MOVE GRPMEMBER Moves a server group member.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

DEFINE SPACETRIGGER (Define the space trigger)
Use this command to define settings for triggers that determine when and how the server prepares extra space when
predetermined thresholds are exceeded in storage pools that use FILE and DISK device classes. Space triggers are not enabled
for storage pools with a parameter RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK.

The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server allocates more space when space utilization reaches a specified value. After allocating more
space, the server either adds the space to the specified pool (random-access or sequential-access disk).
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Important: Space trigger functions and storage pool space calculations take into account the space remaining in each directory.
An inaccurate calculation can result in a failure to expand the space available in a storage pool. Failure to expand space in a
storage pool is one of the conditions that can cause a trigger to become disabled.

For example, if you specify multiple directories for a device class and the directories reside in the same file system, the server
calculates space by adding values representing the space remaining in each directory. These space calculations are inaccurate.
Rather than choosing a storage pool with sufficient space for an operation, the server might choose the directory that is specified
for the device class and run out of space prematurely.

To prevent possible problems and ensure an accurate calculation, you associate each directory with a separate file system. If a
trigger becomes disabled because the space in a storage pool could not be expanded, you can re-enable the trigger by specifying
the following command: update spacetrigger stg. No further changes are required to the space trigger.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
                                 .-Fullpct--=--80------.    
>>-DEFine SPACETrigger----STG----+---------------------+--------> 
                                 '-Fullpct--=--percent-'    
 
   .-SPACEexpansion--=--20------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-SPACEexpansion--=--percent-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-EXPansionprefix--=--prefix-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-STGPOOL--=--storage_pool_name-'    
 

Parameters

STG
Specifies a storage pool space trigger.

Fullpct
This parameter specifies the utilization percentage of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. Specify an integer value
0 - 99. The default is 80. A value of zero (0) disables the space trigger. When this value is exceeded, the space trigger
creates new volumes. Exceeding the threshold might not cause new volumes to be created until the next space request is
made.

You can determine storage pool utilization by issuing the QUERY STGPOOL command with FORMAT=DETAILED. The
percentage of storage pool utilization is displayed in the field "Space Trigger Util." The calculation for this percentage does
not include potential scratch volumes. The calculation for the percentage utilization that is used for migration and
reclamation, however, does include potential scratch volumes.

SPACEexpansion

For sequential-access FILE-type storage pools, this parameter is used in determining the number of additional volumes
that are created in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default is 20. Volumes are created using the
MAXCAPACITY value from the storage pool's device class. For random-access DISK storage pools, the space trigger creates
a single volume using the EXPANSIONPREFIX.

EXPansionprefix
For random-access DISK storage-pools, this parameter specifies the prefix that the server uses to create new storage pool
files. This parameter is optional and applies only to random-access DISK device classes. The default prefix is the server
installation path.
The prefix can include one or more directory separator characters, for example: 

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/
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c:\program files\tivoli\tsm\

You can specify up to 250 characters. If you specify an invalid prefix, automatic expansion can fail.

You can specify up to 200 characters. If you specify an invalid prefix, automatic expansion can fail. If the server is
running as a Windows service, the default prefix is the c:\wnnt\system32 directory.

This parameter is not valid for space triggers for sequential-access FILE storage pools. Prefixes are obtained from the
directories that are specified with the associated device class.

STGPOOL
Specifies the storage pool that is associated with this space trigger. This parameter is optional for storage pool space
triggers. If you specify the STG parameter but not the STGPOOL parameter, one space trigger is created that applies to all
random-access DISK and sequential-access FILE storage pools that do not have a specific space trigger.

This parameter does not apply to storage pools with the parameter RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK.

Example: Define a space trigger to increase storage pool space 25 percent

Set up a storage pool space trigger for increasing the amount of space in a storage pool by 25 percent when it is filled to 80
percent utilization of existing volumes. Space is created in the directories associated with the device class.

define spacetrigger stg spaceexpansion=25 stgpool=file

Example: Define a space trigger to increase storage pool space 40 percent

Set up a space trigger for the WINPOOL1 storage pool to increase the amount of space in the storage pool by 40 percent when it is
filled to 80 percent utilization of existing volumes.

define spacetrigger stg spaceexpansion=40 stgpool=winpool1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SPACETRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE SPACETRIGGER Deletes the storage pool space trigger.

QUERY SPACETRIGGER Displays information about a storage pool space trigger.

UPDATE SPACETRIGGER Changes attributes of storage pool space trigger.

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring threshold)
Use this command to define a new status monitoring threshold.

Status monitoring thresholds compare the defined conditions to the status monitoring server queries and inserts the results in the
status monitoring table.

Multiple thresholds can be defined for an activity. For example, you can create a threshold that provides a warning status if
storage pool capacity utilization is greater than 80%. You can then create another threshold that provides error status if storage
pool capacity utilization is greater than 90%.

Note: If a threshold is already defined for an EXISTS condition, you cannot define another threshold with one of the other
condition types.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DEFine STAtusthreshold--threshold_name--activity-------------> 
 
   .-Condition--=--EXists-----.                         
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------+------------> 
   '-Condition--=--+-EXists-+-'  '-Value--=--value-'    
                   +-GT-----+                           
                   +-GE-----+                           
                   +-LT-----+                           
                   +-LE-----+                           
                   '-EQual--'                           
 
   .-STatus--=--Normal------.    
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-STatus--=--+-Normal--+-'    
                +-Warning-+      
                '-Error---'      
 

Parameters

threshold_name (Required)
Specifies the threshold name. The name cannot exceed 48 characters in length.

activity (Required)
Specifies the activity for which you want to create status indicators. Specify one of the following values:

PROCESSSUMMARY
Specifies the number of processes that are currently active.

SESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of sessions that are currently active.

CLIENTSESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of client sessions that are currently active.

SCHEDCLIENTSESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of scheduled client sessions.

DBUTIL
Specifies the database utilization percentage. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

DBFREESPACE
Specifies the free space available in the database in gigabytes.

DBUSEDSPACE
Specifies the amount of database space that is used, in gigabytes.

ARCHIVELOGFREESPACE
Specifies the free space that is available in the archive log, in gigabytes.

STGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the storage pool utilization percentage. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

STGPOOLCAPACITY
Specifies the storage pool capacity in gigabytes.

AVGSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the average storage pool utilization percentage across all storage pools. The default warning threshold
value is 80%, and the default error threshold value is 90%.

TOTSTGPOOLCAPACITY
Specifies the total storage pool capacity in gigabytes for all available storage pools.

TOTSTGPOOLS
Specifies the number of defined storage pools.

TOTRWSTGPOOLS
Specifies the number of defined storage pools that are readable or writeable.

TOTNOTRWSTGPOOLS
Specifies the number of defined storage pools that are not readable or writeable.

STGPOOLINUSEANDDEFINED
Specifies the total number of defined volumes that are in use.

ACTIVELOGUTIL
Specifies the current percent utilization of the active log. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default
error threshold value is 90%.

ARCHLOGUTIL
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Specifies the current utilization of the archive log. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

CPYSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the percent utilization for a copy storage pool. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default
error threshold value is 90%.

PMRYSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the percent utilization for a primary storage pool. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the
default error threshold value is 90%.

DEVCLASSPCTDRVOFFLINE
Specifies the percent utilization of drives that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is
25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDRVPOLLING
Specifies the drives polling, by device class. The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the default error
threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTLIBPATHSOFFLINE
Specifies the library paths that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the
default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTPATHSOFFLINE
Specifies the percentage of device class paths that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is
25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDISKSNOTRW
Specifies the percentage of disks that are not writable for the disk device class. The default warning threshold value
is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDISKSUNAVAILABLE
Specifies the percentage of the disk volumes that are unavailable, by device class. The default warning threshold
value is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

FILEDEVCLASSPCTSCRUNALLOCATABLE
Specifies the percentage of scratch volumes that the server cannot allocate for a given non-shared file device class.
The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

Condition
Specifies the condition that is used to compare the activity output to the specified value. The default value is EXISTS.
Specify one of the following values:

EXists
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity exists.

GT
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is greater than the specified value.

GE
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is greater than or equal to the specified value.

LT
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is less than the specified value.

LE
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is less than or equal to the specified value.

EQual
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is equal to the specified value.

Value (Required)
Specifies the value that is compared with the activity output for the specified condition. You must specify this parameter,
unless CONDITION is set to EXISTS. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 999999999999999.

STatus
Specifies that the status indicator created in status monitoring if the condition that is being evaluated passes. This optional
parameter has a default value of NORMAL. Specify one of the following values:

Normal
Specifies that the status indicator has a normal status value.

Warning
Specifies that the status indicator has a warning status value.

Error
Specifies that the status indicator has an error status value.

Define status threshold
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Define a status threshold for average storage pool utilization percentage by issuing the following command:

define statusthreshold avgstgpl "AVGSTGPOOLUTIL" value=85  
  condition=gt status=warning 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD
Command Description

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a storage pool)
Use this command to define a primary storage pool, copy storage pool, an active-data pool, a directory container storage pool, a
container-copy storage pool, or a container storage pool in a cloud environment.

A primary storage pool provides a destination for backup files, archive files, or files that are migrated from client nodes. A copy
storage pool provides a destination for copies of files that are in primary storage pools. An active-data pool provides a destination
for active versions of backup data that are in primary storage pools. A container storage pool provides a destination for
deduplicated files. A cloud storage pool provides storage in a cloud environment. A container-copy storage pool provides a tape
copy of a directory-container storage pool. The maximum number of storage pools that you can define for a server is 999.

All volumes in a storage pool belong to the same device class. Random access storage pools use the DISK device type. After you
define a random access storage pool, you must define volumes for the pool to create storage space.

Sequential access storage pools use device classes that you define for tape devices, files on disk (FILE device type), and storage
on another server (SERVER device type). To create storage space in a sequential access storage pool, you must allow scratch
volumes for the pool when you define or update it, or define volumes for the pool after you define the pool. You can also do both.

Restriction: If a client is using the simultaneous-write function and data deduplication, the data deduplication feature is disabled
during backups to a storage pool.

The DEFINE STGPOOL command takes seven forms. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE STGPOOL
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.
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Command Description

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

DELETE STGPOOL Deletes a storage pool from server storage.

MOVE DATA Moves data from a specified storage pool volume to another
storage pool volume.

MOVE MEDIA Moves storage pool volumes that are managed by an
automated library.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS Displays information about data waiting to be shredded.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RENAME STGPOOL Renames a storage pool.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL Specifies that primary storage pools are managed by DRM.

SHRED DATA Manually starts the process of shredding deleted data.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a cloud-container storage pool)
Use this command to define a container storage pool in a cloud environment. This type of storage pool is used for data
deduplication. Cloud-container storage pools are not supported on Linux on System z®.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a directory-container storage pool)
Use this command to define a directory-container storage pool that is used for data deduplication.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a container-copy storage pool)
Use this command to define a container-copy storage pool to hold a copy of data from a directory-container storage pool.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a primary storage pool assigned to random access devices)
Use this command to define a primary storage pool that is assigned to random access devices.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a primary storage pool assigned to sequential access devices)
Use this command to define a primary storage pool that is assigned to sequential access devices.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a copy storage pool assigned to sequential access devices)
Use this command to define a copy storage pool that is assigned to sequential access devices.
DEFINE STGPOOL (Define an active-data pool assigned to sequential-access devices)
Use this command to define an active-data pool assigned to sequential-access devices.
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DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a cloud-container storage pool)
Use this command to define a container storage pool in a cloud environment. This type of storage pool is used for data
deduplication. Cloud-container storage pools are not supported on Linux on System z®.

Tip: To optimize backup and archive performance, set up one or more local storage directories to temporarily hold data that IBM
Spectrum Protect™ is transferring to the cloud. After you use the DEFINE STGPOOL command to define a cloud-container storage
pool, use the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to assign local storage directories to the cloud-container storage pool. For
more information, see Optimizing performance for cloud object storage.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--STGType--=--CLoud-----------------> 
 
   .-POoltype--=--PRimary-.                                     
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------------+----> 
   '-POoltype--=--PRimary-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-CLOUDType--=--SWift---------.                            
>--+-----------------------------+--CLOUDUrl--=--cloud_url------> 
   '-CLOUDType--=--+-AZure-----+-'                            
                   +-S3--------+                              
                   +-SOftlayer-+                              
                   +-SWift-----+                              
                   '-V1Swift---'                              
 
                               (1)                           
>--IDentity--=--cloud_identity------PAssword--=--password-------> 
 
   .-CLOUDLocation--=--OFfpremise-----.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-CLOUDLocation--=--+-OFfpremise-+-'    
                       '-ONpremise--'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   |                            (2) |    
   '-BUCKETName--=--bucket_name-----'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-MAXWriters--=--NOLimit-------------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-MAXWriters--=--+-NOLimit---------+-'    
                    '-maximum_writers-'      
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--1----.  .-ENCRypt--=--Yes---------.    
>--+---------------------+--+-------------------------+---------> 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'  |                     (3) |    
                            '-ENCRypt--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                                          '-No--'          
 
   .-COMPRession--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-COMPRession--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. If you specified CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY parameter.
2. This parameter is valid only if you specify CLOUDTYPE=S3.
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3. The default value of the ENCRYPT parameter is conditional. The server encrypts data by default if the CLOUDLOCATION
parameter is set to OFFPREMISE. If the CLOUDLOCATION parameter is set to ONPREMISE, the default is No.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the cloud storage pool to define. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

STGType=CLoud (Required)
Specifies the type of storage that you want to define for a cloud storage pool. To ensure that the storage pool can be used in
a cloud environment, you must specify STGTYPE=CLOUD.
Tip: To optimize performance, set up one or more local storage directories to temporarily hold data that is moving to the
cloud. After you define a cloud-container storage pool, use the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command to assign local
directories to the cloud-container storage pool.

POoltype=PRimary
Specifies that you want to define a primary storage pool. This parameter is optional.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the cloud storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters.

CLOUDType
Specifies the type of cloud environment where you are configuring the storage pool.
You can specify one of the following values:

AZure
Specifies that the storage pool uses a Microsoft Azure cloud computing system.

S3
Specifies that the storage pool uses a cloud computing system with the Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol, such
as IBM® Cloud Object Storage or Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3. If you define a storage pool as using S3 with this
parameter, you cannot later change the storage pool type by using the UPDATE STGPOOL command.

SOftlayer
Specifies that the storage pool uses an IBM SoftLayer® (IBM Bluemix) cloud computing system with an OpenStack
Swift cloud computing system.

SWift
Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 2 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol it is using.

V1Swift
Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 1 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol it is using.

This parameter is optional. If you do not specify the parameter, the default value, SWIFT, is used.

CLOUDUrl
Specifies the URL of the cloud environment where you are configuring the storage pool. Based on your cloud provider, you
can use a blob service endpoint, region endpoint URL, an accesser IP address, a public authentication endpoint, or a similar
value for this parameter. Be sure to include the protocol, such as https:// or http://, at the beginning of the URL. The
maximum length of the web address is 870 characters. The CLOUDURL parameter is not validated until the first backup
begins.
For more information about how to locate these values, select your cloud service provider from the list on the Configuring a
cloud-container storage pool for data storage page.
Tip: To use more than one IBM Cloud Object Storage accesser, list the accesser IP addresses separated by a vertical bar (|),
with no spaces, such as in the following example:

CLOUDURL=<accesser_URL1>|<accesser_URL2>|<accesser_URL3>

If you are using the Operations Center, type an accesser IP address in the URL field of the Add Storage pool wizard, and
then press Enter to add additional IP addresses. Use multiple accessers to improve performance.
This parameter is required if you specify the CLOUDTYPE parameter.

AZure
S3 (Simple Storage Service)
SOftlayer
SWift
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V1Swift

IDentity
Specifies the user ID for the cloud that is specified in the STGTYPE=CLOUD parameter. This parameter is required for all
supported cloud computing systems except Azure. If you specified CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY
parameter. Based on your cloud provider, you can use an access key ID, a user name, a tenant name and user name, or a
similar value for this parameter. The maximum length of the user ID is 255 characters.

PAssword (Required)
Specifies the password for the cloud that is specified in the STGTYPE=CLOUD parameter. Based on your cloud provider, you
can use a shared access signature (SAS) token, secret access key, an API key, a password, or a similar value for this
parameter. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the password is 255 characters. The IDENTITY and
PASSWORD parameters are not validated until the first backup begins.

CLOUDLocation
Specifies the physical location of the cloud that is specified in the CLOUD parameter. This parameter is optional. The default
value is OFFPREMISE. You can specify one of the following values:

OFfpremise
ONpremise

BUCKETName
Specifies the name for an AWS S3 bucket or a IBM Cloud Object Storage vault to use with this storage pool, instead of using
the default bucket name or vault name. This parameter is optional, and is valid only if you specify CLOUDTYPE=S3. If the
name that you specify does not exist, the server creates a bucket or vault with the specified name before using the bucket
or vault. Follow the naming restrictions for your cloud provider when specifying this parameter. Review the permissions for
the bucket or vault and make sure that the credentials for this storage pool have permission to read, write, list, and delete
objects in this bucket or vault. If you do not have the ability to change or view the permissions, and you have not already
written data to this storage pool, use the UPDATE STGPOOL command with the BUCKETNAME parameter to use a different
bucket or vault.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes access the cloud storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default
value is READWRITE. You can specify one of the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to the cloud storage pool. This value is the
default.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read only from the cloud storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes and server processes cannot access the cloud storage pool.

MAXWriters
Specifies the maximum number of writing sessions that can run concurrently on the cloud storage pool. Specify a maximum
number of writing sessions to control the performance of the cloud storage pool from negatively impacting other system
resources. This parameter is optional. The default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that no maximum size limit exists for the number of writers that you can use. This value is the default.

maximum_writers
Limits the maximum number of writers that you can use. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 99999.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all deduplicated extents are removed from a cloud storage pool. This
parameter controls the duration that deduplicated extents are associated with a cloud storage pool. When the value that is
specified for the parameter expires, the deduplicated extents are deleted from the cloud storage pool. The default is 1. You
can specify one of the following values:

1
Specifies that deduplicated extents are deleted from a cloud storage pool after one day. This value is the default.

days
You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999.

Tip: Set this parameter to a value that is greater than the number specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command. If you set this parameter to a higher value, you can ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier
level, the references to files in the cloud storage pool are still valid.
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ENCRypt
Specifies whether the server encrypts client data before it writes it to the storage pool. You can specify the following
values:

Yes
Specifies that client data is encrypted by the server.

No
Specifies that client data is not encrypted by the server.

This parameter is optional. The default depends on the physical location of the cloud, which is specified by the
CLOUDLOCATION parameter. If the cloud is off premise, the server encrypts data by default. If the cloud is on premises, the
server does not encrypt data by default.

COMPRession
Specifies whether data is compressed in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following
values:

No
Specifies that data is not compressed in the storage pool.

Yes
Specifies that data is compressed in the storage pool. This is the default.

Example 1: Define an OpenStack Swift cloud-container storage pool

Define an OpenStack Swift cloud-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=cloud  
cloudtype=swift cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=password description="OpenStack Swift cloud"

Example 2: Define a cloud-container primary storage pool

Define a cloud-container primary storage pool that is named STGPOOL1.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=cloud  
cloudtype=swift cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=protect8991 pooltype=primary

Example 3: Define a cloud-container storage pool with read only access

Define a cloud-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 with read only access.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=cloud  
cloudtype=swift cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=protect8991 access=readonly

Example 4: Define a cloud-container storage pool with 99 writing sessions

Define a cloud-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 with 99 writing sessions.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=cloud  
cloudtype=swift cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=protect8991 maxwr=99

Example 5: Define a cloud-container storage pool in which deduplicated extents are deleted
after two days

Define a cloud-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and deduplicated extents are deleted after two days.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=cloud  
cloudtype=swift cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=protect8991 reusedelay=2

Related tasks:
Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage
Related information:
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Optimizing performance for cloud object storage

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a directory-container storage pool)
Use this command to define a directory-container storage pool that is used for data deduplication.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--STGType--=--DIrectory-------------> 
 
   .-POoltype--=--PRimary-.                                     
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------------+----> 
   '-POoltype--=--PRimary-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-MAXSIze--=--NOLimit---------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-MAXSIze--=--+-NOLimit-----------+-'    
                 '-maximum_file_size-'      
 
   .-MAXWriters--=--NOLimit-------------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-MAXWriters--=--+-NOLimit---------+-'    
                    '-maximum_writers-'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PROTECTstgpool--=--target_stgpool-'    
 
>--+---------------------------------------------------+--------> 
   |                          .-,--------------------. |    
   |                          V                      | |    
   '-PROTECTLOCalstgpools--=----local_target_stgpool-+-'    
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--1----.  .-ENCRypt--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+---------------------+-------------> 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'  '-ENCRypt--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                          '-No--'      
 
   .-COMPRession--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-COMPRession--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to define. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

STGType=DIrectory (Required)
Specifies the type of storage that you want to define for a storage pool. This parameter specifies that a directory-container
type of storage pool is assigned to the storage pool. You must define a storage pool directory for this type of storage pool by
using the DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command.
Requirements:

Ensure that enough space is available on the file system for the directory-container storage pool.
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You must store the directory-container storage pool and the DB2® database on separate mount points on the file
system. The directory-container storage pool might grow to occupy all the space on the directory it is stored on.
You must use a file system other than the file system where the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server is located.

POoltype=PRimary
Specifies that you want the storage pool to be used as a primary storage pool. This parameter is optional.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes can access the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify
one of the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read only from the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes and server processes cannot access the storage pool.

MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files that are stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 999999, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 GB. You can use one of the
following scale factors:

Table 1. Scale factor
for the maximum file

size
Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte

Tip: If you do not specify a unit of measurement for the maximum file size, the value is specified in bytes.

When the physical size of the storage pool exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter, the following table shows where files are
typically stored.

Table 2. The location of a file according to the file size and the pool that is specified
Pool that is specified Result

No pool is specified as the next storage pool in the
hierarchy.

The server does not store the file.

A pool is specified as the next storage pool in the
hierarchy.

The server stores the file in the storage pool that you
specified.

Tip: If you also specify the NEXTstgpool parameter, define one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the
maximum file size by specifying the MAXSIze=NOLimit parameter. When you have at least one pool with no size limit, you
ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the file.

For multiple files that are sent during data deduplication processing, the server considers the size of the data deduplication
process to be the file size. If the total size of all files in the process is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does
not store the files in the storage pool.

MAXWriters
Specifies the maximum number of I/O threads for the following processes:
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The number of I/O threads that can run concurrently on the directory-container storage pool.
The number of I/O threads that are written simultaneously to the directory-container storage pool.

This parameter is optional. As a best practice, use the default value of NOLIMIT. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that no maximum number of I/O threads are written to the storage pool.

maximum_writers
Limits the maximum number of I/O threads that you can use. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 99999.

Tip: The IBM Spectrum Protect server manages the number of I/O threads automatically based on the resources that are
available and the server load.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies the name of a random-access or primary sequential storage pool to which files are stored when the directory-
container storage pool is full. This parameter is optional.
Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.

PROTECTstgpool
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool on the target replication server where the data is backed up
when you use the PROTECT STGPOOL command for this storage pool. This parameter is optional.

PROTECTLOCalstgpools
Specifies the name of the container-copy storage pool on a local device where the data is backed up. This container-copy
storage pool will be a local target storage pool when you use the PROTECT STGPOOL command. You can specify a
maximum of two container-copy storage pool names. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces.
The maximum length of each name is 30 characters. This parameter is optional.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse before all deduplicated extents are removed from a directory-container
storage pool. This parameter controls the duration that deduplicated extents are associated with a directory-container
storage pool after they are no longer referenced. When the value that is specified for the parameter expires, the
deduplicated extents are deleted from the directory-container storage pool. Specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999. The
default value for directory-container storage pools is 1, which means that deduplicated extents that are no longer
referenced are deleted from a directory-container storage pool after 1 day.

Set this parameter to a value greater than the number that is specified as your database backup period to ensure that data
extents are still valid when you restore the database to another level.

ENCRypt
Specifies whether the server encrypts client data before the server writes the data to the storage pool. You can specify the
following values:

Yes
Specifies that client data is encrypted by the server.

No
Specifies that client data is not encrypted by the server. This is the default value.

COMPRession
Specifies whether data is compressed in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following
values:

No
Specifies that data is not compressed in the storage pool.

Yes
Specifies that data is compressed in the storage pool. This is the default.

Example: Define a directory-container storage pool that is configured for overflow storage
when the storage pool is full
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Define a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1. The storage pool is configured for overflow storage to a tape
storage pool when the storage pool is full.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=directory nextstgpool=overflow_tape_pool

Example: Define a directory-container storage pool that specifies the maximum file size

Define a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL2. The storage pool specifies the maximum file size that the
server can store in the storage pool as 100 megabytes.

define stgpool stgpool2 stgtype=directory maxsize=100M

Example: Define a directory-container storage pool on the source replication server with a
directory-container storage pool on the target replication server to back up data

Define a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL3. The data for storage pool STGPOOL3 is backed up to a
directory-container storage pool, TARGET_STGPOOL3 on the target replication server.

define stgpool stgpool3 stgtype=directory protectstgpool=target_stgpool3

Example: Define a directory-container storage pool on the source replication server with a
container-copy storage pool to back up data locally

Define a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL3. The data for storage pool STGPOOL3 is backed up to a local
container-copy storage pool, TARGET_LOCALSTGPOOL.

define stgpool stgpool3 stgtype=directory protectlocalstgpools=target_localstgpool

Example: Define a directory-container storage pool and disable compression

Define a directory-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and disable compression.

define stgpool stgpool1 stgtype=directory compression=no

Table 3. Commands related to DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a directory-container storage pool)
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CONTAINER Displays information about a container.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (directory-container) Update a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a container-copy storage pool)
Use this command to define a container-copy storage pool to hold a copy of data from a directory-container storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--device_class_name-----------------> 
 
>--POoltype--=--COPYCONtainer--MAXSCRatch--=--number------------> 
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>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-PROTECTPRocess--=--2------.  .-REClaim--=--100-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+---------------------+-------> 
   '-PROTECTPRocess--=--number-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
 
   .-RECLAIMLIMit--=--NOLimit-------.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMLIMit--=--+-NOLimit---+-'    
                      '-vol_limit-'      
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--0----.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the container-copy storage pool. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30
characters.

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access device class to which this storage pool is assigned.
Restriction: You cannot specify the following device class types:

DISK
FILE
CENTERA
NAS
REMOVABLEFILE
SERVER

Restriction: Virtual tape libraries are not supported, regardless of which library type is defined. Only physical tape is
supported.

POoltype=COPYCONtainer (Required)
Specifies that you want to define a container-copy storage pool. A container-copy storage pool is used only to store a copy
of data from a directory-container storage pool.

MAXSCRatch (Required)
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. You can specify an
integer in the range 0 - 100000000. If the server can request scratch volumes as needed, you do not have to define each
volume to be used.

The value of this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes that are available in the storage pool and the
corresponding estimated capacity for the storage pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. However, if the access mode
for a scratch volume is OFFSITE, the volume is not deleted from the storage pool until the access mode is changed. An
administrator can then query the server for empty, offsite scratch volumes and return them to the onsite location.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how server processes such as storage-pool protection and repair can access data in the storage pool. This
parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. You can specify one of the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that the server can read and write to volumes in the storage pool.

READOnly
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Specifies that the server can only read volumes in the storage pool. The server can use data in the storage pool to
restore extents to directory-container storage pools. No operations that write to the container-copy storage pool are
allowed.

UNAVailable
Specifies that the server cannot access data that is stored on volumes in the storage pool.

PROTECTPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes that are used when you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command to
copy data to this pool from a directory-container storage pool. This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 20.
The default value is 2.

The time that is required to complete the copy operation might be decreased by using multiple, parallel processes.
However, in some cases when multiple processes are running, one or more of the processes must wait to use a volume that
is already in use by a different process.

When you specify this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the copy
operation. To access a tape volume, the server uses a mount point and a drive. The number of available mount points and
drives depends on the mount limit of the device class for the storage pool, and on other server and system activity.

This parameter is ignored if you use the PREVIEW=YES option on the PROTECT STGPOOL command. In that case, only one
process is used and no mount points or drives are needed.

REClaim
Specifies when a volume becomes eligible for reclamation and reuse. Specify eligibility as the percentage of a volume's
space that is occupied by extents that are no longer stored in the associated directory-container storage pool. Reclamation
moves any extents that are still stored in the associated directory-container storage pool from eligible volumes to other
volumes. Reclamation occurs only when a PROTECT STGPOOL command stores data into this storage pool.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer in the range 1 - 100. The default value is 100, which means that
volumes in this storage pool are not reclaimed.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

By setting the reclaim value to 50 percent or greater, data that is moved from two reclaimed volumes uses no more than
the equivalent of one new volume.

Use caution when you use reclamation with container-copy storage pools that have offsite volumes. When an offsite
volume becomes eligible for reclamation, in effect the server moves the extents on the volume back to the onsite location.
If a disaster occurs onsite, the server can obtain extents from the offsite volume if the restored database refers to extents
on the offsite volume. Therefore, for disaster recovery purposes, ensure that you schedule database backups to run after
storage pool protection schedules and DRM move schedules have run, and ensure that all database backup volumes are
taken offsite along with the DRM volumes.

Tip: Set different reclamation values for offsite container-copy storage pools and onsite container-copy storage pools.
Because container-copy storage pools store deduplicated data, the data extents are spread across multiple tape volumes.
When you choose a reclamation threshold for an offsite copy, carefully consider the number of available mount points and
the number of tape volumes that you must retrieve if a disaster occurs. Setting a higher threshold means that you must
retrieve more volumes than you would if your reclamation value was lower. Using a lower threshold reduces the number of
mount points that are required in a disaster. The preferred method is to set the reclamation value for offsite copies to 60,
and for onsite copies, in the range 90 - 100.

RECLAIMLIMit
Specifies the maximum number of volumes that the server reclaims when you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and
specify the RECLAIM=YESLIMITED or RECLAIM=ONLYLIMITED option. This parameter is valid only for container-copy
storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that all volumes in the container-copy storage pool are processed for reclamation.

vol_limit
Specifies the maximum number of volumes in the container-copy storage pool that are reclaimed. The value that you
specify determines how many new scratch tapes are available after reclamation processing completes. You can
specify a number in the range 1 - 100000.

REUsedelay
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Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all extents are deleted from a volume before the volume can be
rewritten or returned to scratch status. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999. The
default value is 0, which means that a volume can be rewritten or returned to scratch status as soon as all the extents are
deleted from the volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to extents in
the storage pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain the
oldest database backup. If you use disaster recovery manager, the number of days that are specified for this parameter
must be the same as the number specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

Example: Define a container-copy storage pool with an LTO7A device class

Define a container-copy storage pool, CONTAINER1_COPY2, to the LTO7A device class. Allow up to 50 scratch volumes for this
pool. Delay the reuse of volumes for 45 days.

define stgpool container1_copy2 lto7a pooltype=copycontainer 
 maxscratch=50 reusedelay=45

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a container-copy storage pool)
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (directory-container) Define a directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (container-copy) Update a container-copy storage pool that stores copies of
data from a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (directory-container) Update a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a primary storage pool assigned to random
access devices)

Use this command to define a primary storage pool that is assigned to random access devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                    .-POoltype--=--PRimary-.    
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--DISK--+----------------------+----> 
                                    '-POoltype--=--PRimary-'    
 
   .-STGType--=--Devclass-.                                     
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------------+----> 
   '-STGType--=--Devclass-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-MAXSIze--=--NOLimit-----------.  .-CRCData--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--+---------------------+---> 
   '-MAXSIze--=--maximum_file_size-'  '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                    '-No--'      
 
                                  .-HIghmig--=--90------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+---------------------+-------> 
   '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name-'  '-HIghmig--=--percent-'    
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   .-LOwmig--=--70------.  .-CAChe--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------+--+-------------------+----------------> 
   '-LOwmig--=--percent-'  '-CAChe--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                       '-No--'      
 
   .-MIGPRocess--=--1------.  .-MIGDelay--=--0----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+-------------------+-------------> 
   '-MIGPRocess--=--number-'  '-MIGDelay--=--days-'    
 
   .-MIGContinue--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-MIGContinue--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
   .-AUTOCopy--=--CLient--------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOCopy--=--+-None------+-'    
                  +-CLient----+      
                  +-MIGRation-+      
                  '-All-------'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |                  .-,--------------.                               |    
   |                  V                |  .-COPYContinue--=--Yes-----. |    
   '-COPYSTGpools--=----copy_pool_name-+--+--------------------------+-'    
                                          '-COPYContinue--=--+-Yes-+-'      
                                                             '-No--'        
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------+------------> 
   |                     .-,---------------------. |    
   |                     V                       | |    
   '-ACTIVEDATApools--=----active-data_pool_name-+-'    
 
   .-SHRED--=--0-----------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   |                           (1) (2) |    
   '-SHRED--=--overwrite_count---------'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is not available for CENTERA or SnapLock storage pools.
2. This parameter is not available for SnapLock storage pools.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be defined. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30 characters.

DISK (Required)
Specifies that you want to define a storage pool to the DISK device class (the DISK device class is predefined during
installation).

POoltype=PRimary
Specifies that you want to define a primary storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default value is PRIMARY.

STGType
Specifies the type of storage that you want to define for a storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default value is
DEVCLASS.

Devclass
Specifies that a device class type of storage pool is assigned to the storage pool.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration and reclamation) can access files in the storage pool.
This parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
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Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to files stored on volumes in the storage pool.
READOnly

Specifies that client nodes can only read files from the volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to
volumes in the storage pool from volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as readonly, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool and can also move or copy files from this
storage pool to another storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to volumes in the storage pool from
volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as unavailable, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files that are stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer 1 - 999999 terabytes, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 GB. You can use one of the
following scale factors:

Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte

The client estimates the size of files that are sent to the server. The client estimate is used rather than the actual amount of
data that is sent to the server. Client options, such as deduplication, compression, and encryption, can cause the actual
amount of data that is sent to the server to be larger or smaller than the size estimate. For example, the compression of a
file might be smaller in size than the estimate, thus sending less data than the estimate. Furthermore, a binary file might be
larger in size after the compression processing, thus sending more data than the estimate.

When the physical size of the storage pool exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter, the following table shows where files are
typically stored.

Table 1. The location of a file according to the file size and the pool that is specified
File size Pool specified Result

Exceeds the
maximum size

No pool is specified as the next storage
pool in the hierarchy

The server does not store the file

A pool is specified as the next storage pool
in the hierarchy

The server stores the file in the next storage pool that
can accept the file size

Tip: If you also specify the NEXTstgpool parameter, define one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the
maximum file size by specifying the MAXSIze=NOLimit parameter. When you have at least one pool with no size limit, you
ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the file.

For multiple files that are sent in a single transaction, the server considers the size of the transaction to be the file size. If
the total size of all files in the transaction is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does not store the files in the
storage pool.

CRCData
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Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME
command, you can continually ensure the integrity of data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the
following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more expenditure is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies a primary storage pool to which files are migrated. This parameter is optional.
If you do not specify a next storage pool, the following actions occur:

The server cannot migrate files from this storage pool
The server cannot store files that exceed the maximum size for this storage pool in another storage pool

Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.

HIghmig
Specifies that the server starts migration for this storage pool when the amount of data in the pool reaches this percentage
of the pool's estimated capacity. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100. The default value is 90.

When the storage pool exceeds the high migration threshold, the server can start migration of files by node, to the next
storage pool. The NEXTSTGPOOL parameter defines this setting. You can specify HIGHMIG=100 to prevent migration for
this storage pool.

LOwmig
Specifies that the server stops migration for this storage pool when the amount of data in the pool reaches this percentage
of the pool's estimated capacity. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 99. The default value is 70.

When migration is by node or file space, depending upon collocation, the level of the storage pool can fall below the value
that you specified for this parameter. To empty the storage pool, set LOWMIG=0.

CAChe
Specifies whether the migration process leaves a cached copy of a file in this storage pool after you migrate the file to the
next storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that caching is enabled.

No
Specifies that caching is disabled.

Using cache might improve the ability to retrieve files, but might affect the performance of other processes.

MIGPRocess
Specifies the number of processes that the server uses for migrating files from this storage pool. This parameter is optional.
You can specify an integer 1 - 999. The default value is 1.

During migration, these processes are run in parallel to provide the potential for improved migration rates.

Tips:

The number of migration processes is dependent upon the following settings:
The MIGPROCESS parameter
The collocation setting of the next pool
The number of nodes or the number of collocation groups with data in the storage pool that is being migrated
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For example, suppose that MIGPROCESS =6, the next pool COLLOCATE parameter is set to NODE, but there are only
two nodes with data on the storage pool. Migration processing consists of only two processes, not six. If the
COLLOCATE parameter is set to GROUP and both nodes are in the same group, migration processing consists of only
one process. If the COLLOCATE parameter is set to NO or FILESPACE, and each node has two file spaces with backup
data, then migration processing consists of four processes.
When you specify this parameter, consider whether the simultaneous-write function is enabled for server data
migration. Each migration process requires a mount point and a drive for each copy storage pool and active-data
pool that is defined to the target storage pool.

MIGDelay
Specifies the minimum number of days a file must remain in a storage pool before it becomes eligible for migration. To
calculate a value to compare to the specified MIGDELAY value, the server counts the following items:

The number of days that the file was in the storage pool
The number of days, if any, since the file was retrieved by a client

The lesser of the two values are compared to the specified MIGDELAY value. For example, if all the following conditions are
true, a file is not migrated:

A file was in a storage pool for five days.
The file was accessed by a client within the past three days.
The value that is specified for the MIGDELAY parameter is four days.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default is 0, which means that you do not want to delay
migration.

If you want the server to count the number of days that are based on when a file was stored and not when it was retrieved,
use the NORETRIEVEDATE server option.

MIGContinue
Specifies whether you allow the server to migrate files that do not satisfy the migration delay time. This parameter is
optional. The default is YES.

Because you can require that files remain in the storage pool for a minimum number of days, the server may migrate all
eligible files to the next storage pool yet not meet the low migration threshold. This parameter allows you to specify
whether the server is allowed to continue the migration process by migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that, when necessary to meet the low migration threshold, the server continues to migrate files that do not
satisfy the migration delay time.

If you allow more than one migration process for the storage pool, some files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time may be migrated unnecessarily. As one process migrates files that satisfy the migration delay time, a second
process could begin migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay time to meet the low migration threshold.
The first process that is still migrating files that satisfy the migration delay time might have, by itself, caused the low
migration threshold to be met.

No
Specifies that the server stops migration when no eligible files remain to be migrated, even before reaching the low
migration threshold. The server does not migrate files unless the files satisfy the migration delay time.

AUTOCopy
Specifies when IBM Spectrum Protect™ runs simultaneous-write operations. The default value is CLIENT. This parameter is
optional and affects the following operations:

Client store sessions
Server import processes
Server data-migration processes

If an error occurs while data is being simultaneously written to a copy storage pool or active-data pool during a migration
process, the server stops writing to the failing storage pools for the remainder of the process. However, the server
continues to store files into the primary storage pool and any remaining copy storage pools or active-data pools. These
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pools remain active for the duration of the migration process. Copy storage pools are specified using the COPYSTGPOOLS
parameter. Active-data pools are specified using the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter.

You can specify one of the following values:

None
Specifies that the simultaneous-write function is disabled.

CLient
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store sessions
or server import processes. During server import processes, data is written simultaneously to only copy storage
pools. Data is not written to active-data pools during server import processes.

MIGRation
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools only during migration to
this storage pool. During server data-migration processes, data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and
active-data pools only if the data does not exist in those pools. Nodes whose data is being migrated must be in a
domain associated with an active-data pool. If the nodes are not in a domain associated with an active pool, the data
cannot be written to the pool.

All
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store
sessions, server import processes, or server data-migration processes. Specifying this value ensures that data is
written simultaneously whenever this pool is a target for any of the eligible operations.

COPYSTGpools
Specifies the names of copy storage pools where the server simultaneously writes data. The COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is
optional. You can specify a maximum of three copy pool names that are separated by commas. Spaces between the names
of the copy pools are not allowed. When you specify a value for the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, you can also specify a value
for the COPYCONTINUE parameter.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of copy storage pools and the COPYCONTINUE value from the primary storage pool. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to copy storage pools during the following operations:

Back up and archive operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients or application clients that are using
the IBM Spectrum Protect API
Migration operations by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients
Import operations that involve copying exported file data from external media to a primary storage pool associated
with a copy storage pool list

Restriction: The simultaneous-write function is not supported for the following store operations:

When the operation is using LAN-free data movement. Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-
free data movement, causing the operations to go over the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is
followed.
NAS backup operations. If the primary storage pool specified in the DESTINATION or TOCDESTINATION in the copy
group of the management class has copy storage pools that are defined:

The copy storage pools are ignored
The data is stored into the primary storage pool only

Attention: The function that is provided by the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the BACKUP STGPOOL
command. If you use the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, continue to use the BACKUP STGPOOL command to ensure that the
copy storage pools are complete copies of the primary storage pool. There are cases when a copy might not be created. For
more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter description.

COPYContinue
Specifies how the server usually reacts to a copy storage pool write failure for any of the copy storage pools that are listed
in the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES. When you specify the
COPYCONTINUE parameter, you must also specify the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter.
You can specify the following values:

Yes
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If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to YES, the server will stop writing to the failing copy pools for the remainder
of the session, but continue storing files into the primary pool and any remaining copy pools. The copy storage pool
list is active only for the life of the client session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular storage
pool hierarchy.

No
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to NO, the server will fail the current transaction and discontinue the store
operation.

Restrictions:

The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect active-data pools. If a write failure occurs for any of
the active-data pools, the server stops writing to the failing active-data pool for the remainder of the session, but
continues storing files into the primary pool and any remaining active-data pools and copy storage pools. The active-
data pool list is active only for the life of the session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular
storage pool hierarchy.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server import.
If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to the primary storage pool or any copy storage
pool, the server import process fails.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server data
migration. If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to any copy storage pool or active-data
pool, the failing storage pool is removed and the data migration process continues. Write failures to the primary
storage pool cause the migration process to fail.

ACTIVEDATApools
Specifies the names of active-data pools where the server simultaneously writes data during a client backup operation. The
ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is optional. Spaces between the names of the active-data pools are not allowed.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of active-data pools from the destination storage pool that is specified in the copy group. The primary storage pool
is specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to active-data pools only during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients or application clients that use the IBM Spectrum Protect API.
Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use "NATIVE" or "NONBLOCK" data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Writing data simultaneously to active-data pools is not supported when you use LAN-free data movement.
Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations to go over
the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is followed.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported when a NAS backup operation is writing a TOC file. If the primary
storage pool specified in the TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has active-data pools
that are defined:

The active-data pools are ignored
The data is stored into the primary storage pool only

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.
5. Data that is being imported is not stored in active-data pools. After an import operation, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA

command to store the imported data in an active-data pool.

Attention: The function that is provided by the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the COPY
ACTIVEDATA command. If you use the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA command to ensure that
the active-data pools contain all active data of the primary storage pool.

SHRED
Specifies whether data is physically overwritten when it is deleted. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0
- 10. The default value is 0.

If you specify a value of zero, the server deletes the data from the database. However, the storage that is used to contain
the data is not overwritten, and the data exists in storage until that storage is reused for other data. It might be possible to
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discover and reconstruct the data after it is deleted.

If you specify a value greater than zero, the server deletes the data both logically and physically. The server overwrites the
storage that is used to contain the data the specified number of times. This overwriting increases the difficulty of
discovering and reconstructing the data after it is deleted.

To ensure that all copies of the data are shredded, specify a SHRED value greater than zero for the storage pool that is
specified in the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter. Do not specify either the COPYSTGPOOLS or ACTIVEDATAPOOLS. Specifying
relatively high values for the overwrite count generally improves the level of security, but might affect performance
adversely.

Overwriting of deleted data is done asynchronously after the delete operation is complete. Therefore, the space that is
occupied by the deleted data remains occupied for some time. The space is not available as free space for new data.

A SHRED value greater than zero cannot be used if the value of the CACHE parameter is YES.

Important: After an export operation finishes and identifies files for export, any change to the storage pool SHRED value is
ignored. An export operation that is suspended retains the original SHRED value throughout the operation. You might want
to consider canceling your export operation if changes to the storage pool SHRED value jeopardize the operation. You can
reissue the export command after any needed cleanup.

Example: Define a primary storage pool for a DISK device class

Define a primary storage pool, POOL1, to use the DISK device class, with caching enabled. Limit the maximum file size to 5 MB.
Store any files larger than 5 MB in subordinate storage pools that begin with the PROG2 storage pool. Set the high migration
threshold to 70 percent, and the low migration threshold to 30 percent.

define stgpool pool1 disk 
 description="main disk storage pool" maxsize=5m 
 highmig=70 lowmig=30 cache=yes 
 nextstgpool=prog2

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a primary storage pool assigned to sequential
access devices)

Use this command to define a primary storage pool that is assigned to sequential access devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--device_class_name-----------------> 
 
   .-POoltype--=--PRimary-.  .-STGType--=--Devclass-.    
>--+----------------------+--+----------------------+-----------> 
   '-POoltype--=--PRimary-'  '-STGType--=--Devclass-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-MAXSIze--=--NOLimit-------------------.    
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   |                               (1) (2) |    
   '-MAXSIze--=--maximum_file_size---------'    
 
   .-CRCData--=--No---------.    
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
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   '-CRCData--=--+-Yes----+-'    
                 |    (1) |      
                 '-No-----'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                           (1) (2) |    
   '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name---------'    
 
   .-HIghmig--=--90--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |                     (1) (2) |    
   '-HIghmig--=--percent---------'    
 
   .-LOwmig--=--70--------------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |                    (1) (2) |    
   '-LOwmig--=--percent---------'    
 
   .-REClaim--=--60--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |                     (1) (2) |    
   '-REClaim--=--percent---------'    
 
   .-RECLAIMPRocess--=--1--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                           (1) (2) |    
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number---------'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |                              (1) (2) |    
   '-RECLAIMSTGpool--=--pool_name---------'    
 
   .-RECLAMATIONType--=--THRESHold-----------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------------------+------------> 
   |                                   (1) (2) (3) |    
   '-RECLAMATIONType--=--+-THRESHold-+-------------'    
                         '-SNAPlock--'                  
 
   .-COLlocate--=--GRoup-------------.    
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                             (2) |    
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-----'    
                   +-GRoup-----+          
                   +-NODe------+          
                   '-FIlespace-'          
 
                         (2)  .-REUsedelay--=--0--------.    
>--MAXSCRatch--=--number------+-------------------------+-------> 
                              |                     (2) |    
                              '-REUsedelay--=--days-----'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   |                          (1) (2) |    
   '-OVFLOcation--=--location---------'    
 
   .-MIGDelay--=--0------------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   |                   (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGDelay--=--days---------'    
 
   .-MIGContinue--=--Yes-------------.    
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                         (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGContinue--=--+-No--+---------'    
                     '-Yes-'              
 
   .-MIGPRocess--=--1--------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   |                       (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGPRocess--=--number---------'    
 
   .-DATAFormat--=--NATive------------------.    
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   |                                (2) (4) |    
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   '-DATAFormat--=--+-NATive------+---------'    
                    +-NONblock----+              
                    +-NETAPPDump--+              
                    +-CELERRADump-+              
                    '-NDMPDump----'              
 
   .-AUTOCopy--=--CLient--------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOCopy--=--+-None------+-'    
                  +-CLient----+      
                  +-MIGRation-+      
                  '-All-------'      
 
>--+---------------------------------------------+--------------> 
   |                  .-,----------------------. |    
   |                  V                (1) (2) | |    
   '-COPYSTGpools--=----copy_pool_name---------+-'    
 
   .-COPYContinue--=--Yes-------------.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   |                          (1) (2) |    
   '-COPYContinue--=--+-Yes-+---------'    
                      '-No--'              
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------+------------> 
   |                     .-,---------------------. |    
   |                     V                       | |    
   '-ACTIVEDATApools--=----active-data_pool_name-+-'    
 
   .-DEDUPlicate--=--No----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                     |     (5) |      
                     '-Yes-----'      
 
   .-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--1----------.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (6) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the data formats NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP.
2. This parameter is not available or is ignored for CENTERA storage pools.
3. The RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK setting is valid only for storage pools that are defined to servers that are enabled for

IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Data Retention. The storage pool must be assigned to a FILE device class, and the directories
that are specified in the device class must be NetApp SnapLock volumes.

4. The values NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, and NDMPDUMP are not valid for storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type
device class.

5. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.
6. This parameter is available only when the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be defined. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30 characters.

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to which this storage pool is assigned. You can specify any device class except for
the DISK device class.

POoltype=PRimary
Specifies that you want to define a primary storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default value is PRIMARY.

STGType
Specifies the type of storage that you want to define for a storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default value is
DEVCLASS.

Devclass
Specifies that a device class type of storage pool is assigned to the storage pool.
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DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration and reclamation) can access files in the storage pool.
This parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can only read files from the volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to
volumes in the storage pool from volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as readonly, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool and can also move or copy files from this
storage pool to another storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to volumes in the storage pool from
volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as unavailable, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer from 1 to 999999 terabytes, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 gigabytes. Scale factors are:

Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte

The client estimates the size of files that are sent to the server. The client estimate is used rather than the actual amount of
data that is sent to the server. Client options, such as deduplication, compression, and encryption, can cause the actual
amount of data that is sent to the server to be larger or smaller than the size estimate. For example, the compression of a
file might be smaller in size than the estimate, thus sending less data than the estimate. Furthermore, a binary file might be
larger in size after the compression processing, thus sending more data than the estimate.

When the physical size of the storage pool exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter, the following table shows where files are
typically stored.

Table 1. The location of a file according to the file size and the pool that is specified
File size Pool specified Result

Exceeds the
maximum size

No pool is specified as the next storage
pool in the hierarchy

The server does not store the file

A pool is specified as the next storage pool
in the hierarchy

The server stores the file in the next storage pool that
can accept the file size

Tip: If you also specify the NEXTstgpool parameter, define one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the
maximum file size by specifying the MAXSIze=NOLimit parameter. When you have at least one pool with no size limit, you
ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the file.
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For multiple files that are sent in a single transaction, the server considers the size of the transaction to be the file size. If
the total size of all files in the transaction is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does not store the files in the
storage pool.

Restriction:

This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies a primary storage pool to which files are migrated. You cannot migrate data from a sequential access storage pool
to a random access storage pool. This parameter is optional.

If this storage pool does not have a next storage pool, the server cannot migrate files from this storage pool and cannot
store files that exceed the maximum size for this storage pool in another storage pool.

When there is insufficient space available in the current storage pool, the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter for sequential access
storage pools does not allow data to be stored into the next pool. In this case, the server issues a message and the
transaction fails.

For next storage pools with a device type of FILE, the server completes a preliminary check to determine whether sufficient
space is available. If space is not available, the server skips to the next storage pool in the hierarchy. If space is available,
the server attempts to store data in that pool. However, it is possible that the storage operation might fail because, at the
time the actual storage operation is attempted, the space is no longer available.

Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
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If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.
This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

HIghmig
Specifies that the server starts migration when storage pool utilization reaches this percentage. For sequential-access disk
(FILE) storage pools, utilization is the ratio of data in a storage pool to the pool's total estimated data capacity, including the
capacity of all scratch volumes specified for the pool. For storage pools that use tape media, utilization is the ratio of
volumes that contain data to the total number of volumes in the storage pool. The total number of volumes includes the
maximum number of scratch volumes. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100. The default value is
90.

When the storage pool exceeds the high migration threshold, the server can start migration of files by volume to the next
storage pool defined for the pool. You can set the high migration threshold to 100 to prevent migration for the storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

LOwmig
Specifies that the server stops migration when storage pool utilization is at or below this percentage. For sequential-access
disk (FILE) storage pools, utilization is the ratio of data in a storage pool to the pool's total estimated data capacity,
including the capacity of all scratch volumes specified for the pool. For storage pools that use tape media, utilization is the
ratio of volumes that contain data to the total number of volumes in the storage pool. The total number of volumes includes
the maximum number of scratch volumes. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 99. The default value is
70.

When the storage pool reaches the low migration threshold, the server does not start migration of files from another
volume. You can set the low migration threshold to 0 to allow migration to empty the storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

REClaim
Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space on volumes usable again by moving any remaining unexpired files from one
volume to another volume, thus making the original volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer 1 - 100. The default value is 60, except for storage pools that use WORM devices.

For storage pools that use a WORM device class, you can lower the value from the default of 100.
Lowering the value allows the server to consolidate data onto fewer volumes when needed. Volumes that are emptied by
reclamation can be checked out of the library, freeing slots for new volumes. Because the volumes are write-once, the
volumes cannot be reused.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

Specify a value of 50 percent or greater for this parameter so that files stored on two volumes can be combined onto a
single output volume.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
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NDMPDUMP

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999. The default value is 1. You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each primary
sequential-access storage pool.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:

The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Assuming that
the RECLAIMSTGPOOL parameter is not specified or that the reclaim storage pool has the same device class as the storage
pool that is being reclaimed, each process requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of
the drives is for the input volume, and the other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes
simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16 mount points and 16 drives. The device class for the storage pools must
have a mount limit of at least 16.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

RECLAIMSTGpool
Specifies another primary storage pool as a target for reclaimed data from this storage pool. This parameter is optional.
When the server reclaims volumes for the storage pool, the server moves unexpired data from the volumes that are being
reclaimed to the storage pool named with this parameter.

A reclaim storage pool is most useful for a storage pool that has only one drive in its library. When you specify this
parameter, the server moves all data from reclaimed volumes to the reclaim storage pool regardless of the number of
drives in the library.

To move data from the reclaim storage pool back to the original storage pool, use the storage pool hierarchy. Specify the
original storage pool as the next storage pool for the reclaim storage pool.

Restriction:

This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:
NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

RECLAMATIONType
Specifies the method by which volumes are reclaimed and managed. This parameter is optional. The default value is
THRESHOLD. The following are possible values:

THRESHold
Specifies that volumes that belong to this storage pool are reclaimed based on the threshold value in the RECLAIM
attribute for this storage pool.

SNAPlock
Specifies that FILE volumes that belong to this storage pool are managed for retention using NetApp Data ONTAP
software and NetApp SnapLock volumes. This parameter is only valid for storage pools that are defined to a server
that has data retention protection enabled and that is assigned to a FILE device class. Volumes in this storage pool
are not reclaimed based on threshold; the RECLAIM value for the storage pool is ignored.

All volumes in this storage pool are created as FILE volumes. A retention date, which is derived from the retention
attributes in the archive copy group for the storage pool, is set in the metadata for the FILE volume by using the
SnapLock feature of the NetApp Data ONTAP operating system. Until the retention date expires, the FILE volume and
any data on it cannot be deleted from the physical SnapLock volume on which it is stored.
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The RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter for all storage pools that are being defined must be the same when defined to
the same device class name. The DEFINE command can fail if the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter specified is
different from what is defined for storage pools that are already defined to the device class name.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

COLlocate
Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional. The default value is GROUP.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required. Collocation can also impact the number of processes migrating disks to sequential pool.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled. During migration from disk, processes are created at a file space level.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.

For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.
During migration from disk, the server creates migration processes at the collocation group level for grouped
nodes, and at the node level for ungrouped nodes.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces that are named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a file space
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by file space collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.
During migration from disk, the server creates migration processes at the collocation group level for grouped
file spaces.

Data is collocated on the least number of sequential access volumes.

NODe
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Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

For COLLOCATE=NODE, the server creates processes at the node level when you migrate data from disk.

FIlespace
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

For COLLOCATE=FILESPACE, the server creates processes at the file space level when you migrate data from disk.

MAXSCRatch (Required)
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. You can specify an
integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes, you avoid having to define each volume to be
used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the storage pool
and the corresponding estimated capacity for the storage pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. When scratch volumes with
the device type of FILE are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is freed by the server and returned to the file
system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The server does not keep virtual volumes in
FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too low, server-to-server
operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default value is 0,
which means that a volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all the files are deleted from the
volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to files in the
storage pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain the
oldest database backup. The number of days that are specified for this parameter must be the same as the number
specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255 characters.
Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.
Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

MIGDelay
Specifies the minimum number of days a file must remain in a storage pool before it becomes eligible for migration. All files
on a volume must be eligible for migration before the server selects the volume for migration. To calculate a value to
compare to the specified MIGDELAY, the server counts the number of days that the file has been in the storage pool.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default is 0, which means that you do not want to delay
migration. If you want the server to count the number of days that are based only on when a file was stored and not when it
was retrieved, use the NORETRIEVEDATE server option.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:
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NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

MIGContinue
Specifies whether you allow the server to migrate files that do not satisfy the migration delay time. This parameter is
optional. The default is YES.

Because you can require that files remain in the storage pool for a minimum number of days, the server may migrate all
eligible files to the next storage pool yet not meet the low migration threshold. This parameter allows you to specify
whether the server is allowed to continue the migration process by migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that, when necessary to meet the low migration threshold, the server continues to migrate files that do not
satisfy the migration delay time.

If you allow more than one migration process for the storage pool, some files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time may be migrated unnecessarily. As one process migrates files that satisfy the migration delay time, a second
process could begin migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay time to meet the low migration threshold.
The first process that is still migrating files that satisfy the migration delay time might have, by itself, caused the low
migration threshold to be met.

No
Specifies that the server stops migration when no eligible files remain to be migrated, even before reaching the low
migration threshold. The server does not migrate files unless the files satisfy the migration delay time.

MIGPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for migrating the files from the volumes in this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. Enter a value 1 - 999. The default value is 1.

When calculating the value for this parameter, consider the number of sequential storage pools that will be involved with
the migration, and the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation. To access a sequential-
access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical drive. The number
of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum Protect and system activity and on the mount limits
of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are involved in the migration.

For example, suppose you want to simultaneously migrate the files from volumes in two primary sequential storage pools
and that you want to specify three processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class.
Assuming that the storage pool to which files are being migrated has the same device class as the storage pool from which
files are being migrated, each process requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One drive
is for the input volume, and the other drive is for the output volume.) To run six migration processes simultaneously, you
need a total of at least 12 mount points and 12 drives. The device class for the storage pools must have a mount limit of at
least 12.

If the number of migration processes you specify is more than the number of available mount points or drives, the
processes that do not obtain mount points or drives will wait for mount points or drives to become available. If mount
points or drives do not become available within the MOUNTWAIT time, the migration processes will end. For information
about specifying the MOUNTWAIT time, see DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class).

The IBM Spectrum Protect server will start the specified number of migration processes regardless of the number of
volumes that are eligible for migration. For example, if you specify ten migration processes and only six volumes are eligible
for migration, the server will start ten processes and four of them will complete without processing a volume.

Tip: When you specify this parameter, consider whether the simultaneous-write function is enabled for server data
migration. Each migration process requires a mount point and a drive for each copy storage pool and active-data pool that
is defined to the target storage pool.
Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP
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DATAFormat
Specifies the data format to use to back up files to this storage pool and restore files from this storage pool. The default
format is the NATIVE server format. You can specify the following values:

NATive
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and includes block headers.

NONblock
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and does not include block headers.
The default minimum block size on a volume that is associated with a FILE device class is 256 KB, regardless how
much data is written to the volume. For certain tasks, you can minimize wasted space on storage volumes by
specifying the NONBLOCK data format. For example, you can specify the NONBLOCK data format for the following
tasks:

Using content-management products
Using the DIRMC client option to store directory information
Migrating very small files by using IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum Protect
HSM for Windows

In most situations, however, the NATIVE format is preferred.
NETAPPDump

Specifies the data is in a NetApp dump format. This data format must be specified for file system images that are in a
dump format and that were backed up from a NetApp or an IBM System Storage® N Series file server that uses
NDMP. The server does not complete migration, reclamation, or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with
DATAFORMAT=NETAPPDUMP. You can use the MOVE DATA command to move data from one primary storage pool to
another, or out of a volume if the volume must be reused.

CELERRADump
Specifies that the data is in an EMC Celerra dump format. This data format must be specified for file system images
that are in a dump format and that were backed up from an EMC Celerra file server that uses NDMP. The server does
not complete migration, reclamation, or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with DATAFORMAT=CELERRADUMP. You
can use the MOVE DATA command to move data from one primary storage pool to another, or out of a volume if the
volume must be reused.

NDMPDump
Specifies that the data is in NAS vendor-specific backup format. Use this data format for file system images that
were backed up from a NAS file server other than a NetApp or EMC Celerra file server. The server does not complete
migration, reclamation, or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with DATAFORMAT=NDMPDUMP. You can use the MOVE
DATA command to move data from one primary storage pool to another, or out of a volume if the volume must be
reused.

AUTOCopy
Specifies when IBM Spectrum Protect completes simultaneous-write operations. The default value is CLIENT. This
parameter is optional and affects the following operations:

Client store sessions
Server import processes
Server data-migration processes

If the AUTOCOPY option is set to ALL or CLIENT, and there is at least one storage pool that is listed in the COPYSTGPOOLS
or ACTIVEDATAPOOLS options, any client-side deduplication is disabled.

If an error occurs while data is being simultaneously written to a copy storage pool or active-data pool during a migration
process, the server stops writing to the failing storage pools for the remainder of the process. However, the server
continues to store files into the primary storage pool and any remaining copy storage pools or active-data pools. These
pools remain active for the duration of the migration process. Copy storage pools are specified using the COPYSTGPOOLS
parameter. Active-data pools are specified using the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter.

You can specify one of the following values:

None
Specifies that the simultaneous-write function is disabled.

CLient
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store sessions
or server import processes. During server import processes, data is written simultaneously to only copy storage
pools. Data is not written to active-data pools during server import processes.

MIGRation
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Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools only during migration to
this storage pool. During server data-migration processes, data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and
active-data pools only if the data does not exist in those pools. Nodes whose data is being migrated must be in a
domain associated with an active-data pool. If the nodes are not in a domain associated with an active pool, the data
cannot be written to the pool.

All
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store
sessions, server import processes, or server data-migration processes. Specifying this value ensures that data is
written simultaneously whenever this pool is a target for any of the eligible operations.

COPYSTGpools
Specifies the names of copy storage pools where the server simultaneously writes data. The COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is
optional. You can specify a maximum of three copy pool names that are separated by commas. Spaces between the names
of the copy pools are not allowed. When you specify a value for the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, you can also specify a value
for the COPYCONTINUE parameter.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSTGPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of copy storage pools and the COPYCONTINUE value from the primary storage pool. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to copy storage pools during the following operations:

Back up and archive operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients or application clients that use the
IBM Spectrum Protect API
Migration operations by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients
Import operations that involve copying exported file data from external media to a storage pool defined with a copy
storage pool list

Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Writing data simultaneously to copy storage pools is not supported when LAN-free data movement is used.
Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations to go over
the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is accepted.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported for NAS backup operations. If the primary storage pool specified in
the DESTINATION or TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has copy storage pools defined,
the copy storage pools are ignored and the data is stored into the primary storage pool only.

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.

Attention: The function that is provided by the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the BACKUP STGPOOL
command. If you use the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, continue to use the BACKUP STGPOOL command to ensure that the
copy storage pools are complete copies of the primary storage pool. There are cases when a copy might not be created. For
more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter description.

COPYContinue
Specifies how the server reacts to a copy storage pool write failure for any of the copy storage pools that are listed in the
COPYSTGPOOLS parameter. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES. When you specify the COPYCONTINUE
parameter, you must also specify the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter.

The COPYCONTINUE parameter has no effect on the simultaneous-write function during migration.

You can specify the following values:

Yes
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to YES, the server will stop writing to the failing copy pools for the remainder
of the session, but continue storing files into the primary pool and any remaining copy pools. The copy storage pool
list is active only for the life of the client session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular storage
pool hierarchy.

No
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If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to NO, the server will fail the current transaction and discontinue the store
operation.

Restrictions:

The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect active-data pools. If a write failure occurs for any of
the active-data pools, the server stops writing to the failing active-data pool for the remainder of the session, but
continues storing files into the primary pool and any remaining active-data pools and copy storage pools. The active-
data pool list is active only for the life of the session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular
storage pool hierarchy.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server import.
If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to the primary storage pool or any copy storage
pool, the server import process fails.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server data
migration. If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to any copy storage pool or active-data
pool, the failing storage pool is removed and the data migration process continues. Write failures to the primary
storage pool cause the migration process to fail.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

ACTIVEDATApools
Specifies the names of active-data pools where the server simultaneously writes data during a client backup operation. The
ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is optional. Spaces between the names of the active-data pools are not allowed.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of active-data pools from the destination storage pool specified in the copy group. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to active-data pools only during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients or application clients that use the IBM Spectrum Protect API.
Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Write data simultaneously to active-data pools is not supported when LAN-free data movement is used.
Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations to go over
the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is accepted.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported when a NAS backup operation is writing a TOC file. If the primary
storage pool specified in the TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has active-data pools
defined, the active-data pools are ignored, and the data is stored into the primary storage pool only.

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.
5. Data being imported is not stored in active-data pools. After an import operation, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA

command to store the imported data in an active-data pool.

Attention: The function that is provided by the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the COPY
ACTIVEDATA command. If you use the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA command to ensure that
the active-data pools contain all active data of the primary storage pool.

DEDUPlicate
Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class. The default value is NO.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. Enter a value 0 - 50. The default value is 1. If the value of
the DEDUPLICATE parameter is NO, the default setting for IDENTIFYPROCESS has no effect.
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Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.

Example: Define a primary storage pool with an 8MMTAPE device class

Define a primary storage pool that is named 8MMPOOL to the 8MMTAPE device class (with a device type of 8MM) with a maximum
file size of 5 MB. Store any files larger than 5 MB in subordinate pools, beginning with POOL1. Enable collocation of files for client
nodes. Allow as many as 5 scratch volumes for this storage pool.

define stgpool 8mmpool 8mmtape maxsize=5m 
 nextstgpool=pool1 collocate=node 
 maxscratch=5

Related reference:
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define a copy storage pool assigned to sequential
access devices)

Use this command to define a copy storage pool that is assigned to sequential access devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--device_class_name-----------------> 
 
>--POoltype--=--COpy--+-----------------------------+-----------> 
                      '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-COLlocate--=--No------------.  .-REClaim--=--100-----.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+---------------------+-----> 
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
                   +-GRoup-----+                               
                   +-NODe------+                               
                   '-FIlespace-'                               
 
   .-RECLAIMPRocess--=--1------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number-'    
 
   .-RECLAMATIONType--=--THRESHold---------.    
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   |                                   (1) |    
   '-RECLAMATIONType--=--+-THRESHold-+-----'    
                         '-SNAPlock--'          
 
   .-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--NOLimit-.                           
>--+---------------------------------+--MAXSCRatch--=--number---> 
   '-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--number--'                           
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--0----.                                  
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------------+--------> 
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   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'  '-OVFLOcation--=--location-'    
 
   .-DATAFormat--=--NATive--------------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |                                (2) |    
   '-DATAFormat--=--+-NATive------+-----'    
                    +-NONblock----+          
                    +-NETAPPDump--+          
                    +-CELERRADump-+          
                    '-NDMPDump----'          
 
   .-CRCData--=--No------.  .-DEDUPlicate--=--No----------.    
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------------------+-----> 
   '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                 '-No--'                      |     (3) |      
                                              '-Yes-----'      
 
   .-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--0----------.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (4) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. The RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK setting is valid only for storage pools that are defined to servers that are enabled for
IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Data Retention. The storage pool must be assigned to a FILE device class, and the directories
that are specified in the device class must be NetApp SnapLock volumes.

2. The values NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, and NDMPDUMP are not valid for storage pools that are defined with a FILE
device class.

3. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class.
4. This parameter is available only when the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be defined. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30 characters.

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access device class to which this copy storage pool is assigned. You can specify any
device class except DISK.

POoltype=COpy (Required)
Specifies that you want to define a copy storage pool.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the copy storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as reclamation) can access files in the copy storage pool. This
parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that files can be read from and written to the volumes in the copy storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can read files that are stored only on the volumes in the copy storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the copy storage
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the copy storage
pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be backed up to the copy storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files that are stored on volumes in the copy storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the copy storage
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the copy storage
pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be backed up to the copy storage pool.

COLlocate
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Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.

For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a filespace
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by filespace collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.

Data is collocated on the least amount of sequential access volumes.

NODe
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

FIlespace
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

REClaim
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Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space on volumes usable again by moving any remaining unexpired files from one
volume to another volume, thus making the original volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer 1 - 100. The default value is 100, which means that reclamation is not completed.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

If you change the value from the default, specify a value of 50 percent or greater so that files stored on two volumes can be
combined onto a single output volume.

When a copy pool volume that is offsite becomes eligible for reclamation, the reclamation process attempts to obtain the
unexpired files on the reclaimable volume from a primary or copy storage pool that is onsite. The process then writes these
files to an available volume in the original copy storage pool. Effectively, these files are moved back to the onsite location.
However, the files can be obtained from the offsite volume after a disaster if a database backup is used that references the
files on the offsite volume. Because of the way reclamation works with offsite volumes, use it carefully with copy storage
pools.

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999. The default value is 1.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:

The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of the drives is for the input volume, and the
other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16
mount points and 16 drives. The device class for the storage pools must have a mount limit of at least 16.

You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each copy storage pool. You can specify multiple concurrent
reclamation processes for a single copy storage pool, which makes better use of your available tape drives or FILE volumes.
If multiple concurrent processing is not necessary, specify a value of 1 for the RECLAIMPROCESS parameter.

RECLAMATIONType
Specifies the method by which volumes are reclaimed and managed. This parameter is optional. The default value is
THRESHOLD. The following are possible values:

THRESHold
Specifies that volumes that belong to this storage pool are reclaimed based on the threshold value in the RECLAIM
attribute for this storage pool.

SNAPlock
Specifies that FILE volumes that belong to this storage pool are managed for retention by using NetApp Data ONTAP
software and NetApp SnapLock volumes. This parameter is only valid for storage pools that being defined to a server
that has data retention protection that is enabled and that is assigned to a FILE device class. Volumes in this storage
pool are not reclaimed based on threshold; the RECLAIM value for the storage pool is ignored.

All volumes in this storage pool are created as FILE volumes. A retention date, which is derived from the retention
attributes in the archive copy group for the storage pool, is set in the metadata for the FILE volume by using the
SnapLock feature of the NetApp Data ONTAP operating system. Until the retention date expires, the FILE volume and
any data on it cannot be deleted from the physical SnapLock volume on which it is stored.

The RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter for all storage pools that are being defined must be the same when defined to
the same device class name. The DEFINE command fails if the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter specified is different
from what is defined for storage pools that are already defined to the device class name.
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OFFSITERECLAIMLimit
Specifies the number of offsite volumes that space is reclaimed from during reclamation for this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. The default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to reclaim the space in all of your offsite volumes.

number
Specifies the number of offsite volumes to reclaim space from. You can specify an integer 0 - 99999. A value of zero
means that none of the offsite volumes are reclaimed.
Tip:

To determine the value for the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT, use the statistical information in the message that is issued
at the end of the offsite volume reclamation operation. The statistical information includes the following items:

The number of offsite volumes that were processed
The number of parallel processes that were used
The total amount of time required for the processing

The order in which offsite volumes are reclaimed is based on the amount of unused space in a volume. (Unused space
includes both space that has never been used on the volume and space that has become empty because of file deletion.)
Volumes with the largest amount of unused space are reclaimed first.

For example, suppose a copy storage pool contains three volumes: VOL1, VOL2, and VOL3. VOL1 has the largest amount of
unused space, and VOL3 has the least amount of unused space. Suppose further that the percentage of unused space in
each of the three volumes is greater than the value of the RECLAIM parameter. If you do not specify a value for the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT parameter, all three volumes will be reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of
2, only VOL1 and VOL2 will be reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 1, only VOL1 will be
reclaimed.

MAXSCRatch (Required)
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. You can specify an
integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes as needed, you avoid having to define each
volume to be used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the copy storage
pool and the corresponding estimated capacity for the copy storage pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. However, if the access mode
for a scratch volume is OFFSITE, the volume is not deleted from the copy storage pool until the access mode is changed. An
administrator can then query the server for empty, offsite scratch volumes and return them to the onsite location.

When scratch volumes with the device type of FILE become empty and are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is
freed by the server and returned to the file system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The server does not keep virtual volumes in
FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too low, server-to-server
operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default value is 0,
which means that a volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all the files are deleted from the
volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to files in the
copy storage pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain
the oldest database backup. The number of days that are specified for this parameter must be the same as the number
specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255 characters.
Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.

DATAFormat
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Specifies the data format to use to back up files to this storage pool and restore files from this storage pool. The default
format is the NATIVE server format. You can specify the following values:

NATive
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and includes block headers.

NONblock
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and does not include block headers.
The default minimum block size on a volume that is associated with a FILE device class is 256 KB, regardless how
much data is written to the volume. For certain tasks, you can minimize wasted space on storage volumes by
specifying the NONBLOCK data format. For example, you can specify the NONBLOCK data format for the following
tasks:

Using content-management products
Using the DIRMC client option to store directory information
Migrating very small files by using IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum Protect
HSM for Windows

In most situations, however, the NATIVE format is preferred.
NETAPPDump

Specifies that the data is in a NetApp dump format. Do not specify this data format for file system images that are in
a dump format and that were backed up from a NetApp file server by using NDMP. The server does not complete
storage pool reclamation or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with DATAFORMAT=NETAPPDUMP. You can use the
MOVE DATA command to move NDMP-generated data out of a volume if the volume must be reused.

CELERRADump
Specifies that the data is in an EMC Celerra dump format. Do not specify this data format for file system images that
are in a dump format and that were backed up from an EMC Celerra file server by using NDMP. The server does not
complete storage pool reclamation or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with DATAFORMAT=CELERRADUMP. You
can use the MOVE DATA command to move NDMP-generated data out of a volume if the volume must be reused.

NDMPDump
Specifies that the data is in a NAS vendor-specific backup format. Do not specify this data format for file system
images that are in a backup format and that were backed up from a NAS file server other than a NetApp or EMC
Celerra file server. The server does not complete storage pool reclamation or AUDIT VOLUME for a storage pool with
DATAFORMAT=NDMPDUMP. You can use the MOVE DATA command to move NDMP-generated data out of a volume
if the volume must be reused.

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

DEDUPlicate
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Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class. The default value is NO.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. Enter a value 0 - 50.

The default value for this parameter is 0. Data-deduplication processes for a copy storage pool are not necessary if you
specify data-deduplication processes for the primary storage pool. When IBM Spectrum Protect analyzes a file in a storage
pool, IBM Spectrum Protect also analyzes the file in all other storage pools.

Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.

Example: Define a copy storage pool with a DC480 device class.

Define a copy storage pool, TAPEPOOL2, to the DC480 device class. Allow up to 50 scratch volumes for this pool. Delay the reuse
of volumes for 45 days.

define stgpool tapepool2 dc480 pooltype=copy 
 maxscratch=50 reusedelay=45

Related reference:
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)

DEFINE STGPOOL (Define an active-data pool assigned to sequential-
access devices)

Use this command to define an active-data pool assigned to sequential-access devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine STGpool--pool_name--device_class_name-----------------> 
 
>--POoltype--=--ACTIVEdata--+-----------------------------+-----> 
                            '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-COLlocate--=--No------------.  .-REClaim--=--60------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+---------------------+-----> 
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
                   +-GRoup-----+                               
                   +-NODe------+                               
                   '-FIlespace-'                               
 
   .-RECLAIMPRocess--=--1------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number-'    
 
   .-RECLAMATIONType--=--THRESHold---------.    
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   |                                   (1) |    
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   '-RECLAMATIONType--=--+-THRESHold-+-----'    
                         '-SNAPlock--'          
 
   .-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--NOLimit-.                           
>--+---------------------------------+--MAXSCRatch--=--number---> 
   '-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--number--'                           
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--0----.                                  
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------------+--------> 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'  '-OVFLOcation--=--location-'    
 
   .-DATAFormat--=--NATive-------.  .-CRCData--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+---------------------+-----> 
   '-DATAFormat--=--+-NATive---+-'  '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                    '-NONblock-'                  '-No--'      
 
   .-DEDUPlicate--=--No----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                     |     (2) |      
                     '-Yes-----'      
 
   .-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--0----------.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (3) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. The RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK setting is valid only for storage pools that are defined to servers that are enabled for
IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Data Retention. The storage pool must be assigned to a FILE device class, and the directories
that are specified in the device class must be NetApp SnapLock volumes.

2. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class.
3. This parameter is available only when the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be defined. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30 characters.

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access device class to which this active-data pool is assigned. You can specify any
device class except DISK.

POoltype=ACTIVEdata (Required)
Specifies that you want to define an active-data pool.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the active-data pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as reclamation) can access files in the active-data pool. This
parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that files can be read from and written to the volumes in the active-data pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can read only files that are stored on the volumes in the active-data pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the active-data
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the active-data pool
from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be copied to the active-data pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files that are stored on volumes in the active-data pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the active-data
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the active-data pool
from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be copied to the active-data pool.
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COLlocate
Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.

For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a filespace
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by filespace collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.

Data is collocated on the least amount of sequential access volumes.

NODe
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

FIlespace
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

REClaim
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Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space and space occupied by inactive backup files on volumes usable again by moving
any remaining unexpired files and active backup files from one volume to another volume. This action makes the original
volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 1 - 100. The default value is 60.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

If you change the value from the default, specify a value of 50 percent or greater so that files stored on two volumes can be
combined onto a single output volume.

When an active-data pool volume that is offsite becomes eligible for reclamation, the reclamation process attempts to
obtain the unexpired files on the reclaimable volume from a primary or active-data pool that is onsite. The process then
writes these files to an available volume in the original active-data pool. Effectively, these files are moved back to the onsite
location. However, the files can be obtained from the offsite volume after a disaster if a database backup is used that
references the files on the offsite volume. Because of the way reclamation works with offsite volumes, use it carefully with
active-data pools.

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999. The default value is 1.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:

The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of the drives is for the input volume, and the
other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16
mount points and 16 drives. The device class for the storage pools must have a mount limit of at least 16.

You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each active-data pool. You can specify multiple concurrent
reclamation processes for a single active-data pool, which makes better use of your available tape drives or FILE volumes.
If multiple concurrent processing is not necessary, specify a value of 1 for the RECLAIMPROCESS parameter.

RECLAMATIONType
Specifies the method by which volumes are reclaimed and managed. This parameter is optional. The default value is
THRESHOLD. The following are possible values:

THRESHold
Specifies that volumes that belong to this storage pool are reclaimed based on the threshold value in the RECLAIM
attribute for this storage pool.

SNAPlock
Specifies that FILE volumes that belong to this storage pool are managed for retention by using NetApp Data ONTAP
software and NetApp SnapLock volumes. This parameter is only valid for storage pools that are being defined to a
server that has data retention protection that is enabled and that is assigned to a FILE device class. Volumes in this
storage pool are not reclaimed based on threshold; the RECLAIM value for the storage pool is ignored.

All volumes in this storage pool are created as FILE volumes. A retention date, which is derived from the retention
attributes in the archive copy group for the storage pool, is set in the metadata for the FILE volume by using the
SnapLock feature of the NetApp Data ONTAP operating system. Until the retention date expires, the FILE volume and
any data on it cannot be deleted from the physical SnapLock volume on which it is stored.

The RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter for all storage pools that are being defined must be the same when defined to
the same device class name. The DEFINE command fails if the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter specified is different
from what is defined for storage pools that are already defined to the device class name.
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OFFSITERECLAIMLimit
Specifies the number of offsite volumes that space is reclaimed from during reclamation for this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. The default value is NOLIMIT. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to reclaim the space in all of your offsite volumes.

number
Specifies the number of offsite volumes to reclaim space from. You can specify an integer 0 - 99999. A value of zero
means that none of the offsite volumes are reclaimed.
Tip:

To determine the value for the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT, use the statistical information in the message that is issued
at the end of the offsite volume reclamation operation. The statistical information includes the following items:

The number of offsite volumes that were processed
The number of parallel processes that were used
The total amount of time required for the processing

The order in which offsite volumes are reclaimed is based on the amount of unused space in a volume. (Unused space
includes both space that has never been used on the volume and space that has become empty because of file deletion.)
Volumes with the largest amount of unused space are reclaimed first.

For example, suppose an active-data pool contains three volumes: VOL1, VOL2, and VOL3. VOL1 has the largest amount of
unused space, and VOL3 has the least amount of unused space. Suppose further that the percentage of unused space in
each of the three volumes is greater than the value of the RECLAIM parameter. If you do not specify a value for the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT parameter, all three volumes are reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 2,
only VOL1 and VOL2 are reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 1, only VOL1 is reclaimed.

MAXSCRatch (Required)
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. You can specify an
integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes as needed, you avoid having to define each
volume to be used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the active-data
pool and the corresponding estimated capacity for the active-data pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. However, if the access mode
for a scratch volume is OFFSITE, the volume is not deleted from the active-data pool until the access mode is changed. An
administrator can then query the server for empty, offsite scratch volumes and return them to the onsite location.

When scratch volumes with the device type of FILE become empty and are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is
freed by the server and returned to the file system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The server does not keep virtual volumes in
FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too low, server-to-server
operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default value is 0,
which means that a volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all the files are deleted from the
volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to files in the
active-data pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain
the oldest database backup. The number of days that are specified for this parameter must be the same as the number
specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255 characters.
Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.

DATAFormat
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Specifies the data format to use to copy files to this storage pool and restore files from this storage pool. The default format
is the NATIVE server format. You can specify the following values:

NATive
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and includes block headers.

NONblock
Specifies the data format is the native IBM Spectrum Protect server format and does not include block headers.
The default minimum block size on a volume that is associated with a FILE device class is 256 KB, regardless how
much data is written to the volume. For certain tasks, you can minimize wasted space on storage volumes by
specifying the NONBLOCK data format. For example, you can specify the NONBLOCK data format for the following
tasks:

Using content-management products
Using the DIRMC client option to store directory information
Migrating very small files by using IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management or IBM Spectrum Protect
HSM for Windows

In most situations, however, the NATIVE format is preferred.

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

DEDUPlicate
Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. The default value is NO.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. Enter a value 0 - 50.

The default value for this parameter is 0. Data-deduplication processes for a copy storage pool are not necessary if you
specify data-deduplication processes for the primary storage pool. When IBM Spectrum Protect analyzes a file in a storage
pool, IBM Spectrum Protect also analyzes the file in all other storage pools.

Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.
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Example: Define an active-data pool with a DC500 device class

Define an active-data pool, TAPEPOOL2, to the DC500 device class. Allow up to 50 scratch volumes for this pool. Delay the reuse
of volumes for 45 days.

define stgpool tapepool3 dc500 pooltype=activedata 
 maxscratch=50 reusedelay=45

Related reference:
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Define a storage pool directory)
Use this command to define one or more directories in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.

Tip: After you define a cloud-container storage pool, create one or more directories that are used for local storage. You can
temporarily store data in local storage during the data ingestion, before the data is moved to the cloud. In this way, you can
improve backup and archive performance. For more information, see Optimizing performance for cloud object storage.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                         .-,--------------.      
                                         V                |      
>>-DEFine STGPOOLDIRectory--pool_name------directory_name-+---->< 
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool. This parameter is required.

directory_name (Required)
Specifies the directory to be defined in the storage pool. This parameter is required. You can specify more than one
directory name by separating each name with a comma, with no intervening spaces.

If you use the administrative client and the directory name contains a comma or a backslash ("\"), enclose the name in
quotation marks.

Example: Define a storage pool directory

Define a storage pool directory that is named DIR1 by using a directory-container storage pool that is named POOL1.

define stgpooldirectory pool1 /storage/dir1

define stgpooldirectory pool1 c:\storage\dir1

Example: Define multiple storage pool directories

Define storage pool directories that are named DIR1 and DIR2 by using a directory-container storage pool that is named POOL1.

define stgpooldirectory pool1 /storage/dir1,/storage/dir2

define stgpooldirectory pool1 e:\storage\dir1,f:\storage\dir2

Example: Define local storage for a cloud-container storage pool
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Create a storage pool directory that is named DIR3 in a cloud-container storage pool that is named CLOUDLOCALDISK1.

define stgpooldirectory cloudlocaldisk1 /storage/dir3

define stgpooldirectory cloudlocaldisk1 c:\storage\dir3

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Deletes a storage pool directory from a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY Displays information about storage pool directories.

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Changes the attributes of a storage pool directory.

DEFINE STGRULE (Define a storage rule for storage pools)
Use this command to define a storage rule for one or more storage pools. The storage rule schedules tiering between container
storage pools. You can define one or more storage rules for a target container storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine STGRULE--rule_name--target_stgpool--------------------> 
 
                              .-,------------------------.      
                              V                          |      
>----ACTiontype--=--Tier--------SRCPools--=--source_pool-+------> 
 
   .-TIERDelay--=--30----.  .-MAXPRocess--=--8------.    
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------------+-----------> 
   '-TIERDelay--=--delay-'  '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'    
 
   .-DURation--=--NOLimit-.  .-STARTTime--=--current_time-.    
>--+----------------------+--+----------------------------+-----> 
   '-DURation--=--minutes-'  '-STARTTime--=--time---------'    
 
   .-ACTIVE--=--Yes-----.                                     
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+----->< 
   '-ACTIVE--=--+-No--+-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
                '-Yes-'                                       
 

Parameters

rule_name(Required)
Specifies the name of the storage rule. The name must be unique, and the maximum length is 30 characters.

target_stgpool(Required)
Specifies the name of the target cloud-container storage pool.

ACTiontype=Tier(Required)
Specifies that the storage rule tiers objects from the source storage pool to the target storage pool.

You can use tiering to lower storage costs by moving data to a cloud-container storage pool.

SRCPools(Required)
Specifies the name of the source directory-container storage pools. If you specify a pool as the source of a storage rule, you
cannot specify the same pool as the source of another storage rule. To specify multiple storage pools, separate the names
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with commas with no intervening spaces. You must specify this parameter if the ACTIONTYPE=TIER parameter is specified.
TIERDelay

Specifies the number of days to wait before the storage rule tiers objects to the next storage pool. The default value is 30
days. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999. The parameter value applies to all files in the storage pool.

MAXProcess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to complete the storage rule for each source storage pool that is
specified. This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 8. For example, if you have 4
source storage pools and you specify the default value for this parameter, 32 processes are started.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the storage rule runs before it is automatically canceled. You can specify a
number in the range 60 - 1440. The default value is unlimited. If you do not specify a value, or if you specify a value of
NOLimit, the storage rule runs until it is completed. This parameter is optional.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the storage rule is first processed. The default is the current
time. This parameter is optional. The storage rule runs daily within 5 minutes following the specified time.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time. 23:30:08

NOW The current time. NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus the specified
number of hours and minutes.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus the specified
number of hours and minutes.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00

ACTIVE
Specifies whether the storage rule processing occurs. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. The following values
are possible:

No
Specifies that the storage rule is inactive. The storage rule is not processed at the scheduled time.

Yes
Specifies that the storage rule is active. The storage rule is processed at the scheduled time.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage rule. This parameter is optional.

Define a storage rule

Define a storage rule that is named tieraction to move data from the source directory-container storage pools dirpool1 and
dirpool2 to the target cloud-container storage pool cloudpool1. Specify a start time of 03:00 hours that uses a maximum of 10
processes for a tiering storage rule:

define stgrule tieraction cloudpool1 srcpools=dirpool1,dirpool2  
actiontype=tier maxprocess=10 starttime=03:00:00

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE STGRULE
Command Description

DELETE STGRULE Delete storage rules for storage pools.

QUERY STGRULE Display storage rule information.

UPDATE STGRULE Update a storage rule for storage pools.

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION (Define a profile subscription)
Use this command on a managed server to subscribe that managed server to a profile.
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When a server subscribes to its first profile, a subscription is also created to the default profile (if one exists) of the configuration
manager. The server then contacts the configuration manager periodically for configuration updates.

Restrictions:

1. A server cannot subscribe to profiles from more than one configuration manager.
2. If a server subscribes to a profile with an associated object that is already defined on the server, the local definition is

replaced by the definition from the configuration manager. For example, if a server has an administrative schedule named
WEEKLY_ BACKUP, then subscribes to a profile that also has an administrative schedule named WEEKLY_BACKUP, the local
definition is replaced.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine SUBSCRIPtion--profile_name----------------------------> 
 
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-SERVer--=--server_name-'    
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the profile to which the server subscribes.

SERVer
Specifies the name of the configuration manager from which the configuration information is obtained. This parameter is
required, if the managed server does not have at least one subscription. If the managed server has a subscription, you can
omit this parameter and it defaults to the configuration manager for that subscription.

Example: Define a profile subscription

Subscribe a profile named BETA that resides on a configuration manager named TOM.

define subscription beta server=tom

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

SET CONFIGREFRESH Specifies a time interval for managed servers to contact
configuration managers.
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Command Description

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Define a virtual file space mapping)
Use this command to define a virtual file space mapping.

Virtual file space names can be used in the NAS data operations BACKUP NODE and RESTORE NODE similar to a file system name.
Refer to the documentation about your NAS device for guidance on specifying the parameters for this command.
Note: The NAS node must have an associated data mover definition because when the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server updates a
virtual file space mapping, the server attempts to contact the NAS device to validate the virtual file system and file system name.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege
Restricted policy privilege for the domain to which the NAS node is assigned.

Syntax

 
>>-DEFine VIRTUALFSmapping  -node_name--------------------------> 
 
>--virtual_filespace_name--file_system_name--path---------------> 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER----------.    
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER------+-'    
                  '-HEXadecimal-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)

Specifies the NAS node on which the file system and path reside. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of
names.

virtual_filespace_name (Required)

Specifies the name which refers to this virtual file space definition. The virtual file space name is case sensitive and the first
character must be a forward slash /. The length of the name cannot be more than 64 characters, including the required
forward slash. Virtual file space names are restricted to the same character set as all other objects in the server except that
the forward slash / character is also allowed.

The virtual file space name cannot be identical to any file system on the NAS node. When selecting a virtual file space
name, consider the following restrictions:

If a file system is created on the NAS device with the same name as a virtual file system, a name conflict will occur
on the server when the new file space is backed up. Use a string for the virtual file space name that is unlikely to be
used as a real file system name on your NAS device in the future.

For example: A user follows a naming convention for creating file spaces on a NAS device with names of the form
/vol1, /vol2, /vol3. The user defines a virtual file space to the server with the name /vol9. If the user continues to use
the same naming convention, the virtual file space name is likely to conflict with a real file space name at some point
in the future.

During backup and restore operations, the server verifies that a name conflict does not occur prior to starting the
operation.
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The virtual file space name appears as a file space in the output of the QUERY FILESPACE command, and also in the
backup and restore panels of the IBM Spectrum Protect web client. Therefore, consider selecting a name that
unambiguously identifies this object as a directory path on the NAS device.

file_system_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the file system in which the path is located. The file system name must exist on the specified NAS
node. The file system name cannot contain wildcard characters.

path (Required)

Specifies the path from the root of the file system to the directory. The path can only reference a directory. The maximum
length of the path is 1024 characters. The path name is case sensitive.

NAMEType
Specifies how the server should interpret the path name specified. This parameter is useful when a path contains
characters that are not part of the code page in which the server is running. The default value is SERVER.

Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret the path name.

HEXadecimal
The server interprets the path that you enter as the hexadecimal representation of the path. This option should be
used when a path contains characters that cannot be entered. This could occur if the NAS file system is set to a
language different from the one in which the server is running.

Example: Define a virtual file space mapping

Define the virtual file space mapping name /mikeshomedir for the path /home/mike on the file system /vol/vol1 on the NAS node
named NAS1.

define virtualfsmapping nas1 /mikeshomedir /vol/vol1 /home/mike

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
Command Description

DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Delete a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING Query a virtual file space mapping.

UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Update a virtual file space mapping.

DEFINE VOLUME (Define a volume in a storage pool)
Use this command to assign a random or sequential access volume to a storage pool.

When you define a random-access (DISK) storage-pool volume or a sequential access storage pool volume that is associated with
a FILE device class, you can have the server create the volume before it is assigned. Alternatively, you can use space triggers to
create preassigned volumes when predetermined space-utilization thresholds are exceeded. For details about space triggers, see
DEFINE SPACETRIGGER (Define the space trigger). For volumes associated with device classes other than DISK or device types
other than FILE, you can use the DEFINE VOLUME command to assign an already-created volume to a storage pool.

When you use a FILE device class for storage that is managed by a z/OS® media server, it is not necessary to
format or define volumes. If you define a volume for such a FILE device class by using the DEFINE VOLUME command, the z/OS
media server does not allocate space for the volume until the volume is opened for its first use.

Attention: Volumes for the z/OS media server that are created using the DEFINE VOLUME command remain physically full or
allocated after the server empties the volume, for example, after expiration or reclamation. For FILE volumes, the DASD space is
not relinquished to the system when the volume is emptied. If a storage pool requires an empty or filling volume, the FILE volume
can be used. In contrast, tape volumes that are logically empty are the same as physically empty. FILE and tape volumes remain
defined in the server. In contrast, SCRATCH volumes, including the physical storage that is allocated for SCRATCH FILE volumes,
are returned to the system when emptied.
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To create space in sequential access storage pools, you can define volumes or allow the server to request scratch volumes as
needed, as specified by the MAXSCRATCH parameter for the storage pool. For storage pools associated with the FILE device class,
the server can create private volumes as needed using storage-pool space triggers. For DISK storage pools, the scratch
mechanism is not available. However, you can create space by creating volumes and then defining them to the server.
Alternatively, you can have the server create volumes that use storage-pool space triggers.

The server does not validate the existence of a volume name when defining a volume in a storage pool that is associated with a
library. The defined volume has "0" EST capacity until data is written to the volume.

Attention: The size of a storage pool volume cannot be changed after it is defined to the server.

If you change the size of IBM Spectrum Protect™ volumes by extending raw logical volumes through SMIT or otherwise
altering the file sizes of the volumes with operating system commands or utilities, the server might not initialize correctly and data
can be lost.

If you change the size of volumes by altering the file sizes of the volumes with operating system commands or utilities,
the server might not initialize correctly and data can be lost.

Restrictions:

You cannot use this command to define volumes in storage pools with the parameter setting
RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK. Volumes in this type of storage pool are allocated by using the MAXSCRATCH parameter on
the storage pool definition.
You cannot define volumes in a storage pool that is defined with the CENTERA device class.

You cannot use raw logical volumes for storage pool volumes.

Physical files that are allocated with DEFINE VOLUME command are not removed from a file space if you issue the DELETE
VOLUME command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to which the volume is assigned.

Syntax
 
>>-DEFine Volume--pool_name--volume_name------------------------> 
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                +-UNAVailable-+      
                |         (1) |      
                '-OFfsite-----'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------------+-----------> 
   |                           .-Wait--=--No------. |    
   '-Formatsize--=--megabytes--+------------------+-'    
                               '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'      
                                          '-Yes-'        
 
   .-Numberofvolumes--=--1----------.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   |                 (2)            |    
   '-Numberofvolumes------=--number-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   |          (3)              |    
   '-LOcation------=--location-'    
 

Notes:

1. This value is valid only for volumes that are assigned to copy storage pools.
2. This parameter is valid only for DISK or FILE volumes.
3. This parameter is valid only for sequential access volumes.
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Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to which the volume is assigned.

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool volume to be defined. If you specify a number greater than 1 for the
NUMBEROFVOLUMES parameter, the volume name is used as a prefix to generate multiple volume names. The volume
name that you specify depends on the type of device that the storage pool uses.

Each volume that is used by a server for any purpose must have a unique name. This requirement applies to all volumes,
whether the volumes are used for storage pools, or used for operations such as database backup or export. The
requirement also applies to volumes that reside in different libraries but that are used by the same server.

Remember: Volume names cannot contain embedded blanks or equal signs.
Remember: Volume names cannot contain embedded blanks or equal signs, except for DISK or FILE volumes.

See the following tables for volume name requirements:

Table 1: DISK
Table 2: FILE

Table 3: FILE for the z/OS media server
Table 4: Tape

Table 5: Tape for z/OS media server
Table 6: REMOVABLEFILE

Table 1. Volume name requirements for DISK
Volume Name Requirements Example

The name of the file to contain the volume data, with
either the fully qualified path name or a path name
relative to the current working directory.

If a name contains embedded blanks, equal
signs, or other special characters, enclose the list in
quotation marks.

/usr/storage/sbkup01.dsm

If you are using an AIX® logical volume,
enter the path name as:

/dev/rxxx

where xxx is the logical volume name.

"c:\program 
files\tivoli\tsm\server\data3.dsm"

Table 2. Volume name requirements for FILE
Volume Name Requirements Example

The name of the file to contain the volume data, with
either the fully qualified path name or the path name
relative to a directory identified in the DIRECTORY
parameter for the device class.

If a name contains embedded blanks, equal
signs, or other special characters, enclose the list in
quotation marks.

Place FILE volumes in one of the directories that are
specified with the DIRECTORY parameter of the
DEFINE DEVCLASS command. Otherwise, storage
agents might not have access to the volumes. For
details, see DEFINE PATH (Define a path).

/data/fpool01.dsm

"f:\data storage\fpool01.dsm"

Table 3. z/OS media server: Volume name requirements for FILE
Volume Name Requirements Example
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Volume Name Requirements Example

For FILE volumes used with the z/OS media server
server, specify a data set name. The data set name
can consist of one or more qualifiers that are delimited
by a period. The qualifiers can contain up to 8
characters. The maximum length of the data set name
is 44 characters. The first letter of each qualifier must
be alphabetic or national (@#$), followed by
alphabetic, national, hyphen, or numeric characters.

To allocate the associated VSAM Linear Dataset when
the volume is tendered on the z/OS system, the High
Level Qualifier (HLQ) is typically filtered by specific
ACS routines within the SMS policy constraints on the
system where the z/OS media server is running.

The behavior of the HLQ is similar to the behavior of
the PREFIX name on a scratch request. The HLQ is
typically used by DFSMS to affect allocation attributes,
such as Extended Addressability for data sets that are
expected to extend when space that is already
allocated to the file volume is used up.

If the data set does not exist, the server creates it
when the volume is used for a specific IBM Spectrum
Protect storage operation. The data set is not created
when the volume is defined. Data loss can result when
defining volumes because the z/OS media server
reuses the volume or VSAM LDS if it exists at the time
of allocation time.
Important: To allow the server to generate volume
names, consider using SCRATCH volumes.

SERVER1.BFS.POOL3.VOLA

Table 4. Volume name requirements for tape
Volume Name Requirements Example

Use 1 - 32 alphanumeric characters.

The volume name cannot contain any embedded
blanks or equal signs.

DSMT01

Table 5. z/OS media server: Volume name requirements for tape
Volume Name Requirements Example

For tape cartridges, specify a tape volume name with
1 - 6 alphanumeric characters. The server converts
tape volume names to uppercase.

The volume name cannot contain any embedded
blanks or equal signs.

Each volume that is used by a server for any purpose
must have a unique name. This requirement applies to
all volumes, whether the volumes are used for storage
pools, or used for operations such as database backup
or export. The requirement also applies to volumes
that reside in different z/OS media libraries but that
are used by the same server.

DSMT01

Table 6. Volume name requirements for REMOVABLEFILE
Volume Name Requirements Example
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Volume Name Requirements Example

1–6 alphanumeric characters

The server converts volume names to uppercase.

DSM01

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration) can access files in the storage pool volume. This
parameter is optional. The default value is READWRITE. Possible values are:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read from and write to files stored on the volume.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can only read files that are stored on the volume.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes or server processes cannot access files that are stored on the volume.

If you define a random access volume as UNAVAILABLE, you cannot vary the volume online.

If you define a sequential access volume as UNAVAILABLE, the server does not attempt to access the volume.

OFfsite
Specifies that the volume is at an offsite location from which it cannot be mounted. You can specify this value only
for volumes in copy or active-data storage pools.
Use this value to help you track volumes at offsite locations. The server treats volumes that are designated as offsite
differently:

The server does not generate mount requests for volumes designated offsite.
The server reclaims or moves data from offsite volumes by retrieving files from other storage pools.
The server does not automatically delete empty, offsite scratch volumes from a copy or active-data storage
pool.

LOcation
Specifies the location of the volume. This parameter is optional. It can be specified only for volumes in sequential access
storage pools. The location information can be a maximum length of 255 characters. Enclose the location in quotation
marks if it contains any blank characters.

Formatsize
Specifies the size of the random access volume or FILE volume that is created and formatted in one step. The value is
specified in megabytes. The maximum size is 8 000 000 MB (8 terabytes). This parameter is required if any of the following
conditions are true:

A single FILE or DISK volume is specified, which is to be created and formatted in one step.
The value for the NUMBEROFVOLUMES parameter is greater than 1, and DISK volumes are being created.
The value of the NUMBEROFVOLUMES parameter is greater than 1, and the value of the FORMATSIZE parameter is
less than or equal to the MAXCAPACITY parameter of the DEFINE DEVCLASS command.

If you are allocating volumes on a z/OS media server, this parameter is not valid.

For a FILE volume, you must specify a value less than or equal to the value of the MAXCAPACITY parameter of the device
class associated with the storage pool.

You cannot use this parameter for multiple, predefined volumes. Unless you specify WAIT=YES is specified, the operation is
completed as a background process.

Numberofvolumes
Specifies the number of volumes that are created and formatted in one step. This parameter applies only to storage pools
with DISK or FILE device classes. This parameter is optional. The default is 1. If you specify a value greater than 1, you
must also specify a value for the FORMATSIZE parameter. Specify a number from 1 to 256.

If you are allocating volumes on a z/OS media server, the only value that this parameter supports is the default value of 1.

If the value for the NUMBEROFVOLUMES parameter is greater than 1, the volume name you specified will have a numeric
suffix appended to create each name, for example, tivolivol001 and tivolivol002. Be sure to chose a volume name so that a
valid file name for the target file system is created when the suffix is appended.

Important: You must ensure that storage agents can access newly created FILE volumes. For more information, see
DEFINE PATH (Define a path).
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Wait
Specifies whether volume creation and formatting operation is completed in the foreground or background. This parameter
is optional. It is ignored unless you also specify the FORMATSIZE parameter.

No
Specifies that a volume creation and formatting operation is completed in the background. The NO value is the
default when you also specify a format size.

Yes
Specifies that a volume creation and formatting operation is completed in the foreground.
Remember: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Use a background process to define a new 100 MB volume for a disk storage pool

Create a volume of 100 MB in the disk storage pool named BACKUPPOOL. The volume name is
/var/storage/bf.dsm. The volume name is j:\storage\bf.dsm. Let the volume be created as a background process.

define volume backuppool  
/var/storage/bf.dsm formatsize=100

define volume backuppool j:\storage\bf.dsm formatsize=100

Example: Define a volume to a disk storage pool with read and write access

A storage pool named POOL1 is assigned to a tape device class. Define a volume named TAPE01 to this storage pool, with
READWRITE access.

define volume pool1 tape01 access=readwrite

Example: Define a volume to a file storage pool

A storage pool that is named FILEPOOL is assigned to a device class with a device type of FILE. Define a
volume that is named filepool_vol01 to this storage pool. Define a volume that is named fp_vol01.dsm to this storage
pool. 

define volume filepool /usr/storage/filepool_vol01

define volume filepool j:\storage\fp_vol01.dsm

Example: Example: Use a background process to define 10 volumes for a file storage pool with
a device class 5 GB maximum capacity

Define 10 volumes in a sequential storage pool that uses a FILE device class. The storage pool is named FILEPOOL. The value of
the MAXCAPACITY parameter for the device class that is associated with this storage pool is 5 GB. Creation must occur in the
background.

define volume filepool filevol numberofvolumes=10 formatsize=5000

The server creates volume names filevol001 through filevol010.

Volumes are created in the directory or directories that are specified with the DIRECTORY parameter of the device class that is
associated with storage pool filepool. If you specified multiple directories for the device class, individual volumes can be created
in any of the directories in the list.

Related commands

Table 7. Commands related to DEFINE VOLUME
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.
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Command Description

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

DELETE commands
Use the DELETE commands to delete or remove an IBM Spectrum Protect™ object.

DELETE ASSOCIATION (Delete the node association to a schedule)
DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert trigger)
DELETE BACKUPSET (Delete a backup set)
DELETE CLIENTOPT (Delete an option in an option set)
DELETE CLOPTSET (Delete a client option set)
DELETE COLLOCGROUP (Delete a collocation group)
DELETE COLLOCMEMBER (Delete collocation group member)
DELETE COPYGROUP (Delete a backup or archive copy group)
DELETE DATAMOVER (Delete a data mover)
DELETE DEDUPSTATS (Delete data deduplication statistics)
DELETE DEVCLASS (Delete a device class)
DELETE DOMAIN (Delete a policy domain)
DELETE DRIVE (Delete a drive from a library)
DELETE EVENT (Delete event records)
DELETE EVENTSERVER (Delete the definition of the event server)
DELETE FILESPACE (Delete client node data from the server)
DELETE GRPMEMBER (Delete a server from a server group)
DELETE LIBRARY (Delete a library)
DELETE MACHINE (Delete machine information)
DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Delete association between a machine and a node)
DELETE MGMTCLASS (Delete a management class)
DELETE NODEGROUP (Delete a node group)
DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Delete node group member)
DELETE PATH (Delete a path)
DELETE POLICYSET (Delete a policy set)
DELETE PROFASSOCIATION (Delete a profile association)
DELETE PROFILE (Delete a profile)
DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Delete recovery media and machine association)
DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA (Delete recovery media)
DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client or an administrative command schedule)
DELETE SCRIPT (Delete command lines from a script or delete the entire script)
DELETE SERVER (Delete a server definition)
DELETE SERVERGROUP (Delete a server group)
DELETE SPACETRIGGER (Delete the storage pool space triggers)
DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring threshold)
DELETE STGRULE (Delete storage rules for storage pools)
DELETE STGPOOL (Delete a storage pool)
DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)
DELETE SUBSCRIBER (Delete subscriptions from a configuration manager database)
DELETE SUBSCRIPTION (Delete a profile subscription)
DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Delete a virtual file space mapping)
DELETE VOLHISTORY (Delete sequential volume history information)
DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert trigger)
Use this command to remove a message from the list of alert triggers.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                        .-,-----------------.    
                        V                   |    
>>-DELete ALERTTrigger----+--message_number-+------------------>< 
 

Parameters

message_number (Required)
Specifies the message number that you want to remove from the list of alert triggers. Specify multiple message numbers,
which are separated by commas, and no intervening spaces. Message numbers are a maximum of eight characters in
length. Wildcard characters can be used to specify message numbers.

Delete alert trigger

Delete two message numbers that are designated as alerts, by issuing the following command:

delete alerttrigger ANR1067E,ANR1073E

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE ALERTTRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

DELETE ASSOCIATION (Delete the node association to a schedule)
Use this command to delete the association of a client node to a client schedule. IBM Spectrum Protect™ no longer runs the
schedule on the client node.

If you try to disassociate a client from a schedule to which it is not associated, this command has no effect for that client.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege
Restricted policy privilege for the domain to which the schedule belongs

Syntax
 
>>-DELete ASSOCiation--domain_name--schedule_name---------------> 
 
   .-,---------.    
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   V           |    
>----node_name-+----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule from which clients are to be disassociated.

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node that is no longer associated with the client schedule. You can specify a list of clients
which are to be no longer associated with the specified schedule. Commas, with no intervening spaces, separate the items
in the list. You can also use a wildcard character to specify a name. All matching clients are disassociated from the
specified schedule.

Example: Delete a node association to a schedule

To delete the association of the node JEFF, assigned to the DOMAIN1 policy domain, to the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule issue the
following command:

delete association domain1 weekly_backup jeff

Example: Delete a node association to a schedule using a wildcard for node selection

Delete the association of selected clients, assigned to the DOMAIN1 policy domain, to the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule so that this
schedule is no longer run by these clients. The nodes that are disassociated from the schedule contain ABC or XYZ in the node
name. Issue the command:

delete association domain1 weekly_backup *abc*,*xyz*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE ASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE ASSOCIATION Associates clients with a schedule.

QUERY ASSOCIATION Displays the clients associated with one or more schedules.

DELETE BACKUPSET (Delete a backup set)
Use this command to manually delete a backup set before its retention period expires.

When the server creates a backup set, the retention period assigned to the backup set determines how long the backup set
remains in the database. When that date passes, the server automatically deletes the backup set when expiration processing
runs. However, you can also manually delete the client's backup set from the server before it is scheduled to expire by using the
DELETE BACKUPSET command.

Attention: If the volumes contain multiple backup sets, they are not returned to scratch status until all the backup sets are expired
or are deleted.

Privilege class

If the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES (the default), the administrator must have system privilege. If the
REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain
to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
                     .-,-------------------.    
                     V                     |    
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>>-DELete BACKUPSET----+-node_name-------+-+--------------------> 
                       '-node_group_name-'      
 
   .-,---------------.                            
   V                 |                            
>----backup_set_name-+--+--------------------+------------------> 
                        '-BEGINDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time-'  '-ENDDate--=--date-'    
 
                         .-WHEREDATAType--=--ALL-----------.    
>--+------------------+--+---------------------------------+----> 
   '-ENDTime--=--time-'  |                   .-,---------. |    
                         |                   V           | |    
                         '-WHEREDATAType--=----+-FILE--+-+-'    
                                               '-IMAGE-'        
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-WHERERETention--=--+-days----+-'    
                        '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-WHEREDESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-Preview -=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client nodes or node groups whose data is contained in the specified backup set volumes. To
specify multiple node and node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Any node name
you specify may contain wildcard characters, but node group names cannot contain wildcard characters. If backup set
volumes contain backup sets from multiple nodes then every backup set whose node name matches one of the specified
node names will be deleted.

backup_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the backup set to delete. The backup set name you specify can contain wildcard characters. You can
specify more than one backup set name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date in which the backup set to delete was created. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter with the BEGINTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify a begin date without a
begin time, the time will be at 12:00 a.m. (midnight) on the date you specify.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or +days The current date plus days specified. TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM
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Value Description Example

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time in which the backup set to delete was created. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter in conjunction with the BEGINDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify a begin
time without a begin date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date in which the backup set to delete was created. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter in conjunction with the ENDTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an end date
without an end time, the time will be at 11:59:59 p.m. on the specified end date.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or +days The current date plus days specified. TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time of the range in which the backup set to delete was created. This parameter is optional. You can
use this parameter in conjunction with the ENDDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an
end time without an end date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

WHEREDATAType
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Specifies the backup sets containing the specified types of data are to be deleted. This parameter is optional. The default is
that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be deleted. To specify multiple data types,
separate the data types with commas and no intervening spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
Specifies that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be deleted. This is the
default.

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be deleted. File level backup sets contain files and directories backup up by
the backup-archive client.

IMAGE
Specifies that an image backup set is to be deleted. Image backup sets contain images created by the backup-
archive client BACKUP IMAGE command.

WHERERETention
Specifies the retention value, specified in days, that is associated with the backup sets to delete. You can specify an integer
from 0 to 30000. The values are:

days
Specifies that backup sets that are retained this number of days are deleted.

NOLimit
Specifies that the backup sets that are retained indefinitely are deleted.

WHEREDESCription
Specifies the description that is associated with the backup set to delete. The description you specify can contain a
wildcard character. This parameter is optional. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank
characters.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the list of backup sets to delete, without actually deleting the backup sets. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. The values are:

No
Specifies that the backup sets are deleted.

Yes
Specifies that the server displays the list of backup sets to delete, without actually deleting the backup sets.

Example: Delete a backup set

Delete backup set named PERS_DATA.3099 that belongs to client node JANE. The backup set was generated on 11/19/1998 at
10:30:05 and the description is "Documentation Shop".

delete backupset pers_data.3099 
begindate=11/19/1998 begintime=10:30:05 
wheredescription="documentation shop"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE BACKUPSET
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.
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Command Description

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DELETE CLIENTOPT (Delete an option in an option set)
Use this command to delete a client option in an option set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete CLIENTOpt--option_set_name--option_name---------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-SEQnumber--=--+-number-+-'    
                   '-ALL----'      
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client option set.

option_name (Required)
Specifies a valid client option.

SEQnumber
Specifies a sequence number when an option name is specified more than once. This parameter is optional. Valid values
are:

n
Specifies an integer of 0 or greater.

ALL
Specifies all sequence numbers.

Example: Delete the date format option

Delete the date format option in an option set named ENG.

delete clientopt eng dateformat

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE CLIENTOPT
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.
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DELETE CLOPTSET (Delete a client option set)
Use this command to delete a client option set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete CLOptset--option_set_name---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client option set to delete.

Example: Delete a client option set

Delete the client option set named ENG.

delete cloptset eng

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE CLOPTSET
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP (Delete a collocation group)
Use this command to delete a collocation group. You cannot delete a collocation group if it has any members in it.

You can remove all the members in the collocation group by issuing the DELETE COLLOCMEMBER command with a wildcard in the
node_name parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete COLLOCGroup--group_name------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters
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group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group that you want to delete.

Example: Delete a collocation group

Delete a collocation group named group1.

delete collocgroup group1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE COLLOCGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER (Delete collocation group member)
Use this command to delete a client node or file space from a collocation group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
Delete a node from a collocation group 
 
                                    .-,---------.    
                                    V           |    
>>-DELete COLLOCMember--group_name----node_name-+-------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group from which you want to delete a client node.

node_name
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Specifies the name of the client node that you want to delete from the collocation group. You can specify one or more
names. When you specify multiple names, separate the names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can also
use wildcard characters to specify multiple nodes.

 
Delete a file space from a file space collocation group 
 
>>-DELete COLLOCMember--group_name--node_name-------------------> 
 
                 .-,---------------.    
                 V                 |    
>--FIlespace--=----file_space_name-+----------------------------> 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-CODEType--=--+-BOTH-------+-'    
                  +-UNIcode----+      
                  '-NONUNIcode-'      
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group from which you want to delete a file space.

node_name
Specifies the client node where the file space is located.

FIlespace
Specifies the file_space_name on the client node that you want to delete from the collocation group. You can specify one or
more file space names that are on a specific client node. If you specify multiple file space names, separate the names with
commas, and do not use intervening spaces. You can also use wildcard characters when you specify multiple file space
names.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with Unicode support. A backup-archive client with Unicode support is available only for Windows, Macintosh
OS 9, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare. Use this parameter when you specify a file space name that is not a single wildcard.
You can specify a fully qualified file space name, which does not have a wildcard. Or you can specify a partly qualified file
space name, which can have a wildcard but must contain other characters. The default value is SERVER. Possible values are

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the actual characters in the names and the server code page. Conversion might fail if the
string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access system
conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names by their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter only when you use a
single wildcard character for the file space name. The default is BOTH, so the file spaces are included, regardless of code
page type. The following values are available:

BOTH
Include the file spaces, regardless of code page type.

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are in Unicode only.
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NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode.

Delete collocation group members

Delete two nodes, NODE1 and NODE2, from a collocation group, GROUP1.

delete collocmember group1 node1,node2

Delete a file space from a file space collocation group

Issue the following command to delete files space cap_27400 from collocation group collgrp_2 on node hp_4483:

delete collocmember collgrp_2 hp_4483 filespace=cap_27400

Delete a file space collocation group member from a node that uses Unicode

If the file space is on a node that uses Unicode, you can specify that in the command. Issue the following command to delete file
space cap_257 from collocation group collgrp_3 from the win_4687 node:

delete collocmember collgrp_3 win_4687 filespace=cap_257 codetype=unicode

Delete a file space with a partial name designated

If the file space has a partial name, you can use a wildcard to delete it. Issue the following command to delete file space cap_
from collocation group collgrp_4 from win_4687 node:

delete collocmember collgrp_4 win_4687 filespace=cap_* codetype=unicode

If there is more than one file space whose name begins with cap_, those file spaces are also deleted.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE COLLOCMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.
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DELETE COPYGROUP (Delete a backup or archive copy group)
Use this command to delete a backup or archive copy group from a management class. You cannot delete a copy group in the
ACTIVE policy set.

When you activate the changed policy set, any files that are bound to a deleted copy group are managed by the default
management class.

You can delete the predefined STANDARD copy group in the STANDARD policy domain (STANDARD policy set, STANDARD
management class). However, if you later reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the process restores all STANDARD policy
objects.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the copy group belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete COpygroup--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
   .-STANDARD-.  .-Type--=--Backup------.    
>--+----------+--+----------------------+---------------------->< 
   '-STANDARD-'  '-Type--=--+-Backup--+-'    
                            '-Archive-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the copy group belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the copy group belongs.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to which the copy group belongs.

STANDARD
Specifies the copy group, which is always STANDARD. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD.

Type
Specifies the type of copy group to delete. This parameter is optional. The default value is BACKUP. Possible values are:

Backup
Specifies that the backup copy group is deleted.

Archive
Specifies that the archive copy group is deleted.

Example: Delete a backup copy group

Delete the backup copy group from the ACTIVEFILES management class that is in the VACATION policy set of the
EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

delete copygroup employee_records  
vacation activefiles

Example: Delete an archive copy group

Delete the archive copy group from the MCLASS1 management class that is in the SUMMER policy set of the PROG1 policy
domain.

delete copygroup prog1 summer mclass1 type=archive

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to DELETE COPYGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

DELETE DATAMOVER (Delete a data mover)
Use this command to delete a data mover. You cannot delete the data mover if any paths are defined for this data mover.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete DATAMover--data_mover_name--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

data_mover_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the data mover.
Note: This command deletes the data mover even if there is data for the corresponding NAS node.

Example: Delete a data mover

Delete the data mover for the node named NAS1.

delete datamover nas1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE DATAMOVER
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

QUERY DATAMOVER Displays data mover definitions.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DATAMOVER Changes the definition for a data mover.

DELETE DEDUPSTATS (Delete data deduplication statistics)
Use this command to delete data deduplication statistics for a directory-container storage pool or a cloud storage pool. You
cannot delete the most recent data deduplication statistics for a client node and a file space.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool.
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Syntax
 
>>-DELete DEDUPSTats--pool_name--+-----------+------------------> 
                                 '-node_name-'    
 
   .-*------------------.  .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   | .-,--------------. |  '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
   | V                | |                 +-NONUNIcode-+      
   +---filespace_name-+-+                 '-BOTH-------'      
   | .-,--------.       |                                     
   | V          |       |                                     
   '-----FSID---+-------'                                     
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.                         
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------+------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'  '-TODate--=--date-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+                           
                  '-FSID----'                           
 
>--+-----------------+----------------------------------------->< 
   '-TOTime--=--time-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool that is reported in the data deduplication statistics. You can
specify up to 30 characters for the storage pool name. If you specify more than 30 characters the command fails.
Restriction: You can only specify directory-container storage pools or cloud storage pools.

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node that is reported in the data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. If you
do not specify a value for this parameter, all nodes are displayed. You can specify up to 64 characters for the node name. If
you specify more than 64 characters the command fails.

filespace_name or FSID

Specifies the name or file space ID (FSID) of one or more file spaces that is reported in the data deduplication statistics.
This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. An asterisk is the default. Specify one of
the following values:

*
Specify an asterisk (*) to show all file spaces or IDs.

filespace_name
Specifies the name of the file space. Specify more than one file space by separating the names with commas and no
intervening spaces. FSID Specifies the file space identifier. This parameter is valid for clients with file spaces that are
in Unicode format. Specify more than one file space by separating the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

For clients with file spaces that are in Unicode format, you can enter either a file space name or a FSID. If you enter a file
space name, the server might have to convert the file space name that you enter. For example, the server might have to
convert the name that you enter from the server's code page to Unicode.
Restrictions: The following restrictions apply to file space names and file space identifiers (FSID):

You must specify a node name if you specify a file space name.
Do not specify both file space names and FSIDs on the same command.

CODEType
Specifies what type of file spaces to include in the report. The default value is BOTH, which specifies that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter an asterisk to display information about all
file spaces. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are in Unicode format.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode format.

BOTH
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Include file spaces regardless of code page type. This is the default.

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter when IBM Spectrum
Protect™ clients have file spaces that are in Unicode format, and are on Windows, NetWare, or Macintosh OS X operating
systems. This parameter is optional.
This parameter is required if you specify a node name and a file space name or FSID.
Restriction: When you specify this parameter, the file space name cannot contain an asterisk.

Specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names. This is the default.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can
fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

TODate
Specifies the latest date for statistics to be deleted. IBM Spectrum Protect deletes only those statistics with a date on or
before the date you specify. This parameter is optional.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 10/15/2015

If you specify a date, all candidate records that are
written on that day (ending at 11:59:59 pm) will be
evaluated.

TODAY The current date. TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To display information that is created until
yesterday, you can specify TODATE=TODAY-1 or
TODATE= -1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include records that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include records that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

TOTime
Specifies that you want to delete data deduplication statistics that are created on or before this time on the specified date.
This parameter is optional. The default is the end of the day (23:59:59). Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified date. 12:30:22

NOW The current time on the specified date. NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue the DELETE DEDUPSTATS command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW+03:00 or
TOTIME=+03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect deletes
records with a time of 12:00 or earlier on the
specified date.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified date.

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue the DELETE DEDUPSTATS command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW-3:30 or TOTIME=-3:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect deletes records with a time
of 5:30 or earlier on the specified date.

Example: Delete data deduplication statistics for a file space

Delete data deduplication statistics of a file space that is called /srvr that belongs to a directory-container storage pool, POOL1,
that is stored on client node NODE1.

delete dedupstats pool1 node1 /srvr

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE DEDUPSTATS
Command Description

GENERATE DEDUPSTATS Generates data deduplication statistics.

QUERY DEDUPSTATS Displays data deduplication statistics.

DELETE DEVCLASS (Delete a device class)
Use this command to delete a device class.

To use this command, you must first delete all storage pools that are assigned to the device class and, if necessary, cancel any
database export or import processes that are using the device class.

You cannot delete the device class DISK, which is predefined at installation, but you can delete any device classes defined by the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ administrator.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete DEVclass--device_class_name-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be deleted.

Example: Delete a device class

Delete the device class named MYTAPE. There are no storage pools assigned to the device class.

delete devclass mytape
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE DEVCLASS
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (z/OS® media server) Defines a device class to use storage
managed by a z/OS media server.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY DIRSPACE Displays information about FILE directories.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Changes the attributes of a device class for
storage managed by a z/OS media server.

DELETE DOMAIN (Delete a policy domain)
Use this command to delete a policy domain. All associated policy sets, including the ACTIVE policy set, management classes, and
copy groups are deleted along with the policy domain.

You cannot delete a policy domain to which client nodes are registered. To determine if any client nodes are registered to a policy
domain, issue the QUERY DOMAIN or the QUERY NODE command. Move any client nodes to another policy domain, or delete the
nodes.

You can delete the predefined STANDARD policy domain. However, if you later reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the
process restores all STANDARD policy objects.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete DOmain--domain_name---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to delete.

Examples: Delete a policy domain

Delete the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

delete domain employee_records

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE DOMAIN
Command Description

COPY DOMAIN Creates a copy of a policy domain.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

UPDATE DOMAIN Changes the attributes of a policy domain.
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DELETE DRIVE (Delete a drive from a library)
Use this command to delete a drive from a library. A drive that is in use cannot be deleted.

All paths related to a drive must be deleted before the drive itself can be deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete DRive--library_name--drive_name---------------------->< 
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library where the drive is located.

drive_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the drive to be deleted.

Example: Delete a drive from a library

Delete DRIVE3 from the library named AUTO.

delete drive auto drive3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE DRIVE
Command Description

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

DELETE EVENT (Delete event records)
Use this command to delete event records from the database. An event record is created whenever processing of a scheduled
command is started or missed.

This command only deletes the event records that exist at the time the command is processed. An event record will not be found:

If the event record has never been created (the event is scheduled for the future)
If the event has passed and the event record has already been deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted policy privilege.
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Syntax
 
                       .-00:00-.    
>>-DELete EVent--date--+-------+--------------------------------> 
                       '-time--'    
 
   .-TYPE--=--Client-------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-TYPE--=--+-Client---------+-'    
              +-ADministrative-+      
              '-ALl------------'      
 

Parameters

date (Required)
Specifies the date used to determine which event records to delete. The maximum number of days you can specify is 9999.

Use this parameter in conjunction with the TIME parameter to specify a date and time for deleting event records. Any
record whose scheduled start occurs before the specified date and time is deleted. However, records are not deleted for
events whose startup window has not yet passed.

You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY-3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

time
Specifies the time used to determine which event records to delete. Use this parameter in conjunction with the DATE
parameter to specify a date and time for deleting event records. Any record whose scheduled start occurs before the
specified date and time is deleted. However, records are not deleted for events whose startup window has not yet passed.
The default is 00:00.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+03:00 or +03:00
Attention: If you issue this command at 9:00 using
NOW+03:00 or +03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect™
deletes records with a time of 12:00 or later on the
date you specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-03:00 or –03:00

TYPE
Specifies the type of events to be deleted. This parameter is optional. The default is CLIENT. Possible values are:
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Client
Specifies to delete event records for client schedules.

ADministrative
Specifies to delete event records for administrative command schedules.

ALl
Specifies to delete event records for both client and administrative command schedules.

Example: Delete event records

Delete records for events with scheduled start times prior to 08:00 on May 26, 1998 (05/26/1998), and whose startup window
has passed. Records for these events are deleted regardless of whether the retention period for event records, as specified with
the SET EVENTRETENTION command, has passed.

delete event 05/26/1998 08:00

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE EVENT
Command Description

QUERY EVENT Displays information about scheduled and completed events
for selected clients.

SET EVENTRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain records for scheduled
operations.

DELETE EVENTSERVER (Delete the definition of the event server)
Use this command to delete the definition of the event server. You must issue this command before you issue the DELETE SERVER
command. If you specify the server defined as the event server on the DELETE SERVER command, you will receive an error
message.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete EVENTSERVer------------------------------------------>< 
 

Example: Delete an event server definition

Delete the definition for the event server ASTRO.

delete eventserver

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE EVENTSERVER
Command Description

DEFINE EVENTSERVER Defines a server as an event server.

QUERY EVENTSERVER Displays the name of the event server.

DELETE FILESPACE (Delete client node data from the server)
Use this command to delete file spaces from the server. Files that belong to the file space are deleted from primary, active-data,
and copy storage pools, and any file space collocation groups.
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IBM Spectrum Protect™ deletes one or more file spaces as a series of batch database transactions, thus preventing a rollback or
commit for an entire file space as a single action. If the process is canceled or if a system failure occurs, a partial deletion can
occur. A subsequent DELETE FILESPACE command for the same node or owner can delete the remaining data.

If this command is applied to a WORM (write once, read many) volume, the volume is returned to scratch if it has space on which
data can be written. (Data on WORM volumes, including deleted and expired data, cannot be overwritten. Therefore, data can be
written only in space that does not contain current, deleted, or expired data.) If a WORM volume does not have any space
available on which data can be written, it remains private. To remove the volume from the library, you must use the CHECKOUT
LIBVOLUME command.

Tips:

If archive retention protection is enabled, the server deletes archive files with expired retention periods. For more
information, see the SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION command.
The server does not delete archive files that are on deletion hold until the hold is released.
Reclamation does not start while the DELETE FILESPACE command is running.
If a file space is part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from a node, the file space is removed from the
collocation group.
If you delete a file space in a deduplicated storage pool, the file space name DELETED is displayed in the output of the
QUERY OCCUPANCY command until all deduplication dependencies are removed.
When replication is configured for a file space, the DELETE FILESPACE command deletes only the file space on the server
where you issued the command. If you issue the REPLICATE NODE command, the file space is not deleted on the other
replication server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete FIlespace--node_name--file_space_name-----------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--ANY--------------.  .-DAta--=--ANY------------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-Type--=--+-ANY----------+-'  '-DAta--=--+-ANY--------+-'    
              +-Backup-------+               +-FIles------+      
              +-ARchive------+               |        (1) |      
              +-SPacemanaged-+               '-IMages-----'      
              '-SERver-------'                                   
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.                              
>--+------------------+--+----------------------+---------------> 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-OWNer--=--owner_name-'    
              '-Yes-'                                
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 

Notes:

1. This parameter can be used only when TYPE=ANY or TYPE=BACKUP is specified.

Parameters

node_name (Required)
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Specifies the name of the client node to which the file space belongs.
file_space_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the file space to be deleted. This name is case-sensitive and must be entered exactly as it is known
to the server. To determine how to enter the name, use the QUERY FILESPACE command. You can use wildcard characters
to specify this name.

For a server that has clients with support for Unicode, you might have the server convert the file space name that you enter.
For example, you might want to have the server convert the name that you entered from the server's code page, to Unicode.
See the NAMETYPE parameter for details. If you do not specify a file space name, or specify only a single wildcard
character for the name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to non-
Unicode file spaces.

Type
Specifies the type of data to be deleted. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. You can use the following
values:

ANY
Delete only backed-up versions of files and archived copies of files.

If you specify delete filespace node_name * type=any, all backed-up data and archived data in all file
spaces for that node are deleted. File spaces are deleted only if they do not contain files that are moved from an IBM
Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

Backup
Delete backup data for the file space.

ARchive
Delete all archived data on the server for the file space.

SPacemanaged
Delete files that are migrated from a user's local file system by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client. The OWNER parameter is ignored when you specify TYPE=SPACEMANAGED.

SERver
Delete all archived files in all file spaces for a node that is registered as TYPE=SERVER.

DAta
Specifies objects to delete. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. You can specify one of the following
values:

ANY
Delete files, directories, and images.

FIles
Delete files and directories.

IMages
Delete image objects. You can use this parameter only if you specified TYPE=ANY or TYPE=BACKUP.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.

Messages that are created from the background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console,
depending on where messages are logged.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. Wait for the command to complete before you
continue with other tasks. The server displays the output messages to the administrative client when the command
completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

OWNer
Restricts the data that is deleted to files that belong to the owner. This parameter is optional; it is ignored when
TYPE=SPACEMANAGED. This parameter applies to only multiuser client systems such as AIX®, Linux, and Solaris OS.

NAMEType
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Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with support for Unicode. A backup-archive client with support for Unicode is available only for the following
operating systems: Windows, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare operating systems.

Use this parameter only when you enter a partly or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER. You can
specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can fail if the string
includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access system conversion
routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specify what type of file spaces are to be included in the operation. The default is BOTH, meaning that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter a single wildcard character for the file
space name. You can specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type.

Delete a file space

Delete the C_Drive file space that belongs to the client node HTANG.

delete filespace htang C_Drive

Delete all space-managed files for a client node

Delete all files that are migrated from client node APOLLO (that is, all space-managed files).

delete filespace apollo * type=spacemanaged

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE FILESPACE
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY OCCUPANCY Displays file space information by storage pool.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

RENAME FILESPACE Renames a client filespace on the server.

DELETE GRPMEMBER (Delete a server from a server group)
Use this command to delete a server or server group from a server group.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                 .-,-----------.    
                                 V             |    
>>-DELete GRPMEMber--group_name----member_name-+--------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name (Required)
Specifies the group.

member_name (Required)
Specifies the server or group to delete from the group. To specify multiple names, separate the names with commas and no
intervening spaces.

Example: Delete a server from a server group

Delete member PHOENIX from group WEST_COMPLEX.

delete grpmember west_complex phoenix

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE GRPMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE GRPMEMBER Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

MOVE GRPMEMBER Moves a server group member.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

DELETE LIBRARY (Delete a library)
Use this command to delete a library. Before you delete a library, you must delete other associated objects, such as the path.

Use this command to delete a library. Before you delete a library, delete the path and all associated drives.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete LIBRary--library_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be deleted.

Example: Delete a manual library

Delete the manual library named LIBR1.

delete library libr1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE LIBRARY
Command Description

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

DELETE MACHINE (Delete machine information)
Use this command to delete machine description information. To replace existing information, issue this command and then issue
an INSERT MACHINE command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete MACHine--machine_name---------------------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--All----------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+----------------------->< 
   '-Type--=--+-All------------------+-'    
              +-RECOVERYInstructions-+      
              '-CHaracteristics------'      
 

Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the machine whose information is to be deleted.

Type
Specifies the type of machine information. This parameter is optional. The default is ALL. Possible values are:

All
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Specifies all information.
RECOVERYInstructions

Specifies the recovery instructions.
CHaracteristics

Specifies the machine characteristics.

Example: Delete a specific machine's information

Delete the machine characteristics associated with the DISTRICT5 machine.

delete machine district5 type=characteristics

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE MACHINE
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

INSERT MACHINE Inserts machine characteristics or recovery instructions into
the IBM Spectrum ProtectIBM Spectrum Protect™ database.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine recovery.

UPDATE MACHINE Changes the information for a machine.

DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION (Delete association between a
machine and a node)

Use this command to delete the association between a machine and one or more nodes. This command does not delete the node
from IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                             .-,---------.    
                                             V           |    
>>-DELete MACHNODEAssociation--machine_name----node_name-+----->< 
 

Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of a machine that is associated with one or more nodes.

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of a node associated with a machine. If you specify a list of node names, separate the names with
commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name. If a node is not associated with the
machine, that node is ignored.

Example: Delete an association between a node and a machine

Delete the association between the DISTRICT5 machine and the ACCOUNTSPAYABLE node.

delete machnodeassociation district5 accountspayable

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Associates an IBM Spectrum Protect node with a machine.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

DELETE MGMTCLASS (Delete a management class)
Use this command to delete a management class. You cannot delete a management class in the ACTIVE policy set. All copy
groups in the management class are deleted along with the management class.

You can delete the management class assigned as the default for a policy set, but a policy set cannot be activated unless it has a
default management class.

You can delete the predefined STANDARD management class in the STANDARD policy domain. However, if you later reinstall the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the process restores all STANDARD policy objects.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the management class belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete MGmtclass--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name-->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the management class belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the management class belongs.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to delete.

Example: Delete a management class

Delete the ACTIVEFILES management class from the VACATION policy set of the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

delete mgmtclass employee_records  
vacation activefiles

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE MGMTCLASS
Command Description

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS Assigns a management class as the default for a specified
policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

DELETE NODEGROUP (Delete a node group)
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Use this command to delete a node group. You cannot delete a node group if it has any members in it.

Attention: You can remove all the members in the node group by issuing the DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER command with a
wildcard in the node_name parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete NODEGroup--group_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the node group that you want to delete.

Example: Delete a node group

Delete a node group named group1.

delete nodegroup group1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE NODEGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER (Delete node group member)
Use this command to delete a client node from a node group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax

 
                                       .-,---------.    
                                       V           |    
>>-DELete NODEGROUPMember--group_name----node_name-+----------->< 
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Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the node group from which you want to delete a client node.

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node that you want to delete from the node group. You can specify one or more names.
When specifying multiple names, separate the names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can also use
wildcard characters to specify multiple nodes.

Example: Delete node group members

Delete two nodes, node1 and node2, from a node group, group1.

delete nodegroupmember group1 node1,node2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

DELETE PATH (Delete a path)
Use this command to delete a path definition

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
                           (1)      
>--SRCType--=--+-DATAMover-----+--------------------------------> 
               '-SERVer--------'    
 
                        (2)                                
>--DESTType--=--+-DRive------LIBRary--=--library_name-+-------->< 
                '-LIBRary-----------------------------'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is only available on AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Solaris, Windows operating systems.
2. This parameter is only available on AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Solaris, Windows operating systems.
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Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the source of the path to be deleted. This parameter is required.

The name specified must be that of a server or data mover that is already defined to the server.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination of the path to be deleted. This parameter is required.

SRCType (Required)
Specifies the source type of the path to be deleted. This parameter is required. Possible values are:

DATAMover
Specifies that a data mover is the source.

SERVer
Specifies that a storage agent is the source.

DESTType (Required)
Specifies the type of the destination. Possible values are:

DRive LIBRary=library_name
Specifies that a drive is the destination. The DRIVE and LIBRARY parameters are both required when the destination
type is drive.

LIBRary
Specifies that a library is the destination.
Attention: If the path from a data mover to a library is deleted, or the path from the server to a library is deleted, the
server will not be able to access the library. If the server is halted and restarted while in this state, the library will not
be initialized.

Example: Delete a NAS data mover path

Delete a path from a NAS data mover NAS1 to the library NASLIB.

delete path nas1 naslib srctype=datamover desttype=library

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE PATH
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

DELETE POLICYSET (Delete a policy set)
Use this command to delete a policy set. When you delete a policy set, all management classes and copy groups that belong to
the policy set are also deleted.

The ACTIVE policy set in a policy domain cannot be deleted. You can replace the contents of the ACTIVE policy set by activating a
different policy set. Otherwise, the only way to remove the ACTIVE policy set is to delete the policy domain that contains the
policy set.

You can delete the predefined STANDARD policy set. However, if you later reinstall the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the process
restores all STANDARD policy objects.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete POlicyset--domain_name--policy_set_name-------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the policy set belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to delete.

Example: Delete a policy set

Delete the VACATION policy set from the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain by issuing the following command:

delete policyset employee_records vacation

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY POLICYSET Creates a copy of a policy set.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION (Delete a profile association)
Use this command on a configuration manager to delete the association of one or more objects from a profile. If associations are
deleted, the objects are no longer distributed to subscribing managed servers. When managed servers request updated
configuration information, the configuration manager notifies them of the object deletions.

A managed server deletes the objects that were deleted from the profile, unless the objects are associated with another profile to
which that server subscribes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete PROFASSOCiation--profile_name-------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-ADMins--=--+-*--------------+-'    
                | .-,----------. |      
                | V            | |      
                '---admin_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-DOmains--=--+-*---------------+-'    
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                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---domain_name-+-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-ADSCHeds--=--+-*-----------------+-'    
                  | .-,-------------. |      
                  | V               | |      
                  '---schedule_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-SCRipts--=--+-*---------------+-'    
                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---script_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------------+--------------------> 
   '-CLOptsets--=--+-*-------------------+-'    
                   | .-,---------------. |      
                   | V                 | |      
                   '---option_set_name-+-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-SERVers--=--+-*---------------+-'    
                 | .-,-----------. |      
                 | V             | |      
                 '---server_name-+-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   '-SERVERGroups--=--+-*--------------+-'    
                      | .-,----------. |      
                      | V            | |      
                      '---group_name-+-'      
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile from which to delete associations.

ADMins
Specifies the administrators whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all character (*) to delete all administrators
from the profile. If you specify a list of administrators and a match-all definition exists for the profile, the command fails.
Administrator definitions are not changed on the configuration manager. However, they are automatically deleted from all
subscribing managed servers at the next configuration refresh, with the following exceptions:

An administrator is not deleted if that administrator has an open session on the server.
An administrator is not deleted if, as a result, the managed server would have no administrators with system
privilege class.

DOmains
Specifies the domains whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by separating the
names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all character (*) to delete all domains from the profile. If
you specify a list of domains and a match-all domain definition exists for the profile, the command fails.

The domain information is automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers. However, a policy domain that has
client nodes assigned will not be deleted. To delete the domain at the managed server, assign those client nodes to another
policy domain.

ADSCHeds
Specifies a list of administrative schedules whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one
name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. If you specify a list of administrative schedules
and a match-all administrative schedule definition exists for the profile, the command fails. Use the match-all character (*)
to delete all administrative schedules from the profile.

The administrative schedules are automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers. However, an administrative
schedule is not deleted if the schedule is active on the managed server. To delete an active schedule, make the schedule
inactive.
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SCRipts
Specifies the server command scripts whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all character (*) to delete all scripts from the
profile. If you specify a list of scripts and a match-all script definition exists for the profile, the command fails. The server
command scripts are automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers.

CLOptsets
Specifies the client option sets whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Use the match-all character (*) to delete all client option
sets from the profile. If you specify a list of client option sets and a match-all client option set definition exists for the
profile, the command fails. The client option sets are automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers.

SERVers
Specifies the servers whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by separating the
names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use the match-all character (*) to delete all servers from the
profile. If you specify a list of servers and a match-all server definition exists for the profile, the command fails. The server
definitions are automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers with the following exceptions:

A server definition is not deleted if the managed server has an open connection to another server.
A server definition is not deleted if the managed server has a device class of the device type SERVER that refers to
the other server.
A server definition is not deleted if the server is the event server for the managed server.

SERVERGroups
Specifies the server groups whose association with the profile is deleted. You can specify more than one name by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use the match-all character (*) to delete all server
groups from the profile. If you specify a list of server groups and a match-all group definition exists for the profile, the
command fails. The server group definitions are automatically deleted from all subscribing managed servers.

Example: Delete the domain associations for a specific profile

Delete all domain associations from a profile named MIKE.

delete profassociation mike domains=*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE PROFASSOCIATION
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

DELETE PROFILE (Delete a profile)
Use this command on a configuration manager to delete a profile and stop its distribution to managed servers.

You cannot delete a locked profile. You must first unlock the profile with the UNLOCK PROFILE command.

Deleting a profile from a configuration manager does not delete objects associated with that profile from the managed servers.
You can use the DELETE SUBSCRIPTION command with the DISCARDOBJECTS=YES parameter on each subscribing managed
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server to delete subscriptions to the profile and associated objects. This also prevents the managed servers from requesting
further updates to the profile.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                 .-Force--=--No------.    
>>-DELete PROFIle--profile_name--+-------------------+--------->< 
                                 '-Force--=--+-No--+-'    
                                             '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile to delete.

Force
Specifies whether the profile is deleted if one or more managed servers have subscriptions to that profile. The default is
NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the profile is not deleted if one or more managed servers have subscriptions to that profile. You can
delete the subscriptions on each managed server using the DELETE SUBSCRIPTION command.

Yes
Specifies that the profile is deleted even if one or more managed servers have subscriptions to that profile. Each
subscribing server continues to request updates for the deleted profile until the subscription is deleted.

Examples: Delete a profile

Delete a profile named BETA, even if one or more managed servers subscribe to it.

delete profile beta force=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.
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DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION (Delete recovery media and
machine association)

Use this command to remove the association of one or more machines with a recovery media. This command does not delete the
machine from IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                             .-,------------.    
                                             V              |    
>>-DELete RECMEDMACHAssociation--media_name----machine_name-+-->< 
 

Parameters

media_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery media that is associated with one or more machines.

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the machine associated with the recovery media. To specify a list of machine names, separate the
names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name. If a machine is not
associated with the recovery media, the machine is ignored.

Example: Delete a machine's association with recovery media

Delete the association between the DIST5RM recovery media and the DISTRICT1 and DISTRICT5 machines.

delete recmedmachassociation  
dist5rm district1,district5

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Associates recovery media with a machine.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine recovery.

DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA (Delete recovery media)
Use this command to delete a recovery media definition from IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete RECOVERYMedia--media_name---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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media_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery media.

Example: Delete a recovery media definition

Delete the DIST5RM recovery media.

delete recoverymedia dist5rm

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA
Command Description

DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA Defines the media required to recover a machine.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine recovery.

UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA Changes the attributes of recovery media.

DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client or an administrative command
schedule)

Use this command to delete schedules from the database.

The DELETE SCHEDULE command takes two forms: one if the schedule applies to client operations, one if the schedule applies to
administrative commands. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SCHEDULE
Command Description

COPY SCHEDULE Creates a copy of a schedule.

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

UPDATE SCHEDULE Changes the attributes of a schedule.

DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client schedule)
Use the DELETE SCHEDULE command to delete one or more client schedules from the database. Any client associations to
a schedule are removed when the schedule is deleted.
DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete an administrative schedule)
Use this command to delete one or more administrative command schedules from the database.

DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete a client schedule)
Use the DELETE SCHEDULE command to delete one or more client schedules from the database. Any client associations to a
schedule are removed when the schedule is deleted.

Privilege class

To delete a client schedule, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the
specified policy domain.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete SCHedule--domain_name--schedule_name------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--Client-.    
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>--+-----------------+----------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to delete. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name.

Type=Client
Specifies to delete a client schedule. This parameter is optional. The default is CLIENT.

Example: Delete a specific schedule from a specific policy domain

Delete the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule, which belongs to the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

delete schedule employee_records weekly_backup

DELETE SCHEDULE (Delete an administrative schedule)
Use this command to delete one or more administrative command schedules from the database.

Privilege class

To delete an administrative command schedule, you must have system authority.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete SCHedule--schedule_name--Type--=--Administrative----->< 
 

Parameters

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to delete. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name.

Type=Administrative (Required)
Specifies to delete an administrative command schedule.

Example: Delete an administrative command schedule

Delete the administrative command scheduled named DATA_ENG.

delete schedule data_eng type=administrative

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Delete a scratch pad entry)
Use this command to delete one or more lines of data from a scratch pad.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete SCRATCHPadentry--major_category--minor_category-------> 
 
            .-Line--=--*------.    
>--subject--+-----------------+-------------------------------->< 
            '-Line--=--number-'    
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Parameters

major_category (Required)
Specifies the major category from which one or more lines of data are to be deleted. This parameter is case sensitive.

minor_category (Required)
Specifies the minor category from which one or more lines of data are to be deleted. This parameter is case sensitive.

subject (Required)
Specifies the subject from which one or more lines of data are to be deleted. This parameter is case sensitive.

Line
Specifies a line of data that is to be deleted. For number, enter the number of the line that is to be deleted. All data on the
line is deleted. The numbering of other lines in the subject section is not affected. You can delete all lines of data from a
subject section by omitting the Line parameter in this command.

Example: Delete all lines of data from a subject in a scratch pad

Delete all lines of data about the location of an administrator, Jane, from a database that stores information about administrators:

delete scratchpadentry admin_info location jane

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY
Command Description

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY Creates a line of data in the scratch pad.

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY Displays information that is contained in the scratch pad.

SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION Specifies the amount of time for which scratch pad entries are
retained.

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY Updates data on a line in the scratch pad.

DELETE SCRIPT (Delete command lines from a script or delete the entire
script)

Use this command to delete a single line from an IBM Spectrum Protect™ script or to delete the entire IBM Spectrum Protect
script.

Privilege class

To issue this command, the administrator must have previously defined the script or must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete SCRipt--script_name--+-----------------+------------->< 
                               '-Line--=--number-'    
 

Parameters

script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script to delete. The script is deleted unless you specify a line number.

Line
Specifies the line number to delete from the script. If you do not specify a line number, the entire script is deleted.

Example: Delete a specific line from a script

Using the following script named QSAMPLE and issue a command to delete line 005 from it.
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001  /* This is a sample script */ 
005  QUERY STATUS 
010  QUERY PROCESS

delete script qsample line=5

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SCRIPT
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

DELETE SERVER (Delete a server definition)
Use this command to delete a server definition.

This command fails if the server:

Is defined as the event server.
Is named in a device class definition whose device type is SERVER.
Has an open connection to or from another server.
Is a target server for virtual volumes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete--SERver--server_name--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies a server name.

Example: Delete a server's definition

Delete the definition for a server named SERVER2.

delete server server2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SERVER
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

QUERY EVENTSERVER Displays the name of the event server.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.
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Command Description

RECONCILE VOLUMES Reconciles source server virtual volume definitions and target
server archive objects.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

DELETE SERVERGROUP (Delete a server group)
Use this command to delete a server group. If the group you delete is a member of other server groups, IBM Spectrum Protect™
also removes the group from the other groups.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete SERVERGroup--group_name------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

group_name (Required)
Specifies the server group to delete.

Example: Delete a server group

Delete a server group named WEST_COMPLEX.

delete servergroup west_complex

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SERVERGROUP
Command Description

COPY SERVERGROUP Creates a copy of a server group.

DEFINE GRPMEMBER Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER Deletes a server from a server group.

MOVE GRPMEMBER Moves a server group member.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

DELETE SPACETRIGGER (Delete the storage pool space triggers)
Use this command to delete the definition of the storage pool space trigger.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-DELete SPACETrigger--STG-------------------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-STGPOOL--=--storage_pool_name-'    
 

Parameters

STG
Specifies a storage pool space trigger.

STGPOOL
Specifies the storage pool trigger to be deleted. If STG is specified without specifying STGPOOL, the default storage pool
space trigger is the deletion target.

Example: Delete a space trigger definition

Delete the space trigger definition for the WINPOOL1 storage pool.

delete spacetrigger stg stgpool=winpool1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SPACETRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE SPACETRIGGER Defines a space trigger to expand the space for a storage pool.

QUERY SPACETRIGGER Displays information about a storage pool space trigger.

UPDATE SPACETRIGGER Changes attributes of storage pool space trigger.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring threshold)
Use this command to delete an existing status monitoring threshold.

Status monitoring thresholds compare the defined conditions to the status monitoring server queries and inserts the results in the
status monitoring table.

Multiple thresholds can be defined for an activity. For example, you can create a threshold that provides a warning status if
storage pool capacity utilization is greater than 80%. You can then create another threshold that provides error status if storage
pool capacity utilization is greater than 90%.

Note: If a threshold is already defined for an EXISTS condition, you cannot define another threshold with one of the other
condition types.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete STAtusthreshold--threshold_name---------------------->< 
 

Parameters

threshold_name (Required)
Specifies the threshold name that you want to delete.

Delete an existing status threshold

Delete an existing status threshold by issuing the following command:
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delete statusthreshold avgstgpl

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

DELETE STGPOOL (Delete a storage pool)
Use this command to delete a storage pool. To delete a storage pool, you must first delete all volumes that are assigned to the
storage pool.

You cannot delete a storage pool that is identified as the next storage pool for another storage pool. For more information about
storage pool hierarchy, see the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter in the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

Restrictions:

For container storage pools, delete all storage pool directories before you delete the storage pool.
Do not delete a storage pool that is specified as a destination for a management class or copy group in the ACTIVE policy
set. Client operations might fail as a result.
When you delete a copy storage pool that was previously included in a primary storage-pool definition (specifically in the
COPYSTGPOOLS list), you must remove the copy storage pool from the list before deletion. Otherwise, the DELETE
STGPOOL command fails until all references to that copy pool are removed. For each primary storage pool with a reference
to the copy storage pool to be deleted, remove the reference by entering the UPDATE STGPOOL command with the
COPYSTGPOOLS parameter with all previous copy storage pools except the copy storage pool to be deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete STGpool--pool_name----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to delete.

Example: Delete a storage pool

Delete the storage pool named POOLA.
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delete stgpool poola

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE STGPOOL
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Deletes a storage pool directory from a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY Displays information about storage pool directories.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are
managed by DRM.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Changes the attributes of a storage pool directory.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Deleting a storage pool directory)
Use this command to delete a definition for a storage pool directory.

You might want to delete a storage pool directory for the following reasons:

To decommission old storage.
To discontinue using the local disk before moving data to the cloud.
To no longer maintain the data in the storage pool directory because there is no requirement to do so.

Restrictions:

You can issue this command only when no containers are assigned to the storage pool directory. Issue the QUERY
CONTAINER command to determine whether any containers are assigned to the storage pool directory.
To remove containers from a storage pool directory, you must issue the UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY command and
specify the ACCESS=DESTROYED parameter. Then, issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command and specify
the ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter. Verify that the containers are removed.
The ACTION=REMOVEDAMAGED parameter removes the inventory information of the objects that were backed up or
archived. You should only remove the inventory information if you do not need the backups.

If you experience a hardware failure or a loss of your directory, see the relevant AUDIT and REPAIR commands. You should make
any repairs to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ environment before you delete the storage pool directory.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete STGPOOLDIRectory--pool_name--directory--------------->< 
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool that contains the directory to delete. This parameter is required.
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directory (Required)
Specifies the file system directory of the storage pool to delete. This parameter is required.

Example: Update a storage pool directory to prepare for deletion

Update the storage pool directory that is named DIR1 in storage pool POOLA to mark as destroyed. When a storage pool is marked
as destroyed, you can delete it.

update stgpooldirectory poola /storage/dir1 access=destroyed

update stgpooldirectory poola e:\storage\dir1 access=destroyed

Example: Delete a storage pool directory

Delete the storage pool directory that is named DIR1 in storage pool POOLA.

delete stgpooldirectory poola /storage/dir1

delete stgpooldirectory poola e:\storage\dir1

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY Displays information about storage pool directories.

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Changes the attributes of a storage pool directory.

QUERY EXTENTUPDATES Displays information about updates to data extents in
directory-container storage pools.

DELETE STGRULE (Delete storage rules for storage pools)
Use this command to delete storage rules for one or more storage pools.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete STGRULE--rule_name----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

rule_name(Required)
Specifies the name of the storage rule that must be deleted. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

Delete a storage rule

Delete a storage rule that is named stgrule1:
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delete stgrule stgrule1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE STGRULE
Command Description

DEFINE STGRULE Defines a storage rule for storage pools.

QUERY STGRULE Display storage rule information.

UPDATE STGRULE Update a storage rule for storage pools.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER (Delete subscriptions from a configuration
manager database)

Use this command on a configuration manager to delete managed server subscriptions from the configuration manager database.
Use this command when a managed server no longer exists or cannot notify the configuration manager after deleting a
subscription.

Attention: Use this command only in rare situations in which the configuration manager's database contains an entry for a
subscription, but the managed server does not have such a subscription. For example, use this command if a managed server no
longer exists or cannot notify the configuration manager after deleting a subscription.

Under normal circumstances, use the DELETE SUBSCRIPTION command to delete a subscription from the managed server. The
managed server notifies the configuration manager, which then deletes the subscription from its database.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete SUBSCRIBer--server_name------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the managed server with subscription entries to be deleted.

Example: Delete subscription entries for a specific managed server

Delete all subscription entries for a managed server named DAN.

delete subscriber dan

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SUBSCRIBER
Command Description

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.
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DELETE SUBSCRIPTION (Delete a profile subscription)
Use this command on a managed server to delete a profile subscription. You can also delete from the managed server all objects
associated with the profile.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-DELete SUBSCRIPtion--profile_name----------------------------> 
 
   .-DISCARDobjects--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-DISCARDobjects--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the profile for which the subscription is to be deleted.

DISCARDobjects
Specifies whether objects associated with the profile are to be deleted on the managed server. This parameter is optional.
The default is NO.

No
Specifies that the objects are not to be deleted.

Yes
Specifies that the objects are to be deleted, unless they are associated with another profile for which a subscription
is defined.

Example: Delete a profile subscription

Delete a subscription to a profile named ALPHA and its associated objects from a managed server.

delete subscription alpha discardobjects=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE SUBSCRIPTION
Command Description

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Delete a virtual file space mapping)
Use this command to delete a virtual file space mapping definition. Virtual file spaces containing data cannot be deleted unless
you use the DELETE FILESPACE command first.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege
Restricted policy privilege for the domain to which the NAS node is assigned

Syntax
 
>>-DELete VIRTUALFSmapping  -node_name--------------------------> 
 
>--virtual_filespace_name-------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the NAS node on which the file system and path reside. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of
names.

virtual_filespace_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the virtual file space mapping definition to be deleted. Wildcard characters are allowed.

Example: Delete a virtual file space mapping

Delete the virtual file space mapping definition /mikeshomedir for the NAS node named NAS1.

delete virtualfsmapping nas1 /mikeshomedir 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
Command Description

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING Query a virtual file space mapping.

UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Update a virtual file space mapping.

DELETE VOLHISTORY (Delete sequential volume history information)
Use this command to delete volume history file records that are no longer needed (for example, records for obsolete database
backup volumes).

When you delete records for volumes that are not in storage pools (for example, database backup or export volumes), the volumes
return to scratch status even if IBM Spectrum Protect™ acquired them as private volumes. Scratch volumes of device type FILE
are deleted. When you delete the records for storage pool volumes, the volumes remain in the IBM Spectrum Protect database.
When you delete records for recovery plan file objects from a source server, the objects on the target server are marked for
deletion.
Restriction: Do not use the DELETE VOLHISTORY command to delete information about backup set volumes from the volume
history file. Instead, use the DELETE BACKUPSET command for this purpose.

For users of DRM, the database backup expiration should be controlled with the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command
instead of this DELETE VOLHISTORY command. Use the DELETE VOLHISTORY command to remove a record of the volume. This
can cause volumes to be lost that were managed by the MOVE DRMEDIA command. Use the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command to manage the automatic expiration of DRM database backup volumes.

Tips:

Volumes for the most recent database backup series are not deleted.
Existing volume history files are not automatically updated with this command.
You can use the DEFINE SCHEDULE command to periodically delete volume history records.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DELete VOLHistory--TODate--=--date---------------------------> 
 
   .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-.    
>--+---------------------+--------------------------------------> 
   '-TOTime--=--time-----'    
 
>--Type--=--+-All---------------------------------------+------>< 
            +-DBBackup--+-------------------------+-----+    
            |           '-DEVclass--=--class_name-'     |    
            +-DBSnapshot--+-------------------------+---+    
            |             '-DEVclass--=--class_name-'   |    
            +-DBRpf-------------------------------------+    
            +-EXPort------------------------------------+    
            |         .-DELETELatest--=--No------.      |    
            +-RPFile--+--------------------------+------+    
            |         '-DELETELatest--=--+-No--+-'      |    
            |                            '-Yes-'        |    
            |              .-DELETELatest--=--No------. |    
            +-RPFSnapshot--+--------------------------+-+    
            |              '-DELETELatest--=--+-No--+-' |    
            |                                 '-Yes-'   |    
            +-STGNew------------------------------------+    
            +-STGReuse----------------------------------+    
            '-STGDelete---------------------------------'    
 

Parameters

TODate (Required)
Specifies the date to use to select sequential volume history information to be deleted. You can delete only those records
with a date on or before the date that you specify. You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 01/23/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–30 or –30.

To delete records that are 30 or more days old, you
can specify TODAY-30 or simply -30.

EOLM (End Of Last Month) The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

TOTime
Specifies that you want to delete records that are created on or before this time on the specified date. This parameter is
optional. The default is the end of the day (23:59:59). You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified date 12:30:22

NOW The current time on the specified date NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue the DELETE VOLHISTORY command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW+03:00 or
TOTIME=+03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect deletes
records with a time of 12:00 or earlier on the
specified date.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue the DELETE VOLHISTORY command at
9:00 with TOTIME=NOW-3:30 or TOTIME=-3:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect deletes records with a time
of 5:30 or earlier on the specified date.

Type (Required)
Specifies the type of records, which also meet the date and time criteria, to delete from the volume history file. Possible
values are:

All
Specifies to delete all records.
Restriction: The DELETE VOLHISTORY command does not delete records of remote volumes.

DBBackup
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about volumes that are used for database full and
incremental backups, that is, with volume types of BACKUPFULL and BACKUPINCR, and that meet the specified date
and time criteria. The records from the latest full and incremental database backup series will not be deleted.

DEVclass=class_name
Specifies the device class name that was used to create the database backups. This optional parameter can
be used to delete database backups that are created by using a server-to-server virtual volume device class.
The type of the device class must be SERVER. This parameter can be used only to delete volume history
entries of type BACKUPFULL, BACKUPINCR, or DBSNAPSHOT.
A full or incremental database backup volume is eligible to be deleted if all of the following conditions are
met:

The device class that was used to create the database backup volume matches the specified device
class.
The volume was created on or before the specified date and time.
The volume is not part of the latest full plus incremental database backup series.
The volume is not part of a full plus incremental backup series with an incremental database backup
that was created after the specified date and time.

DBSnapshot
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about volumes that are used for snapshot database
backups, and that meet the specified date and time criteria. Records that are related to the latest snapshot database
backup will not be deleted.

DEVclass=classname
Specifies the device class name that was used to create the database backups. This optional parameter can
be used to delete database backups that are created by using a server-to-server virtual volume device class.
The type of the device class must be SERVER. This parameter can only be used to delete volume history
entries of type BACKUPFULL, BACKUPINCR, or DBSNAPSHOT.
A snapshot database backup volume is eligible to be deleted if all of the following conditions are met:

The device class that is used to create the database backup volume matches the specified device class
The volume was created on or before the specified date and time
The volume is not part of the latest snapshot database backup series

DBRpf
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about full and incremental database backup volumes and
recovery plan file volumes.

EXPort
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Specifies to delete only records that contain information about export volumes.
RPFile

Specifies to delete only records that contain information about recovery plan file objects that are stored on a target
server and that meet the specified date and time criteria.

DELETELatest
Specifies whether the latest recovery plan file is eligible for deletion. This optional parameter can be used to
delete the latest recovery plan files that are created by using a server-to-server virtual volume device class.

This parameter can be used only to delete volume history entries of type RPFILE (for instance, those recovery
plan files that were created by using the DEVCLASS parameter with the PREPARE command). If this
parameter is not specified, the latest RPFILE entries are not deleted.

No
Specifies the latest RPFILE file is not deleted.

Yes
Specifies the latest RPFILE file is deleted if it meets the specified date and time criteria.

RPFSnapshot
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about recovery plan file objects that were created for
snapshot database backups, that are stored on a target server and that meet the specified date and time criteria.
The latest RPFSNAPSHOT file will not be deleted unless it meets the specified date and time criteria, and the
DELETE parameter is set to Yes.

DELETELatest
Specifies whether the latest recovery plan file is eligible for deletion. This optional parameter can be used to
delete the latest recovery plan files that are created by using a server-to-server virtual volume device class.

This parameter can only be used to delete volume history entries of type RPFSNAPSHOT (for instance, those
recovery plan files that were created by using the DEVCLASS parameter with the PREPARE command). If this
parameter is not specified, the latest RPFSNAPSHOT entries are not deleted.

No
Specifies the latest RPFSNAPSHOT file is not deleted.

Yes
Specifies the latest RPFSNAPSHOT file is deleted if it meets the specified date and time criteria.

STGNew
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about new sequential access storage volumes.

STGReuse
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about reused sequential storage pool volumes.

STGDelete
Specifies to delete only records that contain information about deleted sequential storage pool volumes.

Example: Delete recovery plan file information

Delete all recovery plan file information that is created on or before 03/28/2016.

delete volhistory type=rpfile todate=03/28/2016

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE VOLHISTORY
Command Description

BACKUP VOLHISTORY Records volume history information in external files.

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

EXPIRE INVENTORY Manually starts inventory expiration processing.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.
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Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY RPFILE Displays information about recovery plan files.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

DELETE VOLUME (Delete a storage pool volume)
Use this command to delete a storage pool volume and, optionally, the files stored in the volume.

If the volume has data, to delete the volume you must do one of the following:

Before deleting the volume, use the MOVE DATA command to move all files to another volume.
Explicitly request to discard all files in the volume when the volume is deleted (by specifying DISCARDDATA=YES).

If you are deleting several volumes, delete the volumes one at a time. Deleting more than one volume at a time can adversely
affect server performance.

Storage pool volumes cannot be deleted if they are in use. For example, a volume cannot be deleted if a user is restoring or
retrieving a file residing in the volume, if the server is writing information to the volume, or if a reclamation process is using the
volume.

If you issue the DELETE VOLUME command, volume information is deleted from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database. However,
the physical files that are allocated with DEFINE VOLUME command are not removed from the file space.

If this command is applied to a WORM (write once, read many) volume, the volume returns to scratch if it has space remaining in
which data can be written. Data on WORM volumes, including deleted and expired data, cannot be overwritten. Therefore, data
can only be written in space that does not contain current, deleted, or expired data. If a WORM volume does not have any space
available in which data can be written, it remains private. To remove the volume from the library, you must use the CHECKOUT
LIBVOLUME command.

The DELETE VOLUME command automatically updates the server library inventory for sequential volumes if the volume is
returned to scratch status when the volume becomes empty. To determine whether a volume will be returned to scratch status,
issue the QUERY VOLUME command and look at the output. If the value for the attribute "Scratch Volume?" is "Yes," then the
server library inventory is automatically updated.

If the value is "No," you can issue the UPDATE LIBVOLUME command to specify the status as scratch. It is recommended that you
issue the UPDATE LIBVOLUME command after issuing the DELETE VOLUME command.

Attempting to use the DELETE VOLUME command to delete WORM FILE volumes in a storage pool with
RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK fails with an error message. Deletion of empty WORM FILE volumes is performed only by the
reclamation process.

If you issue the DELETE VOLUME command for a volume in a storage pool that has a SHRED parameter value greater than 0, the
volume is placed in the pending state until shredding is run. Shredding is necessary to complete the deletion, even if the volume is
empty.

If you issue the DELETE VOLUME command for a volume in a storage pool that is set up for data deduplication, the server destroys
any object that is referencing data on that volume.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to which the volume is defined.

Syntax

 
                               .-DISCARDdata--=--No------.    
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>>-DELete Volume--volume_name--+-------------------------+------> 
                               '-DISCARDdata--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                 '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the volume to delete.

DISCARDdata
Specifies whether files stored in the volume are deleted. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. Possible
values are:

No
Specifies that files stored in the volume are not deleted. If the volume contains any files, the volume is not deleted.

Yes
Specifies that all files stored in the volume are deleted. The server does not need to mount the volume for this type
of deletion.
Remember:

1. The server does not delete archive files that are on deletion hold.
2. If archive retention protection is enabled, the server deletes only archive files whose retention period has

expired.

If the volume being deleted is a primary storage pool volume, the server checks whether any copy storage pool has
copies of files that are being deleted. When files stored in a primary storage pool volume are deleted, any copies of
these files in copy storage pools are also deleted.

When you delete a disk volume in a primary storage pool, the command also deletes any files that are cached copies
(copies of files that have been migrated to the next storage pool). Deleting cached copies of files does not delete the
files that have already been migrated or backed up to copy storage pools. Only the cached copies of the files are
affected.

If the volume being deleted is a copy storage pool volume, only files on the copy pool volume are deleted. The
primary storage pool files are not affected.

Do not use the DELETE VOLUME command with DISCARDDATA=YES if a restore process (RESTORE STGPOOL or
RESTORE VOLUME) is running. The DELETE VOLUME command could cause the restore to be incomplete.

If you cancel the DELETE VOLUME operation during processing or if a system failure occurs, some files might remain
on the volume. You can delete the same volume again to have the server delete the remaining files and then the
volume.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter affects
processing only when you have also requested that any data on the volume be discarded. This parameter is optional. The
default value is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.

The server displays messages that are created from the background process either in the activity log or the server
console, depending on where messages are logged.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
continuing with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Remember: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.
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Example: Delete a storage pool volume

Delete storage pool volume stgvol.1 from the storage pool FILEPOOL.

delete volume stgvol.1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DELETE VOLUME
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

MOVE DATA Moves data from a specified storage pool volume to another
storage pool volume.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

DISABLE commands
Use DISABLE commands to prevent some types of operations by the server.

DISABLE EVENTS (Disable events for event logging)
DISABLE REPLICATION (Prevent outbound replication processing on a server)
DISABLE SESSIONS (Prevent new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect)

DISABLE EVENTS (Disable events for event logging)
Use this command to disable the processing of one or more events. If you specify a receiver that is not supported on any platform,
or if you specify an invalid event or name, IBM Spectrum Protect™ issues an error message. However, any valid receivers, events,
or names that you specified are still enabled.

Tip: Messages in the SEVERE category and message ANR9999D can provide valuable diagnostic information if there are serious
server problems. For this reason, you should not disable these messages.
Restriction:

Certain messages are displayed on the console even if they are disabled. These include some messages issued during
server startup and shutdown and responses to administrative commands.
Server messages from the server on which this command is issued cannot be disabled for the activity log.

ANR1822I indicates that event logging is being ended for the specified receiver. When the DISABLE EVENTS command is issued,
this message is logged to the receiver even if it is one of the events that has been disabled. This is done to confirm that event
logging has ended to that receiver, but subsequent ANR1822I messages are not logged to that receiver.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                   .-,------------------.  .-,--------------.    
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                   V                    |  V                |    
>>-DISAble EVents----+-receivers------+-+----+-event_name-+-+---> 
                     +-ALL------------+      +-ALL--------+      
                     +-CONSOLE--------+      +-INFO-------+      
                     +-ACTLOG---------+      +-WARNING----+      
                     +-EVENTSERVER----+      +-ERROR------+      
                     +-FILE-----------+      '-SEVERE-----'      
                     +-FILETEXT-------+                          
                     |            (1) |                          
                     +-NTEVENTLOG-----+                          
                     |        (2)     |                          
                     +-SYSLOG---------+                          
                     +-TIVOLI---------+                          
                     '-USEREXIT-------'                          
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |              .-,---------.     |    
   |              V           |     |    
   +-NODEname--=----node_name-+-----+    
   |                .-,-----------. |    
   |                V             | |    
   '-SERVername--=----server_name-+-'    
 

Notes:

1. NTEVENTLOG is available only on Windows.
2. SYSLOG is available only on Linux.

Parameters

receivers (Required)
Specifies the name of the receivers for which to disable events. Specify multiple receivers by separating them with commas
and no intervening spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
All receivers, except for server events on the activity log receiver (ACTLOG). Only client events can be disabled for
the activity log receiver.

CONSOLE
The standard server console as a receiver.

ACTLOG
The activity log as a receiver. You can disable only client events, not server events, for the activity log.

EVENTSERVER
The event server as a receiver.

FILE
A user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file. The records are not easily readable by people.

FILETEXT
A user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
The Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Writes messages directly to the system log on Linux.

TIVOLI
The Tivoli Enterprise Console® (TEC) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
A user-written program as a receiver. The server writes information to the program.

events (Required)
Specifies the events to be disabled. You can specify multiple events by separating them with commas and no intervening
spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
All events.

event_name
A four-digit message number preceded by ANR for a server event or ANE for a client event. Valid ranges are from
ANR0001 to ANR9999 and from ANE4000 to ANE4999. Specify the NODENAMES parameter if client events are to
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be disabled for matching nodes. Specify the SERVERNAME parameter if server events are to be disabled for
matching servers.
For the TIVOLI event receiver only, you can specify the following events names for the IBM Spectrum Protect
application clients:

IBM Spectrum Protect application client Prefix Range

Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server ACN 3500–3649

Data Protection for Lotus® Domino® ACD 5200–5299

Data Protection for Oracle ANS 500–599

Data Protection for Informix® ANS 600–699

Data Protection for Microsoft SQL Server ACO 3000–3999

Remember: Specifying ALL disables these messages. However, the INFO, WARNING, ERROR, and SEVERE options
have no effect on the messages.

severity categories
If the event list contains a severity category, all events of that severity are disabled for the specified nodes. The
message types are:

INFO
Information messages (type of I).

WARNING
Warning messages (type of W).

ERROR
Error messages (type of E).

SEVERE
Severe error messages (type of S).

NODEname
Specifies the name of one or more node names for which events are to be disabled. You can use the wildcard character (*)
to specify all nodes. You can specify NODENAME or SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, the events are
disabled for the server running this command.

SERVername
Specifies the name of one or more server names for which events are to be disabled. You can use the wildcard character (*)
to specify all servers other than the server running this command. You can specify NODENAME or SERVERNAME. If neither
parameter is specified, the events are disabled for the server running this command.

Example: Disable specific categories of events

Disable all client events in the INFO and WARNING categories for the activity log and console receivers for all nodes.

disable events actlog,console  
info,warning nodename=*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DISABLE EVENTS
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY ENABLED Displays enabled or disabled events for a specific receiver.

QUERY EVENTRULES Displays information about rules for server and client events.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.
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DISABLE REPLICATION (Prevent outbound replication processing on a
server)

Use this command to prevent a source replication server from starting new replication processes.

The use of this command does not stop running replication processes. Running replication processes continue until they complete
or until they end without completing. Use this command and the ENABLE REPLICATION command to control replication
processing.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-DISAble REPLication----------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Disable replication processing

Disable replication processing on a source replication server.

disable replication

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DISABLE REPLICATION
Command Description

CANCEL REPLICATION Cancels node replication processes.

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.

ENABLE REPLICATION Allows outbound replication processing on a server.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

DISABLE SESSIONS (Prevent new sessions from accessing IBM
Spectrum Protect)

Use this command to prevent new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect™. Active sessions will complete. For a particular
server, you can specify whether to disable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or both.

Server processes, such as migration and reclamation, are not affected when you issue the DISABLE SESSIONS command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-DISAble SESSions---------------------------------------------> 
 
   .-CLIent------------------------------------------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------------------------------+->< 
   '-+-CLIent--------------------------------------------------+-'    
     +-ALL-----------------------------------------------------+      
     +-ADMin---------------------------------------------------+      
     '-SERVer--+---------------------------------------------+-'      
               |              .-DIRection--=--Both---------. |        
               '-server_name--+----------------------------+-'        
                              '-+-DIRection--=--Both-----+-'          
                                +-DIRection--=--INbound--+            
                                '-DIRection--=--OUTbound-'            
 

Parameters

Specifies the type of session to be disabled. This parameter is optional. The default value is CLIENT. You can specify one of the
following values:

CLIent
Disables only backup and archive client sessions.

ALL
Disables all session types.

ADMin
Disables only administrative sessions.

SERVer
Disables only server-to-server sessions. Only the following types of sessions are disabled:

Server-to-server event logging
Enterprise management
Server registration
LAN-free: storage agent - server
Virtual volumes
Node replication

You can also specify whether to disable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or both for a particular server.

server_name
Specifies the name of a server whose sessions you want to disable. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify
this parameter, new sessions with other servers do not start. Running sessions are not canceled.

DIRection
Specifies whether to disable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or both. This parameter is optional. The
default is BOTH. The following values are possible:

Both
Specifies that inbound sessions from the specified server and outbound sessions to the specified
server are disabled.

INbound
Specifies that only inbound sessions from the specified server are disabled.

OUTbound
Specifies that only outbound sessions to the specified server are disabled.

Example: Prevent new client node backup and archive sessions on the server

Temporarily prevent new client node sessions from accessing the server.

disable sessions

Example: Prevent all new sessions on the server

Temporarily prevent any new sessions from accessing the server.
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disable sessions all

Example: Disable outbound sessions to a server

Disable outbound sessions to a server named REPLSRV.

disable sessions server replsrv direction=outbound

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DISABLE SESSIONS
Command Description

CANCEL SESSION Cancels active sessions with the server.

DISABLE REPLICATION Prevents outbound replication processing on a server.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

DISMOUNT command
Use the DISMOUNT command to dismount a volume by the real device address or by volume name.

DISMOUNT VOLUME (Dismount a volume by volume name)

DISPLAY OBJNAME (Display a full object name)
Use this command when you want IBM Spectrum Protect™ to display a full object name if the name displayed in a message or
query output has been abbreviated due to length. Object names that are very long can be difficult to display and use through
normal operating system facilities. The IBM Spectrum Protect server will abbreviate long names and assign them a token ID which
might be used if the object path name exceeds 1024 bytes. The token ID is displayed in a string that includes identifiers for the
node, filespace, and object name. The format is: [TSMOBJ:nID.fsID.objID]. When specified with the DISPLAY OBJNAME command,
the token ID can be used to show the full object name.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command

Syntax

 
>>-DISplay OBJname--token_ID----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

token_ID (Required)
Specifies the ID reported in the [TSMOBJ:] tag, when an object name is too long to display.

Example: Display the full object name of a token ID in a message

Assume the you receive the following message:

ANR9999D file.c(1999) Error handling file [TSMOBJ:1.1.649498] because  
of lack of server resources.
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Display the full object name for the file referenced in the error message by specifying the token ID on the DISPLAY OBJNAME
command.

display obj 1.1.649498

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to DISPLAY OBJNAME
Command Description

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

ENABLE commands
Use ENABLE commands to allow some types of operations by the server.

ENABLE EVENTS (Enable server or client events for logging)
ENABLE REPLICATION (Allow outbound replication processing on a server)
ENABLE SESSIONS (Resume user activity on the server)

ENABLE EVENTS (Enable server or client events for logging)
Use this command to enable the processing of one or more events. If you specify a receiver that is not supported on any platform,
or if you specify an invalid event or name, IBM Spectrum Protect™ issues an error message. However, any valid receivers, events,
or names that you specified are still enabled.

Restriction: Certain events, such as some messages issued during server start-up and shutdown, automatically go to the console.
They do not go to other receivers even if they are enabled.

Administrative commands are returned to the command issuer and are only logged as numbered events. These numbered events
are not logged to the system console, but are logged to other receivers, including administrative command-line sessions running
in console mode.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                   .-,------------------.  .-,--------------.    
                   V                    |  V                |    
>>-ENable--EVents----+-ALL------------+-+----+-event_name-+-+---> 
                     +-CONSOLE--------+      +-ALL--------+      
                     +-ACTLOG---------+      +-INFO-------+      
                     +-EVENTSERVER----+      +-WARNING----+      
                     +-FILE-----------+      +-ERROR------+      
                     +-FILETEXT-------+      '-SEVERE-----'      
                     |            (1) |                          
                     +-NTEVENTLOG-----+                          
                     |        (2)     |                          
                     +-SYSLOG---------+                          
                     +-TIVOLI---------+                          
                     '-USEREXIT-------'                          
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |              .-,---------.     |    
   |              V           |     |    
   +-NODEname--=----node_name-+-----+    
   |                .-,-----------. |    
   |                V             | |    
   '-SERVername--=----server_name-+-'    
 

Notes:
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1. NTEVENTLOG is available only on Windows.
2. This parameter is only available for the Linux operating system.

Parameters

receivers (Required)
Specifies one or more receivers for which to log enabled events. You can specify multiple receivers by separating them with
commas and no intervening spaces. Valid values are:

ALL
All receivers.

CONSOLE
The standard server console as a receiver.

ACTLOG
The server activity log as a receiver.

EVENTSERVER
The event server as a receiver.

FILE
A user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file. The records are not easily readable by people.

FILETEXT
A user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
The Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Specifies the Linux system log as a receiver.

TIVOLI
The Tivoli Enterprise Console® (TEC) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
A user-written program as a receiver. The server writes information to the program.

events (Required)
Specifies the type of events to be enabled. You can specify multiple events by separating them with commas and no
intervening spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
All events.

event_name
A four-digit message number preceded by ANR for a server event or ANE for a client event. Valid ranges are from
ANR0001 to ANR9999 and from ANE4000 to ANE4999. Specify the NODENAME parameter if client events are to be
enabled for matching nodes. Specify the SERVERNAME parameter if server events are to be enabled for matching
servers.
For the TIVOLI event receiver, you can specify the following additional ranges for the IBM Spectrum Protect
application clients:

IBM Spectrum Protect application client Prefix Range

Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange Server ACN 3500–3649

Data Protection for Lotus® Domino® ACD 5200–5299

Data Protection for Oracle ANS 500–599

Data Protection for Informix® ANS 600–699

Data Protection for Microsoft SQL Server ACO 3000–3999

Restriction: The application client must have enhanced Tivoli® Event Console support enabled in order to route these
messages to the Tivoli Event Console.
Tip:

Specifying the ALL option enables these messages. However, the INFO, WARNING, ERROR, and SEVERE
options have no effect on the messages.
Because of the number of messages, you should not enable all messages from a node to be logged to the
Tivoli Event Console.

severity categories
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If the event list contains a severity category, all events of that severity are enabled for the specified nodes. The
message types are:

INFO
Information messages (type of I) are enabled.

WARNING
Warning messages (type of W) are enabled.

ERROR
Error messages (type of E) are enabled.

SEVERE
Severe error messages (type of S) are enabled.

NODEname
Specifies one or more client nodes for which events are enabled. You can use a wildcard character to specify all client
nodes. You can specify NODENAME or SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, events are enabled for the server
running this command.

SERVername
Specifies one or more servers for which events are to be enabled. You can use a wildcard character to specify all servers
other than the server from which this command is issued. You can specify SERVERNAME or NODENAME. If neither
parameter is specified, the events are enabled for the server running this command.

Example: Enable specific categories of events

Enable all ERROR and SEVERE client events to the USEREXIT receiver for the node BONZO.

enable events userexit error,severe nodename=bonzo

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ENABLE EVENTS
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY ENABLED Displays enabled or disabled events for a specific receiver.

QUERY EVENTRULES Displays information about rules for server and client events.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

ENABLE REPLICATION (Allow outbound replication processing on a
server)

Use this command to allow a source replication server to begin normal replication processing after a database restore. You can
also use this command to resume replication processing after issuing the DISABLE REPLICATION command.

Attention: Before enabling replication after a database restore, determine whether copies of data that are on the target server are
needed. If they are, you must synchronize client node data by replicating the data from the target replication server to the source
replication server. The replication process replaces the data on the source server that was lost because of the database restore.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
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>>-ENable REPLication------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Allow replication processing

Allow replication processing on a source replication server.

enable replication

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ENABLE REPLICATION
Command Description

DISABLE REPLICATION Prevents outbound replication processing on a server.

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

ENABLE SESSIONS (Resume user activity on the server)
Use this command after issuing the DISABLE SESSIONS command to start new sessions that can access a server. For a particular
server, you can specify whether to enable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or both.

The processing of this command does not affect system processes, such as migration and reclamation.

Use the QUERY STATUS command to display the availability of the server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-ENable SESSions----------------------------------------------> 
 
   .-CLIent------------------------------------------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------------------------------+->< 
   '-+-CLIent--------------------------------------------------+-'    
     +-ALL-----------------------------------------------------+      
     +-ADMin---------------------------------------------------+      
     '-SERVer--+---------------------------------------------+-'      
               |              .-DIRection--=--Both---------. |        
               '-server_name--+----------------------------+-'        
                              '-+-DIRection--=--Both-----+-'          
                                +-DIRection--=--INbound--+            
                                '-DIRection--=--OUTbound-'            
 

Parameters
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Specifies the type of session to be enabled. This parameter is optional. The default value is CLIENT. You can specify one of the
following values:

CLIent
Enables only backup and archive client sessions.

ALL
Enables all session types.

ADMin
Enables only administrative sessions.

SERVer
Enables only server-to-server sessions. You can also specify whether to enable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or
both for a particular server.

server_name
Specifies the name of a particular server whose sessions you want to enable. This parameter is optional. If you do
not specify this parameter, new sessions with all other servers are enabled.

DIRection
Specifies whether to enable inbound sessions, outbound sessions, or both. This parameter is optional. The
default is BOTH. The following values are possible:

Both
Specifies that inbound sessions from the specified server and outbound sessions to the specified
server are enabled.

INbound
Specifies that only inbound sessions to the specified server are enabled.

OUTbound
Specifies that only outbound sessions from the specified server are enabled.

Example: Resume client node activity on the server

Resume normal operation, permitting client nodes to access the server.

enable sessions

Example: Resume all activity on the server

Resume normal operation, permitting all sessions to access the server.

enable sessions all

Example: Enable outbound sessions to a server

Enable outbound sessions to a server named REPLSRV.

enable sessions server replsrv direction=outbound

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ENABLE SESSIONS
Command Description

ACCEPT DATE Accepts the current date on the server.

CANCEL SESSION Cancels active sessions with the server.

ENABLE REPLICATION Allows outbound replication processing on a server.

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.
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ENCRYPT STGPOOL (Encrypt data in a storage pool)
Use this command to encrypt data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                               .-MAXPRocess--=--4------.    
>>-ENCrypt STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------+--------> 
                               '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+------------------+--------------->< 
   '-Preview--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-No--'               '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool that contains data that must be encrypted.
Restrictions:

You can specify only directory-container storage pools or cloud-container storage pools.
You can specify up to 30 characters for the storage pool name. If you specify more than 30 characters, the command
fails.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes that can occur when the storage pool is encrypting data. This
parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 4.

Preview
Specifies whether a preview is displayed of all the commands that are processed as part of the ENCRYPT STGPOOL
command. This parameter is optional. The following values are possible:

No
Specifies that a preview of the commands is not displayed. This is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that a preview of the commands is displayed.

Wait
Specifies whether the storage pool encryption occurs in the foreground or background. This parameter is optional. You can
specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the operation is completed in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the command
is processing. Messages that are related to the background process are displayed in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged. This is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is completed in the foreground. It might take a long time to complete the operation. The
operation must end before you can continue with other tasks. Messages are displayed in the activity log file or the
server console, or both, depending on where the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify the WAIT=YES parameter from the server console.

Example: Encrypt data in a storage pool

Encrypt data in a storage pool that is named POOL1 and specify a maximum number of 30 parallel processes.

encrypt stgpool pool1 maxprocess=30

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to ENCRYPT STGPOOL
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (directory-container) Define a directory-container storage pool.

END EVENTLOGGING (Stop logging events)
Use this command to stop logging events to an active receiver.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                      .-ALL--------------------.    
>>-END--EVentlogging--+------------------------+--------------->< 
                      | .-,------------------. |    
                      | V                    | |    
                      '---+-CONSOLE--------+-+-'    
                          +-ACTLOG---------+        
                          +-EVENTSERVER----+        
                          +-FILE-----------+        
                          +-FILETEXT-------+        
                          |            (1) |        
                          +-NTEVENTLOG-----+        
                          |        (2)     |        
                          +-SYSLOG---------+        
                          +-TIVOLI---------+        
                          '-USEREXIT-------'        
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is only available for Windows operating system.
2. This parameter is only available for the Linux operating system.

Parameters

Specify a type of receiver. You can specify multiple receivers by separating them with commas and no intervening spaces. This is
an optional parameter. The default is ALL. If you specify ALL or no receiver, logging ends for all receivers.

ALL
Specifies all receivers.

CONSOLE
Specifies the server console as a receiver.

ACTLOG
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect™ activity log as a receiver. Logging can be stopped only for client events.

EVENTSERVER
Specifies the event server as a receiver.

FILE
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file and a person cannot read each logged event
easily.

FILETEXT
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
Specifies the Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Specifies the Linux system log as a receiver.

TIVOLI
Specifies the Tivoli Management Environment (TME) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
Specifies a user-written routine to which IBM Spectrum Protect writes information as a receiver.
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Example: Stop logging events

End logging of events to the user exit.

end eventlogging userexit

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to END EVENTLOGGING
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

QUERY ENABLED Displays enabled or disabled events for a specific receiver.

QUERY EVENTRULES Displays information about rules for server and client events.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

EXPIRE INVENTORY (Manually start inventory expiration processing)
Use this command to manually start inventory expiration processing. The inventory expiration process removes client backup and
archive file copies from server storage. Removal is based on policy specifications in the backup and archive copy groups of the
management classes to which the files are bound.

When you have the disaster recovery manager function for your IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the inventory expiration process
also removes eligible virtual volumes that are used by the following processes:

Database backups of type BACKUPFULL, BACKUPINCR, and DBSNAPSHOT. The SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command controls when these volumes are eligible for expiration.
Recovery plan files of type RPFILE and RPFSNAPSHOT. The SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS command controls when these
volumes are eligible for expiration.

The inventory expiration process that runs during server initialization does not remove these virtual volumes.

Only one expiration process is allowed at any time, but this process can be distributed among a maximum of 40 threads. If an
expiration process is running, you cannot start another process.

You can set up automatic expiration processing with the EXPINTERVAL server option. If you set the EXPINTERVAL option to 0, the
server does not run expiration automatically, and you must issue the EXPIRE INVENTORY command to start expiration processing.

This command creates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

If this command is applied to a WORM volume, the volume returns to being a scratch volume if it has remaining space in which
data can be written. Data on WORM volumes, including deleted and expired data, cannot be overwritten. Therefore, data can be
written only in space that does not contain current, deleted, or expired data. If a WORM volume does not have any space available
in which data can be written, it remains private. To remove the volume from the library, you must use the CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME
command.

Run the EXPIRE INVENTORY command to delete files from server storage if they were not deleted when you used client delete
operations.

For more information about client delete operations, see Backup-archive client options and commands.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
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                     .-Quiet--=--No------.    
>>-EXPIre Inventory--+-------------------+----------------------> 
                     '-Quiet--=--+-No--+-'    
                                 '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.  .-Nodes--=--*-------------------.    
>--+------------------+--+-------------------------------+------> 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-Nodes--=--+-node_name-------+-'    
              '-Yes-'                '-node_group_name-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-EXCLUDENodes--=--excluded_node_name-'    
 
                               .-Type--=--ALl---------.    
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------+---------> 
   '-DOmain--=--domain_name-'  '-Type--=--+-ALl-----+-'    
                                          +-Archive-+      
                                          +-Backup--+      
                                          '-Other---'      
 
   .-REsource--=--4------.  .-SKipdirs--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+----------------------+------------> 
   '-REsource--=--number-'  '-SKipdirs--=--+-No--+-'    
                                           '-Yes-'      
 
>--+----------------------+------------------------------------>< 
   '-DUration--=--minutes-'    
 

Parameters

Quiet
Specifies whether the server suppresses detailed messages about policy changes during the expiration processing. This
parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server sends detailed informational messages.

Yes
Specifies that the server sends only summary messages. The server issues messages about policy changes only
when files are deleted and either the default management class or retention grace period for the domain was used to
expire the files.

You can also specify the EXPQUIET option in the server options file to automatically determine whether expiration
processing is run with summary messages.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.

The server displays messages that are created from the background process either in the activity log or the server
console, depending on where messages are logged.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
you continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

SKipdirs
Specifies whether the server skips directory type objects during the expiration processing. This parameter is optional. The
default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server expires files and directories that are based on the appropriate policy criteria.
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Yes
Specifies that the server skips directory type backup and archive objects during expiration processing, even if the
directories are eligible for expiration. By specifying YES, you prevent deletion of directories, and expiration
processing can occur more quickly.
Attention: Do not use this option all of the time. With IBM Spectrum Protect Version 6.0 and later, you can run
multiple threads (resources) for an expiration process. Also, if you specify YES often, the database grows as the
directory objects accumulate, and the time that is spent for expiration increases. Run SKIPDIRS=NO periodically to
expire the directories and reduce the size of the database.

Nodes
Specifies the name of the client nodes or node groups whose data is to be processed. To specify multiple node and node
group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Node names can contain wildcard characters,
but node group names cannot. This parameter is optional.

You can specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, DOMAIN, or any combination. If you specify more than one of these parameters,
only those nodes that match the criteria for both NODES and DOMAIN and does not match the criteria for EXCLUDENODES
command options are processed. If you do not specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, or DOMAIN with a value, data for all nodes
is processed.

EXCLUDENodes
Specifies the name of the client nodes or node groups whose data is not to be processed. To specify multiple node and
node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. Node names can contain wildcard
characters, but node group names cannot. This parameter is optional.

You can specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, DOMAIN, or any combination. If you specify more than one of these parameters,
only those nodes that match the criteria for both NODES and DOMAIN and does not match the criteria for EXCLUDENODES
command options are processed. If you do not specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, or DOMAIN with a value, data for all nodes
is processed.

Domain
Specifies that only data for client nodes that are assigned to the specified domain is to be processed. This parameter is
optional. You can specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, DOMAIN, or any combination. If you specify more than one of these
parameters, only those nodes that match the criteria for both NODES and DOMAIN and does not match the criteria for
EXCLUDENODES command options are processed. If you do not specify NODES, EXCLUDENODES, or DOMAIN with a value,
data for all nodes is processed.

Type
Specifies the type of data to be processed. This parameter is optional. The default value is ALL. Possible values are:

ALl
Process all types of data that is eligible for expiration

Archive
Process only client archive data

Backup
Process only client backup data

Other
Process only items for disaster recovery manager functions, such as recovery plan files and obsolete database
backups

REsource
Specifies the number of threads that can run in parallel. Specify a value in the range 1 - 40. This parameter is optional. The
default is four.

Expiration runs as a single process, although the resources represent parallel work by the server within the single
expiration process. Archive data for a node runs only on a single resource, but backup data can be spread across resources
on a file space level. For example, if you specify NODE=X,Y,Z each with three file spaces and RESOURCE=5, then expiration
processing for the three X, Y, and Z client nodes runs in parallel. At least one resource processes each node, and at least
one node uses multiple resources for processing backup data across the multiple file spaces.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes for the expiration process to run. The process stops when the specified number
of minutes pass or when all eligible expired objects are deleted, whichever comes first. Specify a value in the range 1 -
2880. This parameter is optional. If this parameter is not specified, the duration of the expiration process is not limited by
time.
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Example: Run inventory expiration processing for a specific time period

Run the expiration process for two hours.

expire inventory duration=120

Example: Run inventory expiration processing for backup data for two client nodes

Run inventory expiration processing for the backup data for two client nodes, CHARLIE and ROBBIE. Allow the server to run
expiration processing until completed.

expire inventory nodes=charlie,robbie resource=2 type=backup 

Example: Run inventory expiration processing for all client nodes except two nodes

Run inventory expiration processing for all client nodes except two nodes, CHARLIE and ROBBIE. Allow the server to run
expiration processing until completed.

expire inventory excludenodes=charlie,robbie

Example: Run inventory expiration processing for all client nodes in a domain except one node

Run inventory expiration processing for all client nodes in a domain except one node, ROBBIE. Allow the server to run expiration
processing until completed.

expire inventory domain=standard excludenodes=robbie

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to EXPIRE INVENTORY
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

CANCEL EXPIRATION Cancels inventory expiration processing.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

EXPORT commands
Use the EXPORT commands to copy information from an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to sequential removable media.

Important: For commands that export administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the EXPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information)
EXPORT NODE (Export client node information)
EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information)
EXPORT SERVER (Export server information)

EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information)
Use this command to export administrator and authority definitions from a server. You can export the information to sequential
media for later importing to another server, or you can export the information directly to another server for immediate import.

Important: For commands that export administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
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synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the EXPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

IBM Spectrum Protect exports administrator information such as:

Administrator name, password, and contact information
Administrative privilege classes that are granted to the administrator
Whether the administrator ID is locked from server access

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the export operation. You can also view this information from the
server console.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you export
information to sequential media and the background process is canceled, the sequential media that is holding the exported data is
incomplete, it must not be used for importing data. If a server-to-server export background process is canceled, a partial import
might result. Evaluate any imported data on the target server to determine whether you want to keep or delete the imported data.
Review the import messages for details. To display information about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

The following restrictions apply to the export function:

Export operations from a later version and release to an earlier version and release is not supported.
Export operations between servers that are at the same version and release but with different fix packs might fail. For
example, you cannot export from a V7.1.3 server to a V7.1.1 or earlier server.
Exported data from a server with retention protection enabled is not protected by retention when it is imported to another
server.
Export processing excludes nodes of type network-attached storage (NAS).
Exporting data to a Centera device class or importing data from a Centera device class is not supported. However, files that
are stored in Centera storage pools can be exported and files that must be imported can be stored on a Centera storage
device.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

The EXPORT ADMIN command takes two forms: Export directly to another server on the network, or export to sequential media.
The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to EXPORT ADMIN
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT POLICY Copies policy information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT ADMIN Restores administrative information from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator definitions to sequential media)
You can export administrator and authority definitions from a server to sequential media for later importing to another
server.
EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information directly to another server)
Use this command to export administrator and authority definitions directly to another server on the network. This results
in an immediate import on the target server.
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EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator definitions to sequential media)
You can export administrator and authority definitions from a server to sequential media for later importing to another server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                 .-*--------------.    
>>-EXPort Admin--+----------------+-----------------------------> 
                 | .-,----------. |    
                 | V            | |    
                 '---admin_name-+-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |         (1) (2)             |    
   '-Preview----------=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |          (1)                       |    
   '-DEVclass------=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Scratch--=--Yes---------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   |         (2)             |    
   '-Scratch------=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                       .-,-----------.    |    
   |             (2)       V             |    |    
   '-VOLumenames------=--+---volume_name-+--+-'    
                         '-FILE:--file_name-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-USEDVolumelist--=--file_name-'    
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 

Notes:

1. If PREVIEW=NO, a device class must be specified.
2. If PREVIEW=NO and SCRATCH=NO, one or more volumes must be specified.

Parameters

admin_name
Specifies the administrators for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. The default is all
administrators.

Separate the items in the list by commas, with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the results of the export operation, without exporting information. You can use this parameter
to preview how many bytes of data are transferred, and determine how many volumes are required. The following
parameter values are supported:

No
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Specifies that the administrator information is to be exported. If you specify this value, you must specify a device
class.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is reported to the server console and the
activity log. If you specify this value, you do not need to specify a device class.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass

Specifies the device class to which export data is to be written. This parameter is required if you specify PREVIEW=NO.

You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the export runs, IBM Spectrum Protect™ cancels lower priority operations to
make a drive available.

Tip: You can export data to a storage pool on another server by specifying a device class whose device type is SERVER.
Scratch

Specifies whether scratch volumes can be used. The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that scratch volumes can be used for export. If you also specify a list of volumes, scratch volumes are used
only if there is not enough space on the volumes specified.

No
Specifies that scratch volumes cannot be used for export. To determine how many volumes you might need, you can
run the command specifying PREVIEW=YES.

VOLumenames
Specifies the volumes to be used to contain exported data. This parameter is optional, unless you specify SCRATCH=NO
and PREVIEW=NO. If you do not specify a volume name, scratch volumes are used.

You can specify one of the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes. In the file, each volume name must be on a separate line.
Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when specifying volumes associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1-6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1.

d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE
1-6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1-250 alphanumeric characters.

USEDVolumelist
Specifies the file where a list of volumes used in the export operation are stored. This parameter is optional.

This file can be used in the import operation. This file contains comment lines with the date and time the export was done,
and the command issued to create the export.

Attention: If you specify an existing file, the file is overwritten.
ENCryptionstrength

Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
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Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.
DES

Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

Example: Export administrator definitions to tape volumes

From the server, export the information for all defined administrators to tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that
these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. The number and types of objects that are
exported are reported to the system console and in the activity log. Issue the command:

export admin devclass=menu1  
volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Export administrator definitions to tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, export the information for all defined administrators to tape volumes that are listed in the following file:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

This file contains the following lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that these tape volumes be used by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the command:

export admin devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

export admin devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

The number and types of objects that are exported are reported to the system console and in the activity log.

EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information directly to another
server)

Use this command to export administrator and authority definitions directly to another server on the network. This results in an
immediate import on the target server.

You can issue a QUERY PROCESS command from the target server to monitor the progress of the import operation. See EXPORT
ADMIN (Export administrator information) for a list of restrictions that apply to the export function.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                 .-*--------------.    
>>-EXPort Admin--+----------------+-----------------------------> 
                 | .-,----------. |    
                 | V            | |    
                 '---admin_name-+-'    
 
                                .-PREVIEWImport--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+---------------------------+---> 
   '-TOServer--=--servername-'  '-PREVIEWImport--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
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                     '-Yes-'      
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 

Parameters

admin_name
Specifies the administrators for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. The default is all
administrators.

Separate the items in the list by commas, with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

TOServer
Specifies the name of a server to which the export data is sent directly over the network for immediate import.
Important: The target server must be defined on the originating server with the DEFINE SERVER command. The
administrator that issues the export command must be defined with the same administrator name and password and have
system authority on the target server.

When you specify TOSERVER, you cannot specify the DEVCLASS, VOLUMENAMES, and SCRATCH, USEDVOLUMELIST, and
PREVIEW parameters.

PREVIEWImport
Specifies whether to view how much data is transferred, without actually moving any data. This information can be used to
determine how much storage pool space is required on the target server. The default is NO.
Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the results of the import operation on the target server, without importing the
data. Information is reported to the server console and the activity log.

No
Specifies that you want the data to be imported on the target server without previewing the results.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace definitions (not file data) on the server. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that definitions are replaced on the server if definitions having the same name as those being imported
exist on the target server.

No
Specifies that imported definitions are skipped if their names conflict with definitions that are already defined on the
target server.

ENCryptionstrength
Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

Example: Export administrator definitions to a target server

Export all the administrator definitions to the target server defined as OTHERSERVER. Preview the import operations on the target
server. Issue the command:

export admin * toserver=otherserver previewimport=yes

From the target server, OTHERSERVER, you can view the import operations by issuing the command:
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query process

EXPORT NODE (Export client node information)
Use this command to export client node definitions or file data to sequential media or directly to another server for immediate
import.

Important: For commands that export administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the EXPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.
The following information is included in each client node definition:

User ID, password, and contact information.
Name of the client's assigned policy domain.
File compression status.
Whether the user has the authority to delete backed-up or archived files from server storage.
Whether the client node ID is locked from server access.

Optionally, you can also export the following items:

File space definitions.
Backed-up, archived, and files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.
Access authorization information that pertains to the file spaces exported.
Archive data that is in deletion hold status (the hold status is preserved). When the archive data is imported, it remains in
deletion hold.

If you use an LDAP directory server to authenticate passwords, any servers that you export to must be configured for LDAP
passwords. Node data that is exported from a node that authenticates with an LDAP directory server is inaccessible if the target
server is not properly configured. If your target server is not configured, exported data from an LDAP node can still be exported.
But the target server must be configured to use LDAP, to access the data.

The following restrictions apply to the export function:

Export operations from a later version and release to an earlier version and release is not supported.
Export operations between servers that are at the same version and release but with different fix packs might fail. For
example, you cannot export from a V7.1.3 server to a V7.1.1 or earlier server.
Exported data from a server with retention protection enabled is not protected by retention when it is imported to another
server.
Export processing excludes nodes of type network-attached storage (NAS).
Exporting data to a Centera device class or importing data from a Centera device class is not supported. However, files that
are stored in Centera storage pools can be exported and files that must be imported can be stored on a Centera storage
device.

The EXPORT NODE and EXPORT SERVER commands do not export data from a shred pool unless you explicitly allow it by
setting the ALLOWSHREDDABLE parameter to the YES value. If this value is specified, and the exported data includes data
from shred pools, that data cannot be shredded. A warning is not issued if the export operation includes data from shred
pools.

Incrementally exporting or importing the following types of client data to another IBM Spectrum Protect server is not
supported:

VMware backups where full plus incremental backups need to be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Backups groups where full plus differential backups must be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Windows System State data that is periodically, incrementally transferred to another server

Full export or import of this data to a new file system on the target is supported by exporting the entire file space that
contains the data. The export must not use the FILEDATA=ALLACTIVE, FROMDATE, TODATE, or MERGEFILESPACES
parameters.

Using node replication to incrementally transfer this type of client data between two servers is optimal.
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Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

The EXPORT NODE command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you
are exporting node information to sequential media and the background process is canceled, the sequential media that is holding
the exported data is incomplete, it must not be used to import data. If a server-to-server export background process is canceled, a
partial import might result. Evaluate any imported data on the target server to determine whether you want to keep or delete the
imported data. Review the import messages for details. To display information about background processes, issue the QUERY
PROCESS command.

To display information about any running and suspended server-to-server export operations, issue the QUERY EXPORT command.
The QUERY EXPORT command displays information only for exports that are, or can be, suspended. Export operations that can be
suspended, and then restarted, are those server-to-server exports whose FILEDATA has a value other than NONE. You can issue
the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the export operation.

Because of unpredictable results, do not run expiration, migration, backup, or archive when you are issuing the EXPORT NODE
command.

For a server that has clients with support for Unicode, you can get the server to convert the file space name that you enter, or use
one of the following parameters:

FSID
UNIFILESPACE

The EXPORT NODE command takes two forms: export directly to another server on the network, or export to sequential media.
The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to EXPORT NODE
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

EXPORT ADMIN Copies administrative information to external media or directly
to another server.

EXPORT POLICY Copies policy information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions to sequential media)
You can export node definitions or file data from a server to sequential media for later importing to another server.
EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions or file data directly to another server)
Use this command to export client node definitions or file data directly to another server for immediate import.
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EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions to sequential media)
You can export node definitions or file data from a server to sequential media for later importing to another server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                .-*-------------.    
>>-EXPort Node--+---------------+-------------------------------> 
                | .-,---------. |    
                | V           | |    
                '---node_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |               .-,---------------. |    
   |               V                 | |    
   '-FILESpace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |          .-,-------------. |    
   |          V               | |    
   '-FSID--=----file_space_ID-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |                  .-,---------------. |    
   |                  V                 | |    
   '-UNIFILESpace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |             .-,-----------. |    
   |             V             | |    
   '-DOmains--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-FILEData--=--None-------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'    
                  +-None---------+      
                  +-ARchive------+      
                  +-Backup-------+      
                  +-BACKUPActive-+      
                  +-ALLActive----+      
                  '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
   .-Preview--=--No--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |         (1) (2)             |    
   '-Preview----------=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |          (1)                       |    
   '-DEVclass------=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Scratch--=--Yes---------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   |         (2)             |    
   '-Scratch------=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                       .-,-----------.    |    
   |             (2)       V             |    |    
   '-VOLumenames------=--+---volume_name-+--+-'    
                         '-FILE:--file_name-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-USEDVolumelist--=--file_name-'    
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>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   |                    .-FROMTime--=--00:00:00-. |    
   '-FROMDate--=--date--+-----------------------+-'    
                        '-FROMTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                  .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-. |    
   '-TODate--=--date--+---------------------+-'    
                      '-TOTime--=--time-----'      
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 
   .-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. If PREVIEW=NO, a device class must be specified.
2. If PREVIEW=NO and SCRATCH=NO, one or more volumes must be specified.

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client node names for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple
names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. For each node entered,
all file spaces in the file space, FSID, and Unicode enabled lists are searched.
Restriction: If you use wildcard characters to specify a pattern for node names, the server does not report the node names
or patterns that do not match any entries in the database. Check the summary statistics in the activity log to verify that the
server exported all intended nodes.

FILESpace
Specifies the file spaces for which data is to be exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple names with
commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.
Restriction: If a file space is specified, Unicode enabled file spaces are not exported.

FSID
Specifies the file spaces by using their file space IDs (FSIDs). The server uses the FSIDs to find the file spaces to export. To
find the FSID for a file space, use the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple file space IDs with commas and no
intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

UNIFILESpace
Specifies the file spaces that are known to the server as Unicode enabled. The server converts the names that you enter
from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page to find the file spaces to export. The success of the conversion depends
on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening
spaces. A wildcard character can be used to specify a name. This parameter is optional.

DOmains
Specifies the policy domains from which nodes are to be exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple names
with commas and no intervening spaces. If you specify domains, a node is exported only if it belongs to one of the specified
domains. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.

FILEData
Specifies the type of files that are to be exported for all nodes that are being exported to the server. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NONE.
Note: If you are exporting a node that has group data, data that is not a part of the target objects might be exported. An
example of group data is virtual machine data or system state backup data. For example, if FILEDATA=BACKUPACTIVE
when the FROMDATE or TODATE parameters are specified, it is possible to include inactive backup data. The incremental
backup processing for the data can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported.

If you are exporting to sequential media: the device class that is used by the file data is determined by the device class for
the storage pool. If it is the same device class that is specified in this command, two drives are needed to export node
information. The mount limit for the device class must be at least 2.

Important: If client nodes registered as TYPE=SERVER are being exported, specify ALL, ARCHIVE, or ALLACTIVE.
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The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file versions. An active backup file version is the most recent
backup version for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other backup file versions are called inactive copies.
This parameter supports the following values:

ALl
The server exports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ for Space Management client.

None
The server does not export files, only node definitions.

ARchive
The server exports only archived files.

Backup
The server exports only backup versions, whether active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
The server exports only active backup versions. These active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the EXPORT command is issued.

ALLActive
The server exports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an IBM
Spectrum Protect for Space Management client. The active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the EXPORT command is issued.

SPacemanaged
The server exports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the results of the export operation, without exporting information. You can use this parameter
to preview how many bytes of data would be transferred so that you can determine how many volumes are required. This
parameter supports the following values:

No
Specifies that the node information is to be exported. If you specify this value, you must also specify a device class.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is reported to the server console and the
activity log. If you specify this value, you do not need to specify a device class.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass

Specifies the device class to which export data is to be written. This parameter is required if you specify PREVIEW=NO.

You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the export runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations to
make a drive available.

Tip: You can export data to a storage pool on another server by specifying a device class whose device type is SERVER.
Scratch

Specifies whether scratch volumes can be used. The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that scratch volumes can be used for export. If you also specify a list of volumes, scratch volumes are used
only if there is not enough space on the volumes specified.

No
Specifies that scratch volumes cannot be used for export. To determine how many volumes you might need, you can
run the command specifying PREVIEW=YES.

VOLumenames
Specifies the volumes to be used to contain exported data. This parameter is optional, unless you specify SCRATCH=NO
and PREVIEW=NO. If you do not specify a volume name, scratch volumes are used.

You can specify one of the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
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Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes. In the file, each volume name must be on a separate line.
Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when specifying volumes associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1-6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1.

d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE
1-6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1-250 alphanumeric characters.

USEDVolumelist
Specifies the file where a list of volumes used in the export operation are stored. This parameter is optional.

This file can be used in the import operation. This file contains comment lines with the date and time the export was done,
and the command issued to create the export.

Attention: If you specify an existing file, the file is overwritten.
FROMDate

Specifies the earliest date for which files to be exported were stored on the server. Files that were stored on the server
earlier than the specified date are not exported. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not
affect other information that might be exported, for example, policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMDATE
parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
Directory processing: The FROMDATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed
even if the directories were not backed up in the specified date range.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. Group data on the node is, for example, virtual machine data or system
state backup data. This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.
Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect exports all objects stored before the TODATE parameter and as
qualified by the FILEDATA parameter. If no TODATE parameter is specified, then all data as qualified by the FILEDATA
parameter is exported.
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When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative FROMDATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted
at a later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-
to-server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the FROMDATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

TODate
Specifies the latest date for files to be exported from the server. Files stored on the server on a date later than the TODATE
value are not exported. TODATE only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is being exported,
such as policy.

IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TODATE parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
If a TODATE parameter is specified without a TOTIME parameter, the server exports all objects that are inserted on
or before the day specified by the TODATE parameter.
If you specified the FROMDATE parameter, the value of TODATE must be later than or equal to the FROMDATE value.
If the TODATE and FROMDATE are equal, then the TOTIME parameter must be later that the FROMTIME parameter.
The TODATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed even if the
directories were not backed up in the specified date range.

Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up after the TODATE or TOTIME
parameters can be exported. An example of group data is virtual machine data or system state backup data. The
incremental backup processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a
consistent image for the backup data.

Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2006

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –3 or –3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative TODATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted at a
later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-to-
server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the TODATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted 10 days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

FROMTime
Specifies the earliest time for which objects to be exported were stored on the server. When you specify FROMTIME, you
must also use the FROMDATE parameter. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not affect
other information that might be exported, for example, policy. Objects that were stored on the server before the specified
time and date are not exported. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMTIME parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is
set to NONE.
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Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. An example of group data on the node is virtual machine data or system
state backup data, This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.

The default value for this parameter when used with the FROMDATE parameter is midnight (00:00:00).

Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified. The FROMTIME+ can only be
used with a FROMDATE before today.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW+02:00 or FROMTIME=+02:00, the
export operation only contains files that were put on
the server after 7:00 on the FROMDATE that you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW -02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW-02:00 or FROMTIME=-2:00, the
export includes files that were put on the server after
3:00.

TOTime
Specifies the latest time that objects to be exported were stored on the server. You must specify the TODATE parameter in
order to use the TOTIME parameter. TOTIME only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is
being exported, such as policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TOTIME parameter if the FILEDATA parameter is set to
NONE.

The default value for this parameter, when used with the TODATE parameter, is midnight minus one second (23:59:59).

Important: The value of the TOTIME and TODATE parameters must be later than the FROMDATE and the FROMTIME value.
Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW+HH:MM or+HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW+02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 07:00.

NOW-HH:MM or-HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW-02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 03:00.

ENCryptionstrength
Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

ALLOWSHREDdable
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Specifies whether data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is exported. This parameter supports the following
values:

No
Specifies that data is not exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding.

Yes
Specifies that data can be exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding. The data on the export media is not
shredded.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Example: Export client node information to specific tape volumes

From the server, export client node information to tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that these tape volumes
be used by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

export node devclass=menu1 volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Export client node information by using the FSID

From the server, use the FSID to export active backup versions of file data for client node JOE to tape volume TAPE01. To
determine the FSID, first issue a QUERY FILESPACE command.

1. To determine the FSID, issue a QUERY FILESPACE command.

query filespace joe

Node Name Filespace  FSID Platform Filespace    Is     Capacity   Pct 
          Name                     Type      Filespace    (MB)   Util 
                                              Unicode?                
--------- ---------- ---- -------  ---------  --------- -------- ---- 
JOE       \\joe\c$      1  WinNT    NTFS        Yes     2,502.3  75.2 
JOE       \\joe\d$      2  WinNT    NTFS        Yes     6,173.4  59.6

2. Export the active backup versions of file data and specify that the tape volume is used by a device that is assigned to the
MENU1 device class.

export node joe fsid=1,2 filedata=backupactive devclass=menu1  
volumenames=tape01

Example: Export client node information to tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, export client node information to tape volumes that are listed in the following file:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

The file contains the following lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that the tape volumes be used by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the following command:

export node devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

export node devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

EXPORT NODE (Export node definitions or file data directly to another
server)

Use this command to export client node definitions or file data directly to another server for immediate import.
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Important: You cannot export nodes of type NAS. Export processing excludes these nodes.

You can suspend and restart a server-to-server export operation that has a FILEDATA value other than NONE. The server saves
the state and status of the export operation so that it can be restarted from the point at which the operation failed or was
suspended. The export operation can be restarted later by issuing the RESTART EXPORT command.

Important: An export operation is suspended when any of the following conditions are detected:

A SUSPEND EXPORT command is issued for the running export operation
Segment preemption - the file that is being read for export is deleted by some other process
Communication errors on a server-to-server export
No available mount points
Necessary volumes are unavailable
I/O errors encountered

Issue the QUERY EXPORT command to display information on any running and suspended export operations.

The export operation cannot be restarted if the export operation fails before transmitting the eligible node and file space
definitions to the target server. You must reenter the command to begin a new export operation.

You can issue a QUERY PROCESS command from the target server to monitor the progress of the import operation. Issue the
QUERY EXPORT command to list all restartable server-to-server export operations. See EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator
information) for a list of restrictions that apply to the export function.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                .-*---------.    
>>-EXPort Node--+-----------+-----------------------------------> 
                '-node_name-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-FILESpace--=--file_space_name-'    
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-FSID--=--file_space_ID-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-UNIFILESpace--=--file_space_name-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-DOmains--=--domain_name-'    
 
   .-FILEData--=--None-------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'    
                  +-None---------+      
                  +-ARchive------+      
                  +-Backup-------+      
                  +-BACKUPActive-+      
                  +-ALLActive----+      
                  '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   |                    .-FROMTime--=--00:00:00-. |    
   '-FROMDate--=--date--+-----------------------+-'    
                        '-FROMTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                  .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-. |    
   '-TODate--=--date--+---------------------+-'    
                      '-TOTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-EXPORTIDentifier--=--export_identifier-'    
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                                .-PREVIEWImport--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+---------------------------+---> 
   '-TOServer--=--servername-'  '-PREVIEWImport--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-MERGEfilespaces--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MERGEfilespaces--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 
   .-PROXynodeassoc--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-PROXynodeassoc--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 
   .-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client node names for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple
names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. For each node entered,
all file spaces in the file space, FSID, and Unicode enabled lists are searched.
Restriction: If you specify a list of node names or node patterns, the server does not report the node names or node
patterns that do not match any of the entries in the database. Check the summary statistics in the activity log to verify that
the server exported all intended nodes.

FILESpace
Specifies the file spaces for which data is to be exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple names with
commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.
Restriction: If a file space is specified, no Unicode enabled file spaces are exported.

FSID
Specifies the file spaces by using their file space IDs (FSIDs). The server uses the FSIDs to find the file spaces to export. To
find the FSID for a file space, use the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple file space IDs with commas and no
intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

UNIFILESpace
Specifies the file spaces that are known to the server to be Unicode enabled. The server converts the names that you enter
from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page to find the file spaces to export. The success of the conversion depends
on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening
spaces. A wildcard character can be used to specify a name. This parameter is optional.

DOmains
Specifies the policy domains from which nodes are exported. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple names with
commas and no intervening spaces. If you specify domains, IBM Spectrum Protect™ exports a node only if it belongs to one
of the specified domains. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.

FILEData
Specifies the type of files to export for all nodes. This parameter is optional. The default value is NONE.
Note: If you are exporting a node that has group data, data that is not a part of the target objects might be exported. An
example of group data is virtual machine data or system state backup data. For example, if FILEDATA=BACKUPACTIVE
when the FROMDATE or TODATE parameters are specified, it is possible to include inactive backup data. The incremental
backup processing for the data can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported.

If you are exporting to sequential media, the device class that is used by the file data is determined by the device class for
the storage pool. If it is the same device class that is specified in this command, IBM Spectrum Protect requires two drives
to export node information. The mount limit for the device class must be at least 2.
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Important: If you export client nodes that are registered as TYPE=SERVER, specify ALL, ARCHIVE, or ALLACTIVE.
The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file versions. An active backup file version is the most recent
backup version for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other backup file versions are called inactive copies.
The values are as follows:

ALl
The server exports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that are migrated by an IBM Spectrum
Protect for Space Management client.

None
The server does not export files, only node definitions.

ARchive
The server exports only archived files.

Backup
The server exports only backup versions, whether they are active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
The server exports only active backup versions. These active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the EXPORT command is issued.

ALLActive
The server exports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an IBM
Spectrum Protect for Space Management client. The active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the EXPORT command is issued.

SPacemanaged
The server exports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

FROMDate
Specifies the earliest date for which files to be exported were stored on the server. Files that were stored on the server
earlier than the specified date are not exported. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not
affect other information that might be exported, for example, policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMDATE
parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
Directory processing: The FROMDATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed
even if the directories were not backed up in the specified date range.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. Group data on the node is, for example, virtual machine data or system
state backup data. This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.
Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect exports all objects stored before the TODATE parameter and as
qualified by the FILEDATA parameter. If no TODATE parameter is specified, then all data as qualified by the FILEDATA
parameter is exported.
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When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative FROMDATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted
at a later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-
to-server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the FROMDATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

TODate
Specifies the latest date for files to be exported from the server. Files that are stored on the server on a date later than the
TODATE value are not exported. TODATE only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is being
exported, such as policy.

IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TODATE parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
If a TODATE parameter is specified without a TOTIME parameter, the server exports all objects that are inserted on
or before the day specified by the TODATE parameter.
If you specified the FROMDATE parameter, the value of TODATE must be later than or equal to the FROMDATE value.
If the TODATE and FROMDATE are equal, then the TOTIME parameter must be later that the FROMTIME parameter.
The TODATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed even if the
directories were not backed up in the specified date range.

Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up after the TODATE or TOTIME
parameters can be exported. An example of group data is virtual machine data or system state backup data. The
incremental backup processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a
consistent image for the backup data.

Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2006

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –3 or –3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative TODATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted at a
later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-to-
server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the TODATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted 10 days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

FROMTime
Specifies the earliest time for which objects to be exported were stored on the server. When you specify FROMTIME, you
must also use the FROMDATE parameter. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not affect
other information that might be exported, for example, policy. Objects that were stored on the server before the specified
time and date are not exported. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMTIME parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is
set to NONE.
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Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. An example of group data on the node is virtual machine data or system
state backup data, This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.

The default value for this parameter when used with the FROMDATE parameter is midnight (00:00:00).

Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified. The FROMTIME+ can only be
used with a FROMDATE before today.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW+02:00 or FROMTIME=+02:00, the
export operation only contains files that were put on
the server after 7:00 on the FROMDATE that you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW -02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW-02:00 or FROMTIME=-2:00, the
export includes files that were put on the server after
3:00.

TOTime
Specifies the latest time that objects to be exported were stored on the server. You must specify the TODATE parameter in
order to use the TOTIME parameter. TOTIME only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is
being exported, such as policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TOTIME parameter if the FILEDATA parameter is set to
NONE.

The default value for this parameter, when used with the TODATE parameter, is midnight minus one second (23:59:59).

Important: The value of the TOTIME and TODATE parameters must be later than the FROMDATE and the FROMTIME value.
Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW+HH:MM or+HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW+02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 07:00.

NOW-HH:MM or-HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW-02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 03:00.

TOServer
Specifies the name of a server to which the export data is sent directly over the network for immediate import.
Important: The target server must be defined on the originating server with the DEFINE SERVER command. The
administrator that issues the export command must be defined with the same administrator name and password and have
system authority on the target server.

When you specify TOSERVER, you cannot specify the DEVCLASS, VOLUMENAMES, and SCRATCH, USEDVOLUMELIST, and
PREVIEW parameters.

PREVIEWImport
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Specifies whether to view how much data is transferred, without actually moving any data. This information can be used to
determine how much storage pool space is required on the target server. The default is NO.
Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the results of the import operation on the target server, without importing the
data. Information is reported to the server console and the activity log.

No
Specifies that you want the data to be imported on the target server without previewing the results.

MERGEfilespaces
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect merges client files into existing file spaces on the target server (if they exist), or if
IBM Spectrum Protect generates new file space names. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that imported data on the target server is merged with the existing file space, if a file space with the same
name exists on the target server.

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect generates a new file space name for imported data on the target server if file
spaces with the same name exists.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace definitions (not file data) on the server. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that definitions are replaced on the server if definitions having the same name as those being imported
exist on the target server.

No
Specifies that imported definitions are skipped if their names conflict with definitions that are already defined on the
target server.

PROXynodeassoc
Specifies if proxy node associations are exported. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

ENCryptionstrength
Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

ALLOWSHREDdable
Specifies whether data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is exported. This parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server does not export data from a storage pool that enforces shredding.

Yes
Specifies that the server does export from a storage pool that enforces shredding. The data on the export media is
not shredded.

Restriction: After an export operation finishes identifying files for export, any changes to the storage pool
ALLOWSHREDABLE value is ignored. An export operation that is suspended retains the original ALLOWSHREDABLE value
throughout the operation. You might want to consider canceling your export operation if changes to the storage pool
ALLOWSHREDABLE value jeopardize the operation. You can reissue the export command after any needed cleanup.

EXPORTIDentifier
This optional parameter specifies the name that you select to identify this export operation. If you do not specify an
identifier name, the server generates one for you. The export identifier name cannot be more than 64 characters, cannot
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contain wildcard characters, and is not case-sensitive. You can use the identifier name to reference export operations in the
QUERY EXPORT, SUSPEND EXPORT, RESTART EXPORT, or CANCEL EXPORT commands.
Restriction: You must specify the TOSERVER parameter if you are specifying the EXPORTIDENTIFIER parameter.
EXPORTIDENTIFIER is ignored if FILEDATA=NONE.

Example: Export client node information and all client files

To export client node information and all client files for NODE1 directly to SERVERB, issue the following command:

export node node1 filedata=all toserver=serverb

Example: Export client node information and all client files for a specific date range

To export client node information and all client files for NODE1 directly to SERVERB between February 1, 2009 and today.

export node node1 filedata=all toserver=serverb 
fromdate=02/01/2009 todate=today

Example: Export client node information and all client files for a specific date and time range

To export client node information and all client files for NODE1 directly to SERVERB from 8:00 AM on February 1, 2009 until today
at 8:00 AM, issue the following command:

export node node1 filedata=all toserver=serverb 
fromdate=02/01/2009 fromtime=08:00:00  
todate=today totime=08:00:00

Example: Export client node information and all client files for the past three days

To export client node information and all client files for NODE1 directly to SERVERB for the past three days, issue the following
command:

export node node1 filedata=all toserver=serverb 
fromdate=today -3

EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information)
Use this command to export policy information from an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to sequential media or directly to another
server for immediate import. When a policy is exported by using the EXPORT POLICY command, the active data pool information
in the domain is not exported.

The server exports policy information, such as:

Policy domain definitions
Policy set definitions, including the active policy set
Management class definitions, including the default management class
Backup copy group and archive copy group definitions
Schedule definitions for each policy domain
Client node associations, if the client node exists on the target server

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the export operation. You can also view this information from the
server console.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you export policy
information to sequential media and the background process is canceled, the sequential media that is holding the exported data is
incomplete and must not be used to import data. If a server-to-server export background process is canceled, a partial import
might result. Evaluate any imported data on the target server to determine whether you want to keep or delete the imported data.
Review the import messages for details. To display information about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

The following restrictions apply to the export function:

Export operations from a later version and release to an earlier version and release is not supported.
Export operations between servers that are at the same version and release but with different fix packs might fail. For
example, you cannot export from a V7.1.3 server to a V7.1.1 or earlier server.
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Exported data from a server with retention protection enabled is not protected by retention when it is imported to another
server.
Export processing excludes nodes of type network-attached storage (NAS).
Exporting data to a Centera device class or importing data from a Centera device class is not supported. However, files that
are stored in Centera storage pools can be exported and files that must be imported can be stored on a Centera storage
device.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

The EXPORT POLICY command takes two forms: Export directly to another server on the network, or export to sequential media.
The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to EXPORT POLICY
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

EXPORT ADMIN Copies administrative information to external media or directly
to another server.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT POLICY Restores policy information from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information to sequential media)
Use this command to export policy information from an IBM Spectrum Protect server to sequential media for later import to
another server.
EXPORT POLICY (Export a policy directly to another server)
Use this command to export policy information directly to another server on the network. This results in an immediate
import on the target server.

EXPORT POLICY (Export policy information to sequential media)
Use this command to export policy information from an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to sequential media for later import to
another server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                  .-*---------------.    
>>-EXPort Policy--+-----------------+---------------------------> 
                  | .-,-----------. |    
                  | V             | |    
                  '---domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |         (1) (2)             |    
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   '-Preview----------=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |          (1)                       |    
   '-DEVclass------=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Scratch--=--Yes---------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   |         (2)             |    
   '-Scratch------=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                       .-,-----------.    |    
   |             (2)       V             |    |    
   '-VOLumenames------=--+---volume_name-+--+-'    
                         '-FILE:--file_name-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-USEDVolumelist--=--file_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. If PREVIEW=NO, a device class must be specified.
2. If PREVIEW=NO and SCRATCH=NO, one or more volumes must be specified.

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the policy domains for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. The default is all policy
domains. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify
names.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the results of the export operation, without exporting information. You can use this parameter
to preview how many bytes of data are transferred so that you can determine how many volumes are required. This
parameter supports the following values:

No
Specifies that the policy information is to be exported. If you specify this value, you must also specify a device class.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is reported to the server console and the
activity log. If you specify this value, you do not need to specify a device class.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass

Specifies the device class to which export data is to be written. This parameter is required if you specify PREVIEW=NO.

You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the export runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations to
make a drive available.

Tip: You can export data to a storage pool on another server by specifying a device class whose device type is SERVER.
Scratch

Specifies whether scratch volumes can be used. The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that scratch volumes can be used for export. If you also specify a list of volumes, scratch volumes are used
only if there is not enough space on the volumes specified.

No
Specifies that scratch volumes cannot be used for export. To determine how many volumes you might need, you can
run the command specifying PREVIEW=YES.

VOLumenames
Specifies the volumes to be used to contain exported data. This parameter is optional, unless you specify SCRATCH=NO
and PREVIEW=NO. If you do not specify a volume name, scratch volumes are used.
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You can specify one of the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes. In the file, each volume name must be on a separate line.
Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when specifying volumes associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1-6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1.

d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE
1-6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1-250 alphanumeric characters.

USEDVolumelist
Specifies the file where a list of volumes used in the export operation are stored. This parameter is optional.

This file can be used in the import operation. This file contains comment lines with the date and time the export was done,
and the command issued to create the export.

Attention: If you specify an existing file, the file is overwritten.

Example: Export policy information to specific tape volumes

From the server, export policy information to tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that these tape volumes be
read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

export policy devclass=menu1  
volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Export policy information to tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, export policy information to tape volumes that are listed in the following file:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

This file contains the following lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that these tape volumes be used by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the following command:

export policy devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

export policy devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

EXPORT POLICY (Export a policy directly to another server)
Use this command to export policy information directly to another server on the network. This results in an immediate import on
the target server.
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To monitor the progress of the import operation, you can issue a QUERY PROCESS command from the target server. See EXPORT
ADMIN (Export administrator information) for a list of restrictions that apply to the export function.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                  .-*---------------.    
>>-EXPort Policy--+-----------------+---------------------------> 
                  | .-,-----------. |    
                  | V             | |    
                  '---domain_name-+-'    
 
                                .-PREVIEWImport--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+---------------------------+---> 
   '-TOServer--=--servername-'  '-PREVIEWImport--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the policy domains for which information is to be exported. This parameter is optional. The default is all policy
domains. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify
names.

TOServer
Specifies the name of a server to which the export data is sent directly over the network for immediate import.
Important: The target server must be defined on the originating server with the DEFINE SERVER command. The
administrator that issues the export command must be defined with the same administrator name and password and have
system authority on the target server.

When you specify TOSERVER, you cannot specify the DEVCLASS, VOLUMENAMES, and SCRATCH, USEDVOLUMELIST, and
PREVIEW parameters.

PREVIEWImport
Specifies whether to view how much data is transferred, without actually moving any data. This information can be used to
determine how much storage pool space is required on the target server. The default is NO.
Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the results of the import operation on the target server, without importing the
data. Information is reported to the server console and the activity log.

No
Specifies that you want the data to be imported on the target server without previewing the results.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace definitions (not file data) on the server. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that definitions are replaced on the server if definitions having the same name as those being imported
exist on the target server.

No
Specifies that imported definitions are skipped if their names conflict with definitions that are already defined on the
target server.

Example: Export policy to another server
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To export policy information directly to SERVERB, issue the following command:

export policy replacedefs=yes toserver=othersrv

EXPORT SERVER (Export server information)
Use this command to export all or part of the server control information and client file data (if specified) from the server to
sequential media.

When you export server information to sequential media, you can later use the media to import the information to another server
with a compatible device type.
Important: For commands that import administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the IMPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

You also have the option of processing an export operation directly to another server on the network. This results in an immediate
import process without the need for compatible sequential device types between the two servers.

You can export the following types of server information by issuing the EXPORT SERVER command:

Policy domain definitions
Policy set definitions
Management class and copy group definitions
Schedules defined for each policy domain
Administrator definitions
Client node definitions

You can optionally export the following types of data:

File space definitions
Access authorization information that pertains to the file spaces exported
Backed-up, archived, and files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client

This command generates a background process that can be canceled by the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you export server
information to sequential media, and the background process is canceled, the sequential media holding the exported data are
incomplete and should not be used for importing data. If a server-to-server export background process is canceled, a partial
import might result. Evaluate any imported data on the target server to determine whether you want to keep or delete the
imported data. Review the import messages for details.

Issue the QUERY PROCESS command from the target server to monitor the progress of the import operation. Issue the QUERY
EXPORT command to list all server-to-server export operations (that have a FILEDATA value other than NONE) that are running or
suspended.

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the actual status information which indicates the size and the success or
failure of the export operation.

The following restrictions apply to the export function:

Export operations from a later version and release to an earlier version and release is not supported.
Export operations between servers that are at the same version and release but with different fix packs might fail. For
example, you cannot export from a V7.1.3 server to a V7.1.1 or earlier server.
Exported data from a server with retention protection enabled is not protected by retention when it is imported to another
server.
Export processing excludes nodes of type network-attached storage (NAS).
Exporting data to a Centera device class or importing data from a Centera device class is not supported. However, files that
are stored in Centera storage pools can be exported and files that must be imported can be stored on a Centera storage
device.

The EXPORT NODE and EXPORT SERVER commands do not export data from a shred pool unless you explicitly allow it by
setting the ALLOWSHREDDABLE parameter to the YES value. If this value is specified, and the exported data includes data
from shred pools, that data cannot be shredded. A warning is not issued if the export operation includes data from shred
pools.
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Incrementally exporting or importing the following types of client data to another IBM Spectrum Protect server is not
supported:

VMware backups where full plus incremental backups need to be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Backups groups where full plus differential backups must be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Windows System State data that is periodically, incrementally transferred to another server

Full export or import of this data to a new file system on the target is supported by exporting the entire file space that
contains the data. The export must not use the FILEDATA=ALLACTIVE, FROMDATE, TODATE, or MERGEFILESPACES
parameters.

Using node replication to incrementally transfer this type of client data between two servers is optimal.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

The EXPORT SERVER command takes two forms: Export directly to another server on the network, or export to sequential media.
The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to EXPORT SERVER
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

EXPORT ADMIN Copies administrative information to external media or directly
to another server.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT POLICY Copies policy information to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

EXPORT SERVER (Export a server to sequential media)
You can export all or part of the server control information and client file data from a server to sequential media so that this
information can be imported to another server.
EXPORT SERVER (Export server control information and client file data to another server)
Use this command to export all or part of the server control information and client file data directly to another server on the
network. This results in an immediate import on the target server.

EXPORT SERVER (Export a server to sequential media)
You can export all or part of the server control information and client file data from a server to sequential media so that this
information can be imported to another server.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                  .-FILEData--=--None-------------.    
>>-EXPort Server--+-------------------------------+-------------> 
                  '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'    
                                 +-None---------+      
                                 +-ARchive------+      
                                 +-Backup-------+      
                                 +-BACKUPActive-+      
                                 +-ALLActive----+      
                                 '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
   .-Preview--=--No--------------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |         (1) (2)             |    
   '-Preview----------=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |          (1)                       |    
   '-DEVclass------=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Scratch--=--Yes---------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   |         (2)             |    
   '-Scratch------=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                       .-,-----------.    |    
   |             (2)       V             |    |    
   '-VOLumenames------=--+---volume_name-+--+-'    
                         '-FILE:--file_name-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-USEDVolumelist--=--file_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   |                    .-FROMTime--=--00:00:00-. |    
   '-FROMDate--=--date--+-----------------------+-'    
                        '-FROMTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                  .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-. |    
   '-TODate--=--date--+---------------------+-'    
                      '-TOTime--=--time-----'      
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 
   .-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. If PREVIEW=NO, a device class must be specified.
2. If PREVIEW=NO and SCRATCH=NO, one or more volumes must be specified.

Parameters

FILEData
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Specifies the type of files that are exported for all nodes that are defined to the server. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NONE.

If you are exporting to sequential media, the device class to access the file data is determined by the device class for the
storage pool. If it is the same device class that is specified in this command, two drives are needed to export server
information. The mount limit for the device class must be set to at least 2.

The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file versions. An active backup file version is the most recent
backup version for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other backup file versions are called inactive copies.
The following values are available:

ALl
IBM Spectrum Protect™ exports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

None
IBM Spectrum Protect does not export files, only definitions.

ARchive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only archived files.

Backup
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only backup versions, whether the versions are active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only active backup versions.

ALLActive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by
an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

SPacemanaged
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client.

Preview
Specifies whether you want to preview the results of the export operation, without exporting information. You can use this
parameter to preview how many bytes of data are transferred so that you can determine how many volumes are required.
This parameter supports the following values:

No
Specifies that the server information is to be exported. If you specify this value, you must also specify a device class.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is reported to the server console and the
activity log. If you specify this value, you do not need to specify a device class.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass

Specifies the device class to which export data is to be written. This parameter is required if you specify PREVIEW=NO.

You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the export runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations to
make a drive available.

Tip: You can export data to a storage pool on another server by specifying a device class whose device type is SERVER.
Scratch

Specifies whether scratch volumes can be used. The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that scratch volumes can be used for export. If you also specify a list of volumes, scratch volumes are used
only if there is not enough space on the volumes specified.

No
Specifies that scratch volumes cannot be used for export. To determine how many volumes you might need, you can
run the command specifying PREVIEW=YES.

VOLumenames
Specifies the volumes to be used to contain exported data. This parameter is optional, unless you specify SCRATCH=NO
and PREVIEW=NO. If you do not specify a volume name, scratch volumes are used.

You can specify one of the following values:
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volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes. In the file, each volume name must be on a separate line.
Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when specifying volumes associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1-6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1.

d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE
1-6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1-250 alphanumeric characters.

USEDVolumelist
Specifies the file where a list of volumes used in the export operation are stored. This parameter is optional.

This file can be used in the import operation. This file contains comment lines with the date and time the export was done,
and the command issued to create the export.

Attention: If you specify an existing file, the file is overwritten.
FROMDate

Specifies the earliest date for which files to be exported were stored on the server. Files that were stored on the server
earlier than the specified date are not exported. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not
affect other information that might be exported, for example, policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMDATE
parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
Directory processing: The FROMDATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed
even if the directories were not backed up in the specified date range.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. Group data on the node is, for example, virtual machine data or system
state backup data. This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.
Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.
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If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect exports all objects stored before the TODATE parameter and as
qualified by the FILEDATA parameter. If no TODATE parameter is specified, then all data as qualified by the FILEDATA
parameter is exported.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative FROMDATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted
at a later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-
to-server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the FROMDATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

TODate
Specifies the latest date for files to be exported from the server. Files stored on the server on a date later than the TODATE
value are not exported. TODATE only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is being exported,
such as policy.

IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TODATE parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
If a TODATE parameter is specified without a TOTIME parameter, the server exports all objects inserted on or before
the day specified by the TODATE parameter.
If you specified the FROMDATE parameter, the value of TODATE must be later than or equal to the FROMDATE value.
If the TODATE and FROMDATE are equal, then the TOTIME parameter must be later that the FROMTIME parameter.
The TODATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed even if the
directories were not backed up in the specified date range.

Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2006

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative TODATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted at a
later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-to-
server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the TODATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

FROMTime
Specifies the earliest time for which objects to be exported were stored on the server. When you specify FROMTIME, you
must also use the FROMDATE parameter. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not affect
other information that might be exported, for example, policy. Objects that were stored on the server before the specified
time and date are not exported. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMTIME parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is
set to NONE.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. An example of group data on the node is virtual machine data or system
state backup data, This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
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processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.

The default value for this parameter when used with the FROMDATE parameter is midnight (00:00:00).

Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified. The FROMTIME+ can only be
used with a FROMDATE before today.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW+02:00 or FROMTIME=+02:00, the
export operation only contains files that were put on
the server after 7:00 on the FROMDATE that you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW -02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW-02:00 or FROMTIME=-2:00, the
export includes files that were put on the server after
3:00.

TOTime
Specifies the latest time that objects to be exported were stored on the server. You must specify the TODATE parameter in
order to use the TOTIME parameter. TOTIME only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is
being exported, such as policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TOTIME parameter if the FILEDATA parameter is set to
NONE.

The default value for this parameter, when used with the TODATE parameter, is midnight minus one second (23:59:59).

Important: The value of the TOTIME and TODATE parameters must be later than the FROMDATE and the FROMTIME value.
Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW+HH:MM or+HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW+02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 07:00.

NOW-HH:MM or-HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW-02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 03:00.

ENCryptionstrength
Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

ALLOWSHREDdable
Specifies whether data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is exported. This parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. Possible values are:
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No
Specifies that data is not exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding.

Yes
Specifies that data can be exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding. The data on the export media is not
shredded.

Example: Export a server to specific tape volumes

From the server, export server information to tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that these tape volumes be
read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

export server devclass=menu1  
volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Export a server to tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, export server information to tape volumes that are listed in the following file:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

The file contains the following lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that the tape volumes be used by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the following command:

export server devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

export server devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

EXPORT SERVER (Export server control information and client file data to
another server)

Use this command to export all or part of the server control information and client file data directly to another server on the
network. This results in an immediate import on the target server.

Server-to-server export operations that have a FILEDATA value other than NONE can be restarted after the operation is
suspended. The server saves the state and status of the export operation so that it may be restarted from the point at which the
operation failed or was suspended. The export operation can be restarted at a later date by issuing the RESTART EXPORT
command. These export operations can be manually suspended as well as restarted. Therefore, if an export fails, it is
automatically suspended if it has completed the transmitting definitions phase.

An export operation is suspended when any of the following conditions is detected:

A SUSPEND EXPORT command is issued for the running export operation
Segment preemption - the file being read for export is deleted by some other process
Communication errors on a server-to-server export
No available mount points
Necessary volumes are unavailable
I/O errors encountered

The export operation cannot be restarted if the export operation fails prior to transmitting the eligible node and filespace
definitions to the target server. You must reenter the command to begin a new export operation.

Issue the QUERY PROCESS command from the target server to monitor the progress of the import operation. Issue the QUERY
EXPORT command to list all server-to-server export operations (that have a FILEDATA value other than NONE) that are running or
suspended. See EXPORT ADMIN (Export administrator information) for a list of restrictions that apply to the export function.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                  .-FILEData--=--None-------------.    
>>-EXPort Server--+-------------------------------+-------------> 
                  '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'    
                                 +-None---------+      
                                 +-ARchive------+      
                                 +-Backup-------+      
                                 +-BACKUPActive-+      
                                 +-ALLActive----+      
                                 '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   |                    .-FROMTime--=--00:00:00-. |    
   '-FROMDate--=--date--+-----------------------+-'    
                        '-FROMTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+------------------------------------------+-----------------> 
   |                  .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-. |    
   '-TODate--=--date--+---------------------+-'    
                      '-TOTime--=--time-----'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-EXPORTIDentifier--=--export_identifier-'    
 
                                .-PREVIEWImport--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+---------------------------+---> 
   '-TOServer--=--servername-'  '-PREVIEWImport--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-MERGEfilespaces--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MERGEfilespaces--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 
   .-PROXynodeassoc--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-PROXynodeassoc--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-ENCryptionstrength--=--AES-----.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-ENCryptionstrength--=--+-AES-+-'    
                            '-DES-'      
 
   .-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

FILEData
Specifies the type of files to export for all nodes defined to the server. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NONE.

If you are exporting to sequential media: The device class to access the file data is determined by the device class for the
storage pool. If it is the same device class specified in this command, IBM Spectrum Protect™ requires two drives to export
server information. You must set the mount limit for the device class to at least 2.

The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file versions. An active backup file version is the most recent
backup version for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other backup file versions are called inactive copies.
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The values are:

ALl
IBM Spectrum Protect exports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

None
IBM Spectrum Protect does not export files, only definitions.

ARchive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only archived files.

Backup
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only backup versions, whether they are active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only active backup versions.

ALLActive
IBM Spectrum Protect exports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by
an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

SPacemanaged
IBM Spectrum Protect exports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client.

FROMDate
Specifies the earliest date for which files to be exported were stored on the server. Files that were stored on the server
earlier than the specified date are not exported. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not
affect other information that might be exported, for example, policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMDATE
parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
Directory processing: The FROMDATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed
even if the directories were not backed up in the specified date range.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. Group data on the node is, for example, virtual machine data or system
state backup data. This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported, so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.
Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect exports all objects stored before the TODATE parameter and as
qualified by the FILEDATA parameter. If no TODATE parameter is specified, then all data as qualified by the FILEDATA
parameter is exported.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative FROMDATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted
at a later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-
to-server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the FROMDATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
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selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

TODate
Specifies the latest date for files to be exported from the server. Files stored on the server on a date later than the TODATE
value are not exported. TODATE only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is being exported,
such as policy.

IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TODATE parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is set to NONE.
If a TODATE parameter is specified without a TOTIME parameter, the server exports all objects inserted on or before
the day specified by the TODATE parameter.
If you specified the FROMDATE parameter, the value of TODATE must be later than or equal to the FROMDATE value.
If the TODATE and FROMDATE are equal, then the TOTIME parameter must be later that the FROMTIME parameter.
The TODATE parameter does not apply to directories. All directories in a file space are processed even if the
directories were not backed up in the specified date range.

Use one of the following values to specify the date:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 10/15/2006

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

When a server-to-server export operation uses a relative TODATE, for example, TODAY-1, and the operation is restarted at a
later date, the restarted process still uses the date that was used during the original operation. For example, if a server-to-
server export operation is started on 07/04/2009 and the TODATE is specified as TODAY-1, the date that is used for
selecting files is 07/03/2009. If this same export operation is suspended and restarted ten days later (07/14/2009), the
date that is used for selecting files is still 07/03/2009. This behavior ensures that the entire export operation uses the
same cutoff date for selecting files to export.

FROMTime
Specifies the earliest time for which objects to be exported were stored on the server. When you specify FROMTIME, you
must also use the FROMDATE parameter. This parameter only applies to client file data. This parameter does not affect
other information that might be exported, for example, policy. Objects that were stored on the server before the specified
time and date are not exported. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the FROMTIME parameter when the FILEDATA parameter is
set to NONE.
Important: If you have group data on the node that you are exporting, data that was backed up before the designated
FROMDATE and FROMTIME can also be exported. An example of group data on the node is virtual machine data or system
state backup data, This export is a result of incremental backup processing for the data. The incremental backup
processing can cause extra files that do not meet the filtering criteria to be exported so that there is a consistent image for
the backup data.

The default value for this parameter when used with the FROMDATE parameter is midnight (00:00:00).

Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example
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Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified. The FROMTIME+ can only be
used with a FROMDATE before today.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW+02:00 or FROMTIME=+02:00, the
export operation only contains files that were put on
the server after 7:00 on the FROMDATE that you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW -02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
FROMTIME=NOW-02:00 or FROMTIME=-2:00, the
export includes files that were put on the server after
3:00.

TOTime
Specifies the latest time that objects to be exported were stored on the server. You must specify the TODATE parameter in
order to use the TOTIME parameter. TOTIME only applies to client file data and does not affect other information that is
being exported, such as policy. IBM Spectrum Protect ignores the TOTIME parameter if the FILEDATA parameter is set to
NONE.

The default value for this parameter, when used with the TODATE parameter, is midnight minus one second (23:59:59).

Important: The value of the TOTIME and TODATE parameters must be later than the FROMDATE and the FROMTIME value.
Use one of the following values to specify the time:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW+HH:MM or+HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW+02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 07:00.

NOW-HH:MM or-HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 05:00 with
FROMTIME=01:00 and TOTIME=NOW-02:00, the
export includes files that were stored from 01:00
until 03:00.

TOServer
Specifies the name of a server to which the export data is sent directly over the network for immediate import.
Important: The target server must be defined on the originating server with the DEFINE SERVER command. The
administrator that issues the export command must be defined with the same administrator name and password and have
system authority on the target server.

When you specify TOSERVER, you cannot specify the DEVCLASS, VOLUMENAMES, and SCRATCH, USEDVOLUMELIST, and
PREVIEW parameters.

PREVIEWImport
Specifies whether to view how much data is transferred, without actually moving any data. This information can be used to
determine how much storage pool space is required on the target server. The default is NO.
Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the results of the import operation on the target server, without importing the
data. Information is reported to the server console and the activity log.

No
Specifies that you want the data to be imported on the target server without previewing the results.
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MERGEfilespaces
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect merges client files into existing file spaces on the target server (if they exist), or if
IBM Spectrum Protect generates new file space names. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that imported data on the target server is merged with the existing file space, if a file space with the same
name exists on the target server.

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect generates a new file space name for imported data on the target server if file
spaces with the same name exists.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace definitions (not file data) on the server. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that definitions are replaced on the server if definitions having the same name as those being imported
exist on the target server.

No
Specifies that imported definitions are skipped if their names conflict with definitions that are already defined on the
target server.

PROXynodeassoc
Specifies if proxy node associations are exported. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

ENCryptionstrength
Indicates which algorithm to use to encrypt passwords when exporting administrative and node records. This parameter is
optional. The default value is AES. If you are exporting to a server that does not support AES, specify DES. You can specify
one of the following values:

AES
Specifies the Advanced Encryption Standard.

DES
Specifies the Data Encryption Standard.

ALLOWSHREDdable
Specifies whether data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is exported. This parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server does not allow data to be exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding.

Yes
Specifies that the server allows data to be exported from a storage pool that enforces shredding. The data on the
export media will not be shredded.

Important: After an export operation finishes identifying files for export, any changes to the storage pool
ALLOWSHREDABLE value is ignored. An export operation that is suspended retains the original ALLOWSHREDABLE value
throughout the operation. You might want to consider canceling your export operation if changes to the storage pool
ALLOWSHREDABLE value jeopardize the operation. You can reissue the export command after any needed cleanup.

EXPORTIDentifier
This optional parameter specifies the name that you selected to identify this export operation. If you do not specify a
command name, the server generates one for you. The export identifier name cannot be more than 64 characters, cannot
contain wildcard characters, and is not case sensitive. You can use the identifier name to reference export operations in the
QUERY EXPORT, SUSPEND EXPORT, RESTART EXPORT, or CANCEL EXPORT commands. EXPORTIDENTIFIER is ignored if
FILEDATA=NONE or if PREVIEWIMPORT=YES.

If you are specifying the EXPORTIDENTIFIER parameter, you must specify the TOSERVER parameter.

Example: Export server information directly to another server

To export server information directly to SERVERB, issue the following command.

export server filedata=all toserver=serverb
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Example: Export server information directly to another server using a date range

To export directly to SERVERB between February 1, 2009 and today, issue the following command.

export server filedata=all toserver=serverb 
fromdate=02/01/2009 todate=today

Example: Export server information and client file data directly to another server using a date
and time range

To export directly to SERVERB from 8:00 a.m. on February 1, 2009 until today at 8:00 a.m., issue the following command.

export server filedata=all toserver=serverb 
fromdate=02/01/2009 fromtime=08:00:00 
todate=today totime=08:00:00

EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
Use this command to increase space for the database by adding directories for the database to use.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

When you issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command, directories are added to the database. With the default parameter settings, data
is redistributed across all database directories, and storage space is reclaimed. This action improves parallel I/O performance and
makes the new directory space available for immediate use.

If you do not want to redistribute data when you add new directories, you can specify RECLAIMSTORAGE=NO. If you specify No for
this parameter, all space in existing directories is filled before new directories are used. You can redistribute data and reclaim
space later, but you must complete the manual procedure for this task by using DB2 commands.

Restriction: Redistribution of data and reclaiming of space as part of an operation to extend database space works only with DB2
Version 9.7 or later table spaces. The table spaces are created when you format a new IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 6.2 or later
server. If you upgraded or restored your IBM Spectrum Protect server from V6.1, you cannot redistribute data or reclaim space.
You must issue the EXTEND DBSPACE command with RECLAIMSTORAGE=NO.
Important: The redistribution process uses considerable system resources, so ensure that you plan ahead when you want to add
space to the database. Review the following guidelines:

Complete the process when the server is not handling a heavy workload.
The time that is required to redistribute data and reclaim space might vary. It is affected by factors such as the file system
layout, the ratio of new paths to existing storage paths, server hardware, and concurrent operations. To get a rough
estimate, you can try the operation with a small IBM Spectrum Protect database on a lab system. Use your results as a
reference to estimate the time that is required for the procedure.
Do not interrupt the redistribution process. If you try to stop it, for example, by halting the process that is completing the
work, you must stop and restart the DB2® server. When the server is restarted, it will go into crash recovery mode, which
takes several minutes, after which the redistribution process resumes.

After an operation to extend the database space is complete, halt and restart the server to fully use the new directories. If the
existing database directories are nearly full when a new directory is added, the server might encounter an out of space condition
(reported in the db2diag.log). You can fix the out of space condition by halting and restarting the server.

Syntax

 
                   .-,------------.    
                   V              |    
>>-EXTend DBSpace----db_directory-+-----------------------------> 
 
   .-REClaimstorage--=--Yes-----.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------+-------->< 
   '-REClaimstorage--=--+-No--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'               '-Yes-'      
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Parameters

db_directory (Required)
Specifies the directories for database storage. The directories must be empty and accessible by the user ID of the database
manager. A directory name must be a fully qualified name and cannot exceed 175 characters in length. Enclose the name in
quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks, an equal sign, or other special characters. If you are specifying a list of
directories for database storage, the maximum length of the list can be 1400 characters.

Restriction: You cannot specify Universal Naming Convention (UNC) paths.
Tip: Specify directories that are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent degree of parallelism for
database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they reduce the potential for
optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

REClaimstorage
Specifies whether data is redistributed across newly created database directories and space is reclaimed from the old
storage paths. This parameter is optional. The default value is Yes.

Unless you specify WAIT=YES, the operation is completed as a background process.

Yes
Specifies that data is redistributed so that new directories are available for immediate use.
Important: The redistribution process uses considerable system resources so ensure that you plan ahead.

After the process starts, messages are issued to inform you about the progress. You can use the QUERY PROCESS
command to monitor the operation. To cancel the process, you can use the CANCEL PROCESS command, but if a
data redistribution operation is in progress, it completes before the process is stopped.

No
Specifies that data is not redistributed across database directories and storage space is not reclaimed when space is
added for the database.

Wait
Specifies whether this command is processed in the background or foreground.

No
Specifies background processing. The default is NO.

Yes
Specifies foreground processing.

You cannot specify YES from the server console.

Example: Add directories to the storage space for the database, redistribute data, and reclaim
storage

Add two directories (/tsm_db/stg1 and tsm_db/stg2) under the /tsm_db directory to the storage space for the database. Issue the
command:

extend dbspace /tsm_db/stg1,/tsm_db/stg2

Example: Add drives to the storage space for the database, redistribute data, and reclaim
storage

Add drives D and E to the storage space for the database. Issue the command:

extend dbspace D:,E:

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to EXTEND DBSPACE
Command Description

DSMSERV EXTEND DBSPACE Adds directories to increase space for use by the database.
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Command Description

QUERY DB Displays allocation information about the database.

QUERY DBSPACE Displays information about the storage space defined for the
database.

Related tasks:
Managing inventory capacity

GENERATE commands
Use the GENERATE commands for backup sets for a selected filespace or client node.

GENERATE BACKUPSET (Generate a backup set of Backup-Archive Client data)
GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC (Generate a table of contents for a backup set)

GENERATE DEDUPSTATS (Generate data deduplication statistics)

GENERATE BACKUPSET (Generate a backup set of Backup-Archive Client
data)

Use this command to generate a backup set for a Backup-Archive Client node. A backup set is a collection of a Backup-Archive
Client's active backed up data, which is stored and managed as a single object, on specific media, in server storage. Although you
can create a backup set for any client node, a backup set can be used only by a Backup-Archive Client.

Restriction: A backup set in "deduplication format" has that designation as a result of a GENERATE BACKUPSET command with at
least one of the following specifications:

Includes a node at Backup-Archive Client Version 6.1.x (at least V6.1.0 but less than V6.2.0).
Includes a node that has one or mode nodes that are authorized to act as a proxy. At least one of those proxy nodes is at
Backup-Archive Client V6.1.x.

Backup sets in the deduplication format can be restored only by the V6.1.2 or later Backup-Archive Client. Backup-Archive Clients
before V6.1.2 cannot restore from a backup set that is in the deduplication format.
A backup set in the "distributed deduplication format" has that designation as a result of a GENERATE BACKUPSET command with
at least one of the following specifications:

Includes a node at Backup-Archive Client level V6.2.0 or later.
Includes a node that has one or mode nodes that are authorized to act as a proxy. At least one of those proxy nodes is at
Backup-Archive Client V6.2.0.

Backup sets in the distributed deduplication format can be restored only by the V6.2.0 or later Backup-Archive Client.
Restriction: You cannot generate a backup set with files that were backed up to IBM Spectrum Protect™ using NDMP. However,
you can create a backup set with files that were backed up using NetApp SnapShot Difference.

The server creates copies of active versions of a client's backed up objects that are within the one-or-more file spaces specified
with this command. The server then consolidates them onto sequential media. Currently, the backup object types that are
supported for backup sets include directories and files only.

The backup-archive client node can restore its backup set from the server and from the media to which the backup set was
written.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If the background
process created by this command is canceled, the media might not contain a complete backup set. You can use the QUERY
PROCESS command to show information about the background process that is created by this command.

Tip: When IBM Spectrum Protect generates a backup set, you can improve performance if the primary storage pools containing
the client data are collocated. If a primary storage pool is collocated, client node data is likely to be on fewer tape volumes than it
would be if the storage pool were not collocated. With collocation, less time is spent searching database entries, and fewer mount
operations are required.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
                       .-,-------------------.    
                       V                     |    
>>-GENerate BACKUPSET----+-node__name------+-+------------------> 
                         '-node_group_name-'      
 
                           .-*-------------------.    
>--backup_set_name_prefix--+---------------------+--------------> 
                           | .-,---------------. |    
                           | V                 | |    
                           '---file_space_name-+-'    
 
                                   .-SCRatch--=--Yes-----.    
>--DEVclass--=--device_class_name--+---------------------+------> 
                                   '-SCRatch--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                 '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   |             .-,------------. |    
   |             V              | |    
   '-VOLumes--=----volume_names-+-'    
 
   .-RETention--=--365---------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RETention--=--+-days----+-'    
                   '-NOLimit-'      
 
                                    .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+------------------+--------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 
   .-PITDate--=--current_date-.  .-PITTime--=--current_time-.    
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------------+---> 
   '-PITDate--=--date---------'  '-PITTime--=--time---------'    
 
   .-DATAType--=--FILE----------.  .-TOC--=--Preferred-----.    
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   |              .-,---------. |  '-TOC--=--+-No--------+-'    
   |              V           | |            +-Preferred-+      
   '-DATAType--=----+-FILE--+-+-'            '-Yes-------'      
                    +-IMAGE-+                                   
                    '-ALL---'                                   
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-TOCMGmtclass--=--class_name-'    
 
   .-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWSHREDdable--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
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Specifies the name of the client node and node groups whose data is contained in the backup set. To specify multiple node
names and node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard
characters with node names but not with node group names. When multiple node names are specified, the server
generates a backup set for each node and places all of the backup sets together on a single set of output volumes.

backup_set_name_prefix (Required)
Specifies the name of the backup set for the client node. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

When you select a name, IBM Spectrum Protect adds a suffix to construct your backup set name. For example, if you name
your backup set mybackupset, IBM Spectrum Protect adds a unique number such as 3099 to the name. The backup set
name is then identified to IBM Spectrum Protect as mybackupset.3099. To later show information about this backup set,
you can include a wildcard with the name, such as mybackupset.* or specify the fully qualified name, such as
mybackupset.3099.

When multiple node names or node group names are specified, the server generates a backup set for each node or node
group and places all the backup sets on a single set of output volumes. Each backup set is given the same fully qualified
name consisting of the backup_set_name_prefix and a suffix determined by the server.

file_space_name
Specifies the names of one or more file spaces that contain the data to be included in the backup set. This parameter is
optional. The file space name that you specify can contain wildcard characters. You can specify more than one file space by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a file space, data from all the client
nodes backed-up and active file spaces is included in the backup set.

For a server that has clients with support for Unicode-enabled file spaces, you can enter either a file space name or a file
space ID (FSID). If you enter a file space name, you might need to have the server convert the file space name that you
enter. For example, you might need to have the server convert the name that you enter from the server's code page to
Unicode. See the NAMETYPE parameter for details. If you do not specify a file space name, or specify only a single wildcard
character for the name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to non-
Unicode file spaces.

DEVclass (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class for the volumes to which the backup set is written. The maximum length of the name
is 30 characters.
Restriction: You cannot specify a device class with a device type of NAS or CENTERA.

SCRatch
Specifies whether to use scratch volumes for the backup set. If you include a list of volumes using the VOLUMES parameter,
the server uses scratch volumes only if the data cannot be contained in the volumes you specify. The default is
SCRATCH=YES. The values are:

YES
Specifies to use scratch volumes for the backup set.

NO
Specifies not to use scratch volumes for the backup set.

VOLumes
Specifies the names of one or more volumes that will contain the backup set. This parameter is optional. You can specify
more than one volume by separating each volume with a comma, with no intervening spaces.

If you do not specify this parameter, scratch volumes are used for the backup set.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the backup set on the server. You can specify an integer from 0 to 30000. The default
is 365 days. The values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain the backup set on the server.

NOLimit
Specifies that the backup set should be retained on the server indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains the volumes containing the backup set forever, unless a user or
administrator deletes the volumes from server storage.

DESCription
Specifies the description to associate with the backup set. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the
description is 255 characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.
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Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. The values are:

Yes
Specifies the command processes in the foreground. Messages that are created are not displayed until the command
completes processing. You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

No
Specifies that the command processes in the background. Use the QUERY PROCESS command to monitor the
background processing of this command.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with support for Unicode-enabled file spaces. You can use this parameter for IBM Spectrum Protect clients
using Windows, NetWare, or Macintosh OS X operating systems.

Use this parameter only when you enter a partly or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER. Possible
values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can
fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has a problem
accessing system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).
Important: Use care when specifying this parameter if multiple node names are also specified. Different nodes might
use the same file space ID for different file spaces, or different file space IDs for the same file space name.
Therefore, specifying a file space ID as the file space names can result in the wrong data being written to the backup
set for some nodes.

CODEType
Specify what type of file spaces are to be included in the operation. The default is BOTH, meaning that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter a single wildcard character for the file
space name or when you do not specify any file space names. Possible values are:

UNIcode
Include only file spaces that are in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Include only file spaces that are not in Unicode.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type.

PITDate
Specifies that files that were active on the specified date and that are still stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server are to
be included in the backup set, even if they are inactive at the time you issue the command. This parameter is optional. The
default is the date on which the GENERATE BACKUPSET command is run. You can specify the date using one of the
following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-daysor-days The current date minus days
specified

TODAY-7 or -7.

To include files that were active a week ago, specify
PITDATE=TODAY-7 or PITDATE=-7

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM
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Value Description Example

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last day
of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month,
plus days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of the
current month.

PITTime
Specifies that files that were active on the specified time and that are still stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect server are to
be included in the backup set, even if they are inactive at the time you issue the command. This parameter is optional. IF a
PITDate was specified, the default is midnight (00:00:00); otherwise the default is the time at which the GENERATE
BACKUPSET command is started. You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified PIT
date

12:33:28

NOW The current date on the specified PIT
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified PIT date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
PITTIME=NOW+03:00 or PITTIME=+03:00.
IBM Spectrum Protect includes files that were
active at 12:00 on the PIT date.

DATAType
Specifies that backup sets containing the specified types of data that are to be generated. This parameter is optional. The
default is that file level backup sets are to be generated. To specify multiple data types, separate data types with commas
and no intervening spaces.

The server generates a backup set for each data type and places all the backup sets on a single set of output volumes. Each
backup set is given the same fully qualified name consisting of the backup_set_name_prefix and a suffix determined by the
server. However, each backup set has a different data type, as shown by the QUERY BACKUPSET command. Possible values
are:

ALL
Specifies that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) that have been backed up on the
server are to be generated.

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be generated. File level backup sets contain files and directories that are
backed up by the backup client. If no files or directories have been backed up by the backup client, a file level
backup set is not generated. This is the default.

IMAGE
Specifies that an image backup set is to be generated. Image backup sets contain images that are created by the
backup client BACKUP IMAGE command. Image backup sets are generated only if an image has been backed up by
the backup client.

TOC
Specifies whether a table of contents (TOC) is saved for each file level backup set. Tables of contents are always saved for
backup sets containing image or application data. The TOC parameter is ignored when generating image and application
backup sets. A table of contents will always be generated for image and application backup sets.
Consider the following in determining whether you want to save a table of contents:

If a table of contents is saved for a backup set, you can use the IBM Spectrum Protect web backup-archive client to
examine the entire file system tree and choose files and directories to restore. To create a table of contents, you
must define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the backup copy group for the management class that is specified by
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the TOCMGMTCLASS parameter. Creating a table of contents requires additional processing, storage pool space, and
possibly a mount point during the backup set operation.
If a table of contents is not saved for a backup set, you can still restore individual files or directory trees using the
backup-archive client RESTORE BACKUPSET command, if you know the fully qualified name of each file or directory
to be restored.

To display the contents of backup sets, you can also use the QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS command.

This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that table of contents information is not saved for file level backup sets.

Preferred
Specifies that table of contents information should be saved for file level backup sets. This is the default. However, a
backup set does not fail just because an error occurs during creation of the table of contents.

Yes
Specifies that table of contents information must be saved for each file level backup set. A backup set fails if an error
occurs during creation of the table of contents.

TOCMGmtclass
Specifies the name of the management class to which the table of contents should be bound. If you do not specify a
management class, the table of contents is bound to the default management class for the policy domain to which the node
is assigned. In this case, creation of a table of contents requires that you define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the
backup copy group for the specified management class.

ALLOWSHREDdable
Specifies whether data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is included in the backup set. This parameter is
optional. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is not included in the backup set. This is the default.

Yes
Specifies that data from a storage pool that enforces shredding can be included in the backup set. The data on the
backup set media will not be shredded.

Example: Generate a backup set for a file space

Generate a backup set of a file space that is called /srvr that belongs to client node JANE. Name the backup set PERS_DATA and
retain it for 75 days. Specify that volumes VOL1 and VOL2 contain the data for the backup set. The volumes are to be read by a
device that is assigned to the AGADM device class. Include a description.

generate backupset jane pers_data /srvr devclass=agadm  
retention=75 volumes=vol1,vol2  
description="area 51 base image"

Example: Generate a backup set of a Unicode-enabled file space

Generate a backup set of the Unicode-enabled file space, \\joe\c$, that belongs to client node JOE. Name the backup set
JOES_DATA. Specify that volume VOL1 contain the data for the backup set. The volume is to be read by a device that is assigned
to the AGADM device class. Have the server convert the \\joe\c$ file space name from the server code page to the UTF-8 code
page.

generate backupset joe joes_data \\joe\c$ devclass=agadm 
volumes=vol1 nametype=unicode 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to GENERATE BACKUPSET
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.
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Command Description

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC (Generate a table of contents for a backup
set)

Use this command to generate a table of contents for a backup set that does not already have one. The backup-archive client uses
the table of contents to display the backup set, which allows users to select individual files to be restored from the backup set.

Creating a table of contents for a backup set requires storage pool space and possibly one or more mount points during the
creation operation.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
>>-GENerate BACKUPSETTOC--node_name--backup_set_name------------> 
 
   .-DATAType--=--ALL-----------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |              .-,---------. |    
   |              V           | |    
   '-DATAType--=----+-FILE--+-+-'    
                    '-IMAGE-'        
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-TOCMGmtclass--=--class_name-'    
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node whose data is contained in the backup set. You cannot use wildcard characters to
specify a name, nor can you specify a list of client node names.

backup_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the backup set for the client node. You cannot use wildcard characters to specify a name, nor can you
specify a list of backup set names.

DATAType
Specifies the type of data to be included in the table of contents. This parameter is optional. By default, all data is included.
To specify multiple data types, separate the data types with commas and no intervening spaces. Possible values are:
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ALL
Specifies that the table of contents includes all types of data (file-level, image, and application) stored in the backup
set. This is the default.

FILE
Specifies that the table of contents includes only file-level data. File-level data consists of files and directories
backed up by the backup-archive client. If the backup set contains no files or directories, the table of contents is not
generated.

IMAGE
Specifies that the table of contents will include only image backups. Image backups consist of file system images
created by the backup client BACKUP IMAGE command. If the backup set contains no image backups, the table of
contents will not be generated.

TOCMGmtclass
Specifies the name of the management class to which the table of contents should be bound. If you do not specify a
management class, the table of contents is bound to the default management class for the policy domain to which the node
is assigned. If you create a table of contents you must define the TOCDESTINATION attribute in the backup copy group for
the specified management class.

Example: Generate a table of contents

Generate a table of contents for a backup set named PROJX_DATA that contains the data for client node GARY. The table of
contents is to be bound to the default management class.

generate backupsettoc gary projx_data 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC
Command Description

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

GENERATE DEDUPSTATS (Generate data deduplication statistics)
Use this command to generate data deduplication statistics for a directory-container storage pool or a cloud-container storage
pool to determine data deduplication performance.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool.

Syntax

 
>>-GENerate DEDUPSTats--pool_name-------------------------------> 
 
   .-,-----------------------.                            
   V                         |  .-*------------------.    
>------+-node_name-------+---+--+--------------------+----------> 
       '-node_group_name-'      | .-,--------------. |    
                                | V                | |    
                                +---filespace_name-+-+    
                                | .-,--------.       |    
                                | V          |       |    
                                '-----FSID---+-------'    
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.  .-MAXPRocess--=--4------.    
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'  '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+                                 
                  '-BOTH-------'                                 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------+---------->< 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+               '-Yes-'      
                  '-FSID----'                            
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool that is reported in the data deduplication statistics. You can specify up to 30
characters for the storage pool name. If you specify more than 30 characters, the command fails.
Restriction: You can specify only directory-container storage pools or cloud storage pools.

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node or defined group of client nodes that is reported in the data deduplication statistics.
You can also specify a combination of client node names and client-node group names. To specify multiple client node
names or client-node group names, separate the names with commas with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard
characters with client node names but not with client-node group names.

filespace_name or FSID
Specifies the names of one or more file spaces in the data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. An asterisk is the default. Specify one of the following values:

*
Specify an asterisk (*) to show all file spaces or IDs.

filespace_name
Specifies the name of the file space. Specify more than one file space by separating the names with commas and no
intervening spaces. FSID specifies a file space identifier. This parameter is valid for clients with file spaces that are in
Unicode format. Specify more than one file space by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces.

For clients with file spaces that are in Unicode format, you can enter either a file space name or an FSID. If you enter a file
space name, the server might have to convert the file space name that you enter. For example, the server might have to
convert the name that you enter from the server's code page to Unicode.
Restrictions: The following restrictions apply to file space names and FSIDs:

You must specify a node name if you specify a file space name.
Do not specify both file space names and FSIDs on the same command.

CODEType
Specifies what type of file spaces to include in the record. The default value is BOTH, which specifies that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter an asterisk to display information about all
file spaces. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
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Include file spaces that are in Unicode format.
NONUNIcode

Include file spaces that are not in Unicode format.
BOTH

Include file spaces regardless of code page type. This is the default.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to generate statistics for a container in a directory-container or cloud-
container storage pool. This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 4.

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter when IBM Spectrum
Protect™ clients have file spaces that are in Unicode format, and are on Windows, NetWare, or Macintosh OS X operating
systems. This parameter is optional.
This parameter is required if you specify a node name and a file space name or FSID.
Restriction: When you specify this parameter, the file space name cannot contain an asterisk.

Specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names. This is the default.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the characters in the name and the server's code page.
Tip: Conversion can fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server
cannot access system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their FSIDs.

Wait
Specifies whether the data deduplication statistics are generated in the foreground or background. This parameter is
optional. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the operation is completed in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the command
is processing. Messages that are related to the background process are displayed in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged. This is the default value.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is completed in the foreground. It might take a long time to complete the operation. The
operation must end before you can continue with other tasks. Messages are displayed in the activity log file or the
server console, or both, depending on where the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify the WAIT=YES parameter from the server console.

Example: Generate data deduplication statistics for a file space

Generate data deduplication statistics for a file space that is called /srvr that belongs to a directory-container storage pool,
POOL1, that is stored on client node NODE1.

generate dedupstats pool1 node1 /srvr

Example: Generate data deduplication statistics for a Unicode-enabled file space

Generate data deduplication statistics for a Unicode-enabled file space that is called \\abc\c$ that belongs to client node NODE2.
Convert the \\abc\c$ file space name from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page.

generate dedupstats node2 \\abc\c$ nametype=unicode

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to GENERATE DEDUPSTATS
Command Description

DELETE DEDUPSTATS Deletes data deduplication statistics.

QUERY DEDUPSTATS Displays data deduplication statistics.
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GRANT commands
Use the GRANT command to grant appropriate privileges or access.

GRANT AUTHORITY (Add administrator authority)
GRANT PROXYNODE (Grant proxy authority to a client node)

GRANT AUTHORITY (Add administrator authority)
Use this command to grant an administrator one or more administrative privilege classes, and authority to access client nodes.

You cannot grant restricted privilege to an unrestricted policy or unrestricted storage administrator. You must use the REVOKE
AUTHORITY command to remove the administrator's unrestricted privilege, then use this command to grant restricted privilege to
the administrator.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-GRant AUTHority--admin_name----------------------------------> 
 
                   .-,---------------.    
           (1)     V                 |    
>--CLasses------=----+-SYstem------+-+--------------------------> 
                     +-Policy------+      
                     +-STorage-----+      
                     +-Operator----+      
                     '-Node--| A |-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |             .-,-----------. |    
   |             V             | |    
   '-DOmains--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                  .-,---------. |    
   |          (1)     V           | |    
   '-STGpools------=----pool_name-+-'    
 
A 
 
   .-AUTHority--=--Access-----.                                 
|--+--------------------------+--+-DOmains--=--domain_name-+----| 
   '-AUTHority--=--+-Access-+-'  '-NOde--=--node_name------'    
                   '-Owner--'                                   
 

Notes:

1. You must specify one or more of these parameters.

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator being granted an administrative privilege class.

CLasses
Specifies one or more privilege classes to grant to an administrator. This parameter is required, except when you specify
the STGPOOLS parameter. You can specify more than one privilege class by separating each with a comma. Possible
classes are:

SYstem
Specifies that you want to grant system privilege to an administrator. A system administrator has the highest level of
authority in IBM Spectrum Protect™. A system administrator can issue any administrative command and has
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authority to manage all policy domains and all storage pools. Do not specify additional privilege classes or the
DOMAINS or STGPOOLS parameters when granting system privilege to an administrator. Only a system administrator
can grant authority to other administrators.

Policy
Specifies that you want to grant policy privilege to an administrator. If you do not specify the DOMAINS parameter,
unrestricted policy privilege is granted. An unrestricted policy administrator can issue commands that affect all
existing policy domains as well as any policy domains that are defined in the future. An unrestricted policy
administrator cannot define, delete, or copy policy domains. Use the GRANT AUTHORITY command with
CLASSES=POLICY and no DOMAINS parameter to upgrade a restricted policy administrator to an unrestricted policy
administrator.

STorage
Specifies that you want to grant storage privilege to an administrator. If the STGPOOLS parameter is not specified,
unrestricted storage privilege is granted. An unrestricted storage administrator can issue all commands that allocate
and control storage resources for the server. An unrestricted storage administrator can issue commands that affect
all existing storage pools as well as any storage pools that are defined in the future. An unrestricted storage
administrator cannot define or delete storage pools. Using the GRANT AUTHORITY command with
CLASSES=STORAGE and no STGPOOLS parameter upgrades a restricted storage administrator to an unrestricted
storage administrator.

Operator
Specifies that you want to grant operator privilege to an administrator. An administrator with operator privilege can
issue commands that control the immediate operation of the server and the availability of storage media.

Node
Specifies that you want to grant a node privilege to a user. A user with client node privilege can remotely access a
web backup-archive client with an administrative user ID and password if they have been given owner authority or
access authority. Access authority is the default for a node privilege class.
Attention: When you specify the node privilege class, you must also specify either the DOMAIN parameter or the
NODE parameter, but not both.

AUTHority
Specifies the authority level of a user with node privilege. This parameter is optional.

If an administrator already has system or policy privilege to the policy domain to which the node belongs, this
command will not change the administrator's privilege.

Possible authority levels are:

Access
Specifies that you want to grant client access authority to a user with the node privilege class. This is
the default when CLASSES=NODE is specified. A user with client access authority can access a web
backup-archive client and perform backup and restore actions on that client.
Attention: A user with client access authority cannot access that client from another system by using
the -NODENAME or -VIRTUALNODENAME parameter.

A client node can set the REVOKEREMOTEACCESS option to restrict a user that has node privilege with
client access authority from accessing a client workstation that is running a web client. This option
does not apply to administrators with client owner authority, system privilege, or policy privilege to the
policy domain to which the node belongs.

Owner
Specifies that you want to grant client owner authority to a user with the node privilege class. A user
with client owner authority can access a web backup-archive client through the web client interface
and also access their data from another client using the -NODENAME or -VIRTUALNODENAME
parameter.

DOmains
Specifies that you want to grant to the administrator client access or client owner authority to all clients in the
specified policy domain. You cannot use this parameter together with the NODE parameter.

NOde
Specifies that you want to grant the administrator client access or client owner authority to the node. You
cannot use this parameter together with the DOMAIN parameter.

DOmains
When used with CLASSES=POLICY, specifies that you want to grant restricted policy privilege to an administrator.
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Restricted policy privilege permits an administrator to issue a subset of the policy commands for the domains to which the
administrator is authorized. You can use this parameter to grant additional policy domain authority to a restricted policy
administrator. This parameter is optional. You can specify more than one policy domain by delimiting each policy domain
name with a comma.

You can use wildcard characters to specify a name. Authority for all matching policy domains is granted.

STGpools
Specifies that you want to grant restricted storage privilege to an administrator. If the STGPOOLS parameter is specified,
then CLASSES=STORAGE is optional.

Restricted storage privilege permits you to issue a subset of the storage commands for the storage pools to which the
administrator is authorized. You can use this parameter to grant additional storage pool authority to a restricted storage
administrator. This parameter is optional. You can specify more than one storage pool by delimiting each storage pool name
with a comma.

You can use wildcard characters to specify a name. Authority for all matching storage pools is granted.

Example: Grant system privilege to an administrator

Grant system privilege to administrator Larry.

grant authority larry classes=system

Example: Grant access to additional policy domains

Specify additional policy domains that the restricted policy administrator CLAUDIA can manage.

grant authority claudia domains=employee_records,prog1

Example: Provide an administrator with unrestricted storage privilege and restricted policy
privilege

Provide administrator TOM with unrestricted storage privilege and restricted policy privilege for the domains whose names start
with EMP.

grant authority tom classes=storage domains=emp*

Example: Grant an administrator authority restricted to a specific node

Grant node privilege to user HELP so that help desk personnel can assist the client node LABCLIENT in backing up or restoring
data without having other higher-level IBM Spectrum Protect privileges.

grant authority help classes=node node=labclient

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to GRANT AUTHORITY
Command Description

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

REVOKE AUTHORITY Revokes one or more privilege classes or restricts access to
policy domains and storage pools.

GRANT PROXYNODE (Grant proxy authority to a client node)
Use this command to grant proxy authority to a client node on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Target client nodes own the data and agent nodes act on behalf of the target nodes. When granted proxy authority to a target
client node, an agent node can perform backup and restore operations for the target node. Data that the agent node stores on
behalf of the target node is stored under the target node's name in server storage.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege

Syntax

 
>>-GRant PROXynode TArget--=--target_node_name------------------> 
 
>--AGent--=--agent_node_name----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

TArget (Required)
Specifies the name of the node that owns the data. Wildcard names cannot be used to specify the target node name.

AGent (Required)
Specifies the name of the node performing operations for the target node. The agent node does not have to be in the same
domain as the target node. Wildcard characters and comma-separated lists of node names are allowed.

Example: Grant proxy authority to a client node

Assume that MOE and JOE are agent nodes in a NAS cluster and are used to backup and restore shared NAS data. To create a
proxy authority relationship for target node NASCLUSTER, issue the following command:

grant proxynode target=nascluster agent=moe,joe

Issue the following command on agent node MOE to back up NAS cluster data stored on the E: drive. The name of the target node
is NASCLUSTER.

dsmc -asnode=nascluster incremental e:

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to GRANT PROXYNODE
Command Description

QUERY PROXYNODE Display nodes with authority to act as proxy nodes.

REVOKE PROXYNODE Revoke proxy authority from an agent node.

HALT (Shut down the server)
Use this command to shut down the server. The HALT command forces an abrupt shutdown, which cancels all the administrative
and client node sessions even if they are not completed.

Any transactions in progress interrupted by the HALT command are rolled back when you restart the server. Use the HALT
command only after the administrative and client node sessions are completed or canceled. To shut down the server without
severely impacting administrative and client node sessions, perform the following steps:

1. Use the DISABLE SESSIONS command to prevent starting new client node sessions.
2. Use the QUERY SESSIONS command to identify any existing administrative and client node sessions.
3. Notify any existing administrative and client node sessions that you plan to shut down the server (you must do this outside

of IBM Spectrum Protect™).
4. Use the CANCEL SESSIONS command to cancel any existing administrative or client node sessions.
5. Issue the HALT command to shut down the server and stop any administrative and client node sessions.

Tip:

The HALT command can be replicated using the ALIASHALT server option. Use the server option to define a term other than HALT
that performs the same function. The HALT command retains its normal function however, the server option provides an additional
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method for issuing the HALT command. See ALIASHALT for additional information.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-HALT-------------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Shut down the server

Shut down the server, either from the server console or from an administrative client. All user activity stops immediately and no
new activity can start.

halt

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to HALT
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CANCEL SESSION Cancels active sessions with the server.

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

HELP (Get help on commands and error messages)
Use this command to display administrative commands and error messages. You can issue the command from an administrative
command line client.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Help--+---------------------------------------+------------->< 
         +-help_topic_number---------------------+    
         |               .-,-------------------. |    
         |               V                     | |    
         +-command_name----+-----------------+-+-+    
         |                 '-subcommand_name-'   |    
         +-message_number------------------------+    
         +-server_option_name--------------------+    
         '-utility_name--------------------------'    
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Parameters

help_topic_number
Specifies the number of your selection from the help topics. This parameter is optional.
Topic numbers are displayed in the table of contents, for example:

3.0 Administrative commands 
  ... 
  3.13.10 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class) 
      3.13.10.1 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3590 device class) 
      3.13.10.2 DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a 3592 device class) 
      ...

The topic number for the command DEFINE DEVCLASS for a 3592 device class is 3.13.10.2.
command_name

Specifies the name of the administrative command you want to display. This parameter is optional.

subcommand_name
Specifies up to two of the subcommand names that are associated with the name of the administrative command
that you want to display. This parameter is optional.

message_number
Specifies the number of the message for which you want to display information. This parameter is optional. You can get
help information about server messages (prefixed by ANR) and client messages (prefixed by ANE or ANS). Do not include
the prefix and severity code when specifying an error message number.

server_option_name
Specifies the name of the server option for which you want to display information. This parameter is optional.

utility_name
Specifies the name of the server utility for which you want to display information. This parameter is optional.

Example: Display the help topics

Display the help topics for the command-line interface.

help

Partial output:

1.0 Administering the server from the command line 
  1.1 Issuing commands from the administrative client 
     1.1.1 Starting and stopping the administrative client 
     1.1.2 Monitoring server activities from the administrative client

Example: Display a help topic by using the help topic number

Display help information by using the help topic number. The topic number for the command DEFINE DEVCLASS for a 3592 device
class is 3.13.10.2.

help 3.13.10.2

Example: Display help for one command

Display help information about the REMOVE commands.

help remove

3.44 REMOVE commands 
Use the REMOVE commands to remove an object. 
The following is a list of REMOVE commands: 
*  3.44.1, "REMOVE ADMIN (Delete an administrator)" 
*  3.44.2, "REMOVE NODE (Delete a node or an associated machine node)"

Example: Display help for a specific error message

Display help information about the error message ANR2535E.

help 2535
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ANR2535E  Command: The node node name cannot be removed or renamed 
      because it has an associated data mover. 
Explanation: You attempted to remove or rename a node that has an 
associated data mover. 
System action: The server does not remove or rename the node. 
User response: To remove or rename the node, delete the associated data 
mover and reissue the command.

Example: Display help for a specific option

Display the description, syntax, and an example for the COMMMETHOD server option.

help commmethod

Example: Display help for a specific utility

Display the description, syntax, and an example for the DSMSERV utility.

help dsmserv

IDENTIFY DUPLICATES (Identify duplicate data in a storage pool)
Use this command to start or stop processes that identify duplicate data in a storage pool. You can specify the number of
duplicate-identification processes and their duration.

When you create a new storage pool for data deduplication, you can specify 0 - 50 duplicate-identification processes. IBM
Spectrum Protect™ starts the specified number of duplicate-identification processes automatically when the server is started. If
you do not stop them, they run indefinitely.

This command affects only server-side deduplication processing. In client-side data deduplication processing, duplicates are
identified on the backup-archive client.

With the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command, you can start more processes, stop some or all of the processes, and specify an
amount of time that the change remains in effect. If you increased or decreased the number of duplicate-identification processes,
you can use the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command to reset the number of processes to the number that is specified in the storage
pool definition.

If you did not specify any duplicate-identification processes in the storage pool definition, you can use the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
command to start and stop all processes manually.

This command starts or stops a background process or processes that you can cancel with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To
display information about background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Important:

You can also change the number of duplicate-identification processes by updating the storage pool definition by using the
UPDATE STGPOOL command. However, when you update a storage pool definition, you cannot specify a duration. The
processes that you specify in the storage pool definition run indefinitely, or until you issue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
command, update the storage pool definition again, or cancel a process.

Issuing the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES does not change the setting for the number of duplicate-identification processes in the
storage pool definition.

Duplicate-identification processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are deduplicating files are active. Processes
that are waiting for files to deduplicate are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated become
available. Processes stop only when canceled or when you change the number of duplicate-identification processes for the
storage pool to a value less than what is specified. Before a duplicate-identification process stops, it must finish the file that
it is deduplicating.

The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for a duplicate-identification process includes the total number of bytes and
files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a duplicate-identification process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files that are processed is nine.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-IDentify DUPlicates--stgpool_name----------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------+--------->< 
   '-NUMPRocess--=--number-'  '-DURation--=--minutes-'    
 

Parameters

stgpool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool name in which duplicate data is to be identified. You can use wildcards.

NUMPRocess
Specifies the number of duplicate-identification processes to run after the command completes. You can specify 0 - 50
processes. The value that you specify for this parameter overrides the value that you specified in the storage pool definition
or the most recent value that was specified when you last issued this command. If you specify zero, all duplicate-
identification processes stop.

This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value, the server starts or stops duplicate-identification processes so that
the number of processes is the same as the number that is specified in the storage pool definition.

For example, suppose that you define a new storage pool and specify two duplicate-identification processes. Later, you
issue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command to increase the number of processes to four. When you issue the IDENTIFY
DUPLICATES command again without specifying a value for the NUMPROCESS parameter, the server stops two duplicate-
identification processes.

If you specified 0 processes when you defined the storage pool definition and you issue IDENTIFY DUPLICATES without
specifying a value for NUMPROCESS, any running duplicate-identification processes stop, and the server does not start any
new processes.

Remember: When you issue IDENTIFY DUPLICATES without specifying a value for NUMPROCESS, the DURATION
parameter is not available. Duplicate-identification processes specified in the storage pool definition run indefinitely, or
until you reissue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command, update the storage pool definition, or cancel a process.

When the server stops a duplicate-identification process, the process completes the current physical file and then stops. As
a result, it might take several minutes to reach the number of duplicate-identification processes that you specified as a
value for this parameter.

DURation
Specifies the maximum number of minutes (1 - 9999) that this command remains in effect. At the end of the specified time,
the server starts or stops duplicate-identification processes so that the number of processes is the same as the number
that is specified in the storage pool definition.

This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value, the processes that are running after the command is issued run
indefinitely. They end only if you reissue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command, update the storage pool definition, or
cancel a process.

For example, if you define a storage pool with two duplicate-identification processes and you issue the IDENTIFY
DUPLICATES command with DURATION=60 and NUMPROCESS=4, the server starts two more duplicate-identification
processes that run for 60 minutes. At the end of that time, two processes finish the files that they are working on and stop.
The two processes that stop might not be the same two processes that started as a result of issuing this command.

The server stops idle processes first. If after stopping all idle processes, more processes need to be stopped, the server
notifies active processes to stop.

When the server stops a duplicate-identification process, the process completes the current physical file and then stops. As
a result, it might take several minutes to reach the amount of time that you specified as a value for this parameter.

Example: Controlling the number and duration of duplicate-identification processes

In this example, you specified three duplicate-identification processes in the storage pool definition. You use the IDENTIFY
DUPLICATES command to change the number of processes and to specify the amount of time the change is to remain in effect.
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Table 1. Controlling duplicate-identification processes manually
The storage pool definition
specifies three duplicate-
identification processes. Using the
IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command,
you specify... ...and a duration of... The result is...

2 duplicate-identification processes None specified One duplicate-identification process finishes the file that it
is working on, if any, and then stops. Two processes run
indefinitely, or until you reissue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
command, update the storage pool definition, or cancel a
process.

60 minutes One duplicate-identification process finishes the file that it
is working on, if any, and then stops. After 60 minutes, the
server starts one process so that three are running.

4 duplicate-identification processes None specified The server starts one duplicate-identification process. Four
processes run indefinitely, or until you reissue the IDENTIFY
DUPLICATES command, update the storage pool definition,
or cancel a process.

60 minutes The server starts one duplicate-identification process. At
the end of 60 minutes, one process finishes the file that it is
working on, if any, and then stops. The additional process
started by this command might not be the one that stops
when the duration has expired.

0 duplicate-identification processes None specified All duplicate-identification processes finish the files that
they are working on, if any, and stop. This change lasts
indefinitely, or until you reissue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
command, update the storage pool definition, or cancel a
process.

60 minutes All duplicate-identification processes finish the files that
they are working on, if any, and stop. At the end of 60
minutes, the server starts three processes.

None specified Not available The number of duplicate-identification processes resets to
the number of processes that are specified in the storage
pool definition. This change lasts indefinitely, or until you
reissue the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command, update the
storage pool definition, or cancel a process.

Example: Identify duplicates in a storage pool

Identify duplicates in a storage pool, STGPOOLA, using three duplicate-identification processes. Specify that this change is to
remain in effect for 60 minutes.

identify duplicates stgpoola duration=60 numprocess=3

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to IDENTIFY DUPLICATES
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.
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Command Description

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

IMPORT commands
Use the IMPORT commands to import information from export media to an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Important: For commands that import administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the IMPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

IMPORT ADMIN (Import administrator information)
IMPORT NODE (Import client node information)
IMPORT POLICY (Import policy information)
IMPORT SERVER (Import server information)

IMPORT ADMIN (Import administrator information)
Use this command to import administrator and authority definitions for one or more administrators from export media to the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

Important: For commands that import administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the IMPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the import operation.

You can also view this information from the server console.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.
This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If an IMPORT ADMIN
background process is canceled, some of the data is already imported. To display information about background processes, use
the QUERY PROCESS command.
Restriction:

If target and source server levels are not compatible, the operation might not work.
If the administrator definition that is being imported includes analyst authority, the administrator definition is imported but
not the analyst authority. Analyst authority is not valid for servers at V6.1 or later.
Importing data from a CENTERA device class is not supported. However, files that are being imported can be stored on a
CENTERA storage device.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                 .-*--------------.  .-Preview--=--No------.    
>>-IMport Admin--+----------------+--+---------------------+----> 
                 | .-,----------. |  '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                 | V            | |                '-Yes-'      
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                 '---admin_name-+-'                             
 
>--DEVclass--=--device_class_name-------------------------------> 
 
                    .-,-----------.       
                    V             |       
>--VOLumename--=--+---volume_name-+--+--------------------------> 
                  '-FILE:--file_name-'    
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

admin_name
Specifies the administrators for which you want to import information. This parameter is optional. Separate multiple names
with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

Preview
Specifies whether you want to preview the results of the import operation, without importing administrator information.
This parameter is optional. The following parameters values are supported:

No
Specifies that the information is to be imported.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information about the number and types of objects that
are imported, together with the number of bytes transferred, are reported to the server console and the activity log.

The default value is NO. If you specify YES for the value, you must mount the export volumes.
DEVclass (Required)

Specifies the device class from which import data is to be read.

You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the import runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations,
such as reclamation, to make a drive available.

VOLumename (Required)
Specifies the volumes to be used for the import operation. Volumes must be imported in the same order as they were
exported. The following parameter values are supported:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate names with commas and no intervening spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes that are used for the imported data. In the file, each
volume name must be on a separate line. Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when you specify volumes that are associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1.

d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1 - 250 alphanumeric characters.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace administrator definitions on the target server. The following parameter values are supported:

No
Specifies that definitions are not to be replaced.

Yes
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Specifies that definitions are to be replaced.

The default value is NO.

Example: Import administrator information from specific tape volumes

From the server, import the information for all defined administrators from tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify
that these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the command:

import admin devclass=menu1 
volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Import administrator information from tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, import the information for all defined administrators from tape volumes that are listed in the following file:

TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

This file contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. Issue the command:

import admin devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

import admin devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to IMPORT ADMIN
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

EXPORT ADMIN Copies administrative information to external media or directly
to another server.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

IMPORT POLICY Restores policy information from external media.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

IMPORT NODE (Import client node information)
Use this command to import client node definitions from a server or sequential media to a target IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Important: For commands that import administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the IMPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

If you specify a domain on the source server and if that policy domain also exists on the target server, the imported nodes get
associated with that same policy domain on the target server. Otherwise, imported nodes are associated with the STANDARD
policy domain on the target server.
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IBM Spectrum Protect servers with retention protection enabled do not allow import operations.

Restrictions:

1. If target and source server levels are not compatible, the operation might not work.
2. Importing data from a CENTERA device class is not supported. However, files that are being imported can be stored on a

CENTERA storage device.
3. If you use an LDAP directory server to authenticate passwords, any target servers must be configured for LDAP passwords.

Data that is imported from a node that authenticates with an LDAP directory server is inaccessible if the target server is not
properly configured. If your target server is not configured, imported data from an LDAP node can still go there. But the
target server must be configured to use LDAP in order for you to access the imported data.

4. If target and source server levels are not compatible, the operation might not work.
5. You cannot use a CENTERA device class as the target medium for an export command, or as the source medium for an

import command.
6. Incrementally exporting/importing the following types of client data to another IBM Spectrum Protect server is not

supported:
VMWare backups where full plus incremental backups need to be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server.
Backups groups where full plus differential backups need to be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server.

 Windows System State data that is periodically, incrementally transferred to another server.

Full export/import of this data to a new file system on the target is supported by exporting the entire filespace that contains
the data. In other words, the export must not use the FILEDATA=ALLACTIVE, FROMDATE, TODATE, or MERGEFILESPACES
options.

The best practice for incrementally transferring this type of data between two servers is to use Node Replication.

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the import operation. You can also view this information from the
server console.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If an IMPORT NODE
background process is canceled, some of the data might already be imported. To display information about background
processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

For a server that has clients with support for Unicode, you can get the server to convert the file space name that you enter, or use
the following parameters:

HEXFILESPACE
UNIFILESPACE

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                .-*-------------.    
>>-IMport Node--+---------------+-------------------------------> 
                | .-,---------. |    
                | V           | |    
                '---node_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |               .-,---------------. |    
   |               V                 | |    
   '-FILESpace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
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>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |                  .-,---------------. |    
   |                  V                 | |    
   '-HEXFILESpace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |                  .-,---------------. |    
   |                  V                 | |    
   '-UNIFILESpace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |             .-,-----------. |    
   |             V             | |    
   '-DOmains--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-FILEData--=--None-------------.  .-Preview--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--+---------------------+---> 
   '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'  '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                  +-None---------+                  '-Yes-'      
                  +-ARchive------+                               
                  +-Backup-------+                               
                  +-BACKUPActive-+                               
                  +-ALLActive----+                               
                  '-SPacemanaged-'                               
 
                                   .-Dates--=--Absolute-----.    
>--DEVclass--=--device_class_name--+------------------------+---> 
                                   '-Dates--=--+-Absolute-+-'    
                                               '-Relative-'      
 
                     .-,-----------.       
                     V             |       
>--VOLumenames--=--+---volume_name-+--+-------------------------> 
                   '-FILE:--file_name-'    
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 
   .-MERGEfilespaces--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MERGEfilespaces--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-PROXynodeassoc--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PROXynodeassoc--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client nodes for which you want to import information. This parameter is optional.

Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. All
matching nodes are included in the list.

FILESpace
Specifies file space names for which you want to import information. This parameter is optional. The default is all file
spaces.

Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

Important:

1. Existing file spaces are not replaced. New file spaces are created when identical names are encountered. However,
this new name might match an existing name on the client node, which can have file spaces that are not yet backed
up to the server.
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2. This parameter is only specified for non-Unicode file spaces. To import all file spaces that are both Unicode and non-
Unicode, use the FILEDATA=ALL parameter without the FILESPACE and UNIFILESPACE parameters.

DOmains
Specifies the policy domains from which to import node information. These domains must be included in the data that was
exported. This parameter is optional. The default is all domains that were exported.

Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.

FILEData
Specifies the type of files that can be imported for all nodes that are specified and found on the export media. This
parameter is optional. The default value is NONE.

If you are importing from sequential media, the device class that is used by the file data is determined by the device class
for the storage pool. If it is the same device class that is specified in this command, two drives are needed to import the
node information. The mount limit for the device class must be at least 2.

The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file copies. An active backup file copy is the most recent
backup copy for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other backup file copies are called inactive copies. The
parameter supports the following values:

ALl
The server imports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum
Protect for Space Management client. The file spaces that are included are both Unicode and non-Unicode.

None
Only node definitions are imported. The server does not import any files.

ARchive
The server imports only archived files.

Backup
The server imports only backup versions, whether active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
The server imports only active backup versions. These active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the IMPORT command is issued.

ALLActive
The server imports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an IBM
Spectrum Protect for Space Management client. The active backup versions are the active versions in the IBM
Spectrum Protect database at the time that the IMPORT command is issued.

SPacemanaged
The server imports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the results of the import operation, without importing information. The PREVIEW=YES option
requires that you mount the export volumes. The following values are supported:

No
Specifies that the node information is to be imported.

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the results of the import operation, without importing files. Information is
reported to the server console and the activity log.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass (Required)

Specifies the device class from which import data is to be read. You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device
classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the import runs, the server cancels lower priority operations, such as identify
duplicates, to make a drive available.

Dates
Specifies whether the dates for the file copies are set as the same date when the files were exported, or is adjusted to the
import date.
This parameter supports the following values:

Absolute
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The dates for file copies are set to the values specified when the files were exported.
Relative

The dates for file copies are adjusted to the import date.

The default value is ABSOLUTE.

If the export media is idle for some time after export, for example; if it is sitting on a shelf for six months, the original
backup, or archive dates might be old enough to trigger the file copies to expire immediately when the data is imported into
a server. The RELATIVE specification for this value adjusts for time that is elapsed since export so that the file copies are
not immediately expired.

For example, assume that an export tape contains an archive file copy that was archived five days before the export
operation. If the media is saved for six months and then imported, the archive file look like it is inserted six months and five
days ago by default, the (DATES=ABSOLUTE) and might expire immediately depending on the retention value that is
specified in the file's management class. Specifying DATES=RELATIVE results in resetting the archive date for the file to five
days ago during import. The DATES=RELATIVE parameter thus adjusts file backup and archive dates for the time that
elapsed since the export operation occurred.

VOLumenames (Required)
Specifies the volumes to be used for the import operation. Volumes must be imported in the same order as they were
exported. The parameter supports the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes that are used for the imported data. In the file, each
volume name must be on a separate line. Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when you specify volumes that are associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. An example
is /imdata/mt1.

Any fully qualified file name string. For example,
d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1 - 250 alphanumeric characters.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace definitions on the target server. The default value is NO. The parameter supports the following
values:

No
Objects are not to be replaced.

Yes
Objects are to be replaced.

HEXFILESpace
Specifies the hexadecimal representation of the file space names in UTF-8 format. Separate multiple names with commas
and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

To view the hexadecimal representation of a file space name, you can use the QUERY FILESPACE command with
FORMAT=DETAILED.

UNIFILESpace
Specifies that the file spaces that are known to the server are Unicode enabled. The server converts the names that you
enter from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page to find the file spaces to import. The success of the conversion
depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Separate multiple names with commas and no
intervening spaces. A wildcard character can be used to specify a name. This parameter is optional.

MERGEfilespaces
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Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect merges client files into existing file spaces on the target server (if they exist), or if
IBM Spectrum Protect generates new file space names. The default is NO.

Valid values are:

Yes
Specifies that imported data on the target server is merged with the existing file space, if a file space with the same
name exists on the target server.

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect generates a new file space name for imported data on the target server if file
spaces with the same name exists.

PROXynodeassoc
Specifies whether proxy node associations are imported. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Example: Import client node information from tapes

From the server, import client node information from tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that these tape
volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

import node devclass=menu1 volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Import client node information from tapes listed in a file

From the server, import client node information from tape volumes that are listed in a file named TAPEVOL.

From the server, import client node information from tape volumes that are listed in a file named TAPEVOL.DATA.

This file contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

Specify that these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

import node devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

import node devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

Example: Import the active backup for a client node

From the server, import the active backup versions of file data for client node JOE from tape volume TAPE01. The file space is
Unicode.

import node joe unifilespace=\\joe\c$ filedata=backupactive devclass=menu1 
    volumenames=tape01

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to IMPORT NODE
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT ADMIN Restores administrative information from external media.

IMPORT POLICY Restores policy information from external media.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.
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Command Description

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

IMPORT POLICY (Import policy information)
Use this command to import policy domain information from sequential export media to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. IBM
Spectrum Protect servers with retention protection enabled do not allow import operations.

IBM Spectrum Protect client data can be moved between servers with export and import processing, if the same removable media
type is supported on both platforms.

Restriction:

1. If target and source server levels are not compatible, the import operation might not work.
2. Importing data from a CENTERA device class is not supported. However, files that are imported can be stored on a

CENTERA storage device.

You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view the status of the import operation. You can also view this information from the
server console.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If an IMPORT POLICY
background process is canceled, some of the data is already imported. To display information about background processes, use
the QUERY PROCESS command.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                  .-*---------------.    
>>-IMport Policy--+-----------------+---------------------------> 
                  | .-,-----------. |    
                  | V             | |    
                  '---domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.                                    
>--+---------------------+--DEVclass--=--device_class_name------> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'                                    
                 '-Yes-'                                      
 
                     .-,-----------.       
                     V             |       
>--VOLumenames--=--+---volume_name-+--+-------------------------> 
                   '-FILE:--file_name-'    
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
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Specifies the policy domains for which information is to be imported. Separate multiple names with commas and no
intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. The default (*) is all policy.

Preview
Specifies whether you want to preview the results of the import operation without importing information.This parameter
supports the following values:

No
Specifies that the information is to be imported.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is reported to the server console and the
activity log.

The PREVIEW=YES option requires that you mount the export volumes. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.
DEVclass (Required)

Specifies the device class from which import data is to be read. You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device
classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the import runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations,
such as reclamation, to make a drive available.

VOLumenames (Required)
Specifies the volumes to be used for the import operation. Volumes must be imported in the same order as they were
exported. This parameter supports the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes. In the file, each volume name must be on a separate line.
Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when you specify volumes that are associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified file name string. For example:

/imdata/mt1
d:\program files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1 - 250 alphanumeric characters.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace policy definitions on the target server. This parameter supports the following values:

Yes
Specifies that objects are to be replaced by the imported objects.

No
Specifies that objects are not to be replaced by imported objects.

The default value is NO.

Example: Import policy information from specific tape volumes

From the server, import the information for all defined policies from tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that
these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

import policy devclass=menu1  
volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Import policy information from tape volumes listed in a file

From the server, import the information for all defined policies from tape volumes that are listed in a file that is named thus:
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TAPEVOL
TAPEVOL.DATA

Specify that these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. The file contains the following
lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

import policy devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

import policy devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to IMPORT POLICY
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

EXPORT POLICY Copies policy information to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT ADMIN Restores administrative information from external media.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

IMPORT SERVER (Import server information)
Use this command to copy all or part of the server control information and specified client file data from export media to the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server.

Important: For commands that import administrators or nodes, you must consider the method of authentication. The IBM
Spectrum Protect server cannot export or import passwords for nodes or administrators that are authenticating with LDAP
directory servers. If the current authentication method uses an LDAP directory server and the password is not already
synchronized by that server, you must update the password. After issuing the IMPORT command, set the password by issuing the
UPDATE ADMIN or UPDATE NODE command.

IBM Spectrum Protect servers with retention protection enabled do not allow import operations.

Restrictions:

If target and source server levels are not compatible, the operation might not work.
Importing data from a CENTERA device class is not supported. However, files that are imported can be stored on a
CENTERA storage device.
If you use an LDAP directory server to authenticate passwords, any target servers must be configured for LDAP passwords.
Server data that is exported from a node that authenticates with an LDAP directory server is inaccessible if the target server
is not properly configured. If your target server is not configured, exported data from an LDAP node can still go there. But
the target server must be configured to use LDAP in order for you to access the data.

Incrementally exporting or importing the following types of client data to another IBM Spectrum Protect server is not
supported:

VMware backups where full plus incremental backups need to be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Backups groups where full plus differential backups must be periodically, incrementally transferred to another
server
Windows System State data that is periodically, incrementally transferred to another server
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Full export or import of this data to a new file system on the target is supported by exporting the entire file space that
contains the data. The export must not use the FILEDATA=ALLACTIVE, FROMDATE, TODATE, or MERGEFILESPACES
parameters.

Using node replication to incrementally transfer this type of client data between two servers is optimal.

You can also initiate an import of server information and client file data directly from the originating server. For more information,
see the EXPORT commands.

This command generates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. If an IMPORT
SERVER background process is canceled, some of the data is already imported. To display information about background
processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Limitation: The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not convert code pages during export, import, and node replication operations.
If servers are running in different locales, some information in databases or system output might become unreadable. Invalid
characters might be displayed, for example, in the contact information for the administrator and client nodes, and in descriptions
of policy domains. Any field that is stored in the server character set and that includes extended ASCII characters can be affected.
To resolve the issue after the import or node replication operation, update the fields with the appropriate UPDATE commands.
This server limitation does not affect client data. Any client data that was exported, imported, or replicated can be restored,
retrieved, and recalled.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                  .-FILEData--=--None-------------.    
>>-IMport Server--+-------------------------------+-------------> 
                  '-FILEData--=--+-ALl----------+-'    
                                 +-None---------+      
                                 +-ARchive------+      
                                 +-Backup-------+      
                                 +-BACKUPActive-+      
                                 +-ALLActive----+      
                                 '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.                                    
>--+---------------------+--DEVclass--=--device_class_name------> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'                                    
                 '-Yes-'                                      
 
   .-Dates--=--Absolute-----.    
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-Dates--=--+-Absolute-+-'    
               '-Relative-'      
 
                     .-,-----------.       
                     V             |       
>--VOLumenames--=--+---volume_name-+--+-------------------------> 
                   '-FILE:--file_name-'    
 
   .-Replacedefs--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Replacedefs--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 
   .-MERGEfilespaces--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MERGEfilespaces--=--+-No--+-'    
                         '-Yes-'      
 
   .-PROXynodeassoc--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PROXynodeassoc--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
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Parameters

FILEData
Specifies the type of files that can be imported for all nodes that are defined to the server. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NONE.

The device class that is used to access the file data is determined by the device class for the storage pool. If it is the same
device class that is specified in this command, two drives are needed to import information. The mount limit for the device
class must be set to at least 2.

The following descriptions mention active and inactive backup file copies. An active backup file copy is the most recent
backup copy for a file that still exists on the client workstation. All other file copies are called inactive copies. This
parameter supports the following values:

ALl
IBM Spectrum Protect imports all backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by an
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

None
IBM Spectrum Protect does not import files, only node definitions.

ARchive
IBM Spectrum Protect imports only archived files.

Backup
IBM Spectrum Protect imports only backup versions, whether the versions are active or inactive.

BACKUPActive
IBM Spectrum Protect imports only active backup versions. These active backup versions are the active versions in
the IBM Spectrum Protect database at the time that the IMPORT command is issued.

ALLActive
IBM Spectrum Protect imports all active backup versions of files, all archived files, and all files that were migrated by
an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client. The active backup versions are the active versions in the
IBM Spectrum Protect database at the time that the IMPORT command is issued.

SPacemanaged
IBM Spectrum Protect imports only files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the results of the import operation, without importing information. This parameter supports
the following values:

No
Specifies that the server information is to be imported.

Yes
Specifies that the operation is previewed but not completed. Information is transferred to the server console and the
activity log.

This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. If the PREVIEW=YES option is specified, you must mount the export
volumes.

DEVclass (Required)
Specifies the device class from which import data is to be read. You cannot specify the DISK, NAS, or CENTERA device
classes.

If all drives for the device class are busy when the import runs, IBM Spectrum Protect cancels lower priority operations,
such as reclamation, to make a drive available.

Dates
Specifies whether the dates for the file copies are set as the same date when the files were exported, or is adjusted to the
import date.

If the import media is idle for some time after export, for example; if it is sitting on a shelf for six months, the original
backup, or archive dates might be old enough to trigger the file copies to expire immediately when the data is imported into
a server. The RELATIVE specification for this value adjusts for time that is elapsed since export so that the file copies are
not immediately expired.

For example, assume that an import tape contains an archive file copy that was archived five days before the export
operation. If the export media are saved for six months and then imported, the archive file looks like it is inserted six
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months and five days ago by default (DATES=ABSOLUTE) and might expire immediately depending upon the retention value
that is specified in the file's management class. Specifying DATES=RELATIVE results in resetting the archive date for the file
to five days ago during import. DATES=RELATIVE parameter thus adjusts file backup and archive dates for the time that
elapsed since the export operation occurred.

This parameter supports the following values:

Absolute
The dates for file copies are set to the values specified when the files were exported.

Relative
The date for file copies are adjusted to the date of import.

The default value is ABSOLUTE.
VOLumenames (Required)

Specifies the volumes to be used for the import operation. Volumes must be imported in the same order as they were
exported. This parameter supports the following values:

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. To specify multiple volumes, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes that are used for the imported data. In the file, each
volume name must be on a separate line. Blank and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored.

Use these naming conventions when you specify volumes that are associated with the following device types:

For this device Specify

Tape 1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

FILE Any fully qualified volume or file name string. An example is
/imdata/mt1.

Any fully qualified volume or file name string. For example, d:\program
files\tivoli\tsm\data1.dsm.

REMOVABLEFILE
1 - 6 alphanumeric characters.

SERVER 1 - 250 alphanumeric characters.

Replacedefs
Specifies whether to replace objects on the server. Existing file spaces are not replaced. New file spaces are created when
identical names are encountered. This parameter supports the following values:

No
Specifies that objects are not to be replaced by imported objects.

Yes
Specifies that objects are to be replaced by the imported objects.

The default value is NO.
MERGEfilespaces

Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect merges client files into existing file spaces on the target server (if they exist), or if
IBM Spectrum Protect generates new file space names. You cannot merge non-Unicode and Unicode file spaces together.
This parameter supports the following values:

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect generates a new file space name for imported data on the target server if file
spaces with the same name exist.

Yes
Specifies that imported data on the target server is merged with the existing file space, if a file space with the same
name exists on the target server.

The default is NO.
PROXynodeassoc

Specifies whether proxy node associations are imported. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Example: Import the information for all defined servers from specific tapes
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From the server, import the information for all defined servers from tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that
these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class.

import server devclass=menu1 volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03

Example: Import information for all defined servers from specific tapes and specify files are
merged into existing file spaces

From the server, import the information for all defined servers from tape volumes TAPE01, TAPE02, and TAPE03. Specify that
these tape volumes be read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class and that client files be merged into file spaces
on the target server if file spaces of the same names exist.

import server devclass=menu1 volumenames=tape01,tape02,tape03 mergefilespaces=yes

Example: Import information for all defined servers from tapes listed in a file

From the server, import the information for all defined servers from tape volumes that are listed in a file named TAPEVOL. Specify
that the tape volumes are read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. The input file contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

import server devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol

Example: Import information for all defined servers from tapes listed in a file

From the server, import the information for all defined servers from tape volumes that are listed in a file named TAPEVOL.DATA.
Specify that the tape volumes are read by a device that is assigned to the MENU1 device class. The input file contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

import server devclass=menu1 volumenames=file:tapevol.data

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to IMPORT SERVER
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT ADMIN Restores administrative information from external media.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

IMPORT POLICY Restores policy information from external media.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

INSERT MACHINE (Insert machine characteristics information or
recovery instructions)

Use this command to add client machine characteristics or recovery instructions to existing machine information in the database.
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You can write a program to read files containing the information and generate the appropriate INSERT MACHINE commands.

You can use QUERY commands to retrieve the information if a disaster occurs.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-INsert MAchine--machine_name--sequence_number----------------> 
 
>--+-CHaracteristics--=--text------+--------------------------->< 
   '-RECOVERYInstructions--=--text-'    
 

Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client machine.

sequence_number (Required)
Specifies the sequence number for the line of text in the database.

CHaracteristics
Specifies machine characteristics information. You must specify the characteristics or recovery instructions, but not both.
Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains blank characters. The text can be up to 1024 characters.

RECOVERYInstructions
Specifies recovery instructions. You must specify the characteristics or recovery instructions, but not both. Enclose the text
in quotation marks if it contains blank characters. The text can be up to 1024 characters.

Example: Update a machine's information

For the machine DISTRICT5, insert this characteristics text on line 1: "Machine owner is Mary Smith".

insert machine district5 1  
characteristics="Machine owner is Mary Smith"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to INSERT MACHINE
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

Related information:
Specifying information about your server and client node machines

ISSUE MESSAGE (Issue a message from a server script)
Use this command with return code processing in a script to issue a message from a server script to determine where the problem
is with a command in the script.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-ISSUE MESSAGE--message_severity--message_text--------------->< 
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Parameters

message_severity (Required)
Specifies the severity of the message. The message severity indicators are:

I
Information. ANR1496I is displayed in the message text.

W
Warning. ANR1497W is displayed in the message text.

E
Error. ANR1498E is displayed in the message text.

S
Severe. ANR1499S is displayed in the message text.

message_text (Required)
Specifies the description of the message.

Example: Issue a message from a server script

Assume you have a script called backupscript that quiesces a client's database, takes a backup of that database, and then restarts
the client's database. For illustration, your script results in a non-zero return code. Use the ISSUE MESSAGE command with the
message severity and message text. The following is an example of a server script that calls backupscript on the client machine
and issues messages based on the return code from backupscript.

issue message i "Starting backup"  
define clientaction nodename action=command objects="c:\backupscript" wait=yes  
if (101) goto qfail  
if (102) goto qwarn 
if (103) goto backupf  
if (104) goto restartf  
issue message i "Backup of database complete"  
exit  
qfail: issue message e "Quiesce of database failed" 
exit  
qwarn: issue message w "Quiesce of database failed, taking fuzzy backup" 
 
exit  
backupf: issue message e "Backup of database failed" 
exit 
restartf: issue message s "Database restart failed" 
exit

Command
issue message e "quiesce of database failed"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ISSUE MESSAGE
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

LABEL LIBVOLUME (Label a library volume)
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Use this command to label tape volumes or, in an automated library, to label the volumes automatically as they are checked in.
With this command, the server uses the full-length label with which the volumes are often prelabeled.

Restriction: Use this command only for MANUAL, SCSI, ACSLS, and 349X libraries. The command processing does not wait for a
drive to become available, even if the drive is only in the IDLE state. If necessary, you can make a library drive available by issuing
the DISMOUNT VOLUME command to dismount the volume in that particular drive. When the library drive becomes available, you
can reissue the LABEL LIBVOLUME command.
For detailed and current drive and library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

To use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, at least one drive must exist that is not in use by another IBM Spectrum Protect™
process. This includes idle volumes that are mounted. If necessary, use the DISMOUNT VOLUME command to dismount the idle
volume to make that drive available.

By default, the LABEL LIBVOLUME command does not overwrite an existing label. However, if you want to overwrite an existing
label, you can specify the OVERWRITE=YES option.

Attention:

By overwriting a volume label, you destroy all data on the volume. Use caution when you overwrite volume labels to avoid
deleting valid data.
The labels on VolSafe volumes can be overwritten only once. Therefore, use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command only once for
VolSafe volumes. You can guard against overwriting the label by using the OVERWRITE=NO option with the LABEL
LIBVOLUME command.

When you use the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, you can identify the volumes to be labeled in one of the following ways:

Explicitly name one volume.
Enter a range of volumes by using the VOLRANGE parameter.
Use the VOLLIST parameter to specify a file that contains a list of volume names or to explicitly name one or more volumes.

For automated libraries, you are prompted to insert the volume in the entry/exit slot of the library.

When virtual input/output (VIO) is enabled, volumes that are in the I/O station are no longer in entry/exit ports. To ensure that the
volumes can be processed, move them from the I/O station to VIO slots. If no I/O convenience station is available, insert the
volume into an empty slot.

For manual libraries, you are prompted to load the volume directly into a drive.

Tip: To automatically label tape volumes, you can use the AUTOLABEL parameter on the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE LIBRARY
commands. By using the AUTOLABEL parameter, you eliminate the need to pre-label a set of tapes. This method is more efficient
than using the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, which requires you to mount volumes separately. If you use the AUTOLABEL
parameter with a SCSI library, you must check in tapes by specifying CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME
command. The AUTOLABEL parameter defaults to YES for all non-SCSI libraries and to NO for SCSI libraries.

To label volumes with the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, specify the CHECKIN parameter.

To automatically label tape volumes in SCSI-type libraries, use the AUTOLABEL parameter on the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE
LIBRARY commands. By using this parameter, you eliminate the need to pre-label a set of tapes. This method is also more
efficient than using the LABEL LIBVOLUME command, which requires you to mount volumes separately. If you use the
AUTOLABEL parameter, you must check in tapes by specifying CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

A label cannot include embedded blanks or periods and must be valid when used as a file name on the media.

You must label CD-ROM, Zip, or Jaz volumes with the device utilities from the manufacturer or the Windows utilities. IBM
Spectrum Protect does not provide utilities to format or label these media types. The operating system utilities include the Disk
Administrator program (a graphical user interface) and the label command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.
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Syntax for a manual library
 
>>-LABEl LIBVolume--library_name------volume_name---------------> 
 
   .-OVERWRITE--=--No------.  .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+--------------------+----------->< 
   '-OVERWRITE--=--+-No--+-'  '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
                   '-Yes-'                              
 

Syntax for a SCSI library
 
>>-LABEl LIBVolume--library_name--------------------------------> 
 
>----+-volume_name----------------------------------------------------+----> 
     '-SEARCH--=--+-Yes--| A |--+--LABELSource--=--+-Barcode--------+-'      
                  '-Bulk--| A |-'                  +-Prompt---------+        
                                                   '-Vollist--| B |-'        
 
                                .-OVERWRITE--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------------+-------> 
   '-CHECKIN--=--+-SCRatch-+-'  '-OVERWRITE--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-PRIvate-'                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
 
A (SEARCH=Yes, SEARCH=Bulk) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 
B (LABELSource=Vollist) 
 
                 .-,-----------.       
                 V             |       
|--VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------------------------| 
               '-FILE:--file_name-'    
 

Syntax for a 349X library
 
>>-LABEl LIBVolume--library_name--------------------------------> 
 
>----+-volume_name---------------+------------------------------> 
     '-SEARCH--=--Yes----| A |---'      
 
                                .-OVERWRITE--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------------+-------> 
   '-CHECKIN--=--+-SCRatch-+-'  '-OVERWRITE--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-PRIvate-'                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
 
A (SEARCH=Yes) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
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Syntax for an ACSLS library
 
>>-LABEl LIBVolume--library_name--------------------------------> 
 
>----+-volume_name---------------+------------------------------> 
     '-SEARCH--=--Yes----| A |---'      
 
                                .-OVERWRITE--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------------+-------> 
   '-CHECKIN--=--+-SCRatch-+-'  '-OVERWRITE--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-PRIvate-'                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-WAITTime--=--60----.    
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-WAITTime--=--value-'    
 
A (SEARCH=Yes) 
 
|--+-VOLRange--=----volume_name1,volume_name2---+---------------| 
   |               .-,-----------.              |    
   |               V             |              |    
   '-VOLList--=--+---volume_name-+--+-----------'    
                 '-FILE:--file_name-'                
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library that contains the storage volume.

volume_name
Specifies the name of the volume to be labeled.

For SCSI libraries: The server requests that the volume is inserted into a slot in the library or, if available, into an
entry/exit port. The server identifies a slot by the slot's element address. If you are labeling a volume in a SCSI
library with multiple entry/exit ports, the volume in the lowest numbered slot is labeled.
Warning: If you specify a volume name, the name you specify overrides the label that is printed on the cartridge.
For MANUAL libraries: The server requests that the volume is inserted into a drive.
For 349X libraries: The volume might already be in the library, or you might be prompted to put it into the I/O station.

Remember: If the specified volume name is already defined in a storage pool or in a volume history file, the volume is not
labeled, and a message is displayed.

CHECKIN
Specifies whether the server checks in the volume. This parameter is optional. The following are possible values:

SCRatch
Specifies that the server checks in the volumes and adds them to the library's scratch pool. If a volume has an entry
in volume history, you cannot check it in as a scratch volume.

PRIvate
Specifies that the server checks in the volumes and designates them as private. Private volumes are available only
when you request them by name.

If you do not specify a value for this parameter, the command labels the volume, but does not check it in. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter and you want to check in the volume, you must issue the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME
command.

SEARCH
Specifies that the server searches the library for usable volumes to label. This parameter applies to SCSI, 349X, and ACSLS
libraries.
The following values are valid:

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only volumes that are stored in the library, unless the volume is already labeled or its
bar code cannot be read.

If you specify the LABELSOURCE=PROMPT option, the volume is moved into the drive from its location in the library or
entry and exit ports. The server prompts you to issue the REPLY command that contains the label string, and that
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label is written to the tape.

Bulk
Specifies that the server searches the library entry/exit ports for usable volumes to label. This option is only valid for
SCSI libraries.

If you specify LABELSOURCE=BARCODE, the volume bar code is read. Then, the tape is moved from its location in
the library or in the entry/exit ports to a drive where the bar code label is written. After the tape is labeled, it is
moved back to its location in the library, to the entry/exit ports, or to a storage slot if the CHECKIN option is
specified. For bar code support to work correctly for libraries that are supported by IBM Spectrum Protect, the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the device driver must be at the same level. Bar code support is available for libraries
that are supported by IBM Spectrum Protect and that use the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver or the IBM®
Magstar® or LTO Ultrium device driver.

Tip: You can use the VOLRANGE or VOLLIST parameter to limit the search.

VOLRange
Specifies a range of volume names that are separated by a comma. Use this parameter to limit the search for volumes to be
labeled when you specify SEARCH=YES (349X, ACSLS, and SCSI libraries) or SEARCH=BULK (SCSI libraries only). If there
are no volumes in the library that are within the specified range, the command completes without errors.

You can specify only volume names that can be numerically incremented. In addition to the incremental area, a volume
name can include an alphanumeric prefix and an alphanumeric suffix, for example:

Parameter Description

volrange=bar110,bar130 The 21 volumes are labeled: bar110, bar111,
bar112,...bar129, bar130.

volrange=bar11a,bar13a The 3 volumes are labeled: bar11a, bar12a, bar13a.

volrange=123400,123410 The 11 volumes are labeled: 123400, 123401, ...123409,
123410.

VOLList
Specifies a list of volumes. Use this parameter to limit the search for volumes to be labeled when you specify SEARCH=YES
(349X, ACSLS, and SCSI libraries) or SEARCH=BULK (SCSI libraries only). If there are no volumes in the library that are in
the list, the command completes without errors. The VOLLIST parameter can also be the source of names to be used to
label volumes if the LABELSOURCE parameter is set to VOLLIST. If LABELSOURCE=VOLLIST, you must specify the VOLLIST
parameter.
The following values are valid:

volume_name
Specifies the names of one or more values that are used for the command. For example: VOLLIST=TAPE01,TAPE02.

FILE:file_name
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of volumes for the command. In the file, each volume name must be
on a separate line. Blank lines and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are ignored. For example, to use
volume TAPE01, TAPE02 and TAPE03, create a file that is named TAPEVOL that contains these lines:

TAPE01 
TAPE02 
TAPE03

You can specify the volumes for the command as follows: VOLLIST=FILE:TAPEVOL.

Remember: The file name is case-sensitive.

LABELSource
Specifies how or whether the server reads sequential media labels of volumes. This option is only valid for SCSI libraries.
Specify this parameter only when SEARCH=YES or SEARCH=BULK.
You can specify the following values:

Prompt
The server prompts for volume names as necessary.

Barcode
The server attempts to read the bar code label. If the attempt fails, the server does not label the volume and
displays a message.
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Important: For bar code support to work properly, the appropriate device drivers must be installed for the libraries.
Vollist

This option applies only to SCSI libraries. The server attempts to read the specified file or list of files. If the attempt
fails, the server does not label the volumes and displays a message.

OVERWRITE
Specifies whether the server attempts to overwrite existing labels. This parameter is optional. The default is NO. You can
specify the following values:

No
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes. For StorageTek VolSafe volumes, the value must be NO.

Yes
Specifies that the server overwrites existing labels only if both the existing label and the prompted or bar code label
are not already defined in either the server storage pool or volume history list.

WAITTime
Specifies the number of minutes that the server waits for you to reply or respond to a request. Specify a value in the range
0-9999. If you want to be prompted by the server, specify a wait time greater than zero. The default value is 60 minutes.
For example, suppose that the server prompts you to insert a tape into the entry/exit port of a library. If you specified a wait
time of 60 minutes, the server issues a request and wait 60 minutes for you to reply. Alternatively, suppose that you specify
a wait time of 0. If you inserted a tape, a wait time of zero causes the operation to continue without prompting. If you did
not insert a tape, a wait time of zero causes the operation to fail.

Example: Automatically label library volumes

Label tapes in a SCSI library named AUTO automatically as you are checking in the volumes.

label libvolume auto checkin=scratch search=yes labelsource=barcode 
overwrite=yes

Example: Label sequential library volumes

Label 3 volumes from bar11a to bar13a in a SCSI library named ABC. When you issue the following command, the three volumes
are labeled: bar11a, bar12a, bar13a.

label libvolume abc checkin=scratch search=yes volrange=bar11a,bar13a  
labelsource=barcode

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to LABEL LIBVOLUME
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

REPLY Allows a request to continue processing.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

LOAD DEFALERTTRIGGERS (Load the default set of alert triggers)
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Use this command to load the default set of alert triggers to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

For a newly installed server, a default set of messages is defined to trigger alerts. You can modify or delete default alert triggers.
Use this command to complete the following tasks:

Load the default set of alert triggers, restoring any that were deleted.
Replace all alert triggers with the original default set.

By default, this command does not delete other alert triggers that were created, and does not replace default alert triggers that
were modified. To delete all alert triggers and restore the original set of default alert triggers, specify RESET=yes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                          .-REset--=--No------.    
>>-LOad DEFALerttriggers--+-------------------+---------------->< 
                          '-REset--=--+-No--+-'    
                                      '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

REset
Specifies whether you want to replace all of your alert triggers with the default set of alert triggers. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the default alert triggers are added only. The original default alert triggers are added to the server.
Existing triggers are not deleted. If a default trigger exists on the server, it is not replaced or modified.

Yes
Specifies that the alert triggers are restored to the original defaults. All alert triggers are deleted and then the
original set of default alert triggers are added.

Example: Load the default alert triggers on the server

Load the default triggers to restore any that were deleted. Issue the command:

load defalerttriggers

Example: Replace all alert triggers on the server with the default alert triggers

Delete all alert triggers on the server and replace them with the original defaults. Issue the command:

load defalerttriggers reset=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to LOAD DEFALERTTRIGGERS
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

LOCK commands
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Use the LOCK command to prevent users from accessing the server.

LOCK ADMIN (Lock out an administrator)
LOCK NODE (Lock out a client node)
LOCK PROFILE (Lock a profile)

LOCK ADMIN (Lock out an administrator)
Use this command to prevent an administrator from accessing the server. The administrator is locked out until a system
administrator uses the UNLOCK ADMIN command to reestablish access for the administrator.

You can use the authentication filter to lock all administrators, excluding console administrators. After configuring an LDAP
directory server for password authentication, you can lock administrators to force them to create passwords that authenticate
with an LDAP server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-LOCK Admin--+-*----------+--+------------------------------+->< 
               '-admin_name-'  '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'    
                                                    '-LDap--'      
 

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator to be locked out. You can use wildcard characters to specify the administrator
name. You do not have to enter an administrator name if you want to lock all of the administrators according to their
authentication method. Use the wildcard with an authentication method to lock multiple administrators.

AUTHentication
Specifies the method of authentication that the administrator uses to log in.

LOcal
Specifies to lock administrators who authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

LDap
Specifies to lock administrators who authenticate to the LDAP directory server.

Example: Lock out an administrator

Lock out the administrator CLAUDIA. Issue the command:

lock admin claudia

Example: Lock out all administrators who authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server
database

Use the wildcard character (*) to lock all the administrators who authenticate their passwords locally. Console administrators are
not affected by this command. Issue the following command:

lock admin * authentication=local 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to LOCK ADMIN
Command Description
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Command Description

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

UNLOCK ADMIN Enables a locked administrator to access IBM Spectrum
Protect.

LOCK NODE (Lock out a client node)
Use this command to prevent a client node from accessing the server. A locked client node cannot perform any IBM Spectrum
Protect™ operations, even if the operations are scheduled.

After configuring an LDAP directory server for password authentication, you can lock nodes to force them to use passwords that
authenticate with an LDAP server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-LOCK Node--+-*---------+--+------------------------------+-->< 
              '-node_name-'  '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'    
                                                  '-LDap--'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node to lock out. You can use a wildcard character instead of a node name if you want to
lock all of the nodes according to their method of authentication.

AUTHentication
Specifies the method of password authentication that is needed to log into a node.

LOcal
Specifies to lock nodes that authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

LDap
Specifies to lock nodes that authenticate with an LDAP directory server.

Example: Lock a specific client node

Lock the client node SMITH.

lock node smith

Example: Lock all nodes that authenticate to the local IBM Spectrum Protect database

Issue the following command to lock all nodes that authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

lock node * authentication=local

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to LOCK NODE
Command Description

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.
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Command Description

UNLOCK NODE Enables a locked user in a specific policy domain to access the
server.

LOCK PROFILE (Lock a profile)
Use this command on a configuration manager to temporarily lock a profile so that configuration information is not distributed to
subscribing managed servers.

You can use this command when you are making multiple updates to your configuration and do not want to distribute this
information until the changes are completed.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                               .-60------.    
>>-LOCK PROFIle--profile_name--+---------+--------------------->< 
                               '-minutes-'    
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile to lock. You can use wildcard characters to indicate multiple names.

minutes
Specifies the time, in minutes, before IBM Spectrum Protect™ unlocks the configuration profile. Specify an integer from 0 to
10000. The default is 60 minutes. If you specify 0, the configuration profile will not unlock automatically. Use the UNLOCK
PROFILE command to unlock the profile before the time period elapses, or to unlock it if you have specified a value of 0.
This parameter is optional.

Example: Lock a profile for a specific amount of time

Lock a profile named DELTA for 30 minutes.

lock profile delta 30

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to LOCK PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.
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MACRO (Invoke a macro)
Use this command to invoke a file from the administrative command line that contains one or more IBM Spectrum Protect™
administrative commands to be performed.

Restriction: Use this command with administrative command-line clients only.

A macro is a file that contains one or more IBM Spectrum Protect administrative commands. You can only issue a macro from the
administrative client in batch or interactive mode. A macro is stored as a file on the administrative client machine (or system).
Macros are not distributed across servers and cannot be scheduled on the server.

Creating a macro to enter commands can be helpful when you want to issue commands that are used repeatedly, to issue
commands that contain several parameters, or to process related commands in a specific order. After you create a macro, you can
update the information it contains and use it again, or you can copy the macro file, make changes to the copy, and then run the
copy.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-MACRO--macro_name--+------------------------+--------------->< 
                      | .--------------------. |    
                      | V                    | |    
                      '---substitution_value-+-'    
 

Parameters

macro_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the macro.

substitution_value
Specifies the value for a substitution variable in a macro. When you use a substitution variable, you can reuse a macro
whenever you need to perform the same task for different objects or with different parameter values. To specify a value
that contains blanks, you must enclose the value in quotation marks. This parameter is optional.

Example: Create a macro to register a new administrator

Create a macro file named REGNG. Use the macro to register and grant authority to a new administrator. Write the macro as
follows:

/* Register and grant authority to a new administrator */ 
REGister Admin jones passwd        - 
CONtactinfo="x1235" 
GRant AUTHority jones              - 
CLasses=Policy

Issue the following command to run the macro:

macro regng.mac

Example: Write a macro using substitution variables

Create a macro file named AUTHRG, containing substitution variables, to register and grant authority to a new administrator. Write
the macro as follows:

/*   Register and grant authority to a new administrator */ 
REGister Admin %1 %2  -        /*  Enter userid and password  */ 
CONtact=%3         /* Enter contact info (in quotes if nec.) */ 
GRant AUTHority %1  -        /*  Server uses variable already */ 
-                                         /*  defined by you */ 
CLasses=%4                     /*  Enter the privilege class  */
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Issue a command similar to the following, entering the values you want to pass to the server to process the command when you
run the macro.

macro authrg.mac jones passwd x1235 Policy

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to MACRO
Command Description

COMMIT Makes changes to the database permanent.

ROLLBACK Discards any uncommitted changes to the database since the
last COMMIT was executed.

Related concepts:
Administrative client macros

MIGRATE STGPOOL (Migrate storage pool to next storage pool)
Use this command to migrate files from one storage pool to the next storage pool in the storage hierarchy.

This command can only be used with primary storage pools. The storage pool data format cannot be NETAPPDUMP,
CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP. Data cannot be migrated into or out of storage pools that are defined with a CENTERA device
class.

Only one migration or reclamation process for a given storage pool is allowed at any given time. If a migration or reclamation
process is already running for the storage pool, you cannot start another migration process for the storage pool.

You should only use this command if you are not going to use automatic migration for the storage pool. To prevent automatic
migration from running, set the HIGHMIG attribute of the storage pool definition to 100.

If you use this command to start a migration process, but the storage pool does not have a next storage pool identified in the
hierarchy, a reclamation process is triggered for the source storage pool. To prevent the reclamation process, define the next
storage pool in the hierarchy. Then, start the migration process.

The MIGRATE STGPOOL command honors the values of the following parameters on the DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL
commands:

MIGPROCESS
MIGDELAY
MIGCONTINUE
NEXTPOOL
LOWMIG
Tip: You can override the value of the LOWMIG parameter on DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL by specifying a
value for the LOWMIG parameter on the MIGRATE STGPOOL command.

The MIGRATE STGPOOL command ignores the value of the HIGHMIG parameter of the storage pool definition. Migration occurs
regardless of the value of the HIGHMIG parameter.

This command creates one or more migration processes that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. The number
of processes is limited by the MIGPROCESS attribute of the storage pool definition. To display information about background
processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

Remember: Migrating data from a primary storage pool that is set up for data deduplication to another primary storage pool that is
also set up for data deduplication removes duplicate data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for both the
storage pool from which the files are to be migrated and the next storage pool to which files are to be migrated.

Syntax
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>>-MIGrate STGpool--pool_name--+-------------------+------------> 
                               '-LOwmig--=--number-'    
 
                             .-REClaim--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------+--+---------------------+------------> 
   '-DUration--=--minutes-'  '-REClaim--=--+-No--+-'    
                                           '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the primary storage pool from which files are to be migrated.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the migration runs before being automatically canceled. When the specified
number of minutes elapses, the server will automatically cancel all migration processes for this storage pool. As soon as
the processes recognize the automatic cancellation, they end. As a result, the migration might run longer than the value you
specified for this parameter. You can specify a number from 1 to 9999. This parameter is optional. If not specified, the
server will stop only after the low migration threshold is reached.

LOwmig
For random-access and sequential-access disk storage pools, specifies that migration should stop when the amount of data
in the pool is at or below this percentage of the pool's estimated capacity. This parameter is optional.
The calculation for sequential-access disk storage pools includes the capacity of all the scratch volumes that are specified
for the pool. Because migration is by node or filespace, depending upon collocation, the occupancy of the storage pool can
fall below the value that you specified for this parameter. To empty the storage pool, set LOWMIG=0. For other types of
sequential-access storage pools, the server stops migration when the ratio of volumes containing data to the total number
of volumes in the storage pool is at or below this percentage. The total number of volumes includes the maximum number
of scratch volumes. You can specify a number from 0 to 99 for this optional parameter. The default value is the LOWMIG
attribute of the storage pool definition.

REClaim
Specifies whether reclamation is attempted for the storage pool before completing the migration. This parameter can only
be specified for a sequential-access storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server will not attempt a reclamation before starting the migration.

Yes
Specifies that the server will attempt reclamation before starting the migration. Any volumes in the storage pool that
meet the reclamation threshold as specified by the RECLAIM attribute of the storage pool definition will be
reclaimed before completing the migration. If no volumes meet the reclamation threshold or if, after reclamation,
the LOWMIG threshold has not been reached, the server will begin the migration. Before reclaiming space for
storage pools defined with RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK, the server deletes all empty WORM FILE volumes
during reclamation processing that have exceeded their reclaim period.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. This default is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is being processed. Messages that are created from the
background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where messages are
logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you cancel this process, some files may
have already been migrated before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can
continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
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operation completes. Messages are also displayed either in the activity log or the server console, or both, depending
on where the messages are logged.
Note: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Migrate a storage pool to the next storage pool

Migrate data from the storage pool named BACKUPPOOL to the next storage pool. Specify that the server should end the
migration as soon as possible after 90 minutes.

migrate stgpool backuppool duration=90

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to MIGRATE STGPOOL
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background process.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RECLAIM STGPOOL Performs reclamation for the storage pool.

Related information:
Migrating files in a storage pool hierarchy

MOVE commands
Use the MOVE commands to either transfer backup or archive data between storage pools, or to move disaster recovery media on
and off site.

MOVE CONTAINER (Move a container)
MOVE DATA (Move files on a storage pool volume)
MOVE DRMEDIA (Move disaster recovery media offsite and back onsite)
MOVE GRPMEMBER (Move a server group member)
MOVE MEDIA (Move sequential-access storage pool media)
MOVE NODEDATA (Move data by node in a sequential access storage pool)

MOVE CONTAINER (Move a container)
Use this command to move the contents of a storage pool container to another container if a storage pool directory is removed or
if a container is damaged.

You can also use this command to move the contents of a storage pool container under these conditions:

When you upgrade hardware
If I/O errors occur on a disk

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have restricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-MOVe CONTainer--container_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-STGPOOLDIRectory--=--directory_name-'    
 
   .-Wait--=--Yes-----.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
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   '-Wait--=--+-Yes-+-'    
              '-No--'      
 

Parameters

container_name(Required)
Specifies the name of the container to move. You must specify the full path name of the container.

STGPOOLDIRectory
Specifies the name of the storage pool directory where the container is moved. This parameter is optional.

If you specify a storage pool directory, it must be in the same storage pool as the original container. The storage pool
directory is used for the new container. If you don't specify a storage pool directory, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
selects a storage pool directory from the same storage pool.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the IBM Spectrum Protect server to complete processing this command in the foreground.
This parameter is optional. Specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages that are related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged. This is the default.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can continue with
other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending on where the
messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify the WAIT=YES parameter from the server console.

Example: Move a container

Move a container, 0000000000000001.dcf, from the /data1/storage/dir1 storage pool directory to the
/data/storage/dir2 storage pool directory.

move container /data1/storage/dir1/00/0000000000000001.dcf  
stgpooldir=/data/storage/dir2

Move a container, 0000000000000001.dcf, from the e:\data1\storage\dir1 storage pool directory to the
e:\data\storage\dir2 storage pool directory.

move container e:\data1\storage\dir1\00\0000000000000001.dcf  
stgpooldir=e:\data\storage\dir2

Table 1. Commands related to MOVE CONTAINER
Command Description

AUDIT CONTAINER Audit a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CONTAINER Displays information about a container.

MOVE DATA (Move files on a storage pool volume)
Use this command to move files from one storage pool volume to other storage pool volumes.

Restriction: You cannot use this command for volumes that are assigned to copy-container storage pools.
You can move files from a primary storage pool volume only to volumes in the same or a different primary storage pool. You can
move files from a copy storage pool volume only to volumes in the same copy storage pool. You can move files from an active-data
pool volume only to volumes in the same active-data pool.

In addition to moving data from volumes in storage pools that have NATIVE or NONBLOCK data formats, you can use this
command to move data from volumes in storage pools that have NDMP data formats (NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or
NDMPDUMP). The target storage pool must have the same data format as the source storage pool. If you are moving data out of a
storage pool for the purpose of upgrading to new tape technology, the target primary storage pool must be associated with a
library that has the new device for the tape drives. IBM Spectrum Protect™ supports backend data movement for NDMP images.
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You cannot move data into or out of a storage pool that is defined with a CENTERA device class.

If you are moving files to volumes in the same storage pool, sufficient space must be available on the volumes. Otherwise, the
operation fails.

When you move files from a sequential access volume, multiple sequential access volume mounts are required to move files that
span volumes.

When you move files from a random access volume, the server erases any cached copies of files on the volume.

After a move data operation completes, a volume might not be empty if one or more files cannot be relocated to another volume
because of input/output errors on the device or because errors were found in the file. If needed, you can delete the volume using
the option to discard any data. The files with I/O or other errors are then deleted.

You can use this command to move files from an offsite volume in a copy storage pool or active-data pool. Because the offsite
volume cannot be mounted, the server obtains the files that are on the offsite volume from either a primary storage pool or
another copy storage pool. These files are then written to the destination volumes in the original copy storage pool or active-data
pool.

During the data movement process, active-data pools cannot be used to obtain data.

If you run the MOVE DATA command on an offsite volume that contains collocated data, it might be necessary to issue the MOVE
DATA command multiple times to move all of the data out of the volume. For example, if you are using filespace collocation groups
with an offsite volume that contains filespaces in a collocation group and filespaces that are not in the group, you must issue two
MOVE DATA commands. Each MOVE DATA command moves the data for a single collocated or non-collocated group of files.

Do not use the MOVE DATA command if a restore process (RESTORE STGPOOL or RESTORE VOLUME) is running. The MOVE DATA
command might cause the restore to be incomplete. If you issue the MOVE DATA command during a restore operation and you
receive an error message indicating that one or more files are locked and cannot be moved, you must reissue the MOVE DATA
command after the restore operation completes in order to move any remaining files.

Remember:
Issuing this command removes duplicate data when:

Moving data from a primary storage pool that is set up for data deduplication to another primary storage pool that is also
set up for data deduplication.
Moving data within a copy storage pool that is set up for data deduplication.
Moving data within an active-data pool that is set up for data deduplication.

A volume in a deduplicated storage pool might contain files that are logically deleted but are still linked by files on other volumes.
If you use the MOVE DATA command to move the contents of a deduplicated storage pool volume to a non-deduplicated storage
pool, the logically deleted files are not written to the new volume since they do not exist logically. The deleted files are kept on the
original volumes for other files to reference. The MOVE DATA process ends successfully but none of the deleted files are moved to
the new target volume and the source volume is not deleted. You can issue the QUERY CONTENT command with the
FOLLOWLINKS=YES or FOLLOWLINKS=JUSTLINKS parameter to verify whether the volume contains files that are linked by files
on other volumes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to which the volume belongs and also for the new storage pool, if one is specified.

Syntax

 
>>-MOVe Data--volume_name--+-----------------------+------------> 
                           '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
   .-SHREDTONOshred--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-SHREDTONOshred--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
                               (1) (2)      
   .-RECONStruct--=--No or Yes---------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-RECONStruct--=--+-No--+-----------'    
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                     '-Yes-'                
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. The default is NO if either the source or target storage pool is random access. The default is YES if both the source and
target storage pools are sequential access.

2. This parameter is not available or is ignored if the data format is NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP data.

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool volume from which to move files.

STGpool
Specifies the primary storage pool to which you want to move files (the target storage pool). This parameter is optional and
applies only to moving data from primary storage pool volumes. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, files are
moved to other volumes within the same storage pool.

SHREDTONOshred
Specifies whether data is moved from a storage pool that enforces shredding to a storage pool that does not enforce
shredding. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server will not allow data to be moved from a storage pool that enforces shredding to a storage
pool that does not enforce shredding. If the source storage pool enforces shredding and the target storage pool does
not, the operation fails.

Yes
Specifies that the server allows data to be moved from a storage pool that enforces shredding to a storage pool that
does not enforce shredding. The source data is shredded when the operation is complete. The target data will not be
shredded when it is deleted.

RECONStruct
Specifies whether to reconstruct file aggregates during data movement. Reconstruction removes empty space that has
accumulated during deletion of logical files from an aggregate. This parameter is optional. If both the source and target
storage pools are sequential access, the default value is YES. If either the source or target storage pool is random access,
the default is NO.
The parameter is not available or is ignored if any of the following conditions are true:

The data format is NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP.
The data is in a storage pool that is configured for data deduplication.
The target storage pool for the data movement is configured for data deduplication.

Attention: Reconstruction removes inactive backup files in active-data pools. If you specify RECONSTRUCT=NO when
moving the data in an active-data pool that is not configured for data deduplication, inactive backup files remain in the
storage pool.

Possible values are:

No
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates is not completed during data movement.

Yes
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates is completed during data movement. You can only specify this option
when both the source and the target storage pools are sequential-access.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.
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The server displays messages that are created from the background process either in the activity log or the server
console, depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If a MOVE DATA background process is
canceled, some files may have already moved before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
continuing with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Move files on a storage pool volume

Move files from storage pool volume STGVOL.1 to any available volumes assigned to the 8MMPOOL storage pool.

move data stgvol.1 stgpool=8mmpool

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to MOVE DATA
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS Displays information about data waiting to be shredded.

SHRED DATA Manually starts the process of shredding deleted data.

MOVE DRMEDIA (Move disaster recovery media offsite and back onsite)
Use this command to track volumes that are to be moved offsite and to identify the expired or empty volumes that are to be
moved onsite. You can track database backup volumes, and volumes in copy storage pools, container-copy storage pools, and
active-data storage pools.

The processing of volumes by this command depends on what the volumes are used for:

Backups of the server database
To control whether the command processes database backup volumes, use the SOURCE parameter on this command. The
command can process volumes that are used for full plus incremental or snapshot database backups. You cannot specify
virtual volumes (backup objects that are stored on another server). You can change volumes through each state, or you can
use the TOSTATE parameter and skip states to simplify the movements.

Copy storage pools
The MOVE DRMEDIA command always processes copy storage-pool volumes.

Container-copy storage pools
By default, volumes in container-copy storage pools are not eligible for processing by the MOVE DRMEDIA command. To
process container-copy storage pool volumes, you must issue the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command first, or
specify the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter on the MOVE DRMEDIA command.

Active-data storage pools
By default, volumes in active-data storage pools are not eligible for processing by the MOVE DRMEDIA command. To
process active-data pool volumes, you must issue the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command first, or specify the
ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter on the MOVE DRMEDIA command.
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You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to see whether the MOVE DRMEDIA command was successful. You can also view this
information from the server console.

Restriction: Do not run the MOVE DRMEDIA and BACKUP STGPOOL commands concurrently. Ensure that the storage pool backup
processes are complete before you issue the MOVE DRMEDIA command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO: operator, unrestricted storage,
or system privilege.
If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES (the default): system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-MOVe DRMedia--volume_name------------------------------------> 
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-WHERESTate--=--+-MOuntable-------+-'    
                    +-NOTMOuntable----+      
                    +-COUrier---------+      
                    +-VAULTRetrieve---+      
                    '-COURIERRetrieve-'      
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date-'  '-ENDDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time-'  '-ENDTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-COPYCONtainerstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-COPYstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVEDatastgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
   .-Source--=--DBBackup-------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-Source--=--+-DBBackup---+-'    
                +-DBSnapshot-+      
                '-DBNOne-----'      
 
   .-REMove--=--Bulk------------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-REMove--=--+-No----------+-'    
                +-Yes---------+      
                +-Bulk--------+      
                '-Untileefull-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-TOSTate--=--+-NOTMOuntable----+-'    
                 +-COUrier---------+      
                 +-VAult-----------+      
                 +-COURIERRetrieve-+      
                 '-ONSITERetrieve--'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-WHERELOcation--=--location-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+--+-------------------+-----------> 
   '-TOLOcation--=--location-'  '-CMd--=--"command"-'    
 
                                  .-APPend--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+--------------------+--------> 
   '-CMDFilename--=--file_name-'  '-APPend--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
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   .-Wait--=--No------.                       
>--+------------------+--+---------------+--------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-CAP--=--x,y,z-'    
              '-Yes-'                         
 

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the volume to be processed. You can use wildcard characters. If you use wildcard characters to
specify this name, you must also specify the WHERESTATE parameter. The server looks for matching names among the
following eligible volumes:

Database backup volumes, as specified by the SOURCE parameter of this command.
Copy storage pool volumes from the storage pools named in the COPYSTGPOOL parameter. If you do not use the
COPYSTGPOOL parameter, the server processes volumes from copy storage pools that were previously specified in
the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command.
Container-copy storage pool volumes from the storage pools named in the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter. If
you do not use the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter, the server processes volumes from container-copy
storage pools that were previously specified in the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command.
Active-data storage pool volumes from the storage pools named in the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter. If you do
not use the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter, the server processes volumes from active-data storage pools that
were previously specified in the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command.

Other parameters can also limit the results of the command.
WHERESTate

Specifies the state of volumes to be processed. This parameter is required if the TOSTATE parameter is not specified or if
you use a wildcard character in the volume name. For more information, see Table 2 and Table 3. Specify one of the
following values:

MOuntable

These volumes contain valid data and are available for onsite processing. The values change to NOTMOUNTABLE if
the TOSTATE parameter is not specified.

Depending on the outcome of the REMOVE parameter, the server might eject volumes in an automated library before
you change the destination state.

For external libraries, the server sends requests to the external library manager to eject the volumes. It depends on
the external library manager whether the volumes are ejected from the library.

NOTMOuntable
These volumes are onsite, contain valid data, and are not available for onsite processing. The values change to
COURIER if the TOSTATE parameter is not specified.

COUrier
These volumes are with the courier and being moved offsite. The values change only to VAULT.

VAULTRetrieve
These volumes are at the offsite vault and do not contain valid data. The values change to COURIERRETRIEVE if the
TOSTATE parameter is not specified.

COURIERRetrieve
These volumes are with the courier and being moved onsite. The values change only to ONSITERETRIEVE. The
server deletes the volume records of the database backup and scratch copy storage pool volumes from the
database.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date that is used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if
the MOVE DRMEDIA command changes the volume to its current state on or after the specified date. The default is the
earliest date for which volume information exists.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date. TODAY
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Value Description Example

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY–7 or –7

To identify volumes that were changed to their
current state a week ago, you can specify TODAY-7 or
-7.

EOLM (end of last
month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (beginning of
this month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date that is used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if the
MOVE DRMEDIA command changes the volume to its current state on or before the specified date. The default is the
current date.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date. TODAY

To identify volumes that were changed to their
current state today, specify TODAY.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. The
maximum number of days is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1

To identify volumes that were changed to their
current state a week ago, you can specify TODAY-1 or
-1.

EOLM (end of last
month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (beginning of
this month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time that is used to select volumes for processing. This parameter is optional. Volumes are
considered eligible if the MOVE DRMEDIA command changes the volume to its current state on or after the specified time
and date. The default is midnight (00:00:00) on the date that is specified with the BEGINDATE parameter.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin date. 12:33:28

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date.

NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date.

NOW-03:30 or -03:30

If you issue the MOVE DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with BEGINTIME=NOW-03:30 or
BEGINTIME=-03:30, the server identifies the
volumes that were changed to their current state at
5:30 on the begin date that you specify.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time that is used to select volumes for processing. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered
eligible if the MOVE DRMEDIA command changes the volume to its current state on or after the specified time and date.
The default is 23:59:59.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date. 12:33:28

NOW The current time on the specified end date. NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date.

NOW+03:00 or +03:00

If you issue the MOVE DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with ENDTIME=NOW+03:30 or ENDTIME=+03:30,
the server identifies the volumes that were changed
to their current state at 12:30 on the end date you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified end date.

NOW-03:30 or -03:30

COPYCONtainerstgpool
Specifies the name of the container-copy storage pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You
can use wildcard characters to specify this name. If you use wildcard characters to specify this name, you must also specify
the WHERESTATE parameter.

The container-copy storage pools that are specified with this parameter override storage pools that are specified with the
SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command. If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools as
follows:

If the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command was previously issued with valid container-copy storage pool
names, the server processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command was not issued, or if all of the container-copy storage pools
were removed by using the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command, the server processes all container-copy
storage pool volumes based on the setting of the WHERESTATE parameter. If the parameter is set to a value of
NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULTRETRIEVE, or COURIERRETRIEVE, the volumes are processed. If the value is
MOUNTABLE, the volumes are not processed.

COPYstgpool
Specifies the name of the copy storage pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. If you use wildcard characters to specify this name, you must also specify the
WHERESTATE parameter.

The copy storage pools that are specified with this parameter override copy storage pools that are specified with the SET
DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command. If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command was previously issued with valid copy storage pool names, the server
processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command was not issued, or if all of the copy storage pools are removed by using the
SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command, the server processes all copy storage pool volumes in the specified state. The
states available are MOUNTABLE, NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULTRETRIEVE, or COURIERRETRIEVE.

ACTIVEDatastgpool
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Specifies the name of the active-data pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. If you use wildcard characters to specify this name, you must also specify the
WHERESTATE parameter.

The active-data pools that are specified with this parameter override active-data pools that are specified with the SET
DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command. If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools in the
following way:

If the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command was previously issued with valid active-data pool names, the server
processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command was not issued, or all of the active-data pools are removed by using
the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command, the server processes all active-data pool volumes in the specified
state. The states available are NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULTRETRIEVE, or COURIERRETRIEVE. Volumes in the
MOUNTABLE state are not processed.

Source
Specifies whether to include database backup volumes for processing. This parameter is optional. The default is
DBBACKUP. Specify one of the following values:

DBBackup
Specifies that the server includes full and incremental database backup volumes for processing.

DBSnapshot
Specifies that the server includes database snapshot backup volumes for processing.

DBNOne
Specifies that the server does not include any database backup volumes for processing.

REMove
Specifies that the server tries to move the volume out of the library and into the convenience I/O station or entry/exit ports.
This parameter is optional. Possible values are YES, NO, BULK, and UNTILEEFULL. The default is BULK. The response of the
server to each value and the default value depends on the type of library.
Restriction: You can use the REMOVE=UNTILEEFULL option only with the library type SCSI.

SCSI libraries
The response of the server to the command depends on whether the library has entry/exit ports, and if so, whether a
port is available for use. See the following table.

Table 1. Server response for SCSI libraries
Library
characteristic

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=YES

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=BULK

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=NO

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=UNTILE
EFULL

Library has no
entry/exit ports

The server leaves
the cartridge in its
current slot within
the library and
specifies the slot
address in a
message.

The server then
prompts you to
remove the
cartridge from the
slot and to issue a
REPLY command.

The server leaves
the cartridge in its
current slot within
the library and
specifies the slot
address in a
message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not require a
REPLY command.

The server leaves
the cartridge in its
current slot within
the library and
specifies the slot
address in a
message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not require a
REPLY command.

The server leaves
the cartridge in its
current slot within
the library and
specifies the slot
address in a
message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not require a
REPLY command.
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Library
characteristic

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=YES

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=BULK

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=NO

Server response
when you specify
REMOVE=UNTILE
EFULL

Library has
entry/exit ports
and an entry/exit
port is available

The server moves
the cartridge to the
available entry/exit
port and specifies
the port address in
a message.

The server then
prompts you to
remove the
cartridge from the
slot and to issue a
REPLY command.

The server moves
the cartridge to the
available entry/exit
port and specifies
the port address in
a message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not request a
REPLY command.

The server
specifies the port
address in a
message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not request a
REPLY command.

The server moves
the cartridge to the
available entry/exit
port and specifies
the port address in
a message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not request a
REPLY command.

Library has
entry/exit ports,
but no ports are
available

The server leaves
the cartridge in its
current slot within
the library and
specifies the slot
address in a
message.

The server then
prompts you to
remove the
cartridge from the
slot and to issue a
REPLY command.

The server waits
for a port to be
made available.

The server
specifies the port
address in a
message.

The server does
not prompt you to
remove the
cartridge and does
not request a
REPLY command.

The command fails
and any remaining
eligible volumes
are not processed.

Make the port
available and issue
the command
again.

349X libraries

REMOVE=YES
The 3494 Library Manager ejects the cartridge to the convenience I/O station.

REMOVE=BULK
The 3494 Library Manager ejects the cartridge to the high-capacity output facility.

REMOVE=NO
The 3494 Library Manager does not eject the volume. The server leaves the cartridge in the library in the
INSERT category for use by other applications.

ACSLS libraries

REMOVE=YES or REMOVE=BULK
The server ejects the cartridge to the convenience I/O station.

The server then deletes the volume entry from the server library inventory.

When you move volumes from the MOUNTABLE state with REMOVE=YES specified, the MOVE MEDIA
command uses more than one slot in the CAP for a StorageTek library with ACSLS.

REMOVE=NO
The server does not eject the cartridge.

The server deletes the volume entry from the server library inventory and leaves the volume in the library.

External libraries
You can specify REMOVE=YES, REMOVE=BULK, or REMOVE=NO. For any value, the server requests the external
library manager to eject the volume from the library.

It depends on the external library manager whether the volume is ejected from the library. Refer to the external
library documentation for information about the procedures to follow when you use the MOVE DRMEDIA command
to track volumes.
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TOSTate
Specifies the destination state of the volumes that are processed. This parameter is required if the WHERESTATE parameter
is not specified. If you specify TOSTATE parameter but not WHERESTATE parameter, you must specify the volume name.
Wildcard characters are not allowed. See Table 2 and Table 3.
Specify one of the following values:

NOTMOuntable
Specifies that volumes are to change to the NOTMOUNTABLE state. This value is valid only if the volumes are in the
MOUNTABLE state.

If volumes are in an automated library, the server might eject the volumes from the library before you change them
to the NOTMOUNTABLE state, depending on the behavior of the REMOVE parameter.

For external libraries, the server sends requests to the external library manager to eject the volumes. Whether the
volumes are ejected from the library depends on the external library manager. Refer to the external library
documentation for information about the procedures to follow when you use the MOVE DRMEDIA command to track
the volumes.

COUrier
Specifies that volumes are to change to the COURIER state. This value is valid only if the volumes are in the
MOUNTABLE or NOTMOUNTABLE state.

Depending on the behavior of the REMOVE parameter and whether volumes are in an automated library, the server
might eject the volumes from the library before you change them to the COURIER state.

For external libraries, the server sends requests to the external library manager to eject the volumes. Whether the
volumes are ejected from the library depends on the external library manager. Refer to the external library
documentation for information about the procedures to follow when you use the MOVE DRMEDIA command to track
the volumes.

VAult
Specifies that volumes are to change to the VAULT state. This value is valid only if the volumes are in the
MOUNTABLE, NOTMOUNTABLE, or COURIER state.

Depending on the behavior of the REMOVE parameter and whether volumes are in an automated library, the server
might eject the volumes from the library before you change them to the VAULT state.

For external libraries, the server sends requests to the external library manager to eject the volumes. Whether the
volumes are ejected from the library depends on the external library manager. Refer to the external library
documentation for information about the procedures to follow when you use the MOVE DRMEDIA command to track
the volumes.

COURIERRetrieve
Specifies that volumes are to change to the COURIERRETRIEVE state. This value is valid only if the volumes are in
the VAULTRETRIEVE state.

ONSITERetrieve
Specifies that volumes are to change to the ONSITERETRIEVE state. This value is valid only if the volumes are in the
VAULTRETRIEVE or COURIERRETRIEVE state. For database backup and scratch copy storage pool volumes that are
changing to the ONSITERETRIEVE state, the server deletes the volume records from the database.

WHERELOcation
Specifies the current location of the volumes. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the location is 255
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

TOLOcation
Specifies the destination location of the volumes. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the location that is
specified is 255 characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. If you do not specify the
destination location, the location that is defined by the SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLE command is used.

CMd
Specifies a command to be issued for each volume that is processed by the MOVE DRMEDIA command. DRM writes the
commands to a file that is specified by the CMDFILENAME parameter. After the MOVE DRMEDIA operation is completed,
the commands in the file can be issued. The command can contain up to 255 characters. If the command contains more
than 240 characters, it is split into multiple lines, and continuation characters (+) are added. You might need to alter the
continuation character based on the operating system. This parameter is optional.

command
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The command string that is enclosed in quotation marks. The string must not include embedded quotation marks.
For example, the following CMD parameter is valid:

cmd="checkin libvol lib8mm &vol status=scratch"

The following example is not a valid way to specify the CMD parameter:

cmd=""checkin libvol lib8mm" &vol status=scratch""

The command can include substitution variables. The variables are not case-sensitive, and must not contain blank
spaces after the ampersand (&). You can specify the following values:

&VOL
A volume name.

&LOC
A volume location.

&VOLDSN
The file name to be written into the sequential access media labels. For example, if the applicable device class
sets BKP as the tape volume prefix, a copy storage pool tape volume file name might be BKP.BFS and a
database backup tape volume file name might be BKP.DBB.

&NL
The new line character. When you use the new line character, the command is split at the &NL variable. If
required, you must specify the appropriate continuation character before the &NL character. If the &NL
character is not specified and the command line is greater than 240 characters, the line is split into multiple
lines and continuation characters (+) are added.

CMDFilename
Specifies the fully qualified name of the file that contains the commands that are specified by CMD

parameter. This parameter is optional.

If you do not specify a file name or if you specify a null string (""), DRM uses the file name that is specified by the SET
DRMCMDFILENAME command. If you do not specify a file name with the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command, DRM
generates a file name by appending exec.cmds to the directory path name of the current working directory of the server.

If the operation fails after the command file is created, the file is not deleted.

CMDFilename
Specifies the fully qualified name of the file that contains the commands that are specified by CMD parameter.

This parameter is optional.

The maximum length of the file name is 259 characters. If you do not specify a file name or if you specify a null string (""),
DRM uses the file name that is specified by the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command. If you do not specify a file name with
the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command, DRM generates a file name by appending exec.cmd to the directory that
represents this instance of the server (typically the directory from which the server was installed). The DRM allocates the
file name that is specified or generated. If the file name exists, DRM tries to use it; any existing data is overwritten. If this
happens and the executable commands in the file have not been run, issue QUERY DRMEDIA command to rebuild the
executable commands for the desired date and volume transition.

If the MOVE DRMEDIA command fails and none of the command string that is specified with the CMD parameter is written
for the volume that successfully moved, the allocated file name is deleted.

APPend
Specifies whether to overwrite any existing contents of the command file or append the commands to the file. This
parameter is optional. The default is NO. Specify one of the following values:

No
DRM overwrites the contents of the file.

Yes
DRM appends the commands to the file.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. Specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.
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Messages that are created from the background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console,
depending on where messages are logged.

To see whether the operation was successful, issue the QUERY ACTLOG command.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. Wait for the command to complete before you
continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

CAP
Specifies which cartridge access port (CAP) to use for ejecting volumes if you specify REMOVE=YES. This parameter applies
to volumes in ACSLS libraries only. If the CAP priority value is set to 0 in the library, this parameter is required. If a CAP
priority value greater than 0 is set in the library, this parameter is optional. By default, all CAPs initially have a priority value
of 0, which means that ACSLS does not automatically select the CAP.
To display valid CAP identifiers (x,y,z), issue the QUERY CAP command with ALL specified from the Automated Cartridge
System System Administrator (ACSSA) console on the ACSLS server host. The identifiers are as follows:

x
The Automated Cartridge System (ACS) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 126.

y
The Library Storage Module (LSM) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 23.

z
The CAP ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 11.

For more information, see the StorageTek documentation.

Rules for destination states and destination locations

The following table shows how DRM determines the destination state and location of a volume.

Destination state

The value of the TOSTATE parameter that was specified
The next state of the WHERESTATE parameter that was specified, if the TOSTATE parameter was not specified

Destination location

The value of the TOLOCATION parameter that was specified
The location of the TOSTATE parameter that was specified, if the TOLOCATION parameter was not specified
The location of the next state of the WHERESTATE parameter that was specified, if the TOLOCATION and TOSTATE
parameters are not specified

Table 2. Volume destination and location
Parameters specified Destination state Destination location

WHERESTATE The next state of the WHERESTATE Location of the next state

WHERESTATE, TOSTATE TOSTATE Location of the TOSTATE

WHERESTATE, TOLOCATION The next state of the WHERESTATE TOLOCATON

WHERESTATE, TOSTATE, TOLOCATION TOSTATE TOLOCATION

TOSTATE TOSTATE Location of the TOSTATE

TOSTATE, WHERELOCATION TOSTATE Location of the TOSTATE

TOSTATE, WHERELOCATION,
TOLOCATION

TOSTATE TOLOCATION

Rules for state transitions

The following tables show the state transitions that volumes are eligible for, based on their current state.

Table 3. State transitions for volumes
The current state of the volume Destination state
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MOUNTABLE NOTMOUNTABLE COURIERThe current state of the volume Destination state

MOUNTABLE NOTMOUNTABLE COURIER

MOUNTABLE N Y Y

NOTMOUNTABLE N N Y

COURIER N N N

VAULT N N N

VAULTRETRIEVE N N N

COURIERRETRIEVE N N N

ONSITERETRIEVE N N N

Table 4. State transitions for volumes

The current state of the volume

Destination state

VAULT VAULTRETRIEVE

MOUNTABLE Y N

NOTMOUNTABLE Y N

COURIER Y N

VAULT N N

VAULTRETRIEVE N N

COURIERRETRIEVE N N

ONSITERETRIEVE N N

Table 5. State transitions for volumes

The current state of the volume

Destination state

COURIERRETRIEVE ONSITERETRIEVE

MOUNTABLE N N

NOTMOUNTABLE N N

COURIER N N

VAULT N N

VAULTRETRIEVE Y Y

COURIERRETRIEVE N Y

ONSITERETRIEVE N N

Example: Move disaster recovery media from the NOTMOUNTABLE state

Move disaster recovery media that is in the NOTMOUNTABLE state to the COURIER state, and then query the results.

move drmedia * wherestate=notmountable 
tostate=courier 
 
query actlog search="MOVE DRMEDIA"

 08/11/1999 11:12:24   ANR0984I Process 10 for MOVE DRMEDIA started 
                        in the BACKGROUND at 11:12:24. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:24   ANR0610I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as 
                        process 10. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume TAPE0P was moved 
                        from NOTMOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume TAPE1P was moved 
                        from NOTMOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP02 was moved 
                        from NOTMOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP01 was moved 
                        from NOTMOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
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 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR6682I MOVE DRMEDIA command ended: 4 volumes 
                        processed. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR0611I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as 
                        process 10 has ended. 
 08/11/1999 11:12:25   ANR0985I Process 10 for MOVE DRMEDIA running in 
                        the BACKGROUND processed 4 items with a 
                        completion state of SUCCESS at 11:12:25.

Example: Move disaster recovery media from the MOUNTABLE state

Move disaster recovery media from the MOUNTABLE state to the COURIER state. If the media is in an automated library, MOVE
DRMEDIA ejects the media before you change the state.

move drmedia * wherestate=mountable tostate=courier wait=yes

ANR0984I Process 12 for MOVE DRMEDIA started 
 in the FOREGROUND at 09:57:17. 
ANR0609I MOVE DRMEDIA started as process 12. 
ANR0610I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as 
 process 12. 
ANR6696I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume TAPE01 in library LIB8MM starting. 
ANR6697I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume TAPE01 in library LIB8MM completed 
 successful. 
ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume TAPE01 was moved 
 from MOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
ANR6696I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume TAPE02 in library LIB8MM starting. 
ANR6697I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume TAPE02 in library LIB8MM completed 
 successful. 
ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume TAPE02 was moved 
 from MOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
ANR6696I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume DBTP05 in library LIB8MM starting. 
ANR6697I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume DBTP05 in library LIB8MM completed 
 successful. 
ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP05 was moved 
 from MOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
ANR6696I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume DBTP04 in library LIB8MM starting. 
ANR6697I MOVE DRMEDIA: CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME for 
 volume DBTP04 in library LIB8MM completed 
 successful. 
ANR6683I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP04 was moved 
 from MOUNTABLE state to COURIER. 
ANR6682I MOVE DRMEDIA command ended: 4 volumes 
 processed. 
ANR0611I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as 
 process 12 has ended. 
ANR0985I Process 12 for MOVE DRMEDIA running 
 in the FOREGROUND processed 4 items with a 
 completion state of SUCCESS at 10:12:25.

Example: Move disaster recovery media from the VAULTRETRIEVE state

Move disaster recovery media that is in the VAULTRETRIEVE state to the ONSITERETRIEVE state. Generate a CHECKIN
LIBVOLUME command for each volume that is successfully processed and store the commands in a file:

move drmedia * wherestate=vaultretrieve tostate=onsiteretrieve  
cmdfilename=/drm/move/exec.cmds  
cmd="checkin libvol lib8mm &vol status=scratch"

move drmedia * wherestate=vaultretrieve tostate=onsiteretrieve 
cmdfilename=c:\drm\move\exec.cmd 
cmd="checkin libvol lib8mm &vol status=scratch"
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Query the results:

query actlog search="MOVE DRMEDIA"

08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR0984I Process 15 for MOVE DRMEDIA started in  
                      the BACKGROUND at 09:12:24. 
08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR0610I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as  
                      process 15. 
08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR6684I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume CSTP01 was deleted. 
08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR6684I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume CSTP02 was deleted. 
08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR6684I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP10 was deleted. 
08/13/1999 09:12:24  ANR6684I MOVE DRMEDIA: Volume DBTP11 was deleted. 
08/13/1999 09:12:27  ANR6682I MOVE DRMEDIA command ended: 4 volumes 
                      processed. 
08/13/1999 09:12:42  ANR0611I MOVE DRMEDIA started by HSIAO as process 
                       15 has ended. 
08/13/1997 09:12:42  ANR0985I Process 15 for MOVE DRMEDIA running in 
                      the BACKGROUND processed 4 items with a 
                      completion state of SUCCESS at 09:12:42.

The volume check-in commands were also created in the file that was specified with the CMDFILENAME parameter:

/drm/move/exec.cmds
c:\drm\move\exec.cmd

The file contains these lines:

checkin libvol lib8mm CSTP01 status=scratch 
checkin libvol lib8mm CSTP02 status=scratch 
checkin libvol lib8mm DBTP10 status=scratch 
checkin libvol lib8mm DBTP11 status=scratch

Tip: To process the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME commands, issue the MACRO command with the file name as the macro name.

Related commands

Table 6. Commands related to MOVE DRMEDIA
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DISMOUNT VOLUME Dismounts a sequential, removable volume by the volume
name.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL Specifies that active-data storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET
DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL

Specifies the container-copy
storage pools that are used in DRM commands.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMCOURIERNAME Specifies the name of the courier for the disaster recovery
media.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

SET DRMVAULTNAME Specifies the name of the vault where DRM media is stored.
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Command Description

SET DRMCMDFILENAME Specifies a file name for containing DRM executable
commands.

SET DRMFILEPROCESS Specifies whether the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command processes files associated with a device type of file.

SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME Specifies the location name of the DRM media to be sent
offsite.

MOVE GRPMEMBER (Move a server group member)
Use this command to move a member from one server group to another server group. The command fails if the member you are
moving has the same name as a current member of the group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-MOVe GRPMEMber--member_name--from_group--to_group----------->< 
 

Parameters

member_name (Required)
Specifies the member (a server or a server group) to move.

from_group (Required)
Specifies the server group with which the member is currently associated.

to_group (Required)
Specifies the new server group for the member.

Example: Move a server to another server group

Move member PAYSON from REGION1 group to REGION2 group.

move grpmember payson region1 region2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to MOVE GRPMEMBER
Command Description

DEFINE GRPMEMBER Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER Deletes a server from a server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

MOVE MEDIA (Move sequential-access storage pool media)
Use this command to manage overflow storage pools. The database tracks media that is moved by using this command.
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This command applies to sequential-access primary and copy storage pool volumes that are managed by an automated library
(including an external library). The library does not have to be full. One or more sequential-access storage pool volumes can be
processed at the same time.

Use the DAYS parameter to identify eligible volumes to be moved. Use the OVERFLOW LOCATION parameter to record the storage
location for the moved media.

This command generates a background process that you can view by using the QUERY PROCESS command. To cancel, issue the
CANCEL PROCESS command.

To determine whether the command was successful, issue the QUERY ACTLOG command or use the server console.

The volumes that are moved by the MOVE DRMEDIA command for offsite recovery are not processed by the MOVE MEDIA
command.

The MOVE MEDIA command does not process copy storage pool volumes with a DRM STATUS value of NOTMOUNTABLE,
COURIER, or VAULT.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

If the CMD parameter is NOT specified: operator or system privilege.
If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO: operator, unrestricted storage,
or system privilege.
If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES (the default): system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-MOVe MEDia--volume_name--STGpool--=--pool_name---------------> 
 
   .-Days--=--0----.    
>--+---------------+--------------------------------------------> 
   '-Days--=--days-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-WHERESTate--=--+-MOUNTABLEInlib----+-'    
                    '-MOUNTABLENotinlib-'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                 .-,-----------. |    
   |                 V             | |    
   '-WHERESTATUs--=----+-FULl----+-+-'    
                       +-FILling-+        
                       '-EMPty---'        
 
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------------+---> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite-+-'  '-OVFLOcation--=--location-'    
                '-READOnly--'                                    
 
   .-REMove--=--Bulk-----.                           
>--+---------------------+--+-------------------+---------------> 
   '-REMove--=--+-No---+-'  '-CMd--=--"command"-'    
                +-Yes--+                             
                '-Bulk-'                             
 
                                  .-APPend--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+--------------------+--------> 
   '-CMDFilename--=--file_name-'  '-APPend--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 
   .-CHECKLabel--=--Yes-----.                           
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+----------->< 
   '-CHECKLabel--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-CAP--=----x,y,z---'    
                    '-No--'                             
 

Parameters
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volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access primary or copy storage pool volume to be processed. You can use a wildcard
character to specify the name. All matching volumes are considered for processing.

STGpool (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential access primary or copy storage pool that is used to select the volumes for processing.
You can use a wildcard character to specify the name. All matching storage pools are processed. If the storage pool
specified is not managed by an automated library, no volumes are processed.

Days
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after the volume is written or read before the volume is eligible for
processing by the command. This parameter is optional. You can specify a number from 0 to 9999. The default value is 0.
The most recent of the volumes' last written date or last read date is used to calculate the number of days elapsed.

WHERESTate
Specifies the current state of the volumes to be processed. This parameter is used to restrict processing to the volumes
that are in the specified state. This parameter is optional. The default value is MOUNTABLEINLIB.
Possible values are:

MOUNTABLEInlib
Specifies that storage pool volumes are to move from the MOUNTABLEINLIB state to the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB
state. Volumes in the MOUNTABLEINLIB state contain valid data and are in the library.

MOUNTABLENotinlib
Specifies that storage pool volumes are to change from the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state back to the
MOUNTABLEINLIB state. Volumes in the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state might contain valid data and are in the
overflow location.

For empty scratch volumes, the MOVE MEDIA command deletes the volume records so that they can be used
again.
For private volumes, the MOVE MEDIA command resets the volume location to blank, changes the volumes'
state to CHECKIN, and changes the last update date to the current date.
For scratch volumes with data, the MOVE MEDIA command resets the volume location to blank, changes the
volumes' state to CHECKIN, and changes the last update date to the current date.

Attention: Volumes in the CHECKIN state might contain valid data and must be checked into the library.

WHERESTATUs
Specifies that the move process must be restricted by volume status. This parameter is optional. You can specify more than
one status in a list by separating each status with a comma and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify this parameter,
volumes moved from the MOUNTABLEINLIB state to the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state are restricted to only full volumes,
and volumes moved from the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state to the MOUNTABLEINLIB state are restricted to only empty
volumes.

Possible values are:

FULl
Moves volumes with a status of FULL.

FILling
Moves volumes with a status of FILLING.

EMPty
Moves volumes with a status of EMPTY.

ACCess
Specifies how users and system processes access files in the storage pool volume that is moved out from an automated
library and stored in an overflow location by the MOVE MEDIA command. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify
this parameter, moving volumes from the MOUNTABLEINLIB state to the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB process updates the
volumes' access mode to READONLY, and moving volumes from the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state to the MOUNTABLEINLIB
process updates the volumes' access mode to READWRITE.

Possible values are:

READWrite
Specifies that users and system processes can read from and write to files stored on the volume that is in the
overflow location. If this value is specified, IBM Spectrum Protect™ requests the volume to be checked into the
library when the volume is needed for a read or write operation.

READOnly
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Specifies that users and system processes can read but not write to files that are stored on the volume that is in the
overflow location. The server requests the volume to be checked into the library only when the volume is needed for
a read operation.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location that is the destination of the volumes that are being processed. The maximum length of the
location name is 255 characters. The location name information must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains any
blank characters. If you do not specify an overflow location and the storage pool also has no overflow location identified,
the server changes the location of the ejected volume to a null string ("").

REMove

Specifies that the server tries to move the volume out of the library and into the convenience I/O station or entry/exit ports.
This parameter is optional. Possible values are YES, BULK, and NO. The default is BULK. The response of the server to each
of those options and the default values are described in the following tables.

349X libraries: The following table shows how the server responds for 349X libraries.

Table 1. How the Server Responds for 349X Libraries
REMOVE=YES REMOVE=BULK REMOVE=NO

The 3494 Library Manager ejects
the cartridge to the convenience
I/O station.

The 3494 Library Manager ejects
the cartridge to the high-capacity
output facility.

The 3494 Library Manager does
not eject the volume.

The server leaves the cartridge in
the library in the INSERT category
for use by other applications.

SCSI libraries: The following table shows how the server responds to YES, BULK, and NO for SCSI libraries.
Table 2. How the Server Responds for SCSI Libraries

If a library... And REMOVE=YES... And REMOVE=BULK... And REMOVE=NO

Does not have entry/exit
ports

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and issue a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY

command.

Has entry/exit ports and
an entry/exit port is
available

The server moves the
cartridge to the available
entry/exit port and
specifies the port address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and issue a REPLY
command.

The server moves the
cartridge to the available
entry/exit port and
specifies the port address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
request a REPLY
command.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.
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If a library... And REMOVE=YES... And REMOVE=BULK... And REMOVE=NO

Has entry/exit ports, but
no ports are available

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server then prompts
you to remove the
cartridge from the slot
and issue a REPLY
command.

The server waits for an
entry/exit port to be
made available.

The server leaves the
cartridge in its current
slot within the library and
specifies the slot address
in a message.

The server does not
prompt you to remove the
cartridge and does not
require a REPLY
command.

ACSLS libraries: The following table shows how the server responds for ACSLS libraries.
Table 3. How the Server Responds for ACSLS Libraries

REMOVE=YES or REMOVE=BULK REMOVE=NO

The server ejects the cartridge to the convenience I/O station.

The server then deletes the volume entry from the server library
inventory.

While moving volumes from the MOUNTABLE state with
REMOVE=YES specified, the MOVE MEDIA command uses more
than one slot in the CAP for a StorageTek library with ACSLS.

The server does not eject the cartridge.

The server deletes the volume entry
from the server library inventory and
leaves the volume in the library.

External libraries: The following table shows how the server responds for external libraries.
Table 4. How the Server Responds for External Libraries

REMOVE=YES or REMOVE=BULK REMOVE=NO

The server ejects the cartridge to the convenience I/O
station. The server then deletes the volume entry from the
server library inventory.

The server does not eject the cartridge.

The server deletes the volume entry from the
server library inventory and leaves the volume
in the library.

CMd
Specifies the creation of executable commands. This parameter is optional. You must enclose your command specification
in quotation marks. The maximum length of the command specification is 255 characters. For each volume successfully
processed by the MOVE MEDIA command, the server writes the associated commands to a file. Specify the file name with
the CMDFILENAME parameter.

If you do not specify the file name, the MOVE MEDIA command generates a default file name by
appending the string exec.cmds.media to the IBM Spectrum Protect server directory.

If you do not specify the file name, the MOVE MEDIA command generates a default file name by appending the
string exec.cmd.media to the IBM Spectrum Protect server directory.

If the length of the command that is written to the file exceeds 255 characters, it is split into multiple lines and a
continuation character, +, is added to all but the last line of the command. You must alter the continuation character
according to the requirements of the product that runs the commands.

If you do not specify CMD, the MOVE MEDIA command might not generate any executable commands.

string
Specifies the string to build an executable command. You can specify any free form text for the string. Enclose the
full string in quotation marks. For example, the following is a valid executable command specification:

        CMD="UPDATE VOLUME &VOL"

The following is an invalid executable command specification:

        CMD=""UPDATE VOLUME" &VOL"

substitution
Specifies a variable for which you want the command to substitute a value. The possible substitution variables are:
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&VOL
Substitute the volume name for &VOL. You can specify lowercase characters, &vol. No spaces or blanks are
allowed between ampersand, &, and VOL. If there are spaces or blanks between ampersand and VOL, the
MOVE MEDIA command treats them as strings and no substitution is set. If &VOL is not specified, no volume
name is set in the executable command.

&LOC
Substitute the volume location for &LOC. You can specify lowercase characters, &loc. No spaces or blanks are
allowed between ampersand, &, and LOC. If there are spaces or blanks between ampersand and LOC, the
MOVE MEDIA command treats them as strings and no substitution is set. If &LOC is not specified, no location
name is set in the executable command.

&VOLDSN
Substitute the volume file name for &VOLDSN. An example of a storage pool tape volume file name that uses
the default prefix ADSM is ADSM.BFS. If &VOLDSN is not specified, no volume file name is set in the
executable command.

&NL
Substitute a new line character for &NL. When &NL is specified, the MOVE MEDIA command splits the
command at the position where the &NL is and does not append any continuation character. The user is
responsible for specifying the correct continuation character before the &NL if one is required. The user is also
responsible for the length of the line written. If the &NL is not specified and the length of the command line
exceeds 255, the command line is split into multiple lines and a continuation character, +, is added to all but
the last line of the command.

CMDFilename
Specifies the full path name of a file that contains the commands that are specified with CMD. This parameter is optional.
The maximum length of the file name is 1279 characters.

If you do not specify a file name, the MOVE MEDIA command generates a default file name by
appending the string exec.cmds.media to the IBM Spectrum Protect server directory. The server directory is the current
working directory of the IBM Spectrum Protect server process.

If you do not specify a file name, the MOVE MEDIA command generates a default file name by appending the
string exec.cmd.media to the IBM Spectrum Protect server directory. The server directory is the current working
directory of the IBM Spectrum Protect server process.

The MOVE MEDIA command automatically allocates the file name that is specified or generated. If the file name exists, you
can use the APPEND=YES parameter to add to the file. Otherwise, the file is overwritten. If a file is accidentally overwritten
and you must run the commands that were in the file, issue the QUERY MEDIA command to rebuild the executable
commands for the desired volumes. If the MOVE MEDIA command fails after the command file is allocated, the file is not
deleted.

APPend
Specifies to write at the beginning or ending of the command file data. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies to write the data from the beginning of the command file. If the command file exists, its contents are
overwritten.

Yes
Specifies to append the command file by writing at the end of the command file data.

CHECKLabel
Specifies whether the server reads volume labels for sequential media. For SCSI devices, you can suppress label checking
by setting the CHECKLabel to NO. This parameter is not applicable to 349X libraries. This parameter is optional. The default
is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the server attempts to read the media label. Reading the media label verifies that the correct volume is
being checked out.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to read media label. This increases performance because the read
process does not occur.

CAP
Specifies which cartridge access port (CAP) to use for ejecting volumes if you specify REMOVE=YES. This parameter applies
to volumes in ACSLS libraries only. If the CAP priority value is set to 0 in the library, this parameter is required. If a CAP
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priority value greater than 0 is set in the library, this parameter is optional. By default, all CAPs initially have a priority value
of 0, which means that ACSLS does not automatically select the CAP.
To display valid CAP identifiers (x,y,z), issue the QUERY CAP command with ALL specified from the Automated Cartridge
System System Administrator (ACSSA) console on the ACSLS server host. The identifiers are as follows:

x
The Automated Cartridge System (ACS) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 126.

y
The Library Storage Module (LSM) ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 23.

z
The CAP ID. This identifier can be a number in the range 0 - 11.

For more information, see the StorageTek documentation.

Example: Move all full volumes out of the library

Move all full volumes that are in the ARCHIVE sequential primary storage pool out of the library.

move media * stgpool=archive 

Example: Generate the checkin commands

Generate the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME commands for full and partially full volumes that are in the ONSITE.ARCHIVE primary storage
pool and stored in the overflow location, Room 2948/Bldg31.

MOVE MEDIA creates the executable commands in /tsm/move/media/checkin.vols

MOVE MEDIA creates the executable commands in c:\tsm\move\media\checkin.vols

move media * stgpool=onsite.archive  
wherestate=mountablenotinlib wherestatus=full,filling  
ovflocation=room2948/bldg31  
cmd="checkin libvol lib3494 &vol status=private"  
cmdfilename=/tsm/move/media/checkin.vols

checkin libvolume lib3494 TAPE04 status=private 
checkin libvolume lib3494 TAPE13 status=private 
checkin libvolume lib3494 TAPE14 status=private

Tip: Run the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME commands by issuing the MACRO command with the following as the macro name:

/tsm/move/media/checkin.vols
c:\tsm\move\media\checkin.vols

Related commands

Table 5. Commands related to MOVE MEDIA
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY MEDIA Displays information about storage pool volumes moved by the
MOVE MEDIA command.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

MOVE NODEDATA (Move data by node in a sequential access storage
pool)

Use this command to move data that is in a sequential-access storage pool. You can move data for one or more nodes, a group of
file spaces, or for a group of collocated nodes. You can also move selected file spaces for a single node. The data can be in a
primary storage pool, a copy storage pool, or an active-data pool.

This command is helpful for reducing the number of volume mounts during client restore or retrieve operations by consolidating
data for a specific node within a storage pool, or to move data to another storage pool. For example, you can use this command for
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moving data to a random-access storage pool in preparation for client restore processing.

Ensure that the access mode of the volumes from which you are moving the node data is read/write or read-only and that the
access mode of the volumes to which you are moving the node data is set to read/write. This operation will not move data on
volumes with access modes of offsite, unavailable, or destroyed.

The MOVE NODEDATA command takes two forms, depending on whether you are moving data only for selected filespaces. The
syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Restriction: You cannot move node data into or out of a storage pool that is defined with a CENTERA device class.
Table 1. Commands related to MOVE NODEDATA

Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE DATA Moves data from a specified storage pool volume to another
storage pool volume.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY OCCUPANCY Displays file space information by storage pool.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA (Move data in file spaces for one or more nodes or a collocation group)
Use this command to move data in file spaces that belong to; one or more nodes, a node collocation group, or a file space
collocation group.
MOVE NODEDATA (Move data from selected file spaces of a single node)
Use this command to move data for selected file spaces belonging to a single node.

MOVE NODEDATA (Move data in file spaces for one or more nodes or a
collocation group)

Use this command to move data in file spaces that belong to; one or more nodes, a node collocation group, or a file space
collocation group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
source storage pool. If your authorization is restricted storage privilege and you are moving data to another storage pool, you need
the appropriate authority for the destination storage pool.

Syntax
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                    .-,---------.                   
                    V           |                   
>>-MOVe NODEdata--+---node_name-+--------------+----------------> 
                  '-COLLOCGroup--=--group_name-'    
 
>--FROMstgpool--=--source_pool_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-TOstgpool--=--destination_pool_name-'    
 
   .-Type--=--ANY--------------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-Type--=--+-ANY----------+-'    
              +-Backup-------+      
              +-ARchive------+      
              '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--1-------------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+------------------+-------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--num_processes-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                '-Yes-'      
 
                               (1)      
   .-RECONStruct--=--No or Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-RECONStruct--=--+-No--+-------'    
                     '-Yes-'            
 

Notes:

1. The default is NO if either the source or target storage pool is random access. The default is YES if both the source and
target storage pools are sequential access.

Parameters

node_name (Required unless the COLLOCGROUP parameter is specified)
Specifies the node name that is related to the data that is moved with this command. Separate multiple names with
commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

COLLOCGroup (Required unless the node_name parameter is specified)
Specifies the name of the collocation group whose data is to be moved. Data for all nodes and file spaces that belong to the
collocation group are moved.

FROMstgpool (Required)
Specifies the name of a sequential-access storage pool that contains data to be moved. This storage pool must be in the
NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format.

TOstgpool
Specifies the name of a storage pool to where the data is moved. This storage pool must be in the NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format. This parameter is optional and does not apply when the source storage pool is a copy storage pool or an
active-data pool. That is, if the source storage pool is a copy storage pool the destination must be the same copy storage
pool. Similarly, if the source storage pool is an active-data pool, the destination must be the same active-data pool. If a
value is not specified, data is moved to other volumes within the source pool.
Important: If you are moving data within the same storage pool, there must be volumes available that do not contain the
node data that you are moving. That is, the server cannot use volumes that contain the data to be moved as destination
volumes.

Type
Specifies the type of files to be moved. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. If the source storage pool is an
active-data pool, the only valid values are ANY and BACKUP. However, only the active versions of backup data are moved if
TYPE=ANY. Specify one of the following values:

ANY
Specifies that all types of files are moved.

Backup
Specifies that backup files are moved.

ARchive
Specifies that archive files are moved. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

SPacemanaged
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Specifies that space-managed files (files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management
client) are moved. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for moving data. This parameter is optional. You can specify a
value from 1 to 999, inclusive. The default value is 1. Increasing the number of parallel processes usually improves
throughput.

When you determine this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to this operation.
To access a sequential access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a
physical drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum Protect system activity.
The mount points and drives also depend on the mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools
that are involved in the move. Each process needs a mount point for storage pool volumes, and, if the device type is not
FILE, each process also needs a drive.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. Specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.

The server displays messages that are created from the background process either in the activity log or the server
console, depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If a background process is canceled, some
files might move before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
you can continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when
the command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

RECONStruct
Specifies whether to reconstruct file aggregates during data movement. Reconstruction removes empty space that
accumulated during deletion of logical files from an aggregate. This parameter is optional. If both the source and target
storage pools are sequential access, the default value is YES. If either the source or target storage pool is random access,
the default is NO.
The parameter is not available or is ignored if any of the following conditions are true:

The data format is NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP.
The data is in a storage pool that is configured for data deduplication.
The target storage pool for the data movement is configured for data deduplication.

Attention: Reconstruction removes inactive backup files in active-data pools. If you specify RECONSTRUCT=NO when you
move the data in an active-data pool that is not configured for data deduplication, inactive backup files remain in the
storage pool.
You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates are not run during the move.

Yes
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates are run during the move. You can specify only this option when both
the source and the target storage pools are sequential-access.

Move a specific node's data from a tape storage pool to a disk storage pool

Move all data that belongs to node MARY that is stored in storage pool TAPEPOOL. Data can be moved to disk storage pool
BACKUPPOOL.

move nodedata mary 
 fromstgpool=tapepool tostgpool=backuppool
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Move data for a node collocation group from one storage pool to another

Move all data for node collocation group NODEGROUP1 from storage pool SOURCEPOOL to storage pool TARGETPOOL.

move nodedata collocgroup=nodegroup1 fromstgpool=sourcespool tostgpool=targetpool

Move data for a file space collocation group from one storage pool to another

Move all data for file space collocation group FSGROUP1 from storage pool SOURCEPOOL2 to storage pool TARGETPOOL2.

move nodedata collocgroup=fsgroup1 fromstgpool=sourcespool2 tostgpool=targetpool2

MOVE NODEDATA (Move data from selected file spaces of a single node)
Use this command to move data for selected file spaces belonging to a single node.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
source storage pool. If your authorization is restricted storage privilege and you intend to move data to another storage pool, you
must also have the appropriate authority for the destination storage pool.

Syntax
 
>>-MOVe NODEdata--node_name--FROMstgpool--=--source_pool_name---> 
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-TOstgpool--=--destination_pool_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |               .-,---------------. |    
   |               V                 | |    
   '-FIlespace--=----file_space_name-+-'    
 
>--+---------------------------------------------+--------------> 
   |                  .-,----------------------. |    
   |                  V                        | |    
   '-UNIFILESpace--=----unicode_filespace_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |          .-,--------------------. |    
   |          V                      | |    
   '-FSID--=----filespace_identifier-+-'    
 
   .-Type--=--ANY--------------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-Type--=--+-ANY----------+-'    
              +-Backup-------+      
              +-ARchive------+      
              '-SPacemanaged-'      
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--1-------------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+------------------+-------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--num_processes-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                '-Yes-'      
 
                               (1)      
   .-RECONStruct--=--No or Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-RECONStruct--=--+-No--+-------'    
                     '-Yes-'            
 

Notes:

1. The default is NO if either the source or target storage pool is random access. The default is YES if both the source and
target storage pools are sequential access.
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Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the node name related to the data that is moved with this command. Separate multiple names with commas and
no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

FROMstgpool (Required)
Specifies the name of a sequential-access storage pool that contains data to be moved. This storage pool must be in the
NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format.

TOstgpool
Specifies the name of a storage pool to which data will be moved. This storage pool must be in the NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format. This parameter is optional and does not apply when the source storage pool is a copy storage pool or an
active-data pool. That is, if the source storage pool is a copy storage pool the destination must be the same copy storage
pool. Similarly, if the source storage pool is an active-data pool, the destination must be the same active-data pool. If a
value is not specified, data is moved to other volumes within the source pool.
Important: If you are moving data within the same storage pool, there must be volumes available that do not contain the
node data you are moving. That is, the server cannot use volumes that contain the data to be moved as destination
volumes.

FILespace
Specifies the name of the non-Unicode filespace that contains data to be moved. Separate multiple names with commas
and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. This parameter is optional. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter and values for UNIFILESPACE or the FSID or both, non-Unicode file spaces are not
moved.

UNIFILESpace
Specifies the name of the Unicode filespace that contains data to be moved. Separate multiple names with commas and no
intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a
value for this parameter and values for FILESPACE or the FSID or both, non-Unicode file spaces are not moved.

FSID
Specifies file space identifiers (FSIDs) for the file spaces to be moved. Separate multiple names with commas and no
intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

Type
Specifies the type of files to be moved. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. If the source storage pool is an
active-data pool, the only valid values are ANY and BACKUP. However, only the active versions of backup data are moved if
TYPE=ANY. Possible values are:

ANY
Specifies that all types of files are moved.

Backup
Specifies that backup files are moved.

ARchive
Specifies that archive files are moved. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

SPacemanaged
Specifies that space-managed files (files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management
client) are moved. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for moving data. This parameter is optional. You can specify a
value from 1–999, inclusive. The default value is 1. Increasing the number of parallel processes should improve
throughput.

When determining this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to this operation. To
access a sequential access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum Protect system activity and on the
mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are involved in the move. Each process
needs a mount point for storage pool volumes, and, if the device type is not FILE, each process also needs a drive.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed.
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The server displays messages that are created from the background process either in the activity log or the server
console, depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If a background process is canceled, some
files may have already moved before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
continuing with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

RECONStruct
Specifies whether to reconstruct file aggregates during data movement. Reconstruction removes empty space that has
accumulated during deletion of logical files from an aggregate. This parameter is optional. If both the source and target
storage pools are sequential access, the default value is YES. If either the source or target storage pool is random access,
the default is NO.
The parameter is not available or is ignored if any of the following conditions are true:

The data format is NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP.
The data is in a storage pool that is configured for data deduplication.
The target storage pool for the data movement is configured for data deduplication.

Attention: Reconstruction removes inactive backup files in active-data pools. If you specify RECONSTRUCT=NO when
moving the data in an active-data pool that is not configured for data deduplication, inactive backup files remain in the
storage pool.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates will not be performed during the move.

Yes
Specifies that reconstruction of file aggregates will be performed during the move. You may only specify this option
when both the source and the target storage pools are sequential-access.

Example: Move a node's non-Unicode and Unicode data

Move data for node TOM in storage pool TAPEPOOL. Restrict movement of data to files in non-Unicode file spaces as well as
Unicode file spaces, \\jane\d$. Data should be moved to disk storage pool BACKUPPOOL.

move nodedata tom 
 fromstgpool=tapepool tostgpool=backuppool 
 filespace=* unifilespace=\\jane\d$

Example: Move all node data from tape storage pools to a disk storage pool

Move all data for node SARAH, from all primary sequential-access storage pools (for this example, TAPEPOOL*) to DISKPOOL. To
obtain a list of storage pools that contain data for node SARAH, issue either of the following QUERY OCCUPANCY or SELECT
commands:

query occupancy sarah

SELECT * from OCCUPANCY where node_name='sarah'

Attention: For this example assume that the results were TAPEPOOL1, TAPEPOOL4, and TAPEPOOL5.

move nodedata sarah 
 fromstgpool=tapepool1 tostgpool=DISKPOOL 
 
move nodedata sarah 
 fromstgpool=tapepool4 tostgpool=DISKPOOL 
 
move nodedata sarah 
 fromstgpool=tapepool5 tostgpool=DISKPOOL

Example: Move a node's non-Unicode and Unicode file spaces
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The following is an example of moving non-Unicode and Unicode file spaces for a node. For node NOAH move non-Unicode
filespace \\servtuc\d$ and Unicode file space \\tsmserv1\e$ that has a filespace ID of 2 from sequential access storage pool
TAPEPOOL to random access storage pool DISKPOOL.

move nodedata noah 
 fromstgpool=tapepool tostgpool=diskpool 
 filespace=\\tsmserv1\d$ fsid=2

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS (Notify managed servers to update profiles)
Use this command on a configuration manager to notify one or more managed servers to request that their configuration
information be immediately refreshed.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                       .-PROFIle--=--*----------------.    
>>-NOTIfy SUBSCRIBers--+------------------------------+-------->< 
                       |             .-,------------. |    
                       |             V              | |    
                       '-PROFIle--=----profile_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

PROFIle (Required)
Specifies the name of the profile. Any managed servers that subscribe to the profile are notified. You can use wildcard
characters to specify multiple profiles. To specify multiple profiles, separate the names with commas and no intervening
spaces. The default is to notify all subscribers.

Example: Notify managed servers to update profiles

Notify all managed servers that subscribe to a profile named DELTA to request updated configuration information.

notify subscribers profile=delta

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS
Command Description

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

SET CONFIGREFRESH Specifies a time interval for managed servers to contact
configuration managers.

PERFORM LIBACTION (Define or delete all drives and paths for a library)
Use this command to define or delete all drives and their paths for a single library in one step.
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This command can be used when you set up a library environment or modify an existing hardware setup that requires changes to
many drive definitions. After you define a library, issue PERFORM LIBACTION to define drives and their paths for the library. You
can also delete all drives and paths for a library by issuing the command with ACTION=DELETE.

This command is only valid for library types of SCSI and VTL. To use this command with ACTION=DEFINE, the SANDISCOVERY
option must be supported and enabled.

For detailed and current library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-PERForm LIBACTion--library_name------------------------------> 
 
>----ACTion--=--+-DEFine--| A |-+-------------------------------> 
                +-DELete--------+      
                +-RESet--| B |--+      
                '-QUIesce-------'      
 
                               .-PREView--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------+--+---------------------+--------->< 
   '-SOURCe--=--source_name-'  '-PREView--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                             '-No--'      
 
A (DEFine) 
 
|--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-DEVIce--=--library_device_name-'    
 
   .-PREFix--=--library_name------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------| 
   '-PREFix--=--drive_prefix_name-'    
 
B (RESet) 
 
                         .-DRIVEsonly--=--No------.    
|----ACTion--=--RESet----+------------------------+-------------| 
                         '-DRIVEsonly--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                          '-No--'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined or deleted. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters unless you
are issuing PERFORM LIBACTION with ACTION=DEFINE and using the default PREFIX value. In that case, the maximum
length of the name is 25 characters.

ACTion
Specifies the action for the PERFORM LIBACTION command. Possible values are:

DEFine
Specifies that drives and their paths are defined for the specified library. SAN discovery must be enabled before you
specify this parameter value.

DELete
Specifies that drives and their paths are deleted for the specified library.

RESet
Specifies that drives and their paths are updated online for the specified library.

DRIVEsonly
Specifies that only drives are updated online for the specified library.
Possible values are:
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No
Specifies that drives and paths are updated online.

Yes
Specifies that only drives are updated online.

QUIesce
Specifies that drives are updated offline.

DEVIce
Specifies the library device name that is used when you define paths if a path to the library is not already defined. If a path
is already defined, the DEVICE parameter is ignored. The maximum length for this value is 64 characters. This parameter is
optional.

PREFix
Specifies the prefix that is used for all drive definitions. For example, a PREFIX value of DR creates drives DR0, DR1, DR2,
for as many drives as are created. If a value is not specified for the PREFIX parameter, the library name is used as the prefix
for drive definitions. The maximum length for this value is 25 characters.

SOURCe
Specifies the source server name to be used when you define or delete drive path definitions on a library client or LAN-free
client. Use this parameter only if the drives in the library are set up for the local server. If no value is specified for the
SOURCE parameter, the local server name, which is the default, is used. The maximum length for the source name is 64
characters.

If you specify the SOURCE parameter, you can RESET only paths from specified SOURCE values. The SOURCE parameter is
not compatible with the RESET DRIVESONLY=YES or QUIESCE options.

If a source name other than the local server name is specified with ACTION=DEFINE, drive path definitions are defined with
the token value of UNDISCOVERED. The path definitions are then updated dynamically by library clients that support SAN
Discovery the first time the drive is mounted.

PREView
Specifies the output of all commands that are processed for PERFORM LIBACTION before the command is issued. The
PREVIEW parameter is not compatible with the DEVICE parameter. If you are issuing the PERFORM LIBACTION command
to define a library, you cannot specify both the PREVIEW and the DEVICE parameter.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that a preview of the commands that are issued for PERFORM LIBACTION is not displayed.

Yes
Specifies that a preview of the commands that are issued for PERFORM LIBACTION is displayed.

Example: Define a shared library

Assume that you are working in a SAN and that you configured a library manager named LIBMGR1. Now, define a library that is
named SHAREDTSM to a library client server named LIBCL1.

Issue DEFINE LIBRARY from the library client server, LIBCL1:

define library sharedtsm libtype=shared primarylibmanager=libmgr1

Then, issue PERFORM LIBACTION from the library manager, LIBMGR1, to define the drive paths for the library client:

perform libaction sharedtsm action=define source=libcl1

Note: The SANDISCOVERY option must be supported and enabled on the library client server.

Example: Define a library with four drives

Define a SCSI library named KONA:

define library kona libtype=scsi

Then issue the PERFORM LIBACTION command to define drives and paths for the library:

perform libaction kona action=define device=/dev/lb3  
prefix=dr
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The server then runs the following commands:

define path server1 kona srct=server destt=library  
device=/dev/lb3 
define drive kona dr0 
define path server1 dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/mt1 
define drive kona dr1 
define path server1 dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/mt2 
define drive kona dr2 
define path server1 dr2 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/mt3 
define drive kona dr3 
define path server1 dr3 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/mt4

perform libaction kona action=define device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3  
prefix=dr

The server then runs the following commands:

define path server1 kona srct=server destt=library  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/lb3 
define drive kona dr0 
define path server1 dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt1 
define drive kona dr1 
define path server1 dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt2 
define drive kona dr2 
define path server1 dr2 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt3 
define drive kona dr3 
define path server1 dr3 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=/dev/tsmscsi/mt4

perform libaction kona action=define device=lb0.0.0.2  
prefix=dr

The server then runs the following commands:

define path server1 kona srct=server destt=library  
device=lb0.0.0.2 
define drive kona dr0 
define path server1 dr0 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=mt0.1.0.2 
define drive kona dr1 
define path server1 dr1 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=mt0.2.0.2 
define drive kona dr2 
define path server1 dr2 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=mt0.3.0.2  
define drive kona dr3 
define path server1 dr3 srct=server destt=drive library=kona  
device=mt0.4.0.2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to PERFORM LIBACTION
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.
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Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

PING SERVER (Test the connection between servers)
Use this command to test the connection between the local server and a remote server.

Important: The name and password of the administrator client issuing this command must also be defined on the remote server.
If the remote server is at the current level, the server credentials are verified automatically when you run the PING SERVER
command. If the remote server is not at the current level, the server credentials are not verified.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-PING SERVER--server_name------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the remote server.

Example: Ping a server

Test the connection to server FRED.

ping server fred

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to PING SERVER
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

PREPARE (Create a recovery plan file)
Use this command to create a recovery plan file, which contains the information that is needed to recover an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server. You can store a recovery plan file on a file system that is accessible to the source server or on a target server.
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You can use the QUERY ACTLOG command to view whether the PREPARE command was successful.

You can also view this information from the server console or, if the WAIT parameter equals YES, an administrative client session.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
            .-Source--=--DBBackup-------.    
>>-Prepare--+---------------------------+-----------------------> 
            '-Source--=--+-DBBackup---+-'    
                         '-DBSnapshot-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------------+--------> 
   '-PLANPrefix--=--prefix-'  '-INSTRPrefix--=--prefix-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   |                 .-,---------. |    
   |                 V           | |    
   '-COPYstgpool--=----pool_name-+-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   |                       .-,---------. |    
   |                       V           | |    
   '-ACTIVEDatastgpool--=----pool_name-+-'    
 
                                      .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--+------------------+----->< 
   |                 .-,---------. |  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
   |                 V           | |             '-Yes-'      
   '-PRIMstgpool--=----pool_name-+-'                          
 

Parameters

Source
Specifies the type of database backup series that IBM Spectrum Protect assumes when generating the recovery plan file.
This parameter is optional. The default is DBBACKUP. The choices are:

DBBackup
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect assumes the latest full database backup series.

DBSnapshot
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect assumes the latest database snapshot backup series.

DEVclass
Specifies the device class name that is used to create a recovery plan file object on a target server. The device class must
have a device type of SERVER.
Important: The maximum capacity for the device class must be larger than the size of the recovery plan file. If the size of
the recovery plan file exceeds the maximum capacity, the command fails.
The naming convention for the archive object that contains the recovery plan file on the target server is:

Filespace name:
ADSM.SERVER

High-level qualifier:
devclassprefix/servername.yyyymmdd.hhmmss

devclassprefix\servername.yyyymmdd.hhmmss
Low-level qualifier:

RPF.OBJ.1

The recovery plan file virtual volume name as recorded in the volume history table on the source server is in the format
servername.yyyymmdd.hhmmss.
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If the DEVCLASS parameter is not specified, the recovery plan file is written to a file based on the plan prefix.

If SOURCE=DBBACKUP is specified or is defaulted to, the volume history entry for the recovery plan file object specifies a
volume type of RPFILE. If SOURCE=DBSNAPSHOT is specified, the volume history entry specifies a volume type of
RPFSNAPSHOT.

PLANPrefix
Specifies the path name prefix that is used in the recovery plan file name. This parameter is optional.

The maximum length is 250 characters.
The maximum length is 200 characters.

Specifies the path name prefix that is used in the recovery plan file name.

IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the prefix the sortable date and time format yyyymmdd.hhmmss. For example:
20081115.051421.

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path
End the prefix with the forward slash (/). For example:

PLANPREFIX=/adsmsrv/recplans/

The resulting file name would look like this:

/adsmsrv/recplans/20081115.051421

Directory path followed by a string
IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:

PLANPREFIX=/adsmsrv/recplans/accounting

The resulting file name looks like this:

/adsmsrv/recplans/accounting.20081115.051421

Note the period before the date and time.
String only

IBM Spectrum Protect specifies the directory path. IBM Spectrum Protect uses the name of the current working
directory. For example, the current working directory is /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin and you specify the following
parameter:

PLANPREFIX=shipping

The resulting file name looks like this:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/shipping.20081115.051421

Note the period before the date and time.

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path
End the prefix with the back slash (\). For example:

PLANPREFIX=c:\adsmsrv\recplans\

The resulting file name looks like this:

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\20081115.051421

Tip: If you issue the PREPARE command from the administrative command line client and the last character in the
command line is a back slash, it is interpreted as a continuation character. To avoid this, place the prefix value in
double quotation marks. For example:

PLANPREFIX="c:\adsmsrv\recplans\"

Directory path followed by a string
IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:
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PLANPREFIX=c:\adsmsrv\recplans\accounting

The resulting file name looks like this:

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\accounting.20081115.051421

Note the period before the date and time.
String only

IBM Spectrum Protect appends the date and time in the .yyyymmdd.hhmmss format (note the period before the date
and time) to the prefix. The directory path used by the PREPARE command is the directory representing this
“instance” of the IBM Spectrum Protect server. Typically, this directory is the original IBM Spectrum Protect server
installation directory. For example, the directory representing this instance of the server is c:\Program
Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2 , and you issue a PREPARE command with the following parameter:

PLANPREFIX=shipping

The resulting recovery plan filename is:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\shipping.20081115.051421

If the PLANPREFIX parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect selects the prefix in one of these ways:

If the SET DRMPLANPREFIX command has been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the prefix specified in that
command.

If the SET DRMPLANPREFIX command is not defined, IBM Spectrum Protect uses as the path the
directory representing this “instance” of the IBM Spectrum Protect server, which is typically the original IBM
Spectrum Protect server installation directory. For example, the directory representing this instance of the server is
the following:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2

The resulting recovery plan file name is the following:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\2008115.051421

If the SET DRMPLANPREFIX command has not been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the
directory path name of the current working directory. For example, the current working directory is the following:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin

The resulting file name looks like this:

/opt/tivoli/txm/server/bin/20081115.051421

INSTRPrefix
Specifies the prefix of the path name used by IBM Spectrum Protect to locate the files that contain the recovery
instructions. The maximum length is 250 200 characters.

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path
End the prefix with the forward slash (/). For example:

INSTRPREFIX=/adsmsrv/recinstr/

/adsmsrv/recinstr/RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

Directory path followed by a string
IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:

INSTRPREFIX=/adsmsrv/recinstr/accounts

IBM Spectrum Protect appends the appropriate recovery plan file stanza name. For the
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name is:

/adsmsrv/recinstr/accounts.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

String only

IBM Spectrum Protect specifies the directory path and appends the appropriate recovery plan file stanza
name. IBM Spectrum Protect uses the name of the current working directory. For example, the current
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working directory is /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin and you specify the following parameter:

INSTRPREFIX=shipping

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name looks like this:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/shipping.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL 

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path
End the prefix with the back slash (\). For example:

INSTRPREFIX=c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\

IBM Spectrum Protect appends the appropriate recovery plan file stanza name. For the
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name is:

c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

Tip: If you issue the PREPARE command from the administrative command line client and the last character in the
command line is a back slash, it is interpreted as a continuation character. To avoid this, place the prefix value in
double quotation marks. For example:

INSTRPREFIX="c:\adsmserv\recinstr\"

Directory path followed by a string
IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:

INSTRPREFIX=c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\accounts

IBM Spectrum Protect appends the appropriate recovery plan file stanza name. For the
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name is:

c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\accounts.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

String only
IBM Spectrum Protect specifies the directory path and appends the appropriate recovery plan file stanza name. IBM
Spectrum Protect appends the recovery plan file stanza name to the prefix. If the prefix is only a string, the directory
path used by the PREPARE command is the directory representing this instance of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
This is typically the original IBM Spectrum Protect server installation directory. For example, the directory
representing this instance of the server is c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2, and you issue a PREPARE command
with the following parameter:

INSTRPREFIX=dock

The resulting recovery plan filename is:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\shipping.20081115.051421

If you do not specify the INSTRPREFIX parameter, IBM Spectrum Protect selects the prefix in one of these ways:

If the SET DRMINSTRPREFIX command has been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the prefix specified in that
command.

If the SET DRMINSTRPREFIX command has not been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect uses as the path the
directory representing this “instance” of the IBM Spectrum Protect server, which is typically the original server
installation directory. For example, the directory representing this instance of the server is the following:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2

The resulting recovery plan file name is the following:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

If the SET DRMINSTRPREFIX command has not been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the
current working directory.
For example, if the current working directory is /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin, for the
RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would be:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL
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PRIMstgpool
Specifies the names of the primary storage pools that you want to restore. Separate the storage pool names with commas
and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters. If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect
selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL command has been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect includes the primary storage pools
named in that command.
If the SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL command has not been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect includes all the primary
storage pools.

COPYstgpool
Specifies the names of the copy storage pools used to back up the primary storage pools that you want to restore (see the
PRIMSTGPOOL parameter). Separate storage pool names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard
characters. If this parameter is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command has been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect includes those copy storage pools.
If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command has not been issued, IBM Spectrum Protect includes all copy storage pools.

ACTIVEDatastgpool
Specifies the names of the active-data storage pools that you want to have available for offsite access. Separate active-data
storage-pool names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters. If this parameter is not
specified, IBM Spectrum Protect selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command has been previously issued with valid active-data storage pool names,
IBM Spectrum Protect processes those storage pools.
If the SET ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command has not been issued, or all of the active-data storage pools have been
removed using the SET ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command, IBM Spectrum Protect processes only the active-data pool
volumes that were marked on-site at the time the PREPARE command is run. IBM Spectrum Protect will mark these
volumes as UNAVAILABLE.

Wait
Specifies whether this command is processed in the background or foreground.

No
Specifies background processing. This is the default.

Yes
Specifies foreground processing.

You cannot specify YES from the server console.

Example: Create a recovery plan file

Issue the PREPARE command and query the activity log to check the results.

prepare 
query actlog search=prepare

05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR0984I Process 3 for PREPARE started in the 
                      BACKGROUND at 12:01:13.  
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6918W PREPARE: Recovery instructions file 
                      /home/guest/drmtest/prepare/tservr/DSM1509/ 
                      RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.DATABASE not found. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6918W PREPARE: Recovery instructions file 
                      /home/guest/drmtest/prepare/tservr/DSM1509/ 
                      RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.STGPOOL not found. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6913W PREPARE: No volumes with backup data 
                      exist in copy storage pool CSTORAGEP. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6913W PREPARE: No volumes with backup data 
                      exist in copy storage pool CSTORAGEPSM. 
05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR6920W PREPARE: Generated replacement volume 
                      name BACK4X@ is not valid for device type 
                      8MM. Original volume name: BACK4X. Stanza is 
                      PRIMARY.VOLUMES.REPLACEMENT macro. 
05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR6900I PREPARE: The recovery plan file 
                      /home/guest/drmtest/prepare/plandir/DSM1509/ 
                      r.p.20080503.120113 was created. 
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05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR0985I Process 3 for PREPARE running in the  
                      BACKGROUND completed with completion state 
                      SUCCESS at 12:01:14.                      

05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR0984I Process 3 for PREPARE started in the 
                      BACKGROUND at 12:01:13. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6918W PREPARE: Recovery instructions file 
                      c:\drmtest\prepare\RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.DATABASE 
                      not found. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6918W PREPARE: Recovery instructions file 
                      c:\drmtest\prepare\RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.STGPOOL 
                      not found. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6913W PREPARE: No volumes with backup data 
                      exist in copy storage pool CSTORAGEP. 
05/03/2008 12:01:13  ANR6913W PREPARE: No volumes with backup data 
                      exist in copy storage pool CSTORAGEPSM. 
05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR6920W PREPARE: Generated replacement volume 
                      name BACK4X@ is not valid for device class 8MM. 
                      Original volume name: BACK4X. Stanza is 
                      PRIMARY.VOLUMES.REPLACEMENT macro. 
05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR6900I PREPARE: The recovery plan file 
                      c:\drmtest\prepare\r.p.20080503.120113 
                      was created. 
05/03/2008 12:01:14  ANR0985I Process 3 for PREPARE running in the 
                      BACKGROUND completed with completion state 
                      SUCCESS at 12:01:14.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to PREPARE
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DELETE VOLHISTORY Removes sequential volume history information from the
volume history file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

QUERY RPFCONTENT Displays the contents of a recovery plan file.

QUERY RPFILE Displays information about recovery plan files.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL Specifies that active-data storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMINSTRPREFIX Specifies the prefix portion of the path name for the recovery
plan instructions.

SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX Specifies the replacement volume names in the recovery plan
file.

SET DRMPLANPREFIX Specifies the prefix portion of the path name for the recovery
plan.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL Specifies that primary storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration.

UPDATE VOLHISTORY Adds or changes location information for a volume in the
volume history file.

PROTECT STGPOOL (Protect data that belongs to a storage pool)
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Use this command to protect data in a directory-container storage pool by storing a copy of the data in another storage pool on a
replication target server or on the same server by protecting the data to tape. When you protect the directory-container storage
pool, you can later try to repair damage in the storage pool by using the REPAIR STGPOOL command.

When you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command for a directory-container storage pool, data that is stored in that storage pool is
backed up to the target that you specify. The data can be backed up to the following target types:

A directory-container storage pool on the target replication server.
Prerequisite: For the storage pool that is being protected, you must specify the target pool by using the PROTECTSTGPOOL
parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.

When you regularly use the PROTECT STGPOOL command, you can typically reduce the processing time for the REPLICATE
NODE command. The data extents that are already copied to the target replication server by storage pool protection
operations are skipped when node replication is started.

As part of the PROTECT STGPOOL operation, processes might run to repair damaged extents in the target server's storage
pool. The repair operation occurs under the following conditions:

Both the source server and the target server must be at V7.1.5 or later.
Extents that are already marked as damaged on the target server are repaired. The repair process does not run an
audit process to identify damage.
Only target extents that match source extents are repaired. Target extents that are damaged but have no match on
the source server are not repaired.

Limitations: The repair operation that runs as part of the PROTECT STGPOOL operation has the following limitations:
Extents that belong to objects that were encrypted are not repaired.
The timing of the occurrence of damage on the target storage pool and the sequence of REPLICATE NODE and
PROTECT STGPOOL commands can affect whether the repair process is successful. Some extents that were stored
in the target storage pool by a REPLICATE NODE command might not be repaired.

Container-copy storage pools on the same server, protected to tape.
Prerequisite: For the storage pool that is being protected, you must specify the target storage pool by using the
PROTECTLOCALSTGPOOLS parameter. For details about the parameter, see the commands for defining and updating
directory-container storage pools (DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL commands).

As part of the PROTECT STGPOOL operation, volumes in the target pool might be reclaimed. The value of the RECLAIM
parameter for the container-copy storage pool affects whether volumes are reclaimed. For details about the parameter, see
the commands for defining and updating container-copy storage pools (DEFINE STGPOOL and UPDATE STGPOOL
commands).

Restriction: You cannot schedule multiple PROTECT STGPOOL operations to run concurrently. Wait for one PROTECT STGPOOL
operation to finish before you start another.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax when the target is the replication server

 
                                    .-Type--=--Replserver-.    
>>-PROTect STGPool--source_stgpool--+---------------------+-----> 
                                    '-Type--=--Replserver-'    
 
   .-FORCEREConcile--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-FORCEREConcile--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
                        (1)                   
   .-MAXSESSions--=--10------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-MAXSESSions--=----number_sessions---'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-PURGEdata--=--No----------.    
>--+---------------------+--+---------------------------+-------> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'  '-PURGEdata--=--+-No------+-'    
                 '-Yes-'                    +-All-----+      
                                            '-Deleted-'      
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   .-Wait--=--No------.  .-TRANSFERMethod--=--Tcpip---------.    
>--+------------------+--+----------------------------------+-->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  |                              (2) |    
              '-Yes-'    '-TRANSFERMethod--=--+-Tcpip-+-----'    
                                              '-Fasp--'          
 

Notes:

1. If the TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is set to the default value of TCPIP, the default value of the MAXSESSIONS
parameter is 10. If the TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is set to FASP, the default value of the MAXSESSIONS parameter is
2.

2. The TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is available only on Linux x86_64 operating systems.

Syntax when the target is a tape storage pool on the same server

 
>>-PROTect STGPool--source_stgpool--Type--=--Local--------------> 
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-RECLaim--=--Yes-------------.    
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------------------+-----> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'  '-RECLaim--=--+-Yes---------+-'    
                 '-Yes-'                  +-No----------+      
                                          +-Only--------+      
                                          +-YESLIMited--+      
                                          '-ONLYLIMited-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

source_stgpool (Required)
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool on the source server.

Type
Specifies the type of target for the protection operation. This parameter is optional. The default value is REPLSERVER.
Specify one of the following values:

Replserver
Specifies that the target is the storage pool on the replication target server, as defined for the source storage pool
with the PROTECTSTGPOOL parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.

Local
Specifies that the target is on the same server as the source storage pool. The target is the container-copy storage
pool that is defined for the source storage pool with the PROTECTLOCALSTGPOOLS parameter on the DEFINE
STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.
Tip: By default, the server uses a maximum of two parallel processes to copy data to a local target. You can change
the maximum number of parallel processes by updating the container-copy storage pool that is the target. Use the
UPDATE STGPOOL command with the PROTECTPROCESS parameter.

FORCEREConcile
Specifies whether to reconcile the differences between data extents in the directory-container storage pool on the source
server and target server. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. Specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that data backup does not compare all data extents in the directory-container storage pool on the source
server with data extents on the target server. Instead, data backup tracks changes to the data extents on the source
server since the last backup and synchronizes these changes on the target server.

Yes
Specifies that data backup compares all data extents on the source server with data extents on the target server and
synchronizes the data extents on the target server with the source server.

MAXSESSions
Specifies the maximum number of data sessions that can send data to a target server. This parameter is optional. The value
that you specify can be in the range 1 - 100.
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The default value is 10.

The default value varies:

If TRANSFERMETHOD=TCPIP, the default value of the MAXSESSIONS parameter is 10.
If TRANSFERMETHOD=FASP, the default value of the MAXSESSIONS parameter is 2.

If you increase the number of sessions, you can improve throughput for the storage pool.

When you set a value for the MAXSESSIONS parameter, ensure that the available bandwidth and the processor capacity of
the source and target servers are sufficient.

Tips:

If you issue a QUERY SESSION command, the total number of sessions might exceed the number of data sessions.
The difference is because of short control sessions that are used to query and set up operations.
The number of sessions that are used for protection depends on the amount of data that is backed up. If you are
backing up only a small amount of data, increasing the number of sessions provides no benefit.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview data. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. Specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the data is backed up to the target server but that the data is not previewed.

Yes
Specifies that data is previewed but not backed up.

PURGEdata
Specifies that data extents are deleted from the target server. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You can
specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that data extents are not deleted from the target server.

All
Specifies that all data extents are deleted from the target server. Data extents that are referenced by other data in
the target storage pool are not deleted.

Deleted
Specifies that data extents that were deleted on the source server are deleted from the target server. New data
extents are not protected.

RECLaim
Specifies whether reclamation runs when the PROTECT STGPOOL command is processed. Reclamation runs on the local
container-copy storage pool that is the target for the protection operation. This parameter is optional. The default value is
YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that reclamation runs when the command is issued, along with the storage pool protection operation.
Reclamation runs to completion, with no limitation on the number of volumes in the storage pool that are processed
for reclamation.

No
Specifies that reclamation is not run when the command is issued. Only the storage pool protection operation runs.

Only
Specifies that reclamation is the only operation that runs when the command is issued. The storage pool protection
operation does not run, so data in the directory-container storage pool that was updated since the last protection
operation is not protected. Reclamation runs to completion, with no limitation on the number of volumes in the
storage pool that are processed for reclamation.

YESLIMited
Specifies that reclamation runs when the command is issued, along with the storage pool protection operation.
Reclamation runs until it reaches the reclaim limit that is defined for the container-copy storage pool. The reclaim
limit is defined with the RECLAIMLIMIT parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.

ONLYLIMited
Specifies that reclamation is the only operation that runs when the command is issued. The storage pool protection
operation does not run, so data in the directory-container storage pool that was updated since the last protection
operation is not protected. Reclamation runs until it reaches the reclaim limit that is defined for the container-copy
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storage pool. The reclaim limit is defined with the RECLAIMLIMIT parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE
STGPOOL command.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to process this command in the foreground. This parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the command is processed in the background. To monitor the background processes of this command,
issue the QUERY PROCESS command.

Yes
Specifies that the command is processed in the foreground. Messages are not displayed until the command
completes processing.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

TRANSFERMethod
Specifies the method that is used for server-to-server data transfer. This parameter is optional. You can specify

one of the following values:

Tcpip
Specifies that TCP/IP is used to transfer data. This value is the default.

Fasp
Specifies that Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology is used to transfer data. Aspera FASP
technology can help you optimize data transfer in a wide area network (WAN). If you specify
TRANSFERMETHOD=FASP, you override any TRANSFERMETHOD parameters that you specified on the DEFINE
SERVER or UPDATE SERVER commands.
Restrictions:

Before you enable Aspera FASP technology, determine whether the technology is appropriate for your system
environment and install the appropriate licenses. For instructions, see Determining whether Aspera FASP
technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment. If the licenses are missing or expired,
operations to protect storage pools fail.
If WAN performance meets your business needs, do not enable Aspera FASP technology.

Example: Delete all data extents from the target server

Delete all data extents in a directory-container storage pool on the target server. The directory-container storage pool that is
named POOL1 on the source server is no longer protected by the directory-container storage pool on the target server. You might
delete all extents to clean the directory-container storage pool on the target server that no longer protects the source server.

protect stgpool pool1 purgedata=all

Example: Protect a storage pool and specify a maximum number of data sessions

Protect a storage pool that is named SPOOL1 on the source server by backing up the data to a target replication server, TPOOL1.
Specify a maximum of 20 data sessions.

update stgpool spool1 protectstgpool=tpool1 
protect stgpool spool1 maxsessions=20

Example: Copy the storage pool data to tape

Protect a directory-container storage pool by copying the data to a container-copy storage pool on the same server. In this
example, the directory-container storage pool is named SPOOL1 and the container-copy storage pool, which uses tape for
storage, is named TAPES1.

1. Update the directory-container storage pool to add TAPES1 as the local storage pool for protection. The TAPES1 storage
pool must be a container-copy storage pool. Issue the following command:

update stgpool spool1 protectlocalstgpools=tapes1

2. Protect the data in the directory-container storage pool with a local copy by issuing the following command:

protect stgpool type=local spool1
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The data is copied to the TAPES1 storage pool.

Example: Reclaim space on tape volumes before you protect a storage pool

Reclaim space on the tape volumes that are used to protect a directory-container storage pool. Then, protect the data in the
directory-container storage pool. In this example, the directory-container storage pool is named SPOOL1.

1. Reclaim space in the local container-copy storage pool that is defined as the target protection pool for SPOOL1.

protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=only

2. Protect the data in the directory-container storage pool that is named SPOOL1 without running reclamation.

protect stgpool spool1 type=local reclaim=no

Table 1. Commands related to PROTECT STGPOOL
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE STGPOOL (container-copy) Define a container-copy storage pool that stores copies of data
from a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL (directory-container) Define a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET REPLSERVER Specifies a target replication server.

UPDATE STGPOOL (container-copy) Update a container-copy storage pool that stores copies of
data from a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY commands
Use the QUERY commands to request or display information about IBM Spectrum Protect™ objects.

QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
QUERY ADMIN (Display administrator information)
QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers)
QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert)
QUERY ASSOCIATION (Query client node associations with a schedule)
QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY (Query client node storage utilization)
QUERY BACKUPSET (Query a backup set)
QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS (Query contents of a backup set)

QUERY CLEANUP (Query the cleanup that is required in a source storage pool)
QUERY CLOPTSET (Query a client option set)
QUERY COLLOCGROUP (Query a collocation group)
QUERY CONTENT (Query the contents of a storage pool volume)

QUERY CONTAINER (Query a container)
QUERY CONVERSION (Query conversion status of a storage pool)

QUERY COPYGROUP (Query copy groups)
QUERY DATAMOVER (Display data mover definitions)

QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or cloud-container storage
pool)
QUERY DB (Display database information)
QUERY DBSPACE (Display database storage space)

QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query data deduplication statistics)
QUERY DEVCLASS (Display information on one or more device classes)
QUERY DIRSPACE (Query storage utilization of FILE directories)
QUERY DOMAIN (Query a policy domain)
QUERY DRIVE (Query information about a drive)
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QUERY DRMEDIA (Query disaster recovery media)
QUERY DRMSTATUS (Query disaster recovery manager system parameters)
QUERY ENABLED (Query enabled events)
QUERY EVENT (Query scheduled and completed events)
QUERY EVENTRULES (Query rules for server or client events)
QUERY EVENTSERVER (Query the event server)
QUERY EXPORT (Query for active or suspended export operations)

QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)
QUERY FILESPACE (Query one or more file spaces)
QUERY LIBRARY (Query a library)
QUERY LIBVOLUME (Query a library volume)
QUERY LICENSE (Display license information)
QUERY LOG (Display information about the recovery log)
QUERY MACHINE (Query machine information)
QUERY MEDIA (Query sequential-access storage pool media)
QUERY MGMTCLASS (Query a management class)
QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings for monitoring alerts and server status)
QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status)
QUERY MOUNT (Display information on mounted sequential access volumes)

QUERY NASBACKUP (Query NAS backup images)
QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
QUERY NODEDATA (Query client data in volumes)
QUERY NODEGROUP (Query a node group)
QUERY OCCUPANCY (Query client file spaces in storage pools)
QUERY OPTION (Query server options)
QUERY PATH (Display a path definition)
QUERY POLICYSET (Query a policy set)
QUERY PROCESS (Query one or more server processes)
QUERY PROFILE (Query a profile)
QUERY PROTECTSTATUS (Query the status of storage pool protection)
QUERY PROXYNODE (Query proxy authority for a client node)
QUERY PVUESTIMATE (Display processor value unit estimate)
QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA (Query recovery media)
QUERY REPLICATION (Query node replication processes)
QUERY REPLNODE (Display information about replication status for a client node)
QUERY REPLRULE (Query replication rules)
QUERY REPLSERVER (Query a replication server)
QUERY REQUEST (Query one or more pending mount requests)
QUERY RESTORE (Query restartable restore sessions)
QUERY RPFCONTENT (Query recovery plan file contents stored on a target server)
QUERY RPFILE (Query recovery plan file information stored on a target server)

QUERY SAN (Query the devices on the SAN)
QUERY SCHEDULE (Query schedules)
QUERY SCRIPT (Query IBM Spectrum Protect scripts)
QUERY SERVER (Query a server)
QUERY SERVERGROUP (Query a server group)
QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
QUERY SHREDSTATUS (Query shredding status )
QUERY SPACETRIGGER (Query the space triggers)
QUERY STATUS (Query system parameters)
QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring thresholds)
QUERY STGRULE (Display storage rule information)
QUERY STGPOOL (Query storage pools)

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Query a storage pool directory)
QUERY SUBSCRIBER (Display subscriber information)
QUERY SUBSCRIPTION (Display subscription information)
QUERY SYSTEM (Query the system configuration and capacity)

QUERY TAPEALERTMSG (Display status of SET TAPEALERTMSG command)
QUERY TOC (Display table of contents for a backup image)

QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Query a virtual file space mapping)
QUERY VOLHISTORY (Display sequential volume history information)
QUERY VOLUME (Query storage pool volumes)
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QUERY ACTLOG (Query the activity log)
Use this command to display messages generated by the server and client. This command provides filtering options that can be
used to limit the number of messages displayed and the time that it takes to process this query. If you do not specify any
parameters with this command, all messages generated in the previous hour are displayed.

The activity log contains all messages that are sent to the server console under normal operation. The results of commands
entered at the server console are not recorded in the activity log unless the command affects or starts a background process or
client session. Error messages are displayed in the activity log.

Restriction: You cannot schedule the QUERY ACTLOG command by using the DEFINE SCHEDULE command.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                 .-BEGINDate--=--current_date-.    
>>-Query ACtlog--+----------------------------+-----------------> 
                 '-BEGINDate--=--date---------'    
 
   .-BEGINTime--=--currenttime_minus_1_hour-.    
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time---------------------'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--current_date-.  .-ENDTime--=--current_time-.    
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------------+---> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date---------'  '-ENDTime--=--time---------'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+-------------------+----------> 
   '-MSGno--=--message_number-'  '-Search--=--string-'    
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-NODEname--=--node_name-'    
 
   .-ORiginator--=--ALL---------------.    
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-ORiginator--=--+-ALL-----------+-'    
                    +-SErver--------+      
                    '-CLient--| A |-'      
 
A 
 
|--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-OWNERname--=--owner_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-SCHedname--=--schedule_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-DOmainname--=--domain_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------| 
   '-SESsnum--=--session_number-'    
 

Parameters

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date of the range for messages to be displayed. All messages meeting the time range criteria that
occurred after this date are displayed. The default is the current date. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998
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Value Description Example

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –7 or –7.

To display information beginning with messages
created a week ago, you can specify
BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or BEGINDATE= -7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time of the range for messages to be displayed. All messages meeting the time range criteria that
occurred after this time are displayed. If you do not specify time, all messages that occurred in the last hour are displayed.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date

10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW+3 or BEGINTIME=+3, IBM
Spectrum Protect™ displays messages with a
time of 12:00 or later on the begin date.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue the QUERY ACTLOG command at
9:00 with BEGINTime=NOW-3:30 or
BEGINTime= -3:30, IBM Spectrum Protect
displays messages with a time of 5:30 or later on
the begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date of the range for messages to be displayed. All messages meeting the time range criteria that
occurred before this date are displayed. If you do not specify a value, the current date is used. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To display information created up to yesterday, you
can specify ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or simply
ENDDATE= -1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM
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Value Description Example

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time of the range for messages to be displayed. All messages meeting this time range criteria that
occurred before this time are displayed. If you do not specify a value, all messages are displayed up to the time when you
issued this command. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW+3:00 or ENDTIME= +3:00, IBM
Spectrum Protect displays messages with a time of
12:00 or earlier on the end date you specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW-3:30 or ENDTIME= -3:30, IBM
Spectrum Protect displays messages with a time of
5:30 or earlier on the end date you specify.

MSGno
Specifies an integer that defines the number of the message to be displayed from the activity log. This integer is just the
numeric part of the message. This parameter is optional.

Search
Specifies a text string that you want to search for in the activity log. Enclose the string expression in quotation marks if it
contains blanks. You can use text and a wildcard character to specify this string. This parameter is optional.
Note: Do not enter as a text string either the IBM Spectrum Protect server name or text and a wildcard character that would
find the server name. If you do so, the output includes messages that do not include the search string.

NODEname
Specifies that the query displays messages logged for this node. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, messages
for all nodes are displayed.

ORiginator
Specifies that the query displays messages logged by the server, client, or both. The default is ALL. Possible values are:

ALL
Specifies that the query displays messages that originated from the client and the server.

SErver
Specifies that the query displays messages that originated from the server.

CLient
Specifies that the query displays messages that originated from the client.
You can specify one of the following values to minimize processing time when querying the activity log for messages
logged by the client:

OWNERname
Specifies that the query displays messages logged for a particular owner. If you do not specify a value for this
parameter, messages for all owners are displayed.

SCHedname
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Specifies that the query displays messages logged by a particular scheduled client activity. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter, messages for all schedules are displayed.

DOmainname
Specifies that the query displays messages logged for a particular policy domain to which a named schedule
belongs. This parameter is optional, unless you are specifying a schedule name.

SESsnum
Specifies that the query displays messages logged from a particular client session number. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter, messages for all client sessions are displayed.

Example: Search activity log for messages with specific text

Search the activity log for any message that contains the string "delete". The output includes only messages produced during the
past hour. Issue the command:

query actlog search=delete

Date/Time            Message 
-------------------- ----------------------------------------- 
08/27/1998 15:19:43  ANR0812I Inventory client file expiration 
                      complete: 0 files deleted.

Example: Search activity log for messages within a specific time frame

Display messages that occurred yesterday between 9:30 and 12:30. Issue the command:

query actlog begindate=today-1  
begintime=09:30:00 endtime=12:30:00

Date/Time           Message 
------------------- ---------------------------------------------- 
10/21/1998 10:52:36 ANR0407I Session 3921 started for administrator 
                    ADMIN (WebBrowser) (HTTP 9.115.20.100(2315)). 
10/21/1998 11:06:08 ANR0405I Session 3922 ended for administrator  
                    ADMIN (WebBrowser). 
10/21/1998 12:16:50 ANR0405I Session 3934 ended for administrator  
                    ADMIN (WebBrowser).

Example: Search activity log for messages from a specific client node

Search the activity log for IBM Spectrum Protect messages from the client for node JEE. Issue the command:

query actlog originator=client node=jee

Date/Time           Message 
------------------- ------------------------------------------------- 
06/10/1998 15:46:22 ANE4007E (Session No: 3 Node: JEE) Error  
                    processing '/jee/report.out': access to the  
                    object is denied 
06/11/1998 15:56:56 ANE4009E (Session No: 4 Node: JEE) Error  
                    processing '/jee/work.lst': disk full condition

Example: Search activity log for client and server messages from a specific client node and
session

Search the activity log for IBM Spectrum Protect messages from the client and server for node A associated with Session 1. The
output includes all messages with the defined text string, "SESSION: 1". Issue the command:

query actlog search="(SESSION:1)"

Date/Time            Message 
-------------------  ------------------------------------------------ 
02/13/2012 12:13:42   ANR0406I Session 1 started for node A (WinNT) 
                      (Tcp/Ip colind(2463)). (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4952I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects inspected:       34   
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4954I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects backed up:       34 
                      (SESSION: 1) 
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02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4958I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects updated:          0   
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4964I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Elapsed processing time:           00:00:02   
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:59  ANR0403I Session 1 ended for node A (WinNT). 
                      (SESSION: 1)

Example: Search activity log for client-generated messages from a client session

Search the activity log for IBM Spectrum Protect messages from a specific client session. The output includes only messages
generated by the client. Issue the command:

query actlog sessnum=1

Date/Time            Message 
-------------------  ------------------------------------------------ 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4952I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects inspected:       34 
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4954I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects backed up:       34 
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4958I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Total number of objects updated:          0 
                      (SESSION: 1) 
02/13/2012 12:13:56  ANE4964I (ANE4985I Session: 1, ANE4986I Node: A) 
                      Elapsed processing time:           00:00:02 
                      (SESSION: 1)

Field descriptions

Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when the message was generated by the server or client.

Message
Specifies the message that was generated by the server or client.

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to QUERY ACTLOG
Command Description

SET ACTLOGRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain log records in the
activity log.

QUERY ADMIN (Display administrator information)
Use this command to display information about one or more administrators.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                .-*----------.    
>>-Query ADmin--+------------+----------------------------------> 
                '-admin_name-'    
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   |             .-,------------. |    
   |             V              | |    
   '-CLasses--=----+-SYstem---+-+-'    
                   +-Policy---+        
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                   +-STorage--+        
                   +-Operator-+        
                   '-Node-----'        
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+---->< 
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'  '-ALerts--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                        '-LDap--'                 '-No--'      
 

Parameters

admin_name
Specifies the name of the administrator for which you want to display information. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all administrators are displayed.

CLasses
Specifies that you want to restrict output to those administrators that have privilege classes that you specify. This
parameter is optional. You can specify multiple privilege classes in a list by separating the names with commas and no
intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, information about all administrators is displayed,
regardless of privilege class. Possible values are:

SYstem
Display information on administrators with system privilege.

Policy
Display information on administrators with policy privilege.

STorage
Display information on administrators with storage privilege.

Operator
Display information on administrators with operator privilege.

Node
Display information on users with client node privilege.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified administrators.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified administrators.

Authentication
Specifies the password authentication method for the administrator.

LOcal
Display those administrators authenticating to the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

LDap
Display those administrators authenticating to an LDAP directory server. The administrator password is case-
sensitive.

ALert
Specifies whether alerts are sent to an administrators email address.

Yes
Specifies that alerts are sent to the specified administrators email address.

No
Specifies that alerts are not sent to the specified administrators email address. This is the default value.

Tip: Alert monitoring must be enabled, and email settings must be correctly defined to successfully receive alerts by email.
To view the current settings, issue the QUERY MONITORSETTINGS command.

Example: Display information about all administrators
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Display partial information on all administrators. Issue the command:

query admin

Administrator   Days Since  Days Since   Locked?   Privilege Classes 
Name           Last Access    Password 
                                   Set 
-------------  -----------  ----------  ---------  ------------------ 
ADMIN                   <1          <1      No     System 
SERVER_CONSOLE                              No     System

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display complete information about one administrator

From a managed server, display complete information for the administrator named ADMIN. Issue the command:

query admin admin format=detailed

        Administrator Name: ADMIN 
     Last Access Date/Time: 1998.06.04 17.10.52 
    Days Since Last Access: <1 
    Password Set Date/Time: 1998.06.04 17.10.52 
   Days Since Password Set: 26 
     Invalid Sign-on Count: 0 
                   Locked?: No 
                   Contact: 
          System Privilege: Yes 
          Policy Privilege: **Included with system privilege** 
         Storage Privilege: **Included with system privilege** 
        Operator Privilege: **Included with system privilege** 
   Client Access Privilege: **Included with system privilege** 
    Client Owner Privilege: **Included with system privilege** 
    Registration Date/Time: 05/09/1998 23:54:20 
 Registering Administrator: SERVER_CONSOLE 
          Managing profile: 
Password Expiration Period: 90 Day (s) 
             Email Address: 
               Email Aerts: Yes 
            Authentication: Local 
              SSL Required: No            
          Session Security: Strict 
          Transport Method: TLS 1.2

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Administrator Name
Specifies the name of the administrator.

Last Access Date/Time
Specifies the date and time that the administrator last accessed the server.

Days Since Last Access
Specifies the number of days since the administrator last accessed the server.

Password Set Date/Time
Specifies the date and time that the administrator’s password was defined or most recently updated.

Days Since Password Set
Specifies the number of days since the administrator’s password was defined or most recently updated.

Invalid Sign-on Count
Specifies the number of invalid sign-on attempts that have been made since the last successful sign-on. This count can only
be non-zero when an invalid password limit (SET INVALIDPWLIMIT) is greater than zero. When the number of invalid
attempts equals the limit set by the SET INVALIDPWLIMIT command, the administrator is locked out of the system.

Locked?
Specifies whether the administrator is locked out of the system.

Contact
Specifies any contact information for the administrator.

System Privilege
Specifies whether the administrator has been granted system privilege.
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Policy Privilege
Specifies whether the administrator has been granted unrestricted policy privilege or the names of any policy domains that
the restricted policy administrator can manage.

Storage Privilege
Specifies whether the administrator has been granted unrestricted storage privilege or the names of any storage pools that
the restricted storage administrator can manage.

Operator Privilege
Specifies whether the administrator has been granted operator privilege.

Client Access Privilege
Specifies that client access authority has been granted to a user with node privilege.

Client Owner Privilege
Specifies that client owner authority has been granted to a user with node privilege.

Registration Date/Time
Specifies the date and time that the administrator was registered.

Registering Administrator
Specifies the name of the administrator who registered the administrator. If this field contains $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$,
the administrator is associated with a profile that is managed by the configuration manager.

Managing Profile
Specifies the profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this administrator.

Password Expiration Period
Specifies the administrator's password expiration period.

Email Address
Specifies the email address for the administrator.

Email Alerts
Specifies whether alerts are sent to the specified administrator by email.

Authentication
Specifies the password authentication method: LOCAL, LDAP, or LDAP (pending).

Authentication Target
Authentication
Method

IBM Spectrum Protect server LOCAL

LDAP directory server LDAP

This administrator is configured to authenticate with an LDAP directory server, but the administrator did
not yet authenticate through a client node.

LDAP (pending)

SSL Required (deprecated)

Specifies whether the security setting for the administrator user ID requires the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol.
Values can be YES, NO, or Default. You must have system level authority to update the administrator SSLREQUIRED setting.
This parameter is deprecated.

Session Security
Specifies the level of session security that is enforced for the administrator ID. Values can be STRICT or TRANSITIONAL.

Transport Method
Specifies the transport method that was last used for the specified administrator. Values can be TLS 1.2, TLS 1.1, or NONE.
A question mark (?) is displayed until a successful authentication is completed.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ADMIN
Command Description

GRANT AUTHORITY Assigns privilege classes to an administrator.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.
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Command Description

REMOVE ADMIN Removes an administrator from the list of registered
administrators.

RENAME ADMIN Changes an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator’s name.

RESET PASSEXP Resets the password expiration for nodes or administrators.

REVOKE AUTHORITY Revokes one or more privilege classes or restricts access to
policy domains and storage pools.

SET INVALIDPWLIMIT Sets the number of invalid logon attempts before a node is
locked.

SET MINPWLENGTH Sets the minimum length for client passwords.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers)
Use this command to display which server messages are defined as alerts.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                       .-*------------------.    
>>-Query ALERTTrigger--+--------------------+------------------>< 
                       '---message_number---'    
 

Parameters

message_number
Specifies the message number that you want to query. Specify multiple message numbers, which are separated by
commas, and no intervening spaces. Message numbers are a maximum of eight characters in length. Wildcard characters
can be used to specify message numbers. If you do not specify a message number, all alert triggers are displayed.

Query alert triggers to display which messages are designated as alerts

Display all messages that are designated as alerts by issuing the following command:

query alerttrigger

Example output:

Alert Trigger        Category       Administrator 
--------------       ---------      ------------------------------ 
ANR1067E             SERVER         HARRYH 
ANR1073E             SERVER         CSDADMIN,DJADMIN,HARRYH 
ANR1074E             STORAGE        CSDADMIN,DJADMIN,HARRYH 
ANR1096E             STORAGE        CSDADMIN,DJADMIN,HARRYH,MHAYE

Query alert triggers for a specific message number

Display all alert triggers that have message number ANR1067E designated to them by issuing the following command:

query alerttrigger ANR1067E

Example output:
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Alert Trigger        Category       Administrator 
--------------       ---------      ------------- 
ANR1067E             SERVER         HARRYH

Field descriptions

Alert Trigger
The message number for the alert trigger.

Category
The category of the alert trigger.

Administrator
The name of the administrator who receives alerts from this alert trigger.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ALERTTRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert)
Use this command to display information about alerts that are reported on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                      .-STAtus--=--ANy--------------.    
>>-Query ALERTSTatus--+-----------------------------+-----------> 
                      |            .-,------------. |    
                      |            V              | |    
                      '-STAtus--=----+-ACtive---+-+-'    
                                     +-INactive-+        
                                     +-CLosed---+        
                                     '-ANy------'        
 
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------------------+--> 
   |            .-,-----------. |  '-CATegory--=--+-APplication-+-'    
   |            V             | |                 +-INventory---+      
   '-MSGnum--=----message_num-+-'                 +-CLient------+      
                                                  +-DEvice------+      
                                                  +-SErver------+      
                                                  +-STorage-----+      
                                                  +-SYstem------+      
                                                  '-VMclient----'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-SOURCEType--=--+-LOcal--+--+----------------------------+-'    
                    +-CLient-+  '-SOURCEName--=--source_name-'      
                    '-REmote-'                                      
 
>--+---------------------+--+-------------------+---------------> 
   |        .-,--------. |  '-ASSigned--=--text-'    
   |        V          | |                           
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   '-ID--=----alert_id-+-'                           
 
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-RESolvedby--=--text-'    
 

Parameters

Status
Specifies the status type that you want to display. If you do not specify a status, all alerts are queried and displayed.
Specify one of the following values:

ACtive
Displays alerts that are specified in the IBM Spectrum Protect server database as active.

INactive
Displays alerts that are in the inactive state.

CLosed
Displays alerts that are in the closed state.

ANy
Displays all alerts, without regard to state.

MSGnum
Specifies the message number that you want to display. Specify the numerical portion of an IBM Spectrum Protect server
message. Values are in the range 0 - 9999. For example, the message number in message ANR2044E is 2044. Specify
multiple message numbers by separating them with commas and no intervening spaces.

CATegory
Specifies the category type for the alert, which is determined by the message types. Specify one of the following values:

APplication
Alert is classified as application category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with application (TDP) clients.

INventory
Alert is classified as inventory category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with the database, active log file, or archive log file.
Note: The category of CAtalog is used instead of INventory in alerts from servers that were not upgraded to IBM
Spectrum Protect 7.1.0 or later.

CLient
Alert is classified as client category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with general client activities.

DEvice
Alert is classified as device category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with device classes, libraries, drives, or paths.

SErver
Alert is classified as general server category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with general server activities or events.

STorage
Alert is classified as storage category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with storage pools.

SYstems
Alert is classified under system clients category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with system backup and archive or hierarchical storage management (HSM) backup-archive clients.

VMclient
Alert is classified under VMclient category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with virtual machine clients.

SOURCEType
Specifies the source type that is being queried. Specify one of the following values:

LOcal
Displays alerts that originated from the local IBM Spectrum Protect server.

CLient
Displays alerts that originated from the IBM Spectrum Protect client.

REmote
Displays alerts that originated from another IBM Spectrum Protect server.
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SOURCEName
Specifies the name of the source where the alert originated. SOURCENAME can be the name of a local or remote IBM
Spectrum Protect server, or an IBM Spectrum Protect client.

ID
This optional parameter specifies the unique ID of the alert that you want to display. Specify a value from 1 to
9223372036854775807.

ASSigned
Specifies the administrator name that is assigned the alert that you want to query.

RESolvedby
Specifies the administrator name that resolved the alert that you want to query.

Query active alerts

Display only alerts that are active in the server database by issuing the following command:

query alertstatus status=active

Query active alerts for two messages issued by the local server

Issue the following command to display only active alerts for message numbers ANE4958I and ANR4952E that were issued by
the local server:

query alertstatus msgnum=4958,4952 status=active sourcetype=local

Query active alerts for messages ANR4958I and ANR4952E issued by a client

Issue the following command to display only active alerts for message numbers ANE4958I and ANE4952I that were issued by a
client:

query alertstatus msgnum=4958,4952 status=active sourcetype=client

Query all alerts on a server

Issue the following command to display all alerts that are on the server:

query alertstatus

Example output: Display all the alerts that are on the server:

      Alert Identifier: 83 
  Alert Message Number: 293 
           Source Name: SEDONA 
           Source Type: LOCAL 
      First Occurrence: 03/07/2013 17:08:35 
Most Recent Occurrence: 03/07/2013 17:08:35 
                 Count: 1 
                Status: ACTIVE 
    Last Status Change: 12/31/1969 17:00:00 
              Category: INVENTORY 
               Message: ANR0293I Reorganization for table AF_BITFILES  
                        started. 
              Assigned: 
           Resolved By: 
                Remark: 
 
      Alert Identifier: 85 
  Alert Message Number: 293 
           Source Name: SEDONA 
           Source Type: LOCAL 
      First Occurrence: 03/08/2013 05:45:00 
Most Recent Occurrence: 03/08/2013 05:45:00 
                 Count: 1 
                Status: ACTIVE 
    Last Status Change: 12/31/1969 17:00:00 
              Category: INVENTORY 
               Message: ANR0293I Reorganization for table  
                        BF_AGGREGATED_BITFILES started. 
              Assigned: 
           Resolved By: 
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                Remark: 
 
      Alert Identifier: 1282 
  Alert Message Number: 293 
           Source Name: ALPINE 
           Source Type: LOCAL 
      First Occurrence: 02/13/2013 15:47:50 
Most Recent Occurrence: 02/13/2013 15:47:50 
                 Count: 1 
                Status: CLOSED 
    Last Status Change: 02/26/2013 09:46:39 
              Category: INVENTORY 
               Message: ANR0293I Reorganization for table 
                        TSMMON_ALERT started. 
              Assigned: 
           Resolved By: 
                Remark: 
 
 
      Alert Identifier: 1792 
  Alert Message Number: 293 
           Source Name: ALPINE 
           Source Type: LOCAL 
      First Occurrence: 02/19/2013 08:58:14 
Most Recent Occurrence: 02/19/2013 08:58:14 
                 Count: 1 
                Status: CLOSED 
    Last Status Change: 03/01/2013 12:39:21 
              Category: INVENTORY 
               Message: ANR0293I Reorganization for table 
                        ACTIVITY_LOG started. 
              Assigned: 
           Resolved By: 
                Remark: 

Field descriptions

Alert Identifier
The unique identifier for the alert.

Alert Message Number
The message number for the alert.

Source Name
The name of the source from where the alert originated.

Source Type
The type of the originating source.

First Occurrence
The date and time when the alert first occurred.

Most Recent Occurrence
The date and time when the alert occurred last.

Count
The total number of times the alert has been triggered.

Status
Specifies the status of the alert.

Last Status Change
Specifies the time and date when the status for the alert last changed.

Category
The category for the alert.

Message
The message that triggers the alert.

Assigned
Specifies the user whom this alert concerns.

Resolved By
Species the user who has investigated and resolved the alert.

Remark
An optional remark to be left by the resolver.

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ALERTSTATUS
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

QUERY ASSOCIATION (Query client node associations with a schedule)
Use this command to display information about which client nodes are associated with one or more schedules. Client nodes
associated with a schedule perform operations such as backup or archive according to that schedule.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                      .-*--*---------------------------.    
>>-Query ASSOCiation--+--------------------------------+------->< 
                      |              .-*-------------. |    
                      '-domain_name--+---------------+-'    
                                     '-schedule_name-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the name of the policy domain to display. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name. All matching
policy domain names are displayed. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all existing policy domains are queried.
If you specify a domain name, you do not have to specify a schedule name.

schedule_name
Specifies the name of the schedule to display. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name. All matching schedule
names are displayed. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all existing schedules are queried. If you specify a
schedule name, you must also specify a policy domain name.

Example: Display client nodes that are associated with a schedule

Display all the client nodes that are associated with each schedule that belongs to the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain. Issue
the command:

query association employee_records *

Policy Domain Name: EMPLOYEE_RECORDS 
     Schedule Name: WEEKLY_BACKUP 
  Associated Nodes: JOE JOHNSON LARRY SMITH SMITHERS TOM

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

Schedule Name
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Specifies the name of the schedule.
Associated Nodes

Specifies the names of the client nodes that are associated with the specified schedule.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ASSOCIATION
Command Description

DEFINE ASSOCIATION Associates clients with a schedule.

DELETE ASSOCIATION Deletes the association between clients and a schedule.

QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY (Query client node storage utilization)
Use this command to display information about client node server storage utilization. To display current license audit information
from the server, use the AUDIT LICENSE command before you issue the QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY command.

As part of a license audit operation, the server calculates, by node, the amount of backup, archive, and space management
storage in use. For servers that manage large amounts of data, this calculation can take a great deal of processor time and can
stall other server activity. You can use the AUDITSTORAGE server option to specify that storage is not to be calculated as part of a
license audit.

You can use the information from this query to determine if and where client node storage utilization must be balanced. This
information can also assist you with billing clients for storage usage.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query AUDITOccupancy--+---------------+----------------------> 
                         | .-,---------. |    
                         | V           | |    
                         '---node_name-+-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |            .-,-----------. |    
   |            V             | |    
   '-DOmain--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-POoltype--=--ANY---------.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-POoltype--=--+-ANY-----+-'    
                  +-PRimary-+      
                  '-COpy----'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies a list of nodes for which to display server storage use information. Specify more than one node by separating the
node names with commas, with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. The default (*) is
to query all client nodes. Use the DOMAIN parameter to limit this list by policy domain. This parameter is optional.

DOmain
Specifies a list of policy domains to restrict which nodes are displayed. Nodes belonging to the specified policy domains are
displayed. Specify more than one policy domain by separating the policy domain names with commas, with no intervening
spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. This parameter is optional.

POoltype
Specifies the type of storage pool to display. This parameter is optional. The default is ANY. Possible values are:

ANY
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Specifies both primary and copy storage pools. The value that is presented is the total for the two pools.
PRimary

Specifies primary storage pools only.
COpy

Specifies copy storage pools only.

Example: Display storage usage

Display combined storage use in primary and copy storage pools. Issue the command:

query auditoccupancy

License information as of last audit on 05/22/1996 14:49:51. 
  
       Node Name          Backup    Archive  Space-Managed    Total 
                         Storage    Storage  Storage Used   Storage 
                       Used (MB)  Used (MB)      (MB)     Used (MB) 
---------------------  --------- ---------- ------------  --------- 
CLIENT                       245         20        0            265 
SMITH                        245         20        0            265 
SMITHERS                     245         20        0            265 
JOHNSON                      300         15        0            320 
JOE                          245         20        0            265 
TOM                          300         15        0            320 
LARRY                        245         20        0            265

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Node Name
Specifies the name of the client node.

Backup Storage Used (MB)
Specifies the total backup storage use for the node. For this value, one MB = 1048576 bytes.

Archive Storage Used (MB)
Specifies the total archive storage use for the node. For this value, one MB = 1048576 bytes.

Space-Managed Storage Used (MB)
Specifies the amount of server storage that is used to store files that are migrated from the client node by an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ for Space Management client. For this value, one MB = 1048576 bytes.

Total Storage Used (MB)
Specifies the total storage use for the node. For this value, one MB = 1048576 bytes.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER LICENSE Registers a license with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD Specifies the number of days between automatic license
audits.

QUERY BACKUPSET (Query a backup set)
Use this command to display information about one or more backup sets.

Privilege class
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Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                    .-*-----------------------.    
>>-Query BACKUPSET--+-------------------------+-----------------> 
                    | .-,-------------------. |    
                    | V                     | |    
                    '---+-node_name-------+-+-'    
                        '-node_group_name-'        
 
   .-*-------------------.                            
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
   | .-,---------------. |  '-BEGINDate--=--date-'    
   | V                 | |                            
   '---backup_set_name-+-'                            
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time-'  '-ENDDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+------------------+--+--------------------------------+-----> 
   '-ENDTime--=--time-'  '-WHERERETention--=--+-days----+-'    
                                              '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-WHEREDESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-WHEREDEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-WHERETOCexists--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                        '-No--'      
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                   .-,---------. |    
   |                   V           | |    
   '-WHEREDATAType--=----+-FILE--+-+-'    
                         '-IMAGE-'        
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name
Specifies the name of the client node and node groups whose data is contained in the backup set to be displayed. To
specify multiple node names and node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can
use wildcard characters with node names but not with node group names.

backup_set_name
Specifies the name of the backup set whose information is to be displayed. The backup set name you specify can contain
wildcard characters. You can specify more than one backup set name by separating the names with commas and no
intervening spaces.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date of the range in which the point-in-time date of the backup set to be displayed must fall. This
parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with the BEGINTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time.
If you specify a begin date without a begin time, the time will be at 12:00 a.m. (midnight) on the date you specify.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or +days The current date plus days specified. TODAY +3 or +3.
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Value Description Example

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before
the last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus days
specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time of the range in which the point-in-time date of the backup set to be displayed must fall. This
parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with the BEGINDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time.
If you specify a begin time without a begin date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date of the range in which the point-in-time date of the backup set to be displayed must fall. This
parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with the ENDTIME parameter to specify an ending date and time. If you
specify an end date without an end time, the time will be at 11:59:59 p.m. on the specified end date.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time of the range in which the point-in-time date of the backup set to be displayed must fall. This
parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with the ENDDATE parameter to specify a date and time. If you specify
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an end time without an end date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

WHERERETention
Specifies the retention value, specified in days, that must be associated with the backup sets to be displayed. You can
specify an integer from 0 to 30000. The values are:

days
Specifies that backup sets that are retained this number of days are displayed.

NOLimit
Specifies that backup sets that are retained indefinitely are displayed.

WHEREDESCription
Specifies the description that must be associated with the backup set to be displayed. The description you specify can
contain wildcard characters. This parameter is optional. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank
characters.

WHEREDEVclass
Specifies the name of the device class that must be associated with the backup set to be displayed. You can use wildcard
characters to specify a device class name. This parameter is optional.

WHERETOCexists
Specifies whether a backup set must have a table of contents in order to be displayed. This parameter is optional. The
default is to display all backup sets whether or not they have a table of contents.

WHEREDATAType
Specifies the data type of a backup set to be displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is to display all types of
backup sets. To specify multiple data types, separate data types with commas and no intervening spaces.

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be displayed. File level backup sets contain files and directories backed up
by the backup-archive client.

IMAGE
Specifies that an image backup set is to be displayed. Image backup sets contain images created by the backup-
archive client BACKUP IMAGE command.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified backup sets.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified backup sets.

Example: Query a backup set

Display information for backup sets whose names begin with PERS_DATA. The backup sets belong to the node JANE and are
assigned to the DVLMENT device class.

query backupset jane pers_data*

                   Node Name: JANE 
             Backup Set Name: PERS_DATA.3089 
                   Data Type: File 
                   Date/Time: 03/17/2007 16:17:47 
            Retention Period: 60 
           Device Class Name: DVLMENT 
                 Description: backupset created from /srvr 
Has Table of Contents (TOC)?: Yes     
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Field descriptions

Node Name
Specifies the name of the client node whose data is contained in the backup set.

Backup Set Name
Specifies the name of the backup set.

Data Type
Displays the data type of the backup sets. Possible types are file, image, and application.

Date/Time
Specifies the date and time (PITDate and PITTime) of the GENERATE BACKUPSET command. The PITDate and PITTime
specify that files that were active on the specified date and time and that are still stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™
server are to be included in the backup set, even if they are inactive at the time you issue the GENERATE BACKUPSET
command. The default is the date on which the GENERATE BACKUPSET command is run.

Retention Period
Specifies the number of days that the backup set is retained on the server.

Device Class Name
Specifies the name of the device class for which the volumes containing the backup set is assigned.

Description
Specifies the description associated with the backup set.

Has Table of Contents (TOC)?
Specifies whether the backup set has a table of contents.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY BACKUPSET
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS (Query contents of a backup set)
Use this command to display information about the files and directories contained in a backup set for a client node.

Remember: Processing this command can use considerable network resources and mount points.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
>>-Query BACKUPSETCONTENTS--node_name--backup_set_name----------> 
 
   .-DATAType--=--FILE------.    
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>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-DATAType--=--+-FILE--+-'    
                  '-IMAGE-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node whose data is contained in the backup set to display. The name you specify cannot
contain wildcard characters nor can it be a list of node names separated by commas.

backup_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the backup set to display. The name that you specify cannot contain wildcard characters nor can it be
a list of node names that are separated by commas.

DATAType
Specifies that the backup set containing the specified types of data is to be queried. This parameter is optional. The default
is that a file level backup set is to be queried. Possible values are:

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be queried. File level backup sets contain files and directories backed up by
the backup-archive client.

IMAGE
Specifies that an image backup set is to be queried. Image backup sets contain images created by the backup-
archive client BACKUP IMAGE command.

Example: Query contents of a backup set for a specific node

Display the contents from backup set named PERS_DATA.3099 belonging to client node JANE. Issue the command:

query backupsetcontents jane pers_data.3099

Node Name                Filespace  Client's Name for File 
                         Name 
------------------------ ---------- ------------------------ 
JANE                     /srvr      /deblock 
JANE                     /srvr      /deblock.c 
JANE                     /srvr      /dsmerror.log 
JANE                     /srvr      /dsmxxxxx.log 
JANE                     ...        ...... 
    

Field descriptions

Node Name
Specifies the name of the client node whose data is contained in the backup set.

Filespace Name
Specifies the name of the file space to which the specified file belongs.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

Client's Name for File
Specifies the name of the file.

File space names and file names that can be in a different code page or locale than the server do not display correctly in the
Operations Center or the administrative command-line interface. The data itself is backed up and can be restored properly,
but the file space or file name may display with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode enabled, the name is converted to the server's code page for display. The results of the
conversion for characters not supported by the current code page depends on the operating system. For names that IBM
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Spectrum Protect™ is able to partially convert, you may see question marks (??), blanks, unprintable characters, or "…".
These characters indicate to the administrator that files do exist. If the conversion is not successful, the name is displayed
as "…". Conversion can fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has
a problem accessing system conversion routines.

A file name that is displayed as "……" indicates that both the file path and file name were not successfully converted. An
example of the path and name could be:

my\dir\...

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

QUERY CLEANUP (Query the cleanup that is required in a source storage
pool)

Use this command to display information about damaged files that are identified during a storage pool conversion process.

When you issue the CONVERT STGPOOL command to convert a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library
(VTL) to a directory-container storage pool, some files in the source storage pool might not convert because of damaged data. To
display damaged data that is identified during the conversion process, issue the QUERY CLEANUP command on a source storage
pool.

To recover an undamaged version of the data from a copy or active-data storage pool, issue the RESTORE STGPOOL command. To
recover an undamaged version of the data from a target replication server issue the REPLICATE NODE command and specify the
RECOVERDAMAGED=YES parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Query CLeanup--pool_name------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

pool_name(Required)
Specifies the storage pool to query.

Example: Display damaged files that are identified by a storage pool conversion process

Display damaged files in a storage pool that is named POOL1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query cleanup pool1

              File Name: \RTC\BDAT\GIGFILES\BF1.GB 
                  State: Active         
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            Stored Size: 1 GB 
         Filespace Name: \\ibm838-r90gf0gx\c$ 
                   Type: Backup 
            Client Name: CAKINProtection  
        Protection Date: 03/25/2016 16:47:57

Field descriptions

File Name
The name of the damaged file.

State
The state of the data in the inventory. The following states are possible:

Active
The version of the file in the inventory is active. You can have only one active version of the file in the inventory.

Inactive
The version of the file in the inventory is inactive. You can have multiple inactive versions of the file in the inventory.

Stored Size
The size of the data, in megabytes (MB) or gigabytes (GB), that is stored in the storage pool.

Filespace Name
The name of the file space where the file is assigned.

Type
The type of operation that was used to store the file. The following types are possible:

Backup
Files that are backed up.

Archive
Files that are archived.

SpaceMg
Files that are migrated from an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management client.

Client Name
The name of the client that owns the file.

Protection Date
The time and date that the file was backed up, archived, or migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY CLEANUP
Command Description

CONVERT STGPOOL Convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CONVERSION Query conversion status of a storage pool.

REMOVE DAMAGED Removes damaged data from a source storage pool.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

QUERY CLOPTSET (Query a client option set)
Use this command to query a client option set.

Privilege class
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Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                   .-*---------------.    
>>-Query CLOptset--+-----------------+--------------------------> 
                   '-option_set_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

option_set_name
Specifies the name of the client option set to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This
parameter is optional. The default is option set names.

DESCription
Specifies the description used on the DEFINE or UPDATE CLOPTSET commands to be used as a filter. If the description
contains spaces, enclose it in quotation marks. This parameter is optional.

Example: Query a client option set

From a managed server, query a client option set named ENG. Issue the following command:

query cloptset eng

                      Optionset:  ENG 
                   Description: 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
              Managing profile: 
            Replica Option Set: Yes 
 
                        Option: SCROLLINES 
               Sequence number: 0 
  Use Option Set Value (FORCE): No 
                  Option Value: 40 
  
                        Option: SCROLLPROMPT 
               Sequence number: 0 
  Use Option Set Value (FORCE): No 
                  Option Value: yes  

Field descriptions

Optionset
Specifies the name of the option set.

Description
Specifies the description of the client option set.

Last Update by (administrator)
Specifies the name of the administrator that most recently updated the option set. If this field contains
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the client option set is associated with a profile that is managed by the configuration manager.

Managing profile
Specifies the profile to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of the client option set.

Replica Option Set
Specifies the replica option set is replicated by the source replication server.

Option
Specifies the name of the option.

Sequence number
Specifies the sequence number of the option.

Use Option Set Value (FORCE)
Specifies whether the server option setting overrides the option setting for the client. NO indicates that the server option
setting does not override the client option. YES indicates that the server option setting overrides the client option setting.
This option is set with the FORCE parameter on the DEFINE CLIENTOPT command.

Option Value
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Specifies the value of the option.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY CLOPTSET
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET Updates the description of a client option set.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP (Query a collocation group)
Use this command to display the collocation groups defined on the server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                      .-*----------.    
>>-Query COLLOCGroup--+------------+----------------------------> 
                      '-group_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group to display. To specify multiple names, use a wildcard character. This parameter
is optional. The default is to display all collocation groups.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed. To display the members of the collocation group, you must specify
FORMAT=DETAILED.

Display defined collocation groups

Display the collocation groups defined on the server. Issue the following command:

query collocgroup

Collocation Group Name         Collocation Group Description 
--------------------------     ------------------------------ 
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DEPT_ED                        Education department 
GROUP1                         Low cap client nodes.

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Display detailed information for collocation groups

Display complete information about all collocation groups and determine which client nodes belong to which collocation groups.
Issue the following command:

query collocgroup format=detailed 

        Collocation Group Name: DEPT_ED 
 Collocation Group Description: Education department 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2013 10:59:03 
   Collocation Group Member(s): EDU_1 EDU_7 
           Filespace Member(s):  
         
        Collocation Group Name: GROUP1 
 Collocation Group Description: Low cap client nodes. 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2013 10:59:16 
   Collocation Group Member(s): CHESTER 
           Filespace Member(s): alpha 
 
        Collocation Group Name: GROUP1 
 Collocation Group Description: Low cap client nodes. 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2013 10:59:16 
   Collocation Group Member(s): CHESTER 
           Filespace Member(s): beta 
 
        Collocation Group Name: GROUP1 
 Collocation Group Description: Low cap client nodes. 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2013 10:59:16 
   Collocation Group Member(s): CHESTER 
           Filespace Member(s): gamma

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Collocation Group Name
The name of the collocation group.

Collocation Group Description
The description for the collocation group.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator that defined or most recently updated the collocation group.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that an administrator defined or most recently updated the collocation group.

Collocation Group Member(s)
The members of the collocation group.

Filespace Member(s)
The file space or file spaces that are members of the collocation group. If there is more than one file space, each file space
is displayed in a separate entry.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY COLLOCGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.
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Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

QUERY CONTAINER (Query a container)
Use this command to display information about one or more containers.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*--------------.    
>>-Query CONTAINER--+----------------+--------------------------> 
                    '-container_name-'    
 
                              .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-----------------------+--+-------------------------+-------> 
   '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                           '-Detailed-'      
 
   .-STate--=--ANY-------------.  .-TYPe--=--ANY----------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-----------------------+---->< 
   '-STate--=--+-AVAilable---+-'  '-TYPe--=--+-NONdedup-+-'    
               +-UNAvailable-+               +-DEDup----+      
               +-ANY---------+               +-CLOud----+      
               +-REAdonly----+               '-ANY------'      
               '-PENding-----'                                 
 

Parameters

container_name
Specifies the name of the container. Specify one of the following values:

*
Specifies that an asterisk (*) represents a wildcard character. Use wildcard characters such as an asterisk to match
any characters. Alternatively, you can use a question mark (?) or a percent sign (%) to match exactly one character. If
you specify an asterisk, all container names are displayed. This value is the default.

container_name
Specifies the name of the container. The maximum length of the file name is 1024.
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STGpool
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the storage
pool name is 30.

Format
Specifies the level of detail of the query results. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that a summary of the information is displayed. This value is the default.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information is displayed.

STate
Specifies the state of the container that is queried. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

AVAilable
Specifies that only containers that are available are displayed.

UNAvailable
Specifies that only containers that are not available are displayed. For example, a container might be unavailable if
the header is corrupted or if the container cannot be opened.

ANY
Specifies that containers in any state are displayed. This value is the default.

REAdonly
Specifies that only containers in a read-only state are displayed. Data in the container can be read but data cannot
be written to the container.

PENding
Specifies that only containers in a pending state are displayed.

TYPe
Specifies the type of container that is queried. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

NONdedup
Displays containers that contain data that is not deduplicated. This type of data includes metadata, encrypted data,
and data that is too small for data deduplication.

DEDup
Displays containers that contain deduplicated data.

CLOud
Displays containers that are stored in a cloud storage pool.

ANY
Displays any type of container. This value is the default.

Example: Display information about a container

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query container /Containers/09/0000000000000943.ncf

Container                             Storage       Container     State 
                                      Pool Name     Type                  
------------------------------------  ------------- ------------  --------- 
/Containers/09/0000000000000943.ncf   STGPOOL1      Non Dedup     Available

Example: Display information about a container

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query container C:\abc\00\0000000000000005.ncf

Container                         Storage      Container   State 
                                  Pool Name    Type                  
------------------------------    -----------  ----------  --------- 
C:\abc\00\0000000000000005.ncf    STGPOOL1     Non Dedup   Available
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Example: Display detailed information about a container

Display detailed information about containers that contain deduplicated data in storage pool STGPOOL1:

query container stgpool=STGPOOL1 type=dedup format=detail 

                            Container: /abc/00/0000000000000001.dcf 
                    Storage Pool Name: STGPOOL1 
                       Container Type: Dedup 
                                State: Available 
                    Maximum size (MB): 40,960 
                      Free Space (MB): 39,700  
            Approx. Date Last Written: 11/10/2014 15:17:09 
              Approx. Date Last Audit: 
                           Cloud Type: 
                            Cloud URL: 
               Cloud Object Size (MB): 
                  Space Utilized (MB): 
                    Data Extent Count:

Example: Display detailed information about a container

Display detailed information about containers that contain deduplicated data in storage pool STGPOOL1:

query container stgpool=STGPOOL1 type=dedup format=detail 

                            Container: C:\abc\00\0000000000000001.dcf 
                    Storage Pool Name: STGPOOL1 
                       Container Type: Dedup 
                                State: Available 
                    Maximum size (MB): 40,960 
                      Free Space (MB): 39,700 
            Approx. Date Last Written: 11/10/2014 15:17:09 
              Approx. Date Last Audit: 
                           Cloud Type: 
                            Cloud URL: 
               Cloud Object Size (MB): 
                  Space Utilized (MB): 
                    Data Extent Count:

Example: Display detailed information about containers that are stored in a cloud storage pool

Display detailed information about containers that are stored in the cloud storage pool CLOUDPOOL:

query container stgpool=CLOUDPOOL format=detail 

                         Container: 7-64a1261000c811e58e8f005056c00008 
                 Storage Pool Name: CLOUDPOOL 
                    Container Type: Cloud 
                             State: 
                   Free Space (MB): 
                 Maximum Size (MB): 
         Approx. Date Last Written: 05/22/2015 14:36:57 
           Approx. Date Last Audit: 
                        Cloud Type: SWIFT 
                         Cloud URL: http://cloudurl:5000/v2.0 
            Cloud Object Size (MB): 
               Space Utilized (MB): 27 
                 Data Extent Count: 95

Field descriptions

Container
The name of the container.

Storage Pool Name
The name of the storage pool.

Container Type
The type of container.
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State
The state of the data in the container. The field can contain one of the following values:

Available
The container is available for use.

Unavailable
The container cannot be opened or validated.
Tip: Issue the AUDIT CONTAINER command to validate the contents of the container.

Read only
The container can be read but data cannot be written to the container.

Pending
The container is pending deletion. When the value that is specified for the REUSEDELAY parameter expires on the
DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command, the container is deleted.

This field does not apply to containers that are stored in cloud storage pools.

Maximum Size (MB)
The maximum size of the container, in megabytes.

This field does not apply to containers that are stored in cloud storage pools.

Free Space (MB)
The total amount of free space that is available in the container, in megabytes.

This field does not apply to containers that are stored in cloud storage pools.

Approx. Date Last Written
The approximate date and time that data was written to the container.

Approx. Date Last Audit
The approximate date and time that data was audited in the container.

Cloud Type
If the container is stored in a cloud storage pool, the type of cloud platform.

Cloud URL
If the container is stored in a cloud storage pool, the URL for accessing the on-premises private cloud or off-premises
public cloud.

Cloud Object Size (MB)
The size of the cloud object, in megabytes, if the container is represented by a single object in the cloud-container storage
pool.

Space Utilized (MB)
If the container is stored in a cloud storage pool, the amount of space that is used by the container in the on-premises
private cloud or off-premises public cloud.

Data Extent Count
If the container is stored in a cloud-container storage pool, the number of data extents that are managed by the on-
premises private cloud or off-premises public cloud for the container.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY CONTAINER
Command Description

AUDIT CONTAINER Audit a directory-container storage pool.

MOVE CONTAINER Moves the contents of a storage pool container to another
container.

QUERY DAMAGED Displays information about damaged files.

QUERY CONTENT (Query the contents of a storage pool volume)
Use this command to display information about files in a storage pool volume, and the names of client files that link to a
deduplicated group of files.

You can use this command to identify files that the server found to be damaged and files that were backed up to a copy storage
pool or copied to an active-data pool. This command is useful when a volume is damaged or before you:

Request the server to fix inconsistencies between a volume and the database
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Move files from one volume to another volume
Delete a volume from a storage pool

Because this command can take a long time to run and the results can be large, consider using the COUNT parameter to limit the
number of files displayed.

Note: Files that are cached in a disk volume and that are marked as damaged are not included in the results.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query CONtent--volume_name--+--------------------+-----------> 
                               '-NODE--=--node_name-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+--+------------------+------> 
   '-FIlespace--=--file_space_name-'  '-COUnt--=--number-'    
 
   .-Type--=--ANY--------------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-Type--=--+-ANY----------+-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
              +-Backup-------+                 '-Detailed-'      
              +-Archive------+                                   
              '-SPacemanaged-'                                   
 
                                     (1)              
   .-DAmaged--=--ANY-----.  .-COPied------=--ANY-.    
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
   '-DAmaged--=--+-ANY-+-'  '-COPied--=--+-ANY-+-'    
                 +-Yes-+                 +-Yes-+      
                 '-No--'                 '-No--'      
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 
   .-FOLLOWLinks--=--No------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-FOLLOWLinks--=--+-No--------+-'    
                     +-Yes-------+      
                     '-JUSTLinks-'      
 

Notes:

1. Use this parameter only for volumes in primary storage pools.

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the volume to be queried.

NODE
Specifies the backup-archive client or the IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management associated with the file space to
query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a name, all
backup-archive and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients are included.

FIlespace
Specifies the file space to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. File
space names are case-sensitive. If you do not specify a file space name, all file spaces are included.
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For a server that has clients with Unicode support, you might need to have the server convert the file space name that you
enter. For example, you might need to have the server convert the name that you enter from the server's code page to
Unicode. See the NAMETYPE parameter for details. If you do not specify a file space name or specify only a single wildcard
character for the name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or non-Unicode
file spaces.

COUnt
Specifies the number of files to be displayed. This parameter is optional. You can specify either a positive integer or a
negative integer. If you specify a positive integer, n, the first n files are displayed. If you specify a negative integer, -n, the
last n files are displayed in reverse order. You cannot specify COUNT=0. If you do not specify a value for this parameter,
all files are displayed.

Type
Specifies the types of files to query. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. If the volume that is being queried
is assigned to an active-data pool, the only valid values are ANY and BACKUP. Possible values are:

ANY
Specifies that all types of files in the storage pool volume are queried; backup versions of files, archived copies of
files, and files that are migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients from client nodes.

Backup
Specifies that only backup files are queried.

Archive
Specifies that only archive files are queried. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

SPacemanaged
Specifies that only space-managed files (files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management client) are queried. This value is not valid for active-data pools.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed. Unicode names are converted to the server code page.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed. Unicode names are displayed in hexadecimal.

DAmaged
Specifies criteria to restrict the query output based on whether files are marked as damaged. For purposes of this criteria,
the server examines only physical files (a file that might be a single logical file or an aggregate that consists of logical files).
This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. Possible values are:

ANY
Specifies that files are displayed regardless of whether the server found the files to be damaged.

Yes
Specifies that only files that are marked as damaged are displayed. These are files in which the server found errors
when a user attempted to restore, retrieve, or recall the file, or when an AUDIT VOLUME command was run.

No
Specifies that only files not known to be damaged are displayed.

COPied
Specifies criteria to restrict the query output based on whether files were backed up to a copy storage pool. Whether files
are stored in an active-data pool does not affect the output. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. Possible
values are:

ANY
Specifies that files are displayed regardless of whether the files are backed up to a copy storage pool. Primary and
cached file copies are displayed.

Yes
Specifies that the files displayed are only those for which at least one usable backup copy exists in a copy storage
pool. A file is not displayed if its copy in the copy storage pool is known to have errors. Cached file copies are not
displayed because these files are never restored.

Use COPIED=YES to identify primary files that can be restored using the RESTORE VOLUME or RESTORE STGPOOL
command.

No
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Specifies that the files displayed are only those for which no usable backup copies exist in a copy storage pool.
Cached file copies are not displayed because these files are never restored.

Use COPIED=NO to identify primary files that cannot be restored using the RESTORE VOLUME or RESTORE STGPOOL
command.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with Unicode support. A backup-archive client with Unicode support is currently available only for Windows,
Macintosh OS 9, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare. Use this parameter only when you specify a partly or fully qualified file
space name.

The default value is SERVER. Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the actual characters in the names and the server's code page. Conversion can fail if the
string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has a problem accessing
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter only when you enter a
single wildcard character for the file space name.

The default value is BOTH, which means that the file spaces are included regardless of code page type. Possible values are:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are only in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not only in Unicode.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type.

FOLLOWLinks
Specifies whether to display only the files that are stored on the volume or only files that are linked to the volume. You can
also display both stored files and linked files. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Display only the files that are stored in the volume. Do not display files that have links to the volume.

Yes
Display all files, including files that are stored on the volume and any files that have links to the volume.

JUSTLinks
Display only the files that have links to the volume. Do not display files that are stored on the volume.

Example: Display the contents of a volume for a specific client node

Query the contents of a volume and limit the results to files backed up from the PEGASUS client node.
For the volume /tsmstg/diskvol1.dsm, issue the command:

query content /tsmstg/diskvol1.dsm node=pegasus 
 type=backup

For the volume f:\tsmstg\diskvol1.dsm, issue the command:

query content f:\tsmstg\diskvol1.dsm node=pegasus 
 type=backup

Results of the command include all logical files that make up any aggregate that is on the volume, even if the aggregate is stored
on more than this volume. For aggregates, the query does not determine which logical files are actually stored on the volume for
which the query is performed.
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Node Name    Type  Filespace    FSID  Client's Name for File 
                   Name                                     
-----------  ----  ----------   ----  ---------------------- 
PEGASUS      Bkup  \\pegasus\e$   1   \UNI_TEST\ SM01.DAT    
PEGASUS      Bkup  \\pegasus\e$   1   \UNI_TEST\ SM02.DAT    
                                          

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information for a tape volume

Query the contents of the tape volume named WPD001. Display only files that are backed up by the node MARK, and files that are
either stored on the volume or linked to the volume. Display only the first four files on the volume.

query content wpd001 node=mark count=4 type=backup followlinks=yes 
 format=detailed

                         Node Name: MARK 
                              Type: Bkup 
                    Filespace Name: \\mark\e$ 
        Hexadecimal Filespace Name:  
                              FSID: 1 
            Client's Name for File: \UNI_TEST\ SM01.DAT 
Hexadecimal Client's Name for File:  
                       Aggregated?: 1/3 
                       Stored Size: 2,746 
                    Segment Number:  
                      Cached Copy?: No 
                            Linked: No 
                   Fragment Number: 
 
                         Node Name: MARK 
                              Type: Bkup 
                    Filespace Name: \\mark\e$ 
        Hexadecimal Filespace Name:  
                              FSID: 1 
            Client's Name for File: \UNI_TEST\ SM02.DAT 
Hexadecimal Client's Name for File:  
                       Aggregated?: 2/3 
                       Stored Size: 2,746 
                    Segment Number:  
                      Cached Copy?: No 
                            Linked: No 
                   Fragment Number: 2 
 
                         Node Name: MARK 
                              Type: Bkup 
                    Filespace Name: \\mark\e$ 
        Hexadecimal Filespace Name:  
                              FSID: 1 
            Client's Name for File: \UNI_TEST\ SM03.DAT 
Hexadecimal Client's Name for File:  
                       Aggregated?: 3/3 
                       Stored Size: 2,746 
                    Segment Number:  
                      Cached Copy?: No 
                            Linked: No 
                   Fragment Number: 3 

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Node Name
The node to which the file belongs.

Type
The type of file: archive (Arch), backup (Bkup), or space-managed (SpMg) by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management client.

Filespace Name
The file space to which the file belongs.
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File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

Hexadecimal Filespace Name
The file space to which the file belongs. If the file space name is in Unicode, the name is displayed in hexadecimal format.

FSID
The file space ID (FSID) for the file space. The server assigns a unique FSID when a file space is first stored on the server.

Client's Name for File
The client's name for the file.

File space names and file names that can be in a different code page or locale than the server do not display correctly in the
Operations Center or the administrative command-line interface. The data itself is backed up and can be restored properly,
but the file space or file name might display with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces. The results of the
conversion for characters that are not supported by the current code page depends on the operating system. For names
that IBM Spectrum Protect is able to partially convert, you might see question marks (??), blanks, unprintable characters, or
"...". These characters indicate to the administrator that files do exist.

Hexadecimal Client's Name for File
The client's name for the file that is displayed in hexadecimal format.

Aggregated?
Whether the file is a logical file that is stored as part of an aggregate. If the file is part of an aggregate, the sequence of this
file within the aggregate and the total number of logical files in the aggregate are displayed. Results of the command
include all logical files that make up any aggregate that is on the volume, even if the aggregate is stored on more than this
volume. The query does not determine which logical files are actually stored on the volume for which the query is
performed.

If the file is not part of an aggregate, the field displays "no".

Stored Size
The size of the physical file, in bytes. If the file is a logical file that is stored as part of an aggregate, this value indicates the
size of the entire aggregate.

Segment Number
For volumes in sequential-access storage pools, specifies whether the physical file (either a single logical file or an
aggregate of logical files) is stored across multiple volumes. For example, if the logical file is stored in an aggregate that
spans two volumes, the segment number indicates 1/2 (the first part of the physical file is stored on the volume) or 2/2
(the second part of the physical file is stored on the volume). If the segment number is 1/1, the physical file is completely
stored on the volume. For volumes in random-access storage pools, no value is displayed for this field.

Cached Copy?
Whether the physical file is a cached copy of a file migrated to the next storage pool. If the file is part of an aggregate, this
value pertains to the aggregate.

Linked
Indicates whether the file is stored on the volume or whether the file is linked to the volume.

Fragment Number
Specifies the fragment number. If the fragment number is blank, it is either the first fragment or not a fragment.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY CONTENT
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.
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Command Description

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

QUERY CONVERSION (Query conversion status of a storage pool)
Use this command to display information about a conversion operation. You can convert a primary storage pool that uses a FILE
type device class or a virtual tape library (VTL) to a directory-container storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Query CONVERSion--+-----------+------------------------------> 
                     '-pool_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name
Specifies the source storage pool to query. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value for this parameter,
information is displayed for all storage pools.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Specify one of the
following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display conversion information for all storage pools

Display conversion information for all storage pools. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query conversion

Source Storage  Target Storage  Starting   Total       Last  
    Pool              Pool      Amount     Converted   Converted 
-------------  ---------------  ---------  ----------  ---------- 
FILEPOOL         CTR             3 GB       3 GB         3 GB 
FPOOL            CTR             333 MB     333 MB       267 MB

Example: Display detailed about storage pool conversion

Display detailed information about storage pool conversion. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query conversion format=detailed

    Source Storage Pool: FILEPOOL 
    Target Storage Pool: CTR 
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      Maximum Processes: 4 
               Duration: 60 minutes 
        Starting Amount: 333 MB 
        Total Converted: 333 MB 
         Last Converted: 333 MB 
        Start Date/Time: 03/24/2016 13:22:32

Field descriptions

Source Storage Pool
The name of the storage pool that is being converted.

Target Storage Pool
The name of the destination storage pool, where the converted data will be stored.

Maximum Processes
Specifies the maximum number of conversion processes.

Duration
Specifies the length of time, in minutes, for conversion.

Starting Amount
The starting amount of data to convert, in megabytes (MB), gigabytes (GB), or terabytes (TB).

Total Converted
The total amount of data that is converted, in megabytes (MB), gigabytes (GB), or terabytes (TB).

Last Converted
The amount of data, in megabytes (MB), gigabytes (GB), or terabytes (TB), that is converted during this conversion process.

Start Date/Time
The time and date that the CONVERT STGPOOL command was first issued for the storage pool.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY CONVERSION
Command Description

CONVERT STGPOOL Convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CLEANUP Query the cleanup status of a source storage pool.

QUERY COPYGROUP (Query copy groups)
Use this command to display information about one or more copy groups.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query COpygroup----------------------------------------------> 
 
   .-*--*--*--STANDARD----------------------------------------------.    
>--+----------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |              .-*--*--STANDARD--------------------------------. |    
   '-domain_name--+-----------------------------------------------+-'    
                  |                  .-*--STANDARD--------------. |      
                  '-policy_set_name--+--------------------------+-'      
                                     |             .-STANDARD-. |        
                                     '-class_name--+----------+-'        
                                                   '-STANDARD-'          
 
   .-Type--=--Backup------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+----------------------+--+-------------------------+------->< 
   '-Type--=--+-Backup--+-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
              '-Archive-'                 '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters
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domain_name
Specifies the policy domain that is associated with the copy group to query. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all policy domains are queried. You
must specify this parameter when querying an explicitly named copy group.

policy_set_name
Specifies the policy set associated with the copy group to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all policy sets are queried. You must specify
this parameter when querying an explicitly named copy group.

class_name
Specifies the management class that is associated with the copy group to query. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all management classes are queried.
You must specify this parameter when querying an explicitly named copy group.

STANDARD
Specifies the name of the copy group. This parameter is optional. The name of the copy group must be STANDARD. The
default is STANDARD.

Type
Specifies the type of copy group to be queried. This parameter is optional. The default value is BACKUP. Possible values
are:

Backup
Specifies that you want to query backup copy groups.

Archive
Specifies that you want to query archive copy groups.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display information about the default backup copy group

Display information about the default backup copy group in the ENGPOLDOM engineering policy domain. Issue the following
command:

query copygroup engpoldom * *

The following data shows the output from the query. It shows that the ACTIVE policy set contains two backup copy groups that
belong to the MCENG and STANDARD management classes.

Policy    Policy    Mgmt       Copy     Versions  Versions Retain   Retain 
Domain    Set       Class      Group    Data      Data     Extra    Only 
Name      Name      Name       Name     Exists    Deleted  Versions Version 
--------- --------  --------   -------  --------  -------  -------  ------- 
ENGPOLDOM ACTIVE    MCENG      STANDARD  5         4        90      600 
ENGPOLDOM ACTIVE    STANDARD   STANDARD  2         1        30      60 
ENGPOLDOM STANDARD  MCENG      STANDARD  5         4        90      600 
ENGPOLDOM STANDARD  STANDARD   STANDARD  2         1        30      60 
ENGPOLDOM TEST      STANDARD   STANDARD  2         1        30      60

Example: Display detailed information on one backup copy group

Display complete information on the backup copy group assigned to the ACTIVEFILES management class in the VACATION policy
set of the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain. Issue the command:

query copygroup employee_records vacation  
activefiles format=detailed

Example: Display information on the backup copy group in the STANDARD management class
and policy set

From a managed server, display complete information on the backup copy group assigned to the STANDARD management class in
the STANDARD policy set of the ADMIN_RECORDS policy domain. Issue the command:
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query copygroup admin_records  
standard standard format=detailed

                 Policy Domain Name: ADMIN_RECORDS 
                    Policy Set Name: STANDARD 
                    Mgmt Class Name: STANDARD 
                    Copy Group Name: STANDARD 
                    Copy Group Type: Backup 
               Versions Data Exists: 2 
              Versions Data Deleted: 1 
              Retain Extra Versions: 30 
                Retain Only Version: 60 
                          Copy Mode: Modified 
                 Copy Serialization: Shared Static 
                     Copy Frequency: 0 
                   Copy Destination: BACKUPPOOL 
Table of Contents (TOC) Destination: 
     Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
              Last Update Date/Time: 2002.10.02 17.51.49 
                   Managing profile: ADMIN_INFO 
                    Changes Pending: Yes

Example: Display information on an archive copy group

From a managed server, display complete information on the archive copy group STANDARD that is assigned to the MCLASS1
management class in the SUMMER policy set of the PROG1 policy domain. Issue the command:

query copygroup prog1 summer mclass1  
type=archive format=detailed

                 Policy Domain Name: PROG1 
                    Policy Set Name: SUMMER 
                    Mgmt Class Name: MCLASS1 
                    Copy Group Name: STANDARD 
                    Copy Group Type: Archive 
                     Retain Version: 730 
               Retention Initiation: Creation 
                  Minimum Retention: 
                 Copy Serialization: Shared Static 
                     Copy Frequency: Cmd 
                          Copy Mode: Absolute 
                   Copy Destination: ARCHPOOL 
     Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
              Last Update Date/Time: 2002.10.02 17.42.49 
                   Managing profile: ADMIN_INFO

Example: Display information on the copy group for a NAS backup

Query the copy group for the NAS backup. Issue the command:

query copygroup nasdomain 
type=backup

                 Policy Domain Name: NASDOMAIN 
                    Policy Set Name: ACTIVE 
                    Mgmt Class Name: STANDARD 
                    Copy Group Name: STANDARD 
                    Copy Group Type: Backup 
               Versions Data Exists: 2 
              Versions Data Deleted: 1 
              Retain Extra Versions: 30 
                Retain Only Version: 60 
                          Copy Mode: Modified 
                 Copy Serialization: Shared Static 
                     Copy Frequency: 0 
                   Copy Destination: NASPOOL 
Table of Contents (TOC) Destination: BACKUPPOOL 
     Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
              Last Update Date/Time: 10/02/2002 12:16:52 
                   Managing profile: 
                    Changes Pending: Yes
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Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
The name of the policy domain.

Policy Set Name
The name of the policy set.

Mgmt Class Name
The name of the management class.

Copy Group Name
The name of the copy group. This name is always STANDARD.

Copy Group Type
The type of the copy group.

Versions Data Exists
The maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that are currently on the client file system.

Versions Data Deleted
The maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that have been deleted from the client file system after being
backed up using IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Retain Extra Versions
The number of days to retain a backup version after that version becomes inactive.

Retain Only Version
The number of days to retain the last backup version of a file that has been deleted from the client file system.

Copy Serialization
Whether a file can be in use during an archive operation.

Copy Frequency
The copy frequency of the copy group. For archive copy groups, this value is always CMD.

Copy Mode
Specifies that files in the copy group are archived regardless of whether they have been modified. For archive copy groups,
this value is always ABSOLUTE.

Copy Destination
The name of the storage pool where the server initially stores files associated with this archive copy group.

Table of Contents (TOC) Destination
The name of the primary storage pool in which TOCs are initially stored for image backup operations in which TOC
generation is requested.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator or server that most recently updated the copy group. If this field contains
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the copy group is associated with a domain that is managed by the configuration manager.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the copy group was most recently defined or updated.

Managing Profile
The profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this policy copy group.

Changes Pending
Whether or not changes are being made but not activated. Once the changes are activated, the field resets to No.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY COPYGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DELETE COPYGROUP Deletes a backup or archive copy group from a policy domain
and policy set.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

QUERY DAMAGED (Query damaged data in a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool)
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Use this command to display information about damaged data extents in a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Use this command together with the AUDIT CONTAINER command to determine a recovery method for the damaged data.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query DAMaged--pool_name-------------------------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--Status---------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-Type--=--+-INVentory--------+-'    
              +-Node--| A |------+      
              '-CONTAiner--| A |-'      
 
A (Additional filter by node name) 
 
|--+------------------------+-----------------------------------| 
   '-Nodename--=--node_name-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the directory-container or cloud storage pool.

Type
Specifies the type of information to display. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

Status
Specifies that information is displayed about damaged data extents. For cloud storage pools, orphaned extents are
also displayed. This is the default.

Node
Specifies that information about the number of damaged files per node is displayed.

INVentory
Specifies that inventory information for each damaged file is displayed.

CONTAiner
Specifies that the containers that contain damaged data extents or cloud orphaned extents are displayed. For
directory-container storage pools, storage pool directories are also displayed.

Nodename
Specifies that damaged file information for a single node is displayed.
Restriction: You cannot specify this parameter if the TYPE=CONTAINER or TYPE=STATUS parameter is specified.

Example: Display status information about damaged or orphaned data extents

Display information about the status of damaged data extents that are stored in a container.

query damaged pool1 type=status

Storage Pool     Non-Dedup Data    Dedup Data     Cloud Orphaned   
Name             Extent Count      Extent Count   Extent Count     
---------------  -------------     ----------     ------------- 
POOL1                  58                145           

For cloud storage pools, the number of orphaned extents is also displayed.

Storage Pool     Non-Dedup Data    Dedup Data     Cloud Orphaned    
Name             Extent Count      Extent Count   Extent Count   
---------------  -------------     ----------     ------------- 
POOL1                  65                238           18

Example: Display information about a damaged file for a node type

Display information about damaged files that are stored in a node.
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query damaged pool1 type=node

Node Name      Number of         
               Damaged Files      
-------------  ----------------- 
POOL1                  37

Example: Display information about a damaged file for an inventory type

Display information about damaged files that are stored in an inventory.

query damaged pool2 type=inventory

       Client's Name for File: /data/files/10.out 
                         Type: Bkup 
                    Node Name: NODE1 
               Filespace Name: /data/space 
                        State: Available 
               Insertion time: 01/19/2015 16:01:35 
                    Object ID: 2073

Example: Display information about a damaged file for a container type

Display information about damaged files that are stored in a container.

query damaged pool3 type=container

         Directory ID: 1 
            Directory: /abc/space/container1 
            Container: /abc/space/container1/00/0000000000000022.dcf 
                State: Unavailable

For cloud containers, only the name of the container is displayed.

         Directory ID:  
            Directory:  
            Container: ibmsp.12520ae05b4011e613320a0027000000/ 
                       001-10006a3278bc34f0e4118a850090fa3dcb48/ 
                       00000000000001.ncf 
                State: 

For local storage, the following information about a damaged container is displayed.

                Directory ID: 1 
                   Directory: localdirectory 
                   Container: localdirectory/00/00000000000011.ncf 
                       State: Unavailable 

Field descriptions

Client's Name for File (TYPE=INVENTORY only)
The name of the file.

Cloud Orphaned Extent Count (TYPE=STATUS only)
The number of orphaned extents in a cloud storage pool. Extents are considered orphaned if they do not have a
corresponding database entry.

Container (TYPE=CONTAINER only)
The name of the container.

Deduplicated Extent Count (TYPE=STATUS only)
The number of damaged extents in the storage pool for deduplicated data.

Directory (TYPE=CONTAINER only)
The name of the storage pool directory.

Directory ID (TYPE=CONTAINER only)
The identification number of the storage pool directory.

Filespace Name (TYPE=INVENTORY only)
The name of file space.
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Insertion time (TYPE=INVENTORY only)
The date and time that the object was stored on the server.

Node Name (TYPE=INVENTORY or TYPE=NODE only)
The name of the node.

Non-Deduplicated Extent Count (TYPE=STATUS only)
The number of damaged extents in the storage pool for data that is not deduplicated, such as metadata and client-
encrypted data.

Number of Damaged Files (TYPE=NODE only)
The number of damaged files per node.

Object ID (TYPE=INVENTORY only)
The identification number of the object.

State (TYPE=INVENTORY or TYPE=CONTAINER only)
The state of the data in either the inventory or the container, depending on the type of data you are querying. The field can
contain one of the following values:

Active
The version of the file in the inventory is active. There can be only one active version of the file in the inventory.

Inactive
The version of the file in the inventory is inactive. There can be multiple inactive versions of the file in the inventory.

Available
The state of the container is available.

Unavailable
The state of the container is unavailable. For example, a container might be unavailable if the header is corrupted or
if the container cannot be opened.

Read-Only
The container is in a read-only state. Data in the container can be read, but data cannot be written to the container.

Pending
The container is pending deletion. The contents of the container were moved to a different container, and the
container is ready to be deleted.

Type (TYPE=INVENTORY only)
The type of data in the file.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DAMAGED
Command Description

AUDIT CONTAINER Audit a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CLEANUP Query the cleanup status of a source storage pool.

QUERY CONTAINER Displays information about a container.

REMOVE DAMAGED Removes damaged data from a source storage pool.

QUERY DATAMOVER (Display data mover definitions)
Use this command to display data mover definitions.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*---------------.    
>>-Query DATAMover--+-----------------+-------------------------> 
                    '-data_mover_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
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   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 
   .-Type--=--*----------------------.    
>--+---------------------------------+------------------------->< 
   |                         (1) (2) |    
   '-Type--=--+-NAS--------+---------'    
              +-NASCLUSTER-+              
              '-NASVSERVER-'              
 

Notes:

1. You must specify the TYPE parameter if FORMAT=DETAILED.
2. You can specify TYPE=NASCLUSTER and TYPE=NASVSERVER only on an AIX, Linux, or Windows operating system.

Parameters

data_mover_name
Specifies the name of the data mover to display. You can specify multiple names with a wildcard character. The default
displays all data movers.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD.

Standard
Specifies that name and address information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Type
Specifies the type of data mover to be displayed. If you specify FORMAT=DETAILED, you must specify a value for the TYPE
parameter.

NAS
Specifies a NAS file server.

 NASCLUSTER
Specifies a clustered NAS file server.

 NASVSERVER
Specifies a virtual storage device within a cluster.

Example: Display information about all data movers

Display the data movers on the server. Issue the command:

query datamover

Data Mover Name   Data Mover Type    Online 
-------------     -------------      ------ 
 NASMOVER1             NAS              Yes 
 NASMOVER2             NAS               No

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display information about one data mover

Display partial information about data mover DATAMOVER6. Issue the command:

query datamover datamover6 type=nas

 Source Name      Type           Online 
-------------     -------        ------ 
DATAMOVER6        NAS            Yes

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information about one data mover
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Display detailed information about data mover DATAMOVER6. The TYPE parameter is required when FORMAT=DETAILED. Issue
the command:

query datamover datamover6 format=detailed type=nas

               Data Mover Name:   DataMover6 
               Data Mover Type:   NAS 
                    IP Address:   198.51.100.0 
            TCP/IP Port Number:   10000 
                     User Name:   NDMPadmin 
      Storage Pool Data Format:   NDMPDUMP 
                        Online:   Yes 
Last Update by (administrator):   ADMIN 
         Last Update Date/Time:   05/23/2015 09:26:33

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information about a clustered NAS data mover

Display detailed information about a clustered NAS data mover that is named CLUSTERA. Issue the following command:

query datamover clustera format=detailed type=nascluster

               Data Mover Name:   CLUSTERA 
               Data Mover Type:   NASCLUSTER 
                    IP Address:   192.0.2.255 
            TCP/IP Port Number:   10000 
                     User Name:   ndmp 
      Storage Pool Data Format:   NETAPPDUMP 
                        Online:   Yes 
Last Update by (administrator):   ADMIN 
         Last Update Date/Time:   04/28/2015 09:26:33

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Data Mover Name
Specifies the name of the data mover.

Data Mover Type
Specifies the type of the data mover.

IP Address
Specifies the IP address of the data mover.

TCP/IP Port Number
Specifies the TCP port number for the data mover.

User Name
Specifies the user ID that the server uses to access the data mover.

Storage Pool Data Format
Specifies the data format that is used by the data mover.

Online
Specifies whether the data mover is online and available for use.

Last Update by (administrator)
Specifies the ID of the administrator who completed the last update.

Last Update Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when the last update occurred.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DATAMOVER
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE DATAMOVER Deletes a data mover.

UPDATE DATAMOVER Changes the definition for a data mover.
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QUERY DB (Display database information)
Use this command to display information about the database.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
             .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query DB--+-------------------------+----------------------->< 
             '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                          '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. The following values are
possible:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display summary statistics about the database

Display statistical information about the database. Issue the command:

query db

Database Name  Total Pages  Usable Pages  Used Pages  Free Pages 
-------------  -----------  ------------  ----------  ---------- 
       TSMDB1       32,776        32,504      24,220       8,284

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed database information

Display detailed statistical information about the database. Issue the command:

query db format=detailed

                    Database Name: TSM_DB2 
  Total Space of File System (MB): 1,748,800 
   Space Used on File System (MB): 2,304,355 
      Space Used by Database (MB): 448 
        Free Space Available (MB): 235,609 
                      Total Pages: 32,776 
                     Usable Pages: 32,504 
                       Used Pages: 24,220 
                       Free Pages: 8,284 
            Buffer Pool Hit Ratio: 99.3 
            Total Buffer Requests: 204,121 
                   Sort Overflows: 0 
          Package Cache Hit Ratio: 89.8 
     Last Database Reorganization: 05/25/2009 16:44:06 
           Full Device Class Name: FILE 
Number of Database Backup Streams: 4 
     Incrementals Since Last Full: 0 
   Last Complete Backup Date/Time: 05/18/2009 22:55:19 
        Compress Database Backups: Yes 
    Protect Master Encryption Key: No
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See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Database Name
The name of the database that is defined and configured for use by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Total Space of File System (MB)
The total space, in megabytes, of the file systems in which the database is located.

Total Space of File System (MB)
The total space, in megabytes, of the drives on which the database is located.

Space Used on File System (MB)
The amount of database space, in megabytes, that is in use.

Space Used by Database (MB)
The size of the database, in megabytes. The value does not include any temporary table space. The size of the database is
calculated from the amount of space that is used on the file system containing the database.

Free Space Available (MB)
The amount of database space, in megabytes, that is not in use.

Total Pages
The total number of pages in the table space.

Usable Pages
The number of usable pages in the table space.

Used Pages
The number of used pages in the table space.

Free Pages
The total number of free pages in all table spaces. The IBM Spectrum Protect database has up to 10 table spaces.

Buffer Pool Hit Ratio
The total hit ratio percent.

Total Buffer Requests
The total number of buffer pool data logical reads and index logical reads since the last time the database was started or
since the database monitor was reset.

Sort Overflows
The total number of sorts that ran out of the sort heap and might have required disk space for temporary storage.

Package Cache Hit Ratio
A percentage that indicates how well the package cache is helping to avoid reloading packages and sections for static SQL
from the system catalogs. It also indicates how well the package cache is helping to avoid recompiling dynamic SQL
statements. A high ratio indicates that it is successful in avoiding these activities.

Last Database Reorganization
The last time that the database manager completed an automatic reorganization activity.

Full Device Class Name
The name of the device class that is used for full database backups.

Number of Database Backup Streams
The number of concurrent data movement streams that were used during the database backup.

Incrementals Since Last Full
The number of incremental backups that were completed since the last full backup.

Last Complete Backup Date/Time
The date and time of the last full backup.

Compress Database Backups
Specifies whether database backups are compressed.

Protect Master Encryption Key
Specifies whether database backups include a copy of the server master encryption key.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DB
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

EXTEND DBSPACE Adds directories to increase space for use by the database.
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Command Description

QUERY DBSPACE Displays information about the storage space defined for the
database.

QUERY DBSPACE (Display database storage space)
Use this command to display information about the directories used by the database to store data.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-QUERY DBSpace----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Display database storage space information

Display information about database storage space. Issue the command:

query dbspace

Location           Total Space of     Used Space on     Free Space 
                   File System (MB)   File System (MB)  Available (MB) 
-----------------  ----------------   ---------------   -------------- 
/tsmdb001          1,748,800          1,513,191.125     117,804.422 
/tsmdb002          1,748,800          1,513,191.125     117,804.422

Location           Total Space of     Used Space on     Free Space 
                   File System (MB)   File System (MB)  Available (MB) 
----------------   ----------------   ---------------   -------------- 
d:\tsm\db001       1,748,800          1,513,191.125     117,804.422 
e:\tsm\db002       1,748,800          1,513,191.125     117,804.422

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Location
Specifies the locations of database directories.

Total Space of File System (MB)
The total amount of space, in megabytes, of the file system in which the database is located.

Total Space of File System (MB)
The total amount of space, in megabytes, of the drives on which the database is located.

Used Space on File System (MB)
The amount of storage space, in megabytes, that is in use.

When you run the QUERY DBSPACE command, the value in the output might be greater than the value
that is obtained by running the df system command. The output from the df system command does not include the amount
of space that is reserved for the root user.

If you run the df system command, the default percentage of space that is reserved for the root user is 5%. You
can change this default value.

Free Space Available (MB)
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The amount of space, in megabytes, that is not in use.
Free Space Available (MB)

The amount of space remaining on the drive where the directory is located.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DBSPACE
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

EXTEND DBSPACE Adds directories to increase space for use by the database.

QUERY DB Displays allocation information about the database.

QUERY DEDUPSTATS (Query data deduplication statistics)
Use this command to display information about data deduplication statistics for a directory-container storage pool or a cloud
storage pool.

You must issue the GENERATE DEDUPSTATS command before you can issue the QUERY DEDUPSTATS command.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query DEDUPSTats--+-----------+--+-----------+---------------> 
                     '-pool_name-'  '-node_name-'    
 
   .-*------------------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+--------------------+--+-------------------------+----------> 
   | .-,--------------. |  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
   | V                | |               '-Detailed-'      
   +---filespace_name-+-+                                 
   | .-,--------.       |                                 
   | V          |       |                                 
   '-----FSID---+-------'                                 
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.                            
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------+---------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'  '-BEGINDate--=--date-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+                              
                  '-FSID----'                              
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time-'  '-ENDDate--=--date-'    
 
                         .-ALLSTats--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+--+----------------------+-------------->< 
   '-ENDTime--=--time-'  '-ALLSTats--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                        '-No--'      
 

Parameters

pool_name
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Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool whose data is contained in the data deduplication statistics. This
parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage pools are displayed. You can specify up to
30 characters for the storage pool name. If you specify more than 30 characters, the command fails.
Restriction: You can specify directory-container storage pools or cloud storage pools only.

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node whose data is contained in the data deduplication statistics. This parameter is
optional. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all nodes are displayed. You can specify up to 64 characters for
the node name. If you specify more than 64 characters, the command fails.

filespace_name or FSID
Specifies the names of one or more file spaces that contain the data to be included in the data deduplication statistics. This
parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a value for this
parameter, all file spaces are displayed. You can specify more than one file space by separating the names with commas
and no intervening spaces.
For a server that has clients with support for file spaces that are in Unicode format, you can enter either a file space name
or a file space identifier (FSID). If you enter a file space name, you might need to have the server convert the file space
name that you enter. For example, you might need to have the server convert the name that you enter from the server's
code page to Unicode.
Restrictions: The following restrictions apply to file space names and FSIDs:

You must specify a node name if you specify a file space name.
Do not mix file space names and FSIDs in the same command.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified data deduplication sets. This is the default.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified data deduplication sets.

CODEType
Specify what type of file spaces to include in the operation. The default value is BOTH, which specifies that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter a single wildcard character for the file
space name. Specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are in Unicode format.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode format.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type. This is the default.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with support for file spaces that are in Unicode format. You can use this parameter for IBM Spectrum Protect™
clients that use Windows, NetWare, or Macintosh OS X operating systems.
Use this parameter only when you enter a node name and a file space name or FSID.
Restriction: When you specify this parameter, the file space name cannot contain a wildcard.

Specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names. This is the default.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can
fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their FSIDs.

BEGINDate
Specifies the start date to query data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with
the BEGINTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify a begin date without a begin time, the
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time is at 12:00 a.m. (midnight) on the date you specify.
Restriction: You can specify this parameter only when you specify the ALLSTATS=YES parameter.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date. 09/15/2015

TODAY The current date. TODAY

TODAY-days or-days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include records that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include records that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the start time to query the data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. You can use this parameter
with the BEGINDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify a begin time without a begin date,
the date is the current date at the time you specify.
Restriction: You can specify this parameter only when you specify the ALLSTATS=YES parameter.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time. 10:30:08

NOW The current time. NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
specified.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or-HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes specified.

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

ENDDate
Specifies the end date to query data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. You can use this parameter with
the ENDTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an end date without an end time, the time is
at 11:59:59 p.m. on the specified end date.
Restriction: You can specify this parameter only when you specify the ALLSTATS=YES parameter.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include records that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM
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Value Description Example

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include records that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the end time of the range to query the data deduplication statistics. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter with the ENDDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an end time without an end
date, the date is the current date at the time you specify.
Restriction: You can specify this parameter only when you specify the ALLSTATS=YES parameter.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time. 10:30:08

NOW The current time. NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

ALLSTats
Specifies whether to display all data deduplication statistics or only the most recently generated data deduplication
statistics. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

No
Displays only data deduplication statistics that were most recently generated for each node and file space.

Yes
Displays all data deduplication statistics.

Example: View data deduplication statistics in standard format

Display data deduplication statistics for a storage pool that is named POOL1. The data deduplication statistics are for node NODE1
and the statistics from 8 May 2015 are displayed. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query dedupstats pool1 node1 begindate=05/08/2015

                         Date/Time: 05/05/2015 15:15:23 
                 Storage Pool Name: POOL1 
                         Node Name: NODE1 
                    Filespace Name: \\fs1\a1 
                              FSID: 41 
                              Type: Bkup 
           Total Saving Percentage: 86.62    
         Total Data Protected (MB): 311                

Example: View detailed data deduplication statistics

Display detailed information for data deduplication for a storage pool that is named POOL1.

query dedupstats pool1 format=detailed

                         Date/Time: 05/05/2015 15:15:23 
                 Storage Pool Name: POOL1 
                         Node Name: NODE1 
                    Filespace Name: \\fs1\a1 
                              FSID: 41 
                              Type: Bkup 
         Total Data Protected (MB): 47,646 
             Total Space Used (MB): 10,139 
            Total Space Saved (MB): 37,507 
           Total Saving Percentage: 78.72 
             Deduplication Savings: 16,228,107,499 
          Deduplication Percentage: 42.59    
     Non-Deduplicated Extent Count: 1,658 
Non-Deduplicated Extent Space Used: 732,626 
               Unique Extent Count: 189,791 
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          Unique Extent Space Used: 23,385,014,635 
               Shared Extent Count: 178,712 
      Shared Extent Data Protected: 26,575,010,669 
          Shared Extent Space Used: 5,267,815,421 
               Compression Savings: 5,267,815,421 
            Compression Percentage: 62.93 
           Compressed Extent Count: 352,498 
         Uncompressed Extent Count: 17,663 
      Encryption Extent Space Used: 52,901,672 
             Encryption Percentage: 100.00 
            Encrypted Extent Count: 188 
          Unencrypted Extent Count: 0 
      

Field descriptions

Date/Time
Displays the time and date that the data deduplication statistics are generated.

Storage Pool Name
The name of the storage pool.

Node Name
The name of the client node whose data is contained in the data deduplication statistics.

Filespace Name
The name of the file space.

FSID
The name of the file space identifier.

Type
The type of data. The following values are possible:

Arch
Data that has been archived.

Bkup
Data that has been backed up.

SpMg
Data that has been migrated from an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

Total Data Protected (MB)
The logical amount of data, in megabytes, that is protected in the storage pool before data deduplication and compression.
This value represents the sum of the Total Space Used (MB) and Total Space Saved (MB) values.

Total Space Used (MB)
The total amount of used space in the storage pool, in megabytes. This value is the physical amount of data that is backed
up after data deduplication and compression.

Total Space Saved (MB)
The total amount of space, in megabytes, of data that is removed from the storage pool because of data deduplication and
compression. This value represents the sum of the Deduplication Savings and Compression Savings values.

Total Saving Percentage
The percentage of data that is removed from the storage pool because of compression and data deduplication.

Deduplication Savings
The amount of used space that is saved in the storage pool because of data deduplication.

Deduplication Percentage
The percentage of data that is removed from the storage pool because of data deduplication.

Non-Deduplicated Extent Count
The number of data extents that are not deduplicated in the storage pool.

Non-Deduplicated Extent Space Used
The amount of space that is used by data extents that are not deduplicated in the storage pool. This value applies to
containers that have a .ncf file type and that do not have deduplicated data.
Tip: Data extents that are not deduplicated consist of the following data or file types:

File metadata.
Files that are less than 2 KB.
Files that use client encryption.

Unique Extent Count
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The number of data extents that are not shared by a node.
Unique Extent Space Used

The amount of space in the storage pool that is not shared by a node. This value applies to containers that have a .dcf file
type and that do not have deduplicated data.

Shared Extent Count
The number of data extents that are used multiple times by the same node or by different nodes because of data
deduplication.

Shared Extent Data Protected
The amount of space in the storage pool that is protected by shared data extents before data deduplication.

Shared Extent Space Used
The amount of space in the storage pool that is used by shared data extents after data deduplication.

Compression Savings
The amount of used space that is saved in the storage pool because of compression after data deduplication.

Compression Percentage
The percentage of data that is removed from the storage pool because of compression.

Compressed Extent Count
The number of data extents that are compressed.

Uncompressed Extent Count
The number of data extents that are uncompressed.

Encryption Extent Space Used
The amount of space in the storage pool that is used by encrypted data extents.

Encryption Percentage
The percentage of encrypted data in the storage pool.

Encrypted Extent Count
The number of data extents that are encrypted.

Unencrypted Extent Count
The number of data extents that are not encrypted.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DEDUPSTATS
Command Description

DELETE DEDUPSTATS Deletes data deduplication statistics.

GENERATE DEDUPSTATS Generates data deduplication statistics.

QUERY DEVCLASS (Display information on one or more device classes)
Use this command to display information on one or more device classes.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                   .-*-----------------.    
>>-Query DEVclass--+-------------------+------------------------> 
                   '-device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name
Specifies the name of the device class to be queried. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify
this name. All matching device classes are displayed. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all device classes are
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displayed.
Format

Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified device class.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified device class.

Example: List all device classes

Display information on all device classes.

query devclass

Device       Device     Storage  Device Format  Est/Max  Mount 
Class        Access        Pool  Type           Capacity Limit 
Name         Strategy     Count                     (MB)  
-----------  ---------- -------  ------ ------  -------- ----- 
8MMTAPE      Sequential       1  8MM    DRIVE    6,144.0     2 
DISK         Random           4                                
PLAINFILES   Sequential       1  FILE               50.0     1 
8MMSP2       Sequential       2  8MM    DRIVE       44.4 DRIVES 

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information for a specific FILE device class

Display information in full detail on the PLAINFILES device class.

query devclass plainfiles format=detailed

             Device Class Name: PLAINFILES 
        Device Access Strategy: Sequential 
            Storage Pool Count: 1 
                   Device Type: FILE 
                        Format: 
         Est/Max Capacity (MB): 50.0 
                   Mount Limit: 1 
              Mount Wait (min): 
         Mount Retention (min): 
                  Label Prefix: 

                  Drive Letter: 
                       Library: 
                     Directory: 
                   Server Name: 
                  Retry Period: 
                Retry Interval: 

                        Shared:
       Primary Allocation (MB): 

     Secondary Allocation (MB): 
                   Compression: 
                     Retention: 
                    Protection: 
               Expiration Date: 
                          Unit: 
      Logical Block Protection:  
Last Update by (administrator): ADMIN 
         Last Update Date/Time: 05/31/2000 13:15:36

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information for a specific 3592 device class

Display full details on the 3592 device class.

query devclass 3592 format=detailed
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             Device Class Name: 3592 
        Device Access Strategy: Sequential 
            Storage Pool Count: 1 
                   Device Type: 3592 
                        Format: 3592 
         Est/Max Capacity (MB):  
                   Mount Limit: DRIVES 
              Mount Wait (min): 60 
         Mount Retention (min): 60 
                  Label Prefix: ADSM 

                  Drive Letter: 
                       Library: MANLIB 
                     Directory: 
                   Server Name: 
                  Retry Period: 
                Retry Interval: 

                        Shared: 
                        High-level Address:  
                          WORM: No 
               Scaled Capacity: 90 
              Drive Encryption: On

       Primary Allocation (MB): 
     Secondary Allocation (MB): 
                   Compression: 
                     Retention: 
                    Protection: 
               Expiration Date: 
                          Unit: 
      Logical Block Protection: Read/Write 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 08/04/03 14:28:31

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Device Class Name
The name of the device class.

Device Access Strategy
How data is written to the device class.

Storage Pool Count
The number of storage pools that are assigned to the device class.

Device Type
The device type of the device class.

Format
The recording format.

Est/Max Capacity (MB)
The estimated or maximum capacity of a volume that is associated with the device class.

Mount Limit
The maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be mounted concurrently or specifies that DRIVES is the
mount limit.

Mount Wait (min)
The maximum number of minutes to wait for a sequential access volume to be mounted.

Mount Retention (min)
The number of minutes to retain an idle sequential access volume before dismounting it.

Label Prefix
The high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels.

Drive Letter
The drive letter for a removable file.

Library
The name of the defined library object that contains the drives that are used by the device class.

Directory
The directory or directories for a shared FILE device class.

Server Name
The name of a defined server.

Retry Period
The interval over which the server attempts to contact a target server if communications failure is suspected.
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Retry Interval
How often the retries are done within a retry period.

Shared
Whether this FILE device class is shared between the server and one or more storage agents.

High-level Address
The IP address of the device in dotted decimal format.

Minimum Capacity
The minimum capacity of a volume that is associated with the device class.

WORM
Whether this drive is a write once, read many (WORM) device.

Drive Encryption
Whether drive encryption is allowed. This field applies only to volumes in a storage pool that is associated with a device
type of 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE.

Scaled Capacity
The percentage of the media capacity that can be used to store data.

Primary Allocation (MB)
For FILE device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS® media server. Specifies the

initial amount of space that is dynamically allocated when a new volume is opened.
Secondary Allocation (MB)

For FILE device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies the
amount of space by which a file volume is extended when space that is already allocated to the file volume is used up.

Compression
For tape device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies

whether the data is compressed.
Retention

For tape device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies the
number of days to retain the tape, if retention is used.

Protection
For tape device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies

whether the volumes are protected by the RACF program.
Expiration Date

For tape device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies the
expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class, if expiration is used.

Unit
For tape device classes that represent storage that is managed by a z/OS media server. Specifies the

esoteric unit name for the group of tape devices.
Logical Block Protection

Specifies whether logical block protection is enabled and, if it is, the mode. Possible values are Read/Write, Write-only, and
No. You can use logical block protection only with the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives

Last Update by (administrator)
The administrator that made the last update to the device class.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time of the last update.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DEVCLASS
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Defines a device class to use storage
managed by a z/OS media server.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DIRSPACE Displays information about FILE directories.
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Command Description

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Changes the attributes of a device class for
storage managed by a z/OS media server.

QUERY DIRSPACE (Query storage utilization of FILE directories)
Use this command to display information about free space in the directories associated with a device class with a device type of
FILE.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query DIRSPace--+-------------------+----------------------->< 
                   '-device_class_name-'    
 

Parameters

device_class_name
Specifies the name of the device class to be queried. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify
this name. All matching device classes of device type FILE are displayed. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all
device classes of device type FILE are displayed.

Example: List FILE type device classes

Display information for all device classes with a device type of FILE. In the following example the unit M is equivalent to
megabytes, and the unit G is equivalent to gigabytes.

query dirspace

Device       Directory                      Estimated   Estimated 
Class                                        Capacity   Available 
-----------  ----------------------------  ----------  ---------- 
DBBKUP       /This/is/a/large/directory      13,000 M     5,543 M 
DBBKUP       /This/is/directory2             13,000 M     7,123 M 
DBBKUP2      /This/is/a/huge/directory        2,256 G     2,200 G

Device       Directory                      Estimated   Estimated 
Class                                        Capacity   Available 
-----------  ----------------------------  ----------  ---------- 
DBBKUP       G:\This\is\a\large\directory    13,000 M     5,543 M 
DBBKUP       G:\This\is\directory2           13,000 M     7,123 M 
DBBKUP2      G:\This\is\a\huge\directory      2,256 G     2,200 G

Field descriptions

Device Class Name
The name of the device class.

Directory
The path of the directory located on the server.

Estimated Capacity
The estimated total capacity for the directory.

Estimated Available
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The estimated remaining available space for the directory.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DIRSPACE
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

QUERY DOMAIN (Query a policy domain)
Use this command to display information on one or more policy domains.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                 .-*-----------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query DOmain--+-------------+--+-------------------------+-->< 
                 '-domain_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                               '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the policy domain to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you
do not specify a value for this parameter, all policy domains are displayed.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display a summary of policy domains

Display partial information for all policy domains on the server. Issue the command:

query domain

Policy       Activated    Activated     Number of    Description 
Domain       Policy       Default      Registered 
Name         Set          Mgmt              Nodes 
                          Class 
---------    ---------    ---------    ----------    ----------------- 
EMPLOYEE-    VACATION     ACTIVEFI-             6    Employee Records 
 _RECORDS                  LES                        Domain 
PROG1                                           0    Programming Group 
                                                      Test Domain 
PROG2                                           0    Programming Group 
                                                      Test Domain 
STANDARD     STANDARD     STANDARD              1    Installed default 
                                                      policy domain

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.
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Example: Display the list of active-data pools

Display the active-data pool list. Issue the command:

query domain format=detailed

              Policy Domain Name: STANDARD 
            Activated Policy Set: STANDARD 
            Activation Date/Time: 05/16/2006 16:18:05 
           Days Since Activation: 15 
    Activated Default Mgmt Class: STANDARD 
      Number of Registered Nodes: 1 
                     Description: Installed default policy domain. 
 Backup Retention (Grace Period): 30 
Archive Retention (Grace Period): 365 
  Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
           Last Update Date/Time: 05/31/2006 15:17:48 
                Managing profile: 
                 Changes Pending: Yes 
           Active Data Pool List: ADPPOOL 
               

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
The name of the policy domain.

Activated Policy Set
The name of the policy set that was last activated in the domain.

The definitions in the last activated policy set and the ACTIVE policy set are not necessarily identical. When you activate a
policy set, the server copies the contents of the policy set to the policy set with the special name ACTIVE. The copied
definitions in the ACTIVE policy set can be modified only by activating another policy set. You can modify the original policy
set without affecting the ACTIVE policy set. Therefore, definitions in the policy set that was last activated might not be the
same as those in the ACTIVE policy set.

Activation Date/Time
The date and time that the policy set was activated.

Days Since Activation
The number of days since the policy set was activated.

Activated Default Mgmt Class
The assigned default management class for the policy set.

Number of Registered Nodes
The number of client nodes registered to the policy domain.

Description
The description of the policy domain.

Backup Retention (Grace Period)
The number of days to retain inactive backup versions of files when any of the following conditions occur:

A file is rebound to a new management class, but neither the new management class nor default management class
contains a backup copy group.
The management class to which a file is bound no longer exists, and the default management class does not contain
a backup copy group.
The backup copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound and the default management
class does not contain a backup copy group.

Archive Retention (Grace Period)
The number of days to retain an archive file that meets either of the following conditions:

The management class to which a file is bound no longer exists, and the default management class does not contain
an archive copy group.
The archive copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound and the default management
class does not contain an archive copy group.

Last Update by (administrator)
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The administrator that defined or most recently updated the policy domain. If this field contains $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$,
the policy domain is associated with a profile that is managed by the configuration manager.

Last Update Date/Time
When the administrator defined or most recently updated the policy domain.

Managing Profile
The profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this policy domain.

Changes Pending
Whether or not changes are being made but not activated. Once the changes are activated, the field resets to No.

Active Data Pool List
The list of active-data pools in the domain.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DOMAIN
Command Description

COPY DOMAIN Creates a copy of a policy domain.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

DELETE DOMAIN Deletes a policy domain along with any policy objects in the
policy domain.

UPDATE DOMAIN Changes the attributes of a policy domain.

QUERY DRIVE (Query information about a drive)
Use this command to display information about the drives associated with a library.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                .-*--*-------------------------.    
>>-Query DRive--+------------------------------+----------------> 
                |               .-*----------. |    
                '-library_name--+------------+-'    
                                '-drive_name-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

library_name
Specifies the name of the library where the queried drive is located. This parameter is optional. You can use a wildcard
character to specify this name.

You must specify a value for this parameter if you specify a drive name.

drive_name
Specifies the name assigned to the drive. This parameter is optional. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name.
If you specify a drive name, you must also specify a library_name.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the drive.

Detailed
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Specifies that complete information is displayed for the drive.

Example: List drives associated with the server

Display information about all drives associated with the server. Issue the command:

query drive

Library   Drive    Device   Online 
Name      Name     Type 
--------  ------   --------  ----- 
LIB1      DRIVE01  3590       Yes 
LIB2      DRIVE02  3590       Yes

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information on a specific drive and library

Display detailed information about the drive named DRIVE02 that is associated with the library LIB2. Issue the command:

query drive lib2 drive02 format=detailed

                                Library Name: LIB2 
                                  Drive Name: DRIVE02 
                                 Device Type: 3590 
                                     On-Line: Yes 
                                 Drive State: Empty 
                                Allocated to: 
              Last Update by (administrator): ADMIN 
                       Last Update Date/Time: 02/29/2002 09:26:23 
Cleaning Frequency (Gigabytes/ASNEEDED/NONE): NONE

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Library Name
The name of the library to which the drive is assigned.

Drive Name
The name assigned to the drive.

Device Type
The device type as specified in the associated device class. The server must have a path defined from the server to the
drive in order to determine the true device type. As long as there is a path defined from the server to the drive, the server
will display the true device type of the drive even if there are other paths defined to this drive. Exceptions to this occur if the
device type is remote or unknown.

REMOTE
The server does not have a path to the device. The only defined paths to the device are from data movers.

UNKNOWN
No path exists.

Tip: Review the output of the QUERY PATH command to determine if the desired paths are defined. If they are not defined,
define those desired paths using the DEFINE PATH command. Also, if using a data mover device, review the output of the
QUERY DATAMOVER command to determine the type of the data mover device. If you are using a path from the server to a
drive, the device type of the device class and the drive need to match. If you are using a path from a data mover device to a
drive, review the documentation for your type of data mover to ensure the device type of the device class is compatible with
the type of data mover device.

On-Line
Specifies the status of the drive:

Yes
The drive is online and available for server operations.

No
The drive is offline and was put in this state by an administrator updating the status.

Unavailable Since
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Specifies that the drive has been unavailable since mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss. Output shows the time the server marked
the drive as unavailable.

Polling Since
Specifies that the server is polling the drive because the drive stopped responding. Output shows the time the server
detected a problem and began polling. The server polls a drive before stating it is unavailable. The time output
follows the format: mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss.

Read Formats
The read formats for the drive.

Write Formats
The write formats for the drive.

Element
The element number for the drive.

Drive State
This specifies the current state of this particular drive based on the result of the last SCSI command to the drive or library.
The server tracks the state of the drive to improve its selection of a drive for an operation and its drive recovery operations.
The values are:

Unavailable
The drive is not available to the library for operations.

Empty
The drive is empty and ready for operations.

Loaded
The drive is currently loaded, and the server is performing operations to the drive.

Unloaded
The media has been ejected from the drive.

Reserved
The drive is reserved for a mount request.

Unknown
The drive begins in drive state unknown as a result of being defined, as a result of server initialization, or as a result
of having its status updated to online.

Volume Name
The volume name for the drive.

Allocated To
The name of the library client that is currently using the drive. This applies to shared SCSI libraries only; the field is left
blank for all other libraries.

WWN
The World Wide Name for the drive.

Last Update by (administrator)
Who performed the last update to the drive.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the last update occurred.

Cleaning Frequency (Gigabytes/ASNEEDED/NONE)
How often the server activates drive cleaning. This value can be the number of gigabytes, ASNEEDED, or NONE.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DRIVE
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.
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QUERY DRMEDIA (Query disaster recovery media)
Use this command to display information about database backup volumes, and volumes in copy storage pools, container-copy
storage pools, and active-data storage pools. You can also use the command to create a file of executable commands to process
the volumes.

The processing of volumes by this command depends on what the volumes are used for:

Backups of the server database
To control whether the command processes database backup volumes, use the SOURCE parameter. The command can
process volumes that are used for full plus incremental or snapshot database backups. You cannot specify virtual volumes
(backup objects that are stored on another server). You can change volumes through each state, or you can use the
TOSTATE parameter and skip states to simplify the movements.

Copy storage pools
The QUERY DRMEDIA command always processes eligible copy storage-pool volumes.

Container-copy storage pools
By default, volumes in container-copy storage pools are not eligible for processing by the QUERY DRMEDIA command. To
process container-copy storage pool volumes, you must issue the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command first, or
specify the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter on the QUERY DRMEDIA command.

Active-data storage pools
By default, volumes in active-data storage pools are not eligible for processing by the QUERY DRMEDIA command. To
process active-data pool volumes, you must issue the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command first, or specify the
ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter on the QUERY DRMEDIA command.

If you are using an external library and have moved a volume to the NOTMOUNTBLE state using the MOVE DRMEDIA command,
the QUERY DRMEDIA command might still report the volume state as MOUNTABLE if it detects that the volume is in the library.
Refer to the external library documentation for information about the procedures that you should follow when you use the MOVE
DRMEDIA and the QUERY DRMEDIA commands.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

If the CMD parameter is NOT specified: operator or system privilege.
If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO: operator, unrestricted storage, or
system privilege.
If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES (the default): system privilege.

Syntax
 
                  .-*-----------.    
>>-Query DRMedia--+-------------+-------------------------------> 
                  '-volume_name-'    
 
   .-WHERESTate--=--All-----------------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-WHERESTate--=--+-----------------+-'    
                    +-All-------------+      
                    +-MOuntable-------+      
                    +-NOTMOuntable----+      
                    +-COUrier---------+      
                    +-VAult-----------+      
                    +-VAULTRetrieve---+      
                    +-COURIERRetrieve-+      
                    '-REmote----------'      
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date-'  '-ENDDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------+-----------------> 
   '-BEGINTime--=--time-'  '-ENDTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-COPYstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
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>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVEDatastgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-COPYCONtainerstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
   .-Source--=--DBBackup-------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-Source--=--+-DBBackup---+-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                +-DBSnapshot-+                 +-Detailed-+      
                '-DBNone-----'                 '-Cmd------'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-WHERELOCation--=--location-'  |         .-----------. |    
                                   |         V           | |    
                                   '-CMd--=----"command"-+-'    
 
                                  .-APPend--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+--------------------+------->< 
   '-CMDFilename--=--file_name-'  '-APPend--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name
Specifies the names of the volumes to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify multiple names. This
parameter is optional. The server looks for matching names among the following eligible volumes:

Database backup volumes, as selected by the SOURCE parameter of this command.
Copy storage pool volumes from copy storage pools specified by the COPYSTGPOOL parameter. If you do not use the
COPYSTGPOOL parameter, the server queries volumes from copy storage pools previously specified by the SET
DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command.
Active-data storage pool volumes from active-data storage pools specified by the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter.
If you do not use the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter, the server queries volumes from active-data storage pools
that were previously specified by the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command.
Container-copy storage pool volumes from container-copy storage pools specified by the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL
parameter. If you do not use the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter, the server queries volumes from container-
copy storage pools that were previously specified by the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command.

Other parameters can also limit the results of the query.
WHEREState

Specifies the state of volumes to be processed. This parameter is optional. The default is ALL. Possible values are:

All
Specifies all volumes in all states.

MOuntable
Volumes in this state contain valid data and are accessible for onsite processing.

NOTMOuntable
Volumes in this state are onsite, contain valid data, and not accessible for onsite processing.

COUrier
Volumes in this state are being moved to an offsite location.

VAult
Volumes in this state are offsite, contain valid data, and are not accessible for onsite processing.

VAULTRetrieve
Volumes in this state are located at the offsite vault, do not contain valid data, and can be moved back onsite for
reuse or disposal:

A copy storage pool volume is considered to be in the VAULTRETRIEVE state if it has been empty for at least
the number of days specified with the REUSEDELAY parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL command.
A database backup volume is considered to be in the VAULTRETRIEVE state if it is associated with a database
backup series that was expired based on the value specified using the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command.

Important: When you issue QUERY DRMEDIA WHERESTATE=VAULTRETRIEVE, the server dynamically determines
which volumes can be moved back onsite for reuse or disposal. Therefore, to ensure that you identify all volumes
that are in a VAULTRETRIEVE state, issue QUERY DRMEDIA WHERESTATE=VAULTRETRIEVE without the BEGINDATE,
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ENDDATE, BEGINTIME or ENDTIME parameters. The Last Update Date/Time field in the output for QUERY
DRMEDIA WHERESTATE=VAULTRETRIEVE displays the date and time that a volume was moved to the VAULT state,
not VAULTRETRIEVE.

COURIERRetrieve
Volumes in this state are being moved back to the onsite location.

REmote
Volumes in this state contain valid data and are located at the offsite remote server.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if the
MOVE DRMEDIA command has changed the volume to its current state on or after the specified date. The default is the
earliest date for which volume information exists.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days is 9999.

TODAY-7 or -7.

To query volumes beginning with records changed
to their current state a week ago, you can specify
BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or BEGINDATE=-7.

EOLM (End Of Last Month) The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if the MOVE
DRMEDIA command has changed the volume to its current state on or before the specified date. The default is the current
date.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days is 9999.

TODAY-7 or -7.

To query volumes beginning with records changed
to their current state a week ago, you can specify
BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or BEGINDATE=-7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM
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Value Description Example

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if the
MOVE DRMEDIA command has changed the volume to its current state on or after the specified time and date. The default
is midnight (00:00:00) on the date specified with the BEGINDATE parameter.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date

12:33:28

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue QUERY DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with BEGINTIME=NOW+03:00 or
BEGINTIME=+03:00. The server displays volumes
that were changed to their current state at 12:00
on the begin date that you specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue QUERY DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with BEGINTIME=NOW-03:30 or
BEGINTIME=-03:30. The server displays volumes
that were changed to their current state at 5:30 on
the begin date that you specify.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time used to select volumes. This parameter is optional. Volumes are considered eligible if the MOVE
DRMEDIA command has changed the volume to its current state on or before the specified time and date. The default is
23:59:59.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end
date

10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue QUERY DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with ENDTIME=NOW+03:00 or
ENDTIME=+03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect™
processes volumes that were changed to their
current state at 12:00 on the end date you
specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30

If you issue QUERY DRMEDIA command at 9:00
with ENDTIME=NOW-03:00 or
ENDTIME=-03:00, IBM Spectrum Protect
processes volumes that were changed to their
current state at 6:00 on the end date you
specify.

COPYstgpool
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Specifies the name of the copy storage pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. The copy storage pools specified with this parameter override those specified
with the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command.

If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command was previously issued with valid copy storage pool names, the server
processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command has not been issued, or if all of the copy storage pools have been removed
using the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command, the server processes all copy storage pool volumes in the specified
state (ALL, MOUNTABLE, NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULT, VAULTRETRIEVE, COURIERRETRIEVE, or REMOTE).

Source
Specifies whether any database backup volumes are selected. This parameter is optional. The default is DBBACKUP.
Possible values are:

DBBackup
Full and incremental database backup volumes are selected.

DBSnapshot
Snapshot database backup volumes are selected.

DBNone
No database backup volumes are selected.

ACTIVEDatastgpool
Specifies the name of the active-data storage pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You can
use wildcard characters to specify this name. The active-data storage pools that are specified with this parameter override
those specified with the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command.

If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command was previously issued with valid active-data storage pool names,
the server processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command has not been issued, or all of the active-data storage pools have
been removed using the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command, the server processes all active-data storage pool
volumes in the specified state (ALL, NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULT, VAULTRETRIEVE, COURIERRETRIEVE, or
REMOTE). Volumes in the MOUNTABLE state are not processed.

COPYCONtainerstgpool
Specifies the name of the container-copy storage pool whose volumes are to be processed. This parameter is optional. You
can use wildcard characters to specify this name. The container-copy storage pools that are specified using this parameter
override those that are specified using the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command.

If this parameter is not specified, the server selects the storage pools as follows:

If the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command was previously issued with names of valid container-copy
storage pools, the server processes only those storage pools.
If the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command has not been issued, or if all container-copy storage pools
were removed using the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command, the server processes all container-copy
pool volumes based on the value that is specified by the WHERESTATE parameter. If the parameter is set to a value
of ALL, NOTMOUNTABLE, COURIER, VAULT, VAULTRETRIEVE, COURIERRETRIEVE, or REMOTE, the volumes are
processed. If the value is set to MOUNTABLE, the volumes are not processed.

Format
Specifies the information to be displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information is displayed.

Cmd
Specifies that executable commands are built for the selected volumes. If you specify FORMAT=CMD, you must also
specify the CMD parameter.

WHERELOcation
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Specifies the location of the volumes to be queried. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the location is 255
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. If you specify a target server name, the
disaster recovery manager displays all database backup volumes and copy storage pool volumes located on the target
server.

CMd
Specifies the creation of executable commands to process the volume name and location obtained by this command. This
parameter is optional. You must enclose the command specification in quotation marks. The maximum length of this
parameter is 255 characters. The disaster recovery manager writes the commands to a file specified by the CMDFILENAME
parameter or the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command, or generated by the QUERY DRMEDIA command. If the command
length is greater than 240 characters, it is split into multiple lines and continuation characters (+) are added. You may need
to alter the continuation character according to the product that runs the commands.

If you do not specify the FORMAT=CMD parameter, this command will not create any command lines.

string
The command string. The string must not include embedded quotation marks. For example, this is a valid CMD
parameter:

cmd="checkin libvol lib8mm &vol status=scratch"

This is an example of a CMD parameter that is not valid:

cmd=""checkin libvolume lib8mm" &vol status=scratch""

substitution
Specifies a substitution variable to tell QUERY DRMEDIA to substitute a value for the variable. The variables are not
case-sensitive, and must not contain blank spaces after the ampersand (&). The possible variables are:

&VOL
A volume name variable.

&LOC
A volume location.

&VOLDSN
The name of the file the server writes into the sequential access media labels. An example of a copy storage
pool tape volume file name using the default prefix TSM is TSM.BFS. An example of a database backup tape
volume file name using a prefix TSM310 defined with the device class is TSM310.DBB.

&NL
The new line character. When &NL is specified, QUERY DRMEDIA command splits the command at the &NL
variable and does not append a continuation character. You must specify the proper continuation character
before the &NL if one is required. If the &NL is not specified and the command line is greater than 240
characters, the line is split into multiple lines and continuation characters (+) are added.

CMDFilename
Specifies the fully qualified name of the file to contain the commands specified with CMD parameter.

This parameter is optional.

If you do not specify a name with the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command, the server creates a file name by appending
exec.cmds to the absolute directory path name of the IBM Spectrum Protect instance directory. If you specify a null string
(" "), the commands are displayed on the console only. You can redirect the commands to a file using the redirection
character for the operating system.

If the operation fails after the command file is created, the file is not deleted.

CMDFilename
Specifies the fully qualified name of the file to contain the commands specified with CMD parameter. This

parameter is optional.

If you do not specify a file name with the SET DRMCMDFILENAME command, the server creates a file name by appending
exec.cmd to the directory that represents this instance of the server (typically the directory where the IBM Spectrum
Protect server was originally installed). If you specify a null string (""), the commands are displayed on the console only.
You can redirect the commands to a file by using > or >> provided by the system. The disaster recovery manager allocates
the file name specified or generated. If the file exists, the disaster recovery manager tries to use it and any existing data is
overwritten.

If the operation fails after the command file is created, the file is not deleted.
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APPend
Specifies whether to overwrite any existing contents of the command file or append the commands to the file. This
parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
The disaster recovery manager overwrites the contents of the file.

Yes
The disaster recovery manager appends the commands to the file.

Example: List volumes to be sent to offsite storage

Display all volumes to be given to a courier for offsite storage.

query drmedia wherestate=notmountable  
format=standard

Volume Name      State           Last Update           Automated 
                                 Date/Time             LibName 
---------------  --------------  --------------------  --------- 
TAPE01           Not mountable    01/20/1998 14:25:22 
DBTP01           Not mountable    01/20/1998 14:25:22 
DBTP03           Not mountable    01/20/1998 14:31:53

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display information on volumes at the vault

Display detailed information about all volumes at the vault.

query drmedia wherestate=vault format=detailed

                     Volume Name: DBTP02 
                           State: Vault 
           Last Update Date/Time: 01/20/1998 13:29:02 
                        Location: Ironmnt 
                     Volume Type: DBBackup 
          Copy Storage Pool Name: 
   Active-Data Storage Pool Name: TSMACTIVEPOOL 
               Automated LibName: 

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Volume Name
The name of the database backup or copy storage pool volume.

State
The state of the volume.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that the volume state was last updated. For volumes in the VAULTRETRIEVE state, this field displays the
date and time that a volume was moved to the VAULT state, not VAULTRETRIEVE. The server does not "update" volumes to
VAULTRETRIEVE. At the time the QUERY DRMEDIA command is issued, the server dynamically determines whether the
data in copy storage pool volumes and database backup volumes is no longer valid and whether the volume can be brought
back onsite for reuse or disposal.

Location
The Location field is displayed when the volume is not mountable or when it's not in the library. The Location field is empty
if the volume is mountable and is in the library.

Volume Type
The type of volume. Possible values are:

DBBackup
A full or incremental database backup volume.

DBSnapshot
A database snapshot backup volume.

CopyStgPool
A copy storage pool volume.
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ContcopyStgPool
A container-copy storage pool volume.

Copy Storage Pool Name
For a copy storage pool volume, the name of the copy storage pool.

Active Data Storage Pool Name
For an active-data storage pool volume, the name of the active-data storage pool.

Container-Copy Storage Pool Name
For a container-copy storage pool volume, the name of the container-copy storage pool.

Automated LibName
The name of the automated library if the volume is in a library.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DRMEDIA
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL Specifies that active-data storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET
DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL

Specifies the container-copy storage pools that are used in
DRM commands.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

SET DRMCMDFILENAME Specifies a file name for containing DRM executable
commands.

SET DRMFILEPROCESS Specifies whether the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command processes files associated with a device type of file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS (Query disaster recovery manager system
parameters)

Use this command to display information about the system parameters defined for disaster recovery manager (DRM).

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query DRMSTatus--------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Display DRM system parameter information

Display information about the DRM system parameters:
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query drmstatus

              Recovery Plan Prefix: 
          Plan Instructions Prefix: 
        Replacement Volume Postfix: @ 
             Primary Storage Pools: PRIM1 PRIM2 
                Copy Storage Pools: COPY* 
         Active-Data Storage Pools: TSMACTIVEPOOL 
      Container-Copy Storage Pools: COPYCNTRPOOL 
       Not Mountable Location name: Local 
                      Courier Name: Fedex 
                   Vault Site Name: Ironmnt 
  DB Backup Series expiration days: 30 Day(s) 
Recovery Plan File Expiration Days: 30 Days(s) 
                      Check Label?: No 
         Process FILE Device Type?: No 
                 Command file name:

Field descriptions

Recovery Plan Prefix
User-specified prefix portion of the file name for the recovery plan file.

Plan Instructions Prefix
User-specified prefix portion of the file names for the server recovery instructions files.

Replacement Volume Postfix
The character added to the end of the replacement volume names in the recovery plan file.

Primary Storage Pools
The primary storage pools that are eligible for processing by the PREPARE command. If this field is blank, all primary
storage pools are eligible.

Copy Storage Pools
The copy storage pools that are eligible for processing by the MOVE DRMEDIA, PREPARE, and QUERY DRMEDIA commands.
If this field is blank, all copy storage pools are eligible.

Active-Data Storage Pools
The active-data pools that are eligible for processing by the MOVE DRMEDIA, PREPARE, and QUERY DRMEDIA commands.
If this field is blank, active-data pools are not eligible.

Container-Copy Storage Pools
The container-copy storage pools that are eligible for processing by the MOVE DRMEDIA, PREPARE, and QUERY DRMEDIA
commands. If this field is blank, container-copy storage pools are not eligible.

Not Mountable Location Name
The name of the offsite location where the media to be shipped are stored.

Courier Name
The name of the courier used to carry the media to the vault.

Vault Site Name
The name of the vault where the media is stored.

DB Backup Series Expiration Days
The minimum number of days that must elapse since a database series has been created before it is eligible to be expired.
See the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command for information about the criteria that must be met for database
backup series expiration.

Recovery Plan File Expiration Days
The minimum number of days that must elapse since a recovery plan file, stored on a target server, has been created before
it is eligible to be expired. See the SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS command for information about the criteria that must be met
for recovery plan file expiration.

Check Label?
Whether media labels are read for sequential media volumes checked out by the MOVE DRMEDIA command. Possible
values are Yes or No.

Process FILE Device Type?
Whether MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA commands process database backup and copy storage pool volumes
associated with a device class with a FILE device type. Possible values are Yes or No.

Command File Name
The full path file name that contains the executable commands generated by the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command.

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to QUERY DRMSTATUS
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

SET DRMCHECKLABEL Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect should read volume
labels during MOVE DRMEDIA command processing.

SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL Specifies that active-data storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET
DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL

Specifies the container-copy storage pools that are used in
DRM commands.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMCMDFILENAME Specifies a file name for containing DRM executable
commands.

SET DRMCOURIERNAME Specifies the name of the courier for the disaster recovery
media.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

SET DRMFILEPROCESS Specifies whether the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command processes files associated with a device type of file.

SET DRMINSTRPREFIX Specifies the prefix portion of the path name for the recovery
plan instructions.

SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX Specifies the replacement volume names in the recovery plan
file.

SET DRMPLANPREFIX Specifies the prefix portion of the path name for the recovery
plan.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL Specifies that primary storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration.

SET DRMVAULTNAME Specifies the name of the vault where DRM media is stored.

SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME Specifies the location name of the DRM media to be sent
offsite.

QUERY ENABLED (Query enabled events)
Use this command to display either a list of enabled events or a list of disabled events, whichever is shorter.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query--ENabled--+-CONSOLE--------+---------------------------> 
                   +-ACTLOG---------+    
                   +-EVENTSERVER----+    
                   +-FILE-----------+    
                   +-FILETEXT-------+    
                   |            (1) |    
                   +-NTEVENTLOG-----+    
                   |        (2)     |    
                   +-SYSLOG---------+    
                   +-TIVOLI---------+    
                   '-USEREXIT-------'    
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>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   +-NODEname--=--node_name-----+    
   '-SERVername--=--server_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is only available for the Windows operating system.
2. This parameter is only available for the Linux operating system.

Parameters

receiver
Specifies a type of receiver for enabled events. This is a required parameter. Valid values are:

ACTLOG
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect™ activity log as a receiver.

CONSOLE
Specifies the standard server console as a receiver.

EVENTSERVER
Specifies the event server as a receiver.

FILE
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file and a person cannot read each logged
event easily.

FILETEXT
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
Specifies the Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Specifies the Linux system log as a receiver.

TIVOLI
Specifies the Tivoli Management Environment (TME) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
Specifies a user-written routine to which IBM Spectrum Protect writes information as a receiver.

NODEname
Specifies a node name to be queried. You can specify NODENAME or SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, the
query is for events enabled for the server running this command.

SERVername
Specifies a server name to be queried. You can specify NODENAME or SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, the
query is for events enabled for the server running this command.

Example: Query the server for console events

Query the server for server events that are enabled for the console. There are 10000 possible server events. Either a list of
enabled events or disabled events is displayed (whichever list is shorter).

query enabled console

9998 events are enabled for the CONSOLE receiver.  The 
following events are DISABLED for the CONSOLE receiver: 
     
ANR8409, ANR8410 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ENABLED
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.
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Command Description

QUERY EVENTRULES Displays information about rules for server and client events.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

QUERY EVENT (Query scheduled and completed events)
Use this command to display the status of scheduled events. The time and date parameters allow you to limit the query to events
that were scheduled to occur within the specified times and dates. Limiting the output to events whose scheduled start times fall
within a date and time range also minimizes the time it takes to process this query.

The command syntax differs for queries that apply to scheduled client operations and to scheduled administrative commands.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY EVENT
Command Description

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

DELETE EVENT Deletes event records before a specified date and time.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

SET EVENTRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain records for scheduled
operations.

SET RANDOMIZE Specifies the randomization of start times within a window for
schedules in client-polling mode.

QUERY EVENT (Display client schedules)
Use the QUERY EVENT command to display scheduled and completed events for selected clients.
QUERY EVENT (Display administrative event schedules)
Use the QUERY EVENT command to display scheduled and completed events for selected administrative command
schedules.

QUERY EVENT (Display client schedules)
Use the QUERY EVENT command to display scheduled and completed events for selected clients.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query EVent--domain_name--schedule_name----------------------> 
 
   .-Type--=--Client-.                                 
>--+-----------------+--+-------------------------+-------------> 
                        |           .-,---------. |    
                        |           V           | |    
                        '-Nodes--=----node_name-+-'    
 
   .-BEGINDate--=--current_date-.  .-BEGINTime--=--00:00-.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date---------'  '-BEGINTime--=--time--'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--end_date-.  .-ENDTime--=--23:59-.    
>--+----------------------+--+-------------------+--------------> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date-----'  '-ENDTime--=--time--'    
 
   .-EXceptionsonly--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
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   '-EXceptionsonly--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedules belong. You can use a wildcard character to specify this
name.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule for which events are displayed. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name.

Type=Client
Specifies that the query displays events for client schedules. This parameter is optional. The default is CLIENT.

Nodes
Specifies the name of the client node that belongs to the specified policy domain for which events are displayed. You can
specify multiple client nodes by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard
characters to specify nodes. If you do not specify a client name, events display for all clients that match the domain name
and the schedule name.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date of the time range for events to be displayed. All events scheduled to start during this time are
displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is the current date.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY-7 or -7.

To query events scheduled to start during the past
seven days, specify BEGINDATE=TODAY-7
ENDDATE=TODAY or BEGINDATE=-7
ENDDATE=TODAY.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time of the range for events to be displayed. All events scheduled to start during this time are
displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is 00:00.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin date 10:30:08
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Value Description Example

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start 3 hours from now, you can specify
either BEGINTIME=NOW+03:00 or
BEGINTIME=+03:00. IBM Spectrum Protect™
displays events at 12:00 on the specified begin date.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start during the last 4 hours, you can
specify either BEGINTIME=NOW-04:00
ENDTIME=NOW or BEGINTIME=-04:00
ENDTIME=NOW. IBM Spectrum Protect displays
events at 5:00 on the specified begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date of the time range for events to be displayed. All events that were schedule to start during this
time are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is the value used for the BEGINDATE.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY-8 or -8.

To query events scheduled to start during a one-week
period that ended yesterday, you can specify either
BEGINDATE=TODAY-8   ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or
BEGINDATE=-8  ENDDATE=-1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time of the range for events to be displayed. All events that were scheduled to start during this time
are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is 23:59.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end date NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start 3 hours from now, you can specify
either BEGINTIME=NOW ENDTIME=NOW+03:00 or
BEGINTIME=NOW ENDTIME=+03:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00

EXceptionsonly
Specifies the type of information you want on scheduled or completed events. This parameter is optional. The default is NO.
You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the information on past and projected events is displayed.

Yes
Specifies that the events that failed or did not process as scheduled are displayed.

Format
Specifies how information displays. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. The following values are possible:

Standard
Specifies that partial information for events displays.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information for events displays.

Display partial information for unsuccessful events

Display partial information for all events that are scheduled for DOMAIN1 that did not run successfully. Limit the search to the
client named JOE. Limit the events that are displayed to events that were scheduled to occur from February 11, 2001
(02/11/2001) to February 12, 2001 (02/12/2001).

query event domain1 * nodes=joe begindate=02/11/2001  
enddate=02/12/2001 exceptionsonly=yes

Scheduled Start      Actual Start          Schedule  Node    Status 
                                            Name     Name 
-------------------- --------------------  --------- ----   --------- 
02/11/1999 01:00:00  02/11/1999 01:13:55   BACK1      JOE   Failed 
02/12/1999 01:00:00                        DAILYBKP   JOE   Missed 

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Display partial information for scheduled events for a client

Display complete information for all events that are scheduled for processing. Use the start time as 10 days previous to today, and
the finish includes today.

query event * * begindate=today-10 enddate=today

Scheduled Start         Actual Start            Schedule Name    Node Name        Status 
--------------------    --------------------    -------------    -------------    --------- 
02/04/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/04/2013 14:00:00     02/04/2013 14:12:49     VDATAMVR1-IN1    VDATAMVR1-T1     Completed 
02/04/2013 14:30:00     02/04/2013 14:33:10     VDATAMVR1-IN2    VDATAMVR1-T2     Completed 
02/04/2013 15:00:00     02/04/2013 15:01:49     VDATAMVR1-IN3    VDATAMVR1-T3     Completed 
02/04/2013 15:30:00     02/04/2013 15:42:00     VDATAMVR1-IN4    VDATAMVR1-T4     Completed 
02/05/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/05/2013 14:00:00     02/05/2013 14:05:22     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/05/2013 14:30:00     02/05/2013 14:32:53     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Failed 12 
02/05/2013 15:00:00     02/05/2013 15:00:38     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
02/05/2013 15:30:00     02/05/2013 15:36:41     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/06/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/06/2013 14:00:00     02/06/2013 14:06:42     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/06/2013 14:30:00     02/06/2013 14:35:41     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Completed 
02/06/2013 15:00:00     02/06/2013 15:08:56     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
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02/06/2013 15:30:00     02/06/2013 15:40:49     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/07/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/07/2013 14:00:00     02/07/2013 14:03:43     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/07/2013 14:30:00     02/07/2013 14:35:10     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Completed 
02/07/2013 15:00:00     02/07/2013 15:09:12     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
02/07/2013 15:30:00     02/07/2013 15:40:21     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/08/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/08/2013 14:00:00     02/08/2013 14:10:17     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/08/2013 14:30:00     02/08/2013 14:39:16     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Completed 
02/08/2013 15:00:00     02/08/2013 15:08:17     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
02/08/2013 15:30:00     02/08/2013 15:41:16     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/09/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/09/2013 14:02:16                             VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Failed 12 
02/09/2013 14:30:00     02/09/2013 14:44:26     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Failed 12 
02/09/2013 15:00:00     02/09/2013 15:06:24     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Failed 12 
02/09/2013 15:30:00     02/09/2013 15:32:18     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/11/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/11/2013 14:00:00     02/11/2013 14:01:05     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Failed 12 
02/11/2013 14:30:00     02/11/2013 14:31:42     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Failed 12 
02/11/2013 15:00:00     02/11/2013 15:06:17     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Failed 12 
02/11/2013 15:30:00     02/11/2013 15:30:19     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/12/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/12/2013 14:00:00     02/12/2013 14:03:37     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/12/2013 14:30:00     02/12/2013 14:33:07     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Completed 
02/12/2013 15:00:00     02/12/2013 15:03:56     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
02/12/2013 15:30:00     02/12/2013 15:36:44     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/13/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Missed 
02/13/2013 14:00:00     02/13/2013 14:06:24     VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Completed 
02/13/2013 14:30:00     02/13/2013 14:34:50     VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Completed 
02/13/2013 15:00:00     02/13/2013 15:15:01     VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Completed 
02/13/2013 15:30:00     02/13/2013 15:30:18     VDATAMVR1-F4     VDATAMVR1-F4     Completed 
02/14/2013 14:00:00                             SCHD_INCR-DM1    TSM_CET_DM1      Future 
02/14/2013 14:00:00                             VDATAMVR1-F1     VDATAMVR1-F1     Future 
02/14/2013 14:30:00                             VDATAMVR1-F2     VDATAMVR1-F2     Future 
02/14/2013 15:00:00                             VDATAMVR1-F3     VDATAMVR1-F3     Future

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Display detailed information for scheduled events for a client

Display the detailed information for events that are scheduled for processing by client DOC between the hours of 10:00 AM and
11:00 AM on November 1, 2005 (11/01/2005). Notice that when the status is FAILED, the result code is displayed.

query event domain1 * nodes=doc begindate=11/01/2005 
begintime=10:00 endtime=11:00 enddate=11/01/2005 
exceptionsonly=yes format=detailed

Scheduled Start      Actual Start         Schedule   Node    Status  
                                          Name       Name     
-------------------- -------------------- ---------  ------  ------- 
11/01/2005 10:01:01  11/01/2005 10:03:46  T1         DOC     Failed 8 
11/01/2005 10:16:01  11/01/2005 10:16:10  T1         DOC     Failed 4 
11/01/2005 10:31:01  11/01/2005 10:33:08  T1         DOC     Completed 
11/01/2005 10:46:01                       T1         DOC     Missed 
11/01/2005 10:57:49  11/01/2005 10:58:07  T0         DOC     Failed 12

Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule is assigned.

Schedule Name
Specifies the name of the schedule that initiated this event.

Node Name
Specifies the client that is scheduled to perform the operation.

Scheduled Start
Specifies the scheduled starting date and time for the event.

Actual Start
Specifies the date and time at which the client began processing the scheduled operation. No information is displayed if the
scheduled operation has not started.

Completed
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Specifies the date and time the scheduled event is completed.
Status

Specifies the status of the event at the time the QUERY EVENT command is issued. The following values are possible:

Completed
Specifies that the scheduled event is completed.

Failed
Specifies that the client reports a failure when you run the scheduled operation and successive retries failed.

Failed - no restart
Specifies an intermediate status, when a client session is interrupted by a communications error or timeout on the
server. This status can be changed to a final status of "Completed" or "Failed" when the event completes.

Future
Specifies that the beginning of the startup window for the event is in the future. This status also indicates that an
event record has not been created for this event.

In Progress
Specifies that the scheduled event is running and has not yet reported the completion state to the server.

Periodically check the status for completion of the scheduled event. If this status is not updated in a reasonable
amount of time, review your client dsmsched.log and dsmerror.log to determine why the client did not report the
outcome of this event to the server. If the scheduled backup failed, rerun the scheduled event or perform a manual
incremental backup to ensure the data backup.

Missed
Specifies that the scheduled startup window for this event passed and the schedule did not begin.

Pending
Specifies that the QUERY EVENT command was issued during the startup window for the event, but processing the
scheduled operation did not begin.

Restarted
Specifies that the client has tried to process the scheduled operation again.

Severed
Specifies that the communications with the client is severed before the event can complete.

Started
Specifies that the event has begun processing.

Uncertain
Specifies that the state of the event cannot be determined. The server specifies Uncertain if the QUERY EVENT
command does not find an event record. An event record is not found if the record was deleted or if the server was
unavailable during the scheduled startup window (the schedule was never started). Records with Uncertain status
are not stored in the database. If you do not want these records to display, either specify EXCEPTIONSONLY=YES or
delete the schedule if it is no longer needed.

Attention: When a scheduled operation is processing, and is not restarted within its specified duration, the Status field
shows Started. If the operation continues beyond the specified duration, no event record is created. If a query is issued
after the specified duration has passed, the Status shows as Failed even if the operation is still running. After the
operation completes, an event record is created, and a subsequent query shows the result in the Status field.

Result
Specifies the return code that indicates whether the schedule processed successfully. If the return code is a value other
than 0, examine the server activity log and the client's error log and schedule log.

Return code Explanation

0 All operations were completed successfully.

4 The operation was completed, but some files were not processed.

8 The operation was completed with at least one warning message.

12 The operation was completed with at least one error message. The count of error messages
does not include notifications about skipped files.

-99 The operation failed because the session between the client and the server ended for an
unknown reason. It is unknown whether the client can reconnect to the server to complete the
schedule event.

If a schedule has ACTION=COMMAND as a parameter, and the command is not an IBM Spectrum Protect command, the
command can produce other values in the Result field.
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Reason
Specifies the reason for the return code.

QUERY EVENT (Display administrative event schedules)
Use the QUERY EVENT command to display scheduled and completed events for selected administrative command schedules.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query EVent--schedule_name--Type--=--Administrative----------> 
 
   .-BEGINDate--=--current_date-.  .-BEGINTime--=--00:00-.    
>--+----------------------------+--+---------------------+------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date---------'  '-BEGINTime--=--time--'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--begin_date-.  .-ENDTime--=--23:59-.    
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+------------> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date-------'  '-ENDTime--=--time--'    
 
   .-EXceptionsonly--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-EXceptionsonly--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule for which events display. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

Type=Administrative (Required)
Specifies that the query displays events for administrative command schedules.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date of the time range for events to be displayed. All events scheduled to start during this time are
displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is the current date.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY-7 or -7.

To query events scheduled to start during the past
seven days, specify BEGINDATE=TODAY-7
ENDDATE=TODAY or BEGINDATE=-7
ENDDATE=TODAY.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM
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Value Description Example

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time of the range for events to be displayed. All events scheduled to start during this time are
displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is 00:00.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start 3 hours from now, you can specify
either BEGINTIME=NOW+03:00 or
BEGINTIME=+03:00. IBM Spectrum Protect™
displays events at 12:00 on the specified begin date.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start during the last 4 hours, you can
specify either BEGINTIME=NOW-04:00
ENDTIME=NOW or BEGINTIME=-04:00
ENDTIME=NOW. IBM Spectrum Protect displays
events at 5:00 on the specified begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date of the time range for events to be displayed. All events that were schedule to start during this
time are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is the value used for the BEGINDATE.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY-8 or -8.

To query events scheduled to start during a one-week
period that ended yesterday, you can specify either
BEGINDATE=TODAY-8   ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or
BEGINDATE=-8  ENDDATE=-1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM
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Value Description Example

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time of the range for events to be displayed. All events that were scheduled to start during this time
are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is 23:59.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end date NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 to query events
scheduled to start 3 hours from now, you can specify
either BEGINTIME=NOW ENDTIME=NOW+03:00 or
BEGINTIME=NOW ENDTIME=+03:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00

EXceptionsonly
Specifies the type of information you want on scheduled or completed events. This parameter is optional. The default is NO.
You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the information on past and projected events is displayed.

Yes
Specifies that the events that failed or did not process as scheduled are displayed.

Format
Specifies how the information displays. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information for events displays.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information for events displays.

Example: List events for a specific administrative schedule

Display partial information for all events scheduled for an administrative schedule named DOSADMIN. Limit the query to events
that are scheduled for March 30, 1999 (03/30/1999). Issue the command:

query event dosadmin type=administrative  
begindate=03/30/1999  
enddate=03/30/1999 

Scheduled Start      Actual Start          Schedule Status 
                                           Name 
-------------------- --------------------  --------- --------- 
03/30/1999 00:00:00  03/30/1999 00:00:01   DOSADMIN  Completed 
03/30/1999 04:00:00  03/30/1999 04:00:01   DOSADMIN  Completed 
03/30/1999 12:00:00                        DOSADMIN  Future 
03/30/1999 16:00:00                        DOSADMIN  Future

Field descriptions
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Scheduled Start
Specifies the scheduled starting date and time for the event.

Actual Start
Specifies the date and time at which the client began processing the scheduled operation. No information displays if the
schedule has not started executing.

Schedule Name
Specifies the name of the schedule that initiated this event.

Status
For administrative commands or scripts that specify WAIT=YES, the status of a scheduled event is STARTED until the
operation specified by the command or script is completed. The final status of the scheduled event depends on the return
code of the operation. However, if WAIT=YES and if the schedule is running a script that specifies PREVIEW=YES, the final
status is COMPLETED, unless the script contained a syntax error.

For administrative commands or scripts that specify WAIT=NO, the status of a scheduled event is COMPLETED if the
scheduled command or script started. The success of the schedule is independent of the success of the operation
performed by the command or script.

QUERY EVENTRULES (Query rules for server or client events)
Use this command to display the history of events that are enabled or disabled by a specified receiver for the server or for a client
node.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                      .-*--------------------------.    
>>-Query--EVENTRUles--+----------------------------+----------->< 
                      | .-,------------------.     |    
                      | V                    |     |    
                      +---+-CONSOLE--------+-+-----+    
                      |   +-ACTLOG---------+       |    
                      |   +-EVENTSERVER----+       |    
                      |   +-FILE-----------+       |    
                      |   +-FILETEXT-------+       |    
                      |   |            (1) |       |    
                      |   +-NTEVENTLOG-----+       |    
                      |   |        (2)     |       |    
                      |   +-SYSLOG---------+       |    
                      |   +-TIVOLI---------+       |    
                      |   '-USEREXIT-------'       |    
                      +-NODEname--=--node_name-----+    
                      '-SERVername--=--server_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is only available for the Windows operating system.
2. This parameter is only available for the Linux operating system.

Parameters

receivers
Specifies the name of one or more receivers for enabled events. This parameter is optional.

You can use a wildcard character to specify all receivers.

Valid values are:

CONSOLE
Specifies the standard console as a receiver.

ACTLOG
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Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect™ activity log as a receiver.
EVENTSERVER

Specifies the event server as a receiver.
FILE

Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a record in the file and a person cannot read each logged
event easily.

FILETEXT
Specifies a user file as a receiver. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

NTEVENTLOG
Specifies the Windows application log as a receiver.

SYSLOG
Specifies the Linux system log as a receiver.

TIVOLI
Specifies the Tivoli Management Environment (TME) as a receiver.

USEREXIT
Specifies a user-written routine to which IBM Spectrum Protect writes information as a receiver.

NODEname
Specifies a node name to be queried. You can use a wildcard character to specify a name. You can specify NODENAME or
SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, the query is for event rules for the server running this command.

SERver
Specifies a server name to be queried. You can use a wildcard character to specify a name. You can specify NODENAME or
SERVERNAME. If neither parameter is specified, the query is for event rules for the server running this command.

Example: Display the history of client events for the server console

Display the history of client events enabled or disabled for the server console and activity log receivers.

query eventrules console,actlog nodename=*

Date/Time            Client Event Rules 
-------------------- ------------------------------------------------ 
05/29/97 13:39:58    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANE4001 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4962 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4963 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4965 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4966 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4967 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 13:46:25    DISABLE EVENTS ACTLOG ANE4968 NODENAMES=JEE 
05/30/97 14:24:20    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANE4015 NODENAMES=RON 
05/30/97 14:24:50    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANE4026 NODENAMES=DONNA 
05/30/97 14:25:59    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANE4015 NODENAMES=DONNA

Example: Display the history of client events for all receivers

Display the history of server events enabled or disabled for all receivers.

query eventrules

Date/Time            Server Event Rules 
-------------------- ------------------------------------------------ 
05/22/97 14:35:13    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANR2578 
05/30/97 14:29:31    ENABLE EVENTS CONSOLE ANR0272 
05/30/97 14:31:46    ENABLE EVENTS USEREXIT ANR0130 
05/30/97 14:31:54    ENABLE EVENTS USEREXIT ANR0131 
05/30/97 14:50:28    ENABLE EVENTS USEREXIT ANR0266

Field descriptions

Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when the event was enabled or disabled.

Client Event Rules
Specifies client events that were enabled or disabled for the specified receivers.

Server Event Rules
Specifies server events that were enabled or disabled for the specified receivers.
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY ENABLED
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DISABLE EVENTS Disables specific events for receivers.

ENABLE EVENTS Enables specific events for receivers.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY ENABLED Displays enabled or disabled events for a specific receiver.

QUERY EVENTSERVER (Query the event server)
Use this command to display the name of the event server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query EVENTSERVer------------------------------------------->< 
 

Example: Display the event server name

Display the name of the event server.

query eventserver

ANR1669I Server EVENT is defined as the event server.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY EVENTSERVER
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DEFINE EVENTSERVER Defines a server as an event server.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE EVENTSERVER Deletes reference to the event server.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY EXPORT (Query for active or suspended export operations)
Use this command to list all restartable export operations. A restartable export is a server-to-server export operation whose
FILEDATA value is not NONE. Only active server-to-server export operations that can be suspended are displayed.

Any EXPORT NODE or EXPORT SERVER operation with FILEDATA=NONE are not displayed. Additionally, the QUERY EXPORT
command does not show export operations where the target device is either sequential media or virtual volumes.

Privilege class

An administrator can issue this command.
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Syntax
 
                 .-*---------------------.    
>>-Query EXPort--+-----------------------+----------------------> 
                 '---export_identifier---'    
 
   .-STate--=--ALl-----------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-STate--=--+-ALl-------+-'    
               +-RUnning---+      
               '-SUSpended-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-PROCess--=--process_number-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

export_identifier
This optional parameter is the unique string identifier for the server-to-server export operation. Wildcard characters can be
used to specify this name, and all matching export operations are queried. If you do not specify a value for this parameter
and you also do not specify a PROCESS identifier, then all export operations are queried.

STate
This optional parameter queries the state of the valid server-to-server export operations. The default value is ALL. The
possible values are:

ALl
Lists all running and suspended server-to-server export operations.

RUnning
Lists all active server-to-server export operations that are identifying eligible files or exporting files to the target
server.

SUSpended
Lists all suspended server-to-server export operations. These suspended operations stopped running because of a
failure or by the SUSPEND EXPORT command being issued.

PROCess
This optional parameter specifies the number of a running server-to-server export operation that you want to query. If
PROCESS is specified, IBM Spectrum Protect™ only displays the running server-to-server export operation associated with
the process number. If PROCESS is not specified, IBM Spectrum Protect displays information on all server-to-server export
operations. You cannot specify this parameter if you specify an export identifier or if you specify the STATE parameter with
a value of SUSPENDED.

Format
This optional parameter specifies how the information is displayed. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified export operations.

Detailed
When specified, displays all available information for the export operations.

Example: Display running and suspended export operations

List information for all currently running and suspended export operations. Issue the following command:

query export state=all

Export         Start Time   State      Process   Command      
Identifier                             ID 
-------------  -----------  ---------  --------  ------------------ 
MYEXPORTNODE   01/24/2007   Suspended     --     Export NODE 
               10:30:03                          me,you,them 
                                                 filespace=c$ 
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                                                 nametype=unicode 
                                                 filedata=all 
                                                 durunits=indefinite 
                                                 toserver=athens 
                                                 exportid=MYEXPORTNODE 
 
EXPORT_HOME_   01/25/2007   Running       11     Export NODE n2,n3,n4  
DIRS           09:30:03                          filespace=/home 
                                                 nametype=server 
                                                 filedata=all  
                                                 durunits=indefinite 
                                                 toserver=athens  
                                                 exportid=EXPORT_HOME_DIRS 
 
EXPORT_NODE_   01/25/2007   Running Not   --     Export NODE n5,n6,n7  
0001           14:30:33     Suspendible          filespace=d$ 
                                                 nametype=unicode 
                                                 filedata=archive 
                                                 durunits=indefinite 
                                                 toserver=athens 

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display information about a running export operation

List information for the currently running export operation with process number "7." Issue the following command:

query export process=7

Export        Start Time  State   Process  Command 
Identifier                                 ID 
----------    ----------  ------  ------   -------- 
MYEXPORTNODE  01/24/2007  Running   7      Export NODE 
              10:30:03                     me,you,them 
                                           filespace=c$ 
                                           nametype=unicode 
                                           filedata=all 
                                           toserver=athens 
                                           exportid=MYEXPORTNODE

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information about all suspended export operations

List information for all currently suspended export operations. Issue the following command:

query export state=suspended format=detailed

             Export Identifier: MyExportNode 
                    Start Time: 01/24/2007 10:30:03 
                         State: Suspended 
                    Process Id: -- 
                       Command: Export NODE m* filespace=c$ 
                                 nametype=unicode 
                                 filedata=all durunits=indefinite  
                                 toserver=athens 
                         Phase: File list complete. Exporting 
                                 eligible files 
            Total Running Time: 3 Days 0 Hours 24 Minutes 
  Current Process Running Time:  
Export Operation Restart Count: 0 
 Date and Time of Last Restart: -- 
 Date and Time of Last Suspend: 01/25/2007 08:30:11 
       Policy Domains Exported: 0 
          Policy Sets Exported: 0 
            Schedules Exported: 0 
         Mgmt Classes Exported: 0 
          Copy Groups Exported: 0 
       Administrators Exported: 1 
          Option Sets Exported: 0 
     Node Definitions Exported: 3 
Filespace Definitions Exported: 7 
        Archive Files Exported: 50,000 
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         Backup Files Exported: 150,000 
  Space Managed Files Exported: 0 
         Archive Files Skipped: 0 
          Backup Files Skipped: 25 
   Space Managed Files Skipped: 0 
  Total bytes Transferred (MB): 7,000 
 Total Files to be Transferred: 900,000 
               Files Remaining: 700,000

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display information for server-to-server export operations

List detailed information for all currently running server-to-server export operations. Issue the following command:

query export state=running format=detailed

             Export Identifier: export_HOME_Dirs 
                    Start Time: 01/25/2007 09:30:03 
                         State: Running 
                    Process Id: 11 
                       Command: Export NODE n2,n3,n4  
                                filespace=/home nametype= 
                                server filedata=all  
                                toserver=athens 
                         Phase: Identifying and exporting  
                                eligible files 
            Total Running Time: 0 Days 22 Hours 0 Minutes 
  Current Process Running Time: 01:30:00 
Export Operation Restart Count: 4 
 Date and Time of last Restart: 02/01/2007 11:00:03 
 Date and Time of last Suspend: 01/31/2007 05:01:00 
       Policy Domains Exported: 0 
          Policy Sets Exported: 0 
            Schedules Exported: 0 
         Mgmt Classes Exported: 0 
          Copy Groups Exported: 0 
       Administrators Exported: 1 
          Option Sets Exported: 0 
     Node Definitions Exported: 3 
Filespace Definitions Exported: 7 
        Archive Files Exported: 0 
         Backup Files Exported: 1000 
  Space Managed Files Exported: 0 
         Archive Files Skipped: 0 
          Backup Files Skipped: 0 
   Space Managed Files Skipped: 0 
  Total bytes Transferred (MB): 50  
 Total Files to be Transferred: 400,000 
               Files Remaining: 399,000

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Export identifier
The unique identifier assigned to this server-to-server export operation.

Start time
The time and date that this export operation was first initiated.

State
The current state of this export operation. The value is one of the following:

Running - Not Suspendible
The operation is active and is transmitting definitions to the target server. The process cannot be suspended, and if
the process fails while in this state, you cannot restart it.

Running
The operation is active and is either searching for eligible files or transmitting file data to the target server.

Running - Suspend in Progress
The operation is in the process of being suspended as a result of a SUSPEND EXPORT command. The export
operation is fully suspended when all of the data from the export operation is saved. An export operation in this state
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does not respond to the following commands:

CANCEL PROCESS
CANCEL EXPORT
RESTART EXPORT
SUSPEND EXPORT

Suspended
The operation stopped running due to a failure or was suspended with the SUSPEND EXPORT command.

Process ID
The process ID for the export operation when the status is either "Initializing" or "Running".

Command
The full command issued to start this server-to-server export.

Phase
The current step that the operation is performing. The possible phases are shown in the order in which they are performed:

Creating definitions on target server
The operation is exporting definitions. The process cannot be suspended. Should the process fail in this phase, it
cannot be restarted.

Identifying and exporting eligible files
The operation is building a list of eligible files for export. Some files may also be transmitted to the target during this
phase. A process in this phase can be suspended. Should the process fail in this phase, it can be restarted.

File list complete. Exporting eligible files
The operation has completed building the list of eligible files for export and it is now transmitting the files to the
target. A process in this phase can be suspended. Should the process fail in this phase, it can be restarted.

Total running time
The overall running time for this server-to-server export operation. For example, if this operation started and was then
suspended and restarted two times, this value is the total running time of all three active processes of the export operation.

Current® process running time
The running time of the active process of a server-to-server export operation. No value is displayed for a suspended
operation because no active process exists.

Export operation restart count
The number of times the server-to-server export operation was restarted.

Date and time of last restart
The last date and time at which this server-to-server export operation was restarted.

Date and time of last suspend
The last date and time at which this server-to-server export operation was suspended.

Policy domains exported
The number of policy domain definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Policy sets exported
The number of policy set definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Schedules exported
The number of schedule definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Mgmt classes exported
The number of management class definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Copy groups exported
The number of copy group definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Administrators exported
The number of administrator definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Option sets exported
The number of option set definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Node definitions exported
The number of node definitions successfully exported to the target server.

File space definitions exported
The number of file space definitions successfully exported to the target server.

Archive files exported
The number of archive files successfully exported to the target server.

Backup files exported
The number of backup files successfully exported to the target server.

Space managed files exported
The number of space managed files successfully exported to the target server.
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Archive files skipped
The number of archive files that were eligible for export but were skipped.

Backup files skipped
The number of backup files that were eligible for export but were skipped.

Space managed files skipped
The number of space managed files that were eligible for export but were skipped.

Total bytes transferred (MB)
The total number of bytes transmitted so far to the target server for this export operation.

Total files to be transferred
The total number of files transmitted so far to the target server for this export operation.

Files remaining
The total number of files remaining to be transmitted to the target server for this export operation.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY EXPORT
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

IMPORT NODE Restores client node information from external media.

IMPORT SERVER Restores all or part of the server from external media.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

QUERY EXTENTUPDATES (Query updated data extents)
Use this command to display information about updates to data extents in directory-container storage pools and to determine
what data extents are deleted and what is eligible for deletion.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query EXTENTUPDates--pool_name------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to query. You cannot use wildcards to specify this name.

Example: Display information about updates to data extents

Display information about updates to data extents by issuing the following command:

query extentupdates
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     Number of Extents Pending Update: 0 
        Number of Extents Not Referenced: 0 
 Number of Extents Eligible for Deletion: 0 
               Extent Reuse Delay (Days): 1

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Number of Extents Pending Update
Specifies the number of data extent references that are pending an update in the directory-container storage pool. Data
that is stored in the directory-container storage pool increases the number of references and data deletion decreases the
number of references.

Number of Extents Not Referenced
Specifies the number of data extents that are not referenced in the directory-container storage pool. You can delete the
data extents if they are not referenced again within the reuse delay period that is specified on the DEFINE STGPOOL
command.

Number of Extents Eligible for Deletion
Specifies the number of data extents that can be deleted from the storage pool. The data extents exceed the reuse delay
period that is specified on the DEFINE STGPOOL command.

Extent Reuse Delay (Days)
Specifies the reuse delay time, in days, for data extents.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY EXTENTUPDATES
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (directory-container) Define a directory-container storage pool.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Deletes a storage pool directory from a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY FILESPACE (Query one or more file spaces)
Use this command to display information about file spaces that belong to a client node. The output from this command includes
the results of the last incremental backup or replication.

Tip: If a node has more than one file space, you can issue a DELETE FILESPACE command for one of the file spaces. However, if
you issue a QUERY FILESPACE command for the node during the deletion process, the output shows no file spaces. To obtain
accurate information about remaining file spaces, issue the QUERY FILESPACE command after the deletion process ends.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                    .-*--*---------------------------.    
>>-Query FIlespace--+--------------------------------+----------> 
                    |            .-*---------------. |    
                    '-node_name--+-----------------+-'    
                                 '-file_space_name-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.  .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+--------------------------+----> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'  '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                '-Detailed-'                   +-UNIcode-+      
                                               '-FSID----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
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                  '-BOTH-------'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client node to which the file space belongs. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This
parameter is optional. The default is all client node names.

You must specify a value for this parameter if you specify a file name.

file_space_name
Specifies the name of the file space to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This parameter is
optional. If a value is not specified, all file spaces are queried.

If a server includes clients that use Unicode-enabled files spaces, the server might have to convert the name that you enter.
For example, the server might have to convert the file space name that you enter from the server code page to Unicode. For
more information, see the NAMETYPE parameter. If you do not specify a file space name, or if you specify only a single
wildcard character for the name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to
non-Unicode file spaces.

File space names are case-sensitive. You can use the QUERY FILESPACE command to determine the correct capitalization
for the file space to be queried.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. You can specify one
of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified file space.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified file space.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with support for Unicode. You can use this parameter for Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect™ clients that
have Windows, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare operating systems.

Use this parameter only when you enter a partly qualified or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER.
You can specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server code page. Conversion can
fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has problems
accessing system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specify what type of file spaces are to be included in the operation. The default is BOTH, meaning that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter a single wildcard character for the file
space name. You can specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Include only file spaces that are in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Include only file spaces that are not in Unicode.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type.

Example: List all file spaces
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Query all file spaces that are associated with all client nodes.

query filespace

Node   Filespace   FSID  Platform  Filespace    Is     Capacity Pct 
Name   Name                        Type      Filespace          Util 
                                             Unicode?                
------ ----------- ----  -------   --------  --------  -------- ---- 
JOE    \\joe\c$       1  WinNT     NTFS        Yes     2,502.3  75.2 
JOE    \\joe\d$       2  WinNT     NTFS        Yes     6,173.4  59.6

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed file space information for a virtual file space

Display detailed information for the file space /HomeDir, which is a virtual file space mapping and belongs to the NAS node NAS1.

query filespace nas1 /HomeDir

Node   Filespace   FSID  Platform  Filespace     Is     Capacity Pct  
Name   Name                        Type      Filespace           Util 
                                              Unicode?                
----   ----------- ----  -------   --------  ---------  -------- ---- 
NAS1   /HomeDir     1    NetApp   WAFL (VFS)     No     2,502.3  75.2

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.
Important: You might not see the expected results after you request a detailed format because several fields must be completed
by the API application. These fields include:

File space type
Platform
Capacity
Pct Util
Last backup start Date/Time
Last backup completion Date/Time

For more information about specific fields that are updated by the API, see the IBM Spectrum Protect: Using the Application
Programming Interface.

Example: Display detailed file space information for a specific file space and node

Display detailed information about the \\joe\c$ file space that belongs to the client node JOE.

query filespace joe \\joe\c$ nametype=unicode format=detailed

                                      Node Name: JOE 
                                 Filespace Name: \\joe\c$ 
                     Hexadecimal Filespace Name: 5c5c6a6f655c6324 
                                           FSID: 1 
                         Collocation Group Name: FSGRP1 
                                       Platform: WinNT 
                                 Filespace Type: NTFS 
                          Is Filespace Unicode?: Yes 
                                       Capacity: 2,502.3 
                                       Pct Util: 75.2 
                    Last Backup Start Date/Time: 
                 Days Since Last Backup Started: 
               Last Backup Completion Date/Time: 
               Days Since Last Backup Completed: 
               Last Replication Start Date/Time: 12/02/2012, 12:42:00 
       Days Since Last Node Replication Started: 30 
          Last Replication Completion Date/Time: 12/02/2012, 12:42:00 
          Days Since Last Replication Completed: 30 
        Last Backup Date/Time From Client (UTC): 06/02/2013, 09:10:00 
       Last Archive Date/Time From Client (UTC): 06/02/2013, 09:10:00 
                   Backup Replication Rule Name: ACTIVE_DATA 
                  Backup Replication Rule State: ENABLED 
                  Archive Replication Rule Name: DEFAULT 
                 Archive Replication Rule State: ENABLED 
         Space Management Replication Rule Name: NONE 
        Space Management Replication Rule State: DISABLED 
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                                   At-risk type: Custom interval 
                               At-risk interval: 2,222 
                                 Decommissioned: No 
                            Decommissioned Date:  
                                    MAC Address:

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Important: You might not see the expected results after requesting a detailed format because several fields must be completed by
the API application. These fields include:

Filespace Type
Platform
Capacity
Pct Util
Last Backup Start Date/Time
Last Backup Completion Date/Time

For more information about specific fields that are updated by the API, see the IBM Spectrum Protect: Using the Application
Programming Interface.

Node Name
Specifies the name of the client node.

Filespace Name

The name of the file space that belongs to the node.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

Hexadecimal Filespace Name
Specifies the hexadecimal name of the file space for the client node in UTF-8 format.

FSID
Specifies the file space ID of the file space.

Collocation Group Name
The name of the collocation group, if any, to which the file space belongs.

Platform
Specifies the platform for the client node.

Filespace Type
Specifies the type of file space.

A file space type that is appended with "(VFS)" denotes that this file space name is a virtual file space mapping for a
directory path on a NAS device.

Is Filespace Unicode?
Indicates whether the file space is Unicode.

Capacity
Specifies the amount of space, in megabytes, assigned to this file space on the client node.

For a file space that is a virtual file space mapping for a directory path, this field represents the capacity of the file space on
which the directory path is located.

Pct Util
Specifies the percentage of the file space that is occupied.

For a file space that is a virtual file space mapping for a directory path, the percentage used is calculated as the percentage
of the capacity of the file space that was occupied by the directory at the time of the last full backup.
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Last Backup Start Date/Time
Specifies the start date and time of the last incremental backup of the file space.

Days Since Last Backup Started
Specifies the number of days since the start of the last incremental backup of the file space.

Last Backup Completion Date/Time
Specifies the completion date and time of the last incremental backup of the file space.

Days Since Last Backup Completed
Specifies the number of days since the completion of the last incremental backup of the file space.

Last Replication Start Date/Time
Specifies the date and time that the last replication of file space data started.

Days Since Last Replication Started
Specifies the number of days since the last replication of file space data started.

Last Replication Completion Date/Time
Specifies the date and time that the last replication of file space data ended.

Days Since Last Replication Completed
Specifies the number of days since the last replication of file space data ended.

Last Backup Date/Time From Client (UTC)
The date and time, in Universal Time Coordinates (UTC), of the last backup operation for this file space.

Last Archive Date/Time From Client (UTC)
The date and time, in Universal Time Coordinates (UTC), of the last archive operation for this file space.

Backup Replication Rule Name
Specifies the replication rule that applies to backup data in the file space. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates active and inactive backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates only active backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on
the target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates active and inactive backup data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

DEFAULT
Replicates backup data according to the client node rule for backup data. If the client node rule for backup data is
DEFAULT, backup data is replicated according to the server rule for backup data.

NONE
Backup data in the file space is not replicated.

Backup Replication Rule State
Specifies whether replication of backup data in the file space is enabled or disabled. If the state is ENABLED, backup files
are eligible for replication. If the state is DISABLED, backup files are not eligible for replication.

Archive Replication Rule Name
Specifies the replication rule that applies to archive data in the file space. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates archive data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates archive data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

DEFAULT
Replicates archive data according to the client rule for archive data. If the client rule for archive data is DEFAULT,
archive data is replicated according to the server rule for archive data.

NONE
Archive data in the file space is not replicated.
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Archive Replication Rule State
Specifies whether replication of archive data in the file space is enabled or disabled. If the state is ENABLED, archive files
are eligible for replication. If the state is DISABLED, archive files are not eligible for replication.

Space Management Replication Rule Name
Specifies the replication rule that applies to space-managed data in the file space. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates space-managed data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates space-managed data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

DEFAULT
Replicates space-managed data according to the client rule for space-managed data. If the client rule for space-
managed data is DEFAULT, space-managed data is replicated according to the server rule for space-managed data.

NONE
Space-managed data in the file space is not replicated.

Space Management Replication Rule State
Specifies whether replication of space-managed data in the file space is enabled or disabled. If the state is ENABLED,
space-managed files are eligible for replication. If the state is DISABLED, space-managed files are not eligible for
replication.

At-risk type
Specifies the at-risk evaluation type. Values can be Default, Bypassed, or Custom. Default indicates that the node is
evaluated with the same interval that was specified for the nodes classification by the SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL
command. Bypassed indicates that the node is not evaluated for at-risk status by the status monitor. Custom indicates that
the node is evaluated with the interval that was specified by the SET VMATRISKINTERVAL command, rather than the
interval that was specified by the SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

At-risk interval
Specifies the amount of time, in hours, between client backup activity before the status monitor considers the client at-risk.
This field applies only when the at-risk type is Custom.

Decommissioned
Specifies whether the virtual machine that the file space represents is decommissioned.

Decommissioned Date
Specifies the date that the virtual machine that the file space represents was decommissioned.

MAC Address
Specifies the media access control (MAC) address of the file spaces backed up for VMWare virtual machines. In the case
where the virtual machine has multiple MAC addresses this is the lowest valued address.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY FILESPACE
Command Description

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

RENAME FILESPACE Renames a client filespace on the server.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

QUERY LIBRARY (Query a library)
Use this command to display information about libraries.
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Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                  .-*------------.    
>>-Query LIBRary--+--------------+------------------------------> 
                  '-library_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

library_name
Specifies the name of the library to be queried. You can use wildcards to specify names. This parameter is optional.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the library.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the library.

Example: Display summary information about a specific library

Display information about the library named AUTO. Issue the command:

query library auto

         Library Name: AUTO 
         Library Type: SCSI 
               ACS Id:  
     Private Category:  
     Scratch Category:  
WORM Scratch Category:  
     External Manager:  
               Shared: No 
              LanFree:  
   ObeyMountRetention:  

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed library information about a specific library

Display information in full detail about the library named EZLIFE. Issue the command:

query library ezlife format=detailed

                  Library Name: EZLIFE 
                  Library Type: SCSI 
                        ACS Id: 
              Private Category:  
              Scratch Category: 
         WORM Scratch Category:  
              External Manager:  
                        Shared: Yes 
                       LanFree: 
            ObeyMountRetention: 
       Primary Library Manager: EZSERVER 
                           WWN: 
                 Serial Number:  
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                     AutoLabel: OVERWRITE 
               Relabel Scratch: Yes 
Last Update by (administrator): DOCTOR_MIKE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2002-12-05 15:24:53 

                  Library Name: EZLIFE 
                  Library Type: SCSI 
                        ACS Id: 
              Private Category:  
              Scratch Category:  
         WORM Scratch Category: 
              External Manager:  
                        Shared: YES 
                       LanFree: 
            ObeyMountRetention: 
       Primary Library Manager: EZSERVER 
                           WWN: 
                 Serial Number: 
                     AutoLabel: OVERWRITE 
                  Reset Drives: No  
               Relabel Scratch: Yes 
Last Update by (administrator): DOCTOR_MIKE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2000-12-05 15:24:53

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Library Name
The name of the library.

Library Type
The type of library.

ACS Id
Specifies that the library is a StorageTek library that is controlled by StorageTek Automated Cartridge System Library
Software (ACSLS).

Private Category
The category number for private volumes that must be mounted by name.

The information that is displayed in this field applies only to an IBM® 3494 or 3495 Tape Library Dataserver.

Scratch Category
The category number to use for scratch volumes in the library.

The information that is displayed in this field applies only to an IBM 3494 or 3495 Tape Library Dataserver.

WORM Scratch Category
The category number that is used for WORM scratch volumes in the library.

The information that is displayed in this field applies only to an IBM 3494 or 3495 Tape Library Dataserver.

External Manager
The location of the external library manager where the server can send media access requests.

Shared
Whether this library is shared with other IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers in a storage area network (SAN).

LanFree
Whether an external library is used for LAN-free operations.

ObeyMountRetention
Whether the server uses the value that is set for mount retention in the device class that is associated with this external
library.

Primary Library Manager
The name of the server that is responsible for controlling access to library resources.

WWN
The Fibre Channel worldwide name for the library.

Serial Number
Specifies the serial number for the library that is being queried.

AutoLabel
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Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes.
Reset Drives

Specifies whether the server completes a target reset when the server is restarted or when a library
client or storage agent re-connection is established.

Relabel Scratch
Specifies whether the server relabels volumes that were deleted and returned to scratch.

Last Update by (administrator)
Who completed the last update to the library.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the last update occurred.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY LIBRARY
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

QUERY LIBVOLUME (Query a library volume)
Use this command to display information about one or more volumes that are checked into an automated library for use by the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*------------.  .-*-----------.    
>>-Query LIBVolume--+--------------+--+-------------+-----------> 
                    '-library_name-'  '-volume_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

library_name
Specifies the name of the library. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This parameter is optional. The
default is all libraries.

volume_name
Specifies the volume name. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This parameter is optional. The default is
all volumes.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
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Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: List checked in volumes for a specific library

Display information about all of the volumes that are checked into the library named TAPE. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query libvolume tape

Library Name  Volume Name  Status   Owner   Last Use   Home     Device 
                                                       Element  Type 
------------  -----------  -------- ------- --------   ------  ------ 
TAPE          000114       Scratch                     1,000    LTO 
TAPE          NY1602       Scratch                     1,001    DLT 

Example: Display detailed information for a specific library

Display detailed information about a volume named JJY008. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query libvolume jjy008 format=detailed

                            Library Name: HPW3494 
                             Volume Name: JJY008 
                                  Status: Private 
                                   Owner: SUNSET 
                                Last Use: Data 
                            Home Element:  
                             Device Type:  
                          Cleanings Left:  
                              Media Type:

Field descriptions

Library Name
The name of the library where the storage volume is located.

Volume Name
The name of the storage volume.

Status
The status of the storage volume according to the library inventory. If the status is Private, the volume is being used by IBM
Spectrum Protect. If the status is Scratch, the volume is available for use.

Owner
The owner server of the volume, if the volume is private.

Last Use
The type of data on the volume. This field applies only to volumes in Private status. For storage pool volumes, this field
shows Data. For database backup volumes (full, incremental, or snapshot), this field shows DbBackup.

Home Element
The element address of the library slot containing the volume.

Device Type
The type of device that the volume is used on. This field will display a value only for volumes checked into a library that has
mixed media capabilities.

Cleanings Left
For cleaner cartridges, the number of cleanings left.

Media Type
The type of media the volume represents (for example, 8mm tape).

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY LIBVOLUME
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a
consistent state.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an
automated library.
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Command Description

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an
automated library.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage
within a specified storage pool.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or automated
libraries.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more
libraries.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

QUERY LICENSE (Display license information)
Use this command to display license audit, license terms, and compliance information.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query LICense----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

To display the license information, issue the following command:

query license 

The following example output is displayed:

                              ANR2017I Administrator  
                       SERVER_CONSOLE issued command: QUERY LICENSE 
                                  Last License Audit: 10/17/2016 
                                                      14:28:08 
         Number of Data Protection for Oracle in use: 0 
                       Number of Data Protection for  
                              Oracle in try buy mode: 0 
  Number of Data Protection for Microsoft SQL in use: 0 
                       Number of Data Protection for  
                       Microsoft SQL in try buy mode: 0 
                       Number of Data Protection for  
                           Microsoft Exchange in use: 0 
                       Number of Data Protection for  
                         MS Exchange in try buy mode: 0 
                Number of TDP for Lotus Notes in use: 12 
       Number of TDP for Lotus Notes in try buy mode: 0 
   Number of Data Protection for Lotus Domino in use: 0 
                       Number of Data Protection for  
                        Lotus Domino in try buy mode: 0 
                   Number of TDP for Informix in use: 1 
          Number of TDP for Informix in try buy mode: 0 
                    Number of TDP for SAP R/3 in use: 0 
           Number of TDP for SAP R/3 in try buy mode: 0 
                        Number of TDP for ESS in use: 0 
               Number of TDP for ESS in try buy mode: 0 
                    Number of TDP for ESS R/3 in use: 0 
           Number of TDP for ESS R/3 in try buy mode: 0 
              Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix in use: 0 
     Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix in try buy mode: 0 
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          Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 in use: 6 
 Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 in try buy mode: 0 
                        Number of TDP for WAS in use: 0 
               Number of TDP for WAS in try buy mode: 0 
  Is IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention in use?: No 
Is IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention licensed?: Yes 
        Is IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition in use: Yes 
      Is IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition licensed: Yes 
     Is IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in use: No 
   Is IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition licensed: Yes 
                           Server License Compliance: Valid

Field descriptions

Last License Audit
Specifies the date and time when the last license audit occurred.

Number of Data Protection for Oracle in use
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Oracle that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and
registered the license.

Number of Data Protection for Oracle in try buy mode
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Oracle that are in try buy mode.

Number of Data Protection for Microsoft SQL in use
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Microsoft SQL that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product
and registered the license.

Number of Data Protection for Microsoft SQL in try buy mode
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Microsoft SQL that are in try buy mode.

Number of Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange in use
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the
product and registered the license.

Number of Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange in try buy mode
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Microsoft Exchange that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for Lotus Notes® in use
Specifies the number of TDP for Lotus Notes that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered
the license.

Number of TDP for Lotus Notes in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for Lotus Notes that are in try buy mode.

Number of Data Protection for Lotus® Domino® in use
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Lotus Domino that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product
and registered the license.

Number of Data Protection for Lotus Domino in try buy mode
Specifies the number of Data Protection for Lotus Domino that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for Informix® in use
Specifies the number of TDP for Informix that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered the
license.

Number of TDP for Informix in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for Informix that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for SAP R/3 in use
Specifies the number of TDP for SAP R/3 that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered the
license.

Number of TDP for SAP R/3 in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for SAP R/3 that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for ESS in use
Specifies the number of TDP for ESS that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered the
license.

Number of TDP for ESS in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for ESS that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for ESS R/3 in use
Specifies the number of TDP for ESS R/3 that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered the
license.

Number of TDP for ESS R/3 in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for ESS R/3 that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix in use
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Specifies the number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and
registered the license.

Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 in use
Specifies the number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and
registered the license.

Number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for EMC Symmetrix R/3 that are in try buy mode.

Number of TDP for WAS in use
Specifies the number of TDP for WAS that are in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and registered the
license.

Number of TDP for WAS in try buy mode
Specifies the number of TDP for WAS that are in try buy mode.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Data Retention in use ?
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention is in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product
and registered the license.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention licensed ?
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention is licensed.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition in use
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition is in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product and
registered the license.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition licensed
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect Basic Edition is licensed.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition in use
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is in use. A product is in use if you purchased the product
and registered the license.

Is IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition licensed
Specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition is licensed.

Server License Compliance
Specifies whether the server license is valid.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY LICENSE
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY Displays the server storage utilization for a client node.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY PVUESTIMATE Displays processor value unit estimates.
Remember: The QUERY PVUESTIMATE command reports
licenses by providing PVU information on a per-node basis for
server devices.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER LICENSE Registers a license with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

SET CPUINFOREFRESH Specifies the number of days between client scans for
workstation information used for PVU estimates.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD Specifies the number of days between automatic license
audits.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.
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QUERY LOG (Display information about the recovery log)
Use this command to display information about the recovery log.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
              .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query LOG--+-------------------------+---------------------->< 
              '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                           '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. The following values are
possible:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display summary information about the recovery log

Display summary information about the recovery log. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query log

Total Space (MB)    Used Space (MB)     Free Space (MB) 
----------------    ---------------     ---------------  
          38,912              543.3            38,368.7

Example: Display detailed information about the recovery log

Display detailed information about the recovery log. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query log format=detailed

                      Active Log Directory : /actlog  
                           Total Space (MB): 524,032 
                            Used Space (MB): 3,517 
                            Free Space (MB): 520,515 
 
             Total Size of File System (MB): 564,443 
             Used Space on File System (MB): 527,049 
             Free Space on File System (MB): 8,722 
 
                     Archive Log Directory : /archlog 
             Total Size of File System (MB): 603,751.82 
             Used Space on File System (MB): 80,642.30 
             Free Space on File System (MB): 523,109.52 
                    Archive Log Compressed : Yes 
  
                      Mirror Log Directory : /mirrorlog 
             Total Size of File System (MB): 564,443 
             Used Space on File System (MB): 527,049 
             Free Space on File System (MB): 8,722 
    
            Archive Failover Log Directory : /archfaillog 
             Total Size of File System (MB): 301,372.06 
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             Used Space on File System (MB): 44,741.80 
             Free Space on File System (MB): 256,630.26

Example: Display detailed information about the recovery log when the mirror log and the
archive failover log are not defined

The output of this command on Windows systems is different. For example, the output contains blanks for the mirror log and the
archive failover log.
Display information about the recovery log when the mirror log and the archive failover log are not defined.

query log format=detailed

           
                Active Log Directory : d:\actlog 
                     Total Space (MB): 524,032 
                      Used Space (MB): 3,517 
                      Free Space (MB): 520,515 
 
       Total Size of File System (MB): 564,443 
       Used Space on File System (MB): 527,049 
       Free Space on File System (MB): 8,722 
 
               Archive Log Directory : e:\archlog 
       Total Size of File System (MB): 603,751.82 
       Used Space on File System (MB): 80,642.30 
       Free Space on File System (MB): 523,109.52 
               Archive Log Compressed: Yes 
 
                Mirror Log Directory :  
       Total Size of File System (MB):  
       Used Space on File System (MB):  
       Free Space on File System (MB):  
 
      Archive Failover Log Directory :  
       Total Size of File System (MB):  
       Used Space on File System (MB):  
       Free Space on File System (MB): 

Field descriptions

Total Space
Specifies the maximum size of the active log, in megabytes.

Used Space
Specifies the amount of used active log space, in megabytes.

Free Space
Specifies the amount of active log space that is not being used by uncommitted transactions, in megabytes.

Total Size of File System
Specifies the total size of the file system, in megabytes.

Space Used on File System
Specifies the amount of used space on the file system, in megabytes.

Free Space on File System
Specifies the amount of space that is available on the file system, in megabytes.

Archive Log Compressed
Specifies whether the archive logs are compressed.

Active Log Directory
Specifies the location where active log files are stored. When you change the active log directory, the server moves all
archived logs to the archive log directory and all active logs to a new active log directory. 

Mirror Log Directory
Specifies the location where the mirror for the active log is maintained.

Archive Failover Log Directory
Specifies the location into which the server saves archive logs if the logs cannot be archived to the archive log directory.

Archive Log Directory
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Specifies the location into which the server can archive a log file after all the transactions that are represented in that log
file are completed.

QUERY MACHINE (Query machine information)
Use this command to display information for one or more machines. You can use this information to recover IBM Spectrum
Protect™ client machines in case of a disaster.

Attention: IBM Spectrum Protect does not use the information in any way. It is available only to help you plan for the disaster
recovery of client machines.
IBM Spectrum Protect displays information for multiple machines in the following order:

According to the priority specified.
Within a priority, according to the specified location and machine name.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                  .-*------------.                               
>>-Query MACHine--+--------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
                  '-machine_name-'  '-BUilding--=--building-'    
 
>--+-----------------+--+---------------+-----------------------> 
   '-FLoor--=--floor-'  '-ROom--=--room-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------------+--------> 
   '-PRIority--=--priority-'  '-ADSMServer--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                               '-No--'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-------------+-'    
                +-Detailed-------------+      
                +-RECOVERYInstructions-+      
                '-CHaracteristics------'      
 

Parameters

machine_name
Specifies the name of one or more machines to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This
parameter is optional. The default is all machines that meet the specified criteria.

BUilding
Specifies the name or number of the building that the machines are in. This parameter is optional. Enclose the text in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

FLoor
Specifies the name or number of the floor that the machines are on. This parameter is optional. Enclose the text in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

ROom
Specifies the name or number of the room that the machines are in. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

PRIority
Specifies the priority number of the machines. This parameter is optional.

ADSMServer
Specifies if the machine contains an IBM Spectrum Protect server. This parameter is optional. The default is to display any
machines that meet the other criteria. Possible values are:

Yes
The machine contains an IBM Spectrum Protect server.

No
The machines do not contain an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
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Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Displays partial information for the machines.

Detailed
Displays all information for the machines.

RECOVERYInstructions
Displays only machine recovery instructions. This option is valid only when querying a specific machine.

CHaracteristics
Displays only machine characteristics. This option is valid only when querying a specific machine.

Example: Display information for a specific machine

Display information for a machine named MACH1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query machine MACH1

Machine  Machine  Building Floor Room  Node Name  Recovery 
Name     Priority                                 Media Name 
-------  -------- -------- ----- ----- ---------  ---------- 
MACH1       1       21       2   2929  VIRGINIA   RECMED1

Example: Display detailed information for priority 1 machines

Display detailed information for all priority 1 machines on the second floor of building 21. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query machine * building=21 floor=2 priority=1  
format=detailed

                   Machine Name: MACH1 
               Machine Priority: 1 
                       Building: 21 
                          Floor: 2 
                           Room: 2929 
                        Server?: Yes 
                    Description: TSM server machine 
                      Node Name: VIRGINIA 
            Recovery Media Name: RECMED1 
               Characteristics?: Yes 
         Recovery Instructions?: Yes

Field descriptions

Machine Name
The name of the machine.

Machine Priority
The recovery priority of the machine.

Building
The building in which the machine is located.

Floor
The floor on which the machine is located.

Room
The room in which the machine is located.

Server?
Whether the machine contains an IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Description
A description of the machine.

Node Name
The IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes associated with this machine.

Recovery Media Name
The recovery media associated with this machine.

Characteristics?
Whether the characteristics text of the machine is stored in the database.

Recovery Instructions?
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Specifies whether recovery instructions text for a machine is stored in the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MACHINE
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Associates an IBM Spectrum Protect node with a machine.

DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Associates recovery media with a machine.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.

INSERT MACHINE Inserts machine characteristics or recovery instructions into
the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

UPDATE MACHINE Changes the information for a machine.

QUERY MEDIA (Query sequential-access storage pool media)
Use this command to display information about the sequential-access primary and copy storage pool volumes moved by the
MOVE MEDIA command.

Privilege class

Any administrator with system or operator privilege can issue this command unless it includes the CMD parameter. If the CMD
parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must have operator,
unrestricted storage, or system privilege. If the CMD parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to
YES (the default), the administrator must have system privilege.

The QUERY MEDIA command displays only volumes with an ACCESS MODE value of READONLY or READWRITE.

Syntax
 
                .-*-----------.                           
>>-Query MEDia--+-------------+--STGpool--=--pool_name----------> 
                '-volume_name-'                           
 
   .-Days--=--0----.                                         
>--+---------------+--+---------------------------------+-------> 
   '-Days--=--days-'  |                 .-,-----------. |    
                      |                 V             | |    
                      '-WHERESTATUs--=----+-FULl----+-+-'    
                                          +-FILling-+        
                                          '-EMPty---'        
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-WHEREACCess--=--+-READWrite-+-'    
                     '-READOnly--'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                +-Detailed-+      
                '-Cmd------'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-WHERESTate--=--+-All---------------+-'    
                    +-MOUNTABLEInlib----+      
                    '-MOUNTABLENotinlib-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------+--+-------------------+-----> 
   '-WHEREOVFLOcation--=--location-'  '-CMd--=--"command"-'    
 
                                  .-APPend--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+--------------------+------->< 
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   '-CMDFilename--=--file_name-'  '-APPend--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name
Specifies the name of the sequential-access primary or copy storage pool volume to display. This parameter is optional. You
can use a wildcard character to specify the name. All matching volumes are considered for processing. If you do not specify
this parameter, all volumes defined in the storage pool specified with the STGPOOL parameter display.

STGpool (Required)
Specifies the name of the sequential-access primary or copy storage pool that is used to select the volumes for processing.
You can use wildcard characters to specify the name. All matching storage pools are processed. If the storage pool
specified is not managed by an automated library, no volumes display.

Days
Specifies the number of days that must elapse, after the volume has been written to or read from, before the volume is
eligible for processing. This parameter is optional. You can specify a number from 0 to 9999. The default value is 0. The
most recent of the volume's last written date or last read date is used to calculate the number of days elapsed.

WHERESTATUs
Specifies that the output of the query should be restricted by volume status. This parameter is optional. You can specify
more than one status in a list by separating each status with a comma and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a
value for this parameter, all volumes in the specified storage pool, regardless of their status, are displayed.

Possible values are:

FULl
Specifies that volumes with a status of FULL display.

FILling
Specifies that volumes with a status of FILLING display.

EMPty
Specifies that volumes with a status of EMPTY display.

WHEREACCess
Specifies that output should be restricted by volume access mode. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value
for this parameter, output is not restricted by access mode.

Possible values are:

READWrite
Specifies that volumes with an access mode of READWRITE display.

READOnly
Specifies that volumes with an access mode of READONLY display.

Format
Specifies how information displays. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information displays for the specified sequential access storage pool volumes.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information displays for the specified sequential access storage pool volumes.

Cmd
Specifies that executable commands are built for the storage pool volumes processed by the QUERY MEDIA
command. These commands will be in the file specified with the CMDFILENAME parameter on the QUERY MEDIA
command. If you want the commands to display on the console only, specify a null string ("") for the CMDFILENAME.
If FORMAT=CMD is specified but no command string is specified with the CMD parameter, the QUERY MEDIA
command will fail.

WHEREState
Specifies the state of volumes to process. This parameter restricts processing to volumes that have the specified state. This
parameter is optional. The default is ALL. Possible values are:

All
Specifies that volumes in all states are queried. The valid states are: MOUNTABLEINLIB and MOUNTABLENOTINLIB.

MOUNTABLEInlib
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Specifies that volumes that are currently in the MOUNTABLEINLIB state are queried. Volumes in the
MOUNTABLEINLIB state are in the library, and are onsite, contain valid data, and are available for onsite processing.

MOUNTABLENotinlib
Specifies that volumes that are currently in the MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state are queried. Volumes in the
MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state are not in the library, do not contain valid data, and are not available for onsite
processing.

WHEREOVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location of the volumes to display. This parameter is optional. This parameter restricts processing to
volumes that are in the specified location. The maximum length of the location is 255 characters. The location must be
enclosed in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

CMd
Specifies the creation of executable commands. Enclose the command specification in quotation marks. The maximum
length of the command specification is 255 characters. This parameter is optional.

For each volume successfully processed by the QUERY MEDIA command, the server writes the associated commands to a
file. Specify the file name with the CMDFILENAME parameter.

If you do not specify a filename, the command will generate a default filename by appending the string
exec.cmds.media to the server directory.

If you do not specify a filename, the command will generate a default filename by appending the string
exec.cmd.media to the server directory.

Remember:

1. If the command written to the file exceeds 255 characters, it is split into multiple lines, and a continuation character
(+) is added to all but the last line. You may need to alter the continuation character according to the requirements of
the product that runs the commands.

2. If an executable command is specified with any value for FORMAT other than CMD, the command string is ignored,
and the QUERY MEDIA command will not write any command line.

Specify a command string and any substitution variables:

string
Specifies the string to build an executable command to process the volume name or volume location or both. You
can specify any free form text for the string. Do not use embedded quotation marks. For example, the following is a
valid executable command specification:

cmd="checkin libvolume &vol"

The following is an invalid executable command specification:

cmd="checkin libvolume "&vol"" 

substitution
Specifies a variable for which you want the QUERY MEDIA command to substitute a value. The possible substitution
variables are:

&VOL
Substitute the volume name for &VOL. You can specify lowercase characters, &vol. No spaces or blanks are
allowed between ampersand, &, and VOL. If there are spaces or blanks between ampersand and VOL, the
QUERY MEDIA command will treat them as strings and no substitution will be set. If &VOL is not specified, no
volume name is set in the executable command.

&LOC
Substitute the volume location for &LOC. You can specify lowercase characters, &loc. No spaces or blanks are
allowed between ampersand, &, and LOC. If there are spaces or blanks between ampersand and LOC, the
QUERY MEDIA command will treat them as strings and no substitution will be set. If &LOC is not specified, no
location name is set in the executable command.

&VOLDSN
Substitute the volume file name for &VOLDSN. An example of a copy storage pool tape volume file name using
the defined prefix IBM Spectrum Protect™310 is IBM Spectrum Protect310.BFS. If &VOLDSN is not specified,
no volume file name is set in the executable command.

&NL
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Substitute the new line character for &NL. When &NL is specified, the QUERY MEDIA command will split the
command at the position where the &NL is and will not append any continuation character. The user is
responsible for specifying the proper continuation character before the &NL if one is required. The user is also
responsible for the length of the line written. If the &NL is not specified and the command exceeds 255
characters, the command is split into multiple lines, and a continuation character (+) is added to all but the
last line.

CMDFilename
Specifies the full path name that will contain the commands specified with CMD parameter when FORMAT=CMD is
specified. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the file name is 1279 characters.

If you specify "" with the CMDFILENAME parameter, the QUERY MEDIA command will generate a file
name by appending the "exec.cmds.media" to the server directory. The server directory is the current working directory of
the server process.

If you specify "" with the CMDFILENAME parameter, the QUERY MEDIA command will generate a file name by
appending the "exec.cmd.media" to the server directory. The server directory is the current working directory of the server
process.

If you specify a null string ("") for the CMDFILENAME, the commands built are displayed on the console only. You can
redirect the commands displayed to a file by using the redirection characters for the operating system (> or >>).

If the filename is not specified, the command will generate a default filename by appending the string
"exec.cmds.media" to the server directory.

If the filename is not specified, the command will generate a default filename by appending the string
"exec.cmd.media" to the server directory.

The QUERY MEDIA command automatically allocates the file name specified or generated. If the file name exists, the
QUERY MEDIA command will attempt to use it and the existing data, if any, in the file to be overwritten. You can specify
APPEND=YES to prevent the existing data from being overwritten. If the QUERY MEDIA command fails after the command
file is allocated, the file is not deleted.

APPend
Specifies to write at the beginning or the ending of the command file data. This parameter is optional. The default is NO.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies to write the data from the beginning of the command file. If the given command file exists, its contents are
overwritten.

Yes
Specifies to append the command file by writing at the end of the command file data.

Example: Display information on a specific sequential access storage pool

Display all full and partial full volumes that are in the sequential access primary storage pool, ARCHIVE. See Field descriptions for
field descriptions.

query media * stgpool=archive wherestatus=full, filling

  
Volume Name State                 Location              Automated 
                                                        LibName 
----------- -------------------   --------------------  ----------- 
TAPE01      Mountable in Library                        LIB3494 
TAPE03      Mountable not in Lib. Room1234/Bldg31 
TAPE07      Mountable in Library                        LIB3494 
TAPE09      Mountable not in Lib. Room1234/Bldg31              

Example: Display information on sequential access storage pool with a specific prefix

Display in detail all full volumes in MOUNTABLENOTINLIB state for sequential access storage pools that have a prefix name of
ONSITE. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query media wherestate=mountablenotinlib stgpool=onsite*  
wherestatus=full format=detailed
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      Volume Name: TAPE21 
                  State: Mountable not in library 
          Volume Status: Full 
                 Access: ReadOnly 
    Last Reference Date: 01/30/98 
  Last Update Date/Time: 08/20/1996 13:29:02 
               Location: Rm569/bldg31 
      Storage Pool Name: ONSITE.ARCHIVE 
      Automated Libname: 
  
            Volume Name: TAPE22 
                  State: Mountable not in library 
          Volume Status: Full 
                 Access: ReadOnly 
    Last Reference Date: 01/30/98 
  Last Update Date/Time: 08/20/1996 15:29:02 
               Location: Rm569/bldg31 
      Storage Pool Name: ONSITE.ARCHIVEPOOL 
      Automated Libname: 
  

Example: Generate checkin commands

Generate the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME commands for full and partially full volumes that are in the ONSITE.ARCHIVE primary storage
pool and stored in the overflow location Room 2948/Bldg31.

query media * stgpool=onsite.archive format=cmd 
wherestatus=full,filling wherestate=mountablenotinlib 
whereovflocation=room2948/bldg31  
cmd="checkin libvol lib3494 &vol status=private"  
cmdfilename=/tsm/move/media/checkin.vols

The QUERY MEDIA command created the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME executable commands in /tsm/move/media/checkin.vols, which
can be run by issuing the MACRO command with /tsm/move/media/checkin.vols as the macro name.

checkin libvol lib3494 TAPE04 status=private 
checkin libvol lib3494 TAPE13 status=private 
checkin libvol lib3494 TAPE14 status=private

Field descriptions

Volume Name
Specifies the name of the primary sequential access storage pool volume.

State
Specifies the state of the volume.

Volume Status
Specifies the status of the volume.

Access
Specifies the access mode of the volume.

Last Reference Date
Specifies the volume's last written date or last read date, whichever is more recent.

Last Update Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when the volume was most recently updated.

Location
Specifies where the volume is stored. If the volume is ejected from the library and its location is not specified or defined, a
question mark (?) is displayed for the location.

Storage Pool Name
Specifies the name of the sequential access storage pool where the volume is defined.

Automated LibName
Specifies the automated library name if the volume is in the library.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MEDIA
Command Description
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Command Description

MOVE MEDIA Moves storage pool volumes that are managed by an
automated library.

QUERY MGMTCLASS (Query a management class)
Use this command to display information about management classes.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query MGmtclass----------------------------------------------> 
 
   .-*--*--*------------------------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------+---------> 
   |              .-*--*----------------------------. |    
   '-domain_name--+---------------------------------+-'    
                  |                  .-*----------. |      
                  '-policy_set_name--+------------+-'      
                                     '-class_name-'        
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the policy domain associated with the management class to query. This parameter is optional. You can use
wildcard characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, management classes in all policy
domains are queried. You must specify this parameter when querying an explicitly named management class.

policy_set_name
Specifies the policy set associated with the management class to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, management classes in all policy sets are
queried. You must specify this parameter when querying an explicitly named management class.

class_name
Specifies the management class to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name.
If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all management classes are queried.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display information for all management classes

Query all management classes for all policy domains. Create the output in standard format. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query mgmtclass

Policy       Policy       Mgmt         Default     Description 
Domain       Set Name     Class        Mgmt 
Name                      Name         Class ? 
---------    ---------    ---------    ---------   ------------------ 
EMPLOYEE-    ACTIVE       ACTIVEFI-    Yes         Modified default 
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 _RECORDS                  LES                      management class 
EMPLOYEE-    HOLIDAY      ACTIVEFI-    Yes         Modified default 
 _RECORDS                  LES                      management class 
EMPLOYEE-    HOLIDAY      FILEHIST-    No          Test modified 
 _RECORDS                  ORY                      management class 
EMPLOYEE-    VACATION     ACTIVEFI-    Yes         Original default 
 _RECORDS                  LES                      management class 
EMPLOYEE-    VACATION     FILEHIST-    No          Test modified 
 _RECORDS                  ORY                      management class 
PROG1        SUMMER       MCLASS1      No          Technical Support 
                                                    Mgmt Class 
PROG2        SUMMER       MCLASS1      No          Technical Support 
                                                    Mgmt Class 
STANDARD     ACTIVE       STANDARD     Yes         Installed default 
                                                    management class 
STANDARD     STANDARD     STANDARD     Yes         Installed default 
                                                    management class

To display information about management classes in a specific policy domain, for example the domain ENGPOLDOM, issue the
following command:

query mgmtclass engpoldom * *

Example: Display detailed information for a specific management class

Query the ACTIVEFILES management class that is assigned to the VACATION policy set of the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy
domain. Create the output in detailed format. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query mgmtclass employee_records vacation  
activefiles format=detailed

             Policy Domain Name: EMPLOYEE_RECORDS 
                Policy Set Name: VACATION 
                Mgmt Class Name: ACTIVEFILES 
           Default Mgmt Class ?: Yes 
                    Description: Installed default management class 
     Space Management Technique: None 
        Auto-Migrate on Non-Use: 0 
     Migration Requires Backup?: Yes 
          Migration Destination: SPACEMGPOOL 
 Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
          Last Update Date/Time: 05/31/1998 13:15:45 
               Managing Profile: EMPLOYEE 
                Changes Pending: Yes

Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
The policy domain.

Policy Set Name
The policy set.

Mgmt Class Name
The management class.

Default Mgmt Class ?
Whether the management class is the default management class for the policy set.

Description
The description of the management class.

Space Management Technique
The space management technique for the management class, for IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients.

Auto-Migrate on Non-Use
The number of days that must elapse since a file was last accessed before it is eligible for automatic migration by IBM
Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients.

Migration Requires Backup?
Whether a backup version of a file must exist before a file can be migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
clients.

Migration Destination
The storage pool that is the destination for files migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients.

Last Update by (administrator)
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The administrator or server that most recently updated the management class. If this field contains
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the management class is associated with a domain that is managed by the configuration
manager.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the management class was most recently defined or updated.

Managing profile
The profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this management class.

Changes Pending
Whether or not changes are being made but not activated. Once the changes are activated, the field resets to No.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MGMTCLASS
Command Description

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS Changes the attributes of a management class.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings for
monitoring alerts and server status)

Use this command to display information about alert monitoring and server status settings.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query MONITORSEttings--------------------------------------->< 
 

Display monitoring settings

Display details about the monitoring settings. See Field descriptions for more details.

query monitorsettings 

Example output:

      
                                Monitor Status: On 
             Status Refresh Interval (Minutes): 5 
                      Status Retention (Hours): 48 
                        Monitor Message Alerts: On 
               Alert Update Interval (Minutes): 10 
                                Alert to Email: On 
          Send Alert Summary to Administrators: On 
                      Alert from Email Address: DJADMIN@MYDOMAIN.COM 
                               Alert SMTP Host: DJHOST.MYDOMAIN.COM 
                               Alert SMTP Port: 25 
               Alert Active Duration (Minutes): 480 
             Alert Inactive Duration (Minutes): 480 
               Alert Closed Duration (Minutes): 60 
                              Monitoring Admin: ADMIN 
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                               Monitored Group: MONGROUP 
                             Monitored Servers: SERVER2 
             At-Risk Interval for Applications: 24 
    Skipped files as At-Risk for Applications?: Yes 
         At-Risk Interval for Virtual Machines: 24 
Skipped files as At-Risk for Virtual Machines?: Yes 
                  At-Risk Interval for Systems: 24 
         Skipped files as At-Risk for Systems?: Yes 
                         Deployment Repository: /source/packages/deploy 
                   Maximum Deployment Packages: 4
                    Deployment Package Manager: On

Field descriptions

Monitor Status
Specifies whether alert monitoring on the server is enabled or disabled.

Status Refresh Interval (Minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes between intervals that the monitoring server gathers event data.

Status Retention (Hours)
Specifies the number of hours that status monitoring indicators are retained.

Monitor Message Alerts
Specifies whether alerts are sent to administrators by email.

Alert Update Interval (Minutes)
Specifies the length of time, in minutes, that the alert monitor waits before the alert is updated and pruned on the server.

Alert to Email
Specifies whether alerts are sent to administrators by email.

Send Alert Summary to Administrators
Specifies the administrators that receive a summary of existing alerts on the server in an email.

Alert from Email Address
Specifies the email address of the sender.

Alert SMTP Host
Specifies the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) host mail server that is used to send alerts by email.

Alert SMTP Port
Specifies the SMTP mail server port that is used to send alerts by email.

Alert Active Duration (Minutes)
Specifies how long, in minutes, an alert remains active.

Alert Inactive Duration (Minutes)
Specifies how long, in minutes, an alert remains inactive.

Alert Closed Duration (Minutes)
Specifies how long, in minutes, an alert remains closed before it is deleted from the server.

Monitoring Admin
Specifies the name of the monitoring administrator that is used to connect to the servers in the monitored group.

Monitored Group
Specifies the name of the monitored server group.

Monitored Servers
Specifies the names of the servers in the monitored server group. The monitor settings might be different on each
monitored server. If so, issue the query command for each server to display the monitoring settings.

At-Risk Interval for Applications
Specifies how long, in hours, an applications client can log no activity before it is considered at-risk.

Skipped files as At-Risk for Applications?
Specifies that the server considers skipped files, by the client as a failure, and marks the client at-risk.

At-Risk Interval for Virtual Machines
Specifies how long, in hours, a virtual client can log no activity before it is considered at-risk.

Skipped files as At-Risk for Virtual Machines?
Specifies that the server considers skipped files, by the client as a failure and marks the client at-risk.

At-Risk Interval for Systems
Specifies how long, in hours, a systems client can log no activity before it is considered at-risk.

Skipped files as At-Risk for Systems?
Specifies that the server considers skipped files, by the client as a failure, and marks the client at-risk.

Deployment Repository
Specifies the location where client deployment packages are downloaded, and the location of the storage volumes that are
used for client deployment packages.

Maximum Deployment Packages
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Specifies the maximum number of client deployment packages that are stored in the deployment repository for each
product version.

Deployment Package Manager
Specifies whether the deployment package manager queries the FTP site for new deployment packages and downloads
new packages as they become available.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MONITORSETTINGS
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

DELETE GRPMEMBER (Delete a server from a server group) Deletes a server from a server group.

DELETE SERVER (Delete a server definition) Deletes the definition of a server.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off) Specifies whether alert monitoring is set to on or off.

SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY (Set the download path for client
deployment packages)

Specifies the location where client deployment packages are
downloaded.

SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS (Set the maximum number of client
deployment packages to store)

Specifies the maximum number of client deployment packages
that are downloaded and stored on the server.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status)
Use this command to display monitoring messages that are within the defined status retention period.

You can limit the output to a specified status, such as only messages with a status of active. If you do not specify any parameters,
all messages are displayed.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                        .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query MONITORSTatus--+-------------------------+-------------> 
                        '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                     '-Detailed-'      
 
   .-Type--=--ACtive-------.                                    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+----> 
   '-Type--=--+-ALl------+-'  '-ACtivity--=--activity_name-'    
              +-ACtive---+                                      
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              '-Inactive-'                                      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+--->< 
   '-NAme--=--element_name-'  |            .-,-----------. |    
                              |            V             | |    
                              '-STatus--=----+-Normal--+-+-'    
                                             +-Warning-+        
                                             '-Error---'        
 

Parameters

Format
Specifies the amount of information that is displayed. The default value is STANDARD. Specify one of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that only partial information is displayed for the specified messages.

Detailed
Specifies that all information is displayed for the specified messages.

Type
This parameter restricts the output to only messages with the specified type value. Specify one of the following values:

ALl
Displays all information.

ACtive
Displays all active messages. This is the default value.

Inactive
Displays all inactive messages.

ACtivity
Specifies the activity that you want to query. See the DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD command for details on available
activities to query.

NAme
Specifies the name that you want to query. The NAME value refers to the name of the element with the specified activity.
For example, a status indicator that contains information about a storage pool that is called backuppool has the NAME set
to BACKUPPOOL.

STatus
Specifies the status of the messages that you want to query. You can specify multiple status values in a list by separating
the values with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, information for all
status values is displayed. Specify one of the following values:

Normal
Displays all messages with a normal status.

Warning
Displays all messages with a warning status.

Error
Displays all messages with an error status.

Display monitoring settings

Display details about the monitoring status.

Query MONITORStatus type=active 

Example output:

          Server Name: SERVER1 
        Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
        Activity Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND FILE STORAGE 
         Element Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND FILE STORAGE 
Element Numeric Value: 0 
 Element String Value: 
        Element State: NORMAL 
 
          Server Name: SERVER1 
        Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
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        Activity Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND FILE STORAGE 
         Element Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND FILE STORAGE 
Element Numeric Value: 0 
 Element String Value: 
        Element State: NORMAL 
 
          Server Name: SERVER1 
        Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
        Activity Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
         Element Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
Element Numeric Value: 0 
 Element String Value: 
        Element State: NORMAL 
 
          Server Name: SERVER1 
        Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
        Activity Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
         Element Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
Element Numeric Value: 0 
 Element String Value: 
        Element State: NORMAL

Display monitoring settings

Display details about the monitoring status.

query monitorstatus f=d type=active

Example output:

                       Server Name: SERVER1 
                     Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
                     Activity Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND 
                                    FILE STORAGE 
                      Element Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND 
                                    FILE STORAGE 
             Element Numeric Value: 0 
              Element String Value: 
                     Element State: NORMAL 
                   Element Details: 
         Primary Repair Suggestion: 
 First Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
Second Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
 
                       Server Name: SERVER1 
                     Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
                     Activity Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND 
                                    FILE STORAGE 
                      Element Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY DISK AND 
                                    FILE STORAGE 
             Element Numeric Value: 0 
              Element String Value: 
                     Element State: NORMAL 
                   Element Details: 
         Primary Repair Suggestion: 
 First Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
Second Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
 
                       Server Name: SERVER1 
                     Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
                     Activity Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
                      Element Name: CAPACITY OF PRIMARY TAPE STORAGE 
             Element Numeric Value: 0 
              Element String Value: 
                     Element State: NORMAL 
                   Element Details: 
         Primary Repair Suggestion: 
 First Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
Second Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
 
                       Server Name: SERVER1 
                     Activity Date: 03/05/2013 15:57:37 
                     Activity Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY 
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                                    TAPE STORAGE 
                      Element Name: USED CAPACITY OF PRIMARY 
                                    TAPE STORAGE 
             Element Numeric Value: 0 
              Element String Value: 
                     Element State: NORMAL 
                   Element Details: 
         Primary Repair Suggestion: 
 First Alternate Repair Suggestion: 
Second Alternate Repair Suggestion:

Field descriptions

Server Name
The name of the server.

Activity Date
The last date and time activity was reported.

Activity Name
The name of the activity.

Element Name
The name of the element.

Element Numeric Value
The numeric value of the element.

Element String Value
The string value of the element.

Element State
The state of the element.

Element Details
The detailed information of the element.

Primary Repair Suggestion
The primary repair suggestion.

First Alternate Repair Suggestion
The repair suggestion to follow if the primary suggestion is not adequate.

Second Alternate Repair Suggestion
The repair suggestion to follow if the primary and first alternate suggestions are not adequate.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MONITORSTATUS
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.
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QUERY MOUNT (Display information on mounted sequential access
volumes)

Use this command to display information about the status of one or more sequential access volumes that are mounted.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                .-*-----------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query MOunt--+-------------+--+-------------------------+--->< 
                '-volume_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                              '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name
Specifies the name of the mounted sequential access volume. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This
parameter is optional. The default is all mounted volumes.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: List all mounted sequential volumes

Display information on all mounted sequential media volumes.

query mount

ANR8330I 3590 volume D6W992 is mounted R/O 
in drive RMT1(/dev/rmt1), status: IN USE. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found. 
ANR8331I 8MMTAPE volume WPD000 is mounted R/W 
in drive 8MM.1 (/dev/mt0), status: DISMOUNTING. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found.

ANR8330I 3590 volume D6W992 is mounted R/O 
in drive RMT1/dev/IBMtape1, status: IN USE. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found. 
ANR8331I 8MMTAPE volume WPD000 is mounted R/W 
in drive 8MM.1 (/dev/tsmscsi/mt0), status: DISMOUNTING. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found.

ANR8330I 3590 volume D6W992 is mounted R/O 
in drive RMT1(/dev/rmt1), status: IN USE. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found. 
ANR8331I 8MMTAPE volume WPD000 is mounted R/W 
in drive 8MM.1 (mt3.0.0.0), status: DISMOUNTING. 
ANR8334I  1 volumes found.

Remember:
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1. If the status of a volume is full or if its access mode is read-only (R/O), the mount mode of the volume is R/O. To determine
the status and access mode of a volume, issue the QUERY VOLUME FORMAT=DETAILED command. If a volume can be
written to (that is, the status is filling or empty), the mount mode of the volume is read/write (R/W), even if it is only being
read.

2. In a storage pool that is associated with the FILE or CENTERA device type, the server can complete concurrent multiple
read-access and one write-access to the same volume. As a result, a volume in a storage pool with a device type of FILE or
CENTERA can appear to be mounted more than once.

3. In the message ANR8448I, the drive name is listed as UNKNOWN for volumes of the FILE device type with a non-shared
device class. The reason is that no drive is associated with the volumes; drive names are shown in the file-based library.

4. If you issue the QUERY MOUNT command while the drive is being cleaned, the command output continues to show a
DISMOUNTING status for the dismounted volume until the cleaning completes.

Example: Display detailed information about mounted sequential volumes

Display details about mounted volumes.

query mount format=detailed

ANR2017I Administrator SERVER_CONSOLE issued command: QUERY 
MOUNT format=detailed 
ANR8487I Mount point in device class FILE is waiting for the 
volume mount to 
complete -- owning server: SERVER1, status: WAITING FOR VOLUME 
(session: 0, process: 1). 
ANR8488I LTO volume 015005L4 is mounted R/W in drive IBMVTL1 
(/dev/rmt37) -- owning 
server: SERVER1, status: IN USE (session: 0, process: 2). 
ANR8486I Mount point in device class FILE is reserved -- owning 
server: SERVER1, 
status: RESERVED (session: 5, process: 0). 
ANR8334I         3 matches found.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY MOUNT
Command Description

DISMOUNT VOLUME Dismounts a sequential, removable volume by the volume
name.

REPLY Allows a request to continue processing.

QUERY NASBACKUP (Query NAS backup images)
Use this command to display information about the file system image objects that have been backed up for a specific NAS node
and file space. You can only use this command to display objects that were backed up for a NAS node using NDMP.

The server displays all matching objects, the dates that these objects were backed up, and information about a table of contents
(TOC) for the object.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query NASBAckup--node_name--filespace_name-------------------> 
 
   .-BEGINDate--=--TODAY - 7-.  .-BEGINTime--=--00:00:00-.    
>--+-------------------------+--+------------------------+------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date------'  '-BEGINTime--=--time-----'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--TODAY-.  .-ENDTime--=--23:59:59-.    
>--+-------------------+--+----------------------+--------------> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date--'  '-ENDTime--=--time-----'    
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   .-TYPE--=--BACKUPImage-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-TYPE--=--+-BACKUPImage-+-'    
              '-SNAPMirror--'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the NAS node for which backup objects are displayed. You cannot use wildcards to specify this name.

filespace_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the file space for which backup objects are displayed. You can use wildcards to specify this name.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date to select the backup objects to display. All backup objects that were created on or after the
specified date are displayed. The default is seven days prior to the current date. You can use this parameter with the
BEGINTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. This parameter is optional.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/2002

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY –7 or –7.

To display information about the image objects that
have been created a week ago, you can specify
BEGINDATE=TODAY-7 or BEGINDATE= -7.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time to select the backup objects to display. All backup objects created on or after the specified
time display. This parameter is optional. The default is midnight (00:00:00) on the date specified for the BEGINDATE.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date

10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW+3 or BEGINTIME=+3, the
server displays image objects with a time of
12:00 or later on the begin date.
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Value Description Example

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW-04:00 or -04:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTime=NOW-3:30 or BEGINTime= -3:30,
the server displays image objects with a time of
5:30 or later on the begin date.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date used to select the backup objects to be displayed. All backup objects created on or before the
specified date are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is the current date. You can use this parameter with
the ENDTIME parameter to specify an ending date and time.
You can specify the date using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/2002

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days you can
specify is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To display information created up to yesterday, you
can specify ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or simply
ENDDATE= -1.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time used to select the backup objects to be displayed. All backup objects created on or before the
specified time are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is 23:59:59. You can use this parameter with the
ENDDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time.
You can specify the time using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW+3:00 or ENDTIME= +3:00, the
server displays image objects with a time of 12:00
or later on the end date you specify.

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW-3:30 or ENDTIME= -3:30, the
server displays image objects with a time of 5:30
or later on the end date you specify.

TYPE
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Specifies the type of NDMP backup images for which you want to display information. The default value for this parameter
is BACKUPIMAGE. Other image types represent backup methods that might be specific to a particular file server. Possible
values are:

BACKUPImage
Specifies that the output should show only the standard NAS base and differential images. This is the default value
for this parameter.

SNAPMirror
Specifies whether to display information about NetApp SnapMirror images. SnapMirror images are block-level full-
backup images of a file system. A SnapMirror image can only be restored to a file system that has been prepared as a
SnapMirror target volume. Refer to the documentation that came with your NetApp file server for more information.
This parameter is valid for NetApp and IBM N-Series file servers only.

Example:

Issue the QUERY NASBACKUP command to display information about a node, nas1, and a filespace, /vol/vol1.

query nasbackup nas1 /vol/vol1 

Node  Filespace Object      Object  Creation   Has       Mgmt      Image      
Name  Name      Type        Size    Date       Table of  Class     Storage    
                (MB)        (MB)    Contents   Contents  Name      Pool       
                                               (TOC)               Name       
----- --------  ---------   -----   ---------- --------  --------  --------   
NAS1  vol/vol1  Full image  1050.5  10/22/2002  YES      DEFAULT   NASBACKUPS 
                                     10:50:57                                 
NAS1  vol/vol1  Differential  9.1   10/22/2002  YES      DEFAULT   NASBACKUPS 
                image                 11:03:21                                    
NAS1  vol/vol1  Full image  1050.5  10/22/2006  YES      STANDARD  FILEPOOL   
                                     10:43:00                                     
NAS1  vol/vol1  Differential  9.1   10/25/2006  YES      STANDARD  FILEPOOL   
                image                 11:53:21                                   

Example:

Issue the QUERY NASBACKUP command to display information about all NetApp SnapMirror to Tape images for a node, nas2, and
a filespace, /vol/vol2.

query nasbackup nas2 /vol/vol2 type=snapmirror 

Node  Filespace Object      Object  Creation    Mgmt Class  Image 
Name  Name      Type        Size    Date        Name        Storage 
                            (MB)                            Pool Name 
----- --------  --------–-  ----—-  ----------  ---------   -------–- 
NAS2  vol/vol2  SnapMirror  1050.5  04/02/2008  STANDARD    MYPOOL 
                                     10:50:57 
NAS2  vol/vol2  SnapMirror  1450.5  04/02/2008  STANDARD    MYPOOL 
                                     11:03:21

Field descriptions

Node Name
The name of the client node.

Filespace Name
The name of the filespace.

Object Type
The type of object backed up.

Object Size (MB)
The size of the object in megabytes.

Creation Date
The date the backup was created.

Mgmt Class Name
The name of the management class.

Image Storage Pool Name
The name of the storage where the backup resides.
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY NASBACKUP
Command Description

BACKUP NODE Backs up a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

BACKUP NAS (IBM Spectrum Protect™ client command) Creates a backup of NAS node data.

QUERY TOC Displays details about the table of contents for a specified
backup image.

RESTORE NODE Restores a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

QUERY NODE (Query nodes)
Use this command to view information about one or more registered nodes.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
               .-*---------.                                    
>>-Query Node--+-----------+--+----------------------------+----> 
               '-node_name-'  |            .-,-----------. |    
                              |            V             | |    
                              '-DOmain--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 
                                     .-Type--=--Client-----.    
>--+------------------------------+--+---------------------+--->< 
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'  '-Type--=--+-Client-+-'    
                        '-LDap--'               +-NAS----+      
                                                +-Server-+      
                                                '-Any----'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. All matching
client nodes are queried. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all client nodes are queried. The parameter is
optional.

DOmain
Specifies a list of policy domains that limit the client node query. Only nodes that are assigned to one of the specified policy
domains are displayed. This parameter is optional. Separate the items in the list by commas, with no intervening spaces.
You can use wildcard characters to specify a domain. All clients that are assigned to a matching domain are displayed. If
you do not specify a value for this parameter, all policy domains are included in the query.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. You can specify one
of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified client nodes.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified client nodes.

Type
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Specifies the type of node to include in the query results. The parameter is optional. The default value is CLIENT. You can
specify one of the following values:

Any
Specifies any type of node.

Client
Specifies client nodes that are backup-archive clients, IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients, or
application clients.

NAS
Specifies NAS nodes.

Server
Specifies client nodes that are other servers.

Authentication
Specifies the password authentication method for the node.

LOcal
Display those nodes that authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

LDap
Display those nodes that authenticate to an LDAP directory server. The node password is case-sensitive.

Example: Display information about registered client nodes

Display information about all registered client nodes.

query node

Node Name   Platform  Policy Domain  Days Since  Days Since  Locked? 
                      Name                 Last    Password  
                                         Access         Set          
---------   --------  --------        ---------   ---------- ------- 
CLIENT1     AIX       STANDARD               6            6    No 
GEORGE      AIX       STANDARD               1            1    No 
JANET       AIX       STANDARD               1            1    No 
JARED       Linux86   STANDARD               1            1    No 
JOE2        Mac       STANDARD              <1           <1    No 
TOMC        WinNT     STANDARD               1            1    No

Example: Displayed detailed information about a client node

Display complete information about the client node named Joe.

query node joe format=detailed

                             Node Name: JOE 
                              Platform: WinNT 
                       Client OS Level: 4.00 
                        Client Version: Version 5, Release 4, 
                                        Level 0.0 
                   Application Version: Version 6, Release 4, 
                                        Level 0.4 
                    Policy Domain Name: STANDARD 
                 Last Access Date/Time: 09/24/2012 18:55:46 
                Days Since Last Access: 6 
                Password Set Date/Time: 09/24/2012 18:26:43 
               Days Since Password Set: 6 
                 Invalid Sign-on Count: 0 
                               Locked?: No 
                               Contact:  
                           Compression: Client 
               Archive Delete Allowed?: Yes 
                Backup Delete Allowed?: No 
                Registration Date/Time: 09/24/2012 18:26:43 
             Registering Administrator: SERVER_CONSOLE 
        Last Communication Method Used: Tcp/Ip 
           Bytes Received Last Session: 108,731 
               Bytes Sent Last Session: 698 
              Duration of Last Session: 0.00 
           Pct. Idle Wait Last Session: 0.00 
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          Pct. Comm. Wait Last Session: 0.00 
          Pct. Media Wait Last Session: 0.00 
                             Optionset:  
                                   URL: http://joe.host.name:1581 
                             Node Type: Client 
            Password Expiration Period: 60 
                     Keep Mount Point?: No 
          Maximum Mount Points Allowed: 2 
                 Auto Filespace Rename: No 
                     Validate Protocol: No 
                           TCP/IP Name:   
                        TCP/IP Address: 9.11.153.39 
                    Globally Unique ID: 11.9c.54.e0.8a.b5.11.d6.b3. 
                                        c3.00.06.29.45.cl 
                 Transaction Group Max: 0 
                       Data Write Path: ANY 
                        Data Read Path: ANY  
                    Session Initiation: ClientOrServer 
                    High-level Address:  
                     Low-level Address: 1501 
                Collocation Group Name: 
                      Proxynode Target: 
                       Proxynode Agent: 
                           Node Groups: 
                         Email Address: 
                         Deduplication: ServerOnly

              Users allowed to back up: ALL 
                     Replication State: Enabled 
                      Replication Mode: Send 
               Backup Replication Rule: DEFAULT 
              Archive Replication Rule: ALL_DATA 
     Space Management Replication Rule: None 
            Replication Primary Server: PRODSERVER1 
             Last Replicated to Server: DRSERVER1 
                   Client OS Name: WIN: Windows XP 
         Client Processor Architecture: x86 
             Client Products Installed: WIN, FCM, VE 
                 Client Target Version:  
                    Version 6, Release 2, Level 0.0 
                        Authentication: Local 
                          SSL Required: No 
                      Session Security: Strict 
                      Transport Method: TLS 1.2 
                   Split Large Objects: Yes 
                          At-risk type: Default interval 
                      At-risk interval: 
                           Utility URL: 
 Replication Recovery of Damaged Files: Yes 
                        Decommissioned:  
                   Decommissioned Date: 

Field descriptions

Node Name
The name of the client node.

Platform
The operating system of the client node, as of the last time that the client node contacted the server. A question mark (?) is
displayed until the client node first accesses the server and reports its operating system type.

Client OS Level
The level of the operating system for the client as of the last time that the client node contacted the server.

Client Version
The version of the client that is installed on the client node.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Application Version
The version of the Data Protection for VMware client.

Policy Domain Name
The assigned policy domain of the client node.

Last Access Date/Time
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The last date and time that the client node accessed the server.
Days Since Last Access

The number of days that elapsed since the last time that the client node accessed the server.
Password Set Date/Time

The date and time that the password was set for the client node.
Days Since Password Set

The number of days that elapsed since the password was set for the client node.
Invalid Sign-on Count

The number of invalid sign-on attempts that were made since the last successful sign-on. This count can be non-zero only
when the invalid password limit (SET INVALIDPWLIMIT) is greater than zero. When the number of invalid attempts equals
the limit that is set by the SET INVALIDPWLIMIT command, the node is locked out of the system.

Locked?
Whether the client node is locked out of IBM Spectrum Protect.

Contact
Any contact information for the client node.

Compression
Whether compression is enabled on the client node.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Archive Delete Allowed?
Whether the client node can delete its own archive files.

Backup Delete Allowed?
Whether the client node can delete its own backup files.

Registration Date/Time
The date and time that the client node was registered.

Registering Administrator
The name of the administrator that registered the client node.

Last Communication Method Used
The communication method that was last used by the client node to contact the server.

Bytes Received Last Session
The number of bytes received by the server during the last client node session.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Bytes Sent Last Session
The number of bytes sent to the client node.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Duration of Last Session
How long the most recent client node session lasted, in seconds.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Pct. Idle Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time that the client was not running any functions.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Pct. Comm. Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time that the client waited for a communication response from the server.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Pct. Media Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time that the client waited for a removable volume to be mounted.

This field does not apply to NAS nodes.

Optionset
The name of the client option set.

URL
The URL of the IBM Spectrum Protect web client that is configured on the client system. You can use the URL in a web
browser and in the Operations Center to remotely manage the client node.
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Node Type
The type of client node. One of the following values is possible:

Client: a backup-archive client, an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client, or an application client
Server: an IBM Spectrum Protect server
NAS: a NAS file server

Password Expiration Period
The password expiration period of the client node.

Keep Mount Point?
Whether the client node retains a mount point during a session.

Maximum Mount Points Allowed
The number of mount points that a client node can use on the server for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
migration and for backup and archive operations. This parameter does not apply to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER. If
a client node was registered to a server at Version 3.7 or later, the value is 0-999, depending on the value that is set with
the MAXNUMMP parameter of the REGISTER NODE command. If the client node was registered under previous versions of
the server and the MAXNUMMP parameter was not explicitly set by using the UPDATE NODE command, the value is set to
NOLIMIT. The MAXNUMMP value is not evaluated or enforced during client data read operations such as restore, retrieve,
and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management recall. However, mount points in use for data read operations are
evaluated against attempted concurrent data store operations for the same client node. This evaluation might prevent the
data store operations from acquiring mount points.

Auto Filespace Rename
Whether IBM Spectrum Protect prompts the client to rename file spaces when the client system upgrades to a client that
supports Unicode. This field is valid only for client systems that use Windows, Macintosh OS X, or NetWare operating
systems.

Validate Protocol (deprecated)

Whether the client has data validation enabled. If the client has data validation enabled, this field specifies whether IBM
Spectrum Protect validates only the file data or all data, which includes file metadata. You can enable data validation by
using the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE NODE command. This field is deprecated.

TCP/IP Name
The host name of the client node as of the last time that the client node contacted the server. The field is blank if the client
software does not support reporting this information to the server.

TCP/IP Address
The TCP/IP address of the client node as of the last time that the client node contacted the server. The field is blank if the
client software does not support reporting this information to the server.

Globally Unique ID
The globally unique identifier (GUID) as of the last time that the client node contacted the server. This GUID identifies the
host computer on which the node is located.

Transaction Group Max
Specifies the number of files per transaction committed that are transferred between a client and a server. Client
performance might be improved by using a larger value for this option.

Data Write Path
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the client sends data to the server, storage agent, or both, during storage
operations. If a path is unavailable, the node cannot send any data.

Data transfer path options are ANY, LAN, or LAN-free.

Data Read Path
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the server, storage agent, or both, read data for a client, during operations
such as restore or retrieve. If a path is unavailable, data cannot be read.

Data transfer path options are ANY, LAN, or LAN-free.

Session Initiation
Controls whether the server or client initiates sessions. The following two options are available:

ClientOrServer
Serveronly

High-level Address
Specifies the client IP address that the server contacts to initiate scheduled events when SESSIONINITIATION is set to
SERVERONLY.
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Low-level Address
Specifies the client port number on which the client listens for sessions from the server when SESSIONINITIATION is set to
SERVERONLY.

Collocation Group Name
Specifies the name of the collocation group to which a node belongs. If a node does not belong to a collocation group, this
field is blank.
Tip: If the node contains file spaces that are members of a file space collocation group, this field is left blank. You can find
file space names by issuing the QUERY FILESPACE command.

Proxynode Target
Specifies which nodes are proxy nodes (agents) for other nodes, in a space-separated list. If there are no nodes in that type
of association, this field is blank.

Proxynode Agent
Specifies the originating (target) node name for a proxy node session, in a space separated list. If there are no nodes in that
type of association, this field is blank.

Node Groups
Specifies the name of the node group to which a node belongs. If a node does not belong to a node group, this field is blank.

Email Address
Specifies the email address of the client node.

Deduplication
The location where data is deduplicated. The value ServerOnly specifies that data stored by this node can be deduplicated
on the server only. The Clientorserver value specifies that data stored by this node can be deduplicated on either the client
or the server.

Users allowed to back up
Specifies whether a non-root user ID or only a root user ID can back up files to the server. ALL

indicates all users, while ROOT indicates that just the root user ID can back up files to the server. This output is not
available if the client node operating system is considered a single-user operating system.

Replication State
Indicates whether the node is enabled for replication. The following values are possible:

Enabled
The node is configured for replication and ready to replicate.

Disabled
The node is configured for replication but is not ready to replicate.

None
The node is not configured for replication.

Replication Mode
Indicates whether the node is configured as the source of or target for replicated data. If this field is blank, the node is not
configured for replication. The following values are possible:

Send
The node is configured as the source of data for replication.

Receive
The node is configured as the target of data for replication.

SyncSend
The data that belongs to the node is to be synchronized with the node data that is on the target replication server.
Synchronization applies only to nodes whose data was imported from a source replication server and imported to
the target replication server. Synchronization occurs during replication.

SyncReceive
The data that belongs to the node is to be synchronized with the node data that is on the source replication server.
Synchronization applies only to nodes whose data was imported from a source replication server and imported to
the target replication server. Synchronization occurs during replication.

None
The node is not configured for replication.

Replication Primary Server
Specifies the source replication server for the client node.

Backup Replication Rule
Archive Replication Rule
Space Management Replication Rule

The replication rule that applies to back up, archive, and space-managed data that belongs to the node. The following
values are possible:
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ALL_DATA
Replicates backup, archive, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates active backup data. The data is replicated with normal priority.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on
the target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates backup, archive, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with high priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

DEFAULT
Replicates backup, archive, or space-managed data according to the domain rule for the data type.

NONE
No data is replicated. For example, if the replication rule for archive data is NONE, archive data that belongs to the
node is not replicated.

Last Replicated to Server
Specifies the name of the server that the node was last replicated to and the name of the server that the client fails over to
during restore operations.

Client OS Name
The operating system of the client. The client deployment wizard uses this information to deploy a package to the client.
This field is reported only for IBM Spectrum Protect clients at V6.2.0.0 and later.

Client Processor Architecture
The client architecture. The client deployment wizard uses this value to determine which package to deploy when the client
is being updated. This field is reported only for IBM Spectrum Protect clients at V6.2.0.0 and later.

Client Products Installed
The products that are on the node. The following products might be listed:

BA (Backup-Archive Client)
VE (Virtual Environments)
FCM (FlashCopy® Manager)

Client Target Version
The version of the client that is installed at a time that is scheduled through the DEFINE SCHEDULE or UPDATE SCHEDULE
command. This field is reported only for IBM Spectrum Protect clients at V6.2.0.0 and later.

Authentication
Specifies the password authentication method: LOCAL, LDAP, or LDAP (pending).

Authentication Target
Authentication
Method

IBM Spectrum Protect server LOCAL

LDAP directory server LDAP

This node is configured to authenticate with an LDAP directory server, but the node did not yet
authenticate.

LDAP (pending)

SSL Required (deprecated)

Specifies whether the security setting for the node requires the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. Values can be YES,
NO, or Default. You must have system level authority to update the node SSLREQUIRED setting. This field is deprecated.

Session Security
Specifies the level of session security that is enforced for the node. Values can be STRICT or TRANSITIONAL.

Transport Method
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Specifies the transport method that was last used for the specified node. Values can be TLS 1.2, TLS 1.1, or NONE. A
question mark (?) is displayed until a successful authentication is completed.

Split Large Objects
Specifies whether large objects that are stored by this node are automatically split into smaller pieces, by the server, to
optimize server processing. Yes indicates that the server splits large objects (over 10 GB) into smaller pieces when stored
by a client node. No indicates that this process is bypassed. The default value is Yes.

At-risk type
Specifies the at-risk evaluation type. Values can be Default, Bypassed, or Custom. Default indicates that the node is
evaluated with the same interval that was specified for the nodes classification by the SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL
command. Bypassed indicates that the node is not evaluated for at-risk status by the status monitor. Custom indicates that
the node is evaluated with the interval that was specified by the SET NODEATRISKINTERVAL command, rather than the
interval that was specified by the SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

At-risk interval
Specifies the number of hours between two client backup activities, or two replication activities, after which the status
monitor indicates that the activity is at risk. This field contains a value only when the At-risk type field contains the
value of Custom.

Utility URL
Specifies the address of the IBM Spectrum Protect client management services that are configured on the client system.
This URL is used by the Operations Center to access client log files so that you can remotely diagnose client issues from the
Operations Center.

Replication Recovery of Damaged Files
Specifies whether damaged files can be recovered for this node from a target replication server.

Decommissioned
Specifies whether the client node is decommissioned. The following values are possible:

YES
Specifies that the node is decommissioned.

Null value
Specifies that the node is not decommissioned.

PENDING
Specifies that the node is being decommissioned, or the decommission process failed.

Tip: If you want to determine the status of a pending decommission process, follow the instructions in Decommissioning a
client node.

Decommissioned Date
Specifies the date that the client node was decommissioned.

Example: Display information about node roles

The example output is only a portion of the full display.

query node alvin f=d

                  Proxynode Agent: 
                      Node Groups: 
                    Email Address: 
                    Deduplication: ServerOnly 
         Users allowed to back up: All 
                             Role: Server 
                    Role Override: UseReported 
                 Processor Vendor: ORACLE 
                  Processor Brand: UltraSPARC-T2 
                   Processor Type: 4 
                  Processor Model: 
                  Processor Count: 1 
                       Hypervisor: 
                  API Application: NO 
                       Scan Error: NO 
                      MAC Address:

Field Descriptions

Role
The processor role as reported by the client.

Role Override
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The override value for role, which is specified with the UPDATE NODE command.
Processor Vendor

The processor vendor as reported by the client.
Processor Brand

The processor brand as reported by the client.

Processor Type
The processor type as reported by the client. This value specifies the number of processor cores that are used for PVU
calculation.

Processor Model
The processor model as reported by the client.

Processor Count
The processor count as reported by the client.

Hypervisor
The hypervisor as reported by the client.

API Application
The client indicator that the client is an API application.

Scan Error
The indicator of whether the latest scan for processor information might be failing and needs investigation.

MAC Address
MAC Address as reported by the client.

Example: View all nodes that authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server

If you want to view all nodes that authenticate locally, specify the following command:

query node * authentication=local

Node   Platform  Policy       Days Since   Days Since   Locked? 
Name             Domain Name  Last Access  Password Set 
_______________________________________________________________ 
NODE1  WinNT     STANDARD         3           3          No 
LOCAL  (?)       STANDARD         7           7          No

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY NODE
Command Description

LOCK NODE Prevents a client from accessing the server.

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

REMOVE REPLNODE Removes a node from replication.

RENAME NODE Changes the name for a client node.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

RESET PASSEXP Resets the password expiration for nodes or administrators.

SET INVALIDPWLIMIT Sets the number of invalid logon attempts before a node is
locked.

SET MINPWLENGTH Sets the minimum length for client passwords.
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Command Description

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

UNLOCK NODE Enables a locked user in a specific policy domain to access the
server.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

QUERY NODEDATA (Query client data in volumes)
Use this command to display information about the data for one or more nodes in a sequential access storage pool. QUERY
NODEDATA displays the name of the volume on which a node's data is written and the amount of space that is occupied by the
data on that volume. This information is useful when you determine how to group nodes into collocated storage pools.

Privilege class

Restriction: You cannot use this command to display information for container storage pools.

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                     .-,---------.                     
                     V           |                     
>>-Query NODEData--+---node_name-+----------------+-------------> 
                   '-COLLOCGroup--=--colloc_group-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+---------->< 
   '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'  '-VOLume--=--vol_name-'    
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node for which you want to locate data. You can specify one or more names. If you specify
multiple names, separate the names with commas; do not use intervening spaces. You can also use wildcard characters to
specify multiple names. You must specify either a node name or collocation group name, but not both.

COLLOCGroup
Specifies the name of the collocation group for which you want to locate data. You must specify either a node name or
collocation group name, but not both.
Important: If the amount of space that is needed to complete the query about a collocation group exceeds the SQL buffer
limit, the QUERY NODEDATA command can fail. If the command fails for this reason, issue the QUERY COLLOCGROUP
command to display a list of nodes in the group. Then, issue the QUERY NODEDATA command for each node in the group.

STGpool
Specifies the name of the sequential storage pool to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to
specify the names. If a wildcard matches the name of a disk storage pool, the name of the disk storage pool is ignored. If
you do not specify a value for this parameter, all sequential storage pools are queried.

VOLume
Specifies the volume that contains the data. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify multiple
names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all volumes in the storage pool are queried.

Use wildcards to display node data for a sequential access storage pool

Display information about where node data is stored in a sequential storage pool. Use a wildcard character to indicate node
names. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query nodedata e*

   Node Name   Volume Name                      Storage Pool  Physical 
                                                Name          Space 
                                                              Occupied 
                                                              (MB) 
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   ---------   ------------------------------   ------------  -------- 
   EDU_J2      E:\tsm\server\00000117.BFS       EDU512        0.01 
   EDU_J2      E:\tsm\server\00000122.BFS       EDU319        0.01 
   EDU_J3      E:\tsm\server\00000116.BFS       EDU512        0.01 
   EDU_J3      E:\tsm\server\00000120.BFS       EDU319        0.01 
   EDU_J7      E:\tsm\server\00000118.BFS       EDU512        0.04 
   EDU_J7      E:\tsm\server\00000123.BFS       EDU319        0.04 
   EDU_JJ1     E:\tsm\server\00000116.BFS       EDU512        0.01 
   EDU_JJ1     E:\tsm\server\00000121.BFS       EDU512        0.01

Display node data information for a specific collocation group

Display information about the location of node data in a sequential storage pool for a particular collocation group. In this example,
nodes EDU_J3 and EDU_JJ1 are the only members that belong to collocation group, grp1, and have data in a sequential access
storage pool.

query nodedata collocgroup=grp1

   Node Name   Volume Name                      Storage Pool  Physical 
                                                Name          Space 
                                                              Occupied 
                                                              (MB) 
   ---------   ------------------------------   ------------  -------- 
   EDU_J3      E:\tsm\server\00000116.BFS       EDU512        0.01 
   EDU_J3      E:\tsm\server\00000120.BFS       EDU319        0.01 
   EDU_JJ1     E:\tsm\server\00000116.BFS       EDU512        0.01 
   EDU_JJ1     E:\tsm\server\00000121.BFS       EDU512        0.01

If you specify a file space collocation group, only the volumes of the file spaces that belong to the collocation group are displayed.
If you specify a file space collocation group and a volume, the file space volumes within the collocation group that are also in the
specified volume are displayed.

Field descriptions

Node Name
Specifies the name of the node.

Volume Name
Specifies the name of the volume that contains the node data.

Storage Pool Name
Specifies the name of the storage pool in which the volume is located.

Physical Space Occupied (MB)
Specifies the amount of physical space that is occupied by the node's data. Physical space includes empty space within
aggregates, from which files might be deleted or expired.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY NODEDATA
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.
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Command Description

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

QUERY NODEGROUP (Query a node group)
Use this command to display the node groups defined on the server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*----------.    
>>-Query NODEGroup--+------------+------------------------------> 
                    '-group_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the node group to display. To specify multiple names, use a wildcard character. This parameter is
optional. The default is to display all node groups.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed. To display the members of the node group, you must specify
FORMAT=DETAILED.

Example: List node groups on the server

Display the node groups defined on the server. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query nodegroup

Node Group Name                Node Group Description 
--------------------------     ------------------------------ 
DEPT_ED                        Education department 
GROUP1                         Low cap client nodes.

Example: Display detailed node group information

Display complete information about all node groups and determine which client nodes belong to which node groups. See Field
descriptions for field descriptions.

query nodegroup format=detailed

               Node Group Name: DEPT_ED 
        Node Group Description: Education department 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2006 10:59:03 
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          Node Group Member(s): EDU_1 EDU_7 
         
               Node Group Name: GROUP1 
        Node Group Description: Low cap client nodes. 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/21/2006 10:59:16 
          Node Group Member(s): CHESTER REX NOAH JARED

Field descriptions

Node Group Name
The name of the node group.

Node Group Description
The description for the node group.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator that defined or most recently updated the node group.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that an administrator defined or most recently updated the node group.

Node Group Member(s)
The members of the node group.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY NODEGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

QUERY OCCUPANCY (Query client file spaces in storage pools)
Use this command to show where client file spaces are stored and how much space they occupy.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*--*---------------------------.    
>>-Query OCCupancy--+--------------------------------+----------> 
                    |            .-*---------------. |    
                    '-node_name--+-----------------+-'    
                                 '-file_space_name-'      
 
>--+-----------------------+------------------------------------> 
   '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
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   .-Type--=--ANY---------.  .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+----------------------+--+--------------------------+-------> 
   '-Type--=--+-ANY-----+-'  '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
              +-Backup--+                   +-UNIcode-+      
              +-Archive-+                   '-FSID----'      
              '-SPacem--'                                    
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the node that owns the file spaces that you want to locate. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all nodes are queried.

file_space_name
Specifies the file space that you want to locate. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify
names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all file spaces are queried. You must specify a node name if you
specify a file space name.

For a server that has clients with Unicode support, you might need to have the server convert the file space name that you
enter. For example, you might need to have the server convert the name that you enter from the server's code page to
Unicode. See the NAMETYPE parameter for details. If you do not specify a file space name or specify only a single wildcard
character for the name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or non-Unicode
file spaces.

STGpool
Specifies the storage pool to query for files from the specified file space. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage pools are queried.

DEVclass
Specifies the device class that is associated with the devices where the file spaces are stored. This parameter is optional.
You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, storage pools that are
associated with any device class are queried.

Type
Specifies the types of files to query in the file spaces. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. Possible values
are:

ANY
Specifies that all types of files are queried: back up versions of files, archived copies of files, and files that are
migrated from IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients.

Backup
Specifies that backup files are queried.

Archive
Specifies that archive files are queried.

SPacem
Specifies that space-managed files (files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
client) are queried.

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with Unicode support. A backup-archive client with Unicode support is available only for Windows, Macintosh
OS 9, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare. Use this parameter only when you specify a partly or fully qualified file space name.

The default value is SERVER. Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the actual characters in the names and the server's code page. Conversion can fail if the
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string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has a problem accessing
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

CODEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. Use this parameter only when you enter
a single wildcard character for the file space name or when you do not specify any file space name.

The default value is BOTH, which means that the file spaces are included regardless of code page type. Possible values are:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are only Unicode enabled.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not only Unicode enabled.

BOTH
Include file spaces regardless of code page type.

Example: Display file spaces assigned to a specific node

Display information about where all file spaces assigned to the node named DAISY are stored. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query occupancy daisy

Node    Type  Filespace   FSID  Storage   Number   Physical   Logical 
Name          Name              Pool      of       Space      Space 
                                Name      Files    Occupied   Occupied 
                                                   (MB)       (MB) 
------- ----  ---------- -----  --------  -------- -------    -------- 
 DAISY  Bkup  DRIVED       1    COPYFILE     38     0.45       0.42

Example: Display file spaces assigned to a specific node with a backup file type

Display information about the file spaces that belong to the node WAYNE, and that have a backup file type. See Field descriptions
for field descriptions.

query occupancy wayne type=backup

 Node   Type  Filespace FSID   Storage     Number  Physical   Logical 
 Name         Name             Pool        of      Space      Space 
                               Name        Files   Occupied   Occupied 
                                                   (MB)       (MB) 
 ------ ----- --------- -----  ----------- ------- ---------  -------- 
 WAYNE  Bkup  DWG1        1    BACKUPPOOL1 2,330   53.19      50.01 
 WAYNE  Bkup  OS2C        2    BACKUPPOOL1 1,554   32.00      31.30

Field descriptions

Node Name
The node that owns the file space. If the node was previously deleted, the node name DELETED is displayed.

Type
The type of data. Possible values are:

Arch
Data that has been archived.

Bkup
Data that has been backed up.

SpMg
Data that has been migrated from an IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client.

Filespace Name

The name of the file space that belongs to the node.

If the file space was previously deleted, the file space name DELETED is displayed.
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File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

Storage Pool Name
The storage pool where the file space is located.

Number of Files
The number of logical files that belong to the file space and are stored in this storage pool. When storing a file larger than
10 GB, the server splits the file into 10 GB fragments. The number of fragments is also included in this value for occupancy
calculations.

Physical Space Occupied (MB)
The amount of physical space that is occupied by the file space. Physical space includes empty space within aggregates,
from which files might have been deleted or expired. For this value, 1 MB = 1048576 bytes.
Tip: This field does not display a value for storage pools that are set up for data deduplication. If you turn off data
deduplication for a storage pool, a value for physical occupancy is not displayed until the storage pool is empty of
deduplicated files.

Logical Space Occupied (MB)
The amount of space that is occupied by logical files in the file space. Logical space is the space that is actually used to
store files, excluding empty space within aggregates. For this value, 1 MB = 1048576 bytes.

FSID
The file space ID (FSID) for the file space. The server assigns a unique FSID when a file space is first stored on the server.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY OCCUPANCY
Command Description

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY OPTION (Query server options)
Use this command to display information about server options.

Change server options by editing the server options file or by issuing the SETOPT command. When you edit the server options file,
you must restart the server before any changes take effect. Any changes you make by issuing the SETOPT command take effect
immediately.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                 .-*----------.    
>>-Query OPTion--+------------+-------------------------------->< 
                 '-optionname-'    
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Parameters

optionname
Specifies the name of an option in the server options file. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to
specify this name. All matching server options display. If you do not specify this parameter, information on all options
displays.

Example: Display all server options

Display general information about all server options. The output lists all options with their specified values.

query option

Example: Display options settings using a wildcard character

View the option settings for all options that begin with L.

query option l*

Server Option         Option Setting 
-----------------     -------------------- 
Language              AMENG

Example: Display LDAP directory servers

View the settings for all LDAP directory servers.

query option ldapurl

Server Option         Option Setting 
-----------------     -------------------- 
LDAP URL               ldap:\\tophoy.tucson.com\cn=tsmdata 
LDAP URL               ldap:\\krypton.ibm.com\ou=tsmdata,dc=ibm,dc=com

Field descriptions

Server Option
Specifies the name of the option in the server options file.

Option Setting
Specifies the name of the option in the server options file.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY OPTION
Command Description

SETOPT Updates a server option without stopping and restarting the
server.

QUERY PATH (Display a path definition)
Use this command to display the path between a source and a destination.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
               .-*---------------------------------.    
>>-Query PATH--+-----------------------------------+------------> 
               |              .-*----------------. |    
               '-source_name--+------------------+-'    
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                              '-destination_name-'      
 
   .-SRCType--=--ANY-----------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-SRCType--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                 +-DATAMover-+      
                 '-SERVer----'      
 
   .-DESTType--=--ANY---------------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------+---------> 
   '-DESTType--=--+-ANY-----------------------------+-'    
                  +-DRIVE--LIBRary--=--library_name-+      
                  '-LIBRary-------------------------'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

source_name
Specifies the name of a source for which to display paths. This parameter is optional. You can specify wildcard characters.
The default is to display paths for all sources.

A source is a data mover, a server, or a storage agent.

destination_name
Specifies the name of a destination for which to display paths. This parameter is optional. You can specify wildcard
characters. The default is to display paths for all destinations.

SRCType
Specifies the type of the source. This parameter is optional. The default is to display paths for all source types. Possible
values are:

ANY
Specifies to display paths with any source type.

DATAMover
Specifies to only display paths with the DATAMOVER source type.

SERVer
Specifies to only display paths with the SERVER source type. (A source that has a source type of SERVER is a storage
agent.)

DESTType
Specifies the type of the destination. This parameter is optional. The default is to display paths for all destination types.
Possible values are:

ANY
Specifies to display paths with any destination type.

DRive
Specifies to display only paths with the DRIVE destination type. When the destination type is a drive, you must
specify the library name. You can refine which paths are displayed by entering a name in the LIBRARY parameter.

LIBRary
Specifies that only paths with destination type LIBRARY display.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the library to which the drive belongs. This parameter is required when the destination type is a drive
(DESTTYPE=DRIVE).

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.
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Example: Display summary path information

Display information about paths for the source NETAPP1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query path netapp1

Source Name  Source Type  Destination Name  Destination Type  Online 
-----------  -----------  ----------------  ----------------  ------ 
NETAPP1      DATAMOVER    DRIVE1            DRIVE             Yes 
NETAPP1      DATAMOVER    NASLIB            LIBRARY           Yes

Example: Display detailed path information

Display detailed information about paths for the source NETAPP1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query path netapp1 format=detailed

                   Source Name: NETAPP1 
                   Source Type: DATAMOVER 
              Destination Name: NASLIB 
              Destination Type: LIBRARY 
                       Library: 
                        Device: /dev/tsmscsi/mc0 
                     Directory: 
                       On-Line: Yes    
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 06/21/2002 20:52:56  
 
                   Source Name: NETAPP1 
                   Source Type: DATAMOVER 
              Destination Name: DRIVE1 
              Destination Type: DRIVE 
                       Library: NASLIB 
                        Device: rst0l 
                     Directory: 
                       On-Line: Yes  
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 06/21/2002 20:55:23

                   Source Name: NETAPP1 
                   Source Type: DATAMOVER 
              Destination Name: NASLIB 
              Destination Type: LIBRARY 
                       Library: 
                        Device: mc0 
                     Directory: 
                       On-Line: Yes    
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 06/21/2001 20:52:56  
 
                   Source Name: NETAPP1 
                   Source Type: DATAMOVER 
              Destination Name: DRIVE1 
              Destination Type: DRIVE 
                       Library: NASLIB 
                        Device: rst0l 
                     Directory: 
                       On-Line: Yes  
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 06/21/2001 20:55:23

Example: Display detailed path information for a z/OS media server

Display detailed information about a z/OS® media server path. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query path format=detailed
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                   Source Name: SERVER1 
                   Source Type: SERVER 
              Destination Name: ZOSMEDIA 
              Destination Type: LIBRARY 
                       Library: 
                     Node Name: 
                        Device: 
              External Manager: 
              ZOS Media Server: MEDSERV1 
                   Comm. Method: 
                           LUN: 
                     Initiator: 0 
                     Directory: 
                       On-Line: Yes 
Last Update by (administrator): ADMIN 
         Last Update Date/Time: 06/08/2011 15:33:39

Field descriptions

Source Name
The name of the source.

Destination Name
The name of the destination.

Source Type
The type of the source.

Destination Type
The type of the destination.

Library

The name of the library that contains the drive that is the destination.

This field will be blank if the destination type is library. The library name is in destination name field when the destination is
a library.

Node Name
The name of the device that is the destination.

Device
The name of the device that is the destination.

External Manager
The name of the external manager.

ZOS Media Server
The name of the z/OS media server.

Comm. Method
Specifies the type of communication method.

LUN
Specifies the logical unit name through which the disk can be accessed by the source.

Initiator
Specifies the initiator of the communication.

Directory
Specifies the directory location of a file on the source.

On-Line
Whether the path is online and available for use.

Last Update by (administrator)
The ID of the administrator who performed the last update.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the last update occurred.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY PATH
Command Description

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.
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QUERY POLICYSET (Query a policy set)
Use this command to display information about one or more policy sets.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                    .-*--*-----------------------------.    
>>-Query POlicyset--+----------------------------------+--------> 
                    |              .-*---------------. |    
                    '-domain_name--+-----------------+-'    
                                   '-policy_set_name-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the policy domain associated with the policy set to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify names. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all policy domains are queried. You must
specify this parameter when querying an explicitly named policy set.

policy_set_name
Specifies the policy set to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you do
not specify either ACTIVE or a policy set name, all policy sets are queried.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: List policy sets for all policy domains

Query all policy sets for all policy domains. Create the output in standard format. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query policyset

Policy        Policy        Default       Description 
Domain        Set Name      Mgmt 
Name                        Class 
                            Name 
---------     ---------     ---------     ------------------------ 
EMPLOYEE-     ACTIVE        ACTIVEFI-     Personnel Department 
 _RECORDS                    LES 
EMPLOYEE-     HOLIDAY       ACTIVEFI-     Personnel Department 
 _RECORDS                    LES 
EMPLOYEE-     VACATION      ACTIVEFI-     Personnel Department 
 _RECORDS                    LES 
PROG1         SUMMER                      Programming Group 
                                           Policies 
PROG2         SUMMER                      Programming Group 
                                           Policies 
STANDARD      ACTIVE        STANDARD      Installed default policy 
                                           set. 
STANDARD      STANDARD      STANDARD      Installed default policy 
                                           set.
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Example: Displayed detailed information about a specific policy set

Query the VACATION policy set that is in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain. Create the output in detailed format. See Field
descriptions for field descriptions.

query policyset employee_records vacation  
format=detailed

            Policy Domain Name: EMPLOYEE_RECORDS 
               Policy Set Name: VACATION 
       Default Mgmt Class Name: ACTIVEFILES 
                   Description: Personnel Department 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
         Last Update Date/Time: 05/31/1998 13:15:50 
              Managing profile: ADSM_INFO 
               Changes Pending: Yes

Field descriptions

Policy Domain Name
The name of the policy domain.

Policy Set Name
The name of the policy set.

Default Mgmt Class Name
The management class assigned as the default for the policy set.

Description
The description of the policy set.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator or server that most recently updated the policy set. If this field contains
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the policy set is associated with a domain that is managed by the configuration manager.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the policy set was most recently defined or updated.

Managing Profile
The profile or profiles that manage the domain to which this policy set belongs.

Changes Pending
Whether or not changes are being made but not activated. Once the changes are activated, the field resets to No.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY POLICYSET Creates a copy of a policy set.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

QUERY PROCESS (Query one or more server processes)
Use this command to display information about active background processes.

To cancel background processes, issue the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display detailed information about node replication
processes, issue the QUERY REPLICATION command.

Privilege class
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Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query PRocess--+----------------+----------------------------> 
                  '-process_number-'    
 
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+----------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--string-'  '-STATus--=--string-'    
 

Parameters

process_number
Specifies the number of the background process to be queried. This parameter is optional. If not specified, information
about all background processes is displayed.

DESCription
Specifies a text string that you want to search for in the list of active processes' descriptions. Enclose the string expression
in quotation marks if it contains blanks. You can use text and a wildcard character to specify this string. This parameter is
optional.

STATus
Specifies a text string that you want to search for in the list of active processes' statuses. Enclose the string expression in
quotation marks if it contains blanks. You can use text and a wildcard character to specify this string. This parameter is
optional.

Example: Query a single background process

Display information about background process 202. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query process 202

Process   Process              Process 
Number    Description          Status 
--------  -------------        --------- 
     202  EXPORT SERVER        ANR0NNNI EXPORT 
                               Identifier MYEXPORTSERVER 
                               ANR0648I Have copied the 
                               following: 8 Domains 2 
                               Policy Sets 10 Management 
                               Classes 4 Copy Groups 1 
                               Administrators 746 Bytes 
                               (0 errors have been 
                               detected) Current input 
                               volume(s): C:\BUILD\540\ 
                               GA\BUILD\NT\I386\DEBUG\ 
                               -00000014.BFS,(6 Seconds)

Example: Query all background processes

Display information about all background processes. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query process

Process   Process              Process 
Number    Description          Status 
--------  --------------       --------- 
     304  IDENTIFY DUPLICATES  Storage Pool 
                               FILEPOOL, Volume 
                               /tsmpool2/00006664. 
                               BFS, Files Processed: 
                               2000, Duplicate Extents 
                               Found: 344, Duplicate 
                               Bytes Found: 3,238,123, 
                               Current Physical File 
                               (bytes): 2,626,676,296. 
                               Status: Processing 
 
     284  IDENTIFY DUPLICATES  Storage Pool 
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                               FILEPOOL, Volume 
                               /tsmpool2/00006666. 
                               BFS, Files Processed: 
                               2000, Duplicate Extents 
                               Found: 344, Duplicate 
                               Bytes Found: 3,238,123, 
                               Current Physical File 
                               (bytes): None. 
                               Status: Idle 
 
       4  Replicate Node       Replicating Node(s) IRONMAN.  
                               File spaces complete: 0. File 
                               spaces identifying and 
                               replicating: 1. File spaces 
                               replicating: 0. File spaces 
                               not started: 3. Files current: 
                               11,920. Files replicated: 0 
                               of 0. Files updated: 0 of 0. 
                               Files deleted: 0 of 0. Amount 
                               Replicated: 11,482 KB of 11,482 
                               KB. Amount transferred: 11,482 KB. 
                               Elapsed time: 0 Day(s), 0 Hour(s), 
                               1 Minute(s). 
 
      37  Expiration           Processed 12 nodes out of 30 total 
                               nodes, examined 411 objects,   
                               deleting 411 backup objects, 
                               0 archive objects, 
                               0 DB backup volumes, 
                               0 recovery plan files; 
                               0 objects have been retried and 
                               0 errors encountered.

Example: Query all background replication processes

Display information about all background replication processes. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query process desc="replicate node"

Process   Process              Process 
Number    Description          Status 
--------  --------------       --------- 
       4  Replicate Node       Replicating Node(s) IRONMAN.  
                               File spaces complete: 0. File 
                               spaces identifying and 
                               replicating: 1. File spaces 
                               replicating: 0. File spaces 
                               not started: 3. Files current: 
                               11,920. Files replicated: 0 
                               of 0. Files updated: 0 of 0. 
                               Files deleted: 0 of 0. Amount 
                               Replicated: 11,482 KB of 11,482 
                               KB. Amount transferred: 11,482 KB. 
                               Elapsed time: 0 Day(s), 0 Hour(s), 
                               1 Minute(s).

Example: Query all background replication processes for a specific node

Display information about all background replication processes. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query process desc="replicate node" status=ironman

Process   Process              Process 
Number    Description          Status 
--------  --------------       --------- 
       4  Replicate Node       Replicating Node(s) IRONMAN.  
                               File spaces complete: 0. File 
                               spaces identifying and 
                               replicating: 1. File spaces 
                               replicating: 0. File spaces 
                               not started: 3. Files current: 
                               11,920. Files replicated: 0 
                               of 0. Files updated: 0 of 0. 
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                               Files deleted: 0 of 0. Amount 
                               Replicated: 11,482 KB of 11,482 
                               KB. Amount transferred: 11,482 KB. 
                               Elapsed time: 0 Day(s), 0 Hour(s), 
                               1 Minute(s).

Example: Verify that a replication recovery process was initiated

After you start a node replication process with file recovery enabled, verify that the target replication server initiated the file
recovery process. Issue the QUERY PROCESS command on the target replication server. For descriptions of fields, see Field
descriptions.

query process

Process   Process Description   Process Status 
Number 
--------  -------------------   ------------------------------------- 
4         Replicate Node -      Replicating node(s) 3MAUTOIMPORT. 
          Recovery.             File spaces complete: 87. 
                                File spaces identifying and 
                                replicating: 0. 
                                File spaces replicating: 6. 
                                File spaces not started: 0. 
                                Files current: 0. 
                                Files replicated: 0 of 14. 
                                Files updated: 0 of 0. 
                                Files deleted: 0 of 0. 
                                Amount replicated:  
                                0 KB of 11,688 bytes. 
                                Amount transferred: 0 KB.  
                                Elapsed time: 
                                0 Day(s), 0 Hour(s), 1 Minute(s).

Example: Verify that damaged files are being recovered during a replication process

After you start a node replication process with file recovery enabled, verify that damaged files are being recovered. Issue the
QUERY PROCESS command on the source replication server. For descriptions of fields, see Field descriptions.

query process

Process   Process Description   Process Status 
Number 
-------   -------------------   ------------------------ 
6         Replicate Node        Recovering damaged files 
          (As Secondary         from server SERVER2, 
           Recovery)            process 4, number of 
                                active sessions 10.

Example: Verify that the files are being converted

After you start a storage pool conversion process, verify that the files are being converted. For descriptions of fields, see Field
descriptions.

query process

Process  Process           Process 
Number   Description       Status 
-------  ---------------   ------------------------------------ 
6        Convert Stgpool   Converting storage pool FILEPOOL1 
                           to directory-container storage pool 
                           NEWDEDUP1. Volumes Converted: 1 of 6, 
                           Volumes Failed: 0, 
                           Converted Files: 975, Converted 
                           Bytes: 196.27 MB, Skipped Files: 0, 
                           Skipped Bytes: 0 B, Total Bytes 
                           Transferred: 151.27 MB 
 
7        Convert Stgpool   Converting storage pool DEDUPPOOL to 
                           directory-container storage pool 
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                           DIRPOOL. Converted Files:  150 of 360, 
                           Converted Bytes: 79,598 KB of 388 MB. 
                           Unconverted Files: 12. Unconverted 
                           Bytes: 27 MB. Current input volume: 
                           /fvt/srv/BK01. Elapsed time: 0 Day(s), 
                           0 Hour(s), 1 Minute(s). 
 
8         Convert Stgpool  Converting storage pool FILEPOOL1 to 
                           directory-container storage pool 
                           NEWDEDUP1. Converted Files: 0, 
                           Converted Bytes: 0 B of 1.00 GB, 
                           Skipped Files: 0, Skipped Bytes: 0 B, 
                           Total Bytes Transferred: 0 B, 
                           Current input volume: 
                           /STORAGE/file1/00000005.BFS, 
                           Elapsed time: 0 Days, 0 Hours, 
                           1 Minutes. 
 
10        Convert Stgpool  Converting storage pool FILEPOOL1 to 
                           directory-container storage pool 
                           NEWDEDUP1. Converted Files: 1007, 
                           Converted Bytes: 285.44 MB of 1.33 GB, 
                           Skipped Files: 0, Skipped Bytes: 0 B, 
                           Total Bytes Transferred: 196.28 MB, 
                           Current input volume: 
                           /STORAGE/file1/00000004.BFS, 
                           Elapsed time: 0 Days, 0 Hours, 1 Minutes.

Example: Verify movement from local disk to the cloud

After the data-transfer operation from the local disk to the cloud starts, verify that the data is moving. For descriptions of fields,
see Field descriptions.

query process

  
Process   Process          Process 
Number    Description      Status 
-------   --------------   ---------------------------------------- 
4         Local to Cloud   Local disk to cloud transfer for  
          Transfer         directory-container storage pool 
                           CLOUDPOOL. 1 container(s) processed. 
                           2,100 KB in 4 data extent(s) transferred. 
                           Elapsed time: 0 Day(s), 0 Hour(s), 
                           1 Minute(s).

Field descriptions

Process Number
Specifies the number that is assigned to the active background process.

Process Description
Specifies a description of the active background process.

Process Status
Specifies the status of the active background process.

Tip: When a node replication process is finished on the target replication server, only end process information is stored in the
activity summary table. The full summary for the replication process is stored in the activity summary table on the source
replication server.

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to QUERY PROCESS
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.
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Command Description

IDENTIFY DUPLICATES Identifies duplicate data in a storage pool.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

QUERY PROFILE (Query a profile)
Use this command to display information about profiles and associated objects. Issue this command from a configuration
manager or from a managed server. You can use this command to get profile information from any configuration manager defined
to the server, even if the server does not subscribe to any profile.

If you query a locked profile from the configuration manager to which the profile belongs, complete profile information is
displayed. If you query a locked profile from another server, the query displays only that the profile is locked.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                  .-*------------.    
>>-Query PROFIle--+--------------+------------------------------> 
                  '-profile_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |                        (1) |    
   '-SERVer--=--server_name-----'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.  .-USELocal--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--+----------------------+------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'  '-USELocal--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'                   '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. The server name you specify depends on the server from which you issue the command. See the description of the SERVER
parameter.

Parameters

profile_name
Specifies the profile to display. To specify multiple names, use a wildcard character. This parameter is optional. The default
is to display all profiles.

SERVer
Specifies the configuration manager whose profile information is displayed. The requirements for the name depends on
where the query is issued:

From a configuration manager: This parameter is optional. The default is the configuration manager's name.
From a managed server: This parameter is optional. The default is the name of the configuration manager for this
managed server.
From a server that is neither a configuration manager nor a managed server: You must specify a name.

Format
Specifies whether partial or detailed information is displayed. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:
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Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information is displayed.

USELocal
When you perform the query from a managed server, this parameter specifies whether the profile information is obtained
from the configuration manager or the managed server. If the profile information does not exist on the managed server, the
information is obtained from the configuration manager, regardless of the value of this parameter.

If you use this parameter on a server that is not managed by the configuration manager that owns the profile, the
parameter is ignored. The default value is YES. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the profile information, if available, is obtained from the managed server. The configuration manager is
contacted if information is not available from the managed server.

No
Specifies that the profile information is obtained from the configuration manager even if the information is available
from the managed server. This ensures that you receive current information about the profile.

Example: List profiles from a configuration manager

Display profile information from a configuration manager. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query profile

Configuration       Profile name          Locked? 
manager 
---------------     ---------------       ------ 
SERVER1             DEFAULT_PROFILE       No 
SERVER1             ADMIN_INFO            No 
SERVER1             EMPLOYEE              No 
SERVER1             PERSONNEL             Yes

Example: Display detailed profile information for a managed server

From a managed server, display current detailed information for profile ADMIN_INFO. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.
Note: When the profile is locked, most fields are not displayed.

query profile admin_info  
format=detailed uselocal=no

           Configuration manager: SERVER1 
                    Profile name: ADMIN_INFO 
                          Locked: No 
                     Description: Distributed administrative schedules 
           Server administrators: DENNIS EMILY ANDREA 
                  Policy domains: ADMIN RECORDS 
Administrative command schedules: ** all objects ** 
          Server Command Scripts: 
              Client Option Sets: 
                         Servers: 
                   Server Groups:

Field descriptions

Configuration manager
The name of the configuration manager that owns the profile.

Profile name
The name of the profile.

Locked?
Whether the profile is locked.

Description
The description of the profile.

Server administrators
The administrators that are associated with the profile.

Policy domains
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The policy domains that are associated with the profile.
Administrative command schedules

The administrative schedules that are associated with the profile.
Server Command Scripts

The server command scripts that are associated with the profile.
Client Option Sets

The client option sets that are associated with the profile.
Servers

The servers that are associated with the profile.
Server Groups

The names of server groups that are associated with the profile.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

QUERY PROTECTSTATUS (Query the status of storage pool protection)
Use this command to display information about the status of storage pool protection for directory-container storage pools.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                        .-*---------.    
>>-Query PROTECTStatus--+-----------+---------------------------> 
                        '-pool_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool to be queried. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard
characters to specify this name. If you do not specify a value, the status of all directory-container storage pools is
displayed.

Format
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Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Specify one of the
following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display summary information about a specific storage pool

Display information about the storage pool that is named POOL1. Issue the following command:

query protectstatus pool1

Source        Source         Target         Target          Pct.        Last Complete 
Server Name   Storage Pool   Server Name    Storage Pool    Protected   Protect 
------------  ------------   ------------   ------------   ----------   -------------- 
NEXT          POOL1          NEXT           POOL1COPY      96.55        02/17/2017 11:15:07 
NEXT          POOL1          NEXT1          POOL2          99.99        02/17/2017 11:14:53 
NEXT          POOL1          UNKNOWN        UNKNOWN        UNKNOWN      02/17/2017 11:13:44 
NEXT1         POOL2          NEXT           POOL1          100.00       02/17/2017 12:56:58

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Example: Display detailed information about a specific storage pool

Display information in full detail about the storage pool named, POOL1. Issue the following command:

query protectstatus pool1 format=detailed

       Source Server Name: NEXT 
      Source Storage Pool: POOL1 
       Target Server Name: NEXT 
      Target Storage Pool: POOL1COPY  
           Pct. Protected: 96.55 
   Data Extents Protected: 1,747 
       Data Extents Total: 1,852 
           Protected (MB): 165.33 
               Total (MB): 171.23 
Last Completed Protection: 02/17/2017 11:15:07 
   Last Refresh Date/Time: 02/19/2017 00:27:12

See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

Field descriptions

Source Server Name
The name of the source server.

Source Storage Pool
The name of the directory-container storage pool on the source server.

Target Server Name
The name of the target server.

Target Storage Pool
The name of the directory-container storage pool on the target server.

Pct. Protected
The percentage of protected data in the directory-container storage pool.

Data Extents Protected
The number of data extents that are protected in the directory-container storage pool.

Data Extents Total
The total number of data extents in the directory-container storage pool.

Protected (MB)
The total amount of protected data that is in the directory-container storage pool, in megabytes.

Total (MB)
The total amount of data that is in the directory-container storage pool, in megabytes.

Last Completed Protection
The date and time that the directory-container storage pool was last protected.

Last Refresh Date/Time
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The date and time that the directory-container storage pool was last refreshed.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY PROTECTSTATUS
Command Description

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY PROXYNODE (Query proxy authority for a client node)
Use this command to display client nodes with authority to act as proxy to other client nodes in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                                 .-*----------------.      
>>-Query PROXynode----TArget--=--+------------------+---------->< 
                                 '-target_node_name-'      
 

Parameters

TArget
Specifies the name of the node targeted by the node with proxy authority. It is optional to specify a target node name.
Wildcard names can be used to specify the target node name. A comma-separated list of node names is also allowed.

Example: List client nodes with proxy authority

To display all IBM Spectrum Protect client nodes with proxy authority to the target node named MYCLUSTER, issue the following
command.

query proxynode target=mycluster

Target Node         Agent Node 
---------------     ---------------- 
FRED                MOE MINIE MICKEY 
ALPHA               BETA GAMMA DELTA

Field descriptions

Target Node
Specifies the name of the node targeted by the node with proxy authority.

Agent Node
Specifies the name of the agent node.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY PROXYNODE
Command Description

GRANT PROXYNODE Grant proxy authority to an agent node.

REVOKE PROXYNODE Revoke proxy authority from an agent node.

QUERY PVUESTIMATE (Display processor value unit estimate)
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Use this command to obtain an estimate of the client devices and server devices that are being managed by the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server. In addition, this command provides an estimate of the processor value unit (PVU) totals for the server devices.

This command generates a PVU estimate that is based on the number of logical nodes that are defined to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. By contrast, the calculation of license obligations is based on the number of physical computers. There might not
be a one-to-one correlation between the number of logical nodes and the number of physical computers. The report that is
generated by the QUERY PVUESTIMATE command is an estimate, which is not legally binding.

For purposes of the QUERY PVUESTIMATE command, nodes on Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows XP Professional, and
Apple systems are assumed to be client devices. Nodes on all other platforms are considered to be server devices. The server on
which IBM Spectrum Protect is running is also classified as a server device. However, you can reclassify server devices as client
devices if required. If your system includes retired workstations, test workstations, or others that can be ignored for purposes of
PVU calculation, you can specify them as type other. To change a node classification, use the UPDATE NODE command or the
REGISTER NODE command.

Note: The PVU information reported by IBM Spectrum Protect is not considered an acceptable substitute for the IBM® License
Metric Tool.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                      .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query PVUESTIMate--+-------------------------+-------------->< 
                      '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                   '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

Format
Specifies the output format. This parameter is optional. The default is Standard. The following values can be used:

Standard
Specifies standard output.

Detailed
Specifies detailed output.

Example: Display the estimated number of devices and PVU

Display the estimated number of client devices and server devices, and the estimated PVU for the server devices, for an IBM
Spectrum Protect server. Issue the following command:

query pvuestimate

Table 1. Sample output for several products managed by one IBM Spectrum Protect server
Product Number of

Client
Devices

Number of
Server
Devices

PVU of
Server
Devices

IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition 1,000 905 90,500

IBM Spectrum Protect for Storage Area Networks 50 10 1,000

IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management 0 0 0

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail 0 25 5,000

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases 0 1,025 20,500

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning 0 25 5,000

IBM Spectrum Protect for System Backup and Recovery 0 0 0
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Other Node Classifications NumberOther Node Classifications Number

Nodes earlier than Version 6.3 with no PVU information available at this time 10

Nodes at Version 6.3 or later with no PVU match 9

Nodes classified by the administrator as "other-device" 8

Nodes defined as a non-licensed API application 6

The following list provides details about the example fields:

Product
The IBM Spectrum Protect product name.

Number of Client Devices
The estimated number of client devices that are managed by the product. By default, only nodes on Microsoft Windows 7,
Microsoft Windows XP Professional, and Apple systems are assumed to be client devices.

Number of Server Devices
The estimated number of server devices that are managed by the product. By default, nodes on all platforms except for
Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows XP Professional, and Apple systems are assumed to be server devices. This
number also includes the server on which IBM Spectrum Protect is running.

PVU of Server Devices
The estimated PVUs of all nodes that are connected as server devices.

Nodes earlier than Version 6.3 with no PVU information available at this time
Devices that do not report processor information to the server.

Nodes at Version 6.3 or later with no PVU match
Devices that do not report all required values or some values were reported as "Unknown".

Nodes classified by the administrator as "other-device"
Nodes that are excluded from PVU counting by the administrator by using the update node roleoverride=other command.

Nodes defined as a non-licensed API application
Nodes such as DB2® backup or custom API applications.

Example: Display detailed node information

Display information for individual nodes by specifying the detailed (d) value for the Format parameter. Issue the following
command:

tsm: PATMOS_630> query pvuestimate f=d

Table 2. Node classifications for specific products
Product Number of

Client
Devices

Number of
Server
Devices

PVU of
Server
Devices

IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition 1,000 905 90,500

- banode1 1    

- banode2   1 200

- banode3 1    

- banode3   1 100

       

IBM Spectrum Protect for Storage Area Networks 50 10 1,000

- stagent1   1 50

- stagent2   1 100

       

IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management 0 0 0

IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail 0 25 5,000

- mailnode1   1 200

- mailnode2   1 100
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Product Number of
Client
Devices

Number of
Server
Devices

PVU of
Server
Devices

       

IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases 0 1,025 20,500

- dbnode1   1 200

- dbnode2   1 100

       

IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning 0 25 5,000

- erpnode1   1 50

- erpnode2   1 100

       

IBM Spectrum Protect for System Backup and Recovery 0 0 0

Other Node Classifications
Numbe
r

Nodes earlier than Version 6.3 with no PVU information available at this time 10

- oldnode1 1

- oldnode2 1

- mailnote44 1

- erpnode66 1

   

Nodes at Version 6.3 or later with no PVU match 10

- badcitnode1 1

- badcitnode2 1

- mailnode23 1

- erpnode34 1

   

Nodes classified by administrator as "other-device" 8

- overriddennode1 1

- overriddennode2 1

- mailnode77  

   

Nodes defined as a non-licensed API application 6

- vendorapinode1 1

- vendorapinode2 1

Related commands

Table 3. Commands related to QUERY PVUESTIMATE
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.
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Command Description

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

REGISTER LICENSE Registers a license with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

SET CPUINFOREFRESH Specifies the number of days between client scans for
workstation information used for PVU estimates.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD Specifies the number of days between automatic license
audits.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA (Query recovery media)
Use this command to display information about the media (for example, boot media) needed to recover a machine. Media are
displayed in alphabetical order by name.

Remember: IBM Spectrum Protect™ does not use the information. It is available only to help you plan for the disaster recovery of
client machines.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                        .-*----------.    
>>-Query RECOVERYMedia--+------------+--------------------------> 
                        '-media_name-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------+------------> 
   '-Type--=--+-BOot--+-'  '-LOcation--=--location-'    
              '-OTher-'                                 
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

media_name
Specifies the name of the recovery media. You can use wildcard characters to specify the name. This parameter is optional.
The default is all recovery media.

Type
Specifies the type of media to be queried. This parameter is optional. If this parameter is not specified, all recovery media
are queried. Possible values are:

BOot
Only boot media are queried.

OTher
All media other than boot media are queried.

LOcation
Specifies the location of the recovery media to be queried. This parameter is optional. You can specify up to 255 characters.
Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:
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Standard
Displays partial information. This is the default.

Detailed
Displays all information.

Example: Display summary information for a specific recovery media

Display information for the recovery media named RECMED1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query recoverymedia RECMED1

Recovery Media Name   Volume Names      Location          Machine Name 
--------------------  ----------------  ----------------  ------------ 
RECMED1               vol1 vol2 vol3    IRONMOUNTAIN      MACH1 
                       vol4

Example: Display detailed information for a specific recovery media

Display detailed information for the recovery media named RECMED1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query recoverymedia RECMED1 format=detailed

Recovery Media Name: RECMED1 
               Type: Boot 
       Volume Names: vol1 vol2 vol3 vol4 
           Location: IRONMOUNTAIN 
        Description: 
            Product: 
Product Information: 
       Machine Name: MACH1

Field descriptions

Recovery Media Name
The name of the recovery media.

Type
Whether the recovery media are boot media or another type of media. Possible values are:

Boot
The recovery media are boot media.

Other
The recovery media are not boot media.

Volume Names
The set of volumes that contain the data needed to recover machines associated with this media.

Location
Where the recovery media is stored.

Description
A description of the recovery media.

Product
The product used to create the boot media.

Product Information
Information about the product that created the boot media. This information may be needed for restoring the machine.

Machine Name
The machines that are associated with this recovery media.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA
Command Description

DEFINE RECMEDMACHASSOCIATION Associates recovery media with a machine.

DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA Defines the media required to recover a machine.

DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA Deletes recovery media.
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Command Description

UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA Changes the attributes of recovery media.

QUERY REPLICATION (Query node replication processes)
Use this command to display information about running and ended node-replication processes.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Important: You cannot display information about running replication processes for client nodes that are being converted from
import and export operations to replication operations. The conversion process might run for a long time, but it occurs only once
for a client node that is being converted.

By default, records about completed node-replication processes are retained for 30 calendar days. A calendar day consists of 24-
hours, from midnight to midnight.

To display the retention period, issue the QUERY STATUS command. Check the value in the Replication Record Retention Period
field. To change the retention period, issue the SET REPLRETENTION command.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query REPLIcation--node_name---------------------------------> 
 
   .-*--------------------------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |  (1)                       |    
   '-----+-+-filespace_name-+-+-'    
         | '-,--------------' |      
         '-+-FSID--+----------'      
           |   (2) |                 
           '-,-----'                 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER-------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER---+-'    
                  +-UNIcode--+      
                  |      (2) |      
                  '-FSID-----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-BOTH-------+-'    
                  +-UNIcode----+      
                  '-NONUNIcode-'      
 
   .-DISplay--=--1--------------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-DISplay--=--number_of_days-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-PROCessid--=--process_identifier-'    
 
   .-STatus--=--ALl---------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------------+----->< 
   '-STatus--=--+-ALl-----+-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                +-RUnning-+                 '-Detailed-'      
                +-ENded---+                                   
                '-FAiled--'                                   
 

Notes:

1. Do not mix FSIDs (file space identifiers) and file space names in the same command.
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2. Do not specify FSID if you use wildcard characters for the client node name.

Parameters

node_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the client node to be queried. You can use wildcard characters when you specify this name, with one
exception. If the value of the NAMETYPE parameter is FSID, do not specify wildcard characters for the client node name.
The FSID value indicates the file space identifier. File spaces with identical names can have different identifiers in different
client nodes.

filespace_name or FSID

Specifies the name of the file space or the file space identifier (FSID) to be queried. A name or FSID is optional. If you do
not specify a name or an FSID, all file spaces are queried.

filespace_name
Specifies the name of the file space that has data to be queried. File space names are case-sensitive. To determine
the correct capitalization for the file space, issue the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple names with
commas with no intervening spaces. When you specify a name, you can use wildcard characters.

A server that has clients with Unicode-enabled file spaces might have to convert the file space name. For example,
the server might have to convert a name from the server code page to Unicode. For details, see the NAMETYPE
parameter. If you do not specify a file space name, or if you specify only a single wildcard character for the name,
you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to non-Unicode file spaces.

FSID
Specifies the file space identifier for the file space to be queried. The server uses FSIDs to find the file spaces to
replicate. To determine the FSID for a file space, issue the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple FSIDs
with commas with no intervening spaces. If you specify an FSID, the value of the NAMETYPE parameter must be
FSID.

NAMEType

Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. You can use this parameter for IBM
Spectrum Protect™ clients that are Unicode-enabled and that have Windows, Macintosh OS X, or NetWare operating
systems.

Use this parameter only if you enter a partly qualified or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER. You
can specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the characters in the name and the server code page. Conversion can fail if the string
includes characters that are not available in the server code page. Conversion can also fail if the server cannot
access system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets file space names by using their file space identifiers.

CODEType

Specifies the type of file spaces to be included in the query. The default value is BOTH, which means that file spaces are
included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only if you enter a single wildcard character for the file space
name. You can specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Include file spaces that are in Unicode only.

NONUNIcode
Include file spaces that are not in Unicode only.

BOTH
Include all file spaces regardless of code page type.

DISplay
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Specifies the number of days of node replication history to display. The default value is 1, which displays information about
running node replication processes and about processes that completed during the current calendar day. The maximum
value is 9999.

You can specify a number that is the same as or less than the number of days that are specified as the retention period for
the replication history records. If you specify a value that is more than the value of the replication retention period or more
than the number of days that replication records are collected, the server displays only the number of replication history
records that are available. For example, suppose that the replication retention period is 30 days and that the replication
process is running for only 10 days. If you specify DISPLAY=20, only 10 days of replication history are displayed.

PROCessid
Specifies the node replication history that is associated with a particular process identified by the process identifier. This
parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter, all processes are displayed for the number of days that are
specified by the DISPLAY parameter.

Restarting the server can cause the server to reuse process IDs. Reuse of process IDs can result in duplicate process IDs
for separate processes.

STatus
Specifies the status of the file spaces to query. This parameter is optional. The default value is ALL. You can specify one of
the following values:

ALl
Specifies all file spaces that are replicating, file spaces that replicated successfully, and file spaces that did not finish
replicating or replicated with errors.

RUnning
Specifies all file spaces that are replicating to the target replication server.

ENded
Specifies all file spaces that replicated successfully and file spaces that did not finish replicating or replicated with
errors.

FAiled
Specifies all file spaces that did not finish replicating or replicated with errors.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. You can specify one
of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for node replication processes.

Detailed
Specifies that all available information for the node replication processes is displayed.

Example: Display information about replication processes for a file space

Display information about replication processes for a file space in client node PAYROLL. The file space identifier is 10.

query replication ironman

NodeName   Filespace   FSID   Start Time   End Time   Status  Phase 
           Name 
---------------------------------—---------------–----–----–------- 
IRONMAN    /space      2      02/08/11     02/08/11   Ended   None 
                              21:44:19     21:48:14

query replication ironman format=detailed

                                    Node Name: IRONMAN 
                               Filespace Name: /space 
                                         FSID: 2 
                                   Start Time: 02/08/11 21:44:19 
                                     End Time: 02/08/11 21:48:14 
                                       Status: Ended 
                               Process Number: 4 
                                      Command: replicate node ironman 
                                        Phase: None  
                         Process Running Time: 0 Day(s) 0 Hour(s) 
                                               4 Minute(s) 
                             Completion State: Complete 
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                      Reason For Incompletion: None 
                 Backup Last Update Date/Time:  
                         Backup Target Server: 
               Backup Files Needing No Action: 0 
                    Backup Files To Replicate: 0 
                      Backup Files Replicated: 0 
    Backup Files Not Replicated Due to Errors: 0 
              Backup Files Not Yet Replicated: 0 
                       Backup Files To Delete: 0 
                         Backup Files Deleted: 0 
       Backup Files Not Deleted Due To Errors: 0 
                       Backup Files To Update: 0 
                         Backup Files Updated: 0 
       Backup Files Not Updated Due To Errors: 0 
               Backup Bytes To Replicate (MB): 0 
                 Backup Bytes Replicated (MB): 0 
                Backup Bytes Transferred (MB): 0 
              Backup Bytes Not Replicated Due  
                               To Errors (MB): 0 
         Backup Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB): 0 
 
                Archive Last Update Date/Time: 02/08/11 21:48:14 
                        Archive Target Server: NIGLINA 
              Archive Files Needing No Action: 0 
                   Archive Files To Replicate: 39,416 
                     Archive Files Replicated: 39,206 
   Archive Files Not Replicated Due to Errors: 210 
             Archive Files Not Yet Replicated: 0 
                      Archive Files To Delete: 0 
                        Archive Files Deleted: 0 
      Archive Files Not Deleted Due To Errors: 0 
                      Archive Files To Update: 0 
                        Archive Files Updated: 0 
                                         

      Archive Files Not Updated Due To Errors: 0 
              Archive Bytes To Replicate (MB): 4,335 
                Archive Bytes Replicated (MB): 4,335 
               Archive Bytes Transferred (MB): 0 
                 Archive Bytes Not Replicated  
                           Due To Errors (MB): 0 
        Archive Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB): 0 
 
          Space Managed Last Update Date/Time:  
               Space Management Target Server:  
        Space Managed Files Needing No Action: 0 
             Space Managed Files To Replicate: 0 
               Space Managed Files Replicated: 0 
           Space Managed Files Not Replicated  
                                Due to Errors: 0 
       Space Managed Files Not Yet Replicated: 0 
                Space Managed Files To Delete: 0 
                  Space Managed Files Deleted: 0 
              Space Managed Files Not Deleted  
                                Due To Errors: 0 
                Space Managed Files To Update: 0 
                  Space Managed Files Updated: 0 
              Space Managed Files Not Updated  
                                Due To Errors: 0 
        Space Managed Bytes To Replicate (MB): 0 
          Space Managed Bytes Replicated (MB): 0 
         Space Managed Bytes Transferred (MB): 0 
           Space Managed Bytes Not Replicated  
                           Due To Errors (MB): 0 
  Space Managed Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB): 0 
                Total Files Needing No Action: 0 
                     Total Files To Replicate: 39,416 
                       Total Files Replicated: 39,206 
     Total Files Not Replicated Due To Errors: 210 
               Total Files Not Yet Replicated: 0 
                        Total Files To Delete: 0 
                          Total Files Deleted: 0 
        Total Files Not Deleted Due To Errors: 0 
                        Total Files To Update: 0 
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                          Total Files Updated: 0 
        Total Files Not Updated Due To Errors: 0 
                Total Bytes To Replicate (MB): 4,335 
                  Total Bytes Replicated (MB): 4,335 
                 Total Bytes Transferred (MB): 
                   Total Bytes Not Replicated  
                           Due to Errors (MB): 
          Total Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB): 
                Estimated Percentage Complete: 100 
                     Estimated Time Remaining: 
                 Estimated Time of Completion: 
                

Field descriptions

Node Name
The name of the client node whose data is displayed.

Filespace Name
The name of the client file space whose data is displayed.

FSID
The file space identifier.

Start Time
The date and time that the node replication process started.

End Time
The date and time that the node replication process ended.

Status
The status of the node replication process. The following values are possible:

Running
The process is active and is either searching for eligible data or sending data to the target replication server.

Ended
The process ended or failed.

Failed
The process failed.

Process Number
The identifier for the node replication process.

The same process number can have different start times. If a replication process starts and the server is restarted, the
server begins assigning process numbers that begin with the number 1. Replication processes that start after a server
restart can obtain process numbers that are already assigned to other replication processes in the replication history. To
identify unique replication processes, use the start time.

Command
The command that was issued to start the node replication process.

Phase
The phase of a running node-replication process. The following phases are listed in the order in which they occur:

Identifying
The node replication process started to identify data to be replicated, but data is not yet being sent to the target
replication server.

Identifying and replicating
The node replication process is identifying data to be replicated and transferring the data to the target replication
server.

Replicating
The node replication process identified the data and is transferring files to the target replication server.

None
The node replication process is not running.

Process Running Time
The running time of the node replication process.

Completion State
The state of the node replication process. The following values are possible:

Complete
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The node replication process completed.
Incomplete

The node replication process ended without running to completion. To determine the reason, check the value in the
Reason for Incompletion field.

Reason for Incompletion
The reason why the node replication process ended without completing. Possible values include canceled and other. The
value other can indicate that the server was halted during replication or that the server failed.

Backup Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that statistics for backup were last updated. The specified time is the time that the files in the file space
were identified for replication or when each batch of files was sent to the target replication server.

Archive Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that statistics for archive were last updated. The specified time is the time that the files in the file space
were identified for replication or when each batch of files was sent to the target replication server.

Space Managed Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that statistics for space-managed files were last updated. The specified time is the time that the files in
the file space were identified for replication or when each batch of files was sent to the target replication server.

Backup Target Server
The name of the target replication server for backup files.

Archive Target Server
The name of the target replication server for archive files.

Space Management Target Server
The name of the target replication server for space-managed files.

Backup Files Needing No Action
The number of backup files in the file space that did not need to be replicated, updated, or deleted.

Archive Files Needing No Action
The number of archive files in the file space that did not need to be replicated, updated, or deleted.

Space Managed Files Needing No Action
The number of space-managed files in the file space that did not need to be replicated, updated, or deleted.

Backup Files To Replicate
The number of backup files to replicate to the target replication server.

Archive Files To Replicate
The number of archive files to replicate to the target replication server.

Space Managed Files To Replicate
The number of space-managed files to replicate to the target replication server.

Backup Files Replicated
The number of backup files that are replicated to the target replication server.

Archive Files Replicated
The number of archive files that are replicated to the target replication server.

Space Managed Files Replicated
The number of space-managed files that are replicated to the target replication server.

Backup Files Not Replicated Due To Errors
The number of backup files that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Archive Files Not Replicated Due To Errors
The number of archive files that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Space Managed Files Not Replicated Due To Errors
The number of space-managed files that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Backup Files Not Yet Replicated
The number of backup files that are not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Archive Files Not Yet Replicated
The number of archive files that are not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Space Managed Files Not Yet Replicated
The number of space-managed files that are not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Backup Files To Delete
The number of backup files to be deleted on the target replication server.

Archive Files To Delete
The number of archive files to be deleted on the target replication server.

Space Managed Files To Delete
The number of space-managed files to be deleted on the target replication server.

Backup Files Deleted
The number of backup files that are deleted on the target replication server.

Archive Files Deleted
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The number of archive files that are deleted on the target replication server.
Space Managed Files Deleted

The number of space-managed files that are deleted on the target replication server.
Backup Files Not Deleted Due To Errors

The number of backup files that were not deleted from the target replication server because of errors.
Archive Files Not Deleted Due To Errors

The number of archive files that were not deleted from the target replication server because of errors.
Space Managed Files Not Deleted Due To Errors

The number of space-managed files that were not deleted from the target replication server because of errors.
Backup Files To Update

The number of backup files to update on the target replication server. If the metadata of a file is changed, the changed
fields are sent to the target replication server.

Archive Files To Update
The number of archive files to update on the target replication server. If the metadata of a file is changed, the changed
fields are sent to the target replication server.

Space Managed Files To Update
The number of space-managed files to update on the target replication server. If the metadata of a file is changed, the
changed fields are sent to the target replication server.

Backup Files Updated
The number of backup files that are updated on the target replication server.

Archive Files Updated
The number of archive files that are updated on the target replication server.

Space Managed Files Updated
The number of space-managed files that are updated on the target replication server.

Backup Files Not Updated Due To Errors
The number of backup files that were not updated on the target replication server because of errors.

Archive Files Not Updated Due To Errors
The number of archive files that were not updated on the target replication server because of errors.

Space Managed Files Not Updated Due To Errors
The number of space-managed files that were not updated on the target replication server because of errors.

Backup Bytes To Replicate (MB)
The number of backup bytes to replicate to the target replication server.

Archive Bytes To Replicate (MB)
The number of archive bytes to replicate to the target replication server.

Space Managed Bytes To Replicate (MB)
The number of space-managed bytes to replicate to the target replication server.

Backup Bytes Replicated (MB)
The number of backup bytes that are replicated to the target replication server.

If a file was stored in a deduplicated storage pool, the number of bytes in the stored file might be less than the number of
bytes in the original file. This field represents the number of physical bytes in the original file.

Archive Bytes Replicated (MB)
The number of archive bytes that are replicated to the target replication server.

If a file was stored in a deduplicated storage pool, the number of bytes in the stored file might be less than the number of
bytes in the original file. This field represents the number of physical bytes in the original file.

Space Managed Bytes Replicated (MB)
The number of space-managed bytes that are replicated to the target replication server.

If a file was stored in a deduplicated storage pool, the number of bytes in the stored file might be less than the number of
bytes in the original file. This field represents the number of physical bytes in the original file.

Backup Bytes Transferred (MB)
The number of backup bytes that were sent to the target replication server.

The value in this field represents the actual number of file bytes sent to the target replication server. This value is
calculated by subtracting the number of bytes not sent because of deduplication from the number of bytes to replicate.

Archive Bytes Transferred (MB)
The number of archive bytes that were sent to the target replication server.
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The value in this field represents the actual number of file bytes sent to the target replication server. This value is
calculated by subtracting the number of bytes not sent because of deduplication from the number of bytes to replicate.

Space Managed Bytes Transferred (MB)
The number of space-managed bytes that were sent to the target replication server.

The value in this field represents the actual number of file bytes sent to the target replication server. This value is
calculated by subtracting the number of bytes not sent because of deduplication from the number of bytes to replicate.

Backup Bytes Not Replicated Due to Errors (MB)
The number of backup bytes that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Archive Bytes Not Replicated Due to Errors (MB)
The number of archive bytes that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Space Managed Bytes Not Replicated Due to Errors (MB)
The number of space-managed bytes that were not replicated to the target replication server because of errors.

Backup Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB)
The number of backup bytes not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Archive Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB)
The number of archive bytes not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Space Managed Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB)
The number of space-managed bytes not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Total Files Needing No Action
The total number of files in the file space that did not need to be replicated, updated, or deleted.

Total Files To Replicate
The total number of files to replicate to the target replication server.

Total Files Replicated
The total number of files that are replicated to the target replication server.

Total Files Not Replicated Due To Errors
The total number of files that were not replicated because of errors.

Total files Not Yet Replicated
The total number of files that are not yet replicated to the target replication server.

Total Files To Delete
The total number of files that were deleted on the target replication server.

Total Files Deleted
The total number of files that are deleted on the target replication server.

Total Files Not Deleted Due to Errors
The total number of backup, archive, and space-managed files that were not deleted on the target replication server
because of errors.

Total Files To Update
The total number of files to be updated on the target replication server. When the metadata of a file is changed, the
changed fields are sent to the target replication server.

Total Files Updated
The total number of files that are updated on the target replication server.

Total Files Not Updated Due to Errors
The total number of backup, archive, and space-managed files that were not updated on the target replication server
because of errors.

Total Bytes To Replicate (MB)
The total number of bytes to replicate to the target replication server.

Total Bytes Replicated (MB)
The total number of bytes that are replicated to the target server.

If a file was stored in a deduplicated storage pool, the number of bytes in the stored file might be less than the number of
bytes in the original file. This field represents the number of physical bytes in the original file.

Total Bytes Transferred (MB)
The total number of bytes that were transferred to the target replication server.

For files stored in a deduplicated storage pool, the value in this field includes the number of bytes in the original file before
duplicate extents were removed. If duplicate extents were already on the target replication server, the number of bytes in
the original file is more than the number of bytes transferred.

Total Bytes Not Replicated Due to Errors (MB)
The total number of bytes that were skipped because the source replication server was unable to transfer them to the
target replication server.
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Total Bytes Not Yet Replicated (MB)
The total number of bytes not yet transferred to the target replication server.

Estimated Percentage Complete
The estimated completion percentage that is based on the number of bytes.

Estimated Time Remaining
The estimated time that remains before the node replication process is complete.

Estimated Time Of Completion
The estimated time when the node replication process ends.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY REPLICATION
Command Description

CANCEL REPLICATION Cancels node replication processes.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET REPLRETENTION Specifies the retention period for replication history records.

QUERY REPLNODE (Display information about replication status for a
client node)

Use this command to display the number of files that are stored for each replicated file space. Information is displayed about file
spaces for every client node that is configured for replication.

A client node is configured for replication if it is enabled or disabled.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                   .-,-----------------.    
                   V                   |    
>>-Query REPLNode--------node_name-----+------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-target_server_name-'    
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)

Specifies the client node that owns the files about which you want information. You can specify one or more names. If you
specify multiple names, separate the names with commas. Do not use intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters
to specify multiple names.

Information about client nodes that match the file criteria, but that are not configured for replication, is not displayed.
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target_server_name
Specifies the name of the replication server to query for replication information. This parameter is optional. If you do not
specify a value for this parameter, the server that is the default target for replicated data is queried.

As the value for this parameter, you can also specify a server that was formerly a target for replicated data.

The client nodes that are defined to a replication server can be the source or the target of replicated data. To determine
whether a particular client node is sending or receiving data, issue the QUERY NODE command. Look for the value Send or
Receive in the Replication Mode field of the output.

To display the name of the active target replication server, issue the QUERY STATUS command, and look for the name in the
Target Replication Server field.

Example: List client node files on a source and a target replication server

The name of the client node is NODE1.

query replnode *

Node   Type   Filespace  FSID   Files on   Replication   Files on 
Name            Name             Server     Server (1)   Server (1) 
-------------------------------------------------------------—----- 
NODE1  SpMg    /hmsmfs    1      1 
NODE1  Bkup    /lspace2   2      27 
NODE1  Arch    /lspace2   2      22        TGTSRV     22 
NODE1  Bkup    /lspace    3      18,096 
NODE1  Arch    /lspace    3      61,150    TGTSRV     61,150 
NODE2

The number of files that are displayed for the replication servers might be different for the following reasons:

The output of the QUERY REPLNODE command displays the number of files obtained from the occupancy table. The
occupancy table contains only files that have a length greater than zero. Files that have a length of 0 and have been
replicated are not reflected in this output.
If only active data is replicated to the target server, the number of files that are displayed for the source server will be larger
than the number of files that are displayed on the target server. The reason for the difference is that the source replication
server has both active and inactive data, and the target server has only active data.
A client node might have data that was exported from the source replication server and imported to the target replication
server. If that data was synchronized and if the client node also stored data to the target replication server, then the number
of files on the target replication server will be greater than the number of files stored as a result of export-and-import
operations and replication.
When you replicate node data from a source server prior to version 7.1, to a target server at version 7.1 or later, files that
are larger than 10 GB are split in to smaller files if the SPLITLARGEOBJECTS parameter for the node definition is set to Yes.
Each of these split files are counted on the target server.

Field descriptions

Node Name
The name of the client node that owns the files.

Type
The type of data. If this field is blank, the client node is configured for replication, but it does not have data on the
replication server. In the example output, NODE2 is configured for replication, but it does not have backup, archive, or
space-managed data.

The following values are possible:

Arch
Archive data

Bkup
Backup data

SpMg
Data that was migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management clients

Filespace Name

The name of the file space that belongs to the node.
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If this field is blank, the client node is configured for replication, but it does not have data on the replication server.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

FSID
The file space identifier for the file space. The server assigns a unique FSID when a file space is initially stored on the
server. If this field is blank, the client node is configured for replication, but it does not have data on the replication server.

Files on Server
The number of backup, archive, and space-managed files on the server on which this command is issued. If this field is
blank, the client node is configured for replication, but it does not have data on the replication server.

Replication Server (1)
The name of the replication server that is being queried for information. If this field is blank, one or more of the following
conditions might exist:

The file space of the node on the replication server where the command was issued does not have any data.
The client node is not defined on replication server (1).
The client node is defined on replication server (1), but the node is not configured for replication.
The corresponding file space on replication server (1) does not have data or the file space is not defined.

Files on Server (1)
The number of files for the data type that are stored on the target replication server. This field can be blank. If it is, one or
more of the following conditions might exist:

Replication server (1) does not have any data.
The client node is not defined on replication server (1).
The client node is defined on replication server (1), but the node is not configured for replication.
The corresponding file space on replication server (1) does not have data or the file space is not defined.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY REPLNODE
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

QUERY REPLRULE (Query replication rules)
Use this command to display information about replication rules.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.
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Syntax
 
                   .-*-----------------------------.    
>>-Query REPLRule--+-------------------------------+----------->< 
                   '-+-ALL_DATA------------------+-'    
                     +-ACTIVE_DATA---------------+      
                     +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY----+      
                     '-ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-'      
 

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Parameters

rule_name
Specifies the name of the replication rule that you want to display information about. This parameter is optional. You can
use wildcard characters to specify one or more rules. If you do not specify this parameter, information about all rules is
displayed in the query output. You can specify the following values:

ALL_DATA
Displays information about the ALL_DATA replication rule. This rule replicates backup, archive, or space-managed
data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Displays information about ACTIVE_DATA replication rule. This rule replicates only active backup data. The data is
replicated with a normal priority. This rule is not valid for archive or space-managed data.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on
the target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Displays information about the ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY rule. This rule replicates backup, archive, or space-
managed data. The data is replicated with a normal priority. In a replication process, high-priority data is replicated
before normal-priority data.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Displays information about the ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY rule.

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

Example: Display information about a server replication rule

The name of the rule is ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

query replrule all_data_high_priority

Replication Rule Name: ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY  
Target Replication Server:  
Active Only: No 
Enabled: Yes

Field descriptions

Replication Rule Name
Specifies the name of the rule that was queried.

Target Replication Server
Specifies the name of the target replication server.

Active Only
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Specifies whether the rule applies only to active backup data. The following values are possible:

Yes
Specifies that only active backup data is replicated for file spaces to which this rule is assigned.

No
Specifies that all backup data is replicated for file spaces to which this rule is assigned.

Enabled
Specifies whether the rule is enabled or disabled. The following values are possible:

Yes
Specifies that the rule is enabled for replication. Data in file spaces to which the rule is assigned is replicated.

No
Specifies that the rule is not enabled for replication. Data in file spaces to which the rule is assigned is not replicated.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY REPLRULE
Command Description

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

QUERY REPLSERVER (Query a replication server)
Use this command to view information about all replication servers that are known server. The output from this command includes
server information for the server from which the command was issued. The command indicates whether a replication server
definition is deleted as a result of a REMOVE REPLSERVER command.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                     .-*-----------.    
>>-Query REPLServer--+-------------+--------------------------->< 
                     '-server_name-'    
 

Example: Display summary statistics about all replicating servers

Display information about the replicating server. Issue the command from either the source or the target replication server:

query replserver *

Replication Globally Unique ID: 4d.83.fc.30.67.c1.11.e1.b8. 
                                      40.f0.de.f1.5e.f1.89 
                   Server Name: Server1 
              Last Replication:  
                     Heartbeat:  
   Failover High Level Address: server1.example.com 
      Failover TCP Port Number: 1500 
      Failover SSL Port Number: 1542 
          Deletion in Progress: No 
           Dissimilar Policies:    
                             
Replication Globally Unique ID: 91.0f.ef.90.5c.cc.11.e1.ae. 
                                34.08.00.27.00.58.dc 
                   Server Name: DRServer1 
              Last Replication: 06/30/2012 08:16:30 PM 
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                     Heartbeat: 07/09/2012 22:15:22 PM 
  Fail over High Level Address: drserver1.example.com 
      Failover TCP Port Number: 1500 
      Failover SSL Port Number: 1542 
          Deletion in Progress: No 
           Dissimilar Policies: On    
 
Replication Globally Unique ID: 90.4f.53.b0.8e.cb.11.e3.a8. 
                                2f.00.14.5e.55.b3.67 
                   Server Name: DRSERVER2 
              Last Replication: 04/01/14   12:38:28 
                     Heartbeat: 05/29/14   11:15:44 
   Failover High Level Address: drserver2.example.com 
      Failover TCP Port Number: 1500 
      Failover SSL Port Number: 
          Deletion in Progress: No 
           Dissimilar Policies: Off

Example: Display summary statistics about a specific replicating server

Display information about the replicating server DRServer1. Issue the command from either the source or the target replication
server:

query replserver drserver1

Replication Globally Unique ID: 91.0f.ef.90.5c.cc.11.e1.ae. 
                                      34.08.00.27.00.58.dc 
                   Server Name: DRServer1 
              Last Replication: 06/30/2012 08:16:30 PM 
                     Heartbeat: 07/09/2012 22:15:22 PM 
  Fail over High Level Address: drserver1.example.com 
      Failover TCP Port Number: 1500 
      Failover SSL Port Number: 1542 
          Deletion in Progress: No 
           Dissimilar Policies: On

Parameters

server_name
Specifies the name of the replication server to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. All
matching servers are queried. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all servers are queried. The parameter is
optional.

Field descriptions

Replication Globally Unique ID
The unique identifier for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. The values for the Replication Globally Unique ID are created
when a server is first used in a replication process.
Tip: The ID listed in the Replication Globally Unique ID field is not the same value as the value for the ID listed in the
Machine Globally Unique ID field that is shown in the QUERY STATUS command.

Server Name
The name of the replication server.

Last Replication
The date of the last replication process that used the server.

Heartbeat
The last time that the server completed a successful test communication session.

Failover TCP Port Number
The active Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) client port on the replication server that is used for client connections. If
the client is configured for TCP, the port is used to connect to the failover server.

Failover SSL Port Number
The active Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port on the replication server that is used for client connections. If the client is
configured for SSL, the port is used to connect to the failover server.

Failover High Level Address
The high-level address that the client uses to connect to the replication server during failover.

Deletion in Progress
Specifies whether a REMOVE REPLSERVER command was issued for this replication server and is still in progress. The
following values are possible:
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Yes
The deletion of the replication server is in progress.

No
The deletion of the replication server is not in progress.

Dissimilar Policies
Specifies whether the policies that are defined on the target replication server are enabled. The following values are
possible:

On
The policies on the target replication server manage replicated client-node data.

Off
The policies on the source replication server manage replicated client-node data.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY REPLSERVER
Command Description

REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication) Removes a node from replication.

REMOVE REPLSERVER (Remove a replication server) Removes a server from replication.

QUERY REQUEST (Query one or more pending mount requests)
Use the QUERY REQUEST command to show information about one or more pending mount requests. The server makes requests
for the administrator to complete an action, like inserting a tape volume in a library after a CHECKIN LIBVOL is issued.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query REQuest--+----------------+--------------------------->< 
                  '-request_number-'    
 

Parameters

request_number
Specifies the identification number of the pending mount request. This parameter is optional. The default is all pending
mount requests.

Example: List all pending mount requests

Display information about all pending mount requests after a CHECKIN LIBVOL is issued.

query request

Output for a manual Library

ANR8352I Requests outstanding: 
ANR8326I 001: Mount 8MM volume EXP001 R/W 
in drive 8MM.1 (/dev/mt0) of library 
MANUALLIB within 60 minute(s).

ANR8352I Requests outstanding: 
ANR8326I 001: Mount 8MM volume EXP001 R/W 
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in drive 8MM.1 (/dev/mt0) of library 
MANUALLIB within 60 minute(s).

ANR8352I Requests outstanding: 
ANR8326I 001: Mount GENERICTAPE volume EXP001 R/W 
in drive 8MM.1 (mt3.0.0.0) of library 
MANUALLIB within 60 minute(s).

Output for an automated Library

ANR8352I Requests outstanding: 
ANR8306I 001: Insert LTO volume 133540L5 R/W into the slot with 
 element number 31 of library LTOLIB within 60 minutes; issue 
 'REPLY' along with the request ID when ready.

ANR8352I Requests outstanding: 
ANR8306I 001: Insert 3590 volume 133540 R/W into the slot with element 
 number 31 of library 3590LIB within 60 minutes; issue 'REPLY' 
 along with the request ID when ready.

Related commands

Table 1. Related commands for QUERY REQUEST
Command Description

CANCEL REQUEST Cancels pending volume mount requests.

REPLY Allows a request to continue processing.

QUERY RESTORE (Query restartable restore sessions)
Use this command to display information about the restartable restore sessions.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query--RESTore--+-----------+--+-----------------+-----------> 
                   '-node_name-'  '-file_space_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.  .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+--------------------------+--->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'  '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                '-Detailed-'                   +-UNIcode-+      
                                               '-FSID----'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client node to be queried. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value, all client nodes with
restartable restore sessions are displayed. You must specify a value for this parameter if you specify a file space name.

file_space_name
Specifies the file space to be queried. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify a value, all file spaces are matched
for the specified node.

For a server that has clients with support for Unicode, you may need to have the server convert the file space name that you
enter. For example, you may need to have the server convert the name you enter from the server's code page to Unicode.
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See the NAMETYPE parameter for details.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. This parameter is useful when the server
has clients with support for Unicode. You can use this parameter for Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect™ clients using
Windows, Macintosh OS 9, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare operating systems.

Use this parameter only when you enter a partly or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER. Possible
values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of
the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can fail if the
string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server has a problem accessing
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space names as their file space IDs (FSIDs).

Example: Display a restartable restore session on a specific client node

Display detailed information about client node JAMES associated with file space DRIVE_F_R. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query restore james drive_f_r format=detailed

    Sess Number: -1 
  Restore State: Restartable 
Elapsed Minutes: 2 
      Node Name: JAMES 
           FSID: 1 
 Filespace Name: DRIVE_F_R: 
      File Spec: /RESTORE/TESTDIRF\\ 
 

Field descriptions

Sess Number
Specifies the session number for the restartable restore session. The number for active restore sessions is the same
number displayed on the QUERY SESSION command. For restore sessions in the restartable state, a negative number is
displayed for the session number. Any session number displayed in the QUERY RESTORE output may be specified from the
QUERY RESTORE output.

Restore State

Active: Specifies the restore session is actively restoring files to the client.
Restartable: Specifies the restore session failed and can be restarted from where it left off.

Elapsed Minutes
Specifies the number of minutes since the restore session started. Any restartable restore session with an elapsed time
greater than the RESTOREINTERVAL server option can be automatically deleted from the database when needed or during
expiration processing. If the elapsed time is less than the RESTOREINTERVAL, you can delete this entry (and unlock the
filespace) only by issuing the CANCEL RESTORE command lowering the RESTOREINTERVAL value.

Node Name
Specifies the node associated with the restartable restore session.

FSID
Specifies the file space ID of the file space.
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Filespace Name
Specifies the file space associated with the restartable restore session.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

File Spec
Specifies the file specification used on the restore operation. The same file specification must be specified if a failed restore
operation is to be restarted from where it stopped.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY RESTORE
Command Description

CANCEL RESTORE Cancels a restartable restore session.

QUERY RPFCONTENT (Query recovery plan file contents stored on a
target server)

Use this command to display the contents of a recovery plan file stored on a target server (that is, when the DEVCLASS parameter
was specified on the PREPARE command). You can issue this command from either the server that created the file (the source
server) or the server that stores the recovery plan file (the target server). You cannot issue this command from the server console.

The output may be delayed if the file is on tape.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Query RPFContent--plan_file_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--+-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-+-------------------------->< 
   '-NODEName--=--node_name---------'    
 

Parameters

plan_file_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery plan file to be queried. The format of the file name is servername.yyyymmdd.hhmmss.
To see the names of existing files, issue the QUERY RPFILE command.

DEVclass
Specifies the name of the device class used to create the recovery plan file. Wildcard characters are not allowed.
Specify this parameter when:

You want to display the contents of the recovery plan file that was created for this server.
You are issuing this command to the same server on which the PREPARE command was issued (the source server).
The specified device class name was used on the PREPARE command that created the recovery plan file.

NODEName
Specifies the node name, registered on the target server, of the source server that created the recovery plan file. Wildcard
characters are not allowed.
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Specify this parameter when:

You want to display the contents of the recovery plan file that was stored on this server.
You are issuing this command to the server that was the target of the PREPARE command that created the recovery
plan file.
The specified node name is registered to this server with a node type of SERVER.
The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that created the recovery plan file is not available.

Example: Display the source server recovery plan

On the source server, display the contents of a recovery plan file that was created for this server on March 19, 1998, at 6:10 A.M.
The PREPARE command specifies the device class REMOTE. The output of this command is the entire contents of the recovery
plan file.

query rpfcontent branch1.19980319.061000 devclass=remote

Example: Display the target server recovery plan

On the target server, display the contents of a recovery plan file that was stored in this server on March 19, 1998, at 6:10 A.M. The
server that created the file is registered on the target server as a node named POLARIS with a node type of SERVER. The output of
this command is the entire contents of the recovery plan file.

query rpfcontent branch1.19980319.061000 nodename=polaris

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY RPFCONTENT
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY RPFILE Displays information about recovery plan files.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

Related information:
Disaster recovery plan file

QUERY RPFILE (Query recovery plan file information stored on a target
server)

Use this command to display information about recovery plan files stored on a target server. You can issue this command from
either the server that created the file (the source server) or the server that stores the recovery plan file (the target server).

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query RPFile--+-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-+-------------> 
                 '-NODEName--=--node_name---------'    
 
   .-Source--=--DBBackup-------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+-->< 
   '-Source--=--+-DBBackup---+-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-DBSnapshot-'                 '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

DEVclass
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Specifies the name of the device class that was used to create the recovery plan files. Use this parameter when logged on
to the server that created the recovery plan file. You can use wildcard characters in the device class name. All recovery plan
files that are created with the device class specified are included in the query.

NODEName
Specifies the node name, registered on the target server, of the source server that created the recovery plan files. Use this
parameter when logged on to the target server. You can use this parameter when the source server is not available. You can
use wildcard characters to specify the node name. All file objects that are stored with the node name specified are included
in this query.

Source
Specifies the type of database backup that was specified when the recovery plan file was prepared. This parameter is
optional. The default is DBBACKUP. Possible values are:

DBBackup
The recovery plan file was prepared with full and incremental database backups specified.

DBSnapshot
The recovery plan file was prepared with snapshot database backups specified.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Displays partial information for the recovery plan file.

Detailed
Displays all information for the recovery plan file.

Example: Display detailed information about the recovery plans

Display recovery plan files that were created for this server using the specified device class. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query rpfile devclass=* format=detailed

    Recovery Plan File Name: ALASKA.20000406.170423 
                  Node Name: BRANCH1 
          Device Class Name: REMOTE 
    Recovery Plan File Type: RPFILE 
            Mgmt Class Name: STANDARD 
    Recovery Plan File Size: 16,255 Bytes 
        Marked for Deletion: Yes 
              Deletion Date: 06/12/2000 13:05:31 
  
    Recovery Plan File Name: ALASKA.20000407.170845 
                  Node Name: BRANCH1 
          Device Class Name: REMOTE 
    Recovery Plan File Type: RPFSNAPSHOT 
            Mgmt Class Name: STANDARD 
    Recovery Plan File Size: 16,425 Bytes 
        Marked for Deletion: No 
              Deletion Date: 

Example: Display a list of recovery plans for a specific node name

Display a list of all recovery plan file objects that are stored with the specified node name (TYPE=SERVER). See Field descriptions
for field descriptions.

query rpfile nodename=branch1

    Recovery Plan File Name       Node Name       Device Class Name 
    -----------------------       ---------       ----------------- 
     ALASKA.19980406.170423         BRANCH1         REMOTE 
     ALASKA.19980407.170845         BRANCH1         REMOTE

Field descriptions

Recovery Plan File Name
The recovery plan file name.

Node Name
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The node name that is registered with the target server and used to store the recovery plan file objects.
Device Class Name

The device class name that is defined in the source server and used to create the recovery plan files.
Recovery Plan File Type

The type of recovery plan file:

RPFILE
The plan assumes full plus incremental database backups.

RPFSNAPSHOT
The plan assumes snapshot database backups.

Mgmt Class Name
The management class name that the recovery plan file is associated with in the target server.

Recovery Plan File Size
Estimated size of the recovery plan file object on the target server.

Marked For Deletion
Whether the object that contains the recovery plan file has been deleted from the source server and marked for deletion on
the target server if the grace period has not expired. Possible values are:

Yes
The object is marked for deletion.

No
The object is not marked for deletion.

Deletion Date
Date that the object has been deleted from the source server and marked for deletion on the target server. This field is
blank if the object has not been marked for deletion.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY RPFILE
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

QUERY RPFCONTENT Displays the contents of a recovery plan file.

QUERY SAN (Query the devices on the SAN)
Use this command to obtain information about devices that can be detected on a storage area network (SAN) so that you can
configure IBM Spectrum Protect™ for LAN-free data movement.

The QUERY SAN command requires the libhbaapi.a that supports SNIA common Host Bus Adapter (HBA) API. With this
library object, IBM Spectrum Protect can call the hbaapi functions that are specified in the SNIA common HBAAPI standard.

The QUERY SAN command requires the hbaapi.dll that supports SNIA common Host Bus Adapter (HBA) API. With this
library object, IBM Spectrum Protect can call the hbaapi functions that are specified in the SNIA common HBAAPI standard.

The QUERY SAN command requires the libhaapi.so that supports SNIA common Host Bus Adapter (HBA) API. With this
library object, IBM Spectrum Protect can call the hbaapi functions that are specified in the SNIA common HBAAPI standard.
The QUERY SAN command might not show all the devices if the SANDISCOVERY server option is not set to ON.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
              .-Type--=--Any---------.    
>>-Query SAN--+----------------------+--------------------------> 
              '-Type--=--+-Any-----+-'    
                         +-DRive---+      
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                         '-LIBRary-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

Type
Specifies the type of device that is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is Any. Possible values are:

Any
Specifies that any device detected on the SAN is displayed.

DRive
Specifies that only drive devices are displayed.

LIBRary
Specifies that only library devices are displayed.

Format
Specifies the type of information that is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is Standard. Possible
values are:

Standard
Specifies that the information displayed is summarized.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Tip: The output might not display the serial number of the device. If this happens, look on the back of the device or contact
the manufacturer of the device.

Example: List drive devices

Display summary information for drive devices on a SAN. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query san type=drive

Device Type      Vendor        Product     Serial           Device 
-------------    ----------    ---------   ---------        ---------- 
LIBRARY          STK           L180        MPC01000128      /dev/smc1 
DRIVE            STK           9840D       331001017229     /dev/rmt3 
DRIVE            Quantum       DLT4000     JF62806275       /dev/rmt4 
DRIVE            Quantum       DLT4000     JP73213185       /dev/rmt5 
DRIVE            STK           9840D       331000028779     /dev/rmt6

Example: Display drive device information

Display detailed information for all drive devices on a SAN. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query san type=drive format=detailed

                    Device Type:    DRIVE 
                         Vendor:    IBM  
                        Product:    03570B02 
                  Serial Number:     
                         Device:    mt10.2.0.3 
                      DataMover:    No 
                       Node WWN:    5005076206039E05 
                       Port WWN:    5005076206439E05 
                            LUN:    0 
                      SCSI Port:    3 
                       SCSI Bus:    0 
                    SCSI Target:    10

Field descriptions

Device Type
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The type of device that is being displayed.
Vendor

The name of the device's vendor.
Product

The name of the product that is assigned by the vendor.
Serial Number

The serial number of the device.
Device

The device special file name.
Data Mover

Whether the device is a data mover.
Node WWN

The worldwide name for the device.
Port WWN

The worldwide name for the device, which is specific to the port that the device is connected to.
LUN

The Logical Unit Number of the device.
SCSI Port

The port of the Fibre Channel (or SCSI) Host Bus Adapter.
SCSI Bus

The bus of the Host Bus Adapter card.
SCSI Target

The target number of the device.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SAN
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

QUERY SCHEDULE (Query schedules)
Use this command to display information about one or more schedules.

The QUERY SCHEDULE command takes two forms, depending on whether the schedule applies to client operations or
administrative commands. The syntax and parameters for each operation are defined separately. Some options in the query
display will be blank depending on whether the schedule style is classic or enhanced.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SCHEDULE
Command Description

COPY SCHEDULE Creates a copy of a schedule.

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

UPDATE SCHEDULE Changes the attributes of a schedule.

QUERY SCHEDULE (Query client schedules)
Use this command to display information about one or more client schedules.
QUERY SCHEDULE (Query an administrative schedule)
Use this command to display information about one or more administrative schedules.

QUERY SCHEDULE (Query client schedules)
Use this command to display information about one or more client schedules.
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Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                   .-*--*---------------------------.    
>>-Query SCHedule--+--------------------------------+-----------> 
                   |              .-*-------------. |    
                   '-domain_name--+---------------+-'    
                                  '-schedule_name-'      
 
   .-Type--=--Client-.                                 
>--+-----------------+--+-------------------------+-------------> 
                        |           .-,---------. |    
                        |           V           | |    
                        '-Nodes--=----node_name-+-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

domain_name
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the schedule belongs. You can use a wildcard character to specify this
name. If you specify a domain name, you do not have to specify a schedule name.

schedule_name
Specifies the name of the schedule that belongs to the specified policy domain. You can use a wildcard character to specify
this name. If you specify a schedule name, you must also specify a policy domain name.

Type=Client
Specifies that the query displays client schedules. This parameter is optional. The default is CLIENT.

Nodes
Specifies the name of one or more client nodes that are associated with the schedules to be displayed. This parameter is
optional. You can use a wildcard character to specify client nodes. If you do not specify a client name, all schedules
matching the DOMAINNAME and SCHEDULENAME parameters are displayed. You can specify multiple client nodes by
separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces.

Format
Specifies how information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the schedules.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information is displayed for the schedules.

The standard format displays a blank in the period column and an asterisk in the day column for enhanced schedules. To
display complete information about an enhanced schedule, issue FORMAT=DETAILED.

Example: List schedules for a specific policy domain

Display all schedules that belong to the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain. See Field descriptions: Schedules for a specific
policy domain for field descriptions.

query schedule employee_records

The standard format displays a blank in the period column and an asterisk in the day column for enhanced schedules. To display
complete information about an enhanced schedule, issue FORMAT=DETAILED.

Domain  * Schedule Name   Action Start       Duration Period Day 
                                 Date/Time 
------- - --------------  ------ ----------  -------- ------ --- 
EMPLOY    WEEKLY_BACKUP   Inc Bk 2004.06.04  1 H      1 D    Any 
EE_RE-                           17.04.20 
CORDS 
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EMPLOY-   EMPLOYEE_BACKUP Inc Bk 2004.06.04  1 H             (*) 
EE_RE-                           17.04.20 
CORDS

Field descriptions: Schedules for a specific policy domain

Domain
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the specified schedule belongs.

* (Asterisk)
Specifies whether the corresponding schedule has expired. If there is an asterisk in this column, the corresponding
schedule has expired.

Schedule Name
Specifies the name of the schedule.

Action
Specifies the action that occurs when this schedule is processed.

Start Date/Time
Specifies the initial starting date and time for this schedule.

Duration
Specifies the length of the startup window for this schedule.

Period
Specifies the time between startup windows (assuming DAYOFWEEK=ANY). The column is blank for enhanced schedules.

Day
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup windows for the schedule begin. The column contains an asterisk for
enhanced schedules.

Example: Display detailed client schedules

From a managed server, display detailed information about client schedules. See Field descriptions: Detailed client schedules for
field descriptions.

query schedule * type=client format=detailed

            Policy Domain Name: ADMIN_RECORDS 
                 Schedule Name: ADMIN_BACKUP 
                   Description: 
                        Action: Backup 
                     Subaction: vApp 
                       Options: 
                       Objects: 
                      Priority: 5 
               Start Date/Time: 04/06/2013 17.04.20 
                      Duration: 1 Hour(s) 
    Maximum Run Time (Minutes): 0 
                Schedule Style: Classic 
                        Period: 1 Day(s) 
                   Day of Week: Any 
                         Month: 
                  Day of Month: 
                 Week of Month: 
                    Expiration: 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
         Last Update Date/Time: 04/06/2013 17.51.49 
              Managing profile: ADMIN_INFO 
 
            Policy Domain Name: EMPLOYEE_RECORDS 
                 Schedule Name: EMPLOYEE_BACKUP 
                   Description: 
                        Action: Incremental 
                     Subaction: 
                       Options: 
                       Objects: 
                      Priority: 5 
               Start Date/Time: 2004.06.04 17.04.33 
                      Duration: 1 Hour(s) 
    Maximum Run Time (Minutes): 0 
                Schedule Style: Enhanced 
                        Period: 
                   Day of Week: Any 
                         Month: Mar,Jun,Nov 
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                  Day of Month: -14,14,22 
                 Week of Month: Last 
                    Expiration: 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2004.06.04 17.18.30 
              Managing profile: EMPLOYEE

Field descriptions: Detailed client schedules

Policy Domain Name
Specifies the name of the policy domain.

Schedule Name
Specifies the name of the schedule.

Description
Specifies the description of the schedule.

Action
Specifies the type of action that occurs when this schedule is run. See the DEFINE SCHEDULE command for a listing of
actions.

Subaction
Specifies that the type of operation identified by the ACTION parameter is to be scheduled. See the DEFINE SCHEDULE
command for a listing of subactions.

Options
Specifies the options that are supplied to the DSMC command when the schedule is run.

Objects
Specifies the objects for which the specified action is performed.

Priority
Specifies the priority value for the schedule.

Start Date/Time
Specifies the initial starting date and time for the schedule.

Duration
Specifies the length of the startup window for the schedule.

Maximum Run Time (Minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes during which all client sessions that are started by the scheduled operation should be
completed. If sessions are still running after the maximum run time, the server issues a warning message, but the sessions
continue to run.

Schedule Style
Specifies whether classic or enhanced schedule rules are used.

Period
Specifies the time between startup windows (assuming DAYOFWEEK=ANY). This is not displayed for enhanced syntax
schedules.

Day of Week
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup windows for the schedule begin. Using a standard format displays an
asterisk in the day of week field for enhanced schedules.

Month
Specifies the months during which the schedule will run. This is not displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Day of Month
Specifies the days of the month during which the schedule will run. This is not displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Week of Month
Specifies the weeks (first, second, third, fourth, or last) of the month during which the schedule will run. This is not
displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Expiration
Specifies the date and time on which this schedule expires. If this column is blank, the schedule does not expire.

Last Update by (administrator)
Specifies the name of the administrator that most recently updated the schedule. If this field contains a
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the schedule is associated with a domain that is managed by the configuration manager.

Last Update Date/Time
Specifies the last date and time the schedule was last updated.

Managing Profile
Specifies the profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this schedule.

QUERY SCHEDULE (Query an administrative schedule)
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Use this command to display information about one or more administrative schedules.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                   .-*-------------.                             
>>-Query SCHedule--+---------------+--Type--=--Administrative---> 
                   '-schedule_name-'                             
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

schedule_name
Specifies the name of the schedule to be queried. You can use a wildcard character to specify this name.

Type=Administrative (Required)
Specifies that the query displays administrative command schedules.

Format
Specifies how information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the schedules.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information is displayed for the schedules.

The standard format displays a blank period column and an asterisk in the day column for enhanced schedules. Issue
FORMAT=DETAILED to display complete information about an enhanced schedule.

Example: Display detailed information on administrative command schedules

From a managed server, display detailed information about administrative command schedules. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query schedule * type=administrative  
format=detailed

                 Schedule Name: BACKUP_ARCHIVEPOOL 
                   Description: 
                       Command: backup db 
                      Priority: 5 
               Start Date/Time: 2004.06.04 16.57.15 
                      Duration: 1 Hour(s) 
    Maximum Run Time (Minutes): 0 
                Schedule Style: Classic 
                        Period: 1 Day(s) 
                   Day of Week: Any 
                         Month: 
                  Day of Month: 
                 Week of Month: 
                    Expiration: 
                        Active: No 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG MANAGER$$ 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2004.06.04 17.51.49 
              Managing Profile: ADMIN_INFO 
 
                 Schedule Name: MONTHLY_BACKUP 
                   Description: 
                       Command: q status 
                      Priority: 5 
               Start Date/Time: 2004.06.04 16.57.14 
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                      Duration: 1 Hour(s) 
    Maximum Run Time (Minutes): 0 
                Schedule Style: Enhanced 
                        Period: 
                   Day of Week: Tue,Thu,Fri 
                         Month: Aug,Nov 
                  Day of Month: 
                 Week of Month: Second,Third 
                    Expiration: 
                        Active: No 
Last Update by (administrator): $$CONFIG MANAGER 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2004.06.04 17.51.49 
              Managing Profile: ADMIN_INFO 
                           

Field descriptions

Schedule Name
Specifies the name of the schedule.

Description
Specifies the description of the schedule.

Command
Specifies the command that is scheduled.

Priority
Specifies the priority value for this schedule.

Start Date/Time
Specifies the initial starting date and time for this schedule.

Duration
Specifies the length of the startup window.

Maximum Run Time (Minutes)
Specifies the number of minutes during which server processes that are started by the scheduled commands must be
completed. If processes are still running after the maximum run time, the central scheduler cancels the processes.
Tips:

This parameter does not apply to some processes, such as duplicate-identification processes, which can continue to
run after the maximum run time.
Another cancel time might be associated with some commands. For example, the MIGRATE STGPOOL command can
include a parameter that specifies the length of time that the storage pool migration runs before the migration is
automatically canceled. If you schedule a command for which a cancel time is defined, and you also define a
maximum run time for the schedule, the processes are canceled at whichever cancel time is reached first.

Schedule Style
Specifies whether classic or enhanced schedule rules are used.

Period
Specifies the time between startup windows (assuming DAYOFWEEK=ANY). This is not displayed for enhanced syntax
schedules.

Day of Week
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup windows begin.

Month
Specifies the months during which the schedule will run. This is not displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Day of Month
Specifies the days of the month during which the schedule will run. This is not displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Week of Month
Specifies the weeks (first, second, third, fourth, or last) of the month during which the schedule will run. This is not
displayed for classic syntax schedules.

Expiration
Specifies the date after which this schedule will no longer be used. If this column is blank, the schedule does not expire.

Active?
Specifies whether the schedule has been processed according to the time and date set for this schedule.

Last Update by (administrator)
Specifies the name of the administrator that most recently updated the schedule. If this field contains a
$$CONFIG_MANAGER$$, the schedule is associated with a domain that is managed by the configuration manager.

Last Update Date/Time
Specifies the last date and time the schedule was modified.
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Managing Profile
Specifies the profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of this schedule.

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY (Query a scratch pad entry)
Use this command to display data that is contained in the scratch pad.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query SCRATCHPadentry----------------------------------------> 
 
   .-*--*--*-----------------------------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------------------+----------> 
   |                 .-*--*------------------------. |    
   '-major_category--+-----------------------------+-'    
                     |                 .-*-------. |      
                     '-minor_category--+---------+-'      
                                       '-subject-'        
 
   .-Line--=--*------.    
>--+-----------------+----------------------------------------->< 
   '-Line--=--number-'    
 

Parameters

major_category
Specifies the major category to be queried. This parameter is case sensitive. You can query all major categories by omitting
this parameter.

minor_category
Specifies the minor category to be queried. This parameter is case sensitive. You can query all minor categories in the major
category by omitting this parameter.

subject
Specifies the subject to be queried. This parameter is case sensitive. You can query all subjects in the minor category by
omitting this parameter.

Line
Specifies the number of the line to be queried. For number, enter an integer in the range 1 - 1000. You can query all lines of
data in the subject by omitting this parameter.

Example: Query scratch pad entries

Query a database that stores information about the location of all administrators.

query scratchpadentry admin_info location

Scratchpad major category: admin_info 
     Scratchpad minor category: location 
            Scratchpad subject: codjo 
        Scratchpad line number: 1 
               Scratchpad data: Toronto 5A24 
         Date/time of creation: 2013-09-10, 10:15:50 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2013-09-10, 10:15:50 
Last Update by (administrator): CODJO 
 
     Scratchpad major category: admin_info 
     Scratchpad minor category: location 
            Scratchpad subject: jane 
        Scratchpad line number: 1 
               Scratchpad data: Raleigh GF85 
         Date/time of creation: 2013-09-09, 14:29:40 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2013-09-09, 14:29:40 
Last Update by (administrator): JANE_W 
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     Scratchpad major category: admin_info 
     Scratchpad minor category: location 
            Scratchpad subject: jane 
        Scratchpad line number: 2 
               Scratchpad data: Out of the office from 1-15 Nov. 
         Date/time of creation: 2013-09-09, 14:30:05 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2013-10-31, 16:55:52 
Last Update by (administrator): JANE_W 
 
     Scratchpad major category: admin_info 
     Scratchpad minor category: location 
            Scratchpad subject: montse 
        Scratchpad line number: 1 
               Scratchpad data: Barcelona B19 
         Date/time of creation: 2013-09-10, 04:34:37 
         Last Update Date/Time: 2013-09-10, 04:34:37 
Last Update by (administrator): MONTSERRAT 
 

Field descriptions

Scratchpad data
The data that is stored in the scratch pad entry.

Date/time of creation
The date and time at which the scratch pad entry was created.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time at which the scratch pad entry was last updated.

Last Update by (administrator)
The administrator who last updated the scratch pad entry.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY
Command Description

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY Creates a line of data in the scratch pad.

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY Deletes a line of data from the scratch pad.

SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION Specifies the amount of time for which scratch pad entries are
retained.

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY Updates data on a line in the scratch pad.

QUERY SCRIPT (Query IBM Spectrum Protect scripts)
Use this command to display information about scripts.

You can use this command with the DEFINE SCRIPT command to create a new script by using the contents from another script.

Privilege class

The privilege class that is required for this command depends on whether the Outputfile parameter is specified in the command.

If the Outputfile parameter is not specified, any administrator can issue this command.
If the Outputfile parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to YES, the administrator must
have system privilege.
If the Outputfile parameter is specified and the REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE server option is set to NO, the administrator must
have operator, policy, storage, or system privilege.

Syntax

 
                 .-*-----------.    
>>-Query SCRipt--+-------------+--------------------------------> 
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                 '-script_name-'    
 
   .-FORMAT--=--Standard------------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------+-------->< 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-Standard--------------------------+-'    
                +-Detailed--------------------------+      
                +-Lines-----------------------------+      
                '-Raw--+--------------------------+-'      
                       '-Outputfile--=--file_name-'        
 

Parameters

script_name
Specifies the name of the script for which information is to be displayed. You can include a wildcard character to specify
this name.
Important: If you do not specify a script, the query displays information about all scripts. The time that is used to process
this command and the amount of information that is displayed can be extensive.

Format
Specifies the output format for displaying script information. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that only the script name and description in a script are displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that detailed information about the script is displayed. This information includes the commands in the
script and their line numbers, the date of the last update and the administrator that completed the updates.

Lines
Specifies that the script name, the line number of the commands, comment lines, and the commands in the script
are displayed.

Raw
Specifies that commands contained in the script are written to a file named with the Outputfile parameter. This
format is a way of directing output from a script to a file so that it can be copied into another script by using the
DEFINE SCRIPT command.

If no output file is specified, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server outputs the "query script" with "format=raw" to the
console.

Outputfile
Specifies the name of the file to which output is directed when you specify FORMAT=Raw. The file that you specify must be
on the server that is running this command. If the file exists, the query output is appended to the end of the file.

Example: List the script descriptions

Display the standard information about scripts.

query script *

Name             Description 
---------------  ---------------------------------------------------- 
QCOLS            Display columns for a specified SQL table 
QSAMPLE          Sample SQL Query 
EXAMPLE          Backup the store pools and database when no sessions

Example: Display the contents of a script with line numbers

Display the lines of information for a script named Q_AUTHORITY.

query script q_authority format=lines

Name         Line    Command                                           
             Number   
----------   ------  ------------------------------------------------- 
Q_AUTHORITY  1       /* ------------------------------------------*/   
             5       /* Script Name:  Q_AUTHORITY                 */   
             10      /* Description: Display administrators that  */   
             15      /*              have the authority to issue  */   
             20      /*              commands requiring a         */   
             25      /*              specific privilege.          */   
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             30      /* Parameter 1: privilege name - in the form */   
             35      /*              x_priv - EX. policy_priv     */   
             40      /* Example:  run q_authority storage_priv    */   
             45      /* ------------------------------------------*/   
             50      select admin_name from admins where -             
             55        upper(system_priv) <> 'NO' or -              
             60        upper($1) <> 'NO'                       

Example: Create a script from an existing script

Query the ENGDEV script and direct the output to a file named MY.SCRIPT.

query script engdev format=raw outputfile=my.script

Example: Display detailed script information

Display detailed information about scripts. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query script * format=detailed

                          Name: QCOLS 
                   Line Number: DESCRIPTION 
                       Command: Display columns for a specified SQL 
                                table 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 12/02/1997 16:05:29 
  
                          Name: QCOLS 
                   Line Number: 1 
                       Command: select colname from columns where  
                                tabname='$1' 
Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
         Last Update Date/Time: 12/02/1997 16:05:29 

Field descriptions

Name
The name of the script.

Line Number
The line number of the script or the string DESCRIPTION.

Command
The command included on the line number that is displayed in the previous field.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator that defined or most recently updated the script.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that the administrator defined or updated the script.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SCRIPT
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

Related concepts:
Server scripts

QUERY SERVER (Query a server)
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Use this command to display information about a server definition.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                 .-*-----------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query SERver--+-------------+--+-------------------------+-->< 
                 '-server_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                               '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

server_name
Specifies the name of the server to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This parameter is
optional. The default is all server names.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. The parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD.

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: List all servers

Display information in standard format about all servers. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query server *

Server  Comm.   High-level  Low-level Days  Server   Virtual  Allow    
Name    Method  Address     Address   Since Password Volume   Replace- 
                                      Last  Set      Password ment     
                                      Access         Set               
-------- ------ ----------- --------  ------ ------- -------- -------- 
SERVER_A TCPIP  9.115.35.6  1501         11  Yes      No       No      
SERVER_B TCPIP  9.115.45.24 1500         <1  Yes      No       No   
ASTRO    TCPIP  9.115.32.21 1500         24  Yes      No       No 

Example: Display detailed information about a specific server

From a managed server, display detailed information about SERVER_A. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query server server_a format=detailed

                                
                                  Server Name: SERVER_A 
                                 Comm. Method: TCPIP 
                              Transfer Method: TCPIP 
                           High-level Address: 9.115.4.15 
                            Low-level Address: 1500 
                                  Description: 
                            Allow Replacement: No 
                                    Node Name: 
                        Last Access Date/Time: 07/09/2013 09:00:00 
                       Days Since Last Access: <1 
                                  Compression: Client's choice 
                      Archive Delete Allowed?: No 
                                          URL: 
                       Registration Date/Time: 07/08/2013 09:15:09 
                    Registering Administrator: $$CONFIG_MANAGER$$ 
                  Bytes Received Last Session: 362 
                      Bytes Sent Last Session: 507 
                     Duration of Last Session: 0.00 
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                  Pct. Idle Wait Last Session: 0.00 
                 Pct. Comm. Wait Last Session: 0.00 
                 Pct. Media Wait Last Session: 0.00 
                        Grace Deletion Period: 5 
                             Managing profile: 
                          Server Password Set: Yes 
                Server Password Set Date/Time: 07/08/2013 09:15:09 
               Days Since Server Password Set: 1 
             Invalid Sign-on Count for Server: 0 
                  Virtual Volume Password Set: No 
        Virtual Volume Password Set Date/Time: (?) 
       Days Since Virtual Volume Password Set: (?) 
Invalid Sign-on Count for Virtual Volume Node: 0 
                            Validate Protocol: No 
                                      Version: 7 
                                      Release: 1                                 
                                        Level: 0.0 
                                      Role(s): Replication 
                                          SSL: No 
                             Session Security: Strict 
                             Transport Method: TLS 1.2

Field descriptions

Server Name
The name of the server.

Comm. Method
The communication method that is used to connect to the server.

Transfer Method
The method that is used for server-to-server data transfer.

High-level Address
The IP address (in dotted decimal format) of the server.

Low-level Address
The port number of the server.

Description
The server description.

Allow Replacement
Specifies whether a server definition on a managed server can be replaced with a definition from a configuration manager.

Node Name
The name of the client node.

Last Access Date/Time
The last date and time that the client node accessed the server.

Days Since Last Access
The number of days since the client node accessed the server.

Compression
The type of compression that is completed by IBM Spectrum Protect™ on client files.

Archive Delete Allowed?
Specifies whether the client node can delete its own archive files. A value of (?) denotes that this field is not set and does
not apply to this definition.

URL
The URL used to access this server from a web browser-based interface.

Registration Date/Time
The date and time that the client node was registered.

Registering Administrator
The name of the administrator that registered the client node.

Bytes Received Last Session
The number of bytes received by the server during the last client node session.

Bytes Sent Last Session
The number of bytes sent to the client node.

Duration of Last Session
The length of the last client node session, in seconds.

Pct. Idle Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time during which the client did not complete any functions.

Pct. Comm. Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time that the client waited for a response from the server.
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Pct. Media Wait Last Session
The percentage of the total session time that the client waited for a removable volume to be mounted.

Grace Deletion Period
The number of days an object remains on the target server after it is marked for deletion.

Managing Profile
The profile from which the managed server got the definition of this server.

Server Password Set
Specifies whether the password for the server is set.

Server Password Set Date/Time
Specifies when the password for the server is set.

Days since Server Password Set
The number of days since the server password was set.

Invalid Sign-on count for Server
The maximum number of invalid sign-on attempts that the server can accept.

Virtual Volume Password Set
Specifies whether the password used to log on to the target server is set.

Virtual Volume Password Set Date/Time
Specifies when the password for virtual volume support is set.

Days Since Virtual Volume Password Set
The number of days since the password for virtual volume support was set.

Invalid Sign-on Count for Virtual Volume Node
The maximum number of invalid sign-on attempts that are accepted on the target server.

Validate Protocol (deprecated)

Specifies whether the storage agent has the data validation function enabled. This field is deprecated.

Version
The software version of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Release
The software release of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Level
The software level of the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Role(s)
The role of the server. For example, one of the roles that the server is used for is replication.

SSL
Specifies whether Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) communication is used.

Session Security
Specifies the level of session security that is enforced for the server. Values can be STRICT or TRANSITIONAL.

Transport Method
Specifies the transport method that was last used for the specified server. Values can be TLS 1.2, TLS 1.1, or NONE. A
question mark (?) is displayed until a successful authentication is completed.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SERVER
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container
storage pool.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.
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Command Description

RECONCILE VOLUMES Reconciles source server virtual volume definitions and target
server archive objects.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET REPLSERVER Specifies a target replication server.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

QUERY SERVERGROUP (Query a server group)
Use this command to display information about server groups and group members.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                      .-*----------.    
>>-QUERY SERVERGroup--+------------+--------------------------->< 
                      '-group_name-'    
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the server group to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name.

Example: List server groups

From a managed server, query all server groups. Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query servergroup *

Server Group    Members         Description          Managing Profile  
------------    ------------    -----------------    ----------------  
ADMIN_GROUP     SERVER_A        Headquarters         ADMIN_INFO 
                SERVER_B 
                SERVER_C 
                SERVER_D    

Field descriptions

Server Group
The name of the server group.

Members
The group members.

Description
The description of the server group.

Managing Profile
The profile or profiles to which the managed server subscribed to get the definition of the server groups.
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SERVERGROUP
Command Description

COPY SERVERGROUP Creates a copy of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

QUERY SESSION (Query client sessions)
Use this command to display information about administrative, node, and server sessions.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query SEssion--+---------+-----------------------------------> 
                  '-sessnum-'    
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-MINTIMethreshold--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-MAXTHRoughput--=--kilobytes_per_second-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.  .-Type--=--*----------.    
>--+-------------------------+--+---------------------+---------> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'  '-Type--=--+-Admin--+-'    
                '-Detailed-'               +-Node---+      
                                           '-Server-'      
 
   .-CLIENTName--=--*---------------.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-CLIENTName--=----client_name---'    
 

Parameters

sessnum
Specifies the number of the administrative or client node session to query. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify
a value for this parameter, all sessions display.

MINTIMethreshold
Specifies to display sessions that had at least this number of minutes elapse from the time the client sent data to the server
for storage. This parameter is optional. The minimum number of minutes is 1. The maximum number of minutes is
99999999.

MAXTHRoughput
Specifies to display sessions that are transferring data at a rate less than this number of kilobytes per second. This
parameter is optional. The minimum number of kilobytes per second is 0. The maximum number of kilobytes per second is
99999999.

Format
Specifies how the information displays. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. The following values
are possible:

Standard
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Specifies that partial information displays for the session.
Detailed

Specifies that complete information displays for the session.

Type
Specifies the type of sessions to include in the query results. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all types of
sessions are queried. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

Admin
Specifies that administrative sessions are displayed.

Node
Specifies that node sessions are displayed.

Server
Specifies that server sessions are displayed.

CLIENTName
Specifies the name of an administrator, client node, or server to be queried. You can specify one or more names. You can
also specify node groups and proxy nodes. If you specify multiple names, separate the names with commas; use no
intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters with node names but not with node group names. The parameter is
optional.

During node replication, the client name on the target server is displayed as node_name (server_name), where
node_name is the node whose data is being replicated, and server_name is the name of the source server. You can specify
either the node name or the server name in the CLIENTName parameter to display the replication sessions.

Example: List active client node sessions

Display information about all administrative and client node sessions that are communicating with the server. See Field
descriptions for field descriptions.

query session

  Sess Comm.  Sess     Wait   Bytes   Bytes Sess  Platform Client 
Number Method State    Time    Sent   Recvd Type           Name 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------- ------- ----- -------- ------ 
    4  TCP/IP  Run    0 S    1.4 K    162   Admin  WinNT   ADMIN

Example: Display detailed information about active client node sessions

Display detailed information about all administrative and client node sessions that are communicating with the server. See Field
descriptions for field descriptions.

query session format=detailed

              Sess Number: 4 
             Comm. Method: Tcp/Ip 
               Sess State: Run 
                Wait Time: 0 S 
               Bytes Sent: 1.4 K 
              Bytes Recvd: 162 
                Sess Type: Admin 
                 Platform: WinNT 
              Client Name: ADMIN 
      Media Access Status: 
                User Name: 
Date/Time First Data Sent: 
   Proxy By Storage Agent: 
                  Actions: 
            Failover Mode: No

Field descriptions

Sess Number
Specifies a unique session identification number that is assigned by the server.

Comm. Method
Specifies the method that is used by the client to communicate with the server.

Sess State
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Specifies the current communications state of the server. The following states are possible:

End
The session is ending (session resources are released).

IdleW
Waiting for client's next request (session is idle).

MediaW
The session is waiting for access to a sequential access volume.

RecvW
Waiting to receive an expected message from the client.

Run
The server is running a client request (and not waiting to send data).

SendW
The server is waiting to send data to the client (waiting for data to be delivered to the client node that was already
sent).

SSLiW
The session is waiting for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) initialization to complete.

Start
The session is starting (authentication is in progress).

Wait Time
Specifies the amount of time (seconds, minutes, or hours) the server is in the current state shown.

Bytes Sent
Specifies the number of bytes of data that is sent to the client node since the session was initiated.

Bytes Recvd
Specifies the number of bytes of data that is received from the client node since the session was initiated.

Sess Type
Specifies the type of session in process: ADMIN for an administrative session, NODE for a client node session, or SERVER.
SERVER specifies the server starts a session and initiates server-to-server operations such as central configuration, library
sharing, and storage agent sessions.

Platform
Specifies the type of operating system that is associated with the client.

Client Name
Specifies the name of the client node or the administrator.

For node replication sessions, the client name is updated to node_name (server_name) on the target server after data
transfer starts.

Media Access Status
Specifies the type of media wait state. When a session is in a media wait state, this field displays a list of all mount points
and sequential volumes for the session. The list of mount points specifies the device class and the associated storage pool.
The list of volumes specifies the primary storage pool volumes in addition to any copy storage pool and active-data pool
volumes along with their assigned storage pool.

The server allows multiple sessions to read and one session to write to a volume concurrently in a storage pool that is
associated with the FILE or CENTERA device type. As a result, a volume in a storage pool with a device type of FILE or
CENTERA can appear as the current volume for more than one session.

Proxy by Storage Agent
Specifies the storage agent that is the proxy for LAN-free data movement for the node.

User Name
Specifies the user ID of the node, on a multi-user system, that connects to the server when it is not the same system user
who originally connected to the server.

Date/Time First Data Sent
Specifies the date and time that the client first sent data to the server for storage.

Actions
Displays a list of actions that are performed during the session. An action is listed only once, even if the action occurs
multiple times during a session. The following actions are possible:

BkIns
One or more backup objects were stored on the server. The operation might have been an incremental backup or a
selective backup.

BkUpd
One or more attributes were updated for a backup object that is stored on the server.
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BkDel
One or more backup objects that are stored on the server are deleted.

BkRebind
One or more backup objects that are stored on the server are bound to a different management class.

NoQueryRestore
A no-query restore operation was initiated from the client to restore backed-up files from the server to the client
system.

ArIns
One or more archive objects were stored on the server.

ObjRtrv
One or more files were retrieved from the server. This might have been to retrieve archive files, or to restore backup
data (except for backup data from a no-query restore operation).

MigIns
One or more files are migrated and stored on the server by IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management (HSM
client).

MigDel
One or more space-managed files that were stored on the server are deleted.

MigRebind
One or more space-managed files that are stored on the server are bound to a different management class.

MigRecall
One or more space-managed files that are stored on the server are recalled.

MigUpd
The attributes for one or more space-managed files that are stored on the server are updated.

FSAdd
The client node added one or more new file spaces to server storage.

FSUpd
The client node updated attributes for one or more file spaces that are defined to the server.

DefAuth
A SET ACCESS command is processed by the client node, which caused an authorization rule for access to the client
node's data to be added.

Failover Mode
Specifies whether the client session was started in failover mode. The following values are possible:

Force
The FORCEFAILOVER flag is specified on the client and the session is forced into failover mode.

Yes
The client session was started in failover mode.

No
The client session was not started in failover mode.

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to QUERY SESSION
Command Description

CANCEL SESSION Cancels active sessions with the server.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS (Query shredding status )
Use this command to display information about data waiting to be shredded.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have administrator privilege.

Syntax

 
                      .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-QUERY SHREDstatus--+-------------------------+-------------->< 
                      '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
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                                   '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed. This is the default.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display summary shredding information

Show partial information about data shredding on the server. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query shredstatus

Shredding      Objects 
  Active      Awaiting 
                 Shred 
 -------      -------- 
      NO             4

Example: Display detailed shredding information

Display detailed information about data shredding on the server. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query shredstatus format=detailed

Shredding  Objects  Occupied   Data Left 
  Active   Awaiting   Space    To Shred 
            Shred     (MB)        (MB) 
--------- --------  --------  ---------- 
    NO        4        182        364

Field descriptions

Shredding Active
Indicates whether or not the server is actively shredding data at this time.

Objects Awaiting Shred
The number of objects currently waiting to be shredded.

Occupied Space (MB)
The amount of server storage space occupied by the objects currently waiting to be shredded, in megabytes. This is the
amount of space that will become available when the objects are shredded.

Data Left to Shred (MB)
The amount of data that still needs to be shredded.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SHREDSTATUS
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.
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Command Description

MOVE DATA Moves data from a specified storage pool volume to another
storage pool volume.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

SETOPT Updates a server option without stopping and restarting the
server.

SHRED DATA Manually starts the process of shredding deleted data.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

QUERY SPACETRIGGER (Query the space triggers)
Use this command to display the settings for storage pool space triggers.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query SPACETrigger--STG--+--------------------------+--------> 
                            '-STGPOOL--=--storage_pool-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

STG
Specifies a storage pool space trigger.

STGPOOL
Specifies one or more storage pools (using a wildcard) for which storage pool trigger information will be displayed. If STG is
specified but STGPOOL is not, the default storage pool space trigger, if any, is displayed.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display detailed settings for a storage pool space trigger

Issue this command:

query spacetrigger stg stgpool=archivepool format=detailed

         STGPOOL Full Percentage:   50 
    STGPOOL Expansion Percentage:   20 
        STGPOOL Expansion prefix:   /usr/tivoli/tsm/server/filevol/ 
                         STGPOOL:   ARCHIVEPOOL 
  Last Update by (administrator):   SERVER_CONSOLE 
           Last Update Date/Time:   05/10/2004 11:59:59

         STGPOOL Full Percentage:   50 
    STGPOOL Expansion Percentage:   20 
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        STGPOOL Expansion prefix:   /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/filevol/ 
                         STGPOOL:   ARCHIVEPOOL 
  Last Update by (administrator):   SERVER_CONSOLE 
           Last Update Date/Time:   05/10/2004 11:59:59

         STGPOOL Full Percentage:   50 
    STGPOOL Expansion Percentage:   20 
        STGPOOL Expansion prefix:   c:\program files\tivoli\filevol\ 
                         STGPOOL:   ARCHIVEPOOL 
  Last Update by (administrator):   SERVER_CONSOLE 
           Last Update Date/Time:   05/10/2004 11:59:59

Field descriptions

STGPOOL Full Percentage
The trigger utilization percentage at which IBM Spectrum Protect™ allocates more space for the storage pool.

STGPOOL Expansion Percentage
The percentage of space by which the storage pool should be expanded.

STGPOOL Expansion prefix
The prefix associated with the space trigger.

STGPOOL
The storage pool name associated with the query.

Last Update by (administrator)
The administrator who last updated the storage pool space trigger.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time when the administrator last updated the storage pool space trigger.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SPACETRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE SPACETRIGGER Defines a space trigger to expand the space for a storage pool.

DELETE SPACETRIGGER Deletes the storage pool space trigger.

UPDATE SPACETRIGGER Changes attributes of storage pool space trigger.

QUERY STATUS (Query system parameters)
Use the QUERY STATUS command to display information about system parameters.

Use this command for the following reasons:

To display the service level of the server
To display information about the general server parameters, such as those defined by the SET commands
To request information about client sessions, such as the availability of the server, password authentication, accounting
settings, or the retention period for the information that is retained in the activity log
To display information about the central scheduler, such as the central scheduling mode of the server
To display the maximum number of repeated attempts that are allowed after a failed attempt to run a scheduled command
To display whether subfiles can be backed up to this server, as indicated by the SET SUBFILE command
To display information about a target replication server
To display licensing information

Tip: To display information about a target replication server, you must issue the command from the target replication server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
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>>-Query STatus------------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: Query the status of a configuration manager

Display general information about server parameters. The command is run from a configuration manager. For descriptions of
displayed fields, see Field descriptions.

query status

                                  Server Name: SETSHOT 
               Server host name or IP address: setshot 
                    Server TCP/IP port number: 1500 
                                  Crossdefine: On 
                          Server Password Set: Yes 
                Server Installation Date/Time: 2016-07-08,   09:45:53 
                     Server Restart Date/Time: 2016-10-10,   05:38:49 
                               Authentication: Off 
                   Password Expiration Period: 9,999 Day(s) 
                Invalid Sign-on Attempt Limit: 0 
                      Minimum Password Length: 0 
                                 Registration: Closed 
                               Subfile Backup: Client 
                                 Availability: Enabled 
                    Inbound Sessions Disabled: 
                   Outbound Sessions Disabled: 
                                   Accounting: Off 
                       Activity Log Retention: 30 Day(s) 
               Activity Log Number of Records: 222919 
                            Activity Log Size: 6 M 
            Activity Summary Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                         License Audit Period: 30 Day(s) 
                           Last License Audit: 2016-10-21,   07:40:20 
                    Server License Compliance: Valid 
                            Central Scheduler: Active 
                             Maximum Sessions: 300 
                   Maximum Scheduled Sessions: 75 
                Event Record Retention Period: 14 Day(s) 
                       Client Action Duration: 5 Day(s) 
            Schedule Randomization Percentage: 25 
                        Query Schedule Period: Client 
                      Maximum Command Retries: Client 
                                 Retry Period: Client 
 Client-side Deduplication Verification Level: 0 % 
                             Scheduling Modes: Any 
                             Active Receivers: CONSOLE ACTLOG 
                       Configuration manager?: Off 
                             Refresh interval: 60 
                       Last refresh date/time: 
                            Context Messaging: On 
       Table of Contents (TOC) Load Retention: 120 Minute(s) 
                   Machine Globally Unique ID: d4.cg.f6.ae.04.6e.11.e3.80.1f.00.21.5e.18.df.01 
                 Archive Retention Protection: Off 
                         Database Directories: /TSMserver/DB1,/TSMserver/DB2 
               Total Space of File System (MB): 222,720.00 
                Used Space on File System (MB): 47,780.74 
                    Free Space Available (MB): 174,939.26 
                          Encryption Strength: AES 
      Client CPU Information Refresh Interval: 180 
                         Outbound Replication: Enabled 
                    Target Replication Server: POWER 
         Default Replication Rule for Archive: ALL_DATA 
          Default Replication Rule for Backup: ALL_DATA 
Default Replication Rule for Space Management: ALL_DATA 
          Replication Record Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                                    LDAP User: 
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                            LDAP Password Set: No 
                       Default Authentication: Local 
                  Failover High Level Address: 
                         Scratchpad retention: 365 Day(s) 
        Replication Recovery of Damaged Files: On 
                           SUR Occupancy (TB): 5.66 
                      SUR Occupancy Date/Time: 2016-10-10,   05:39:33 
                      Front-End Capacity (MB): 226,331 
                       Front-End Client Count: 6 
                      Front-End Capacity Date: 2016-10-13, 09:20:02 
                             Product Offering: IBM Spectrum Protect 

                                  Server Name: GOBI 
               Server host name or IP address: 
                    Server TCP/IP port number: 1500 
                                  Crossdefine: On 
                          Server Password Set: Yes 
                Server Installation Date/Time: 2016-07-08,   11:29:03 
                     Server Restart Date/Time: 2016-11-10,   14:25:03 
                               Authentication: On 
                   Password Expiration Period: 90 Day(s) 
                Invalid Sign-on Attempt Limit: 0 
                      Minimum Password Length: 0 
                                 Registration: Closed 
                               Subfile Backup: No 
                                 Availability: Enabled 
                    Inbound Sessions Disabled: 
                   Outbound Sessions Disabled: 
                                   Accounting: Off 
                       Activity Log Retention: 30 Day(s) 
               Activity Log Number of Records: 21346 
                            Activity Log Size: <1 M 
            Activity Summary Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                         License Audit Period: 30 Day(s) 
                           Last License Audit: 2016-10-21,   23:27:23 
                    Server License Compliance: Valid 
                            Central Scheduler: Active 
                             Maximum Sessions: 500 
                   Maximum Scheduled Sessions: 250 
                Event Record Retention Period: 14 Day(s) 
                       Client Action Duration: 5 Day(s) 
            Schedule Randomization Percentage: 25 
                        Query Schedule Period: Client 
                      Maximum Command Retries: Client 
                                 Retry Period: Client 
 Client-side Deduplication Verification Level: 0 % 
                             Scheduling Modes: Any 
                             Active Receivers: CONSOLE ACTLOG 
                       Configuration manager?: Off 
                             Refresh interval: 60 
                       Last refresh date/time: 
                            Context Messaging: Off 
       Table of Contents (TOC) Load Retention: 120 Minute(s) 
                   Machine Globally Unique ID: fc.e7.be.58.4a.a7.11.e0.8a.c8.e4.1f.13.34.11.e0 
                 Archive Retention Protection: Off 
                         Database Directories: 
/TSMdbspace1/gpcinst1,/TSMdbspace2/gpcinst1,/TSMdbspace3/gpcinst1 
               Total Space of File System (MB): 302,379.84 
                Used Space on File System (MB): 106,793.65 
                    Free Space Available (MB): 195,586.20 
                          Encryption Strength: AES 
      Client CPU Information Refresh Interval: 180 
                         Outbound Replication: Enabled 
                    Target Replication Server: 
         Default Replication Rule for Archive: ALL_DATA 
          Default Replication Rule for Backup: ALL_DATA 
Default Replication Rule for Space Management: ALL_DATA 
          Replication Record Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                                    LDAP User: 
                            LDAP Password Set: No 
                       Default Authentication: Local 
                  Failover High Level Address: 
                         Scratchpad retention: 365 Day(s) 
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        Replication Recovery of Damaged Files: Off 
                           SUR Occupancy (TB): 0.00 
                      SUR Occupancy Date/Time: 2016-10-10,   14:25:35 
                      Front-End Capacity (MB): 226,331 
                       Front-End Client Count: 6 
                      Front-End Capacity Date: 2016-10-13, 09:20:02 
                             Product Offering: IBM Spectrum Protect

    
                                  Server Name: EXCELSIOR 
               Server host name or IP address: excelsior.storage. 
                                               newyork.example.com 
                    Server TCP/IP port number: 1500 
                                  Crossdefine: On 
                          Server Password Set: Yes 
                Server Installation Date/Time: 2016-07-08, 18:02:50 
                     Server Restart Date/Time: 2016-11-10, 11:48:32 
                               Authentication: On 
                   Password Expiration Period: 90 Day(s) 
                Invalid Sign-on Attempt Limit: 0 
                      Minimum Password Length: 0 
                                 Registration: Closed 
                               Subfile Backup: No 
                                 Availability: Enabled 
                    Inbound Sessions Disabled: 
                   Outbound Sessions Disabled: 
                                   Accounting: On 
                       Activity Log Retention: 30 Day(s) 
               Activity Log Number of Records: 1346376 
                            Activity Log Size: 37 M 
            Activity Summary Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                         License Audit Period: 30 Day(s) 
                           Last License Audit: 2016-10-21, 17:05:16 
                    Server License Compliance: Valid 
                            Central Scheduler: Active 
                             Maximum Sessions: 25 
                   Maximum Scheduled Sessions: 12 
                Event Record Retention Period: 14 Day(s) 
                       Client Action Duration: 5 Day(s) 
            Schedule Randomization Percentage: 25 
                        Query Schedule Period: Client 
                      Maximum Command Retries: Client 
                                 Retry Period: Client 
 Client-side Deduplication Verification Level: 0 % 
                             Scheduling Modes: Any 
                             Active Receivers: CONSOLE ACTLOG 
                                               NTEVENTLOG 
                       Configuration manager?: Off 
                             Refresh interval: 60 
                       Last refresh date/time: 
                            Context Messaging: Off 
       Table of Contents (TOC) Load Retention: 120 Minute(s) 
                   Machine Globally Unique ID: e9.3e.f1.70.ff.c5.11.e2. 
                                               a5.67.5c.f3.fc.0c.5e.60 
                 Archive Retention Protection: Off 
                         Database Directories: e:\Server1\TSMDBdir 
               Total Space of File System (MB): 102,270.00 
                Used Space on File System (MB): 22,032.79 
                    Free Space Available (MB): 80,237.20 
                          Encryption Strength: AES 
      Client CPU Information Refresh Interval: 180 
                         Outbound Replication: Enabled 
                    Target Replication Server: EXPLORER 
         Default Replication Rule for Archive: ALL_DATA 
          Default Replication Rule for Backup: ALL_DATA 
Default Replication Rule for Space Management: ALL_DATA 
          Replication Record Retention Period: 30 Day(s) 
                                    LDAP User: cn=excelsior_ldapadmin,ou=excelsior, 
                                               ou=John Doe,dc=tsmadldap,dc=storage, 
                                               dc=newyork, dc=example,dc=com 
                            LDAP Password Set: Yes 
                       Default Authentication: LDAP 
                  Failover High Level Address: 
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                         Scratchpad retention: 365 Day(s) 
        Replication Recovery of Damaged Files: On 
                           SUR Occupancy (TB): 8.98 
                      SUR Occupancy Date/Time: 2016-10-10, 11:49:27 
                      Front-End Capacity (MB): 226,331 
                       Front-End Client Count: 6

                      Front-End Capacity Date: 2016-10-13, 09:20:02 
                             Product Offering: IBM Spectrum Protect 

Field descriptions

Server Name
Specifies the name of the server.

Server host name or IP address
Specifies the server TCP/IP address.

Server TCP/IP port number
Specifies the server port address.

Crossdefine
Specifies whether another server that is running the DEFINE SERVER command automatically defines itself to this server.
See the SET CROSSDEFINE command.

Server Password Set
Specifies whether the password was set for the server.

Server Installation Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when the server was installed.

Server Restart Date/Time
Specifies the last date and time when the server was started.

Authentication
Specifies whether password authentication is set on or off.

Password Expiration Period
Specifies the period, in days, after which the administrator or client node password expires.

Invalid Sign-on Attempt Limit
Specifies the number of invalid sign-on attempts before a node is locked.

Minimum Password Length
Specifies the minimum number of characters for the password.

Registration
Specifies whether client node registration is open or closed.

Subfile Backup
Specifies whether subfiles can be backed up to this server, as indicated by the SET SUBFILE command.

Availability
Specifies whether the server is enabled or disabled.

Inbound Sessions Disabled
Specifies the names of servers from which server-to-server communications are not allowed. To enable inbound server
sessions, use the ENABLE SESSIONS command.

Outbound Sessions Disabled
Specifies the names of servers to which server-to-server communications are not allowed. To enable outbound server
sessions, use the ENABLE SESSIONS command.

Accounting
Specifies whether an accounting record is generated at the end of each client node session.

Activity Log Retention
Specifies the number of days information is retained in the activity log, or the size of the log.

Activity Log Number of Records
Specifies the number of records in the activity log.

Activity Log Size
Specifies the size of the activity log.

Activity Summary Retention Period
Specifies the number of days information is retained in the SQL activity summary table.

License Audit Period
Specifies the period, in days, after which the license manager automatically audits the IBM Spectrum Protect™ license.
Additional licensing information is available by using the QUERY LICENSE command.

Last License Audit
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Specifies the date and time when the last license audit occurred. Additional licensing information is available by using the
QUERY LICENSE command.

Server License Compliance
Specifies whether the server is in compliance (Valid) or out of compliance (Failed) with the license terms. Use the QUERY
LICENSE command to see what factors are causing the server to fail to comply with the license terms.

Central Scheduler
Specifies whether central scheduling is running (active or inactive).

Maximum Sessions
Specifies the maximum number of client/server sessions.

Maximum Scheduled Sessions
Specifies the maximum number of client/server sessions available for processing scheduled work.

Event Record Retention Period
Specifies the number of days central scheduler event records are retained.

Client Action Duration
Specifies the duration of the period during which the client processes the schedule that is defined with the DEFINE
CLIENTACTION command.

Schedule Randomization Percentage
Specifies how much of the startup window is used for running scheduled events in client-polling mode.

Query Schedule Period
Specifies the frequency with which clients poll the server to obtain scheduled work, in client-polling mode. If the value in
this field is Client, the polling frequency is determined by the client node.

Maximum Command Retries
Specifies the maximum number of times that a client scheduler tries to run a scheduled command after a failed attempt. If
the value in this field is Client, the client node determines the maximum number.

Retry Period
Specifies the number of minutes between failed attempts by the client scheduler to contact the server or to run a
scheduled command. If the value in this field is Client, the client node determines the number of minutes.

Client-side Deduplication Verification Level
Specifies a percentage of extents to be verified by the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The extents are created during client-
side data deduplication.

Scheduling Modes
Specifies the central scheduling modes that are supported by the server.

Active Receivers
Specifies the receivers for which event logging began.

Configuration manager?
Specifies whether the server is a configuration manager.

Refresh interval
Specifies the interval that elapses before the managed server requests a refresh of any changes from a configuration
manager.

Last refresh date/time
If the server is a managed server, specifies the date and time of the last successful refresh of configuration information
from the configuration manager.

Context Messaging
Specifies whether context messaging is enabled or disabled.

Table of Contents (TOC) Load Retention
Specifies the approximate number of minutes that unreferenced TOC data is retained in the database.

Machine Globally Unique ID
The globally unique identifier (GUID) as of the last time that the server was started. This GUID identifies the host system to
which the current server belongs.

Archive Retention Protection
Specifies whether archive data retention protection is activated or deactivated.

Database Directories
Specifies the locations of the database directories.

Total Space of File System (MB)
Specifies the total size of the file system.

Used Space on File System (MB)
Specifies the amount of space that is in use on the file system.

Free Space Available (MB)
Specifies the amount of space that is available.

Encryption Strength
Indicates data encryption strength: AES or DES.

Client CPU Information Refresh Interval
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Specifies the number of days that elapse between client scans for CPU information that is used for PVU estimation.
Outbound Replication

Specifies whether replication processing is enabled or disabled. If outbound replication is disabled, new replication
processes cannot start on the server.

Target Replication Server
Specifies the name of the server that is the target for node replication operations. If a target replication server does not
exist, this field is blank.

Default Replication Rule for Archive
Specifies the server replication rule that applies to archive data. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates archive data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates archive data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

NONE
Archive data is not replicated.

Default Replication Rule for Backup
Specifies the server replication rule that applies to backup data. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates active and inactive backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates only active backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on
the target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates active and inactive backup data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

NONE
Backup data is not replicated.

Default Replication Rule for Space Management
Specifies the server replication rule that applies to space-managed data. The following values are possible:

ALL_DATA
Replicates space-managed data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates space-managed data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

NONE
Space-managed data is not replicated.

Replication Record Retention Period
Specifies the number of days that replication history records are retained in the database of the source replication server.

LDAP User
Specifies the user ID that is named in the SET LDAPUSER command. This user ID can issue administrative commands on
the namespace that is reserved for IBM Spectrum Protect on the LDAP directory server.

LDAP Password Set
This output field shows if a password is defined for the user ID that is named in the SET LDAPUSER command. The values
are YES and NO. If YES, the user ID that is named in the SET LDAPUSER command can issue administrative commands on
the LDAP namespace that is reserved for IBM Spectrum Protect. If NO, issue the SET LDAPPASSWORD command to set the
password for the user ID that is named in the SET LDAPUSER command.

Default Authentication
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Specifies the default password authentication method: LOCAL or LDAP.

Authentication Target Authentication Method

IBM Spectrum Protect server LOCAL

LDAP directory server LDAP

When you issue the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command, you define the resulting authentication method for all
REGISTER ADMIN and REGISTER NODE commands. The default is LOCAL.

Failover High Level Address
Specifies the high-level address for the failover server that is used by the client. Client restore operations fail over to this
high-level address when the interface that is used by the client is different from the interface that is used by replication.

Scratchpad retention
Specifies the number of days for which scratch pad entries are retained since they were last updated.

Replication Recovery of Damaged Files
Specifies whether node replication is enabled to recover damaged files from a target replication server. This is a system-
side setting. If ON is specified, the node replication process can be configured to detect damaged files on a source
replication server and replace them with undamaged files from a target replication server. If OFF is specified, damaged files
are not recovered from a target replication server.

SUR Occupancy (TB)
If you have an IBM Spectrum Protect Suite (SUR) license, this field specifies the SUR occupancy on the server. The SUR
occupancy is the amount of space that is used to store data that is managed by the IBM Spectrum Protect products that are
included in the SUR bundle.

SUR Occupancy Date/Time
Specifies the date and time when SUR occupancy data was last collected.

Front-End Capacity (MB)
Specifies the amount of primary data that is reported as being backed up by clients. Clients include applications, virtual
machines, and systems. This value is used for the front-end licensing model.

Front-End Client Count
Specifies the number of clients that reported capacity usage based on the front-end licensing model.

Front-End Capacity Date
Specifies the date and time when front-end capacity data was last collected.

Product Offering
Specifies a product offering.

Value specified by the SET PRODUCTOFFERING command Value shown in the QUERY STATUS command output

ENTry IBM Spectrum Protect Entry

DATARet IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention

BASIC IBM Spectrum Protect

EE IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition

SUIte IBM Spectrum Protect Suite

SUITEEntry IBM Spectrum Protect Suite Entry

SUITEArchive IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - Archive

SUITEProtectier IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - ProtecTier

SUITEFrontend IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - FrontEnd

SUITEENTRYFrontend IBM Spectrum Protect Suite Entry - FrontEnd

CLEAR NULL

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY STATUS
Command Description

BEGIN EVENTLOGGING Starts event logging to a specified receiver.

DISABLE REPLICATION Prevents outbound replication processing on a server.

DISABLE SESSIONS Prevents new sessions from accessing IBM Spectrum Protect
but permits existing sessions to continue.
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Command Description

ENABLE REPLICATION Allows outbound replication processing on a server.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

END EVENTLOGGING Ends event logging to a specified receiver.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.

SET ACCOUNTING Specifies whether accounting records are created at the end of
each client session.

SET ACTLOGRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain log records in the
activity log.

SET CONTEXTMESSAGING Specifies to turn on context messaging to debug an ANR9999D
message.

SET CPUINFOREFRESH Specifies the number of days between client scans for
workstation information used for PVU estimates.

SET CROSSDEFINE Specifies whether to cross define servers.

SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL Specifies the percentage of extents verified by the server
during client-side deduplication.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET EVENTRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain records for scheduled
operations.

SET LDAPPASSWORD Sets the password for the LDAPUSER.

SET LDAPUSER Sets the user who oversees the passwords and administrators
on the LDAP directory server.

SET MAXCMDRETRIES Specifies the maximum number of retries after a failed attempt
to execute a scheduled command.

SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS Specifies the maximum number of client/server sessions
available for processing scheduled work.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

SET PRODUCTOFFERING Set the product offering licensed to your enterprise.

SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD Specifies the frequency for clients to obtain scheduled work, in
client-polling mode.

SET RANDOMIZE Specifies the randomization of start times within a window for
schedules in client-polling mode.

SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED Specifies whether node replication is enabled to recover
damaged files from a target replication server.

SET RETRYPERIOD Specifies the time between retry attempts by the client
scheduler.

SET SCHEDMODES Specifies the central scheduling mode for the server.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS Specifies the high-level address of a server.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS Specifies the low-level address of a server.

SET SERVERNAME Specifies the name by which the server is identified.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

SET SUMMARYRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain information for the
activity summary table.
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Command Description

SET TOCLOADRETENTION Specifies the number of minutes to retain information for
unreferenced TOC sets.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring thresholds)
Use this command to display information about status monitoring thresholds.

Status monitoring thresholds compare the defined conditions to the status monitoring server queries and inserts the results in the
status monitoring table.

Multiple thresholds can be defined for an activity. For example, you can create a threshold that provides a warning status if
storage pool capacity utilization is greater than 80%. You can then create another threshold that provides error status if storage
pool capacity utilization is greater than 90%.

Note: If a threshold is already defined for an EXISTS condition, you cannot define another threshold with one of the other
condition types.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                          .-*--------------.    
>>-Query STAtusthreshold--+----------------+--------------------> 
                          '-threshold_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.                               
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------------+-------> 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'  '-Activity--=--activity-'    
                '-Detailed-'                                 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-Condition--=--+-EXists-+-'  '-Value--=--value_name-'    
                   +-GT-----+                                
                   +-GE-----+                                
                   +-LT-----+                                
                   +-LE-----+                                
                   '-EQual--'                                
 
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-STatus--=--+-Normal--+-'    
                +-Warning-+      
                '-Error---'      
 

Parameters

threshold_name
Specifies the threshold name. The name cannot exceed 48 characters in length.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the specified status thresholds.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the specified status thresholds.

activity
Specifies the activity for which you want to display status indicators. If you do not specify a value, information is displayed
for all activities. For a list of activities, see the DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD command.

Condition
Restricts the output to only those matching the specified value. Possible values are:
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EXists
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals EXISTS.

GT
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals GT.

GE
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals GE.

LT
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals LT.

LE
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals LE.

EQual
Displays status thresholds where the condition equals EQUAL.

Value
Displays thresholds that have the specified value. If you do not specify a value, information is displayed for all values. You
can specify an integer from 0 to 9223372036854775807.

STatus
Displays status thresholds that have the specified status value. If you do not specify a value, information is displayed for all
values. Possible values are:

Normal
Displays the status thresholds that have a normal status value.

Warning
Displays the status thresholds that have a warning status value.

Error
Displays the status thresholds that have an error status value.

QUERY status threshold

Query all status thresholds by issuing the following command:

query statusthreshold

Threshold Name    Activity Name     Condition   Value     Report 
                                    Name                  Status 
---------------   ---------------   ---------   -------   ------- 
ACTIVELOGCHECK    ACTIVE LOG        >           90        ERROR 
                   UTILIZATION  
                   (%) 
AVGSTGPLW         AVERAGE STORAGE   >           85        WARNING 
                   POOL  
                   UTILIZATION       
                   (%)               
AVGSTGPLE         AVERAGE STORAGE   >           90        ERROR 
                   POOL 
                   UTILIZATION 
                   (%)              

Query status thresholds and display detailed format

Query status thresholds and display the output in detailed format, by issuing the following command:

query statusthreshold f=d

Threshold Name: ACTIVELOGCHECK 
 Activity Name: ACTIVE LOG UTILIZATION (%) 
Condition Name: > 
         Value: 90 
 Report Status: ERROR  
   Server Name: TSMAWP24 
 
Threshold Name: AVGSTGPLW 
 Activity Name: AVERAGE STORAGE POOL UTILIZATION (%) 
Condition Name: > 
         Value: 85 
 Report Status: WARNING 
   Server Name: TSMAWP24 
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Threshold Name: AVGSTGPLE 
 Activity Name: AVERAGE STORAGE POOL UTILIZATION (%) 
Condition Name: > 
         Value: 95 
 Report Status: ERROR 
   Server Name: TSMAWP24

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

QUERY STGPOOL (Query storage pools)
Use this command to display information about one or more storage pools. You can also use this command to monitor migration
processes for storage pools.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                  .-*---------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query STGpool--+-----------+--+-------------------------+----> 
                  '-pool_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                              '-Detailed-'      
 
   .-POoltype--=--ANY---------------.    
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-POoltype--=--+-ANY-----------+-'    
                  +-PRimary-------+      
                  +-COpy----------+      
                  +-COPYCONtainer-+      
                  '-ACTIVEdata----'      
 

Parameters

pool_name
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Specifies the storage pool to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. If you
do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage pools are displayed.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Specify one of the
following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

POoltype
Specifies the type of storage pool to query. This parameter is optional. The default value is ANY. Specify one of the following
values:

ANY
Query primary storage pools, copy storage pools, and active-data pools.

PRimary
Query only primary storage pools.

COpy
Query only copy storage pools.

COPYCONtainer
Query only container-copy storage pools.

ACTIVEdata
Query only active-data storage pools.

Example: Display detailed random-access disk storage pool information

Tip: In the examples of detailed output, some fields are blank because the item does not apply in the specified environment.
Display details for a storage pool that is named DISKPOOL. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool diskpool format=detailed

                       Storage Pool Name: DISKPOOL 
                       Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                       Device Class Name: DISK 
                            Storage Type: DEVCLASS 
                              Cloud Type:  
                               Cloud URL:  
                          Cloud Identity:  
                          Cloud Location:  
                      Estimated Capacity: 66 G 
                      Space Trigger Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Migr: 3.1 
                             Pct Logical: 100.0 
                            High Mig Pct: 90 
                             Low Mig Pct: 70 
                         Migration Delay: 0 
                      Migration Continue: Yes 
                     Migration Processes: 1 
                   Reclamation Processes: 1 
                       Next Storage Pool: 
                    Reclaim Storage Pool: 
                  Maximum Size Threshold: No Limit 
                                  Access: Read/Write 
                             Description: 
                       Overflow Location: 
                   Cache Migrated Files?: 
                              Collocate?: Group 
                   Reclamation Threshold: 60 
               Offsite Reclamation Limit: 
         Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed: 32 
          Number of Scratch Volumes Used: 1 
        Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
                  Migration in Progress?: No 
                    Amount Migrated (MB): 0.00 
        Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 0 
                Reclamation in Progress?: No
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    Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
                   Last Update Date/Time: 01/03/2014 13:57:16 
                Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                    Copy Storage Pool(s): 
                     Active Data Pool(s): 
                 Continue Copy on Error?: No 
                                CRC Data: Yes 
                        Reclamation Type: Threshold 
             Overwrite Data when Deleted: 2 Time(s) 
                       Deduplicate Data?: No 
    Processes For Identifying Duplicates:  
                              Compressed: 
                   Deduplication Savings:  
                     Compression Savings:  
                       Total Space Saved:  
                          Auto-copy Mode: Client 
   Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?: No 
            Maximum Simultaneous Writers:    
                       Protect Processes: 
                 Protection Storage Pool:    
           Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
                Reclamation Volume Limit: 
 
  Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
   Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
            Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                               Encrypted:  
                           Pct Encrypted:
              Cloud Space Allocated (MB):  
               Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                             Bucket Name: 
                Local Estimated Capacity:  
                          Local Pct Util: 
                       Local Pct Logical: 

Example: Display detailed sequential-access disk storage pool information

Display details for a storage pool that is named FILEPOOL. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool filepool format=detailed

                       Storage Pool Name: FILEPOOL 
                       Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                       Device Class Name: FILEC 
                            Storage Type: DEVCLASS 
                              Cloud Type:  
                               Cloud URL:  
                          Cloud Identity:  
                          Cloud Location:  
                      Estimated Capacity: 66 G 
                      Space Trigger Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Migr: 3.1 
                             Pct Logical: 100.0 
                            High Mig Pct: 90 
                             Low Mig Pct: 70 
                         Migration Delay: 0 
                      Migration Continue: Yes 
                     Migration Processes: 1 
                   Reclamation Processes: 1 
                       Next Storage Pool: 
                    Reclaim Storage Pool: 
                  Maximum Size Threshold: No Limit 
                                  Access: Read/Write 
                             Description: 
                       Overflow Location: 
                   Cache Migrated Files?: 
                              Collocate?: Group 
                   Reclamation Threshold: 60 
               Offsite Reclamation Limit: 
         Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed: 32 
          Number of Scratch Volumes Used: 1 
        Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
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                  Migration in Progress?: No 
                    Amount Migrated (MB): 0.00

  Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 0 
                Reclamation in Progress?: No 
          Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
                   Last Update Date/Time: 01/02/2014 13:57:16 
                Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                    Copy Storage Pool(s): 
                     Active Data Pool(s): 
                 Continue Copy on Error?: No 
                                CRC Data: Yes 
                        Reclamation Type: Threshold 
             Overwrite Data when Deleted: 
                       Deduplicate Data?: Yes 
    Processes For Identifying Duplicates: 1 
                              Compressed:  
                   Deduplication Savings: 65,396 K (49.99%) 
                     Compression Savings:  
                       Total Space Saved: 65,396 K (49.99%) 
                          Auto-copy Mode: Client 
   Contains Data deduplicated by Client?: Yes 
            Maximum Simultaneous Writers:    
                       Protect Processes: 
                 Protection Storage Pool:    
           Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
                Reclamation Volume Limit:
  Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
   Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
            Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                               Encrypted:  
                           Pct Encrypted:
              Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 
               Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                             Bucket Name: 
                Local Estimated Capacity:  
                          Local Pct Util: 
                       Local Pct Logical: 

Example: Display detailed sequential storage pool information

Display details for an active-data sequential storage pool that is named FILEPOOL that uses a FILE type device class. See Field
descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool filepool format=detailed

                       Storage Pool Name: FILEPOOL 
                       Storage Pool Type: Active-data 
                       Device Class Name: FILEC 
                            Storage Type: DEVCLASS 
                              Cloud Type:  
                               Cloud URL:  
                          Cloud Identity:  
                          Cloud Location:  
                      Estimated Capacity: 0.0 M 
                      Space Trigger Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Migr: 0.0 
                             Pct Logical: 0.0 
                            High Mig Pct: 90 
                             Low Mig Pct: 70 
                         Migration Delay: 0 
                      Migration Continue: Yes 
                     Migration Processes: 1 
                   Reclamation Processes: 1 
                       Next Storage Pool:  
                    Reclaim Storage Pool:  
                  Maximum Size Threshold: No Limit 
                                  Access: Read/Write 
                             Description:  
                       Overflow Location:  
                   Cache Migrated Files?:  
                              Collocate?: Group 
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                   Reclamation Threshold: 60 
               Offsite Reclamation Limit:  
         Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed: 99 
          Number of Scratch Volumes Used: 0 
        Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
                  Migration in Progress?: No 
                    Amount Migrated (MB): 0.00

  Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 0 
                Reclamation in Progress?: No 
          Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
                   Last Update Date/Time: 01/02/2014 11:37:57 
                Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                    Copy Storage Pool(s):  
                     Active Data Pool(s): 
                 Continue Copy on Error?:  
                                CRC Data: Yes 
                        Reclamation Type: Threshold 
             Overwrite Data when Deleted:  
                       Deduplicate Data?: Yes 
    Processes For Identifying Duplicates: 1 
                              Compressed: 
                   Deduplication Savings: 65,396 K (49.99%) 
                     Compression Savings:  
                       Total Space Saved: 65,396 K (49.99%)  
                          Auto-copy Mode:  
   Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?: No 
            Maximum Simultaneous Writers:    
                       Protect Processes: 
                 Protection Storage Pool:    
           Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
                Reclamation Volume Limit:
  Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
   Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
            Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                               Encrypted: 
                           Pct Encrypted:  
              Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 
               Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                             Bucket Name: 
                Local Estimated Capacity:  
                          Local Pct Util: 
                       Local Pct Logical: 

Example: Display summary information for a specific storage pool

Display information for a storage pool that is named POOL1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool pool1

Storage     Device       Estimated  Pct  Pct   High  Low      Next 
Pool Name   Class Name   Capacity   Util Migr  Mig   Mig   Storage 
                                               Pct   Pct      Pool 
----------  ----------   --------- ----- ----- ----  ---- -------- 
POOL1       DISK         58.5 M     0.8  0.7    90    70   POOL2

Example: Display detailed 8 mm tape storage pool information

Display details for the storage pool named 8MMPOOL. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool 8mmpool format=detailed

                       Storage Pool Name: 8MMPOOL 
                       Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                       Device Class Name: 8MMTAPE 
                            Storage Type: DEVCLASS 
                              Cloud Type:  
                               Cloud URL:  
                          Cloud Identity:  
                          Cloud Location:  
                      Estimated Capacity: 0.0 M 
                      Space Trigger Util: 0.0 
                                Pct Util: 0.0 
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                                Pct Migr: 
                             Pct Logical: 0.0 
                            High Mig Pct: 90 
                             Low Mig Pct: 70 
                         Migration Delay: 0 
                      Migration Continue: Yes 
                     Migration Processes: 1 
                   Reclamation Processes: 1 
                       Next Storage Pool:  
                    Reclaim Storage Pool: 
                  Maximum Size Threshold: 5 M 
                                  Access: Read/Write 
                             Description: Main storage pool 
                       Overflow Location: Room1234/Bldg31 
                   Cache Migrated Files?: 
                              Collocate?: No 
                   Reclamation Threshold: 60 
               Offsite Reclamation Limit:  
         Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed: 5 
          Number of Scratch Volumes Used: 3 
        Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
                  Migration in Progress?: No 
                    Amount Migrated (MB): 0.00

        Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 0 
                Reclamation in Progress?: No 
          Last Update by (administrator): ADMIN 
                   Last Update Date/Time: 01/08/2014 06:55:45 
                Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                    Copy Storage Pool(s): COPYPOOL1 
                     Active Data Pool(s): ACTIVEPOOL1 ACTIVEPOOL2 
                 Continue Copy on Error?: Yes 
                                CRC Data: Yes 
                        Reclamation Type: Threshold 
             Overwrite Data when Deleted:  
                       Deduplicate Data?: No 
    Processes For Identifying Duplicates: 
                              Compressed:  
                   Deduplication Savings:  
                     Compression Savings:  
                       Total Space Saved:  
                              Compressed: No 
                   Deduplication Savings:  
                     Compression Savings:  
                       Total Space Saved: 
                          Auto-copy Mode: Client 
   Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?: No 
            Maximum Simultaneous Writers:    
                       Protect Processes: 
                 Protection Storage Pool:    
           Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
                Reclamation Volume Limit: 
 
  Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
   Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
            Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                               Encrypted:  
                           Pct Encrypted:
              Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 
               Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                             Bucket Name: 
                Local Estimated Capacity:  
                          Local Pct Util: 
                       Local Pct Logical: 

Example: Display detailed NAS2CLASS storage pool information

Display details for a storage pool, NAS2LIBPOOL. When you set up this storage pool, you set the data format to NETAPPDUMP. See
Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool nas2libpool format=detailed
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                     Storage Pool Name: NAS2 
                     Storage Pool Name: NAS2LIBPOOL 
                     Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                     Device Class Name: NAS2CLASS 
                          Storage Type: DEVCLASS 
                            Cloud Type:  
                             Cloud URL:  
                        Cloud Identity:  
                        Cloud Location:  
                    Estimated Capacity: 0.0 M 
                    Space Trigger Util: 
                              Pct Util: 0.0 
                              Pct Migr: 
                           Pct Logical: 0.0 
                          High Mig Pct: 
                           Low Mig Pct: 
                       Migration Delay: 
                    Migration Continue: 
                   Migration Processes: 
                 Reclamation Processes: 
                     Next Storage Pool: 
                  Reclaim Storage Pool: 
                Maximum Size Threshold: 
                                Access: Read/Write 
                           Description: 
                     Overflow Location: 
                 Cache Migrated Files?: 
                            Collocate?: Group 
                 Reclamation Threshold: 
             Offsite Reclamation Limit: 
       Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed: 50 
        Number of Scratch Volumes Used: 0 
      Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
                Migration in Progress?: 
                  Amount Migrated (MB):

      Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 
              Reclamation in Progress?: 
        Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
                 Last Update Date/Time: 01/02/2014 16:24:43 
              Storage Pool Data Format: NetApp Dump 
                  Copy Storage Pool(s): 
                   Active Data Pool(s): 
               Continue Copy on Error?: No 
                              CRC Data: No 
                      Reclamation Type: 
           Overwrite Data when Deleted:  
                     Deduplicate Data?: No 
  Processes For Identifying Duplicates:  
                            Compressed:  
                 Deduplication Savings:  
                   Compression Savings:  
                     Total Space Saved:  
                        Auto-copy Mode: Client 
 Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?: No 
          Maximum Simultaneous Writers:    
                     Protect Processes: 
               Protection Storage Pool:    
         Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
              Reclamation Volume Limit: 
 
Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
 Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
          Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                             Encrypted:  
                         Pct Encrypted:
            Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 
             Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                           Bucket Name: 
              Local Estimated Capacity:  
                        Local Pct Util: 
                     Local Pct Logical: 
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Example: Display detailed information for a directory-container storage pool that is used for
data deduplication

Display details for a directory-container storage pool, DPOOL1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool dpool1 format=detailed

                     Storage Pool Name: DPOOL1 
                     Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                     Device Class Name:  
                          Storage Type: Directory 
                            Cloud Type:  
                             Cloud URL: 
                        Cloud Identity: 
                        Cloud Location:  
                    Estimated Capacity: 798 G 
                    Space Trigger Util: 
                              Pct Util: 3.4 
                              Pct Migr: 
                           Pct Logical: 100.0 
                          High Mig Pct: 
                           Low Mig Pct: 
                       Migration Delay: 
                    Migration Continue: 
                   Migration Processes: 
                 Reclamation Processes: 
                     Next Storage Pool: 
                  Reclaim Storage Pool: 
                Maximum Size Threshold: No Limit 
                                Access: Read/Write 
                           Description: 
                     Overflow Location: 
                 Cache Migrated Files?: 
                            Collocate?:  
                 Reclamation Threshold: 
             Offsite Reclamation Limit: 
       Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed:  
        Number of Scratch Volumes Used:  
      Delay Period for Container Reuse: 1 Day(s) 
                Migration in Progress?: 
                  Amount Migrated (MB): 
 

      Elapsed Migration Time (seconds): 
              Reclamation in Progress?: 
        Last Update by (administrator): SERVER_CONSOLE 
                 Last Update Date/Time: 01/02/2014 16:24:43 
              Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                  Copy Storage Pool(s): 
                   Active Data Pool(s): 
               Continue Copy on Error?:  
                              CRC Data: No 
                      Reclamation Type: 
           Overwrite Data when Deleted: 
                     Deduplicate Data?: Yes 
  Processes For Identifying Duplicates:  
                            Compressed: Yes 
         Space Used for Protected Data: 1,599 M 
                   Total Pending Space: 100 M 
                 Deduplication Savings: 1,331 M (67.56%) 
                   Compression Savings: 194,805 K (29.82%) 
                     Total Space Saved: 1,521 M (77.22%) 
                        Auto-copy Mode:  
 Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?:  
          Maximum Simultaneous Writers: No Limit    
                     Protect Processes: 
               Protection Storage Pool: DPOOL2   
         Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
              Reclamation Volume Limit: 
 
Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
 Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
          Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
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                             Encrypted:  
                         Pct Encrypted: 34.56%
            Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 
             Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 
                           Bucket Name: 
              Local Estimated Capacity:  
                        Local Pct Util: 
                     Local Pct Logical:  
 

Example: Display detailed information for a cloud-container storage pool that is used for data
deduplication

Display details for a cloud container storage pool, CPOOL1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpool cpool1 format=detailed

                     Storage Pool Name: CPOOL1 
                     Storage Pool Type: Primary 
                     Device Class Name:  
                          Storage Type: CLOUD 
                            Cloud Type: SWIFT 
                             Cloud URL: http://localhost.local 
                        Cloud Identity: Bailey 
                        Cloud Location: ONPREMISE 
                    Estimated Capacity:  
                    Space Trigger Util:  
                              Pct Util:  
                              Pct Migr:  
                           Pct Logical: 0.0 
                          High Mig Pct:  
                           Low Mig Pct:  
                       Migration Delay:  
                    Migration Continue:  
                   Migration Processes:  
                 Reclamation Processes:  
                     Next Storage Pool:  
                  Reclaim Storage Pool:  
                Maximum Size Threshold: No Limit 
                                Access: Read/Write 
                           Description:  
                     Overflow Location:  
                 Cache Migrated Files?:  
                            Collocate?:  
                 Reclamation Threshold:  
             Offsite Reclamation Limit:  
       Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed:  
        Number of Scratch Volumes Used:  
         Delay Period for Volume Reuse: 1 
                Migration in Progress?:  
                  Amount Migrated (MB): 

      Elapsed Migration Time (seconds):  
              Reclamation in Progress?:  
        Last Update by (administrator): CODY 
                 Last Update Date/Time: 2015-05-28, 10:47:52 
              Storage Pool Data Format: Native 
                  Copy Storage Pool(s):  
                   Active Data Pool(s):  
               Continue Copy on Error?:  
                              CRC Data: No 
                      Reclamation Type:  
           Overwrite Data when Deleted:  
                     Deduplicate Data?: Yes 
  Processes For Identifying Duplicates:  
                            Compressed: Yes 
                 Deduplication Savings: 9,241 K (89.76%) 
                   Compression Savings: 1,033 K (98.81%) 
                     Total Space Saved: 10,274 K (99.79%) 
                        Auto-copy Mode:  
 Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?:  
          Maximum Simultaneous Writers: No Limit   
                     Protect Processes: 
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               Protection Storage Pool:    
         Protect Local Storage Pool(s):   
              Reclamation Volume Limit: 
 
Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool:  
 Date of Last Protection to Local Pool:  
          Deduplicate Requires Backup?:  
                             Encrypted: Yes 
                         Pct Encrypted: 34.56%
            Cloud Space Allocated (MB): 4,231 
             Cloud Space Utilized (MB): 4,231 
                           Bucket Name:  
              Local Estimated Capacity: 168 G 
                        Local Pct Util: 0.1 
                     Local Pct Logical: 100.0

Field descriptions

Storage Pool Name
The name of the storage pool.

Storage Pool Type
The type of storage pool.

Device Class Name
The name of the device class that is assigned to the storage pool.

Storage Type
The type of storage that is defined for the storage pool. The following storage types can be shown:

DEVCLASS
The storage pool specifies a device class, which determines the type of device where data is stored.

DIRECTORY
The storage pool creates logical containers for data in file system directories.

CLOUD
The storage pool creates logical containers for data in a cloud environment.

Cloud Type
For cloud storage pools, the type of cloud platform.

Cloud URL
For cloud storage pools, the URL for accessing the on-premises private cloud or off-premises public cloud.

Cloud Identity
For cloud storage pools, the user ID for accessing the on-premises private cloud or off-premises public cloud.

Cloud Location
For cloud storage pools, indicates whether the cloud is an on-premises private cloud or off-premises public cloud.

Estimated Capacity
The estimated capacity of the storage pool in megabytes (M) or gigabytes (G).

For DISK devices, estimated capacity is the capacity of all volumes in the storage pool, including any volumes that are
varied offline.

For sequential-access storage pools, estimated capacity is the total estimated space of all the sequential-access volumes
in the storage pool, regardless of their access mode. At least one volume must be used in a sequential-access storage pool
(either a scratch volume or a private volume) to calculate estimated capacity.

For tape and FILE devices, the estimated capacity for the storage pool includes the following factors:

The capacity of all the scratch volumes that the storage pool already acquired or can acquire. The number of scratch
volumes is defined by the MAXSCRATCH parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL or UPDATE STGPOOL command.
The total number of available scratch volumes in the tape library.
Estimated capacity is the smaller number between the MAXSCRATCH value and the total number of available scratch
volumes in the tape library.

The calculations for estimated capacity depend on the available space of the storage for the device that is assigned to the
storage pool. For FILE storage pools, the capacity for the storage pool is reduced if the available storage is less than the
total estimated space of all the FILE volumes in the storage pool. The value that is displayed for capacity is reduced by the
size of a FILE volume incrementally as the available space continues to decline.
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For Centera, value represents the total capacity of the Centera storage device that is being queried.

Space Trigger Util
Utilization of the storage pool, as calculated by the storage pool space trigger, if any, for this storage pool. You can define
space triggers for storage pools that are associated with DISK or FILE device types only.

For sequential access devices, space trigger utilization is expressed as follows as a percentage of the number of used bytes
on each sequential access volume relative to the size of the volume and estimated capacity of all existing volumes in the
storage pool. It does not include potential scratch volumes. Unlike the calculation for percent utilization, the calculation for
space trigger utilization favors creation of new private file volumes by the space trigger over usage of more scratch
volumes.

For disk devices, space trigger utilization is expressed as a percentage of the estimated capacity, including cached data.
However, it excludes data that is on any volumes that are varied offline. The value for space trigger utilization can be higher
than the value for percent migration if you issue QUERY STGPOOL while a file creation is in progress. The value for space
trigger utilization is determined by the amount of space that is allocated while the transaction is in progress. The value for
percent migration represents only the space that is occupied by committed files. At the end of the transaction, these values
are synchronized.

The value for space trigger utilization includes cached data on disk volumes. Therefore, when cache is enabled and
migration occurs, the value remains the same because the migrated data remains on the volume as cached data. The value
decreases only when the cached data expires or when the space that cached files occupy must be used for noncached files.

Pct Util
An estimate of the utilization of the storage pool, as a percentage.

For sequential access devices, it is a percentage of the number of active bytes on each sequential access volume and the
estimated capacity of all volumes in the storage pool. The percentage includes the number of potential scratch volumes
that might be allocated.

For disk devices, it is a percentage of the estimated capacity, including cached data and data that is on any volumes that
are varied offline. The value for Pct Util can be higher than the value for Pct Migr if you issue this command while a file
creation transaction is in progress. The value for Pct Util is determined by the amount of space that is allocated, while the
transaction is in progress. The value for Pct Migr represents only the space that is occupied by committed files. At the end
of the transaction, these values become synchronized.

The Pct Util value includes cached data on disk volumes. Therefore, when cache is enabled and migration occurs, the Pct
Util value remains the same because the migrated data remains on the volume as cached data. The Pct Util value decreases
only when the cached data expires or when the space that cached files occupy must be used for noncached files.

For Centera, this represents an estimate of the utilization of the entire Centera storage device, not the storage pool that is
being queried.

Pct Migr (primary storage pools only)
An estimate of the percentage of data in the storage pool that can be migrated. The server uses this value and the high and
low migration thresholds to determine when to start and stop migration.

For random-access disk devices, this value is specified as a percentage of the value for the estimated capacity, excluding
cached data, but including data on any volumes varied offline.

For sequential-access disk devices, this value is specified as a percentage of the value for the estimated capacity. The value
includes the capacity of all the scratch volumes that are specified for the pool. For other types of sequential-access
devices, this value is the percentage of the total number of volumes in the pool that contain at least one byte of active data.
The total number of volumes includes the maximum number of scratch volumes.

The Pct Util value includes cached data on a volume; the Pct Migr value excludes cached data. Therefore, when cache is
enabled and migration occurs, the Pct Migr value decreases but the Pct Util value remains the same because the migrated
data remains on the volume as cached data. The Pct Util value decreases only when the cached data expires or when the
space that cached files occupy must be used for noncached files.

Pct Logical
The logical occupancy of the storage pool as a percentage of the total occupancy. Logical occupancy is space that is
occupied by client files that might or might not be part of an aggregate. A Pct Logical value less than 100% indicates that
there is vacant space within aggregates in the storage pool.

High Mig Pct (primary storage pools only)
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The high migration threshold, which specifies when the server can begin migration for the storage pool. The server starts
migration processes when capacity utilization reaches this threshold.

Low Mig Pct (primary storage pools only)
The low migration threshold, which specifies when the server can stop migration for the storage pool. The server stops
migration processes when capacity utilization reaches this threshold.

Migration Delay (primary storage pools only)
The minimum number of days that a file must remain in a storage pool before the server can migrate the file to the next
storage pool. For a disk storage pool, the days are counted from the time that the file was stored in the storage pool or last
retrieved by a client. For a sequential access storage pool, the days are counted from the time that the file was stored in the
storage pool.

Migration Continue (primary storage pools only)
Whether the server continues to migrate files to the next storage pool even if the files have not been in the pool for the
number of days that are specified by the migration delay.

Migration Processes
The number of parallel processes that are used for migrating files from a random or sequential access primary storage pool.

Reclamation Processes
The number of parallel processes that are used for reclaiming the volumes in a sequential access primary or copy storage
pool.

Next Storage Pool (primary storage pools only)
The storage pool that is the destination for data that is migrated from this storage pool.

Reclaim Storage Pool (primary, sequential access storage pools only)
If specified, the storage pool that is the destination for data that is moved from volumes during reclamation processing. If
no pool is specified, by default reclamation processing moves data only among volumes within the same storage pool.

Maximum Size Threshold (primary storage pools only)
The maximum size of files that might be stored in the storage pool.

Access
The access mode for data in the storage pool. The following access modes are possible:

Read/Write
The data can be accessed in read-write mode.

Read only
The data can be accessed in read-only mode.

Converting
The storage pool is being converted to a directory-container storage pool.

Conversion Stopped
The process of converting the storage pool to a directory-container storage pool is stopped.

Conversion Cleanup Needed
To convert the storage pool successfully, you must clean up the storage pool. Conversion could not complete
because of damaged data. Issue the QUERY CLEANUP command to identify damaged files.

Converted
The storage pool is converted to a directory-container storage pool.

Description
The description of the storage pool.

Overflow Location (sequential access storage pools only)
The location where volumes in the storage pool are stored when they are ejected from an automated library with the MOVE
MEDIA command.

Cache Migrated Files? (random access storage pools only)
Whether caching is enabled for files that are migrated to the next storage pool.

Collocate? (sequential access storage pools only)
Whether collocation is disabled or enabled. If collocation is disabled, the value of this field is No. If collocation is enabled,
the possible values are Group, Node, and File space.

Reclamation Threshold (sequential access storage pools only)
The threshold that determines when volumes in a storage pool are reclaimed. The server compares the percentage of
reclaimable space on a volume to this value to determine whether reclamation is necessary.

Offsite Reclamation Limit
The number of offsite volumes that have space that is reclaimed during reclamation for this storage pool. This field applies
only when POOLTYPE=COPY.

Maximum Scratch Volumes Allowed (sequential access storage pools only)
The maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for the storage pool.

Number of Scratch Volumes Used (sequential access storage pools only)
The number of scratch volumes that are used in the storage pool.
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Delay Period for Container Reuse (container storage pools only)
The number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a container before the server reuses the container.

Migration in Progress? (primary storage pools only)
Whether at least one migration process is active for the storage pool.

Amount Migrated (MB) (primary storage pools only)
The amount of data, in megabytes, that is migrated, if migration is in progress. If migration is not in progress, this value
indicates the amount of data that was migrated during the last migration. When multiple, parallel migration processes are
used for the storage pool, this value indicates the total amount of data that is migrated by all processes.

Elapsed Migration Time (seconds) (primary storage pools only)
The amount of time that elapsed since migration began, if migration is active. If migration is not active, this value indicates
the amount of time that is required to complete the last migration. When multiple, parallel migration processes are used for
the storage pool, this value indicates the total time from the beginning of the first process until the completion of the last
process.

Reclamation in Progress? (sequential access storage pools only)
Whether a reclamation process is active for the storage pool.

Last Update by (administrator)
The name of the administrator that is defined or most recently updated the storage pool.

Last Update Date/Time
The date and time that an administrator defined or most recently updated the storage pool.

Storage Pool Data Format
The type of data format that is used to write data to this storage pool (for example NATIVE, NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP,
or NDMPDUMP).

Copy Storage Pool(s)
The copy storage pools that are listed have data that is simultaneously written to them when data is backed up or archived
to the primary storage pool queried by this command.

Active Data Pool(s)
The active-data pools that are listed here have data that is simultaneously written to them when data is backed up to the
primary storage pool queried by this command.

Continue Copy on Error?
Whether a server continues to write data to other copy storage pools in the list or ends the entire transaction when a write
failure occurs to one of the copy pools in the list. This field applies only to primary random-access and primary sequential-
access storage pools.

CRC Data
Whether data is validated by a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) when data is transferred during data storage and retrieval on
a device.

Reclamation Type
Whether volumes in this storage pool are reclaimed by threshold or by SnapLock retention date.

Overwrite Data when Deleted
The number of times data will be physically overwritten after it is deleted from the database.

Deduplicate Data?
Whether data in the storage pool is deduplicated.

Processes for Identifying Duplicates
The number of duplicate-identification processes that are specified as the default for the storage pool. The number of
duplicate-identification processes that are specified in this field might not equal the number of duplicate-identification
processes that are running.

Compressed
Whether the storage pool is compressed.

Additional space for protected data

The amount of space, in MB, that is used to protect data from remote servers. This is the total amount of space used for
data received from other servers as a result of running the PROTECT STGPOOL command.

After the PROTECT STGPOOL command is run, the data is not assigned to a node. However, if you run node replication on
some or all nodes, then the data is assigned to the nodes and is no longer assigned to the additional space for protected
data.

If you do not run node replication, then the data received (after the PROTECT STGPOOL command is run) remains assigned
to the additional space for protected data.

Total Unused Pending Space
The amount of space that is scheduled to become available in a directory-container storage pool. The space is occupied by
deduplicated data extents that will be removed from the storage pool when the time period specified by the REUSEDELAY
parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL command expires.
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Deduplication Savings
The amount and percentage of data that is saved in the storage pool by using data deduplication.

Compression Savings
The amount of data that is saved in the storage pool by compression.

Total Space Saved
The total amount of data that was saved in the storage pool.

Auto-copy Mode
Indicates whether data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools or active-data pools during client store sessions,
server import processes, server data migration processes, or all three operations. The value CLIENT indicates either client
store or server import operations. The value ALL indicates that simultaneous-write operations occur whenever this pool is a
target for any of the eligible operations.

If the storage pool is a copy storage pool or an active-data pool or if the simultaneous-write function is disabled, this field is
blank.

Contains Data Deduplicated by Client?
Indicates whether the storage pool contains data that was deduplicated by clients. Storage pools that contain data that is
deduplicated by clients are not accessible for LAN-free data movement by storage agents V6.1 or earlier.
Tip: This field is blank for container storage pools. You cannot use container storage pools for LAN-free data movement.

Maximum Simultaneous Writers
The maximum number of I/O that can run concurrently on the storage pool.

Protect Processes
The set of protect processes.

Protection Storage Pool
The name of the container storage pool where the data is protected to on the target replication server.

Protect Local Storage Pool(s)
Indicates whether local storage pools are protected.

Reclamation Volume Limit
For container-copy storage pools, indicates the maximum number of volumes that the server reclaims during storage pool
protection.

Date of Last Protection to Remote Pool
The date that the storage pool was last protected to a storage pool on a remote server.

Date of Last Protection to Local Pool
The date that the storage pool was last protected to a storage pool on the local server.

Deduplicate Requires Backup?
Indicates whether the sequential storage pool must be backed up if the storage pool contains deduplicated data.

Encrypted
For directory-container or cloud-container storage pools, indicates whether client data is encrypted before it is written to
the storage pool.

Pct Encrypted
The percentage of deduplicated client data that is encrypted in the directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.

Cloud Space Allocated (MB)
For cloud storage pools, the amount of space that is allocated to cloud storage, in megabytes.

Cloud Space Utilized (MB)
For cloud storage pools, the space that is used by the cloud storage, in megabytes.

Bucket Name
For cloud storage pools that use Simple Storage Service (S3), the name IBM Spectrum Protect™ assigns to the S3 bucket or
IBM® Cloud Object Storage vault. This value can also be the name that you assigned to the bucket by using the
BUCKETNAME parameter in the DEFINE STGPOOL command or the UPDATE STGPOOL command.

Local Estimated Capacity
For cloud storage pools that use local storage, the estimated capacity of the local storage in megabytes (M) or gigabytes
(G).
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Local Pct Util
For cloud storage pools that use local storage, an estimate of the utilization of the local storage component of the cloud
storage pool, as a percentage.

Local Pct Logical
For cloud storage pools that use local storage, the logical occupancy of the cloud storage pool as a percentage of the total
occupancy. Logical occupancy is space that is occupied by client files that might or might not be part of an aggregate. A
Local Pct Logical value less than 100% indicates that there is vacant space within aggregates in the cloud storage pool.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY STGPOOL
Command Description

CONVERT STGPOOL Convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE STGPOOL Deletes a storage pool from server storage.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY Displays information about storage pool directories.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Query a storage pool directory)
Use this command to display information about one or more storage pool directories.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                           .-*---------.    
>>-Query STGPOOLDIRectory--+-----------+------------------------> 
                           '-directory-'    
 
                              .-ACCess--=--Any-------------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+----> 
   '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'  '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                                           +-READOnly----+      
                                           +-DEStroyed---+      
                                           +-Any---------+      
                                           '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

directory
Specifies the storage pool directory to query. This parameter is optional.

*

Specifies that an asterisk (*) represents a wildcard character. Use wildcard characters such as an asterisk to match
any characters. Alternatively, you can use a question mark (?) or a percent sign (%) to match exactly one character.
This is the default.
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directory
Specifies the storage pool directory. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage pool directories are
displayed. The maximum length of the storage pool directory is 1024.

STGpool
Specifies the name of the storage pool to query. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage pool directories
are displayed. The maximum length of the storage pool name is 30. This parameter is optional.

ACCess
Specifies that output is restricted by directory access mode. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:

READWrite
Display all storage pool directories with an access mode of READWRITE.

READOnly
Display all storage pool directories with an access mode of READONLY.

DEStroyed
Display all storage pool directories with an access mode of DESTROYED. The directories are designated as
permanently damaged in the storage pool directory.

Any
Display all storage pool directories. This is the default.

UNAVailable
Display directories with an access mode of UNAVAILABLE.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. You can specify one
of the following values:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: Display summary information for a specific storage pool directory

Display information for the storage pool directory that is named DPOOL. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query stgpooldirectory C:\data

Storage     Directory     Access 
Pool Name      
----------  ----------   ---------  
DPOOL       C:\data       Read/Write    

Example: Display detailed storage pool directory information

Display details for the storage pool directory named that is named DPOOL.

query stgpooldirectory stgpool=dpool format=detailed

                Storage Pool Name: DPOOL 
                        Directory: /storage/sampleDir 
                           Access: Read/Write 
                   Free Space(MB): 323,170 
                  Total Space(MB): 476,938 
                      File System: /storage 
                    Absolute Path: /storage/data

                Storage Pool Name: DPOOL 
                        Directory: /storage2/sampleDir 
                           Access: Read/Write 
                   Free Space(MB): 323,170 
                  Total Space(MB): 476,938 
                      File System: /storage 
                    Absolute Path: /storage2/sampleDir
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Field descriptions

Storage Pool Name
The name of the storage pool.

Directory
The name of the storage pool directory.

Access
The access mode of the data in the storage pool directory.

Free Space (MB)
The amount of space in the storage pool directory, in megabytes, that is not in use.

Total Space (MB)
The total amount of space in the storage pool directory, in megabytes.

File System
The name of the file system where the storage pool directory is located.

Absolute Path
The absolute path name where the storage pool directory is located. The absolute path name contains the name of the root
directory and all subdirectories in the path name. All symbolic links are resolved in the absolute path name.

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Deletes a storage pool directory from a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Changes the attributes of a storage pool directory.

QUERY STGRULE (Display storage rule information)
Use this command display information about the type of storage rule that is defined for a storage pool.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                  .-*---------.  .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>>-Query STGRULE--+-----------+--+-------------------------+----> 
                  '-rule_name-'  '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                                              '-Detailed-'      
 
   .-ACTiontype--=--ANY------.  .-ACTIVE--=--ANY-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--+--------------------+--------->< 
   '-ACTiontype--=--+-ANY--+-'  '-ACTIVE--=--+-ANY-+-'    
                    '-TIER-'                 +-Yes-+      
                                             '-No--'      
 

Parameters

rule_name
Specifies the name of the storage rule. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. If
you do not specify a value for this parameter, all storage rules are displayed. The maximum length of the name is 30
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characters.
Format

Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. The following values
are possible:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

ACTiontype
Specifies the storage action that is completed by the storage rules. The following values are possible:

ANY
All types of storage rules are displayed.

TIER
Tiered storage rules are displayed.

ACTIVE
Specifies that active storage rules are displayed. This parameter is optional. The default is ANY. The following values are
possible:

ANY
Specifies that all storage rules are displayed.

YES
Specifies that only active storage rules are displayed.

NO
Specifies that only inactive storage rules are displayed.

Example: List all storage rules for all storage pools

Query all storage rules for all storage pools. See QUERY STGRULE (Display storage rule information) for field descriptions.

query stgrule

Storage     Target Storage   Action   Active        Source Storage 
Rule        Pool             Type                  Pools 
Name                                                     
---------     ---------    ------     ---------     ------------------------ 
STGACTION1     CLOUD        Tier        Yes           DIRPOOL1

Example: Display detailed information about a storage rule

Query detailed storage rule information for a storage pool. Create the output in detailed format. See QUERY STGRULE (Display
storage rule information) for field descriptions.

query stgrule format=detailed

     Storage Rule Name: STGACTION1 
       Target Storage Pool: CLOUD 
               Action Type: Tier 
                    Active: Yes 
         Maximum Processes: 8 
                Start Time: 15:00:00 
      Tier Delay (in days): 30 
                  Duration: 
               Description: Storage rule to tier data 
      Source storage pools: DIRPOOL1

Field descriptions

Storage Rule Name
The name of the storage rule.

Target Storage Pool
The name of the cloud-container storage pool.

Action Type
The type of storage rule.
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Active
Indication of whether the storage rule is active or inactive.

Maximum Processes
The number of maximum processes per source storage pool.

Start Time
The daily starting time of the window when the storage rule runs.

Tier Delay (in days)
The minimum number of days that the object must remain in a source storage pool before the storage rule moves the
object to the target storage pool.

Duration
The number of minutes that the storage rule processes the data when all associated processes are completed. No value
indicates that processing continues until complete.

Description
A description of the storage rule.

Source storage pools
The name of the storage pool or pools where the storage rule moves objects from.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY STGRULE
Command Description

DEFINE STGRULE Defines a storage rule for storage pools.

DELETE STGRULE Delete storage rules for storage pools.

UPDATE STGRULE Update a storage rule for storage pools.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER (Display subscriber information)
Use this command on a configuration manager to display information about subscribers and their profile subscriptions.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                     .-*-----------.    
>>-Query SUBSCRIBer--+-------------+----------------------------> 
                     '-server_name-'    
 
   .-PROFIle--=--*------------.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-PROFIle--=--profile_name-'    
 

Parameters

server_name
Specifies the name of a managed server for which subscription information is displayed. You can use wildcard characters to
specify multiple server names. This parameter is optional. The default is all managed servers.

PROFIle
Specifies a profile name for which information is displayed. You can use wildcard characters to specify multiple profile
names. This parameter is optional. The default is all profiles.

Example: List a configuration manager's profile subscriptions

Display subscriber information for all profile subscriptions to this configuration manager. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query subscriber
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Subscriber        Profile name       Is current?    Last update 
                                                    date/time 
---------------   ---------------    ------------   ----------------- 
SERVER2           DEFAULT_PROFILE    Yes            Thu, May 14, 1998 
                                                    01:14:42 PM 
SERVER2           SETUP              Yes            Thu, May 14, 1998 
                                                    01:14:42 PM

Field descriptions

Subscriber
The name of the subscriber (managed server).

Profile name
The name of the profile.

Is current?
Whether the subscription has been refreshed with the current information associated with the profile. Possible values are:

Yes
The managed server is current.

No
The managed server is not current. If this field is NO after the profile has been refreshed, check the server messages
for error conditions that might cause the refresh to fail.

Unknown
Either the managed server has a more recent version of the profile than the configuration manager, or the profile no
longer exists on the configuration manager, but the subscription is still associated with the profile.

Last update date/time
Specifies the date and time that configuration information for the subscription was successfully distributed to the
subscriber.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SUBSCRIBER
Command Description

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION Displays information about profile subscriptions.

QUERY SUBSCRIPTION (Display subscription information)
Use this command on a managed server to display profile subscription information.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
                       .-*------------.    
>>-Query SUBSCRIPtion--+--------------+------------------------>< 
                       '-profile_name-'    
 

Parameters
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profile_name
Specifies the name of the profile for which subscription information is displayed. You can use wildcard characters to specify
multiple names. This parameter is optional. The default is all profiles.

Example: Display description information

Display subscription information for all profiles.

query subscription

Configuration       Profile name          Last update 
manager                                   date/time 
---------------     ---------------       --------- 
SERVER1             ADMIN_INFO            Thu, May 14, 1998 
                                          01:35:13 PM 
SERVER1             DEFAULT_PROFILE       Thu, May 14, 1998 
                                          01:35:13 PM 
SERVER1             EMPLOYEE              Thu, May 14, 1998 
                                          01:35:13 PM

Field descriptions

Configuration manager
The name of the configuration manager.

Profile name
The name of the profile.

Last update date/time
When the most recent configuration information was successfully distributed to the subscriber.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SUBSCRIPTION
Command Description

DEFINE SUBSCRIPTION Subscribes a managed server to a profile.

DELETE SUBSCRIBER Deletes obsolete managed server subscriptions.

DELETE SUBSCRIPTION Deletes a specified profile subscription.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

QUERY SUBSCRIBER Displays information about subscribers and their subscriptions
to profiles.

QUERY SYSTEM (Query the system configuration and capacity)
Use this command to obtain consolidated information about the server's configuration and capacity.

This command consolidates output from select statements, SHOW commands, and other IBM Spectrum Protect™ commands.
Output is generated from several IBM Spectrum Protect commands, for example:

QUERY ASSOCIATION
QUERY COPYGROUP
QUERY DATAMOVER
QUERY DB
QUERY DBSPACE
QUERY DEVCLASS
QUERY DIRSPACE
QUERY DOMAIN
QUERY LIBRARY
QUERY LOG
QUERY MGMTCLASS
QUERY OPTION
QUERY PROCESS
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QUERY REPLRULE
QUERY SCHEDULE
QUERY SERVER
QUERY SESSION
QUERY STATUS
QUERY STGPOOL
QUERY VOLHISTORY
QUERY VOLUME

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-Query SYStem------------------------------------------------>< 
 

Example: View consolidated system information

Issue the QUERY SYSTEM command to obtain consolidated system information. For sample outputs for these query commands,
see the individual commands.

query system

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY SYSTEM
Command Description

QUERY ASSOCIATION Displays the clients associated with one or more schedules.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY DB Displays allocation information about the database.

QUERY DBSPACE Displays information about the storage space defined for the
database.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY LOG Displays information about the recovery log.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY OPTION Displays information about server options.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.
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QUERY TAPEALERTMSG (Display status of SET TAPEALERTMSG
command)

Use this command to display the status of the SET TAPEALERTMSG command. You can enable or disable tape alerts. When
enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect™ can retrieve diagnostic information from a tape or library device and display it using ANR
messages. When disabled, IBM Spectrum Protect will not query a device for this information.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Query TAPEAlertmsg------------------------------------------>< 
 

Example: Display the status of the QUERY TAPEALERTMSG command

Use the QUERY TAPEALERTMSG command to determine if tape alerts are to be retrieved from devices and displayed in the form of
ANR messages.

query tapealertmsg

ANR2017I Administrator SERVER_CONSOLE issued command:  
         QUERY TAPEALERTMSG  
ANR8960I QUERY TAPEALERTMSG: The display of Tape Alerts from SCSI  
         devices is Enabled.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY TAPEALERTMSG
Command Description

SET TAPEALERTMSG Specifies whether tape and library devices report diagnostic
information to the server.

QUERY TOC (Display table of contents for a backup image)
Use this command to display directory and file information contained in the table of contents (TOC) for a specified backup image.
This command does not load table of contents information into the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database. The specified table of
contents are read from a storage pool each time the QUERY TOC command is issued.

This command cannot be issued from the server console. If the table of contents is stored on removable media, a mount point is
required and output is delayed while the storage pool volume is mounted.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have either system privilege, policy privilege for the domain to which the node is assigned, or
client owner authority over the node.

Syntax
 
>>-Query TOC--node_name--filespace_name-------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   '-CREATIONDate--=--date--CREATIONTime--=--time-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
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                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the NAS node to which the table of contents (TOC) belongs. You cannot use wildcards to specify this
name.

filespace_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the file space to which the table of contents belongs. The file space name you specify cannot contain
wildcard characters.

CREATIONDate
Specifies the creation date of the backup image for which the table of contents is to be displayed. This parameter is
optional. If you specify CREATIONDATE, you must also specify CREATIONTIME. If you do not specify these parameters, the
contents of the latest backup image for the specified node and file space will be displayed, provided that this image has a
table of contents. You can only specify the creation date as the following:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 05/15/2002

This specifies that you want to display the contents of the backup image created on this date. You can obtain this date from
the output of the QUERY NASBACKUP command.

CREATIONTime
Specifies the creation time of the backup image for which the table of contents is to be displayed. This parameter is
optional. If you specify CREATIONTIME, you must also specify CREATIONDATE. If you do not specify these parameters, the
contents of the latest backup image for the specified node and file space will be displayed, provided that this image has a
table of contents. You can only specify the creation time as the following:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified
creation date.

10:30:08

This specifies that you want to display the contents of the backup image created on this time for the specified date. You can
obtain this time from the output of the QUERY NASBACKUP command.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed for the files.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed for the files, including the hexadecimal representation of each file or
directory name.

Example: Display detailed table of contents information for a specific node

Use the QUERY TOC command to display information in the table of contents belonging to NAS node NETAPP in the file space
/vol/vol1 created on 12/06/2002 at 11:22:46. Specify a detailed format.

query toc netapp /vol/vol1 creationdate=12/06/2002 creationtime=11:22:46 
    format=detailed

Objects in the image backed up on 12/06/2002 11:22:46 
for filespace /vol/vol1 in node NETAPP: 
                                 
 
                                Object Name: /.etc 
                    Hexadecimal Object Name: 2f657463  
                                Object Type: Directory 
                                Object Size: 4,096 
           Last data Modification Date/Time: 07/31/2002 14:21:19 
                                  
                                Object Name: /.etc/oldmaps/ndmp 
                    Hexadecimal Object Name: 2f6574632f6f6c646d6170 
                                             732f6e646d70 
                                Object Type: Directory  
                                Object Size: 4,096 
           Last data Modification Date/Time: 07/31/2002 14:21:19 
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                                Object Name: /.etc/oldmaps/ndmp/TSM 
                                            /vol/vol1/3df0e8fd 
                    Hexadecimal Object Name: 2f6574632f6f6c646d6170 
                                             732f6e646d702f54534d2 
                                             02f766f6c2f766f6c312f3 
                                             364663065386664 
                                Object Type: File 
                                Object Size: 36,864 
           Last data Modification Date/Time: 12/06/2002 11:14:22 
                                 

Field descriptions

Object Name
The name of the object.

Hexadecimal Object Name
The name of the object in hexadecimal format.

Object Type
The type of the object.

Object Size
The size of the object.

Last data Modification Date/Time
The date and time the object was last modified.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY TOC
Command Description

BACKUP NODE Backs up a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

QUERY NASBACKUP Displays information about NAS backup images.

RESTORE NODE Restores a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Query a virtual file space mapping)
Use this command to query a virtual file space mapping definition.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-Query VIRTUALFSmapping --------------------------------------> 
 
   .-*--*----------------------------------.    
>--+---------------------------------------+------------------->< 
   |            .-*----------------------. |    
   '-node_name--+------------------------+-'    
                '-virtual_filespace_name-'      
 

Parameters

node_name
Specifies the client node to which the virtual file space belongs. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. This
parameter is optional. The default is all client node names. You must specify a value for this parameter if you specify a
virtual file space name.

virtual_file_space_name
Specifies the name of the virtual file space mappings to be queried. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name.
This parameter is optional. If a value is not specified, all virtual file space mappings are queried. Virtual file space mapping
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names are case sensitive. Use the QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING command to determine the correct capitalization for the
virtual file space mapping to be queried.

Example: Display virtual file spaces for a specific node

Display the currently defined virtual file spaces for node NAS1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query virtualfsmapping nas1

Node    Virtual Filespace  Filespace   Path              Hexadecimal 
Name    Mapping Name       Name                          Path?       
------  -----------------  ----------  ----------------- ----------- 
NAS1    /mikesdir          /vol/vol2   /mikes            No          
NAS1    /tmpdir            /vol/vol1   /tmp              No          
NAS1    /nonASCIIDir       /vol/vol3   2f73657276657231  Yes        

Field descriptions

Node Name
Specifies the name of the client node.

Virtual Filespace Mapping Name
Specifies the name of the virtual file space mapping.

Filespace Name

The name of the file space that belongs to the node.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

Path
Specifies the path to the client node.

Hexadecimal Path
Indicates whether the path is hexadecimal.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING
Command Description

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Delete a virtual file space mapping.

UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Update a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY VOLHISTORY (Display sequential volume history information)
Use this command to display sequential volume history information. To save sequential volume history information to one or more
files, use the BACKUP VOLHISTORY command.

Use the VOLUMEHISTORY server option to specify one or more volume history files. After the server is restarted, IBM Spectrum
Protect™ updates volume information in both the database and the files.

Use the QUERY BACKUPSET command to query specified backup set information.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.
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Syntax
 
                     .-BEGINDate--=--earliest_date-.    
>>-Query VOLHistory--+-----------------------------+------------> 
                     '-BEGINDate--=--date----------'    
 
   .-ENDDate--=--current_date-.  .-BEGINTime--=--00:00:00-.    
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------------+-----> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date---------'  '-BEGINTime--=--time-----'    
 
   .-ENDTime--=--current_time-.  .-Type--=--All-------------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------------+-->< 
   '-ENDTime--=--time---------'  '-Type--=--+-All---------+-'    
                                            +-BACKUPSET---+      
                                            +-DBBackup----+      
                                            +-DBRpf-------+      
                                            +-DBSnapshot--+      
                                            +-EXPort------+      
                                            |        (1)  |      
                                            +-REMote------+      
                                            +-RPFile------+      
                                            +-RPFSnapshot-+      
                                            +-STGDelete---+      
                                            +-STGNew------+      
                                            '-STGReuse----'      
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is only available on AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Solaris and Windows operating systems.

Parameters

BEGINDate
Specifies that you want to display information beginning with records created on the specified date. This parameter is
optional. The default is the earliest date for which history information exists.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified TODAY–7 or –7.

To display information beginning with records
created a week ago, specify BEGINDATE=TODAY-
7 or BEGINDATE=-7.

EOLM (End Of Last Month) The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

ENDDate
Specifies that you want to display information ending with records created on the specified date. This parameter is
optional. The default is the current date.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example
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Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified.
The maximum number of days is 9999.

TODAY–1 or –1.

To display records created up to yesterday, specify
ENDDATE=TODAY-1 or ENDDATE=-1.

EOLM (End Of Last Month) The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies that you want to display information beginning with records created at the specified time. This parameter is
optional. The default is midnight (00:00:00).
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified begin
date

12:33:28

NOW The current time on the specified begin
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified begin date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW+03:00 or BEGINTIME=+03:00.
IBM Spectrum Protect displays records with a time
of 12:00 or later on the begin date.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
BEGINTIME=NOW-03:30 or BEGINTIME=-03:30,
IBM Spectrum Protect displays records with a time
of 5:30 or later on the begin date.

ENDTime
Specifies that you want to display information ending with records created at the specified time on the end date. This
parameter is optional. The default is the current time.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified end date 10:30:08

NOW The current time on the specified end
date

NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+03:00 or +03:00.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW+03:00 or ENDTIME=+03:00, IBM
Spectrum Protect displays records with a time of
12:00 or later on the end date.
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Value Description Example

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified end date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
ENDTIME=NOW-3:30 or ENDTIME=-3:30, IBM
Spectrum Protect displays records with a time of
5:30 or earlier on the end date.

Type
Specifies the type of records to display from the volume history file. This parameter is optional. The default is ALL. Possible
values are:

All
Specifies all records.

BACKUPSET
Specifies to display only information about backup set volumes.

DBBackup
Specifies to display only records that contain information about full and incremental database backup volumes, that
is with the volume types of BACKUPFULL and BACKUPINCR.

DBRpf
Specifies to display only records that contain information about full and incremental database backup volumes and
recovery plan file object volumes (volume types of BACKUPFULL, BACKUPINCR, and RPFILE).

DBSnapshot
Specifies to display only records that contain information about volumes used for database snapshot backups.

EXPort
Specifies only records that contain information about export volumes.

REMote
Specifies to display only records that contain information about volumes used by library clients.

RPFile
Specifies to display only records that contain information about file objects of a recovery plan that are saved on a
target server and that were created assuming database full and incremental backups. The parameter displays only
records about recovery plan files that are saved on another IBM Spectrum Protect server by using the server-to-
server virtual volume function for IBM Spectrum Protect.

RPFSnapshot
Specifies to display only records that contain information about file objects of a recovery plan that are saved on a
target server and that were created assuming database snapshot backups. RPFSnapshot only displays records about
recovery plan files that are saved on another IBM Spectrum Protect server by using the server-to-server virtual
volume function for IBM Spectrum Protect.

STGDelete
Specifies only records that contain information about deleted sequential storage pool volumes.

STGNew
Specifies only records that contain information about new sequential access storage volumes.

STGReuse
Specifies only records that contain information about reused sequential storage pool volumes.

Example: Display volume history information for a storage pool volume

Display volume history information for a storage pool volume stored in the database. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.
Issue the command:

query volhistory type=stgnew

                                Date/Time: 02/25/2011 18:28:06 
                              Volume Type: STGNEW 
                             Backup Series:  
                          Backup Operation:  
                                Volume Seq:  
                              Device Class: FILE 
                               Volume Name: /adsmfct/server/prvol1 
                           Volume Location:  
                                   Command: 
                   Database Backup ID High:  
                    Database Backup ID LOW:  
             Database Backup Home Position:  
                       Database Backup HLA:  
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                       Database Backup LLA:  
     Database Backup Total Data Bytes (MB):  
      Database Backup total Log Bytes (MB):  
            Database Backup Block Num High:  
             Database Backup Block Num Low:  
                 Database Backup Stream Id:  
Database Backup Volume Sequence for Stream:  
   

Note: The volume history file will contain additional fields that do not appear in the query output. These fields are specific to
database backup and restore support. They are not intended for use or modification by IBM Spectrum Protect administrators. The
fields will be bracketed with a message indicating these are for IBM Spectrum Protect internal use only and not meant to be
modified.

Example: Display volume history information for a database backup volume

Display volume history information for a database backup volume stored in the database. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions. Issue the command:

query volhistory type=dbb

                                Date/Time: 02/25/2011 18:28:06 
                              Volume Type: BACKUPFULL 
                             Backup Series: 176 
                          Backup Operation: 0 
                                Volume Seq: 0 
                              Device Class: FILE 
                               Volume Name: /adsmfct/server/prvol1 
                           Volume Location:  
                                   Command: 
                   Database Backup ID High: 0 
                    Database Backup ID LOW: 0 
             Database Backup Home Position: 0 
                       Database Backup HLA:  
                       Database Backup LLA:  
     Database Backup Total Data Bytes (MB): 0 
      Database Backup total Log Bytes (MB): 0 
            Database Backup Block Num High: 0 
             Database Backup Block Num Low: 0 
                 Database Backup Stream Id: 1 
Database Backup Volume Sequence for Stream: 10,001 
   

Note: The volume history file will contain additional fields that do not appear in the query output. These fields are specific to
database backup and restore support. They are not intended for use or modification by IBM Spectrum Protect administrators. The
fields will be bracketed with a message indicating these are for IBM Spectrum Protect internal use only and not meant to be
modified.

Field descriptions

Date/Time
The date and time that the volume was created.

Volume Type
The type of volume:

BACKUPFULL
Full database backup volume.

BACKUPINCR
Incremental database backup volume.

BACKUPSET
Client backup set volume.

DBSNAPSHOT
Snapshot database backup volume.

EXPORT
Export volume.

REMOTE
A volume used on the library client, which is the IBM Spectrum Protect server named in the Volume Location field.
See the volume history on the server that is the library client to get details about how the volume is used.
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RPFILE
Recovery plan file object volume created assuming full and incremental database backups.

RPFSnapshot
Recovery plan file object volume created assuming snapshot database backups.

STGDELETE
Deleted sequential access storage pool volume.

STGNEW
Added sequential access storage pool volume.

STGREUSE
Reused sequential access storage pool volume.

Backup Series
The value of this field depends on the volume type:

For BACKUPFULL or BACKUPINCR volume types: the backup series identifier.
For the DBSNAPSHOT volume type: the identifier of the backup series that is associated with the DBSNAPSHOT
entry.
For the RPFILE volume type: the identifier of the backup series that is associated with the RPFILE entry.
For the RPFSNAPSHOT volume type: the identifier of the backup series that is associated with the RPFSNAPSHOT
entry.
For BACKUPSET volume types: this field is blank.
For all other volume types: always 0.

A backup series is a full backup and all incremental backups that apply to that full backup. Another series begins with the
next full backup of the database.

Backup Operation

For BACKUPFULL or BACKUPINCR volume types: the operation number of this backup volume within the backup series.
The full backup within a backup series is operation 0. The first incremental backup for that full backup is operation 1, the
second incremental backup is operation 2, and so on.

For DBSNAPSHOT volume types: the operation number of this DBSNAPSHOT volume within the DBSNAPSHOT series.

For all other volume types: always 0.

This field is blank when the volume type is BACKUPSET.

Volume Seq
The sequence or position of the volume within the backup series.

For BACKUPFULL or BACKUPINCR volume types: the sequence, or position, of the volume within the backup series.
Volume sequence 1 identifies the first volume used for the first operation (a full backup), and so on. For example, if
the full backup occupies three volumes, these volumes are identified as volume sequence 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The first volume of the next operation (the first incremental backup) is then volume sequence 4.
For BACKUPSET volume types: the sequence, or position, of the volume within the BACKUPSET series.
For DBSNAPSHOT volume types: the sequence, or position, of the volume within the DBSNAPSHOT series. Volume
sequence 1 identifies the first volume used for the first DBSNAPSHOT operation, and so on.
For EXPORT volume types: the sequence number of the volume when it was used for exporting data.
For RPFILE volume types: the value of this field is always one (1).
For all other volume types: always 0.

Device Class
The name of the device class associated with this volume.

Volume Name
The name of the volume.

Volume Location
The location of the volume. This information is available only for the following volume types:

BACKUPFULL
BACKUPINCR
EXPORT
REMOTE
RPFILE

For the volume type of REMOTE, this location field is the server name of the library client that owns this volume.
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For the volume type of RPFILE, this location field is the server name defined in the device class definition used by the
PREPARE command when the DEVCLASS parameter is specified.

Command
When the volume type is EXPORT or BACKUPSET and the volume sequence is 1 (for example, the first volume), this field
shows the command that was used to generate the volume. If the EXPORT or BACKUPSET is on more than one volume, the
command is displayed with the first volume but not with any of the other volumes.

For any volume type other than EXPORT or BACKUPSET, this field is blank.

Tip: The following fields are not used by IBM Spectrum Protect servers that are V6.3 or later. However, the fields are displayed for
compatibility with earlier releases.

Database Backup ID High
Database Backup ID Low
Database Backup Home Position
Database Backup HLA
Database Backup LLA
Database Backup Total Data Bytes (MB)
Database Backup Total Log Bytes (MB)
Database Backup Block Num High
Database Backup Block Num Low

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY VOLHISTORY
Command Description

BACKUP VOLHISTORY Records volume history information in external files.

DELETE VOLHISTORY Removes sequential volume history information from the
volume history file.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY RPFILE Displays information about recovery plan files.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

UPDATE VOLHISTORY Adds or changes location information for a volume in the
volume history file.

QUERY VOLUME (Query storage pool volumes)
Use this command to display information about one or more storage pool volumes.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                 .-*-----------.    
>>-Query Volume--+-------------+--------------------------------> 
                 '-volume_name-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   |            .-,---------------. |    
   |            V                 | |    
   '-ACCess--=----+-READWrite---+-+-'    
                  +-READOnly----+        
                  +-UNAVailable-+        
                  +-OFfsite-----+        
                  '-DEStroyed---'        
 
                                   .-STGpool--=--*---------.    
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>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   |            .-,-----------. |  '-STGpool--=--pool_name-'    
   |            V             | |                               
   '-STatus--=----+-ONline--+-+-'                               
                  +-OFfline-+                                   
                  +-EMPty---+                                   
                  +-PENding-+                                   
                  +-FILling-+                                   
                  '-FULl----'                                   
 
   .-DEVclass--=--*-----------------.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Format--=--Standard-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-Format--=--+-Standard-+-'    
                '-Detailed-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name
Specifies the volume to query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not
specify a name, all storage pool volumes are included in the query.

ACCess
Specifies that output is restricted by volume access mode. This parameter is optional. You can specify multiple access
modes by separating the modes with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter,
output is not restricted by access mode. Possible values are:

READWrite
Display volumes with an access mode of READWRITE. Client nodes and server processes can read from and write to
files stored on the volumes.

READOnly
Display volumes with an access mode of READONLY. Client nodes and server processes can read only files that are
stored on the volumes.

UNAVailable
Display volumes with an access mode of UNAVAILABLE. Client nodes and server processes cannot access files that
are stored on the volumes.

OFFsite
Display copy storage pool volumes with an access mode of OFFSITE. The volumes are at offsite locations from which
they cannot be mounted.

DEStroyed
Display primary storage pool volumes with an access mode of DESTROYED. The volumes are designated as
permanently damaged.

STatus
Specifies that output is restricted by volume status. This parameter is optional. You can specify multiple status values by
separating values with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, output is not
restricted by volume status. Possible values are:

ONline
Display random access volumes that are available to the server.

OFfline
Display random access volumes that are not available to the server.

EMPty
Display sequential access volumes that have no data.

PENding
Display volumes with a status of PENDING. These volumes might be sequential-access volumes from which all files
were deleted, but for which the time specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter on the DEFINE STGPOOL command
has not elapsed. These volumes might also be random-access disk volumes that were deleted, but that still contain
discarded data that is waiting to be shredded. After the data is shredded, the volume will be physically deleted.

FILling
Display sequential access volumes that the server has written to but has not yet filled to capacity.

FULl
Display sequential access volumes that the server filled.
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STGPool
Specifies the storage pool to include in the query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify
names. If you do not specify a storage pool name, all storage pools are included in the query.

DEVclass
Specifies the device class to include in the query. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify
names. If you do not specify a device class name, all devices are included in the query.

Format
Specifies how the information is displayed. This parameter is optional. The default value is STANDARD. Possible values are:

Standard
Specifies that partial information is displayed.

Detailed
Specifies that complete information is displayed.

Example: List all file storage pool volumes

Display information on all storage pool volumes with the device class name of FILE. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query volume devclass=file

Volume Name             Storage     Device     Estimated  Pct   Volume 
                        Pool Name   Class Name  Capacity  Util  Status 
----------------------- ----------- ---------- --------- ----- ------- 
/FCT/SERVER/COVOl1      COPYSTG      FILE         0.0 M    0.0 Pending 
/FCT/SERVER/COVOl2      COPYSTG      FILE         0.0 M    0.0 Empty 
/FCT/SERVER/COVOl3      COPYSTG      FILE         0.0 M    0.0 Empty 
/FCT/SERVER/PRVOl1      PRIMESTG     FILE         0.0 M    0.0 Empty 
/FCT/SERVER/PRVOl2      PRIMESTG     FILE         0.0 M    0.0 Empty

Example: List all storage pool volumes with the same prefix

Display information on all storage pool volumes that are prefixed with the name ATF. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query volume atf*

Volume Name             Storage     Device     Estimated  Pct   Volume 
                        Pool Name   Class Name  Capacity  Util  Status 
----------------------- ----------- ---------- --------- ----- ------- 
ATF001                  8MMPOOL     8MMTAPE       4.8 G   18.2 Filling 
ATF002                  8MMPOOL     8MMTAPE       4.8 G   18.2 Filling

Example: Display detailed information about a specific storage pool volume

Display details about the storage pool volume named /fct/server/covol1. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query volume covol1 format=detailed

                   Volume Name: /FCT/SERVER/COVOl1 
             Storage Pool Name: COPYSTG 
             Device Class Name: DISK 
            Estimated Capacity: 10.0 M 
       Scaled Capacity Applied: 
                      Pct Util: 6.7 
                 Volume Status: On-line 
                        Access: Read/Write 
        Pct. Reclaimable Space: 3.2 
               Scratch Volume?: Yes 
               In Error State?: No 
      Number of Writable Sides: 1 
       Number of Times Mounted: 11 
             Write Pass Number: 1 
     Approx. Date Last Written: 04/14/1998 16:17:26 
        Approx. Date Last Read: 04/01/1998 13:26:18 
           Date Became Pending: 
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        Number of Write Errors: 0 
         Number of Read Errors: 0 
               Volume Location: 
 Volume is MVS Lanfree Capable: No 
Last Update by (administrator): COLLIN 
         Last Update Date/Time: 05/01/1998 14:07:27 
          Begin Reclaim Period: 
            End Reclaim Period: 
       Logical Block Protected:       
  Drive Encryption Key Manager:

Example: Display detailed information about a specific storage pool volume

Display details about the storage pool volume WPDV00. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query volume wpdv00 format=detailed

                   Volume Name: WPDV00 
             Storage Pool Name: TAPEPOOL 
             Device Class Name: TAPE 
            Estimated Capacity: 5.8 M 
       Scaled Capacity Applied: 
                      Pct Util: 0.1 
                 Volume Status: On-line 
                        Access: Read/Write 
        Pct. Reclaimable Space: 3.2 
               Scratch Volume?: Yes 
               In Error State?: No 
      Number of Writable Sides: 1 
       Number of Times Mounted: 11 
             Write Pass Number: 1 
     Approx. Date Last Written: 04/14/1998 16:17:26 
        Approx. Date Last Read: 04/01/1998 13:26:18 
           Date Became Pending: 
        Number of Write Errors: 0 
         Number of Read Errors: 0 
               Volume Location: 
 Volume is MVS Lanfree Capable: No 
Last Update by (administrator): COLLIN 
         Last Update Date/Time: 05/01/1998 14:07:27 
          Begin Reclaim Period:  
            End Reclaim Period:  
       Logical Block Protected:     
  Drive Encryption Key Manager:

Example: Display detailed information about a storage pool volume with a specific device
class

Display details about a volume in a storage pool with a device class name of FILECLASS. See Field descriptions for field
descriptions.

query volume devclass=fileclass format=detailed

                   Volume Name: Z:\WORM_CFS\0000000E.BFS 
                   Volume Name: /WORM_FILESYS/0000000E.BFS 
             Storage Pool Name: FILEPOOL 
             Device Class Name: FILECLASS 
            Estimated Capacity: 2.0 G  
       Scaled Capacity Applied: 
                      Pct Util: 0.0 
                 Volume Status: Filling 
                        Access: Read/Write 
        Pct. Reclaimable Space: 0.0 
               Scratch Volume?: Yes 
               In Error State?: No 
      Number of Writable Sides: 1 
       Number of Times Mounted: 1 
             Write Pass Number: 1 
     Approx. Date Last Written: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
        Approx. Date Last Read: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
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           Date Became Pending: 
        Number of Write Errors: 0 
         Number of Read Errors: 0 
               Volume Location: 
 Volume is MVS Lanfree Capable: No 
Last Update by (administrator): 
         Last Update Date/Time: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
          Begin Reclaim Period: 03/22/2005  
            End Reclaim Period: 04/22/2005 
       Logical Block Protected:   
  Drive Encryption Key Manager:

Example: Display detailed information about a specific storage pool volume

Display details about a storage pool volume that is named 000642. The volume is in a storage pool that is associated with a 3592
device class. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

query volume 000642 format=detailed

                   Volume Name: 000642 
             Storage Pool Name: 3592POOL 
             Device Class Name: 3592CLASS 
            Estimated Capacity: 2.0 G  
       Scaled Capacity Applied: 
                      Pct Util: 0.0 
                 Volume Status: Filling 
                        Access: Read/Write 
        Pct. Reclaimable Space: 0.0 
               Scratch Volume?: Yes 
               In Error State?: No 
      Number of Writable Sides: 1 
       Number of Times Mounted: 1 
             Write Pass Number: 1 
     Approx. Date Last Written: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
        Approx. Date Last Read: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
           Date Became Pending: 
        Number of Write Errors: 0 
         Number of Read Errors: 0 
               Volume Location: 
 Volume is MVS Lanfree Capable: No 
Last Update by (administrator): 
         Last Update Date/Time: 03/22/2004 15:23:46 
          Begin Reclaim Period: 03/22/2005  
            End Reclaim Period: 04/22/2005 
       Logical Block Protected: Yes   
  Drive Encryption Key Manager: IBM Spectrum Protect     

Field descriptions

Volume Name
The name of the storage pool volume.

Storage Pool Name
The storage pool to which the volume is defined.

Device Class Name
The device class that is assigned to the storage pool.

Estimated Capacity
The estimated capacity of the volume, in megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), or terabytes (T).

For DISK devices, this value is the capacity of the volume.

For sequential access devices, this value is an estimate of the total space available on the volume, which is based on the
device class.

Scaled Capacity Applied
The percentage of capacity to which a volume is scaled. For example, a value of 20 for a volume whose maximum capacity
is 300 GB indicates that the volume can store only 20 percent of 300 GB, or 60 GB. This attribute applies only to IBM® 3592
devices.

Pct Util
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An estimate of the utilization of the volume. The utilization includes all space that is occupied by both files and aggregates,
including empty space within aggregates.

For DISK volumes, the utilization also includes space that is occupied by cached data.

Volume Status
The status of the volume.

Access
Whether the volume is available to the server.

Pct. Reclaimable Space (sequential access volumes only)
The amount of space on this volume that can be reclaimed because data has expired or been deleted. This value is
compared to the reclamation threshold for the storage pool to determine whether reclamation is necessary. Reclaimable
space includes empty space within aggregates.

When determining which volumes in a storage pool to reclaim, the server first determines the reclamation threshold. The
reclamation threshold is indicated by the value of the THRESHOLD parameter on the RECLAIM STGPOOL command or, if
that value was not specified, the value of the RECLAIM parameter in a storage pool definition. The server then examines the
percentage of reclaimable space for each volume in the storage pool. If the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater that the reclamation threshold of the storage pool, the volume is a candidate for reclamation.

For example, suppose that storage pool FILEPOOL has a reclamation threshold of 70 percent. This value indicates that the
server can reclaim any volume in the storage pool that has a percentage of reclaimable space that is greater that 70
percent. The storage pool has three volumes:

FILEVOL1 with 65 percent reclaimable space
FILEVOL2 with 80 percent reclaimable space
FILEVOL3 with 95 percent reclaimable space

When reclamation begins, the server compares the percent of reclaimable space for each volume with the reclamation
threshold of 70 percent. In this example, FILEVOL2 and FILEVOL3 are candidates for reclamation because their
percentages of reclaimable space are greater than 70.

For volumes that belong to a SnapLock storage pool, the value is displayed but is not used.

Scratch Volume? (sequential access volumes only)
Whether this volume is returned to scratch when the volume becomes empty.

In Error State?
Whether the volume is in an error state. The server cannot write to volumes in an error state.

Number of Writable Sides
This information is reserved for IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Number of Times Mounted
The number of times that the server opened the volume for use. The number of times that the server opened the volume is
not always the same as the number of times that the volume was physically mounted in a drive. After a volume is physically
mounted, the server can open the same volume multiple times for different operations, for example for different client
backup sessions.

Write Pass Number (sequential access volumes only)
The number of times the volume was written to from the beginning to the end.

Approx. Date Last Written
The approximate date on which the volume was last written.

Approx. Date Last Read
The approximate date on which the volume was last read.

Date Became Pending
The date that the status of the volume was changed to pending.

Number of Write Errors
The number of writing errors that occurred on the volume.

Number of Read Errors
The number of reading errors that occurred on the volume.

Volume Location
The location of the volume.

Volume is MVS Lanfree Capable
Whether the volume is LAN-free capable. A LAN-free capable volume is one that was defined and used (at least once) by
the IBM Spectrum Protect z/OS® data manager server.

Last Update by (administrator)
The administrator that defined or most recently updated the volume.
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Last Update Date/Time
When the volume was defined or most recently updated.

Begin Reclaim Period
Represents the date after which the server begins reclaiming this volume, but not later than the date represented by the
end reclaim period. If, when the reclaim period begins, there are files on the volume that have not expired, they are moved
to a new WORM volume during reclamation processing. This field displays a date only if this volume is in a storage pool for
which the value of the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter is SNAPLOCK.

If more than one archive is stored on the same volume, the start of the volume's reclamation period is based on the date of
the most recent archive. For SnapLock volumes, the RETVer parameter of the DEFINE COPYGROUP command determines
how long an archive is stored. If RETVer is set to 100 days, the volume's reclamation period will start 100 days after the
first archive is stored on it. If a second archive is stored on the same volume, the reclamation start date will be adjusted to
100 days after the new archive is stored. If the RETVer value is changed after the first archive is stored, the latest
reclamation date will apply for all of the archives on the volume. For example, assume RETVer is set to 100 for an initial
archive, but is then changed to 50. If a second archive is stored on the volume three days after the first, the reclamation
period will not start until 100 days after the first archive was stored.

End Reclaim Period
Represents the date by which the IBM Spectrum Protect must complete reclamation processing on this volume to ensure
continued protection of the data. It also represents the Last Access Date physical file attribute in the NetApp Filer, which
prevents the file from being deleted until after that date. This field displays a date only if this volume is in a storage pool for
which the value of the RECLAMATIONTYPE parameter is SNAPLOCK.

Drive Encryption Key Manager
The drive encryption key manager. This field applies only to volumes in a storage pool that is associated with a device type
of 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE.

Logical Block Protected
Specifies whether logical block protection is enabled for the volume. You can use logical block protection only with the
following types of drives and media:

IBM LTO5 and later
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to QUERY VOLUME
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

VARY Specifies whether a disk volume is available to the server for
use.

QUIT (End the interactive mode of the administrative client)
Use this command to end an administrative client session in interactive mode.

You cannot use the QUIT command from the SERVER_CONSOLE administrative ID, or the console, batch, or mount modes of the
administrative client.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
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>>-QUIT-------------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Example: End an interactive administrative client session

End an administrative client session in the interactive mode.

quit

Related commands

None.

RECLAIM STGPOOL (Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage
pool)

Use this command to reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool. Reclamation does not move inactive versions of
backup data from volumes in active-data pools.

This command cannot be used for the following types of storage pools:

Container-copy storage pools. Space in these storage pools is reclaimed as part of the processing that is done by PROTECT
STGPOOL commands.
Storage pools with one of the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

Storage pools that use a CENTERA device class.
Storage pools that use a Write Once Read Many (WORM) device class. Reclamation is not necessary because WORM
volumes are not reusable, but you can run reclamation to consolidate data onto fewer volumes.

Use this command only if you are not going to use automatic reclamation for the storage pool. This command accepts the values
of the RECLAIMPROCESS and RECLAIMSTGPOOL attributes of the storage pool definition. This command also accepts the values
of the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT and RECLAIM parameters of the storage pool definition, if not overridden by the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT and THRESHOLD command parameters.

Tips:

When you issue this command, duplicate data in a primary storage pool, copy storage pool, or active-data pool that is set
up for data deduplication is removed.
When you use this command to restore deduplicated objects to the same storage pool, any duplicate data blocks are
replaced with references to deduplicated extents.

For storage pools defined with RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK, this command also deletes empty WORM FILE volumes that
exceeded their reclaim period.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool that is being reclaimed and the reclaim storage pool, if applicable.

Syntax
 
>>-RECLaim STGpool--pool_name--+----------------------+---------> 
                               '-THreshold--=--number-'    
 
                             .-Wait--=--No------.    
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>--+----------------------+--+------------------+---------------> 
   '-DUration--=--minutes-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                        '-Yes-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------------+--------------->< 
   '-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--number_of_volumes-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool in which volumes are to be reclaimed.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the reclamation runs before it is automatically canceled. You can specify a
number 1 - 9999. This parameter is optional.

After the specified number of minutes elapses, the next time the server checks the reclamation process the server stops
the reclamation process. The server checks the reclamation process when the server mounts another eligible volume from
the storage pool that is being reclaimed. The server also checks the reclamation process when the server begins to reclaim
a new batch of files from the currently mounted volume. As a result, the reclamation can run longer than the value you
specified for this parameter.

Until the server checks the reclamation process, there is no indication the duration period expired. When the server stops
the reclamation process, the server issues message ANR4927W: Reclamation terminated for volume xxx -
duration exceeded.

If you do not specify this parameter, the process stops only when no more volumes meet the threshold.

If you specify a duration value for reclamation of a copy storage pool with offsite volumes, you might cause the reclamation
to end before any volumes are reclaimed. In most situations when you initiate reclamation for a copy storage pool with
offsite volumes, consider limiting the number of offsite volumes to be reclaimed rather than limiting the duration. For
details, see the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT parameter.

THreshold
Specifies the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume that makes it eligible for reclamation. Reclaimable space is the
amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the server database. Reclaimable space also
includes unused space.

You can specify a number 1 - 99. This parameter is optional. If not specified, the RECLAIM attribute of the storage pool
definition is used.

To determine the percentage of reclaimable space for a volume, issue the QUERY VOLUME command and specify
FORMAT=DETAILED. The value in the field Pct. Reclaimable Space is the percentage of reclaimable space for the volume.

Specify a value of 50 percent or greater for this parameter so that files stored on two volumes can be combined into a
single target volume.

OFFSITERECLAIMLimit
Specifies the maximum number of offsite storage pool volumes that the server tries to reclaim. This parameter is valid only
for copy storage pools. You can specify a number 0 - 99999. This parameter is optional. If not specified, the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT attribute of the storage pool definition is used.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is processed. Messages that are created from the background
process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where messages are logged.

If you cancel this process, some files might already be moved to new volumes before the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can
continue with other tasks. Output messages are displayed to the administrative client when the operation
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completes. Messages are also displayed either in the activity log or the server console, or both, depending on where
the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Reclaim volumes in a sequential-access storage pool

Reclaim volumes in the storage pool named TAPEPOOL. Specify that reclamation ends as soon as possible after 60 minutes.

reclaim stgpool tapepool duration=60

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RECLAIM STGPOOL
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

MIGRATE STGPOOL Migrates files from a primary storage pool to the next storage
pool in the hierarchy.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RECONCILE VOLUMES (Reconcile differences in the virtual volume
definitions)

Issue this command from the source server to reconcile differences between virtual volume definitions on the source server and
archive files on the target server. IBM Spectrum Protect™ finds all volumes of the specified device class on the source server and
all corresponding archive files on the target server. The target server inventory is also compared to the local definition for virtual
volumes to see if inconsistencies exist.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                      .-*-----------------.    
>>-REConcile Volumes--+-------------------+---------------------> 
                      '-device_class_name-'    
 
   .-Fix--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------+----------------------------------------->< 
   '-Fix--=--+-No--+-'    
             '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name
Specifies the device class name of the virtual volumes. If you do not specify a name, IBM Spectrum Protect reconciles all
virtual volumes. This parameter is optional.

FIX
Specifies whether or not IBM Spectrum Protect attempts to correct any identified inconsistencies. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not fix any inconsistencies.
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Yes
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect makes the following corrections:

IBM Spectrum Protect marks as unavailable storage pool volumes on the source server that cannot be located
on the target server. Volumes that are only found in the volume history, such as database backups and import
and export volumes, are reported as being inconsistent.
Archive files on the target server that do not correspond to any virtual volumes on the source server are
marked for deletion from the target server.

The following table shows the details of the actions taken:

FIX= At the Source
Server

At the Target Server Action

NO Volumes exist No files exist Report error

Files exist but are marked for
deletion

Active files exist but attributes
do not match

Volumes do
not exist

Active files exist Report error

Files exist but are marked for
deletion

None

YES Volumes exist No files exist Report error

Storage pool volumes: Marked as unavailable

Files exist but marked for
deletion

Report error

Storage pool volumes: If attributes match,
mark files on the target server as active again,
mark volumes on the source server as
unavailable, and recommend that an AUDIT
VOLUME be done to verify the data. If attributes
do not match, mark volumes as unavailable.

Active files exist but attributes
do not match

Report error

Storage pool volumes: Mark as unavailable and
recommend that an AUDIT VOLUME be done to
verify the data.

Volumes do
not exist

Active files exist Mark files for deletion on the target server.

Files exist but marked for
deletion

None

Example: Reconcile differences in the virtual volume definitions

Reconcile the differences between all virtual volumes definitions on the source server and archive files on the target server to
correct any inconsistencies.

reconcile volumes remote1 fix=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RECONCILE VOLUMES
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.
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Command Description

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

REGISTER commands
Use the REGISTER commands to define or add objects to IBM Spectrum Protect™.

REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator ID)
REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)
REGISTER NODE (Register a node)

REGISTER ADMIN (Register an administrator ID)
Use this command to add an administrator to the server. After registration, the administrator can issue a limited set of commands,
including all query commands. To provide additional privileges, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

When you register an administrator with the same name as an existing node, be aware of the administrator authentication method
and the SSLREQUIRED setting. Any node that has the same name as the administrator that is being registered inherits those
settings.
For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers:

The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing
passwords and logon procedures.
Do not specify an administrative user ID that matches a node name. If the administrative user ID matches the node name,
you might see unexpected behavior because of automatic password changes that update the same password twice. As a
result, the password might become unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the password update operation
might fail.

Syntax
 
>>-REGister Admin--admin_name--+----------+---------------------> 
                               '-password-'    
 
>--+------------------------+--+------------------+-------------> 
   |  (1)                   |  '-CONtact--=--text-'    
   '-------PASSExp--=--days-'                          
 
   .-FORCEPwreset--=--No------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-FORCEPwreset--=--+-No--+-'    
                      '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-EMAILADdress--=--userID@node-'    
 
      (2)                                
   .-------AUTHentication--=--LOcal-.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+---'    
                        '-LDap--'        
 
                               (3)      
   .-SSLrequired--=--DEFault-------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-SSLrequired--=--+-Yes-----+---'    
                     +-No------+        
                     '-DEFault-'        
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
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>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
   .-ALert--=--No------.    
>--+-------------------+--------------------------------------->< 
   '-ALert--=--+-Yes-+-'    
               '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. The PASSEXP command does not apply to administrators who authenticate to an LDAP directory server.
2. The default value can change if you issued the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command and specified LDAP.
3. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is deprecated.

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator to be registered. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

You cannot specify an administrator name of NONE.

If you plan to authenticate the administrator ID with an LDAP server, ensure that the administrator ID does not match the
name of any node that authenticates with an LDAP server.

password
Specifies the password of the administrator to be registered. The maximum length of the password is 64 characters.
If you authenticate passwords locally with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you must specify a password. The password is
not case-sensitive.
If you authenticate passwords with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server, do not specify a password on the
REGISTER ADMIN command.

PASSExp
Specifies the number of days the password remains valid. You can set the password expiration period in the range 0 - 9999
days. A value of 0 means that the password never expires. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter,
the password is set with the global expiration period of 90 days. This parameter does not affect passwords that
authenticate with an LDAP directory server.

CONtact
Specifies information identifying the administrator being registered. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of this
string is 255 characters. The contact information must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains any blanks.

FORCEPwreset
Specifies whether the administrator is required to change or reset the password. This parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the administrator does not need to change or reset the password while attempting to sign on to the
server.

Yes
Specifies that the administrator's password expires at the next sign-on. The client or administrator must change or
reset the password then. If a password is not specified, you receive an error message.
Restriction: For administrative user IDs that authenticate with an LDAP server, password expiration is set by using
LDAP server utilities. For this reason, do not specify FORCEPWRESET=YES if you specify AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.

EMAILADdress
Specifies the email address for this administrator.

AUTHentication
This parameter specifies the authentication method for the administrator user ID. Specify one of the following values: LDAP
or LOCAL. The parameter is optional and defaults to LOCAL. The default can change to LDAP if you use the SET
DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command and specify LDAP.

LOcal
Specifies that the local IBM Spectrum Protect server database is used.

LDap
Specifies that the administrator user ID authenticates passwords with an LDAP directory server. Passwords that
authenticate with an LDAP directory server are case-sensitive.
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Tip: A password is not required if you register an administrator and select AUTHENTICATION=LDAP. At logon, you are
prompted for a password.

SSLrequired (deprecated)

Specifies whether the administrator user ID must use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to communicate between
the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the backup-archive client. When you authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory
server, you must protect the sessions by using SSL or another network security method.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 software and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8
software, this parameter is deprecated. Validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol,
which is enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is ignored. Update your
configuration to use the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

SESSIONSECurity
Specifies whether the administrator must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM Spectrum Protect
server. This parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the administrator. The STRICT value uses the most
secure communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL sessions
between the server and the administrator. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the entire session or only
for authentication, see the SSL client option.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the administrator can authenticate
with the server:

Both the administrator and server must be using IBM Spectrum Protect software that supports the
SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
The administrator must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between the server and the
administrator.

Administrators set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the server.
TRANSitional

Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the administrator. This is the default value. This value is
intended to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT
value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the administrator has never met the requirements for the STRICT value,
the administrator will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after an administrator
meets the requirements for the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from
TRANSITIONAL to STRICT. Then, the administrator can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an
SSL/TLS protocol that does not meet the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after an administrator successfully
authenticates by using a more secure communication protocol, the administrator can no longer authenticate by
using a less secure protocol. For example, if an administrator that is not using SSL is updated and successfully
authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the administrator can no longer authenticate by using no SSL protocol or TLS 1.1.
This restriction also applies when you use functions such as command routing or server-to-server export, when the
administrator authenticates to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as an administrator from another server.

ALert
Specifies whether alerts are sent to an administrators email address.

Yes
Specifies that alerts are sent to the specified administrators email address.

No
Specifies that alerts are not sent to the specified administrators email address. This is the default value.

Tip: Alert monitoring must be enabled, and email settings must be correctly defined to successfully receive alerts by email.
To view the current settings, issue the QUERY MONITORSETTINGS command.

Example: Register an administrator

Define an administrator, LARRY, with the password PASSONE. You can identify LARRY as second-shift personnel by specifying this
information with the CONTACT parameter. Issue the command:
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register admin larry passone contact='second shift'

Example: Register an administrator ID and set the authentication method

Define an administrator ID for Harry so that Harry can authenticate to an LDAP server. Issue the command:

register admin harry authentication=ldap

Example: Register an administrator and enforce strict session security

Register an administrator named Harry, and require Harry to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the server.
Issue the command:

register admin harry sessionsecurity=strict

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REGISTER ADMIN
Command Description

GRANT AUTHORITY Assigns privilege classes to an administrator.

LOCK ADMIN Prevents an administrator from accessing IBM Spectrum
Protect.

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE ADMIN Removes an administrator from the list of registered
administrators.

RENAME ADMIN Changes an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator’s name.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

UNLOCK ADMIN Enables a locked administrator to access IBM Spectrum
Protect.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

Related tasks:
Naming Tivoli Storage Manager objects
Related reference:

Ssl client option

REGISTER LICENSE (Register a new license)
Use this command to register new licenses for server components, including IBM Spectrum Protect™ (base), IBM Spectrum
Protect Extended Edition, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention.

Licenses are stored in enrollment certificate files. The enrollment certificate files contain licensing information for the server
product. The NODELOCK file preserves the licensing information for your installation. Your license agreement determines what
you are licensed to use, even if you cannot use the REGISTER LICENSE command to register all components. You are expected to
comply with the license agreement and use only what you have purchased. Use of the REGISTER LICENSE command implies that
you agree to and accept the license terms specified in your license agreement.
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Important:

Before upgrading from a previous version of IBM Spectrum Protect, you must delete or rename the NODELOCK file.
To unregister licenses, you must erase the NODELOCK file in the server instance directory of your installation, and reregister
any previously registered licenses.
You cannot register licenses for IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail, IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases, IBM Spectrum
Protect for ERP, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management.

To generate a report that can help you understand the license requirements for your system, run the QUERY PVUESTIMATE
command. The report contains estimates of the number of client devices and PVU totals for server devices. The estimates are not
legally binding.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REGister LICense--FILE--=--+-tsmbasic.lic-+----------------->< 
                              +-tsmee.lic----+    
                              +-dataret.lic--+    
                              '-*.lic--------'    
 

Parameters

FILE
Specifies the name of the enrollment certificate file containing the license to be registered. The specification can contain a
wildcard (*). Enter the complete file name or a wildcard in place of the file name. The file names are case-sensitive. The
following values can be used:

tsmbasic.lic
To license base IBM Spectrum Protect.

tsmee.lic
To license IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition. This includes the disaster recovery manager, large libraries, and
NDMP.

dataret.lic
To license IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention. This is required to enable Data Retention Protection as well as
Expiration and Deletion Suspension (Deletion Hold).

*.lic
To license all IBM Spectrum Protect licenses for server components.

Example: Register a license

Register the base IBM Spectrum Protect license.

register license file=tsmbasic.lic

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REGISTER LICENSE
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.

QUERY PVUESTIMATE Displays processor value unit estimates.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD Specifies the number of days between automatic license
audits.
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REGISTER NODE (Register a node)
Use this command to register a node to the server.

This command can create an administrative user ID with client owner authority over the node. You can use this administrative
user ID to access the web backup-archive client from remote locations through a web browser.
Tip:

In earlier product releases, the REGISTER NODE command automatically created an administrative user ID whose name
matched the node name. Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect™ V8.1, the REGISTER NODE command does not
automatically create an administrative user ID that matches the node name.
If you plan to use the LAN-free option with this node, you must register an administrative ID that matches the node name.
To register the administrative ID, use the USERID parameter or manually register the administrator and grant owner
authority to the node.

If a client requires a different policy domain than STANDARD, you must register the client node with this command or update the
registered node.

Requirement: When you set sslrequired=serveronly in a REGISTER NODE command, the admin SSLREQUIRED setting
reverts to YES. To use a non-SSL session with a storage agent, rename the admin with the identical name by issuing the RENAME
ADMIN command.
For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers: The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP
authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum Protect V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the
previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing passwords and logon procedures.
When you register or update a node, you can specify whether damaged files on the node can be recovered from a replication
server. Files can be recovered only if all the following conditions are met:

Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target replication servers.
The REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is set to ON. The system parameter can be set by using the SET
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED command.
The source server includes at least one file that is marked as damaged in the node that is being replicated.
The node data was replicated before the damage occurred.

The following table describes how parameter settings affect the recovery of damaged, replicated files.
Table 1. Settings that affect the recovery of damaged files

Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

OFF YES, NO, or not specified YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

OFF ONLY YES or NO An error message is displayed because files
cannot be recovered when the
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system
parameter is set to OFF.

ON YES YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON NO YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

ON ONLY YES or NO Damaged files are recovered from the
target replication server, but standard node
replication does not occur.
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Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

ON Not specified YES During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON Not specified NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
>>-REGister Node--node_name--+----------+-----------------------> 
                             '-password-'    
 
                               .-USerid--=--NONE--------.    
>--+------------------------+--+------------------------+-------> 
   |  (1)                   |  '-USerid--=--+-NONE----+-'    
   '-------PASSExp--=--days-'               '-user_id-'      
 
                         .-DOmain--=--STANDARD--------.    
>--+------------------+--+----------------------------+---------> 
   '-CONtact--=--text-'  '-DOmain--=----domain_name---'    
 
   .-COMPression--=--Client-----.  .-ARCHDELete--=--Yes-----.    
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------------+---> 
   '-COMPression--=--+-Client-+-'  '-ARCHDELete--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     +-Yes----+                     '-No--'      
                     '-No-----'                                  
 
   .-BACKDELete--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-BACKDELete--=--+-No--+-'    
                    '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-CLOptset--=--option_set_name-'    
 
   .-FORCEPwreset--=--No------.  .-Type--=--Client------.    
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORCEPwreset--=--+-No--+-'  '-Type--=--+-Client--+-'    
                      '-Yes-'               |     (2) |      
                                            +-NAS-----+      
                                            '-Server--'      
 
>--+-------------+--+----------------------------+--------------> 
   '-URL--=--url-'  '-UTILITYUrl--=--utility_url-'    
 
   .-MAXNUMMP--=--1------.  .-AUTOFSRename--=--No---------.    
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------------------+-----> 
   '-MAXNUMMP--=--number-'  '-AUTOFSRename--=--+-Yes----+-'    
                                               +-No-----+      
                                               '-Client-'      
 
   .-KEEPMP--=--No------. (3)    
>--+--------------------+---------------------------------------> 
   '-KEEPMP--=--+-No--+-'        
                '-Yes-'          
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   .-VALIdateprotocol--=--No-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-VALIdateprotocol--=--+-No-------+-'    
                          +-Dataonly-+      
                          '-All------'      
 
   .-TXNGroupmax--=--0----------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-TXNGroupmax--=--+-0------+-'    
                     '-number-'      
 
   .-DATAWritepath--=--ANY---------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-DATAWritepath--=--+-ANY-----+-'    
                       +-LAN-----+      
                       '-LANFree-'      
 
   .-DATAReadpath--=--ANY---------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-DATAReadpath--=--+-ANY-----+-'    
                      +-LAN-----+      
                      '-LANFree-'      
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-TARGETLevel--=--V.R.M.F-'    
 
   .-SESSIONINITiation--=--Clientorserver---------------------------------------------------.    
>--+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-SESSIONINITiation--=--+-Clientorserver-----------------------------------------------+-'    
                           '-SERVEROnly--HLAddress--=--ip_address--LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------+---------> 
   '-HLAddress--=--ip_address--LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'    
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-EMAILADdress--=--userID@node-'    
 
   .-DEDUPlication--=--Clientorserver-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlication--=--+-Clientorserver-+-'    
                       '-SERVEROnly-----'      
 
   .-BACKUPINITiation--=--All----------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                               (4) |    
   '-BACKUPINITiation--=--+-All--+-----'    
                          '-ROOT-'          
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-REPLState--=--+-ENabled--+-'    
                   '-DISabled-'      
 
   .-BKREPLRuledefault--=--DEFAULT-----------------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |  (5)                                                      |    
   '-------BKREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA------------------+-'    
                                 +-ACTIVE_DATA---------------+      
                                 +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY----+      
                                 +-ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                                 +-DEFAULT-------------------+      
                                 '-NONE----------------------'      
 
   .-ARREPLRuledefault--=--DEFAULT--------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------------+---> 
   |  (5)                                                   |    
   '-------ARREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA---------------+-'    
                                 +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                                 +-DEFAULT----------------+      
                                 '-NONE-------------------'      
 
   .-SPREPLRuledefault--=--DEFAULT--------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------------+---> 
   |  (5)                                                   |    
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   '-------SPREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA---------------+-'    
                                 +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                                 +-DEFAULT----------------+      
                                 '-NONE-------------------'      
 
   .-RECOVERDamaged--=--Yes-----.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RECOVERDamaged--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                        '-No--'      
 
   .-ROLEOVERRIDE--=--Usereported-----.    
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-ROLEOVERRIDE--=--+-Client------+-'    
                      +-Server------+      
                      +-Other-------+      
                      '-Usereported-'      
 
      (6)                                
   .-------AUTHentication--=--LOcal-.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+---'    
                        '-LDap--'        
 
                               (7)       
   .-SSLrequired--=--DEFault--------.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-SSLrequired--=--+-Yes--------+-'    
                     +-No---------+      
                     +-DEFault----+      
                     '-SERVERonly-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
   .-SPLITLARGEObjects--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-SPLITLARGEObjects--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                           '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. The PASSEXP command does not apply to administrators who authenticate with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) directory server.

2. This parameter is only available for AIX®, Linux, Solaris, and Windows operating systems.
3. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is deprecated.
4. The BACKUPINITIATION parameter is ignored if the client node operating system is not supported.
5. You can specify the BKREPLRULEDEFAULT, ARREPLRULEDEFAULT, or SPREPLRULEDEFAULT parameter only if you specify

the REPLSTATE parameter.
6. The default value can change if you issued the SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command and specified LDAP.
7. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is deprecated.

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node to be registered. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

You cannot specify a node name of NONE.

password
Specifies the client node password, which has a maximum length of 64 characters.

If you authenticate passwords locally with the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you must specify a password. The password is
not case-sensitive.

If you authenticate passwords with an LDAP server, do not specify a password on the REGISTER NODE command.

PASSExp
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Specifies the number of days the password remains valid. You can set the password expiration period 0 - 9999 days. A
value of 0 means that the password never expires. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter, the
server common-password expiration period is used. The common password expiration period is 90 days unless changed by
issuing the SET PASSEXP command.

You can change the password expiration period by using the UPDATE NODE or SET PASSEXP commands. You can issue the
SET PASSEXP command to set a common expiration period for all administrators and client nodes. You can also use the
command to selectively set password expiration periods. If you selectively set a password expiration period by using the
REGISTER NODE command, the UPDATE NODE command, or the SET PASSEXP command, the expiration period is excluded
from common password expiration periods that were created by using the SET PASSEXP command.

You can use the RESET PASSEXP command to reset the password expiration period to the common expiration period. The
PASSEXP command does not apply to nodes that authenticate with an LDAP server.

USerid
Specifies the administrative user ID with client owner authority. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the
following values:

NONE
Specifies that no administrative user ID is created. This is the default value.

user_id
Specifies that an administrative user ID is created with the specified name. You can use this parameter to grant
client owner authority to an existing administrative user ID.

If you register a node that has the same name as an administrator, the administrator authentication method and
SSLREQUIRED setting change to match the authentication method of the node. Passwords that are shared between same-
named nodes and administrators are kept synchronized during an authentication change.

If you plan to use the LAN-free option with this node, use the USERID parameter to register an administrative ID that
matches the node name.

For users of LDAP servers: If you plan to authenticate the node with an LDAP server, keep the default setting
(USERID=NONE) or specify an administrative user ID that differs from the node name. If the administrative user ID
matches the node name, you might see unexpected behavior because of automatic password changes that update the
same password twice. As a result, the password might become unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the
password update operation might fail.

CONtact
Specifies a text string of information that identifies the node. The parameter is optional. The maximum length of the text
string is 255 characters. The contact information must be enclosed in quotation marks if it contains any blanks.

DOmain
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the node is assigned. The parameter is optional. If you do not specify a
policy domain name, the node is assigned to the default policy domain (STANDARD).

When a source server is registered as a node, it is assigned to a policy domain. Data from the source server is stored in the
storage pool that is specified in the archive copy group of the default management class of that domain.

COMPression
Specifies whether the client node compresses its files before it sends these files to the server for backup and archive. The
parameter is optional. The default value is CLIENT.
Restriction: This parameter does not apply to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER.

You can specify one of the following values:

Client
Specifies that the client determines whether to compress files.

Yes
Specifies that the client node compresses its files before it sends these files to the server for backup and archive.

No
Specifies that the client node does not compress its files before it sends these files to the server for backup and
archive.

ARCHDELete
Specifies whether the client node can delete its own archive files from the server. The parameter is optional. The default
value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:
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Yes
Specifies that the client node can delete its own archive files from the server.

No
Specifies that the client node cannot delete its own archive files from the server.

BACKDELete
Specifies whether the client node can delete its own backup files from the server. The parameter is optional. The default
value is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the client node cannot delete its own backup files from the server.

Yes
Specifies that the client node can delete its own backup files from the server.

CLOptset
Specifies the name of the option set to be used by the client. The parameter is optional.

FORCEPwreset
Specifies whether to force a client to change or reset the password. The parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You
can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the password expiration period is set by the SET PASSEXP command. The client does not need to
change or reset the password while the client is logging on to the server.

Yes
Specifies that the client node password expires at the next logon. The client must change or reset the password
then. If a password is not specified, you receive an error message.
Restriction: For nodes that authenticate with an LDAP server, password expiration is set by using LDAP server
utilities. For this reason, do not specify FORCEPWRESET=YES if you specify AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.

Type
Specifies the type of node that is being registered. The parameter is optional. The default value is CLIENT. You can specify
one of the following values:

Client
Specifies that the client node is a Backup-Archive Client, IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management client, or
application client.

NAS
Specifies that the node is a network-attached storage (NAS) file server whose data is protected by using NDMP
operations. The node name cannot be SERVER.
Note: The name of the NAS node must be the same as the data mover. Therefore, the name cannot be changed after
a corresponding data mover is defined.

Server
Specifies that the client node is a source server that is being registered on the target server.

URL
Specifies the URL of the IBM Spectrum Protect web client that is configured on the client system. You can use the URL in a
web browser and in the Operations Center to remotely manage the client node.

This parameter is optional. The URL must include the DNS name or IP address of the client system, and the port number
that is defined on the client system for the IBM Spectrum Protect web client. For example,
http://client.mycorp.com:1581

UTILITYUrl
Specifies the address of the IBM Spectrum Protect client management services that are configured on the client system.
This URL is used by the Operations Center to access client log files so that you can remotely diagnose client issues from the
Operations Center.

This parameter is optional. You can specify a URL of up to 200 characters in length. The URL must start with https. It
includes the DNS name or IP address of the client system, and the port number that is defined on the client system for the
IBM Spectrum Protect client management services. For example, https://client.mycorp.com:9028

If you omit the port number, the Operations Center uses the port number 9028, which is the default port number when you
install the client management services on the client system.

MAXNUMMP
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Specifies the maximum number of mount points a node is allowed to use on the server or storage agent only for operations
such as backup, archive, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management migration. The parameter is optional and does
not apply to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER. The default value is 1. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 999. A
value of 0 specifies that a node cannot acquire any mount point for a client data store operation. The MAXNUMMP value is
not evaluated or enforced during client data read operations such as restore, retrieve, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management recall. However, mount points in use for data read operations are evaluated against attempted concurrent
data store operations for the same client node and might prevent the data store operations from being able to acquire
mount points.

For volumes in a storage pool that is associated with the FILE or CENTERA device type, the server can have multiple
sessions to read and one process to write to the same volume concurrently. To increase concurrency and provide efficient
access for nodes with data in FILE or CENTERA storage pools, increase the value of the MAXNUMMP parameter.

For nodes that store data into primary storage pools with the simultaneous-write function that is enabled, you must adjust
the value of the MAXNUMMP parameter to specify the correct number of mount points for each client session. A client
session requires one mount point for the primary storage pool and one mount point for each copy storage pool and each
active-data pool.

For server-to-server backup, if one server is at a different version than the other server, set the number of mount points on
the target server to a value higher than one. Otherwise, you receive an error.

A storage agent independently tracks the number of points that are used during a client session. If a node has a storage
agent that is installed, it might exceed the MAXNUMMP value. The MAXNUMMP value might also be exceeded under
conditions where the node does not have to wait for a mount point.

Note: The server might preempt a client operation for a higher priority operation and the client might lose a mount point if
no other mount points are available.

KEEPMP
Specifies whether the client node keeps the mount point for the entire session. The parameter is optional. The default value
is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the client node must retain the mount point during the entire session. If policy definitions cause data
to be stored to a disk storage pool after the data is stored to a sequential access storage pool, any mount points that
are held by the session will not be released.

No
Specifies that the client node releases the mount point during the session. If policy definitions cause data to be
stored to a disk storage pool after the data is stored to a sequential access storage pool, any mount points that are
held by the session will be released.

AUTOFSRename
Specify whether file spaces are automatically renamed when you upgrade the client system to support Unicode or specify
whether file spaces are renamed by the client, if needed. The parameter is optional. The default is NO. Setting the
parameter to YES enables automatic renaming, which occurs when the client runs one of the following operations: archive,
selective backup, full incremental backup, or partial incremental backup. The automatic renaming changes the names of
existing backed-up file spaces that are not in Unicode in server storage. Then, the file spaces are backed up in Unicode. You
can use this parameter for Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect clients by using Windows, Macintosh OS X, and
NetWare operating systems.

After the client with support for Unicode is installed, any new file spaces that the client backs up are stored in server
storage by using the UTF-8 code page. UTF-8 is a byte-oriented encoding form that is specified by the Unicode Standard.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Existing file spaces are automatically renamed when you upgrade to a client that supports Unicode and the client
runs one of the following operations: archive, selective backup, full incremental backup, or partial incremental
backup. The renaming occurs whether the client uses the graphical user interface, the command line, or the client
scheduler.
For example, the server renames a drive as follows:

Original name: D_DRIVE 
New name: D_DRIVE_OLD 

The new name indicates that the file space is stored on the server in a format that is not Unicode.
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No
Existing file spaces are not automatically renamed when the client system upgrades to a client that supports
Unicode, and the client runs one of the following operations: archive, selective backup, full incremental backup, or
partial incremental backup.

Client
The option AUTOFSRENAME in the client's option file determines whether file spaces are renamed.

By default, the client option is set to PROMPT. When the client system upgrades to a client that supports Unicode
and the client runs an IBM Spectrum Protect operation with the graphical user interface or the command line, the
program displays a one-time prompt to the user about whether to rename file spaces.

When the client scheduler runs an operation, the program does not prompt for a choice about renaming, and does
not rename file spaces. Backups of existing file spaces are sent as before (not in Unicode).

VALIdateprotocol (deprecated)
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect completes a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) to validate the data that is sent
between the client and server. The parameter is optional. The default is NO.
Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, this parameter is
deprecated. The validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol, which is enforced by the
SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is ignored. Update your configuration to use the
SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

TXNGroupmax

Specifies the number of files per transaction commit that are transferred between a client and a server. The parameter is
optional. Client performance might be improved by using a larger value for this option.

The default value is 0. Specifying 0 indicates that the node uses the server global value that is set in the server options file.
To use a value other than the server global value, specify a value of 4 through 65,000 for this parameter. The node value
takes precedence over the server value.

Attention: Increasing the TXNGROUPMAX value increases the recovery log usage. Higher recovery log usage might increase
the risk of running out of log space. Evaluate the performance of each node before you change the parameter.

DATAWritepath
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the client sends data to the server, storage agent, or both, during storage
operations such as backup or archive. The parameter is optional. The default is ANY.
Note: If a path is unavailable, the node cannot send any data. For example, if you select the LAN-free option but a LAN-free
path is not defined, the operation fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

ANY
Specifies that data is sent to the server, storage agent, or both, by any available path. A LAN-free path is used if one
is available. If a LAN-free path is unavailable, the data is moved by using the LAN.

LAN
Specifies that data is sent by using the LAN.

LANFree
Specifies that data is sent by using a LAN-free path.

DATAReadpath
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the server, storage agent, or both read data for a client, during operations such
as restore or retrieve. The parameter is optional. The default is ANY.
Note: If a path is unavailable, data cannot be read. For example, if you select the LAN-free option but a LAN-free path is not
defined, the operation fails. The value for the transfer path also applies to failover connections. If the value is set to
LANFree, failover cannot occur for the node on the secondary server.

You can specify one of the following values:

ANY
Specifies that the server, storage agent, or both use any available path to read data. A LAN-free path is used if one is
available. If a LAN-free path is unavailable, the data is read by using the LAN.

LAN
Specifies that data is read by using the LAN.

LANFree
Specifies that data is read by using a LAN-free path.
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TARGETLevel

Specifies the client deployment package that is targeted for this node. You can substitute an applicable release package for
Version.Release.Modification.Fix (V.R.M.F) Level. For example: TARGETLevel=6.2.0.0.

You must specify each segment with a number that is applicable to a deployment package. You cannot use an asterisk in
any field as a substitution for a valid number. The parameter is optional.
Restriction: The TARGETLEVEL parameter does not apply to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER.

SESSIONINITiation

Controls whether the server or the client initiates sessions. The default is that the client initiates sessions. The parameter is
optional.

Clientorserver
Specifies that the client might initiate sessions with the server by communicating on the TCP/IP port that is defined
with the server option TCPPORT. Server-prompted scheduling might also be used to prompt the client to connect to
the server.

SERVEROnly
Specifies that the server does not accept client requests for sessions. All sessions must be initiated by server-
prompted scheduling on the port that is defined for the client with the REGISTER or UPDATE NODE commands. You
cannot use the client acceptor, dsmcad, to start the scheduler when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY.

HLAddress

Specifies the client IP address that the server contacts to initiate scheduled events. This parameter must be
used when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that are previously used
by the client to contact the server.

The address can be specified either in numeric or host name format. If a numeric address is used, it is saved
without verification by a domain name server. If the address is not correct, it can cause failures when the
server attempts to contact the client. Host name format addresses are verified with a domain name server.
Verified names are saved and resolved with Domain Name Services when the server contacts the client.

LLAddress

Specifies the client port number on which the client listens for sessions from the server. This parameter must
be used when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that are previously
used by the client to contact the server.

The value for this parameter must match the value of client option TCPCLIENTPORT. The default value is
1501.

EMAILADdress
This parameter is used for more contact information. The parameter is optional. The information that is specified by this
parameter is not acted upon by IBM Spectrum Protect.

DEDUPlication
Specifies where data deduplication can occur for this node. The parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following
values:

Clientorserver
Specifies that data that is stored by this node can be deduplicated on either the client or the server. This value is the
default. For data deduplication to take place on the client, you must also specify a value of YES for the
DEDUPLICATION client option. You can specify this option in the client option file or in the client option set on the
IBM Spectrum Protect server.

SERVEROnly
Specifies that data that is stored by this node can be deduplicated on the server only.

BACKUPINITiation
Specifies whether the non-root user ID on the client node can back up files to the server. The parameter is optional. The
default value is ALL, indicating that non-root user IDs can back up data to the server. You can select one of the following
values:

All
Specifies that non-root user IDs can back up files to the server. ALL is the default if BACKUPINITIATION is not
specified.
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ROOT
Specifies that the root user ID can back up files to the server. If you are using the V6.4 or later backup-archive client,
authorized users have the same privileges as the root user ID.
Restriction: The attribute is ignored by the server if the backup-archive client connects from an operating system
other than AIX, Linux, Solaris, or Mac OS.
Remember: The application programming interface (API) is affected by the BACKUPINITIATION parameter on the
server. By default, all API users are allowed to back up data. Setting the parameter to ROOT on an API node is not
recommended.

REPLState
Specifies whether data that belongs to the client node is ready to be replicated. This parameter is optional. Specify this
parameter only if you are issuing the REGISTER NODE command on a server that is configured to replicate data to a target
replication server. If you register a client node on a source replication server and set up replication for the node, do not
register the node on the target replication server. The client node is created automatically on the target server the first time
that replication occurs.
You can select one of the following values:

ENabled
Specifies that the client node is configured for replication and is ready to replicate. When you specify this parameter,
the replication mode in the client node definition on the source replication server is automatically set to SEND. This
setting indicates that data that belongs to the client node is sent to a target server during replication.

When replication first occurs for the client node, the replication state of the node on the target replication server is
automatically set to ENABLED. The replication mode on the target replication server is set to RECEIVE. This setting
indicates that data that belongs to the client node is received from a source replication server. To determine the
replication state and mode, issue the QUERY NODE command on a source or a target replication server.

DISabled
Specifies that the node is configured for replication but that replication does not occur until you enable it.

BKREPLRuledefault, ARREPLRuledefault, and SPREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule that applies to a data type if the file space rules for the data type are set to DEFAULT.
Restriction: You can specify the BKREPLRULEDEFAULT, ARREPLRULEDEFAULT, or SPREPLRULEDEFAULT parameter only if
you specify the REPLSTATE parameter.

BKREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for backup data.

ARREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for archive data.

SPREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for space-managed data.

If the file space rules for the data type are set to DEFAULT and you do not specify a rule for the BKREPLRULEDEFAULT,
ARREPLRULEDEFAULT, or SPREPLRULEDEFAULT parameter, data is replicated according to the server rule for the data type.

You can specify normal-priority replication or high-priority replication rules. In a replication process that includes both
normal and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which you
want the data to be replicated.

You can specify the following rules:

ALL_DATA
Replicates active and inactive backup data, archive data, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with a
normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates only active backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority. This rule is valid only for
BKREPLRULEDEFAULT.
Attention:

If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on the target
replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a release version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
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When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a release version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates active and inactive backup data, archive data, or space-managed data. Data is replicated with a high
priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority. This rule is
valid only for BKREPLRULEDEFAULT.

DEFAULT
Replicates data according to the server replication rule for backup data.

For example, suppose that you want to replicate the archive data in all the file spaces that belongs to a client node.
Replication of the archive data is a high priority. One method to accomplish this task is to specify
ARREPLRULEDEFAULT=DEFAULT. Ensure that the file space rules for archive data are also set to DEFAULT and that
the server rule for archive data is set to ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

Restriction: If a node is configured for replication, the file space rules are set to DEFAULT after the node stores data
on the source replication server.

NONE
Data of the specified type is not replicated.

For example, if you do not want to replicate space-managed data that belongs to a client node, specify
SPREPLRULEDEFAULT=NONE

RECOVERDamaged
Specifies whether damaged files can be recovered for this node from a target replication server. The parameter is optional.
The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that recovery of damaged files from a target replication server is enabled for this node.

No
Specifies that recovery of damaged files from a target replication server is not enabled for this node.
Tip: The value of the RECOVERDAMAGED parameter is only one of several settings that determine whether damaged
files are recovered. For information about how to specify the settings, see Settings that affect the recovery of
damaged files.

ROLEOVERRIDE

Specifies whether to override the reported role of the client for processor value unit (PVU) estimation reporting. The default
is USEREPORTED. The parameter is optional.

The role reported by the client is either client-device (for example, a workstation) or server-device (for example, file/print
server, application server, database). By default, the client reports its role that is based on the client type and the operating
system. All clients initially report their role as server-device, except for Backup-Archive Clients running Microsoft Windows
workstation distributions (Windows Vista) and Macintosh OS X.

Specify one of the following values:

Client
Specifies a client-device.

Server
Specifies a server-device.

Other
Specifies that this node is not to be used for PVU estimation reporting. This value can be useful when multiple nodes
are deployed for a physical system (for example, virtual environments, test nodes, retired nodes, and nodes not in
production or clustering).

Usereported
Use the reported role that is provided by the client.

AUTHentication
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This parameter specifies the password authentication method for the node. Specify one of the following values: LDAP or
LOCAL. The parameter is optional and defaults to LOCAL. The default can change to LDAP if you use the SET
DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION command and specify LDAP.

LOcal
Specifies that the local IBM Spectrum Protect server database is used.

LDap
Specifies that the node uses an LDAP server for password authentication.

SSLrequired (deprecated)

Specifies whether the node must use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to communicate with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. The parameter is optional. When you authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory server, you must
protect the sessions by using SSL or another network security method.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 software and Tivoli Storage Manager V7.1.8 software, this
parameter is deprecated. The validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol, which is
enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is ignored. Update your configuration to use
the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

SESSIONSECurity
Specifies whether the node must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM Spectrum Protect server. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the node. The STRICT value uses the most secure
communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL sessions between
the server and the node. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the entire session or only for authentication,
see the SSL client option.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the node can authenticate with the
server:

Both the node and server must be using IBM Spectrum Protect software that supports the SESSIONSECURITY
parameter.
The node must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between the server and the node.

Nodes set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the server.
TRANSitional

Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the node. This is the default value. This value is intended
to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the node has never met the requirements for the STRICT value, the node
will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after a node meets the requirements for
the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from TRANSITIONAL to STRICT.
Then, the node can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an SSL/TLS protocol that does not meet
the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after a node successfully authenticates by using a more secure
communication protocol, the node can no longer authenticate by using a less secure protocol. For example, if a node
that is not using SSL is updated and successfully authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the node can no longer authenticate
by using no SSL protocol or by using TLS 1.1. This restriction also applies when you use functions such as virtual
volumes, when the node authenticates to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as a node from another server.

SPLITLARGEObjects
Specifies whether large objects that are stored by this node are automatically split into smaller pieces, by the server, to
optimize server processing. The parameter is optional. Specifying Yes causes the server to split large objects (over 10 GB)
into smaller pieces when stored by a client node. Specifying No bypasses this process. Specify No only if your primary
concern is maximizing throughput of backups directly to tape. The default value is Yes.

Example: Register a client node that only the root user can back up

Register the client node mete0rite with password KingK0ng to back up files from only the root user to the server.

register node mete0rite KingK0ng 
backupinit=root
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Example: Register a client node and password and set compression on

Register the client node JOEOS2 with the password SECRETCODE and assign this node to the DOM1 policy domain. This node can
delete its own backup and archive files from the server. All files are compressed by the client node before they are sent to the
server. This command automatically creates a JOEOS2 administrative user ID with password SECRETCODE. In addition, the
administrator now has client owner authority to the JOEOS2 node.

register node joeos2 secretcode domain=dom1 
 archdelete=yes backdelete=yes 
 compression=yes

Example: Grant client owner authority for an existing administrative user

Grant client owner authority to an existing administrative user ID, HELPADMIN, when you register the client node JAN. This step
would not automatically create an administrator ID named JAN, but would grant client owner authority for this node to the
HELPADMIN administrator.

register node jan pwdsafe userid=helpadmin

Example: Register a NAS file server node that uses NDMP operations

Register a node name of NAS1 for a NAS file server that is using NDMP operations. Assign this node to a special NAS domain.

register node nas1 pw4pw domain=nasdom type=nas

Example: Register a node and specify the maximum number of files per transaction commit

Register a node name of ED and set the TXNGroupmax to 1,000.

register node ed pw45twx txngroupmax=1000

Example: Register a node and allow it to deduplicate data on the client system

Register a node name of JIM and allow it to deduplicate data on the client system.

register node jim jim deduplication=clientorserver

Example: Register a node name of ED and set the role as a server-device for PVU estimation
reporting

Register a node name of ED and set the role as a server-device for PVU estimation reporting.

register node ed pw45twx roleoverride=server 

Example: Register a node on a source replication server

Define NODE1 to a source replication server. Specify a replication rule for the backup data that belongs to NODE1 so that active
backup data is replicated with a high priority. Enable replication for the node.

register node node1 bkreplruledefault=active_data_high_priority replstate=enabled

Example: Register a node that authenticates with an LDAP server

Register a node name of NODE17 that must authenticate with an LDAP server.

register node node17 authentication=ldap

Tip: When you register a node in this way, an administrative user ID is not created.

Example: Register a node to communicate with a server by using strict session security

Register a node name of NODE4 to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the server.

register node node4 sessionsecurity=strict
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Example: Register a node and enable recovery of damaged files

Register a node name of PAYROLL. For the PAYROLL node, enable the recovery of damaged files from a target replication server.

register node payroll recoverdamaged=yes

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to REGISTER NODE
Command Description

DEFINE ASSOCIATION Associates clients with a schedule.

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Associates an IBM Spectrum Protect node with a machine.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

LOCK NODE Prevents a client from accessing the server.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY PVUESTIMATE Displays an estimate of the client-devices and server-devices
being managed.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

REMOVE REPLNODE Removes a node from replication.

RENAME NODE Changes the name for a client node.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

RESET PASSEXP Resets the password expiration for nodes or administrators.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

SET CPUINFOREFRESH Specifies the number of days between client scans for
workstation information used for PVU estimates.

SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL Specifies the percentage of extents verified by the server
during client-side deduplication.

SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED Specifies whether node replication is enabled to recover
damaged files from a target replication server.

UNLOCK NODE Enables a locked user in a specific policy domain to access the
server.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.
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Related concepts:
UNIX and Linux client root and authorized user tasks

Related reference:
Ssl client option

REMOVE commands
Use the REMOVE commands to remove an object from IBM Spectrum Protect™.

REMOVE ADMIN (Delete an administrative user ID)
REMOVE DAMAGED (Remove damaged data from a source storage pool)

REMOVE NODE (Delete a node or an associated machine node)
REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)
REMOVE REPLSERVER (Remove a replication server)

REMOVE ADMIN (Delete an administrative user ID)
Use this command to remove an administrative user ID from the system.

You cannot remove the last system administrative user ID or the SERVER_CONSOLE administrative ID from the system.

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers: The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP
authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the
previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing passwords and logon procedures.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                             .-SYNCldapdelete--=--No------.    
>>-REMove Admin--admin_name--+----------------------------+---->< 
                             '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                  '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the administrative user ID to be removed.

SYNCldapdelete
Specifies whether to delete the administrative user ID on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server.

Yes
Deletes the administrative user ID on the LDAP server.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
Does not delete the administrative user ID on the LDAP server. This is the default value.

Example: Remove an administrative user ID

Remove an administrative user ID larry that is not defined on an LDAP server. Issue the following command:

remove admin larry

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REMOVE ADMIN
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Command DescriptionCommand Description

LOCK ADMIN Prevents an administrator from accessing IBM Spectrum
Protect.

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.

RENAME ADMIN Changes an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator’s name.

REMOVE DAMAGED (Remove damaged data from a source storage pool)
After storage pool conversion, use this command to remove damaged data from a storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a
tape device class, or a virtual tape library (VTL).

The REMOVE DAMAGED command permanently deletes damaged data from the storage pool.
Tip: Before you remove damaged data from the storage pool, try to recover an undamaged version of the data from a copy or
active-data storage pool by issuing the RESTORE STGPOOL command. Recover an undamaged version of the data from a target
replication server by issuing the REPLICATE NODE command and specifying the RECOVERDAMAGED=YES parameter.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
                              .-*-------------.    
>>-REMove DAMaged--pool_name--+---------------+-----------------> 
                              | .-,---------. |    
                              | V           | |    
                              '---node_name-+-'    
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specify a primary storage pool that uses a FILE device class, a tape device class, or a virtual tape library (VTL). The storage
pool contains the damaged data. This parameter is required.

node_name
Specifies the name of the client node. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use a
wildcard character instead of a node name if you want to remove damage from all of the nodes in the storage pool.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to remove damaged data from the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NO. You can specify this parameter only from an administrative command line. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
Specifies that the command processes run in the background.

Yes
Specifies that the command processes run in the foreground. Messages are not displayed until the command
completes processing.

Example: Remove damaged data from a storage pool and wait for the server to complete
processing
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Remove damaged data from a storage pool that is named POOL1 and wait for the server to complete processing in the foreground.

remove damaged pool1 wait=yes

Table 1. Commands related to REMOVE DAMAGED
Command Description

CONVERT STGPOOL Convert a storage pool to a directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

REMOVE NODE (Delete a node or an associated machine node)
Use this command to remove a node from the server. If you are using disaster recovery manager and the node to be removed is
associated with a machine, the association between the node and the machine is also deleted.

If a node is part of a collocation group and you remove the node from the server, the node is removed from the collocation group.
If a node is removed and the node contained file spaces in a file space collocation group, those file spaces are removed from the
group member list.

If you remove a node that stored data in a deduplicated storage pool, the node name DELETED is displayed in the QUERY
OCCUPANCY command output until all data deduplication dependencies are removed.

When a node is removed, the corresponding administrative ID is removed only if the following issues are true:

The administrator name is identical to the node name.
The administrator has client owner or client access authority only to the node that is being removed.
The administrator is not a managed object.

Before you can remove a node, you must delete all backup and archive file spaces that belong to that node.
Before you can remove a NAS node that has a corresponding data mover, you must complete the following tasks in order:

1. Delete any paths from the data mover
2. Delete the data mover
3. Delete all virtual file space definitions for the node
4. Remove the NAS node

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers: The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP
authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the
previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing passwords and logon procedures.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
                           .-SYNCldapdelete--=--No------.    
>>-REMove Node--node_name--+----------------------------+------>< 
                           '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the node to be removed.

SYNCldapdelete
Specifies whether to remove the node from the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server.

Yes
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Specifies that the node is removed.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
Specifies that the node is not removed. This is the default value.

Example: Remove a client node

Remove the client node LARRY.

remove node larry

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REMOVE NODE
Command Description

DELETE MACHNODEASSOCIATION Deletes association between a machine
and node.

DELETE DATAMOVER Deletes a data mover.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Delete a virtual file space mapping.

LOCK NODE Prevents a client from accessing the server.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY SESSION Displays information about all active administrator and client
sessions with IBM Spectrum Protect.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

RENAME NODE Changes the name for a client node.

REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication)
Use this command to remove a node from replication if you no longer want to replicate the data that belongs to the node.

You cannot delete client node data by issuing the REMOVE REPLNODE command. You can issue the command on a source or on a
target replication server. You can only issue this command from an administrative command-line client. You cannot issue this
command from the server console.

If you issue the REMOVE REPLNODE command for a client node whose replication mode is set to SEND or RECEIVE, the mode is
set to NONE. The replication state is also set to NONE. After you remove a client node from replication, the target replication
server can accept backup, archive, and space-managed data directly from the node.

If a client node is removed from replication, information in the database about replication for the node is deleted. If the client
node is enabled for replication later, the replication process replicates all the data that is specified by replication rules and
settings.

When you issue the REMOVE REPLNODE command, the data that belongs to a client node is not deleted. To delete file space data
that belongs to the client node, issue the DELETE FILESPACE command for each of the file spaces that belong to the node. If you
do not want to keep the client node definition, issue the REMOVE NODE command. To delete file space data and the client node
definition, issue DELETE FILESPACE and REMOVE NODE on the target replication server.
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Restriction: If a node replication process is running for a client node that is specified by this command, the command fails and the
replication information for the node is not removed.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
                    .-,-----------------------.    
                    V                         |    
>>-REMove REPLNode------+-node_name-------+---+---------------->< 
                        '-node_group_name-'        
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node or defined group of client nodes that you want to remove from replication. To specify
multiple client node names and client-node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces.
You can use wildcard characters to specify client node names, but not to specify client-node group names. You cannot
combine node or node group names with the domain name.

Example: Remove three client nodes and a client node group from replication

The names of the client nodes are NODE1, NODE2, and NODE3. The name of the client node group is PAYROLL. Issue the
following command on the source and target replication servers:

remove replnode node*,payroll 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REMOVE REPLNODE
Command Description

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

REMOVE REPLSERVER (Remove a replication server)
Use this command to remove or to switch to a replication server from the list of replication servers. This command deletes all
information about replication state for all nodes that were replicated to that server.

You can issue the command on a source or on a target replication server.
Restriction: You cannot delete client node data by using the REMOVE REPLSERVER command.

Use the command to switch replication servers and to remove replication information for an old server. The command does not
affect the current replication mode or state of any node definitions. Issue the command on both the source and target servers to
keep the replication state information about both servers consistent.

Restriction: If you specify the default replication server for the REMOVE REPLSERVER command and a node replication process is
running, the command fails and no replication information is removed.

This command runs as a background operation and it cannot be canceled. IBM Spectrum Protect™ deletes replication information
that is associated with the specified server as a series of batch database transactions. If a system failure occurs, a partial deletion
can occur.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REMove REPLServer--GUID------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

replication_guid (Required)

The unique identifier for the replication server that is being removed. You can use wildcards to specify the Replication
Global Unique Identifier (GUID), however, only one GUID can match the wildcard. If the wildcard sequence matches more
than one GUID, the command fails. You must qualify the wildcard string until only the GUID that you want to delete is
found.

Example: Use a wildcard to remove a replication server

Remove a replication server by using a wildcard character to indicate the GUID.

remove replserver e*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REMOVE REPLSERVER
Command Description

REMOVE REPLNODE (Remove a client node from replication) Removes a node from replication.

QUERY REPLSERVER (Query a replication server) Displays information about replicating servers.

RENAME commands
Use the RENAME commands to change the name of an existing object.

RENAME ADMIN (Rename an administrator)
RENAME FILESPACE (Rename a client file space on the server)
RENAME NODE (Rename a node)
RENAME SCRIPT (Rename an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
RENAME SERVERGROUP (Rename a server group)
RENAME STGPOOL (Change the name of a storage pool)

RENAME ADMIN (Rename an administrator)
Use this command to change an administrative user ID. Existing information for this administrator such as password, contact
information, and privilege classes is not altered.

If you assign an existing administrative user ID to another person, use the UPDATE ADMIN command to change the password.

When an administrator and a node share a name and you change the administrator authentication method, the node
authentication method also changes. If you rename an administrator to the same name as an existing node, the authentication
method and the SSLREQUIRED setting for the node can change. If those settings are different, after the renaming, both
administrator and node will have the same authentication method and SSLREQUIRED setting.

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers:

The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing
passwords and logon procedures.
Do not rename an administrative user ID to match a node name. If the names match, you might see unexpected behavior
because of automatic password changes that update the same password twice. As a result, the password might become
unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the password update might fail.
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You cannot rename the SERVER_CONSOLE administrative ID.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REName Admin--current_admin_name--new_admin_name-------------> 
 
   .-SYNCldapdelete--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

current_admin_name (Required)
Specifies the administrative user ID to be renamed.

new_admin_name (Required)
Specifies the new administrative user ID. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

SYNCldapdelete
Specifies whether to delete the administrative user ID on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server and
replace the ID with a new one.

Yes
Deletes the administrative user ID on the LDAP server and replaces it with a new ID.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
Does not delete and replace the administrative user ID on the LDAP server. This is the default value.

Example: Rename an administrator

Rename the IBM Spectrum Protect administrator CLAUDIA to BILL.

rename admin claudia bill

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME ADMIN
Command Description

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

RENAME FILESPACE (Rename a client file space on the server)
Use this command to rename an existing client file space on the server to a new file space name or to rename imported file
spaces.

You might want to rename a file space that was imported or to cause the creation of new Unicode-enabled file spaces for Unicode-
enabled clients.

Restriction: Do not rename NAS or VMware file spaces. If you rename a NAS or VMware file space, it is no longer visible and
cannot be restored. To restore a renamed NAS or VMware file space, you must rename it back to its original name and set the
force parameter as follows:force=yes
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Privilege class

Any administrator with unrestricted policy authority or with restricted policy authority over the client's policy domain can issue
this command.

Syntax
 
>>-REName FIlespace--node_name----------------------------------> 
 
>--current_file_space_name--new_file_space_name-----------------> 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER--+-'    
                  +-UNIcode-+      
                  '-FSID----'      
 
   .-NEWNAMEType--=--SERVER----------.                       
>--+---------------------------------+--+---------------+------>< 
   |                           (1)   |  '-force--=--yes-'    
   '-NEWNAMEType--=--+-UNIcode-----+-'                       
                     '-HEXadecimal-'                         
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is the default when you specify NAMEType=UNIcode.

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node to which the file space to be renamed belongs.

current_file_space_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the file space to be renamed. A file space name is case-sensitive and must be specified exactly as
defined to the server. Virtual file space mapping names are allowed.

new_file_space_name (Required)
Specifies the new name for the file space. A client file space name is case-sensitive and must be specified exactly as it is to
be defined to the server. This parameter cannot be an existing virtual file space mapping name. If the
current_file_space_name is a virtual file space, the new_file_space_name must follow all the rules for defining a virtual file
space name. See the DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command for more information.
Important: If the new name type is hexadecimal, specify valid UTF-8 hexadecimal values so the server's code page
displays the file space name as intended. For example, do not specify a value that can be interpreted as a backspace.
When you rename a file space that is part of a file space collocation group, the collocation group is updated with the new
name.

NAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the current file space name that you enter. This parameter is useful when the
server has clients with support for Unicode. You can use this parameter for Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect™
clients with Windows, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare operating systems.

The default value is SERVER. If a virtual file space mapping name is specified, you must use SERVER. Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space name.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. Conversion can
fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page, or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines.

FSID
The server interprets the file space name as the file space ID (FSID).

NEWNAMEType
Specify how you want the server to interpret the new file space name that you enter. The default is SERVER if you specified
the NAMETYPE as SERVER, or if the file space to be renamed is not Unicode. The default is UNICODE if you specified the
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NAMETYPE as UNICODE, or if the file space to be renamed is Unicode. If a virtual file space mapping name is specified, you
must use SERVER. Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the file space name.

UNIcode
The server converts the file space name that is entered from the server code page, to the UTF-8 code page. The
success of the conversion depends on the actual characters in the name and the server's code page. If the
conversion is not successful, you might want to specify the HEXADECIMAL parameter.

HEXadecimal
The server interprets the file space name that you enter as the hexadecimal representation of a name in Unicode.
Using hexadecimal ensures that the server is able to correctly rename the file space, regardless of the server's code
page.
To view the hexadecimal representation of a file space name, you can use the QUERY FILESPACE command with
FORMAT=DETAILED.
Restriction: You cannot specify a new name of a type that is different from the original name. You can rename a file
space that is Unicode to another name in Unicode. You can rename a file space that is not Unicode, and use a new
name in the server's code page. You cannot mix the two types.

force
To rename a NAS or VMware file space you must set this parameter as follows: force=yes

Rename an imported file space to prevent overwriting

An AIX® client node named LARRY backed up file space /r033 to the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The file space was exported to
tape and later reimported to the server. When this file space was imported, a system-generated name, /r031, was created for it
because /r033 existed for client node LARRY.

Client node LARRY, however, already had a file space named /r031 that was not backed up, therefore, was unknown to the server.
Unless the imported file space is renamed, it overlays file space /r031 because the file space name generated by the IMPORT
function is the same as a file space on client node LARRY that is unknown to the server.

Use the following command to rename imported file space /r031. The new name, /imported-r033, identifies that the new file
space is an imported image of file space /r033.

rename filespace larry /r031 /imported-r033

Rename file space to create a Unicode-enabled file space

Client JOE is using an English Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect client. JOE backed up several large file spaces that are not
Unicode that is enabled in server storage. File space \\joe\c$ contains some files with Japanese file names that cannot be backed
up to a file space that is not Unicode that is enabled. Because the file spaces are large, the administrator does not want to convert
all of JOE's file spaces to Unicode-enabled file spaces now. The administrator wants to rename only the non-Unicode file space,
\\joe\c$, so that the next backup of the file space causes the creation of a new Unicode-enabled file space. The new Unicode-
enabled file space allows the Japanese files to be successfully backed up.

Use the following command to rename \\joe\c$:

rename filespace joe \\joe\c$ \\joe\c$_old

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME FILESPACE
Command Description

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.
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Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY OCCUPANCY Displays file space information by storage pool.

RENAME NODE (Rename a node)
Use this command to rename a node.

If you are assigning an existing node ID to another person, use the UPDATE NODE command to change the password.

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers:

The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing
passwords and logon procedures.
Do not rename a node to match an existing administrative user ID. If you rename a node, and the node name matches an
administrative user ID, you might see unexpected behavior because of automatic password changes that update the same
password twice. As a result, the password might become unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the
password update might fail.

Restrictions:

You cannot rename a NAS node name that has a corresponding data mover defined. If the data mover has defined paths,
the paths must first be deleted.
If a node is configured for replication, it cannot be renamed.

If you rename a node to the same name as an existing administrator, the administrator authentication method and SSLREQUIRED
setting are updated to match the node. When a node and an administrator share a name and you change the node authentication
method or the node SSLREQUIRED setting, the administrator settings also change. You must have system level authority to
update the node authentication method or the node SSLREQUIRED setting and also update a same-named administrator.

Privilege class

You must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy domain to which the client
node is assigned.

Syntax
 
>>-REName Node--current_node_name--new_node_name----------------> 
 
   .-SYNCldapdelete--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

current_node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the node to be renamed.

new_node_name (Required)
Specifies the new name of the node. The maximum length is 64 characters.

SYNCldapdelete
Specifies whether the node name is deleted and replaced on the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server.

Yes
Specifies that the node name is deleted and replaced.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
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Specifies that the node name is not deleted and replaced. This is the default value.

Example: Rename a node

Rename the node JOE to JOYCE.

rename node joe joyce

Example: Rename a node that shares a namespace with other servers

Rename the node JOYCE to JOE and do not delete the previous name from corresponding LDAP servers.

rename node joyce joe

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME NODE
Command Description

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

Related tasks:
Managing NAS file server nodes

RENAME SCRIPT (Rename an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
Use this command to rename an IBM Spectrum Protect™ script.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have operator, policy, system, storage, or system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REName SCRipt--current_script_name--new_script_name -------->< 
 

Parameters

current_script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script to rename.

new_script_name (Required)
Specifies the new name for the script. The name can contain as many as 30 characters.

Example: Rename a script

Rename SCRIPT1 to a new script named SCRIPT2.

rename script script1 script2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME SCRIPT
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.
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Command Description

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RUN Runs a script.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

RENAME SERVERGROUP (Rename a server group)
Use this command to rename a server group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-REName SERVERGroup--current_group_name--new_group_name------>< 
 

Parameters

current_group_name (Required)
Specifies the server group to rename.

new_group_name (Required)
Specifies the new name of the server group. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

Example: Rename a server group

Rename server group WEST_COMPLEX to BIG_WEST.

rename servergroup west_complex big_west

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME SERVERGROUP
Command Description

COPY SERVERGROUP Creates a copy of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP Updates a server group.

RENAME STGPOOL (Change the name of a storage pool)
Use this command to change the name of a storage pool. You can change storage pool names to use the same names on a
configuration manager and its managed servers.

When you rename a storage pool, any administrators with restricted storage privilege for the old storage pool automatically retain
restricted storage privilege for the renamed storage pool. If the renamed storage pool is in a storage pool hierarchy, the hierarchy
is preserved. You must update the management class or copy group to specify the new storage pool name as the destination for
files.

If processes are active when a storage pool is renamed, the old name might still be displayed in messages or queries for those
processes.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REName STGpool--current_pool_name--new_pool_name------------>< 
 

Parameters

current_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to rename.

new_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the new name of the storage pool. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

Example: Change the name of a storage pool

Rename storage pool STGPOOLA to STGPOOLB:

rename stgpool stgpoola stgpoolb

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RENAME STGPOOL
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE STGPOOL Deletes a storage pool from server storage.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

REPAIR STGPOOL (Repair a directory-container storage pool)
Use this command to repair deduplicated extents in a directory-container storage pool. Damaged deduplicated extents are
repaired with extents that are backed up to the target replication server or to container-copy storage pools on the same server.

Restrictions:

You can issue the REPAIR STGPOOL command only if you already issued the PROTECT STGPOOL command to back up data
to another storage pool on a replication target server or on the same server.
When you repair a directory-container storage pool from the replication server, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails when
any of the following conditions occur:

The target server is unavailable.
The target storage pool is damaged.
A network outage occurs.

When you repair a directory-container storage pool from container-copy pools, the REPAIR STGPOOL command fails when
any of the following conditions occur:

The container-copy storage pool is unavailable.
The container-copy storage pool is damaged.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax when the source is the replication server
 
                              .-SRCLOCation--=--Replserver-.    
>>-REPAir STGPool--pool_name--+----------------------------+----> 
                              '-SRCLOCation--=--Replserver-'    
 
   .-MAXSESSions--=--1-------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-MAXSESSions--=----number_sessions---'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+------------------+--------------->< 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'               '-Yes-'      
 

Syntax when the source is a storage pool on the same server
 
>>-REPAir STGPool--pool_name--SRCLOCation--=--Local-------------> 
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+------------------+--------------->< 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'               '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool that contains the data that must be repaired.

SRCLOCation
Specifies the source location that is used to repair the data. The default value is REPLSERVER. This parameter is only
required when the source location is on the same server. You can specify one of the following values:

Local
Specifies that the data is repaired from container-copy storage pools on the same server.

Replserver
Specifies that the data is repaired from a directory-container storage pool on the target replication server.

MAXSESSions
Specifies the maximum number of data sessions that can send data to a target server. This parameter is optional when you
repair data from a replication server.
The value that you specify can be in the range 1 - 20. The default value is 1. If you increase the number of sessions, you can
repair the storage pool faster.

When you set a value for the MAXSESSIONS parameter, ensure that the available bandwidth and the processor capacity of
the source and target servers are sufficient.

Tips:

If you issue a QUERY SESSION command, the total number of sessions might exceed the number of data sessions.
The number of sessions that are used to repair storage pools depends on the amount of data that is repaired. If you
repair only a small amount of data, there is no benefit to increasing the number of sessions.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview data or to repair the data. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You can specify
one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the data is repaired to the storage pool but the data is not previewed.

Yes
Specifies that the data is previewed but not repaired.

Wait
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Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete the repair processing of the storage pool. This parameter is optional.
The default value is NO. You can specify this parameter only from an administrative command line. You can specify one of
the following values:

No
Specifies that the command processes run in the background. To monitor the background processing of the REPAIR
STGPOOL command, issue the QUERY PROCESS command.

Yes
Specifies that the command processes run in the foreground. Messages are not displayed until the command
completes processing.

Example: Repair a storage pool and preview the data

Repair a storage pool that is named POOL1 and preview the data.

repair stgpool pool1 preview=yes

Example: Repair a storage pool and specify a maximum number of sessions

Repair a storage pool that is named POOL1 and specify 10 maximum sessions.

repair stgpool pool1 maxsessions=10

Example: Repair a storage pool from tape

Repair a storage pool that is named POOL1 and specify local for the source location.

repair stgpool pool1 SRCLOCation=local

Table 1. Commands related to REPAIR STGPOOL
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (directory-container) Define a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOL (container-copy) Define a container-copy storage pool that stores copies of data
from a directory-container storage pool.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

REPLICATE NODE (Replicate data in file spaces that belong to a client
node)

Use this command to replicate data in file spaces that belong to one or more client nodes or defined groups of client nodes.

When you issue this command, a process is started in which data that belongs to the specified client nodes is replicated according
to replication rules. Files that are no longer stored on the source replication server, but that exist on the target replication server,
are deleted during this process.
Tip: Avoid conflicts in managing administrative IDs and client option sets by identifying the IDs and option sets that are replicated
to the target server and the IDs and option sets that are managed in an enterprise configuration. You cannot define an
administrative user ID for a registered node if an administrative ID exists for the same node.

If a node replication process is already running for a client node that is specified by this command, the node is skipped, and
replication begins for other nodes that are enabled for replication.

After the node replication process is completed, a recovery process can be started on the target replication server. Files are
recovered only if all the following conditions are met:

Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target replication servers.
The REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is set to ON. The system parameter can be set by using the SET
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED command.
The source server includes at least one file that is marked as damaged in the node that is being replicated.
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The node data was replicated before the damage occurred.

The following table describes how settings affect the recovery of damaged, replicated files.
Restriction: You cannot use the REPLRECOVERDAMAGED parameter for directory-container or cloud storage pools.

Table 1. Settings that affect the recovery of damaged files

Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

OFF YES, NO, or not specified YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

OFF ONLY YES or NO An error message is displayed because files
cannot be recovered when the
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system
parameter is set to OFF.

ON YES YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON NO YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

ON ONLY YES or NO Damaged files are recovered from the
target replication server, but standard node
replication does not occur.

ON Not specified YES During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON Not specified NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

Tip: When the QUERY PROCESS command is issued during node replication, the output can show unexpected results for the
number of completed replications. The reason is that, for node replication purposes, each file space is considered to contain three
logical file spaces:

One for backup objects
One for archive objects
One for space-managed objects

By default, the QUERY PROCESS command generates results for each logical file space. Other factors also affect the output of the
QUERY PROCESS command:

If a file space has a replication rule that is set to NONE, the file space is not included in the count of file spaces that are
being processed.
If you specify data types in the REPLICATE NODE command, only those data types are included in the count of file spaces
that are being processed, minus any file spaces that are excluded.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
                   .-,-----------------------.    
                   V                         |    
>>-REPLicate Node------+-node_name-------+---+------------------> 
                       '-node_group_name-'        
 
   .-*------------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   |       .-,------------------.   |    
   |  (1)  V                    |   |    
   '-----+-----filespace_name---+-+-'    
         | .-,------------.       |      
         | V        (2)   |       |      
         '-----FSID-------+-------'      
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER-------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER---+-'    
                  +-UNIcode--+      
                  |      (2) |      
                  '-FSID-----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-BOTH-------+-'    
                  +-UNIcode----+      
                  '-NONUNIcode-'      
 
   .-DATAtype--=--ALl------------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |              .-,----------------. |    
   |              V                  | |    
   '-DATAtype--=----+-ALl----------+-+-'    
                    +-BACKUP-------+        
                    +-BACKUPActive-+        
                    +-ARCHive------+        
                    '-SPACEManaged-'        
 
   .-PRIORITY--=--ALL--------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-PRIORITY--=--+-ALL----+-'    
                  +-HIGH---+      
                  '-NORMAL-'      
 
   .-MAXSESSions--=--10------------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-MAXSESSions--=----number_sessions---'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No---------------------------------.    
>--+------------------------------------------------+-----------> 
   '-Preview--=--+-No-----------------------------+-'    
                 |      .-LISTfiles--=--No------. |      
                 '-Yes--+-----------------------+-'      
                        '-LISTfiles--=--+-No--+-'        
                                        '-Yes-'          
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.                                     
>--+------------------+--+-----------------------------+--------> 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'  '-RECOVERDamaged--=--+-Yes--+-'    
              '-Yes-'                         +-No---+      
                                              '-Only-'      
 
   .-FORCEREConcile--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-FORCEREConcile--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
   .-TRANSFERMethod--=--Tcpip--------.    
>--+---------------------------------+------------------------->< 
   '-TRANSFERMethod--=--+-Tcpip----+-'    
                        |      (3) |      
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                        '-Fasp-----'      
 

Notes:

1. Do not mix file space identifiers (FSIDs) and file space names in the same command.
2. Do not specify FSID if you use wildcard characters for the client node name.
3. The TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is available only on Linux x86_64 operating systems.

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node or defined group of client nodes whose data is to be replicated. You can also specify a
combination of client node names and client-node group names. To specify multiple client node names or client-node
group names, separate the names with commas with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters with client
node names but not with client-node group names. The replication rules for all file spaces in the specified client nodes are
checked.

filespace_name or FSID

Specifies the name of the file space or the file space identifier (FSID) to be replicated. A name or FSID is optional. If you do
not specify a name or an FSID, all the data in all the file spaces for the specified client nodes is eligible for replication.

filespace_name
Specifies the name of the file space that has data to be replicated. File space names are case-sensitive. To
determine the correct capitalization for the file space, issue the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple
names with commas with no intervening spaces. When you specify a name, you can use wildcard characters.

A server that has clients with file spaces that are enabled for Unicode might have to convert the file space name. For
example, the server might have to convert a name from the server code page to Unicode. For details, see the
NAMETYPE parameter. If you do not specify a file space name, or if you specify a single wildcard character for the
name, you can use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to non-Unicode file
spaces.

FSID
Specifies the file space identifier for the file space to be replicated. The server uses FSIDs to find the file spaces to
replicate. To determine the FSID for a file space, issue the QUERY FILESPACE command. Separate multiple FSIDs
with commas with no intervening spaces. If you specify an FSID, the value of the NAMETYPE parameter must be
FSID.

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. You can use this parameter for IBM
Spectrum Protect™ clients that are enabled for Unicode and that have Windows, Macintosh OS X, or NetWare operating
systems.
Use this parameter only when you enter a partly qualified or fully qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER.
You can specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the characters in the name and the server code page. Conversion can fail if the string
includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access system conversion
routines.

FSID
The server interprets file space names by using their file space identifiers.

CODEType
Specifies the type of file spaces to be included in node replication processing. Use this parameter only when you enter a
single wildcard character for the file space name. The default value is BOTH, which specifies that file spaces are included
regardless of code page type. You can specify one of the following values:

UNIcode
Specifies file spaces that are only in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Specifies file spaces that are not in Unicode.
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BOTH
Specifies all file spaces regardless of code page type.

DATAtype
Specifies the type of data to be replicated. Data is replicated according to the replication rule that applies to the data type.
This parameter is optional. You can specify one or more data types. If you do not specify a data type, all backup, archive,
and space-managed data is replicated. Separate multiple data types with commas with no intervening spaces. You cannot
use wildcard characters. You can specify one of the following values:

ALl
Replicates all backup, archive, and space-managed data in a file space according to the rule that is assigned to the
data type. For example, suppose that NODE1 has a single file space. The following replication rules apply:

The file space rules for backup and archive data in the file space are set to ALL_DATA.
The file space rule for space-managed data is set to DEFAULT.
The client node rule for space-managed data is set to NONE.

If you issue REPLICATE NODE NODE1 DATATYPE=ALL, only backup data and archive data are replicated.
BACKUP

Replicates active and inactive backup data in a file space if the controlling replication rule is ALL_DATA,
ACTIVE_DATA, ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY, or ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

BACKUPActive
Replicates only active backup data in a file space if the controlling replication rule is ACTIVE_DATA or
ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

ARCHive
Replicates archive data only in a file space if the controlling replication rule is ALL_DATA or
ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

SPACEManaged
Replicates only space-managed data in a file space if the controlling replication rule is ALL_DATA or
ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

PRIority
Specifies the data to replicate based on the priority of the replication rule. You can specify one of the following values:

All
Replicates all data in a file space if the controlling replication rule is ALL_DATA, ACTIVE_DATA,
ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY, or ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

High
Replicates only data in a file space that has a controlling replication rule of ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY or
ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

Normal
Replicates only data in a file space that has a controlling replication rule of ALL_DATA or ACTIVE_DATA.

MAXSESSions
Specifies the maximum allowable number of data sessions to use for sending data to a target replication server. This
parameter is optional. The value can be 1 - 99. The default value is 10.

Increasing the number of sessions can improve node replication throughput.

When you set this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the replication
process. To access a sequential-access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not
FILE, a physical drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on the following factors:

Other IBM Spectrum Protect and system activity
The mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are involved

Ensure that sufficient mount points and drives are available to allow node replication processes to complete. Each
replication session might need a mount point on the source and target replication servers for storage pool volumes. If the
device type is not FILE, each session might also need a drive on both the source and target replication servers.

When you set a value for MAXSESSIONS, also consider the available bandwidth and the processor capacity of the source
and target replication servers.

Tip:
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The value that is specified by the MAXSESSIONS parameter applies only to data sessions. Data sessions are sessions
during which data is sent to a target replication server. However, if you issue a QUERY SESSION command, the total
number of sessions might exceed the number of data sessions. The difference is because of short control sessions
that are used for querying and setting up replication operations.
The value of the MAXSESSIONS parameter represents the maximum allowable number of sessions. The number of
sessions that are used for replication depends on the amount of data to be replicated. If you are replicating only a
small amount of data, you do not achieve any benefit by increasing the number of sessions. The total number of
sessions might be less than the value that is specified by the MAXSESSIONS parameter.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview data. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. You can specify one of the following
values:

No
Specifies that the data is replicated to the target server but that the data is not previewed.

Yes
Specifies that data is previewed but not replicated. If you specify PREVIEW=YES, only volumes that must be
physically mounted, such as tape volumes, are displayed. Volumes that are assigned to storage pools that have a
device class of FILE are not displayed.

The following information is displayed in the output:

The names of client nodes whose data would be replicated.
The number of files that would be replicated or deleted.
The estimated amount of time it would take to complete the node replication process.
A list of volumes that would be mounted.
A summary of information about replicated, damaged data. The summary lists the number of nodes, file
spaces, files, and bytes that can be recovered during a replication recovery process. The summary is
displayed only if RECOVERDAMAGED=YES or RECOVERDAMAGED=ONLY is specified.

If the client node data that is specified by the REPLICATE NODE command was never replicated and you specify
PREVIEW=YES, the node and its file spaces are automatically defined on the target replication server.

LISTfiles

Specifies whether to list the names of files that would be replicated. This parameter is optional. The default is
NO. Specifying this parameter signifies that the WAIT parameter is set to YES and that you cannot issue the
WAIT parameter from the server console.

You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the names of files that would be replicated are not displayed.

Yes
Specifies that the names of files that would be replicated are displayed.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default value is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the command processes in the background. To monitor the background processing of the REPLICATE
NODE command, issue the QUERY PROCESS command.

Yes
Specifies that the command processes in the foreground. Messages are not displayed until the command completes
processing. You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

RECOVERDamaged
Specifies whether a recovery process is started on a target replication server after the node replication process is
completed. This parameter is optional, and it overrides any value that you specified for the RECOVERDamaged parameter
when you defined or updated a node. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that a replication process is started to recover damaged files, but only if the setting for the
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is ON. If the setting is OFF, damaged files are not recovered.
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No
Specifies that damaged files are not recovered.

Only
Specifies that a replication process is started for the sole purpose of recovering damaged files, but only if the setting
for the REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is ON. If the setting is OFF, damaged files are not recovered, and
you receive a notification that recovery was not started.
Restriction: If you specify an invalid combination of values and settings for file recovery, replication is stopped, and
an error message is displayed.

FORCEREConcile
Specifies whether to compare all files on the source replication server with files on the target replication server and to
synchronize the differences between them. Before V7.1.1, this behavior was the default for replication processing. When
IBM® Tivoli® Storage Manager V7.1.1 or later is installed on the source and target replication servers, a reconcile is
automatically completed during initial replication. After initial replication, you might use this parameter for the following
reasons:

To synchronize files on the source and target replication servers if they are different.
To replicate inactive files that were skipped after you change your replication rules from ACTIVE_DATA to ALL_DATA.
To delete inactive files from the target replication server when you change your replication rules from ALL_DATA to
ACTIVE_DATA.
To ensure that you replicate only active data when you are using the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule so that the target
replication server has active files only.
To resynchronize the files so that the target replication server has the same files as the source replication server if
you have previously or are currently using the policies on the target replication server to manage replicated files.
To resynchronize the files on the source and target replication servers if the database is regressed to an earlier point-
in-time by using a method other than the DSMSERV RESTORE DB command.
To rebind files to the new management class on the target replication server if this management class did not exist
when the files were replicated. You must be using the policies that are defined on the target replication server to
manage replicated files.

Remember: When the ACTIVE_DATA rule is assigned, a reconcile is completed only for active files on the source replication
server.

This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that replication processing does not force a reconcile to compare all files on the source replication server
with files on the target replication server. Instead, replication processing tracks file changes on the source
replication server since the last replication and synchronizes these changes on the target replication server. NO is
the default value.

Yes
Specifies that replication processing forces a reconcile to compare all files on the source replication server with files
on the target replication server and synchronizes the files on the target replication server with the source replication
server.

TRANSFERMethod
Specifies the method that is used for server-to-server data transfer. This parameter is optional. You can specify

one of the following values:

Tcpip
Specifies that TCP/IP is used to transfer data. This value is the default.

Fasp
Specifies that Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP) technology is used to transfer data. Aspera FASP
technology can help you optimize data transfer in a wide area network (WAN). If you specify
TRANSFERMETHOD=FASP, you override any TRANSFERMETHOD parameters that you specified on the DEFINE
SERVER or UPDATE SERVER commands.
Restrictions:

Only data that is stored in a directory-container storage pool can be transferred by using Aspera FASP
technology. Data that is not stored in a directory-container storage pool is transferred by using TCP/IP.
Before you enable Aspera FASP technology, determine whether the technology is appropriate for your system
environment and install the appropriate licenses. For instructions, see Determining whether Aspera FASP
technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment. If the licenses are missing or expired,
node replication fails.
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If WAN performance meets your business needs, do not enable Aspera FASP technology.

Example: Replicate data by data type and priority

Replicate high-priority active backup data and high-priority archive data that belongs to all the client nodes in group PAYROLL.

replicate node payroll datatype=backupactive,archive priority=high

Example: Replicate all the data that belongs to a node according to the assigned replication
rules

NODE1 has a single file space. The following replication rules apply:

File space rules:
Backup data: ACTIVE_DATA
Archive data: DEFAULT
Space-managed data: DEFAULT

Client node rules:
Backup data: DEFAULT
Archive data: ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Space-managed data: DEFAULT

Server rules:
Backup data: ALL_DATA
Archive data: ALL_DATA
Space-managed data: NONE

replicate node node1 priority=all

Active backup data in the file space is replicated with normal priority. Archive data is replicated with high priority. Space-managed
data is not replicated.

Example: Recover damaged files without starting the full replication process

Without starting the full replication process, recover any damaged files in the client nodes of the PAYROLL group. Ensure that the
setting for the REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is ON. Then, issue the following command:

replicate node payroll recoverdamaged=only

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to REPLICATE NODE
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

CANCEL REPLICATION Cancels node replication processes.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.
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Command Description

REMOVE REPLNODE Removes a node from replication.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED Specifies whether node replication is enabled to recover
damaged files from a target replication server.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

REPLY (Allow a request to continue processing)
Use this command and an identification number to inform the server that you have completed a requested operation. Not all
server requests require a reply. This command is required only if the request message specifically indicates that a reply is needed.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-REPly--request_number--+------------------------+----------->< 
                          '-LABEL--=--volume_label-'    
 

Parameters

request_number (Required)
Specifies the identification number of the request.

LABEL
Specifies the label to be written on a volume when you reply to a message from a LABEL LIBVOLUME command process.
This parameter is optional.

Example: Reply to a request

Respond to a reply request using 3 as the request number.

reply 3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REPLY
Command Description

CANCEL REQUEST Cancels pending volume mount requests.

QUERY REQUEST Displays information about all pending mount requests.

RESET PASSEXP (Reset password expiration)
Use the RESET PASSEXP command to reset the password expiration period to the common expiration period for administrator and
client node passwords. The RESET PASSEXP command does not apply to passwords that are stored on an LDAP directory server.

Restriction: You cannot reset the password expiration period to the common expiration period with the SET PASSEXP command.

Use the QUERY STATUS command to display the common password expiration period.
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Restriction: If you do not specify either the NODE or ADMIN parameters, the password expiration period for all client nodes and
administrators will be reset.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-RESet PASSExp--+------------------------+--------------------> 
                  |          .-,---------. |    
                  |          V           | |    
                  '-Node--=----node_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   |           .-,----------. |    
   |           V            | |    
   '-Admin--=----admin_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

Node
Specifies the name of the node whose password expiration period you would like to reset. To specify a list of nodes,
separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

Admin
Specifies the name of the administrator whose password expiration period you would like to reset. To specify a list of
administrators, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

Example: Reset the password expiration for specific client nodes

Reset the password expiration period for client nodes bj and katie.

reset passexp node=bj,katie

Example: Reset the password expiration for all users

Reset the password expiration period for all users to the common expiration period.

reset passexp

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RESET PASSEXP
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

RESTART EXPORT (Restart a suspended export operation)
Use this command to restart a suspended export operation.

An export operation is suspended when any of the following conditions is detected:

A SUSPEND EXPORT command is issued for the running export operation
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Segment preemption - the file being read for export is deleted by some other process
Communication errors on a server-to-server export
No available mount points
Necessary volumes are unavailable
I/O errors encountered

Important: Nodes or file spaces (on the exporting server) in the original export operation that are subsequently renamed are not
included in the resumed operation. Any remaining data for nodes or file spaces on the target server that are deleted prior to
resumption are discarded.

Privilege class

You must have system privilege to issue this command.

Syntax
 
                   .-*---------------------.    
>>-RESTART EXPORT -+-----------------------+------------------->< 
                   '---export_identifier---'    
 

Parameters

export_identifier
This optional parameter is the unique identifier for the suspended server-to-server export operation. You can use the
wildcard character to specify this name. The export identifier name can be found by issuing the QUERY EXPORT command
to list all the currently suspended server-to-server export operations.

Example: Restart a suspended export

Restart the suspended export operation identified by the export identifier EXPORTALLACCTNODES.

restart export exportallacctnodes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RESTART EXPORT
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

SUSPEND EXPORT Suspends a running export operation.

RESTORE commands
Use the RESTORE commands to restore IBM Spectrum Protect™ storage pools or volumes.

RESTORE NODE (Restore a NAS node)
RESTORE STGPOOL (Restore storage pool data from a copy pool or an active-data pool)
RESTORE VOLUME (Restore primary volume data from a copy pool or an active-data pool)

RESTORE NODE (Restore a NAS node)
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Use this command to initiate a restore operation for a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

You can use the RESTORE NODE command to restore backups that were created by using either the client's BACKUP NAS
command or the server's BACKUP NODE command. NAS data may be restored from primary or copy native IBM Spectrum
Protect™ pools; primary or copy NAS pools; or any combination needed to achieve the restore.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, policy privilege for the domain to which the node is assigned, or client
owner authority over the node.

Syntax
 
>>-RESTORE Node--node_name--source_file_system------------------> 
 
   .-source_file_system------.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-destination_file_system-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                .-,---------.      |    
   |                V           |      |    
   '-FILELIST--=--+---file_name-+----+-'    
                  '-FILE:--file_list-'      
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER----------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER------+-'    
                  +-HEXadecimal-+      
                  '-UNIcode-----'      
 
   .-PITDate--=--TODAY-------------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-PITDate--=--+-mm/dd/yyyy----+-'    
                 +-TODAY---------+      
                 +-TODAY-numdays-+      
                 '- -numdays-----'      
 
   .-PITTime--=--NOW-----------.  .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------------+--+------------------+----------> 
   '-PITTime--=--+-hh:mm:ss--+-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                 +-NOW-------+               '-Yes-'      
                 +-NOW-hh:mm-+                            
                 '- -hh:mm---'                            
 
   .-TYPE--=--BACKUPImage-----.    
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-TYPE--=--+-BACKUPImage-+-'    
              '-SNAPMirror--'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the node to restore. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of names.

source_file_system (Required)
Specifies the name of the file system to restore. You cannot use wildcard characters for this name. You cannot specify more
than one file system to restore. Virtual file space names are allowed.

destination_file_system
Specifies that the file server restores the data to an existing, mounted file system on the file server. This parameter is
optional. The default is the original location of the file system on the file server. Virtual file space names are allowed.

FILELIST
Specifies the list of file or directory names to be restored. This parameter is optional. The default is to restore the entire file
system. If this value is specified, the server attempts to restore the objects from the appropriate image. If the PITDATE and
PITTIME parameters are specified, then the file is restored from the last backup image prior to the specified time. If no
PITDATE and PITTIME parameters are specified, the file is restored from the latest backup image of the file system.
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If the image is a differential backup, objects are first restored from the corresponding full backup and then from the
differential backup. The restore is done by scanning the appropriate images for the specified objects and restoring any that
are found. The TOCs for these images is not accessed, so the server does not check whether the objects are actually
contained within the images.

The folder path and file name must be entered using forward slash (/) symbols. No ending forward slash (/) is needed at the
end of the file name. All arguments that contain a space must have double quotation marks ("argument with spaces")
surrounding the entire argument.

FILELIST="/path/to/filename1 with blanks",/path/to/filename2_no_blanks

Any file names that contain commas must have double quotation marks surrounding the entire argument, surrounded by
single quotation marks ('"argument with commas"').

FILELIST='"/path/to/filename1,with,commas"',/path/to/filename2_no_commas

To restore a complete directory, specify a directory name instead of a file name. All files in the directory and its
subdirectories are restored. An ending forward slash (/) is not needed at the end of the directory name:

FILELIST=/path/to/mydir

file_name
Specifies one or more file or directory names to be restored. The names you specify cannot contain wildcards.
Multiple names must be separated with commas and no intervening blanks. File names are case-sensitive.

FILE:file_list
Specifies the name of a file that contains a list of the file or directory names to be restored. In the specified file, each
file or directory name must be on a separate line. Blank lines and comment lines that begin with an asterisk are
ignored. For example:
To restore files FILE01, FILE02, and FILE03, create a file named RESTORELIST that contains a line for each file:

FILE01 
FILE02 
FILE03

You can specify the files to be restored with the command as follows:

FILELIST=FILE:RESTORELIST

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the names specified as FILELIST=file_name or the names listed in the file
specified with FILELIST=file_list. This parameter is useful when the names may contain Unicode characters. It has no
effect if the FILELIST parameter is not specified. The default value is SERVER. Possible values are:

SERVER
The server uses the server's code page to interpret the names.

HEXadecimal
The server interprets the names that you enter as the hexadecimal representation of a name in Unicode. To view the
hexadecimal representation of a file or directory name, you can use the QUERY TOC command with
FORMAT=DETAILED.

UNIcode
The server interprets the names as being UTF-8 encoded. This option only applies when you have specified a list
with FILELIST=FILE:file_list.

Restriction: Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP) has limitations that prevent IBM Spectrum Protect from reporting
whether or not individual files and directories are successfully restored.

PITDate
Specifies the point-in-time date. When used with the PITTIME parameter, PITDATE establishes the point in time from which
you want to select the data to restore. The latest data that was backed up on or before the date and time that you specify
will be restored. This parameter is optional. The default is TODAY.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 06/25/2001

TODAY The current date TODAY
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Value Description Example

TODAY-days
or
-days

The current date minus days specified TODAY–7 or –7.

To restore data that was backed up a week ago,
specify PITDATE=TODAY-7 or PITDATE=-7.

EOLM (End Of Last Month) The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month
minus days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the
last day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of This
Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day
of the current month.

PITTime
Specifies the point-in-time time. When used with the PITDATE parameter, PITTIME establishes the point in time from which
you want to select the data to restore. The latest data that was backed up on or before the date and time that you specify
will be restored. This parameter is optional. The default is the current time.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time on the specified date 12:33:28

NOW The current time on the specified date NOW

NOW-HH:MM
or
-HH:MM

The current time minus hours and
minutes on the specified begin date

NOW-03:30 or -03:30.

If you issue this command at 9:00 with
PITTIME=NOW-03:30 or PITTIME=-03:30, the
server restores backup records with a time of 5:30
or later on the point-in-time date.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. The default is NO.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. Use the QUERY PROCESS command to monitor
the background processing of this command.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You wait for the command to complete before
continuing with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

TYPE
Specifies the type of image to restore. The default value for this parameter is BACKUPIMAGE and it is used to restore data
from standard NDMP base or differential backups. Other image types represent backup methods that might be specific to a
particular file server. Possible values are:

BACKUPImage
Specifies that the file system should be restored from the appropriate standard NDMP backup images. This is the
default method for performing an NDMP restore operation. Using the BACKUPIMAGE type, you can restore data from
base and differential backups, and data at the file level.

SNAPMirror
Specifies that the file system should be retrieved from a NetApp SnapMirror image. SnapMirror images are block-
level full-backup images of a NetApp file system. A SnapMirror image can only be restored to a file system that has
been prepared as a SnapMirror target volume. Refer to the documentation that came with your NetApp file server for
details.
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After a SnapMirror image is retrieved and copied to a target file system, IBM Spectrum Protect breaks the SnapMirror
relationship that was created by the file server during the operation. After the restore is complete, the target file
system returns to the same state as that of the original file system at the point-in-time of the backup.

When setting the TYPE parameter to SNAPMIRROR, note the following restrictions:

Restrictions:

You cannot specify the FILELIST parameter.
Neither the source_file_system_name nor the destination_file_system_name can be a virtual filespace name.
This parameter is valid for NetApp and IBM® N-Series file servers only.

Example: Restore a complete directory

Restore all of the files and subdirectories in the directory /mydir.

restore node nasnode /myfs /dest filelist=/path/to/mydir

Example: Restore data from a file system

Restore the data from the /vol/vol10 file system on NAS node NAS1.

restore node nas1 /vol/vol10

Example: Restore a directory-level backup to the same location

Restore the directory-level backup to the original location. The source is the virtual file space name /MIKESDIR and no
destination is specified.

restore node nas1 /mikesdir

For this example and the next example, assume the following virtual file space definitions exist on the server for the node NAS1.

VFS Name             Filesystem      Path 
/mikesdir            /vol/vol2       /mikes 
/TargetDirVol2       /vol/vol2       /tmp 
/TargetDirVol1       /vol/vol1       /tmp

Example: Restore a directory-level backup to a different file system

Restore the directory-level backup to a different file system but preserve the path.

restore node nas1 /mikesdir /vol/vol0

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RESTORE NODE
Command Description

BACKUP NODE Backs up a network-attached storage (NAS) node.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY NASBACKUP Displays information about NAS backup images.

QUERY TOC Displays details about the table of contents for a specified
backup image.

RESTORE STGPOOL (Restore storage pool data from a copy pool or an
active-data pool)

Use this command to restore files from one or more copy storage pools or active-data pools to a primary storage pool.
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IBM Spectrum Protect™ restores all the primary storage pool files that:

Have been identified as having errors
Reside on a volume with an access mode of DESTROYED

Restriction: You cannot use this command for container storage pools. Use the REPLICATE STGPOOL command to protect data for
container storage pools.

You can also use this command to identify volumes that contain damaged, primary files. During restore processing, a message is
issued for every volume in the restored storage pool that contains damaged, non-cached files. Use the QUERY CONTENT
command to identify damaged, primary files on a specific volume.

You cannot restore a storage pool defined with a CENTERA device class.

In addition to restoring data to primary storage pools that have NATIVE or NONBLOCK data formats, this command also lets you
restore data to primary storage pools that have NDMP data formats (NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP). The primary
storage pool must have the same data format as the copy storage pool from which data is to be restored. IBM Spectrum Protect
supports backend data movement for NDMP images.

Tip: To restore NAS client-node data to NAS storage pools, you must manually change the access mode of the volumes to
DESTROYED using the UPDATE VOLUME command. However, if you are using disaster recovery manager, the plan file will contain
the information the server needs to automatically mark the volumes as DESTROYED.
Restoration of files might be incomplete if backup file copies in copy storage pools or active-data pools were moved or deleted by
other IBM Spectrum Protect processes during restore processing. To prevent this problem, do not issue the following commands
for copy storage pool or active-data pool volumes while restore processing is in progress:

MOVE DATA
DELETE VOLUME (DISCARDDATA=YES)
AUDIT VOLUME (FIX=YES)

Also, you can prevent reclamation processing for your copy storage pools by setting the RECLAIM percentage to 100 with the
UPDATE STGPOOL command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
primary storage pool for which files are to be restored. If you are a restricted storage administrator and you want to restore files to
a new primary storage pool, you must also have authority for the new storage pool.

Syntax

 
>>-RESTORE STGpool--primary_pool_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-COPYstgpool--=--copy_pool_name-'    
 
   .-ACTIVEDATAOnly--=--No-------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVEDATAOnly--=--+-No---------+-'    
                        '-Yes--| A |-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-NEWstgpool--=--new_primary_pool_name-'    
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--1------.  .-Preview--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'  '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                                            '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 
A (Yes) 
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|--ACTIVEDATAPool--=--active-data_pool_name---------------------| 
 

Parameters

primary_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the primary storage pool that is being restored.

COPYstgpool
Specifies the name of the copy storage pool from which the files are to be restored. This parameter is optional. If this
parameter is not specified, files are restored from any copy pool in which copies can be located. Do not use this parameter
with the ACTIVEDATAONLY or ACTIVEDATAPOOL parameters.

ACTIVEDATAOnly
Specifies that active versions of backup files are to be restored from active-data pools only. This parameter is optional. The
default is NO. If this parameter is not specified, files are restored from copy-storage pools. Do not use this parameter with
the COPYSTGPOOL parameter. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the storage pool will not be restored from active-data pools.

Yes
Specifies that the storage pool will be restored from active-pool or pools that you specify using the
ACTIVEDATAPOOL parameter. If you specify YES as a value for ACTIVEDATAONLY, but do not specify a value for
ACTIVEDATAPOOL, files are restored from any active-data pool in which active versions of backup files can be
located.

Attention: Restoring a primary storage pool from an active-data pool might cause some or all inactive files to be deleted
from the database if the server determines that an inactive file needs to be replaced but cannot find it in the active-data
pool.

ACTIVEDATAPool
Specifies the name of the active-data pool from which the active versions of backup files are to be restored. This parameter
is optional. If this parameter is not specified, files are restored from any active-data pool in which active versions of backup
files can be located.

NEWstgpool
Specifies the name of the new storage pool to which to restore the files. This parameter is optional. If this parameter is not
specified, files are restored to the original primary storage pool (the pool being restored).

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes that are used for restoring files. Using multiple, parallel processes
may improve throughput for the restore. This parameter is optional. You can specify a value from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

When determining this value, consider the number of mount points (logical drives) and physical drives that can be
dedicated to this operation. To access a sequential access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point, and, if the
device type is not FILE, a physical drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum
Protect and system activity and on the mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are
involved in the restore.

Each process needs a mount point for copy storage pool volumes, and, if the device type is not FILE, each process also
needs a drive. If you are restoring files in a sequential storage pool, each process needs an additional mount point for
primary storage pool volumes and, if the device class is not FILE, an additional drive. For example, suppose you specify a
maximum of 3 processes to restore a primary sequential storage pool from a copy storage pool of the same device class.
Each process requires two mount points and two drives. To run all three processes, the device class must have a mount
limit of at least 6, and at least 6 mount points and 6 drives must be available.

To preview a restore, only one process is used and no mount points or drives are needed.

Preview
Specifies if you want to preview but not perform the restore. The preview lets you identify volumes required to restore the
storage pool. The preview displays:

A list of primary storage pool volumes that contain damaged files.
The number of files and the number of bytes to be restored, assuming that the access mode of the required copy
storage pool volumes is READWRITE or READONLY when the restore operation is performed.
A list of copy storage pool volumes containing files to be restored. These volumes must be mounted if you perform
the restore.
A list of any volumes containing files that cannot be restored.
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Note: For only a list of offsite copy storage pool volumes to be mounted during a restore, change the access mode of the
copy pool volumes to UNAVAILABLE. This prevents reclamation and move data processing of the volumes until they are
moved onsite for the restore.
This parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the restore is done.

Yes
Specifies that you want to preview the restore but not do the restore.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is being processed.

Messages created from the background process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console,
depending on where messages are logged. To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If
you cancel this process, some files may have already been restored prior to the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server performs this operation in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can
continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
operation completes.
Note: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Restore files from a copy storage pool to the primary storage pool

Restore files from any copy storage pool to the primary storage pool, PRIMARY_POOL.

restore stgpool primary_pool

Example: Restore files from a specific active-data pool to the primary storage pool

Restore files from active-data pool ADP1 to the primary storage pool PRIMARY_POOL.

restore stgpool primary_pool activedataonly=yes activedatapool=adp1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RESTORE STGPOOL
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

UPDATE VOLUME Updates the attributes of storage pool volumes.

RESTORE VOLUME (Restore primary volume data from a copy pool or an
active-data pool)
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Use this command to restore all files on damaged volumes in a primary storage pool that was backed up to a copy storage pool or
copied to an active-data pool. IBM Spectrum Protect™ does not restore cached copies of files and removes those cached files
from the database during restore processing.

In addition to restoring data to volumes in storage pools that have NATIVE or NONBLOCK data formats, this command also lets
you restore data to volumes in storage pools that have NDMP data formats (NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP). The
volumes to be restored must have the same data format as the volumes in the copy storage pool. IBM Spectrum Protect supports
backend data movement for NDMP images.

This command changes the access mode of the specified volumes to DESTROYED. When all files on a volume are restored to other
locations, the destroyed volume is empty and is deleted from the database.

The restoration may be incomplete for one or more of the following reasons:

Files were either never backed up or the backup copies are marked as damaged. Use the QUERY CONTENT command to get
more information on the remaining files on the volume.
A copy storage pool was specified on the RESTORE command, but files were backed up to a different copy storage pool.
Use the PREVIEW parameter when you issue the RESTORE command again to determine if this is the problem.
Volumes in the copy storage pool needed to perform the restore operation are offsite or unavailable. Check the activity log
for messages that occurred during restore processing.
Backup file copies in copy storage pools were moved or deleted by other processes during a restore. See note 3.
An active-data pool was specified for the restore, and inactive files were not available to be copied.

Important:

1. You cannot restore volumes in storage pools defined with a CENTERA device class.
2. Before you restore a random-access volume, issue the VARY command to vary the volume offline.
3. To prevent copy storage pools files from being moved or deleted by other processes, do not issue the following commands

for copy storage pool volumes during a restore:
MOVE DATA
DELETE VOLUME (DISCARDDATA=YES)
AUDIT VOLUME (FIX=YES)

To prevent reclamation processing of copy storage pools, issue the UPDATE STGPOOL command with the RECLAIM
parameter set to 100.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
primary storage pool. If you have restricted privilege and want to restore files to a new primary storage pool, you must also have
authority for the new storage pool.

Syntax

 
                   .-,-----------.    
                   V             |    
>>-RESTORE Volume----volume_name-+------------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-COPYstgpool--=--copy_pool_name-'    
 
   .-ACTIVEDATAOnly--=--No-------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVEDATAOnly--=--+-No---------+-'    
                        '-Yes--| A |-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-NEWstgpool--=--new_primary_pool_name-'    
 
   .-MAXPRocess--=--1------.  .-Preview--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'  '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                                            '-Yes-'      
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
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              '-Yes-'      
 
A (Yes) 
 
|--ACTIVEDATAPool--=--active-data_pool_name---------------------| 
 

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the primary storage pool volume to be restored. To specify a list of volumes that belong to the same
primary storage pool, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces.

COPYstgpool
Specifies the name of the copy storage pool from which the files are to be restored. This parameter is optional. If you do not
specify this parameter, files are restored from any copy pool in which copies can be located. Do not use this parameter with
the ACTIVEDATAONLY or ACTIVEDATAPOOL parameters.

ACTIVEDATAOnly
Specifies that active versions of backup files are to be restored from active-data pools only. This parameter is optional. The
default is NO. If this parameter is not specified, files are restored from copy-storage pools. Do not use this parameter with
the COPYSTGPOOL parameter. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the storage pool will not be restored from active-data pools.

Yes
Specifies that the storage pool will be restored from active-pool or pools that you specify using the
ACTIVEDATAPOOL parameter. If you specify YES as a value for ACTIVEDATAONLY, but do not specify a value for
ACTIVEDATAPOOL, files are restored from any active-data pool in which active versions of backup files can be
located.

Attention: Restoring a volume from an active-data pool might cause some or all inactive files to be deleted from the
database if the server determines that an inactive file needs to be replaced but cannot find it in the active-data pool.

ACTIVEDATAPool
Specifies the name of the active-data pool from which the active versions of backup files are to be restored. This parameter
is optional. If this parameter is not specified, files are restored from any active-data pool in which active versions of backup
files can be located.

NEWstgpool
Specifies the name of the new storage pool to which to restore the files. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify
this parameter, files are restored to the original primary storage pool.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for restoring files. Using parallel processes may improve
throughput. This parameter is optional. You can specify a value from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

When determining this value, consider the number of mount points (logical drives) and physical drives that can be
dedicated to this operation. To access a sequential access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point, and, if the
device type is not FILE, a physical drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum
Protect and system activity and on the mount limits of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are
involved in the restore.

Each process needs a mount point for copy storage pool volumes. If the device type is not FILE, each process also needs a
drive. If you are restoring a sequential storage pool, each process needs an additional mount point for primary storage pool
volumes and, if the device type is not FILE, an additional drive. For example, suppose you specify a maximum of three
processes to back up a primary sequential storage pool to a copy storage pool of the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and two drives. To run all three processes, the device class must have a mount limit of at least 6,
and at least 6 mount points and 6 drives must be available.

To preview a backup, only one process is used and no mount points or drives are needed.

Preview
Specifies if you want to preview but not perform the restore. You can use this option to identify the offsite volumes required
to restore a storage pool. This parameter is optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that you want to perform the restore operation.

Yes
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Specifies that you want to preview the restore operation but restore the data.
Tip: If you preview a restore to see a list of offsite copy pool volumes to be mounted, you should you change the
access mode of the identified volumes to UNAVAILABLE. This prevents reclamation and MOVE DATA processing for
these volumes until they are transported to the onsite location for use in restore processing.
The preview displays the following:

The number of files and bytes to be restored, if the access mode of the copy storage pool volumes is
READWRITE or READONLY when the restoration is performed.
A list of copy storage pool volumes containing files to be restored. These volumes must be mounted if you
perform the restore.
A list of volumes containing files that cannot be restored.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. This default is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background.

You can continue with other tasks while the command is being processed. Messages created from the background
process are displayed either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where messages are logged.

To cancel a background process, use the CANCEL PROCESS command. If you cancel this process, some files may
have already been backed up prior to the cancellation.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete before you can
continue with other tasks. The server then displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
command completes.
Remember: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Restore primary volume data files

Restore files stored on volume PVOL2 in primary storage pool PRIMARY_POOL.

restore volume pvol2

Example: Restore primary volume data files from an active-data pool

Restore files stored on volume VOL001 in primary pool PRIMARY_POOL from active-data pool ADP1.

restore volume vol001 activedataonly=yes activedatapool=adp1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RESTORE VOLUME
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

REVOKE commands
Use the REVOKE commands to revoke privileges or access.

REVOKE AUTHORITY (Remove administrator authority)
REVOKE PROXYNODE (Revoke proxy authority for a client node)
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REVOKE AUTHORITY (Remove administrator authority)
Use this command to revoke one or more privilege classes from an administrator.

You can also use this command to reduce the number of policy domains to which a restricted policy administrator has authority
and the number of storage pools to which a restricted storage administrator has authority.

If you use the REVOKE AUTHORITY command without the CLASSES, DOMAINS, and STGPOOLS parameters, you will revoke all
privileges for the specified administrator.

At least one administrator must have system privilege; therefore, if the administrator is the only one with system privilege, you
cannot revoke the authority.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-REVoke AUTHority--admin_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   |                 .-,---------------. |    
   |         (1)     V                 | |    
   '-CLasses------=----+-SYstem------+-+-'    
                       +-Policy------+        
                       +-STorage-----+        
                       +-Operator----+        
                       '-Node--| A |-'        
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |             .-,-----------. |    
   |             V             | |    
   '-DOmains--=----domain_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                  .-,---------. |    
   |          (1)     V           | |    
   '-STGpools------=----pool_name-+-'    
 
A 
 
   .-AUTHority--=--Access-----.                                 
|--+--------------------------+--+-DOmains--=--domain_name-+----| 
   '-AUTHority--=--+-Access-+-'  '-NOde--=--node_name------'    
                   '-Owner--'                                   
 

Notes:

1. If all these parameters are omitted, all administrator privileges will be revoked for this administrator.

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator whose administrative privilege is to be revoked or reduced.

CLasses
Specifies one or more administrative privilege classes to be revoked. You can specify more than one class by separating
each with a comma.

SYstem
Indicates that system authority is to be revoked for this administrator. If CLASSES=SYSTEM is specified, no other
classes can be specified, and the DOMAINS and STGPOOLS parameters cannot be specified.

Policy
Indicates that policy privilege is to be revoked for this administrator. To revoke all policy privilege, specify
CLASSES=POLICY and do not specify the DOMAINS parameter.
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STorage
Indicates that storage privilege is to be revoked for this administrator. To revoke all storage privilege, specify
CLASSES=STORAGE and do not specify the STGPOOLS parameter.

Operator
Indicates that operator privilege is to be revoked for this administrator.

Node
Indicates that node privilege is to be revoked for this user.

AUTHority
Indicates the authority level to revoke for a user with node privilege. This parameter is optional.

If an administrator already has system or policy privilege to the policy domain to which the node belongs, this
command will not change the administrator's privilege.

Possible authority levels are:

Access
Indicates that client access authority is revoked. This is the default when CLASSES=NODE is specified.
Note: A client node can set the REVOKEREMOTEACCESS option to prevent access by a user with node
privilege and client access authority. If a user with node privilege has client owner authority, or has
system or policy privileges to the policy domain to which the node belongs, that administrator can still
access the web backup-archive client.

Owner
Indicates that client owner authority is revoked.

DOmains
Indicates that you want to revoke an administrator's client access or client owner authority to all clients in the
specified policy domain. This parameter cannot be used together with the NODE parameter.

NOde
Indicates that you want to revoke an administrator's client access or client owner authority to the node. This
parameter cannot be used together with the DOMAIN parameter.

DOmains
When used with CLASSES=POLICY, specifies a list of policy domains that can no longer be managed by a restricted policy
administrator. (The administrator was authorized to manage these domains until the REVOKE command was issued.) This
parameter is optional. The items in the list are separated by commas, with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard
characters to specify a name. Authority for all matching domains is revoked. If DOMAINS is specified, the parameter
CLASSES=POLICY is optional.

STGpools
Specifies a list of storage pools that can no longer be managed by a restricted policy administrator. (The administrator had
been authorized to manage these storage pools until the REVOKE command was issued.) This parameter is optional. The
items in the list are separated by commas, with no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify a name.
Authority for all matching storage pools will be revoked. If STGPOOLS is specified then the parameter CLASSES=STORAGE
is optional.

Usage notes

1. To change an unrestricted storage administrator to a restricted storage administrator, you must first use this command to
revoke the unrestricted privilege. Then, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command to grant the administrator restricted storage
privilege and to identify the storage pools to which the administrator has authority.

To revoke unrestricted storage privilege from an administrator, specify the CLASSES=STORAGE parameter. You cannot use
the STGPOOLS parameter to revoke authority for selected storage pools from an unrestricted storage administrator.

2. To change an unrestricted policy administrator to a restricted policy administrator, you must first use this command to
revoke the unrestricted privilege. Then, use the GRANT AUTHORITY command to grant the administrator restricted policy
privilege and to identify the policy domains to which the administrator has authority.

To revoke unrestricted policy privilege from an administrator, specify the CLASSES=POLICY parameter. You cannot use the
DOMAINS parameter to revoke authority for selected domains from an unrestricted administrator.

Example: Revoke certain administrative privileges
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Revoke part of administrator CLAUDIA’s privileges. CLAUDIA has restricted policy privilege for the policy domains
EMPLOYEE_RECORDS and PROG1. Restrict CLAUDIA’s policy privilege to the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

revoke authority claudia classes=policy  
domains=employee_records

Example: Revoke all administrative privileges

Administrator LARRY currently has operator and restricted policy privilege. Revoke all administrative privileges for administrator
LARRY. To revoke all administrative privileges for an administrator, identify the administrator, but do not specify CLASSES,
DOMAINS, or STGPOOLS. LARRY remains an administrator but he can only use those commands that can be issued by any
administrator.

revoke authority larry

Example: Revoke node privilege

Help desk personnel user CONNIE currently has node privilege with client owner authority for client node WARD3. Revoke her
node privilege with client owner authority.

revoke authority connie classes=node  
authority=owner node=ward3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REVOKE AUTHORITY
Command Description

GRANT AUTHORITY Assigns privilege classes to an administrator.

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum
ProtectIBM Spectrum Protect™ administrators.

REVOKE PROXYNODE (Revoke proxy authority for a client node)
Use this command to revoke authority for an agent client node to perform backup and restore operations for a target node on the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege

Syntax
 
>>-REVoke PROXynode TArget--=--target_node_name-----------------> 
 
>--AGent--=--agent_node_name----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

TArget (Required)
Specifies the target node to which an agent node has been granted proxy authority. Wildcard characters and comma-
separated lists of node names are allowed.

AGent (Required)
Specifies which node has authority to act as proxy to the target node. Wildcard characters and comma-separated lists of
node names are allowed.

Example: Revoke a node's proxy authority
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To revoke authority from target node NASCLUSTER to act as proxy for all agent nodes which start with the letter M, issue the
following command.

revoke proxynode target=nascluster agent=m*

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to REVOKE PROXYNODE
Command Description

GRANT PROXYNODE Grant proxy authority to an agent node.

QUERY PROXYNODE Display nodes with authority to act as proxy nodes.

ROLLBACK (Rollback uncommitted changes in a macro)
Use this command within a macro to undo any processing changes made by commands run by the server but not yet committed to
the database. A committed change is permanent and cannot be rolled back. The ROLLBACK command is useful for testing macros.

Ensure that your administrative client session is not running with the ITEMCOMMIT option when using this command.

Important: SETOPT commands inside a macro cannot be rolled back.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-ROLLBACK---------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None

Example: Rollback changes in a macro

Run the REGN macro with the ROLLBACK command to verify that the macro works without committing any changes. The macro
contents are:

/* Macro to register policy 
administrators and grant authority */ 
REGister Admin sara hobby 
GRant AUTHority sara CLasses=Policy 
REGister Admin ken plane 
GRant AUTHority ken CLasses=Policy 
ROLLBACK  /* prevents any changes from being committed */

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to ROLLBACK
Command Description

COMMIT Makes changes to the database permanent.

MACRO Runs a specified macro file.

Related concepts:
Administrative client macros

RUN (Run an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
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Use this command to run an IBM Spectrum Protect™ script. To issue this command on another server, the script being run must be
defined on that server.

You can include RUN commands in scripts as long as they do not create loops. For example, you should avoid including RUN
commands where SCRIPT_A runs SCRIPT_B and SCRIPT_B runs SCRIPT_A.

Important: IBM Spectrum Protect does not have a command that can cancel a script after it starts. To stop a script, you must halt
the server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have operator, policy, system, storage, or system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-RUn--script_name--+------------------------+-----------------> 
                     | .-,------------------. |    
                     | V                    | |    
                     '---substitution_value-+-'    
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.  .-Verbose--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+--+---------------------+------------>< 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'  '-Verbose--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'                  '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script you want processed. The name you specify cannot be a substitution variable, such as $1.

substitution_value
Specifies one or more values to substitute for variables when the script is run. In a script, a substitution variable consists of
a '$' character, followed by a number. When you run the script, IBM Spectrum Protect replaces the substitution variables
defined in a script with the values you supply with this command. You must specify values for each substitution variable
defined in the script or the script will fail. This parameter is optional.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the command lines of a script without actually processing the script. The default is NO.
Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the command lines included in a script are displayed, but the script is not processed.

No
Specifies that the command lines included in a script are displayed and the script is processed.

Verbose
Specifies whether command lines, variable substitution, and conditional logic testing used in a script are displayed as the
script is being processed. This parameter is ignored if PREVIEW=YES is specified. The default is NO.
Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the command lines, variable substitution, and conditional logic testing are displayed as the script is
being processed.

No
Specifies that the command lines, variable substitution, and conditional logic testing do not display as the script is
being processed.

Example: View the commands generated by a script with a table name substitution variable

To run the following example script, called QSAMPLE, you issue a RUN command that specifies the table name ACTLOG as the
value for the substitution variable, $1. Use the output to preview the commands generated by the script before running the
commands.

001  /* This is a sample SQL Query in wide format */ 
005  SET SQLDISPLAYMODE WIDE 
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010  SELECT colname FROM - 
015  COLUMNS WHERE TABNAME='$1'

run qsample actlog preview=yes

ANR1461I RUN: Executing command script QSAMPLE. 
ANR1466I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 5 :  
              set sqldisplaymode wide. 
ANR1466I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 15 :  
              select colname from columns where tabname='ACTLOG'. 
ANR1470I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE completed successfully  
              (PREVIEW mode)             

Example: Run a script to display and run the commands generated by the script

Run the same script as show in the prior example to display both the generated commands and the results of the commands.

run qsample actlog verbose=yes

ANR1461I RUN: Executing command script QSAMPLE. 
ANR1466I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 5 :  
              set sqldisplaymode wide. 
ANR1466I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 5 : RC=RC_OK 
ANR1466I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 15 :  
              select colname from columns where tabname='ACTLOG'. 
  
COLNAME            
------------------ 
DATE_TIME          
MSGNO              
SEVERITY           
MESSAGE            
ORIGINATOR         
NODENAME           
OWNERNAME          
SCHEDNAME          
DOMAINNAME         
SESSID             
  
ANR1462I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE, Line 15 : RC=RC_OK 
ANR1462I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE completed successfully.

Example: Run a script to display just the results of the commands in the script

Run the previous example script, without displaying just the results of the generated commands in the script.

run qsample actlog verbose=no

COLNAME            
------------------ 
DATE_TIME          
MSGNO              
SEVERITY           
MESSAGE            
ORIGINATOR         
NODENAME 
OWNERNAME       
SCHEDNAME      
DOMAINNAME       
SESSID             
 
ANR1462I RUN: Command script QSAMPLE completed successfully.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to RUN
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.
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Command Description

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

UPDATE SCRIPT Changes or adds lines to a script.

Related tasks:
Running a server script

SELECT (Perform an SQL query of the IBM Spectrum Protect database)
Use the SELECT command to create and format a customized query of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ database.

IBM Spectrum Protect provides an SQL interface to a DB2® program. Restrictions and guidelines for handling SQL queries are
handled directly by DB2.

To help you find what information is available, IBM Spectrum Protect provides three system catalog tables:

SYSCAT.TABLES
Contains information about all tables that can be queried with the SELECT command.

SYSCAT.COLUMNS
Describes the columns in each table.

You can issue the SELECT command to query these tables to determine the location of the information that you want.

Usage notes

You cannot issue the SELECT command from a server console.

Because the select command does not lock and unlock records, contention for a record can cause the server to erroneously issue
message ANR2034E: SELECT: No match found using this criteria. Check your selection criteria, and if you believe
that it is correct, try the command again.

To stop the processing of a SELECT command after it starts, cancel the administrative session from which the command was
issued. Cancel the session from either the server console or another administrative session.

Temporary table spaces are used to process SQL queries within DB2. Inadequate temporary space can cause SQL queries to fail.

To export output to a comma-separated file for import into a spreadsheet, use -comma and > command-line options on the
dsmadmc command.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

For SELECT statement syntax and guidelines, search the DB2 product information.

Important: The appropriate syntax for the timestamp Select statement is:

SELECT * FROM SUMMARY WHERE ACTIVTY='EXPIRATION' AND START_TIME >'2009-05-10 00:00:00' AND
START_TIME <'2009-05-11 23:23:23'

List of examples

The SELECT command is used to customize a wide variety of queries. To give you an idea of what you can do with the command,
this section includes many examples. There are, however, many more possibilities. Query output is shown only for the more
complex commands to illustrate formatting.

The following list summarizes the example SELECT commands:
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List administrator user ID passwords that are authenticated with an external LDAP directory server
List available tables
List client nodes and administrative clients that are currently locked from server access
List client nodes and administrative clients that have not specified the correct password lately
List nodes in the standard policy domain that are not associated with the daily backup schedule DAILYBACKUP
List the administrators that have policy authority
List type E (ERROR) or W (WARNING) messages that have been issued in the time period for which activity log records have
been maintained
List the administrative schedules that have been defined or altered by administrator JAKE
List the relative administrative schedule priorities
List the management classes that have an archive copy group with a retention period greater than 365 days
List the client nodes that are in each policy domain
Count how many files have been archived from each node
List the clients that are using space management
Determine how many volumes would be reclaimed if the reclamation threshold is changed to 50 percent for storage pool
TAPE
Determine how many backup files would be affected for each node if the DAILY management class in the STANDARD policy
domain is changed or deleted
For all active client sessions, determine how long have they been connected and their effective throughput in bytes per
second
Determine how long the current background processes have been running and determine their effective throughput in time
and files per second
Count the number of client nodes are there for each platform type
Count the number of file spaces each client node has and list the client nodes ascending order
Obtain statistical information for calculating the number of off-site volumes that have their space reclaimed during
reclamation of a storage pool
Obtain PVU estimate detail records
Obtain information about the node roles
Obtain information about status

Example: List administrator user IDs that authenticate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server

List all the administrator user IDs whose passwords authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

select admin_name from admins where  
authentication=local 

Example: List available tables

List all the tables available for querying the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

select * from syscat.tables

      ABSCHEMA: SERVER1 
       TABNAME: ACTLOG 
   CREATE_TIME: 1999-05-01 07:39:06 
      COLCOUNT: 10 
INDEX_COLCOUNT: 1 
  UNIQUE_INDEX: FALSE 
       REMARKS: Server activity log 
  
     TABSCHEMA: SERVER1 
       TABNAME: ADMIN_SCHEDULES 
   CREATE_TIME: 1995-05-01 07:39:06 
      COLCOUNT: 14 
INDEX_COLCOUNT: 1 
  UNIQUE_INDEX: TRUE 
       REMARKS: Administrative command schedules 
  
     TABSCHEMA: SERVER1 
       TABNAME: ADMINS 
   CREATE_TIME: 1995-05-01 07:39:06 
      COLCOUNT: 15 
INDEX_COLCOUNT: 1 
  UNIQUE_INDEX: TRUE 
       REMARKS: Server administrators 
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     TABSCHEMA: SERVER1 
       TABNAME: ARCHIVES 
   CREATE_TIME: 1995-05-01 07:39:06 
      COLCOUNT: 10 
INDEX_COLCOUNT: 5 
  UNIQUE_INDEX: FALSE 
       REMARKS: Client archive files

Example: List client nodes and administrative clients that are currently locked from server
access

select node_name from nodes where locked='YES' 
  
select admin_name from admins where locked='YES'

Example: List client nodes, administrative clients, and servers that are using transitional
session security

select node_name from nodes where session_security='Transitional' 
 
select admin_name from admins where session_security='Transitional' 
 
select server_name from servers where session_security='Transitional'

Example: List client nodes and administrative clients that have not specified the correct
password lately

select node_name from nodes where invalid_pw_count <>0 
  
select admin_name from admins where invalid_pw_count <>0

Example: List nodes in the standard policy domain that are not associated with the daily
backup schedule DAILYBACKUP

select node_name from nodes where domain_name='STANDARD' and 
node_name not in (select node_name from associations 
where domain_name='STANDARD' and  
schedule_name='DAILYBACKUP')

Example: List the administrators who have policy authority

select admin_name from admins where  
upper(system_priv) <>'NO' 
or upper(policy_priv) <>'NO'

Example: List type E (ERROR) or W (WARNING) messages that have been issued in the time
period for which activity log records have been maintained

select date_time,msgno,message from actlog 
where severity='E' or severity='W'

Example: List the administrative schedules that have been defined or altered by administrator
JAKE

select schedule_name from admin_schedules  
where chg_admin='JAKE'

Example: List the relative administrative schedule priorities

select schedule_name,priority from admin_schedules order 
by priority
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Example: List the management classes that have an archive copy group with a retention
period greater than 365 days

select domain_name,set_name,class_name from ar_copygroups 
where retver='NOLIMIT' or cast(retver as integer) >365

Example: List the management classes that specify more than five backup versions
select domain_name,set_name,class_name from bu_copygroups 
where verexists ='NOLIMIT' or  
cast(verexists as integer)>5

Example: List the client nodes that are using the client option set named SECURE
select node_name from nodes where option_set='SECURE'

Example: List the client nodes that are in each policy domain
select domain_name,num_nodes from domains

Example: Count how many files have been archived from each node

Attention: This command might take a long time to complete.

select node_name,count(*) from archives  
group by node_name

Example: List the clients that are using space management

select node_name from auditocc where spacemg_mb <>0

Example: Determine how many volumes would be reclaimed if the reclamation threshold is
changed to 50 percent for storage pool TAPE

select count(*) from volumes where stgpool_name='TAPE'  
and upper(status)='FULL' and pct_utilized < 50

Example: Determine how many backup files would be affected for each node if the DAILY
management class in the STANDARD policy domain is changed or deleted

Note: This command takes significant time and resources to complete.

select node_name, count(*) as "Files" from backups 
where class_name='DAILY' and node_name in 
(select node_name from nodes where domain_name='STANDARD') 
group by node_name

Example: For all active client sessions, determine how long have they been connected and
their effective throughput in bytes per second

select session_id as "Session", 
client_name as "Client", 
state as "State", 
current_timestamp-start_time as "Elapsed Time", 
(cast(bytes_sent as decimal(18,0)) / 
cast(second(current_timestamp-start_time) as decimal(18,0))) 
as "Bytes sent/second", 
(cast(bytes_received as decimal(18,0)) / 
cast(second(current_timestamp-start_time) as decimal(18,0))) 
as "Bytes received/second" 
from sessions

                 Session: 24 
                  Client: ALBERT 
                   State: Run 
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            Elapsed Time: 0 01:14:05.000000 
       Bytes sent/second: 564321.9302768451 
   Bytes received/second: 0.0026748857944 
  
                 Session: 26 
                  Client: MILTON 
                   State: Run 
            Elapsed Time: 0 00:06:13.000000 
       Bytes sent/second: 1638.5284210992221 
   Bytes received/second: 675821.6888561849

Example: Determine how long the current background processes have been running and
determine their effective throughput in time and files per second

Note: Expiration does not report the number of bytes processed.

select process_num as "Number", 
process, 
current_timestamp-start_time as "Elapsed Time", 
(cast(files_processed as decimal(18,0)) / 
cast(second(current_timestamp-start_time) as decimal(18,0))) 
as "Files/second", 
(cast(bytes_processed as decimal(18,0)) / 
cast(second(current_timestamp-start_time) as decimal(18,0))) 
as "Bytes/second" 
from processes

          Number: 1 
         PROCESS: Expiration 
    Elapsed Time: 0 00:24:36.000000 
    Files/second: 6.3216755870092 
    Bytes/second: 0.0000000000000 
 

Example: Count the number of client nodes for each platform type

select platform_name,count(*) as "Number of Nodes"  
from nodes group by platform_name

PLATFORM_NAME     Number of Nodes 
-------------     --------------- 
                                    
  AIX                   6 
  SunOS                27 
  Win32                14 
  Linux                20 
 

Example: Count the number of file spaces each client node has and list the client nodes
ascending order

select node_name, count(*) as "number of filespaces"  
from filespaces group by node_name order by 2

NODE_NAME              number of filespaces 
------------------     -------------------- 
    ALBERT                    2 
    MILTON                    2 
    BARNEY                    3 
    SEBASTIAN                 3 
    MAILHOST                  4 
    FALCON                    4 
    WILBER                    4 
    NEWTON                    4 
    JEREMY                    4 
    WATSON                    5 
    RUSSELL                   5 
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Example: Obtain statistical information for calculating the number of off-site volumes that
have their space reclaimed during reclamation of a storage pool.

select * from summary where activity='OFFSITE RECLAMATION'

           START_TIME: 2004-06-16 13:47:31.000000 
             END_TIME: 2004-06-16 13:47:34.000000 
             ACTIVITY: OFFSITE RECLAMATION 
               NUMBER: 4 
               ENTITY: COPYPOOL 
             COMMMETH: 
              ADDRESS: 
        SCHEDULE_NAME: 
             EXAMINED: 170 
             AFFECTED: 170 
               FAILED: 0 
                BYTES: 17821251 
                 IDLE: 0 
               MEDIAW: 0 
            PROCESSES: 2 
           SUCCESSFUL: YES 
          VOLUME_NAME: 
           DRIVE_NAME: 
         LIBRARY_NAME: 
             LAST_USE: 
            COMM_WAIT: 
     NUM_OFFSITE_VOLS: 2

Example: Identify which storage pools contain data that was deduplicated by clients

select stgpool_name,has_client_dedup_data from stgpools

STGPOOL_NAME                HAS_CLIENT_DEDUP_DATA 
--------------------        -------------------- 
ADPOOL                      NO 
ARCHIVEPOOL                 NO 
BACKUPPOOL                  NO 
COPYDEDUP                   NO 
COPYNODEDUP                 NO 
FILEPOOL                    YES 
FILEPOOL2                   NO 
LANFREEFILEPOOL             YES 
SPACEMGPOOL                 NO

Example: Obtain information about the database
select * from db

       DATABASE_NAME: TSMDB1 
  TOT_FILE_SYSTEM_MB: 2048000 
    USED_DB_SPACE_MB: 12576 
       FREE_SPACE_MB: 1576871 
         TOTAL_PAGES: 983044 
        USABLE_PAGES: 982908 
          USED_PAGES: 977736 
          FREE_PAGES: 5172 
      BUFF_HIT_RATIO: 96.2 
      TOTAL_BUFF_REQ: 53967 
       SORT_OVERFLOW: 0 
     LOCK_ESCALATION: 0 
       PKG_HIT_RATIO: 70.0 
          LAST_REORG: 2010-07-15 17:32:55.000000 
      FULL_DEV_CLASS: OUTFILE 
     NUM_BACKUP_INCR: 0 
    LAST_BACKUP_DATE: 2010-01-21 10:37:59.000000 
    PHYSICAL_VOLUMES: 0 
           PAGE_SIZE: 
  NUM_BACKUP_STREAMS: 4 

Example: Obtain PVU estimate detail records
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Generate the PVU estimate for a node named ACCTSRECSRV, which is used by the IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition
product.

select * from pvuestimate_details where node_name='ACCTSRECSRV'

           PRODUCT: PRODEE 
      LICENSE_NAME: MGSYSLAN 
         NODE_NAME: ACCTSRECSRV 
         LAST_USED: 2008-01-20 16:12:24.000000 
            TRYBUY: FALSE 
       PROC_VENDOR: IBM 
        PROC_BRAND: POWER5+ QCM  
         PROC_TYPE: 4 
        PROC_MODEL:  
        PROC_COUNT: 2 
              ROLE: SERVER 
     ROLE_OVERRIDE: USEREPORTED 
    ROLE_EFFECTIVE: SERVER 
       VALUE_UNITS: 50 
  VALUE_FROM_TABLE: YES 
               PVU: 100 
       SCAN_ERROR : NO 
        API_CLIENT: NO 
      PVU_AGNOSTIC: NO 
        HYPERVISOR: VMWARE 
              GUID: 01.2e.1c.80.e5.04-  
                     .11.da.aa.ab.00.- 
                     15.58.0b.d9.47 
           VERSION: 6 
           RELEASE: 3 
             LEVEL: 1 
          VENDOR_D: IBM(R)  
           BRAND_D: POWER5(TM) QCM 
            TYPE_D: Quad-core Module 
           MODEL_D: All Existing 
         PRODUCT_D: IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition

Field descriptions

PRODUCT
Rollup of license types into products at the level presented in the QUERY PVUESTIMATE command. Possible values are
PRODEE, PROTBASIC, PRODDATARET, PRODMAIL, PRODDB, PRODSYSB, PRODSPACE, PRODSAN, PRODERP, or blank.

LICENSE_NAME
The license assigned to this node.

NODE_NAME
The node name.

LAST_USED
Date and time the identified node last connected to the system under this license.

TRYBUY
Indicates if running under try and buy mode. Possible values are TRUE or FALSE.

PROC_VENDOR
Processor vendor name as reported by the client.

PROC_BRAND
Processor brand name as reported by the client.

PROC_TYPE
Processor type as reported by the client. This value also reflects the number of cores. Example values are 1=SINGLE CORE,
2=DUO CORE, and 4=QUAD CORE.

PROC_MODEL
Processor model as reported by the client.

PROC_COUNT
Processor quantity.

ROLE
Node role. Possible values are CLIENT, SERVER, or OTHER.

ROLE_OVERRIDE
Override value specified in the UPDATE NODE command.

ROLE_EFFECTIVE
Actual role based on the values in the ROLE and ROLE_OVERRIDE fields.
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VALUE_UNITS
Assigned processor value unit (PVU) for the processor.

PVU
Calculated PVU value.

PVU per node = number of processors per node * processor type * pvu value

where the processor type represents the number of cores, and the pvu value is the value defined for the processor
type in the IBM® PVU table.

VALUE_FROM_TABLE
Flag that indicates whether the PVU was calculated based on the IBM PVU table. Possible values are YES or NO. If NO, a
value of 100 is applied for each node defined as a server. If no role is defined for a node, the role of server is assumed for
purposes of PVU calculation.

SCAN_ERROR
Flag that indicates whether license information was reported by client. Possible values are YES or NO.

API_CLIENT
Flag that indicates an API application. Possible values are YES or NO.

PVU_AGNOSTIC
Flag indicating that the client version release level is earlier than IBM Spectrum Protect V6.3. If the version is earlier than
6.3, valid PVU metrics are not expected. Possible values are YES or NO.

HYPERVISOR
Name of the virtual machine software as reported by the client.

GUID
Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) of the computer where the node is located. The GUID is obtained from the node table.

VERSION
Version of client.

RELEASE
Release of client.

LEVEL
Level of client.

VENDOR_D
Processor vendor display value from the PVU table.

BRAND_D
Processor brand display value from the PVU table.

TYPE_D
Processor type display value from the PVU table.

MODEL_D
Processor model display value from the PVU table.

PRODUCT_D
Product display value from the PVU table. The following values are possible:

IBM Spectrum Protect
IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition
IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention
IBM Spectrum Protect for SAN
IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management
IBM Spectrum Protect for Mail
IBM Spectrum Protect for Databases
IBM Spectrum Protect for Enterprise Resource Planning
IBM Spectrum Protect for System Backup and Recovery
Blank

Example: Obtain role and PVU-related information

The following example shows partial results for a selected node, including PVU-related information and role information. Possible
roles are CLIENT, SERVER, or OTHER. PVU is calculated only for nodes defined as servers.

select * from nodes

  ROLE: CLIENT 
      ROLE_O: USEREPORTED 
     PVENDOR: INTEL 
      PBRAND: INTEL 
       PTYPE: 4 
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      PMODEL:      
      PCOUNT: 1 
  HYPERVISOR:  
        PAPI: NO 
   SCANERROR: NO 

SET commands
Use the SET commands to specify values that affect many different IBM Spectrum Protect™ operations.

SET ACCOUNTING (Set accounting records on or off)
SET ACTLOGRETENTION (Set the retention period or the size of the activity log)
SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active alert)
SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed alert)
SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to administrators)
SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the sender)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host name)
SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host port)
SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive alert)
SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off)
SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators to receive alert summaries by email )
SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor updates and prunes alerts)
SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION (Activate data retention protection)
SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for archive data)
SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for backup data)
SET CLIENTACTDURATION (Set the duration period for the client action)
SET CONFIGMANAGER (Specify a configuration manager)
SET CONFIGREFRESH (Set managed server configuration refresh)
SET CONTEXTMESSAGING (Set message context reporting on or off)
SET CPUINFOREFRESH (Refresh interval for the client workstation information scan)
SET CROSSDEFINE (Specifies whether to cross-define servers)
SET DBRECOVERY (Set the device class for automatic backups)
SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL (Set the percentage of extents to verify)
SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION (Set the default authentication method for REGISTER NODE and REGISTER ADMIN
commands)
SET DEPLOYPKGMGR (Enable the deployment package manager)
SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY (Set the download path for client deployment packages)
SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS (Set the maximum number of client deployment packages to store)
SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES (Enable the policies on the target replication server to manage replicated data)
SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL (Specify the active-data pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMCHECKLABEL (Specify label checking)
SET DRMCMDFILENAME (Specify the name of a file to contain commands)

SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL (Specify the container-copy storage pools to be
processed by DRM commands)
SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL (Specify the copy storage pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMCOURIERNAME (Specify the courier name)
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)
SET DRMFILEPROCESS (Specify file processing)
SET DRMINSTRPREFIX (Specify the prefix for recovery instructions file names)
SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME (Specify the not mountable location name)
SET DRMPLANPREFIX (Specify a prefix for recovery plan file names)
SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX (Specify replacement volume names)
SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL (Specify the primary storage pools to be managed by DRM)
SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS (Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration)
SET DRMVAULTNAME (Specify the vault name)
SET EVENTRETENTION (Set the retention period for event records)
SET FAILOVERHLADDRESS (Set a failover high level address)
SET INVALIDPWLIMIT (Set the number of invalid logon attempts)
SET LDAPPASSWORD (Set the LDAP password for the server)
SET LDAPUSER (Specify an ID for an LDAP directory server)
SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD (Set license audit period)
SET MAXCMDRETRIES (Set the maximum number of command retries)
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SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS (Set maximum scheduled sessions)
SET MINPWLENGTH (Set minimum password length)
SET MONITORINGADMIN (Set the name of the monitoring administrator)
SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP (Set the group of monitored servers)
SET NODEATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies at-risk mode for an individual node)
SET PASSEXP (Set password expiration date)
SET PRODUCTOFFERING (Set the product offering that is licensed to your enterprise)
SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD (Set query period for polling client nodes)
SET RANDOMIZE (Set randomization of scheduled start times)
SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED (Specify whether damaged files are recovered from a replication server)
SET REPLRETENTION (Set the retention period for replication records)
SET REPLSERVER (Set the target replication server)
SET RETRYPERIOD (Set time between retry attempts)
SET SCHEDMODES (Select a central scheduling mode)
SET SERVERHLADDRESS (Set the high-level address of a server)
SET SERVERLLADDRESS (Set the low-level address of a server)
SET SERVERNAME (Specify the server name)
SET SERVERPASSWORD (Set password for server)
SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for space-managed data)
SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval evaluation)
SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status monitoring)
SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status monitoring)
SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)
SET SUBFILE (Set subfile backup for client nodes)
SET SUMMARYRETENTION (Set number of days to keep data in activity summary table)
SET TAPEALERTMSG (Set tape alert messages on or off)
SET TOCLOADRETENTION (Set load retention period for table of contents)
SET VMATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies the at-risk mode for an individual VM filespace)

SET ACCOUNTING (Set accounting records on or off)
Use this command to determine whether an accounting record is created every time a client node session ends. An accounting
record tracks the amount of storage used by a client node session.

Use the QUERY STATUS command to determine whether accounting records are generated. At installation, this value is set to OFF.

The accounting records are stored in an accounting file named dsmaccnt.log.

The environment variable, DSMSERV_ACCOUNTING_DIR, specifies the directory where the accounting file is
located.

A registry entry controls the location of the accounting log.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ACCounting--+-ON--+------------------------------------->< 
                   '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that the server creates an accounting record every time a client node session ends.

OFf
Specifies that the server does not create accounting records.

Example: Create accounting records
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To create an accounting record at the end of each client node session issue the command:

set accounting on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ACCOUNTING
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET ACTLOGRETENTION (Set the retention period or the size of the
activity log)

Use this command to manage the activity log records by date or size. The activity log contains normal activity messages generated
by the server. These messages include information about server and client operations, such as the start time of sessions or device
I/O errors.

Activity log information includes messages, such as the following:

Client session starts and ends
Migration starts and ends
Diagnostic error messages
Scheduled administrative command output

At server installation, activity log management is retention-based, and the retention period is set to 30 days.

You can choose to adjust the length of time that the activity log retains messages to avoid insufficient or outdated data. The server
automatically removes the messages from the activity log after the retention period passes.

Alternatively, you can choose to limit the total size of the activity log to control the amount of space occupied by the activity log.
The server will periodically remove the oldest activity log records until the activity log size no longer exceeds the configured
maximum size allowed.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the current number of records in the activity log and the size (in megabytes)
that the activity log currently occupies.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                .-Mgmtstyle--=--Date-----.    
>>-Set ACTlogretention--number--+------------------------+----->< 
                                '-Mgmtstyle--=--+-Date-+-'    
                                                '-Size-'      
 

Parameters

number (Required)
Specifies the number of days to retain messages in the activity log when the log is managed by date, or specifies the
maximum size of the activity log when it is managed by size. With retention-based management, a value of 1 specifies to
retain the activity log records only for the current day. With size-based management, a value of 1 specifies a maximum size
of 1 MB for the activity log. You can specify a number from 0 to 9999. A value of 0 disables activity log retention.

Mgmtstyle
Specifies whether activity log management is retention-based or size-based. This parameter is optional. The default is
DATE. Possible values are:

Date
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Specifies that activity log management is retention-based.
Size

Specifies that activity log management is size-based.

Example: Set the activity log retention period

Set the server to retain activity log records for 60 days. Issue the command:

set actlogretention 60

Example: Set the activity log size

Set the server to limit the size of the activity log to 300 MB. Issue the command:

set actlogretention 300 mgmtstyle=size

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET ACTLOGRETENTION
Command Description

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active alert)
Use this command to specify how long an alert remains active before it is becomes inactive. If an active alert is triggered again,
the duration is restarted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set ALERTACtiveduration -number_mins------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

number_mins (Required)
Specifies the number of minutes that an alert remains active before it is becomes inactive. Specify a value from 1 to 20160.
The initial server default value is 480 minutes.

Set the duration of an active alert to one day

Issue the following command to specify that alerts remain active for 1440 minutes before they change to inactive status:

set alertactiveduration 1440

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains inactive before it is closed.
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Command Description

SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains closed before it is deleted.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off) Specifies whether alert monitoring is set to on or off.

SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor
updates and prunes alerts)

Specifies how often the alert monitor updates and prunes
alerts from the database.

SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed alert)
Use this command to specify how long an alert remains closed before it is deleted.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTCLosedduration -number_mins------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

number_mins (Required)
Specifies the number of minutes that an alert remains closed before it is deleted. Setting the value to 0 causes alerts to be
deleted immediately after they are closed. Specify a value from 0 to 99999. The default value is set to 60 minutes when the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server database is initially formatted.

Delete alerts two hours after they are closed

Specify that alerts remain closed for 120 minutes before they are deleted:

set alertclosedduration 120

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains active before it is moved to
inactive status.

SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains inactive before it is closed.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off) Specifies whether alert monitoring is set to on or off.

SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor
updates and prunes alerts)

Specifies how often the alert monitor updates and prunes
alerts from the database.

SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to administrators)
Use this command to enable alerts to be sent to specified administrators by email.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTEMail--+-ON--+------------------------------------->< 
                   '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that alerts can be sent to specified administrators by email.

OFf
Specifies that alerts cannot be sent to specified administrators by email. When the server database is initially formatted,
the ALERTEMAIL setting is set to OFF.

Enable alerts to be sent to the administrator when they occur

Enable alerts to be sent by email by issuing the following command:

SET ALERTEMAIL ON

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTEMAIL
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the
sender)

Specifies the email address of the alert sender.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host
name)

Specifies the SMTP mail server host name that is used to send
alerts by email.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host
port)

Specifies the SMTP mail server port that is used to send alerts
by email.

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators
to receive alert summaries by email )

Specifies the administrators that want to receive alert
summaries by email.

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the sender)
Use this command to specify the email address of the alert sender.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set ALERTEMAILFRomaddr -email_address----------------------->< 
 

Parameters

email_address (Required)
Specifies the email address of the sender. Email addresses are in the form of name@domain. Email names, including the
address, cannot exceed 64 characters in length, and the domain name cannot exceed 255 characters in length.

Specify the email address of the alert sender
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Specify the email address of the sender by issuing the following command:

set alertemailfromaddr djadmin@mydomain.com

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to
administrators)

Enables alerts to be sent by email to specified administrators.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host
name)

Specifies the SMTP mail server host name that is used to send
alerts by email.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host
port)

Specifies the SMTP mail server port that is used to send alerts
by email.

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators
to receive alert summaries by email )

Specifies the administrators that want to receive alert
summaries by email.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host name)
Use this command to specify the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) mail server host name that is used to send the alert email.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTEMAILSMTPHost--host_name--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

host_name (Required)
Specifies the SMTP mail server host name.

Specify the host name for the SMTP mail server as mail.domain.com

Specify mail.domain.com as the SMTP mail server, by issuing the following command:

set alertemailsmtphost mail.domain.com

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST
Command Description

SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to
administrators)

Enables alerts to be sent by email to specified administrators.

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the
sender)

Specifies the email address of the alert sender.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host
port)

Specifies the SMTP mail server port that is used to send alerts
by email.

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators
to receive alert summaries by email )

Specifies the administrators that want to receive alert
summaries by email.
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SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host port)
Use this command to specify the port number for the SMTP mail server. This mail server is used to send the alerts by email.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTEMAILSMTPPort--tcp_port---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

tcp_port (Required)
Specifies the port number of the SMTP mail server. Specify a value of 1 through 32767. The default port number is 25.

Specify the port number of the SMTP mail server

Specify port number 450 as your SMTP mail server by issuing the following command:

set alertemailsmtpport 450

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT
Command Description

SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to
administrators)

Enables alerts to be sent by email to specified administrators.

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the
sender)

Specifies the email address of the alert sender.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host
name)

Specifies the SMTP mail server host name that is used to send
alerts by email.

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators
to receive alert summaries by email )

Specifies the administrators that want to receive alert
summaries by email.

SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS (Set the list of administrators to receive
alert summaries by email )

Use this command to specify the administrators that want to receive alert summaries by email, every hour.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTSUMMARYToadmins--+-admin_name-+-------------------->< 
                             '-,----------'    
 

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
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Specifies the administrator name that wants to receive alert summaries by email. You can specify up to three administrator
names by separating them with commas and no intervening spaces.

Specify two administrators to receive alert summaries

Specify that administrators HARRY and COLIN want to receive alert summaries, by issuing the following command:

set alertsummarytoadmins HARRY,COLIN

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTSUMMARYTOADMINS
Command Description

SET ALERTEMAIL (Set the alert monitor to email alerts to
administrators)

Enables alerts to be sent by email to specified administrators.

SET ALERTEMAILFROMADDR (Set the email address of the
sender)

Specifies the email address of the alert sender.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPHOST (Set the SMTP mail server host
name)

Specifies the SMTP mail server host name that is used to send
alerts by email.

SET ALERTEMAILSMTPPORT (Set the SMTP mail server host
port)

Specifies the SMTP mail server port that is used to send alerts
by email.

SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive alert)
Use this command to specify how long an alert remains inactive. After the inactive duration is past, the alert is closed.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTINactiveduration -number_mins---------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_mins (Required)
Specifies the number of minutes that an alert remains inactive before it is closed. You can specify a value in the range 1 -
20160. The initial server default value is 480 minutes.

Change alert status from inactive to closed after 60 minutes

Issue the following command to specify that an alert remains in inactive status for 60 minutes before it changes to closed status:

set alertinactiveduration 60

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION
Command Description

SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains active before it is moved to
inactive status.

SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains closed before it is deleted.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off) Specifies whether alert monitoring is set to on or off.
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Command Description

SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor
updates and prunes alerts)

Specifies how often the alert monitor updates and prunes
alerts from the database.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off)
Use this command to turn the alert monitor on or off.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                     .-OFf-.    
>>-Set ALERTMONITOR -+-ON--+----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server monitors alerts.

OFf
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect server does not monitor alerts. When the IBM Spectrum Protect server database is
initially formatted, the alert monitoring setting is set to OFF.

Turn on alert monitoring

Turn on alert monitoring by issuing the following command:

set alertmonitor on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTMONITOR
Command Description

SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains inactive before it is closed.

SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains inactive before it is closed.

SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains closed before it is deleted.

SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor
updates and prunes alerts)

Specifies how often the alert monitor updates and prunes
alerts from the database.

SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL (Set how often the alert monitor updates
and prunes alerts)

Use this command to specify how often the alert monitor updates and prunes alerts that are stored in the IBM Spectrum Protect™
server database.

During this check interval, the alert monitor examines each alert on the server and completes the following actions:

The alert monitor determines whether the active or inactive durations elapsed. If the specified duration elapses, the alert
status is updated to the next state. For example:

Active to Inactive
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Inactive to Closed
If an alert is closed for the duration that is specified by the SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION command, the alert is deleted.

You can use the QUERY MONITORSETTINGS command to determine whether alert monitoring is on. Use the SET ALERTMONITOR
command to turn on alert monitoring.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set ALERTUPDateinterval -number_mins------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

number_mins (Required)
Specifies the length of time, in minutes, that the monitor waits before alerts are updated and pruned on the server. Specify
a value from 1 to 9999. The server has an initial default value of 10 minutes.

Set alert update interval to 60 minutes

Specify that alerts are updated every hour by issuing the following command:

set alertupdateinterval  60

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ALERTUPDATEINTERVAL
Command Description

SET ALERTACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an active
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains active before it is moved to
inactive status.

SET ALERTINACTIVEDURATION (Set the duration of an inactive
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains inactive before it is closed.

SET ALERTCLOSEDDURATION (Set the duration of a closed
alert)

Specifies how long an alert remains closed before it is deleted.

SET ALERTMONITOR (Set the alert monitor to on or off) Specifies whether alert monitoring is set to on or off.

SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION (Activate data retention
protection)

Use this command to activate and deactivate archive data retention protection. The server cannot contain any data in order for
this command to work. At installation, the value is set to OFF.

When archive data retention protection is active:

Only archive copies can be stored on the server.
No archive copy can be deleted until the RETVER parameter in the DEFINE COPYGROUP (archive) command is satisfied.

Defining storage pools of type RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK is only supported on servers with data retention protection
enabled.

Use the QUERY STATUS command to display the status of archive data retention protection.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-Set ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTion -+-OFf-+--------------------->< 
                                   '-ON--'    
 

Parameters

OFf
Specifies that archive data retention protection is not active.

ON
Specifies the archive data retention protection is active.

Example: Activate data retention protection

Activate archive data retention protection by issuing the following command:

set archiveretentionprotection on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ARCHIVERETENTIONPROTECTION
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

AUDIT VOLUME Compares database and storage pool information, and
optionally, resolves any inconsistencies.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for archive
data)

Use this command to set the server replication rule for archive data.

Restriction: The replication rule that you set with this command is applied only if file space rules and client node rules for archive
data are set to DEFAULT.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

You can specify a normal-priority replication rule or a high-priority replication rule. In a replication process that includes both
normal-priority and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which
you want the data to be replicated.

For example, suppose that your client nodes contain archive data and backup data. Replication of the archive data is a higher
priority than the backup data. To prioritize the archive data, issue the SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT command and specify the
ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY replication rule. To prioritize the backup data, issue the SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT command and
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specify the ALL_DATA replication rule for backup data. The ALL_DATA rule for backup data replicates backup data with a normal
priority.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set ARREPLRuledefault--+-ALL_DATA---------------+----------->< 
                          +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+    
                          '-NONE-------------------'    
 

Parameters

ALL_DATA
Replicates archive data with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates archive data with a high priority.

NONE
Archive data is not replicated.

Example: Set the server replication rule for archive data

Set up the default rule for archive data to replicate with a high priority.

set arreplruledefault all_data_high_priority

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for backup data.

SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for space-managed
data.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for backup
data)

Use this command to set the server replication rule for backup data.
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Restriction: The replication rule that you set with this command is applied only if file space rules and client node rules for backup
data are set to DEFAULT.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

You can specify normal-priority replication rules or high-priority replication rules. In a replication process that includes both
normal and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which you want
the data to be replicated.

For example, suppose that your client nodes contain archive data and active backup data. Replication of the active backup data is
a higher priority than the archive data. To prioritize the backup data, issue the SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT command and specify
the ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY replication rule. To prioritize the archive data, issue the SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT command
and specify the ALL_DATA replication rule for archive data. The ALL_DATA rule for archive data replicates archive data with a
normal priority.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set BKREPLRuledefault--+-ALL_DATA------------------+-------->< 
                          +-ACTIVE_DATA---------------+    
                          +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY----+    
                          +-ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+    
                          '-NONE----------------------'    
 

Parameters

ALL_DATA
Replicates active and inactive backup data. The data is replicated with normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates active backup data. The data is replicated with normal priority.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on the
target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the database, or
upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including inactive
files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates active and inactive backup data. Data is replicated with a high priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

NONE
Backup data is not replicated.

Example: Set the server replication rule for backup data

Set up the default rule for backup data to replicate only active data and to replicate the data with a high priority.

set bkreplruledefault active_data_high_priority

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT
Command Description
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Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for archive data.

SET REPLRETENTION Specifies the retention period for replication history records.

SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for space-managed
data.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

SET CLIENTACTDURATION (Set the duration period for the client action)
Use this command to specify the duration for the schedule that was defined with the DEFINE CLIENTACTION command. A client
action defines a schedule that runs one time on a client.

The program deletes these event records whether or not the client has processed the schedule. However, the schedules are not
deleted until after the first event records are deleted. The retention period for events defaults to 10 days at installation.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-SET CLIENTACTDuration--days--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days during which the schedule for the client action is active. You can specify an integer from 0 to
999. The default is 5 days.

The number of days you specify determines how long the database retains the schedule before deletion. A value of 0
indicates that the schedule duration is indefinite, and the schedule and associations are not deleted from the database.

Example: Set a 15–day duration period for the client action

To specify that the schedule for the client action be active for 15 days issue the following command.

set clientactduration 15

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET CLIENTACTDURATION
Command Description
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Command Description

DEFINE CLIENTACTION Defines a command to be performed at a client node.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET CONFIGMANAGER (Specify a configuration manager)
Use this command to specify whether a server is a configuration manager. On a configuration manager, you can define
configuration profiles to which other servers can subscribe.

You cannot designate a server as a configuration manager if the server subscribes to one or more profiles on another configuration
manager.

If a server is a configuration manager, you cannot change this designation until you delete all profiles, including the default profile.

Issue the QUERY STATUS command to determine if a server is a configuration manager. When a server is installed, it is not
designated as a configuration manager.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                      .-OFf-.    
>>-Set CONFIGManager--+-----+---------------------------------->< 
                      '-ON--'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that the server is a configuration manager.

When you designate a server as a configuration manager, IBM Spectrum Protect™ creates a default profile named
DEFAULT_PROFILE and associates with the profile all servers and server groups defined on the configuration manager. You
can modify or delete the default profile.

OFf
Specifies that the server is not a configuration manager.

Example: Specify a configuration manager

Designate a server as a configuration manager.

set configmanager on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET CONFIGMANAGER
Command Description

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET CONFIGREFRESH Specifies a time interval for managed servers to contact
configuration managers.
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SET CONFIGREFRESH (Set managed server configuration refresh)
Use this command on a managed server to specify how often that server contacts its configuration manager for updated
configuration information.

To display the current setting, issue the QUERY STATUS command. At installation, the interval is set to 60 minutes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set CONFIGRefresh--minutes---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes (Required)
Specifies the interval, in minutes, before a managed server contacts its configuration manager for configuration updates.
Specify an integer from 0 to 10000.

If the value is greater than 0, the managed server immediately contacts the configuration manager. The next contact
occurs when the specified interval is reached.
If the value is 0, the managed server does not contact the configuration manager.

This value is ignored if the server does not subscribe to at least one profile on a configuration manager.

Example: Set a 45–minute refresh interval

Specify that a managed server contacts its configuration manager every 45 minutes.

set configrefresh 45

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET CONFIGREFRESH
Command Description

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

NOTIFY SUBSCRIBERS Notifies servers to refresh their configuration information.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

SET CONTEXTMESSAGING (Set message context reporting on or off)
Use this command to get additional information when ANR9999D messages occur. IBM Spectrum Protect™ polls the server
components for information that includes process name, thread name, session ID, transaction data, locks that are held, and
database tables that are in use.

Note: When consecutive messages are issued from the same code area by the same thread, only the first of these messages will
report the context information.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set CONTEXTmessaging--+-ON--+------------------------------->< 
                         '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies to enable message context reporting.

OFf
Specifies to disable message context reporting.

Example: Set message context reporting on or off

Turn on context messaging to receive additional information that could help determine the cause of ANR9999D messages.

set contextmessaging on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET CONTEXTMESSAGING
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET CPUINFOREFRESH (Refresh interval for the client workstation
information scan)

Use this command to specify the number of days between client scans of workstation information that is used to estimate the
processor value unit (PVU).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set CPUINFOREFRESH--days------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days between scans for client devices. To retrieve the current setting, issue the QUERY STATUS
command. The possible values are 1 - 9999. The default is 180.

Example: Set the amount of time before the next refresh to 90 days
SET CPUINFOREFRESH 90

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET CPUINFOREFRESH
Command Description
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Command Description

QUERY PVUESTIMATE Displays an estimate of the client-devices and server-devices
being managed.

SET CROSSDEFINE (Specifies whether to cross-define servers)
Use this command to specify whether a server is automatically defined to another server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set CROSSDefine--+-ON--+------------------------------------>< 
                    '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that a server may be cross-defined to another server. To automatically define one server to another, you must also
permit cross defining in the server definition.

OFf
Specifies that a server may not be cross-defined to another server.

Example: Specifies whether to cross-define servers

Set cross define on to allow a server to be cross-defined to another server.

set crossdefine on

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET CROSSDEFINE
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS Specifies the high-level address of a server.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS Specifies the low-level address of a server.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

SET DBRECOVERY (Set the device class for automatic backups)
Use this command to specify the device class and number of data streams to be used for automatic database backups. You can
also use this command to configure the BACKUP DB command to automatically back up the master encryption key for the server.

The master encryption key is used to encrypt data in directory-container and cloud-container storage pools, and to encrypt
sensitive information in the server database. If you do not back up the master encryption key, you might not be able to access any
of these encrypted items if a disaster occurs.

If you run the BACKUP DB command, and the device class is not the one that is specified in the SET DBRECOVERY command, a
warning message is returned. However, the backup operation continues and is not affected.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-SET DBRECOVery--device_class_name----------------------------> 
 
   .-NUMStreams--=--1------.  .-COMPress--=--No------.    
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------+----------> 
   '-NUMStreams--=--number-'  '-COMPress--=--+-No--+-'    
                                             '-Yes-'      
 
   .-PROTECTKeys--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-PROTECTKeys--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PASSword--=--password_name-'    
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the device class to use for database backups.

NUMStreams
Specifies the number of parallel data movement streams to use when you back up the database. The default value is 1, and
the maximum number is 32. Increasing this value causes a corresponding increase in the number of database backup
sessions to be used and in the number of drives to be used for the device class. A NUMSTREAMS value that is specified in
the BACKUP DB command overrides any value set in the SET DBRECOVERY command. The NUMSTREAMS value is used for
all types of database backups.
If a value is specified that is greater than the number of drives available for the device class, the number of available drives
are used. The available drives are defined to the device class by the MOUNTLIMIT parameter or by the number of online
drives for the specified device class. The session is displayed in the QUERY SESSION output.
If you increase the number of streams, more volumes are used from the corresponding device class for this operation.
Using more volumes might improve the speed of the database backups, but at the cost of more volumes that are not fully
used.

COMPress
Specifies whether volumes are compressed during database backup processing. This parameter is optional. The default
value is No. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the volumes that are created by the BACKUP DB command are not compressed.

Yes

Specifies that the volumes that are created by the BACKUP DB command are compressed.

If you specify the COMPRESS parameter on the BACKUP DB command, it overrides any value that is set in the SET
DBRECOVERY command. Otherwise, the value that is set in the SET DBRECOVERY command is used.
Restrictions:

Use caution when you specify the COMPRESS parameter. Using compression during database backups can reduce
the size of the backup files. However, compression can increase the time to complete database backup processing.
Do not back up compressed data to tape. If your system environment stores database backups on tape, set the
COMPRESS parameter to No in the SET DBRECOVERY and BACKUP DB commands.

PROTECTKeys
Specifies that database backups include a copy of the master encryption key for the server that is used to encrypt storage
pool data. This parameter is optional. The default value is Yes. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that database backups do not include a copy of the master encryption key for the server.
Attention: If you specify PROTECTKEYS=NO, you must manually back up the master encryption key for the server
and make the key available when you implement disaster recovery.

Yes
Specifies that database backups include a copy of the master encryption key for the server.
Attention: If you specify PROTECTKEYS=YES, you must also specify the PASSWORD parameter.
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PASSword
Specifies the password that is used to protect the database backups. The default is to protect database backups.
Important: Ensure that you remember this password. If you specify a password for database backup, you must specify the
same password on the RESTORE DB command to restore the database.

Example: Specify a device class for database backups

Specify the DBBACK device class for database backups. Run the following command:

set dbrecovery dbback

Example: Specify a device class and number of streams for database backups

Specify the DBBACK device class for database backups, and specify that the backup is to use two data movement streams. Run
the following command:

set dbrecovery dbback numstreams=2

Example: Protect storage pool encryption keys in database backups

Encrypt storage pool data by specifying that database backups include a copy of the master encryption key for the server. Run the
following command:

set dbrecovery dbback protectkeys=yes password=password_name

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DBRECOVERY
Command Description

BACKUP DB Backs up the IBM Spectrum Protect database to sequential
access volumes.

QUERY DB Displays allocation information about the database.

QUERY DBSPACE Displays information about the storage space defined for the
database.

SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL (Set the percentage of extents to verify)
Use this command to verify extents sent to the server during client-side data deduplication.

A rogue application that resides on a client system and that imitates the client, API, or GUI application can initiate an attack on the
server. To reduce server vulnerability to such attacks, you can specify a percentage of client extents for the server to verify.

If the server detects that a security attack is in progress, the current session is canceled. In addition, the setting of the
DEDUPLICATION parameter on the REGISTER NODE command is changed. The setting is changed from CLIENTORSERVER to
SERVERONLY. The SERVERONLY setting disables client-side data deduplication for that node.

The server also issues a message that a potential security attack was detected and that client-side data deduplication was
disabled for the node. If client-side data deduplication is disabled, all other client operations (for example, backup operations)
continue. Only client-side data deduplication is disabled. If client-side data deduplication is disabled for a node because a
potential attack was detected, the server deduplicates the data that is eligible for client-side data deduplication.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                               .-0-------------.    
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>>-Set DEDUPVERificationlevel--+---------------+--------------->< 
                               '-percent_value-'    
 

Parameters

percent_value (Required)
Specify an integer value 0 - 100 to indicate the percentage of client extents to be verified. A value of 0 indicates that no
client extents are verified. The default for this command is 0.
Tips:

Verifying extents consumes processing power and adversely affects server performance. For optimal performance,
do not specify values greater than 10 for this command.

To display the current value for SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL, issue the QUERY STATUS command.

Example: Specify a minimum level of data deduplication verification

To specify that 1% of extents created during client-side data deduplication are verified, issue the following command:

set dedupverificationlevel 1

Example: Turn off data deduplication verification

To specify that none of the extents created during client-side data deduplication are verified, issue the following command:

set dedupverificationlevel 0

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

QUERY CONTENT Displays information about files in a storage pool volume.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION (Set the default authentication method
for REGISTER NODE and REGISTER ADMIN commands)

Use this command to set the default password authentication method for nodes and administrators that are the result of
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

If you specify LDAP, you establish the default value for authenticating to an external directory for any new REGISTER NODE or
REGISTER ADMIN commands. This command makes it easier to register nodes or administrators when you use an LDAP directory
server.
Tip: The default authentication setting can be overwritten when the authentication method is specified in a REGISTER NODE or
REGISTER ADMIN command.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-SET DEFAULTAUTHentication--+-LOcal-+------------------------>< 
                              '-LDap--'    
 

Parameters

LOcal
Specifies that any future REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands that you issue use LOCAL as the default
authentication parameter value. Locally-authenticated passwords are those stored on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.
The passwords authenticated locally are not case sensitive.

LDap
Specifies that any future REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands that you issue use LDAP as the default
authentication parameter value. LDAP-authenticated passwords are those stored on an LDAP directory server and are case
sensitive.

Example: Set the default password authentication value to LDAP

Specify that any REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands that you issue authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory
server.

set defaultauthentication ldap

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION
Command Description

SET LDAPPASSWORD Sets the password for the LDAPUSER.

SET LDAPUSER Sets the user who oversees the passwords and administrators
on the LDAP directory server.

SET LDAPUSER Sets the user who oversees the passwords and administrators
on the LDAP directory server.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

SET DEPLOYPKGMGR (Enable the deployment package manager)
Use this command to enable or disable the deployment package manager. This component downloads client deployment
packages from the FTP site for automatic installation by using the Operations Center.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                     .-ON--.    
>>-SET DEPLOYPKGMgr--+-OFf-+----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ON
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Specifies that the deployment package manager queries the FTP site for new deployment packages and downloads new
packages as they become available. This is the default.

OFf
Specifies that the deployment package manager does not query the FTP site or download new packages. If you disable the
deployment package manager while packages are downloading, the active download processes continue to run until they
are completed.

Example: Disable the deployment package manager

Disable the deployment package manager by issuing the following command:

set deploypkgmgr off

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DEPLOYPKGMGR
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY Specifies the location where client deployment packages are
downloaded.

SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY (Set the download path for client deployment
packages)

Use this command to specify the location where the automated deployment process downloads the latest client deployment
packages. The deployment packages are used to install updates on client systems.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-SET DEPLOYREPository--path_name----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

path_name (Required)

Specifies the fully qualified path name where deployment packages are downloaded. This path also specifies the location
where the server places the files that represent the storage volumes for the client deployment device class. You can
remove the path name by issuing the command without specifying a value or by specifying an empty value (""). If you do
not specify a path name, the server does not download deployment packages.

When you modify the location where update packages are stored, previously downloaded packages are deleted
automatically. Server volumes are deleted as data is pruned or expired.
Important: Do not manually delete files with a file name extension of .BFS. BFS files are volumes that are managed by the
server, and they contain archive data that is expired or pruned automatically.

Example: Specify a path name

Specify /source/packages/ as the location where deployment packages are downloaded. The same location is used for the
IBM_DEPLOY_CLIENT_IMPORT device class, which is used for client deployment.

set deployrepository /source/packages/

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS Specifies the maximum number of client deployment packages
that are downloaded and stored on the server.

SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS (Set the maximum number of client deployment
packages to store)

Use this command to specify the maximum number of client installable deployment packages that are downloaded and stored on
the server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-SET DEPLOYMAXPkgs--number----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number

Specifies the maximum number of deployment packages that are stored in the deployment repository for each product
version. The minimum number of packages is 1, and the maximum number is 4. If you decrease the number, older versions
of the packages are removed the next time packages are refreshed. It can take up to one day for packages to refresh. The
default number is 4.

Example: Specify the maximum number of deployment packages

Specify 3 as the maximum number of deployment packages that are downloaded and stored.

set deploymaxpkgs 3

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DEPLOYMAXPKGS
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET DEPLOYREPOSITORY (Set the download path for client
deployment packages)

Specifies the location where client deployment packages are
downloaded.

SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES (Enable the policies on the target replication
server to manage replicated data)

Use the SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES command to enable the policies that are defined on the target replication server to manage
replicated client-node data. If you do not use the policies on the target replication server, replicated client-node data is managed
by policies on the source replication server.

Ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect™, Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target replication servers before you
issue this command. Issue this command on the source replication server.
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Before you use the policies that are defined on a target replication server, you must issue the VALIDATE REPLPOLICY command
for that target replication server. This command displays the differences between the policies for the client nodes on the source
replication server and policies on the target replication server. You can modify the policies on the target replication server before
you enable these policies to manage replicated client-node data.

To obtain the name of the target replication server for which you want to manage data and to check whether the policies on the
target replication server are set to ON, use the QUERY REPLSERVER command. At installation, the value is set to OFF.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                                               .-OFf-.    
>>-Set DISSIMILARPolicies--target_server_name--+-----+--------->< 
                                               +-OFf-+    
                                               '-ON--'    
 

Parameters

target_server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the target replication server for which you want to enable the policies.

ON
Specifies that replicated client-node data is managed by the policies that are defined on the target replication server.

OFf
Specifies that replicated client-node data is managed by the policies that are defined on the source replication server. Off is
the default value.

Example: Use the policies on a target replication server

To managed replicated client-node data from the target replication server, CVTCVS_LXS_SRV2, issue the following command on
the source replication server:

set dissimilarpolicies CVTCVS_LXS_SRV2 on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES
Command Description

QUERY REPLSERVER Displays information about replicating servers.

VALIDATE REPLPOLICY Verifies the policies on the target replication server.

SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL (Specify the active-data pools to be
managed by DRM)

Use this command to specify names of the active-data pools to be recovered after a disaster. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses these
names if the PREPARE , MOVE DRMEDIA, or QUERY DRMEDIA command does not include the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL parameter.

By default, volumes in active-data pools are not eligible for processing by disaster recovery manager. To process active-data pool
volumes, you must issue the SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command, or you must use the ACTIVEDATASTGPOOL command-
line parameter on the MOVE DRMEDIA, QUERY DRMEDIA, or PREPARE command.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current settings.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
                             .-,---------------------.    
                             V                       |    
>>-Set DRMACTIVEDatastgpool----active-data_pool_name-+--------->< 
 

Parameters

active-data_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the active-data pool names. Separate multiple names with commas with no intervening spaces. You can use
wildcard characters. The specified names will overwrite any previous settings. If you enter a null string (""), all current
names are removed, and no active-data pool volumes in MOUNTABLE state are processed if they were not explicitly
entered as MOVE DRMEDIA , QUERY DRMEDIA, or PREPARE command parameters.

Example: Set an eligible active-data pool

Set ACTIVEDATAPOOL1 as the eligible active-data pool.

set drmactivedatapool activedatastgpool1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMACTIVEDATASTGPOOL
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL Specifies that primary storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMCHECKLABEL (Specify label checking)
Use this command to specify whether IBM Spectrum Protect™ reads the labels of sequential media checked out by the MOVE
DRMEDIA command. At installation, the value of the DRMCHECKLABEL is set to YES.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to check the current setting.

This command does not apply to 349X device types.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                      .-Yes-.    
>>-Set DRMCHECKLabel--+-----+---------------------------------->< 
                      +-Yes-+    
                      '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect reads the labels of sequential media checked out by the MOVE DRMEDIA command.
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No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not read the labels of sequential media checked out by the MOVE DRMEDIA
command.

Example: Specify no label checking

Specify that no label checking is completed.

set drmchecklabel no

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMCHECKLABEL
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMCMDFILENAME (Specify the name of a file to contain
commands)

Use this command to name a file that can contain the commands created when the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
commands are issued. If the SET DRMCMDFILENAME is not issued, the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA command generates
a file name.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current command file name.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set DRMCMDFilename--file_name------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

file_name (Required)

Specifies a full path name for a file to contain the commands created by the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY
DRMEDIA command.

Specifies a full path name for a file to contain the commands created by the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command. The file name can be up to 259 characters.

Attention: If a file of the same name already exists, MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA command tries to use it, and the
existing data is overwritten.

Example: Specify a file name to contain DRMEDIA commands

Specify a file name of /adsm/drm/orm/exec.cmds.

set drmcmdfilename /adsm/drm/orm/exec.cmds

Specify a file name of c:\drm\orm\exec.cmd.

set drmcmdfilename c:\drm\orm\exec.cmd

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMCMDFILENAME
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL (Specify the container-copy storage
pools to be processed by DRM commands)

Use this command to specify the container-copy storage pools to be processed by the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA
command when that command does not include the COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter.

By default, volumes in container-copy storage pools are not processed by the MOVE DRMEDIA and QUERY DRMEDIA commands.
To process the volumes, you must issue the SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL command, or you must use the
COPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL parameter on the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA command.

Tip: To display the current settings, use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                .-,---------.    
                                V           |    
>>-Set DRMCOPYCONtainerstgpool----pool_name-+------------------>< 
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the names of the container-copy storage pools. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening
spaces. You can use wildcard characters. The specified names replace any previous setting. If you enter a null string (""), all
current names are removed.

Example: Specify storage pools to be processed by the MOVE DRMEDIA and QUERY DRMEDIA
commands

Set CONTCOPY1 and CONTCOPY2 as the container-copy storage pools to be processed.

set drmcopycontainerstgpool contcopy1,contcopy2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMCOPYCONTAINERSTGPOOL
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL (Specify the copy storage pools to be managed
by DRM)
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Use this command to specify names of the copy storage pools to be recovered after a disaster. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses these
names if the PREPARE command does not include the COPYSTGPOOL parameter.

If the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA command does not include the COPYSTGPOOL parameter, the command processes
the volumes in the MOUNTABLE state that are in the copy storage pool named by the SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL command. At
installation, all copy storage pools are eligible for DRM processing.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current settings.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                       .-,--------------.    
                       V                |    
>>-Set DRMCOPYstgpool----copy_pool_name-+---------------------->< 
 

Parameters

copy_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the copy storage pool names. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use
wildcard characters. The specified names replace any previous setting. If you enter a null string (""), all current names are
removed, and all copy storage pools are eligible for processing.

Example: Set an eligible copy storage pool

Set COPYSTGPOOL1 as the eligible copy storage pool.

set drmcopystgpool copystgpool1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL Specifies that primary storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMCOURIERNAME (Specify the courier name)
Use this command to specify the courier name. At installation, this name is set to COURIER. The MOVE DRMEDIA command uses
the courier name to set the location of volumes that are moving to the COURIER state.

You can use the QUERY DRMSTATUS to see the name of the courier.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set DRMCOUriername--courier_name---------------------------->< 
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Parameters

courier_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the courier. The name can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the name in quotation marks if it contains
any blank characters.

Example: Set the courier name

Set the name of the courier to Joe’s Courier Service.

set drmcouriername "Joe’s Courier Service"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMCOURIERNAME
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)
Use this command to specify when a database backup series is eligible to be expired.

The value set by this command applies to both a snapshot and a full plus incremental database backup series. Any type of
database backup series is eligible for expiration if all of the following are true:

The age of the last volume of the series exceeds the expiration value set with the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command and the value that is specified for the DELgraceperiod parameter in the DEFINE SERVER command. The
DELgraceperiod parameter applies only to remote database backups. The default value for the DELgraceperiod parameter
is 5 days. For example, if you set the value for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command to 7 days and set the value
for the DELgraceperiod parameter to 6 days, the remote database backup series does not expire until 13 days elapse.
For volumes that are not virtual volumes, all volumes in the series are in the VAULT state.
The volume is not part of the most recent database backup series.

Remember: The most recent backup series of either type is not deleted.
See the MOVE DRMEDIA command for more information on the expiration of database backup volumes that are not virtual
volumes. See the EXPIRE INVENTORY command for more information on expiration of database backup volumes that are virtual
volumes.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS to see the number of days specified.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set DRMDBBackupexpiredays--days----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days that must elapse since a database series was created before it is eligible to be expired. The
number of days must match the volume reuse delay period for copy storage pools that are managed by disaster recovery
manager. Specify an integer value 0 - 9999.

Example: Set the database backup series expiration
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Set the database backup series expiration value to 60.

set drmdbbackupexpiredays 60

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
Command Description

DSMSERV RESTORE DB Restores an IBM Spectrum ProtectIBM Spectrum Protect™
database.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

SET DRMFILEPROCESS (Specify file processing)
Use this command to specify if the MOVE DRMEDIA or QUERY DRMEDIA command should process database backup volumes and
copy storage pool volumes that are associated with a FILE device class. At installation, the value is set to NO. Use the QUERY
DRMSTATUS to determine the current setting.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                       .-No--.    
>>-Set DRMFILEProcess--+-----+--------------------------------->< 
                       +-No--+    
                       '-Yes-'    
 

Parameters

No
Specifies that the MOVE DRMEDIA and QUERY DRMEDIA commands does not process database backup and copy storage
pool volumes that are associated with a FILE device class. This is the default.

Yes
Specifies that the MOVE DRMEDIA and QUERY DRMEDIA commands process database backup and copy storage pool
volumes that are associated with a FILE device class.

Example: Specify that the DRMEDIA commands do not include FILE type device classes

Set the file processing value to no.

set drmfileprocess no

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMFILEPROCESS
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.
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Command Description

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMINSTRPREFIX (Specify the prefix for recovery instructions file
names)

Use this command to specify a prefix to the recovery instructions file name. If you issue this command, IBM Spectrum Protect™
uses the specified prefix if the PREPARE command is issued without the INSTRPREFIX parameter.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current value for the prefix.

the prefix is the current IBM Spectrum Protect server working directory.

If no prefix is set, the prefix is set to the directory representing this instance of the server, which is typically the
directory that the server was originally installed from.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set DRMINSTRPrefix--prefix---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

prefix (Required)

Specifies a path name prefix for the files that contain the recovery instructions. When processing the PREPARE command,
IBM Spectrum Protect appends the name of the appropriate recovery plan file stanza to find the file. The maximum length
is 250 characters.

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path: End the prefix with a foward slash (/). For example:

   /adsmsrv/recinstr/

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would be:

  /adsmsrv/recinstr/RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

Directory path followed by a string: IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:

   /adsmsrv/recinstr/accounts

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would be:

  /adsmsrv/recinstr/accounts.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

String only: IBM Spectrum Protect specifies the directory path and appends the appropriate recovery plan file
stanza name.

IBM Spectrum Protect uses the name of the current working directory. For example, the current working
directory is/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin. You specify the following:

   shipping

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would look like this:

  /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/shipping.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL 

prefix (Required)
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Specifies a path name prefix for the files that contain the recovery instructions. When processing the PREPARE command,
IBM Spectrum Protect appends the name of the appropriate recovery plan file stanza to find the file. The maximum length
is 200 characters.

The prefix can be one of the following:

Directory path: End the prefix with a back slash (\). For example:

   c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would be:

  c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

Directory path followed by a string: IBM Spectrum Protect treats the string as part of the file name. For example:

   c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\accounts

For the RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL file, the resulting file name would be:

  c:\adsmsrv\recinstr\accounts.RECOVERY.INSTRUCTIONS.GENERAL

String only: IBM Spectrum Protect specifies the directory path and appends the appropriate recovery plan file
stanza name. The directory path is the directory representing this instance of the IBM Spectrum Protect server
(typically the original IBM Spectrum Protect server installation directory). For example, the directory representing
this instance of the server is c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2, and you specify the following prefix:

   shipping

The resulting recovery plan file name is:

    c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\shipping.19971115.051421

Example: Specify the recovery plan prefix

Specify reading the recovery plan instructions from directory /drmplan/primesrv.

set drminstrprefix /drmplan/primesrv/

Specify reading the recovery plan instructions from directory c:\win32app\ibm\adsm\server2\.

set drminstrprefix c:\win32app\ibm\adsm\server2\

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMINSTRPREFIX
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME (Specify the not mountable location
name)

Use this command to specify the name of the onsite location for storing the media. At installation, the name is set to
NOTMOUNTABLE. Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to see the location name.

The location name is used by the MOVE DRMEDIA command to set the location of volumes that are moving to the
NOTMOUNTABLE state.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
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>>-Set DRMNOTMOuntablename--location--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

location (Required)
Specifies the name of the onsite location for storing the media. The name can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the name in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

Example: Specify the name of the onsite location

Set the name of the location to room 123/31.

set drmnotmountablename "room 123/31"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMNOTMOUNTABLENAME
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMPLANPREFIX (Specify a prefix for recovery plan file names)
Use this command to specify a prefix for a recovery plan file name.

If you issue this command, IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the specified prefix if the PREPARE command does not include the
PLANPREFIX parameter.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current value for the recovery plan prefix.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set DRMPLANPrefix--prefix----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

prefix (Required)
Specifies the prefix for a recovery plan file name. The maximum length of the prefix is 250 characters.

If you enter a null string (""), the current prefix is removed, and the server uses the algorithm described in the PLANPREFIX
parameter in the PREPARE command.
For the prefix, you can specify:

A directory path followed by a forward slash (/): IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the prefix the date and time in
the yyyymmdd.hhmmss format. For example, the SET DRMPLANPREFIX is set to the following:

/adsmsrv/recplans/

The resulting recovery plan file name is:

/adsmsrv/recplans/19971115.051421

A directory path followed by a string: IBM Spectrum Protect uses the string as part of the file name. IBM Spectrum
Protect appends to the prefix the date and time in the .yyyymmdd.hhmmss format (note the initial period). For
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example, the SET DRMPLANPREFIX is set to the following:

/adsmsrv/recplans/accounting

The resulting recovery plan filename is:

/adsmsrv/recplans/accounting.19971115.051421

A string that is not preceded by a directory path: IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the prefix the date and time
information in the .yyyymmdd.hhmmss format (note the initial period). IBM Spectrum Protect determines the
directory path as follows:

IBM Spectrum Protect uses the directory path name of the current working directory of the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. For example, the current IBM Spectrum Protect working directory is
/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/binThe SET DRMPLANPREFIX command is set to the following:

shipping

The resulting recovery plan file name is:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/shipping.19971115.051421

prefix (Required)
Specifies a prefix for the path name used to generate the recovery plan file name. The prefix can be up to 200

characters. IBM Spectrum Protect uses the prefix if the PREPARE command is issued without the PLANPREFIX parameter.
IBM Spectrum Protect builds a unique recovery plan file name by appending to the prefix the date and time format:
yyyymmdd.hhmmss (for example, 19951115.051421). If you enter a null string (""), the current prefix is removed, and the
server uses the algorithm described in the PLANPREFIX parameter in the PREPARE command.
For the prefix, you can specify:

1. A directory path
2. A directory path followed by a string
3. A string

The following describes the rules for possible prefix specifications:

1. To specify a directory path for the prefix, end the prefix with a back slash (\). IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the
prefix the date and time information using the yyyymmdd.hhmmss format. For example the SET DRMPLANPREFIX is
set to the following:

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\

The resulting recovery plan file name is:

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\19951115.051421

Important: If you issue the SET DRMPLANPREFIX command from a command line client and the last character in the
command line is a back slash, IBM Spectrum Protect interprets it as a continuation character. To avoid this, enclose
the prefix in quotation marks. For example: "c:\adsmsrv\recplans\"

2. If the prefix is a directory path followed by a string, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the string as part of the file name.
IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the prefix the date and time in the .yyyymmdd.hhmmss format (note the initial
period). For example, the SET DRMPLANPREFIX is set to the following

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\accounting

The resulting recovery plan filename is the following:

c:\adsmsrv\recplans\accounting.19951115.051421

3. If the prefix is a string that is not preceded by a directory path, IBM Spectrum Protect appends to the prefix the date
and time information in the .yyyymmdd.hhmmss format (note the initial period). The directory path that IBM
Spectrum Protect uses is the directory path representing this instance of the IBM Spectrum Protect server (typically
the directory that the IBM Spectrum Protect server was originally installed from). For example, the directory
representing this instance of the server is c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2, and you set the prefix to:

shipping

The resulting recovery plan filename is:

c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM;\server2\shipping.19951115.051421
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Example: Specify a prefix for recovery plan file names

Specify a prefix so that the generated recovery plan files are stored in the following directory:

/drmplan/primsrv
c:\drmtest\prepare\

Issue the command:

set drmplanprefix /drmplan/primsrv/

set drmplanprefix c:\drmtest\prepare\

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMPLANPREFIX
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX (Specify replacement volume names)
Use this command to specify the character to be appended to replacement volume names in the recovery plan file. The character
can help you find or generate replacement volume names when you use the recovery plan file.

At installation, the character is set to @. IBM Spectrum Protect™ generates replacement names for primary storage pool volumes
that were added by the DEFINE VOLUME command. Use the appended character to:

Find replacement volume names in the recovery plan stanzas so that you can change the names at recovery time. For
example, you may not know the names of the available tape volumes at the recovery site.
Generate replacement volume names. You need a naming convention that works for any device type in your primary
storage pools. Consider the following:

The generated length of replacement volume name
Legal characters in the replacement volume name
Conflicts with existing volume names
A replacement volume name must be different from any destroyed, existing, or new volume name.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to see the character added to the end of the replacement volume names.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set DRMPLANVpostfix--character------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

character (Required)
Specifies the character appended to the replacement volume names in the recovery plan file. Specify an alphanumeric or
special character.

Attention: A special character can cause unpredictable results in the AIX® shell or command line environment.
Attention: A special character can cause unpredictable results in the Windows batch/command line environment.

Example: Specify the appended character for replacement volume names

Set the character appended to the replace volume names to R.
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set drmplanvpostfix R

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMPLANVPOSTFIX
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL (Specify the primary storage pools to be
managed by DRM)

Use this command to specify the names of primary storage pools that you want to recover. If the PREPARE command does not
include the PRIMSTGPOOL parameter, DRM processes the names specified in this command.

Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to display the current settings. At installation, all primary storage pools defined to the
server are eligible for DRM processing.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                       .-,-----------------.    
                       V                   |    
>>-Set DRMPRIMstgpool----primary_pool_name-+------------------->< 
 

Parameters

primary_pool_name (Required)
Specifies the names of the primary storage pool names you want to recover. Separate multiple names with commas and no
intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. The names that you specify replace any previous
setting. If you enter a null string (""), all current names are removed, and all primary storage pools are eligible for DRM
processing.

Example: Set a primary storage pool to be managed by DRM

Set the primary storage pool to be managed by DRM to PRIMSTGPOOL1.

set drmprimstgpool primstgpool1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMPRIMSTGPOOL
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET DRMCOPYSTGPOOL Specifies that copy storage pools are managed by DRM.

SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS (Set criteria for recovery plan file expiration)
Use this command to specify when recovery plan files are eligible for expiration. This command and expiration processing apply
only to recovery plan files that were created with the DEVCLASS parameter specified on the PREPARE command (that is, virtual
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volumes of type RPFILE and RPSNAPSHOT). Expiration processing on the source server expires plan files that are stored on the
target server. Locally created recovery plan files are not expired.

An RPFILE file is associated with a full plus incremental database backup series. An RPFSNAPSHOT file is associated with a
database snapshot backup series.

Attention: The latest RPFILE and RPFSNAPSHOT files are never deleted.
A recovery plan file is eligible for expiration if both of the following are true:

The last recovery plan file of the series exceeds the expiration value that is specified with the SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS
command and the value that is specified for the DELgraceperiod parameter in the DEFINE SERVER command. The default
value for the DELgraceperiod parameter is 5 days. For example, if you set the value for the SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS
command to 80 days and set the value for the DELgraceperiod parameter to 6 days, the recovery plan file does not expire
until 86 days elapse.
The latest recovery plan file is not associated with the most recent database backup series.

For more information about expiration processing, see the EXPIRE INVENTORY command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set DRMRPFEXpiredays--days---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days that must elapse before a recovery plan file expires. You can specify a number 0 - 9999. At
installation, this value is set to 60.

Example: Set the recovery plan expiration

Set the recovery plan file expiration value to 30.

set drmrpfexpiredays 30

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMRPFEXPIREDAYS
Command Description

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

QUERY RPFCONTENT Displays the contents of a recovery plan file.

QUERY RPFILE Displays information about recovery plan files.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

SET DRMVAULTNAME (Specify the vault name)
Use this command to specify the vault name. At installation the name is set to VAULT. Use the QUERY DRMSTATUS command to
see the name of the vault.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-SET DRMVAultname--vault_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

vault_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the vault. The name can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the name in quotation marks if it contains
any blank characters.

Example: Specify a vault name

Specify ironmountain as the vault name.

set drmvaultname ironmountain

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET DRMVAULTNAME
Command Description

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY DRMSTATUS Displays DRM system parameters.

SET EVENTRETENTION (Set the retention period for event records)
Use this command to set the retention period for event records in the server database that will allow you to monitor completed
schedules. An event record is created whenever processing of a scheduled command is started or missed.

You can adjust the length of time that the server maintains event information to avoid insufficient or outdated data. The server
automatically removes the event records from the database after the retention period passes and the startup window for the
event has elapsed.

You can issue the QUERY EVENT command to display information about scheduled and completed events.

You can issue the DELETE EVENT command to delete event records regardless of whether their retention period has passed.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the value for the event retention period. At installation, this value is set to
10 days.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set EVentretention--days------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
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The number of days that the database retains event records. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999. A value of 0
indicates that only event records for the current day are retained.

Example: Set the retention period for event records

Set the retention period to 15 days.

set eventretention 15

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET EVENTRETENTION
Command Description

DELETE EVENT Deletes event records before a specified date and time.

QUERY EVENT Displays information about scheduled and completed events
for selected clients.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET FAILOVERHLADDRESS (Set a failover high level address)
Use this command to specify the IP address that a client uses to connect to this server as the secondary replication server during
failover, if the address is different from the IP address that is specified for the replication process.

You must specify the address of the server that is used if the high-level address (HLA) is different. This command is required only
if you use separate dedicated networks for server-to-server communication and client access.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-SET FAILOVERHladdress--high_level_address------------------->< 
 

Parameters

high_level_address (Required)

Specifies a server HLA as a numeric dotted decimal name or a host name to use during failover. If you specify a host name,
a server that can resolve the name to the dotted decimal format must be available.

To remove the failover IP address, issue the command without specifying a value.

Example: Set a failover high-level address

The name of the HLA that you want to set for failover operations on this server.

set failoverhladdress server1

Example: Remove a high-level address

To remove a high-level address for a failover server, issue the following command:

set failoverhladdress 

Related commands
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Table 1. Commands related to QUERY REPLSERVER
Command Description

QUERY REPLSERVER (Query a replication server) Displays information about replicating servers.

REMOVE REPLSERVER (Remove a replication server) Removes a server from replication.

SET INVALIDPWLIMIT (Set the number of invalid logon attempts)
Use this command to set the number of invalid logon attempts that are allowed before a node is locked.

The SET INVALIDPWLIMIT command also applies to LDAP directory servers that store complex node passwords. LDAP directory
servers can limit the number of invalid password attempts independent of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. You might not want
to set up the LDAP directory server for invalid attempts for the IBM Spectrum Protect namespace if you use the SET
INVALIDPWLIMIT command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set--INVALIDPwlimit--number--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number (Required)
Specifies the number of invalid logon attempts allowed before a node is locked.

You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999. A value of 0 means that invalid logon attempts are not checked. A value of 1
means that if a user issues an invalid password one time, the node is locked by the server. The default is 0.

Important: If your password is authenticated with an LDAP directory server, it can be managed by the LDAP server and the IBM
Spectrum Protect server. Not all IBM Spectrum Protect server commands affect passwords that authenticate with an LDAP server.
For example, the SET PASSEXP and RESET PASSEXP commands do not affect passwords that authenticate with an LDAP directory
server. You can manage your password features through the IBM Spectrum Protect server. If you issued the SET INVALIDPWLIMIT
command, all IBM Spectrum Protect passwords are controlled by the limit that you set. If you configure the LDAP directory server
to limit the number of invalid password attempts, a conflict might occur.

Example: Define the number of allowed invalid login attempts

Set the number of invalid logon attempts allowed.

set invalidpwlimit 6

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET INVALIDPWLIMIT
Command Description

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET MINPWLENGTH Sets the minimum length for client passwords.
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SET LDAPPASSWORD (Set the LDAP password for the server)
Use this command to define a password for the user or account ID that you specified by using the SET LDAPUSER command.

Requirement: You must define the LDAPURL option and issue the SET LDAPUSER command before you issue the SET
LDAPPASSWORD command. If the LDAPURL option is not defined when you set the user password for the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) server, you must restart the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server after you define the LDAPURL option.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set LDAPPassword--ldap_user_password------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

ldap_user_password
Specifies the password that the IBM Spectrum Protect server uses when it authenticates to the LDAP server. The maximum
length of the password is 64 characters. If you have equal signs within your password, you must contain the whole
password within quotation marks. You can use the following characters:

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . ! @ # $ % ^ & * _ - + = ` ( )  
| { } [ ] : ; < > , ? / ~

Example: Set an LDAP password

set ldappassword LdAp20&12PaSsWoRd

Example: Set an LDAP password that includes an equal sign

set ldappassword "LdAp=LastWoRd"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET LDAPPASSWORD
Command Description

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY Audit an IBM Spectrum Protect-controlled namespace on an
LDAP directory server.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET LDAPUSER Sets the user who oversees the passwords and administrators
on the LDAP directory server.

SET LDAPUSER (Specify an ID for an LDAP directory server)
Use this command to specify the ID of a user or account that can access a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server.

The specified ID must have read access to the accounts on the LDAP server that are used for authentication. To modify LDAP IDs
or reset passwords for LDAP IDs, the specified ID must have write authority for accounts on the LDAP server.

Tip: The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing passwords
and logon procedures.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set LDAPUser--ldap_user_dn---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ldap_user_dn
Specifies the ID of a user or account that can access an LDAP server.

Example: Specify an administrative user ID for conducting operations on an LDAP server

To specify an administrator with a user ID of JACKSPRATT, who represents a US company that is named EXAMPLE, issue the
following command:

set ldapuser JackSpratt@us.example.com

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET LDAPUSER
Command Description

AUDIT LDAPDIRECTORY Audit an IBM Spectrum Protect-controlled namespace on an
LDAP directory server.

SET DEFAULTAUTHENTICATION Specifies the default password authentication method for any
REGISTER NODE or REGISTER ADMIN commands.

SET LDAPPASSWORD Sets the password for the LDAPUSER.

SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD (Set license audit period)
Use this command to specify the period, in days, between automatic license audits performed by IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                            .-30---.    
>>-Set--LICenseauditperiod--+------+--------------------------->< 
                            '-days-'    
 

Parameters

days
Specifies the number of days between automatic server license audits. This parameter is optional. The default value is 30.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 30, inclusive.

Example: Specify a 14 day server license audit

Specify that the server audits licenses every 14 days.

set licenseauditperiod 14
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET LICENSEAUDITPERIOD
Command Description

AUDIT LICENSES Verifies compliance with defined licenses.

QUERY AUDITOCCUPANCY Displays the server storage utilization for a client node.

QUERY LICENSE Displays information about licenses and audits.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER LICENSE Registers a license with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

SET MAXCMDRETRIES (Set the maximum number of command retries)
Use this command to set the maximum number of times that a scheduler on a client node can retry a failed, scheduled command.

You can use the command to override the maximum number of retries that are specified by the client node. A client’s value is
overridden only if the client is able to connect with the server.

This command is used with the SET RETRYPERIOD command to regulate the time and the number of retry attempts to rerun failed
command.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the current retry value. At installation, IBM Spectrum Protect™ is
configured so that each client determines its own retry value.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set MAXCMDRetries--+--------+------------------------------->< 
                      '-number-'    
 

Parameters

number
Specifies the maximum number of times the scheduler on a client node can retry a failed scheduled command. This
parameter is optional.

The default is that each client determines its own value for this parameter. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999. See
the appropriate client documentation for more information on setting the maximum command retries from the client.

Example: Set the maximum number of command retries to 2

Retry, only twice, a failed attempt to process a scheduled command.

set maxcmdretries 2

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET MAXCMDRETRIES
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET RETRYPERIOD Specifies the time between retry attempts by the client
scheduler.
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SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS (Set maximum scheduled sessions)
Use this command to set the number of sessions that the server can use to process scheduled operations. This command
specifies the maximum number of scheduled sessions as a percentage of the total number of available server sessions.

Limiting the number of sessions ensures that some are available for unscheduled operations, such as backup or archive. You can
increase either the total number of sessions (with the MAXSESSIONS parameter) or the maximum percentage of scheduled
sessions. Increasing the total number of sessions available, however, can affect server performance. Increasing the maximum
percentage of scheduled sessions can reduce the sessions available for unscheduled operations.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set MAXSCHedsessions--percent------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

percent (Required)
Specifies the percentage of total server sessions that can be used for scheduled operations. You can specify an integer
from 0 to 100. The MAXSESSIONS parameter in the server options file determines the maximum number of total available
server sessions.

If you set the maximum percentage of scheduled sessions to 0, no scheduled events can begin. If you set the maximum
percentage of scheduled sessions to 100, the maximum number of scheduled sessions is the value of the MAXSESSIONS
option.

Tip: If the maximum number of scheduled sessions do not coincide with the percentage that you set in the SET
MAXSCHEDSESSIONS command, run the SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS command again. Look in the MAXSESSIONS option and
determine the number that is specified there. If the MAXSESSIONS option number changed and you did not issue the SET
MAXSCHEDSESSIONS command since the change, the maximum number of scheduled sessions can change.

Set a maximum of 20 sessions for scheduled activities

The MAXSESSIONS option has a value of 80. If you want no more than 20 sessions to be available for scheduled activity, set the
percentage to 25.

set maxschedsessions 25

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS
Command Description

QUERY OPTION Displays information about server options.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET MINPWLENGTH (Set minimum password length)
Use this command to set the minimum length of a password.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-Set--MINPwlength--length------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

length (Required)
Specifies the minimum length of a password. You can specify an integer from 0 to 64. A value of 0 means that the password
length is not checked. The default value for minimum password length is set to 0.

Example: Set the minimum password length

Set the minimum password length to 5 characters.

set minpwlength 5

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET MINPWLENGTH
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET INVALIDPWLIMIT Sets the number of invalid logon attempts before a node is
locked.

SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP (Set the group of monitored servers)
Use this command to set the group of servers that are being monitored for alerts and status. You can also use this command to
change or remove the group of monitored servers.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set MONITOREDSERVERGroup--+------------+-------------------->< 
                             '-group_name-'    
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server group name that contains all monitored servers. You can remove a monitored
server group name by issuing the command without specifying a value, or by specifying an empty value (""). Any existing
monitoring for alerts and status from remote servers is ended.

Set the name of a monitored server group

Set the name of a monitored server group SUBS, by issuing the following command:

set monitoredservergroup subs

Remove the name of a monitored server group

Remove the monitored server group, by issuing the following command:

set monitoredservergroup
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE SERVERGROUP (Define a server group) Defines a new server group.

DEFINE GRPMEMBER (Add a server to a server group) Defines a server as a member of a server group.

DELETE GRPMEMBER (Delete a server from a server group) Deletes a server from a server group.

QUERY SERVERGROUP (Query a server group) Displays information about server groups.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET MONITORINGADMIN (Set the name of the monitoring
administrator)

Set the name of the monitoring administrator.

SET MONITORINGADMIN (Set the name of the monitoring administrator)
Use this command to set the name of the monitoring administrator that is used to connect to the servers in the monitored server
group.

To display the name of the monitored server group, issue the QUERY MONITORSETTINGS command.

The administrator name that you specify must match the name of an existing administrator, otherwise the command fails.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set MONITORINGADMIN--+------------+------------------------->< 
                        '-admin_name-'    
 

Parameters

admin_name
Specifies administrator names. You can remove names by issuing the command without specifying a value, or by specifying
an empty value ("").

Set the monitoring administrator name

Set the name of the monitoring administrator to MONADMIN, by issuing the following command:

set monitoringadmin monadmin

Remove the monitoring administrator name

Remove the monitoring administrator, by issuing the following command:

set monitoringadmin ""

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET MONITORINGADMIN
Command Description

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.
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Command Description

SET MONITOREDSERVERGROUP (Set the group of monitored
servers)

Set the group of monitored servers.

SET NODEATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies at-risk mode for an individual
node)

Use this command to adjust the at-risk evaluation mode for an individual node.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, policy privilege for the domain to which the node is assigned, or client
owner authority over the node.

Syntax

 
>>---Set NODEATRISKINTERVAL--node_name--------------------------> 
 
>--TYPE--=--+-DEFAULT--------------------+--------------------->< 
            +-BYPASSED-------------------+    
            '-CUSTOM--Interval--=--value-'    
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node that you want to update.

TYPE (Required)
Specifies the at-risk evaluation type. Specify one of the following values:

DEFAULT
Specifies that the node is evaluated with the same interval that was specified for the nodes classification by the SET
STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command. The value is either system or applications, or VM, and is determined by the
status monitor.

For example, you can specify TYPE = DEFAULT, which allows the status monitor to go ahead and classify the node
automatically. Then the interval that is used, is the interval that was defined for that classification by the SET
STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

BYPASSED
Specifies that the node is not evaluated for at-risk status by the status monitor. The at risk status is also reported as
bypassed to the Operations Center.

CUSTOM
Specifies that the node is evaluated with the specified interval, rather than the interval that was specified by the SET
STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

Interval
Specifies the amount of time, in hours, between client backup activity before the status monitor considers the client to be
at risk. You can specify an integer in the range 6 - 8808. You must specify this parameter when TYPE = CUSTOM. You do
not specify this parameter when TYPE = BYPASSED or TYPE = DEFAULT. The interval value for all client types is set to 24
at server installation.

Set node name to use a custom 90 day at-risk interval

Set the at-risk interval for a node named fred to 90 days.

set nodeatriskinterval fred type=custom interval=2160

Bypass the at-risk interval evaluation
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Bypass the at-risk interval checking for a node named bob.

set nodeatriskinterval bob type=bypassed

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to set nodeatriskinterval
Command Description

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET VMATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies the at-risk mode for an
individual VM filespace)

Sets the at-risk mode for a VM filespace

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

QUERY NODE (Query nodes) Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY FILESPACE (Query one or more file spaces) Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

SET PASSEXP (Set password expiration date)
Use this command to set the expiration period for administrator and client node passwords. You can either set a common
password expiration period for all administrators and client node passwords or selectively set password expiration periods.

Restriction: The SET PASSEXP command does not apply to passwords that authenticate with an LDAP directory server.

You can override the SET PASSEXP setting for one or more nodes by using the REGISTER NODE or UPDATE NODE command with
the PASSEXP parameter.

The NODE or ADMIN parameters must be specified to change the password expiration period for client nodes or administrators
with selectively set password expiration periods. If you do not specify the NODE or ADMIN parameters, all client node and
administrator passwords will use the new password expiration period. If you selectively set a password expiration period for a
client node or administrator that does not already have a set password expiration period, it is not modified if you later set a
password expiration for all users.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set PASSExp--days--+------------------------+----------------> 
                      |          .-,---------. |    
                      |          V           | |    
                      '-Node--=----node_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   |           .-,----------. |    
   |           V            | |    
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   '-Admin--=----admin_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days that a password remains valid.

You can specify from 1 to 9999 if you do not specify the NODE or the ADMIN parameter. If you specify the NODE or the
ADMIN parameter, you can specify from 0 to 9999. A value of 0 means that the password never expires. If a password
expires, the server prompts for a new password when the administrator or client node contacts the server.

Node
Specifies the name of the node for which you are setting the password expiration period. To specify a list of nodes, separate
the names with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

Admin
Specifies the name of the administrator whose password expiration period you would like to set. To specify a list of
administrators, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. This parameter is optional.

Example: Set the administrator and client node password expiration

Set the administrator and client node password expiration period to 45 days.

set passexp 45

Example: Set an administrator's password expiration

Set the administrator LARRY's password expiration period to 120 days.

set passexp 120 admin=larry

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET PASSEXP
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

RESET PASSEXP Resets the password expiration for nodes or administrators.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

SET PRODUCTOFFERING (Set the product offering that is licensed to your
enterprise)

Use the SET PRODUCTOFFERING command to define the IBM Spectrum Protect™ product offering that is licensed to your
enterprise.

The definition is used to determine whether automatic storage capacity measurement calculations are required and made
available for use by the IBM® License Metric Tool (ILMT). Run this command only if you are using ILMT to determine license
consumption.

For product offerings where automatic storage capacity measurement calculations are made available for use by ILMT, the
parameter also defines which capacity measurement approach is used for those calculations.

The capacity measurement approach is defined by the licensing terms of your specific product offering. To determine the currently
calculated storage capacity for your product offering, see Verifying license compliance.
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The same storage capacity information is made available to ILMT on a weekly interval. After an applicable product offering is
defined by using this command, IBM Spectrum Protect makes the current capacity calculation for that offering available to the
ILMT. After the initial capacity calculation is made available to ILMT, IBM Spectrum Protect updates the value weekly.

Privilege class

To run this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-SET PRODUCTOFFERING--product_offering----------------------->< 
 

Parameters

product_offering (Required)
Specifies a product offering. The maximum length of the text string is 255 characters. The following options are available:

ENTry
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Entry. This product offering
uses a Per Managed Server licensing metric. Capacity measurements for this product offering are not applicable.

DATARet
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect for Data Retention. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are not calculated automatically or made available for use by ILMT.

BASIC
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect. This product offering uses a
processor value unit (PVU) licensing metric. Capacity measurements for this product offering are not applicable.

EE
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Extended Edition. This
product offering uses a PVU licensing metric. Capacity measurements for this product offering are not applicable.

SUIte
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

SUITEEntry
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite Entry. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

SUITEArchive
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - Archive. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

SUITEProtectier
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - ProtecTier. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

SUITEFrontend
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite - FrontEnd. Capacity
measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

SUITEENTRYFrontend
Specifies that the product offering licensed in your enterprise is IBM Spectrum Protect Suite Entry - FrontEnd.
Capacity measurements for this product offering are calculated automatically and made available for use by ILMT.

CLEAR
No product offering is specified.

Example: Set the product offering to IBM Spectrum Protect (BASIC)
set productoffering BASIC
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Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET PRODUCTOFFERING
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD (Set query period for polling client nodes)
Use this command to regulate how often client nodes contact the server to obtain scheduled work when it is running in the client-
polling scheduling mode.

Each client can set its own retry period at the time its scheduler is started. You can use this command to override the value
specified by all clients that can connect with the server.

If client nodes poll more frequently for schedules, the nodes receive changes to schedules more quickly. However, increased
polling by the client nodes also increases network traffic.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the value for the period between schedule queries. At installation, IBM
Spectrum Protect™ is configured so that each client node determines its own value for this setting.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set QUERYSCHedperiod--+-------+----------------------------->< 
                         '-hours-'    
 

Parameters

hours
Specifies the maximum number of hours the scheduler on a client node waits between attempts to contact the server to
obtain a schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 1 to 9999. If you do not specify a value for
this parameter, each client determines its own value for this parameter.

Example: Set the polling period for all client nodes

Have all clients using the polling scheduling mode contact the server every 24 hours.

set queryschedperiod 24

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET QUERYSCHEDPERIOD
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET SCHEDMODES Specifies the central scheduling mode for the server.

SET RANDOMIZE (Set randomization of scheduled start times)
Use this command to set randomized start times within the startup window of each schedule for clients by using the client-polling
scheduling mode. A startup window is the start time and duration during which a schedule must be initiated. A client-polling
scheduling mode is a client/server communication technique where the client queries the server for work.
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Each schedule has a window during which it can be run. To balance network and server load, the start times for clients can be
scattered across that window. Use this command to specify the fraction of the window over which start times for clients are
distributed.

The randomization occurs at the beginning of the window to allow time for retries, if necessary. When the scheduling mode is not
set to polling, randomization does not occur if the client's first contact with the server is after the start time for the event.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the value for the schedule randomization percentage. At installation, the
value is 25 percent.

Set the randomization percentage to a value greater than 0 to prevent communication errors. Communication errors can result
from a large group of clients contacting the server simultaneously. If you do experience communication errors, you can increase
the randomization percentage so that client contact is spread out. This decreases the chance for communication overload and
failure.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set RANDomize--percent-------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

percent (Required)
Specifies the percentage of the startup window over which the start times for individual clients are distributed. You can
specify an integer from 0 to 50.

A value of 0 indicates that no randomization occurs and that all clients run schedules at the beginning of the startup
windows.

A value of 50 indicates that clients are assigned start times that are randomly scattered across the first half of each startup
window.

At installation, this value is 25, indicating that the first 25 percent of the window is used for randomization.

If you have specified DURUNITS=INDEFINITE in the DEFINE SCHEDULE command, the percentage is applied to a 24 hour
period. For example, a value of 25 percent would result in a 6 hour window.

Example: Set randomization of scheduled start times

Set randomization to 50 percent.

set randomize 50

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET RANDOMIZE
Command Description

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET SCHEDMODES Specifies the central scheduling mode for the server.

SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED (Specify whether damaged files are
recovered from a replication server)
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Use this command to enable the system-wide recovery of damaged files from a target replication server. If this setting is turned
on, the node replication process can be configured to detect damaged files on the source replication server and replace them with
undamaged files from the target replication server.

The REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter affects all file recovery processes across all replication processes for all nodes
and file spaces. File recovery is possible only if the server software, Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target
replication servers, and if the node data was replicated before the file damage occurred.

To display the current setting, use the QUERY STATUS command.

When you install the server, the default setting is ON.

If you upgrade the server and no damaged files are detected, the default setting is ON.

If you upgrade the server and damaged files are detected, the parameter is set to OFF, and a message is issued to indicate that
the recovery of damaged files is disabled. The OFF setting prevents the server from scanning database tables for damaged objects
that can be recovered. Prevention of the scan is necessary in case many damaged files are detected. In that case, a scan can take
a considerable amount of time, and should be scheduled when use of server resources is at a minimum. When you are ready to
start the scan and recover damaged files, you must issue the SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED command and specify the ON setting.
After the server successfully completes the scan, the REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is set to ON.

The following table describes how the REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter and other parameters affect the recovery of
damaged, replicated files.

Table 1. Settings that affect the recovery of damaged files

Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

OFF YES, NO, or not specified YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

OFF ONLY YES or NO An error message is displayed because files
cannot be recovered when the
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system
parameter is set to OFF.

ON YES YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON NO YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

ON ONLY YES or NO Damaged files are recovered from the
target replication server, but standard node
replication does not occur.

ON Not specified YES During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON Not specified NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
   .-Set REPLRECOVERDamaged--=--ON------.    
>>-+------------------------------------+---------------------->< 
   '-Set REPLRECOVERDamaged--=--+-OFf-+-'    
                                '-ON--'      
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that node replication is enabled to recover damaged files from a target replication server.

OFf
Specifies that node replication is not enabled to recover damaged files from a target replication server.

Example: Enable recovery of damaged files

To specify a system-wide setting that enables the server to recover damaged files from a target replication server, issue the
following command:

set replrecoverdamaged on

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

SET REPLRETENTION (Set the retention period for replication records)
To maintain adequate information about replication processes, you can use this command to adjust the length of time that the
source replication server retains replication records in its database. The SET REPLRETENTION command specifies the retention
period for client-node replication records in the source replication-server database. You can use client node replication records to
monitor running and completed processes.

A replication record is created when REPLICATE NODE command processing is started. By default, IBM Spectrum Protect™ retains
client-node replication records for 30 calendar days. A calendar day consists of 24 hours, from midnight to midnight. For example,
suppose that the retention period is two calendar days. If a replication process completes at 11:00 p.m. on day n, a record of that
process is retained for 25 hours until midnight on day n+1. To display the retention period for replication records, issue the QUERY
STATUS command on the source replication server.

Issue the SET REPLRETENTION command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                      .-30-------------.    
>>-Set REPLRETention--+----------------+----------------------->< 
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                      '-number_of_days-'    
 

Parameters

number_of_days (Required)

The number of days that the source replication server retains replication records. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The
default value is 30.

Example: Set a retention period for client-node replication records

You want to retain client-node replication records for 10 days.

set replretention 10

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET REPLRETENTION
Command Description

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET REPLSERVER (Set the target replication server)
Use this command to set the name of a target replication server. You can also use this command to change or remove a target
replication server.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

To display the name of a target replication server, issue the QUERY STATUS command on a source replication server.

Important:

The server name that you specify with this command must match the name of an existing server definition. It must also be
the name of the server to be used as the target replication server. If the server name specified by this command does not
match the server name of an existing server definition, the command fails.
Use care when you are changing or removing a target replication server. If you change a target replication server, replicated
client-node data is sent to a different target replication server. If you remove a target replication server, client node data is
not replicated.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set REPLSERVer--+--------------------+---------------------->< 
                   '-target_server_name-'    
 

Parameters

target_server_name
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Specifies the name of the target replication server. The name that you specify must match the name of an existing server.
The maximum length of a name is 64 characters.

To remove a target replication server, issue the command without specifying a value.
Note: If you do not want to continue replicating data, you can remove the node replication configuration after you remove
the target replication server.

Example: Set a target replication server

The name of the server that you want to set as the target replication server is SERVER1.

set replserver server1

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET REPLSERVER
Command Description

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

REMOVE REPLNODE Removes a node from replication.

REMOVE REPLSERVER Removes a server from replication.

SET RETRYPERIOD (Set time between retry attempts)
Use this command to set the number of minutes the scheduler on a client node waits between retry attempts after a failed
attempt to contact the server or after a scheduled command fails to process.

Each client can set its own retry period at the time its scheduler program is started. You can use this command to override the
values specified by all clients that can connect with the server.

This command is used in conjunction with the SET MAXCMDRETRIES command to regulate the period of time and the number of
retry attempts to run a failed command.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the value for the period between retries. At installation, IBM Spectrum
Protect™ allows each client to determine its own retry period.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set RETRYPeriod--+---------+-------------------------------->< 
                    '-minutes-'    
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the number of minutes the scheduler on a client node waits between retry attempts after a failed attempt to
contact the server or after a scheduled command fails to process. When setting the retry period, set a time period that
permits more than one retry attempt within a typical startup window. You can specify an integer from 1 to 9999.

Example: Set a fifteen minute time period between retry attempts
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Have the client scheduler retry failed attempts to contact the server or to process scheduled commands every fifteen minutes.

set retryperiod 15

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET RETRYPERIOD
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET MAXCMDRETRIES Specifies the maximum number of retries after a failed attempt
to execute a scheduled command.

SET SCHEDMODES (Select a central scheduling mode)
Use this command to determine how the clients communicate with the server to begin scheduled work. You must configure each
client to select the scheduling mode in which it operates.

Use this command with the SET RETRYPERIOD command to regulate the time and the number of retry attempts to process a
failed command.

You can issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the value for the scheduling mode supported. At installation, this value is
ANY.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set SCHEDMODes--+-ANY------+-------------------------------->< 
                   +-POlling--+    
                   '-PRompted-'    
 

Parameters

ANY
Specifies that clients can run in either the client-polling or the server-prompted scheduling mode.

POlling
Specifies that only the client-polling mode can be used. Client nodes poll the server at prescribed time intervals to obtain
scheduled work.

PRompted
Specifies that only the server-prompted mode can be used. This mode is only available for clients that communicate with
TCP⁄IP. Client nodes wait to be contacted by the server when scheduled work needs to be performed and a session is
available.

Example: Restrict scheduled operations to clients using client-polling

Clients can run under both server-prompted and client-polling central scheduling. You want to temporarily restrict the scheduled
operations to clients that use the client-polling mode. If you set the schedule mode to POLLING, the server discontinues
prompting clients to run scheduled commands. This means that any client scheduler using the server-prompted mode waits until
you set the schedule mode to ANY or PROMPTED.

set schedmodes polling

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SCHEDMODES
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Command DescriptionCommand Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET RETRYPERIOD Specifies the time between retry attempts by the client
scheduler.

SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION (Set scratch pad retention time)
Use this command to set the amount of time for which scratch pad entries are retained.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION--days------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

days (Required)
Specifies the number of days that a scratchpad entry is retained after the last update to the scratchpad entry. You can enter
an integer in the range 1 - 9999.

Example: Retain scratch pad entries for 367 days after they are updated
set scratchpadretention 367

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION
Command Description

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY Creates a line of data in the scratch pad.

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY Deletes a line of data from the scratch pad.

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY Displays information that is contained in the scratch pad.

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY Updates data on a line in the scratch pad.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS (Set the high-level address of a server)
Use this command to set the high-level address (IP) of a server. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the address when you issue a
DEFINE SERVER command with CROSSDEFINE=YES. You must use the SET SERVERHLADDRESS command for all automatic client
deployments.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set SERVERHladdress--ip_address----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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ip_address (Required)
Specifies a server high-level address as a numeric dotted decimal name or a host name. If a host name is specified, a
server that can resolve the name to the dotted decimal form must be available.

Example: Set the high-level address of a server

Set the high-level address of HQ_SERVER to 9.230.99.66.

set serverhladdress 9.230.99.66

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SERVERHLADDRESS
Command Description

SET CROSSDEFINE Specifies whether to cross define servers.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS Specifies the low-level address of a server.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS (Set the low-level address of a server)
Use this command to set the low-level address of a server. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the address when you issue a DEFINE
SERVER command with CROSSDEFINE=YES.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set SERVERLladdress--tcp_port------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

tcp_port (Required)
Specifies the low-level address of the server. Generally, this address is identical to the TCPPORT option in the server option
file of the server.

Example: Set the low-level address of a server

Set the low-level address of HQ_SERVER to 1500.

set serverlladdress 1500

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SERVERLLADDRESS
Command Description

SET CROSSDEFINE Specifies whether to cross define servers.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS Specifies the high-level address of a server.

SET SERVERPASSWORD Specifies the server password.

SET SERVERNAME (Specify the server name)
Use this command to change the server name. When you install the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, the name is set at installation
to SERVER1.
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Use the QUERY STATUS command to display the server name.

If you migrate from ADSM to IBM Spectrum Protect, the name is set to ADSM or the name last specified to ADSM with a SET
SERVERNAME command.

Important:

If this is a source server for a virtual volume operation, changing its name can impact its ability to access and manage the
data it has stored on the corresponding target server.
To prevent problems related to volume ownership, do not change the name of a server if it is a library client.

When changing the name of a server, be aware of the following additional restrictions:

Windows clients use the server name to identify which passwords belong to which servers. Changing the server name after
the clients are connected forces the clients to reenter the passwords.
You must set unique names on servers that communicate with each other. On a network where clients connect to multiple
servers, it is recommended that all of the servers have unique names.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set SERVername--server_name--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the new server name. The name must be unique across a server network for enterprise event logging, enterprise
configuration, command routing, or virtual volumes. The maximum length of the name is 64 characters.

Example: Name the server

Name the server WELLS_DESIGN_DEPT.

set servername wells_design_dept

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SERVERNAME
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET SERVERPASSWORD (Set password for server)
Use this command to set the password for communication between servers to support enterprise administration and enterprise
event logging and monitoring.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set SERVERPAssword--password-------------------------------->< 
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Parameters

password (Required)
Specifies a password for the server. Other servers must have the same password in their definitions of this server.

Example: Set a server password

Set the password for HQ_SERVER to agave.

set serverpassword agave

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SERVERPASSWORD
Command Description

SET CROSSDEFINE Specifies whether to cross define servers.

SET SERVERHLADDRESS Specifies the high-level address of a server.

SET SERVERLLADDRESS Specifies the low-level address of a server.

SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT (Set the server replication rule for space-
managed data)

Use this command to set the server replication rule for space-managed data.

Restriction: The replication rule that you set with this command is applied only if file space rules and client node rules for space-
managed data are set to DEFAULT.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

You can specify a normal-priority replication rule or a high-priority replication rule. In a replication process that includes both
normal and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which you want
the data to be replicated.

For example, suppose that your client nodes contain space-managed data and backup data. Replication of the space-managed
data is a higher priority than the backup data. To prioritize the space-managed data, issue the SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT
command and specify the ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY replication rule. To prioritize the backup data, issue the SET
BKREPLRULEDEFAULT command and specify the ALL_DATA replication rule for backup data. The ALL_DATA rule for backup data
replicates backup data with a normal priority.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set SPREPLRuledefault--+-ALL_DATA---------------+----------->< 
                          +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+    
                          '-NONE-------------------'    
 

Parameters

ALL_DATA
Replicates space-managed data with a normal priority.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates space-managed data with a high priority.

NONE
Space-managed data is not replicated.
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Example: Set the server replication rule for space-managed data

Set up the default rule for space-managed data to replicate with a high priority.

set spreplruledefault all_data_high_priority

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for archive data.

SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for backup data.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable client at-risk
activity interval evaluation)

Use this command to adjust the backup activity interval that is used when the status monitor assesses whether clients are at risk.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>---Set STATUSATRISKINTERVAL--TYPE--=----+-ALl----------+------> 
                                          +-APplications-+    
                                          +-VM-----------+    
                                          '-SYstems------'    
 
>----Interval--=--value---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

TYPE (Required)
Specifies the type of client that should be evaluated. Specify one of the following values:

ALl
Specify this setting for all client types.

APplications
Specify this setting for only application client types.

VM
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Specify this setting for virtual system clients types.
SYstems

Specify this setting for systems client types.

Interval (Required)
Specifies the amount of time, in hours, between client activity before the status monitor considers the client to be at risk.
You can specify an integer in the range 6 - 8808. The interval value for all client types is set to 24 at server installation.

Set systems to use a two-week at-risk interval

Set the at-risk interval check for systems client types to 2 weeks.

set statusriskinterval type=systems interval=336

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status monitoring)
Use this command to enable and disable status monitoring. Turning status monitoring on for the first time also sets the default
threshold values, and increases the event record retention to at least 14 days.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
   .-Set STATUSMonitor--=--OFf-----.    
>>-+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-Set STATUSMonitor--=--+-ON--+-'    
                           '-OFf-'      
 

Parameters
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ON
Specifies that the status monitoring is turned on. The first time that you set status monitoring to ON, it sets all the default
threshold values that are specified in the DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD and UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD commands. It also
sets the retention value for event records to at least 14 days. For example, when you turn status monitoring on, the default
values for primary storage pool utilization is automatically set to display a warning when the threshold value reaches 80%,
and an error when the threshold reaches 90% utilization.

OFF
Specifies that the status monitoring is turned off. Off is the default value.

Enable status monitoring

Set status monitoring to on to enable status monitoring.

set statusmonitor on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET STATUSMONITOR
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Use this command to specify the number of minutes between status monitoring server queries.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set STATUSREFreshinterval--minutes-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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minutes (Required)
Specifies the approximate number of minutes between status monitoring server queries. You can specify an integer in the
range 1 - 2440. The default value is 5.
Restrictions:

In a storage environment that is monitored by the Operations Center, set the same refresh interval on the hub and
spoke servers. If you use different intervals, the Operations Center can show inaccurate information for spoke
servers.
Short status refresh intervals use more space in the server database and might require more processor and disk
resources. For example, decreasing the interval by half doubles the required database and archive log space. Long
intervals reduce the currency of Operations Center data but better suit a high-latency network configuration.
A status refresh interval of less than 5 minutes can cause the following issues:

Operations Center data that is supposed to be refreshed after the defined interval takes a longer time to be
refreshed.
Operations Center data that is supposed to be refreshed almost immediately when a related change occurs in
the storage environment also takes a longer time to be refreshed.

Set the refresh interval for status monitoring

Specify that the server status is queried every 6 minutes, by issuing the following command:

set statusrefreshinterval 6 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client at-risk
skipped files as failure evaluation)

Use this command to enable the status monitor to consider clients as at risk when evaluating the status for each client.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-Set STATUSSKIPASFAILURE--+-Yes-+-----------------------------> 
                            '-No--'    
 
>--TYPE--=--+-ALl----------+----------------------------------->< 
            +-APplications-+    
            +-VM-----------+    
            '-SYstems------'    
 

Parameters

State (Required)
Specifies whether to enable the check for skipped files during the last backup. This check signifies that the client is at-risk if
any files were skipped. Client data that is skipped or not backed up properly is considered at risk.

Yes
Specifies that the server evaluates whether a client is at risk.

No
Specifies that the server does not evaluate whether a client is at risk.

TYPE (Required)
Specifies the type of client that should be evaluated. Specify one of the following values:

ALl
Specify this setting for all client types.

APplications
Specify this setting for only application client types.

VM
Specify this setting for virtual system clients types.

SYstems
Specify this setting for systems client types.

Disable at-risk evaluation for virtual system client types

Disable the at-risk evaluation for virtual systems client types by issuing the following command:

set statusskipasfailure off type=vm

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE
Command Description

DEFINE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Define a status monitoring
threshold)

Defines a status monitoring threshold.

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.
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Command Description

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

SET SUBFILE (Set subfile backup for client nodes)
Use this command to set up the server to allow clients to back up subfiles. On the client's workstation, the SUBFILECACHEPATH
and SUBFILECACHESIZE options must be specified in the client's options file (dsm.opt). If you are using a Windows client, you
must also specify the SUBFILEBACKUP option.

With subfile backups, when a client's file has been previously backed up, any subsequent backups are typically made to the
portion (a subfile) of the client's file that has changed, rather than the entire file.

Use the QUERY STATUS command to determine whether subfiles can be backed up to the server running this command.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set SUBFILE--+-Client-+------------------------------------->< 
                '-No-----'    
 

Parameters

Client
Specifies that the client node can determine whether to use subfile backup.

No
Specifies that the subfile backups are not to be used. At installation, this value is set to No.

Example: Set subfile backup for client nodes

Allow the client node to backup subfiles on the server.

set subfile client

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET SUBFILE
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET SUMMARYRETENTION (Set number of days to keep data in activity
summary table)

Use this command to specify the number of days to keep information in the SQL activity summary table.

The SQL activity summary table contains statistics about each client session and server processes. For a description of the
information in the SQL activity summary table, issue the following command:

select colname, remarks from columns where tabname='SUMMARY'
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Issue the QUERY STATUS command to display the number of days the information is kept. At installation, IBM Spectrum Protect™
allows each server to determine its own number of days for keeping information in the SQL activity summary table.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-Set SUMmaryretention--+------+------------------------------>< 
                         '-days-'    
 

Parameters

days
Specifies the number of days to keep information in the activity summary table. You can specify a number from 0 to 9999. A
value of 0 means that information in the activity summary table is not kept. A value of 1 specifies to keep the activity
summary table for the current day.

Example: Specify the number of days to keep information in the SQL activity summary table

Set the server to retain the activity summary table information for 15 days.

set summaryretention 15

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET SUMMARYRETENTION
Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET ACTLOGRETENTION Specifies the number of days to retain log records in the
activity log.

QUERY ACTLOG Displays messages from the server activity log.

SELECT Allows customized queries of the IBM Spectrum Protect
database.

SET TAPEALERTMSG (Set tape alert messages on or off)
Use this command to allow the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to log notification of diagnostic information from library and drive
devices. At installation, this value is set to OFF. When enabled, the server can retrieve diagnostic information from a tape or library
device and display it using ANR messages. When disabled, the server will not query a device for this information.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set TAPEAlertmsg--+-ON--+----------------------------------->< 
                     '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
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Specifies that diagnostic information will be reported to the server.
OFf

Specifies that diagnostic information will not be reported to the server.

Example: Set tape alert messages on

Allow the server to receive diagnostic information messages.

set tapealertmsg on

Related commands

Table 1. Command related to SET TAPEALERTMSG
Command Description

QUERY TAPEALERTMSG Displays whether the server logs hardware diagnostic
information.

SET TOCLOADRETENTION (Set load retention period for table of
contents)

Use this command to specify the approximate number of minutes that unreferenced table of contents data will remain loaded in
the server database.

During NDMP-controlled backup operations of NAS file systems, the server can optionally collect information about files and
directories in the image and store this information in a table of contents within a storage pool. The web client can be used to
examine files and directories in one or more file-system images by displaying entries from the table of contents data. The server
loads the necessary table of contents data into a temporary database table.

Once the data have been loaded, the user can then select those files and directories to be restored. Because this database table is
temporary, the data will only remain loaded for a specified time since the last reference to that data. At installation, the retention
time is set to 120 minutes. Use the QUERY STATUS command to see the table of contents load retention time.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-Set TOCLOADRetention--minutes------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes (Required)
Specifies the approximate number of minutes that an unreferenced table of contents data is retained in the database. You
can specify an integer from 30 to 1000.

Example: Define the load retention period for the table of contents

Use the command, SET TOCLOADRETENTION, to specify that unreferenced table of contents data is to be retained in the
database for 45 minutes.

set tocloadretention 45

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SET TOCLOADRETENTION
Command Description
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Command Description

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

SET VMATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies the at-risk mode for an individual
VM filespace)

Use this command to adjust the at-risk evaluation mode for an individual VM filespace.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, policy privilege for the domain to which the node is assigned, or client
owner authority over the node.

Syntax
 
>>---Set VMATRISKINTERVAL--node_name--fsid----------------------> 
 
>--TYPE--=--+-DEFAULT--+--+--------------------+--------------->< 
            +-BYPASSED-+  '-Interval--=--value-'    
            '-CUSTOM---'                            
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node, that owns the VM filespace, that you want to update.

fsid (Required)
Specifies the filespace ID of the client node that you want to update.

TYPE (Required)
Specifies which at-risk evaluation mode the status monitor should use when evaluating the at-risk classification for the
specified nodes VM filespace. Specify one of the following values:

DEFAULT
Specifies that the VM filespace is evaluated with the same interval that was specified for the SET
STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

BYPASSED
Specifies that the VM filespace is not evaluated for at-risk status by the status monitor. The at-risk status is also
reported as bypassed to the Operations Center.

CUSTOM
Specifies that the VM filespace is evaluated with the specified interval, rather than the interval that was specified for
the SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL command.

Interval
Specifies the amount of time, in hours, between client backup activity before the status monitor considers the client to be
at risk. You can specify an integer in the range 6 - 8808. You must specify this parameter when TYPE = CUSTOM. You do
not specify this parameter when TYPE = BYPASSED or TYPE = DEFAULT. The interval value for all client types is set to 24
at server installation.

Set node name to use a custom 90 day at-risk interval

Set the at-risk interval for a node named charlievm (filespace ID 50) on datacenter node named alice to use a 90 day at-risk
interval. You can issue the QUERY FILESPACE command to determine the filespace ID for the VM.

set vmatriskinterval alice 50 type=custom interval=2160

Bypass the at-risk interval evaluation

Exclude the VM called davevm (filespace ID 213) on datacenter node named erin from at-risk interval checking. You can issue the
QUERY FILESPACE command to determine the filespace ID for the VM called davevm. Then set the at-risk interval check for the
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VM as bypassed.

set vmatriskinterval erin 213 type=bypassed

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to set vmatriskinterval
Command Description

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET NODEATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies at-risk mode for an
individual node)

Sets the at-risk mode and interval for a node

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

QUERY NODE (Query nodes) Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY FILESPACE (Query one or more file spaces) Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

SETOPT (Set a server option for dynamic update)
You can use the SETOPT command to update most server options dynamically without stopping and restarting the server. For the
DBDIAGLOGSIZE option, you must stop and start the server. A SETOPT command contained in a macro or a script cannot be rolled
back.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-SETOPT--option_name--option_value--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

option_name (Required)
Specifies a text string of information identifying the server option to be updated. The maximum length of the text string is
255 characters. The following options are available:

ADMINCOMMTimeout
ADMINIDLETIMEOUT
ALLOWREORGINDEX
ALLOWREORGTABLE
ARCHLOGCOMPress
BACKUPINITIATIONROOT
CHECKTAPEPOS
CLIENTDEDUPTXNlimit
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CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL
CLIENTDEPLOYUSELOCALCATALOG
COMMTimeout

DATEFORMAT
DBDIAGLOGSize
DBDIAGPATHFSTHreshold
DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE
DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE
DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP
DNSLOOKUP
EXPINterval
EXPQUiet
FSUSEDTHreshold
IDLETimeout
LDAPCACHEDURATION
MAXSessions
MOVEBatchsize
MOVESizethresh
NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE

NUMBERFORMAT
NUMOPENVOLSallowed
RECLAIMDELAY
RECLAIMPERIOD
REORGBEGINTime
REORGDURation
RESOURCETimeout
RESTOREINTERVAL
RETENTIONEXTENSION

SANDISCOVERY
SANREFRESHTIME

SERVERDEDUPTXNlimit
SHREDding

TCPPORT
THROUGHPUTDatathreshold
THROUGHPUTTimethreshold

TIMEFORMAT
TXNGroupmax

option_value (Required)
Specifies the value for the server option.

Example: Set the maximum number of client sessions

Update the server option for the maximum number of client sessions to a value of 40.

setopt maxsessions 40

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SETOPT
Command Description

QUERY OPTION Displays information about server options.

QUERY SYSTEM Displays details about the IBM Spectrum ProtectIBM Spectrum
Protect™ server system.

SHRED DATA (Shred data)
Use this command to manually start the process of shredding deleted sensitive data. Manual shredding is possible only if
automatic shredding is disabled.
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You can control automatic shred processing with the SHREDDING server option.

This command creates a background process that can be canceled with the CANCEL PROCESS command. To display information
on background processes, use the QUERY PROCESS command.

If data from a storage pool that enforces shredding is deleted while a manual shredding process is running, it will be added to the
running process.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
                                         .-Wait--=--No------.    
>>-SHRED DATA--+----------------------+--+------------------+---> 
               '-DUration--=--minutes-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                                    '-Yes-'      
 
   .-IOERROR--=--SHREDFailure-----.    
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-IOERROR--=--+-SHREDFailure-+-'    
                 '-SHREDSuccess-'      
 

Parameters

DURATION
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the shredding process runs before being automatically canceled. When the
specified number of minutes elapses, the server cancels the shredding process. As soon as the process recognizes the
cancellation, it ends. Because of this, the process may run longer than the value you specified for this parameter. You can
specify a number from 1 to 9999. This parameter is optional. If not specified, the server will stop only after all deleted
sensitive data has been shredded.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is No. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the server processes this command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed. Messages created from the background process are displayed either in the activity log
or the server console, or both, depending on where messages are logged. To cancel a background process, use the
CANCEL PROCESS command. If you cancel this process, some files might already have been shredded before the
cancellation. This is the default.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. You must wait for the operation to complete
before continuing with other tasks. The server displays the output messages to the administrative client when the
operation completes. Messages are also displayed either in the activity log or the server console, or both, depending
on where messages are logged.

Note: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

IOERROR
Specifies whether an I/O error encountered while shredding the data is to be considered a successful shred. This
parameter is optional. The default is SHREDFAILURE. Possible values are:

SHREDFailure
Specifies that if the server encounters an I/O error while shredding, the data will not be considered successfully
shredded and the owning file will be marked as damaged. The server will attempt to shred the data again the next
time the shredding process runs, giving you a chance to correct the error and ensure the data can be properly
shredded.

SHREDSuccess
Specifies that if the server encounters an I/O error while shredding and the owning file had been previously marked
as damaged, the data will be considered successfully shredded. You should use this option only after the server has
reported I/O errors while shredding and you are unable to correct the error.
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Example: Shred data

Manually start the shredding of all deleted sensitive data. Continue the process for up to six hours before automatically canceling
it.

shred data duration=360

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SHRED DATA
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS Displays information about data waiting to be
shredded.

SUSPEND EXPORT (Suspend a currently running export operation)
Use this command to suspend a currently running server-to-server export operation which has a FILEDATA value that is not NONE.
The export operation that you want to suspend must be past the initialization phase to be eligible for suspension. The state of the
export operation is saved. The operation can be restarted by issuing the RESTART EXPORT command.

Privilege class

You must have system privilege to issue this command.

Syntax

 
                   .-*---------------------.    
>>-SUSPend EXPOrt -+-----------------------+------------------->< 
                   '---export_identifier---'    
 

Parameters

EXPORTIDentifier
This optional parameter specifies the name of the export operation. You can find a name by issuing the QUERY EXPORT
command to list all the currently running server-to-server export operations that can be suspended. You can also use the
wildcard character to specify the name.

Example: Suspend a specific export operation

Suspend the running export operation EXPORTALLACCTNODES. No output is generated when you issue the SUSPEND EXPORT
command. You must issue the QUERY EXPORT command to verify that the EXPORTALLACCTNODES operation is suspended.

suspend export exportallacctnodes

Example: Suspend all running export operations

Suspend all the export operations with a state of RUNNING.

suspend export *

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SUSPEND EXPORT
Command Description

CANCEL EXPORT Deletes a suspended export operation.
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Command Description

EXPORT NODE Copies client node information to external media or directly to
another server.

EXPORT SERVER Copies all or part of the server to external media or directly to
another server.

QUERY EXPORT Displays the export operations that are currently running or
suspended.

RESTART EXPORT Restarts a suspended export operation.

UNLOCK commands
Use the UNLOCK commands to reestablish access after an object was locked.

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator)
UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a client node)
UNLOCK PROFILE (Unlock a profile)

UNLOCK ADMIN (Unlock an administrator)
Use the UNLOCK ADMIN command to allow a locked administrator to access the server again. You can also unlock multiple
administrators that authenticate with the same method.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UNLOCK Admin--+-*----------+--+------------------------------+->< 
                 '-admin_name-'  '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'    
                                                      '-LDap--'      
 

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator to unlock. You can use wildcard characters to specify the administrator name. You
do not have to enter an administrator name if you want to unlock all of the administrators according to their method of
authentication. Use the wildcard with an authentication method to unlock multiple administrators. The parameter is
required (no default wildcard).

AUTHentication
Specifies the method of password authentication that is needed for an administrator to log on.

LOcal
Specifies that you want to unlock administrator user IDs that authenticate passwords with the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server.

LDap
Specifies that you want to unlock administrator user IDs that authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory server.

Example: Unlock an administrator user ID

The administrator user ID JOE is locked out of IBM Spectrum Protect. Allow JOE to access the server. Issue the following
command:

unlock admin joe
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Example: Unlock all administrator user IDs that authenticate passwords with an LDAP
directory server

The administrator user ID that use passwords that authenticate with an LDAP directory server must be unlocked so the IDs can
communicate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

unlock admin * authentication=ldap

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UNLOCK ADMIN
Command Description

LOCK ADMIN Prevents an administrator from accessing IBM Spectrum
Protect.

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

UNLOCK NODE (Unlock a client node)
Use this command to allow a locked client node to access the server again. You can also unlock multiple nodes that use the same
method of authentication.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax

 
>>-UNLOCK Node--+-*---------+--+------------------------------+->< 
                '-node_name-'  '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+-'    
                                                    '-LDap--'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node to unlock. You can use wildcard characters to specify the node name. You do not have
to enter a node name if you want to unlock all of the nodes according to their method of authentication. Use the wildcard
with an authentication method to unlock groups of nodes. The parameter is required. There is no default wildcard character
available.

AUTHentication
Specifies the node password authentication method. This parameter is optional.

LOcal
Specifies that you want to unlock nodes that authenticate passwords with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

LDap
Specifies that you want to unlock nodes that authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory server.

Example: Unlock a node

The client node SMITH is locked out of IBM Spectrum Protect. Allow SMITH to access the server.

unlock node smith

Example: Unlock all nodes that authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server

The nodes that are not authenticating passwords with LDAP directory servers must be unlocked.
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unlock node * authentication=local

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UNLOCK NODE
Command Description

LOCK NODE Prevents a client from accessing the server.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

UNLOCK PROFILE (Unlock a profile)
Use this command on a configuration manager to unlock a configuration profile so it can be distributed to subscribing managed
servers.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UNLOCK PROFIle--profile_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile to unlock. You can use wildcard characters to indicate multiple names.

Example: Unlock a profile

Unlock a profile named TOM.

unlock profile tom

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UNLOCK PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UPDATE PROFILE Changes the description of a profile.

UPDATE commands
Use the UPDATE command to modify one or more attributes of an existing IBM Spectrum Protect™ object.
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UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)
UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger)
UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert)
UPDATE BACKUPSET (Update a retention value assigned to a backup set)
UPDATE CLIENTOPT (Update a client option sequence number)
UPDATE CLOPTSET (Update a client option set description)
UPDATE COLLOCGROUP (Update a collocation group)
UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a copy group)
UPDATE DATAMOVER (Update a data mover)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update the attributes of a device class)
UPDATE DOMAIN (Update a policy domain)
UPDATE DRIVE (Update a drive)
UPDATE FILESPACE (Update file-space node-replication rules)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)
UPDATE LIBVOLUME (Change the status of a storage volume)
UPDATE MACHINE (Update machine information)
UPDATE MGMTCLASS (Update a management class)
UPDATE NODE (Update node attributes)
UPDATE NODEGROUP (Update a node group)
UPDATE PATH (Change a path)
UPDATE POLICYSET (Update a policy set description)
UPDATE PROFILE (Update a profile description)
UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA (Update recovery media)
UPDATE REPLRULE (Update replication rules)
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a schedule)
UPDATE SCRIPT (Update an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
UPDATE SERVER (Update a server defined for server-to-server communications)
UPDATE SERVERGROUP (Update a server group description)
UPDATE SPACETRIGGER (Update the space triggers)
UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring threshold)
UPDATE STGRULE (Update a storage rule for one or more storage pools)
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Update a storage pool directory)
UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Update a virtual file space mapping)
UPDATE VOLHISTORY (Update sequential volume history information)
UPDATE VOLUME (Change a storage pool volume)

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger)
Use this command to update the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                        .-,-----------------.    
                        V                   |    
>>-UPDate ALERTTrigger----+--message_number-+-------------------> 
 
   .-CAtegory--=--SErver----------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-CAtegory--=--+-APplication-+-'    
                  +-INventory---+      
                  +-CLient------+      
                  +-DEvice------+      
                  +-SErver------+      
                  +-STorage-----+      
                  +-SYstem------+      
                  '-VMclient----'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------------+->< 
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   |              .-,----------. |  |              .-,----------. |    
   |              V            | |  |              V            | |    
   '-ADDadmin--=----admin_name-+-'  '-DELadmin--=----admin_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

message_number (Required)
Specifies the message number that you want to associate with the alert trigger. Specify multiple message numbers, which
are separated by commas, and no intervening spaces. Message numbers are a maximum of eight characters in length.

CATegory
Specifies the category type for the alert, which is determined by the message types. The default value is SERVER.
Note: Changing the category of an alert trigger does not change the category of existing alerts on the server. New alerts are
categorized with the new category.
Specify one of the following values:

APplication
Alert is classified as application category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with application (TDP) clients.

INventory
Alert is classified as inventory category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with the database, active log file, or archive log file.

CLient
Alert is classified as client category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with general client activities.

DEvice
Alert is classified as device category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with device classes, libraries, drives, or paths.

SErver
Alert is classified as general server category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with general server activities or events.

STorage
Alert is classified as storage category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are associated
with storage pools.

SYstems
Alert is classified under system clients category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with system backup and archive or hierarchical storage management (HSM) backup-archive clients.

VMclient
Alert is classified under VMclient category. For example, you can specify this category for messages that are
associated with virtual machine clients.

ADmin
This optional parameter specifies the name of the administrator who receives email notification of this alert. The alert
trigger is defined successfully even if no administrator names are specified.

ADDadmin
Specifies the administrator name that you want to add to the list of administrators that receive email alerts. Specify
multiple administrator names, which are separated by commas, and no intervening spaces.

DELadmin
Specifies the administrator name that you want to delete from the list of administrators that receive email alerts. Specify
multiple administrator names, which are separated by commas, and no intervening spaces.

Update alert trigger

Add the names of the administrators that want to be notified when ANR1073E, ANR1074E alerts occur, and also delete the name
of an administrator that no longer wants to be notified, by issuing the following command:

update alerttrigger ANR1073E,ANR1074E ADDadmin=djee,cdawson,mhaye deladmin=harryh

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER
Command Description
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Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert) Updates the status of a reported alert.

UPDATE ALERTSTATUS (Update the status of an alert)
Use this command to update the status of a reported alert.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                       .-,-----------.    
                       V             |    
>>-UPDate ALERTSTatus----+--alert_id-+--------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------+--+-------------------+-----------> 
   '-STatus--=--+-Inactive-+-'  '-ASSigned--=--text-'    
                '-Closed---'                             
 
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------+---------------->< 
   '-RESolvedby--=--text-'  '-REMark--=--text-'    
 

Parameters

alert_id (Required)
Species the alert that you want to update. You can specify multiple message numbers by separating them with commas
and no intervening spaces.

STatus
Specifies the status type that you want to update. Alerts can be changed from active to inactive or closed, or from inactive
to closed. Possible values are:

Inactive
Active alerts can be changed to inactive status.

Closed
Active and inactive alerts can be changed to closed status.

ASSigned
Specifies the administrator name that is assigned the alert that you want to query.

RESolvedby
Specifies the administrator name that resolved the alert that you want to query.

REMark
This parameter specifies comment text. The comment text cannot exceed 255 characters. If the description contains any
blank spaces, enclose the entire text in quotation marks (""). Remove previously defined text by specifying a null string ("")
for this value.

Update the comment text in an alert
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Issue the following command to update the comment text for alert ID number 25 and indicate that DJADMIN is working on the
alert:

update alertstatus 25 assigned=DJADMIN

Update alert status

Issue the following command to change alert ID number 72 to the closed status, and add a remark about how the alert was
resolved:

update alertstatus 72 status=closed remark="Increased the file system size for 
 the active log"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE ALERTSTATUS
Command Description

DEFINE ALERTTRIGGER (Define an alert trigger) Associates specified messages to an alert trigger.

DELETE ALERTTRIGGER (Remove a message from an alert
trigger)

Removes a message number that can trigger an alert.

QUERY ALERTSTATUS (Query the status of an alert) Displays information about alerts that have been issued on the
server.

QUERY ALERTTRIGGER (Query the list of defined alert triggers) Displays message numbers that trigger an alert.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

UPDATE ALERTTRIGGER (Update a defined alert trigger) Updates the attributes of one or more alert triggers.

UPDATE ADMIN (Update an administrator)
Use this command to change the password or contact information for an administrator. However, you cannot update the
SERVER_CONSOLE administrator name.

Passwords for administrators must be changed after a length of time that is determined by the SET PASSEXP
command. The SET PASSEXP command does not affect passwords that authenticate with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP) server.

Restriction: You cannot update the authentication method for your own user ID. If necessary, another administrator must make
that change. Also, when you update a password with the UPDATE ADMIN command, you cannot use a wildcard with the
admin_name parameter.

Administrators with the same name as a node can be created during a REGISTER NODE command. To keep the node and
administrator with the same name synchronized, the authentication method and the SSLREQUIRED setting for the node are
updated to match the administrator. If the administrator authentication method is changed from LOCAL to LDAP and a password is
not provided, the node is put in "LDAP pending" status. A password is then requested at the next logon. Passwords between
same-named nodes and administrators are kept in sync through any authentication change.

You must use the RENAME ADMIN command to change the name of a registered administrator.

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers:

The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing
passwords and logon procedures.
If an administrative user ID matches a node name, do not update the authentication method to LDAP. If you do, you might
see unexpected behavior because of automatic password changes that update the same password twice. As a result, the
password might become unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the password update operation might fail.

Privilege class
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To issue this command to change another administrator password or contact information, you must have system privilege. Any
administrator can issue this command to update his or her own password or contact information.

Syntax

 
                (1)             (2)                  
>>-UPDate Admin------admin_name------+----------+---------------> 
                                     '-password-'    
 
>--+------------------+--+------------------+-------------------> 
   '-PASSExp--=--days-'  '-CONtact--=--text-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-FORCEPwreset--=--+-No--+-'    
                      '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-EMAILADdress--=--userID@node-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |                                                (3)           |    
   |                               .-SYNCldapdelete------=--No--. |    
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+--+----------------------------+-'    
                        '-LDap--'  '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-Yes-+-'      
                                                        '-No--'        
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                (4)              |    
   '-SSLrequired--=------+-Yes-----+-'    
                         +-No------+      
                         '-DEFault-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
>--+-------------------+--------------------------------------->< 
   '-ALert--=--+-Yes-+-'    
               '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.
2. Passwords are optional for this command, except when changing the authentication method from LDAP to LOCAL.
3. The SYNCldapdelete parameter applies only if an administrator authenticating to an LDAP directory server reverts to local

authentication.
4. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is deprecated.

Parameters

admin_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the administrator to be updated.

password
Specifies the administrator's password. This parameter is optional in most cases. If the administrator authentication
method is changed from LDAP to LOCAL, a password is required. If an LDAP server is used to authenticate administrators,
do not specify a password by using the UPDATE ADMIN command.

PASSExp
Specifies the number of days the password remains valid. You can set the password expiration period in the range 0 - 9999.
A value of 0 means that the password never expires. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter, the
password expiration period is unchanged. This parameter does not apply to passwords that are stored on an LDAP directory
server.

CONtact
Specifies a text string that identifies the administrator. This parameter is optional. Enclose the text string in quotation
marks if it contains any blanks. To remove previously defined contact information, specify a null string ("").

FORCEPwreset
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Specifies whether the administrator is required to change or reset the password. This parameter is optional. Possible
values are:

No
Specifies that the administrator does not need to change or reset the password while attempting to sign on to the
server. The password expiration period is set by the SET PASSEXP command.

Yes
Specifies that the administrator's password will expire at the next sign-on. The administrator must change or reset
the password then. If a password is not specified, you receive a syntax error.
Restrictions:

For administrative user IDs that authenticate with an LDAP server, password expiration is set by using LDAP
server utilities. For this reason, do not specify FORCEPWRESET=YES if you plan to specify
AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.
If you plan to update an administrative user ID to authenticate with an LDAP server, and you specified
FORCEPWRESET=YES, you must change the password before you can specify FORCEPWRESET=NO and
AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.

EMAILADdress
This parameter is used for additional contact information. The information that is specified by this parameter is not acted
upon by IBM Spectrum Protect.

AUTHentication
This parameter determines the password authentication method that the administrator ID uses; either LDAP or LOCAL.

LOcal
Specifies that the administrator uses the local IBM Spectrum Protect server database to store passwords for
authentication.

LDap
Specifies that the administrator uses an LDAP directory server for password authentication.

SYNCldapdelete
This parameter applies only if an administrator who authenticates to an LDAP server wants to revert to local authentication.

Yes
Specifies that the administrator is deleted from the LDAP server.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
Specifies that the administrator is not deleted from the LDAP server. This is the default.

SSLrequired (deprecated)

Specifies whether the administrator user ID must use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to communicate between
the IBM Spectrum Protect server and the backup-archive client. When you authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory
server, you must protect the sessions by using SSL or another network security method.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 software and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8
software, this parameter is deprecated. Validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol,
which is enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is ignored. Update your
configuration to use the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

SESSIONSECurity
Specifies whether the administrator must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM Spectrum Protect
server. This parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the administrator. The STRICT value uses the most
secure communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL sessions
between the server and the administrator. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the entire session or only
for authentication, see the SSL client option.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the administrator can authenticate
with the server:
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Both the administrator and server must be using IBM Spectrum Protect software that supports the
SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
The administrator must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between the server and the
administrator.

Administrators set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the server.
TRANSitional

Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the administrator. This is the default value. This value is
intended to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT
value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the administrator has never met the requirements for the STRICT value,
the administrator will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after an administrator
meets the requirements for the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from
TRANSITIONAL to STRICT. Then, the administrator can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an
SSL/TLS protocol that does not meet the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after an administrator successfully
authenticates by using a more secure communication protocol, the administrator can no longer authenticate by
using a less secure protocol. For example, if an administrator that is not using SSL is updated and successfully
authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the administrator can no longer authenticate by using no SSL protocol or TLS 1.1.
This restriction also applies when you use functions such as command routing or server-to-server export, when the
administrator authenticates to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as an administrator from another server.

ALert
Specifies whether alerts are sent to an administrators email address.

Yes
Specifies that alerts are sent to the specified administrators email address.

No
Specifies that alerts are not sent to the specified administrators email address. This is the default value.

Tip: Alert monitoring must be enabled, and email settings must be correctly defined to successfully receive alerts by email.
To view the current settings, issue the QUERY MONITORSETTINGS command.

Example: Update a password and password expiration period

Update the administrator LARRY to have the password SECRETWORD and a password expiration period of 120 days. The
administrator in this example is authenticated to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

update admin larry secretword passexp=120

Example: Update all administrators to communicate with a server by using strict session
security

Update all administrators to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the server.

update admin * sessionsecurity=strict

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE ADMIN
Command Description

QUERY ADMIN Displays information about one or more IBM Spectrum Protect
administrators.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.
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Command Description

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

RENAME ADMIN Changes an IBM Spectrum Protect administrator’s name.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

Related tasks:
Naming Tivoli Storage Manager objects
Related reference:

Ssl client option

UPDATE BACKUPSET (Update a retention value assigned to a backup set)
Use this command to update the retention value associated with a client's backup set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or policy privilege for the domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
                     .-,-------------------.    
                     V                     |    
>>-UPDate BACKUPSET----+-node__name------+-+--------------------> 
                       '-node_group_name-'      
 
   .-,---------------.                               
   V                 |                               
>----backup_set_name-+--RETention--=--+-days----+---------------> 
                                      '-NOLimit-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------+---------------> 
   '-BEGINDate--=--date-'  '-BEGINTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+------------------+--+------------------+-------------------> 
   '-ENDDate--=--date-'  '-ENDTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-WHERERETention--=--+-days----+-'    
                        '-NOLimit-'      
 
   .-WHEREDATAType--=--ALL---------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   |                     .-,---------.   |    
   |                     V           |   |    
   '-WHEREDATAType--=------+-FILE--+-+---'    
                           '-IMAGE-'          
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-WHEREDESCription--=--description-'    
 
                          .-VERSion--=--Any--------.    
>--+-------------------+--+------------------------+----------->< 
   '-Preview=--+-No--+-'  '-VERSion--=--+-Any----+-'    
               '-Yes-'                  '-Latest-'      
 

Parameters

node_name or node_group_name (Required)
Specifies the names of the client nodes or node groups whose data is contained in the specified backup set to be updated.
To specify multiple node and node group names, separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. The node
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names that you specify can contain wildcard characters, but node group names cannot contain wildcard characters.
backup_set_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the backup set to update. The backup set name you specify can contain wildcard characters. You can
specify more than one backup set name by separating the names with commas and no intervening spaces.

RETention (Required)
Specifies the updated number of days to retain the backup set on the server. You can specify an integer from 0 to 30000.
The values are:

days
Specifies the updated number of days to retain the backup set.

NOLimit
Specifies that the backup set is retained on the server indefinitely. If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains the
volumes containing the backup set forever, unless a user or administrator deletes the volumes from server storage.
Attention: Updating the retention period of a backup set may cause it to expire at a different time from other backup
sets that might be stored on the same output media. In either case, the media will not be made available for other
uses until all of its backup sets have expired.

BEGINDate
Specifies the beginning date in which the backup set to update was created. This parameter is optional. The default is the
current date. You can use this parameter with the BEGINTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you
specify a begin date without a begin time, the time will be at 12:00 a.m. (midnight) on the date you specify.
You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or -days The current date minus days specified. TODAY-3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

BEGINTime
Specifies the beginning time in which the backup set to update was created. This parameter is optional. The default is the
current time. You can use this parameter with the BEGINDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you
specify a begin time without a begin date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
on the specified end date

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

ENDDate
Specifies the ending date in which the backup set to update was created. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter with the ENDTIME parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an end date without an
ending time, the time will be at 11:59:59 p.m. on the specified end date.
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You can specify the date by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1999

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. TODAY +3 or +3.

TODAY-days or —
days

The current date minus days specified. TODAY -3 or -3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

ENDTime
Specifies the ending time in which the backup set to update was created. This parameter is optional. You can use this
parameter with the ENDDATE parameter to specify a range for the date and time. If you specify an end time without an end
date, the date will be the current date at the time you specify.
You can specify the time by using one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or –02:00.

WHERERETention
Specifies the retention value, specified in days, that is associated with the backup set to update. The values are:

days
Specifies that the backup set that is retained this number of days is updated.

NOLimit
Specifies that the backup set retained indefinitely is updated.

WHEREDESCription
Specifies the description that is associated with the backup set to update. This parameter is optional. You can specify
wildcard characters for the description. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

WHEREDATAType
Specifies the backup sets containing the specified types of data are to be updated. This parameter is optional. The default
is that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be updated. To specify multiple data types,
separate each data type with a comma and no intervening spaces. Possible values are:

ALL
Specifies that backup sets for all types of data (file level, image, and application) are to be updated. This is the
default.

FILE
Specifies that a file level backup set is to be updated. File level backup sets contain files and directories backup up
by the backup-archive client.

IMAGE
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Specifies that an image backup set is to be updated. Image backup sets contain images created by the backup-
archive client BACKUP IMAGE command.

Preview
Specifies whether to preview the list of backup sets to update, without actually updating the backup sets. This parameter is
optional. The default is No. The values are:

No
Specifies that the backup sets are updated.

Yes
Specifies that the server displays the backup sets to update, without actually updating the backup sets.

VERSion
Specifies the version of the backup set to update. Backup sets with the same prefix name are considered to be different
versions of the same backup set. This parameter is optional. The default is to update any version that matches the criteria
specified on the command. The values are:

Any
Specifies that any version that matches the criteria specified on the command should be updated.

Latest
Specifies that only the most recent version of the backup set should be updated. If other criteria specified on the
command (for example, ENDDATE or WHERERETENTION) exclude the most recent version of the backup set, then
no backup set will be updated.

Example: Update a retention period

Update the retention period where the description is Healthy Computers. The retention period is assigned to backup set
PERS_DATA.3099 that contains data from client node JANE. Change the retention period to 70 days.

update backupset jane pers_data.3099 
retention=70 wheredescription="healthy computers"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE BACKUPSET
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.

DELETE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup
set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

GENERATE BACKUPSETTOC Generates a table of contents for a backup set.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY BACKUPSETCONTENTS Displays contents contained in backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE NODEGROUP Updates the description of a node group.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT (Update a client option sequence number)
Use this command to update the sequence number of a client option in a client option set.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate CLIENTOpt--option_set_name--option_name---------------> 
 
>--current_sequence_number--new_sequence_number---------------->< 
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the option set.

option_name (Required)
Specifies a valid client option.

current_sequence_number (Required)
Specifies the current sequence number of the option.

new_sequence_number (Required)
Specifies the new sequence number of the option.

Example: Update a client option sequence number

To update the current client option sequence number issue the following command:

update clientopt eng dateformat 0 9

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE CLIENTOPT
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLOPTSET (Update a client option set description)
Use this command to update the description for a client option set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node is assigned.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate CLOptset--option_set_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--DESCription--=--description--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

option_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the option set.

DESCription (Required)
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Specifies a description of the client option set. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the
description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters.

Example: Update a client option set description

Update the description for a client option set named ENG.

update cloptset eng description="unix"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE CLOPTSET
Command Description

COPY CLOPTSET Copies a client option set.

DEFINE CLIENTOPT Adds a client option to a client option set.

DEFINE CLOPTSET Defines a client option set.

DELETE CLIENTOPT Deletes a client option from a client option set.

DELETE CLOPTSET Deletes a client option set.

QUERY CLOPTSET Displays information about a client option set.

UPDATE CLIENTOPT Updates the sequence number of a client option in a client
option set.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP (Update a collocation group)
Use this command to modify the description of a collocation group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate COLLOCGroup--group_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--DESCription--=--description--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the collocation group whose description you want to update.

DESCription (Required)
Specifies a description of the collocation group. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. If the description contains any blanks, enclose the entire description in quotation marks.

Example: Update a collocation group

Update the collocation group, GROUP1, with a new description.

update collocgroup group1 "Human Resources"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE COLLOCGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.
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Command Description

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

MOVE NODEDATA Moves data for one or more nodes, or a single node with
selected file spaces.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE STGPOOL Changes the attributes of a storage pool.

UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a copy group)
Use this command to update a backup or archive copy group. To allow clients to use the updated copy group, you must activate
the policy set that contains the copy group.

Tip: The UPDATE COPYGROUP command fails if you specify a copy storage pool as a destination.

The UPDATE COPYGROUP command takes two forms, depending upon whether the update is for a backup copy group or for an
archive copy group. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE COPYGROUP
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS Assigns a management class as the default for a specified
policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DELETE COPYGROUP Deletes a backup or archive copy group from a policy domain
and policy set.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

EXPIRE INVENTORY Manually starts inventory expiration processing.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a backup copy group)
Use this command to update a defined backup copy group.
UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a defined archive copy group)
Use this command to update a defined archive copy group.
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UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a backup copy group)
Use this command to update a defined backup copy group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the copy group belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate COpygroup--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
>--+----------+--+-----------------+----------------------------> 
   '-STANDARD-'  '-Type--=--Backup-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+--------------------+--------> 
   '-DESTination--=--pool_name-'  '-FREQuency--=--days-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-VERExists--=--+-number--+-'    
                   '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-VERDeleted--=--+-number--+-'    
                    '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+--------------------------+--+-------------------------+----> 
   '-RETExtra--=--+-days----+-'  '-RETOnly--=--+-days----+-'    
                  '-NOLimit-'                  '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+-----------------------+------------------------------------> 
   '-MODE--=--+-MODified-+-'    
              '-ABSolute-'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-SERialization--=--+-SHRSTatic--+-'    
                       +-STatic-----+      
                       +-SHRDYnamic-+      
                       '-DYnamic----'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-TOCDestination--=----pool_name---'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the copy group belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the copy group belongs. You cannot update a copy group in the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to which the copy group belongs.

STANDARD
Specifies the copy group, which must be STANDARD. This parameter is optional.

Type=Backup
Specifies that you want to update a backup copy group. This parameter is optional.

DESTination
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores backup data. This parameter is optional. You cannot
specify a copy storage pool as the destination.

FREQuency
Specifies how frequently the server can back up a file. This parameter is optional. The server backs up a file only when the
specified number of days has elapsed since the last backup. The FREQUENCY value is used only during a full incremental
backup operation. This value is ignored during selective backup or partial incremental backup. You can specify an integer
from 0 to 9999. The value 0 means that the server can back up a file regardless of when the file was last backed up.
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VERExists
Specifies the maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that are currently on the client file system. This
parameter is optional.
If an incremental backup causes the limit to be exceeded, the server expires the oldest backup version that exists in server
storage. Possible values are:

number
Specifies the number of backup versions to retain for files that are currently on the client file system. You can specify
an integer from 1 to 9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 2. Preferred values are 3, 4, or more.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want the server to retain all backup versions.

The number of backup versions to retain is controlled by this parameter until versions exceed the retention time specified
by the RETEXTRA parameter.

VERDeleted
Specifies the maximum number of backup versions to retain for files that have been deleted from the client file system after
being backed up using the server. This parameter is optional.
If a user deletes a file from the client file system, the next incremental backup causes the server to change the active
backup version of the file to inactive and expire the oldest versions in excess of this number. The expiration date for the
remaining versions is determined by the retention time specified by the RETEXTRA or RETONLY parameter. Possible values
are:

number
Specifies the number of backup versions to retain for files that are deleted from the client file system after being
backed up. You can specify a value from 0 to 9999.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want the server to retain all backup versions for files that are deleted from the client file system
after being backed up.

RETExtra
Specifies the number of days that the server retains a backup version after that version becomes inactive. A version of a file
becomes inactive when the client stores a more recent backup version, or when the client deletes the file from the
workstation and then runs a full incremental backup. The server deletes inactive versions based on retention time even if
the number of inactive versions does not exceed the number allowed by the VEREXISTS or VERDELETED parameters. This
parameter is optional. Possible values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain inactive backup versions. You can specify an integer from 0 to 9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 14 days. The preferred value is 30 or more days.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to retain inactive backup versions indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server deletes extra backup versions based on the VEREXISTS parameter (when the file
still exists on the client file system) or the VERDELETED parameter (when the file no longer exists on the client file
system).

RETOnly
Specifies the number of days to retain the last backup version of a file that has been deleted from the client file system.
This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to retain the last remaining inactive copy of a file. You can specify an integer from 0 to
9999.
Tip: To help ensure that files can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 30 days.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to keep the last remaining inactive version of a file indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains the last remaining backup version forever, unless a user or administrator
deletes the file from server storage.
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MODE
Specifies whether the server backs up a file only if the file has changed since the last backup, or whenever a client requests
a backup. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

MODified
Specifies that the file is backed up only if it has changed since the last backup. A file is considered changed if any of
the following is true:

The date last modified is different
The file size is different
The file owner is different
The file permissions are different

ABSolute
Specifies that the file is backed up regardless of whether it has been changed.

The MODE value is used only for full incremental backup. This value is ignored during partial incremental backup or
selective backup.

SERialization
Specifies how the server processes files or directories when they are modified during backup processing. This parameter is
optional. Possible values are:

SHRSTatic
Specifies that the server backs up a file or directory only if it is not being modified during backup. The server
attempts to perform a backup as many as four times, depending on the value specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES
client option. If the file or directory is modified during each backup attempt, the server does not back it up.

STatic
Specifies that the server backs up a file or directory only if it is not being modified during backup. The server
attempts to perform the backup only once.

Platforms that do not support the STATIC option default to SHRSTATIC.

SHRDYnamic
Specifies that if the file or directory is being modified during a backup attempt, the server backs up the file or
directory during the last attempt even though the file or directory is being modified. the server attempts to perform a
backup as many as four times, depending on the value specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES client option.

DYnamic
Specifies that the server backs up a file or directory on the first attempt, regardless of whether the file or directory is
being modified during backup processing.

Important: Be careful about using the SHRDYNAMIC and DYNAMIC values. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses these values to
determine if it backs up a file or directory while modifications are occurring. As a result, the backup version might be a fuzzy
backup. A fuzzy backup does not accurately reflect what is currently in the file or directory because it contains some, but
not all, modifications. If a file that contains a fuzzy backup is restored, the file may or may not be usable, depending on the
application that uses the file. If a fuzzy backup is not acceptable, set SERIALIZATION to SHRSTATIC or STATIC so that IBM
Spectrum Protect creates a backup version only if the file or directory is not being modified.

TOCDestination

Specifies the primary storage pool in which a table of contents (TOC) will initially be stored for any NDMP backup or backup
set operation for which a TOC is generated. This parameter is optional. You cannot specify a copy storage pool as the
destination. The storage pool specified for the destination must have NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. To avoid mount
delays, ensure that the storage pool has a device class of DISK or DEVTYPE=FILE. TOC generation is an option for NDMP
backup operations, but is not supported for other image-backup operations.

To remove an existing TOC destination from the copy group, specify a null string ("") for this value.

If TOC creation is requested for a backup operation that uses NDMP and the image is bound to a management class whose
backup copy group does not specify a TOC destination, the outcome will depend on the TOC parameter for the backup
operation.

If TOC=PREFERRED (the default), the backup proceeds without creation of a TOC.
If TOC=YES, the entire backup fails because no TOC can be created.

Example: Update a backup copy group
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Update the backup copy group (STANDARD) in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain, VACATION policy set, ACTIVEFILES
management class. Change the destination to DISKPOOL, with a minimum interval of seven days between backups, regardless of
whether the files have been modified. Retain up to three backup versions while a file still exists on a client file system.

update copygroup employee_records vacation  
activefiles type=backup destination=diskpool  
frequency=7 verexists=3 mode=absolute

UPDATE COPYGROUP (Update a defined archive copy group)
Use this command to update a defined archive copy group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the copy group belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate COpygroup--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
>--+----------+--Type--=--Archive-------------------------------> 
   '-STANDARD-'                      
 
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------+---------> 
   '-DESTination--=--pool_name-'  '-FREQuency--=--Cmd-'    
 
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+------------> 
   '-RETVer--=--+-days----+-'  '-MODE--=--ABSolute-'    
                '-NOLimit-'                             
 
>--+---------------------+--------------------------------------> 
   '-RETMin--=----days---'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-SERialization--=--+-SHRSTatic--+-'    
                       +-STatic-----+      
                       +-SHRDYnamic-+      
                       '-DYnamic----'      
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the copy group belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the copy group belongs. You cannot update a copy group in the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to which the copy group belongs.

STANDARD
Specifies the copy group, which must be STANDARD. This parameter is optional.

Type=Archive (Required)
Specifies that you want to update an archive copy group. This parameter is required.

DESTination
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores the archive copy. This parameter is optional. You cannot
specify a copy storage pool as the destination.

FREQuency=Cmd
Specifies the copy frequency, which must be CMD. This parameter is optional.

RETVer
Specifies the number of days to keep an archive copy. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

days
Specifies the number of days to keep an archive copy. You can specify an integer from 0 to 30000.
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Tip: To help ensure that your data can be recovered after a malware incident, such as a ransomware attack, specify a
value of at least 30 days.

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to keep an archive copy indefinitely.

If you specify NOLIMIT, the server retains archive copies forever, unless a user or administrator deletes the file from
server storage.

The value of the RETVER parameter can affect the management class to which the server binds an archived directory. If the
client does not use the ARCHMC option, the server binds directories that are archived to the default management class. If
the default management class has no archive copy group, the server binds directories that are archived to the management
class with the shortest retention period.

MODE=ABSolute
Specifies that a file is always archived when the client requests it. The MODE must be ABSOLUTE. This parameter is
optional.

RETMin
Specifies the minimum number of days to keep an archive copy after it has been archived. This parameter is optional. The
default value is 365.

SERialization
Specifies how the server processes files that are modified during archive. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

SHRSTatic
Specifies that the server does not archive a file that is being modified. The server attempts to perform an archive as
many as four times, depending on the value specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES client option. If the file is modified
during the archive attempt, the server does not archive the file.

STatic
Specifies that the server does not archive a file that is being modified. If a file is modified during the archive attempt,
the server does not archive the file.

Platforms that do not support the STATIC option default to SHRSTATIC.

SHRDYnamic
Specifies that if the file is being modified during an archive attempt, the server archives the file during its last
attempt even though the file is being modified. The server attempts to archive the file as many as four times,
depending on the value specified for the CHANGINGRETRIES client option.

DYnamic
Specifies that the server archives a file on the first attempt, regardless of whether the file is being modified during
archive processing.

Important: Be careful about using the SHRDYNAMIC and DYNAMIC values. IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses them to determine
if it archives a file while modifications are occurring. As a result, the archive copy might be a fuzzy backup. A fuzzy backup
does not accurately reflect what is currently in the file because it contains some, but not all, modifications. If a file that
contains a fuzzy backup is retrieved, the file may or may not be usable, depending on the application that uses the file. If a
fuzzy backup is not acceptable, set SERIALIZATION to SHRSTATIC or STATIC so that IBM Spectrum Protect creates an
archive copy only if the file is not being modified.
Tip: Be cautious when selecting retention values for primary storage pools that are of type
RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK. Volumes in these types of storage pools cannot be deleted until after their retention
dates have passed.

Example: Update multiple elements of a copy group

Update the archive copy group (STANDARD) in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain, VACATION policy set, ACTIVEFILES
management class. Change the destination to TAPEPOOL. Keep archive copies for 190 days.

update copygroup employee_records vacation  
activefiles standard type=archive  
destination=tapepool retver=190

UPDATE DATAMOVER (Update a data mover)
Use this command to update the definition for a data mover or set a data mover off-line when the hardware is being maintained.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DATAMover--data_mover_name----------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------------+--------> 
   '-HLAddress--=--address-'  '-LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'    
 
>--+-------------------+--+-----------------------+-------------> 
   '-USERid--=--userid-'  '-PASsword--=--password-'    
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-No--'      
 

Parameters

data_mover_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the data mover.

HLAddress
Specifies either the new numerical IP address or the new domain name, which is used to access the NAS file server. This
parameter is optional.

LLAddress
Specifies the new TCP port number to access the NAS file server for Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP) sessions.
This parameter is optional.

USERid
Specifies the user ID for a user that is authorized to initiate an NDMP session with the NAS file server. For example, enter
the administrative ID for a NetApp file server. This parameter is optional.

PASsword
Specifies the new password for the user ID to log onto the NAS file server. This parameter is optional.

ONLine
Specifies whether the data mover is available for use. This parameter is optional.

Yes
Specifies that the data mover is available for use.

No
Specifies that the data mover is not available for use.
Attention: If a library is controlled using a path from a data mover to the library, and the data mover is offline, the
server will not be able to access the library. If the server is halted and restarted while the data mover is offline, the
library will not be initialized.

Example: Update a data mover IP address

Update the data mover for the node named NAS1. Change the numerical IP address from 9.67.97.103 to 9.67.97.109.

update datamover nas1 hladdress=9.67.97.109

Example: Update a data mover domain name

Update the data mover for the node named NAS1. Change the numerical IP address from 9.67.97.109 to the domain name of
NETAPP2.TUCSON.IBM.COM.

update datamover nas1 hladdress=netapp2.tucson.ibm.com

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE DATAMOVER
Command Description
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Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DATAMOVER Deletes a data mover.

QUERY DATAMOVER Displays data mover definitions.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update the attributes of a device class)
Use this command to update a defined device class.

Note: The DISK device class is predefined by IBM Spectrum Protect™ and cannot be modified with the UPDATE DEVCLASS
command.

If you are updating a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
UPDATE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Update device class for z/OS media server).

The syntax and parameter descriptions are provided according to the device type. The syntax and parameter information is
presented in the following order.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3590 device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3592 device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 4MM device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an 8MM device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a CENTERA device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a DLT device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an ECARTRIDGE device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a FILE device class)

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a GENERICTAPE device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an LTO device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a NAS device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a REMOVABLEFILE device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a SERVER device class)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a VOLSAFE device class)

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE DEVCLASS
Command Description

BACKUP DEVCONFIG Backs up IBM Spectrum Protect device information to a file.

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY DIRSPACE Displays information about FILE directories.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3590 device class)
Use the 3590 device class when you are using 3590 tape devices.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3590 device class for z/OS media server).
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------------+-----> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'    
                                              +-3590B---+      
                                              +-3590C---+      
                                              +-3590E-B-+      
                                              +-3590E-C-+      
                                              +-3590H-B-+      
                                              '-3590H-C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following tables list the recording formats, estimated capacities, and recording format options for 3590 devices:
Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 3590

Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

3590B 10.0 GB Uncompressed (basic) format

3590C See note

20.0 GB

Compressed format
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

3590E-B 10.0 GB Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590E-C See note

20.0 GB

Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

3590H-B 30.0 GB (J cartridge-
standard length)

60.0 GB (K cartridge-
extended length)

Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590H-C See note

60.0 GB (J cartridge-
standard length)

120.0 GB (K cartridge-
extended length)

Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.

Table 2. 3590 device recording format selections

Device
Format

3590B 3590C 3590E-B 3590E-C 3590H-B 3590H-C

3590
Ultra-SCSI
3590E
3590H

Read/Write
Read/Write

Read
Read

Read/Write
Read/Write

Read
Read

–
–

Read/Write
Read

–
–

Read/Write
Read

–
–
–

Read/Write

–
–
–

Read/Write

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the sequential access volumes that are categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.
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An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3592 device class)
If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3592 device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
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   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+      
                   '-No--------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-SCALECAPacity--=--+-100-+-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE----+-'    
                       +-90--+                 +-3592-----+      
                       '-20--'                 +-3592C----+      
                                               +-3592-2---+      
                                               +-3592-2C--+      
                                               +-3592-3---+      
                                               +-3592-3C--+      
                                               +-3592-4---+      
                                               +-3592-4C--+      
                                               +-3592-5---+      
                                               +-3592-5C--+      
                                               +-3592-5A--+      
                                               '-3592-5AC-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+------------>< 
   |  (1)   (2)                                   |    
   '-------------DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+-'    
                                     +-ALLOW----+      
                                     +-EXTERNAL-+      
                                     '-OFF------'      
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify both WORM=Yes and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.
2. Drive encryption is supported only for 3592 Generation 2 or later drives.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

LBProtect

Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
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usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on IBM® 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2
media and later.

See Technote 1634851, Additional information on the Tivoli Storage Manager LBProtect option, for an explanation about
when to use the LBProtect parameter.

SCALECAPacity
Specifies the percentage of the media capacity that can be used to store data. This parameter is optional. Possible values
are 20, 90, or 100.

Setting the scale capacity percentage to 100 provides maximum storage capacity. Setting it to 20 provides fastest access
time.

Note: The scale capacity value takes effect when data is first written to a volume. Any updates to the device class for scale
capacity do not affect volumes that already have data that is written to them until the volume is returned to scratch status.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats, estimated capacities, and recording format options for 3592 devices.
Tip: The format name is specified as, for example, 3592-X, 3592-XC, 3592-XA, or 3592-XAC, where X indicates the drive
generation, C indicates a compressed format, and A indicates an archive drive.

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 3592
Format Estimated capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

3592 300 GB Uncompressed (basic) format

3592C See note. Compressed format

3592-2 500 GB

700 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JA tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes

3592-2C 1.5 TB

2.1 TB

Compressed format JA tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

3592–3 640 GB

1 TB

Uncompressed (basic) format JA tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes
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Format Estimated capacity Description

3592–3C 1.9 TB

3 TB

Compressed format JA tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

3592-4 400 GB

1.5 TB

3.1 TB

Uncompressed (basic) format JK tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JB tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JC tapes

3592-4C 1.2 TB

4.4 TB

9.4 TB

Compressed format JK tapes

Compressed format JB tapes

Compressed format JC tapes

3592-5

(For IBM TS1150
Model 3592 E08 drives
with product ID
03592E08)

900 GB

7000 GB

2000 GB

10,000 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JK tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JC/JY tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JL tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JD/JZ tapes

3592-5C

(For IBM TS1150
Model 3592 E08 drives
with product ID
03592E08)

Depends on the
compressibility of the
data

Compressed format JK tapes

Compressed format JC/JY tapes

Compressed format JL tapes

Compressed format JD/JZ tapes

3592-5A

(For IBM TS1155
Model 3592 55F drives
with product ID
0359255F)

3000 GB

15,000 GB

Uncompressed (basic) format JL tapes

Uncompressed (basic) format JD/JZ tapes

3592-5AC

(For IBM TS1155
Model 3592 55F drives
with product ID
0359255F)

Depends on the
compressibility of the
data

Compressed format JL tapes

Compressed format JD/JZ tapes

Note: If this format uses the compression feature for tape drives, depending on the effectiveness of compression, the
actual capacity might be different from the estimated capacity.

Important: For optimal performance, avoid mixing different generations of drives in a single SCSI library.

Special configurations are also required for mixing different generations of 3592 drives in 349x and ACSLS libraries.

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".
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PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
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Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional.

Updating this parameter affects empty volumes only. If a filling volume was previously encrypted or is unencrypted, and
you update the DRIVEENCRYPTION parameter, the volume maintains its original encrypted or unencrypted status. The
filling volume also maintains its original key-management status.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes-for example, back up sets,
export volumes, and database backup volumes-will not be encrypted.) If you specify ON and you enable either the
library or system method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if either the library or system method of encryption is enabled.

EXTERNAL
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive.
When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum
Protect does not turn off encryption.
By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM
Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable either the library or system method of encryption,
backups fail. If you enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are
attempted.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 4MM device class)
Use the 4MM device class when you are using 4 mm tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-+-'    
                                              +-DDS1--+      
                                              +-DDS1C-+      
                                              +-DDS2--+      
                                              +-DDS2C-+      
                                              +-DDS3--+      
                                              +-DDS3C-+      
                                              +-DDS4--+      
                                              +-DDS4C-+      
                                              +-DDS5--+      
                                              +-DDS5C-+      
                                              +-DDS6--+      
                                              '-DDS6C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
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   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the 4 mm tape drives used by this device class. This
parameter is optional. For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for 4 mm devices:
Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for 4 mm tapes

Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

DDS1 1.3 GB (60 meter)

2.0 GB (90 meter)

Uncompressed format, applies only to 60-meter and 90-meter tapes

DDS1C See note

1.3 GB (60 meter)

2.0 GB (90 meter)

Compressed format, applies only to 60-meter and 90-meter tapes

DDS2 4.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 120-meter tapes

DDS2C See note

8.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 120-meter tapes

DDS3 12.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 125-meter tapes

DDS3C See note

24.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 125-meter tapes

DDS4 20.0 GB Uncompressed format, applies only to 150-meter tapes

DDS4C See note

40.0 GB

Compressed format, applies only to 150-meter tapes

DDS5 36 GB Uncompressed format, when using DAT 72 media

DDS5C See note

72 GB

Compressed format, when using DAT 72 media

DDS6 80 GB Uncompressed format, when using DAT 160 media

DDS6C See note

160 GB

Compressed format, when using DAT 160 media

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.
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ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the sequential access volumes that are categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about the default estimated capacity for 4 mm tapes, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the file name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For each
sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
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device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an 8MM device class)
Use the 8MM device class when you are using 8 mm tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-+-'    
                                              +-8200--+      
                                              +-8200C-+      
                                              +-8500--+      
                                              +-8500C-+      
                                              +-8900--+      
                                              +-AIT---+      
                                              +-AITC--+      
                                              +-M2----+      
                                              +-M2C---+      
                                              +-SAIT--+      
                                              +-SAITC-+      
                                              +-VXA2--+      
                                              +-VXA2C-+      
                                              +-VXA3--+      
                                              '-VXA3C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.
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LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the 8 mm tape drives that can be used by this device class.
For more information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for 8 mm devices:
Table 1. Recording format and default estimated capacity for 8 mm tape

Format

Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is
supported by the drive on which a volume is
mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a
mixture of drives is used within the same
library. For example, do not use this option for
a library that contains some drives that
support recording formats superior to other
drives.

8200 2.3 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using
standard 112-meter tape cartridges

8200C See note

3.5 GB

4.6 GB

Compressed format, using standard 112-
meter tape cartridges

8500

   15m
   15m
   15m
   54m
   54m
   54m
   112m
   112m
   112m
   160m XL

See note

600 MB
600 MB
600 MB
2.35 GB
2.35 GB
2.35 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
7 GB

Drives (Read Write)

Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)

8500C

   15m
   15m
   15m
   54m
   54m
   54m
   112m
   112m
   112m
   160m XL

See note

1.2 GB
1.2 GB
1.2 GB
4.7 GB
4.7 GB
4.7 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
5 GB or 10.0 GB
7 GB

Drives (Read Write)

Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
Exabyte 8500/8500C (RW)
Exabyte 8505 (RW)
Eliant 820 (RW)
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Format

Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

8900

   15m
   54m
   112m
   160m XL
   22m
   125m
   170m

See note

–
–
–
–
2.5 GB
–
40 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (R)
Mammoth 8900 (RW)
Mammoth 8900 (RW with upgrade)
Mammoth 8900 (RW)

AIT

   SDX1–25C
   SDX1–35C
   SDX2–36C
   SDX2–50C
   SDX3–100C
   SDX3X-150C
   SDX4–200C
   SDX5-400C

See note

25 GB
35 GB
36 GB
50 GB
100 GB
150 GB
200 GB
400 GB

Drive

AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT3, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT3-Ex, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT4 and AIT5 drives
AIT5 drive

AITC

   SDX1–25C
   SDX1–35C
   SDX2–36C
   SDX2–50C
   SDX3–100C
   SDX3X-150C
   SDX4–200C
   SDX5-400C

See note

50 GB
91 GB
72 GB
130 GB
260 GB
390 GB
520 GB
1040 GB

Drive

AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT, AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT2 and AIT3 drives
AIT3, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT3-Ex, AIT4, and AIT5 drives
AIT4 and AIT5 drives
AIT5 drive

M2

   75m
   150m
   225m

See note

20.0 GB
40.0 GB
60.0 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)

M2C

   75m
   150m
   225m

See note

50.0 GB
100.0 GB
150.0 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)
Mammoth II (RW)

SAIT See note

500 GB

Drive (Read Write)

Sony SAIT1–500(RW)

SAITC See note

1300 GB (1.3 TB)

Drive (Read Write)

Sony SAIT1–500(RW)

VXA2

   V6 (62m)
   V10 (124m)
   V17 (170m)

See note

20 GB
40 GB
60 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–2

VXA2C

   V6 (62m)
   V10 (124m)
   V17 (170m)

See note

40 GB
80 GB
120 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–2
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Format

Medium Type Estimated Capacity

Description

VXA3

   X6 (62m)
   X10 (124m)
   X23 (230m)

See note

40 GB
86 GB
160 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–3

VXA3C

   X6 (62m)
   X10 (124m)
   X23 (230m)

See note

80 GB
172 GB
320 GB

Drive (Read Write)

VXA–3

Note: The actual capacities might vary depending on which cartridges and drives are
used.

For the AITC and SAITC formats, the normal compression ratio is 2.6:1.
For the M2C format, the normal compression ratio is 2.5:1.

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about the default estimated capacity for 8 mm tapes, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.
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Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

Example: Update the mount limit and capacity of an 8 mm device class

Update a device class named 8MMTAPE. Change the mount limit to 3 and the estimated capacity to 10 GB.

update devclass 8mmtape mountlimit=3 estcapacity=10G

Example: Update the mount retention period of an 8 mm device class

Update an 8 mm device class that is named 8MMTAPE to a 15-minute mount retention.

update devclass 8mmtape mountretention=15

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a CENTERA device class)
Use the CENTERA device class when you are using EMC Centera storage devices. The CENTERA device type uses files as volumes
to store data sequentially. It is similar to the FILE device class.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
                                     (1)    
>--HLAddress--=--ip_address?PEA_file----------------------------> 
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>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-MINCAPacity--=----size---'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=----number---'    
 

Notes:

1. For each Centera device class, you must specify an IP address. However, a Pool Entry Authorization (PEA) file name and
path are optional, and the PEA file specification must follow the IP address. Use the "?" character to separate the PEA file
name and path from the IP address.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

HLAddress
Specifies an IP address for the Centera storage device and, optionally, the name and path of one Pool Entry Authorization
(PEA) file. Specify the IP address with the dotted decimal format (for example, 9.10.111.222). A Centera device might have
multiple IP addresses. However, you must specify one of them as a value for this parameter.

The PEA file name and path name are case-sensitive.

If you append the name and path of a PEA file, ensure that the file is stored in a directory on the system that runs the IBM
Spectrum Protect™ server. Separate the PEA file name and path from the IP address or addresses with the "?" character, for
example: 

   HLADDRESS=9.10.111.222?c:\controlFiles\TSM.PEA

   HLADDRESS=9.10.111.222?/user/ControlFiles/TSM.PEA

Specify only one PEA file name and path for each device class definition. If you specify two different Centera device classes
that point to the same Centera storage device and if the device class definitions contain different PEA file names and paths,
the server uses the PEA file that is specified in the device class HLADDRESS parameter that was first used to open the
Centera storage device.
Note:

1. The server does not include a PEA file during installation. If you do not create a PEA file, the server uses the Centera
default profile, which can allow applications to read, write, delete, purge, and query data on a Centera storage
device. To provide tighter control, create a PEA file with the command-line interface that is provided by EMC Centera.
For details about Centera authentication and authorization, refer to the EMC Centera Programmer's Guide.

2. You can also specify the PEA file name and path in an environment variable by using the syntax
CENTERA_PEA_LOCATION=filePath_ fileName. The PEA file name and path that is specified with this environment
variable apply to all Centera clusters. If you use this variable, you do not need to specify the PEA file name and path
using the HLADDRESS parameter.

3. Updating the device class with a new or changed PEA file name and location might require a server restart if the
Centera storage device identified by the IP address has already been accessed in the current instance of the server.

MINCAPacity
Specifies the new minimum size for Centera volumes that are assigned to a storage pool in this device class. This value
represents the minimum amount of data that is stored on a Centera volume before the server marks it full. Centera volumes
continue to accept data until the minimum amount of data is stored. This parameter is optional.

size
Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The
minimum value that is allowed is 1 MB (MINCAPACITY=1M). The maximum value that is allowed is 128 GB
(MINCAPacity=128G).

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the new maximum number of sessions that access the Centera device. This parameter is optional. You can specify
any number from 0 or greater; however, the sum of all mount limit values for all device classes that are assigned to the
same Centera device must not exceed the maximum number of sessions that are allowed by Centera.
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UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a DLT device class)
Use the DLT device class when you are using DLT tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+-------------------------+----> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE----+-'    
                                              +-DLT1-----+      
                                              +-DLT1C----+      
                                              +-DLT10----+      
                                              +-DLT10C---+      
                                              +-DLT15----+      
                                              +-DLT15C---+      
                                              +-DLT20----+      
                                              +-DLT20C---+      
                                              +-DLT35----+      
                                              +-DLT35C---+      
                                              +-DLT40----+      
                                              +-DLT40C---+      
                                              +-DLT2-----+      
                                              +-DLT2C----+      
                                              +-DLT4-----+      
                                              +-DLT4C----+      
                                              +-SDLT-----+      
                                              +-SDLTC----+      
                                              +-SDLT320--+      
                                              +-SDLT320C-+      
                                              +-SDLT600--+      
                                              +-SDLT600C-+      
                                              +-DLTS4----+      
                                              '-DLTS4C---'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the DLT tape drives that can be used by this device class. For
information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.
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The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for DLT devices:
Table 1. Recording format and default estimated capacity for DLT

Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

DLT1 40.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape III or CompacTape IV
cartridges

DLT1C See note 1.

80.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape III and CompacTape IV
cartridges

DLT10 10.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape III or CompacTape IV
cartridges

DLT10C See note 1.

20.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape III and CompacTape IV
cartridges

DLT15 15.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IIIxt or CompacTape IV
cartridges (not CompacTape III)
Note: Valid with DLT2000XT, DLT4000, and DLT7000 drives

DLT15C See note 1.

30.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IIIxt or CompacTape IV
cartridges (not CompacTape III)

Valid with DLT2000XT, DLT4000, and DLT7000 drives

DLT20 20.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT20C See note 1.

40.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT4000, DLT7000, and DLT8000 drives

DLT35 35.0 GB Uncompressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT7000 and DLT8000 drives

DLT35C See note 1.

70.0 GB

Compressed format, using only CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with DLT7000 and DLT8000 drives

DLT40 40.0 GB Uncompressed format, using CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with a DLT8000 drive

DLT40C See note 1.

80.0 GB

Compressed format, using CompacTape IV cartridges

Valid with a DLT8000 drive

DLT2 80.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLT tape VS1 media

DLT2C See note 1.

160.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLT tape VS1 media

DLT4 160.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLTtape VS1 cartridges.

Valid with Quantum DLT-V4 drive

DLT4C See note 1.

320.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLTtape VS1 cartridges.

Valid with Quantum DLT-V4 drive
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

SDLT

See note 2.

100.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Super DLT Tape 1 cartridges

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLTC

See note 2.

See note 1.

200.0 GB

Compressed format, using Super DLT Tape 1 cartridges

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT320

See note 2.

160.0 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum SDLT I media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT320C

See note 2.

See note 1.

320.0 GB

Compressed format, using Quantum SDLT I media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT600 300.0 GB Uncompressed format, using SuperDLTtape-II media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

SDLT600C See note 1.

600.0 GB

Compressed format, using SuperDLTtape-II media

Valid with a Super DLT drive

DLTS4 800 GB Uncompressed format, using Quantum DLT S4 media.

Valid with a DLT-S4 drive

DLTS4C See note 1.

1.6 TB

Compressed format, using Quantum DLT S4 media.

Valid with a DLT-S4 drive

Note:

1. Depending on the effectiveness of compression, the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.
2. IBM Spectrum Protect™ does not support a library that contains both Backward Read Compatible (BRC) SDLT and

Non-Backward Read Compatible (NBRC) SDLT drives.

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about estimated capacities, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E
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The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an ECARTRIDGE device class)
Use the ECARTRIDGE device class when you are using StorageTek drives such as the StorageTek T9840 or T10000.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+      
                   '-No--------'      
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-T9840C----+                                
                +-T9840C-C--+                                
                +-T9840D----+                                
                +-T9840D-C--+                                
                +-T10000A---+                                
                +-T10000A-C-+                                
                +-T10000B---+                                
                +-T10000B-C-+                                
                +-T10000C---+                                
                +-T10000C-C-+                                
                +-T10000D---+                                
                '-T10000D-C-'                                
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+------------>< 
   |  (1)   (2)                                   |    
   '-------------DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+-'    
                                     +-ALLOW----+      
                                     +-EXTERNAL-+      
                                     '-OFF------'      
 

Notes:

1. You can use drive encryption only for Oracle StorageTek T10000B drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000B, or
T10000B-C, for Oracle StorageTek T10000C drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000C or T10000C-C, and for Oracle
StorageTek T10000D drives with a format value of DRIVE, T10000D and T10000D-C.

2. You cannot specify both WORM=YES and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object with the ECARTRIDGE tape drives that can be used by this device class. For
information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

LBProtect

Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
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Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on Oracle StorageTek T10000C and Oracle StorageTek T10000D
drives.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

Important: If you specify DRIVE for a device class that has non-compatible sequential access devices, then you must
mount volumes on devices that are capable of reading or writing the format that is established when the volume was first
mounted. This can cause delays if the only sequential access device that can access the volume is already in use.
The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for ECARTRIDGE devices:

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for ECARTRIDGE tapes
Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

Notes:

Some formats use a tape drive hardware compression feature. Depending on the effectiveness of compression, the
actual capacity might be double or more than the listed value.
T10000A drives can read and write the T10000A format only. T10000B drives can read, but cannot write, the
T10000A format. T10000C drives can read, but cannot write, the T10000A and T10000B formats. T10000D drives
can read, but cannot write, the T10000A, T10000B, and T10000C formats.

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about the default estimated capacity for cartridge tapes, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
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Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional.
Restriction:

1. You can use drive encryption only for the following drives:
Oracle StorageTek T10000B drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000B, or T10000B-C
Oracle StorageTek T10000C drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000C, or T10000C-C
Oracle StorageTek T10000D drives that have a format value of DRIVE, T10000D, or T10000D-C

2. You cannot specify IBM Spectrum Protect as the key manager for drive encryption of WORM (write once, read many)
media. (Specifying both WORM=YES and DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON is not supported.)

3. If encryption is enabled for a device class, and the device class is associated with a storage pool, the storage pool
should not share a scratch pool with other device classes that cannot be encrypted. If a tape is encrypted, and you
plan to use it on a drive that cannot be encrypted, you must manually relabel the tape before it can be used on that
drive.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes are not encrypted. For
example, back up sets, export volumes, and database backup volumes are not encrypted.) If you specify ON and you
enable another method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if another method of encryption is enabled.

EXTERNAL
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive. When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is
enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect does not turn off encryption. By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM
Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable another method of encryption, backups fail. If you
enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are attempted.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a FILE device class)
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Use the FILE device class when you are using files on magnetic disk storage as volumes that store data sequentially (as on tape).

The FILE device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.

The FILE device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.

If you are defining a device class for devices that are to be accessed through a z/OS® media server, see
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a FILE device class for z/OS media server).

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------+--+----------------------+----------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'  '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   |               .-,--------------. |    
   |               V                | |    
   '-DIRectory--=----directory_name-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-SHAREd--=--+-No--+-'    
                '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of files that can be simultaneously open for input and output. This parameter is optional.
You can specify a number from 0 to 4096.

If the device class is shared with a storage agent (by specifying the SHARED=YES parameter), drives are defined
or deleted to match the MOUNTLIMIT value.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of any data storage files that are categorized by this device class. This parameter is optional.

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The minimum size
is 1 MB (MAXCAPACITY=1M). If you are defining a FILE device class for database-backup volumes, specify a value for
MAXCAPACITY that is appropriate for the size of the database and that minimizes the number of database volumes.

For example, MAXCAPACITY=5G specifies that the maximum capacity for a volume in this device class is 5 gigabytes. The
value that is specified must be less than or equal to the maximum supported size of a file on the target file system.

Do not define a MAXCAPACITY value greater than 640M when this file is for REMOVABLEFILE CD
support. A value less than a CD's usable space (650 MB) allows for a one-to-one match between files from the FILE device
class and copies that are on CD.

DIRectory
Specifies the directory location or locations of the files that are used in this device class. Enclose the entire list of
directories within quotation marks, by using commas to separate individual directory names. Special characters (for
example, blank spaces) are allowed within directory names. For example, the directory list "abc def,xyz" contains two
directories: abc def and xyz. This parameter is optional.
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By specifying a directory name or names, you identify the locations where the server places the files that represent storage
volumes for this device class.

While the command is processed, the server expands the specified directory name or names into their
fully qualified forms, starting from the root directory.

Important: If you are using storage agents for shared access to FILE volumes, you must use the DEFINE PATH command to
define a path for each storage agent. The path definition includes the directory names that are used by the storage agent to
access each directory.

Later, if the server must allocate a scratch volume, it creates a new file in one of these directories. (The server can choose
any of the directories in which to create new scratch volumes.) For scratch volumes used to store client data, the file that is
created by the server has a file name extension of .bfs. For scratch volumes used to store export data, a file name extension
of .exp is used.

For example, if you define a device class with a directory of tsmstor and the server needs a scratch
volume in this device class to store export data, the file that the server creates might be named ⁄tsmstor⁄₀₀₅₆₆₄₉₇.exp.

For example, if you define a device class with a directory of c:\server and the server needs a scratch volume in
this device class to store export data, the file that the server creates might be named c:\server\00566497.exp.

Tip: If you specify multiple directories for a device class, ensure that the directories are associated with separate file
systems. Space trigger functions and storage pool space calculations take into account the space that remains in each
directory. If you specify multiple directories for a device class and the directories are in the same file system, the server
calculates space by adding values that represent the space that remains in each directory. These space calculations are
inaccurate. Rather than choosing a storage pool with sufficient space for an operation, the server might choose the wrong
storage pool and run out of space prematurely. For space triggers, an inaccurate calculation might result in a failure to
expand the space available in a storage pool. Failure to expand space in a storage pool is one of the conditions that can
cause a trigger to become disabled. If a trigger is disabled because the space in a storage pool was not expanded, you can
re-enable the trigger by issuing the following command: update spacetrigger stg. No further changes are required to
the space trigger.
Restriction: To modify a list of directories, you must replace the entire list.

SHAREd
Specifies that this FILE device class is shared between the server and one or more storage agents. To prepare for sharing, a
library is automatically defined along with a number of drives corresponding to the MOUNTLIMIT associated with the
device class. If the library and drives exist and the MOUNTLIMIT is changed, drives can either be created to reach a new
higher MOUNTLIMIT value or deleted to reach a new lower value.

Storage agents using FILE volumes

You must ensure that storage agents can access newly created FILE volumes. To access FILE volumes, storage agents replace
names from the directory list in the device-class definition with the names in the directory list for the associated path definition.
The following illustrates the importance of matching device classes and paths to ensure that storage agents can access newly
created FILE volumes.

Suppose you want to use these three directories for a FILE library:

c:\server
d:\server
e:\server

/usr/tivoli1
/usr/tivoli2
/usr/tivoli3

/opt/tivoli1
/opt/tivoli2
/opt/tivoli3

1. You use the following command to set up a FILE library named CLASSA with one drive named CLASSA1 on SERVER1:
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define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="c:\server,d:\server,e:\server"  
shared=yes mountlimit=1

define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="/usr/tivoli1,/usr/tivoli2,/usr/tivoli3" 
shared=yes mountlimit=1

define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="/opt/tivoli1,/opt/tivoli2,/opt/tivoli3" 
shared=yes mountlimit=1

2. You want the storage agent STA1 to be able to use the FILE library, so you define the following path for storage agent STA1:

define path server1 sta1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="\\192.168.1.10\c\server,\\192.168.1.10\d\server, 
\\192.168.1.10\e\server" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, replaces the directory name c:\server with the directory name
\\192.168.1.10\c\server to access FILE volumes that are in the c:\server directory on the server.

define path server1 sta1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="/usr/ibm1,/usr/ibm2,/usr/ibm3" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, replaces the directory name /usr/tivoli1 with the directory name /usr/ibm1
to access FILE volumes that are in the /usr/tivoli1 directory on the server.

define path server1 sta1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="/opt/ibm1,/opt/ibm2,/opt/ibm3" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, replaces the directory name /opt/tivoli1 with the directory name
/opt/ibm1/ to access FILE volumes that are in the /opt/tivoli1 directory on the server.

The following results occur:

File volume c:\server\file1.dsm is created by SERVER1. If you later change the first directory for the device class
with the following command:

update devclass classa directory="c:\otherdir,d:\server,e:\server"

SERVER1 is still able to access file volume c:\server\file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 is not able to access it because a
matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory name is not available in the directory list
that is associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access to a FILE volume in that directory. Although the
volume is still accessible from the server for reading, failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume can cause
operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail.

If file volume /usr/tivoli1/file1.dsm is created on SERVER1, and if the following command is issued,

update devclass classa directory="/usr/otherdir,/usr/tivoli2, 
/usr/tivoli3"

SERVER1 is still able to access file volume /usr/tivoli1/file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 is not able to access it
because a matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory name is not available in the
directory list that is associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access to a FILE volume in that directory.
Although the volume is still accessible from the server for reading, failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume
can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail.

If file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm is created on SERVER1, and if the following command is issued,

update devclass classa directory="/opt/otherdir,/opt/tivoli2, 
/opt/tivoli3"
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SERVER1 is still able to access file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 is not able to access it
because a matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory name is not available in the
directory list that is associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access to a FILE volume in that directory.
Although the volume is still accessible from the server for reading, failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume
can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path or to fail.

Example: Update a FILE device class for sharing

Prepare a FILE device class (named PLAINFILES) for sharing with an IBM Spectrum Protect™ storage agent.

update devclass plainfiles shared=yes  

Example: Update the capacity of a FILE device class

Update a file device class named STORFILES to a maximum capacity of 25 MB.

update devclass storfiles maxcap=25m

Example: Add a directory to a FILE device class

Update the FILE device class, CLASSA, by adding a directory, /usr/otherdir, to the directory list. The directories /opt/tivoli2 and
/opt/tivoli3 were specified when the device class was first defined.

update devclass classa  
 directory="/opt/tivoli2,/opt/tivoli3,/usr/otherdir"  

Example: Add a directory to a FILE device class

Update the FILE device class, CLASSA, by adding a directory, /usr/otherdir, to the directory list. The directories /usr/tivoli2 and
/usr/tivoli3 were specified when the device class was first defined.

update devclass classa  
directory="/usr/tivoli2,/usr/tivoli3,/usr/otherdir"

Example: Add a directory to a FILE device class

Update the FILE device class, CLASSA, by adding a directory, c:\otherdir, to the directory list. The directories d:\server and
e:\server were specified when the device class was first defined.

update devclass classa  
 directory="d:\server,e:\server,c:\otherdir"

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a GENERICTAPE device class)
Use the GENERICTAPE device class for tape drives that are supported by operating system device drivers.

When this device type is used, the server does not recognize either the type of device or the cartridge recording format. Because
the server does not recognize the type of device, if an I/O error occurs, error information is less detailed compared to error
information for a specific device type (for example, 8MM). When you define devices to the server, do not mix various types of
devices within the same device type.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the tape drives that can be used by this device class.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

Specify a capacity appropriate to the particular tape drive that is being used.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
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Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an LTO device class)
Use the LTO device class when you are using LTO tape devices.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-LBProtect--=--+-READWrite-+-'    
                   +-WRITEOnly-+      
                   '-No--------'      
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-ULTRIUM---+                                
                +-ULTRIUMC--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM2--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM2C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM3--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM3C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM4--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM4C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM5--+                                
                +-ULTRIUM5C-+                                
                +-ULTRIUM6--+                                
                '-ULTRIUM6C-'                                
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
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>--+----------------------------------------------+------------>< 
   |  (1)   (2)                                   |    
   '-------------DRIVEEncryption--=--+-ON-------+-'    
                                     +-ALLOW----+      
                                     +-EXTERNAL-+      
                                     '-OFF------'      
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON if your drives are using WORM (write once, read many) media.
2. Drive encryption is supported only for Ultrium 4, Ultrium 5, and Ultrium 6 drives and media.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the LTO tape drives used by this device class. For information
about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

LBProtect

Specifies whether logical block protection is used to ensure the integrity of data stored on tape. When LBPROTECT is set to
READWRITE or to WRITEONLY, the server uses this feature of the tape drive for logical block protection and generates
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) protection information for each data block written on tape. The server also validates the
CRC protection information when data is read from the tape.

The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for both read and write operations.
Data is stored with CRC information in each block. This mode affects performance because additional processor
usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect™ and the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values. The
READWRITE value does not affect backup sets and data that is generated by the BACKUP DB command.

When the LBPROTECT parameter is set to READWRITE, you do not have to specify the CRCDATA parameter in a
storage pool definition because logical block protection provides better protection against data corruption.

WRITEOnly
Specifies that logical block protection is enabled in the server and the tape drive for write operations only. Data is
stored containing CRC information in each block. For read operations, the server and the tape drive do not validate
the CRC. This mode affects performance because additional processor usage is required for IBM Spectrum Protect to
generate the CRC and for the tape drive to calculate and compare CRC values for write operations. The WRITEONLY
value does not affect backup sets and data that are generated by the BACKUP DB command.

No
Specifies that logical block protection is not enabled in the server and the tape drive for read and write operations.
However, the server enables logical block protection on write operations for a filling volume that already has data
with logical block protection.

Restriction: Logical block protection is supported only on IBM® LTO5 and supported LTO6 drives.
FORMAT

Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Instead, specify
the format that the drives use.

When migrating all drives from Ultrium to Ultrium 2 devices:

Delete all existing Ultrium drive definitions and the paths that are associated with them.
Define the new Ultrium 2 drives and paths.

If you are considering mixing different generations of LTO media and drives, be aware of the following restrictions.

Table 1. Read - write capabilities for different generations of LTO drives
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Drives
Generation 1

media
Generation 2

media
Generation 3

media
Generation 4

media
Generation 5

media
Generation 6

mediaDrives
Generation 1

media
Generation 2

media
Generation 3

media
Generation 4

media
Generation 5

media
Generation 6

media

Generation 1 Read and write n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 2 Read and write Read and write n/a n/a n/a n/a

Generation 3 1 Read only Read and write Read and write n/a n/a n/a

Generation 4 2 n/a Read only Read and write Read and write n/a n/a

Generation 5 3 n/a n/a Read only Read and write Read and write n/a

Generation 6 4 n/a n/a n/a Read only Read and write Read and write

1 In a library with a Generation 3 drive, all Generation 1 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 1
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

2 In a library with a Generation 4 drive, all Generation 2 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 2
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

3 In a library with a Generation 5 drive, all Generation 3 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 3
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

4 In a library with a Generation 6 drive, all Generation 4 scratch volumes must be checked out, and all Generation 4
storage pool volumes must be updated to read-only.

The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for LTO devices:
Table 2. Recording format and default estimated capacity for LTO

Format Estimated capacity Description

DRIVE - The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

ULTRIUM 100 GB Uncompressed format, using Ultrium cartridges

ULTRIUMC See note

200 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium cartridges

ULTRIUM2 200 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 2 cartridges

ULTRIUM2C See note

400 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 2 cartridges

ULTRIUM3 400 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 3 cartridges

ULTRIUM3C See note

800 GB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 3 cartridges

ULTRIUM4 800 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 4 cartridges

ULTRIUM4C See note

1.6 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 4 cartridges

ULTRIUM5 1.5 TB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 5 cartridges

ULTRIUM5C See note

3.0 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 5 cartridges

ULTRIUM6 2.5 TB Uncompressed (standard) format, using Ultrium 6 cartridges

ULTRIUM6C See note

6.25 TB

Compressed format, using Ultrium 6 cartridges
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Format Estimated capacity Description

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be greater than the listed value.

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the sequential access volumes that are categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about estimated capacities, see Table 2.
PREFIX

Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types, setting this parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) enhances device
sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
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Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

DRIVEEncryption
Specifies whether drive encryption is allowed. This parameter is optional. Drive encryption is supported only for Ultrium 4,
Ultrium 5, and Ultrium 6 drives and media.
Restriction: If encryption is enabled for a device class, and the device class is associated with a storage pool, the storage
pool should not share a scratch pool with other device classes that cannot be encrypted. If a tape is encrypted, and you
plan to use it on a drive that cannot be encrypted, you must manually relabel the tape before it can be used on that drive.

ON
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect is the key manager for drive encryption and allows drive encryption for empty
storage pool volumes only if the application method is enabled. (Other types of volumes are not encrypted. For
example, back up sets, export volumes, and database backup volumes are not encrypted.) If you specify ON and you
enable another method of encryption, drive encryption is not allowed and backup operations fail.
Note: You cannot specify IBM Spectrum Protect as the key manager for drive encryption of WORM (write once, read
many) media. (If you are using WORM media, you cannot specify DRIVEENCRYPTION=ON.)

ALLOW
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. However, drive encryption for
empty volumes is allowed if another method of encryption is enabled.

EXTERNAL
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not manage the keys for drive encryption. Use this setting with an
encryption methodology that is provided by another vendor and that is used with Application Method Encryption
(AME) enabled on the drive. When you specify EXTERNAL and IBM Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is
enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect does not turn off encryption. By contrast, when you specify ALLOW and IBM
Spectrum Protect detects that AME encryption is enabled, IBM Spectrum Protect turns off encryption.

OFF
Specifies that drive encryption is not allowed. If you enable another method of encryption, backups fail. If you
enable the application method, IBM Spectrum Protect disables encryption and backups are attempted.

Example: Update the mount limit for an LTO device class

Update a device class named LTOTAPE. Change the mount limit to 2.

update devclass ltotape mountlimit=2

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a NAS device class)
Use the NAS device class when you are using NDMP (Network Data Management Protocol) operations to back up network-
attached storage (NAS) file servers. The device class is for drives that are supported by the NAS file server for backups.

The NAS device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.

The NAS device class does not support EXTERNAL libraries.
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Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-MOUNTRetention--=--0-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------------+-----> 
   '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                                               +-number-+      
                                               '-0------'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-PREFIX--=--tape_volume_prefix-'    
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the SCSI tape drives used by this device class. For information
about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

MOUNTRetention=0
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. Zero (0) is the
only supported value for device classes with DEVType=NAS.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

ESTCAPacity
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Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.

To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that the server writes into the sequential access media labels. For
each sequential access volume assigned to this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This
parameter is optional. The maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a tape volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.BFS.

Example: Update the estimated capacity for a NAS device class

Update a device class named NASTAPE. Change the estimated capacity to 200 GB.

update devclass nastape library=naslib estcapacity=200G

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a REMOVABLEFILE device class)
Use the REMOVABLEFILE device class for removable media devices that are attached as local, removable file systems.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.
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LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the removable media drives used by this device class. This
parameter is optional. For information about defining a library object, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of any volumes that are defined to a storage pool categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

Because the server opens only one file per physical removable medium, specify a capacity that
enables one file to make full use of your media capacity.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes).

For example, MAXCAPACITY=5M specifies that the maximum capacity for a volume in this device class is 5 MB. The
smallest value that is allowed is 1 MB (that is, MAXCAPACITY=1M).

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a SERVER device class)
Use the SERVER device class to use storage volumes or files that are archived in another IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.
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Syntax
 
>>-UPDdate DEVclass--device_class_name--------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------------+--+----------------------+-----> 
   '-SERVERName--=--server_name-'  '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-RETRYPeriod--=----minutes---'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-RETRYInterval--=----seconds---'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-number-+-'    
                    '-1------'      
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

SERVERName
Specifies the name of the server. The SERVERNAME parameter must match a defined server.
Note: If you change the SERVERNAME of an existing server to a new name, data on the volumes under the old
SERVERNAME is no longer accessible with this device class.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size that objects can be when created on the target server. This parameter is optional.

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G (gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The minimum value
that is allowed is 1 MB (MAXCAPACITY=1M).

PREFIX
Specifies the beginning portion of the high-level archive file name on the target server. This parameter is optional. The
maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a high-level archive file name that uses the default prefix is ADSM.volume1.

RETRYPeriod
Specifies the retry period in minutes. The retry period is the interval during which the server attempts to contact a target
server if there is a suspected communications failure. This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

RETRYInterval
Specifies the retry interval in seconds. The retry interval is how often retries are done within a specific time period. This
parameter is optional. You can specify a number 1 - 9999.

MOUNTRetention
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Specifies the number of minutes to retain an idle connection with the target server before the connection is closed. This
parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.
Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous sessions between the source server and the target server. Any attempts to
access more sessions than indicated by the mount limit cause the requester to wait. This parameter is optional. You can
specify a number 1 - 4096.
The following are possible values:

number
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous sessions between the source server and the target server.

1
Specifies the number of simultaneous sessions between the source server and the target server.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a VOLSAFE device class)
Use the VOLSAFE device type to work with StorageTek VolSafe brand media and drives. This technology uses media that cannot be
overwritten. Therefore, do not use these media for short-term backups of client files, the server database, or export tapes.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+--------------------------+---> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'    
                                              +-9840------+      
                                              +-9840-C----+      
                                              +-T9840C----+      
                                              +-T9840C-C--+      
                                              +-T9840D----+      
                                              +-T9840D-C--+      
                                              +-T10000A---+      
                                              +-T10000A-C-+      
                                              +-T10000B---+      
                                              +-T10000B-C-+      
                                              +-T10000C---+      
                                              +-T10000C-C-+      
                                              +-T10000D---+      
                                              '-T10000D-C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+-------------------------------------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--+-ADSM---------------+-'    
                '-tape_volume_prefix-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'    
                    +-number-+      
                    '-0------'      
 

Parameters
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device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the defined library object that contains the VolSafe drives that can be used by this device class. If any
drives in a library are VolSafe-enabled, all drives in the library must be VolSafe-enabled. For more information about the
VolSafe device type, see DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a VOLSAFE device class).

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.
Attention: If you specify DRIVE for a device class that has non-compatible sequential access devices, then you must mount
volumes on devices that are capable of reading or writing the format that is established when the volume was first
mounted. This can cause delays if the only sequential access device that can access the volume is already in use.
The following table lists the recording formats and estimated capacities for VolSafe devices:

Table 1. Recording formats and default estimated capacities for volsafe tapes
Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE – The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on
which a volume is mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used
within the same library. For example, do not use this option for a library
that contains some drives that support recording formats superior to
other drives.

9840 20 GB Uncompressed (standard) format, using a 20 GB cartridge with 270
meters (885 feet) of tape

9840-C 80 GB LZ-1 Enhanced (4:1) compressed format, using an 80 GB cartridge with
270 meters (885 feet) of tape

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000
cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

ESTCAPacity

Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate due to compression of
data.

You must specify this value as an integer followed by one of the following unit indicators: K (kilobytes), M (megabytes), G
(gigabytes), or T (terabytes). The smallest value that is accepted is 1 MB (ESTCAPACITY=1M).

For example, specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G.
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To force the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to determine the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this
device class, specify ESTCAPACITY="".

For more information about the default estimated capacity for cartridge tapes, see Table 1.
PREFIX

Specifies the beginning portion of the high-level archive file name on the target server. This parameter is optional. The
maximum length of this prefix is 8 characters.

If you have a naming convention for media labels to support your current management system, use a volume prefix that
conforms to your naming conventions.

Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a high-level archive file name that uses the default prefix is ADSM.volume1.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle sequential access volume is retained before it is dismounted. This parameter
is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

However, for EXTERNAL library types (that is, a library that is managed by an external media management system), set this
parameter to a low value (for example, two minutes) to enhance device sharing between applications.

Note: For environments in which devices are shared across storage applications, the MOUNTRETENTION setting must be
carefully considered. This parameter determines how long an idle volume remains in a drive. Some media managers do not
dismount an allocated drive to satisfy pending requests. You might need to tune this parameter to satisfy competing mount
requests while maintaining optimal system performance. Typically, problems arise more frequently when the
MOUNTRETENTION parameter is set to a value that is too small, for example, zero.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes the server waits for an operator to respond to a request to either mount a
volume in a drive in a manual library or check in a volume to be mounted in an automated library. This parameter is
optional. If the mount request is not satisfied within the specified amount of time, the mount request is canceled. You can
specify a number 0 - 9999.
Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional. You can specify a number 0 - 4096.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

The following are possible values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.
Note: For EXTERNAL library types, do not specify DRIVES for the MOUNTLIMIT value. Specify the number of drives
for the library as the MOUNTLIMIT value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class.

0 (zero)
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Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool. Any current transactions continue and
complete, but new transactions are terminated.

UPDATE DEVCLASS - z/OS media server (Update device class for z/OS
media server)

Use this command to update a device class. A limited set of device class types is available for devices that are accessed through a
z/OS® media server.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3590 device class for z/OS media server)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3592 device class for z/OS media server)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media server)
UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a FILE device class for z/OS media server)

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE DEVCLASS
Command Description

BACKUP DEVCONFIG Backs up IBM Spectrum Protect device information to a file.

DEFINE DEVCLASS (z/OS media server) Defines a device class to use storage managed by a z/OS media
server.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

UPDATE LIBRARY Changes the attributes of a library.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3590 device class for z/OS media server)
Use this command to update a device class that you defined to use a z/OS® media server to access 3590 devices. The device class
that targets storage for the z/OS media server requires a library definition of type ZOSMEDIA.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
                                      (1) (2)    
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------------+-----> 
   '-LIBRary--=--library_name-'  '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'    
                                              +-3590B---+      
                                              +-3590C---+      
                                              +-3590E-B-+      
                                              +-3590E-C-+      
                                              +-3590H-B-+      
                                              '-3590H-C-'      
 
>--+----------------------+--+-------------------------+--------> 
   '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'  '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                               '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+------------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-'    
                    +-number-+                                  
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                    '-0------'                                  
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------------------+-----> 
   '-RETention--=--days-'  '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'    
                                            +-Yes-------+      
                                            '-Automatic-'      
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.
2. You cannot update the PREFIX parameter with this command. You must create a device class with the value that you

require for the PREFIX parameter.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.
The following table lists the recording format options for 3590 devices:

Table 1. Recording formats for 3590
Format Description

3590B Uncompressed (basic) format

3590C Compressed format

3590E-B Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590E-C Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

3590H-B Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3590B format

3590H-C Compressed format, similar to the 3590C format

Note: If the format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature the actual capacity can increase, depending on the
effectiveness of compression.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the sequential access volumes that are categorized by this device class. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.
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No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

Tip: You can specify a value of zero for this parameter. However, do so only if you also want to specify a value for the
EXPIRATION parameter. You cannot specify a value for the EXPIRATION parameter if you specify a non-zero value for the
RETENTION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the
following values:
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No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.

If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.

Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.

Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support 3590 tape. This parameter is optional. The
unit name can be up to 8 characters.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a 3592 device class for z/OS media server)
Use this command to update a device class that you defined to use a z/OS® media server to access 3592 devices. The device class
that targets storage for the z/OS media server requires a library definition of type ZOSMEDIA.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
                                      (1) (2)    
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--zos_media_library-'    
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>--+------------------------+--+----------------------+---------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE---+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-3592----+                                
                +-3592C---+                                
                +-3592-2--+                                
                +-3592-2C-+                                
                +-3592-3--+                                
                +-3592-3C-+                                
                +-3592-4--+                                
                '-3592-4C-'                                
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+------------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-'    
                    +-number-+                                  
                    '-0------'                                  
 
>--+--------------------+--+------------------------------+-----> 
   '-RETention--=--days-'  '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'    
                                            +-Yes-------+      
                                            '-Automatic-'      
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.
2. You cannot update the PREFIX parameter with this command. You must create a device class with the value that you

require for the PREFIX parameter.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional. The
default value is DRIVE.
See the following table for the recording formats.

Table 1. Recording formats for 3592
Format Description

3592 Uncompressed (basic) format

3592C Compressed format

3592-2 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format

3592-3 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-3C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format
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Format Description

3592-4 Uncompressed (basic) format, similar to the 3592 format

3592-4C Compressed format, similar to the 3592C format

DRIVE The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on which a volume is
mounted.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used within the same library.
For example, do not use this option for a library containing some drives that support
recording formats superior to other drives.

Note: If this format uses the tape drive hardware compression feature, depending on the effectiveness of compression,
the actual capacity might be different from the listed value.

If the drives are in a library that includes drives of different tape technology, do not use the DRIVE value. Use the specific
format that the drives use. For optimal results, do not mix generations of drives in the same library. If a library contains
mixed generations, media problems can result. For example, generation 1 and generation 2 drives cannot read generation 3
media. If possible, upgrade all drives to 3592 generation 3. If you cannot upgrade all drives to 3592 generation 3, you must
use a special configuration.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional. The default value is YES.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.

No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.
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You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

Tip: You can specify a value of zero for this parameter. However, do so only if you also want to specify a value for the
EXPIRATION parameter. You cannot specify a value for the EXPIRATION parameter if you specify a non-zero value for the
RETENTION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.
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If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.

Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.

Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support 3592 tape. This parameter is optional. This
name can be as many as 8 characters.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update an ECARTRIDGE device class for z/OS media
server)

Use this command to update a device class that you defined to use a z/OS® media server to access StorageTek drives such as the
StorageTek T9840 or T10000. The device class that targets storage for the z/OS media server requires a library definition of type
ZOSMEDIA.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
                                      (1) (2)    
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-LIBRary--=--zos_media_library-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+----------------------+-------> 
   '-FORMAT--=--+-DRIVE-----+-'  '-ESTCAPacity--=--size-'    
                +-T9840C----+                                
                +-T9840C-C--+                                
                +-T9840D----+                                
                +-T9840D-C--+                                
                +-T10000A---+                                
                +-T10000A-C-+                                
                +-T10000B---+                                
                +-T10000B-C-+                                
                +-T10000C---+                                
                +-T10000C-C-+                                
                +-T10000D---+                                
                '-T10000D-C-'                                
 
>--+----------------------------+--+-----------------------+----> 
   '-MOUNTRetention--=--minutes-'  '-MOUNTWait--=--minutes-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--+-DRIVES-+-'  '-COMPression--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                    +-number-+                      '-No--'      
                    '-0------'                                   
 
>--+------------------------+--+--------------------+-----------> 
   '-EXPiration--=--yyyyddd-'  '-RETention--=--days-'    
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>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+---->< 
   '-PROtection--=--+-No--------+-'  '-UNIT--=--unit_name-'    
                    +-Yes-------+                              
                    '-Automatic-'                              
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.
2. You cannot update the PREFIX parameter with this command. You must create a device class with the value that you

require for the PREFIX parameter.

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be updated.

LIBRary

Specifies the name of a library that was defined with the LIBTYPE=ZOSMEDIA parameter. The library and the tape drives
that can be used by this device class are controlled by the z/OS media server.

This parameter is optional.

For information about defining a library, see the DEFINE LIBRARY command.

FORMAT
Specifies the recording format to be used when data is written to sequential access media. This parameter is optional.
See the following table for the recording formats.

Table 1. Recording formats for ECARTRIDGE tapes
Format Estimated Capacity Description

DRIVE - The server selects the highest format that is supported by the drive on which a
volume is mounted. DRIVE is the default value.
Attention: Avoid specifying DRIVE when a mixture of drives is used within the
same library. For example, do not use this option for a library containing some
drives that support recording formats superior to other drives.

T9840C 40 GB Uncompressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840C-C 80 GB Compressed T9840C format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D 75 GB Uncompressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T9840D-C 150 GB Compressed T9840D format, using a StorageTek 9840 cartridge

T10000A 500 GB Uncompressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000A-C 1 TB Compressed T10000A format, using a StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B 1 TB Uncompressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000B-C 2 TB Compressed T10000B format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 cartridge

T10000C 5 TB Uncompressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000C-C 10 TB Compressed T10000C format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 cartridge

T10000D 8 TB Uncompressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2
cartridge

T10000D-C 15 TB Compressed T10000D format, using an Oracle StorageTek T10000 T2 cartridge
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Format Estimated Capacity Description

Note:

Some formats use a compression feature of the tape drive hardware. Depending on the effectiveness of
compression, the actual capacity might be double or more than the listed value.
T10000A drives can read and write the T10000A format only. T10000B drives can read, but cannot write, the
T10000A format. T10000C drives can read, but cannot write, the T10000A and T10000B formats. T10000D drives
can read, but cannot write, the T10000A, T10000B, and T10000C formats.

ESTCAPacity
Specifies the estimated capacity for the sequential access volumes that are assigned to this device class. This parameter is
optional.

You can specify this parameter if the default estimated capacity for the device class is inaccurate because of compression
of data. The value does not determine the amount of data stored on the volume. The server uses the value to estimate the
usage before a volume is filled. After a volume is full, the actual amount of data stored on the tape is used for the usage
calculation.

Specify the value as an integer with one of the following unit indicators: K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). For example,
specify that the estimated capacity is 9 GB with the parameter ESTCAPACITY=9G. The smallest value that is accepted is
100 KB (ESTCAPACITY=100K).

MOUNTRetention
Specifies the number of minutes that an idle tape volume is retained before it is dismounted. The time span for mount
retention begins after the idle timeout period has expired. This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 0 - 9999.

This parameter can improve response time for sequential access media mounts by leaving previously mounted volumes
online.

MOUNTWait
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the z/OS media server waits for a volume mount. If the mount request is
not satisfied within the specified time, the mount request fails. If a device is successfully allocated and the device-open
request does not complete within the specified time, the device-open request ends and the mount request fails.

This parameter is optional. Specify a number, 1 - 9999.

Restriction: If the library that is associated with this device class is external (LIBTYPE=EXTERNAL), do not specify the
MOUNTWAIT parameter.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of sequential access volumes that can be simultaneously mounted for the device class.
This parameter is optional.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

DRIVES
Specifies that every time a mount point is allocated, the number of drives that are defined and online in the library is
used to calculate the true value.

number
Specifies the maximum number of drives in this device class that are used concurrently by the server. This value
must never exceed the number of drives that are defined and online in the library that services this device class. You
can specify a number, 0 - 4096.

0 (zero)
Specifies that no new transactions can gain access to the storage pool.

COMPression
Specifies whether file compression is used for this device class. This parameter is optional.
You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is compressed.
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No
Specifies that the data for each tape volume is not compressed.

EXPiration
Specifies the expiration date that is placed on the tape labels for this device class. This parameter is optional.

Specify the date when the server no longer requires the tape. The server does not use this information, but this information
is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

Specify the expiration date using the format, yyyyddd (four digits for the year and three digits for the day). For example,
January 7, 2014 is specified as 2014007 (the seventh day of year 2014).

If you specify the EXPIRATION parameter, you cannot specify the RETENTION parameter.

RETention
Specifies the number of days to retain the tape. This parameter is optional.

Specify the number of days (1 - 9999) that the server is expected to use the tape. The server does not use this information,
but this information is passed to the z/OS media server for use by z/OS or tape management systems.

If you specify the RETENTION parameter, you cannot specify the EXPIRATION parameter.

Tip: You can specify a value of zero for this parameter. However, do so only if you also want to specify a value for the
EXPIRATION parameter. You cannot specify a value for the EXPIRATION parameter if you specify a non-zero value for the
RETENTION parameter.

PROtection
Specifies whether the RACF® program, if installed, protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. If protection is
provided, RACF profiles are created when volumes are first used. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
Specifies that the RACF program does not protect volumes that are assigned to this device class.

Yes
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes, but the profiles are not deleted when volumes are deleted from
the server. Profiles must be manually deleted.
Tip: If sensitive data is stored on volumes that are assigned to this device class, use PROTECTION=YES and
manually delete RACF profiles only after tape volumes have been erased.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Automatic
Specifies that the RACF program protects volumes that are assigned to this device class. RACF profiles are created
for volumes when the server first uses the volumes. RACF profiles are deleted when volumes are deleted from the
server.

The profiles that are created for volumes depend on the system RACF settings. The protection that is provided is the
same as using PROTECT=YES in JCL. If the RACF program is active and both TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN are inactive,
allocation of tapes fails.

Important: If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, when a volume is deleted, its RACF profile is deleted. The
volume therefore is no longer protected by the RACF program. The data on these volumes can be accessed by other
users.

If you specify PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC, the z/OS media server issues RACROUTE commands to delete profiles
when a volume is deleted from the server. The deletion commands that are issued depend on the current system
settings for TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN. If the system settings are changed, the z/OS media server might not delete
existing profiles.

Do not change the setting to PROTECTION=AUTOMATIC for a device class that was set to PROTECTION=NO.
Volumes without profiles might exist and error messages are generated when such volumes are deleted. If a
different value for PROTECTION is required, define a new device class.
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Profile creation and deletion occur based on the protection setting when the volume is first used and when it is deleted. The
server does not attempt to create profiles for volumes that it has already used. If protection is set to AUTOMATIC, the
server attempts to delete profiles when volumes are deleted.

See the documentation for the RACF program for details about the TAPEVOL and TAPEDSN settings and the profiles that are
created when these settings are active.

UNIT
Specifies an esoteric unit name to specify a group of tape devices that support ECARTRIDGE tapes. Use the unit name that
represents the subset of drives in the library that are attached to the z/OS system. This parameter is optional. The unit
name can be up to 8 characters.

UPDATE DEVCLASS (Update a FILE device class for z/OS media server)
Use this command to update a device class that you defined to use a z/OS® media server to access files on magnetic disk storage
as sequential-access volumes (like tape). The device class that targets storage for the z/OS media server requires a library
definition of type ZOSMEDIA.

A volume in this device class is a Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM) linear data set that is accessed by the z/OS media server.
SCRATCH volumes can be used with a device class and the z/OS media server dynamically allocates the VSAM LDS. It is not
necessary to define volumes for the server to use the device class. If you define volumes, set the high-level qualifier (HLQ) so that
SMS recognizes the allocation request by the z/OS media server. If you are using defined volumes, the format volume function is
not supported for the server when you use this device class. The z/OS media server z/OS media server uses a FormatWrite feature
of DFSMS Media Manager when filling FILE volumes.

You can define volumes for the FILE device class by using the DEFINE VOLUME command. However, the z/OS media server does
not allocate space for a defined volume until the volume is opened for its first use.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate DEVclass--device_class_name---------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------+--+-----------------------+----------> 
   '-MAXCAPacity--=--size-'  '-PRIMARYalloc--=--size-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-SECONDARYalloc--=--size-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-PREFIX--=--file_volume_prefix-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+----------------------------------->< 
   '-MOUNTLimit--=--number-'    
 

Parameters

device_class_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class to be defined. The maximum length of the device class name is 30 characters.

MAXCAPacity
Specifies the maximum size of file volumes that are defined to a storage pool in this device class. This parameter is
optional.

Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum size is 1 MB
(MAXCAPACITY=1M). The maximum size is 16384 GB (MAXCAPACITY=16384G).

PRIMARYalloc
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Specifies the initial amount of space that is dynamically allocated when a new volume is opened. Enough space must be
available to satisfy the primary allocation amount. Storage Management Subsystem (SMS) policy determines whether
multiple physical volumes can be used to satisfy the primary allocation request.

This parameter is optional. Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum size
is 100 KB (PRIMARYALLOC=100K). The maximum size is 16384 GB (MAXCAPACITY=16384G). All values are rounded to
the next higher multiple of 256 KB.

To avoid wasted space, the dynamic allocation operation uses the smaller of the values that are specified in the two
parameters, PRIMARYALLOC and MAXCAPACITY.

SMS automatic class selection (ACS) routines can affect whether the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameter
values are used.

SECONDARYalloc
Specifies the amount of space by which a file volume is extended when space that is already allocated to the file volume is
used up. The data set for a file volume is extended up to the size set by the MAXCAPACITY parameter, then the volume is
marked full.

Because secondary allocation of a linear data set cannot span a physical volume, consider the size of the physical volume
when selecting a secondary allocation size. For example, physical volumes for a 3390 Model 3 are approximately 2.8 GB. To
ensure that each extend request occupies nearly an entire physical volume but not more, use a secondary allocation size
that is just less than 2.8 GB. A secondary allocation amount of 2600 MB allots enough space for the VSAM volume data set
(VVDS), the volume label, and the volume table of contents (VTOC).

This parameter is optional. Specify this value as an integer followed by K (KB), M (MB), G (GB), or T (TB). The minimum value
is 0 KB (SECONDARYALLOC=0K). The maximum value is 16384 GB. Except for 0, all values are rounded to the next higher
multiple of 256 KB.

If you specify 0 (SECONDARYALLOC=0), the file volume cannot be extended beyond the primary allocation amount.

SMS automatic class selection (ACS) routines can affect whether the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameter
values are used.

If you specify a value for the SECONDARYALLOCATION parameter that is not 0, or if you allow the value to default to
2600M, the SMS DATACLAS associated with the PREFIX identifier (for example, High Level Qualifier) must have the
Extended Addressability (EA) attribute specified. Without the EA attribute, the SMS DATACLAS limits the allocation of the
VSAM LDS FILE volume to the primary extent. (See the description of the PRIMARYALLOCATION parameter). With the data
set limited to primary allocation size, the data set cannot be extended by the z/OS media server, and the volume is marked
FULL before the maximum capacity is reached.

Restriction: Ensure that the values that you specify for the PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameters are within
practical limits for the storage device. The server cannot check whether the values exceed practical device limits, and does
not check whether the two values together exceed the current MAXCAPACITY setting.
Tip: To fill volumes when you specify a large value for the MAXCAPACITY parameter, specify large values for the
PRIMARYALLOC and SECONDARYALLOC parameters. Use larger MVS™ volume sizes to reduce the chance of extend failure.

PREFIX
Specifies the high-level qualifier of the data set name that is used to allocate scratch volume data sets. For all scratch file
volumes created in this device class, the server uses this prefix to create the data set name. This parameter is optional. The
maximum length of the prefix, including periods, is 32 characters.
Values that are specified for this parameter must meet the following conditions:

The value is to be made up of qualifiers, which can be a maximum of eight characters including periods. For example,
the following value is acceptable:

     AB.CD2.E

The qualifiers must be separated by a single period.
The first letter of each qualifier must be alphabetic or national (@,#,$), followed by alphabetic, national, hyphen, or
numeric characters.

An example of a file volume data set name using the default prefix is ADSM.B0000021.BFS.

If you have a data set naming convention, use a prefix that conforms to your naming conventions. For example, the
following value is acceptable: TSM.SERVER2.VSAMFILE.
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If you are running multiple server instances for either IBM Spectrum Protect™ or Tivoli® Storage Manager for z/OS Media
you must use a unique value for the PREFIX parameter for each device class that you update.

MOUNTLimit
Specifies the maximum number of FILE volumes that can be open concurrently for this device class. This parameter is
optional. For 3995 devices emulating 3390 devices, the value must not be set higher than the numbers of concurrent input
and output streams possible on the media storing the volumes.

The value that you specify in this parameter is important if there is a significant penalty switching from one volume to
another. For example, switching can take place when using IBM® 3995 devices to emulate 3390 devices. The value that you
specify must be no higher than the number of physical drives available on the device.

If you plan to use the simultaneous-write function, ensure that sufficient drives are available for the write operation. If the
number of drives needed for a simultaneous-write operation is greater than the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter for a
device class, the transaction fails.

UPDATE DOMAIN (Update a policy domain)
Use this command to change a policy domain.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the specified
policy domain.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DOmain--domain_name-----------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+------------------------+--+------------------------+-------> 
   '-BACKRETention--=--days-'  '-ARCHRETention--=--days-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------------+----->< 
   |                       .-,-------------------------. |    
   |                       V                           | |    
   '-ACTIVEDESTination--=------active-data_pool_name---+-'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain.

DESCription
Describes the policy domain by using a text string. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is
255 characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a previously
defined description, specify a null string ("").

BACKRETention
Specifies the number of days (from the date the backup versions became inactive) to retain backup versions that are no
longer on the client file system. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999. The server
uses the backup retention value to manage inactive versions of files when any of the following conditions occur:

A file is rebound to a new management class, but the new management class and the default management class do
not contain a backup copy group.
The management class to which a file is bound no longer exists. The default management class does not contain a
backup copy group.
The backup copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound. The default management
class does not contain a backup copy group.

ARCHRETention
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Specifies the number of days (from the date of archive) to retain archive copies. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer in the range 0 - 30000. The server uses the archive retention value to manage archive copies of files when either
of the following conditions occur:

The management class to which a file is bound, no longer exists. The default management class does not contain an
archive copy group.
The archive copy group is deleted from the management class to which a file is bound. The default management
class does not contain an archive copy group.

ACTIVEDESTination
Specifies the names of active-data pools that store active versions of backup data for nodes that are assigned to the
domain. This parameter is optional. Spaces between the names of the active-data pools are not permitted. You cannot
specify more than 10 active-data pools for a domain.

Before the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server writes data to an active-data pool, it verifies that the node that owns the data is
assigned to a domain that has the active-data pool that is listed in the ACTIVEDESTINATION list. If the server verifies that
the node meets this criteria, the data is stored in the active-data pool. If the node does not meet the criteria, then the data
is not stored in the active-data pool. If the simultaneous-write function is used to write data to an active-data pool, the
server completes the verification during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients or by
application clients by using the IBM Spectrum Protect API. The verification is also done when active-data is being copied by
using the COPY ACTIVEDATA command.

Example: Update the backup retention period for a policy domain

Update the policy domain ENGPOLDOM so that the backup retention grace period is extended to 90 days and the archive retention
grace period is extended to two years. Specify an active-data pool as the destination for active versions of backup data belonging
to nodes that are assigned to the domain. Use engactivedata as the name of the active-data pool. Issue the following command:

update domain engpoldom description='Engineering Policy Domain' 
backretention=90 archretention=730 activedestination=engactivedata

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE DOMAIN
Command Description

COPY DOMAIN Creates a copy of a policy domain.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE DOMAIN Deletes a policy domain along with any policy objects in the
policy domain.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

UPDATE DRIVE (Update a drive)
Use this command to update a drive.

Privilege class

For detailed and current drive support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate DRive--library_name--drive_name-----------------------> 
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>--+------------------------------+--+--------------------+-----> 
   '-SERial--=--+-serial_number-+-'  '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-AUTODetect----'                 '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ELEMent--=--+-address----+-'    
                 '-AUTODetect-'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   |                       (1) |    
   '-ACSDRVID--=--drive_id-----'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------------+----------------->< 
   |                     (2)                 |    
   '-CLEANFREQuency--=------+-NONE---------+-'    
                            |          (3) |      
                            +-ASNEEDED-----+      
                            '-gigabytes----'      
 

Notes:

1. The ACSDRVID parameter is valid only for drives in ACSLS libraries.
2. The CLEANFREQUENCY parameter is valid only for drives in SCSI libraries.
3. The CLEANFREQUENCY=ASNEEDED parameter value does not work for all tape drives. For more information, see the

parameter description.

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to which the drive is assigned.

drive_name (Required)
Specifies the name that is assigned to the drive.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the drives that are being updated. This parameter is valid only for drives in a SCSI or virtual
tape library (VTL). This parameter is optional. The possible values are:

serial_number
Specifies the serial number for the drive that is being updated.
Note: If a path to this drive is already defined, then the number you enter here is compared to the number detected
by IBM Spectrum Protect™. If the numbers do not match, the command fails.

AUTODETECT
Specifies that the serial number is automatically detected and used by IBM Spectrum Protect if a path is already
defined to this drive.

If a path to this drive is not defined, then the serial number is not detected.

ONLine
Specifies whether the drive is available for use. This parameter specifies whether drives can be taken offline and used for
another activity, such as maintenance. This parameter is optional.

You can issue this command when the drive is involved in an active process or session, but it is not advised. If you issue a
command to take the drive offline while it is in use, an error message is issued. The mounted volume completes its current
process. If this volume was part of a series of volumes for a specific transaction, the drive is not available to complete
mounting the series. If no other drives are available, the process fails.

Attention: When a drive is in use, do not specify the ELEMENT parameter with the ONLINE parameter. The drive is not
updated, and the command fails.

The drive state is not changed even if the server is halted and restarted. If a drive is offline when the server is restarted, a
warning message is issued stating that the drive must be manually brought online. If all of the drives in a library are
updated to be offline, processes that need a library mount point fail, rather than queue up for a mount point.

YES
Specifies that the drive is available for use (online).

No
Specifies that the drive is not available for use (offline).
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ELEMent
Specifies the element address of the drive within a SCSI or VTL library. The server uses the element address to connect the
physical location of the drive to the SCSI address of the drive. This parameter is valid only for a drive in a SCSI or VTL library
when the command is issued from an IBM Spectrum Protect library manager server. The possible values are:

address
Specifies the element address for the drive that is being updated.

To find the element address for your library configuration, consult the information from the manufacturer.

Remember: If a path to this drive is already defined, then the number you enter here is compared to the number
previously detected by IBM Spectrum Protect. If the numbers do not match, then this command fails.

AUTODETECT
Specifies that the element number is automatically detected and used by IBM Spectrum Protect if a path is already
defined to this drive.

If a path to this drive is not defined, then the element number is not detected.

Restriction: If the library in which the drive is located does not support the Read Element Status SCSI command, and
ELEMENT=AUTODETECT, the command fails with an IBM Spectrum Protect error message.

ACSDRVID
Specifies the ID of the drive that is being accessed in an ACSLS library. The drive ID is a set of numbers that indicates the
physical location of a drive within an ACSLS library. This drive ID must be specified as a,l,p,d, where a is the ACSID, l is the
LSM (library storage module), p is the panel number, and d is the drive ID. The server needs the drive ID to connect the
physical location of the drive to the drive's SCSI address. See your StorageTek documentation for details.

CLEANFREQuency
Specifies how often the server activates drive cleaning. This parameter is optional. For the most complete automation of
cleaning for an automated library, you must have a cleaner cartridge checked into the volume inventory for the library. If
you are using library based cleaning, NONE is advised when your library type supports this function. This parameter is valid
only for drives in SCSI libraries, and not valid for externally managed libraries, such as 3494 libraries or StorageTek libraries
that are managed under ACSLS.
Important: There are special considerations if you plan to use server-activated drive cleaning with a SCSI library that
provides automatic drive cleaning support in its device hardware.

NONE
Specifies that the server does not track cleaning for this drive. Use this parameter for libraries that have their own
automatic cleaning.

ASNEEDED
Specifies that the server loads the drive with a checked-in cleaner cartridge only when a drive reports to the device
driver that it needs cleaning.

The CLEANFREQUENCY=ASNEEDED parameter value does not work for all tape drives. Visit the Supported Devices
website for your operating system to view detailed drive information. If ASNEEDED is not supported, you can use the
gigabytes value for automatic cleaning.

For IBM 3592 and LTO drives, library based cleaning is advised. If library based cleaning is not supported, then
ASNEEDED must be used. Gigabytes is not recommended.

Restriction: IBM Spectrum Protect does not control the drives that are connected to the NAS file server. If a drive is
attached only to a NAS file server (no connection to a storage agent or server), do not specify ASNEEDED for the
cleaning frequency.

gigabytes
Specifies, in gigabytes, how much data is processed on the drive before the server loads the drive with a cleaner
cartridge. The server resets the gigabytes-processed counter each time it loads a cleaner cartridge in the drive.
Important: When CLEANFREQUENCY=gigabyte, drive cleaning can occur before the gigabyte setting is reached, if the
drive notifies the device driver that a cleaning is necessary.

Consult the information from the drive manufacturer for cleaning recommendations. If the information gives
recommendations for cleaning frequency in terms of hours of use, convert to a gigabytes value by doing the
following:

1. Use the bytes-per-second rating for the drive to determine a gigabytes-per-hour value.
2. Multiply the gigabytes-per-hour value by the recommended hours of use between cleanings.
3. Use the result as the cleaning frequency value.
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Tip: For IBM 3590, specify a value for the cleaning frequency to ensure that the drives receive adequate cleaning.
Consult the information from the drive manufacturer for cleaning recommendations. Using the cleaning frequency
that is recommended by IBM does not over clean the drives.

Example: Update the element address for a drive

Update DRIVE3, in the library named AUTO, by changing the element address to 119.

update drive auto drive3 element=119

Example: Take a drive offline

Update DRIVE3, in the library named MANLIB, to take it offline.

update drive manlib drive3 online=no

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE DRIVE
Command Description

CLEAN DRIVE Marks a drive for cleaning.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

UPDATE FILESPACE (Update file-space node-replication rules)
Use this command to update file-space replication rules. You can also enable or disable replication of data to which a file space
rule applies.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node with the file space to be updated belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate FIlespace--node_name--file_space_name-----------------> 
 
   .-NAMEType--=--SERVER-------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER---+-'    
                  +-UNIcode--+      
                  |      (1) |      
                  '-FSID-----'      
 
   .-CODEType--=--BOTH-----------.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CODEType--=--+-UNIcode----+-'    
                  +-NONUNIcode-+      
                  '-BOTH-------'      
 
                .-,------------------------.    
                V                    (2)   |    
>--DATAType--=------+-BACKup-------+-------+--------------------> 
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                    +-ARCHive------+            
                    '-SPACEManaged-'            
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------------+---> 
   |             (3)                                        |    
   '-REPLRule--=--------+-ALL_DATA----------------------+---'    
                        |             (4)               |        
                        +-ACTIVE_DATA-------------------+        
                        +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY--------+        
                        |                           (4) |        
                        +-ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-----+        
                        +-DEFAULT-----------------------+        
                        '-NONE--------------------------'        
 
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   |                               (3)   |    
   '-REPLState--=----+-ENabled---+-------'    
                     +-DISabled--+            
                     '-PURGEdata-'            
 

Notes:

1. You cannot specify a file space identifier (FSID) if you use wildcard characters for the client node name.
2. You can specify each rule only once.
3. You must specify either the REPLRULE or the REPLSTATE parameter on this command.
4. The ACTIVE_DATA and ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY rules are valid only if you specify DATATYPE=BACKUP.

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the client node to which the file space belongs. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name. However,
file space identifiers can be different among client nodes for the same file space. Therefore, you cannot specify wildcard
characters for the client node name and FSID as the value for the NAMETYPE parameter.

file_space_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the file space to be updated. You can use wildcard characters or a comma-delineated list to specify
names.

For a server that has clients with Unicode-enabled file spaces, you might have to make the server convert the file space
name that you enter. For example, you might have to make the server convert a name from the server code page to
Unicode. For details, see the NAMETYPE parameter. If you specify only a single wildcard character for the name, you can
use the CODETYPE parameter to limit the operation to Unicode file spaces or to non-Unicode file spaces.

File space names are case-sensitive. To determine the correct capitalization for the file space to be updated, use the
QUERY FILESPACE command.

NAMEType
Specifies how you want the server to interpret the file space names that you enter. You can use this parameter for IBM
Spectrum Protect™ clients that Unicode-enabled and that have Windows, Macintosh OS X, or NetWare operating systems.
Use this parameter only when you enter a partly-qualified or fully-qualified file space name. The default value is SERVER.
You can specify one of the following values:

SERVER
The server uses the server code page to interpret file space names.

UNIcode
The server converts file space names from the server code page to the UTF-8 code page. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, on the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion
can fail if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion fails, the name can contain question marks, blanks, or ellipses (...).

FSID
The server interprets file space names as file space identifiers.

CODEType
Specifies the type of file spaces to be included in node replication processing. The default value is BOTH, meaning that file
spaces are included regardless of code page type. Use this parameter only when you enter a single wildcard character for
the file space name. You can specify one of the following values:
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UNIcode
Specifies only file spaces that are in Unicode.

NONUNIcode
Specifies only file spaces that are not in Unicode.

BOTH
Specifies all file spaces regardless of code page type.

DATAType (Required)
Specifies the data type to which a replication rule applies. To specify multiple data types, separate the names with commas
and no intervening spaces. You can specify the following values:

BACKup
Specifies the backup data type.

ARCHive
Specifies the archive data type.

SPACEManaged
Specifies the space-managed data type.

REPLRule
Specifies the replication rule that applies to a data type. You cannot use wildcards. If you specify multiple data types, the
replication rule applies to each data type. For example, if you specify DATATYPE=BACKUP,ARCHIVE, the replication rule
applies to backup data and to archive data.
Restriction: The REPLRULE parameter is optional. However, if you do not specify it, you must specify the REPLSTATE
parameter.

You can specify normal-priority replication or high-priority replication rules. In a replication process that includes both
normal and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which you
want the data to be replicated.

For example, suppose that a file space contains active backup data and archive data. Replication of the active backup data
is a higher priority than the archive data. To prioritize the active backup data, specify DATATYPE=BACKUP
REPLRULE=ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY. To assign a normal priority to archive data, issue the UPDATE FILESPACE
command again, and specify DATATYPE=ARCHIVE REPLRULE=ALL_DATA.

You can specify the following rules:

ALL_DATA
Replicates backup, archive, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with a normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates only the active backup data in a file space. The data is replicated with a normal priority.
Attention: If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on
the target replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a server version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a server version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates backup, archive, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with a high priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority.

DEFAULT
Data is replicated according to the client node rule for the data type.

For example, suppose that you want to replicate the archive data in all the file spaces that belong to a client node.
Replication of the archive data is a high priority. One method to accomplish this task is to specify
DATATYPE=ARCHIVE REPLRULE=DEFAULT for each file space. Ensure that the client replication rule for archive data
is set to ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY or to DEFAULT. If the client replication rule is DEFAULT, the server replication
rule for archive data must be set to ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.
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NONE
Data is not replicated. For example, if you do not want to replicate the space-managed data in a file space, specify
DATATYPE=SPACEMANAGED REPLRULE=NONE.

REPLState
Specifies the replication state for a data type. If you specified multiple data types, the state applies to all the data types.
For example, if you specified DATATYPE=BACKUP,ARCHIVE, the state applies to backup data and archive data.

The REPLSTATE parameter is optional. However, if you do not specify it, you must specify the REPLRULE parameter. You can
specify one of the following values for the REPLSTATE parameter:

ENabled
Specifies that the data type is ready for replication.

DISabled
Specifies that replication does not occur until you enable it.

PURGEdata
Specifies that data is deleted from the target replication server. The type of data deleted is the type of data specified
by the DATATYPE parameter. For example, if you specify DATATYPE=BACKUP,ARCHIVE and REPLSTATE=PURGEDATA,
backup data and archive data are deleted from the file space on the target replication server.

After the data is deleted, the REPLSTATE parameter is set to DISABLED, preventing future replication of the data
type or types. The replication rule for the data type is set to DEFAULT.

Remember: PURGEDATA processing does not delete file spaces. Only data is deleted. The file space shows as empty
in the output of the QUERY OCCUPANCY command.

Example: Update replication rules for two data types

NODE1 has three file spaces: /a, /b, and /c. The replication rules for all file spaces are set to ALL_DATA. However, you want to
replicate the backup and archive data in file space /a before the data in other file spaces is replicated.

update filespace node1 /a datatype=backup,archive replrule= 
       all_data_high_priority

Example: Update replication rules for two data types

NODE2 has two file spaces: /a and /b. You want to temporarily suspend replication of all data in file space /b.

update filespace node2 /b datatype=backup,archive,spacemanaged 
 replstate=disabled

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE FILESPACE
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET REPLRETENTION Specifies the retention period for replication history records.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.
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UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a library)
Use this command to update a library definition.

To update the device name, the ACS number, or the external manager path name of a library, you must use
the UPDATE PATH command.

To update the device name or the external manager path name of a library, you must use the UPDATE PATH command.

Syntax and parameter descriptions are available for the following library types.

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a 349X library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update an ACSLS library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update an EXTERNAL library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a FILE library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a manual library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a SCSI library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a shared library)
UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a VTL library)

For detailed and current library support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

To automatically label tape volumes in SCSI-type libraries, use the AUTOLABEL parameter on the DEFINE LIBRARY and UPDATE
LIBRARY commands. Using this parameter eliminates the need to pre-label a set of tapes. It is also more efficient than using the
LABEL LIBVOLUME command, which requires you to mount volumes separately. If you use the AUTOLABEL parameter, you must
check in tapes by specifying CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

A label cannot include embedded blanks or periods and must be valid when used as a file name on the media.

You must label CD-ROM, Zip, or Jaz volumes with the device utilities from the manufacturer or the Windows utilities because IBM
Spectrum Protect™ does not provide utilities to format or label these media types. The operating system utilities include the Disk
Administrator program (a graphical user interface) and the label command.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE LIBRARY
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE DRIVE Deletes a drive from a library.

DELETE LIBRARY Deletes a library.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or automated libraries.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.
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Command Description

UPDATE DRIVE Changes the attributes of a drive.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME Changes the status of a storage volume.

UPDATE PATH Changes the attributes associated with a path.

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a 349X library)
Use this syntax to update a 349X library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name--+--------------------+---------> 
                                 '-SHAREd--=----Yes---'    
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   '-WORMSCRatchcategory--=--number-'    
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

SHAREd
Specifies that this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). You must issue this command from
the server defined as the primary library manager for the shared library. This parameter is required for libraries defined to a
library manager and for libraries used for NDMP operations. Specify SHARED=YES to update a library that is not currently
shared.
Important: If a library has a path from a data mover (such as a NAS file server) but no connection to the server, the library
cannot be shared with another server.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

WORMSCRatchcategory
Specifies the category number to be used for WORM scratch volumes in the library. This parameter is required if you use
WORM volumes. You can specify a number from 1 to 65279. This number must be unique. It cannot be shared with other
applications or defined libraries, and it must be different from the other category numbers in this library. This parameter is
only valid when 3592 WORM volumes are used.
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Restriction: This parameter can only be updated if the device class WORM parameter is set to YES and the
WORMSCRATCHCATEGORY currently has no defined value.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server, and the tape
drives are shared by the server and the
NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device supports
persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information about setting
persistent reserve, see the documentation for your NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the tape
drives are accessed only from the NAS
device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable persistent
reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a reservation is set by the
NAS device but never cleared, you must use another method to clear the
reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. The RESETDRIVES
parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent preserve is not used.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

Example: Add new devices to a shared library

Update a 3494 shared library named 3494LIB2 with new device names.

update library 3494lib2 device=/dev/lmcp1,/dev/lmcp2,/dev/lmcp3

update library 3494lib device=lb3.0.0.0,lb4.0.0.0,lb5.0.0.0

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update an ACSLS library)
Use this syntax to update an ACSLS library.

Privilege class
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In order to use ACSLS functions, the installation of StorageTek Library Attach software is required.

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name--+--------------------+---------> 
                                 '-SHAREd--=----Yes---'    
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+------------------+------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'  '-ACSID--=--number-'    
                   +-Yes-------+                            
                   '-OVERWRITE-'                            
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

SHAREd
Specifies that this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). You must issue this command from
the server defined as the primary library manager for the shared library. This parameter is required for libraries defined to a
library manager and for libraries used for NDMP operations. Specify SHARED=YES to update a library that is not currently
shared.
Important: If a library has a path from a data mover (such as a NAS file server) but no connection to the server, the library
cannot be shared with another server.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server, and the tape
drives are shared by the server and the
NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device supports
persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information about setting
persistent reserve, see the documentation for your NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM
Spectrum Protect server and the tape
drives are accessed only from the NAS
device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable persistent
reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a reservation is set by the
NAS device but never cleared, you must use another method to clear the
reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used.

No
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Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. The RESETDRIVES
parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent preserve is not used.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

ACSID (Required)
Specifies the number of this StorageTek library assigned by the ACSSA (Automatic Cartridge System System Administrator).
This can be a number from 0 to 126. Issue QUERY ACS on your system to get the number for your library ID. This parameter
is required.

See your StorageTek documentation for more information.

Example: Update an ID number for an ACSLS library

Update an ACSLS library named ACSLSLIB with a new ID number.

update library acslslib acsid=1

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update an EXTERNAL library)
Use this syntax to update an external library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.
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No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

Example: Update the path name for an external library

Update an external library named EXTLIB with a new path name for the media manager.

update library extlib externalmanager=/v/server/mediamanager

update library extlib externalmanager=c:\server\mediamanager

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a FILE library)
Use this syntax to update a FILE library

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name--+--------------------+-------->< 
                                 '-SHAREd--=----Yes---'    
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

SHAREd
Specifies that this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). You must issue this command from
the server defined as the primary library manager for the shared library. This parameter is required for libraries defined to a
library manager and for libraries used for NDMP operations. Specify SHARED=YES to update a library that is not currently
shared.
Important: If a library has a path from a data mover (such as a NAS file server) but no connection to the server, the library
cannot be shared with another server.

Example: Update a FILE library to be shared

Update a file library named FILE2, so that it is shared:

update library file2 shared=yes

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a manual library)
Use this syntax to update a manual library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name--+-------------------------+----> 
                                 '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                   '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. The RESETDRIVES
parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent preserve is not used.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server labels only unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a SCSI library)
Use this syntax to update a SCSI library.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name----LIBType--=--+-SCSI-+---------> 
                                               '-VTL--'      
 
>--+--------------------+--+-------------------------+----------> 
   '-SHAREd--=----Yes---'  '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                             '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RELABELSCRatch--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-SERial--=--+-serial_number-+-'    
                '-AUTODetect----'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be updated.

LIBType (Required)
Specifies the library type that you want to update to. Possible values are:

VTL
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device that is represented by a Virtual Tape Library. To
mount volumes on drives in this type of library, IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the media changer device. This value is
effective when specified for libraries with a current library type of SCSI.
Note: Selecting the VTL library type assumes that the following conditions are true:

Your environment does not include mixed-media
Paths are defined between all drives in the library and all defined servers, including storage agents, that use
the library

If both conditions are not met, performance can degrade to the same levels as the SCSI library type especially
during times of high stress when most drives are in use concurrently.

SCSI
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device. To mount volumes on drives in this type of
library, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the media changer device. This value is effective when specified for libraries with
a current library type of VTL.

SHAREd
Specifies that this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). You must issue this command from
the server defined as the primary library manager for the shared library. This parameter is required for libraries defined to a
library manager and for libraries used for NDMP operations. Specify SHARED=YES to update a library that is not currently
shared.
Important: If a library has a path from a data mover (such as a NAS file server) but no connection to the server, the library
cannot be shared with another server.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:
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If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

The following table describes the three possible configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.

Table 1. Configurations for drives that are attached to NAS devices.
Library device configuration The behavior for persistent reserve

The library device is attached to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server, and the tape drives are shared by the
server and the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is supported when the NAS device
supports persistent reserve and it is enabled. For more information
about setting persistent reserve, see the documentation for your
NAS device.

The library device is attached to the IBM Spectrum
Protect server and the tape drives are accessed only
from the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable
persistent reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a
reservation is set by the NAS device but never cleared, you must
use another method to clear the reservation.

The library device is attached to the NAS device and
accessed indirectly by NDMP (network data
management protocol), and the tape drives are
accessed only from the NAS device.

Drive reservation preemption is not supported. If you enable
persistent reserve on the NAS device for these drives and a
reservation is set by the NAS device but never cleared, you must
use another method to clear the reservation.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. The RESETDRIVES
parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent preserve is not used.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the library being updated. This parameter is optional. The possible values are:

serial_number
Specifies the serial number for the library being updated.

If a path to this library has already been defined, then the number you enter here is compared to the number
detected by IBM Spectrum Protect. If the numbers do not match, the command fails. If a path has not been defined,
this serial number is verified when a path is defined.

AUTODetect
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Specifies that the serial number is automatically detected and used by IBM Spectrum Protect if a path has already
been defined to this library.

If a path to this library has not been defined, then the serial number is not detected.

RELABELSCRatch
Specifies whether the server relabels volumes that have been deleted and returned to scratch. When this parameter is set
to YES, a LABEL LIBVOLUME operation is started and the existing volume label is overwritten. This parameter is optional
and intended for use with a Virtual Tape Library (VTL).
Note: If you have both virtual and real volumes in your VTL, both types are relabeled when this parameter is enabled. If the
VTL includes real volumes, specifying this option might affect performance.

No
Specifies that the server does not relabel volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

Yes
Specifies that the server relabels volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a shared library)
Use this syntax to update a shared library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--PRIMarylibmanager--=--server_name--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

PRIMarylibmanager
Specifies the name of the server that is responsible for controlling access to library resources. You must define this server
with the DEFINE SERVER command before you can use it as a library manager.

Example: Change the library manager server for a library

For a library client server, change the name of the library manager server to CASTOR.

update library ltolib primarylibmanager=castor

UPDATE LIBRARY (Update a VTL library)
Use this syntax to update a library that is defined as VTL.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate LIBRary--library_name----LIBType--=--+-VTL--+---------> 
                                               '-SCSI-'      
 
>--+--------------------+--+-------------------------+----------> 
   '-SHAREd--=----Yes---'  '-RESETDrives--=--+-Yes-+-'    
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                                             '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOLabel--=--+-No--------+-'    
                   +-Yes-------+      
                   '-OVERWRITE-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RELABELSCRatch--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-SERial--=--+-serial_number-+-'    
                '-AUTODetect----'      
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library to be defined. The maximum length of this name is 30 characters.

LIBType (Required)
Specifies the type of library that is being defined. Possible values are:

SCSI
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device. To mount volumes on drives in this type of
library, IBM Spectrum Protect™ uses the media changer device. This value is effective when specified for libraries
with a current library type of VTL.

VTL
Specifies that the library has a SCSI-controlled media changer device that is represented by a Virtual Tape Library. To
mount volumes on drives in this type of library, IBM Spectrum Protect uses the media changer device. This value is
effective when specified for libraries with a current library type of SCSI.
Note: Select the VTL library type only if the following conditions are true:

Your environment does not include mixed-media
Paths are defined between all drives in the library and all defined servers, including storage agents, that use
the library

If both conditions are not met, performance can degrade to the same levels as the SCSI library type especially
during times of high stress when most drives are in use concurrently.

SHAREd
Specifies that this library is shared with other servers in a storage area network (SAN). You must issue this command from
the server defined as the primary library manager for the shared library. This parameter is required for libraries defined to a
library manager and for libraries used for NDMP operations. Specify SHARED=YES to update a library that is not currently
shared.
Important: If a library has a path from a data mover (such as a NAS file server) but no connection to the server, the library
cannot be shared with another server.

RESETDrives
Specifies whether the server preempts a drive reservation with persistent reserve when the server is restarted or when a
library client or storage agent reconnection is established.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server completes a reset of the path to the target device.

If persistent reserve is not supported, the server is not able to reset the path to the target device.

Support for persistent reservation has the following limitations:

If you are using the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver, persistent reserve is only supported on some tape drives.
See Technote 1470319 for details.
If you are using the IBM® device driver, persistent reserve must be enabled at the device driver level. See the IBM
Tape Device Drivers Installation and User's Guide for information about driver configuration.
If you are using a virtual tape library that is emulating a supported drive, it might not support persistent reserve.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are used.
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No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve or target reset are not used. The RESETDRIVES
parameter must be set to YES in a clustered environment when SHARED=NO.

Yes
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent reserve is used.

No
Specifies that drive preemption through persistent preserve is not used.

Note: A library manager will not be able to break a drive reservation if the system that has the drive reservation is not
configured to use persistent reservation.

AUTOLabel
Specifies whether the server attempts to automatically label tape volumes. This parameter is optional.

To use this option, you must check in the tapes with CHECKLABEL=BARCODE on the CHECKIN LIBVOLUME command.

No
Specifies that the server does not attempt to label any volumes.

Yes
Specifies that the server only labels unlabeled volumes.

OVERWRITE
Specifies that the server attempts to overwrite an existing label. The server overwrites existing labels only if both the
existing label and the bar code label are not already defined in any server storage pool or volume history list.

RELABELSCRatch
Specifies whether the server relabels volumes that have been deleted and returned to scratch. When this parameter is set
to YES, a LABEL LIBVOLUME operation is started and the existing volume label is overwritten.
Note: If you have both virtual and real volumes in your VTL, both types are relabeled when this parameter is enabled. If the
VTL includes real volumes, specifying this option might affect performance.

Yes
Specifies that the server relabels volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

No
Specifies that the server does not relabel volumes that are deleted and returned to scratch.

SERial
Specifies the serial number for the library being updated. This parameter is optional. The possible values are:

serial_number
Specifies the serial number for the library being updated.

If a path to this library has already been defined, then the number you enter here is compared to the number
detected by IBM Spectrum Protect. If the numbers do not match, then the command fails. If a path has not been
defined, this serial number is verified when a path is defined.

AUTODetect
Specifies that the serial number is automatically detected and used by IBM Spectrum Protect if a path has already
been defined to this library.

If a path to this library has not been defined, then the serial number is not detected.

UPDATE LIBVOLUME (Change the status of a storage volume)
Use this command to change the status of a sequential access storage volume in a library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
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>>-UPDate LIBVolume--library_name--volume_name--STATus--=--+-PRIvate-+--> 
                                                           '-SCRatch-'    
 
>--+-----------------------+----------------------------------->< 
   '-OWNer--=--server_name-'    
 

Parameters

library_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the library.

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the volume name of the storage volume.

STATus (Required)
Specifies a change to the status of a storage volume. Possible values are as follows:

PRIvate
Specifies that the server updates the storage volume to a private volume.

SCRatch
Specifies that the server updates the storage volume to a scratch volume.

Restriction: You cannot change the status of a volume from private to scratch if the volume belongs to a storage pool or is
defined in the volume history file. You can change the status if you make a mistake when you check in volumes to the library
and assign the volumes the wrong status.

OWNer
Specifies which server owns a private volume in a shared library that is shared across a SAN.

You can change the owner of a private volume in a shared library (SAN) when you issue the command from the library
manager server. If you do not specify this parameter, the library manager server owns the private volume.
Important: Do not use OWNER as a value for scratch volumes. However, you can use OWNER when you change a scratch
volume to private.

Example: Update a volume's status

Update the volume that is named WPDV00 in the library that is named AUTO to reflect a status of PRIVATE.

update libvolume auto wpdv00 status=private

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE LIBVOLUME
Command Description

AUDIT LIBRARY Ensures that an automated library is in a consistent state.

CHECKIN LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume into an automated library.

CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME Checks a storage volume out of an automated library.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

LABEL LIBVOLUME Labels volumes in manual or
automated libraries.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY LIBVOLUME Displays information about a library volume.

UPDATE MACHINE (Update machine information)
Use this command to update machine information. This information will be included in the plan file to help you to recover the
client machines.

Privilege class
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To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate MACHine--machine_name---------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-BUilding--=--building-'    
 
>--+-----------------+--+---------------+-----------------------> 
   '-FLoor--=--floor-'  '-ROom--=--room-'    
 
>--+---------------------+--+------------------------+--------->< 
   '-PRIority--=--number-'  '-ADSMServer--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                             '-No--'      
 

Parameters

machine_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the machine to be updated.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the machine. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the text in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove existing text, specify a null string ("").

BUilding
Specifies the name or number of the building that this machine is in. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove existing text, specify a null
string ("").

FLoor
Specifies the name or number of the floor that this machine is on. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to16
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove existing text, specify a null
string ("").

ROom
Specifies the name or number of the room that this machine is in. This parameter is optional. The text can be up to 16
characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove existing text, specify a null
string ("").

PRIority
Specifies the restore priority for the machine as an integer from 1 to 99. The highest priority is 1. This parameter is optional.
Use this value to prioritize client machine recovery.

ADSMServer
Specifies whether the machine contains an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

No
This machine does not contain an IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Yes
This machine contains an IBM Spectrum Protect server. Only one machine can be defined as containing an IBM
Spectrum Protect server.

Example: Update information for a specific machine

Update the DISTRICT5 machine information to reflect that it contains the server.

update machine district5 adsmserver=yes

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE MACHINE
Command Description

DEFINE MACHINE Defines a machine for DRM.

DELETE MACHINE Deletes a machine.
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Command Description

INSERT MACHINE Inserts machine characteristics or recovery instructions into
the IBM Spectrum Protect database.

QUERY MACHINE Displays information about machines.

UPDATE MGMTCLASS (Update a management class)
Use this command to change a management class. To allow clients to use the updated management class, you must activate the
policy set that contains the management class.

Important: The UPDATE MGMTCLASS command fails if a copy storage pool is specified as the destination for files that were
migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management client.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate MGmtclass--domain_name--policy_set_name--class_name---> 
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-SPACEMGTECHnique--=--+-AUTOmatic-+-'    
                          +-SELective-+      
                          '-NONE------'      
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOMIGNonuse--=--days-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-MIGREQUIRESBkup--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                         '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-MIGDESTination--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the management class belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to which the management class belongs. You cannot update a management class that belongs to
the ACTIVE policy set.

class_name (Required)
Specifies the management class to update.

SPACEMGTECHnique
Specifies whether a file using this management class is eligible for migration. This parameter is optional. This parameter is
effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive clients or application clients.
Possible values are:

AUTOmatic
Specifies that the file is eligible for both automatic migration and selective migration.

SELective
Specifies that the file is eligible for selective migration only.

NONE
Specifies that the file is not eligible for migration.
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AUTOMIGNonuse
Specifies the number of days that must elapse since a file was last used before it is eligible for automatic migration. This
parameter is optional. If SPACEMGTECHNIQUE is not AUTOMATIC, the server ignores this attribute. You can specify an
integer from 0 to 9999.

This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive clients or
application clients.

MIGREQUIRESBkup
Specifies whether a backup version of a file must exist before a file can be migrated. This parameter is optional. This
parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for backup-archive clients or
application clients. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that a backup version must exist.

No
Specifies that a backup version is optional.

MIGDESTination
Specifies the primary storage pool where the server initially stores files migrated by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management clients. This parameter is effective only for IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients, not for
backup-archive clients or application clients.

The command fails if you specify a copy storage pool as the destination.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the management class. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a previously defined
description, specify a null string ("").

Example: Update the policy domain and storage pool of a specific management class

For the management class ACTIVEFILES, in policy set VACATION in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain, change the storage
pool where migrated files are stored.

update mgmtclass employee_records vacation  
activefiles migdestination=diskpool2

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE MGMTCLASS
Command Description

ASSIGN DEFMGMTCLASS Assigns a management class as the default for a specified
policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE MGMTCLASS Deletes a management class and its copy groups from a policy
domain and policy set.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.

UPDATE NODE (Update node attributes)
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Use this command to modify the attributes of a registered node.

You must use the RENAME NODE command to change the name of a registered node.

If you update the node authentication method or the node SSLREQUIRED setting and there is a same-named administrator, those
administrator ID settings change.

You must have system level authority to update the node authentication method or the node SSLREQUIRED setting and also
update a same-named administrator ID. If the same-named administrator ID has client owner authority over the node that is
being updated, then system level authority is not required. You must have either unrestricted policy privilege or restricted policy
privilege for the policy domain to which the client node belongs.

For users of Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) servers:

The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing
passwords and logon procedures.
If you change the authentication mode to LDAP, and the node name matches an administrative user ID, you might see
unexpected behavior when an automatic password change occurs because the password might be updated twice. As a
result, the password might become unknown to the administrative user ID. Alternatively, the password update operation
might fail.

When you register or update a node, you can specify whether damaged files on the node can be recovered from a target
replication server. Files can be recovered only if all the following conditions are met:

Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target replication servers.
The REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system parameter is set to ON. The system parameter can be set by using the SET
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED command.
The source server includes at least one file that is marked as damaged in the node that is being replicated.
The node data was replicated before the damage occurred.

The following table describes how parameter settings affect the recovery of damaged, replicated files.
Table 1. Settings that affect the recovery of damaged files

Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

OFF YES, NO, or not specified YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

OFF ONLY YES or NO An error message is displayed because files
cannot be recovered when the
REPLRECOVERDAMAGED system
parameter is set to OFF.

ON YES YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON NO YES or NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

ON ONLY YES or NO Damaged files are recovered from the
target replication server, but standard node
replication does not occur.
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Setting for the
REPLRECOVERDA
MAGED system
parameter

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED
parameter on the
REPLICATE NODE
command

Value of the
RECOVERDAMAGED parameter
on the REGISTER NODE and
UPDATE NODE commands Result

ON Not specified YES During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
recovered from the target replication
server.

ON Not specified NO During node replication, standard
replication occurs and damaged files are
not recovered from the target replication
server.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the client node belongs.

Syntax

 
               (1)               
>>-UPDate Node------node_name-----------------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------------------------------+-------------> 
   |  (2)                                         |    
   +-------password--+--------------------------+-+    
   |                 '-FORCEPwreset--=--+-No--+-' |    
   |                                    '-Yes-'   |    
   '-FORCEPwreset--=--Yes-------------------------'    
 
>--+------------------+--+------------------------------+-------> 
   '-PASSExp--=--days-'  '-CLOptset--=--option_set_name-'    
 
>--+------------------+--+------------------------+-------------> 
   '-CONtact--=--text-'  '-DOmain--=--domain_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+--+------------------------+---> 
   '-COMPression--=--+-Client-+-'  '-ARCHDELete--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     +-Yes----+                     '-No--'      
                     '-No-----'                                  
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-BACKDELete--=--+-No--+-'    
                    '-Yes-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-WHEREDOmain--=--domain_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-WHEREPLatform--=--client_platform_name-'    
 
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
   '-MAXNUMMP--=--number-'  '-KEEPMP--=--+-No--+-'    
                                         '-Yes-'      
 
>--+---------------------+--+----------------------------+------> 
   '-URL--=--url_address-'  '-UTILITYUrl--=--utility_url-'    
 
                                   (3)    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOFSRename--=--+-Yes----+-'        
                      +-No-----+          
                      '-Client-'          
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-VALIdateprotocol--=--+-No-------+-'    
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                          +-Dataonly-+      
                          '-All------'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-TXNGroupmax--=--+-0------+-'    
                     '-number-'      
 
   .-DATAWritepath--=--ANY---------.    
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   '-DATAWritepath--=--+-ANY-----+-'    
                       +-LAN-----+      
                       '-LANFree-'      
 
   .-DATAReadpath--=--ANY---------.    
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-DATAReadpath--=--+-ANY-----+-'    
                      +-LAN-----+      
                      '-LANFree-'      
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   '-TARGETLevel--=--V.R.M.F-'    
 
   .-SESSIONINITiation--=--Clientorserver-------------------------------------------------------.    
>--+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-SESSIONINITiation--=--+-Clientorserver---------------------------------------------------+-'    
                           |                                                              (4) |      
                           '-SERVEROnly--HLAddress--=--ip_address--LLAddress--=--tcp_port-----'      
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-HLAddress--=--ip_address-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |                        (4) |    
   '-LLAddress--=--tcp_port-----'    
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-EMAILADdress--=--userID@node-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlication--=--+-SERVEROnly-----+-'    
                       '-Clientorserver-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                               (5) |    
   '-BACKUPINITiation--=--+-All--+-----'    
                          '-ROOT-'          
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------------+------> 
   '-BKREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA------------------+-'    
                           +-ACTIVE_DATA---------------+      
                           +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY----+      
                           +-ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                           +-DEFAULT-------------------+      
                           '-NONE----------------------'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------+---------> 
   '-ARREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA---------------+-'    
                           +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                           +-DEFAULT----------------+      
                           '-NONE-------------------'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------+---------> 
   '-SPREPLRuledefault--=--+-ALL_DATA---------------+-'    
                           +-ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY-+      
                           +-DEFAULT----------------+      
                           '-NONE-------------------'      
 
>--+----------------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |           (6)                                                        |    
   '-REPLState------=--+-ENabled--+--+----------------------------------+-'    
                       '-DISabled-'  |          (7)                     |      
                                     '-REPLMode------=--+-SYNCSEnd----+-'      
                                                        '-SYNCRECeive-'        
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>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-RECOVERDamaged--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                        '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-ROLEOVERRIDE--=--+-Client------+-'    
                      +-Server------+      
                      +-Other-------+      
                      '-Usereported-'      
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   |                                                (8)           |    
   |                               .-SYNCldapdelete------=--No--. |    
   '-AUTHentication--=--+-LOcal-+--+----------------------------+-'    
                        '-LDap--'  '-SYNCldapdelete--=--+-Yes-+-'      
                                                        '-No--'        
 
    (9)                                      
>------+--------------------------------+-----------------------> 
       '-SSLrequired--=--+-Yes--------+-'    
                         +-No---------+      
                         +-Default----+      
                         '-SERVERonly-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
   .-SPLITLARGEObjects--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-SPLITLARGEObjects--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                           '-No--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.
2. Passwords are optional for this command, except when you change the authentication method from LDAP to LOCAL.
3. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is deprecated.
4. HLADDRESS and LLADDRESS must be previously set or specified in the UPDATE NODE or REGISTER NODE commands to

use SESSIONINITIATION=SERVERONLY.
5. The BACKUPINITIATION parameter is ignored if the client node operating system is not supported.
6. If you specify the REPLSTATE parameter and you do not specify the REPLMODE parameter, the replication mode of the

node is set to SEND.
7. If you specify the REPLMODE parameter, you must also specify the REPLSTATE parameter.
8. The SYNCLDAPDELETE parameter applies only if a node that authenticates to a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol

(LDAP) server reverts to local authentication.
9. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is deprecated.

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node to be updated. You can use wildcard characters to specify this name.
Restriction: When you update a password with the UPDATE NODE command, you cannot use a wildcard character with the
node_name parameter.

password
Specifies the new password for the client node. This parameter is optional in most cases. If the node authentication
method is changed from LDAP to LOCAL, a password is required. If the node authentication method is LDAP, do not specify
a password by using the UPDATE NODE command. The maximum length of the password is 64 characters. Passwords
remain current for a period that is determined by the password expiration period.

FORCEPwreset
Specifies whether to force a client to change or reset the password. This parameter is optional. You can specify one
of the following values:

No
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Specifies that the password expiration period is set by the SET PASSEXP command. Do not force a client to
change or reset the password while it attempts to log on to the server.

Yes
Specifies that the client node or administrator password will expire at the next logon. The client must change
or reset the password at the next logon.
Restrictions:

For nodes that authenticate with an LDAP server, password expiration is set by using LDAP server
utilities. For this reason, do not specify FORCEPWRESET=YES if you plan to specify
AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.
If you plan to update a node to authenticate with an LDAP server, and you specified
FORCEPWRESET=YES, you must change the password before you can specify FORCEPWRESET=NO
and AUTHENTICATION=LDAP.

PASSExp
Specifies the number of days the password remains valid. You can set the password expiration period in the range 0 - 9999
days. A value of 0 means that the password never expires. This parameter is optional. If you do not specify this parameter,
the password expiration period is unchanged.

You can change the password expiration period by using the UPDATE NODE or SET PASSEXP commands. To set a common
expiration period for all administrators and client nodes, issue the SET PASSEXP command. You can also use the SET
PASSEXP command to selectively set password expiration periods. If you selectively set a password expiration period by
using the REGISTER NODE command, the UPDATE NODE command, or the SET PASSEXP command, the expiration period is
excluded from common password expiration periods that were created by using the SET PASSEXP command.

You can use the RESET PASSEXP command to reset the password expiration period to the common expiration period. This
parameter does not apply to passwords that authenticate with an LDAP directory server.

CLOptset
Specifies the name of the option set to be used by the client. This parameter is optional. To remove a client option set,
specify the CLOPTSET parameter with a null string ("").

CONtact
Specifies a text string of information that identifies the client node. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the
text string is 255 characters. Enclose the contact information in quotation marks if it contains any blanks. To remove
previously defined contact information, specify a null string ("").

DOmain
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which you want to register the client node. This parameter is optional.
Restriction: For servers with data retention protection enabled, an archived registered node cannot be reassigned to a
different policy domain.

COMPression
Specifies whether the client node compresses its files before it sends them to the server for backup and archive. This
parameter is optional.
Restriction: This parameter cannot be specified for a NAS node.

You can specify one of the following values:

Client
Specifies that the client determines whether files are to be compressed.

Yes
Specifies that the client node compresses its files before it sends them to the server for backup and archive.

No
Specifies that the client node does not compress its files before it sends them to the server for backup and archive.

ARCHDELete
Specifies whether the client node can delete its own archived files from the server. This parameter is optional. You can
specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that the client node can delete its own archive files from the server.

No
Specifies that the client node cannot delete its own archive files from the server.

BACKDELete
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Specifies whether the client node can delete its own backup files from the server. This parameter is optional. You can
specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the client node cannot delete its own backup files from the server.

Yes
Specifies that the client node can delete its own backup files from the server.

WHEREDOmain
Specifies the name of the policy domain to be used as a filter in combination with the node name to select nodes to update.
This parameter is optional.

WHEREPLatform
Specifies the name of the client platform to be used as a filter in combination with the node name to select nodes to
update. This parameter is optional.

MAXNUMMP
Specifies the maximum number of mount points a node can use on the server or storage agent only for operations such as
backup, archive, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management migration. The parameter is optional and does not apply
to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER. The default value is 1. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 999. A value of 0
specifies that a node cannot acquire any mount point for a client data store operation. The MAXNUMMP value is not
evaluated or enforced during client data read operations such as restore, retrieve, and IBM Spectrum Protect for Space
Management recall. However, mount points in use for data read operations are evaluated against attempted concurrent
data store operations for the same client node and might prevent the data store operations from being able to acquire
mount points.

For volumes in a storage pool that is associated with the FILE or CENTERA device type, the server can have multiple
sessions to read and one process to write to the same volume concurrently. To increase concurrency and provide efficient
access for nodes with data in FILE or CENTERA storage pools, increase the value of the MAXNUMMP parameter.

For nodes that store data into primary storage pools with the simultaneous-write function that is enabled, you must adjust
the value of the MAXNUMMP parameter to specify the correct number of mount points for each client session. A client
session requires one mount point for the primary storage pool and one mount point for each copy storage pool and each
active-data pool.

URL
Specifies the URL of the IBM Spectrum Protect web client that is configured on the client system. You can use the URL in a
web browser and in the Operations Center to remotely manage the client node.

This parameter is optional. The URL must include the DNS name or IP address of the client system, and the port number
that is defined on the client system for the IBM Spectrum Protect web client. For example,
http://client.mycorp.com:1581

If you want to remove the value from this parameter, specify empty single quotation marks or empty double quotation
marks with no spaces ('' for single quotation marks, or "" for double quotation marks).

UTILITYUrl
Specifies the address of the IBM Spectrum Protect client management services that are configured on the client system.
This URL is used by the Operations Center to access client log files so that you can remotely diagnose client issues from the
Operations Center.

This parameter is optional. You can specify a URL of up to 200 characters in length. The URL must start with https. It
includes the DNS name or IP address of the client system, and the port number that is defined on the client system for the
IBM Spectrum Protect client management services. For example, https://client.mycorp.com:9028

If you omit the port number, the Operations Center uses the port number 9028, which is the default port number when you
install the client management services on the client system.

KEEPMP
Specifies whether the client node keeps the mount point for the entire session. The parameter is optional. You can specify
one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the client node releases the mount point during the session. If policy definitions cause data to be
stored to a disk storage pool after data is stored to a sequential access storage pool, any mount points that are held
by the session will be released.

Yes
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Specifies that the client node must retain the mount point during the entire session. If policy definitions cause data
to be stored to a disk storage pool after data is stored to a sequential access storage pool, any mount points that are
held by the session will not be released.

AUTOFSRename
Specifies whether the client is prompted for renaming file spaces when the client system upgrades to a client that supports
Unicode. The prompting and renaming, if allowed, occur only when the client runs one of the following operations: archive,
selective backup, full incremental backup, or partial incremental backup. The renaming changes the names of existing
backed-up file spaces that are not in Unicode in server storage. Then, the file spaces are backed up in Unicode. You can use
this parameter for Unicode-enabled IBM Spectrum Protect clients by using Windows, Macintosh OS X, and NetWare
operating systems.
Important: After the client with support for Unicode is installed, any new file spaces that the client backs up are stored in
server storage by using the UTF-8 code page. UTF-8 is a byte-oriented encoding form that is specified by the Unicode
Standard.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
The server automatically renames existing file spaces when the client system upgrades to a client that supports
Unicode, and the client runs one of the following operations: archive, selective backup, full incremental backup, or
partial incremental backup. The renaming occurs whether the client uses the graphical user interface, the command
line, or the client scheduler.
For example, the server renames a drive as follows:

Original name: D_DRIVE
New name: D_DRIVE_OLD

The new name indicates that the file space is stored on the server in format that is not Unicode.
No

The server does not rename file spaces automatically when the client system upgrades to a client that supports
Unicode, and the client runs one of the following operations: archive, selective backup, full incremental backup, or
partial incremental backup.

Client
The option AUTOFSRENAME in the client option file determines whether file spaces are renamed.

By default, the client option is set to PROMPT. When the client system upgrades to a client that supports Unicode
and the client runs an IBM Spectrum Protect operation with the graphical user interface or the command line, the
program displays a one-time prompt to the user about whether to rename file spaces.

When the client scheduler runs an operation, the program does not prompt for a choice about renaming, and does
not rename file spaces. Backups of existing file spaces are sent as before (not in Unicode).

VALIdateprotocol (deprecated)
Specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect performs a cyclic redundancy check to validate the data that is sent
between the client and the server. The parameter is optional.
Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, this
parameter is deprecated. The validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol,
which is enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is ignored. Update
your configuration to use the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

TXNGroupmax

Specifies the number of files that are transferred as a group between a client and a server between transaction
commit points. Client performance might be improved by using a larger value for this option.

Specifying 0 indicates that the node uses the server global value that is set in the server options file. To use a value
other than the server global value, specify a value of 4 through 65,000 for this parameter. The node value takes
precedence over the server value.

Tip: Increasing the TXNGROUPMAX value increases recovery log utilization. Higher recovery log utilization might
increase the risk of running out of log space. Evaluate the performance of each node before you change the
parameter.

DATAWritepath
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the client sends data to the server, storage agent, or both, during
storage operations such as backup or archive. The parameter is optional.
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Remember: If a path is unavailable, the node cannot send any data. For example, if you select the LAN-free option
but a LAN-free path is not defined, the operation fails.

You can specify one of the following values:

ANY
Specifies that data is sent to the server, storage agent, or both, using any available path. A LAN-free path is
used if one is available. If a LAN-free path is unavailable, the data is moved over the LAN.

LAN
Specifies that data is sent over the LAN.

LANFree
Specifies that data is sent over a LAN-free path.

DATAReadpath
Specifies the transfer path that is used when the server, storage agent, or both read data for a client, during
operations such as restore or retrieve. The parameter is optional.
Remember: If a path is unavailable, data cannot be read. For example, if you select the LAN-free option but a LAN-
free path is not defined, the operation fails. The value for the transfer path also applies to failover connections. If the
value is set to LANFree, failover cannot occur for the node on the secondary server.

You can specify one of the following values:

ANY
Specifies that the server, storage agent, or both use any available path to read data. A LAN-free path is used if
one is available. If a LAN-free path is unavailable, the data is read over the LAN.

LAN
Specifies that data is read over the LAN.

LANFree
Specifies that data is read by using a LAN-free path.

SESSIONINITiation

Controls whether the server or the client initiates sessions. The parameter is optional.

Clientorserver
Specifies that the client might initiate sessions with the server by communicating on the TCP/IP port that is
defined with the server option TCPPORT. Server-prompted scheduling might also be used to prompt the client
to connect to the server.

SERVEROnly
Specifies that the server does not accept client requests for sessions. All sessions must be initiated by server-
prompted scheduling on the port that is defined for the client with the REGISTER or UPDATE NODE
commands. You cannot use the client acceptor, dsmcad, to start the scheduler when SESSIONINITIATION is
set to SERVERONLY.

HLAddress

Specifies the client IP address that the server contacts to initiate scheduled events. This parameter
must be used when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that are
previously used by the client to contact the server.

The address can be specified either in numeric or host name format. If a numeric address is used, it is
saved without verification by a domain name server. If the address is not correct, it can cause failures
when the server attempts to contact the client. Host name format addresses are verified with a domain
name server. Verified names are saved and resolved with Domain Name Services when the server
contacts the client.

LLAddress

Specifies the client port number on which the client listens for sessions from the server. This parameter
must be used when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that are
previously used by the client to contact the server.

The value for this parameter must match the value of client option TCPCLIENTPORT. The default value
is 1501.

HLAddress
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Specifies the client IP address that the server contacts to initiate scheduled events. This optional parameter is used
only when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that were previously used by the
client to contact the server. If SESSIONINITIATION SERVERONLY is not in use, this option has no effect.

The address can be specified either in numeric or host name format. If a numeric address is used, it is saved without
verification by a domain name server. If the address is not correct, it can cause failures when the server attempts to
contact the client. Host name format addresses are verified with a domain name server. Verified names are saved
and resolved with Domain Name Services when the server contacts the client.

LLAddress

Specifies the client port number on which the client listens for sessions from the server. This optional parameter is
used only when SESSIONINITIATION is set to SERVERONLY, regardless of any addresses that were previously used
by the client to contact the server. If SESSIONINITIATION SERVERONLY is not in use, this option has no effect.

The value for this parameter must match the value of client option TCPCLIENTPORT. The default value is 1501.

EMAILADdress
This parameter is used for more contact information. The information that is specified by this parameter is not acted
upon by IBM Spectrum Protect.

DEDUPlication
Specifies where data deduplication can occur for this node. You can specify one of the following values:

SERVEROnly
Specifies that data that is stored by this node can be deduplicated on the server only.

Clientorserver
Specifies that data that is stored by this node can be deduplicated on either the client or the server. For data
deduplication to take place on the client, you must also specify a value of YES for the DEDUPLICATION client
option. You can specify this option in the client option file or in the client option set on the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

TARGETLevel

Specifies the client deployment package that is targeted for this node. You can substitute an applicable release
package for V.R.M.F (Version.Release.Modification.Fix) Level. For example: TARGETLevel=6.2.0.0.

You must specify each segment with a number that is applicable to a deployment package. You cannot use an
asterisk in any field as a substitution for a valid number. To remove an existing value, specify a null string (" "). The
parameter is optional.
Restriction: The TARGETLEVEL parameter does not apply to nodes with a type of NAS or SERVER.

BACKUPINITiation
Specifies whether the non-root user ID on the client node can back up files to the server. The parameter is optional. The
default value is ALL, indicating that non-root user IDs can back up data to the server. You can select one of the following
values:

All
Specifies that non-root user IDs can back up files to the server. ALL is the default if BACKUPINITIATION is not
specified.

ROOT
Specifies that only the root user ID can back up files to the server.
Restriction: The attribute is ignored by the server if the backup-archive client connects from an operating system
other than AIX®, Linux, Solaris, or Mac OS.

BKREPLRuledefault, ARREPLRuledefault, and SPREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule that applies to a data type if the file space rules for the data type are set to DEFAULT:

BKREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for backup data.

ARREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for archive data.

SPREPLRuledefault
Specifies the replication rule for space-managed data.
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You can specify normal-priority replication or high-priority replication rules. In a replication process that includes both
normal and high-priority data, high-priority data is replicated first. Before you specify a rule, consider the order in which you
want the data to be replicated.

For example, suppose that a client node contains active backup data and archive data. Replication of the active backup
data is a higher priority than the archive data. To prioritize both types of data, specify
BKREPLRULEDEFAULT=ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY ARREPLRULEDEFAULT=ALL_DATA.

You can specify the following rules:

ALL_DATA
Replicates active and inactive backup data, archive data, or space-managed data. The data is replicated with a
normal priority.

ACTIVE_DATA
Replicates only active backup data. The data is replicated with a normal priority. This rule is valid only for
BKREPLRULEDEFAULT.
Attention:

If you specify ACTIVE_DATA and one or more of the following conditions are true, inactive backup data on the target
replication server is deleted, and inactive backup data on the source replication server is not replicated.

When a release version earlier than Version 7.1.1 is installed on either the source or target replication servers.
When you are using the REPLICATE NODE command with the FORCERECONCILE=YES parameter.
When you are running the initial replication of a file space after you configure replication, restore the
database, or upgrade both the source and target replication servers from a release version earlier than V7.1.1.

If the previous conditions are not true, all new and changed files since the last replication are replicated, including
inactive files, and files are deleted when they expire.

ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
Replicates active and inactive backup data, archive data, or space-managed data. Data is replicated with a high
priority.

ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
This rule is the same as the ACTIVE_DATA replication rule except data is replicated with a high priority. This rule is
valid only for BKREPLRULEDEFAULT.

DEFAULT
Replicates data according to the server replication rule for backup data.

For example, suppose that you want to replicate the archive data in all the file spaces that belongs to a client node.
Replication of the archive data is a high priority. One method to accomplish this task is to specify
ARREPLRULEDEFAULT=DEFAULT. Ensure that the file space rules for archive data are also set to DEFAULT and that
the server rule for archive data is set to ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY.

Restriction: If a node is configured for replication, the file space rules are set to DEFAULT after the node stores data
on the source replication server.

NONE
Data of the specified type is not replicated.

For example, if you do not want to replicate space-managed data that belongs to a client node, specify
SPREPLRULEDEFAULT=NONE

REPLState
Specifies whether data that belongs to the client node is ready to be replicated. This parameter is optional. You can specify
one of the following values:

ENabled
Specifies that the client node is ready for replication.

DISabled
Specifies that replication does not occur until you enable it.

The system response to these settings depends on the following factors:

Whether the client node definition exists only on the source replication server and you are configuring the client node for
replication for the first time

If you set the replication state to ENABLED or DISABLED, the replication mode of the node on the source replication
server is automatically set to SEND after the UPDATE NODE command is issued. When replication first occurs, a
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client node definition on the target server is automatically created. The replication state of the client node on the
target server is automatically set to ENABLED. The replication mode is set to RECEIVE.

Whether the client node definition exists on the source and the target replication servers, and the node data was previously
replicated

For replication to occur, the replication state of the client node on both the source and the target servers must be set
to ENABLED. For example, if the replication state of a client node on the source server is ENABLED and the
replication state on the target server is DISABLED, replication does not occur.

Whether the client node definition exists on the source and the target replication servers, and the node data was previously
exported from the source replication server and imported to the target replication server

In this case, you are configuring the client nodes to synchronize the data between the two servers. When replication
first occurs, the replication state of the client node on the target server is automatically set to ENABLED. Data on the
source and target servers is synchronized.
Restriction: To synchronize data, you must specify the REPLMODE parameter in addition to the REPLSTATE
parameter.

You can specify the REPLMODE parameter only if the client node has never been replicated:

If the client node definition exists only on the source replication server, the replication mode of the node on the
source replication server is automatically set to SEND when the UPDATE NODE command is issued. The replication
mode of the node on the target replication server is automatically set to RECEIVE.
If data that belongs to the node was previously replicated, the replication mode of the node on the source replication
server is SEND. The replication mode of the node on the target replication server is RECEIVE.

REPLMode
Specifies whether to synchronize the data that belongs to this client node. Specify this parameter only if data that belongs
to the client node was exported from the source replication server and imported to the target replication server.
Synchronization occurs during replication.

To synchronize data, you must issue the UPDATE NODE command on both the source and target replication servers and
specify the REPLMODE and REPLSTATE parameters. The value that you specify for the REPLMODE parameter depends on
whether the server is a source of or a target for replicated data.

You can specify one of the following values:

SYNCSEnd
Specifies that data that belongs to this client node is synchronized with data on a target server during replication.
Specify this value only on the server that exported the data. When the synchronization is complete, the replication
mode for the client node on the source server is automatically set to SEND. The replication mode remains SEND
unless you remove the node by issuing the REMOVE REPLNODE command.

SYNCRECeive
Specifies that data that belongs to this client node is synchronized with data on a source server during replication.
Specify this value only on the server that imported the data. When the synchronization is complete, the replication
mode for the client node on the target server is automatically set to RECEIVE. The replication mode remains
RECEIVE unless you remove the node by issuing the REMOVE REPLNODE command.

Restrictions:

You can set the REPLMODE parameter only if the initial replication state is NONE. To synchronize data, you change
the replication state to ENABLED or DISABLED and specify a value for the REPLMODE parameter.
Data can be synchronized only if you specified DATES=ABSOLUTE on the IMPORT NODE command. If you specified
DATES=RELATIVE to import data, you must rename the node or delete its data before replication. If you do not take
one of these steps, you can lose data.
If the REPLMODE parameter was set incorrectly, you must issue the REMOVE REPLNODE command before you
update the client node definition. For example, suppose that you updated the definition of a client node whose data
you wanted to replicate. The data that belongs to the node was previously exported to the target replication server.
You specified ENABLED as the setting of the REPLSTATE parameter. However, you did not specify SYNCSEND on the
source replication server. As a result, the REPLMODE parameter was automatically set to SEND, and data that
belongs to the node could not be synchronized or replicated.

Issuing REMOVE REPLNODE sets the replication state and the replication mode to NONE. After the REMOVE
REPLNODE command is completed, reissue the UPDATE NODE command with the correct parameters and values.

RECOVERDamaged
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Specifies whether damaged files can be recovered for this node from a target replication server. The parameter is optional.
The default value is YES. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that recovery of damaged files from a target replication server is enabled for this node.

No
Specifies that recovery of damaged files from a target replication server is not enabled for this node.
Tip: The value of the RECOVERDAMAGED parameter is only one of several settings that determine whether damaged
files are recovered. For information about how to specify the settings, see Settings that affect the recovery of
damaged files.

ROLEOVERRIDE

Specifies whether to override the reported role of the client for processor value unit (PVU) estimation reporting. The default
is USEREPORTED.

The role reported by the client is either client-device (for example, a workstation) or server-device (for example, file/print
server, application server, database). By default, the client reports its role that is based on the client type and the operating
system. All clients initially report their role as server-device, except for IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients that
are running Microsoft Windows workstation distributions (Windows Vista) and Macintosh OS X.

Specify one of the following values:

Client
Specifies a client-device.

Server
Specifies a server-device.

Other
Specifies that this node is not to be used for PVU estimation reporting. The Other value is useful when multiple
nodes are deployed for a physical system (for example, virtual environments, test nodes, retired nodes, and nodes
not in production or clustering).

Usereported
Use the reported role that is provided by the client.

AUTHentication
This parameter determines the password authentication method that you use; either LDAP or LOCAL.

LOcal
Specifies that the node uses the local IBM Spectrum Protect server database to store passwords.

LDap
Specifies that the node uses an LDAP directory server to authenticate passwords. Passwords are not stored in the
IBM Spectrum Protect database.

SYNCldapdelete
This parameter applies only if you want a node that authenticates with a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
server to change to authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server. The parameter specifies whether to remove the
node from the LDAP server.

Yes
Specifies that the node is removed.
Restriction: Do not specify a value of YES. (The value of YES is appropriate only for users of the previous LDAP
authentication method, which is described in Managing passwords and logon procedures.)

No
Specifies that the node is not removed. This is the default value.

SSLrequired (deprecated)

Specifies whether the node must use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol to communicate with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server. The parameter is optional. When you authenticate passwords with an LDAP directory server, you must
protect the sessions by using SSL or another network security method.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 software and Tivoli Storage Manager V7.1.8 software, this
parameter is deprecated. The validation that was enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol, which is
enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The SSLREQUIRED parameter is ignored. Update your configuration to use
the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
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SESSIONSECurity
Specifies whether the node must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM Spectrum Protect server. This
parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the node. The STRICT value uses the most secure
communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL sessions between
the server and the node. To specify whether the server uses TLS 1.2 for the entire session or only for authentication,
see the SSL client option.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the node can authenticate with the
server:

Both the node and server must be using IBM Spectrum Protect software that supports the SESSIONSECURITY
parameter.
The node must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between the server and the node.

Nodes set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the server.
TRANSitional

Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the node. This is the default value. This value is intended
to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the node has never met the requirements for the STRICT value, the node
will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after a node meets the requirements for
the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from TRANSITIONAL to STRICT.
Then, the node can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an SSL/TLS protocol that does not meet
the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after a node successfully authenticates by using a more secure
communication protocol, the node can no longer authenticate by using a less secure protocol. For example, if a node
that is not using SSL is updated and successfully authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the node can no longer authenticate
by using no SSL protocol or by using TLS 1.1. This restriction also applies when you use functions such as virtual
volumes, when the node authenticates to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as a node from another server.

SPLITLARGEObjects
Specifies whether large objects that are stored by this node are automatically split into smaller pieces, by the server, to
optimize server processing. Specifying Yes causes the server to split large objects (over 10 GB) into smaller pieces when
stored by a client node. Specifying No bypasses this process. Specify No only if your primary concern is maximizing
throughput of backups directly to tape. The default value is Yes.

Example: Update node SIMON to authenticate with an LDAP directory server and connect
using SSL

update node simon authentication=ldap sslrequired=yes

When you specify the SSLREQUIRED parameter, the server is not automatically configured for SSL. You must follow the
instructions for connecting with SSL in order for the example to work.

Example: Update all nodes to communicate with a server by using strict session security

Update all nodes to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the server.

update node * sessionsecurity=strict

Example: Update a node with software release information for a future deployment

The client deployment feature helps you update a backup-archive client to a newer release. The information that is generated
from the UPDATE NODE command can help you when you plan a deployment. The information is stored for a future deployment
and can be viewed by issuing the QUERY NODE command. After a deployment, you can issue the QUERY NODE command to see
the current level and the target level. For example, to update node LARRY to backup-archive client Version 6.3.0.0.

update node LARRY targetlevel=6.3.0.0
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Example: Update a node backup to compress data and keep the client from deleting archived
files

Update node LARRY so that the data on node LARRY is compressed when it is backed up or archived by IBM Spectrum Protect and
so that the client cannot delete archived files.

update node larry compression=yes archdelete=no

Example: Update a node's number of files that can be transferred as a group

Update node LARRY and increase the TXNGroupmax value to 1,000.

update node larry txngroupmax=1000

Example: Update a node and allow it to deduplicate on the client

Update a node BOB so that it can deduplicate on the client.

update node bob deduplication=clientorserver

Example: Update the role of node BOB to a server-device for PVU estimation reporting

If you want to accumulate PVU values, only server device roles are recorded. You can update a node from client-device to server-
device by issuing the UPDATE NODE command. For this example, node BOB is updated to a server-device.

update node bob role=server

Example: Update a node definition on a source replication server

NODE1 is defined to a source replication server. The data that belongs to NODE1 was previously exported to a target replication
server. Update the replication rule for backup data that belongs to NODE1 so that active backup data is replicated with a high
priority. Enable replication for the node. Set up data synchronization with the target replication server.

update node node1 bkreplruledefault=active_data_high_priority 
replstate=enabled replmode=syncsend

Example: Update a node definition to enable recovery of damaged files

Update the PAYROLL node to enable the recovery of damaged files from a target replication server.

update node payroll recoverdamaged=yes

Related commands

Table 2. Commands related to UPDATE NODE
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY PVUESTIMATE Displays an estimate of the client-devices and server-devices
being managed.

QUERY REPLNODE Displays information about the replication status of a client
node.

REGISTER ADMIN Defines a new administrator without granting administrative
authority.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.
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Command Description

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

REMOVE REPLNODE Removes a node from replication.

RENAME NODE Changes the name for a client node.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

RESET PASSEXP Resets the password expiration for nodes or administrators.

SET DEDUPVERIFICATIONLEVEL Specifies the percentage of extents verified by the server
during client-side deduplication.

SET PASSEXP Specifies the number of days after which a password is expired
and must be changed.

SET REPLRECOVERDAMAGED Specifies whether node replication is enabled to recover
damaged files from a target replication server.

UPDATE ADMIN Changes the password or contact information associated with
any administrator.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

Related reference:
Ssl client option

UPDATE NODEGROUP (Update a node group)
Use this command to modify the description of a node group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system or unrestricted policy privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate NODEGroup--group_name--DESCription--=--description--->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies the name of the node group whose description you want to update.

DESCription (Required)
Specifies a description of the node group. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. If the description contains any blanks, enclose the entire description in quotation marks.

Example: Update a node group's description

Update the node group, group1, with a new description.

update nodegroup group1 description="Human Resources"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE NODEGROUP
Command Description

DEFINE BACKUPSET Defines a previously generated backup set to a server.

DEFINE NODEGROUP Defines a group of nodes.

DEFINE NODEGROUPMEMBER Adds a client node to a node group.
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Command Description

DELETE BACKUPSET Deletes a backup set.

DELETE NODEGROUP Deletes a node group.

DELETE NODEGROUPMEMBER Deletes a client node from a node group.

GENERATE BACKUPSET Generates a backup set of a client's data.

QUERY BACKUPSET Displays backup sets.

QUERY NODEGROUP Displays information about node groups.

UPDATE BACKUPSET Updates a retention value associated with a backup set.

UPDATE PATH (Change a path)
Use this command to update a path definition.

Syntax and parameter descriptions are available for the following path types.

UPDATE PATH (Change a path when the destination is a drive)
UPDATE PATH (Change a path when the destination is a library)

UPDATE PATH (Update a path when the destination is a ZOSMEDIA library)

For detailed and current device support information, see the Supported Devices website for your operating system:

Supported devices for AIX and Windows
Supported devices for Linux

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE PATH
Command Description

DEFINE DATAMOVER Defines a data mover to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DEFINE DRIVE Assigns a drive to a library.

DEFINE LIBRARY Defines an automated or manual library.

DEFINE PATH Defines a path from a source to a destination.

DELETE PATH Deletes a path from a source to a destination.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

UPDATE DATAMOVER Changes the definition for a data mover.

UPDATE PATH (Change a path when the destination is a drive)
Use this syntax when updating a path definition to a drive.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
>--SRCType--=--+-DATAMover-+--+------------------------+--------> 
               '-SERVer----'  '-AUTODetect--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
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>--DESTType--=--DRive--LIBRary--=--library_name-----------------> 
 
>--+------------------------+--+--------------------+-----------> 
   '-DEVIce--=--device_name-'  '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                            '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   |               .-,--------------. |    
   |               V                | |    
   '-DIRectory--=----directory_name-+-'    
 

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path. This parameter is required.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination. This parameter is required.

SRCType (Required)
Specifies the type of the source. This parameter is required. Possible values are:

DATAMover
Specifies that a data mover is the source.

SERVer
Specifies that a server or a storage agent is the source.

AUTODetect
Specifies whether the serial number for a drive or library will be automatically detected, reported, and updated in IBM
Spectrum Protect™. This parameter is optional. This parameter is only valid for paths defined from the local server to a
drive or a library. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the serial number is not automatically updated.

Yes
Specifies that the serial number is automatically updated to reflect the same serial number that the drive reports to
IBM Spectrum Protect.
Important:

1. If you have not previously entered a serial number, then AUTODETECT defaults to YES. If you have previously
entered a serial number, then AUTODETECT defaults to NO.

2. AUTODETECT=YES in this command overrides the serial number set in the DEFINE DRIVE command.
3. If you set DESTTYPE=DRIVE and AUTODETECT=YES, then the drive element number in the IBM Spectrum

Protect database will be automatically changed to reflect the same element number that corresponds to the
serial number of that drive. This is true for drives in a SCSI library. For more information about the element
number, see the DEFINE DRIVE command.

4. Depending on the capabilities of the device, the AUTODETECT parameter may not be supported.

DESTType=DRive (Required)
Specifies that a drive is the destination. When the destination is a drive, you must specify a library name. This parameter is
required.

LIBRary
Specifies the name of the library to which the drive is assigned. The library and its drives must already be defined to the
server. If the path is from a NAS data mover to a library, the library must have LIBTYPE of SCSI, 349x, or ACSLS.

DEVIce
Specifies the name of the device as known to the source, or FILE if the device is a logical drive in a FILE library.

The source uses the device name to access the drive. See Table 1 for examples.
Table 1. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a drive (not a FILE drive) /dev/rmt3

Storage agent to a drive (not a FILE drive) mt3

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE
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Source to destination Example

NAS data mover to a drive NetApp NAS file server: rst0l

EMC Celerra NAS file server: c436t0l1

IBM® System Storage® N Series: rst0l

The source uses the device name to access the drive. See Table 2 for examples.
Table 2. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a drive (not a FILE drive) /dev/tsmscsi/mt3

Storage agent to a drive (not a FILE drive) /dev/tsmscsi/mt3

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE

NAS data mover to a drive NetApp NAS file server: rst0l

EMC Celerra NAS file server: c436t0l1

IBM System Storage N Series: rst0l

The source uses the device name to access the drive. See Table 3 for examples.
Table 3. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a drive (not a FILE drive) mt3

Server to a drive (REMOVABLEFILE drive) e:

Storage agent to a drive (not a FILE drive) mt3

Storage agent to a drive when the drive is a logical drive in a FILE library FILE

NAS data mover to a drive NetApp NAS file server: rst0l

EMC Celerra NAS file server: c436t0l1

IBM System Storage N Series: rst0l

Important:

For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the /etc/ibmatl.conf file. For more
information, see IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User’s Guide, which can be downloaded from the IBM
Systems support site at http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S7002972.
For information about how to obtain names for devices that are connected to a NAS file server, consult the product
information for the file server. For example, for a NetApp file server, connect to the file server using Telnet and issue
the SYSCONFIG command. Use this command to determine device names for drives:

sysconfig -t

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.

For example, if the path from a data mover to a drive is online, but either the data mover or the drive is offline, you cannot
use the path.

DIRectory
Specifies the directory location or locations for a storage agent to access the files in a FILE library. The DIRECTORY
parameter is also used for devices of type REMOVABLEFILE. For REMOVABLEFILE devices, the DIRECTORY parameter
provides information for the server (not a storage agent) along with the DRIVE parameter to describe access to the device.
This parameter is optional.
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On storage agents, this parameter is only valid when all of the following conditions are true:

The source type is SERVER (meaning a storage agent that has been defined as a server to this server).
The source name is the name of a storage agent, not the server.
The destination is a logical drive that is part of a FILE library.
If multiple directories were specified for the device class associated with the FILE library, the same number of
directories must be specified with the DIRectory parameter of the DEFINE PATH command, for each drive in the FILE
library. Storage agent directories are not validated on the server. Specifying incorrect directories can cause a run-
time failure.

The directory name or names identify the locations where the storage agent reads and writes the files that represent
storage volumes for the FILE device class that is associated with the FILE library. The default value for DIRECTORY is the
directory of the server at the time the command is issued.

Use a naming convention that you can use to associate the directory with a particular physical drive. This can help ensure
that your configuration is valid for sharing the FILE library between the server and storage agent. If the storage agent is on a
Windows system, use a universal naming convention (UNC) name. When the storage agent lacks permission to access
remote storage, the storage agent will experience mount failures.

The account associated with the storage agent service must be either an account within the local administrator's
group or an account within the domain administrator's group. If the account is in the local administrator's group, the user
ID and password must match that of an account with permissions to access storage as provided by the machine which
administers the remote share. For example, if a SAMBA server is providing access to remote storage, the user ID and
password in the SAMBA configuration must match that of the local administrator user ID and password associated with the
storage agent service.

define devclass file devtype=file shared=yes mountlimit=1  
directory=d:\filedir\dir1 
define path sta1 file1 srctype=server desttype=drive 
library=file1 device=file directory=\\192.168.1.10\filedir\dir1

In the previous example, the DEFINE DEVCLASS command establishes the shared file system in the directory accessed by
the server as D:\FILEDIR\DIR1. The storage agent, however, is using UNC name \\192.168.1.10\FILEDIR\DIR1. This means
that the machine with TCP/IP address 192.168.1.10 is sharing the same directory using FILEDIR as the shared name. Also,
the storage agent service has an account which can access this storage. It can access it either because it is associated with
a local account with the same user ID and password as 192.168.1.10 or it is associated with a domain account which is
available on both the storage agent and on 192.168.1.10. If appropriate to the installation, you can replace the
192.168.1.10 with a symbolic name such as:

example.yourcompany.com

Important:

IBM Spectrum Protect does not create shares or permissions, or mount the target file system. You must perform
these actions before starting the storage agent.
You can modify a list of directories only by replacing the entire list.
You must ensure that storage agents can access newly created FILE volumes. To access FILE volumes, storage
agents replace names from the directory list in the device-class definition with the names in the directory list for the
associated path definition. The following illustrates the importance of matching device classes and paths to ensure
that storage agents can access newly created FILE volumes.
Suppose you want to use these three directories for a FILE library: 

c:\server
d:\server
e:\server

/opt/tivoli1
/opt/tivoli2
/opt/tivoli3

1. You use the following command to set up a FILE library named CLASSA with one drive named CLASSA1 on
SERVER1: 

define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="c:\server,d:\server,e:\server"  
shared=yes mountlimit=1
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define devclass classa devtype=file  
directory="/opt/tivoli1,/opt/tivoli2,/opt/tivoli3"  
shared=yes mountlimit=1

2. You want the storage agent STA1 to be able to use the FILE library, so you define the following path for
storage agent STA1: 

define path server1 sta1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="\\192.168.1.10\c\server,\\192.168.1.10\d\server, 
\\192.168.1.10\e\server" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, will replace the directory name c:\server with the
directory name \\192.168.1.10\c\server to access FILE volumes that are in the c:\server directory on the
server.

define path server1 sta1 srctype=server desttype=drive device=file 
directory="/opt/ibm1,/opt/ibm2,/opt/ibm3" library=classa

In this scenario, the storage agent, STA1, will replace the directory name /opt/tivoli1 with
the directory name /opt/ibm1/ to access FILE volumes that are in the /opt/tivoli1 directory on the server.

3. File volume c:\server\file1.dsm is created by SERVER1. If you later change the first directory for the
device class with the following command:

update devclass classa directory="c:\otherdir,d:\server,e:\server"

SERVER1 will still be able to access file volume c:\server\file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 will not be
able to access it because a matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory
name is not available in the directory list associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access
to a FILE volume in that directory. Although the volume will still be accessible from the server for reading,
failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path
or to fail.

4. If file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm is created on SERVER1, and if the following command
is issued,

update devclass classa directory="/opt/otherdir,/opt/tivoli2, 
/opt/tivoli3"

SERVER1 will still be able to access file volume /opt/tivoli1/file1.dsm, but the storage agent STA1 will not be
able to access it because a matching directory name in the PATH directory list no longer exists. If a directory
name is not available in the directory list associated with the device class, the storage agent can lose access
to a FILE volume in that directory. Although the volume will still be accessible from the server for reading,
failure of the storage agent to access the FILE volume can cause operations to be retried on a LAN-only path
or to fail.

Example: Update a path from a data mover NAS file server to a tape drive

Update a path from a data mover that is a NAS file server to the drive TAPEDRV2 that the data mover uses for backup and restore
operations. In this example, the NAS data mover is NAS1, the library is NASLIB, and the device name for the drive is rst0l.

update path nas1 tapedrv2 srctype=datamover desttype=drive library=naslib 
    device=rst0l

UPDATE PATH (Change a path when the destination is a library)
Use this syntax when updating a path definition to a library.

Privilege class

To issue this command you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
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>--SRCType--=--+-DATAMover-+--+------------------------+--------> 
               '-SERVer----'  '-AUTODetect--=--+-No--+-'    
                                               '-Yes-'      
 
>--DESTType--=--LIBRary--+-------------------------------+------> 
                         +-DEVIce--=--device_name--------+    
                         '-EXTERNALManager--=--path_name-'    
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                '-No--'      
 

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path. This parameter is required.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination. This parameter is required.
Important: To define a path from a NAS data mover to a library, the library must have LIBTYPE of SCSI, 349X, or Automated
Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS).

SRCType (Required)
Specifies the type of the source. This parameter is required. Possible values are:

DATAMover
Specifies that a data mover is the source.

SERVer
Specifies that a server or a storage agent is the source.

AUTODetect
Specifies whether the serial number for a drive or library is automatically detected, reported, and updated in IBM Spectrum
Protect™. This parameter is optional. This parameter is only valid for paths defined from the local server to a library.
Possible values are:

No
Specifies that the serial number is not automatically updated.

Yes
Specifies that the serial number is automatically updated to reflect the same serial number that the drive reports to
IBM Spectrum Protect.
Important:

1. If you have not previously entered a serial number, then AUTODETECT defaults to YES. If you have previously
entered a serial number, then AUTODETECT defaults to NO.

2. AUTODETECT=YES in this command overrides the serial number set in the DEFINE DRIVE command.
3. Depending on the capabilities of the device, the AUTODETECT parameter may not be supported.

DESTType=LIBRary (Required)
Specifies that a library is the destination.. This parameter is required.

DEVIce
Specifies the name of the device as known to the source, or FILE if the device is a logical drive in a FILE library.

The source uses the device name to access the drive or library. See Table 1 for examples.
Table 1. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a library /dev/lb4
/dev/tsmscsi/lb4

NAS data mover to a library mc0

The source uses the device name to access the drive or library. See Table 2 for examples.
Table 2. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a library /dev/tsmscsi/lb4

NAS data mover to a library mc0
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The source uses the device name to access the drive or library. See Table 3 for examples.
Table 3. Examples of device names

Source to destination Example

Server to a library lb4.1

NAS data mover to a library mc0

Important:

For 349X libraries, the alias name is a symbolic name that is specified in the /etc/ibmatl.conf file. For more
information, see IBM Tape Device Drivers Installation and User’s Guide, which can be downloaded from the IBM®
Systems support site at http://www.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=ssg1S7002972.
For information about how to obtain names for devices that are connected to a NAS file server, consult the product
information for the file server. For example, for a NetApp file server, connect to the file server using Telnet and issue
the SYSCONFIG command. Use this command to determine the device name for a library:

sysconfig -m

EXTERNALManager
Specifies the location of the external library manager where IBM Spectrum Protect can send media access requests. Use
single quotation marks around the value of this parameter. For example, enter: 

/usr/lpp/GESedt-acsls/bin/elmdt

/opt/GESedt-acsls/bin/elmdt

C:\Program Files\GES\EDT-ACSLS\bin\elmdt.exe

This parameter is required when the library name is an external library.

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.

Important: If the path to a library is offline, the server will not be able to access the library. If the server is halted and
restarted while the path to the library is offline, the library will not be initialized.

UPDATE PATH (Update a path when the destination is a ZOSMEDIA
library)

Use this syntax when you update a path to a ZOSMEDIA library.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate PATH--source_name--destination_name-------------------> 
 
>--SRCType--=--SERVer--DESTType--=--LIBRary---------------------> 
 
>--ZOSMEDIASERVER--=--server_name--+--------------------+------>< 
                                   '-ONLine--=--+-Yes-+-'    
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                                                '-No--'      
 

Parameters

source_name (Required)
Specifies the name of source for the path.

destination_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the destination.

SRCType=SERVer (Required)
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server or a storage agent is the source.

DESTType=LIBRary (Required)
Specifies that a library is the destination.

ZOSMEDIAServer (Required)
Specifies the server name that represents a Tivoli® Storage Manager for z/OS® Media server.

ONLine
Specifies whether the path is available for use. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

Yes
Specifies that the path is available for use.

No
Specifies that the path is not available for use.

The source and the destination must both be available to use the path.

Important: If the path to a library is offline, the server cannot access the library. If the server is halted and restarted while
the path to the library is offline, the library is not initialized during server initialization. The path must be updated to
ONLINE=YES to access the library.

UPDATE POLICYSET (Update a policy set description)
Use this command to change the description of a policy set. You cannot change the description of the ACTIVE policy set.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate POlicyset--domain_name--policy_set_name---------------> 
 
>--DESCription--=--description--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the policy domain to which the policy set belongs.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the policy set to update. You cannot change the ACTIVE policy set.

DESCription (Required)
Specifies text that describes the policy set. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the
description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a previously defined description, specify a null
string ("").

Example: Update a policy set

Update a policy set called VACATION for the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain with a description of "Schedule Planning
Information."
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update policyset employee_records vacation  
description="schedule planning information"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY MGMTCLASS Creates a copy of a management class.

DEFINE DOMAIN Defines a policy domain that clients can be assigned to.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DEFINE POLICYSET Defines a policy set within the specified policy domain.

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

VALIDATE POLICYSET Verifies and reports on conditions the administrator must
consider before activating the policy set.

UPDATE PROFILE (Update a profile description)
Use this command on a configuration manager to update a profile description.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate PROFIle--profile_name--DESCription--=--description--->< 
 

Parameters

profile_name (Required)
Specifies the profile to update.

DESCription (Required)
Specifies a description for the profile. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the description in
quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a description, specify a null string ("").

Example: Update a profile's description

Update the description for profile DELTA.

update profile delta description="PAYROLL domain"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE PROFILE
Command Description

COPY PROFILE Creates a copy of a profile.

DEFINE PROFASSOCIATION Associates objects with a profile.

DEFINE PROFILE Defines a profile for distributing information to managed
servers.
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Command Description

DELETE PROFASSOCIATION Deletes the association of an object with a profile.

DELETE PROFILE Deletes a profile from a configuration manager.

LOCK PROFILE Prevents distribution of a configuration profile.

QUERY PROFILE Displays information about configuration profiles.

SET CONFIGMANAGER Specifies whether a server is a configuration manager.

UNLOCK PROFILE Enables a locked profile to be distributed to managed servers.

UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA (Update recovery media)
Use this command to update information about recovery media.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate RECOVERYMedia--media_name-----------------------------> 
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                 .-,-----------. |    
   |                 V             | |    
   '-VOLumenames--=----volume_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-LOcation--=--location-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--+-BOot--+-'  '-PROduct--=--product_name-'    
              '-OTher-'                                    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+--------------------->< 
   '-PRODUCTInfo--=--product_information-'    
 

Parameters

media_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the recovery media to be updated.

VOLumenames
Specifies the names of volumes that contain the recoverable data (for example, operating system image copies). If you
specify a TYPE=BOOT, you must specify the boot media volume names in the order in which they are to be loaded at
recovery time. The volume names list can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the list in quotation marks if it contains any
blank characters. To remove all volume names, specify a null string ("").

DESCription
Specifies the description of the recovery media. This parameter is optional. You can use up to 255 characters. Enclose the
text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.

LOcation
Describes the location of the recovery media. This parameter is optional. You can use up to 255 characters. Enclose the
text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a location description, specify a null string ("") for the
value.

Type
Specifies the type of recovery media. This parameter is optional. Possible values are:

BOot
Specifies that this is boot media. You must specify volume names if the type is BOOT.

OTher
Specifies that this is not boot media. For example, a CD that contains operating system manuals.
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PROduct
Specifies the name of the product that wrote to this media. This parameter is optional. You can use up to 16 characters.
Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove a product name, specify a null string ("")
for the value.

PRODUCTInfo
Specifies any information about the product that wrote to the media that you may need to restore the machine. This
parameter is optional. You can use up to 255 characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank
characters. To remove previously defined product information, specify a null string ("") for the value.

Example: Update a recovery media's location description

Update the location description for recovery media DIST5RM to "Corporate Headquarters Data Vault."

update recoverymedia dist5rm  
location="Corporate Headquarters Data Vault"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE RECOVERYMEDIA
Command Description

DEFINE RECOVERYMEDIA Defines the media required to recover a machine.

DELETE RECOVERYMEDIA Deletes recovery media.

QUERY RECOVERYMEDIA Displays media available for machine recovery.

UPDATE REPLRULE (Update replication rules)
Use this command to enable or disable a replication rule.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate REPLRule--rule_name----STate--=--+-ENabled--+-------->< 
                                           '-DISabled-'      
 

Parameters

rule_name (Required)

Specifies the name of the replication rule to be updated. You can use wildcard characters to specify one or more rules. You
can specify one of the following rules:

ALL_DATA
ACTIVE_DATA
ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY
ACTIVE_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY

STate (Required)
Specifies whether replication is allowed for the rule. You can specify one of the following values:

ENabled
Specifies that the data to which the rule applies is ready to be replicated

DISabled
Specifies that replication does not occur until you enable it.
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Example: Disable replication for backup data

Disable replication of normal-priority, active-backup data for all file spaces in all client nodes that are configured for replication:

update replrule active_data state=disabled

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE REPLRULE
Command Description

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLICATION Displays information about node replication processes.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for archive data.

SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for backup data.

SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for space-managed
data.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a schedule)
Use this command to update a client or administrative command schedule.

The UPDATE SCHEDULE command takes two forms, depending on whether the schedule applies to client operations or
administrative commands. Within these two forms, you can select either classic or enhanced style schedules. The syntax and
parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SCHEDULE
Command Description

COPY SCHEDULE Creates a copy of a schedule.

DEFINE SCHEDULE Defines a schedule for a client operation or an administrative
command.

DELETE SCHEDULE Deletes a schedule from the database.

QUERY EVENT Displays information about scheduled and completed events
for selected clients.

QUERY SCHEDULE Displays information about schedules.

SET MAXCMDRETRIES Specifies the maximum number of retries after a failed attempt
to execute a scheduled command.

SET MAXSCHEDSESSIONS Specifies the maximum number of client/server sessions
available for processing scheduled work.

SET RETRYPERIOD Specifies the time between retry attempts by the client
scheduler.

UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule)
Use the UPDATE SCHEDULE to update selected parameters for a client schedule.
UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update an administrative schedule)
Use this command to update selected parameters for an administrative command schedule.
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UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update a client schedule)
Use the UPDATE SCHEDULE to update selected parameters for a client schedule.

This command does not change the client associations that have been made to this schedule. Any clients that are associated with
the original schedule, process the modified schedule.

Not all clients can run all scheduled operations, even though you can define the schedule on the server and associate it with the
client. For example, a Macintosh client cannot run a schedule when the action is to restore or retrieve files, or run an executable
script. An executable script is also known as a command file, a batch file, or a script on different client operating systems.

Privilege class

To update a client schedule, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the
policy domain to which the schedule belongs.

Syntax for a classic client schedule

 
                     (1)                                
>>-UPDate SCHedule--------domain_name--schedule_name------------> 
 
>--+-----------------+--+-----------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--Client-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-ACTion--=--+-Incremental-------------------------------+-'    
                +-Selective---------------------------------+      
                +-Archive--+----------------------------+---+      
                |          |               .-""-------. |   |      
                |          '-SUBACTion--=--+----------+-'   |      
                |                          '-FASTBack-'     |      
                +-Backup--+-------------------------------+-+      
                |         |               .-""----------. | |      
                |         '-SUBACTion--=--+-------------+-' |      
                |                         +-FASTBack----+   |      
                |                         +-SYSTEMSTate-+   |      
                |                         '-VM----------'   |      
                +-REStore-----------------------------------+      
                +-RETrieve----------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEBACkup-------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEREStore------------------------------+      
                +-Command-----------------------------------+      
                +-Macro-------------------------------------+      
                '-Deploy------------------------------------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-OPTions--=--option_string-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+---------------------+-------> 
   '-OBJects--=--object_string-'  '-PRIority--=--number-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------+---------------> 
   '-STARTDate--=--date-'  '-STARTTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+---------------------+--+-----------------------------+-----> 
   '-DURation--=--number-'  '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes----+-'    
                                           +-Hours------+      
                                           +-Days-------+      
                                           '-INDefinite-'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+------------------------+--------> 
   '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'  '-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic-'    
 
>--+-------------------+--+--------------------------+----------> 
   '-PERiod--=--number-'  '-PERUnits--=--+-Hours---+-'    
                                         +-Days----+      
                                         +-Weeks---+      
                                         +-Months--+      
                                         +-Years---+      
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                                         '-Onetime-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.

Syntax for an enhanced client schedule

 
                     (1)                                
>>-UPDate SCHedule--------domain_name--schedule_name------------> 
 
>--+-----------------+--+-----------------------------+---------> 
   '-Type--=--Client-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------------------------+--> 
   '-ACTion--=--+-Incremental-------------------------------+-'    
                +-Selective---------------------------------+      
                +-Archive--+----------------------------+---+      
                |          '-SUBACTion--=--+-""-------+-'   |      
                |                          '-FASTBack-'     |      
                +-Backup--+-------------------------------+-+      
                |         '-SUBACTion--=--+-""----------+-' |      
                |                         +-FASTBack----+   |      
                |                         +-SYSTEMSTate-+   |      
                |                         +-VApp--------+   |      
                |                         '-VM----------'   |      
                +-REStore-----------------------------------+      
                +-RETrieve----------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEBACkup-------------------------------+      
                +-IMAGEREStore------------------------------+      
                +-Command-----------------------------------+      
                '-Macro-------------------------------------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-OPTions--=--option_string-'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--+---------------------+-------> 
   '-OBJects--=--object_string-'  '-PRIority--=--number-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------+---------------> 
   '-STARTDate--=--date-'  '-STARTTime--=--time-'    
 
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------------+--------> 
   '-DURation--=--number-'  '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes-+-'    
                                           +-Hours---+      
                                           '-Days----'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+-------------------------+-------> 
   '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'  '-SCHEDStyle--=--Enhanced-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+--+------------------------+------> 
   '-MONth--=--+-ANY-------+-'  '-DAYOFMonth--=--+-ANY-+-'    
               +-JAnuary---+                     '-Day-'      
               +-February--+                                  
               +-MARch-----+                                  
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               +-APril-----+                                  
               +-May-------+                                  
               +-JUNe------+                                  
               +-JULy------+                                  
               +-AUgust----+                                  
               +-September-+                                  
               +-October---+                                  
               +-November--+                                  
               '-December--'                                  
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-WEEKofmonth--=--+-ANY----+-'    
                     +-FIrst--+      
                     +-Second-+      
                     +-Third--+      
                     +-FOurth-+      
                     '-Last---'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
>--+--------------------------+-------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration--=--+-Never-+-'    
                    '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which this schedule belongs.

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to be updated.

Type=Client
Specifies that a client schedule is updated. This parameter is optional. The default is CLIENT.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description.
Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters. To remove a previously defined description,
specify a null string ("") for this value.

ACTion
Specifies the action that occurs when this schedule is processed. Possible values are:

Incremental
Specifies that the schedule backs up all files that are new or that have changed since the last incremental backup.
Incremental also backs up any file for which all existing backups might have expired.

Selective
Specifies that the schedule backs up only files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Archive
Specifies that the schedule archives files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Backup
Specifies that the schedule backs up files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

REStore
Specifies that the schedule restores files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

When you specify ACTION=RESTORE for a scheduled operation, and the REPLACE option is set to PROMPT, no
prompting occurs. If you set the option to PROMPT, the files are skipped.
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If you specify a second file specification, this second file specification acts as the restore destination. If you need to
restore multiple groups of files, schedule one for each file specification that you need to restore.

RETrieve
Indicates that the schedule retrieves files that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.
Remember: A second file that is specified acts as the retrieve destination. If you need to retrieve multiple groups of
files, create a separate schedule for each group of files.

IMAGEBACkup
Specifies that the schedule backs up logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

IMAGEREStore
Specifies that the schedule restores logical volumes that are specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

Command
Specifies that the schedule processes a client operating system command or script that is specified with the
OBJECTS parameter.

Macro
Specifies that a client processes a macro whose file name is specified with the OBJECTS parameter.

SUBACTion
You can specify one of the following values:

""
When a null string (two double quotes) is specified with ACTION=BACKUP the backup is an incremental.

FASTBAck
Specifies that a FastBack client operation that is identified by the ACTION parameter is to be scheduled for
processing. The ACTION parameter must be either ARCHIVE or BACKUP.

SYSTEMSTate
Specifies that a client Systemstate backup is scheduled.

VApp
Specifies that a client vApp backup is scheduled. A vApp is a collection of pre-deployed virtual machines.

VM
Specifies that a client VMware backup operation is scheduled.

Deploy
Specifies whether to update client workstations with deployment packages that are specified with the OBJECTS
parameter. The OBJECTS parameter must contain two specifications, the package files to retrieve and the location
from which to retrieve them. Ensure that the objects are in the order files location. For example:

define schedule standard deploy_1 action=DEPLOY objects= 
"\\IBM_ANR_WIN\c$\tsm\maintenance\client\v6r2\Windows\X32\v620\v6200\*  
..\IBM_ANR_WIN\"

Values for the following options are restricted when you specify ACTION=DEPLOY:

PERUNITS
Specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. If you specify PERUNITS=PERIOD, the parameter is ignored.

DURUNITS
Specify MINUTES, HOURS, or DAYS for the DURUNITS parameter. Do not specify INDEFINITE.

SCHEDSTYLE
Specify the default style, CLASSIC.

The SCHEDULE command fails if the parameters do not conform to the required parameter values, such as the
V.R.M.F.

OPTions
Specifies the client options that you specify to the scheduled command at the time the schedule is processed. This
parameter is optional.
Only those options that are valid on the scheduled command can be specified for this parameter. Refer to the appropriate
client manual for information about options that are valid from the command line. All options described there as valid only
on the initial command line result in an error or are ignored when running the schedule from the server. For example, do not
include the following options because they have no effect when the client processes the scheduled command:

MAXCMDRETRIES
OPTFILE
QUERYSCHEDPERIOD
RETRYPERIOD
SCHEDLOGNAME
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SCHEDMODE
SERVERNAME
TCPCLIENTADDRESS
TCPCLIENTPORT

When you define a scheduler service by using the DSMCUTIL command or the backup-archive client GUI wizard,
you specify an options file. You cannot override the options in that options file by issuing the scheduled command. You
must modify the options in your scheduler service.

If the option string contains multiple options or options with embedded spaces, surround the entire option string with one
pair of apostrophes. Enclose individual options that contain spaces in quotation marks. A leading minus sign is required in
front of the option. Errors can occur if the option string contains spaces that are not quoted correctly.

The following examples show how to specify some client options:

To specify subdir=yes and domain all-local -systemobject, enter:
options='-subdir=yes -domain="all-local -c: -systemobject"'

To specify domain all-local -c: -d:, enter:
options='-domain="all-local -c: -d:"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of quotation marks is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

OBJects
Specifies the objects for which the specified action is performed. Use a single space between each object. This parameter
is required except when ACTION=INCREMENTAL. If the action is a backup, archive, retrieve, or restore operation, the
objects are file spaces, directories, or logical volumes. If the action is to run a command or macro, the object is the name of
the command or macro to run.

When you specify ACTION=INCREMENTAL without specifying a value for this parameter, the scheduled command is
invoked without specified objects and attempts to process the objects as defined in the client option file. To select all file
spaces or directories for an action, explicitly list them in the object string. Entering only an asterisk in the object string
causes the backup to occur only for the directory where the scheduler was started.

Important:

If you specify a second file specification, and it is not a valid destination, you receive this error:

ANS1082E Invalid destination file specification <filespec> entered.

If you specify more than two file specifications, you receive this error:

ANS1102E Excessive number of command line arguments passed to the  
program!

When you specify ACTION=ARCHIVE, INCREMENTAL, or SELECTIVE for this parameter, you can list a maximum of twenty
(20) file specifications.

Enclose the object string in double quotes if it contains blank characters (spaces), and then surround the double quotes
with single quotes. If the object string contains multiple file names, enclose each file name with its own pair of double
quotes, then surround the entire string with one pair of single quotes. Errors can occur if file names contain a space that is
not quoted correctly.

If you are using characters that have a special meaning for Windows users, such as commas, surround the entire
argument in two pairs of double quotes, then surround the entire string with single quotes. The following examples show
you how to specify some file names:

To specify C:\FILE 2, D:\GIF FILES, and E:\MY TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"C:\FILE 2" "D:\GIF FILES" "E:\MY TEST FILE"'

To specify D:\TEST FILE, enter:
OBJECTS='"D:\TEST FILE"'

To specify D:TEST,FILE:
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OBJECTS='""D:\TEST,FILE""'

The following examples show how to specify some file names:

To specify /home/file 2, /home/gif files, and /home/my test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/file 2" "/home/gif files" "/home/my test file"'

To specify /home/test file, enter:
OBJECTS='"/home/test file"'

Tip:

For Windows clients running in batch mode, if the use of double quotes is necessary, use interactive mode or operating
system escape characters. For additional information, see the following topics:

Processing a series of commands from the administrative client
Processing individual commands from the administrative client

PRIority
Specifies the priority value for a schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 1 to 10, with 1 being
the highest priority and 10 being the lowest. The default is 5.

If two or more schedules have the same window start time, the value you specify determines when IBM Spectrum Protect™
processes the schedule. The schedule with the highest priority starts first. For example, a schedule with PRIORITY=3 starts
before a schedule with PRIORITY=5.

STARTDate
Specifies the date for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current date. Use this parameter with the STARTTIME parameter to specify when the initial startup window of
the schedule starts.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current time. This parameter is used in conjunction with the STARTDATE parameter to specify when the initial
startup window begins.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW
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Value Description Example

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW+02:00 or STARTTIME=+02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 7:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW-02:00 or STARTTIME=-02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 3:00.

DURation
Specifies the number of units that define the length of the startup window of the scheduled operation. This parameter is
optional. This value must be from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the DURUNITS parameter to specify the length of the startup window. For example, if you specify
DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the start date and start time.
The default length of the startup window is 1 hour. The duration of the window must be shorter than the period between
windows.

This value is ignored if you specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE.

Tip: Define schedules with durations longer than 10 minutes. Doing this will give the IBM Spectrum Protect scheduler
enough time to process the schedule and prompt the client.

DURUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the duration of the window in which the schedule can start. This parameter is
optional. The default is HOURS.

Use this parameter with the DURATION parameter to specify how long the startup window remains open to process the
schedule. For example, if DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the
start date and start time. The schedule may not necessarily complete processing within this window. If the schedule needs
to be retried for any reason, the retry attempts must begin before the startup window elapses, or the operation does not
restart.

The default value for the length of the startup window is 1 hour. You can specify one of the following values:

Minutes
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in minutes.

Hours
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in hours.

Days
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in days.

INDefinite
Specifies that the startup window of the scheduled operation has an indefinite duration. The schedule can run any
time after the scheduled start time, until the schedule expires. You cannot specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE, unless
you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. The INDEFINITE value is not allowed with enhanced schedules.

MAXRUNtime
Specifies the maximum run time, which is the number of minutes during which all client sessions that are started by the
scheduled operation should be completed. If sessions are still running after the maximum run time, the server issues a
warning message, but the sessions continue to run.
Tip: The maximum run time is calculated from the beginning of the startup window and not from the time that sessions
start within the startup window.
Restrictions:

The value of the parameter is not distributed to servers that are managed by an enterprise configuration manager.
The value of the parameter is not exported by the EXPORT command.

The parameter is optional. You can specify a number in the range 0-1440. A value of 0 means that the maximum run time is
indefinite, and no warning message is issued. The maximum run time must be greater than the startup window duration,
which is defined by the DURATION and DURUNITS parameters.
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For example, if the start time of a scheduled operation is 9:00 PM, and the duration of the startup window is 2 hours, the
startup window is 9:00 PM - 11:00 PM. If the maximum run time is 240 minutes, that is, 4 hours, all client sessions for this
operation should be completed by 1:00 AM. If one or more sessions are still running after 1:00 AM, the server issues a
warning message.
Tip: Alternatively, you can specify a run time alert value of 1:00 AM in the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center.

SCHEDStyle

This parameter is optional. SCHEDSTYLE defines either the interval between times when a schedule can run, or the days on
which it can run. The style can be either classic or enhanced. This parameter must be specified when you change a
schedule from classic to enhanced or back to classic. Otherwise, the value for the existing schedule is used.

For classic schedules, these parameters are allowed: PERIOD, PERUNITS, and DAYOFWEEK. These parameters are not
allowed: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, and WEEKOFMONTH. If the previous schedule style was enhanced, the MONTH,
DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK parameters are reset. DAYOFWEEK, PERIOD, and PERUNITS are set to
default values unless they are specified with the update command.

For enhanced schedules, these parameters are allowed: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK.
These parameters are not allowed: PERIOD and PERUNITS. If the previous schedule style was classic, the DAYOFWEEK,
PERIOD, and PERUNITS parameters are reset. MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK are set to
default values unless they are specified with the update command.

PERiod
Specifies the length of time between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is optional. This parameter is used
only with classic schedules. You can specify an integer from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the PERUNITS parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you
specify PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every five days
after the initial start date and start time. The period between startup windows must exceed the duration of each window.
The default is 1 day.

This value is ignored if you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME.

PERUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the period between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is
optional. This parameter is used only with classic schedules. The default is DAYS.
Use this parameter with the PERIOD parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you specify
PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every 5 days after the
initial start date and start time. The default is 1 day. You can specify one of the following values:

Hours
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in hours.

Days
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in days.

Weeks
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in weeks.

Months
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in months.

When you specify PERUNITS=MONTHS, the scheduled operation will be processed each month on the same date.
For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/04/1998, the schedule will process on the 4th of
every month thereafter. However, if the date is not valid for the next month, then the scheduled operation will be
processed on the last valid date in the month. Thereafter, subsequent operations are based on this new date. For
example, if the start date is 03/31/1998, the next month's operation will be scheduled for 04/30/1998. Thereafter,
all subsequent operations will be on the 30th of the month until February. Because February has only 28 days, the
operation will be scheduled for 02/28/1999. Subsequent operations will be processed on the 28th of the month.

Years
Specifies that the time between startup windows for the schedule is in years.

When you specify PERUNITS=YEARS, the scheduled operation will be processed on the same month and date of
each year. For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/29/2004, the next year's scheduled
operation will be 02/28/2005 because February only has 28 days. Thereafter, subsequent operations will be
scheduled for February 28th.

Onetime
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Specifies that the schedule processes once. This value overrides the value you specified for the PERIOD parameter.

DAYofweek
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You can
specify different options for the DAYofweek parameter, depending on whether the schedule style was defined as Classic or
Enhanced:

Classic Schedule
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You
can either specify one day of the week, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If the start date and start time fall on a day
that does not correspond to a day you specify, the start date and start time will be shifted forward in 24-hour
increments until the DAYOFWEEK parameter is satisfied.

If you select a value for DAYOFWEEK other than ANY, and depending on the values for PERIOD and PERUNITS,
schedules may not be processed when you would expect. The default is ANY.

Enhanced Schedule
Specifies the days of the week on which to run the schedule. You can either specify multiple days separated by
commas and no intervening blanks, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If you specify multiple days, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days. If you specify WEEKDAY or WEEKEND, you must also specify either
WEEKOFMONTH=FIRST or WEEKOFMONTH=LAST, and the schedule will run just once per month.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run every day of the week or on the day or days determined by
other enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFWEEK must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

Possible values for the DAYofweek parameter are:

ANY
Specifies that the startup window can begin on any day of the week.

WEEKDay
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday.

WEEKEnd
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Saturday or Sunday.

SUnday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Sunday.

Monday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Monday.

TUesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Tuesday.

Wednesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Wednesday.

THursday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Thursday.

Friday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Friday.

SAturday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Saturday.

MONth

Specifies the months of the year during which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules.
Specify multiple values by using commas and no intervening blanks. The default value is ANY, which means that the
schedule runs during every month of the year.

DAYOFMonth

Specifies the day of the month to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. You can either
specify ANY or a number from -31 through 31, excluding zero. Negative values are a day from the end of the month,
counting backwards. For example, the last day of the month is -1, the next-to-the-last day of the month is -2. You can
specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks. If you specify multiple values, the schedule runs
on each of the specified days of the month. If multiple values resolve to the same day, the schedule runs only once that day.

The default value is ANY, which means that the schedule runs on every day of the month or on the days determined by
other enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
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command) when used with the DAYOFWEEK or WEEKOFMONTH parameters.

If an existing schedule specifies a value other than ANY for DAYOFWEEK and WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFMONTH is
updated, DAYOFWEEK and WEEKOFMONTH are reset to ANY.

WEEKofmonth
Specifies the week of the month in which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules. A
week is considered any seven-day period which does not start on a particular day of the week. You can specify FIRST,
SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, LAST, or ANY. You can specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks.
If you specify multiple values, the schedule runs during each of the specified weeks of the month. If multiple values resolve
to the same week, the schedule runs only once during that week.

The default value is ANY. ANY means that the schedule runs during every week of the month or on the day or days
determined by other enhanced schedule parameters. WEEKOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or
specified with the command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

EXPiration
Specifies the date after which this schedule is no longer used. This parameter is optional. The default is NEVER. You can
specify one of the following values:

Never
Specifies that the schedule never expires.

expiration_date
Specifies the date on which this schedule expires, in MM/DD/YYYY format. If you specify an expiration date, the
schedule expires at 23:59:59 on the date you specify.

Example: Update the priority of a schedule

Update the MONTHLY_BACKUP schedule that belongs to the STANDARD policy domain by setting its priority value to 1.

update schedule standard monthly_backup priority=1

Example: Update the expiration date of a schedule

Update the WEEKLY_BACKUP schedule that belongs to the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain to expire on March 29, 1999
(03/29/1999).

update schedule employee_records weekly_backup expiration=03/29/1999

Example: Update a schedule to archive on the last Friday of a month

Update a schedule from archiving files quarterly on the last Friday of the month to archiving on the last day of the specified
months.

update schedule employee_records quarterly_archive dayofmonth=-1

WEEKOFMONTH and DAYOFWEEK are reset to ANY.

UPDATE SCHEDULE (Update an administrative schedule)
Use this command to update selected parameters for an administrative command schedule.

You cannot schedule MACRO or QUERY ACTLOG commands.

A managed administrative schedule that is updated by a configuration manager is set to an inactive state on the managed servers
during configuration refresh processing. It remains in an inactive state until it is updated to an active state on those servers.

Privilege class

To update an administrative schedule, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
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Classic administrative schedule 
 
                     (1)                   
>>-UPDate SCHedule--------schedule_name-------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------+-------------> 
   '-Type--=--Administrative-'  '-CMD--=--command-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-ACTIVE--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
                '-No--'                                       
 
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
   '-PRIority--=--number-'  '-STARTDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+---------------------+--------------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time-'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes----+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours------+                                 
                  +-Days-------+                                 
                  '-INDefinite-'                                 
 
>--+------------------------+--+-------------------+------------> 
   '-SCHEDStyle--=--Classic-'  '-PERiod--=--number-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-PERUnits--=--+-Hours---+-'    
                  +-Days----+      
                  +-Weeks---+      
                  +-Months--+      
                  +-Years---+      
                  '-Onetime-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration=--+-Never-+-'    
                  '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.

Syntax

 
Enhanced administrative schedule 
 
                     (1)                   
>>-UPDate SCHedule--------schedule_name-------------------------> 
 
>--+-------------------------+--+-----------------+-------------> 
   '-Type--=--Administrative-'  '-CMD--=--command-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+-----------------------------+------> 
   '-ACTIVE--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
                '-No--'                                       
 
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
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   '-PRIority--=--number-'  '-STARTDate--=--date-'    
 
>--+--------------------+--+---------------------+--------------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time-'  '-DURation--=--number-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------------+------> 
   '-DURUnits--=--+-Minutes-+-'  '-MAXRUNtime--=--number-'    
                  +-Hours---+                                 
                  '-Days----'                                 
 
>--+-------------------------+--+-------------------------+-----> 
   '-SCHEDStyle--=--Enhanced-'  '-MONth--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                                            +-JAnuary---+      
                                            +-February--+      
                                            +-MARch-----+      
                                            +-APril-----+      
                                            +-May-------+      
                                            +-JUNe------+      
                                            +-JULy------+      
                                            +-AUgust----+      
                                            +-September-+      
                                            +-October---+      
                                            +-November--+      
                                            '-December--'      
 
>--+------------------------+--+----------------------------+---> 
   '-DAYOFMonth--=--+-ANY-+-'  '-WEEKofmonth--=--+-ANY----+-'    
                    '-Day-'                      +-FIrst--+      
                                                 +-Second-+      
                                                 +-Third--+      
                                                 +-FOurth-+      
                                                 '-Last---'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DAYofweek--=--+-ANY-------+-'    
                   +-WEEKDay---+      
                   +-WEEKEnd---+      
                   +-SUnday----+      
                   +-Monday----+      
                   +-TUesday---+      
                   +-Wednesday-+      
                   +-THursday--+      
                   +-Friday----+      
                   '-SAturday--'      
 
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-EXPiration=--+-Never-+-'    
                  '-date--'      
 

Notes:

1. You must specify at least one optional parameter on this command.

Parameters

schedule_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the schedule to be updated.

Type=Administrative (Required)
Specifies that an administrative command schedule is updated.

CMD
Specifies the administrative command to be scheduled for processing. This parameter is optional. The command you
specify can contain up to 512 characters. Enclose the command in quotation marks if it contains blanks.

You cannot specify redirection characters with this parameter.

ACTIVE
Specifies whether the administrative command is eligible for processing. This parameter is optional. An administrative
command schedule will not be processed unless it is set to the active state. Possible values are:

YES
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Specifies that the administrative command is eligible for processing.
NO

Specifies that the administrative command is not eligible for processing.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description.
Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains blanks. To remove a previously defined description, specify a null
string ("") for this value.

PRIority
Specifies the priority value for a schedule. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer from 1 to 10, with 1 being
the highest priority and 10 being the lowest. The default is 5.

If two or more schedules have the same window start time, the value you specify determines when IBM Spectrum Protect™
processes the schedule. The schedule with the highest priority starts first. For example, a schedule with PRIORITY=3 starts
before a schedule with PRIORITY=5.

STARTDate
Specifies the date for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current date. Use this parameter with the STARTTIME parameter to specify when the initial startup window of
the schedule starts.
You can specify the date using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

MM/DD/YYYY A specific date 09/15/1998

TODAY The current date TODAY

TODAY+days or
+days

The current date plus days specified. The
maximum number of days you can specify
is 9999.

TODAY +3 or +3.

EOLM (End Of Last
Month)

The last day of the previous month. EOLM

EOLM-days The last day of the previous month minus
days specified.

EOLM-1

To include files that were active a day before the last
day of the previous month.

BOTM (Beginning Of
This Month)

The first day of the current month. BOTM

BOTM+days The first day of the current month, plus
days specified.

BOTM+9

To include files that were active on the 10th day of
the current month.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the schedule is first processed. This parameter is optional. The
default is the current time. This parameter is used in conjunction with the STARTDATE parameter to specify when the initial
startup window begins.
You can specify the time using one of the values below:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time 10:30:08

NOW The current time NOW

NOW+HH:MM or
+HH:MM

The current time plus hours and minutes
specified

NOW+02:00 or +02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW+02:00 or STARTTIME=+02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 7:00.

NOW-HH:MM or -
HH:MM

The current time minus hours and minutes
specified

NOW-02:00 or -02:00.

If you issue this command at 5:00 with
STARTTIME=NOW-02:00 or STARTTIME=-02:00, the
beginning of the startup window is at 3:00.
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DURation
Specifies the number of units that define the length of the startup window of the scheduled operation. This parameter is
optional. This value must be from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the DURUNITS parameter to specify the length of the startup window. For example, if you specify
DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the start date and start time.
The default length of the startup window is 1 hour. The duration of the window must be shorter than the period between
windows.

This value is ignored if you specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE.

DURUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the duration of the window in which the schedule can start. This parameter is
optional. The default is HOURS.

Use this parameter with the DURATION parameter to specify how long the startup window remains open to process the
schedule. For example, if DURATION=20 and DURUNITS=MINUTES, the schedule must be started within 20 minutes of the
start date and start time. The schedule may not necessarily complete processing within this window. If the schedule needs
to be retried for any reason, the retry attempts must begin before the startup window elapses, or the operation does not
restart.

The default value for the length of the startup window is 1 hour. You can specify one of the following values:

Minutes
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in minutes.

Hours
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in hours.

Days
Specifies that the duration of the window is defined in days.

INDefinite
Specifies that the startup window of the scheduled operation has an indefinite duration. The schedule can run any
time after the scheduled start time, until the schedule expires. You cannot specify DURUNITS=INDEFINITE, unless
you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME. The INDEFINITE value is not allowed with enhanced schedules.

MAXRUNtime
Specifies the maximum run time, which is the number of minutes during which server processes that are started by the
scheduled commands must be completed. If processes are still running after the maximum run time, the central scheduler
cancels the processes.
Tips:

The processes might not end immediately when the central scheduler cancels them; they end when they register the
cancellation notification from the central scheduler.
The maximum run time is calculated beginning from when the server process starts. If the schedule command starts
more than one process, each process maximum run time is calculated from when the process starts.
This parameter does not apply to some processes, such as duplicate-identification processes, which can continue to
run after the maximum run time.
This parameter does not apply if the scheduled command does not start a server process.
Another cancel time might be associated with some commands. For example, the MIGRATE STGPOOL command can
include a parameter that specifies the length of time that the storage pool migration runs before the migration is
automatically canceled. If you schedule a command for which a cancel time is defined, and you also define a
maximum run time for the schedule, the processes are canceled at whichever cancel time is reached first.

Restrictions:

The value of the parameter is not distributed to servers that are managed by an enterprise configuration manager.
The value of the parameter is not exported by the EXPORT command.

This parameter is optional. You can specify a number in the range 0-1440. A value of 0 means that the maximum run time
is indefinite, and the central scheduler does not cancel processes. The maximum run time must be greater than the startup
window duration, which is defined by the DURATION and DURUNITS parameters.

For example, if the start time of a scheduled command is 9:00 PM, and the duration of the startup window is 2 hours, the
startup window is 9:00 PM - 11:00 PM. If the maximum run time is 240 minutes, that is, 4 hours, all applicable server
processes that are started by the command must be completed by 1:00 AM. If one or more applicable processes are still
running after 1:00 AM, the central scheduler cancels the processes.
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Tip: Alternatively, you can specify an end time of 1:00 AM in the IBM Spectrum Protect Operations Center.
SCHEDStyle

This parameter is optional. SCHEDSTYLE defines either the interval between times when a schedule should run, or the days
on which it should run. The style can be either classic or enhanced. This parameter must be specified when you change a
schedule from classic to enhanced or back to classic. Otherwise, the value for the existing schedule is used.

For classic schedules, these parameters are allowed: PERIOD, PERUNITS, and DAYOFWEEK. These parameters are not
allowed: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, and WEEKOFMONTH. If the previous schedule style was enhanced, the MONTH,
DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK parameters will be reset. DAYOFWEEK, PERIOD, and PERUNITS will be
set to default values unless they are specified with the update command.

For enhanced schedules, these parameters are allowed: MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK.
These parameters are not allowed: PERIOD and PERUNITS. If the previous schedule style was classic, the DAYOFWEEK,
PERIOD, and PERUNITS parameters will be reset. MONTH, DAYOFMONTH, WEEKOFMONTH, and DAYOFWEEK will be set to
default values unless they are specified with the update command.

PERiod
Specifies the length of time between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is optional. This parameter is used
only with classic schedules. You can specify an integer from 1 to 999. The default is 1.

Use this parameter with the PERUNITS parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you
specify PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every five days
after the initial start date and start time. The period between startup windows must exceed the duration of each window.
The default is 1 day.

This value is ignored if you specify PERUNITS=ONETIME.

PERUnits
Specifies the time units used to determine the period between startup windows for this schedule. This parameter is
optional. This parameter is used only with classic schedules. The default is DAYS.
Use this parameter with the PERIOD parameter to specify the period between startup windows. For example, if you specify
PERIOD=5 and PERUNITS=DAYS (assuming that DAYOFWEEK=ANY), the operation is scheduled every 5 days after the
initial start date and start time. The default is 1 day. You can specify one of the following values:

Hours
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in hours.

Days
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in days.

Weeks
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in weeks.

Months
Specifies that the time between startup windows is in months.

When you specify PERUNITS=MONTHS, the scheduled operation will be processed each month on the same date.
For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/04/1998, the schedule will process on the 4th of
every month thereafter. However, if the date is not valid for the next month, then the scheduled operation will be
processed on the last valid date in the month. Thereafter, subsequent operations are based on this new date. For
example, if the start date is 03/31/1998, the next month's operation will be scheduled for 04/30/1998. Thereafter,
all subsequent operations will be on the 30th of the month until February. Because February has only 28 days, the
operation will be scheduled for 02/28/1999. Subsequent operations will be processed on the 28th of the month.

Years
Specifies that the time between startup windows for the schedule is in years.

When you specify PERUNITS=YEARS, the scheduled operation will be processed on the same month and date of
each year. For example, if the start date for the scheduled operation is 02/29/2004, the next year's scheduled
operation will be 02/28/2005 because February only has 28 days. Thereafter, subsequent operations will be
scheduled for February 28th.

Onetime
Specifies that the schedule processes once. This value overrides the value you specified for the PERIOD parameter.

DAYofweek
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You can
specify different options for the DAYofweek parameter, depending on whether the schedule style was defined as Classic or
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Enhanced:

Classic Schedule
Specifies the day of the week on which the startup window for the schedule begins. This parameter is optional. You
can either specify one day of the week, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If the start date and start time fall on a day
that does not correspond to a day you specify, the start date and start time will be shifted forward in 24-hour
increments until the DAYOFWEEK parameter is satisfied.

If you select a value for DAYOFWEEK other than ANY, and depending on the values for PERIOD and PERUNITS,
schedules may not be processed when you would expect. The default is ANY.

Enhanced Schedule
Specifies the days of the week on which to run the schedule. You can either specify multiple days separated by
commas and no intervening blanks, or WEEKDAY, WEEKEND, or ANY. If you specify multiple days, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days. If you specify WEEKDAY or WEEKEND, you must also specify either
WEEKOFMONTH=FIRST or WEEKOFMONTH=LAST, and the schedule will run just once per month.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run every day of the week or on the day or days determined by
other enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFWEEK must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

Possible values for the DAYofweek parameter are:

ANY
Specifies that the startup window can begin on any day of the week.

WEEKDay
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday.

WEEKEnd
Specifies that the startup window can begin on Saturday or Sunday.

SUnday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Sunday.

Monday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Monday.

TUesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Tuesday.

Wednesday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Wednesday.

THursday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Thursday.

Friday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Friday.

SAturday
Specifies that the startup window begins on Saturday.

MONth
Specifies the months of the year during which to run the schedule. This parameter is used only with enhanced schedules.
Specify multiple values by using commas and no intervening blanks. The default value is ANY. This means the schedule will
run during every month of the year.

DAYOFMonth
Specifies the day of the month to run the schedule. This parameter can only be specified with enhanced schedules. You can
either specify ANY or a number from -31 through 31, excluding zero. Negative values are a day from the end of the month,
counting backwards. For example, the last day of the month is -1, the next-to-the-last day of the month is -2, etc. You can
specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening blanks. If you specify multiple values, the schedule will
run on each of the specified days of the month. If multiple values resolve to the same day, the schedule will run only once
that day.

The default value is ANY. This means the schedule will run on every day of the month or on the days determined by other
enhanced schedule parameters. DAYOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the command)
when used with the DAYOFWEEK or WEEKOFMONTH parameters.

WEEKofmonth
Specifies the week of the month in which to run the schedule. This parameter can only be specified with enhanced
schedules. A week is considered any seven-day period which does not start on a particular day of the week. You can specify
FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH, LAST, or ANY. You can specify multiple values separated by commas and no intervening
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blanks. If you specify multiple values, the schedule will run during each of the specified weeks of the month. If multiple
values resolve to the same week, the schedule will run only once during that week.

The default value is ANY, meaning the schedule will run during every week of the month or on the day or days determined
by other enhanced schedule parameters. WEEKOFMONTH must have a value of ANY (either by default or specified with the
command) when used with the DAYOFMONTH parameter.

EXPiration
Specifies the date after which this schedule is no longer used. This parameter is optional. The default is NEVER. You can
specify one of the following values:

Never
Specifies that the schedule never expires.

expiration_date
Specifies the date on which this schedule expires, in MM/DD/YYYY format. If you specify an expiration date, the
schedule expires at 23:59:59 on the date you specify.

Example: Update a backup schedule to every three days

Update existing administrative schedule named BACKUP_BACKUPPOOL so that starting today, the BACKUPPOOL primary storage
pool is backed up to the COPYSTG copy storage pool every three days at 10:00 p.m.

update schedule backup_backuppool type=administrative cmd="backup stgpool 
    backuppool copystg" active=yes starttime=22:00 period=3

Example: Update a backup schedule to every first and third Friday

Update a schedule named BACKUP_ARCHIVEPOOL that backs up the primary storage pool ARCHIVEPOOL to the copy storage
pool RECOVERYPOOL. The existing schedule runs on the first and tenth day of every month. Update it to run the first and third
Friday of every month.

update schedule backup_archivepool  
dayofweek=friday weekofmonth=first,third 

DAYOFMONTH will be reset to ANY.

UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY (Update a scratch pad entry)
Use this command to update data on a line in the scratch pad.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate SCRATCHPadentry--major_category--minor_category-------> 
 
>--subject--Line--=--number--Data--=--data--------------------->< 
 

Parameters

major_category (Required)
Specifies the major category in which data is to be updated. This parameter is case sensitive.

minor_category (Required)
Specifies the minor category in which data is to be updated. This parameter is case sensitive.

subject (Required)
Specifies the subject under which data is to be updated. This parameter is case sensitive.

Line (Required)
Specifies the number of the line on which data is to be updated.

Data (Required)
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Specifies the new data to be stored on the line. Previous data is deleted. You can enter up to 1000 characters. Enclose the
data in quotation marks if the data contains one or more blanks. The data is case sensitive.

Example: Update a scratch pad entry

Update the vacation contact details of an administrator, Jane, in a database that stores information about the location of all
administrators:

update scratchpadentry admin_info location jane line=2 data= 
"Out of the office until 18 Nov."

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SCRATCHPADENTRY
Command Description

DEFINE SCRATCHPADENTRY Creates a line of data in the scratch pad.

DELETE SCRATCHPADENTRY Deletes a line of data from the scratch pad.

QUERY SCRATCHPADENTRY Displays information that is contained in the scratch pad.

SET SCRATCHPADRETENTION Specifies the amount of time for which scratch pad entries are
retained.

UPDATE SCRIPT (Update an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
Use this command to change a command line or to add a new command line to an IBM Spectrum Protect™ script.

Restriction: You cannot redirect the output of a command within an IBM Spectrum Protect script. Instead, run the script and then
specify command redirection. For example, to direct the output of script1 to the c:\temp\test.out directory, run the script and
specify command redirection as in the following example:

run script1 > c:\temp\test.out

Privilege class

To issue this command, the administrator must have previously defined the script or must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate SCRipt--script_name-----------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-command_line--+-----------------+-'    
                   '-Line--=--number-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

script_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the script to be updated.

command_line
Specifies a new or updated command to be processed in a script. You must update a command, a description, or both when
you issue this command.

Command can contain substitution variables and may be continued across multiple lines if you specify a continuation
character (-) as the last character in the command. You can specify up to 1200 characters for the command. Enclose the
command in quotation marks if it contains blanks. If you specify this parameter, you can optionally specify the following
parameter.
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You have the options of running commands serially, in parallel, or serially and in parallel by specifying the SERIAL or
PARALLEL script commands for this parameter. You can run multiple commands in parallel and wait for them to complete
before proceeding to the next command. Commands will run serially until the parallel command is encountered.

Conditional logic flow statements can be used. These statements include IF, EXIT, and GOTO.

Line
Specifies the line number for the command. If you do not specify a line number, the command line is appended to
the existing series of command lines. The appended command line is assigned a line number of five greater than the
last command line number in the sequence. For example, if the last line in your script is 015, the appended
command line is assigned a line number of 020.

If you specify a line number, the command will replace an existing line (if the number is the same as an existing line).
Or the command will insert the specified line (if the line number does not correspond to an existing line number for
the command line sequence).

DESCription
Specifies a description for the script. You can specify up to 255 characters for the description. Enclose the description in
quotation marks if it contains blank characters.

Example: Add a command to the end of a script

Assume that you have defined the following three line script, named QSAMPLE, and that you want to add the QUERY SESSION
command to the end of the script.

 001  /* This is a sample script */ 
 005  QUERY STATUS 
 010  QUERY PROCESS  
 

update script qsample "query session"

After the command processes, the script now consists of the following lines:

 001  /* This is a sample script */ 
 005  QUERY STATUS  
 010  QUERY PROCESS 
 015  QUERY SESSION 
 

Example: Update a specific line a script

Using the script from the prior example, change line 010 so that it processes the QUERY STGPOOL command instead of the
QUERY PROCESS command:

update script qsample "query stgpool" line=010

After the command processes, the script now consists of the following lines:

 001  /* This is a sample script */ 
 005  QUERY STATUS  
 010  QUERY STGPOOL 
 015  QUERY SESSION 
 

Example: Insert a command in the middle of a script

Using the script from the prior example, insert a new command line (QUERY NODE) after the QUERY STATUS command line in the
QSAMPLE script:

update script qsample "query node"  
line=007

After the command processes, the script now consists of the following lines:

 001  /* This is a sample script */ 
 005  QUERY STATUS 
 007  QUERY NODE 
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 010  QUERY STGPOOL 
 015  QUERY SESSION

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SCRIPT
Command Description

COPY SCRIPT Creates a copy of a script.

DEFINE SCRIPT Defines a script to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

DELETE SCRIPT Deletes the script or individual lines from the script.

QUERY SCRIPT Displays information about scripts.

RENAME SCRIPT Renames a script to a new name.

RUN Runs a script.

Related tasks:
Running commands in parallel or serially
Including logic flow statements in a script
Performing tasks concurrently on multiple servers
Defining a server script
Related reference:
Return codes for use in IBM Spectrum Protect scripts

UPDATE SERVER (Update a server defined for server-to-server
communications)

Use this command to update a server definition.

Restriction: If this server is a source server for a virtual volume operation, changing any of these values can affect the ability of the
source server to access and manage the data that is stored on the corresponding target server. Changing the server name by using
the SET SERVERNAME command might have additional implications, varying by operating system. The following are some
examples:

Passwords might be invalidated
Device information might be affected
Registry information about Windows operating systems might change

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax for:

Enterprise configuration
Enterprise event logging
Command routing
Storage agent
Node replication source and target servers

z/OS® media server

 
>>-UPDate--SERver--server_name----------------------------------> 
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-SERVERPAssword--=--password-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------------+-----> 
   '-HLAddress--=--ip_address-'  '-LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'    
 
>--+----------------------+--+-------------+--------------------> 
   '-COMMmethod--=--TCPIP-'  '-URL--=--url-'    
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>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-ALLOWReplace--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                      '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+-----------------------+---> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'  '-FORCESync--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                    '-No--'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   |  (1)                               |    
   '-------VALIdateprotocol--=--+-No--+-'    
                                '-All-'      
 
>--+-----------------+------------------------------------------> 
   '-SSL--=--+-No--+-'    
             '-Yes-'      
 
   .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                         '-TRANSitional-'      
 
   .-TRANSFERMethod--=--Tcpip--------.    
>--+---------------------------------+------------------------->< 
   '-TRANSFERMethod--=--+-Tcpip----+-'    
                        |      (2) |      
                        '-Fasp-----'      
 

Notes:

1. The VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is deprecated and applies only to storage agent definitions.
2. The TRANSFERMETHOD parameter is available only on Linux x86_64 operating systems.

Syntax for virtual volumes

 
>>-UPDate--SERver--server_name--+-----------------------+-------> 
                                '-PAssword--=--password-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+------------------------+-----> 
   '-HLAddress--=--ip_address-'  '-LLAddress--=--tcp_port-'    
 
>--+----------------------+--+-------------+--------------------> 
   '-COMMmethod--=--TCPIP-'  '-URL--=--url-'    
 
>--+-------------------------+--+------------------------+------> 
   '-DELgraceperiod--=--days-'  '-NODEName--=--node_name-'    
 
                    .-SESSIONSECurity--=--TRANSitional-----.    
>--+-------------+--+--------------------------------------+----> 
   '-SSL--=--Yes-'  '-SESSIONSECurity--=--+-STRict-------+-'    
                                          '-TRANSitional-'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+-----------------------------+-->< 
   '-FORCESync--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-DESCription--=--description-'    
                   '-No--'                                       
 

Parameters

server_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the server to be updated. This parameter is required.

PAssword
Specifies the password that is used to sign on to the target server for virtual volumes. This parameter is optional.

SERVERPAssword
Specifies the server password, which is used for enterprise configuration, command routing, and server-to-server event
logging functions. The password must match the server password set by the SET SERVERPASSWORD command. This
parameter is optional.

HLAddress
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Specifies the IP address (in dotted decimal format) of the server. This parameter is optional.
LLAddress

Specifies the low-level address of the server. This address is usually the same as the address in the TCPPORT server option
of the target server. When SSL=YES, the port must already be designated for SSL communications on the target server.

COMMmethod
Specifies the communication method that is used to connect to the server. This parameter is optional.

URL
Specifies the URL address that is used to access this server from the Administration Center. The parameter is optional.

DELgraceperiod
Specifies a number of days that an object remains on the target server after it was marked for deletion. You can specify a
value 0 - 9999. The default is 5. This parameter is optional.

NODEName
Specifies a node name to be used by the server to connect to the target server. This parameter is optional.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the server. This parameter is optional. The description can be up to 255 characters. Enclose the
description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters. To remove an existing description, specify a null string ('').

FORCESync
Specifies whether to reset the server verification key when the source server next signs on to the target server. A valid
verification key enables a source server to put objects on the target server, manage the grace deletion period value, and
update the password, if the current password is known and the verification key matches. The parameter is optional. You
can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that a new verification key will be sent to and accepted by the target server if a valid password is received.

No
Specifies that a new verification key will not be sent to the target server.

VALIdateprotocol (deprecated)
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check validates the data sent between the storage agent and the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ server. The parameter is optional. The default is NO.
Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect Version 8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, validation that is
enabled by this parameter is replaced by the TLS 1.2 protocol, which is enforced by the SESSIONSECURITY parameter. The
VALIDATEPROTOCOL parameter is ignored. Update your configuration to use the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.

ALLOWReplace
Specifies whether a server definition that was defined by a managed server can be replaced with a definition from the
configuration manager. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that a server definition can be replaced by a definition from the configuration manager.

No
Specifies that a server definition cannot be replaced by the definition from the configuration manager.

SSL
Specifies the communication mode of the server.
Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect V8.1.2 and Tivoli Storage Manager V7.1.8, SSL is used to encrypt some
communication with the specified server even when you specify NO.
The following conditions and considerations apply when you specify the SSL parameter:

Before starting the servers, self-signed certificates of the partner servers must be in the key database file (cert.kdb)
of each of the servers.
You can define multiple server names with different parameters for the same target server.

You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies an SSL session for all communication with the specified server, except when the server is sending or
receiving object data. Object data is sent and received by using TCP/IP. By choosing not to encrypt the object data,
server performance is similar to communication over a TCP/IP session and the session is secure.

Yes
Specifies an SSL session for all communication with the specified server, even when the server is sending and
receiving object data.

SESSIONSECurity
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Specifies whether the server that you are defining must use the most secure settings to communicate with an IBM
Spectrum Protect server. This parameter is optional.

You can specify one of the following values:

STRict
Specifies that the strictest security settings are enforced for the server that you are defining. The STRICT value uses
the most secure communication protocol available, which is currently TLS 1.2. The TLS 1.2 protocol is used for SSL
sessions between the specified server and an IBM Spectrum Protect server.
To use the STRICT value, the following requirements must be met to ensure that the specified server can
authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server:

Both the server that you are defining and the IBM Spectrum Protect server must be using IBM Spectrum
Protect software that supports the SESSIONSECURITY parameter.
The server that you are defining must be configured to use the TLS 1.2 protocol for SSL sessions between
itself and the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Servers set to STRICT that do not meet these requirements are unable to authenticate with the IBM Spectrum
Protect server.

TRANSitional
Specifies that the existing security settings are enforced for the server. This is the default value. This value is
intended to be used temporarily while you update your security settings to meet the requirements for the STRICT
value.

If SESSIONSECURITY=TRANSITIONAL and the server has never met the requirements for the STRICT value, the
server will continue to authenticate by using the TRANSITIONAL value. However, after a server meets the
requirements for the STRICT value, the SESSIONSECURITY parameter value automatically updates from
TRANSITIONAL to STRICT. Then, the server can no longer authenticate by using a version of the client or an SSL/TLS
protocol that does not meet the requirements for STRICT. In addition, after a server successfully authenticates by
using a more secure communication protocol, the server can no longer authenticate by using a less secure protocol.
For example, if a server that is not using SSL is updated and successfully authenticates by using TLS 1.2, the server
can no longer authenticate by using no SSL protocol or TLS 1.1. This restriction also applies when you use functions
such as virtual volumes, command routing, or server-to-server export, when a node or administrator authenticates
to the IBM Spectrum Protect server as a node or administrator from another server.

TRANSFERMethod
Specifies the method that is used for server-to-server data transfer. This parameter is optional. You can specify

one of the following values:

Tcpip
Specifies that TCP/IP is used to transfer data. This is the default.

Fasp
Specifies that Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology is used to transfer data. Aspera FASP
technology can help you optimize data transfer in a wide area network (WAN).
Restrictions:

Before you enable Aspera FASP technology, determine whether the technology is appropriate for your system
environment and install the appropriate licenses. For instructions, see Determining whether Aspera FASP
technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment. If the licenses are missing or expired, data
transfer operations fail.
If WAN performance meets your business needs, do not enable Aspera FASP technology.
If you specify TRANSFERMETHOD=FASP on the PROTECT STGPOOL or REPLICATE NODE command, that
value overrides the TRANSFERMETHOD parameter on the DEFINE SERVER and UPDATE SERVER commands.

Example: Update a deletion grace period for a server

Update the definition of SERVER2 to specify that objects remain on the target server for 10 days after they were marked for
deletion.

update server server2 delgraceperiod=10

Example: Update the URL for a server

Update the definition of NEWSERVER to specify its URL address to be http://newserver:1580/.
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update server newserver url=http://newserver:1580/

Example: Update all servers to communicate with an IBM Spectrum Protect server by using
strict session security

Update the definition of all servers to use the strictest security settings to authenticate with the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

update server * sessionsecurity=strict

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SERVER
Command Description

DEFINE DEVCLASS Defines a device class.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

DELETE DEVCLASS Deletes a device class.

DELETE FILESPACE Deletes data associated with client file spaces. If a file space is
part of a collocation group and you remove the file space from
a node, the file space is removed from the collocation group.

DELETE SERVER Deletes the definition of a server.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

RECONCILE VOLUMES Reconciles source server virtual volume definitions and target
server archive objects.

REGISTER NODE Defines a client node to the server and sets options for that
user.

REMOVE NODE Removes a client from the list of registered nodes for a specific
policy domain.

UPDATE DEVCLASS Changes the attributes of a device class.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE SERVERGROUP (Update a server group description)
Use this command to update the description of a server group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate SERVERGroup--group_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--DESCription--=--description--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name (Required)
Specifies the server group to update.

DESCription (Required)
Specifies a description of the server group. The maximum length of the description is 255 characters. Enclose the
description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters.
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Example: Update the description of a server group

Update the description of the server group named WEST_COMPLEX to "Western Region Complex".

update servergroup west_complex 
 description="western region complex"

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SERVERGROUP
Command Description

COPY SERVERGROUP Creates a copy of a server group.

DEFINE SERVERGROUP Defines a new server group.

DELETE SERVERGROUP Deletes a server group.

QUERY SERVERGROUP Displays information about server groups.

RENAME SERVERGROUP Renames a server group.

UPDATE SPACETRIGGER (Update the space triggers)
Use this command to update settings for triggers that determine when and how the server resolves space shortages in storage
pools that use sequential-access FILE and random-access DISK device classes.

For storage pools with a parameter RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK, space triggers are not enabled.

Important: Space trigger functions and storage pool space calculations take into account the space remaining in each directory.
Ideally, you associate each directory with a separate file system. If you specify multiple directories for a device class and the
directories reside in the same file system, the server calculates space by adding values representing the space remaining in each
directory. These space calculations will be inaccurate. Rather than choosing a storage pool with sufficient space for an operation,
the server might choose the wrong storage pool and run out of space prematurely. For space triggers, an inaccurate calculation
might result in a failure to expand the space available in a storage pool. Failure to expand space in a storage pool is one of the
conditions that can cause a trigger to become disabled. If a trigger is disabled because the space in a storage pool could not be
expanded, you can re-enable the trigger by specifying the following command: update spacetrigger stg. No further changes
are required to the space trigger.

See the DEFINE SPACETRIGGER command for more information.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate SPACETrigger--STG--+---------------------+------------> 
                             '-Fullpct--=--percent-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-SPACEexpansion--=--percent-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-EXPansionprefix--=--prefix-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+--------------------------->< 
   '-STGPOOL--=--storage_pool_name-'    
 

Parameters

STG (Required)
Specifies a storage pool space trigger

Fullpct
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This parameter specifies the utilization percentage of the storage pool.

When this value is exceeded, the space trigger creates new volumes.

You can determine storage pool utilization by issuing the QUERY STGPOOL command with FORMAT=DETAILED. The
percentage of storage pool utilization for the storage pool is displayed in the field "Space Trigger Util." The calculation for
this percentage does not include potential scratch volumes. The calculation for the percentage utilization used for
migration and reclamation, however, does include potential scratch volumes.

SPACEexpansion

For space triggers for sequential-access FILE-type storage pools, this parameter is used in determining the number of
additional volumes that are created in the storage pool. Volumes are created using the MAXCAPACITY value from the
storage pool's device class. For space triggers for random-access DISK storage pools, the space trigger creates a single
volume using the EXPANSIONPREFIX.

EXPansionprefix
This specifies the prefix that the server uses to create new storage pool files. This parameter is optional and applies only to
random-access DISK device classes. The default prefix is the server installation path.
The prefix can include one or more directory separator characters, for example:

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/

c:\program files\tivoli\tsm\

You can specify up to 250 characters. If you specify a prefix that is not valid, automatic expansion can
fail.

You can specify up to 200 characters. If the server is running as a Windows service, the default prefix is the
c:\wnnt\system32 directory. If you specify a prefix that is not valid, automatic expansion can fail.

This parameter is not valid for space triggers for sequential-access FILE storage pools. Prefixes are obtained from the
directories specified with the associated device class.

STGPOOL
Specifies the storage pool associated with this space trigger. If the STGPOOL parameter is not specified, the default storage
pool space trigger is updated.

This parameter does not apply to storage pools with the parameter RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK.

Example: Increase the amount of space for a storage pool

Increase the amount of space in a storage pool by 50 percent when it is filled to 80 percent utilization of existing volumes. Space
will be created in the directories associated with the device class.

update spacetrigger stg spaceexpansion=50 stgpool=file

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE SPACETRIGGER
Command Description

DEFINE SPACETRIGGER Defines a space trigger to expand the space for a storage pool.

DELETE SPACETRIGGER Deletes the storage pool space trigger.

QUERY SPACETRIGGER Displays information about a storage pool space trigger.

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring threshold)
Use this command to update an existing status monitoring threshold.

Status monitoring thresholds compare the defined conditions to the status monitoring server queries and inserts the results in the
status monitoring table.
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Multiple thresholds can be defined for an activity. For example, you can create a threshold that provides a warning status if
storage pool capacity utilization is greater than 80%. You can then create another threshold that provides error status if storage
pool capacity utilization is greater than 90%.

Note: If a threshold is already defined for an EXISTS condition, you cannot define another threshold with one of the other
condition types.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STAtusthreshold--threshold_name--+----------------------------+--> 
                                           '-Activity--=--activity_name-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+-----------------+------------> 
   '-Condition--=--+-EXists-+-'  '-Value--=--value-'    
                   +-GT-----+                           
                   +-GE-----+                           
                   +-LT-----+                           
                   +-LE-----+                           
                   '-EQual--'                           
 
>--+------------------------+---------------------------------->< 
   '-STatus--=--+-Normal--+-'    
                +-Warning-+      
                '-Error---'      
 

Parameters

threshold_name (Required)
Specifies the threshold name that you want to update. The name cannot exceed 48 characters in length.

activity
Specify this value to change the activity for an existing threshold. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following
values:

PROCESSSUMMARY
Specifies the number of processes that are currently active.

SESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of sessions that are currently active.

CLIENTSESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of client sessions that are currently active.

SCHEDCLIENTSESSIONSUMMARY
Specifies the number of scheduled client sessions.

DBUTIL
Specifies the database utilization percentage. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

DBFREESPACE
Specifies the free space available in the database in gigabytes.

DBUSEDSPACE
Specifies the amount of database space that is used, in gigabytes.

ARCHIVELOGFREESPACE
Specifies the free space that is available in the archive log, in gigabytes.

STGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the storage pool utilization percentage. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

STGPOOLCAPACITY
Specifies the storage pool capacity in gigabytes.

AVGSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the average storage pool utilization percentage across all storage pools. The default warning threshold
value is 80%, and the default error threshold value is 90%.

TOTSTGPOOLCAPACITY
Specifies the total storage pool capacity in gigabytes for all available storage pools.

TOTSTGPOOLS
Specifies the number of defined storage pools.

TOTRWSTGPOOLS
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Specifies the number of defined storage pools that are readable or writeable.
TOTNOTRWSTGPOOLS

Specifies the number of defined storage pools that are not readable or writeable.
STGPOOLINUSEANDDEFINED

Specifies the total number of defined volumes that are in use.
ACTIVELOGUTIL

Specifies the current percent utilization of the active log. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default
error threshold value is 90%.

ARCHLOGUTIL
Specifies the current utilization of the archive log. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default error
threshold value is 90%.

CPYSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the percent utilization for a copy storage pool. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the default
error threshold value is 90%.

PMRYSTGPOOLUTIL
Specifies the percent utilization for a primary storage pool. The default warning threshold value is 80%, and the
default error threshold value is 90%.

DEVCLASSPCTDRVOFFLINE
Specifies the percent utilization of drives that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is
25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDRVPOLLING
Specifies the drives polling, by device class. The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the default error
threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTLIBPATHSOFFLINE
Specifies the library paths that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the
default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTPATHSOFFLINE
Specifies the percentage of device class paths that are offline, by device class. The default warning threshold value is
25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDISKSNOTRW
Specifies the percentage of disks that are not writable for the disk device class. The default warning threshold value
is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

DEVCLASSPCTDISKSUNAVAILABLE
Specifies the percentage of the disk volumes that are unavailable, by device class. The default warning threshold
value is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

FILEDEVCLASSPCTSCRUNALLOCATABLE
Specifies the percentage of scratch volumes that the server cannot allocate for a given non-shared file device class.
The default warning threshold value is 25%, and the default error threshold value is 50%.

Condition
Specify this value to change the condition of an existing threshold. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following
values:

EXists
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity exists.

GT
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is greater than the specified value.

GE
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is greater than or equal to the specified value.

LT
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is less than the specified value.

LE
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is less than or equal to the specified value.

EQual
Creates a status monitoring indicator if the activity outcome is equal to the specified value.

Value
Specify this parameter to change the value that is compared with the activity output for the specified condition. You can
specify an integer in the range 0 - 999999999999999.

STatus
Specify this value to change the status of the indicator that is created in status monitoring if the condition that is being
evaluated passes. This parameter is optional. Specify one of the following values:
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Normal
Specifies that the status indicator has a normal status value.

Warning
Specifies that the status indicator has a warning status value.

Error
Specifies that the status indicator has an error status value.

Update an existing status threshold

Update a status threshold for average storage pool utility percentage by issuing the following command:

update statusthreshold avgstgpl "AVGSTGPOOLUTIL" value=90 condition=gt status=error 

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD
Command Description

DELETE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Delete a status monitoring
threshold)

Deletes a status monitoring threshold.

QUERY MONITORSTATUS (Query the monitoring status) Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY MONITORSETTINGS (Query the configuration settings
for monitoring alerts and server status)

Displays information about monitoring alerts and server status
settings.

QUERY STATUSTHRESHOLD (Query status monitoring
thresholds)

Displays information about a status monitoring thresholds.

SET STATUSMONITOR (Specifies whether to enable status
monitoring)

Specifies whether to enable status monitoring.

SET STATUSATRISKINTERVAL (Specifies whether to enable
client at-risk activity interval evaluation)

Specifies whether to enable client at-risk activity interval
evaluation

SET STATUSREFRESHINTERVAL (Set refresh interval for status
monitoring)

Specifies the refresh interval for status monitoring.

SET STATUSSKIPASFAILURE (Specifies whether to use client
at-risk skipped files as failure evaluation)

Specifies whether to use client at-risk skipped files as failure
evaluation

UPDATE STATUSTHRESHOLD (Update a status monitoring
threshold)

Changes the attributes of an existing status monitoring
threshold.

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a storage pool)
Use this command to change a storage pool.

Restriction: If a client is using the simultaneous-write function and data deduplication, the data deduplication feature is disabled
during backups to a storage pool.

The UPDATE STGPOOL command takes seven forms. The syntax and parameters for each form are defined separately.

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE STGPOOL
Command Description

BACKUP STGPOOL Backs up a primary storage pool to a copy storage pool.

COPY ACTIVEDATA Copies active backup data.

DEFINE COLLOCGROUP Defines a collocation group.

DEFINE COLLOCMEMBER Adds a client node or file space to a collocation group.

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.
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Command Description

DELETE COLLOCGROUP Deletes a collocation group.

DELETE COLLOCMEMBER Deletes a client node or file space from a collocation group.

DELETE STGPOOL Deletes a storage pool from server storage.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

MOVE MEDIA Moves storage pool volumes that are managed by an
automated library.

QUERY COLLOCGROUP Displays information about collocation groups.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY NODEDATA Displays information about the location and size of data for a
client node.

QUERY SHREDSTATUS Displays information about data waiting to be shredded.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

RESTORE STGPOOL Restores files to a primary storage pool from copy storage
pools.

RESTORE VOLUME Restores files stored on specified volumes in a primary storage
pool from copy storage pools.

SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS Specifies criteria for database backup series expiration.

SHRED DATA Manually starts the process of shredding deleted data.

UPDATE COLLOCGROUP Updates the description of a collocation group.

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a cloud-container storage pool)
Use this command to update a container storage pool in a cloud environment. Cloud storage pools are not supported on
Linux on System z®.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a directory-container storage pool)
Use this command to update a directory-container storage pool.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a container-copy storage pool)
Use this command to update a container-copy storage pool.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a primary random access storage pool)
Use this command to update a random access storage pool.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a primary sequential access pool)
Use this command to update a primary sequential access storage pool.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a copy sequential access storage pool)
Use this command to update a copy sequential access storage pool.
UPDATE STGPOOL (Update an active-data sequential access)
Use this command to update an active-data pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a cloud-container storage pool)
Use this command to update a container storage pool in a cloud environment. Cloud storage pools are not supported on Linux on
System z®.

The preferred way to define and configure a cloud-container storage pool is to use the Operations Center. For instructions and tips
for the Operations Center and the command-line interface, see Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
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>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-CLOUDType--=--+-SWift-----+-'    
                   +-SOftlayer-+      
                   '-V1Swift---'      
 
>--+------------------------+-----------------------------------> 
   '-CLOUDUrl--=--cloud_url-'    
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                             (1) |    
   '-IDentity--=--cloud_identity-----'    
 
>--+-----------------------+------------------------------------> 
   '-PAssword--=--password-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   '-CLOUDLocation--=--+-OFfpremise-+-'    
                       '-ONpremise--'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   |                            (2) |    
   '-BUCKETName--=--bucket_name-----'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                +-UNAVailable-+      
                '-DESTroyed---'      
 
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-MAXWriters--=--+-NOLimit---------+-'    
                    '-maximum_writers-'      
 
>--+---------------------+--------------------------------------> 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------------------+-------->< 
   |                      .-COMPRession--=--Yes-----. |    
   '-ENCRypt--=--+-Yes-+--+-------------------------+-'    
                 '-No--'  '-COMPRession--=--+-Yes-+-'      
                                            '-No--'        
 

Notes:

1. If you specified CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY parameter.
2. This parameter is valid only if you specify CLOUDTYPE=S3.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to update. This parameter is required.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains blank characters. To remove an existing description,
specify a null string ("").

CLOUDType
Specifies the type of cloud environment where you are configuring a storage pool. This parameter is optional. Specify one of
the following values:

SOftlayer
Specifies that the storage pool uses an IBM® SoftLayer® (IBM Bluemix) cloud computing system with an OpenStack
Swift cloud computing system.

SWift
Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 2 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol it is using.

V1Swift
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Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 1 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol it is using.

Restriction: If you used the DEFINE STGPOOL command to define a storage pool with CLOUDTYPE=S3 (Simple Storage
Service), you cannot change to a different cloud type by using the UPDATE STGPOOL command. Additionally, you cannot
change the cloud type of a non-S3 storage pool to S3 by using the UPDATE STGPOOL command.

CLOUDUrl
Specifies the URL of the cloud environment where you are configuring the storage pool. Based on your cloud provider, you
can use a region endpoint URL, an accesser IP address, a public authentication endpoint, or a similar value for this
parameter. Be sure to include the protocol, such as https:// or http://, at the beginning of the URL. The maximum
length of the web address is 870 characters. The CLOUDURL parameter is not validated until the first backup begins.
For more information about how to locate these values, select your cloud service provider from the list on the Configuring a
cloud-container storage pool for data storage page.
Tip: To use more than one IBM Cloud Object Storage accesser, list the accesser IP addresses separated by a vertical bar (|),
with no spaces, such as in the following example:

CLOUDURL=<accesser_URL1>|<accesser_URL2>|<accesser_URL3>

Use multiple accessers to improve performance. If you are using the IBM SoftLayer Cloud Object Store S3 solution, only
one accesser is needed.

IDentity
Specifies the user ID for the cloud that is specified in the STGTYPE=CLOUD parameter. This parameter is required for all
supported cloud computing systems except Azure. If you specified CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY
parameter. Based on your cloud provider, you can use an access key ID, a user name, a tenant name and user name, or a
similar value for this parameter. The maximum length of the user ID is 255 characters.

PAssword (Required)
Specifies the password for the cloud that is specified in the STGTYPE=CLOUD parameter. Based on your cloud provider, you
can use a shared access signature (SAS) token, secret access key, an API key, a password, or a similar value for this
parameter. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the password is 255 characters. The IDENTITY and
PASSWORD parameters are not validated until the first backup begins.

CLOUDLocation
Specifies the physical location of the cloud that is specified in the CLOUD parameter. This parameter is optional. You can
specify one of the following values:

OFfpremise
ONpremise

BUCKETName
Specifies the name for an Amazon Web Services (AWS) bucket or IBM Cloud Object Storage vault to use with this storage
pool. AWS buckets and IBM Cloud Object Storage vaults are used in the same manner as containers in a cloud-container
storage pool. This parameter is optional, and is valid only if this storage pool has a cloud type of S3. If the name that you
specify does not exist, the server creates a bucket or vault with the specified name before using the bucket or vault. Follow
the naming restrictions for your cloud provider when specifying this parameter. Review the permissions for the bucket or
vault and ensure that the credentials for this storage pool have permission to read, write, list, and delete objects in this
bucket or vault.
Restriction: You cannot change the bucket or vault if any cloud containers exist in this storage pool.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes access the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of
the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read only from the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes and server processes cannot access the storage pool. As a result, backups and restore fail
for this storage pool. You can use this value to specify that the cloud service provider is temporarily unavailable.

DESTroyed
Specifies that client nodes and server processes cannot access the storage pool because the cloud service provider
is permanently unavailable. Backups and restores fail for this storage pool, but any attempts to delete objects and
containers from this storage pool finish successfully.

MAXWriters
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Specifies the maximum number of writing sessions that can run concurrently on the storage pool. Specify a maximum
number of writing sessions to control the performance of the cloud storage pool from negatively impacting other system
resources. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that no maximum size limit exists for the number of writers that you can use. This value is the default.

maximum_writers
Limits the maximum number of writers that you can use. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 99999.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all deduplicated extents are removed from a cloud storage pool. This
parameter controls the duration that deduplicated extents are associated with a cloud storage pool. When the value that is
specified for the parameter expires, the deduplicated extents are deleted from the cloud storage pool. This parameter is
optional. You can specify one of the following values:

1
Specifies that deduplicated extents are deleted from a cloud storage pool after one day.

days
You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999.

Tip: Set this parameter to a value that is greater than the number specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS
command. By setting this parameter to a higher value, you can ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier
level, the references to files in the storage pool are still valid.

ENCRypt
Specifies whether the server encrypts client data before it writes it to the storage pool. You can specify the following
values:

Yes
Specifies that client data is encrypted by the server.

No
Specifies that client data is not encrypted by the server.

This parameter is optional. The default depends on the physical location of the cloud, which is specified by the
CLOUDLOCATION parameter. If the cloud is off premise, the server encrypts data by default. If the cloud is on premises, the
server does not encrypt data by default.

COMPRession
Specifies whether data is compressed in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following
values:

No
Specifies that data is not compressed in the storage pool.

Yes
Specifies that data is compressed in the storage pool. This is the default.

Example 1: Update a cloud storage pool to specify a maximum number of data sessions

Update a cloud storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and specify a maximum of 10 data sessions.

update stgpool stgpool1 maxwriters=10

Example 2: Update the description of a cloud-container storage pool

Update a cloud-container storage pool that is named STGPOOL2. Remove the existing description from the storage pool.

update stgpool stgpool2 cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
identity=admin:admin password=protect8991 description=""

Related tasks:
Configuring a cloud-container storage pool for data storage

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a directory-container storage pool)
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Use this command to update a directory-container storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
   .-ACCess--=--READWrite-------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
   .-MAXSIze--=--NOLimit---------------.    
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-MAXSIze--=--+-maximum_file_size-+-'    
                 '-NOLimit-----------'      
 
   .-MAXWriters--=--NOLimit-------------.    
>--+------------------------------------+-----------------------> 
   '-MAXWriters--=--+-maximum_writers-+-'    
                    '-NOLimit---------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-PROTECTstgpool--=--target_stgpool-'    
 
>--+---------------------------------------------------+--------> 
   |                          .-,--------------------. |    
   |                          V                      | |    
   '-PROTECTLOCalstgpools--=----local_target_stgpool-+-'    
 
   .-REUsedelay--=--1----.                             
>--+---------------------+--+---------------------+-------------> 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'  '-ENCRypt--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                          '-No--'      
 
   .-COMPRession--=--Yes-----.    
>--+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-COMPRession--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                     '-No--'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to update. This parameter is required. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
description, specify a null string ("").

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes access files in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can
specify one of the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to the storage pool. This is the default.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can only read from the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes and server processes cannot access the storage pool.
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MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The
default value is NOLIMIT. Specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files that are stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 999999, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 GB. Use one of the following
scale factors:

Table 1. Scale factor
for the maximum file

size
Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte

Tip: If you do not specify a unit of measurement for the maximum file size, the value is specified in bytes.

When the physical size of the storage pool exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter, the following table shows where files are
typically stored.

Table 2. The location of a file according to the file size and the pool that is specified
Pool that is specified Result

No pool is specified as the next storage pool in the
hierarchy.

The server does not store the file.

A pool is specified as the next storage pool in the
hierarchy.

The server stores the file in the storage pool that you
specified.

Tip: If you also specify the NEXTstgpool parameter, update one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the
maximum file size by specifying the MAXSIze=NOLimit parameter. When you have at least one pool with no size limit, you
ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the file.

For multiple files that are sent during data deduplication processing, the server considers the size of the data deduplication
process to be the file size. If the total size of all files in the process is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does
not store the files in the storage pool.

MAXWriters
Specifies the maximum number of I/O threads that can run concurrently on the storage pool. Specify a maximum number
of I/O threads to control the number of I/O threads that are written simultaneously to the directory-container storage pool.
This parameter is optional. As a best practice, use the default value of NOLIMIT. You can specify one of the following
values:

NOLimit
Specifies that no maximum number of I/O threads are written to the storage pool.

maximum_writers
Limits the maximum number of I/O threads that you can use. Specify an integer in the range 1 - 99999.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies the name of a random-access or primary sequential storage pool to which files are stored when the directory-
container storage pool is full. This parameter is optional.
Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.
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PROTECTstgpool
Specifies the name of the directory-container storage pool on the target server where the data is backed up when you use
the PROTECT STGPOOL command for this storage pool. This parameter is optional.

PROTECTLOCalstgpools
Specifies the name of the container-copy storage pool on a local device where the data is backed up. This container-copy
storage pool will be a local target storage pool when you use the PROTECT STGPOOL command. You can specify a
maximum of two container-copy storage pool names to update. Separate multiple names with commas and no intervening
spaces. The maximum length of each name is 30 characters. This parameter is optional.
To add or remove container-copy storage pools, specify the container-copy storage pool names to include. For example, if
the existing container-copy storage pool includes COPY1 and you want to add COPY2, specify
PROTECTLOCALSTGPOOLS=COPY1,COPY2. To remove all existing container-copy storage pools that are associated with
the primary storage pool, specify a null string (""). For example, COPYSTGPOOLS="".

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse before all deduplicated extents are removed from a directory-container
storage pool. This parameter controls the duration that deduplicated extents are associated with a directory-container
storage pool. When the value that is specified for the parameter expires, the deduplicated extents are deleted from the
directory-container storage pool. The default is 1. Specify one of the following values:

days
Specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999.

1
Specifies that deduplicated extents are deleted from a directory-container storage pool after one day.

Tip: Set this parameter to a value greater than the number that is specified as your database backup period to ensure that
data extents are still valid when you restore the database to another level.

ENCRypt
Specifies whether the server encrypts client data before the server writes the data to the storage pool. You can specify the
following values:

Yes
Specifies that client data is encrypted by the server.

No
Specifies that client data is not encrypted by the server.

COMPRession
Specifies whether data is compressed in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following
values:

No
Specifies that data is not compressed in the storage pool.

Yes
Specifies that data is compressed in the storage pool. This is the default.

Example: Update a storage pool to specify a maximum number of data sessions

Update a storage pool that is named STGPOOL1 and specify a maximum of 10 data sessions.

update stgpool stgpool1 maxwriters=10

Example: Update a storage pool to specify the maximum size

Update a storage pool that is named STGPOOL2. The storage pool specifies the maximum file size that the server can store in the
storage pool as 100 megabytes.

update stgpool stgpool2 maxsize=100M

Example: Update the description of a storage pool

Update a storage pool that is named STGPOOL3. Remove the existing description from the storage pool.

update stgpool stgpool3 description=""

Table 3. Commands related to UPDATE STGPOOL
Command Description
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Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY CONTAINER Displays information about a container.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Changes the attributes of a storage pool directory.

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a container-copy storage pool)
Use this command to update a container-copy storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to be updated.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------+---------> 
                              '-MAXSCRatch--=--number-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--+---------------------+-------> 
   '-PROTECTPRocess--=--number-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
 
>--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMLIMit--=--+-NOLimit---+-'    
                      '-vol_limit-'      
 
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-REUsedelay--=--days-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be updated.

MAXSCRatch
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. You can specify an
integer in the range 0 - 100000000. If the server can request scratch volumes as needed, you do not have to define each
volume to be used.

The value of this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes that are available in the storage pool and the
corresponding estimated capacity for the storage pool.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
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description, specify a null string ("").
ACCess

Specifies how server processes such as storage-pool protection and repair can access data in the storage pool. This
parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that the server can read and write to volumes in the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that the server can only read volumes in the storage pool. The server can use data in the storage pool to
restore extents to directory-container storage pools. No operations that write to the container-copy storage pool are
allowed.

UNAVailable
Specifies that the server cannot access data that is stored on volumes in the storage pool.

PROTECTPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes that are used when you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command to
copy data to this pool from a directory-container storage pool. This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 20.

The time that is required to complete the copy operation might be decreased by using multiple, parallel processes.
However, in some cases when multiple processes are running, one or more of the processes must wait to use a volume that
is already in use by a different process.

When you select this value, consider the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to this operation. To
access a tape volume, the server uses a mount point and a drive. The number of available mount points and drives depends
on the mount limit of the device class for the storage pool, and on other server and system activity.

If you use the preview option on the PROTECT STGPOOL command, only one process is used and no mount points or drives
are needed.

REClaim
Specifies when a volume becomes eligible for reclamation and reuse. Specify eligibility as the percentage of a volume's
space that is occupied by extents that are no longer stored in the associated directory-container storage pool. Reclamation
moves any extents that are still stored in the associated directory-container storage pool from eligible volumes to other
volumes. Reclamation occurs only when a PROTECT STGPOOL command stores data into this storage pool.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer in the range 1 - 100. The value 100 specifies that volumes in this
storage pool are not reclaimed.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

By setting the reclaim value to 50 percent or greater, data that is moved from two reclaimed volumes uses no more than
the equivalent of one new volume.

Use caution when you use reclamation with container-copy storage pools that have offsite volumes. When an offsite
volume becomes eligible for reclamation, in effect the server moves the extents on the volume back to the onsite location.
If a disaster occurs onsite, the server can obtain extents from the offsite volume if the restored database refers to extents
on the offsite volume. Therefore, for disaster recovery purposes, ensure that you schedule database backups to run after
storage pool protection schedules and DRM move schedules have run, and ensure that all database backup volumes are
taken offsite along with the DRM volumes.

Tip: Set different reclamation values for offsite container-copy storage pools and onsite container-copy storage pools.
Because container-copy storage pools store deduplicated data, the data extents are spread across multiple tape volumes.
When you choose a reclamation threshold for an offsite copy, carefully consider the number of available mount points and
the number of tape volumes that you must retrieve if a disaster occurs. Setting a higher threshold means that you must
retrieve more volumes than you would if your reclamation value was lower. Using a lower threshold reduces the number of
mount points that are required in a disaster. The preferred method is to set the reclamation value for offsite copies to 60,
and for onsite copies, in the range 90 - 100.

RECLAIMLIMit
Specifies the maximum number of volumes that the server reclaims when you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command and
specify the RECLAIM=YESLIMITED or RECLAIM=ONLYLIMITED option. This parameter is valid only for container-copy
storage pools. This parameter is optional. You can specify one of the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that all volumes in the container-copy storage pool are processed for reclamation.
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vol_limit
Specifies the maximum number of volumes in the container-copy storage pool that are reclaimed. The value that you
specify determines how many new scratch tapes are available after reclamation processing completes. You can
specify a number in the range 1 - 100000.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all extents are deleted from a volume before the volume can be
rewritten or returned to scratch status. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer in the range 0 - 9999. A value
of 0 means that a volume can be rewritten or returned to scratch status as soon as all the extents are deleted from the
volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to extents in
the storage pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain the
oldest database backup. If you use disaster recovery manager, the number of days that are specified for this parameter
must be the same as the number specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

Example: Update a container-copy storage pool to delay volume reuse for 30 days

Update the storage pool that is named CONTAINER1_COPY2 to change the delay for volume reuse to 30 days.

update stgpool container1_copy2 reusedelay=30

Example: Update a container-copy storage pool to limit the number of reclaimed tape volumes
to 10

Update the storage pool that is named CONTAINER1_COPY2 to change the reclaim limit to 10 volumes.

update stgpool container1_copy2 reclaimlimit=10

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a container-copy storage pool)
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (container-copy) Define a container-copy storage pool that stores copies of data
from a directory-container storage pool.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

REPAIR STGPOOL Repairs a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (directory-container) Update a directory-container storage pool.

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a primary random access storage pool)
Use this command to update a random access storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to be updated.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   '-MAXSIze--=--+-maximum_file_size-+-'    
                 '-NOLimit-----------'      
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>--+---------------------+--+---------------------------+-------> 
   '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name-'    
                 '-No--'                                     
 
>--+---------------------+--+--------------------+--------------> 
   '-HIghmig--=--percent-'  '-LOwmig--=--percent-'    
 
>--+-------------------+--+-----------------------+-------------> 
   '-CAChe--=--+-Yes-+-'  '-MIGPRocess--=--number-'    
               '-No--'                                 
 
>--+-------------------+--+-------------------------+-----------> 
   '-MIGDelay--=--days-'  '-MIGContinue--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                            '-No--'      
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOCopy--=--+-None------+-'    
                  +-CLient----+      
                  +-MIGRation-+      
                  '-All-------'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                  .-,------------. |    
   |                  V              | |    
   '-COPYSTGpools--=----copypoolname-+-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-COPYContinue--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                      '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------+------------> 
   |                     .-,---------------------. |    
   |                     V                       | |    
   '-ACTIVEDATApools--=----active-data_pool_name-+-'    
 
   .-SHRED--=--0---------------.    
>--+---------------------------+------------------------------->< 
   '-SHRED--=--overwrite_count-'    
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool to update. This parameter is required.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
description, specify a null string ("").

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration and reclamation) can access files in the storage pool.
This parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can only read files from the volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to
volumes in the storage pool from volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as readonly, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool and can also move or copy files from this
storage pool to another storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to volumes in the storage pool from
volumes outside the storage pool.
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If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as unavailable, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You
can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer from 1 to 999999 terabytes, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 gigabytes. Scale factors are:

Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte

The client estimates the size of files that are sent to the server. The client estimate is used rather than the actual amount of
data that is sent to the server. Client options, such as deduplication, compression, and encryption, can cause the actual
amount of data that is sent to the server to be larger or smaller than the size estimate. For example, the compression of a
file might be smaller in size than the estimate, thus sending less data than the estimate. Furthermore, a binary file might be
larger in size after the compression processing, thus sending more data than the estimate.

See the following table for information about where a file is stored when its size exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter.

Table 1. Where a file is stored according to the file size and the pool that is specified
File size Pool specified Result

Exceeds the
maximum size

No pool is specified as the next storage
pool in the hierarchy

The server does not store the file

A pool is specified as the next storage pool
in the hierarchy

The server stores the file in the next storage pool that
can accept the file size

If you specify the next storage pool parameter, define one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the maximum
file size. By having no limit on the size for at least one pool, you ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the
file.

For multiple files that are sent in a single transaction, the server considers the size of the transaction to be the file size. If
the total size of all files in the transaction is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does not store the files in the
storage pool.

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME
command, you can continually ensure the integrity of data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the
following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more expenditure is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies a primary storage pool to which files are migrated. This parameter is optional.

To remove an existing storage pool from the storage hierarchy, specify a null string ("") for this value.

If you do not specify a next storage pool, the following actions occur:
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The server cannot migrate files from this storage pool
The server cannot store files that exceed the maximum size for this storage pool in another storage pool

Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.

HIghmig
Specifies that the server starts migration for this storage pool when the amount of data in the pool reaches this percentage
of the pool's estimated capacity. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100.

When the storage pool exceeds the high migration threshold, the server can start migration of files by node to the next
storage pool, as defined with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter. You can specify HIGHMIG=100 to prevent migration for this
storage pool.

LOwmig
Specifies that the server stops migration for this storage pool when the amount of data in the pool reaches this percentage
of the pool's estimated capacity. You can specify an integer 0 - 99 for this optional parameter.

When migration is by node or file space, depending upon collocation, the level of the storage pool can fall below the value
that you specified for this parameter. To empty the storage pool, set LOWMIG=0.

CAChe
Specifies whether the migration process leaves a cached copy of a file in this storage pool after you migrate the file to the
next storage pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that caching is enabled.

No
Specifies that caching is disabled.

Using cache might improve your ability to retrieve files, but might affect the performance of other processes.

MIGPRocess
Specifies the number of processes that are used for migrating files from this storage pool. This parameter is optional. You
can specify an integer 1 - 999.

During migration, these processes are run in parallel to provide the potential for improved migration rates.

Tips:

The number of migration processes is dependent upon the following settings:
The setting of the MIGPROCESS parameter
The collocation setting of the next pool
The number of nodes or the number of collocation groups with data in the storage pool that is being migrated

For this example, MIGPROCESS =6, the next pool COLLOCATE parameter is NODE, but there are only two nodes with
data on the storage pool. Migration processing consists of only two processes, not six. If the COLLOCATE parameter
is GROUP group and both nodes are in the same group, migration processing consists of only one process. If the
COLLOCATE parameter is NO or FILESPACE group, and each node has two file spaces with backup data, then
migration processing consists of only four processes.
When you specify this parameter, consider whether the simultaneous-write function is enabled for server data
migration. Each migration process requires a mount point and a drive for each copy storage pool and active-data
pool that is defined to the target storage pool.

MIGDelay
Specifies the minimum number of days a file must remain in a storage pool before it becomes eligible for migration. To
calculate a value to compare to the specified MIGDELAY value, the server counts the following items:

The number of days that the file was in the storage pool
The number of days, if any, since the file was retrieved by a client
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The lesser of the two values are compared to the specified MIGDELAY value. For example, if all the following conditions are
true, a file is not migrated:

A file was in a storage pool for five days.
The file was accessed by a client within the past three days.
The value that is specified for the MIGDELAY parameter is four days.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The default is 0, which means that you do not want to delay
migration.

If you want the server to count the number of days that are based on when a file was stored and not when it was retrieved,
use the NORETRIEVEDATE server option.

MIGContinue
Specifies whether you allow the server to migrate files that do not satisfy the migration delay time. This parameter is
optional.

Because you can require that files remain in the storage pool for a minimum number of days, the server may migrate all
eligible files to the next storage pool yet not meet the low migration threshold. This parameter allows you to specify
whether the server is allowed to continue the migration process by migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that, when necessary to meet the low migration threshold, the server continues to migrate files that do not
satisfy the migration delay time.

If you allow more than one migration process for the storage pool, some files that do not satisfy the migration delay
time may be migrated unnecessarily. As one process migrates files that satisfy the migration delay time, a second
process could begin migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay time to meet the low migration threshold.
The first process that is still migrating files that satisfy the migration delay time might have, by itself, caused the low
migration threshold to be met.

No
Specifies that the server stops migration when no eligible files remain to be migrated, even before reaching the low
migration threshold. The server does not migrate files unless the files satisfy the migration delay time.

AUTOCopy
Specifies when IBM Spectrum Protect™ runs simultaneous-write operations to copy storage pools and active-data pools.
This parameter affects the following operations:

Client store sessions
Server import processes
Server data-migration processes

If an error occurs while data is being simultaneously written to a copy storage pool or active-data pool during a migration
process, the server stops writing to the failing storage pools for the remainder of the process. However, the server
continues to store files into the primary storage pool and any remaining copy storage pools or active-data pools. These
pools remain active for the duration of the migration process. Copy storage pools are specified using the COPYSTGPOOLS
parameter. Active-data pools are specified using the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter.

You can specify one of the following values:

None
Specifies that the simultaneous-write function is disabled.

CLient
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store sessions
or server import processes. During server import processes, data is written simultaneously to only copy storage
pools. Data is not written to active-data pools during server import processes.

MIGRation
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools only during migration to
this storage pool. During server data-migration processes, data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and
active-data pools only if the data does not exist in those pools. Nodes whose data is being migrated must be in a
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domain associated with an active-data pool. If the nodes are not in a domain associated with an active pool, the data
cannot be written to the pool.

All
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store
sessions, server import processes, or server data-migration processes. Specifying this value ensures that data is
written simultaneously whenever this pool is a target for any of the eligible operations.

COPYSTGpools
Specifies the names of copy storage pools where the server simultaneously writes data. You can specify a maximum of
three copy pool names that are separated by commas. Spaces between the names of the copy pools are not allowed. To
add or remove one or more copy storage pools, specify the pool name or names that you want to include in the updated list.
For example, if the existing copy pool list includes COPY1 and COPY2 and you want to add COPY3, specify
COPYSTGPOOLS=COPY1,COPY2,COPY3. To remove all existing copy storage pools that are associated with the primary
storage pool, specify a null string ("") for the value (for example, COPYSTGPOOLS="").

When you specify a value for the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, you can also specify a value for the COPYCONTINUE
parameter. For more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of copy storage pools and the COPYCONTINUE value from the primary storage pool. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to copy storage pools for the following operations:

Back up and archive operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients or application clients that are using
the IBM Spectrum Protect API
Migration operations by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients
Import operations that involve copying exported file data from external media to a primary storage pool associated
with a copy storage pool list

Restrictions: The simultaneous-write function is not supported for the following store operations:

When the operation is using LAN-free data movement. Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-
free data movement, causing the operations to go over the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is
accepted.
NAS backup operations. If the primary storage pool specified in the DESTINATION or TOCDESTINATION in the copy
group of the management class has copy storage pools that are defined:

The copy storage pools are ignored
The data is stored into the primary storage pool only

Attention: The function that is provided by the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the BACKUP STGPOOL
command. If you use the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, continue to use the BACKUP STGPOOL command to ensure that the
copy storage pools are complete copies of the primary storage pool. There are cases when a copy might not be created. For
more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter description.

COPYContinue
Specifies how the server reacts to a copy storage pool write failure for any of the copy storage pools that are listed in the
COPYSTGPOOLS parameter. This parameter is optional. When you specify the COPYCONTINUE parameter, either a
COPYSTGPOOLS list must exist or the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter must also be specified.
You can specify the following values:

Yes
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to YES, the server will stop writing to the failing copy pools for the remainder
of the session, but continue storing files into the primary pool and any remaining copy pools. The copy storage pool
list is active only for the life of the client session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular storage
pool hierarchy.

No
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to NO, the server will fail the current transaction and discontinue the store
operation.

Restrictions:
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The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect active-data pools. If a write failure occurs for any of
the active-data pools, the server stops writing to the failing active-data pool for the remainder of the session, but
continues storing files into the primary pool and any remaining active-data pools and copy storage pools. The active-
data pool list is active only for the life of the session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular
storage pool hierarchy.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server import.
If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to the primary storage pool or any copy storage
pool, the server import process fails.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server data
migration. If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to any copy storage pool or active-data
pool, the failing storage pool is removed and the data migration process continues. Write failures to the primary
storage pool cause the migration process to fail.

ACTIVEDATApools
Specifies the names of active-data pools where the server simultaneously writes data during a client backup operation. The
ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is optional. Spaces between the names of the active-data pools are not allowed.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of active-data pools from the destination storage pool that is specified in the copy group. The primary storage pool
is specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to active-data pools only during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients or application clients that use the IBM Spectrum Protect API.
Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use "NATIVE" or "NONBLOCK" data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Writing data simultaneously to active-data pools is not supported when you use LAN-free data movement.
Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations to go over
the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is followed.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported when a NAS backup operation is writing a TOC file. If the primary
storage pool specified in the TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has active-data pools
that are defined:

The active-data pools are ignored
The data is stored into the primary storage pool only

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.
5. Data that is being imported is not stored in active-data pools. After an import operation, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA

command to store the imported data in an active-data pool.

Attention: The function that is provided by the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the COPY
ACTIVEDATA command. If you use the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA command to ensure that
the active-data pools contain all active data of the primary storage pool.

SHRED
Specifies whether data is physically overwritten when it is deleted. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0
- 10.

If you specify a value of zero, the server deletes the data from the database. However, the storage that is used to contain
the data is not overwritten, and the data exists in storage until that storage is reused for other data. It might be possible to
discover and reconstruct the data after it is deleted. Changing the value (for example, resetting it to 0) does not affect data
that was deleted and is waiting to be overwritten.

If you specify a value greater than 0, the server deletes the data both logically and physically. The server overwrites the
storage that is used to contain the data the specified number of times. This overwriting increases the difficulty of
discovering and reconstructing the data after it is deleted.

To ensure that all copies of the data are shredded, specify a SHRED value greater than zero for the storage pool that is
specified in the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter. Do not specify either the COPYSTGPOOLS or ACTIVEDATAPOOLS. Specifying
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relatively high values for the overwrite count generally improves the level of security, but might affect performance
adversely.

Overwriting of deleted data is done asynchronously after the delete operation is complete. Therefore, the space that is
occupied by the deleted data remains occupied for some time. The space is not available as free space for new data.

A SHRED value greater than zero cannot be used if the value of the CACHE parameter is YES. If you want to enable
shredding for an existing storage pool for which caching is already enabled, you must change the value of the CACHE
parameter to NO. Existing cached files remain in storage so that subsequent retrieval requests can be satisfied quickly. If
space is needed to store new data, the existing cached files are erased so that the space they occupied can be used for the
new data. The existing cached files are not shredded when they are erased.
Important: After an export operation finishes and identifies files for export, any change to the storage pool SHRED value is
ignored. An export operation that is suspended retains the original SHRED value throughout the operation. You might want
to consider canceling your export operation if changes to the storage pool SHRED value jeopardize the operation. You can
reissue the export command after any needed cleanup.

Example: Update a random access storage pool to allow caching

Update the random access storage pool that is named BACKUPPOOL to allow caching when the server migrates files to the next
storage pool.

update stgpool backuppool cache=yes

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a primary sequential access pool)
Use this command to update a primary sequential access storage pool.

Restrictions:

1. You cannot use this command to change the data format for the storage pool.
2. If the value for DATAFORMAT is NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP, you can modify only the following

attributes:
DESCRIPTION
ACCESS
COLLOCATE
MAXSCRATCH
REUSEDELAY

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to be updated.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------------+----------------> 
   |                                   (1) (2) |    
   '-MAXSIze--=--+-maximum_file_size-+---------'    
                 '-NOLimit-----------'              
 
>--+-------------------------+----------------------------------> 
   |                     (1) |    
   '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-----'    
                 '-No--'          
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                           (1) (2) |    
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   '-NEXTstgpool--=--pool_name---------'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |                     (1) (2) |    
   '-HIghmig--=--percent---------'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   |                    (1) (2) |    
   '-LOwmig--=--percent---------'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   |                     (1) (2) |    
   '-REClaim--=--percent---------'    
 
>--+-----------------------------------+------------------------> 
   |                           (1) (2) |    
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number---------'    
 
>--+--------------------------------------+---------------------> 
   |                              (1) (2) |    
   '-RECLAIMSTGpool--=--pool_name---------'    
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                             (2) |    
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-----'    
                   +-GRoup-----+          
                   +-NODe------+          
                   '-FIlespace-'          
 
>--+---------------------------+--+-------------------------+---> 
   |                       (2) |  |                     (2) |    
   '-MAXSCRatch--=--number-----'  '-REUsedelay--=--days-----'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   |                          (1) (2) |    
   '-OVFLOcation--=--location---------'    
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   |                   (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGDelay--=--days---------'    
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                         (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGContinue--=--+-Yes-+---------'    
                     '-No--'              
 
>--+-------------------------------+----------------------------> 
   |                       (1) (2) |    
   '-MIGPRocess--=--number---------'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-AUTOCopy--=--+-None------+-'    
                  +-CLient----+      
                  +-MIGRation-+      
                  '-All-------'      
 
>--+-------------------------------------------+----------------> 
   |                  .-,--------------------. |    
   |                  V              (1) (2) | |    
   '-COPYSTGpools--=----copypoolname---------+-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+-------------------------> 
   |                          (1) (2) |    
   '-COPYContinue--=--+-Yes-+---------'    
                      '-No--'              
 
>--+-----------------------------------------------+------------> 
   |                     .-,---------------------. |    
   |                     V                       | |    
   '-ACTIVEDATApools--=----active-data_pool_name-+-'    
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                     |     (3) |      
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                     '-Yes-----'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (4) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the data formats NETAPPDUMP, CELERRADUMP, or NDMPDUMP.
2. This parameter is not available for CENTERA storage pools.
3. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.
4. This parameter is only available if the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the storage pool to be updated.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
description, specify a null string ("").

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration and reclamation) can access files in the storage pool.
This parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read and write to files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can only read files from the volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to
volumes in the storage pool from volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as readonly, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files stored on volumes in the storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool and can also move or copy files from this
storage pool to another storage pool. However, no new writes are permitted to volumes in the storage pool from
volumes outside the storage pool.

If this storage pool was specified as a subordinate storage pool (with the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter) and is defined
as unavailable, the storage pool is skipped when server processes attempt to write files to the storage pool.

MAXSIze
Specifies the maximum size for a physical file that the server can store in the storage pool. This parameter is optional. You
can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that there is no maximum size limit for physical files stored in the storage pool.

maximum_file_size
Limits the maximum physical file size. Specify an integer from 1 to 999999 terabytes, followed by a scale factor. For
example, MAXSIZE=5G specifies that the maximum file size for this storage pool is 5 gigabytes. Scale factors are:

Scale factor Meaning

K kilobyte

M megabyte

G gigabyte

T terabyte
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The client estimates the size of files that are sent to the server. The client estimate is used rather than the actual amount of
data that is sent to the server. Client options, such as deduplication, compression, and encryption, can cause the actual
amount of data that is sent to the server to be larger or smaller than the size estimate. For example, the compression of a
file might be smaller in size than the estimate, thus sending less data than the estimate. Furthermore, a binary file might be
larger in size after the compression processing, thus sending more data than the estimate.

When the physical size of the storage pool exceeds the MAXSIZE parameter, the following table shows where files are
typically stored.

Table 1. The location of a file according to the file size and the pool that is specified
File size Pool specified Result

Exceeds the
maximum size

No pool is specified as the next storage
pool in the hierarchy

The server does not store the file

A pool is specified as the next storage pool
in the hierarchy

The server stores the file in the next storage pool that
can accept the file size

Tip: If you also specify the NEXTstgpool parameter, define one storage pool in your hierarchy to have no limit on the
maximum file size by specifying the MAXSIze=NOLimit parameter. When you have at least one pool with no size limit, you
ensure that no matter what its size, the server can store the file.

For multiple files that are sent in a single transaction, the server considers the size of the transaction to be the file size. If
the total size of all files in the transaction is larger than the maximum size limit, the server does not store the files in the
storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

NEXTstgpool
Specifies a primary storage pool to which files are migrated. You cannot migrate data from a sequential access storage pool
to a random access storage pool. This parameter is optional. The next storage pool must be a primary storage pool.

To remove an existing value, specify a null string ("").

If this storage pool does not have a next storage pool, the server cannot migrate files from this storage pool and cannot
store files that exceed the maximum size for this storage pool in another storage pool.
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When there is insufficient space available in the current storage pool, the NEXTSTGPOOL parameter for sequential access
storage pools does not allow data to be stored into the next pool. In this case, the server issues a message and the
transaction fails.

For next storage pools with a device type of FILE, the server completes a preliminary check to determine whether sufficient
space is available. If space is not available, the server skips to the next storage pool in the hierarchy. If space is available,
the server attempts to store data in that pool. However, it is possible that the storage operation might fail because, at the
time the actual storage operation is attempted, the space is no longer available.

Restrictions:

To ensure that you do not create a chain of storage pools that leads to an endless loop, specify at least one storage
pool in the hierarchy with no value.
If you specify a sequential-access pool as the next storage pool, the pool must be in either NATIVE or NONBLOCK
data format.
Do not specify a directory-container or cloud-container storage pool.
Do not use this parameter to specify a storage pool for data migration.
This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

HIghmig
Specifies that the server starts migration when storage pool utilization reaches this percentage. For sequential-access disk
(FILE) storage pools, utilization is the ratio of data in a storage pool to the pool's total estimated data capacity, including the
capacity of all scratch volumes specified for the pool. For storage pools that use tape media, utilization is the ratio of
volumes that contain data to the total number of volumes in the storage pool. The total number of volumes includes the
maximum number of scratch volumes. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100.

When the storage pool exceeds the high migration threshold, the server can start migration of files by volume to the next
storage pool defined for the storage pool. You can set the high migration threshold to 100 to prevent migration for the
storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

LOwmig
Specifies that the server stops migration when storage pool utilization is at or below this percentage. For sequential-access
disk (FILE) storage pools, utilization is the ratio of data in a storage pool to the pool's total estimated data capacity,
including the capacity of all scratch volumes specified for the pool. For storage pools that use tape media, utilization is the
ratio of volumes that contain data to the total number of volumes in the storage pool. The total number of volumes includes
the maximum number of scratch volumes. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 99.

When the storage pool reaches the low migration threshold, the server does not start migration of files from another
volume. You can set the low migration threshold to 0 to allow migration to empty the storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

REClaim
Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space on volumes usable again by moving any remaining unexpired files from one
volume to another volume, thus making the original volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer 1 - 100.
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The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

Specify a value of 50 percent or greater for this parameter so that files stored on two volumes can be combined onto a
single output volume.

For storage pools that use a WORM device class, you can lower the value from the default of 100.
Lowering the value allows the server to consolidate data onto fewer volumes when needed. Volumes that are emptied by
reclamation can be checked out of the library, freeing slots for new volumes. Because the volumes are write-once, the
volumes cannot be reused.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999. You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each primary sequential-access
storage pool.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:

The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Assuming that
the RECLAIMSTGPOOL parameter is not specified or that the reclaim storage pool has the same device class as the storage
pool that is being reclaimed, each process requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of
the drives is for the input volume, and the other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes
simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16 mount points and 16 drives. The device class for the two storage pools must
have a mount limit of at least 16.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

RECLAIMSTGpool
Specifies another primary storage pool as a target for reclaimed data from this storage pool. This parameter is optional.
When the server reclaims volumes for the storage pool, unexpired data is moved from the volumes that are being reclaimed
to the storage pool named with this parameter.

To remove an existing value, specify a null string ("").

A reclaim storage pool is most useful for a storage pool that has only one drive in its library. When you specify this
parameter, the server moves all data from reclaimed volumes to the reclaim storage pool regardless of the number of
drives in the library.

To move data from the reclaim storage pool back to the original storage pool, use the storage pool hierarchy. Specify the
original storage pool as the next storage pool for the reclaim storage pool.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

COLlocate
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Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required. Collocation can also impact the number of processes that are migrating disks to sequential pool.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled. During migration from disk, processes are created at a file space level.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.

For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.
During migration from disk, the server creates migration processes at the collocation group level for grouped
nodes, and at the node level for ungrouped nodes.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces that are named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a file space
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by file space collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.
During migration from disk, the server creates migration processes at the collocation group level for grouped
file spaces.

Data is collocated on the least number of sequential access volumes.

NODe
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

For COLLOCATE=NODE, the server creates processes at the node level when you migrate data from disk.

FIlespace
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Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

For COLLOCATE=FILESPACE, the server creates processes at the file space level when you migrate data from disk.

MAXSCRatch
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request. This parameter is optional. You can specify
an integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes, you avoid having to define each volume to be
used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the storage pool
and the corresponding estimated capacity for the storage pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. When scratch volumes with
the device type of FILE are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is freed by the server and returned to the file
system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The server does not keep virtual volumes in
FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too low, server-to-server
operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. The value 0 means that a
volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all files are deleted from the volume.

By specifying this parameter, you can ensure that the database can be restored to an earlier level and database references
to files in the storage pool would still be valid.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the MOVE MEDIA command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255
characters. Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.

To remove an existing value, specify a null string ("").

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

MIGDelay
Specifies the minimum number of days a file must remain in a storage pool before it becomes eligible for migration. All files
on a volume must be eligible for migration before the server selects the volume for migration. To calculate a value to
compare to the specified MIGDELAY, the server counts the number of days that the file has been in the storage pool.

This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999.

If you want the server to count the number of days that are based only on when a file was stored and not when it was
retrieved, use the NORETRIEVEDATE server option.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

MIGContinue
Specifies whether you allow the server to migrate files that do not satisfy the migration delay time. This parameter is
optional.
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Because you can require that files remain in the storage pool for a minimum number of days, the server may migrate all
eligible files to the next storage pool yet not meet the low migration threshold. This parameter allows you to specify
whether the server is allowed to continue migration by migrating files that do not satisfy the migration delay time.

You can specify one of the following values:

Yes
Specifies that, when necessary to meet the low migration threshold, the server continues to migrate files that have
not been stored in the storage pool for the number of days specified by the migration delay period.

No
Specifies that the server stops migration when no eligible files remain to be migrated, even before reaching the low
migration threshold. The server does not migrate files unless the files have been stored in the storage pool for the
number of days specified by the migration delay period.

Restriction: This parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

MIGPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for migrating the files from the volumes in this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. Enter a value 1 - 999.

When calculating the value for this parameter, consider the number of sequential storage pools that will be involved with
the migration, and the number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation. To access a sequential-
access volume, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical drive. The number
of available mount points and drives depends on other IBM Spectrum Protect and system activity and on the mount limits
of the device classes for the sequential access storage pools that are involved in the migration.

For example, suppose you want to simultaneously migrate the files from volumes in two primary sequential storage pools
and that you want to specify three processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class.
Assuming that the storage pool to which files are being migrated has the same device class as the storage pool from which
files are being migrated, each process requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One drive
is for the input volume, and the other drive is for the output volume.) To run six migration processes simultaneously, you
need a total of at least 12 mount points and 12 drives. The device class for the storage pools must have a mount limit of at
least 12.

If the number of migration processes you specify is more than the number of available mount points or drives, the
processes that do not obtain mount points or drives will wait for mount points or drives to become available. If mount
points or drives do not become available within the MOUNTWAIT time, the migration processes will end. For information
about specifying the MOUNTWAIT time, see DEFINE DEVCLASS (Define a device class).

The IBM Spectrum Protect server will start the specified number of migration processes regardless of the number of
volumes that are eligible for migration. For example, if you specify ten migration processes and only six volumes are eligible
for migration, the server will start ten processes and four of them will complete without processing a volume.

Note: When you specify this parameter, consider whether the simultaneous-write function is enabled for server data
migration. Each migration process requires a mount point and a drive for each copy storage pool and active-data pool that
is defined to the target storage pool.

AUTOCopy
Specifies when IBM Spectrum Protect completes simultaneous-write operations. This parameter affects the following
operations:

Client store sessions
Server import processes
Server data-migration processes

If the AUTOCOPY option is set to ALL or CLIENT, and there is at least one storage pool that is listed in the COPYSTGPOOLS
or ACTIVEDATAPOOLS options, any client-side deduplication is disabled.

If an error occurs while data is being simultaneously written to a copy storage pool or active-data pool during a migration
process, the server stops writing to the failing storage pools for the remainder of the process. However, the server
continues to store files into the primary storage pool and any remaining copy storage pools or active-data pools. These
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pools remain active for the duration of the migration process. Copy storage pools are specified using the COPYSTGPOOLS
parameter. Active-data pools are specified using the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter.

You can specify one of the following values:

None
Specifies that the simultaneous-write function is disabled.

CLient
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store sessions
or server import processes. During server import processes, data is written simultaneously to only copy storage
pools. Data is not written to active-data pools during server import processes.

MIGRation
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools only during migration to
this storage pool. During server data-migration processes, data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and
active-data pools only if the data does not exist in those pools. Nodes whose data is being migrated must be in a
domain associated with an active-data pool. If the nodes are not in a domain associated with an active pool, the data
cannot be written to the pool.

All
Specifies that data is written simultaneously to copy storage pools and active-data pools during client store
sessions, server import processes, or server data-migration processes. Specifying this value ensures that data is
written simultaneously whenever this pool is a target for any of the eligible operations.

COPYSTGpools
Specifies the names of copy storage pools where the server simultaneously writes data. You can specify a maximum of
three copy pool names that are separated by commas. Spaces between the names of the copy pools are not allowed. To
add or remove one or more copy storage pools, specify the pool name or names that you want to include in the updated list.
For example, if the existing copy pool list includes COPY1 and COPY2 and you want to add COPY3, specify
COPYSTGPOOLS=COPY1,COPY2,COPY3. To remove all existing copy storage pools that are associated with the primary
storage pool, specify a null string ("") for the value (for example, COPYSTGPOOLS="").

When you specify a value for the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, you can also specify a value for the COPYCONTINUE
parameter. For more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of copy storage pools and the COPYCONTINUE value from the primary storage pool. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to copy storage pools during the following operations:

Back up and archive operations by IBM Spectrum Protect backup-archive clients or application clients that use the
IBM Spectrum Protect API
Migration operations by IBM Spectrum Protect for Space Management clients
Import operations that involve copying exported file data from external media to a primary storage pool associated
with a copy storage pool list

Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Simultaneous-write operations takes precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations to go over
the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is accepted.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported for NAS backup operations. If the primary storage pool specified in
the DESTINATION or TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has copy storage pools defined,
the copy storage pools are ignored and the data is stored into the primary storage pool only.

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.

Attention: The function that is provided by the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the BACKUP STGPOOL
command. If you use the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter, continue to use the BACKUP STGPOOL command to ensure that the
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copy storage pools are complete copies of the primary storage pool. There are cases when a copy might not be created. For
more information, see the COPYCONTINUE parameter description.

COPYContinue
Specifies how the server reacts to a copy storage pool write failure for any of the copy storage pools that are listed in the
COPYSTGPOOLS parameter. This parameter is optional. The default is YES. When you specify the COPYCONTINUE
parameter, either a COPYSTGPOOLS list must exist or the COPYSTGPOOLS parameter must also be specified.

The COPYCONTINUE parameter has no effect on the simultaneous-write function during migration.

You can specify the following values:

Yes
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to YES, the server will stop writing to the failing copy pools for the remainder
of the session, but continue storing files into the primary pool and any remaining copy pools. The copy storage pool
list is active only for the life of the client session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular storage
pool hierarchy.

No
If the COPYCONTINUE parameter is set to NO, the server will fail the current transaction and discontinue the store
operation.

Restrictions:

The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect active-data pools. If a write failure occurs for any of
the active-data pools, the server stops writing to the failing active-data pool for the remainder of the session, but
continues storing files into the primary pool and any remaining active-data pools and copy storage pools. The active-
data pool list is active only for the life of the session and applies to all the primary storage pools in a particular
storage pool hierarchy.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server import.
If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to the primary storage pool or any copy storage
pool, the server import process fails.
The setting of the COPYCONTINUE parameter does not affect the simultaneous-write function during server data
migration. If data is being written simultaneously and a write failure occurs to any copy storage pool or active-data
pool, the failing storage pool is removed and the data migration process continues. Write failures to the primary
storage pool cause the migration process to fail.

ACTIVEDATApools
Specifies the names of active-data pools where the server simultaneously writes data during a client backup operation. The
ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is optional. Spaces between the names of the active-data pools are not allowed.

The combined total number of storage pools that are specified in the COPYSGTPOOLS and ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameters
cannot exceed three.

When a data storage operation switches from a primary storage pool to a next storage pool, the next storage pool inherits
the list of active-data pools from the destination storage pool specified in the copy group. The primary storage pool is
specified by the copy group of the management class that is bound to the data.

The server can write data simultaneously to active-data pools only during backup operations by IBM Spectrum Protect
backup-archive clients or application clients that use the IBM Spectrum Protect API.
Restrictions:

1. This parameter is available only to primary storage pools that use NATIVE or NONBLOCK data format. This
parameter is not available for storage pools that use the following data formats:

NETAPPDUMP
CELERRADUMP
NDMPDUMP

2. Writing data simultaneously to active-data pools is not supported when the operation is using LAN-free data
movement. Simultaneous-write operations take precedence over LAN-free data movement, causing the operations
to go over the LAN. However, the simultaneous-write configuration is accepted.

3. The simultaneous-write function is not supported when a NAS backup operation is writing a TOC file. If the primary
storage pool specified in the TOCDESTINATION in the copy group of the management class has active-data pools
defined, the active-data pools are ignored and the data is stored into the primary storage pool only.

4. You cannot use the simultaneous-write function with CENTERA storage devices.
5. Data being imported cannot be stored in active-data pools. After an import operation, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA

command to store the imported data in an active-data pool.
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Attention: The function that is provided by the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter is not intended to replace the COPY
ACTIVEDATA command. If you use the ACTIVEDATAPOOLS parameter, use the COPY ACTIVEDATA command to ensure that
the active-data pools contain all active data of the primary storage pool.

DEDUPlicate
Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a device class associated with the FILE device type. Enter a value 1 - 50.
Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.

Example: Update the primary sequential storage pool's mountable scratch volumes

Update the primary sequential storage pool that is named TAPEPOOL1 to allow as many as 10 scratch volumes to be mounted.

update stgpool tapepool1 maxscratch=10

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update a copy sequential access storage pool)
Use this command to update a copy sequential access storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to be updated.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+---------------------+-----> 
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
                   +-GRoup-----+                               
                   +-NODe------+                               
                   '-FIlespace-'                               
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--+-NOLimit-+-'    
                             '-number--'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-MAXSCRatch--=--number-'  '-REUsedelay--=--days-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+---------------------+--------> 
   '-OVFLOcation--=--location-'  '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                               '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                     |     (1) |      
                     '-Yes-----'      
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>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (2) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.
2. This parameter is only available if the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the copy storage pool to be updated.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the copy storage pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
description, specify a null string ("").

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as reclamation) can access files in the copy storage pool. This
parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that files can be read from and written to the volumes in the copy storage pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can read only files that are stored on the volumes in the copy storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the copy storage
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the copy storage
pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be backed up to the copy storage pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files that are stored on volumes in the copy storage pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the copy storage
pool to restore files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to volumes in the copy storage
pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be backed up to the copy storage pool.

COLlocate
Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.
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For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a filespace
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by filespace collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.

Data is collocated on the least amount of sequential access volumes.

NODe
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

FIlespace
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

REClaim
Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space on volumes usable again by moving any remaining active files from one volume
to another volume, thus making the original volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify an
integer 1 - 100. The value 100 means that reclamation is not completed.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

If you change the value from the default of 100, specify a value of 50 percent or greater so that files stored on two volumes
can be combined onto a single output volume.

When a copy pool volume that is offsite becomes eligible for reclamation, the reclamation process attempts to obtain the
active files on the reclaimable volume from a primary or copy storage pool that is onsite. The process then writes these files
to an available volume in the original copy storage pool. Effectively, these files are moved back to the onsite location.
However, the files can be obtained from the offsite volume after a disaster if a database backup is used that references the
files on the offsite volume. Because of the way reclamation works with offsite volumes, use it carefully with copy storage
pools.

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:
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The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of the drives is for the input volume, and the
other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16
mount points and 16 drives. The device class for each storage pool must have a mount limit of at least eight.

You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each copy storage pool. You can specify multiple concurrent
reclamation processes for a single copy storage pool, which makes better use of your available tape drives or FILE volumes.
If multiple concurrent processing is not necessary, specify a value of 1 for the RECLAIMPROCESS parameter.

OFFSITERECLAIMLimit
Specifies the number of offsite volumes that space is reclaimed from during reclamation for this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to reclaim the space in all of your offsite volumes.

number
Specifies the number of offsite volumes to reclaim space from. You can specify an integer 0 - 99999. A value of zero
means that none of the offsite volumes are reclaimed.
Tip:

To determine the value for the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT, use the statistical information in the message that is issued
at the end of the offsite volume reclamation operation. The statistical information includes the following items:

The number of offsite volumes that were processed
The number of parallel processes that were used
The total amount of time required for the processing

The order in which offsite volumes are reclaimed is based on the amount of unused space in a volume. (Unused space
includes both space that has never been used on the volume and space that has become empty because of file deletion.)
Volumes with the largest amount of unused space are reclaimed first.

For example, suppose a copy storage pool contains three volumes: VOL1, VOL2, and VOL3. VOL1 has the largest amount of
unused space, and VOL3 has the least amount of unused space. Suppose further that the percentage of unused space in
each of the three volumes is greater than the value of the RECLAIM parameter. If you do not specify a value for the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT parameter, all three volumes will be reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of
2, only VOL1 and VOL2 will be reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 1, only VOL1 will be
reclaimed.

MAXSCRatch
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes as needed, you
avoid having to define each volume to be used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the copy storage
pool and the corresponding estimated capacity for the copy storage pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. However, if the access mode
for a scratch volume is OFFSITE, the volume is not deleted from the copy storage pool until the access mode is changed. An
administrator can query the server for empty, offsite scratch volumes and return them to the onsite location.

When scratch volumes with the device type of FILE become empty and are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is
freed by the server and returned to the file system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not
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keep virtual volumes in FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too
low, server-to-server operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. A value of 0 means that a
volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all files are deleted from the volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to files in the
copy storage pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain
the oldest database backup. The number of days that are specified for this parameter must be the same as the number
specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the MOVE MEDIA command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255
characters. Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.

To remove an existing value, specify a null string ("").

CRCData
Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

DEDUPlicate
Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. Enter a value 1 - 50.
Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.

Example: Update a copy storage pool to a 30-day volume reuse and to collocate files by client
node

Update the copy storage pool that is named TAPEPOOL2 to change the delay for volume reuse to 30 days and to collocate files by
client node.
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update stgpool tapepool2 reusedelay=30 collocate=node

Related reference:
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)

UPDATE STGPOOL (Update an active-data sequential access)
Use this command to update an active-data pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege for the
storage pool to be updated.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STGpool--pool_name--+-----------------------------+---> 
                              '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+-'    
                +-READOnly----+      
                '-UNAVailable-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+--+---------------------+-----> 
   '-COLlocate--=--+-No--------+-'  '-REClaim--=--percent-'    
                   +-GRoup-----+                               
                   +-NODe------+                               
                   '-FIlespace-'                               
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECLAIMPRocess--=--number-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-OFFSITERECLAIMLimit--=--+-NOLimit-+-'    
                             '-number--'      
 
>--+-----------------------+--+---------------------+-----------> 
   '-MAXSCRatch--=--number-'  '-REUsedelay--=--days-'    
 
>--+--------------------------+--+---------------------+--------> 
   '-OVFLOcation--=--location-'  '-CRCData--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                               '-No--'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-DEDUPlicate--=--+-No------+-'    
                     |     (1) |      
                     '-Yes-----'      
 
>--+--------------------------------+-------------------------->< 
   |                            (2) |    
   '-IDENTIFYPRocess--=--number-----'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter is valid only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.
2. This parameter is only available if the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter is YES.

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the active-data pool to be updated.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the active-data pool. This parameter is optional. The maximum length of the description is 255
characters. Enclose the description in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters. To remove an existing
description, specify a null string ("").
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ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as reclamation) can access files in the active-data pool. This
parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

READWrite
Specifies that files can be read from and written to the volumes in the active-data pool.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes can read only files that are stored on the volumes in the active-data pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the active-data
pool to restore active versions of backup files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to
volumes in the active-data pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be copied to the
active-data pool.

UNAVailable
Specifies that client nodes cannot access files that are stored on volumes in the active-data pool.

Server processes can move files within the volumes in the storage pool. The server can use files in the active-data
pool to restore active versions of backup files to primary storage pools. However, no new writes are allowed to
volumes in the active-data pool from volumes outside the storage pool. A storage pool cannot be copied to the
active-data pool.

COLlocate
Specifies whether the server attempts to keep data, which is stored on as few volumes as possible, that belong to one of
the following candidates:

A single client node
A group of file spaces
A group of client nodes
A client file space

This parameter is optional.

Collocation reduces the number of sequential access media mounts for restore, retrieve, and recall operations. However,
collocation increases both the amount of server time that is needed to collocate files for storing and the number of volumes
required.

You can specify one of the following options:

No
Specifies that collocation is disabled.

GRoup
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the group level for client nodes or file spaces. For collocation groups, the
server attempts to put data for nodes or file spaces that belong to the same collocation group on as few volumes as
possible.

If you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP but do not define any collocation groups, or if you do not add nodes or file spaces
to a collocation group, data is collocated by node. Consider tape usage when you organize client nodes or file spaces
into collocation groups.

For example, if a tape-based storage pool consists of data from nodes and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates the data by group for grouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that belongs
to a group of nodes on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single node can also be spread
across several tapes that are associated with a group.
Collocates the data by node for ungrouped nodes. Whenever possible, the server stores the data for a single
node on a single tape. All available tapes that already have data for the node are used before available space
on any other tape is used.

If a tape-based storage pool consists of data from grouped file spaces and you specify COLLOCATE=GROUP, the
server completes the following actions:

Collocates by group, the data for grouped file spaces only. Whenever possible, the server collocates data that
belongs to a group of file spaces on a single tape or on as few tapes as possible. Data for a single file space
can also be spread across several tapes that are associated with a group.
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Collocates the data by node (for file spaces that are not explicitly defined to a file space collocation group).
For example, node1 has file spaces named A, B, C, D, and E. File spaces A and B belong to a filespace
collocation group but C, D, and E do not. File spaces A and B are collocated by filespace collocation group,
while C, D, and E are collocated by node.

Data is collocated on the least amount of sequential access volumes.

NODe
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the client node level. For collocation groups, the server attempts to put data
for one node on as few volumes as possible. If the node has multiple file spaces, the server does not try to collocate
those file spaces. For compatibility with an earlier version, COLLOCATE=YES is still accepted by the server to specify
collocation at the client node level.

If a storage pool contains data for a node that is a member of a collocation group and you specify
COLLOCATE=NODE, the data is collocated by node.

FIlespace
Specifies that collocation is enabled at the file space level for client nodes. The server attempts to place data for one
node and file space on as few volumes as possible. If a node has multiple file spaces, the server attempts to place
data for different file spaces on different volumes.

REClaim
Specifies when the server reclaims a volume, which is based on the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume.
Reclaimable space is the amount of space that is occupied by files that are expired or deleted from the IBM Spectrum
Protect™ database.

Reclamation makes the fragmented space and space occupied by inactive backup files on volumes usable again by moving
any remaining unexpired files and active backup files from one volume to another volume. This action makes the original
volume available for reuse. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 1 - 100. The value 100 means that
reclamation is not completed.

The server determines that the volume is a candidate for reclamation if the percentage of reclaimable space on a volume is
greater than the reclamation threshold of the storage pool.

If you change the value from the default of 60, specify a value of 50 percent or greater so that files stored on two volumes
can be combined onto a single output volume.

When an active-data pool volume that is offsite becomes eligible for reclamation, the reclamation process attempts to
obtain the active files on the reclaimable volume from a primary or active-data pool that is onsite. The process then writes
these files to an available volume in the original active-data pool. Effectively, these files are moved back to the onsite
location. However, the files can be obtained from the offsite volume after a disaster if a database backup is used that
references the files on the offsite volume. Because of the way reclamation works with offsite volumes, use it carefully with
active-data pools.

RECLAIMPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for reclaiming the volumes in this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. Enter a value 1 - 999.
When you calculate the value for this parameter, consider the following resources that are required for reclamation
processing:

The number of sequential storage pools.
The number of logical and physical drives that can be dedicated to the operation.

To access sequential volumes, IBM Spectrum Protect uses a mount point and, if the device type is not FILE, a physical
drive.

For example, suppose that you want to reclaim the volumes from two sequential storage pools simultaneously and that you
want to specify four processes for each of the storage pools. The storage pools have the same device class. Each process
requires two mount points and, if the device type is not FILE, two drives. (One of the drives is for the input volume, and the
other drive is for the output volume.) To run eight reclamation processes simultaneously, you need a total of at least 16
mount points and 16 drives. The device class for each storage pool must have a mount limit of at least eight.

You can specify one or more reclamation processes for each active-data pool. You can specify multiple concurrent
reclamation processes for a single active-data pool, which makes better use of your available tape drives or FILE volumes.
If multiple concurrent processing is not necessary, specify a value of 1 for the RECLAIMPROCESS parameter.
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OFFSITERECLAIMLimit
Specifies the number of offsite volumes that space is reclaimed from during reclamation for this storage pool. This
parameter is optional. You can specify the following values:

NOLimit
Specifies that you want to reclaim the space in all of your offsite volumes.

number
Specifies the number of offsite volumes to reclaim space from. You can specify an integer 0 - 99999. A value of zero
means that none of the offsite volumes are reclaimed.
Tip:

To determine the value for the OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT, use the statistical information in the message that is issued
at the end of the offsite volume reclamation operation. The statistical information includes the following items:

The number of offsite volumes that were processed
The number of parallel processes that were used
The total amount of time required for the processing

The order in which offsite volumes are reclaimed is based on the amount of unused space in a volume. (Unused space
includes both space that has never been used on the volume and space that has become empty because of file deletion.)
Volumes with the largest amount of unused space are reclaimed first.

For example, suppose an active-data pool contains three volumes: VOL1, VOL2, and VOL3. VOL1 has the largest amount of
unused space, and VOL3 has the least amount of unused space. Suppose further that the percentage of unused space in
each of the three volumes is greater than the value of the RECLAIM parameter. If you do not specify a value for the
OFFSITERECLAIMLIMIT parameter, all three volumes are reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 2,
only VOL1 and VOL2 are reclaimed when the reclamation runs. If you specify a value of 1, only VOL1 is reclaimed.

MAXSCRatch
Specifies the maximum number of scratch volumes that the server can request for this storage pool. This parameter is
optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 100000000. By allowing the server to request scratch volumes as needed, you
avoid having to define each volume to be used.

The value that is specified for this parameter is used to estimate the total number of volumes available in the active-data
pool and the corresponding estimated capacity for the active-data pool.

Scratch volumes are automatically deleted from the storage pool when they become empty. However, if the access mode
for a scratch volume is OFFSITE, the volume is not deleted from the active-data pool until the access mode is changed. An
administrator can query the server for empty, offsite scratch volumes and return them to the onsite location.

When scratch volumes with the device type of FILE become empty and are deleted, the space that the volumes occupied is
freed by the server and returned to the file system.

Tip: For server-to-server operations that use virtual volumes and that store a small amount of data, consider specifying a
value for the MAXSCRATCH parameter that is higher than the value you typically specify for write operations to other types
of volumes. After a write operation to a virtual volume, IBM Spectrum Protect marks the volume as FULL, even if the value
of the MAXCAPACITY parameter on the device-class definition is not reached. The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not
keep virtual volumes in FILLING status and does not append to them. If the value of the MAXSCRATCH parameter is too
low, server-to-server operations can fail.

REUsedelay
Specifies the number of days that must elapse after all files are deleted from a volume before the volume can be rewritten
or returned to the scratch pool. This parameter is optional. You can specify an integer 0 - 9999. A value of 0 means that a
volume can be rewritten or returned to the scratch pool as soon as all files are deleted from the volume.
Tip: Use this parameter to ensure that when you restore the database to an earlier level, database references to files in the
active-data pool are still valid. You must set this parameter to a value greater than the number of days you plan to retain
the oldest database backup. The number of days that are specified for this parameter must be the same as the number
specified for the SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS command.

OVFLOcation
Specifies the overflow location for the storage pool. The server assigns this location name to a volume that is ejected from
the library by the MOVE MEDIA command. This parameter is optional. The location name can be a maximum length of 255
characters. Enclose the location name in quotation marks if the location name contains any blank characters.

To remove an existing value, specify a null string ("").

CRCData
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Specifies whether a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) validates storage pool data when audit volume processing occurs on the
server. This parameter is only valid for NATIVE data format storage pools. This parameter is optional. The default value is
NO. By setting CRCDATA to YES and scheduling an AUDIT VOLUME command, you can continually ensure the integrity of
data that is stored in your storage hierarchy. You can specify the following values:

Yes
Specifies that data is stored containing CRC information, allowing for audit volume processing to validate storage
pool data. This mode impacts performance because more processing is required to calculate and compare CRC
values between the storage pool and the server.

No
Specifies that data is stored without CRC information.

Tip:

For storage pools that are associated with the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device type, logical block protection provides
better protection against data corruption than CRC validation for a storage pool. If you specify CRC validation for a storage
pool, data is validated only during volume auditing operations. Errors are identified after data is written to tape.

To enable logical block protection, specify a value of READWRITE for the LBPROTECT parameter on the DEFINE DEVCLASS
and UPDATE DEVCLASS commands for the 3592, LTO, or ECARTRIDGE device types. Logical block protection is supported
only on the following types of drives and media:

IBM® LTO5 and later.
IBM 3592 Generation 3 drives and later with 3592 Generation 2 media and later.
Oracle StorageTek T10000C and T10000D drives.

DEDUPlicate
Specifies whether the data that is stored in this storage pool is deduplicated. This parameter is optional and is valid only for
storage pools that are defined with a FILE-type device class.

IDENTIFYPRocess
Specifies the number of parallel processes to use for server-side data deduplication. This parameter is optional and is valid
only for storage pools that are defined with a FILE device class. Enter a value 1 - 50.
Remember: Data deduplication processes can be either active or idle. Processes that are working on files are active.
Processes that are waiting for files to work on are idle. Processes remain idle until volumes with data to be deduplicated
become available. The output of the QUERY PROCESS command for data deduplication includes the total number of bytes
and files that have been processed since the process first started. For example, if a data deduplication process processes
four files, becomes idle, and then processes five more files, then the total number of files processed is nine. Processes end
only when canceled or when the number of data-deduplication processes for the storage pool is changed to a value less
than the number currently specified.

Example: Update an active data pool

Update the active-data pool that is named TAPEPOOL2 to change the delay for volume reuse to 30 days and to collocate files by
client node.

update stgpool tapepool3 reusedelay=30 collocate=node

Related reference:
SET DRMDBBACKUPEXPIREDAYS (Specify DB backup series expiration)

UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY (Update a storage pool directory)
Use this command to update a storage pool directory.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate STGPOOLDIRectory--pool_name--directory----------------> 
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                                   .-MAXPRocess--=--4------.    
>----ACCess--=--+-READWrite---+----+-----------------------+----> 
                +-READOnly----+    '-MAXProcess--=--number-'    
                +-DEStroyed---+                                 
                '-UNAVailable-'                                 
 
   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+------------------+---------------------------------------->< 
   '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

pool_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool that contains the directory to update. This parameter is required.

directory (Required)
Specifies a file system directory of the storage pool. This parameter is required.

ACCess (Required)
Specifies how client nodes and server processes can access files in the storage pool directory. This parameter is required.
The following values are possible:

READWrite
Specifies that files can be read from and written to the storage pool directory.

READOnly
Specifies that files can be read from the storage pool directory.

DEStroyed
Specifies that files are permanently damaged and must be destroyed in the storage pool directory. Use this access
mode to indicate that an entire storage pool directory must be recovered.
Tips:

Mark storage pool directories as DESTROYED before you complete data recovery. When the storage pool
directory is marked as destroyed, you can recover data extents on the target replication server.
Use the MAXPROCESS parameter to specify the number of parallel processes that you can use to update a
storage pool directory.

UNAVailable
Specifies that files cannot be accessed on the storage pool directory in the storage pool.

MAXPRocess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to use for updating a storage pool directory. This parameter is
optional. You can enter a value in the range 1 - 99. The default value is 4.
Restriction: You can use this parameter only when you specify the ACCESS=DESTROYED parameter.

When you specify the ACCESS=DESTROYED parameter, each container in the storage pool directory is updated by one
process. If the maximum number of parallel processes is larger than or equal to the number of containers that must be
updated, only one process is created for each container. If the number of containers exceeds the value of the MAXPROCESS
parameter, the command waits for the child processes to finish before any new processes can begin.

Wait
This optional parameter specifies whether to wait for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to complete processing this
command in the foreground. The default is NO. You can specify the following values:

No
The server processes this command in the background and you can continue with other tasks while the command is
processing. Messages that are related to the background process are shown either in the activity log file or the server
console, depending on where the messages are logged.

Yes
The server processes this command in the foreground. The operation must complete processing before you can
continue with other tasks. Messages are shown either in the activity log file or the server console, or both, depending
on where the messages are logged.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Update a storage pool directory to destroy it
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Update a storage pool directory that is named DIR1 in storage pool POOL1 to mark it as destroyed.

update stgpooldirectory pool1 dir1 access=destroyed

Example: Update a storage pool directory to destroy it in a cloud-container storage pool

Update a storage pool directory that is named DIR3 in cloud-container storage pool CLOUDLOCALDISK1 to mark it as destroyed.

update stgpooldirectory cloudlocaldisk1 dir3 access=destroyed

Example: Update a storage pool directory to make it unavailable

When the storage pool directory is unavailable, the server does not read or write data to the directory. To update the access mode
to unavailable for a storage pool directory, dir1, in a storage pool that is named pool1, issue the following command:

update stgpooldirectory pool1 dir1 access=unavailable

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE STGPOOLDIRECTORY
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL Defines a storage pool as a named collection of server storage
media.

DEFINE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Defines a storage pool directory to a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

DELETE STGPOOLDIRECTORY Deletes a storage pool directory from a directory-container or
cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY STGPOOLDIRECTORY Displays information about storage pool directories.

UPDATE STGRULE (Update a storage rule for one or more storage pools)
Use this command to update a storage rule for one or more storage pools. The storage rule schedules tiering between container
storage pools. You can update one or more storage rules for a container storage pool.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted storage privilege, or restricted storage privilege.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate STGRULE--rule_name------------------------------------> 
 
>--+------------------------------+--+---------------------+----> 
   | .-,------------------------. |  '-TIERDelay--=--delay-'    
   | V                          | |                             
   '---SRCPools--=--source_pool-+-'                             
 
>--+-----------------------+--+--------------------------+------> 
   '-MAXPRocess--=--number-'  '-DURation--=--+-minutes-+-'    
                                             '-NOLimit-'      
 
>--+--------------------+--+--------------------+---------------> 
   '-STARTTime--=--time-'  '-ACTIVE--=--+-No--+-'    
                                        '-Yes-'      
 
>--+-----------------------------+----------------------------->< 
   '-DESCription--=--description-'    
 

Parameters

rule_name(Required)
Specifies the name of the storage rule. The maximum length of the name is 30 characters.
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SRCPools
Specifies the name of one or more directory-container storage pools from which objects are tiered to the target storage
pool. To specify multiple storage pools, separate the names with commas with no intervening spaces.

TIERDelay
Specifies the number of days to wait before the storage rule tiers objects to the next storage pool. You can specify an
integer in the range 0 - 9999. The parameter value applies to all files in the storage pool.

MAXProcess
Specifies the maximum number of parallel processes to complete the storage rule for each source storage pool that is
specified. This parameter is optional. Enter a value in the range 1 - 99. For example, if you have 4 source storage pools and
you specify the default value of 8 for this parameter, 32 processes are started.

DUration
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the storage rule runs before it is automatically canceled. You can specify a
number in the range 60 - 1440. If you specify a value of NOLimit, the storage rule runs until it is completed. This parameter
is optional.

STARTTime
Specifies the time for the beginning of the window in which the storage rule is first processed. This parameter is optional.
The storage rule runs daily within 5 minutes following the specified time.
Specify one of the following values:

Value Description Example

HH:MM:SS A specific time. 23:30:08

NOW The current time. NOW

NOW+HH:MM or +HH:MM The current time plus the specified
number of hours and minutes.

NOW+02:00 or +02:00

NOW-HH:MM or -HH:MM The current time minus the specified
number of hours and minutes.

NOW-02:00 or -02:00

ACTIVE
Specifies whether the storage rule processing occurs. This parameter is optional. The following values are possible:

No
Specifies that the defined storage rule is inactive. The storage rule is not processed at the scheduled time.

Yes
Specifies that the defined storage rule is active. The storage rule is processed at the scheduled time.

DESCription
Specifies a description of the storage rule. This parameter is optional.

Update a storage rule

Update a storage rule that is named tieraction to move data from directory-container storage pools dirpool1 and dirpool2 to the
cloud-container storage pool cloudpool1. Specify a start time of 23:30:08 hours and a maximum of 16 processes:

update stgrule tieraction srcpools=dirpool1,dirpool2  
maxprocess=16 starttime=23:30:08

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE STGRULE
Command Description

DEFINE STGRULE Defines a storage rule for storage pools.

DELETE STGRULE Delete storage rules for storage pools.

QUERY STGRULE Display storage rule information.

UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING (Update a virtual file space mapping)
Use this command to update a virtual file space mapping definition.
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Restriction: You cannot use the UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command to update a virtual file space mapping for an EMC Celerra
or EMC VNX NAS device. You must use the DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING command.

The NAS device needs an associated data mover definition because when the server updates a virtual file space mapping, the
server contacts the NAS device to validate the virtual file system and file system name.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have one of the following privilege classes:

System privilege
Unrestricted policy privilege
Restricted policy privilege for the domain to which the NAS node is assigned

Syntax

 
>>-UPDate VIRTUALFSMapping--node_name--virtual_filespace_name---> 
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-FILESystem--=--new_file_system_name-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------------------------------+->< 
   |                         .-NAMEType--=--SERVER----------. |    
   '-PATH--=--new_path_name--+------------------------------+-'    
                             '-NAMEType--=--+-SERVER------+-'      
                                            '-HEXadecimal-'        
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)

Specifies the NAS node on which the file system and path reside. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of
names.

virtual_filespace_name (Required)

Specifies the virtual file space mapping to update. You cannot use wildcard characters or specify a list of names.

FILESystem

Specifies the new name of the file system in which the path is located. The file system name must exist on the specified
NAS node. The file system name cannot contain wildcard characters. The file system name should only be modified when
the file system name is modified on the NAS device or, for example, the directory is moved to a different file system. This
parameter is optional.

PATH

Specifies the new path from the root of the file system to the directory. The path can only reference a directory. This should
only be modified when the path on the NAS device has changed; for example, the directory is moved to a different path. The
maximum length of the path is 1024 characters. The path name is case sensitive. This parameter is optional.

NAMEType

Specifies how the server should interpret the path name specified. Specify this parameter only if you specify a path. This
parameter is useful when a path contains characters that are not part of the code page on which the server is running. The
default value is SERVER.

Possible values are:

SERVER
The code page in which the server is running is used to interpret the path.

HEXadecimal
The server interprets the path that you enter as the hexadecimal representation of the path. This option should be
used when a path contains characters that cannot be entered. For example, this could occur if the NAS file system is
set to a language different from the one in which the server is running.
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Example: Modify the path of a virtual file space mapping

Update the virtual file space mapping named /mikeshomedir for the NAS node NAS1 by modifying the path.

update virtualfsmapping nas1 /mikeshomedir path=/new/home/mike

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE VIRTUALFSMAPPING
Command Description

DEFINE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Define a virtual file space mapping.

DELETE VIRTUALFSMAPPING Delete a virtual file space mapping.

QUERY VIRTUALFSMAPPING Query a virtual file space mapping.

UPDATE VOLHISTORY (Update sequential volume history information)
Use this command to update volume history information for a volume produced by a database backup or an export operation. This
command does not apply to storage pool volumes.

Use the UPDATE BACKUPSET command to update specified backup set volume information in the volume history file. Do not use
this UPDATE VOLHISTORY command to update backup set volume information in the volume history file.

Privilege class

You must have system privilege or unrestricted storage privilege to issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-UPDate VOLHistory--volume_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--DEVclass--=--device_class_name--+-----------------------+----> 
                                   '-LOcation--=--location-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-ORMSTate--=--+-MOuntable-------+-'    
                  +-NOTMOuntable----+      
                  +-COUrier---------+      
                  +-VAult-----------+      
                  '-COURIERRetrieve-'      
 

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the volume name. The volume must have been used for a database backup or an export operation.

DEVclass (Required)
Specifies the name of the device class for the volume.

LOcation
Specifies the volume location. This parameter is required if the ORMSTATE parameter is not specified. The maximum text
length is 255 characters. Enclose the text in quotation marks if it contains any blank characters.
Tip: The UPDATE VOLHISTORY command supports updates to the location information and ORMSTATE for snapshot
database backup volumes.

ORMSTate
Specifies a change to the state of a database backup volume. This parameter is required if the LOCATION parameter is not
specified. This parameter is only supported for systems licensed with Disaster Recovery Manager. Possible states are:

MOuntable
The volume contains valid data and is accessible for on-site processing.

NOTMOuntable
The volume is on-site, contains valid data, and is not accessible for on-site processing.
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COUrier
The volume is being moved off-site.

VAult
The volume is off-site, contains valid data, and is not accessible for on-site processing.

COURIERRetrieve
The volume is being moved on-site.

Example: Update the location of a volume used for database backup

Update the location of a volume used for database backup, BACKUP1, to show that it has been moved to an off-site location.

update volhistory backup1 devclass=tapebkup 
location="700 w. magee rd."

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE VOLHISTORY
Command Description

BACKUP VOLHISTORY Records volume history information in external files.

DELETE VOLHISTORY Removes sequential volume history information from the
volume history file.

MOVE DRMEDIA Moves DRM media onsite and offsite.

PREPARE Creates a recovery plan file.

QUERY DRMEDIA Displays information about disaster recovery volumes.

QUERY VOLHISTORY Displays sequential volume history information that has been
collected by the server.

UPDATE VOLUME (Change a storage pool volume)
Use this command to change the access mode for one or more volumes in storage pools.

You can correct an error condition associated with a volume by updating the volume to an access mode of READWRITE. You can
also use this command to change the location information for one or more volumes in sequential access storage pools.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.

Syntax

 
                 (1)                 
>>-UPDate Volume------volume_name-------------------------------> 
 
>--+------------------------------+-----------------------------> 
   '-ACCess--=--+-READWrite-----+-'    
                +-READOnly------+      
                +-UNAVailable---+      
                |           (2) |      
                +-DEStroyed-----+      
                |         (3)   |      
                '-OFfsite-------'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   |          (4)              |    
   '-LOcation------=--location-'    
 
   .-WHERESTGpool--=--*---------.    
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-WHERESTGpool--=--pool_name-'    
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   .-WHEREDEVclass--=--*-----------------.    
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   '-WHEREDEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------------+----------------------> 
   |                 .-,---------------. |    
   |                 V                 | |    
   '-WHEREACCess--=----+-READWrite---+-+-'    
                       +-READOnly----+        
                       +-UNAVailable-+        
                       +-OFfsite-----+        
                       '-DEStroyed---'        
 
>--+---------------------------------+--------------------------> 
   |                 .-,-----------. |    
   |                 V             | |    
   '-WHERESTatus--=----+-ONline--+-+-'    
                       +-OFfline-+        
                       +-EMPty---+        
                       +-PENding-+        
                       +-FILling-+        
                       '-FULl----'        
 
   .-Preview--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-Preview--=--+-No--+-'    
                 '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. You must update at least one attribute (ACCESS or LOCATION).
2. This value is valid only for volumes in primary storage pools.
3. This value is valid only for volumes in copy storage pools.
4. This parameter is valid only for volumes in sequential access storage pools.

Parameters

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the storage pool volume to update. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

ACCess
Specifies how client nodes and server processes (such as migration) can access files in the storage pool volume. This
parameter is optional. Possible values are:

READWrite
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can read from and write to files stored on the volume.

If the volume being updated is an empty scratch volume that had an access mode of offsite, the server deletes the
volume from the database.

READOnly
Specifies that client nodes and server processes can only read files stored on the volume.

If the volume being updated is an empty scratch volume that had an access mode of offsite, the server deletes the
volume from the database.

UNAVailable
Specifies that neither client nodes nor server processes can access files stored on the volume.

Before making a random access volume unavailable, you must vary the volume offline. After you make a random
access volume unavailable, you cannot vary the volume online.

If you make a sequential access volume unavailable, the server does not attempt to mount the volume.

If the volume being updated is an empty scratch volume that had an access mode of offsite, the server deletes the
volume from the database.

DEStroyed
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Specifies that a primary storage pool volume has been permanently damaged. Neither client nodes nor server
processes can access files stored on the volume. Use this access mode to indicate an entire volume that needs to be
restored by using the RESTORE STGPOOL command. After all files on a destroyed volume have been restored to
other volumes, the server automatically deletes the destroyed volume from the database.

Only volumes in primary storage pools can be updated to DESTROYED.

Before updating a random access volume to DESTROYED access, you must vary the volume offline. After you update
a random access volume to DESTROYED, you cannot vary the volume online.

If you update a sequential access volume to DESTROYED, the server does not attempt to mount the volume.

If a volume contains no files and you change the access mode to DESTROYED, the server deletes the volume from
the database.

OFfsite
Specifies that a copy or active-data storage pool volume is at an offsite location from which it cannot be mounted.
Only volumes in copy or active-data storage pools can have the access mode of OFFSITE.

If you specify values for both the ACCESS and LOCATION parameters but the access mode cannot be updated for a
particular volume, the location attribute is also not updated for that volume. For example, if you specify ACCESS=OFFSITE
and a LOCATION value for a primary storage pool volume, neither the access nor location values are updated because a
primary storage pool volume cannot be given an access mode of OFFSITE.

LOcation
Specifies the location of the volume. This parameter is optional. It can be specified only for volumes in sequential access
storage pools. The maximum length of the location is 255 characters. Enclose the location in quotation marks if it contains
any blank characters. To remove a previously defined location, specify the null string ("").

WHERESTGpool
Specifies the name of the storage pool for volumes to be updated. Use this parameter to restrict the update by storage
pool. This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not specify a storage pool
name, volumes belonging to any storage pool are updated.

WHEREDEVclass
Specifies the name of the device class for volumes to be updated. Use this parameter to restrict the update by device class.
This parameter is optional. You can use wildcard characters to specify names. If you do not specify a device class name,
volumes with any device class are updated.

WHEREACCess
Specifies the current access mode of volumes to be updated. Use this parameter to restrict the update to volumes that
currently have the specified access mode. This parameter is optional. You can specify multiple access modes by separating
the modes with commas and no intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, the update is not
restricted by the current access mode of a volume. Possible values are:

READWrite
Update volumes with an access mode of READWRITE.

READOnly
Update volumes with an access mode of READONLY.

UNAVailable
Update volumes with an access mode of UNAVAILABLE.

OFfsite
Update volumes with an access mode of OFFSITE.

DEStroyed
Update volumes with an access mode of DESTROYED.

WHERESTatus
Specifies the status of volumes to be updated. Use this parameter to restrict the update to volumes that have a specified
status. This parameter is optional. You can specify multiple status values by separating the values with commas and no
intervening spaces. If you do not specify a value for this parameter, the update is not restricted by volume status. Possible
values are:

ONline
Update volumes with a status of ONLINE.

OFfline
Update volumes with a status of OFFLINE.

EMPty
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Update volumes with a status of EMPTY.
PENding

Update volumes with a status of PENDING. These are volumes from which all files have been deleted, but the time
specified by the REUSEDELAY parameter has not elapsed.

FILling
Update volumes with a status of FILLING.

FULl
Update volumes with a status of FULL.

Preview
Specifies whether you want to preview the update operation without actually updating volumes. This parameter is optional.
The default value is NO. Possible values are:

No
Specifies that volumes are actually updated.

Yes
Specifies that you want only to preview the update operation. This option displays the volumes that will be updated if
you actually perform the update operation.

Example: Make a tape volume unavailable

Update a tape volume named DSMT20 to make it unavailable to client nodes and server processes.

update volume dsmt20 access=unavailable

Example: Update the access mode of all offsite volumes in a specific storage pool

Update all empty, offsite volumes in the TAPEPOOL2 storage pool. Set the access mode to READWRITE and delete the location
information for the updated volumes.

update volume * access=readwrite location="" wherestgpool=tapepool2 
    whereaccess=offsite wherestatus=empty

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to UPDATE VOLUME
Command Description

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

VARY Specifies whether a disk volume is available to the server for
use.

VALIDATE commands
Use the VALIDATE command to verify that an object is complete or valid for IBM Spectrum Protect™.

VALIDATE ASPERA (Validate an Aspera FASP configuration)
VALIDATE CLOUD (Validate cloud credentials)

VALIDATE LANFREE (Validate LAN-Free paths)
VALIDATE POLICYSET (Verify a policy set)
VALIDATE REPLICATION (Validate replication for a client node)
VALIDATE REPLPOLICY (Verify the policies on the target replication server)

VALIDATE ASPERA (Validate an Aspera FASP configuration)
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Use this command to determine whether Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology can be used to optimize data
transfer in your system environment. Specifically, you can determine whether Aspera FASP technology would result in better
network throughput than TCP/IP technology.

This command verifies the following additional items:

Whether the system environment is correctly configured to use Aspera FASP technology
Whether the required licenses for enabling Aspera FASP technology are installed

Aspera FASP technology is used to optimize data transfer for node replication or storage pool protection in a wide area network
(WAN). However, you are not required to configure your system for node replication or storage pool protection to run the
VALIDATE ASPERA command. If your system is configured for node replication or storage pool protection in a local environment,
you can issue the command to evaluate whether the data can be successfully replicated to a remote server.

This command is available only on Linux x86_64 operating systems.

Before you issue the command, complete the following tasks:

1. Ensure that at least one server is defined in your system environment. Issue the PING SERVER command to ensure that you
have connectivity to the defined server. For example, if the server is named VMRH6T, issue the following command:

ping server vmrh6t

2. To use the VALIDATE ASPERA command to determine the speed of network throughput, install 30-day evaluation licenses
or full, unlimited licenses on the source and target servers. For example, install licenses on the source and target servers,
VMRH6 and VMRH6T. For instructions about obtaining and installing licenses, see Determining whether Aspera FASP
technology can optimize data transfer in your system environment.

To simulate an environment that uses multiple sessions, you can run several instances of the VALIDATE ASPERA command
simultaneously. If you plan to run multiple sessions, you might want to limit the bandwidth of each network connection to ensure
that sufficient bandwidth is available for all network connections. To limit the bandwidth, specify the FASPTARGETRATE server
option as described in FASPTARGETRATE.

You can query the current transferred amount by issuing the QUERY PROCESS command:

query process

You can obtain the process number from the output of the QUERY PROCESS command. You can cancel the process by issuing the
CANCEL PROCESS command and specifying the process number, for example:

cancel process 3

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-VALidate ASPera--+------------------------+------------------> 
                    '---target_server_name---'    
 
                             .-Wait--=--No------.    
>--+----------------------+--+------------------+-------------->< 
   '-DURation--=--seconds-'  '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                        '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

target_server_name
Specifies a previously defined server. This parameter is optional. To specify this parameter, follow the guidelines:

To determine whether Aspera FASP can optimize a node replication process, specify a target server that is
configured for node replication.
To determine whether Aspera FASP can optimize a storage pool protection process, specify a target server that is
configured for storage pool protection.
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To determine whether Aspera FASP can optimize data transfer to a remote server that is defined but not configured
for storage pool protection or node replication, specify that target server.
If you do not specify a target server, the command output indicates whether the source server is correctly configured
for Aspera FASP data transmission. The output also indicates whether a valid license for Aspera FASP is installed on
the source server.

DURation
Specifies the allotted time, in seconds, for transferring data across the network to evaluate throughput. This parameter is
optional. The default value is 120 seconds. You can specify a value in the range 120 - 3600000 seconds. The allotted time
is divided between the Aspera FASP and TCPIP data transfers.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete the command processing. This parameter is optional. The default value
is NO. You can specify one of the following values:

No
Specifies that the server processes the command in the background. You can continue with other tasks while the
command is being processed. If you specify NO, the output messages are displayed in the activity log.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes the command in the foreground. The operation must complete processing before
you can continue with other tasks. If you specify YES, the output messages are displayed in the administrative
command-line client.
Restriction: You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Display information about the status of an Aspera FASP configuration

On the source server, run the VALIDATE ASPERA command. To ensure that messages are displayed in the administrative
command-line client, specify WAIT=YES. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

validate aspera wait=yes

ANR3836I Validation of the Aspera FASP connection from VMRH6 to localhost. 
Amount transferred using FASP: 0 MB per second. Amount transferred using 
TCP/IP: 0 MB per second. Latency: 0 microseconds. Status: OK. Days until 
license expires: Never. 
                                    

Example: Verify whether the required licenses are installed

On the source server, run the VALIDATE ASPERA command and specify the target replication server. To ensure that messages are
displayed in the administrative command-line client, specify WAIT=YES. See Field descriptions for field descriptions.

validate aspera vmrh6t wait=yes

                                   
ANR0984I Process 8 for VALIDATE ASPERA started in the FOREGROUND at 09:35:21 AM. 
ANR3672E The license file that is required to enable Aspera Fast Adaptive 
Secure Protocol (FASP) technology was not found on the VMRH6 server. 
ANR3836I Validation of the Aspera FASP connection from VMRH6 to localhost. 
Amount transferred using FASP: 0 MB per second. Amount transferred using 
TCP/IP: 0 MB per second. Latency: 0 microseconds. Status: Invalid 
configuration. Days until license expires: Expired. 
ANR0985I Process 8 for VALIDATE ASPERA running in the FOREGROUND completed with 
completion state FAILURE at 09:35:21 AM. 
ANR1893E Process 8 for VALIDATE ASPERA completed with a completion state of 
FAILURE. 
                                    

Field descriptions

Status
The status of the configuration. The following values are possible:

OK indicates that no issues are detected.
Invalid configuration indicates that a configuration file, license file, or Aspera FASP library file is missing.
License issue indicates that a license is missing, invalid, or expired.
Server failure indicates that all ports are in use, a network read/write error occurred, or the Aspera FASP log file
is unwritable.
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Invalid target configuration indicates that a configuration file, license file, or Aspera FASP library file is
missing on the target server.
Failure on target server indicates that all ports are in use, a network read/write error occurred, or the Aspera
FASP log file is unwritable.
License issue on target server indicates that a license is invalid or expired on the target server.
Unsupported operating system indicates that an operating system other than Linux x86_64 is installed on one
or both servers.
Unknown indicates that an unexpected error occurred. To identify the error, review the log messages.

Days until license expires
The following values are possible:

Never indicates that a full, unlimited license is installed.
Today indicates that a 30-day evaluation license is installed and it expires today.
Expired indicates that a 30-day evaluation license is installed, but has expired.
Number indicates that a 30-day evaluation license is installed and will expire in the specified number of days.
License not found indicates that no license was found.

Amount transferred using TCP/IP
The speed of data transfer, in megabytes per second, using TCP/IP technology.

Amount transferred using FASP
The speed of data transfer, in megabytes per second, using Aspera FASP technology.

Latency
The latency of data transfer in microseconds.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE ASPERA
Command Description

CANCEL SESSION Cancels active sessions with the server.

DEFINE SERVER Defines a server for server-to-server communications.

PING SERVER Tests the connections between servers.

PROTECT STGPOOL Protects a directory-container
storage pool.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

VALIDATE CLOUD (Validate cloud credentials)
Before you define a storage pool, use this command to ensure that the credentials for a cloud-container storage pool are valid and
that the necessary permissions are granted to the user.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax
 
                   .-CLOUDType--=--SWift---------.    
>>-VALidate CLOud--+-----------------------------+--------------> 
                   '-CLOUDType--=--+-AZure-----+-'    
                                   +-S3--------+      
                                   +-SOftlayer-+      
                                   +-SWift-----+      
                                   '-V1Swift---'      
 
                                                       (1)    
>--CLOUDUrl--=--cloud_url--IDentity--=--cloud_identity----------> 
 
>--PAssword--=--password--+--------------------------------+--->< 
                          |                            (2) |    
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                          '-BUCKETName--=--bucket_name-----'    
 

Notes:

1. If you specify CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY parameter.
2. The BUCKETNAME parameter is valid only if you specify CLOUDTYPE=S3.

Parameters

CLOUDType
Specifies the type of cloud environment where you are configuring the storage pool.
You can specify one of the following values:

AZure
Specifies that the storage pool uses a Microsoft Azure cloud computing system.

S3
Specifies that the storage pool uses a cloud computing system with the Simple Storage Service (S3) protocol, such
as IBM® Cloud Object Storage or Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3.

SOftlayer
Specifies that the storage pool uses an IBM SoftLayer® (IBM Bluemix) cloud computing system with an OpenStack
Swift cloud computing system.

SWift
Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 2 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol that it is using.

V1Swift
Specifies that the storage pool uses an OpenStack Swift cloud computing system. This value also specifies that the
storage pool uses Version 1 of the protocol for authentication to the cloud. The URL of the cloud usually contains the
version number of the protocol that it is using.

This parameter is optional. If you do not specify the parameter, the default value, SWIFT, is used.
CLOUDUrl (Required)

Specifies the URL of the cloud environment where you configure the storage pool. Based on your cloud provider, you can
use a blob service endpoint, region endpoint URL, an accesser IP address, a public authentication endpoint, or a similar
value for this parameter. Ensure that you include the protocol, such as https:// or http://, at the beginning of the URL.
The maximum length of the web address is 870 characters. The CLOUDURL parameter is validated when the first backup
begins.

IDentity (Required)
Specifies the user ID for the cloud. This parameter is required for all supported cloud computing systems except Azure. If
you specify CLOUDTYPE=AZURE, do not specify the IDENTITY parameter. Based on your cloud provider, you can use an
access key ID, a user name, a tenant name and user name, or a similar value for this parameter. The maximum length of the
user ID is 255 characters.

PAssword (Required)
Specifies the password for the cloud. Based on your cloud provider, you can use a shared access signature (SAS) token,
secret access key, an API key, a password, or a similar value for this parameter. This parameter is required. The maximum
length of the password is 255 characters.

BUCKETName
Specifies the name for an AWS S3 bucket or a IBM Cloud Object Storage vault to use with this storage pool, instead of using
the default bucket name or vault name. This parameter is optional, and is valid only if you specify CLOUDTYPE=S3. If a
bucket or vault exists with the name that you specify, that bucket or vault is tested to ensure that the proper permissions
are set. If the bucket or vault does not exist, the parameter verifies only that a bucket or vault with that name does not
exist. Follow the naming restrictions for your cloud provider when you specify this parameter. Review the permissions for
the bucket or vault and make sure that the credentials have permission to read, write, list, and delete objects in this bucket
or vault.
Tip: If you do not specify the BUCKETNAME parameter, the Replication Globally Unique ID is used as the default bucket
name. The default is

ibmsp guid

where guid is the REPLICATION GLOBALLY UNIQUE ID value, minus the periods, in the output of the QUERY REPLSERVER
command. For example, if the Replication Globally Unique ID is 52.82.39.20.64.d0.11.e6.9d.77.0a.00.27.00.00.00, the
default bucket name is ibmsp.5282392064d011e69d770a0027000000.
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Example: Verify the credentials of an S3 cloud-container storage pool

Validate the credentials of the cloud-container storage pool.

validate cloud  
cloudtype=s3 cloudurl=http://123.234.123.234:5000/v2.0 
password=protect8991 bucketname=ibmsp.5282392064d011e69d770a0027000000

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE CLOUD
Command Description

DEFINE STGPOOL (cloud-container) Define a cloud-container storage pool.

QUERY REPLSERVER Displays information about replicating servers.

UPDATE STGPOOL (cloud-container) Update a cloud-container storage pool.

VALIDATE LANFREE (Validate LAN-Free paths)
Use this command to determine which destinations for a given node using a specific storage agent are capable of LAN-Free data
movement.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax

 
>>-VALidate LAnfree--node_name--stgagent_name------------------>< 
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
The name of the node to evaluate.

stgagent_name (Required)
The name of the storage agent to evaluate.

Example: Validate a current LAN-Free configuration

Validate the current server definitions and configuration for node TIGER to use storage agent AIX_STA1 for LAN-free data
operations.

validate lanfree tiger aix_sta1

Node  Storage  Operation Mgmt Class Destination LAN-Free Explanation 
Name  Agent              Name       Name        capable? 
----- -------- --------- ---------- ----------- -------- ----------- 
TIGER AIX_STA1 BACKUP    STANDARD   OUTPOOL     NO       No available 
                                                         online paths. 
TIGER AIX_STA1 BACKUP    STANDARD   PRIMARY     NO       Destination 
                                                         storage pool 
                                                         is configured 
                                                         for simultan- 
                                                         eous write. 
TIGER AIX_STA1 BACKUP    STANDARD   SHRPOOL     YES        
TIGER AIX_STA1 BACKUP    NOARCH     LFFILE      NO       Storage pool 
                                                         contains data 
                                                         deduplicated 
                                                         by clients, 
                                                         and is not 
                                                         accessible by 
                                                         storage 
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                                                         agents V6.1 
                                                         or earlier. 
TIGER AIX_STA1 ARCHIVE   STANDARD   OUTPOOL     NO       No available 
                                                         online paths. 
TIGER AIX_STA1 ARCHIVE   STANDARD   PRIMARY     NO       Destination 
                                                         storage pool 
                                                         is configured 
                                                         for simultan- 
                                                         eous write. 
TIGER AIX_STA1 ARCHIVE   STANDARD   SHRPOOL     YES      

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE LANFREE
Command Description

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY DEVCLASS Displays information about device classes.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY DRIVE Displays information about drives.

QUERY LIBRARY Displays information about one or more libraries.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY PATH Displays information about the path from a source to a
destination.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

QUERY STGPOOL Displays information about storage pools.

VALIDATE POLICYSET (Verify a policy set)
Use this command to verify that a policy set is complete and valid before you activate it. The command examines the management
class and copy group definitions in the policy set and reports on conditions that you need to consider before activating the policy
set.

The VALIDATE POLICYSET command fails if any of the following conditions exist:

The policy set has no default management class.
A copy group within the policy set specifies a copy storage pool as a destination.
A management class specifies a copy storage pool as the destination for files that were migrated by an IBM Spectrum
Protect™ for Space Management client.
A TOCDESTINATION parameter is specified, and the storage pool is either a copy pool or has a data format other than
NATIVE or NONBLOCK.

The server issues warning messages for the following conditions:

A copy group specifies a storage pool that does not exist as a destination for backed-up or archived files.

If you activate a policy set with copy groups that specify nonexistent storage pools, the client backup or archive operations
fail.

A management class specifies a storage pool that does not exist as a destination for files migrated by IBM Spectrum
Protect for Space Management clients.
The policy set does not have one or more management classes that exist in the current ACTIVE policy set.
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If you activate the policy set, backup files bound to the deleted management classes are rebound to the default
management class in the new active policy set.

The policy set does not have one or more copy groups that exist in the current ACTIVE policy set.

If you activate the policy set, files bound to the management classes with deleted copy groups are no longer archived or
backed up.

The default management class for the policy set does not contain a backup or archive copy group.

If you activate the policy set with this default management class, clients using the default cannot back up or archive files.

A management class specifies that a backup version must exist before a file can be migrated from a client node
(MIGREQUIRESBKUP=YES), but the management class does not contain a backup copy group.

If the server has data retention protection enabled, the following conditions must exist:

All management classes in the policy set to be validated must contain an archive copy group.
If a management class exists in the active policy set, a management class with the same name must exist in the policy set
to be validated.
If an archive copy group exists in the active policy set, the corresponding copy group in the policy set to be validated must
have a RETVER value at least as large as the corresponding values in the active copy group.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege, unrestricted policy privilege, or restricted policy privilege for the policy
domain to which the policy set belongs.

Syntax
 
>>-VALidate POlicyset--domain_name--policy_set_name------------>< 
 

Parameters

domain_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy domain to which the policy set is assigned.

policy_set_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the policy set to be validated.

Example: Validate a specific policy set

Validate the policy set VACATION located in the EMPLOYEE_RECORDS policy domain.

validate policyset employee_records vacation

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE POLICYSET
Command Description

ACTIVATE POLICYSET Validates and activates a policy set.

COPY POLICYSET Creates a copy of a policy set.

DEFINE COPYGROUP Defines a copy group for backup or archive processing within a
specified management class.

DEFINE MGMTCLASS Defines a management class.

DELETE POLICYSET Deletes a policy set, including its management classes and
copy groups, from a policy domain.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

UPDATE COPYGROUP Changes one or more attributes of a copy group.
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Command Description

UPDATE POLICYSET Changes the description of a policy set.

VALIDATE REPLICATION (Validate replication for a client node)
Use this command to identify the replication rules that apply to file spaces in client nodes that are configured for replication. You
can also use this command to verify that the source replication server can communicate with the target replication server.

Before you begin replication processing, use the VALIDATE REPLICATION command to determine whether your replication
configuration is correct.

Issue this command on the server that acts as a source for replicated data.

Privilege class

To issue this command, you must have system privilege.

Syntax
 
                         .-,-------------.    
                         V               |    
>>-VALidate REPLication------node_name---+----------------------> 
 
   .-VERIFYconnection--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+---------------------------->< 
   '-VERIFYconnection--=--+-No--+-'    
                          '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

node_name (Required)
Specifies the name of the client node whose file spaces you want to display. To specify multiple client node names,
separate the names with commas and no intervening spaces. You can use wildcard characters to specify names.

Information is displayed only for client nodes that are either enabled or disabled for replication. The replication mode must
be SEND. To determine whether a client node is enabled or disabled for replication and its mode, issue the QUERY NODE
command. Look for values in the Replication State and Replication Mode fields.

VERIFYconnection
Specifies whether to check the connection to a target replication server. The version of the target replication server is also
checked to verify that it is Version 6.3 or later. This parameter is optional. The default is NO. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
The connection and version of the target replication server are not checked.

Yes
The connection and version of the target replication server are checked.

Example: Validate replication for a client node

The name of the client node is NODE1. Verify the connection status between the source and the target replication servers.

validate replication node1 verifyconnection=yes

                   Node Name: NODE1 
              Filespace Name: \\node1\c$ 
                        FSID: 1 
                        Type: Bkup 
Controlling Replication Rule: ACTIVE_DATA 
      Replication Rule Level: System Level 
                 Server Name: DRSRV 
           Connection Status: Valid Connection 
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                   Node Name: NODE1 
              Filespace Name: \\node1\c$ 
                        FSID: 1 
                        Type: Arch 
Controlling Replication Rule: ALL_DATA_HIGH_PRIORITY 
      Replication Rule Level: Node Level 
                 Server Name: DRSRV 
           Connection Status: Valid Connection 
 
                   Node Name: NODE1 
              Filespace Name: \\node1\c$ 
                        FSID: 1 
                        Type: SpMg 
Controlling Replication Rule: ALL_DATA 
      Replication Rule Level: System Level 
                 Server Name: DRSRV 
           Connection Status: Valid Connection

Output is displayed for all data types regardless of whether a file space contains the data types. For example, if a file space
contains only backup and archive data, the output of the VALIDATE REPLICATION command also contains information that would
be relevant to space-managed data.

Field descriptions

Node Name
The node that owns the replicated data.

Filespace Name

The name of the file space that belongs to the node.

File space names can be in a different code page or locale than the server. If they are, the names in the Operations Center
and the administrative command-line interface might not be displayed correctly. Data is backed up and can be restored
normally, but the file space name or file name might be displayed with a combination of invalid characters or blank spaces.

If the file space name is Unicode-enabled, the name is converted to the server code page for display. The success of the
conversion depends on the operating system, the characters in the name, and the server code page. Conversion can be
incomplete if the string includes characters that are not available in the server code page or if the server cannot access
system conversion routines. If the conversion is incomplete, the name might contain question marks, blanks, unprintable
characters, or ellipses (...).

FSID
The file space identifier for the file space. The server assigns a unique FSID when a file space is first stored on the server.

Type
The type of data. The following values are possible:

Arch
Archive data

Bkup
Backup data

SpMg
Data that was migrated by an IBM Spectrum Protect™ for Space Management client.

Controlling Replication Rule
The name of the replication rule that controls replication for a data type in a file space. To determine whether the
controlling rule is a file space rule, a client rule, or a server rule, check the Replication Rule Level field.

Replication Rule Level
The level of the controlling rule in the replication-rule hierarchy. The following values are possible:

Filespace
The controlling rule is assigned to a data type in the file space.

Node
The controlling rule is assigned to a data type for a client node.

Server
The controlling rule is assigned to a data type for all file spaces in all client nodes that are configured for replication.

Server Name
The name of the target replication server to be queried.
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Connection Status
The connection status between the source and the target replication server. The following values are possible:

Valid Connection
Communication with the target replication server was successful, and the target replication server is a V6.3 server.

Target Server Not Set
The target replication server is not set. To set the target replication server, issue the SET REPLSERVER command.

Communication Failure
The source replication server was unable to contact the target replication server. Examine the activity log for error
messages about failed communications. Consider the following possible causes:

The replication configuration on the source replication server is not valid. One or more of the following
problems might exist:

The server definition for the target replication server is incorrect.
If the target replication-server definition was deleted and redefined, issue the PING SERVER command
to test the connection between the source and the target replication server. If the PING SERVER
command is successful, issue the UPDATE SERVER command and specify FORCESYNC=YES to reset
the server verification keys.
The server name, server low-level address, server high-level address, and server password do not
match the values that are specified in the server definition on the target replication server.

The replication configuration on the target replication server is not valid. One or more of the following
problems might exist:

The version of the target replication server is earlier than V6.3.
The server definition for the source replication server is incorrect.
The server name, server low-level address, server high-level address, and server password do not
match the values that are specified in the server definition on the source replication server.

Network communications are unavailable. To test the connection between the source and target server, issue
the PING SERVER command.
The target replication server is unavailable.
Sessions between the source and the target replication servers are disabled. To verify the status of sessions,
issue the QUERY STATUS command.

Replication Suspended
Replication processing is suspended when you restore the database on the source replication server or you disable
replication processing on this server by issuing the DISABLE REPLICATION command.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE REPLICATION
Command Description

DISABLE REPLICATION Prevents outbound replication processing on a server.

ENABLE REPLICATION Allows outbound replication processing on a server.

ENABLE SESSIONS Resumes server activity following the DISABLE command or
the ACCEPT DATE command.

QUERY FILESPACE Displays information about data in file spaces that belong to a
client.

QUERY NODE Displays partial or complete information about one or more
clients.

QUERY REPLRULE Displays information about node replication rules.

QUERY SERVER Displays information about servers.

QUERY STATUS Displays the settings of server parameters, such as those
selected by the SET commands.

REPLICATE NODE Replicates data in file spaces that belong to a client node.

SET ARREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for archive data.

SET BKREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for backup data.

SET REPLSERVER Specifies a target replication server.
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Command Description

SET SPREPLRULEDEFAULT Specifies the server node-replication rule for space-managed
data.

UPDATE FILESPACE Changes file-space node-replication rules.

UPDATE NODE Changes the attributes that are associated with a client node.

UPDATE REPLRULE Enables or disables replication rules.

UPDATE SERVER Updates information about a server.

VALIDATE REPLPOLICY (Verify the policies on the target replication
server)

Use this command to compare the policies for client nodes on the source replication server with the same policies on the target
replication server where the client node data is being replicated.

The command displays the differences between these policies so that you can verify that any differences between the policies on
the source and target replication servers are intended or you can modify the policies on the target replication server.

Ensure that IBM Spectrum Protect™, Version 7.1.1 or later, is installed on the source and target replication servers before you
issue this command. Issue this command on the source replication server.

Privilege class

Any administrator can issue this command.

Syntax

 
>>-VALidate REPLPolicy--+-------------+------------------------>< 
                        '-server_name-'    
 

Parameters

server_name
Specifies the name of the target replication server that has policies you want to verify. This parameter is optional. If you do
not specify this parameter, the command sets the default replication server as the target replication server.

Example: Display the differences between the replication policies on a source and target
replication server

To display the differences between the policies on the source replication server and the policies on the target replication server,
CVTCVS_LXS_SRV2, where the client data is replicated, issue the following command on the source replication server:

VALIDATE REPLPOLICY CVTCVS_LXS_SRV2

Policy domain name          Policy domain name      Target 
on this server              on target server        server name  
--------------------------  ----------------------  ----------------- 
STANDARD                    STANDARD                CVTCVS_LXS_SRV2 
 
Differences in policy set: 
Change detected             Source server value     Target server value 
--------------------------  ----------------------  ----------------- 
Mgmt class only on target   Not applicable          STANDARD2 
Mgmt Class only on source   STANDARD1               Not applicable 
 
Differences in backup       STANDARD in             STANDARD 
copy group                  management class 
Change detected             Source server value     Target server value 
--------------------------  ----------------------  ------------------ 
Versions data exists        2                       20 
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Affected nodes 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
NODE1,NODE2,NODE3,NODE4,NODE5

Field descriptions

Policy domain name on this server
Specifies the policy domain name on the source replication server where the command is issued.

Policy domain name on target server
Specifies the policy domain name on the target replication server.

Target server name
Specifies the name of the target replication server.

Differences in policy set:
Specifies the differences between the policies that are defined on the source and target replication servers. The differences
between the policies are listed under the following fields:

Change detected
Specifies the list of policy items that are different between the source and target replication servers.

Source server value
Specifies the value for the policy item on the source replication server.

Target server value
Specifies the value for the policy item on the target replication server.

Differences in backup copy group <backup_copy_group_name> in default management class OR Differences in archive copy group
<archive_copy_group_name> in default management class

Specifies the differences between the backup copy group or the archive copy group in the management class. The
differences are listed under the following fields:

Change Detected
Specifies the list of copy group fields that are different.

Source server value
Specifies the value in the copy group field on the source replication server.

Target server value
Specifies the value in the copy group field on the target replication server.

Affected nodes
Specifies the names of all the client nodes that are affected by the changes that are shown in this output.

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VALIDATE REPLPOLICY
Command Description

VALIDATE REPLICATION Verifies replication for file spaces and data types.

QUERY REPLSERVER Displays information about replicating servers.

SET DISSIMILARPOLICIES Enable the policies on the target replication server to manage
replicated data.

QUERY DOMAIN Displays information about policy domains.

QUERY POLICYSET Displays information about policy sets.

QUERY COPYGROUP Displays the attributes of a copy group.

QUERY MGMTCLASS Displays information about management classes.

VARY (Bring a random access volume online or offline)
Use this command to make a random access storage pool volume online or offline to the server.

Privilege class
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This command is valid only for volumes on random access devices. For example, use this command during maintenance or
corrective action of a random access volume. You cannot vary a random access volume online that is defined as unavailable.

To issue this command, you must have system privilege or operator privilege.

Syntax
 
                                   .-Wait--=--No------.    
>>-VARy--+-ONline--+--volume_name--+------------------+-------->< 
         '-OFfline-'               '-Wait--=--+-No--+-'    
                                              '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

ONline
Specifies that the server can use the random access volume.

OFfline
Specifies that the server cannot use the volume.

volume_name (Required)
Specifies the volume identifier. Volume names cannot contain embedded blanks or equal signs.

Wait
Specifies whether to wait for the server to complete processing this command in the foreground. This parameter is
optional. The default is NO. Possible values are:

No

Specifies that the server processes this command in the background, while other tasks run. The server displays
messages created from the background process either in the activity log or the server console, depending on where
messages are logged.

Yes
Specifies that the server processes this command in the foreground. Wait for the command to complete before you
continue with other tasks. The server displays the output messages to the administrative client when the command
completes.

You cannot specify WAIT=YES from the server console.

Example: Bring volume online

Make volume /adsm/stgvol/1 available to the server for use as a storage pool volume.

vary online ⁄adsm⁄stgvol⁄1

Make volume j:\storage\pool001 available to the server for use as a storage pool volume.

vary online j:\storage\pool001

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to VARY
Command Description

CANCEL PROCESS Cancels a background server process.

DEFINE VOLUME Assigns a volume to be used for storage within a specified
storage pool.

DELETE VOLUME Deletes a volume from a storage pool.

QUERY PROCESS Displays information about background processes.

QUERY VOLUME Displays information about storage pool volumes.

Server options
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At installation, IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides a server options file that contains a set of default options to start the server.

The file is:

dsmserv.opt in the server instance directory

Server options let you customize the following:

Communication
Server storage
Client-server
Date, number, time, and language
Database and recovery log
Data transfer
Message
Event logging
Security and licensing

Several other options are available for miscellaneous purposes. These undocumented options are intended to be used only by
IBM® support.
To display the current option settings, enter:

query option

Modifying server options
The server reads the server options file at server initialization. When you update a server option by editing the file, you must
stop and start the server to activate the updated server options file.
Types of server options
Server options let you customize how some functions and processes work.
3494SHARED
The 3494SHARED option specifies whether an IBM 3494 library can share applications other than IBM Spectrum Protect.
ACSACCESSID
The ACSACCESSID option specifies the ID for the ACS access control for an ACSLS library.
ACSLOCKDRIVE
The ACSLOCKDRIVE option specifies if the drives within the ACSLS libraries are locked. Drive locking ensures the exclusive
use of the drive in the ACSLS library in a shared environment. However, there is some performance gain if libraries are not
locked. When other applications do not share the IBM Spectrum Protect drives, drive locking is not required.
ACSQUICKINIT
The ACSQUICKINIT option specifies whether, at server startup, the initialization of the ACSLS library is a quick or full
initialization. The default is Yes. A quick initialization avoids the overhead associated with synchronizing the IBM Spectrum
Protect server inventory with the ACSLS library inventory (through an audit of the library).
ACSTIMEOUTX
The ACSTIMEOUTX option specifies the multiple for the built-in timeout value for ACSLS APIs. The built-in timeout value for
the ENTER, EJECT, and AUDIT ACS API is 1800 seconds; for all other ACSLS APIs it is 600 seconds. For example, if the
multiple value specified is 5, the timeout value for audit API becomes 9000 seconds, and all other APIs become 3000
seconds.
ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY
The ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY option specifies the name of the directory where all active logs are stored.
ACTIVELOGSIZE
The ACTIVELOGSIZE option sets the total log size.
ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT
The ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for an expected administrative client message
during an operation that causes a database update.
ADMINIDLETIMEOUT
The ADMINIDLETIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, that an administrative client session can be idle
before the server cancels the session.
ADMINONCLIENTPORT
The ADMINONCLIENTPORT option specifies whether the TCPPORT can be used by administrative sessions. The default is
YES.

ADSMGROUPNAME
The ADSMGROUPNAME option specifies the name of a Windows group. A client node must be a member of this group to
use the IBM Spectrum Protect server through NT Unified Logon. The client node must also be a registered IBM Spectrum
Protect client node.
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ALIASHALT
The ALIASHALT option allows administrators to give the IBM Spectrum Protect HALT command a different name.
ALLOWDESAUTH
The ALLOWDESAUTH option specifies whether to allow use of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm for
authentication between a server and a backup-archive client.
ALLOWREORGINDEX
The ALLOWREORGINDEX option specifies whether server-initiated index reorganization is enabled or disabled.
ALLOWREORGTABLE
The ALLOWREORGTABLE option specifies whether server-initiated table reorganization is enabled or disabled.
ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY
The ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY option specifies the directory which the server uses to store archive log files that
cannot be stored in the archive log directory.
ARCHLOGCOMPRESS
You can enable or disable compression of archive logs on the IBM Spectrum Protect server. By compressing the archive
logs, you reduce the amount of space that is required for storage.
ARCHLOGDIRECTORY
The ARCHLOGDIRECTORY option specifies a directory that the database manager can archive a log file into after all the
transactions represented in that log file are completed.
ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD
The ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD option specifies when to start an automatic database backup in relation to the percentage
of archive log file space used. The default is 80 percent.
ASSISTVCRRECOVERY
The ASSISTVCRRECOVERY option specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect assists an IBM 3590 drive in recovering from a
lost or corrupted Vital Cartridge Records (VCR) condition. If you specify YES (the default) and if IBM Spectrum Protect
detects an error during the mount processing, it locates to the end-of-data during the dismount processing to allow the
drives to restore the VCR. During the tape operation, there might be some small effect on performance because the drive
cannot complete a fast locate with a lost or corrupted VCR. However, there is no loss of data.
AUDITSTORAGE
As part of a license audit operation, the server calculates, by node, the amount of server storage used for backup, archive,
and space–managed files. For servers managing large amounts of data, this calculation can take a great deal of CPU time
and can stall other server activity. You can use the AUDITSTORAGE option to specify that storage is not to be calculated as
part of a license audit.
BACKUPINITIATIONROOT
The BACKUPINITIATIONROOT option specifies whether the server overrides node parameter values for users who are not
IBM Spectrum Protect authorized users.
CHECKTAPEPOS
The CHECKTAPEPOS option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect server validates the position of data blocks on
tape.
CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT
The CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT option specifies the maximum size of a transaction when client-side deduplicated data is
backed up or archived.
CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL
The CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option specifies the location of the catalog file that is used for automatic client
deployment operations.
CLIENTDEPLOYUSELOCALCATALOG
The CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option specifies whether the local version of the catalog file is used for automatic client
deployment operations.
COMMMETHOD
The COMMMETHOD option specifies a communication method to be used by the server.
COMMTIMEOUT
The COMMTIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for an expected client message during an operation that
causes a database update. If the length of time exceeds this time-out, the server ends the session with the client. You may
want to increase the time-out value to prevent clients from timing out. Clients may time out if there is a heavy network load
in your environment or they are backing up large files.
CONTAINERRESOURCETIMEOUT
The CONTAINERRESOURCETIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits to complete a data store operation to a
container storage pool.

DATEFORMAT
The DATEFORMAT option specifies the format in which dates are displayed by the server.
DBDIAGLOGSIZE
This option helps to control the amount of space that is used by diagnostic log files.
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DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD
The DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD option specifies the threshold for free space on the file system or disk that contains the
db2diag.log file.
DBMEMPERCENT
Use this option to specify the percentage of the virtual address space that is dedicated to the database manager processes.
DBMTCPPORT
The DBMTCPPORT option specifies the port number on which the TCP/IP communication driver for the database manager
waits for requests for client sessions.
DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP
The DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP option specifies whether volumes in primary sequential-access storage pools that are set up
for data deduplication can be reclaimed and whether duplicate data can be discarded before the storage pools are backed
up.
DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE
The DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE option specifies at what file size IBM Spectrum Protect begins to use Tier 2 data deduplication.
DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE
The DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE option specifies at what file size IBM Spectrum Protect begins to use Tier 3 data deduplication.
DEVCONFIG
The DEVCONFIG option specifies the name of a file in which you want IBM Spectrum Protect to store a backup copy of
device configuration information.
DISABLEREORGTABLE
The DISABLEREORGTABLE option specifies whether online table reorganization is disabled for table names that are
specified in the tables list.
DISABLESCHEDS
The DISABLESCHEDS option specifies whether administrative and client schedules are disabled during IBM Spectrum
Protect server recovery.
DISPLAYLFINFO
The DISPLAYLFINFO option specifies how the accounting records and summary table entries report the node name.
DNSLOOKUP
The DNSLOOKUP option specifies whether the server uses system API calls to determine the domain name server (DNS)
names of systems that contact the server.
DRIVEACQUIRERETRY
The DRIVEACQUIRERETRY option lets you specify how many times the server retries the acquisition of a drive in an IBM
349x library. If the library is shared among multiple applications, its drives may appear to be available to the server
(through the use of a background polling process) when they are not.
ENABLENASDEDUP
The ENABLENASDEDUP server option specifies whether the server deduplicates data that is stored by a network-attached
storage (NAS) file server. This option applies only to NetApp file servers.
EVENTSERVER
The EVENTSERVER option specifies whether at startup the server should try to contact the event server.
EXPINTERVAL
The EXPINTERVAL option specifies the interval, in hours, between automatic inventory expiration processes by IBM
Spectrum Protect. Inventory expiration removes client backup and archive file copies from the server as specified by the
management classes to which the client files are bound. If expiration is not run periodically, storage pool space is not
reclaimed from expired client files, and the server requires more storage space than required by policy.
EXPQUIET
The EXPQUIET option specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect sends detailed messages during expiration processing.

FASPBEGPORT
The FASPBEGPORT option specifies the starting number in the range of port numbers that are used for network
communications with Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology.

FASPENDPORT
The FASPENDPORT option specifies the ending number in the range of port numbers that are used for network
communications with Aspera Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP) technology.

FASPTARGETRATE
The FASPTARGETRATE option specifies the target rate for data transfer with Aspera Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP)
technology. By specifying the target rate, you limit the bandwidth of each network connection that uses Aspera FASP
technology. In this way, you can ensure that sufficient bandwidth is available for all network connections.
FFDCLOGLEVEL
The FFDCLOGLEVEL option specifies the type of general server messages that are displayed in the first failure data capture
(FFDC) log.
FFDCLOGNAME
The FFDCLOGNAME option specifies a name for the first failure data capture (FFDC) log.
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FFDCMAXLOGSIZE
The FFDCMAXLOGSIZE option specifies the size for the first failure data capture (FFDC) log file.
FFDCNUMLOGS
The FFDCNUMLOGS option specifies the number of log files that can be used for circular logging. The default value is 10.
FILEEXIT
The FILEEXIT option specifies a file to which enabled events are routed. Each logged event is a record in the file.
FILETEXTEXIT
The FILETEXTEXIT option specifies a file to which enabled events are routed. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable
line.
FSUSEDTHRESHOLD
The FSUSEDTHRESHOLD option specifies what percentage of the file system can be filled up by the database before an
alert message is issued.
IDLETIMEOUT
The IDLETIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, that a client session can be idle before the server
cancels the session. You may want to increase the time-out value to prevent clients from timing out if there is a heavy
network load in your environment. Note, however, that a large number of idle sessions could prevent other users from
connecting to the server.
KEEPALIVE
The KEEPALIVE option specifies whether the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive function is enabled for
outbound TCP sockets. The TCP keepalive function sends a transmission from one device to another to check that the link
between the two devices is operating.
KEEPALIVETIME
The KEEPALIVETIME option specifies how often TCP sends a keepalive transmission when it receives a response. This
option applies only if you set the KEEPALIVE option to YES.
KEEPALIVEINTERVAL
The KEEPALIVEINTERVAL option specifies how often a keepalive transmission is sent if no response is received. This option
applies only if you set the KEEPALIVE option to YES.
LANGUAGE
The LANGUAGE option controls the initialization of locales. A locale includes the language and the date, time, and number
formats to be used for the console and server.
LDAPCACHEDURATION
The LDAPCACHEDURATION option determines the amount of time that the IBM Spectrum Protect server caches LDAP
password authentication information.
LDAPURL
The LDAPURL option specifies the location of a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server. Set the LDAPURL
option after you configure the LDAP server.
MAXSESSIONS
The MAXSESSIONS option specifies the maximum number of simultaneous client sessions that can connect with the
server.
MESSAGEFORMAT
The MESSAGEFORMAT option specifies whether a message number is displayed in all lines of a multi-line message.
MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY
The MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY option specifies the directory for mirroring the active log path.
MOVEBATCHSIZE
The MOVEBATCHSIZE option specifies the number of client files that are to be moved and grouped together in a batch,
within the same server transaction. This data movement results from storage pool backups and restores, migration,
reclamation, and MOVE DATA operations. This option works with the MOVESIZETHRESH option.
MOVESIZETHRESH
The MOVESIZETHRESH option specifies, in megabytes, a threshold for the amount of data moved as a batch, within the
same server transaction. When this threshold is reached, no more files are added to the current batch, and a new
transaction is started after the current batch is moved.
MSGINTERVAL
The MSGINTERVAL option specifies the time, in minutes, between messages prompting an operator to mount a tape for the
server.

NAMEDPIPENAME
The NAMEDPIPENAME option specifies a communication method that allows processes to communicate with one another
without having to know where the sender and receiver processes are located. The name acts like an alias, connecting the
two processes regardless of whether they are on the same computer or across connected domains.
NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT
The NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT server option specifies the time in hours that IBM Spectrum Protect server waits to
receive status updates during NDMP restore operations across the LAN. NDMP restore operations of large NAS file systems
can have long periods of inactivity. The default is 6 hours.
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NDMPCONTROLPORT
The NDMPCONTROLPORT option specifies the port number to be used for internal communications for certain Network
Data Management Protocol (NDMP) operations. The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not function as a general purpose
NDMP tape server.
NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE
The NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE server option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect server enables Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive on network data-management protocol (NDMP) control connections to network-attached
storage (NAS) devices. The default is NO.

NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES
The NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES server option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, before the operating system
transmits the first Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive packet on a network data-management protocol (NDMP)
control connection. The default is 120 minutes.
NDMPPORTRANGE
The NDMPPORTRANGE option specifies the range of port numbers through which IBM Spectrum Protect cycles to obtain a
port number for accepting a session from a network-attached storage (NAS) device for data transfer. The default is 0,0
which means that IBM Spectrum Protect lets the operating system provide a port (ephemeral port).
NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE
This option specifies the IP address that is associated with the interface in which you want the server to receive all Network
Data Management Protocol (NDMP) backup data.
NOPREEMPT
The server allows certain operations to preempt other operations for access to volumes and devices. You can specify the
NOPREEMPT option to disable preemption. When preemption is disabled, no operation can preempt another for access to a
volume, and only a database backup operation can preempt another operation for access to a device.
NORETRIEVEDATE
The NORETRIEVEDATE option specifies that the server does not update the retrieve date of a file in a disk storage pool
when a client restores or retrieves the file. This option and the MIGDELAY storage pool parameter control when the server
migrates files.

NPAUDITFAILURE
The NPAUDITFAILURE option specifies whether an event is sent to the event log when a node logs in to the server using a
name that is in the Windows group but does not match the Windows account login name. To ensure that a node can access
only its own data, the node name and the Windows account name must match.

NPAUDITSUCCESS
The NPAUDITSUCCESS option specifies that an event is sent to the event log when a client node user is authenticated for
access to the server through SECUREPIPE.

NPBUFFERSIZE
The NPBUFFERSIZE option specifies the size of the Named Pipes communication buffer.

NUMBERFORMAT
The NUMBERFORMAT option specifies the format in which the server displays numbers.
NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED
The NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED option specifies the number of input FILE volumes in a deduplicated storage pool that can
be open at one time.
PUSHSTATUS
The PUSHSTATUS option is used on spoke servers to ensure that status information is sent to the hub server. Do not update
this option unless you must restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where the IBM
Spectrum Protect servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.
QUERYAUTH
The QUERYAUTH option specifies the administrative authority level required to issue QUERY or SQL SELECT commands. By
default any administrator can issue QUERY and SELECT commands. You can use this option to restrict the use of these
commands.
RECLAIMDELAY
This option delays the reclamation of a SnapLock volume, allowing remaining data to expire so that there is no need to
reclaim the volume.
RECLAIMPERIOD
This option allows you to set the number of days for the reclamation period of a SnapLock volume.
REORGBEGINTIME
The REORGBEGINTIME option specifies the earliest time that the IBM Spectrum Protect server can start a table or index
reorganization.
REORGDURATION
The REORGDURATION option specifies an interval during which server-initiated table or index reorganization can start.
REPORTRETRIEVE
The REPORTRETRIEVE option reports on restore or retrieve operations that are performed by client nodes or
administrators. The default is NO.
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REPLBATCHSIZE
The REPLBATCHSIZE option specifies the number of client files that are to be replicated in a batch, within the same server
transaction. This option affects only the node replication processes and works with the REPLSIZETHRESH option to
improve node replication processing.
REPLSIZETHRESH
The REPLSIZETHRESH option specifies, in megabytes, a threshold for the amount of data replicated, within the same
server transaction.
REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE
The REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE option specifies if system authority is required for administrative commands that cause IBM
Spectrum Protect to write to an external file.
RESOURCETIMEOUT
The RESOURCETIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for a resource before canceling the pending acquisition
of a resource. When a timeout occurs the request for the resource will be canceled.
RESTHTTPSPORT
The RESTHTTPSPORT option specifies the port number to be used for Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
communication between the Operations Center and the hub server.
RESTOREINTERVAL
The RESTOREINTERVAL option specifies how long a restartable restore session can be saved in the server database. As
long as the restore session is saved in the database, it can be restarted from the point at which it stopped.
RETENTIONEXTENSION
The RETENTIONEXTENSION option specifies the number of days to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume. This
option allows the server to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume in order to avoid excessive reclamation.

SANDISCOVERY
The SANDISCOVERY option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect SAN discovery function is enabled.

SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT
The SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time allowed for host bus adapters to respond when they are
queried by the SAN discovery process. Once the time specified for the SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT is reached, the process
times out.

SANREFRESHTIME
The SANREFRESHTIME option specifies the amount of time that elapses before the cached SAN discovery information is
refreshed. The SANREFRESHTIME option has a default value of 0, which means that there is no SAN discovery cache. The
information is obtained directly from the host bus adapter (HBA) every time the server performs a SAN discovery operation.
SEARCHMPQUEUE
The SEARCHMPQUEUE option specifies the order in which the server satisfies requests in the mount queue. If the option is
specified, the server first tries to satisfy requests for volumes that are already mounted. These requests may be satisfied
before other requests, even if the others have been waiting longer for the mount point. If this option is not specified, the
server satisfies requests in the order in which they are received.

SECUREPIPES
When using the named pipes protocol, enabling SECUREPIPES forces the server to check the Windows group designated by
ADSMGROUPNAME in order to authenticate a client node/user.
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT
The SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT option specifies the maximum size of objects that can be deduplicated on the server.
SHMPORT

The SHMPORT option specifies the TCP/IP port address of a server when using shared memory. All
shared memory communications start with a TCP/IP connection. The SHMPORT option specifies the port that the
server listens on for shared memory connections.
SHREDDING
The SHREDDING option specifies whether shredding of deleted sensitive data is performed automatically or manually.
Shredding applies only to data in storage pools that have been explicitly configured to support shredding.
SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL
The SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL option specifies the interval in minutes between queries of the IBM Spectrum Protect
server.
SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY
The SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY option specifies the trap types used when messages are forwarded from the server, through
the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) subagent, to the SNMP manager.
SNMPSUBAGENT
The SNMPSUBAGENT option specifies the parameters needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect subagent to communicate
with the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) daemon. This option is only to configure the SNMP subagent for
communicating with the SNMP agent; it is ignored by the server.
SNMPSUBAGENTHOST
The SNMPSUBAGENTHOST option specifies the location of the IBM Spectrum Protect Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) subagent. The default for this option is 127.0.0.1.
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SNMPSUBAGENTPORT
The SNMPSUBAGENTPORT option specifies the port number of the IBM Spectrum Protect Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) subagent.
SSLFIPSMODE
The SSLFIPSMODE option specifies whether the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) mode is in effect for
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). The default is NO.
SSLINITTIMEOUT
The SSLINITTIMEOUT option specifies the time, in minutes, that the server waits for a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) session
to complete initialization before the server cancels the session.
SSLTCPADMINPORT
The SSLTCPADMINPORT option specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for
requests for SSL-enabled sessions only. The sessions are for the command-line administrative client.
SSLTCPPORT
The SSLTCPPORT option specifies the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port number for SSL-enabled sessions only. The server
TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests on this port for SSL-enabled sessions from the client.
TCPADMINPORT
The TCPADMINPORT option specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests
for TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions other than client sessions. This includes administrative sessions, server-to-server
sessions, storage agent sessions, library client sessions, managed server sessions, and event server sessions.

TCPBUFSIZE
The TCPBUFSIZE option specifies the size of the buffer used for TCP/IP send requests. During a restore, client data moves
from the IBM Spectrum Protect session component to a TCP communication driver. The TCPBUFSIZE option determines if
the server sends the data directly from the session buffer or copies the data to the TCP buffer. A 32 KB buffer size forces
the server to copy data to its communication buffer and flush the buffer when it fills.
TCPNODELAY
The TCPNODELAY option specifies whether the server disables the delay of sending successive small packets on the
network.
TCPPORT
The TCPPORT option specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for
client sessions. The server TCP/IP communication driver listens on this port for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions from
the client.
TCPWINDOWSIZE
The TCPWINDOWSIZE option specifies, in kilobytes, the amount of receive data that can be buffered at one time on a
TCP/IP connection. The sending host cannot send more data until it receives an acknowledgment and a TCP receive
window update. Each TCP packet contains the advertised TCP receive window on the connection. A larger window lets the
sender continue sending data, and may improve communication performance, especially on fast networks with high
latency.
TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING
The TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING option specifies whether event logging for the Tivoli® receiver should begin when the server
starts up. If the TECHOST option is specified, TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING defaults to YES.
TECHOST
The TECHOST option specifies the host name or IP address for the Tivoli event server.
TECPORT
The TECPORT option specifies the TCP/IP port address on which the Tivoli event server is listening. This option is only
required if the Tivoli event server is on a system that does not have a Port Mapper service running.
TECUTF8EVENT
The TECUTF8EVENT option allows the IBM Spectrum Protect administrator to send information to the Tivoli Enterprise
Console® (TEC) server in UTF–8 data format. The default is No. You can display whether or not this option is enabled by
issuing the QUERY OPTION command.
THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD
The THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD option specifies a throughput threshold that a client session must reach to prevent
being canceled after the time threshold is reached.
THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD
The THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD option specifies the time threshold for a session after which it may be canceled for
low throughput.

TIMEFORMAT
The TIMEFORMAT option specifies the format in which time is displayed by the server.
TXNGROUPMAX
The TXNGROUPMAX option specifies the number of objects that are transferred as a group between a client and the server
between transaction commit points. The minimum value is 4 objects and the maximum value is 65000 objects. The default
value is 4096 objects. The objects transferred are actual files, directories, or both. The server counts each file or directory
as one object.
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UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS
The UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS option generates a unique Tivoli Enterprise Console (TEC) event class for each individual IBM
Spectrum Protect message, including client, server, and IBM Spectrum Protect Data Protection client messages. The
default is No.
UNIQUETECEVENTS
The UNIQUETECEVENTS option generates a unique Tivoli Enterprise Console (TEC) event class for each individual IBM
Spectrum Protect message. The default is No.
USEREXIT
The USEREXIT option specifies a user-defined exit that will be given control to manage an event.
VERBCHECK
The VERBCHECK option specifies that the server will do additional error checking on the structure of commands sent by the
client. This option should only be enabled when the client sends incorrectly formed requests to the server, causing the
server to crash. When this option is enabled, you will get a protocol error instead of a server crash.
VOLUMEHISTORY
The VOLUMEHISTORY option specifies the name of files to be automatically updated whenever server sequential volume
history information is changed. There is no default for this option.

Modifying server options
The server reads the server options file at server initialization. When you update a server option by editing the file, you must stop
and start the server to activate the updated server options file.

About this task

You can change some options dynamically without stopping and starting the server, by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT
(Set a server option for dynamic update) for details.

The dsmserv.opt.smp file (also provided at installation) contains the format of the options file and all the
default settings. You can change any options in the dsmserv.opt.smp file. To have the server use the changed options, you must
rename the file to dsmserv.opt. To activate an option within the server options file, remove the *>>> that precedes the option. The
server ignores any options preceded by *>>>.

You can modify server options by using the options file editor included in the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Console. This
editor provides communications parameter detection, value validation, and help for all options. The options file editor is the
preferred way to change server options, but you can also use a text editor.

Types of server options
Server options let you customize how some functions and processes work.

Server communication options
You can use server options to specify server communication methods and their characteristics.
Server storage options
IBM Spectrum Protect provides a number of options that you can specify to configure certain device and server storage
operations.
Client-server options
You can use server options to control client-server processing.
Date, number, time, and language options
You can use server options to specify display formats for the dates, times, numbers, and national language.
Database options
You can use server options to control some aspects of database processing.
Data transfer options
You can use server options to control how IBM Spectrum Protect groups and transfers data.
Message options
You can use server options to give you more flexibility in the way IBM Spectrum Protect issues messages.
Event logging options
Options can help you manage event logging receivers.
Security options and licensing options
You can use server options to customize server security and license audits.
Miscellaneous options
You can use a variety of miscellaneous server options to customize IBM Spectrum Protect.
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Server communication options
You can use server options to specify server communication methods and their characteristics.

Table 1. Communication options
Option Description

ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT The amount of time that the server waits
for an administrative client message
during an operation that causes a
database update

ADMINIDLETIMEOUT The amount of time an administrative
client session can be idle

ADMINONCLIENTPORT The port that determines whether
administrative sessions can use the port
specified in the TCPPORT option

COMMMETHOD The server communication method

DBMTCPPORT The port number on which the TCP/IP
communication driver for the database
manager waits for client session requests

DNSLOOKUP Control of use of Domain Name Services
to lookup names of systems contacting
the server

LDAPCACHEDURATION Determines the amount of time that
authentication sessions, to the same
node or administrator, are skipped. You
might see a slight performance boost
when skipping sessions.

LDAPURL Specifies the LDAP directory server. Each
setting must have the LDAP directory
server name, a port number, and the base
distinguished name of the namespace or
suffix that the server maintains.

NAMEDPIPENAME The named pipes
communication method

NDMPCONTROLPORT The internal communications port used
for certain Network Data Management
Protocol (NDMP) operations

NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE The TCP keepalive mechanism

NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES The
amount of idle time before the first TCP
keepalive packet is sent

NPBUFFERSIZE The size of the Named Pipes
communication buffer

SHMPORT The TCP/IP port
address of a server when using shared
memory

The port that the server listens
on for shared memory connections

SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL The interval in minutes between queries
of the IBM Spectrum Protect server

SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY The trap types used when messages are
forwarded from the server
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Option Description

SNMPSUBAGENT The parameters needed for the IBM
Spectrum Protect subagent to
communicate with the SNMP daemon

SNMPSUBAGENTHOST The location of the IBM Spectrum Protect
SNMP subagent

SNMPSUBAGENTPORT The port address of the IBM Spectrum
Protect SNMP subagent

SSLFIPSMODE Specifies whether the Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS)
mode is in effect for Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL)

SSLTCPADMINPORT The port address on which the server's
TCP/IP communication driver waits for
requests for SSL-enabled sessions for the
command-line administrative client

SSLTCPPORT The SSL-only port number on which the
server's TCP/IP communication driver
waits for requests for SSL-enabled
sessions from the following sources:

Command line backup-archive
client
Backup-archive GUI
Administrative client
Application programming interface
(API)

TCPADMINPORT The TCP/IP port number for
administrative sessions

TCPBUFSIZE The size of the buffer
used for TCP/IP send requests

TCPPORT The TCP/IP port number for client
sessions

TCPWINDOWSIZE The client node TCP/IP sliding window

Server storage options
IBM Spectrum Protect™ provides a number of options that you can specify to configure certain device and server storage
operations.

Table 1. Server storage options
Option Description

3494SHARED Enables sharing of a 3494 library with applications other than IBM Spectrum Protect.

ACSACCESSID The ID for the ACS access control.

ACSLOCKDRIVE Allows the drives within the ACSLS libraries to be locked.

ACSQUICKINIT Allows a quick or full initialization of the ACSLS library.

ACSTIMEOUTX The multiple for the built-in timeout value for the ACSLS API.

ASSISTVCRRECOVERY Specifies whether the server assists an IBM 3590 drive in recovering from a lost or
corrupted Vital Cartridge Records (VCR) condition.

CHECKTAPEPOS Specifies whether the server validates data position on tape.
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Option Description

CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT Specifies the maximum size of a transaction when client-side deduplicated data is
backed up or archived.

DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP Specifies whether volumes in primary sequential-access storage pools that are set
up for data deduplication can be reclaimed and whether duplicate data can be
discarded before the storage pools are backed up.

DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE File size at which Tier 2 processing is used for data deduplication.

DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE File size at which Tier 3 processing is used for data deduplication.

DEVCONFIG The name of the file that store backup copies of device configuration information.

DRIVEACQUIRERETRY The number of times that the server retries the acquisition of a drive in an IBM 349x
library that is shared among multiple applications.

ENABLENASDEDUP Specifies whether the server deduplicates data that is stored by a NetApp network-
attached storage (NAS) file server.

NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED The number of input FILE volumes in a deduplicated storage pool that can be open at
one time.

RECLAIMDELAY The number of days that the reclamation of a SnapLock volume is delayed.

RECLAIMPERIOD The number of days for the reclamation period of a SnapLock volume

RESOURCETIMEOUT The length of time that the server waits for a resource before canceling the pending
acquisition of the resource.

RETENTIONEXTENSION The number of days to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume.

SANDISCOVERY
Whether the IBM Spectrum Protect SAN discovery

function is enabled.

SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT
Amount of time before the SAN discovery process

times out.

SANREFRESHTIME
Amount of time before cached SAN discovery

information is refreshed.

SEARCHMPQUEUE The order in which the server satisfies requests in the mount queue.

SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT Specifies the maximum size of objects that can be deduplicated on the server.

Client-server options
You can use server options to control client-server processing.

Table 1. Client-Server options
Option Description

COMMTIMEOUT The number of seconds the server waits for a response from a client before timing
out the client session

DISABLESCHEDS Whether administrative and client schedules are disabled during the IBM Spectrum
Protect server recovery scenario

IDLETIMEOUT The number of minutes the server allows a client session to remain idle before timing
out the client session

MAXSESSIONS The maximum number of simultaneous client sessions with the server

THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD The throughput threshold that a client session must reach to prevent being canceled
after the time threshold is reached

THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD The time threshold for a session after which it may be canceled for low throughput

VERBCHECK Whether additional error checking is done for commands sent by the client
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Date, number, time, and language options
You can use server options to specify display formats for the dates, times, numbers, and national language.

Table 1. Date, number, time, and language options
Option Description

DATEFORMAT The format by which dates are displayed

LANGUAGE The national language is used to present client messages

NUMBERFORMAT The format for displaying numbers

TIMEFORMAT The format displaying times

Database options
You can use server options to control some aspects of database processing.

Table 1. Database options
Option Description

ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY The new directory for the location where the active log is stored. Use this option to
change the location of the active log.

ACTIVELOGSIZE The maximum size of the active log.

ALLOWREORGINDEX Server-initiated index reorganization.

ALLOWREORGTABLE Server-initiated table reorganization.

ARCHLOGDIRECTORY The directory that the database manager can archive a log file into after all the
transactions represented in that log file are completed.

ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY The directory in which the server tries to store archive log files that cannot be stored
in the archive log directory.

DBDIAGLOGSIZE The maximum size of the database manager diagnostic log files.

DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD The threshold for free space on the file system or disk that contains the database
manager diagnostic log files.

DBMEMPERCENT The percentage of system memory that is dedicated to the database.

DISABLEREORGTABLE Disables table reorganization for specific tables.

FSUSEDTHRESHOLD The percentage of the file system that can be used by the database before an alert
message is issued.

MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY The directory for mirroring the active log path.

REORGBEGINTIME The earliest time that the IBM Spectrum Protect server can start a table or index
reorganization.

REORGDURATION The interval during which server-initiated table or index reorganization can start.

Data transfer options
You can use server options to control how IBM Spectrum Protect™ groups and transfers data.

Table 1. Group options
Option Description

MOVEBATCHSIZE The number of files that are to be moved and grouped in a batch, within a transaction

MOVESIZETHRESH The threshold for the amount of data moved as a batch, within the same server
transaction
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Option Description

NDMPPORTRANGE The IP address associated with the interface in which the server receives all Network
Data Management Protocol (NDMP) backup data

NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE The IP address associated with the interface in which the server receives all Network
Data Management Protocol (NDMP) backup data

REPLBATCHSIZE The number of files that are to be replicated in a batch, within the same server
transaction

REPLSIZETHRESH The threshold for the amount of data replicated as a batch, within the same server
transaction

TXNGROUPMAX The number of files that are transferred as a group between a client and the server
between transaction commit points

Message options
You can use server options to give you more flexibility in the way IBM Spectrum Protect™ issues messages.

Table 1. Message options
Option Description

EXPQUIET Whether IBM Spectrum Protect sends detailed informational messages during
expiration processing

MESSAGEFORMAT Whether a message number is displayed in all lines of a multi-line message

MSGINTERVAL The time, in minutes, between messages prompting an operator to mount a tape for
IBM Spectrum Protect

Event logging options
Options can help you manage event logging receivers.

Table 1. Event logging options
Option Description

EVENTSERVER Whether the server should try to contact the event server when the server starts up

FILEEXIT A file to which enabled events are routed (binary format)

FILETEXTEXIT A file to which enabled events are routed (readable format)

REPORTRETRIEVE Record client restore and retrieve operations

TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING Whether event logging for the TIVOLI receiver should begin when the server starts
up

TECHOST The host name or IP address for the Tivoli Enterprise Console (TEC) event server

TECPORT The TCP/IP port address on which the Tivoli Enterprise Console event server is
listening

TECUTF8EVENT A Tivoli Enterprise Console event sent from the IBM Spectrum Protect server in UTF8
format

UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS Events from an IBM Spectrum Protect Data Protection client that are sent to the
Tivoli Enterprise Console as unique events

UNIQUETECEVENTS Events sent to the Tivoli Enterprise Console as unique

USEREXIT A user-defined exit that will be given control to manage an event

Security options and licensing options
You can use server options to customize server security and license audits.
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Table 1. Security and licensing options
Option Description

ADSMGROUPNAME The name of a Windows group

AUDITSTORAGE Specifies that during a license audit operation, the server calculates, by node, the
amount of backup, archive, and space management storage in use

BACKUPINITIATIONROOT Specifies whether the server overrides node parameter values for users who are not
IBM Spectrum Protect authorized users

LDAPURL Specifies the LDAP directory server. Each setting must have the LDAP directory
server name, a port number, and the base distinguished name of the namespace or
suffix that the server maintains.

NPAUDITFAILURE Specifies that a node can access only its own data

NPAUDITSUCCESS Specifies that an event is sent to the event log when a client node user is
authenticated for access to the server through SECUREPIPE

QUERYAUTH The administrative authority level required to issue QUERY or SQL SELECT
commands

REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE Specifies if system authority is required for administrative commands that cause IBM
Spectrum Protect to write to an external file

SECUREPIPES With named pipes protocol, specifies that the server checks the Windows
group to authenticate a client

SHREDDING Specifies whether shredding of deleted sensitive data is done automatically or
manually

Related reference:
Server communication options

Miscellaneous options
You can use a variety of miscellaneous server options to customize IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Table 1. Miscellaneous options
Option Description

ALIASHALT Allows administrators to give the IBM
Spectrum Protect HALT command a
different name

DISPLAYLFINFO Specifies whether accounting records
and summary table entries report the
storage agent name

EXPINTERVAL The interval between automatic inventory
expiration processes

FFDCLOGNAME The name for the first failure data capture
(FFDC) log

FFDCMAXLOGSIZE The maximum size of the first failure data
capture (FFDC) log

NOPREEMPT Specifies that no operation can preempt
another for access to a volume and that
only a database backup operation can
preempt another operation for access to
a device

NORETRIEVEDATE Specifies that the server does not update
the retrieve date of a file in a disk storage
pool when a client restores or retrieves
the file
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Option Description

RESTOREINTERVAL The length of time that a restartable
restore session can be saved in the
server database

VOLUMEHISTORY The name of the file to be automatically
updated whenever server sequential
volume history information is changed

3494SHARED
The 3494SHARED option specifies whether an IBM® 3494 library can share applications other than IBM Spectrum Protect™.

The default is NO, meaning that no application other than IBM Spectrum Protect can share the 3494. When you set this option to
YES, for every mount request, IBM Spectrum Protect determines if each drive is in use. After the query completes, IBM Spectrum
Protect selects an available drive that is not in use by another application. Enable sharing only if you have more than two drives in
your library. If you are currently sharing an IBM 3494 library with other applications, you must specify this option.

Syntax

 
>>-3494SHARED--+-Yes-+----------------------------------------->< 
               '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that other applications can share the 3494 library.

No
Specifies that no other applications can share the 3494 library.

Examples

Enable sharing of a 3494 library:

3494shared yes

ACSACCESSID
The ACSACCESSID option specifies the ID for the ACS access control for an ACSLS library.

Syntax
 
>>-ACSACCESSID--name------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

name
Specifies a 1 to 64 character ID. The default ID is your local host name.

Examples
acsaccessid region

ACSLOCKDRIVE
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The ACSLOCKDRIVE option specifies if the drives within the ACSLS libraries are locked. Drive locking ensures the exclusive use of
the drive in the ACSLS library in a shared environment. However, there is some performance gain if libraries are not locked. When
other applications do not share the IBM Spectrum Protect™ drives, drive locking is not required.

Syntax

 
>>-ACSLOCKDRIVE--+-Yes-+--------------------------------------->< 
                 '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that drives are locked.

No
Specifies that drives are not locked.

Examples

acslockdrive yes

ACSQUICKINIT
The ACSQUICKINIT option specifies whether, at server startup, the initialization of the ACSLS library is a quick or full initialization.
The default is Yes. A quick initialization avoids the overhead associated with synchronizing the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
inventory with the ACSLS library inventory (through an audit of the library).

Syntax
 
>>-ACSQUICKINIT--+-Yes-+--------------------------------------->< 
                 '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes

Specifies that a quick initialization of the ACSLS library is performed. When the option is set to Yes, IBM Spectrum Protect
bypasses library inventory verification, initializing the library quickly, and making it available to IBM Spectrum Protect
sooner than if a full initialization is done.

This option should be set to Yes when it is known that the physical library inventory and the IBM Spectrum Protect library
inventory have not changed and an audit is not needed.

No

Specifies that a full initialization of the ACSLS library and library inventory is performed. When the option is set to No, IBM
Spectrum Protect synchronizes its library volume inventory with what is reported by the ACSLS library manager.

Examples
acsquickinit yes

ACSTIMEOUTX
The ACSTIMEOUTX option specifies the multiple for the built-in timeout value for ACSLS APIs. The built-in timeout value for the
ENTER, EJECT, and AUDIT ACS API is 1800 seconds; for all other ACSLS APIs it is 600 seconds. For example, if the multiple value
specified is 5, the timeout value for audit API becomes 9000 seconds, and all other APIs become 3000 seconds.

Syntax
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>>-ACSTIMEOUTX--value------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

value
Specifies the multiple for the built-in timeout value for ACSLS API. The range is from 1 to 100. The default is 1.

Examples

acstimeoutx 1

ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY
The ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY option specifies the name of the directory where all active logs are stored.

This option is appended to the options file when the DSMSERV FORMAT command is run. Under normal operating conditions, the
option does not need to be changed. See DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log) for guidance on this option.

Syntax
 
>>-ACTIVELOGDirectory--dir_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

dir_name
Specifies a fully qualified directory name. The directory must exist, it must be empty, and it must be accessible by the user
ID of the database manager. If you change the active log directory, IBM Spectrum Protect™ moves the existing active logs
to the location that is specified by this directory. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Examples

activelogdirectory /tsm/activelogdir

activelogdirectory c:\tsmserv1\activelogdir

ACTIVELOGSIZE
The ACTIVELOGSIZE option sets the total log size.

This option is appended to the options file when the DSMSERV FORMAT command is run. Under normal operating conditions the
option does not need to be changed. See DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log) for guidance on this option.

Syntax

 
                  .-16GB------.    
>>-ACTIVELOGSize--+-megabytes-+-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

megabytes
Specifies the size of the active log file in megabytes. The minimum value is 2048 MB (2 GB); the maximum is 524,288 MB
(512 GB). If an odd number is specified, the value is rounded up to the next even number. The default is 16,384 MB (16
GB).
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The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements are in
the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

Examples

activelogsize 8192

ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT
The ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for an expected administrative client message during an
operation that causes a database update.

If the length of time exceeds this time-out period, the server ends the session with the administrative client. You may want to
increase the time-out value to prevent administrative client sessions from timing out.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax

 
                     .-60------.    
>>-ADMINCOMMTimeout--+-seconds-+------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

seconds
Specifies the maximum number of seconds that a server waits for an administrative client response. The default value is
60. The minimum value is 1.

Examples

admincommtimeout 60

ADMINIDLETIMEOUT
The ADMINIDLETIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, that an administrative client session can be idle before
the server cancels the session.

If there is a heavy network load in your environment, you might want to increase the time-out value to prevent administrative
clients from timing out. However, a large number of idle sessions could prevent other users from connecting to the server.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
                     .-15------.    
>>-ADMINIDLETIMEOUT--+-minutes-+------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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minutes
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a server waits for an idle administrative client. The default value is 15
minutes. The minimum value is 1 minute.

Examples

adminidletimeout 20

ADMINONCLIENTPORT
The ADMINONCLIENTPORT option specifies whether the TCPPORT can be used by administrative sessions. The default is YES.

Syntax
 
>>-ADMINONCLIENTPORT--+-YES-+---------------------------------->< 
                      '-NO--'    
 

Parameters

YES
If the option is set to YES, or if the TCPPORT and TCPADMINPORT are the same value (the default), administrative sessions
can use the TCPPORT.

NO
If the option is set to NO, and if the TCPADMINPORT value is different than the TCPPORT value, administrative sessions
cannot use the TCPPORT.

Examples

Specify that the TCPPORT can be used by administrative sessions.

adminonclientport yes

ADSMGROUPNAME
The ADSMGROUPNAME option specifies the name of a Windows group. A client node must be a member of this group to use the
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server through NT Unified Logon. The client node must also be a registered IBM Spectrum Protect client
node.

Syntax

 
>>-ADSMGROUPname--group_name----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

group_name
Specifies a Windows group name.

Examples

Specify IDD as a Windows group:

adsmgroup idd

ALIASHALT
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The ALIASHALT option allows administrators to give the IBM Spectrum Protect™ HALT command a different name.

The administrative client recognizes an alias for the HALT command when the client is started with the CHECKALIASHALT option
specified. See Administrative client options for details.

Syntax
 
>>-ALIASHALT--newname------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

newname
Specifies the alias of the HALT command for shutting down the IBM Spectrum Protect server. Minimum length of newname
is 1; maximum length is 16.

Examples
aliashalt tsmhalt

ALLOWDESAUTH
The ALLOWDESAUTH option specifies whether to allow use of the Data Encryption Standard (DES) algorithm for authentication
between a server and a backup-archive client.

To prevent the use of DES, specify a value of NO for the ALLOWDESAUTH option.
To configure the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server to be in compliance with the NIST SP800-131A standard, set this option to NO.
Restrictions:

The backup-archive client must be running Version 6.3 or later if you authenticate to a server with the ALLOWDESAUTH
option set to NO.
Automatic deployment of the backup-archive client fails if this option is set to NO.

Syntax
 
   .-ALLOWDESAUTH--Yes-----.    
>>-+-----------------------+----------------------------------->< 
   '-ALLOWDESAUTH--+-No--+-'    
                   '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the server allows authentication with any backup-archive clients that use DES-based encryption. The default
is YES.

No
Specifies that the server rejects any backup-archive clients that attempt to authenticate with DES-based encryption.

Examples

Specify that the server rejects any backup-archive clients that attempt to authenticate with DES encryption:

allowdesauth no

Specify that the server allows authentication with any backup-archive clients that use DES encryption:

allowdesauth yes

ALLOWREORGINDEX
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The ALLOWREORGINDEX option specifies whether server-initiated index reorganization is enabled or disabled.

The default is YES.

Syntax
 
>>-ALLOWREORGINDEX--+-Yes-+------------------------------------>< 
                    '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that server-initiated index reorganization is enabled.

No
Specifies that server-initiated index reorganization is disabled.

Example

Specify that server-initiated index reorganization is enabled.

allowreorgindex yes

ALLOWREORGTABLE
The ALLOWREORGTABLE option specifies whether server-initiated table reorganization is enabled or disabled.

The default is YES.

Syntax
 
>>-ALLOWREORGTABLE--+-Yes-+------------------------------------>< 
                    '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that server-initiated table reorganization is enabled.

No
Specifies that server-initiated table reorganization is disabled.

Examples

Specify that server-initiated table reorganization is disabled.

allowreorgtable no

ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY
The ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY option specifies the directory which the server uses to store archive log files that cannot be
stored in the archive log directory.

This option is appended to the options file when the DSMSERV FORMAT command is run. Typically the directory does not need to
be changed.

Syntax

 
>>-ARCHFailoverlogdirectory--dir_name-------------------------->< 
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Parameters

dir_name
Specifies a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Examples

archfailoverlogdirectory /tsm/archfailoverlog

archfailoverlogdirectory c:\tsmserv1\archfailoverlog

ARCHLOGCOMPRESS
You can enable or disable compression of archive logs on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. By compressing the archive logs, you
reduce the amount of space that is required for storage.

The ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option specifies whether log files that are written to the archive directory for logs are
compressed.

Syntax

 
                    .-No--.    
>>-ARCHLOGCOMPress--+-----+------------------------------------>< 
                    '-Yes-'    
 

Parameters

No
Specifies that log files that are written to the archive log directory are not compressed. The default is No.

Yes
Specifies that log files that are written to the archive log directory are compressed.

Restriction: Use caution when you enable the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option on systems with sustained high volume usage
and heavy workloads. Enabling this option in this system environment can cause delays in archiving log files from the active log
file system to the archive log file system. This delay can cause the active log file system to run out of space. Be sure to monitor the
available space in the active log file system after archive log compression is enabled. If the active log directory file system usage
nears out of space conditions, the ARCHLOGCOMPRESS server option must be disabled. You can use the SETOPT command to
disable archive log compression immediately without halting the server.

Example

To enable compression of log files that are written to the archive log directory, specify the following option:

archlogcompress yes

ARCHLOGDIRECTORY
The ARCHLOGDIRECTORY option specifies a directory that the database manager can archive a log file into after all the
transactions represented in that log file are completed.

This option is appended to the options file when the DSMSERV FORMAT command is run.

Syntax

 
>>-ARCHLOGDirectory--dir_name---------------------------------->< 
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Parameters

dir_name
Specifies a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Examples

archlogdirectory /tsm/archlog

archlogdirectory d:\tsmserv1\archlog

ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD
The ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD option specifies when to start an automatic database backup in relation to the percentage of
archive log file space used. The default is 80 percent.

The ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD option prevents frequent automatic backups. For example, if the archive log file directory resides
on a file system or drive that is 400 GB, a database backup is triggered if there is less than 80 GB of free space. Repeated
database backups might cause the server to use an excessive amount of scratch tapes.

Syntax

 
                         .-80----.    
>>-ARCHLOGUSEDTHRESHOLD--+-value-+----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

value
The percentage of archive log file space used before an automatic backup starts.

Specify to start an automatic backup when 90 percent of archive log file space is used.

archlogusedthreshold 90

ASSISTVCRRECOVERY
The ASSISTVCRRECOVERY option specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect™ assists an IBM® 3590 drive in recovering from a lost
or corrupted Vital Cartridge Records (VCR) condition. If you specify YES (the default) and if IBM Spectrum Protect detects an error
during the mount processing, it locates to the end-of-data during the dismount processing to allow the drives to restore the VCR.
During the tape operation, there might be some small effect on performance because the drive cannot complete a fast locate with
a lost or corrupted VCR. However, there is no loss of data.

Syntax

 
>>-ASSISTVCRRECovery--+-Yes-+---------------------------------->< 
                      '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies server assistance in recovery.

No
Specifies no server assistance in recovery.

Examples
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Turn off recovery assistance:

assistvcrrecovery no

AUDITSTORAGE
As part of a license audit operation, the server calculates, by node, the amount of server storage used for backup, archive, and
space–managed files. For servers managing large amounts of data, this calculation can take a great deal of CPU time and can stall
other server activity. You can use the AUDITSTORAGE option to specify that storage is not to be calculated as part of a license
audit.

Note: This option was previously called NOAUDITSTORAGE.

Syntax

 
>>-AUDITSTorage--+-Yes-+--------------------------------------->< 
                 '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that storage is to be calculated as part of a license audit. The default is Yes.

No
Specifies that storage is not to be calculated as part of a license audit.

Examples

auditstorage    yes

BACKUPINITIATIONROOT
The BACKUPINITIATIONROOT option specifies whether the server overrides node parameter values for users who are not IBM
Spectrum Protect™ authorized users.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
>>-BACKUPINITIATIONROOT--+-ON--+------------------------------->< 
                         '-OFf-'    
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that sessions from clients on AIX®, Linux, Mac OS X, and Solaris operating systems, where the users are not IBM
Spectrum Protect authorized users, are prevented from initiating backup operations. This is the default. The server
overrides the value for the BACKUPINITIATION parameter that is specified in the REGISTER NODE and UPDATE NODE
commands.
Tip: For an overview of IBM Spectrum Protect authorized users, see UNIX and Linux client root and authorized user tasks.

OFf
Specifies that the node value for the BACKUPINITIATION parameter is used. The BACKUPINITIATION parameter is
specified in the REGISTER NODE and UPDATE NODE commands.

Example

Specify that the node value for the BACKUPINITIATION parameter is used.
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backupinitiationroot off

CHECKTAPEPOS
The CHECKTAPEPOS option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server validates the position of data blocks on tape.

The CHECKTAPEPOS option applies only to operations that use tape drives. It does not apply to non-tape, sequential-access
device classes such as FILE. If the server information about position does not match the position that is detected by the drive, an
error message is displayed, the transaction is rolled back, and the data is not committed to the database.

Using the CHECKTAPEPOS option, you can enable append-only mode for IBM LTO Generation 5 and later drives, and for any drives
that support this feature. When it is enabled, the drive issues an error after it receives instructions to overwrite any data on the
currently mounted volume. The IBM Spectrum Protect server repositions the tape to the correct block and continues writing data.
Append-only mode provides added protection by preventing most data overwrite situations. If you are using a drive that supports
this feature, you can validate data position on tape by using both IBM Spectrum Protect and the drive or you can enable one or the
other.

Note: When you use SAN Tape acceleration functions in the fabric, set CHECKTAPEPOS to DRIVEonly or No to avoid false positive
positioning errors. The IBM Spectrum Protect CHECKTAPEPOS server option does not require an append-only capable drive.

Changes to the CHECKTAPEPOS option affect mounts only after the update to the drive is complete.

The default is YES.

Syntax

 
>>-CHECKTAPEPOS--+-Yes-------+--------------------------------->< 
                 +-No--------+    
                 +-TSMonly---+    
                 '-DRIVEonly-'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect server validates data position on tape. For drives that support append-only mode,
this parameter specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect enables the drive to also validate the data position during each WRITE
operation to prevent data overwrite. Yes is the default.

No
Specifies that all data position validation is turned off.

TSMonly
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect server validates data position on tape. The server does not use append-only mode
even if the drive supports the feature

DRIVEonly
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect server enables append-only mode for drives that support this feature. The server
does not validate the data position on tape.

Example

Validate data position on tape and enable append-only mode for a supported drive:

checktapepos yes

CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT
The CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT option specifies the maximum size of a transaction when client-side deduplicated data is backed up
or archived.

When you use client-side deduplication for large objects, intensive database activity can result from long-running transactions
that are required to update the database. High levels of database activity can produce the following symptoms:

Reduced throughput for client backup and archive operations
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Resource contention resulting from concurrent server operations
Excessive recovery log activity

The extent to which these symptoms occur depends on the number and size of objects being stored using client-side data
deduplication, the intensity and type of concurrent operations taking place on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, and the IBM
Spectrum Protect server configuration.

With the CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT server option, you can specify a maximum size, in gigabytes, for transactions when client-side
deduplicated data is backed up or archived. If an object or set of objects in a single transaction exceeds the limit specified by
CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT, the objects are not deduplicated by the client, and the transaction can fail. You can specify a value 32 -
102400 GB. The default value is 5120 GB.

If an object or set of objects in a single transaction exceeds the limit specified by CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT, the objects or set of
objects is not deduplicated by the client. However, the objects are sent to the server. These objects can be deduplicated on the
server, depending on whether the destination storage pool is configured for data deduplication and on the value of the
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT option. Objects in a deduplication-enabled storage pool that are less than the value of the
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT are deduplicated by a server duplicate-identification process.

The appropriate value for this option depends on the IBM Spectrum Protect server configuration and concurrent server activity.
You can specify a high value for this option if you minimize resource contention. To minimize resource contention, perform
operations, such as backup, archive, duplicate identification (the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command), and reclamation, at different
times.

To update this server option without stopping and restarting the server, use the SETOPT command.

Syntax

 
                        .-5120------.    
>>-CLIENTDEDUPTXNlimit--+-gigabytes-+-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

gigabytes
Specifies the maximum size, in gigabytes, of objects that can be backed up or archived using client-side data deduplication.
You can specify a value 32 - 102400. The default value is 5120.

Examples

Disable client-side data deduplication for all objects over 80 GB:

clientdeduptxnlimit 80

CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL
The CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option specifies the location of the catalog file that is used for automatic client deployment
operations.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
>>-CLIENTDEPLOYCATalogurl---------------------------------------> 
 
   .-https://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-management/catalog/client/catalog.json-.    
>--+-url--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+->< 
 

Parameters

url
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Specifies the URL from which the server downloads the catalog file for automatic client deployment operations. The catalog
file stores properties for client deployment operations, including the location of the deployment packages. The default URL
is https://public.dhe.ibm.com/storage/tivoli-storage-management/catalog/client/catalog.json.
To specify that the catalog file is downloaded from another location, use the SETOPT command to specify a custom URL. To
reset the URL to the default value, issue the SETOPT command with an empty string: "". If you specify a custom URL, the
custom URL is retained after the server is upgraded.

Example

Specify a custom URL of https://customAddress.

setopt clientdeploycatalogurl https://customAddress

Example

Restore the value of the CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option to the default.

setopt clientdeploycatalogurl ""

CLIENTDEPLOYUSELOCALCATALOG
The CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option specifies whether the local version of the catalog file is used for automatic client
deployment operations.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
                                .-No--.    
>>-CLIENTDEPLOYUSELOCALcatalog--+-Yes-+------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

No
Specifies that the local version of the catalog file is not used. Instead, the catalog file is downloaded from the location that
is specified by the CLIENTDEPLOYCATALOGURL option. The default value is NO.

Yes
Specifies that the local version of the catalog file is used. Catalog files are not downloaded during client deployment
operations. If you set this option to YES, the value is retained after the server is upgraded.

Example

Specify that the local version of the catalog file is used.

setopt clientdeployuselocalcatalog yes

COMMMETHOD
The COMMMETHOD option specifies a communication method to be used by the server.

You can configure the server to use multiple communication methods. The more commonly used are the TCPIP, V6TCPIP, and
SHAREDMEM communication methods. To specify multiple communication methods, enable each method by adding a
COMMMETHOD stanza to the dsmserv.opt options file.

Important: When you enable a communication method, you must also add the options that are specific to the communication
method to the options file.

Syntax
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               .-TCPIP-----.    
>>-COMMMethod--+-NAMEDPIPE-+----------------------------------->< 
               +-NONE------+    
               +-SHAREDMEM-+    
               +-SNMP------+    
               +-TCPIP-----+    
               '-V6TCPIP---'    
 

Parameters

You can choose one of the following communication methods:

NAMEDPIPES
Specifies the named pipes communication method option.

NONE
Specifies that no communication method is used. This option does not allow users to connect to the server and is useful for
experimenting with policy commands.

SHAREDMEM
Specifies the shared memory communication method option. This method uses the same area of memory to send data
between several applications at the same time. Both the server and the backup-archive client must be configured to
support the shared memory communication method, and they must be installed on the same computer.

SNMP
Specifies the SNMP communication method option.

TCPIP
Specifies the TCP/IP communication method option. This option is the default. When TCPIP is specified, TCP/IP Version 4 is
used exclusively.

V6TCPIP
Specifies the TCP/IP communication method option. If TCP/IP Version 4 and Version 6 are both configured, IBM Spectrum
Protect™ uses both protocols simultaneously. If both COMMMETHOD TCPIP and COMMMETHOD V6TCPIP are specified,
V6TCPIP overrides the specification of TCPIP. A valid domain name server (DNS) environment must be present to use either
TCP/IP V4 or TCP/IP V6 if this option is specified.

Examples

Example of specifying multiple communication methods to be used by the server (TCP/IP and TCP/IP Version 6):

commmethod tcpip 
commmethod v6tcpip

COMMTIMEOUT
The COMMTIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for an expected client message during an operation that causes a
database update. If the length of time exceeds this time-out, the server ends the session with the client. You may want to increase
the time-out value to prevent clients from timing out. Clients may time out if there is a heavy network load in your environment or
they are backing up large files.

The COMMTIMEOUT server option is used for non-administrative sessions. See the ADMINCOMMTIMEOUT option for
administrative client sessions.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command.

Syntax
 
                .-60------.    
>>-COMMTimeout--+-seconds-+------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

seconds
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Specifies the maximum number of seconds that a server waits for a client response. The default value is 60. The minimum
value is 1.

Examples

commtimeout 60

CONTAINERRESOURCETIMEOUT
The CONTAINERRESOURCETIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits to complete a data store operation to a container
storage pool.

Syntax

When a timeout occurs, any data that was stored in the container storage pool remains there. The data store operation ends, and
the request for the container resource is canceled.

 
                             .-180-----.    
>>-CONTAINERRESOURCETimeout--+-minutes-+----------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a server waits before an operation is canceled. The default value is 180
minutes. The minimum value is 1 minute.

Example

Specify that the server waits for 4 hours before a data store operation to a container storage pool is canceled.

containerresourcetimeout 240

DATEFORMAT
The DATEFORMAT option specifies the format in which dates are displayed by the server.

The DATEFORMAT value is overridden by the locale format if the locale is initialized at server startup. The locale is specified in the
LANGUAGE option.

Syntax

 
>>-DATEformat--n----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

n
Select a number from 1 to 5 to identify the date format used by the server. The default value is 1.

1
MM/DD/YYYY

2
DD-MM-YYYY

3
YYYY-MM-DD

4
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DD.MM.YYYY
5

YYYY.MM.DD

Examples

dateformat 4

DBDIAGLOGSIZE
This option helps to control the amount of space that is used by diagnostic log files.

The database manager uses diagnostic log files to log messages. You must control the size of the log files so that they do not fill
the file system. Use the DBDIAGLOGSIZE option to set the amount of space that is used by the log files.
If you set a value in the range 2 - 9999, a maximum of 10 rotating diagnostic log files are retained. Each file name indicates the
order in which the file was created. After a file is full, the next file is created. When the 10th file is full, the oldest file is deleted,
and a new file is created. The following example shows how the rotating log files might look:

db2diag.14.log, db2diag.15.log, ... , db2diag.22.log, db2diag.23.log

When db2diag.23.log is full, db2diag.14.log is deleted, and db2diag.24.log is created.
The server checks the file space that contains the diagnostic log files every hour. Messages are displayed every 12 hours if either
of the following conditions occur:

The available space in the file system where the diagnostic log files are located is less than 20% of the total file system
space.
The available space in the file system where the server instance directory is located is less than 1 GB.

If you specify a value of 0, only one log file, db2diag.log, is used for all diagnostic messages. No limits are imposed on the size of
the log file.
Restriction: You must monitor the size of the diagnostic log files to ensure that they do not use all the available space in the file
system. If there is not enough available space, the server might fail to respond.

Syntax

 
                  .-1024------.    
>>-DBDIAGLOGSize--+-megabytes-+-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

megabytes
Specifies the amount of space that is used by diagnostic log files in megabytes. Specify a value in the range 2 - 9999, or a
value of 0. The default value is 1024.

If you specify a value in the range 2 - 9999, rotating log files are used, and the value specifies the total size in megabytes of
all 10 log files. The value is reset to 1024 whenever the server is restarted.

If you specify a value of 0, one log file is used, and no limits are imposed on the size of the log file.

If you want to archive messages, specify a value of 0 to ensure that the db2diag.log file can use all the available space
without using rotating log files.

After you set the value of the megabytes parameter to 0 by using the DBDIAGLOGSIZE option, messages are initially
written to rotating log files. After the server is restarted, messages are written to the db2diag.log file.

Tip: If you specify a value in the range 2 - 9999 by using the server options file, dsmserv.opt, the value is not reset
automatically at server startup. The value remains the same until it is changed or removed from the dsmserv.opt file, by
using the SETOPT command.

Example: Specify a maximum size of 5120 megabytes

Specify the size of the diagnostic log files as 5120 megabytes (5 GB):
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dbdiaglogsize 5120

Example: Archive messages in a single log file

Archive messages by specifying that the messages are written to the db2diag.log file:

dbdiaglogsize 0

Related information:
DB2 V10.5 product information

DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD
The DBDIAGPATHFSTHRESHOLD option specifies the threshold for free space on the file system or disk that contains the
db2diag.log file.

When the amount of free space is equal to or less than the specified threshold, the ANR1545W error message is shown. By
default, the message is shown when the file system or disk has 20% or less of free disk space.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
>>-DBDIAGPATHFSTHreshold--percent------------------------------>< 
 

Parameter

percent
Specifies the percentage of available space in the file system. Valid values are in the range 0 - 100. The default is 20.
Tip: For best results, do not set a low or high value for the percent parameter. A low value might cause the file system to
become full before you can correct the issue. A full file system might corrupt the server database. A high value might result
in many ANR1545W messages in the server activity log.

Example

Set the threshold value to 10%.

setopt DBDIAGPATHFSTH 10

DBMEMPERCENT
Use this option to specify the percentage of the virtual address space that is dedicated to the database manager processes.

If applications other than IBM Spectrum Protect™ server are running on the system, ensure that the value allows adequate
memory for the other applications.

Syntax
 
>>-DBMEMPERCENT--+-percent-+----------------------------------->< 
                 '-AUTO----'    
 

Parameters

percent
Set a value from 10 to 99.

AUTO
The database manager sets the percentage automatically to a value that is between 75 percent and 95 percent of system
RAM. The default value is AUTO.
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Examples
dbmempercent 50

DBMTCPPORT
The DBMTCPPORT option specifies the port number on which the TCP/IP communication driver for the database manager waits
for requests for client sessions.

The specified port number must be reserved for use by the database manager.

By default, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server uses interprocess communications (IPC) to establish connections for the first two
connection pools, with a maximum of 480 connections for each pool. After the first 960 connections are established, the IBM
Spectrum Protect server uses TCP/IP for any additional connections.

Syntax
 
>>-DBMTCPPort--port_number------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the number of the TCP/IP port on which the database manager waits for communications from the server. Valid
values are integers from 1024 to 65535.

The default port number is the value of the server TCPPORT option plus 50,000. For example, if the server TCPPORT option
is 1500, the default DBMTCPPORT port number would be 51500.

If the TCPPORT server option is greater than 9999, add the last four digits of its value to 50000. For example, if the
TCPPORT option is 11500, 1550 is added to 50000, resulting in a DBMTCPPORT port number of 51500.

Example

dbmtcpport 51500

DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP
The DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP option specifies whether volumes in primary sequential-access storage pools that are set up for
data deduplication can be reclaimed and whether duplicate data can be discarded before the storage pools are backed up.

If the value of this option is YES (the default), you must back up data to copy storage pools that are not set up for data
deduplication. Use the BACKUP STGPOOL command to back up data to copy storage pools.

Be aware that reclamation of a volume in a storage pool that is set up for data deduplication might not occur when the volume first
becomes eligible. The server makes additional checks to ensure that data from a storage pool that is set up for data deduplication
has been backed up to a copy storage pool. These checks require more than one BACKUP STGPOOL instance before the server
reclaims a volume. After the server verifies that the data was backed up, the volume is reclaimed.

You can change this option dynamically using the SETOPT command.

Attention: To minimize the possibility of data loss, do not change the default setting for this server option. Specify a value of NO
only if you do not have any copy storage pools and are not performing storage pool backups.

Syntax
 
>>-DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP--+-Yes-+-------------------------------->< 
                        '-No--'    
 

Parameters
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Yes
Specifies that the storage pool must be backed up before volumes can be reclaimed and before duplicate data can be
discarded. This is the default.

No
Specifies that volumes in primary sequential-access storage pools that are set up for data deduplication can be reclaimed
and duplicate data can be discarded if the storage pools are not backed up.

Examples

Specify that primary sequential-access storage pools that are set up for data deduplication do not have to be backed up.

deduprequiresbackup no

DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE
The DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE option specifies at what file size IBM Spectrum Protect™ begins to use Tier 2 data deduplication.

Syntax
 
>>-DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE--nnn------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

nnn
Specifies the file size, in gigabytes, at which point the IBM Spectrum Protect server begins to use Tier 2 processing for data
deduplication. You can specify a value 20 - 9999. The default is 100.
Note: If the value specified or defaulted to for this option is greater than the value for the SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT option,
then this option is ignored for server data deduplication. If the value specified or defaulted to for this option is greater than
the value for CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT, then this option is ignored for client data deduplication.

Examples
deduptier2filesize 550

DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE
The DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE option specifies at what file size IBM Spectrum Protect™ begins to use Tier 3 data deduplication.

Syntax
 
>>-DEDUPTIER3FILESIZE--nnn------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

nnn
Specifies the file size, in gigabytes, at which point the IBM Spectrum Protect server begins to use Tier 3 processing for data
deduplication. You can specify a value 90 - 9999. The default is 400.

If the value specified or defaulted to for this option is greater than the value for the SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT option,
then this option is ignored for server data deduplication.
If the value specified or defaulted to for this option is greater than the value for CLIENTDEDUPTXNLIMIT, then this
option is ignored for client data deduplication.
If the value specified or defaulted to for this option is less than the value specified or defaulted to for
DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE, then the value of DEDUPTIER2FILESIZE is used for this option.

Examples

deduptier3filesize 1150
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DEVCONFIG
The DEVCONFIG option specifies the name of a file in which you want IBM Spectrum Protect™ to store a backup copy of device
configuration information.

IBM Spectrum Protect stores the following information in the device configuration file:

Device class definitions created by using the DEFINE DEVCLASS command
Drive definitions created by using the DEFINE DRIVE command
Library definitions created by using the DEFINE LIBRARY command
Library inventory information for the LIBTYPE=SCSI automated libraries
Path definitions created by using the DEFINE PATH command
Server definitions created with the DEFINE SERVER command
Server name created with the SET SERVERNAME command
Server password created with the SET SERVERPASSWORD command

Note:

Only path definitions with SRCTYPE=SERVER are backed up to the device configuration file. Paths of
SRCTYPE=DATAMOVER are not written to the file.
Library volume location information is stored as comments (/*...*/) in the device configuration file whenever CHECKIN
LIBVOLUME, CHECKOUT LIBVOLUME, and AUDIT LIBRARY commands are issued for SCSI libraries.

Attention: To restore the database after a disaster, you must have a copy of the current device configuration file. The device
configuration file cannot be recreated.

You can include one or more DEVCONFIG options in the server options file. When you use multiple DEVCONFIG options, IBM
Spectrum Protect automatically updates and stores a backup copy of device configuration information in each file you specify.

Syntax
 
>>-DEVCONFig--file_name---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

file_name
Specifies the name of a file in which to store a backup copy of device configuration information.

Examples

devconfig devices.sav

DISABLEREORGTABLE
The DISABLEREORGTABLE option specifies whether online table reorganization is disabled for table names that are specified in
the tables list.

To use the DISABLEREORGTABLE option, you must halt the server, update the options file, and then restart the server.

Syntax
 
>>-DISABLEREORGTable----tablelist------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

tablelist
Specifies a list of table names for which table reorganization is disabled. If you do not specify any table names with the
option, or if the option is not in the options file, no tables are disabled.
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Restriction: The following tables are already excluded from table reorganization processing and cannot be specified for this
option:

STAGED_EXPIRING_OBJECTS
STAGED_OBJECT_IDS
BF_DEREFERENCED_CHUNKS
BF_QUEUED_CHUNKS

Example
DISABLEREORGTABLE BF_BITFILE_EXTENTS,REPLICATING_OBJECTS

DISABLESCHEDS
The DISABLESCHEDS option specifies whether administrative and client schedules are disabled during IBM Spectrum Protect™
server recovery.

Syntax
 
>>-DISABLESCheds--+-Yes-+-------------------------------------->< 
                  '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that administrative and client schedules are disabled.

No
Specifies that administrative and client schedules are enabled.

Examples
disablescheds no

DISPLAYLFINFO
The DISPLAYLFINFO option specifies how the accounting records and summary table entries report the node name.

When this option is enabled, the accounting records and summary table entries report node_name(storage_agent_name) for the
node name. If the option is not enabled, the accounting records and summary table entries simply report node_name for the node
name. The default is No.

Syntax

 
>>-DISPLAYLFINFO--+-Yes-+-------------------------------------->< 
                  '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the accounting records and summary table entries will report the storage agent name.

No
Specifies that the accounting records and summary table entries will not report the storage agent name. This is the default.

Examples

displaylfinfo yes

The result shows the following accounting record with the storage agent name displayed (STA53):
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5,0,ADSM,07/13/2004,15:35:14,COLIND-TUC(STA53),,WinNT,1,Tcp/Ip,1,0,0,0, 
0,223,4063,0,0,222,7,8,3,1,4,0,0,0,0,3,0

The corresponding summary table also displays the storage agent name:

      START_TIME: 2004-07-13 15:35:07.000000 
        END_TIME: 2004-07-13 15:35:14.000000 
        ACTIVITY: BACKUP 
          NUMBER: 8 
          ENTITY: COLIND-TUC(STA53) 
        COMMMETH: Tcp/Ip 
         ADDRESS: colind-tuc:2229 
   SCHEDULE_NAME:  
        EXAMINED: 0 
        AFFECTED: 223 
          FAILED: 0 
           BYTES: 4160875 
            IDLE: 8 
          MEDIAW: 1 
       PROCESSES: 1 
      SUCCESSFUL: YES 
     VOLUME_NAME:  
      DRIVE_NAME:  
    LIBRARY_NAME:  
        LAST_USE:  
       COMM_WAIT: 3 
NUM_OFFSITE_VOLS: 

DNSLOOKUP
The DNSLOOKUP option specifies whether the server uses system API calls to determine the domain name server (DNS) names of
systems that contact the server.

Syntax

 
>>-DNSLOOKUP--+-Yes-+------------------------------------------>< 
              '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the server obtains the DNS names of contacting systems. Yes is the default.

No
Specifies that the server does not obtain the DNS names of contacting systems.

Examples

dnslookup yes

DRIVEACQUIRERETRY
The DRIVEACQUIRERETRY option lets you specify how many times the server retries the acquisition of a drive in an IBM® 349x
library. If the library is shared among multiple applications, its drives may appear to be available to the server (through the use of
a background polling process) when they are not.

This option is only valid if you specified 3494SHARED YES in the dsmserv.opt file. If you specified DRIVEACQUIRERETRY NEVER,
you need to monitor how long jobs have been waiting for drives and how long the server has been polling the drives. You may also
need to check the status of these drives in the other IBM Spectrum Protect™ servers. There may be cartridges stuck in the drives,
and the other IBM Spectrum Protect servers may have marked the drives as offline. If this is the case, you need to mark the drives
offline in the IBM Spectrum Protect server that is polling the drives. If necessary, also cancel any waiting jobs.

Syntax
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>>-DRIVEACQuireretry--+-Forever-----------+-------------------->< 
                      +-Never-------------+    
                      '-number_of_retries-'    
 

Parameters

Forever
The acquisition of a drive is retried until one is successfully acquired. This is the default.

Never
The server does not retry the acquisition of a drive and fails the operation.

number_of_retries
Specifies the maximum number of times, from 1 to 9999, that the server retries the acquisition of a drive.

Examples

Specify that the server should attempt no more than 10 times to acquire the drive:

driveacquireretry 10

ENABLENASDEDUP
The ENABLENASDEDUP server option specifies whether the server deduplicates data that is stored by a network-attached storage
(NAS) file server. This option applies only to NetApp file servers.

If the value of this option is NO, the data stored by the file server is skipped during duplicate-identification processing. If the value
of this option is YES, the value of the DEDUPLICATE parameter in the storage pool definition must be YES.

Syntax

 
>>-ENABLENASDEDUP--+-No--+------------------------------------->< 
                   '-Yes-'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect™ server deduplicates data stored by a NetApp file server.

No
Specifies that the server does not deduplicate data stored by a NetApp file server.

Example

Specify that the server deduplicates data stored by a NetApp file server.

enablenasdedup yes

EVENTSERVER
The EVENTSERVER option specifies whether at startup the server should try to contact the event server.

Syntax
 
>>-EVENTSERVer--+-Yes-+---------------------------------------->< 
                '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
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Specifies that, at startup, the server tries to contact the event server. Contact occurs only if a DEFINE EVENTSERVER
command has already been issued. This is the default.

No
Specifies that, at startup, the server does not try to contact the event server.

Examples

eventserver yes

EXPINTERVAL
The EXPINTERVAL option specifies the interval, in hours, between automatic inventory expiration processes by IBM Spectrum
Protect™. Inventory expiration removes client backup and archive file copies from the server as specified by the management
classes to which the client files are bound. If expiration is not run periodically, storage pool space is not reclaimed from expired
client files, and the server requires more storage space than required by policy.

You can also use the EXPIRE INVENTORY command to start inventory expiration. Expiration can make space available in your
storage pools for additional client backup or archive files.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax

 
                .-24----.    
>>-EXPINterval--+-hours-+-------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

hours
Specifies the time, in hours, between automatic inventory expiration processes. You can specify from 0 to 336 (14 days). A
value of 0 means that expiration must be started with the EXPIRE INVENTORY command. The default is 24.

Examples

expinterval 5

EXPQUIET
The EXPQUIET option specifies whether IBM Spectrum Protect™ sends detailed messages during expiration processing.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
>>-EXPQUiet--+- --No--+---------------------------------------->< 
             '- --Yes-'    
 

Parameters

No
Specifies that the server sends detailed messages. This is the default.

Yes
Specifies that the server sends only minimal messages. These messages are sent only for files that have expired based on
the copy group in the default management class or retention grace period for the domain.

Examples
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expquiet no

FASPBEGPORT
The FASPBEGPORT option specifies the starting number in the range of port numbers that are used for network communications
with Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology.

To define the range of port numbers, specify both the FASPBEGPORT and FASPENDPORT options.

Syntax

 
                .-15100----------------.    
>>-FASPBEGPort--+-starting_port_number-+----------------------->< 
 

Parameters

starting_port_number
Specifies the starting port number for network communications that use Aspera FASP technology. The default value is
15100.
Ask your network administrator to help you define the range of port numbers:

If you did not enable the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for the server pair, ensure that the ports can be used
for Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sockets.
Ensure that the ports can be used for User Datagram Protocol (UDP) connections.
Ensure that the ports are compatible with firewall rules.

Example

If firewall rules require port numbers to be greater than 1800, you would specify a minimum port number of 1801:

faspbegport 1801

Related reference:
FASPENDPORT

FASPENDPORT
The FASPENDPORT option specifies the ending number in the range of port numbers that are used for network communications
with Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®) technology.

To define the range of port numbers, specify both the FASPBEGPORT and FASPENDPORT options.

Syntax
 
                .-15199--------------.    
>>-FASPENDPort--+-ending_port_number-+------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ending_port_number
Specifies the ending port number for network communications that use Aspera FASP technology. The default value is
15199.
Ask your network administrator to help you define the range of port numbers:

If you did not enable the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol for the server pair, ensure that the ports can be used
for Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sockets.
Ensure that the ports can be used for User Datagram Protocol (UDP) connections.
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Ensure that the ports are compatible with firewall rules.

Example

If firewall rules require port numbers to be less than 1900, you would specify a maximum port number of 1899:

faspendport 1899

Related reference:
FASPBEGPORT

FASPTARGETRATE
The FASPTARGETRATE option specifies the target rate for data transfer with Aspera® Fast Adaptive Secure Protocol (FASP®)
technology. By specifying the target rate, you limit the bandwidth of each network connection that uses Aspera FASP technology.
In this way, you can ensure that sufficient bandwidth is available for all network connections.

Syntax

 
                   .-250000------.    
>>-FaspTargetRate--+-target_rate-+----------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

target_rate
Specifies the maximum rate, in kilobits per second, for data transfer during a session. The default value is 250000. You can
specify values in the range 100 - 100000000. 

For example, if you issue the PROTECT STGPOOL command to run two parallel operations at the default target rate, the
aggregated throughput does not exceed 500,000 kbps. If your file system can support two operations to protect storage
pools at much higher rates than 500,000 kbps of aggregated throughput, and sufficient network bandwidth is available, you
can increase the target rate.

To determine the appropriate target rate, consult your network administrator.

Examples

If the allotted network bandwidth is 150,000 kbps, you can set the target rate to 75,000 and use the default number of sessions
(two) for the PROTECT STGPOOL command.

fasptargetrate 75000

In a large blueprint configuration, if the allotted network bandwidth is 6,000,000 kbps, you can set the target rate to 750,000 and
use eight sessions for the PROTECT STGPOOL command.

fasptargetrate 750000

FFDCLOGLEVEL
The FFDCLOGLEVEL option specifies the type of general server messages that are displayed in the first failure data capture (FFDC)
log.

The FFDC log contains three categories of general server messages. Setting the FFDCLOGLEVEL option affects the following
categories:

FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_INFO
FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_WARNING
FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_ERROR

Syntax
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   .-FFDCLOGLevel--=--ALL-------.    
>>-+-FFDCLOGLevel--=--+-ALL---+-+------------------------------>< 
                      +-WARN--+      
                      '-ERRor-'      
 

Parameters

ALL

Specifies that all FFDC general server log messages are in the log. This value is the default.

WARN

Specifies that the FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_WARNING and FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_ERROR messages appear in the log.

ERRor

Specifies that only the FFDC_GENERAL_SERVER_ERROR messages appear in the log.

Example

ffdcloglevel warn

FFDCLOGNAME
The FFDCLOGNAME option specifies a name for the first failure data capture (FFDC) log.

The FFDC log file is used to gather diagnostic information about the server. When an error occurs, data about the error is written to
the FFDC log file. This information can be provided to IBM Support to help diagnose problems. The FFDC log file is in the server
instance directory.

Syntax
 
                .-dsmffdc.log-.    
>>-FFDCLOGNAME--+-file_name---+-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

file_name
Specifies a file name for the FFDC log file. The file name can be a fully qualified file name or a file name relative to the
server instance directory. The default value is dsmffdc.log.

Examples

ffdclogname /tsminst1/tsmffdc.log 
ffdclogname tsmffdc.log 
ffdclogname c:\tsmserv1\tsmffdc.log

Related reference:
FFDCMAXLOGSIZE
FFDCNUMLOGS

FFDCMAXLOGSIZE
The FFDCMAXLOGSIZE option specifies the size for the first failure data capture (FFDC) log file.

The FFDC log file is used to gather diagnostic information about the server. When an error occurs, data about the error is written to
the FFDC log file. This information can be provided to IBM Support to help diagnose problems.

Syntax
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                   .-1024------.    
>>-FFDCMAXLOGSIZE--+-kilobytes-+------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

kilobytes
Specifies the size to which the FFDC log file can grow before wrapping. The minimum value is 500. The maximum value is
2097151. The default value is 1024.

To allow the size of the log file to grow indefinitely, specify a value of -1. To disable the log, specify 0.

Examples
ffdcmaxlogsize 2000

Related reference:
FFDCLOGNAME
FFDCNUMLOGS

FFDCNUMLOGS
The FFDCNUMLOGS option specifies the number of log files that can be used for circular logging. The default value is 10.

Circular logging uses a ring of log files to provide recovery from transaction failures and system crashes. For example, when the
dsmffcd.log file is full, it is renamed to dsmffdc.log.1. If a dsmffdc.log.1 file exists, the dsmffdc.log.1 file is renamed to
dsmffdc.log.2. If a dsmffdc.log.2 exists, the dsmffdc.log.2 file is renamed to dsmffdc.log.3, and so on, until the FFDCNUMLOGS
value is reached. If there is a log file that is renamed as the FFDCNUMLOGS value is reached, that log file is deleted.

The minimum value is 1. The maximum value is 100. The default value is 10.

Syntax
 
                .-10----.    
>>-FFDCNUMLOGS--+-value-+-------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

value
Specifies the number of log files that are used for circular logging.

If you specify a value of 1 and the log file size reaches the FFDCMAXLOGSIZE, the server continues to write to the log file.
Any logging information is overwritten and the server continues to write to the log file.

Examples

ffdcnumlogs 20

FILEEXIT
The FILEEXIT option specifies a file to which enabled events are routed. Each logged event is a record in the file.

Syntax

 
>>-FILEEXIT--+-No--+--file_name--+-REPLACE--+------------------>< 
             '-Yes-'             +-APPEND---+    
                                 '-PRESERVE-'    
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Parameters

Yes
Specifies that event logging to the file exit receiver begins automatically at server startup.

No
Specifies that event logging to the file exit receiver does not begin automatically at server startup. When this parameter has
been specified, you must begin event logging manually by issuing the BEGIN EVENTLOGGING command.

file_name
Specifies the name of the file in which the events are stored.

REPLACE
Specifies that if the file already exists, it will be overwritten.

APPEND
Specifies that if the file already exists, data is appended to it.

PRESERVE
Specifies that if the file already exists, it will not be overwritten.

Examples

fileexit yes \tsm\server\data replace

fileexit yes /tsm/server/data replace

FILETEXTEXIT
The FILETEXTEXIT option specifies a file to which enabled events are routed. Each logged event is a fixed-size, readable line.

Syntax

 
>>-FILETEXTEXIT--+-No--+--file_name--+-REPLACE--+-------------->< 
                 '-Yes-'             +-APPEND---+    
                                     '-PRESERVE-'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that event logging to the file exit receiver begins automatically at server startup.

No
Specifies that event logging to the file exit receiver does not begin automatically at server startup. When this parameter has
been specified, you must begin event logging manually by issuing the BEGIN EVENTLOGGING command.

file_name
Specifies the name of the file in which the events are stored.

REPLACE
Specifies that if the file already exists, it will be overwritten.

APPEND
Specifies that if the file already exists, data will be appended to it.

PRESERVE
Specifies that if the file already exists, it will not be overwritten.

Examples

filetextexit yes \tsm\server\data replace

filetextexit yes /tsm/server/data replace
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FSUSEDTHRESHOLD
The FSUSEDTHRESHOLD option specifies what percentage of the file system can be filled up by the database before an alert
message is issued.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command.

If this value is set to a low number, the activity log might be flooded with messages about the database space being filled, even if
there is still space available. If the value is set too high, the database space might be filled before you can add more space to the
file system.

Syntax

 
>>-FSUSEDTHreshold--percent------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

percent
Specifies the value of used space in the database. You can specify a value from 0 to 100. The default is 90.

Examples

fsusedthreshold 70

IDLETIMEOUT
The IDLETIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, that a client session can be idle before the server cancels the
session. You may want to increase the time-out value to prevent clients from timing out if there is a heavy network load in your
environment. Note, however, that a large number of idle sessions could prevent other users from connecting to the server.

The IDLETIMEOUT server option is used for non-administrative sessions. See the ADMINIDLETIMEOUT option for administrative
client sessions.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command.

Syntax
 
                .-15------.    
>>-IDLETimeout--+-minutes-+------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a server waits for an idle client. The default value is 15 minutes. The
minimum value is 1 minute.

Examples
idletimeout 15

KEEPALIVE
The KEEPALIVE option specifies whether the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive function is enabled for outbound TCP
sockets. The TCP keepalive function sends a transmission from one device to another to check that the link between the two
devices is operating.

If you are using node replication, you can use the KEEPALIVE option on the source replication server to enable the TCP keepalive
function. The KEEPALIVE option is not required on the target replication server unless you specify bidirectional replication, in
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which case the target server becomes the source replication server.

Syntax

 
              .-Yes-.    
>>-KEEPALIVE--+-No--+------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the TCP keepalive function is enabled for outbound TCP sockets. This value is the default.
If the KEEPALIVE option is enabled, default values are used for the KEEPALIVETIME and KEEPALIVEINTERVAL options.

No
Specifies that the TCP keepalive function is not enabled for outbound TCP sockets.
If you specify a value of NO, it does not affect current TCP socket connections that originated from outbound connection
requests while the KEEPALIVE option was set to YES. The YES value applies to those sockets until the related session ends
and the socket is closed.

Example

Use the SETOPT command to enable the keepalive function without disabling or halting the server:

setopt keepalive yes

Related reference:
KEEPALIVEINTERVAL
KEEPALIVETIME

KEEPALIVETIME
The KEEPALIVETIME option specifies how often TCP sends a keepalive transmission when it receives a response. This option
applies only if you set the KEEPALIVE option to YES.

Syntax
 
                  .-300-----.    
>>-KEEPALIVETIME--+-seconds-+---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

seconds
Specifies how often TCP sends keepalive transmissions to verify that an idle connection is still active. The value is specified
in seconds.
You can specify a value in the range 1 - 4294967. The default is 300 (5 minutes).

Example

Set the KEEPALIVETIME option to 120 seconds:

keepalivetime 120

Related reference:
KEEPALIVE
KEEPALIVEINTERVAL

KEEPALIVEINTERVAL
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The KEEPALIVEINTERVAL option specifies how often a keepalive transmission is sent if no response is received. This option
applies only if you set the KEEPALIVE option to YES.

Syntax

 
                      .-30------.    
>>-KEEPALIVEINTERVAL--+-seconds-+------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

seconds
Specifies the length of time, in seconds, between keepalive transmissions when no response is received. The value is
specified in seconds.
You can specify a value in the range 1 - 4294967. The default is 30 seconds.

Example

Set the KEEPALIVEINTERVAL option to 45 seconds:

keepaliveinterval 45

Related reference:
KEEPALIVE
KEEPALIVETIME

LANGUAGE
The LANGUAGE option controls the initialization of locales. A locale includes the language and the date, time, and number formats
to be used for the console and server.

If your client and server are running different languages, the messages that are generated might not be understandable when
messages are issued from the client to the server or if the server sends output to the client.

If initialization of the locale fails, the server defaults to American English.

If the initialization of the locale fails, the server defaults to American English and uses the date, time, and number
formats that are set by the DATEFORMAT, TIMEFORMAT, and NUMBERFORMAT server options.

Syntax

 
                     (1)       
>>-LANGuage--+-AMENG------+------------------------------------>< 
             |       (2)  |    
             +-en_US------+    
             |        (3) |    
             '-locale-----'    
 

Notes:

1. AMENG is available only on HP-UX, Solaris, Windows.
2. en_US is available only on AIX and Linux.
3. locale is available only on AIX, HP-UX, Solaris, Linux, and Windows.

Parameters

AMENG
Specifies that American English is used as the default language for the server.

en_US
Specifies that American English is used as the default language for the server.

locale
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Specifies the name of the locale that is supported by the server. See the following tables for information on supported
locales by operating system.
Note: IBM Spectrum Protect™ runs in any locale, but defaults to American English. For the locales listed, language support
is available.

Table 1. Server languages for AIX®
Language LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

Chinese, Simplified Zh_CN

Chinese, Simplified (UTF-8) ZH_CN

Chinese, Traditional (Big5) Zh_TW

Chinese, Traditional (UTF-8) ZH_TW

Chinese, Traditional (euc_tw) zh_TW

English en_US

English (UTF-8) EN_US

French fr_FR

French (UTF-8) FR_FR

German de_DE

German (UTF-8) DE_DE

Italian it_IT

Italian (UTF-8) IT_IT

Japanese, EUC ja_JP

Japanese, PC Ja_JP

Japanese, UTF8 JA_JP

Korean ko_KR

Korean (UTF-8) KO_KR

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

Portuguese, Brazilian (UTF-8) PT_BR

Russian ru_RU

Russian (UTF-8) RU_RU

Spanish es_ES

Spanish (UTF-8) ES_ES

Table note: The system must have en_US environment support installed.

Table 2. Server languages for Linux
LANGUAGE LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified zh_CN

zh_CN.gb18030

zh_CN.utf8

Chinese, Traditional Big5 / Zh_TW

zh_TW

zh_TW.utf8

English, United States en_US
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LANGUAGE LANGUAGE option value

en_US.utf8

French fr_FR

fr_FR.utf8

German de_DE

de_DE.utf8

Italian it_IT

it_IT.utf8

Japanese ja_JP

ja_JP.utf8

Korean ko_KR

ko_KR.utf8

Portuguese, Brazilian pt_BR

pt_BR.utf8

Russian ru_RU

ru_RU.utf8

Spanish es_ES

es_ES.utf8

Table 3. Server languages for Windows
Language LANGUAGE option value

Chinese, Simplified chs

Chinese, Traditional cht

English ameng

French fra

German deu

Italian ita

Japanese jpn

Korean kor

Portuguese, Brazilian ptb

Russian rus

Spanish esp

Examples

lang ja_JP

lang jpn

LDAPCACHEDURATION
The LDAPCACHEDURATION option determines the amount of time that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server caches LDAP password
authentication information.
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After a successful LDAP bind, the value that you enter determines the amount of time that information about the LDAP directory
server is kept available. The higher the number, the better the performance of the LDAP directory server. During the cache period,
though, changes on the LDAP directory server do not take immediate effect on the node. For example, old passwords might be
available for some time, even after they were changed or locked on the LDAP server.

Include the LDAPCACHEDURATION option in a SETOPT command to have the option take effect immediately.

Restriction: The LDAPCACHEDURATION option does not apply to storage agents.

Syntax

 
>>-LDAPCACHEDURATION--minutes---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the maximum amount of time after a successful LDAP bind, that subsequent sessions to the same node or
administrator skip secondary LDAP bind operations. Values range from zero to 360 minutes.

Example: Set the LDAPCACHEDURATION value to 6 hours (maximum)

In the dsmserv.opt file, specify the following value:

ldapcacheduration 360

After a node or administrator authenticates with an external directory server, the LDAP bind is skipped for 360 minutes on all
sessions.

LDAPURL
The LDAPURL option specifies the location of a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) server. Set the LDAPURL option after
you configure the LDAP server.

Tip: The information in this documentation applies to the LDAP authentication method that is preferred for IBM Spectrum
Protect™ V7.1.7 or later servers. For instructions about using the previous LDAP authentication method, see Managing passwords
and logon procedures.
The following restrictions apply:

The LDAPURL option cannot be used in combination with the SETOPT command.
The LDAPURL option does not apply to storage agents.

Syntax
 
>>-LDAPURL--ldap_url_value------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ldap_url_value
Specifies the URL of one LDAP server, or the URLs of multiple LDAP servers. You can enter multiple values, with each URL
value up to 1024 characters. The port number is optional and defaults to 389. Each URL value must contain an LDAP server
name. For example, the format of the server name is server1.storage.us.ibm.com and the LDAP port is 341. The value
of the LDAPURL option must conform to the following specifications:

If you specify multiple URLs, each URL must be on a separate line.
If you specify multiple URLs, each URL must point to a different external directory, and all external directories must
contain the same data.
Each URL must begin with ldap://.
Restriction: The URL that you designate cannot begin with ldaps://.
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IBM Spectrum Protect supports LDAP connections that are secured with the standard LDAPv3 StartTLS operation,
which establishes a secure Transport Layer Security (TLS) exchange on an existing LDAP connection. The LDAP
Simple Bind operation that IBM Spectrum Protect uses does not protect the password when it is sent. A secure TLS
connection is required to protect the password.

Example: Set the port value for an LDAP server

In the dsmserv.opt file, specify the port value as 341 for an LDAP server:

ldapurl ldap://server1.storage.us.ibm.com:341/dc=storage,dc=us,dc=ibm,dc=com

MAXSESSIONS
The MAXSESSIONS option specifies the maximum number of simultaneous client sessions that can connect with the server.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax

 
                .-25-----------------.    
>>-MAXSessions--+-number_of_sessions-+------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_of_sessions
Specifies the maximum number of simultaneous client sessions. The default value is 25 client sessions. The minimum
value is 2 client sessions. The maximum value is limited only by available virtual storage size or communication resources.

Examples

maxsessions 25

MESSAGEFORMAT
The MESSAGEFORMAT option specifies whether a message number is displayed in all lines of a multi-line message.

Syntax

 
>>-MESsageformat--number--------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number
Select a number to specify if a message number is to be displayed only on the first line of a multi-line message or is to be
displayed on all lines.

1
The message number for a message is displayed only in the first line of the message. This is the default.

2
The message number for a message is displayed in all lines of a message.

Examples
messageformat 2

MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY
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The MIRRORLOGDIRECTORY option specifies the directory for mirroring the active log path.

All changes made to the active log directory are also written to this mirror directory. This option is appended to the options file
when the DSMSERV FORMAT command is run. Typically, the directory does not need to be changed.

Syntax
 
>>-MIRRorlogdirectory--dir_name-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

dir_name
Specifies a fully qualified directory name for the active log mirror. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Examples

mirrorlogdirectory /tsm/mirrorlog

mirrorlogdirectory c:\tsmserv1\mirrorlog

MOVEBATCHSIZE
The MOVEBATCHSIZE option specifies the number of client files that are to be moved and grouped together in a batch, within the
same server transaction. This data movement results from storage pool backups and restores, migration, reclamation, and MOVE
DATA operations. This option works with the MOVESIZETHRESH option.

Syntax
 
                  .-1000------------.    
>>-MOVEBatchsize--+-number_of_files-+-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_of_files
Specifies a number of files between 1 and 1000. The default is 1000.

Examples
movebatchsize 100

MOVESIZETHRESH
The MOVESIZETHRESH option specifies, in megabytes, a threshold for the amount of data moved as a batch, within the same
server transaction. When this threshold is reached, no more files are added to the current batch, and a new transaction is started
after the current batch is moved.

Syntax
 
                   .-4096-------.    
>>-MOVESizethresh--+- megabytes-+------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters
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megabytes
Specifies the number of megabytes as an integer from 1 to 32768. The default value is 4096. This option is used with the
MOVEBATCHSIZE option.

Examples

movesizethresh 500

MSGINTERVAL
The MSGINTERVAL option specifies the time, in minutes, between messages prompting an operator to mount a tape for the
server.

Syntax
 
                .-1-------.    
>>-MSGINTerval--+-minutes-+------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the time interval at which the operator is prompted by the server to mount a tape. The default value is 1 minute.
The minimum value is 1 minute.

Examples
msginterval 2

NAMEDPIPENAME
The NAMEDPIPENAME option specifies a communication method that allows processes to communicate with one another without
having to know where the sender and receiver processes are located. The name acts like an alias, connecting the two processes
regardless of whether they are on the same computer or across connected domains.

Syntax
 
>>-NAMEDpipename--name----------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

name
Specifies the named pipes name for the server to use. Named pipes are ideal for running in an environment where client
and server are on the same machine. No communication software is required and no setup is required.

Examples
namedpipename    \\.\PIPE\TSMPIPE

NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT
The NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT server option specifies the time in hours that IBM Spectrum Protect™ server waits to receive
status updates during NDMP restore operations across the LAN. NDMP restore operations of large NAS file systems can have long
periods of inactivity. The default is 6 hours.
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Syntax
 
                          .-6-----.    
>>-NDMPCONNECTIONTIMEOUT--+-hours-+---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

hours
The number of hours that the IBM Spectrum Protect server waits to receive status updates during an NDMP restore
operation over the LAN. The default value is 6. The minimum is 1 hour. The maximum is 48 hours.

Example

Specify a timeout of 10 hours before the NDMP connection times out:

ndmpconnectiontimeout  10

NDMPCONTROLPORT
The NDMPCONTROLPORT option specifies the port number to be used for internal communications for certain Network Data
Management Protocol (NDMP) operations. The IBM Spectrum Protect™ server does not function as a general purpose NDMP tape
server.

Syntax

 
                    .-10000-------.    
>>-NDMPControlport--+-port_number-+---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
The port number to be used for internal communications for certain NDMP operations. The port number must be from 1024
to 32767. The default is 10000.

Examples

ndmpcontrolport 9999

NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE
The NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVE server option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server enables Transmission Control
Protocol (TCP) keepalive on network data-management protocol (NDMP) control connections to network-attached storage (NAS)
devices. The default is NO.

TCP keepalive is implemented within the network support of an operating system. TCP keepalive prevents a long-running, inactive
connection from being closed by firewall software that detects and closes inactive connections.
Restriction: To prevent errors, do not enable TCP keepalive in certain types of environments. One example is environments that do
not have firewalls between the IBM Spectrum Protect server and a NAS device. Another example is environments with firewalls
that tolerate long-running, inactive connections. Enabling TCP keepalive in this type of environment can cause an idle connection
to be inadvertently closed if the connection partner temporarily fails to respond to TCP keepalive packets.

Syntax
 
>>-NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVES--+-NO--+------------------------------->< 
                         '-YES-'    
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Parameters

NO
Disable TCP keepalive on all NDMP control connections. NO is the default.

YES
Enable TCP keepalive on all NDMP control connections. The default idle time before the first TCP keepalive packet is sent is
120 minutes.

To change the idle time, use the NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES server option.

Example

Enable TCP keepalive on all NDMP control connections so that inactive NDMP connections are not closed:

ndmpenablekeepalive yes

NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES
The NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES server option specifies the amount of time, in minutes, before the operating system transmits the
first Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) keepalive packet on a network data-management protocol (NDMP) control connection.
The default is 120 minutes.

Prerequisite: Use this option only after you set the value of the NDMPENABLEKEEPALIVES server option to YES.

Syntax

 
                        .-120-----.    
>>-NDMPKEEPIDLEMINUTES--+-minutes-+---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
The number of minutes of inactivity on NDMP control connections before TCP keepalive packets are transmitted. The
default value is 120. The minimum is 1 minute. The maximum is 600 minutes.

Example

Specify an idle time of 15 minutes before the first TCP keepalive packet is sent:

ndmpkeepidleminutes  15

NDMPPORTRANGE
The NDMPPORTRANGE option specifies the range of port numbers through which IBM Spectrum Protect™ cycles to obtain a port
number for accepting a session from a network-attached storage (NAS) device for data transfer. The default is 0,0 which means
that IBM Spectrum Protect lets the operating system provide a port (ephemeral port).

If all ports specified are in use when a NAS device attempts to connect to the server, the operation fails. If a single port number is
chosen (no comma and no port number for the high value), the default for the high port number is the low port number plus 100.

When Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP) data is directed to an IBM Spectrum Protect native pool, communication can
be initiated from either the NDMP systems or the IBM Spectrum Protect server. If a firewall separates the server and NAS devices,
it may be necessary to specify port numbers in firewall rules to allow traffic to pass to and from the NAS devices. NAS devices
communicate to the IBM Spectrum Protect server the port numbers that they will use when contacting the server. The port
numbers of the server are controlled with the NDMPPortrange options. Port number control for NAS devices is specific to vendors.
Consult your vendor documentation.

Syntax
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>>-NDMPPortrange--port_number_low-+-------------------+-------->< 
                                  '-,port_number_high-'    
 

Parameters

port_number_low
The low port number from which IBM Spectrum Protect starts to cycle when needing a port number for accepting session
from a NAS device for data transfer. The minimum port number value is 1024.

port_number_high
The high port number to which IBM Spectrum Protect can cycle when needing a port number for accepting session from a
NAS device for data transfer. The maximum port number value is 32767. The high port number must be the same or larger
than the low port number.

Examples

Specify that IBM Spectrum Protect can cycle from port numbers 1024 - 2024.

ndmpportrange 1024,2024

NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE
This option specifies the IP address that is associated with the interface in which you want the server to receive all Network Data
Management Protocol (NDMP) backup data.

This option affects all subsequent NDMP filer-to-server operations, but does not affect NDMP control connections, which use the
system's default network interface. The value for this option is a host name or IPV4 address that is associated with one of the
active network interfaces of the system on which the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server is running. This interface must be IPV4
enabled.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command.

Syntax
 
>>-NDMPPREFDATAINTERFACE--ip_address--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

ip_address
Specify an address in either dotted decimal or host name format. If you specify a dotted decimal address, it is not verified
with a domain name server. If the address is not correct, it can cause failures when the server attempts to open a socket at
the start of an NDMP filer-to-server backup.

Host name format addresses are verified with a domain name server. There is no default value. If a value is not set, all
NDMP operations use the IBM Spectrum Protect server's network interface for receiving backup data during NDMP filer-to-
server backup operations.

To clear the option value, specify the SETOPT command with a null value, "".

Examples:

ndmpprefdatainterface  net1.tucson.ibm.com

ndmpprefdatainterface  9.11.152.89

NOPREEMPT
The server allows certain operations to preempt other operations for access to volumes and devices. You can specify the
NOPREEMPT option to disable preemption. When preemption is disabled, no operation can preempt another for access to a
volume, and only a database backup operation can preempt another operation for access to a device.
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For example, a client data restore operation preempts a client data backup for use of a specific device or access to a specific
volume.

Syntax

 
>>-NOPREEMPT--------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None

Examples

Disable preemption among server operations:

nopreempt

NORETRIEVEDATE
The NORETRIEVEDATE option specifies that the server does not update the retrieve date of a file in a disk storage pool when a
client restores or retrieves the file. This option and the MIGDELAY storage pool parameter control when the server migrates files.

If you do not specify NORETRIEVEDATE, the server migrates files after they have been in the storage pool for the number of days
specified by the MIGDELAY parameter. The number of days is counted from the day that the file was stored in the storage pool or
retrieved by a client, whichever is more recent. If you specify NORETRIEVEDATE, the server does not update the retrieve date of a
file, and the number of days is counted from the day the file entered the disk storage pool.

If you specify this option and caching is enabled for a disk storage pool, reclamation of cached space is affected. When space is
needed in a disk storage pool that contains cached files, the server gets the space by selectively erasing cached copies. Files that
have the oldest retrieve dates and occupy the largest amount of space are selected for removal. When you specify
NORETRIEVEDATE, the server does not update the retrieve date when a file is retrieved. This may cause cached copies to be
removed even though they have recently been retrieved by a client.

Syntax
 
>>-NORETRIEVEDATE---------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None.

Examples

Specify that the retrieve dates of files in disk storage pools are not updated when clients restore and retrieve the files:

noretrievedate

NPAUDITFAILURE
The NPAUDITFAILURE option specifies whether an event is sent to the event log when a node logs in to the server using a name
that is in the Windows group but does not match the Windows account login name. To ensure that a node can access only its own
data, the node name and the Windows account name must match.

Syntax

 
>>-NPAUDITFailure--+-Yes-+------------------------------------->< 
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                   '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that an event is sent to the event log when a node logs in to the server using a name that is in the Windows group.
But, this name does not match the Windows account login name.

No
Specifies that an audit failure event is not sent to the event log.

Examples

Specify that an event is sent to the event log when a node logs in to the server using a name that is in the Windows group. But, this
name does not match the Windows account login name.

npauditfailure yes

NPAUDITSUCCESS
The NPAUDITSUCCESS option specifies that an event is sent to the event log when a client node user is authenticated for access
to the server through SECUREPIPE.

Syntax

 
>>-NPAUDITSuccess--+-Yes-+------------------------------------->< 
                   '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that an event is sent to the event log when a client node user is authenticated for access to the server through
SECUREPIPES.

No
Specifies that an event is not sent to the Windows log.

Examples

Specify that an event is sent to the event log when a client node is authenticated for access to the server.

npauditsuccess yes

NPBUFFERSIZE
The NPBUFFERSIZE option specifies the size of the Named Pipes communication buffer.

Syntax
 
                 .-8---------.    
>>-NPBUFfersize--+-kilobytes-+--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

kilobytes
Specifies the size, in kilobytes, of the Named Pipes communication buffer. The default is 8.
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Examples

Specify a 16 KB Named Pipes communication buffer:

npbuffersize 16

NUMBERFORMAT
The NUMBERFORMAT option specifies the format in which the server displays numbers.

The value of NUMBERFORMAT is overridden by the number formatting definition of the locale if the locale is successfully
initialized at server startup. The locale is specified in the LANGUAGE option.

Syntax

 
>>-NUMberformat--number---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number
Select a number from 1 to 6 to identify the number format used by the server. The default is 1.

1
1,000.00

2
1,000,00

3
1 000,00

4
1 000.00

5
1.000,00

6
1'000,00

Examples

numberformat 4

NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED
The NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED option specifies the number of input FILE volumes in a deduplicated storage pool that can be open
at one time.

Input volumes contain data to be read during client-restore operations and server processes, such as reclamation and migration.
Use this option to improve performance by reducing the frequency with which volumes are opened and closed.

Each session within a client operation or server process can have as many open FILE volumes as specified by this option. A
session is initiated by a client operation or by a server process. Multiple sessions can be started within each.

During a client restore operation, volumes can remain open for the duration of a client restore operation and as long a client
session is active. During a no-query restore operation, the volumes remain open until the no-query restore completes. At that
time, all volumes are closed and released. However, for a classic restore operation started in interactive mode, the volumes might
remain open at the end of the restore operation. The volumes are closed and released when the next classic restore operation is
requested.

Set this value in the server options file or use the SETOPT command.
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Tip: This option can significantly increase the number of volumes and mount points in use at any one time. To optimize
performance, follow these steps:

To set NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED, select a beginning value (the default is recommended). Monitor client sessions and server
processes. Note the highest number of volumes open for a single session or process. Increase the setting of
NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED if the highest number of open volumes is equal to the value specified by
NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED.
To prevent sessions or processes from having to wait for a mount point, increase the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter
in the device-class definition. Set the value of the MOUNTLIMIT parameter high enough to allow all client sessions and
server processes using deduplicated storage pools to open the number of volume specified by the
NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED option. For client sessions, check the destination in the copy group definition to determine how
many nodes are storing data in the deduplicated storage pool. For server processes, check the number of processes
allowed for each process for the storage pool.
A situation might occur in which a node backs up and restores or archives and retrieves concurrently to and from a
deduplicated storage pool. All the mount points required for these operations increase the total number of mount points
required by the node.

As a result, the node might not be able to start additional backup sessions if it already has more mount points open than
what the MAXNUMMP parameter in the client-node definition allows. This can occur even though the MOUNTLIMIT for the
device class was not exceeded.

To prevent backup and retrieve operations from failing, set the value of the MAXNUMMP parameter in the client-node
definition to a value at least as high as the NUMOPENVOLSALLOWED option. Increase this value if you notice that the node
is failing backup or retrieve operations because the MAXNUMMP value is being exceeded.

Syntax

 
>>-NUMOPENVOLSallowed--number_of_open_volumes------------------>< 
 

Parameters

number_of_open_volumes
Specifies the number of input FILE volumes in a deduplicated storage pool that can be open at one time. The default is 10.
The minimum value is 3. The maximum value is 999.

Examples

Specify that up to 5 volumes in a deduplicated storage pool can be open at one time.

numopenvolsallowed 5

PUSHSTATUS
The PUSHSTATUS option is used on spoke servers to ensure that status information is sent to the hub server. Do not update this
option unless you must restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state where the IBM Spectrum Protect™
servers are not defined as hub or spoke servers.

If you must restore the Operations Center configuration to the preconfigured state, you must issue the following command on
each spoke server:

SETOPT PUSHSTATUS NO

QUERYAUTH
The QUERYAUTH option specifies the administrative authority level required to issue QUERY or SQL SELECT commands. By default
any administrator can issue QUERY and SELECT commands. You can use this option to restrict the use of these commands.

Syntax
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>>-QUERYAuth--+-NOne-----+------------------------------------->< 
              +-SYstem---+    
              +-POlicy---+    
              +-STorage--+    
              '-OPerator-'    
 

Parameters

NOne
Any administrator can issue QUERY or SELECT commands without requiring any administrative authority.

SYstem
Administrators must have SYSTEM authority to issue QUERY or SELECT commands.

POlicy
Administrators must have POLICY authority over one or more policy domains or SYSTEM authority to issue QUERY or
SELECT commands.

STorage
Administrators must have STORAGE authority over one or more storage pools or SYSTEM authority to issue QUERY or
SELECT commands.

OPerator
Administrators must have OPERATOR or SYSTEM authority to issue QUERY or SELECT commands.

Examples

To restrict the use of QUERY and SELECT commands to administrators with system or storage authority, enter:

queryauth storage

RECLAIMDELAY
This option delays the reclamation of a SnapLock volume, allowing remaining data to expire so that there is no need to reclaim the
volume.

Syntax
 
                 .-4--------------.    
>>-RECLAIMDELAY--+-number_of_days-+---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_of_days
Specifies the number of days to delay the reclamation of a SnapLock volume.
Before a SnapLock volume is reclaimed, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server allows the specified number of days to pass, so
that any files remaining on the volume have a chance to expire. The default reclaim delay period is 4 days and can be set
anywhere from 1 to 120 days.

Examples

Specify that the number of days to delay reclamation is 30 days:

reclaimdelay 30

RECLAIMPERIOD
This option allows you to set the number of days for the reclamation period of a SnapLock volume.

Syntax

 
                  .-30-------------.    
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>>-RECLAIMPERIOD--+-number_of_days-+--------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_of_days
Specifies the number of days that are allowed for the reclamation period of a SnapLock volume.
After the retention of a SnapLock volume has expired, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server will reclaim the volume within the
specified number of days if there is still data remaining on the volume. The default reclaim period is 30 days and can be set
anywhere from 7 to 365 days.

The reclamation period does not begin until the RECLAIMDELAY period has expired.

Examples

Specify that the reclaim period is 45 days:

reclaimperiod 45

REORGBEGINTIME
The REORGBEGINTIME option specifies the earliest time that the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server can start a table or index
reorganization.

Schedule server-initiated reorganizations to start during periods when server activity is low. Use this option together with the
REORGDURATION option. The REORGDURATION specifies an interval during which reorganization can start.

Syntax
 
>>-REORGBEGINTime--hh:mm--------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

hh:mm
Specifies the time that the server can start a reorganization: The default start time 6:00 a.m. Use a 24-hour format to
specify the time.

Time Description Values

hh The hour of the day Specify a number 00 - 23.

mm The minute of the hour Specify a number 00 - 59.

Examples

Specify 6:00 a.m. as the earliest time that a reorganization can start.

reorgbegintime 06:00

Specify 8:30 p.m. as the earliest time that a reorganization can start.

reorgbegintime 20:30

Specify noon as the earliest time that a reorganization can start.

reorgbegintime 12:00

Specify 3:30 p.m. as the earliest time that a reorganization can start.

reorgbegintime 15:30

Specify midnight as the earliest time that a reorganization can start.

reorgbegintime 00:00
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REORGDURATION
The REORGDURATION option specifies an interval during which server-initiated table or index reorganization can start.

Schedule server-initiated reorganizations to start during periods when server activity is low. Use this option together with the
REORGBEGINTIME option. The REORGBEGINTIME option specifies the earliest time that the server can start a reorganization.

Syntax
 
>>-REORGDURation--nn------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

nn
Specifies the number of hours during which a reorganization can start. The minimum value is 1, the maximum value is 24.
The default value is 24.

Example

Specify an interval of four hours during which a reorganization can start.

reorgduration 4

REPORTRETRIEVE
The REPORTRETRIEVE option reports on restore or retrieve operations that are performed by client nodes or administrators. The
default is NO.

Syntax

 
>>-REPORTRETRIEVE--+-YES-+------------------------------------->< 
                   '-NO--'    
 

Parameters

YES
Specifies that messages will be issued to the server console and stored in the activity log whenever files are restored or
retrieved from the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server. The messages will specify the name of the objects being restored or
retrieved and identify the client node or administrator performing the operation.

NO
Specifies that messages will not be issued.

Examples

Specify that messages will be issued and stored in the activity log whenever files are restored or retrieved from the IBM Spectrum
Protect server:

reportretrieve yes

The following message is issued for an administrator client session:

ANR0411I Session 8 for administrator COLIND-TUC logged in as node 
COLIND-TUC restored or retrieved Backup object: node COLIND-TUC, 
filespace \\colind-tuc\c$, object\CODE\TESTDATA\ XXX.OUT

REPLBATCHSIZE
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The REPLBATCHSIZE option specifies the number of client files that are to be replicated in a batch, within the same server
transaction. This option affects only the node replication processes and works with the REPLSIZETHRESH option to improve node
replication processing.

The REPLBATCHSIZE option limits the number of files in a transaction and the REPLSIZETHRESH option limits the number of
bytes in a transaction. The transaction ends when either the REPLBATCHSIZE threshold or the REPLSIZETHRESH threshold is
reached.

Syntax
 
                  .-4096------------.    
>>-REPLBatchsize--+-number_of_files-+-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

number_of_files
Specifies a number of files between 1 - 32768. The default is 4096.

Examples
replbatchsize 25000

REPLSIZETHRESH
The REPLSIZETHRESH option specifies, in megabytes, a threshold for the amount of data replicated, within the same server
transaction.

The amount of data is based on the non-deduplicated size of the file, which is the original size of the file. The amount of data that
is replicated is controlled by the threshold. When the amount of data exceeds the threshold, the server ends the transaction and
no more files are added to the current batch. A new transaction is started after the current batch is replicated. This option is used
with the REPLBATCHSIZE option.

For example, suppose that a file is 10 MB and is stored in a data-deduplication-enabled storage pool and only 2 MB of the file is
transferred during replication. The amount of data replicated includes the 10 MB size of the file, and excludes the 2 MB
transferred. When the amount of data replicated exceeds the value specified for the REPLSIZETHRESH threshold, the transaction
ends.

Tip: If you are replicating data from a source server in the cloud and frequently get an ANR1880W server message on the target
server, lower the value of the REPLSIZETHRESH option on the source server.

Syntax
 
                   .-4096------.    
>>-REPLSizethresh--+-megabytes-+------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

megabytes
Specifies the number of megabytes as an integer from 1 - 32768. The default value is 4096.

Examples
replsizethresh 2000

REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE
The REQSYSAUTHOUTFILE option specifies if system authority is required for administrative commands that cause IBM Spectrum
Protect™ to write to an external file.
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This option applies to the following commands:

BACKUP DEVCONFIG with the FILENAMES parameter
BACKUP VOLHISTORY with the FILENAMES parameter
DEFINE BACKUPSET
DELETE BACKUPSET
GENERATE BACKUPSET
MOVE DRMEDIA with the CMD parameter
MOVE MEDIA with the CMD parameter
QUERY DRMEDIA with the CMD parameter
QUERY MEDIA with the CMD parameter
QUERY SCRIPT with the OUTPUTFILE parameter

Syntax
 
>>-REQSYSauthoutfile--+-Yes-+---------------------------------->< 
                      '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
System authority is required for administrative commands that cause IBM Spectrum Protect to write to an external file.

No
System authority is not required for administrative commands that cause IBM Spectrum Protect to write to an external file.
That is, there is no change to the authority level that is required to issue the command.

Examples
reqsysauthoutfile no

RESOURCETIMEOUT
The RESOURCETIMEOUT option specifies how long the server waits for a resource before canceling the pending acquisition of a
resource. When a timeout occurs the request for the resource will be canceled.

Note: When managing a set of shared library resources, such as servers designated as library managers and clients, consider
setting this option at the same time limit for all participants in the shared configuration. In any case of error recovery, IBM
Spectrum Protect™ will always defer to the longest time limit.

Syntax

 
                    .-60------.    
>>-RESOURCETimeout--+-minutes-+-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that the server waits for a resource. The default value is 60 minutes. The
minimum value is 1 minute.

Examples

Specify that the server will wait 15 minutes for a server resource:

resourcetimeout 15

RESTHTTPSPORT
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The RESTHTTPSPORT option specifies the port number to be used for Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)
communication between the Operations Center and the hub server.

Syntax

 
                  .-8443--------.    
>>-RESTHTTPSport--+-secure_port-+------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

secure_port
Specifies the port number that is used for secure communications between the hub server and the Operations Center. The
range of values is 1025 - 32767; the default is 8443.

Example

Specify that port number 8444 is used for HTTPS communication.

resthttpsport 8444

RESTOREINTERVAL
The RESTOREINTERVAL option specifies how long a restartable restore session can be saved in the server database. As long as
the restore session is saved in the database, it can be restarted from the point at which it stopped.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax

 
                    .-1440----.    
>>-RESTOREINTERVAL--+-minutes-+-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies how long, in minutes, that a restartable restore session can be in the database before it can be expired. The
minimum value is 0. The maximum is 10080 (one week). The default is 1440 minutes (24 hours). If the value is set to 0 and
the restore is interrupted or fails, the restore is still put in the restartable state. However, it is immediately eligible to be
expired.

Examples

restoreinterval 1440

RETENTIONEXTENSION
The RETENTIONEXTENSION option specifies the number of days to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume. This option
allows the server to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume in order to avoid excessive reclamation.

Syntax

 
>>-RETENTIONEXTENSION--number_of_days-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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number_of_days
Specifies the number of days to extend the retention date of a SnapLock volume. The minimum value is 30 days; the
maximum value is 9999 days; the default is 365.
If you specify a value of 0 (zero) for the RETVER parameter of an archive copy group, the actual value that is used for
RETVER is the value of the option RETENTIONEXTENSION, if one of the following conditions is also true:

The destination storage pool for the archive copy group is a SnapLock storage pool.
The storage pool that is the target for a storage pool migration or of a MOVE DATA or MOVE NODEDATA command is a
SnapLock storage pool.

If a SnapLock volume is the target volume for data from another SnapLock volume and if the remaining retention of the data
on the volume is less than the value specified, then the retention date is set using the value specified. Otherwise, the
remaining retention of the data is used to set the retention of the volume.
If a SnapLock volume has entered the reclamation period but the percentage of reclaimable space of the volume has not
exceeded the reclamation threshold of the storage pool or the value specified on the THRESHOLD parameter of a RECLAIM
STGPOOL command, then the retention date of the SnapLock volume is extended by the amount specified in the
RETENTIONEXTENSION option.

Examples

Specify that the retention date is extended by 60 days:

retentionextension 60

SANDISCOVERY
The SANDISCOVERY option specifies whether the IBM Spectrum Protect™ SAN discovery function is enabled.

To use SAN discovery, all devices on the SAN must have a unique device serial number. When set to ON, the server completes SAN
discovery in the following instances:

When the device path is changed
When the QUERY SAN command is issued

Using SAN discovery, the server can automatically correct the special file name for a device if it is changed for a specified tape
device.

The IBM Spectrum Protect server does not require persistent binding with the SAN discovery function enabled. To display a list of
devices that are seen by the server, you can issue the QUERY SAN command.

Syntax

 
   .-SANDISCOVERY--=--OFF------------------.    
>>-+---------------------------------------+------------------->< 
   '-SANDISCOVERY--=--+-ON---------------+-'    
                      '-UNSCANNEDPATHOFF-'      
 

Parameters

ON
Specifies that the server completes SAN discovery when the device path is changed, or when the QUERY SAN command is
issued.

OFF
Specifies that the server does not complete SAN discovery when the device path is changed, or when the QUERY SAN
command is issued. If the IBM Spectrum Protect server is not able to open a device, a message is issued but the path that
is associated with the device is not taken offline. This value is the default.

UNSCANNEDPATHOFF
Specifies that the server does not complete SAN discovery when the device path is changed, or when the QUERY SAN
command is issued. If the IBM Spectrum Protect server is not able to open a device, a message is issued and the path to
the device is taken offline.
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Examples
sandiscovery on

Related commands

Table 1. Commands related to SANDISCOVERY
Command Description

PERFORM LIBACTION Defines all drives and paths for a library.

SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT
The SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT option specifies the amount of time allowed for host bus adapters to respond when they are
queried by the SAN discovery process. Once the time specified for the SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT is reached, the process times
out.

Syntax

 
>>-SANDISCOVERYTIMEOUT--value---------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

value
Specifies the amount of time to elapse before the SAN discovery process times out. The range is from 15 to 1800 seconds.
The default is 15 seconds.

Examples

sandiscoverytimeout 45

SANREFRESHTIME
The SANREFRESHTIME option specifies the amount of time that elapses before the cached SAN discovery information is
refreshed. The SANREFRESHTIME option has a default value of 0, which means that there is no SAN discovery cache. The
information is obtained directly from the host bus adapter (HBA) every time the server performs a SAN discovery operation.

Note: The QUERY SAN server command always receives SAN information at the time that the command is issued and ignores any
value specified for SANREFRESHTIME.

Syntax
 
                   .-0----.    
>>-SANREFRESHTIME--+-time-+------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

time
The length of time, in seconds, before the cached SAN discovery information is refreshed. The default value is 0 and
specifies that SAN discovery information is not cached. If a value other than 0 is specified, for example, 100 seconds, then
the SAN discovery information is refreshed 100 seconds after the prior SAN discovery operation.

Examples

Refresh SAN discovery information after 100 seconds.
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sanrefreshtime 100

Turn off the caching of SAN discovery information.

sanrefreshtime 0

SEARCHMPQUEUE
The SEARCHMPQUEUE option specifies the order in which the server satisfies requests in the mount queue. If the option is
specified, the server first tries to satisfy requests for volumes that are already mounted. These requests may be satisfied before
other requests, even if the others have been waiting longer for the mount point. If this option is not specified, the server satisfies
requests in the order in which they are received.

Syntax

 
>>-SEARCHMPQUEUE----------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None

Examples

Specify that the server tries to first satisfy a request for a volume that is already mounted:

searchmpqueue

SECUREPIPES
When using the named pipes protocol, enabling SECUREPIPES forces the server to check the Windows group designated by
ADSMGROUPNAME in order to authenticate a client node/user.

The user name and password defined in the Windows group are used to authenticate the node/user for access to the server data.
The node/user must also be a registered IBM Spectrum Protect™ client node. However, the IBM Spectrum Protect client node
password is ignored, and the Windows password associated with the user is used.

Syntax

 
>>-SECUREPipes--+-Yes-+---------------------------------------->< 
                '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect checks the Windows group designated by ADSMGROUPNAME in order to authenticate
a client node/user.

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect does not check the Windows group designated by ADSMGROUPNAME in order to
authenticate a client node/user.

Examples

Specify that IBM Spectrum Protect checks the Windows group to authenticate client nodes.

securepipes yes

SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT
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The SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT option specifies the maximum size of objects that can be deduplicated on the server.

When you use duplicate-identification processes (the IDENTIFY DUPLICATES command) for large objects, intensive database
activity can result from long-running transactions that are required to update the database. High levels of database activity can
produce following symptoms:

Reduced throughput for client backup and archive operations
Resource contention resulting from concurrent server operations
Excessive recovery log activity

The extent to which these symptoms occur depends on the number and size of objects being processed, the intensity and type of
concurrent operations taking place on the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server, and the IBM Spectrum Protect server configuration.

With the SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT server option, you can specify a maximum size, in gigabytes, for objects that can be
deduplicated on the server. If an object or set of objects in a single transaction exceeds the limit specified by
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT, the objects are not deduplicated by the server. You can specify a value 32 - 102400 GB. The default
value is 5120 GB.

Increasing the value of this option causes the IBM Spectrum Protect server to search for objects previously deferred whose size
falls below the new transaction limit.

Remember: The search for objects previously deferred can take time. Use care when increasing the value of
SERVERDEDUPTXNLIMIT. Reducing the value of this option does not cause IBM Spectrum Protect to search for deferred objects.

The appropriate value for this option depends on the IBM Spectrum Protect server configuration and concurrent server activity.
You can specify a high value for this option if you minimize resource contention. To minimize resource contention, perform
operations, such as backup, archive, duplicate identification, and reclamation, at different times.

To update this server option without stopping and restarting the server, use the SETOPT command.

Syntax

 
                        .-5120------.    
>>-SERVERDEDUPTXNlimit--+-gigabytes-+-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

gigabytes
Specifies the maximum size, in gigabytes, of objects that can be duplicated on the server. You can specify a value 32 -
102400. The default value is 5120.

Examples

Disable server-side deduplication for all objects over 120 GB:

serverdeduptxnlimit 120

SHMPORT
The SHMPORT option specifies the TCP/IP port address of a server when using shared memory. All shared

memory communications start with a TCP/IP connection. The SHMPORT option specifies the port that the server listens
on for shared memory connections.

Syntax
 
>>-SHMPort--port_number---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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port_number
Specifies the port number. You can specify a value from 1024 to 32767. The default value is 1510. 

You can specify a value from 1 to 32767. The default value is 1.

Examples

shmport  1580

shmport  1

SHREDDING
The SHREDDING option specifies whether shredding of deleted sensitive data is performed automatically or manually. Shredding
applies only to data in storage pools that have been explicitly configured to support shredding.

Syntax
 
>>-SHREDding--+-AUTOmatic-+------------------------------------>< 
              '-MANual----'    
 

Parameters

AUTOmatic
Specifies that shredding occurs automatically as sensitive data is deleted. Use this option to shred sensitive data as soon as
possible after it is deleted. If the SHREDDING option is not specified, this is the default behavior. If there is an I/O error
during automatic shredding, an error is reported, and shredding of the current object halts. If the I/O error cannot be
corrected, you might need to run shredding manually and use the IOERROR keyword.

MANual
Specifies that shredding occurs manually, only when the SHRED DATA command is invoked. Use this option to control when
shredding takes place, in order to ensure that it does not interfere with other server activities.
Tip: If you specify manual shredding, run the SHRED DATA command regularly, at least as often as you perform other
routine server-maintenance tasks (for example, expiration, reclamation, and so on). Doing so can prevent performance
degradation of certain server processes (in particular, migration). For best results, run SHRED DATA after any operation (for
example, expiration and migration) that deletes files from a shred pool.

Examples

Specify that IBM Spectrum Protect™ automatically shreds data in a storage pool configured for shredding after that data is
deleted:

shredding automatic

SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL
The SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL option specifies the interval in minutes between queries of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Syntax
 
                          .-5-------.    
>>-SNMPHEARTBEATINTERVAL--+-minutes-+-------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the heartbeat interval in minutes. Valid values are from 0 to 1440 (one day). The default is 5 minutes.
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Examples
snmpheartbeatinterval 20

SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY
The SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY option specifies the trap types used when messages are forwarded from the server, through the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) subagent, to the SNMP manager.

Syntax

 
>>-SNMPMESSAGECATEGORY--+-SEVERITY---+------------------------->< 
                        '-INDIVIDUAL-'    
 

Parameters

SEVERITY
Specifies that there are four trap types based on message severity level:

1
Severe

2
Error

3
Warning

4
Information

This is the default.
INDIVIDUAL

Specifies that a separate trap type is used for each message. The numeric part of the message identifier indicates the trap
type.

Examples
snmpmessagecategory individual

SNMPSUBAGENT
The SNMPSUBAGENT option specifies the parameters needed for the IBM Spectrum Protect™ subagent to communicate with the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) daemon. This option is only to configure the SNMP subagent for communicating
with the SNMP agent; it is ignored by the server.

Syntax
 
>>-SNMPSUBAGENT--+---------------------+------------------------> 
                 '-HOSTname--host_name-'    
 
>--+-------------------------------+--+------------------+----->< 
   '-COMMunityname--community_name-'  '-TIMEOUT--seconds-'    
 

Parameters

HOSTname host_name
Specifies the TCP/IP name or number of the host running the SNMP agent that the IBM Spectrum Protect SNMP subagent
connects to. This parameter is optional. The default name is localhost.

COMMunityname community_name
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Specifies the configured community name on the system running the SNMP agent. This parameter is optional. The default
name is public.

TIMEOUT seconds
Specifies the time, in seconds, in which a request must be received. This parameter is optional. The default value is 600.

Examples

snmpsubagent hostname jimbo communityname public timeout 2600

SNMPSUBAGENTHOST
The SNMPSUBAGENTHOST option specifies the location of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) subagent. The default for this option is 127.0.0.1.

Syntax
 
>>-SNMPSUBAGENTHOST--host_name--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

host_name
Specifies the TCP/IP host name or number on which the IBM Spectrum Protect SNMP subagent is located. The subagent
and server must be on the same node.

Examples
snmpsubagenthost 9.116.23.450

SNMPSUBAGENTPORT
The SNMPSUBAGENTPORT option specifies the port number of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) subagent.

Syntax
 
>>-SNMPSUBAGENTPORT--port_number------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the port number of the IBM Spectrum Protect SNMP subagent. Valid values are 1000 - 32767. The default is
1521.

Examples
snmpsubagentport 1525

SSLFIPSMODE
The SSLFIPSMODE option specifies whether the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) mode is in effect for Secure
Sockets Layer (SSL). The default is NO.

Because SSLv3 is not supported by FIPS mode, when you are using SSL with Version 6.1 or V5.5 clients, you must turn off FIPS
mode.

Syntax
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   .-SSLFIPSMODE--=--No------.    
>>-+-------------------------+--------------------------------->< 
   '-SSLFIPSMODE--=--+-No--+-'    
                     '-Yes-'      
 

Parameters

No
Specifies that SSL FIPS mode is not active on the server. This setting is required when Backup-Archive Client versions
previous to IBM Spectrum Protect™ 6.3 are to connect to the server with SSL.

Yes
A value of YES indicates that SSL FIPS mode is active on the server. This setting restricts SSL session negotiation to use
FIPS-approved cipher suites. Specifying YES is suggested when SSL communication is activated and all Backup-Archive
Clients are at V6.3 or later.

To disable SSL FIPS mode on the server:

SSLFIPSMODE no

SSLINITTIMEOUT
The SSLINITTIMEOUT option specifies the time, in minutes, that the server waits for a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) session to
complete initialization before the server cancels the session.

When you specify this option, an SSL session is canceled if a client, server, or storage agent is not configured for SSL and tries to
start an SSL session. Similarly, an SSL session is canceled if a client SSL session and a server are not configured with the same
Transport Layer Security (TLS) version. In these situations, the SSL session might fail to completely initialize. The server cancels
the session when the specified timeout is reached.

Syntax
 
                   .-2-------.    
>>-SSLINITTIMEout--+-minutes-+--------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the maximum number of minutes that a server waits for an SSL session to complete initialization. The default
value is 2 minutes. The minimum value is 1 minute.

Example
sslinittimeout 1

SSLTCPADMINPORT
The SSLTCPADMINPORT option specifies the port address on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for
SSL-enabled sessions only. The sessions are for the command-line administrative client.

Note: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, you are no longer required
to use the SSLTCPPORT or SSLTCPADMINPORT option to allow SSL-enabled sessions from the client. The port number that is
specified in the TCPPORT or TCPADMINPORT option listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled client sessions.
The following types of sessions do not use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol:

Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP)
Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS)
Database restore operations
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If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT option is set to NO, SSL-enabled sessions for the administrative client require that different port
numbers are set for the SSLTCPADMINPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.
Restrictions:
The following restrictions apply when you specify the SSL-only server ports (SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT):

When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the LLADDRESS on the DEFINE SERVER or UPDATE SERVER command, you
must also specify the SSL=YES parameter.
When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the client's TCPPORT option, you must also specify YES for the SSL client
option.

The TCP/IP communications driver must be enabled with COMMMETHOD TCPIP or COMMMETHOD V6TCPIP.

Syntax

 
>>-SSLTCPADMINPort--port_number-------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the port number of the server. Valid values are 1024 - 32767. There is no default.

Examples

ssltcpadminport 1543

SSLTCPPORT
The SSLTCPPORT option specifies the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) port number for SSL-enabled sessions only. The server TCP/IP
communication driver waits for requests on this port for SSL-enabled sessions from the client.

Important: Beginning with IBM Spectrum Protect™ Version 8.1.2 and Tivoli® Storage Manager Version 7.1.8, you are no longer
required to use the SSLTCPPORT or SSLTCPADMINPORT option to allow SSL-enabled sessions from the client. The port number
that is specified in the TCPPORT or TCPADMINPORT option listens for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled client sessions.
The following types of sessions do not use SSL:

Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP)
Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS)
Database restore operations

If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT option is set to NO, SSL-enabled sessions for the administrative client require that different port
numbers are specified for the SSLTCPADMINPORT and SSLTCPPORT options.

If you specify the same port number for the SSLTCPPORT and TCPPORT options, only SSL connections are accepted and TCP/IP
connections are disabled for the port.
Restrictions:
The following restrictions apply when you specify the SSL-only server ports (SSLTCPPORT and SSLTCPADMINPORT):

When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the LLADDRESS on the DEFINE SERVER or UPDATE SERVER command, you
must also specify the SSL=YES parameter.
When you specify the server's SSL-only port for the client's TCPPORT option, you must also specify YES for the SSL client
option.

The TCP/IP communications driver must be enabled with COMMMETHOD TCPIP or COMMMETHOD V6TCPIP.

Syntax

 
>>-SSLTCPPort--port_number------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters
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port_number
Specifies the port number of the server. Valid values are 1024 - 32767. There is no default.

Examples

ssltcpport 1542

TCPADMINPORT
The TCPADMINPORT option specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for
TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions other than client sessions. This includes administrative sessions, server-to-server sessions,
storage agent sessions, library client sessions, managed server sessions, and event server sessions.

Using different port numbers for the options TCPPORT and TCPADMINPORT enables you to create one set of firewall rules for
client sessions and another set for the previously listed session types. By using the SESSIONINITIATION parameter of REGISTER
NODE and UPDATE NODE commands, you can close the port specified by TCPPORT at the firewall, and specify nodes whose
scheduled sessions will be started from the server. If the two port numbers are different, separate threads are used to service
client sessions and the session types. If you allow the two options to use the same port number (by default or by explicitly setting
them to the same port number), a single server thread is used to service all session requests.

Client sessions attempting to use the port specified by TCPADMINPORT are terminated (if TCPPORT and TCPADMINPORT specify
different ports). Administrative sessions are allowed on either port, (unless the ADMINONCLIENTPORT option is set to NO) but by
default administrative sessions use the port that is specified by TCPADMINPORT.

SSL-enabled sessions that use the TCPADMINPORT option have the same limitations as the SSLTCPADMINPORT option. The
following types of sessions do not use the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol:

Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP)
Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS)
Database restore operations

If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT option is set to NO, SSL-enabled sessions for the administrative client require that different port
numbers are specified for the TCPADMINPORT andTCPPORT options.

Syntax

 
>>-TCPADMINPort--port_number----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the port number of the server. Valid values are 1024 - 32767. The default is the value of TCPPORT.

Examples

tcpadminport 1502

TCPBUFSIZE
The TCPBUFSIZE option specifies the size of the buffer used for TCP/IP send requests. During a restore, client data moves from
the IBM Spectrum Protect™ session component to a TCP communication driver. The TCPBUFSIZE option determines if the server
sends the data directly from the session buffer or copies the data to the TCP buffer. A 32 KB buffer size forces the server to copy
data to its communication buffer and flush the buffer when it fills.

Note: This option is not related to the TCPWINDOWSIZE option.

Syntax
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>>-TCPBufsize--kilobytes--------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

kilobytes
Specifies the size, in kilobytes, of the buffer used for TCP/IP send requests.

The value range is from 1 to 64. The default is 32.

The value range is from 1 to 64. The default is 16.

Examples

tcpbufsize 5

TCPNODELAY
The TCPNODELAY option specifies whether the server disables the delay of sending successive small packets on the network.

Change the value from the default of YES only under one of these conditions:

You are directed to change the option by your service representative.
You fully understand the effects of the TCP Nagle algorithm on network transmissions. Setting the option to NO enables the
Nagle algorithm, which delays sending small successive packets.

Syntax
 
>>-TCPNodelay--+-Yes-+----------------------------------------->< 
               '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the server allows successive small packets to be sent immediately over the network. Setting this option to
YES might improve performance in some high-speed networks. The default is YES.

No
Specifies that the server does not allow successive small packets to be sent immediately over the network.

Examples
tcpnodelay no

TCPPORT
The TCPPORT option specifies the port number on which the server TCP/IP communication driver waits for requests for client
sessions. The server TCP/IP communication driver listens on this port for both TCP/IP and SSL-enabled sessions from the client.

Using different port numbers for the options TCPPORT and TCPADMINPORT enables you to create one set of firewall rules for
client sessions and another set for other session types (administrative sessions, server-to-server sessions, storage agent
sessions, library client sessions, managed server sessions, and event server sessions). If the two port numbers are different,
separate threads are used to service client sessions and the other session types. If you allow the two options to use the same port
number (by default or by explicitly setting them to the same port number), a single server thread is used to service all session
requests.

SSL-enabled client sessions that use the TCPPORT option have the same limitations as the SSLTCPPORT option. The following
types of sessions do not use SSL:

Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP)
Automated Cartridge System Library Software (ACSLS)
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Database restore operations

If the ADMINONCLIENTPORT option is set to NO, SSL-enabled sessions for the administrative client require that different port
numbers are specified for the TCPADMINPORT and TCPPORT options.
If you specify the same port number for both the SSLTCPPORT and TCPPORT options, only SSL connections are accepted and
TCP/IP connections are disabled for the port.

You can change this option with the SETOPT command. When you change a port, the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server
starts listening on the new port immediately. All current connections remain in use until closed.

Syntax

 
>>-TCPPort--port_number---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the port number of the server. Valid values are 1024 - 32767. The default value is 1500.

tcpport 1500

TCPWINDOWSIZE
The TCPWINDOWSIZE option specifies, in kilobytes, the amount of receive data that can be buffered at one time on a TCP/IP
connection. The sending host cannot send more data until it receives an acknowledgment and a TCP receive window update. Each
TCP packet contains the advertised TCP receive window on the connection. A larger window lets the sender continue sending
data, and may improve communication performance, especially on fast networks with high latency.

Note:

To improve backup performance, increase the TCPWINDOWSIZE on the server. To improve restore performance, increase
the TCPWINDOWSIZE on the client.
The TCP window acts as a buffer on the network.
A window size larger than the buffer space on the network adapter might degrade throughput due to resending packets that
were lost on the adapter.

The TCPWINDOWSIZE option is not related to the TCPBUFFSIZE option nor to the send and receive
buffers allocated in client or server memory.

Syntax

 
>>-TCPWindowsize--kilobytes------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

kilobytes

Specifies the size you want to use, in kilobytes, for the TCP/IP sliding window for your client node. You can specify a value
from 0 to 2048. The default is 63. If you specify 0, the server uses the default window size set by the operating system.
Values from 1 to 2048 indicate that the window size is in the range of 1 KB to 2 MB.

Examples

tcpwindowsize 63

TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING
The TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING option specifies whether event logging for the Tivoli® receiver should begin when the server starts
up. If the TECHOST option is specified, TECBEGINEVENTLOGGING defaults to YES.
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Syntax
 
>>-TECBegineventlogging--+-Yes-+------------------------------->< 
                         '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that event logging begins when the server starts up and if a TECHOST option is specified.

No
Specifies that event logging should not begin when the server starts up. To later begin event logging to the TIVOLI receiver
(if the TECHOST option has been specified), you must issue the BEGIN EVENTLOGGING command.

Examples
tecbegineventlogging yes

TECHOST
The TECHOST option specifies the host name or IP address for the Tivoli® event server.

Syntax

 
>>-TECHost--host_name------------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

host_name
Specifies the host name or IP address for the Tivoli event server.

Examples
techost 9.114.22.345

TECPORT
The TECPORT option specifies the TCP/IP port address on which the Tivoli® event server is listening. This option is only required if
the Tivoli event server is on a system that does not have a Port Mapper service running.

Syntax

 
>>-TECPort--port_number---------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

port_number
Specifies the Tivoli event server port address. The value must be between 0 and 32767. This option is
not required.

Examples

tecport 1555

TECUTF8EVENT
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The TECUTF8EVENT option allows the IBM Spectrum Protect™ administrator to send information to the Tivoli Enterprise Console®
(TEC) server in UTF–8 data format. The default is No. You can display whether or not this option is enabled by issuing the QUERY
OPTION command.

Syntax

 
>>-TECUTF8event--+-Yes-+--------------------------------------->< 
                 '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that the IBM Spectrum Protect server will encode the TEC event into UTF–8 before issuing the event to the TEC
server.

No
Specifies that IBM Spectrum Protect server will not encode the TEC event into UTF–8 and it will be issued to the TEC server
in ASCII format.

Examples

tecutf8event yes

THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD
The THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD option specifies a throughput threshold that a client session must reach to prevent being
canceled after the time threshold is reached.

This option is used in conjunction with the THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD server option, which sets the value for the time
threshold plus the media wait time. The time threshold starts when the client begins sending data to the server for storage (as
opposed to setup or session housekeeping data).

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax

 
>>-THROUGHPUTDatathreshold-- kilobytes_per_second-------------->< 
 

Parameters

kilobytes_per_second
Specifies the throughput that client sessions must achieve to prevent cancellation after THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD
minutes have elapsed. This threshold does not include time spent waiting for media mounts. A value of 0 prevents
examining client sessions for insufficient throughput. Throughput is computed by adding send and receive byte counts and
dividing by the length of the session. The length does not include time spent waiting for media mounts and starts at the
time a client sends data to the server for storage. The default is 0. The minimum value is 0; the maximum is 99999999.

Examples

Specify that the server is to wait until 90 minutes plus the media wait time after a session has started sending data before storage
examines it as a candidate for cancellation due to low throughput. If a session is not achieving 50 KB per second in transfer rates,
it will be canceled.

throughputtimethreshold 90 
Throughputdatathreshold 50

THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD
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The THROUGHPUTTIMETHRESHOLD option specifies the time threshold for a session after which it may be canceled for low
throughput.

You can update this server option without stopping and restarting the server by using the SETOPT command. See SETOPT (Set a
server option for dynamic update).

Syntax
 
>>-THROUGHPUTTimethreshold--minutes---------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

minutes
Specifies the threshold for examining client sessions and canceling them if the data throughput threshold is not met (see
the THROUGHPUTDATATHRESHOLD server option). This threshold does not include time spent waiting for media mounts.
The time threshold starts when a client begins sending data to the server for storage (as opposed to setup or session
housekeeping data). A value of 0 prevents examining client sessions for low throughput. The default is 0. The minimum
value is 0; the maximum is 99999999.

Examples

Specify that the server is to wait until 90 minutes plus the media wait time after a session has started sending data before
examining it as a candidate for cancellation. If a session is not achieving 50 thousand bytes per second in transfer rates, it will be
canceled.

throughputtimethreshold 90 
Throughputdatathreshold 50

TIMEFORMAT
The TIMEFORMAT option specifies the format in which time is displayed by the server.

The value for the TIMEFORMAT option is overridden by the time formatting definition of the locale if the locale is successfully
initialized at server startup. The locale is specified in the LANGUAGE option.

Syntax
 
>>-TIMEformat--format_number----------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

format_number
Select a number from 1 to 4 to identify the time format used by the server. The default is 1.

1
hh:mm:ss

2
hh,mm,ss

3
hh.mm.ss

4
hh:mm:ss a.m or p.m.

5
a.m or p.m. hh:mm:ss

Examples
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timeformat 4

TXNGROUPMAX
The TXNGROUPMAX option specifies the number of objects that are transferred as a group between a client and the server
between transaction commit points. The minimum value is 4 objects and the maximum value is 65000 objects. The default value
is 4096 objects. The objects transferred are actual files, directories, or both. The server counts each file or directory as one object.

It is possible to affect the performance of client backup, archive, restore, and retrieve operations by using a larger value for this
option:

1. If you increase the value of the TXNGROUPMAX option by a large amount, watch for possible effects on the recovery log. A
larger value for the TXNGROUPMAX option can result in increased utilization of the recovery log, as well as an increased
length of time for a transaction to commit. If the effects are severe enough, they can lead to problems with operation of the
server.

2. Increasing the value of the TXNGROUPMAX option can improve throughput for operations storing data directly to tape,
especially when storing a large number of objects. However, a larger value of the TXNGROUPMAX option can also increase
the number of objects that must be resent in the case where the transaction is stopped because an input file changed
during backup, or because a new storage volume was required. The larger the value of the TXNGROUPMAX option, the
more data must be resent.

3. Increasing the TXNGROUPMAX value will affect the responsiveness of stopping the operation and the client may will have
to wait longer for the transaction to complete.

You can override the value of this option for individual client nodes. See the TXNGROUPMAX parameter in REGISTER NODE
(Register a node) and UPDATE NODE (Update node attributes).

This option is related to the TXNBYTELIMIT option in the client options file. TXNBYTELIMIT controls the number of bytes, as
opposed to the number of objects, that are transferred between transaction commit points. At the completion of transferring an
object, the client commits the transaction if the number of bytes transferred during the transaction reaches or exceeds the value
of TXNBYTELIMIT, regardless of the number of objects transferred.

Syntax
 
>>-TXNGroupmax--number_of_objects------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

number_of_objects
Specifies a number from 4 to 65000 for the maximum number of objects per transaction. The default is 4096.

Examples
txngroupmax 4096

UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS
The UNIQUETDPTECEVENTS option generates a unique Tivoli Enterprise Console® (TEC) event class for each individual IBM
Spectrum Protect™ message, including client, server, and IBM Spectrum Protect Data Protection client messages. The default is
No.

Syntax

 
>>-UNIQUETDPtecevents--+-Yes-+--------------------------------->< 
                       '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
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Specifies that unique IBM Spectrum Protect Data Protection messages are sent to the TEC event server. Dynamically sets
UNIQUETECevents to YES.

No
Specifies that general messages are sent to the TEC event server.

Examples

uniquetdptecevents yes

UNIQUETECEVENTS
The UNIQUETECEVENTS option generates a unique Tivoli Enterprise Console® (TEC) event class for each individual IBM Spectrum
Protect™ message. The default is No.

Syntax
 
>>-UNIQUETECevents--+-Yes-+------------------------------------>< 
                    '-No--'    
 

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that unique messages are sent to the TEC event server.

No
Specifies that general messages are sent to the TEC event server.

Examples
uniquetecevents yes

USEREXIT
The USEREXIT option specifies a user-defined exit that will be given control to manage an event.

Syntax
 
                                  (1)           (2)    
>>-USEREXIT--+-Yes-+--module_name------DLL_name-----------------> 
             '-No--'                                   
 
            (3)    
>--function---------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Notes:

1. module_name is available only on AIX, HP-UX, Linux, Solaris, and z/OS.
2. DLL_name is available only on Windows.
3. function is available only on Windows.

Parameters

Yes
Specifies that event logging to the user exit receiver begins automatically at server startup.

No
Specifies that event logging to the user exit receiver does not begin automatically at server startup. When this parameter
has been specified, you must begin event logging manually by issuing the BEGIN EVENTLOGGING command.

module_name
Specifies the module name of the user exit.
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This is the name of a shared library containing the exit. The module name can be either a fully qualified
path name or just the module name itself. If it is just the module name, it is loaded from the current directory.

DLL_name
Specifies the DLL name that contains the user-exit function.

function
Specifies the name of the user-exit function in the DLL.

Examples

userexit yes dllname.dll dllmodulename

userexit yes fevent.exit

VERBCHECK
The VERBCHECK option specifies that the server will do additional error checking on the structure of commands sent by the client.
This option should only be enabled when the client sends incorrectly formed requests to the server, causing the server to crash.
When this option is enabled, you will get a protocol error instead of a server crash.

Syntax
 
>>-VERBCHECK--------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Parameters

None

Examples

Enable additional error checking for commands sent by the client:

verbcheck

VOLUMEHISTORY
The VOLUMEHISTORY option specifies the name of files to be automatically updated whenever server sequential volume history
information is changed. There is no default for this option.

You can include one or more VOLUMEHISTORY options in the server options file. When you use multiple VOLUMEHISTORY
options, the server automatically updates and stores a backup copy of the volume history information in each file you specify.

Syntax
 
>>-VOLUMEHistory--file_name------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

file_name
Specifies the name of the file where you want the server to store a backup copy of the volume history information that it
collects.

Examples
volumehistory volhist.out
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Server utilities
Use server utilities to perform special tasks on the server while the server is not running.

DSMMAXSG (Increase the block size for writing data)
Use the DSMMAXSG utility to increase the maximum transfer length for host bus adapters (HBAs). As a result, the block
size that is used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for writing data to and getting data from certain types of tape drives
is increased.
DSMSERV (Start the server)
Use this utility to start the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

Server startup script: rc.dsmserv
You can use the rc.dsmserv script in your system startup to automatically start a server instance under a specific user ID.

Server startup script: dsmserv.rc
You can use the dsmserv.rc script to stop a server instance, or to manually or automatically start a server.
DSMSERV DISPLAY DBSPACE (Display information about database storage space)
Use this utility to display information about storage space that is defined for the database. The output of this utility is the
same as the output of the QUERY DBSPACE command, but you can use this utility when the server is not running.
DSMSERV DISPLAY LOG (Display recovery log information)
Use this utility to display information about recovery logs including the active log, the mirror for the active log, the failover
directory for the archive log, and the overflow location for logs. Use this utility when the server is not running.
DSMSERV EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
Use this utility to increase space for the database by adding directories for the database to use. This utility performs the
same function as the EXTEND DBSPACE command, but you can use it when the server is not running.
DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize the server database and recovery log. No other server activity is allowed while
initializing the database and recovery log.
DSMSERV INSERTDB (Move a server database into an empty database)
Use the DSMSERV INSERTDB utility to move a server database into a new database. The database can be extracted from
the original server and inserted into a new database on the new server by using a network connection between the two
servers. The database can also be inserted from media that contains the extracted database.
DSMSERV LOADFORMAT (Format a database)
Use the DSMSERV LOADFORMAT utility when upgrading from Version 5. The utility formats an empty database in
preparation for inserting an extracted database into the empty database.
DSMSERV REMOVEDB (Remove a database)
Use the DSMSERV REMOVEDB utility to remove an IBM Spectrum Protect server database.
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)
Use this utility to restore a database by using a database backup.

DSMSERV UPDATE (Create registry entries for a server instance)
Use this utility to create registry entries for an IBM Spectrum Protect server instance if the entries were accidentally
deleted.

DSMULOG (Capture IBM Spectrum Protect server messages to a user log file)
Use this command to capture IBM Spectrum Protect server console messages to a user log file. You can specify that IBM
Spectrum Protect writes messages to more than one user log file.

DSMMAXSG (Increase the block size for writing data)
Use the DSMMAXSG utility to increase the maximum transfer length for host bus adapters (HBAs). As a result, the block size that
is used by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server for writing data to and getting data from certain types of tape drives is increased.

With this utility, the maximum block size that you can specify is 256 KB. Depending on your system environment, increasing the
block size can improve the rate at which IBM Spectrum Protect processes data for backup and restore operations and for archive
and retrieve operations. However, the utility does not affect the generation of backup sets.

You can use tape drives that are only attached to SCSI or Fibre Channel HBAs and that have the following device types:

3590
3592
DLT
ECARTRIDGE
LTO
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The utility runs automatically as part of the IBM Spectrum Protect server and storage agent installation. However, if you install a
new HBA on your system after you install a server or storage agent, or if you install a new version of an existing HBA device driver
that resets the value of the maximum transfer size, you must run the utility manually to take advantage of the larger block size.

When you run this utility, it modifies one registry key for every HBA driver on the system. The name of the key is MaximumSGList.

Restriction: If data is backed up or archived to tape using the 256 KB block size, the tape cannot be appended to or read from
using an HBA that does not support the 256 KB block size. For example, if you use a 256 KB Windows system to back up client
data to the IBM Spectrum Protect server, you cannot restore the data using a Windows system that supports a different transfer
length. To append to or read from tape written to using a 256 KB transfer length, you must install an HBA that supports 256 KB
transfers.

Syntax

 
>>-dsmmaxsg---------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Example: Increase the block size for writing data

Run the DSMMAXSG utility to increase the block size that is used by the IBM Spectrum Protect.

dsmmaxsg

DSMSERV (Start the server)
Use this utility to start the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

Restrictions:

Do not enter more than 1022 characters in the DSMSERV console command-line interface. Text that exceeds 1022
characters is truncated.

The following parameters are mutually exclusive:
NOEXPIRE
RUNFILE
MAINTENANCE

Syntax
 
>>-DSMSERV--+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+------------------+--+----------------+---------------------> 
   |  (1)             |  |  (3)           |    
   '------- -noexpire-'  '-------NOEXPIRE-'    
 
>--+-------------------+--+---------------+---------------------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  |  (1)          |    
                          '------- -quiet-'    
 
>--+--------------------+-------------------------------------->< 
   +-RUNFILE--file_name-+    
   |             (4)    |    
   '-MAINTenance--------'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies only to AIX® and Linux servers.
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2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.
3. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.
4. This parameter applies only to AIX, Linux, and Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before you start the server. To start the server from the root user ID,

you must specify the -u parameter and follow the instructions in Starting the server from the root user ID.
-i instance_dir

Specifies an instance directory to use. The instance directory becomes the current working directory of
the server.

-k key_name
Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. The default

is Server1.
-noexpire

Specifies that the server does not remove expired files from the server database. The files are not
deleted from server storage when you start the server.

NOEXPIRE
Specifies that the server does not remove expired files from the server database. The files are not deleted from

server storage when you start the server.
-o options_file

Specifies an options file to use.
-quiet

Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.
MAINTenance

Specifies that the server is started in maintenance mode, and that administrative command
schedules, client schedules, client sessions, storage-space reclamation, inventory expiration, and storage-pool migration
are disabled.
Tip: Maintenance mode is the preferred method for running the server during maintenance or reconfiguration tasks. When
you run the server in maintenance mode, operations that might disrupt maintenance or reconfiguration tasks are disabled
automatically.

RUNFILE file_name
Specifies the name of a text file to be run on the server. The file contains a list of server commands.
Attention: Whenever the RUNFILE parameter is used, the server halts when processing is complete. You must restart the
server by using the DSMSERV utility.

Example: Start the server

Start the server for normal operation. Issue the following command on one line:

LDR_CNTRL=TEXTPSIZE=64K@DATAPSIZE=64K@STACKPSIZE=64K@SHMPSIZE=64K  
usr/bin/dsmserv

Ensure that you include a space after SHMPSIZE=64K. By starting the server with this command, you enable 64 KB
memory pages for the server. This setting helps you optimize server performance.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv

C:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\bin\dsmserv -k server2

Example: Start an additional server

Start an additional server by using the registry key named SERVER2.

dsmserv -k server2
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Example: Load the sample script

Load the sample script file that is provided with the server.

dsmserv runfile scripts.smp

Example: Start the server in maintenance mode

Before you begin maintenance or reconfiguration tasks, start the server in maintenance mode.

dsmserv maintenance

Related tasks:
Starting the server in maintenance mode

Server startup script: rc.dsmserv
You can use the rc.dsmserv script in your system startup to automatically start a server instance under a specific user ID.

Syntax
 
>>-rc.dsmserv--+- -u--user_name-+--+-------------------+------->< 
               '- -U--user_name-'  '- -i--instance_dir-'    
 

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies the instance user ID for which the environment is set up. The server will run under this user ID.

-U user_name
Specifies the instance user ID for which the environment is set up. The server will run under the user ID of the invoker of
the command.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory, which becomes the working directory of the server.

Related tasks:
AIX: Automatically starting servers

Server startup script: dsmserv.rc
You can use the dsmserv.rc script to stop a server instance, or to manually or automatically start a server.

Prerequisites

Before you issue the DSMSERV.RC command, complete the following steps:

1. Ensure that the server instance runs under a non-root user ID with the same name as the instance owner.
2. Copy the dsmserv.rc script to the /etc/rc.d/init.d directory. The dsmserv.rc script is in the server installation directory, for

example, /opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin.
3. Rename the script so that it matches the name of the server instance owner, for example, tsminst1.
4. If the server instance directory is not home_directory/tsminst1, locate the following line in the script copy:

instance_dir="${instance_home}/tsminst1"

Change the line so that it points to your server instance directory, for example:

instance_dir="/tsminst1"
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5. In the script copy, locate the following line:

# pidfile: /var/run/dsmserv_instancename.pid

Change the instance name value to the name of the server instance owner. For example, if the server instance owner is
tsminst1, update the line as shown:

# pidfile: /var/run/dsmserv_tsminst1.pid

6. Use tools such as the CHKCONFIG utility to configure the run level in which the server automatically starts. Specify a value
that corresponds to a multiuser mode, with networking turned on. Typically, the run level to use is 3 or 5, depending on the
operating system and its configuration. For details about run levels, see the documentation for your operating system.

Syntax
 
>>-dsmserv.rc--+---------+------------------------------------->< 
               +-start---+    
               +-stop----+    
               +-status--+    
               '-restart-'    
 

Parameters

start
Starts the server.

stop
Stops the server.

status
Shows the status of the server. If the status is started, the process ID of the server process is also shown.

restart
Stops the server and starts it again.

Related tasks:
Linux: Automatically starting servers on Linux systems

DSMSERV DISPLAY DBSPACE (Display information about database
storage space)

Use this utility to display information about storage space that is defined for the database. The output of this utility is the same as
the output of the QUERY DBSPACE command, but you can use this utility when the server is not running.

Syntax

 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+-----------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'    
 
>--DISPlay DBSPace--------------------------------------------->< 
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.
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Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This becomes the current working directory of the server.

-k key_name
Specifies the name of a Windows registry key that is used to store information about this server. Use this

parameter only when there is more than one server on the same system. The default value is SERVER1.
-o options_file

Specifies an options file to use.
-noexpire

Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when starting.
-quiet

Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.

Example: Display database space information

Display information about database storage space. See Field descriptions for details about the information shown in the output.
Issue the command.

dsmserv display dbspace

Location        Total Space (MB)   Used Space (MB)   Free Space (MB) 
-------------   ----------------   ---------------   --------------- 
 /tsmdb001             46,080.00         20,993.12         25,086.88 
 /tsmdb002             46,080.00         20,992.15         25,087.85

Location          Total Space (MB)   Used Space (MB)   Free Space (MB) 
-------------   ----------------   ---------------   --------------- 
d:\tsm\db001           46,080.00         20,993.12         25,086.88 
d:\tsm\db002           46,080.00         20,993.15         25,087.85

Field descriptions

Location
The directory or path that is used for storing the database

Total Space (MB)
The total number of megabytes in the location

Used Space (MB)
The number of megabytes in use in the location

Free Space (MB)
The space remaining in the file system where the path is located

The space remaining on the drive where the directory is located

DSMSERV DISPLAY LOG (Display recovery log information)
Use this utility to display information about recovery logs including the active log, the mirror for the active log, the failover
directory for the archive log, and the overflow location for logs. Use this utility when the server is not running.

Syntax
 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
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>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+-----------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'    
 
>--DISPLAY LOG------------------------------------------------->< 
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This becomes the current working directory of the server.

-k key_name
Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. Use this

parameter only when there is more than one server on the same system. The default is SERVER1.
-o options_file

Specifies an options file to use.
-noexpire

Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when starting.
-quiet

Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.

Examples: Display recovery log information

Display information about the recovery logs. See Field descriptions for details about the information shown in the output.

dsmserv display log 

               Total Space(MB): 38,912 
                Used Space(MB): 401.34 
                Free Space(MB): 38,358.65 
          Active Log Directory: /activelog 
         Archive Log Directory: /archivelog 
          Mirror Log Directory: /mirrorlog 
Archive Failover Log Directory: /archfailoverlog

               Total Space(MB): 38,912 
                Used Space(MB): 401.34 
                Free Space(MB): 38,358.65 
          Active Log Directory: h:\tsm\activelog 
         Archive Log Directory: k:\tsm\archivelog 
          Mirror Log Directory: i:\tsm\mirrorlog 
Archive Failover Log Directory: j:\tsm\archfailoverlog

Field descriptions

Total Space
Specifies the maximum size of the active log.

Used Space
Specifies the total amount of active log space currently used in the database, in megabytes.

Free Space
Specifies the amount of active log space in the database that is not being used by uncommitted transactions, in megabytes.

Active Log Directory
Specifies the location where active log files are stored. When you change the active log directory, the server moves all
archived logs to the archive log directory and all active logs to a new active log directory. 

Mirror Log Directory
Specifies the location where the mirror for the active log is maintained.
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Archive Failover Log Directory
Specifies the location in which the server saves archive logs if the logs cannot be archived to the archive log destination.

DSMSERV EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)
Use this utility to increase space for the database by adding directories for the database to use. This utility performs the same
function as the EXTEND DBSPACE command, but you can use it when the server is not running.

Restriction: Redistribution of data and reclaiming of space as part of an operation to extend database space only works with DB2®
Version 9.7 or later table spaces, which are created when you format a new Version 6.3 or later server.

Syntax
 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
                   .-,------------.    
                   V              |    
>--EXTend DBSpace----db_directory-+-----------------------------> 
 
   .-RECLAIMstorage--=--Yes-----.    
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-RECLAIMstorage--=--+-No--+-'    
                        '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before you initialize the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This becomes the current working directory of the server.

-k key_name
 Specifies the name of a Windows registry key that is used to store information about this server. Use this

parameter only when there is more than one server on the same system. The default value is SERVER1.
db_directory (Required)

Specifies the directories for database storage. The directories must be empty and accessible by the user ID of the database
manager. A directory name must be a fully qualified name and cannot exceed 175 characters in length. Enclose the name in
quotation marks if it contains embedded blanks, an equal sign, or other special characters. If you are specifying a list of
directories for database storage, the maximum length of the list can be 1400 characters.

Restriction: You cannot specify Universal Naming Convention (UNC) paths.
Tip: Specify directories that are the same size as existing directories to ensure a consistent degree of parallelism for
database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they reduce the potential for
optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

RECLAIMstorage
Specifies whether data is redistributed across newly created database directories and space is reclaimed from the old
storage paths when you add space to the database. This parameter is optional. The default value is Yes.

Yes
Specifies that data is redistributed so that new directories are available for immediate use.
Important: The redistribution process uses considerable system resources so ensure that you plan ahead. Also, the
server might be offline for a while, until the process is completed.

No
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Specifies that data is not redistributed across database directories and storage space is not reclaimed.

Example: Increase space for the database

Add a directory named stg1 in the tsm_db directory for the database storage space and then redistribute data and reclaim space
by issuing the following command:

 dsmserv extend dbspace /tsm_db/stg1

Example: Increase space for the database

Add drive D to the storage space for the database and then redistribute data and reclaim space by issuing the following command:

 dsmserv extend dbspace D:

Related reference:
EXTEND DBSPACE (Increase space for the database)

DSMSERV FORMAT (Format the database and log)
Use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility to initialize the server database and recovery log. No other server activity is allowed while
initializing the database and recovery log.

The directories that are specified in this utility should be on fast, reliable storage. Do not place the directories on file systems that
might run out of space. If certain directories (for example, the active log directory) become unavailable or full, the server stops.

Restriction: If you are using a File Allocation Table (FAT or FAT32) or a New Technology File System (NTFS) format, you
cannot specify the root directory of that system as the location of a database directory or log directory. Instead, you must create
one or more subdirectories within the root directory. Then, create the database directories and log directories within the
subdirectories.

Important: The installation program creates a set of registry keys. One of these keys points to the directory where a
default server, named SERVER1, is created. To install an extra server, create a directory and use the DSMSERV FORMAT utility,
with the -k parameter, from that directory. That directory becomes the location of the server. The registry tracks the installed
servers.

When a server is initially created by using the DSMSERV FORMAT utility or the configuration wizard, a server database and
recovery log are created. In addition, files are created to hold database information that is used by the database manager.

Syntax

 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+--FORMAT---> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'            
 
               .-,---------.      
               V           |      
>--+-DBDir--=----directory-+-+----------------------------------> 
   '-DBFile--=--file---------'    
 
   .-ACTIVELOGSize--=--16384-----.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVELOGSize--=--megabytes-'    
 
>--ACTIVELOGDirectory--=--directory-----------------------------> 
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>--ARCHLogdirectory--=--directory-------------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-ARCHFailoverlogdirectory--=--directory-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-MIRRorlogdirectory--=--directory-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server. This parameter is optional.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This directory becomes the current working directory of the

server. This parameter is optional.
-k key_name

Specifies the name of a Windows registry key that is used to store information about this server. Use this
parameter only to install extra servers on the same system. After you install a server by using this parameter, you must
always start it with the value of this parameter. This parameter is optional. The default is SERVER1.
Restriction: Additional instances of the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server that are running on the same system will compete
for resources and impact overall performance of each IBM Spectrum Protect server.

-o options_file
Specifies an options file to use. This parameter is optional.

-noexpire
Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when starting. This parameter is optional.

-quiet
Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed. This parameter is optional.

DBDir
Specifies the relative path names of one or more directories that are used to store database objects. Directory names must
be separated by commas but without spaces. You can specify up to 128 directory names. You must specify either the
DBDIR or the DBFILE parameter.
Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they
reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

DBFile
Specifies the name of a file that contains the relative path names of one or more directories that are used to store database
objects. Each directory name must be on a separate line in the file. You can specify up to 128 directory names. You must
specify either the DBDIR or the DBFILE parameter.

ACTIVELOGSize
Specifies the size of the active log file in megabytes. This parameter is optional. The minimum value is 2048 MB (2 GB); the
maximum is 524,288 MB (512 GB). If an odd number is specified, the value is rounded up to the next even number. The
default is 16384 MB.
The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements are in
the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

ACTIVELOGDirectory (Required)
Specifies the directory in which the server writes and stores active log files. There is only one active log location. The name
must be a fully qualified directory name. The directory must exist, it must be empty, and it must be accessible by the user
ID of the database manager. The maximum number of characters is 175.

ARCHLogdirectory (Required)
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Specifies the directory for the archive log files. The name must be a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of
characters is 175.

ARCHFailoverlogdirectory
Specifies the directory to be used as an alternative storage location if the ARCHLOGDIRECTORY directory is full. This
parameter is optional. The maximum number of characters is 175.

MIRRorlogdirectory
Specifies the directory in which the server mirrors the active log (those files in the ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY directory). This
parameter is optional. The directory must be a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Example: Format a database

dsmserv format dbdir=/tsmdb001 activelogsize=8192 
activelogdirectory=/activelog archlogdirectory=/archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=/archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=/mirrorlog

dsmserv -k server2 format dbdir=d:\tsm\db001 activelogsize=8192  
activelogdirectory=e:\tsm\activelog archlogdirectory=f:\tsm\archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=g:\tsm\archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=h:\tsm\mirrorlog

DSMSERV INSERTDB (Move a server database into an empty database)
Use the DSMSERV INSERTDB utility to move a server database into a new database. The database can be extracted from the
original server and inserted into a new database on the new server by using a network connection between the two servers. The
database can also be inserted from media that contains the extracted database.

Before you use the DSMSERV INSERTDB utility, complete the planning and preparation tasks, such as backing up the database
and saving configuration information. Ensure that you meet all requirements before you move the server database.

Requirements for insertion by using media

Before you run the utility to insert the server database into an empty database, ensure that your system meets the following
requirements.

The manifest file from the DSMUPGRD EXTRACTDB operation must be available.
If the manifest file does not contain device configuration information, or if you are specifying the
CONFIGINFO=DEVCONFIG parameter, both of the following statements must be true:

The server options file must contain an entry for the device configuration file.
The device configuration file must have information about the device class that is specified in the manifest file.

The media that contains the extracted database must be available to the V8 server. Also, the permissions must be set to
grant access to the media for the user ID that owns the V8 server instance.

Syntax

 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+-----------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'    
 
>--INSERTDB--+-| A: Insert from media |-----+-------------------> 
             '-| B: Insert over a network |-'    
 
   .-PREview--=--No------.    
>--+---------------------+------------------------------------->< 
   '-PREview--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                 '-No--'      
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A: Insert from media 
 
|--+--------------------------------+---------------------------> 
   '-DEVclass--=--device_class_name-'    
 
   .-CONFiginfo--=--MANifest------.                            
>--+------------------------------+--MANifest--=--file_name-----| 
   '-CONFiginfo--=--+-MANifest--+-'                            
                    '-DEVconfig-'                              
 
B: Insert over a network 
 
   .-SESSWait--=--60------.    
|--+----------------------+-------------------------------------| 
   '-SESSWait--=--minutes-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server. This parameter is optional.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This directory becomes the current working directory of the

server. This parameter is optional.
-k key_name

Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. This
parameter is optional. The default is SERVER1.

-o options_file
Specifies an options file to use. This parameter is optional.

-noexpire
Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when starting. This parameter is optional.

-quiet
Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed. This parameter is optional.

DEVclass
Specifies a sequential-access device class. You can specify any device class except for the DISK device class. The definition
for the device class must exist in either the manifest file or the device configuration file.
This parameter is optional and is used only when the database that you want to insert into the empty V8 database was
extracted to media. If the database is on media and you do not specify a device class, the device class that is identified in
the manifest file is used.
Restriction: You cannot use a device class with a device type of NAS or CENTERA.

MANifest
Specifies the location of the manifest file. Use a fully qualified file name, or place in a local directory. For example:
./manifest.txt

This parameter is required when the database that you want to insert into the empty V8 database was extracted to media.

CONFiginfo
Specifies the source of the device configuration information that is used by the DSMSERV INSERTDB operation. The default
value for this parameter is MANIFEST. Possible values are as follows:

MANifest
Specifies that device configuration information is read from the manifest file. If the manifest file does not have
device configuration information, the device configuration file is used instead.

DEVConfig
Specifies that device configuration information is read from the device configuration file.

SESSWait
Specifies the number of minutes that the V8 server waits to be contacted by the original server. The default value is 60
minutes.
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Use this parameter only if the data that is inserted into the empty V8 database is transmitted from the source server with a
network connection.

PREview
Specifies whether to preview the insertion operation. This parameter is optional. The default value is NO.

Use the PREVIEW=YES parameter to test a database. When you use this parameter, the operation includes all steps of the
process, except for the actual insertion of data into the new database. When you preview the insertion operation, you can
quickly verify that the source database is readable. You can also identify any data constraint violations that might prevent
an upgraded database from being put into production.

DSMSERV LOADFORMAT (Format a database)
Use the DSMSERV LOADFORMAT utility when upgrading from Version 5. The utility formats an empty database in preparation for
inserting an extracted database into the empty database.

Syntax

 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+-----------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'    
 
                           .-,---------.      
                           V           |      
>--LOADFORMAT--+-DBDir--=----directory-+-+----------------------> 
               '-DBFile--=--file---------'    
 
   .-ACTIVELOGSize--=--16384-----.    
>--+-----------------------------+------------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVELOGSize--=--megabytes-'    
 
>--ACTIVELOGDirectory--=--directory-----------------------------> 
 
>--ARCHLogdirectory--=--directory-------------------------------> 
 
>--+----------------------------------------+-------------------> 
   '-ARCHFailoverlogdirectory--=--directory-'    
 
>--+----------------------------------+------------------------>< 
   '-MIRRorlogdirectory--=--directory-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server. This parameter is optional.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This directory becomes the current working directory of the

server. This parameter is optional.
-k key_name

Specifies the name of a Windows registry key that is used to store information about this server. Use this
parameter only to install additional servers on the same system. After you install a server by using this parameter, you must
always start it with the value of this parameter. The default is SERVER1.
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-o options_file
Specifies an options file to use. This parameter is optional.

-noexpire
Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when the server starts. This parameter is optional.

-quiet
Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed. This parameter is optional.

DBDir
Specifies the relative path names of one or more directories that are used to store database objects. Directory names must
be separated by commas but without spaces. You can specify up to 128 directory names. You must specify either the
DBDIR or the DBFILE parameter.
Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they
reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

DBFile
Specifies the name of a file that contains the relative path names of one or more directories that are used to store database
objects. Each directory name must be on a separate line in the file. You can specify up to 128 directory names. You must
specify either the DBDIR or the DBFILE parameter.

ACTIVELOGSize
Specifies the size of the active log file in megabytes. This parameter is optional. The minimum value is 2048 MB (2 GB); the
maximum is 524,288 MB (512 GB). If an odd number is specified, the value is rounded up to the next even number. The
default is 16384 MB.
The size of an active log file is based on the value of the ACTIVELOGSIZE option. Guidelines for space requirements are in
the following table:

Table 1. How to estimate volume and file space requirements
ACTIVELOGSize option
value

Reserve this much free space in the active log directory, in addition to the
ACTIVELOGSize space

16 GB - 128 GB 5120 MB

129 GB - 256 GB 10240 MB

257 GB - 512 GB 20480 MB

ACTIVELOGDirectory (Required)
Specifies the directory in which the server writes and stores active log files. There is only one active log location. The name
must be a fully qualified directory name. The directory must exist, it must be empty, and it must be accessible by the user
ID of the database manager. The maximum number of characters is 175.

ARCHLogdirectory (Required)
Specifies the directory for the archive log files. The name must be a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of
characters is 175.

ARCHFailoverlogdirectory
Specifies the directory to be used as an alternative storage location if the ARCHLOGDIRECTORY directory is full. This
parameter is optional. The maximum number of characters is 175.

MIRRorlogdirectory
Specifies the directory in which the server mirrors the active log (those files in the ACTIVELOGDIRECTORY directory). This
parameter is optional. The directory must be a fully qualified directory name. The maximum number of characters is 175.

Example: Format a database

dsmserv loadformat dbdir=/tsmdb001 activelogsize=8192 
activelogdirectory=/activelog archlogdirectory=/archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=/archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=/mirrorlog

dsmserv -k server2 loadformat dbdir=d:\tsm\db001 activelogsize=8192  
activelogdirectory=e:\tsm\activelog archlogdirectory=f:\tsm\archlog  
archfailoverlogdirectory=g:\tsm\archfaillog mirrorlogdirectory=h:\tsm\mirrorlog

DSMSERV REMOVEDB (Remove a database)
Use the DSMSERV REMOVEDB utility to remove an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server database.
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When you run this utility, you delete the server database, active log files, and active log mirror files. However, the archive log files
and archive log failover log files are deleted only after you start a point-in-time database restore.

You must halt the IBM Spectrum Protect server before you issue this command.

Syntax
 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+------------+--+---------+-----------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  '- -noexpire-'  '- -quiet-'    
 
                            .- -force--=--No------.    
>--REMOVEDB--database_name--+---------------------+------------>< 
                            '- -force--=--+-No--+-'    
                                          '-Yes-'      
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This becomes the current working directory of the server.

-k key_name
Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. The default

is SERVER1.
-o options_file

Specifies an options file to use.
-noexpire

Specifies that expiration processing is suppressed when starting.
-quiet

Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.
database_name

The database name that was entered during installation. If the database was formatted manually, then this is the database
name parameter in the DSMSERV FORMAT or DSMSERV LOADFORMAT utility. This database name can also be found in
dsmserv.opt file. This parameter is required.

-force
Specifies whether the database is removed when there are open connections. The default is No. This parameter is optional.
The values are as follows:

Yes
Specifies that the database is removed regardless of open connections

No
Specifies that the database is removed only when all connections are closed.

Example: Remove a database

Remove the IBM Spectrum Protect server database TSMDB1 and all of its references.

dsmserv removedb TSMDB1

Example: Remove a database with force parameter
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Remove the IBM Spectrum Protect server database TSMDB1 and all of its references, even if it has open connections:

dsmserv removedb TSMDB1 force=yes

DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore the database)
Use this utility to restore a database by using a database backup.

Restriction: You cannot restore a server database if the release level of the server database backup is different from the release
level of the server that is being restored. For example, an error occurs when you restore a Version 7.1.3 database and you are
using a Version 8.1 IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

The restore operation uses database backups created with the BACKUP DB command.

Important: After a point-in-time restore operation, issue the AUDIT VOLUME command to audit all DISK volumes and resolve any
inconsistencies between database information and storage pool volumes. Before restoring the database, examine the volume
history file to find out about any sequential access storage pool volumes that were deleted or reused since the point in time to
which the database was restored.

DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to its most current state)
Use the DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility to restore a database to its most current state under certain conditions.
DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to a point-in-time)
Use this command to restore a database to a point in time. A volume history file and a device configuration file must be
available.

DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to its most current state)
Use the DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility to restore a database to its most current state under certain conditions.

The following conditions must be met:

An intact volume history file is available.
The recovery logs are available.
A device configuration file with the applicable device information is available.

Restriction: You cannot restore a server database if the release level of the server database backup is different from the release
level of the server that is being restored. For example, an error occurs when you restore a Version 7.1.3 database and you are
using a Version 8.1 IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

IBM Spectrum Protect requests volume mounts to load the most recent backup series and then uses the recovery logs to update
the database to its most current state.

Snapshot database backups cannot be used to restore a database to its most current state.

Syntax

 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+---------------+--RESTORE DB---------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  |  (1)          |                
                          '------- -quiet-'                
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECOVerydir--=--directory-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVELOGDir--=--directory-'    
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                                     .-PReview--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+---------------------+----> 
   '-ON--=--target_directory_file-'  '-PReview--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                   '-No--'      
 
   .-RESTOREKeys--=--No-------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-RESTOREKeys--=--+-No---+-'    
                     +-YES--+      
                     '-ONLY-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PASSword--=--password_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to AIX® and Linux servers only.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters

-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before initializing the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This instance directory becomes the current working directory of

the server.
-k key_name

Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. The default
is SERVER1.

-o options_file
Specifies an options file to use.

-quiet
Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.

RECOVerydir
Specifies a directory in which to store recovery log information from the database backup media. This directory must have
enough space to hold this transaction recovery information and must be an empty directory. If this parameter is not
specified, the default is to the directory specified by one of the following parameters in the DSMSERV FORMAT or DSMSERV
LOADFORMAT utility:

ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY, if specified
ARCHLOGDIRECTORY, if ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY is not specified

ACTIVELOGDir
Specifies a directory in which to store the log files that are used to track the active database operations. This directory must
be specified only if the intent is to switch to an active log directory different from the one that had already been configured.

On
Specifies a file that lists the directories to which the database is restored. Specify each directory on a separate line in the
file. For example, the ON parameter specifies the restorelist.txt file, which contains the following list:

/tsmdb001 
/tsmdb002 
/tsmdb003

e:\tsm\db001 
f:\tsm\db002 
g:\tsm\db003

If this parameter is not specified, the original directories that were recorded in the database backup are used.
Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they
reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

PReview
Specifies that the volume history files be examined and that the database backup volumes from the volume history file be
evaluated.
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1. Which set of database backup volumes best meets the most current criteria that are specified for restore
processing? The volume history information provides details about the backup series ID, the operation ID (full,
incremental 1, incremental 2, and so on), the date of the database backup, and the device class. This information
and the parameters that are specified in the DSMSERV RESTORE DB command determine what to use to perform the
restore. The volume history file is examined to find the most recent database backup and then to restore the data by
using that backup.

2. Is self-describing data available for the selected set of database backup volumes? Cross-check the volume history
information for this backup series. The reconciliation reports what the self-describing data contains compared to
what was learned from the volume history entries. The cross-check involves mounting one or more of the volumes
that are indicated by the volume history. Then, using the self-describing data that was included in the database
backup volumes, that information is reconciled against what is in the volume history for the database backup. If the
information from the volume history file is inconsistent with the self-describing data, then messages are issued to
identify the problem. For example, not all values are specified and available, and no self-describing data is found.

If the volume history information is consistent with self-describing data from the database backup, a message is issued
indicating that the database backup can be used for restore processing.

If the volume history information is inconsistent with the self-describing data from the database backup or if the self-
describing data for the backup cannot be found, error messages are issued indicating what was checked and what was
missing.

If the PREVIEW parameter is not specified or if it is set to NO, and if the volume history and self-describing data from the
database backup are consistent, then the restore proceeds.

If the PREVIEW parameter is not specified or if it is set to NO, and the reconciliation and validation fail, the database
restore is not performed. Make extra volumes available and referred to from the volume history file, or remove the
incomplete backup series or operation so that the IBM Spectrum Protect server selects a different preferred series or
operation and continues processing.

If the PREVIEW parameter is set to YES, the process performs only the evaluation of the volume history file and the
reconciliation and validation against the selected database backup.

RESTOREKeys
Specifies whether to restore the server master encryption key that is used to encrypt storage

pool data when the database is restored. This parameter is optional and only applies if you are using encrypted container
storage pools in a cloud environment. If the server master key is protected when the database is restored, the default is
YES. If the server master key is not protected when the database is restored, the default is NO. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
Specifies that the server master key is not restored when the database is restored.

Yes
Specifies that the server master key is restored when the database is restored. You must specify a password with
this parameter.

Only
Specifies that only the server master key is restored. The database is not restored.

PASSword
Specifies the password that is used to protect the database backup. This parameter only

applies if you are using encrypted container storage pools in a cloud environment. If you specify a password for database
backup, you must specify the same password on the RESTORE DB command to restore the database. You must use a
password if you specify the RESTOREKEYS=YES or RESTOREKEYS=ONLY parameter.

Example: Restore the database to its most current state

Restore the database to its most current state by using the already configured active log directory.

 dsmserv restore db

Example: Restore the server master key without restoring the database

Restore the server master key without restoring the database by issuing the following command:

dsmserv restore db restorekeys=only
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DSMSERV RESTORE DB (Restore a database to a point-in-time)
Use this command to restore a database to a point in time. A volume history file and a device configuration file must be available.

Restriction: You cannot restore a server database if the release level of the server database backup is different from the release
level of the server that is being restored. For example, an error occurs when you restore a Version 7.1.3 database and you are
using a Version 8.1 IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

You can use full and incremental database backups, or snapshot database backups can be used to restore a database to a point in
time.

Tip: When you restore a V7 or later IBM Spectrum Protect server database to a specific point in time, the preferred method is to
issue the DSMSERV REMOVE DB command before you issue the DSMSERV RESTORE DB command. This ensures that the system
is in a clean state. The system drops and uncatalogs the database in the background. When you restore data to a specific point in
time, all the required logs and the database image are retrieved from the backup media.

Syntax
 
>>-DSMSERV -+----------------------+----------------------------> 
            |  (1)                 |    
            '------- -u--user_name-'    
 
                                 (2).- -k--Server1--.    
>--+-------------------------+------+---------------+-----------> 
   |  (1)                    |      '- -k--key_name-'    
   '------- -i--instance_dir-'                           
 
>--+-------------------+--+---------------+--RESTORE DB---------> 
   '- -o--options_file-'  |  (1)          |                
                          '------- -quiet-'                
 
                    .-TOTime--=--23:59:59-.    
>--TODate--=--date--+---------------------+---------------------> 
                    '-TOTime--=--time-----'    
 
   .-Source--=--DBBackup-------.    
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-Source--=--+-DBBackup---+-'    
                '-DBSnapshot-'      
 
>--+---------------------------+--------------------------------> 
   '-RECOVerydir--=--directory-'    
 
>--+----------------------------+-------------------------------> 
   '-ACTIVELOGDir--=--directory-'    
 
                                     .-PReview--=--No------.    
>--+------------------------------+--+---------------------+----> 
   '-ON--=--target_directory_file-'  '-PReview--=--+-Yes-+-'    
                                                   '-No--'      
 
   .-RESTOREKeys--=--No-------.    
>--+--------------------------+---------------------------------> 
   '-RESTOREKeys--=--+-No---+-'    
                     +-YES--+      
                     '-ONLY-'      
 
>--+----------------------------+------------------------------>< 
   '-PASSword--=--password_name-'    
 

Notes:

1. This parameter applies to only AIX® and Linux servers.
2. This parameter applies only to Windows servers.

Parameters
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-u user_name
Specifies a user name to switch to before you initialize the server.

-i instance_dir
Specifies an instance directory to use. This becomes the current working directory of the server.

-k key_name
Specifies the name of the Windows registry key from which to retrieve information about the server. The default

is SERVER1.
-o options_file

Specifies an options file to use.
-quiet

Specifies that messages to the console are suppressed.
TODate (Required)

Specifies the date to which to restore the database. The following values are possible:

MM/DD/YYYY
Specifies that you want to restore a database by using the last backup series that was created before this specified
date.

TODAY
Specifies that you want to restore a database by using the most recent backup series that was created before today.

TODAY-numdays or -numdays
Specifies that you want to restore a database by using the most recent backup series that was created the specified
number of days before the current date.

TOTime
Specifies the time of day to which to restore the database. This parameter is optional. The default is the end of the day
(23:59:59). Possible values are:

HH:MM:SS
Specifies that you want to restore the database by using the last backup series that is created on or before the
specified time on the date that is specified on the TODATE parameter.

NOW
Specifies that you want to restore the database by using a backup series that is created on or before the current time
on the date that is specified on the TODATE parameter.

For example, if you issue the DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility at 9:00 with TOTIME=NOW, the database is restored by
using the last backup series that is created on or before 9:00 on the date that is specified on the TODATE parameter.

NOW-numhours:numminutes or -numhours:numminutes
Specifies that you want to restore the database by using a backup series that is created on or before the current time
minus a specified number of hours and, optionally, minutes on the date that is specified on the TODATE parameter.

For example, if you issue the DSMSERV RESTORE DB utility at 9:00 with TOTIME=NOW-3:30 or TOTIME+-3:30, the
database is restored by using the last backup series that is created on or before 5:30 on the date that is specified on
the TODATE parameter.

Source
Specifies whether the database is restored by using either database full and incremental backup volumes or snapshot
database volumes. This parameter is optional. The default value is DBBackup. The following values are possible:

DBBackup
Specifies that the database is restored as follows:

1. Reads the volume history file to locate the database full and incremental backup volumes that are needed.
2. Requests mounts and loads the data from the database full and incremental backup volumes as required to

restore the database volume to the specified time.

DBSnapshot
Specifies that the database is restored as follows:

1. Reads the volume history file to locate the snapshot database volumes that are needed,
2. Requests mounts and loads data from snapshot database volumes as required to restore the volume to the

specified time.

RECOVerydir
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Specifies a directory in which to store recovery log information from the database backup media. This log information is
used to establish transaction consistency of the server database as part of the recovery processing. This directory must
have enough space to hold this transaction recovery information and must be an empty directory. If this parameter is not
specified, the default is the directory that is specified by one of the following parameters in the DSMSERV FORMAT or
DSMSERV LOADFORMAT utility:

ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY, if specified
ARCHLOGDIRECTORY, if ARCHFAILOVERLOGDIRECTORY is not specified

ACTIVELOGDir
Specifies a directory in which to store the log files that are used to track the active database operations. Specify this
directory only if the intent is to switch to an active log directory that is different from the one that was already configured.

On
Specifies a file that lists the directories to which the database is restored. Specify each directory on a separate line in the
file. For example, the ON parameter specifies the restorelist.txt file, which contains the following list:

/tsmdb001 
/tsmdb002 
/tsmdb003

e:\tsm\db001 
f:\tsm\db002 
g:\tsm\db003

If this parameter is not specified, the original directories that were recorded in the database backup are used.
Tip: If you specify multiple directories, ensure that the underlying file systems are of equal size to ensure a consistent
degree of parallelism for database operations. If one or more directories for the database are smaller than the others, they
reduce the potential for optimized parallel prefetching and distribution of the database.

PReview
Specifies that the volume history files be examined and that the database backup volumes from the volume history file be
evaluated.

1. Which set of database backup volumes best meets the point-in-time criteria that are specified for restore
processing? The volume history information provides details about the backup series ID, the operation ID (full,
incremental 1, incremental 2, and so on), the date of the database backup, and the device class. This information
and the parameters that are specified in the DSMSERV RESTORE DB command determine what to use to perform the
restore. The volume history file is examined to find the best database backup that meets the specified point-in-time
criteria and then perform the restore by using that backup.

2. Is self-describing data available for the selected set of database backup volumes? Cross-check the volume history
information for this backup series. The reconciliation reports what the self-describing data contains compared to
what was learned from the volume history entries. The cross-check involves mounting one or more of the volumes
that are indicated by the volume history. Then, using the self-describing data that was included in the database
backup volumes, that information is reconciled against what is in the volume history for the database backup. If the
information from the volume history file is inconsistent with the self-describing data, then messages are issued to
identify the problem. For example, not all values are specified and available, and no self-describing data is found.

If the volume history information is consistent with self-describing data from the database backup, a message is issued
indicating that the database backup can be used for restore processing.

If the volume history information is inconsistent with the self-describing data from the database backup or if the self-
describing data for the backup cannot be found, error messages are issued indicating what was checked and what was
missing.

If the PREVIEW parameter is not specified or if it is set to NO, and if the volume history and self-describing data from the
database backup are consistent, then the restore proceeds.

If the PREVIEW parameter is not specified or if it is set to NO, and the reconciliation and validation fail, the database
restore is not performed. Make extra volumes available and referred to from the volume history file, or remove the
incomplete backup series or operation so that the IBM Spectrum Protect server selects a different preferred series or
operation and continues processing.

If the PREVIEW parameter is set to YES, the process performs only the evaluation of the volume history file and the
reconciliation and validation against the selected database backup.
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RESTOREKeys
Specifies whether to restore the server master encryption key that is used to encrypt storage

pool data when the database is restored. This parameter is optional and only applies if you are using encrypted container
storage pools in a cloud environment. If the server master key is protected when the database is restored, the default is
YES. If the server master key is not protected when the database is restored, the default is NO. You can specify one of the
following values:

No
Specifies that the server master key is not restored when the database is restored.

Yes
Specifies that the server master key is restored when the database is restored. You must specify a password with
this parameter.

Only
Specifies that only the server master key is restored. The database is not restored.

PASSword
Specifies the password that is used to protect the database backup. This parameter only

applies if you are using encrypted container storage pools in a cloud environment. If you specify a password for database
backup, you must specify the same password on the RESTORE DB command to restore the database. You must use a
password if you specify the RESTOREKEYS=YES or RESTOREKEYS=ONLY parameter.

Example: Restore the database to a specific point in time

Restore the database to its state on May 12, 2011 at 2:25 PM.

 dsmserv restore db todate=05/12/2011 totime=14:45

Example: Restore the server master key without restoring the database

Restore the server master key without restoring the database by issuing the following command:

dsmserv restore db restorekeys=only

DSMSERV UPDATE (Create registry entries for a server instance)
Use this utility to create registry entries for an IBM Spectrum Protect™ server instance if the entries were accidentally deleted.

Run this utility from the instance directory for the database (where files such as dsmserv.dsk are stored for the server). The utility
re-creates the original registry entries for the server.

Syntax
 
            .- -k--Server1--.            
>>-DSMSERV--+---------------+--UPDATE-------------------------->< 
            '- -k--key_name-'            
 

Parameters

-k key_name
Specifies the name of the Windows registry key in which to store information about the server. The default is Server1.

Example: Re-create registry entries for a server instance

Run the utility to re-create registry entries for the server instance, Server2.

"c:\Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server\bin\dsmserv" -k server2 update
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DSMULOG (Capture IBM Spectrum Protect server messages to a user log
file)

Use this command to capture IBM Spectrum Protect™ server console messages to a user log file. You can specify that IBM
Spectrum Protect writes messages to more than one user log file.

Important: Do not place the user logs in the /usr or /opt file systems because space constraints in the file system can prevent the
server from starting.

Syntax
 
            .-,-----------.    
            V             |    
>>-DSMULOG----logfilename-+------------------------------------>< 
 

Parameters

logfilename (Required)
Specifies the name of one or more user log files to which IBM Spectrum Protect writes server console messages. When you
specify multiple file names, each file is written to for one day and then the server moves to the next file to capture log
messages. When all the files in the list have been written to, the server begins writing to the first file again and any
messages contained therein are overwritten.

Example: Capture server console messages to a user log file on a daily basis

Specify the user log files to which you want to log console messages.
In this example, if you invoke this utility on Friday, on Friday the server messages are captured to log1, on Saturday the messages
are captured to log2, and on Sunday the messages are captured to log3. On Monday, the messages are captured to log1 and the
messages from the previous Friday are overwritten.

/opt/tivoli/tsm/server/bin/dsmserv -u tsminst1 -i  
/tsmserv/tsminst1/tsminst1 2>&1 | dsmulog /tsmserv/tsminst1/tsminst1/log1  
/tsmserv/tsminst1/tsminst1/log2  
/tsmserv/tsminst1/tsminst1/log3 &

IBM Spectrum Protect server device utilities
You can use device utilities for tasks that are related to configuring storage devices for the server.

Device utilities

tsmdlst (Display information about devices)
autoconf (Auto configure devices)
tsmdlst (Display information about devices)

tsmdlst (Display information about devices)
Use the tsmdlst utility to view device names and other information about medium changer, and tape devices that are controlled by
the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver.

The tsmdlst utility is part of the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver package that is the same for the server and the storage agent.
You must install the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver to run the tsmdlst utility for the storage agent.

After devices are configured, you can run the tsmdlst utility to display device information. The utility saves this information in files
that you can retrieve. The files are named lbinfo for medium changer devices, and mtinfo for tape devices. After a device is added
or reconfigured, you can update these files by running the tsmdlst utility again.
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The tsmdlst utility and the output files it generates are in the devices/bin directory, which is /opt/tivoli/tsm/devices/bin by default.
Before you run the tsmdlst utility, make sure that either the IBM Spectrum Protect server is stopped or that all device activities are
stopped. If a device is in use by the IBM Spectrum Protect server when the tsmdlst utility runs, a device busy error is issued.

Options

/t
Displays trace messages for the tsmdlst utility.

/?
Displays usage information about tsmdlst and its parameters.

Example: Display information about all devices

Display information about all devices that were configured by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver:

tsmdlst

TSM Device Name Vendor   Product ID       Firmware World Wide Name         Serial Number 
--------------- -------- ---------------- -------- ----------------------- -------------- 
/dev/lb4        ATL      P3000            0100     N/A                     1651639999 
 
TSM Device Name Vendor   Product ID       Firmware World Wide Name         Serial Number 
--------------- -------- ---------------- -------- ----------------------- -------------- 
/dev/mt0        QUANTUM  DLT-S4            2A2A    50:0e:09:e0:00:16:ca:47 QD0619AMD00052 
/dev/mt1        QUANTUM  DLT-S4            2A2A    50:0e:09:e0:00:16:cd:e5 QD0624AMD00184 
/dev/mt22       QUANTUM  DLT7000           0100    N/A                     1651639000 
/dev/mt23       QUANTUM  DLT7000           0100    N/A                     1651639002

autoconf (Auto configure devices)
Use the autoconf utility to configure devices for use with the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server.

The autoconf utility performs the following tasks:

Loads the driver to the kernel
Creates the necessary files for the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver
Creates device information files for libraries and tape devices

The autoconf utility is included in the device driver package and is installed to the /opt/tivoli/tsm/devices/bin directory.

Options

-a
Adds read and write permissions to IBM Spectrum Protect device files to allow all users access to the devices. Specify this
value to configure devices if the IBM Spectrum Protect server is started by a non-root user.

-g
Adds read and write permissions to the IBM Spectrum Protect device files to allow anyone in the same group as a root user
to use the devices.

-t
Enables tracing for the autoconf utility.

-?
Displays information about the autoconf utility and its parameters.

Example: Configure devices by using the autoconf utility

Run autoconf utility to configure IBM Spectrum Protect devices:

> /opt/tivoli/tsm/devices/bin/autoconf
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Example: For a server that is started by a non-root user ID, configure devices by using the
autoconf utility

Run autoconf to configure IBM Spectrum Protect devices. Use the a option because the server is started by a user ID that is not
the root user.

> /opt/tivoli/tsm/devices/bin/autoconf -a

Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg4. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg5. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg6. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg7. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg8. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg9. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg10. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg11. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg12. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg13. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg14. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg15. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg16. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg17. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg18. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg19. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg20. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg21. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg22. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg23. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg24. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg25. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg26. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg27. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg28. 
Added the read and write permissions for all users to /dev/sg29. 
 
Tape Drives: 
=================== 
Index Minor Host CHN ID  LUN Type Vendor_ID Device_Serial_Number       Product_ID       Rev. 
000   004   003  000 004 000 001  IBM       1068000439                 ULTRIUM-HH5      C5X1 
001   007   003  000 008 001 001  HP        01UbWSD-04                 Ultrium 2-SCSI   R210 
002   008   003  000 008 002 001  HP        01UbWSD-05                 Ultrium 2-SCSI   R210 
003   010   003  000 008 004 001  HP        01UbWSD-07                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
004   012   003  000 008 006 001  HP        01UbWSD-01                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
005   013   003  000 008 007 001  HP        01UbWSD-02                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
006   014   003  000 008 008 001  HP        01UbWSD-08                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
007   015   003  000 008 009 001  HP        01UbWSD-09                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
008   016   003  000 008 010 001  HP        01UbWSD-0a                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
009   017   003  000 008 011 001  HP        01UbWSD-0b                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
010   018   003  000 008 012 001  HP        01UbWSD-0c                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
011   019   003  000 008 013 001  HP        01UbWSD-0d                 Ultrium 3-SCSI   R210 
012   020   003  000 005 000 001  IBM       1068000913                 ULTRIUM-HH5      C5X1 
013   022   003  000 009 001 001  QUANTUM   01UbWSD-0f                 SDLT320          R210 
014   023   003  000 009 002 001  QUANTUM   01UbWSD-0g                 SDLT320          R210 
015   024   003  000 009 003 001  QUANTUM   01UbWSD-0h                 SDLT320          R210 
016   025   003  000 009 004 001  QUANTUM   01UbWSD-0i                 SDLT320          R210 
017   026   003  000 006 000 001  IBM       1068001573                 ULTRIUM-HH4      B5Q1 
018   027   003  000 007 000 001  IBM       1068001545                 ULTRIUM-HH4      B5Q1 
019   028   003  000 010 000 001  HP        HU19477PAE                 Ultrium 5-SCSI   I65W 
 
Medium Changer Devices: 
============================== 
Index Minor Host CHN ID  LUN Type Vendor_ID Device_Serial_Number       Product_ID       Rev. 
000   005   003  000 004 001 008  NEC       2Y11BB0023                 LL-2B01          0004 
001   006   003  000 008 000 008  HP        01UbWSD-03                 VLS              1.00 
002   009   003  000 008 003 008  HP        01UbWSD-06                 ThinStor AutoLdr T133 
003   011   003  000 008 005 008  HP        01UbWSD-00                 ESL E-Series     2.00 
004   021   003  000 009 000 008  HP        01UbWSD-0e                 MSL6000 Series   0430 
005   029   003  000 010 001 008  HP        3615-0101                  MSL G3 Series    1120

tsmdlst (Display information about devices)
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Use the tsmdlst utility to view device names and other information about medium changer and tape devices on the system.

Options

After devices are configured, you can run the tsmdlst utility to display device information. The utility is in the devices server
directory, which is \Program Files\Tivoli\TSM\server by default.

/computer=computer_name
Specifies the name of the computer for which devices are listed. The default is the local system.

/detail
Displays details on devices in the list. By default, a summary is shown.

/all
Displays information about all types of devices. By default, only tape drives and tape libraries are included in the results.

/nogenerictapecheck
Skips the step for opening detected drives to see whether they are supported for the IBM Spectrum Protect™
GENERICTAPE device type.

/nohbacheck
Skips the step for host bus adapter (HBA) API detection, which might speed up processing. This option can be useful when
debugging is needed.

/trace
Used for diagnostic purposes. Stores trace output in the tsmdlst_trace.txt file.

/?
Displays usage information about tsmdlst and its parameters.

/xinquiry
Provides an alternative way to obtain serial number and worldwide name information. This option is used only for devices
that are supported by the IBM® tape device driver. The following parameters are specific to the /xinquiry option:

/processAll
Indicates that the process loops until all devices are processed.

/maxRetries=#
Indicates the maximum number of attempts to open each drive. This option requires the /processAll option.

/genpathfile
Use this option to generate a list of devices and serial numbers. The tsmdlst_pathfile.txt file is written with
information for the /genmacropathsync and /genmacropathoffline options.

/includelib
If this parameter is specified with the /genpathfile option, the list of devices includes libraries in addition to drives.

/genmacropathsync
Generates a macro to synchronize IBM Spectrum Protect paths for the storage agent based on serial number. A drive must
have a serial number that is defined to IBM Spectrum Protect for this option to work.

/genmacropathoffline
Generates a macro to update IBM Spectrum Protect paths for the storage agent to online or offline status based on drive
accessibility. A drive is accessible if an operating system open call results in: ERROR_SUCCESS, ERROR_BUSY or
ERROR_ACCESS_DENIED. This option works only for devices that are using the IBM device driver. A symbolic name, for
example \\.\tape0, is required to open a device.
The following options are used only with the /genmacropathsync and /genmacropathoffline options:

/server=servername
Specifies the name of the server that the storage agent is using.

/stagent=stagentname
Specifies the name of the storage agent.

/tcps=address
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect server address.

/tcpp=port
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect server port. The default is 1500.

/id=id
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect administrative ID.

/pass=password
Specifies the IBM Spectrum Protect administrative password.

/devicetype=drivetype
Specifies the device type of the drive, for example, LTO. This option is case-sensitive and optional.

/libraryname=libname
Filters on the library name of the drive, for example LTO3584. This option is case-sensitive and optional.
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/execmacropathsync
Issues the path synchronize macro to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

/execmacropathoffline
Issues the path offline macro to the IBM Spectrum Protect server.

/addpaths
Adds define and update path statements. This option is used with the /genmacropathsync option.

/verbose
Lists both drive and path information returned from the IBM Spectrum Protect server and contents of the path file.

/encodednames
If a path is set to online=no, the device name encodes time stamp, error, and device as the updated device name.

Example: Display information about devices

Display information about tape devices and tape libraries for a local system, WANTON, by running the tsmdlst utility:

tsmdlst

The device name that is displayed is the alias name that can be used in the DEFINE PATH command and the UPDATE PATH
command. The alias name is not the actual device name.

Computer Name:      WANTON 
OS Version:         6.2 
OS Build #:         9200 
TSM Device Driver:  TSMScsi - Not Running 
 
4 HBAs were detected. 
 
Manufacturer        Model    Driver      Version     Firmware NodeWWN           Description 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
QLogic Corporation  QLE2562  ql2300.sys  9.1.11.28   7.03.00  20000024FF25F846  QLogic QLE2562 
Fibre Channel Adapter 
QLogic Corporation  QLE2562  ql2300.sys  9.1.11.28   7.03.00  20000024FF25F847  QLogic QLE2562 
Fibre Channel Adapter 
QLogic Corporation  QLE2562  ql2300.sys  9.1.11.28   7.03.00  20000024FF25F7FE  QLogic QLE2562 
Fibre Channel Adapter 
QLogic Corporation  QLE2562  ql2300.sys  9.1.11.28   7.03.00  20000024FF25F7FF  QLogic QLE2562 
Fibre Channel Adapter 
 
TSM Name    ID  LUN  Bus  Port  SSN                 WWN                TSM Type     Driver   Device 
Identifier 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------ 
mt0.0.0.7   0   0    0    7     000001327176        5005076300566011   3592         IBM      IBM     
03592E06    2883 
lb0.1.0.7   0   1    0    7     0000013400480405    5005076300566011   LIBRARY      IBM      IBM     
03584L22    E01q 
mt1.0.0.7   1   0    0    7     000001327147        5005076300566012   3592         IBM      IBM     
03592E06    2883 
mt2.0.0.7   2   0    0    7     000001327349        5005076300566013   3592         IBM      IBM     
03592E06    2883 
mt3.0.0.7   3   0    0    7     000001327140        5005076300566014   3592         IBM      IBM     
03592E06    2883 
mt4.0.0.7   4   0    0    7     1068000254          500507630F51FA05   LTO          IBM      IBM     
ULT3580-TD5 D8D4 
lb4.1.0.7   4   1    0    7     0000078216780402    500507630F51FA05   LIBRARY      IBM      IBM     
03584L32    C460 
mt5.0.0.7   5   0    0    7     1068000039          500507630F51FA06   LTO          IBM      IBM     
ULT3580-TD5 D8D4 
mt6.0.0.7   6   0    0    7     1068000047          500507630F51FA07   LTO          IBM      IBM     
ULT3580-TD5 D8D4 
mt7.0.0.7   7   0    0    7     1068000017          500507630F51FA08   LTO          IBM      IBM     
ULT3580-TD5 D8D4

Server scripts and macros for automation
You can automate common administrative tasks by creating IBM Spectrum Protect™ server scripts or administrative client
macros. Server scripts are stored in the server database and can be scheduled to run with an administrative schedule command.
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Administrative client macros are stored as files on the administrative client. Macros cannot be distributed across servers and
cannot be scheduled on the server.

Server scripts
You can automate common administrative tasks with scripts that are stored in the server database. You can schedule a
script for processing by using the administrative command scheduler on the server.
Administrative client macros
A macro is a file that contains one or more administrative client commands. You can run a macro from the administrative
client only in batch or interactive modes. Macros are stored as a file on the administrative client. Macros are not distributed
across servers and cannot be scheduled on the server.

Server scripts
You can automate common administrative tasks with scripts that are stored in the server database. You can schedule a script for
processing by using the administrative command scheduler on the server.

IBM Spectrum Protect™ scripts have the following capabilities and statements:

Command parameter substitution.
SELECT commands that you specify when the script is processed.
Command execution control, such as PARALLEL and SERIAL processing options.
Conditional logic flow statements. These logic flow statements include the following statements:

The IF clause; this clause determines how processing proceeds based on the current return code value.
The EXIT statement; this statement ends script processing.
The GOTO and LABEL statement. This statement directs logic flow to continue processing with the line that starts
with the label specified.

Comment lines.

Sample scripts are provided in the scripts.smp file. The sample scripts have an example order of execution for scheduling
administrative commands.

If one of the specified commands in the script does not process successfully, the remaining commands are not processed.

Defining a server script
You can define a server script line-by-line, create a file that contains the command lines, or copy an existing script.
Updating a script
You can update a script to change a command line or to add a command line to a script.
Querying a server script to create another server script
You can create more server scripts by querying a script and specifying the FORMAT=RAW and OUTPUTFILE parameters.
You can use the resulting output as input into another script without having to create a script line by line.
Running a server script
To process a script, use the RUN command. You can run a script that contains substitution variables by specifying them
along with the RUN command.

Defining a server script
You can define a server script line-by-line, create a file that contains the command lines, or copy an existing script.

About this task

Restriction: You cannot redirect the output of a command within a server script. Instead, run the script and then specify command
redirection. For example, to direct the output of script1 to the c:\temp\test.out directory, run the script and specify command
redirection as in the following example:

run script1 > c:\temp\test.out

Procedure

1. Define a script with the DEFINE SCRIPT command. You can initially define the first line of the script with this command. For
example:

define script qaixc "select node_name from nodes where platform='aix'" 
desc='Display AIX clients'
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This example defines the script as QAIXC. When you run the script, all AIX® clients are displayed.
2. Define more lines in the script with the UPDATE SCRIPT command. For example, you want to add a QUERY SESSION

command, enter:

update script qaixc "query session *"

3. Optional: You can specify a WAIT parameter with the DEFINE CLIENTACTION command. By using this parameter, you can
specify that the client action must complete before the next step in the command script or macro is processed.

4. Optional: To help you determine where a problem is within a command in a script, use the ISSUE MESSAGE command.

Running commands in parallel or serially
You have the options of running commands in a script serially, in parallel, or serially and in parallel. You can do so by using
the SERIAL or PARALLEL script commands in the COMMAND_LINE parameter of DEFINE and UPDATE SCRIPT. Therefore, it
is possible to run multiple commands in parallel and wait for them to complete before the next command is run.
Continuing commands across multiple command lines
You can continue long commands across multiple command lines by specifying the continuation character (-) as the last
character for a command that is continued.
Including substitution variables in a script
You can include substitution variables in a script. Substitution variables are specified with a $ character followed by a
number that represents the position of the parameter when the script is processed.
Including logic flow statements in a script
You can use conditional logic flow statements that are based on return codes that are issued from previous command
processing. By using these logic statements, you can process your scripts according to the outcome of certain commands.
You can use IF, EXIT, or GOTO (label) statements.
Using SELECT commands in a script
An IBM Spectrum Protect™ script is one or more commands that are stored as an object in the database. You can define a
script that contains one or more SELECT commands.

Running commands in parallel or serially
You have the options of running commands in a script serially, in parallel, or serially and in parallel. You can do so by using the
SERIAL or PARALLEL script commands in the COMMAND_LINE parameter of DEFINE and UPDATE SCRIPT. Therefore, it is possible
to run multiple commands in parallel and wait for them to complete before the next command is run.

About this task

Running commands serially in a script ensures that any preceding commands are complete before proceeding and ensures that
any following commands are run serially. When a script starts, all commands are run serially until a PARALLEL command is
encountered. Multiple commands that are running in parallel and accessing common resources, such as tape drives, can run
serially.

Script return codes remain the same before and after a PARALLEL command is run. When a SERIAL command is encountered, the
script return code is set to the maximum return code from any previous commands that were run in parallel.

When you use server commands that support the WAIT parameter after a PARALLEL command, the behavior is as follows:

If you specify (or use the default) WAIT=NO, a script does not wait for the completion of the command when a subsequent
SERIAL command is encountered. The return code from that command reflects processing only up to the point that the
command starts a background process. The final return code from the command is not available to your script.
If you specify WAIT=YES, your script waits for the completion of the command when a subsequent SERIAL command is
encountered. The return code from that command reflects processing for the entire command.

In most cases, you can use WAIT=YES on commands that are run in parallel.

Restriction: If the command starts a background process that does not have the WAIT parameter, the command is considered to
be complete after the background thread is started. Therefore, the command can run only in parallel.

The following example illustrates how the PARALLEL command is used to back up, migrate, and reclaim storage pools.

/*run multiple commands in parallel and wait for  
them to complete before proceeding*/ 
PARALLEL 
/*back up four storage pools simultaneously*/ 
BACKUP STGPOOL PRIMPOOL1 COPYPOOL1 WAIT=YES 
BACKUP STGPOOL PRIMPOOL2 COPYPOOL2 WAIT=YES 
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BACKUP STGPOOL PRIMPOOL3 COPYPOOL3 WAIT=YES 
BACKUP STGPOOL PRIMPOOL4 COPYPOOL4 WAIT=YES 
/*wait for all previous commands to finish*/ 
SERIAL 
/*after the backups complete, migrate stgpools  
simultaneously*/ 
PARALLEL 
MIGRATE STGPOOL PRIMPOOL1 DURATION=90 WAIT=YES 
MIGRATE STGPOOL PRIMPOOL2 DURATION=90 WAIT=YES 
MIGRATE STGPOOL PRIMPOOL3 DURATION=90 WAIT=YES 
MIGRATE STGPOOL PRIMPOOL4 DURATION=90 WAIT=YES 
/*wait for all previous commands to finish*/ 
SERIAL 
/*after migration completes, relcaim storage  
pools simultaneously*/ 
PARALLEL 
RECLAIM STGPOOL PRIMPOOL1 DURATION=120 WAIT=YES 
RECLAIM STGPOOL PRIMPOOL2 DURATION=120 WAIT=YES 
RECLAIM STGPOOL PRIMPOOL3 DURATION=120 WAIT=YES 
RECLAIM STGPOOL PRIMPOOL4 DURATION=120 WAIT=YES

Related reference:
DEFINE SCRIPT (Define a server script)
UPDATE SCRIPT (Update a server script)

Continuing commands across multiple command lines
You can continue long commands across multiple command lines by specifying the continuation character (-) as the last character
for a command that is continued.

About this task

The following example continues an SQL statement across multiple command lines:

/*-----------------------------*/ 
/* Sample continuation example */ 
SELECT- 
* FROM- 
NODE WHERE- 
PLATFORM='win32'

When this command is processed, it runs the following command:

select * from nodes where platform='win32'

Including substitution variables in a script
You can include substitution variables in a script. Substitution variables are specified with a $ character followed by a number that
represents the position of the parameter when the script is processed.

About this task

The following example SQLSAMPLE script specifies substitution variables $1 and $2:

/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Sample substitution example */ 
/* ---------------------------------------------*/ 
SELECT- 
$1 FROM- 
NODES WHERE- 
PLATFORM='$2'

When you run the script you must specify two values, one for $1 and one for $2. For example:

run sqlsample node_name aix

The command that is processed when the SQLSAMPLE script is run is the following command:
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select node_name from nodes where platform='aix'

Including logic flow statements in a script
You can use conditional logic flow statements that are based on return codes that are issued from previous command processing.
By using these logic statements, you can process your scripts according to the outcome of certain commands. You can use IF,
EXIT, or GOTO (label) statements.

As each command is processed in a script, the return code is saved for possible evaluation before the next command is processed.
The return code can be one of three severities: OK, WARNING, or ERROR. See Return codes for use in scripts for a list of valid
return codes and severity levels.

Specifying the IF clause
You can use the IF clause at the beginning of a command line to determine how processing of the script proceeds based on
the current return code value. In the IF clause, you specify a return code symbolic value or severity.
Specifying the EXIT statement
Use the EXIT statement to end script processing.
Specifying the GOTO statement
The GOTO statement is used with a label statement. The label statement is the target of the GOTO statement. The GOTO
statement directs script processing to the line that contains the label statement to resume processing from that point.

Specifying the IF clause
You can use the IF clause at the beginning of a command line to determine how processing of the script proceeds based on the
current return code value. In the IF clause, you specify a return code symbolic value or severity.

About this task

The server initially sets the return code at the beginning of the script to RC_OK. The return code is updated by each processed
command. If the current return code from the processed command is equal to any of the return codes or severities in the IF
clause, the remainder of the line is processed. If the current return code is not equal to one of the listed values, the line is skipped.

The following script example backs up the BACKUPPOOL storage pool only if there are no sessions currently accessing the server.
The backup proceeds only if a return code of RC_NOTFOUND is received:

/* Backup storage pools if clients are not accessing the server */ 
select * from sessions 
/* There are no sessions if rc_notfound is received */ 
if(rc_notfound) backup stg backuppool copypool

The following script example backs up the BACKUPPOOL storage pool if a return code with a severity of warning is encountered:

/* Backup storage pools if clients are not accessing the server */ 
select * from sessions 
/* There are no sessions if rc_notfound is received */ 
if(warning) backup stg backuppool copypool

Specifying the EXIT statement
Use the EXIT statement to end script processing.

About this task

The following example uses the IF clause together with RC_OK to determine if clients are accessing the server. If an RC_OK return
code is received, it indicates that client sessions are accessing the server. The script proceeds with the exit statement, and the
backup does not start.

/* Back up storage pools if clients are not accessing the server */ 
select * from sessions 
/* There are sessions if rc_ok is received */ 
if(rc_ok) exit 
backup stg backuppool copypool
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Specifying the GOTO statement
The GOTO statement is used with a label statement. The label statement is the target of the GOTO statement. The GOTO
statement directs script processing to the line that contains the label statement to resume processing from that point.

About this task

The label statement always has a colon (:) after it and can be blank after the colon. The following example uses the GOTO
statement to back up the storage pool only if there are no sessions currently accessing the server. In this example, the return code
of RC_OK indicates that clients are accessing the server. The GOTO statement directs processing to the done: label, which
contains the EXIT statement that ends the script processing:

/* Back up storage pools if clients are not accessing the server */ 
select * from sessions 
/* There are sessions if rc_ok is received */ 
if(rc_ok) goto done 
backup stg backuppool copypool 
done:exit

Using SELECT commands in a script
An IBM Spectrum Protect™ script is one or more commands that are stored as an object in the database. You can define a script
that contains one or more SELECT commands.

About this task

A script can be run from an administrative client or the server console. You can also include it in an administrative command
schedule to run automatically. See Server scripts for details.

IBM Spectrum Protect is shipped with a file that contains a number of sample scripts. The file, scripts.smp, is in the server
directory. To create and store the scripts as objects in your server's database, issue the DSMSERV RUNFILE command during
installation:

> dsmserv runfile scripts.smp

You can also run the file as a macro from an administrative command line client:

macro scripts.smp

The sample scripts file contains commands. These commands first delete any scripts with the same names as those to be defined,
then define the scripts. The majority of the samples create SELECT commands, but others do such things as back up storage
pools. You can also copy and change the sample scripts file to create your own scripts.

Here are a few examples from the sample scripts file:

def script q_inactive_days '/* --------------------------------------------*/' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/* Script Name:  Q_INACTIVE                    */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/* Description: Display nodes that have not    */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/*    accessed the backup server for a         */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/*    specified number of days                 */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/* Parameter 1: days                           */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/* Example:     run q_inactive_days 5          */' 
upd script q_inactive_days '/* --------------------------------------------*/' 
upd script q_inactive_days "select node_name,lastacc_time from nodes where -"  
upd script q_inactive_days " cast((current_timestamp-lastacc_time)days as -"   
upd script q_inactive_days " decimal) >= $1 "

/* Display messages in the activity log of severity X or Y                */ 
  
def script q_msg_sev desc='Show msgs in the activity log of severity X or Y' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* ------------------------------------------------*/' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* Script Name:  Q_MSG_SEV                         */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* Description: Display messages in the            */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/*              activity log that have either      */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/*              of two specified severities.       */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* Parameter 1: severity 1                         */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* Parameter 2: severity 2                         */' 
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upd script q_msg_sev '/*  where severity is I, W, E, S, or D             */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* Example:  run q_msg_sev S E                     */' 
upd script q_msg_sev '/* ------------------------------------------------*/' 
upd script q_msg_sev "select date_time,msgno,message from actlog -" 
upd script q_msg_sev "  where severity=upper('$1') or severity=upper('$2')"

Updating a script
You can update a script to change a command line or to add a command line to a script.

Appending a new command
To append a command line to an existing script issue the UPDATE SCRIPT command without the LINE= parameter. The
appended command line is assigned a line number of five greater than the last command line number in the command line
sequence. For example, if your script ends with line 010, the appended command line is assigned a line number of 015.
Replacing an existing command
You can change an existing command line by specifying the LINE= parameter.
Adding a command and line number
You can change an existing script by adding new lines.
Deleting a command from a server script
You can delete an individual command line from a script. When you specify a line number, only the corresponding command
line is deleted from the script.

Appending a new command
To append a command line to an existing script issue the UPDATE SCRIPT command without the LINE= parameter. The appended
command line is assigned a line number of five greater than the last command line number in the command line sequence. For
example, if your script ends with line 010, the appended command line is assigned a line number of 015.

About this task

The following is an example of the QSTATUS script. The script has lines 001, 005, and 010 as follows:

001 /* This is the QSTATUS script */ 
005 QUERY STATUS 
010 QUERY PROCESS

To append the QUERY SESSION command at the end of the script, issue the following command:

update script qstatus "query session"

The QUERY SESSION command is assigned a command line number of 015 and the updated script is as follows:

001 /* This is the QSTATUS script */ 
005 QUERY STATUS 
010 QUERY PROCESS 
015 QUERY SESSION

Replacing an existing command
You can change an existing command line by specifying the LINE= parameter.

About this task

Line number 010 in the QSTATUS script contains a QUERY PROCESS command. To replace the QUERY PROCESS command with
the QUERY STGPOOL command, specify the LINE= parameter as follows:

update script qstatus "query stgpool" line=10

The QSTATUS script is updated to contain the following lines:

001 /* This is the QSTATUS script */ 
005 QUERY STATUS 
010 QUERY STGPOOL 
015 QUERY SESSION
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Adding a command and line number
You can change an existing script by adding new lines.

About this task

To add the QUERY NODE command as the new line 007 in the QSTATUS script, issue the following command:

update script qstatus "query node" line=7

The QSTATUS script is updated to contain the following lines:

001 /* This is the QSTATUS script */ 
005 QUERY STATUS 
007 QUERY NODE 
010 QUERY STGPOOL 
015 QUERY SESSION

Deleting a command from a server script
You can delete an individual command line from a script. When you specify a line number, only the corresponding command line is
deleted from the script.

About this task

For example, to delete the 007 command line from the QSTATUS script, issue the following command:

delete script qstatus line=7

Querying a server script to create another server script
You can create more server scripts by querying a script and specifying the FORMAT=RAW and OUTPUTFILE parameters. You can
use the resulting output as input into another script without having to create a script line by line.

About this task

The following example shows how to query the SRTL2 script and direct the output to newscript.script:

query script srtl2 format=raw outputfile=newscript.script

You can then edit the newscript.script file with an editor that is available to you on your system. To create a new script by using the
edited output from your query, issue:

define script srtnew file=newscript.script

Running a server script
To process a script, use the RUN command. You can run a script that contains substitution variables by specifying them along with
the RUN command.

About this task

To stop a script that is running, an administrator must halt the server. You cannot cancel a script after it starts by using an IBM
Spectrum Protect™ command.

Procedure

Preview the commands in a script to evaluate the script before you run it. To preview the script without running the
commands, enter the RUN command with the PREVIEW=YES parameter. If the script contains substitution variables, the
commands are displayed with the substituted variables.
Run a script that has no variables by entering the following command: run qaixc where qaixc is the name of the script.
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Run a script that contains substitution variables by specifying the variable values with the command. Contents of the script:

/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Sample continuation and substitution example */ 
/* ---------------------------------------------*/ 
SELECT- 
$1 FROM- 
NODES WHERE- 
PLATFORM='$2'

To run this script, enter the following command:

run qaixc node_name aix

Where node_name is the value for the $1 variable and aix is the value for the $2 variable.

Related reference:
RUN (Run a server script)

Administrative client macros
A macro is a file that contains one or more administrative client commands. You can run a macro from the administrative client
only in batch or interactive modes. Macros are stored as a file on the administrative client. Macros are not distributed across
servers and cannot be scheduled on the server.

Macros can include the following elements:

Administrative server commands
Comments
Continuation characters
Variables

The name for a macro must follow the naming conventions of the administrative client that is running on your operating system.

In a macro that contains several commands, use the COMMIT and ROLLBACK commands to control command processing within
the macro.

You can include the MACRO command within a macro file to call other macros up to 10 levels deep. A macro that is called from the
administrative client command line is called a high-level macro. Any macros that are called from within the high-level macro are
called nested macros.

Writing commands in a macro
Add administrative commands to a macro. The administrative client ignores any blank lines included in your macro.
However, a blank line ends a command that is continued (with a continuation character).
Writing comments in a macro
Add comments to your macro file to describe the purpose or the commands in it.
Including continuation characters in a macro
You can use continuation characters in a macro file when you want to run a command that is longer than your screen or
window width.
Including substitution variables in a macro
You can use substitution variables in a macro so that when you run the macro, you can provide values for items such as
command parameters. When you use substitution variables, you can use a macro again and again, whenever you need to
complete the same task for different objects or with different parameter values.
Running a macro
Use the MACRO command when you want to run a macro. You can enter the MACRO command in batch or interactive mode.
Command processing in a macro
When you issue a MACRO command, the server processes all commands in the macro file in order, including commands
that are contained in any nested macros. The server commits all commands in a macro after successfully completing
processing for the highest-level macro.

Writing commands in a macro
Add administrative commands to a macro. The administrative client ignores any blank lines included in your macro. However, a
blank line ends a command that is continued (with a continuation character).
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About this task

The following is an example of a macro that is called REG.MAC that registers and grants authority to a new administrator:

register admin pease mypasswd - 
  contact='david pease, x1234' 
grant authority pease - 
  classes=policy,storage - 
  domains=domain1,domain2 - 
  stgpools=stgpool1,stgpool2

This example uses continuation characters in the macro file. For more information about continuation characters, see Including
continuation characters in a macro.

After you create a macro file, you can update the information that it contains and use it again. You can also copy the macro file.
After you have a copy of the macro, you can modify and run the copy.

Writing comments in a macro
Add comments to your macro file to describe the purpose or the commands in it.

About this task

To write a comment:

Write a slash and an asterisk (/*) to indicate the beginning of the comment.
Write the comment.
Write an asterisk and a slash (*/) to indicate the end of the comment.

You can put a comment on a line by itself, or you can put it on a line that contains a command or part of a command.

For example, to use a comment to identify the purpose of a macro, write the following line:

/* auth.mac-register new nodes  */

Or you can write a comment to explain something about a command or part of a command:

domain=domain1            /*assign node to domain1  */

Comments cannot be nested and cannot span lines. Every line of a comment must contain the comment delimiters.

Including continuation characters in a macro
You can use continuation characters in a macro file when you want to run a command that is longer than your screen or window
width.

About this task

Without continuation characters, you can enter up to 256 characters. With continuation characters, you can enter up to 1500
characters. In the MACRO command, values of substitution variables are included in the count of characters.

To use a continuation character, enter a dash or a backslash at the end of the line that you want to continue. With continuation
characters, you can continue the following lines of a macro.

Examples

Continue a command, for example:

register admin pease mypasswd - 
contact="david, ext1234"

Continue a list of values by entering a dash or a backslash, with no preceding blank spaces, after the last comma of the list
that you enter on the first line. Then, enter the remaining items in the list on the next line with no preceding blank spaces.
In the following example a list of storage pool names continues across lines:
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stgpools=stg1,stg2,stg3,- 
stg4,stg5,stg6

Continue a string of values that are enclosed in quotation marks by entering the first part of the string in quotation marks,
followed by a dash or a backslash at the end of the line. Then, enter the remainder of the string on the next line. Enclose the
remainder of the string in the same type of quotation marks. The following example shows a string that continues across
lines:

contact="david pease, bldg. 100, room 2b, san jose,"- 
"ext. 1234, alternate contact-norm pass,ext 2345"

The two strings are concatenated with no intervening blanks. You must use only this method to continue a quoted string of
values across more than one line.

Including substitution variables in a macro
You can use substitution variables in a macro so that when you run the macro, you can provide values for items such as command
parameters. When you use substitution variables, you can use a macro again and again, whenever you need to complete the same
task for different objects or with different parameter values.

About this task

A substitution variable consists of a percent sign (%), followed by a unique number that identifies the substitution variable. When
you run the file with the MACRO command, you must specify values for the variables.

Restrictions:

If your system uses the percent sign as a wildcard character, the administrative client interprets a pattern-matching
expression in a macro where the percent sign is immediately followed by a digit as a substitution variable.
You cannot enclose a substitution variable in quotation marks. However, a value that you supply as a substitution for the
variable can be a quoted string.

Example

Create a macro that is named AUTH.MAC to register new nodes. The macro has four substitution variables for parameters in the
command:

/* register new nodes */ 
register node %1 %2 -      /*  userid password                   */ 
  contact=%3 -             /* 'name, phone number'               */ 
  domain=%4                /*  policy domain                     */

When you run the macro, you must enter the values that you want to pass to the server to process the command.

For example, to use the macro to register the node that is named DAVID with a password of DAVIDPW, include a name and phone
number as contact information, and assign it to the DOMAIN1 policy domain, enter the following command:

macro auth.mac david davidpw "david pease, x1234" domain1

Running a macro
Use the MACRO command when you want to run a macro. You can enter the MACRO command in batch or interactive mode.

About this task

If the macro does not contain substitution variables, run the macro by entering the MACRO command with the name of the macro
file. For example:

macro reg.mac

If the macro contains substitution variables, include the values that you want to supply after the name of the macro. Each value is
delimited by a space. For example:

macro auth.mac pease mypasswd "david pease, x1234" domain1
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If you enter fewer values than there are substitution variables in the macro, the administrative client replaces the remaining
variables with null strings.

If you want to omit one or more values between values, enter a null string ("") for each omitted value. For example, if you omit the
contact information in the previous example, you must enter:

macro auth.mac pease mypasswd "" domain1

Related reference:
MACRO (Invoke a macro)

Command processing in a macro
When you issue a MACRO command, the server processes all commands in the macro file in order, including commands that are
contained in any nested macros. The server commits all commands in a macro after successfully completing processing for the
highest-level macro.

If an error occurs in any command in the macro or in any nested macro, the server stops processing and rolls back any changes
that were caused by all previous commands.

If you specify the ITEMCOMMIT option when you enter the DSMADMC command, the server commits each command in a script or
a macro individually after successfully completing processing for each command. If an error occurs, the server continues
processing and rolls back only the changes caused by the failed command.

You can control precisely when commands are committed with the COMMIT command. If an error occurs while the server is
processing the commands in a macro, the server stops processing the macro and rolls back any uncommitted changes.
Uncommitted changes are commands that were processed since the last COMMIT command. Make sure that your administrative
client session is not running with the ITEMCOMMIT option if you want to control command processing with the COMMIT
command.

You can test a macro before you implement it by using the ROLLBACK command. You can enter the commands (except the
COMMIT command) you want to issue in the macro, and enter ROLLBACK as the last command. Then, you can run the macro to
verify that all the commands process successfully. Any changes to the database caused by the commands are rolled back by the
ROLLBACK command. Remember to remove the ROLLBACK command before you make the macro available for actual use. Also,
make sure that your administrative client session is not running with the ITEMCOMMIT option if you want to control command
processing with the ROLLBACK command.

Tip: Commands that start background processes cannot be rolled back.
If you have a series of commands that process successfully from the command line, but are unsuccessful when issued within a
macro, there are probably dependencies between commands. It is possible that a command issued within a macro cannot be
processed successfully until a previous command that is issued within the same macro is committed. Either of the following
actions allows successful processing of these commands within a macro:

Insert a COMMIT command before the command dependent on a previous command. For example, if COMMAND C is
dependent upon COMMAND B, you would insert a COMMIT command before COMMAND C.

    command a 
    command b 
    commit 
    command c/

Start the administrative client session by using the ITEMCOMMIT option. This option causes each command within a macro
to be committed before the next command is processed.

Related reference:
COMMIT (Control committing of commands in a macro)
ROLLBACK (Rollback uncommitted changes in a macro)

Return codes for use in IBM Spectrum Protect scripts
You can write IBM Spectrum Protect™ scripts that use return codes to determine how script processing proceeds. The return
codes can be one of three severities: OK, WARNING, ERROR.
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IBM Spectrum Protect scripts use the symbolic return code for processing, not the numeric value. The administrative client
displays the numeric values when a command is run. The return codes are shown in the following table.

Table 1. Return codes
Return code Severity Numeric

value
Description

RC_OK OK 0 The command completed successfully.

RC_UNKNOWN ERROR 2 The command is not found; not a known
command.

RC_SYNTAX ERROR 3 The command is valid, but one or more
parameters were not specified correctly.

RC_ERROR ERROR 4 An internal server error prevented the command
from successfully completing.

RC_NOMEMORY ERROR 5 The command could not be completed because of
insufficient memory on the server.

RC_NOLOG ERROR 6 The command could not be completed because of
insufficient recovery log space on the server.

RC_NODB ERROR 7 The command could not be completed because of
insufficient database space on the server.

RC_NOSTORAGE ERROR 8 The command could not be completed because of
insufficient storage space on the server.

RC_NOAUTH ERROR 9 The command failed because the administrator is
not authorized to issue the command.

RC_EXISTS ERROR 10 The command failed because the specified object
already exists on the server.

RC_NOTFOUND WARNING 11 Returned by a QUERY or SQL SELECT command
when no objects are found that match
specifications.

RC_INUSE ERROR 12 The command failed because the object to be
operated upon was in use.

RC_ISREFERENCED ERROR 13 The command failed because the object to be
operated upon is still referenced by some other
server construct.

RC_NOTAVAILABLE ERROR 14 The command failed because the object to be
operated upon is not available.

RC_IOERROR ERROR 15 The command failed because an input/output
(I/O) error was encountered on the server.

RC_NOTXN ERROR 16 The command failed because a database
transaction failed on the server.

RC_NOLOCK ERROR 17 The command failed because a lock conflict was
encountered in the server database.

RC_NOTHREAD ERROR 19 The command could not be completed because of
insufficient memory on the server.

RC_LICENSE ERROR 20 The command failed because the server is not in
compliance with licensing.

RC_INVDEST ERROR 21 The command failed because a destination value
was invalid.

RC_IFILEOPEN ERROR 22 The command failed because an input file that
was needed could not be opened.
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Return code Severity Numeric
value

Description

RC_OFILEOPEN ERROR 23 The command failed because it could not open a
required output file.

RC_OFILEWRITE ERROR 24 The command failed because it could not
successfully write to a required output file.

RC_INVADMIN ERROR 25 The command failed because the administrator
was not defined.

RC_SQLERROR ERROR 26 An SQL error was encountered during a SELECT
statement query.

RC_INVALIDUSE ERROR 27 The command failed because the command is
used in an invalid manner.

RC_NOTABLE ERROR 28 The command failed because of an unknown SQL
table name.

RC_FS_NOTCAP ERROR 29 The command failed because of incompatible file
space name types.

RC_INVALIDADDR ERROR 30 The command failed because of an incorrect high-
level address or low-level address.

RC_INVALIDCG ERROR 31 The command failed because the management
class does not have an archive copy group.

RC_OVERSIZE_VOL ERROR 32 The command failed because the volume size
exceeds the maximum allowed.

RC_DEFVOL_FAIL ERROR 33 The command failed because volumes cannot be
defined in RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK
storage pools.

RC_DELVOL_FAIL ERROR 34 The command failed because volumes cannot be
deleted in RECLAMATIONTYPE=SNAPLOCK
storage pools.

RC_CANCELED WARNING 35 The command is canceled.

RC_INVPOLICY ERROR 36 The command failed because there is an invalid
definition in the policy domain.

RC_INVALIDPW ERROR 37 The command failed because of an invalid
password.

RC_UNSUPP_PARM WARNING 38 The command failed because the command or
the parameter is not supported.

Related reference:
DEFINE SCRIPT (Define an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
UPDATE SCRIPT (Update an IBM Spectrum Protect script)
RUN (Run an IBM Spectrum Protect script)

Server documentation in PDF files
Prebuilt PDF files for IBM Spectrum Protect™ documentation are available for you to download.

Tip: Beginning with V7.1.3, the Administrator's User Guide is obsoleted. Use the solution guides to implement and manage a
single-site disk solution and a multisite disk solution. Procedures for completing system administration tasks are available in the
following topics:

Configuring and managing the storage environment
IBM Spectrum Protect data protection solutions

To complete the following tasks, see the PDF files in the following links.

Task Components Links
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Task Components Links

Learning about product
concepts and solutions

Server
Operations Center

Introduction to Data Protection Solutions

Deploying a best practice
solution

Server
Operations Center

Single-Site Disk Solution Guide
Multisite Disk Solution Guide
Tape Solution Guide

Installing components Server
Operations Center

AIX®
Linux
Windows

Upgrading components Server AIX
Linux
Windows

Using commands and
options

Server AIX
Linux
Windows

Using messages and error
codes

Server All operating systems

Klienti pro zálohování a archivaci produktu IBM Spectrum Protect
Klienta pro zálohování a archivaci produktu IBM Spectrum Protect používejte k ukládání kopií souborů a adresářů z pracovní
stanice nebo souborového serveru na server IBM Spectrum Protect server. Můžete tyto kopie obnovit, pokud se originály poškodí
nebo ztratí. V závislosti na vašich důvodech k ukládání dat je můžete buď zálohovat, nebo archivovat.

Toto vydání neobsahuje aktualizovanou verzi komponenty klienta pro zálohování a archivaci. Dokumentaci ke klientovi pro
zálohování a archivaci naleznete v předchozích vydáních.

Rozhraní API (Application Programming Interface)
Rozhraní API produktu IBM Spectrum Protect je zabaleno s klientem pro zálohování a archivaci IBM Spectrum Protect. S
rozhraním API můžete chránit obchodní aplikace, jako jsou databáze, v prostředí IBM Spectrum Protect.

Toto vydání neobsahuje aktualizovanou verzi komponenty API. Dokumentaci ke komponentě API naleznete v předchozích
vydáních.

Výkon
Výkon serveru a klientů ovlivňuje řada faktorů včetně operačních systémů, systémového hardwaru, síťové konfigurace, typů úložišť
a počtu a velikosti souborů na klientech. Kombinace těchto faktorů vyžaduje komplexní přístup k optimalizaci výkonu.

Toto vydání neobsahuje aktualizovanou verzi komponenty pro ladění výkonu. Dokumentaci k výkonu naleznete v části Verze 8.1.0.

Odstraňování problémů
Procedury pro odstraňování problémů slouží pro diagnostiku a řešení problémů.

Toto vydání neobsahuje aktualizovanou verzi komponenty pro odstraňování problémů. Dokumentaci k odstraňování problémů
naleznete v části Verze 8.1.0.

Messages, return codes, and error codes
Explanations and suggested actions are available for messages that are issued by IBM Spectrum Protect™ components.
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Introduction to messages
ANS 0000-9999 messages
API return codes
IBM Global Security Kit return codes
The server and client use the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) for SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) processing between the server
and the backup-archive client. Some messages that are issued for SSL processing include GSKit return codes.
ANE: Client events logged to the server
ANR: Server common and platform-specific messages
I/O error code descriptions in server messages
Device error codes in the AIX system error log

Troubleshooting (V8.1.0 is the most recent publication)

Introduction to messages
Messages, error codes, and return codes are issued by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and clients.

Messages and codes can appear on the server console, the administrative client, an operator terminal, the administrative
graphical user interface, the backup-archive client, or the hierarchical storage managment client (HSM client).

IBM Spectrum Protect provides an activity log to help the administrator track server activity and monitor the system. The activity
log contains messages generated by the server, and is stored in the database. The server automatically deletes messages from the
activity log after they have passed the specified retention period. Any messages sent to the server console are stored in the
activity log. Examples of the types of messages stored in the activity log include:

When client sessions start or end
When migration starts or ends
When backed up files are expired from server storage
Any output generated from background processes

Some messages have no explanations and are not published. The client can send statistics to the server providing information
about a backup or restore. These statistics are informational messages that can be enabled or disabled to the various event
logging receivers. These messages are not published.

IBM Spectrum Protect server and client messages format
Interpreting return code messages

Related tasks:
Using the activity log (V7.1.1)

IBM Spectrum Protect server and client messages format
IBM Spectrum Protect™ server and client messages consist of the following elements:

A three-letter prefix. Messages have different prefixes to help you identify the IBM Spectrum Protect component that
issues the message. Typically, all messages for a component have the same prefix. Sometimes a component issues
messages with two or three different prefixes.

For example, backup-archive clients issue messages with the ANS prefix. Backup-archive client events that are logged to
the server have the ANE prefix. Server common and server platform-specific messages have the ANR prefix.

A numeric message identifier.
A one-letter severity code. The following codes indicate the severity of the action that generated the message:

Code Severity Meaning

S Severe The product or a product function cannot continue. User response is required.

E Error An error is encountered during processing. Processing might stop. User response
might be required.

W Warning Processing continues, but problems might occur later as a result of the warning.

I Information Processing continues. User response is not necessary.

Message text that is displayed on screen and written to message logs.
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Explanation, System Action, and User Response texts. These texts elaborate on the message text, and are available in the
product messages publications and in the command line help.

The following image presents a typical IBM Spectrum Protect server message.

The callouts identify each element of the message.

Message variables in the message text appear in italics.

Interpreting return code messages
Many different commands can generate the same return code. The following examples are illustrations of two different commands
issued that result in the same return code; therefore, you must read the descriptive message for the command.

In these examples, two different commands yield the same return code, but they also return descriptive messages that are unique
to each command. The two commands are q event standard dddd and def vol cstg05 primary. Both yield a generic
message with return code:

ANS5102I: Return Code 11.

But the first command also yields a descriptive message:

ANR2034I: QUERY EVENT: No match found for this query.

And the second command also yields a unique, descriptive message:

ANRxxxx: DEFINE VOLUME: Storage pool CSTG05 is not defined.

Example one for QUERY EVENT command
Example two for DEFINE VOLUME command

Example one for QUERY EVENT command
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Example two for DEFINE VOLUME command

ANE messages
ANE messages are issued by the server. All messages with the ANE prefix are client events logged to the server.

ANE messages list

ANR messages
ANR messages are issued by the server. Some ANR messages are common to all operating systems, and some are specific to a
single operating system.

ANR messages list

ANS 0000-9999 messages
This release does not include updated ANS-prefix messages. For documentation of ANS-prefix messages, see other releases of
IBM Spectrum Protect™.

API return codes
This release does not include updated application programming interface (API) return codes. For documentation of API return
codes, see other releases of IBM Spectrum Protect™.

Descriptions of I/O codes in server messages
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IBM Spectrum Protect™ messages can contain input/output (I/O) codes. The codes can be operation codes, completion codes,
additional sense codes (ASC), and additional sense code qualifier (ASCQ) codes.

Code descriptions are provided for I/O error messages from the IBM Spectrum Protect server for all supported operating systems.

Code
Description

OP
I/O operation that failed. These values can be displayed:

READ
WRITE
FSR (forward space record)
RSR (reverse space record)
FSF (forward space file)
RSF (reverse space file)
WEOF (write end of file mark)
OFFL (rewind and unload the tape)
FLUSH (flush)
GET_MEDIUM_INFO (get medium information)
LOCATE (locate)
QRYLBP (query logical block protection)
RDBLKID (read block ID)
SETLBP (set logical block protection)
SETMODE (set mode)
REW (rewind)
SPACEEOD (space end of data)
TESTREADY (test drive ready)

CC
I/O completion code. This value is returned by the device driver to the server when an error occurs. For a list of completion
codes, see Completion code and operation code values overview. For information about tape library system calls and error
descriptions for the library I/O control requests, see technote S7002972.

KEY
Byte 2 of the sense bytes from the error. The following lists some definitions:

0 = no additional sense bytes available
1 = recovered error
2 = not ready
3 = medium error 
4 = hardware error
5 = incorrect request
6 = unit attention (for example, a SCSI bus reset)
7 = data protect
8 = blank check
9 = vendor specific
A = copy canceled
B = canceled command
C = obsolete
D = volume overflow
E = miscompare
F = reserved

ASC/ASCQ
ASC and ASCQ codes are bytes 12 and 13 of the sense bytes. The drive or library reference manual provided with the
device contains tables explaining the values of the KEY, ASC, and ASCQ fields. Descriptions of standard ASC and ASCQ
codes provides additional information about standard values of ASC and ASCQ codes.

Operating system error codes
When a command fails, the operating system returns an error number. To determine what the error codes mean, take the
following action:

On AIX®, HP-UX, and Solaris, platforms, view the errno.h file in the /usr/include/sys directory. This file provides
definitions for error codes.
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On Linux platforms, view the errno-base.h and errno.h files in the /usr/include/asm-generic directory. These files
provides definitions for codes.
On Windows platforms, contact Microsoft Support for help with error messages.

Completion code and operation code values overview
IBM Spectrum Protect messages can contain device driver completion codes from the device drivers.
Descriptions of standard ASC and ASCQ codes
Standard ASC and ASCQ codes are described.

Completion code and operation code values overview
IBM Spectrum Protect™ messages can contain device driver completion codes from the device drivers.

Device drivers completion codes: Common codes
IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers provide completion codes that are common to all device classes.
Device drivers completion codes: Media changers
IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers provide completion codes that are specific to media changer devices.
Device drivers completion codes: Tape drives
IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers provide completion codes that are specific to tape drives.

Device drivers completion codes: Common codes
IBM Spectrum Protect™ device drivers provide completion codes that are common to all device classes.

The following table shows common completion code values for IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers. Each entry provides a
description for the I/O error message and the recommended action. After completing the recommended action, try the failing
operation again.

Table 1. Completion code values common to all device classes
Decimal Hexadecimal Description Recommended action

200 X'C8' The device indicated a failure condition, but
sense data was unavailable.

Try the failing operation again.

201 X'C9' The device driver failed. Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

202 X'CA' The device EEPROM failed. Test the device. Service the device if
necessary.

203 X'CB' Manual intervention is required. Correct the problem on the device. The
problem can be a stuck tape, dirty heads, or
a jammed library arm.

204 X'CC' The system recovered from an I/O error; for
your information only.

No action necessary.

205 X'CD' The SCSI adapter failed. Check for loose cables, bent pins, bad
cables, bad SCSI adapters, improper
termination, or bad terminators.

206 X'CE' A general SCSI failure occurred. Check for loose cables, bent pins, bad
cables, bad SCSI adapters, improper
termination, or bad terminators.

207 X'CF' The device cannot perform the requested
action.

Ensure that the device is on and ready.
Ensure that the drive was defined
appropriately with the DEFINE DRIVE
command. Ensure that the device class was
defined appropriately with the DEFINE
DEVCLASS command.

208 X'D0' The command stopped. Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

209 X'D1' A failure is detected in the device microcode. Check the microcode level of the drive.
Contact the drive manufacturer and request
the latest level.
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210 X'D2' The device was reset due to device power-up,
SCSI bus reset, or manual tape load/eject.

Try the failing operation again.

211 X'D3' The SCSI bus is busy. Ensure that the SCSI IDs are correctly
assigned to the correct device, and the
device is not being accessed by another
process.

212 X'D4' Persistent reservation is not supported on
this device.

No action is necessary.

213 X'D5' A persistent reservation operation failed. Reset the device and try the operation
again. If the problem persists, contact IBM
Spectrum Protect Support.

Device drivers completion codes: Media changers
IBM Spectrum Protect™ device drivers provide completion codes that are specific to media changer devices.

The following table shows completion code values for IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for media changers. Each entry
provides a description for the I/O error message and the recommended action. After performing the recommended action, try the
failing operation again.

Table 1. Completion code values for media changers
Decimal Hexadecimal Description Recommended action

300 X'12C' Cartridge entry/exit error Check the entry/exit ports for a jammed
volume.

301 X'12D' Cartridge load failure Check the drive for jammed volumes. On
AIX®, display the errpt to check for
hardware errors.

302 X'12E' Cartridge in failed drive Check the drive for jammed volumes. On
AIX, display the errpt to check for hardware
errors.

303 X'12F' Carousel not loaded Ensure that the carousel is correctly in place
and the door is shut.

304 X'130' Changer failure On AIX, display the errpt to check for
hardware errors.

305 X'131' Drive failure Ensure that the heads are clean. On AIX,
display the errpt to check for hardware
errors.

306 X'132' Drive or media failure Ensure that the heads are clean. On AIX,
display the errpt to check for hardware
errors.

307 X'133' Entry/exit failure Check the tape library interface for
hardware errors. If there are no errors,
contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

308 X'134' Entry/exit port not present Check the tape library interface for
hardware errors. If there are no errors,
contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

309 X'135' Library audit error Ensure that there are no jammed volumes.
It is possible that the library audit is failing
due to hardware errors. On AIX, display the
errpt to check for hardware errors.
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Decimal Hexadecimal Description Recommended action

310 X'136' Library full Check for jammed volumes. Ensure that the
volumes are not rearranged. If the library is
not full, start the AUDIT LIBRARY command.

311 X'137' Media export Check the tape library interface for
hardware errors. If there are no errors,
contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

312 X'138' Slot failure Ensure that nothing is jammed in the slot.

313 X'139' Slot or media failure Ensure that the volume is not jammed in the
slot and that the volumes are not
rearranged. If the problem persists, start the
AUDIT LIBRARY command.

314 X'13A' The source slot or drive was empty in an
attempt to move a volume

Ensure that the volumes are not rearranged.
If the problem persists, start the AUDIT
LIBRARY command.

315 X'13B' The destination slot or drive was full in an
attempt to move a volume

Ensure that the volumes are not rearranged,
or that a volume is not stuck in the drive. If
problem persists, start the AUDIT LIBRARY
command.

316 X'13C' Cleaner cartridge installed Contact IBM Spectrum Protect support.

317 X'13D' Media not ejected Ensure that the volumes are not rearranged,
or that a volume is not stuck in the drive. If
problem persists, start the AUDIT LIBRARY
command.

318 X'13E' I/O port not configured Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

319 X'13F' First destination empty Ensure that the volumes are not rearranged.
If problem persists, start the AUDIT
LIBRARY command.

320 X'140' No inventory information Start the AUDIT LIBRARY command.

321 X'141' Read element status mismatch Ensure that host bus adapter drivers and
firmware are at current levels. Check the
tape library interface for hardware errors. If
there are no errors, contact IBM Spectrum
Protect Support.

322 X'142' Initialize range failed Check the tape library interface for
hardware errors. If there are no errors,
contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

Device drivers completion codes: Tape drives
IBM Spectrum Protect™ device drivers provide completion codes that are specific to tape drives.

The following table shows completion code values for IBM Spectrum Protect device drivers for tape drives. Each entry provides a
description for the I/O error message and the recommended action. After trying the recommended action, try the failing operation
again.

Table 1. Completion code values for tape drives
Decimal Hexadecimal Description Recommended action

400 X'190' Physical end of media encountered Ensure that the heads are clean on the drive.

401 X'191' End of data detected Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.
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402 X'192' Media corrupted Ensure that the heads are clean. Ensure that
the media is not physically damaged and
has not reached the end of life as specified
by the media manufacturer.

403 X'193' Media failure Ensure that the heads are clean. Ensure that
the media is not physically damaged and
has not reached the end of life as specified
by the media manufacturer.

404 X'194' Media incompatibility Ensure that the correct length and type of
media is being used.

406 X'196' Sector that is requested is invalid Internal server error. Contact IBM Spectrum
Protect Support.

407 X'197' Write protect Ensure that the volume is not write
protected.

408 X'198' Clean the media and the drive Clean the drive heads with a cleaning
cartridge.

409 X'199' Media fault Ensure that the heads are clean. Ensure that
the media is not physically damaged and
has not reached the end of life as specified
by the media manufacturer.

410 X'19A' Cleaning complete Try the failing operation again.

411 X'19B' Logical end of media encountered ContactIBM Spectrum Protect Support.

412 X'19C' Media not present in drive Ensure that the media is correctly
positioned in the drive. If problem persists,
start the AUDIT LIBRARY command.

413 X'19D' Encountered the beginning of the media Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

414 X'19E' Erase failure Clean the drive heads.

415 X'19F' Attempted to overwrite written WORM media Internal server error. ContactIBM Spectrum
Protect Support.

416 X'1A0' An incorrect length block was read. Ensure that the heads are clean. On AIX®,
display the errpt to check for hardware
errors.

417 X'1A1' Open read only Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

418 X'1A2' Open write only Contact IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

419 X'1A2' Media scan failed Clean the drive and media.

420 X'1A4' Logical write protect Ensure that the heads are clean. Check
operating system error logs for hardware
errors. Verify that the write protect tab is off.
Turn off SAN tape acceleration or set
CHECKTAPEPOS to OFF or TSMonly.

422 X'1A6' Cleaning is required Clean the tape drive.

423 X'1A7' Media error Check operating system error logs for
hardware errors. Check for bad media.

424 X'1A8' Encryption-related error occurred Check your encryption setting on your
device class and tape drive.

425 X'1A9' Decryption-related error occurred Check your encryption setting on your
device class and tape drive.

425 X'1AA' An external, encryption-related error
occurred

Check the encryption setting on your device
class and tape drive.
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426 X'1AB' A CRC mismatch occurred Ensure that the media has not reached the
end of life as specified by the media
manufacturer. Try the operation again.

Descriptions of standard ASC and ASCQ codes
Standard ASC and ASCQ codes are described.

The ASC and ASCQ codes are bytes 12 and 13 for SCSI-2 devices. On Windows systems, these codes are displayed in the
Windows Event Log, but the information is in different bytes.

See server message ANR8300E or ANR8302E for the recommended action.

The following table provides standard descriptions for some ASC and ASCQ codes. Each value has a prefix of 0x, which indicates
that it is a hexadecimal constant. Note that descriptions vary among devices. For an accurate description of ASC and ASCQ codes
for any device, see the documentation that comes with the device.

Table 1. Descriptions of standard ASC and ASCQ codes
ASC ASCQ Description

0x00 0x00 No additional sense

0x00 0x01 Filemark detected

0x00 0x02 End-of-medium detected

0x00 0x03 Setmark detected

0x00 0x04 Beginning of medium

0x00 0x05 End of data

0x00 0x06 I/O process terminated

0x02 0x00 No seek complete

0x03 0x00 Device write fault

0x03 0x01 No write current

0x03 0x02 Excessive write errors

0x04 0x00 Logical unit not ready

0x04 0x01 Becoming ready

0x04 0x02 Not ready, initializing command required

0x04 0x03 Not ready, manual intervention required

0x04 0x04 Not ready, formatting

0x05 0x00 No response to select

0x06 0x00 No reference position found

0x07 0x00 Multiple devices selected

0x08 0x00 Communication failure

0x08 0x01 Communication timeout

0x08 0x02 Communication parity error

0x09 0x00 Track following error

0x0A 0x00 Error log overflow

0x0C 0x00 Write error

0x11 0x00 Unrecovered read error

0x11 0x01 Read retries exhausted
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0x11 0x02 Error too long to correct

0x11 0x03 Multiple read errors

0x11 0x08 Incomplete block read

0x11 0x09 No gap found

0x11 0x0A Miscorrected error

0x14 0x00 Recorded entity not found

0x14 0x01 Record not found

0x14 0x02 Filemark/setmark not found

0x14 0x03 End-of-data not found

0x14 0x04 Block sequence error

0x15 0x00 Random positioning error

0x15 0x01 Mechanical positioning error

0x15 0x02 Read positioning error

0x17 0x00 No error correction applied

0x17 0x01 Recovered with retries

0x17 0x02 Recovered with positive head offset

0x17 0x03 Recovered with negative head offset

0x18 0x00 ECC applied

0x1A 0x00 Parameter list length error

0x1B 0x00 Synchronous data transfer error

0x20 0x00 Invalid operation code

0x21 0x00 Block out of range

0x21 0x01 Invalid element address

0x24 0x00 Invalid field in CDB

0x25 0x00 LUN not supported

0x26 00 Invalid field in parameter list

0x26 0x01 Parameter not supported

0x26 0x02 Parameter value invalid

0x26 0x03 Threshold parameters not supported

0x27 0x00 Write protected

0x28 0x00 Not-ready to ready

0x28 0x01 Import/export element accessed

0x29 0x00 Power-on, reset, bus reset

0x2A 0x00 Parameters changed

0x2A 0x01 Mode parameters changed

0x2A 0x02 Log parameters changed

0x2B 0x00 Copy cannot run

0x2C 0x00 Command sequence error

0x2D 0x00 Overwrite error on update

0x2F 0x00 Command cleared by initiator
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0x30 0x00 Incompatible media

0x30 0x01 Media unknown format

0x30 0x02 Media incompatible format

0x30 0x03 Cleaning cartridge installed

0x31 0x00 Media format corrupted

0x33 0x00 Tape length error

0x37 0x00 Rounded parameter

0x39 0x00 Saving parameters not supported

0x3A 0x00 Medium not present

0x3B 0x00 Sequential positioning error

0x3B 0x01 Positioning error at BOT

0x3B 0x02 Positioning error at EOT

0x3B 0x08 Reposition error

0x3B 0x0D Medium destination element full

0x3B 0x0E Medium source element empty

0x3D 0x00 Invalid bits in message

0x3E 0x00 LUN not self-configured

0x3F 0x00 Operating conditions changed

0x3F 0x01 Microcode changed

0x3F 0x02 Changed operating definition

0x3F 0x03 Inquiry data changed

0x3F 0x0E Reported LUNs data changed

0x43 0x00 Message error

0x44 0x00 Internal target failure

0x45 0x00 Select/reselect failure

0x46 0x00 Unsuccessful soft reset

0x47 0x00 SCSI parity error

0x48 0x00 Initiator detected message received

0x49 0x00 Invalid message error

0x4A 0x00 Command phase error

0x4B 0x00 Data phase error

0x4C 0x00 LUN failed self-configuration

0x4E 0x00 Overlapped commands attempt

0x50 0x00 Write append error

0x50 0x01 Write append position error

0x50 0x02 Position error (timing)

0x51 0x00 Erase failure

0x52 0x00 Cartridge fault

0x53 0x00 Load/media eject failed

0x53 0x01 Unload tape failure
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0x53 0x02 Media removal prevented

0x5A 0x00 Operator state changed

0x5A 0x01 Operator media removal

0x5A 0x02 Operator write protect

0x5A 0x03 Operator write permit

0x5B 0x00 Log exception

0x5B 0x01 Threshold condition met

0x5B 0x02 Log counter at maximum

0x5B 0x03 Log list codes exhausted

ASC and ASCQ codes in the Windows Event Log
ASC and ASCQ codes are displayed in the Windows Event Log.

Device error codes in the AIX system error log
Some device error codes are logged in the AIX® system error log.

ADSM_DD_LOG1 (0xAC3AB953)
DEVICE DRIVER SOFTWARE ERROR

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect™ device driver when a problem is suspected in the IBM Spectrum Protect
device driver software. If the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver issues a SCSI I/O command with an illegal operation
code, the command fails and the error is logged with this identifier. Report this error immediately to IBM Spectrum Protect
Support.

Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data contains information that can determine the cause of the error. Report all data in the error entry to IBM
Spectrum Protect Support.

ADSM_DD_LOG2 (0x5680E405)
HARDWARE/COMMAND-ABORTED ERROR

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver when the device reports a hardware error or stop-command
error in response to a SCSI I/O command.

Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data contains information that can determine which hardware component failed and why. To interpret the sense
data for a particular device, refer to the SCSI specification manual for the device.

ADSM_DD_LOG3 (0x461B41DE)
MEDIA ERROR

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver when a SCSI I/O command fails because of corrupted or
incompatible media, or because a drive requires cleaning.

Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data contains information that can determine the cause of the error. To interpret the sense data for a particular
device, refer to the SCSI specification manual for the device.

ADSM_DD_LOG4 (0x4225DB66)
TARGET DEVICE GOT UNIT ATTENTION

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver after receiving certain UNIT ATTENTION notifications from a
device. UNIT ATTENTIONs are informational and usually indicate that some state of the device changed. For example, this
error would be logged if the door of a library device was opened and then closed. Logging this event indicates that the
activity occurred and that the library inventory might be changed.
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Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data contains information that describes the reason for the UNIT ATTENTION. To interpret the sense data for a
particular device, see the SCSI specification manual for the device.

ADSM_DD_LOG5 (0xDAC55CE5)
PERMANENT UNKNOWN ERROR

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver after receiving an unknown error from a device in response
to a SCSI I/O command. If the error persists, report it to IBM Spectrum Protect support personnel.

Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data consists of information that can determine the cause of the error. Report all data in the error entry to IBM
Spectrum Protect Support.

ADSM_DD_LOG6 (0xBC539B26)
WARNING OR INFORMATIONAL MESSAGE FOR TARGET DEVICE

This error is logged by the IBM Spectrum Protect device driver after receiving a warning or informational message from a
device in response to a SCSI I/O command. These informational messages might not be an indication of a problem. If the
message persists, report it to IBM Spectrum Protect Support.

Detail Data: Sense Data

The sense data consists of information that can determine the reason for the message. Report all data in the entry to IBM
Spectrum Protect Support.

IBM Global Security Kit return codes
The server and client use the IBM Global Security Kit (GSKit) for SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) processing between the server and
the backup-archive client. Some messages that are issued for SSL processing include GSKit return codes.

GSKit is automatically installed or updated during IBM Spectrum Protect™ installation and provides the following libraries:

GSKit SSL
GSKit Key Management API
IBM Crypto for C (ICC)

The tsmdiag utility reports the GSKit level that is installed on your system, or you can use one of the following methods:

For Windows, issue the following commands:

regedit /e gskitinfo.txt "HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\software\ibm\gsk8\"  
notepad gskitinfo.txt

CAUTION:
You can damage the system registry if you use regedit incorrectly.
For the 64-bit AIX® server, issue the following command from the command line: gsk8ver_64

See Table 1 for the GSKit SSL return codes.

The server uses the GSKit Key Management API to automatically create the key management database and server private and
public keys. Some messages that are issued for this processing might include GSKit Key Management return codes. See Table 2
for the key management return codes.

Table 1. IBM Global Security Kit SSL general return codes
Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x00000000 0 GSK_OK The task completes successfully. Issued by
every function call that completes successfully.

0x00000001 1 GSK_INVALID_HANDLE The environment or SSL handle is not valid.
The specified handle was not the result of a
successful open() function call.
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Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x00000002 2 GSK_API_NOT_AVAILABLE The dynamic link library (DLL) was unloaded
and is not available (occurs on Microsoft
Windows systems only).

0x00000003 3 GSK_INTERNAL_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x00000004 4 GSK_INSUFFICIENT_STORAGE Insufficient memory is available to complete
the operation.

0x00000005 5 GSK_INVALID_STATE The handle is not in a valid state for operation,
such as completing an init() operation on a
handle twice.

0x00000006 6 GSK_KEY_LABEL_NOT_FOUND Specified key label is not found in key file.

0x00000007 7 GSK_CERTIFICATE_NOT_AVAILABLE Certificate is not received from the partner.

0x00000008 8 GSK_ERROR_CERT_VALIDATION Certificate validation error.

0x00000009 9 GSK_ERROR_CRYPTO Error processing cryptography.

0x0000000a 10 GSK_ERROR_ASN Error validating ASN fields in certificate.

0x0000000b 11 GSK_ERROR_LDAP Error connecting to user registry.

0x0000000c 12 GSK_ERROR_UNKNOWN_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x0000000d 13 GSK_INVALID_PARAMETER Invalid parameter.

0x0000000e 14 GSK_ERROR_UNEXPECTED_INT_EXCEPTION Invalid parameter. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x00000065 101 GSK_OPEN_CIPHER_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x00000066 102 GSK_KEYFILE_IO_ERROR I/O error reading the key file.

0x00000067 103 GSK_KEYFILE_INVALID_FORMAT The key file does not have a valid internal
format. Recreate the key file.

0x00000068 104 GSK_KEYFILE_DUPLICATE_KEY The key file has two entries with the same key.

0x00000069 105 GSK_KEYFILE_DUPLICATE_LABEL The key file has two entries with the same
label.

0x0000006a 106 GSK_BAD_FORMAT_OR_INVALID_PASSWORD The key file password is used as an integrity
check. Either the key file is corrupted or the
password ID is incorrect.

0x0000006b 107 GSK_KEYFILE_CERT_EXPIRED The default key in the key file has an expired
certificate.

0x0000006c 108 GSK_ERROR_LOAD_GSKLIB An error occurred loading one of the GSK
dynamic link libraries. Check that GSK was
installed correctly.

0x0000006d 109 GSK_PENDING_CLOSE_ERROR Indicates that a connection is trying to be
made in a GSK environment after the
GSK_ENVIRONMENT_ CLOSE_OPTIONS was
set to GSK_DELAYED_ ENVIRONMENT_CLOSE
and gsk_environment_close() function
was called.

0x000000c9 201 GSK_NO_KEYFILE_PASSWORD Both the password and the stash-file name
were not specified. The key file is not
initialized.
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(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x000000ca 202 GSK_KEYRING_OPEN_ERROR Unable to open the key file. Either the path was
specified incorrectly or the file permissions did
not allow the file to be opened.

0x000000cb 203 GSK_RSA_TEMP_KEY_PAIR Unable to generate a temporary key pair.
Report this error to IBM Software Support.

0x000000cc 204 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_NO_SUCH_OBJECT A user name object was specified that is not
found.

0x000000cd 205 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_INVALID_CREDENTIALS A password that is used for an LDAP
(lightweight directory access protocol) query is
not correct.

0x000000ce 206 GSK_ERROR_BAD_INDEX An index into the Fail Over list of LDAP servers
was not correct.

0x000000cf 207 GSK_ERROR_FIPS_NOT_SUPPORTED This installation of GSKit does not support
FIPS mode of operation.

0x0000012d 301 GSK_CLOSE_FAILED Indicates that the GSK environment close
request was not properly managed. Cause is
most likely due to a gsk_secure_socket*()
command that is attempted after a
gsk_close_environment() call.

0x00000191 401 GSK_ERROR_BAD_DATE The system date was not set to a valid value.

0x00000192 402 GSK_ERROR_NO_CIPHERS The SSLv2 and the SSLv3 are not enabled.

0x00000193 403 GSK_ERROR_NO_CERTIFICATE The required certificate was not received from
the partner.

0x00000194 404 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERTIFICATE The received certificate was formatted
incorrectly.

0x00000195 405 GSK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED_CERTIFICATE_TY
PE

The received certificate type was not
supported.

0x00000196 406 GSK_ERROR_IO An I/O error occurred on a data read or write
operation.

0x00000197 407 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEYFILE_LABEL The specified label in the key file is not found.

0x00000198 408 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEYFILE_PASSWORD The specified key file password is incorrect.
The key file cannot be used. The key file also
might be corrupt.

0x00000199 409 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEY_LEN_FOR_EXPORT In a restricted cryptography environment, the
key size is too long to be supported.

0x0000019a 410 GSK_ERROR_BAD_MESSAGE An incorrectly formatted SSL message was
received from the partner.

0x0000019b 411 GSK_ERROR_BAD_MAC The message authentication code (MAC) was
not successfully verified.

0x0000019c 412 GSK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED Unsupported SSL protocol or unsupported
certificate type.

0x0000019d 413 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERT_SIG The received certificate contained an incorrect
signature.

0x0000019e 414 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERT Incorrectly formatted certificate is received
from the partner.

0x0000019f 415 GSK_ERROR_BAD_PEER Did not receive a valid SSL protocol from the
partner.

0x000001a0 416 GSK_ERROR_PERMISSION_DENIED Report this error to IBM Software Support.
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Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x000001a1 417 GSK_ERROR_SELF_SIGNED The self-signed certificate is not valid.

0x000001a2 418 GSK_ERROR_NO_READ_FUNCTION The read() failed. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x000001a3 419 GSK_ERROR_NO_WRITE_FUNCTION The write() failed. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x000001a4 420 GSK_ERROR_SOCKET_CLOSED The partner closed the socket before the
protocol completed.

0x000001a5 421 GSK_ERROR_BAD_V2_CIPHER The specified V2 cipher is not valid.

0x000001a6 422 GSK_ERROR_BAD_V3_CIPHER The specified V3 cipher is not valid.

0x000001a7 423 GSK_ERROR_BAD_SEC_TYPE Report this error to IBM Software Support.

0x000001a8 424 GSK_ERROR_BAD_SEC_TYPE_COMBINATION Report this error to IBM Software Support.

0x000001a9 425 GSK_ERROR_HANDLE_CREATION_FAILED The handle cannot be created. Report this
error to IBM Software Support.

0x000001aa 426 GSK_ERROR_INITIALIZATION_FAILED Initialization failed. Report this internal error to
service.

0x000001ab 427 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_NOT_AVAILABLE Not able to access the specified user registry
when a certificate is being validated.

0x000001ac 428 GSK_ERROR_NO_PRIVATE_KEY The specified key did not contain a private key.

0x000001ad 429 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_LIBRARY_NOTLOADED A failed attempt was made to load the
specified PKCS11 shared library.

0x000001ae 430 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_LABELMISMATCH The PKCS #11 driver failed to find the token
that is specified by the caller.

0x000001af 431 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_NOTPRESENT A PKCS #11 token is not present in the slot.

0x000001b0 432 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_BADPASSWORD The password/pin to access the PKCS #11
token is not valid.

0x000001b1 433 GSK_ERROR_INVALID_V2_HEADER The SSL header received was not a properly
formatted SSLv2 header.

0x000001b2 434 GSK_CSP_OPEN_ERROR Cannot open the hardware-based
cryptographic service provider. Either the CSP
name is not specified correctly or a failed
attempt was made to access the specified CSP
certificate store.

0x000001b3 435 GSK_CONFLICTING_ATTRIBUTE_SETTING Attribute setting conflict between PKCS11,
CMS key database, and Microsoft Crypto API.

0x000001b4 436 GSK_UNSUPPORTED_PLATFORM The requested function is not supported on the
platform that the application is running. For
example, the Microsoft Crypto API is not
supported on platforms other than Windows
2000.

0x000001b6 438 GSK_ERROR_INCORRECT_SESSION_TYPE Incorrect value is returned from the reset
session type callback function. Only GSKit
gsk_sever_session,
gsk_sever_session_with_cl_auth, or
gsk_sever_session_with_cl_auth_crit
is allowed.

0x000001f5 501 GSK_INVALID_BUFFER_SIZE The buffer size is negative or zero.

0x000001f6 502 GSK_WOULD_BLOCK Used with nonblocking I/O. Refer to the
nonblocking section for usage.
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(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x00000259 601 GSK_ERROR_NOT_SSLV3 SSLv3 is required for reset_cipher(), and
the connection uses SSLv2.

0x0000025a 602 GSK_MISC_INVALID_ID A valid ID was not specified for the
gsk_secure_soc_misc() function call.

0x000002bd 701 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_ID The function call does not have a valid ID. This
issue might also be caused by specifying an
environment handle when a handle for an SSL
connection should be used.

0x000002be 702 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_LENGTH The attribute has a negative length, which is
not valid.

0x000002bf 703 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_ENUMERATION The enumeration value is not valid for the
specified enumeration type.

0x000002c0 704 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_SID_CACHE A parameter list that is not valid for replacing
the SID cache routines.

0x000002c1 705 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_NUMERIC_VALUE When a numeric attribute is set, the specified
value is not valid for the specific attribute that
is being set.

0x000002c2 706 GSK_CONFLICTING_VALIDATION_SETTING Conflicting parameters were set for additional
certificate validation.

0x000002c3 707 GSK_AES_UNSUPPORTED The AES cryptographic algorithm is not
supported.

0x000002c4 708 GSK_PEERID_LENGTH_ERROR The PEERID does not have the correct length.

0x000002c5 709 GSK_CIPHER_INVALID_WHEN_FIPS_MODE_OF
F

The particular cipher is not allowed when FIPS
mode of operation is off.

0x000002c6 710 GSK_CIPHER_INVALID_WHEN_FIPS_MODE_ON No approved FIPS ciphers are selected in FIPS
mode of operation.

0x00000641 1601 GSK_TRACE_STARTED The trace started successfully.

0x00000642 1602 GSK_TRACE_STOPPED The trace stopped successfully.

0x00000643 1603 GSK_TRACE_NOT_STARTED No trace file was previously started, so it
cannot be stopped.

0x00000644 1604 GSK_TRACE_ALREADY_STARTED Trace file is started, so it cannot be restarted.

0x00000645 1605 GSK_TRACE_OPEN_FAILED Trace file cannot be opened. The first
parameter of gsk_start_trace() must be a
valid full path file name.

Table 2. IBM Global Security Kit key management return codes
Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x00000000 0 GSK_OK The task completes successfully.
This message is issued by every
function call that completes
successfully.

0x00000001 1 GSK_INVALID_HANDLE The environment or SSL handle is
not valid. The specified handle was
not the result of a successful
open() function call.

0x00000002 2 GSK_API_NOT_AVAILABLE The DLL (dynamic link library) was
unloaded and is not available
(occurs on Microsoft Windows
systems only).
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Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x00000003 3 GSK_INTERNAL_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to
IBM Software Support.

0x00000004 4 GSK_INSUFFICIENT_STORAGE Insufficient memory is available to
complete the operation.

0x00000005 5 GSK_INVALID_STATE The handle is in an incorrect state
for operation, such as completing
an init() operation on a handle
twice.

0x00000006 6 GSK_KEY_LABEL_NOT_FOUND Specified key label is not found in
key file.

0x00000007 7 GSK_CERTIFICATE_NOT_AVAILABLE Certificate is not received from the
partner.

0x00000008 8 GSK_ERROR_CERT_VALIDATION Certificate validation error.

0x00000009 9 GSK_ERROR_CRYPTO Error processing cryptography.

0x0000000a 10 GSK_ERROR_ASN Error validating ASN fields in
certificate.

0x0000000b 11 GSK_ERROR_LDAP Error connecting to user registry.

0x0000000c 12 GSK_ERROR_UNKNOWN_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to
IBM Software Support.

0x00000065 101 GSK_OPEN_CIPHER_ERROR Internal error. Report this error to
IBM Software Support.

0x00000066 102 GSK_KEYFILE_IO_ERROR I/O error reading the key file.

0x00000067 103 GSK_KEYFILE_INVALID_FORMAT The key file has an internal format
that is not valid. Recreate key file.

0x00000068 104 GSK_KEYFILE_DUPLICATE_KEY The key file has two entries with
the same key.

0x00000069 105 GSK_KEYFILE_DUPLICATE_LABEL The key file has two entries with
the same label.

0x0000006a 106 GSK_BAD_FORMAT_OR_INVALID_ PASSWORD The key file password is used as an
integrity check. Either the key file is
corrupted or the password ID is
incorrect.

0x0000006b 107 GSK_KEYFILE_CERT_EXPIRED The default key in the key file has
an expired certificate.

0x0000006c 108 GSK_ERROR_LOAD_GSKLIB An error occurred while one of the
GSK dynamic link libraries is
loaded. Check GSK was installed
correctly.

0x0000006d 109 GSK_PENDING_CLOSE_ERROR This message indicates that a
connection is trying to be made in a
GSK environment after the
GSK_ENVIRONMENT_
CLOSE_OPTIONS was set to
GSK_DELAYED_
ENVIRONMENT_CLOSE and
gsk_environment_close() function
was called.
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Return code
(hex)

Return code
(decimal) Constant Explanation

0x000000c9 201 GSK_NO_KEYFILE_PASSWORD Both the password and the stash-
file name were not specified, so the
key file is not initialized.

0x000000ca 202 GSK_KEYRING_OPEN_ERROR Unable to open the key file. Either
the path was specified incorrectly
or the file permissions did not allow
the file to be opened.

0x000000cb 203 GSK_RSA_TEMP_KEY_PAIR Unable to generate a temporary
key pair. Report this error to IBM
Software Support.

0x000000cc 204 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_NO_SUCH_OBJECT A user name object was specified
that is not found.

0x000000cd 205 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_INVALID_ CREDENTIALS A Password that is used for an
LDAP query is not correct.

0x000000ce 206 GSK_ERROR_BAD_INDEX An index into the Fail Over list of
LDAP servers was not correct.

0x000000cf 207 GSK_ERROR_FIPS_NOT_SUPPORTED This installation of GSKit does not
support FIPS mode of operation.

0x0000012d 301 GSK_CLOSE_FAILED Indicates that the GSK
environment close request was not
properly managed. Cause is most
likely due to attempting a
gsk_secure_socket*() command
after a gsk_close_environment()
call.

0x00000191 401 GSK_ERROR_BAD_DATE The system date was set to a value
that is not valid.

0x00000192 402 GSK_ERROR_NO_CIPHERS SSLv2 and SSLv3 are not enabled.

0x00000193 403 GSK_ERROR_NO_CERTIFICATE The required certificate was not
received from the partner.

0x00000194 404 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERTIFICATE The received certificate was
formatted incorrectly.

0x00000195 405 GSK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED_ CERTIFICATE_TYPE The received certificate type was
not supported.

0x00000196 406 GSK_ERROR_IO An I/O error occurred on a data
read-or-write operation.

0x00000197 407 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEYFILE_LABEL The specified label in the key file is
not found.

0x00000198 408 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEYFILE_PASSWORD The specified key file password is
incorrect. The key file cannot be
used. The key file might also be
corrupt.

0x00000199 409 GSK_ERROR_BAD_KEY_LEN_ FOR_EXPORT In a restricted cryptography
environment, the key size is too
long to be supported.

0x0000019a 410 GSK_ERROR_BAD_MESSAGE An incorrectly formatted SSL
message was received from the
partner.

0x0000019b 411 GSK_ERROR_BAD_MAC The MAC was not successfully
verified.
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Return code
(hex)

Return code
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0x0000019c 412 GSK_ERROR_UNSUPPORTED Unsupported SSL protocol or
unsupported certificate type.

0x0000019d 413 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERT_SIG The received certificate contained
an incorrect signature.

0x0000019e 414 GSK_ERROR_BAD_CERT Incorrectly formatted certificate is
received from the partner.

0x0000019f 415 GSK_ERROR_BAD_PEER An SSL protocol that is not valid is
received from the partner.

0x000001a0 416 GSK_ERROR_PERMISSION_DENIED Report this error to IBM Software
Support.

0x000001a1 417 GSK_ERROR_SELF_SIGNED The self-signed certificate is not
valid.

0x000001a2 418 GSK_ERROR_NO_READ_FUNCTION The read() failed. Report this error
to IBM Software Support.

0x000001a3 419 GSK_ERROR_NO_WRITE_FUNCTION The write() failed. Report this error
to IBM Software Support.

0x000001a4 420 GSK_ERROR_SOCKET_CLOSED The partner closed the socket
before the protocol completed.

0x000001a5 421 GSK_ERROR_BAD_V2_CIPHER The specified V2 cipher is not valid.

0x000001a6 422 GSK_ERROR_BAD_V3_CIPHER The specified V3 cipher is not valid.

0x000001a7 423 GSK_ERROR_BAD_SEC_TYPE Report this error to IBM Software
Support.

0x000001a8 424 GSK_ERROR_BAD_SEC_TYPE_ COMBINATION Report this error to IBM Software
Support.

0x000001a9 425 GSK_ERROR_HANDLE_CREATION_ FAILED The handle is not created. Report
this error to IBM Software Support.

0x000001aa 426 GSK_ERROR_INITIALIZATION_FAILED Initialization failed. Report this
internal error to service.

0x000001ab 427 GSK_ERROR_LDAP_NOT_AVAILABLE Unable to access the specified user
registry when a certificate is being
validated

0x000001ac 428 GSK_ERROR_NO_PRIVATE_KEY The specified key did not contain a
private key.

0x000001ad 429 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_LIBRARY_ NOTLOADED A failed attempt was made to load
the specified PKCS11 shared
library.

0x000001ae 430 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_ LABELMISMATH The PKCS #11 driver failed to find
the token that is specified by the
caller.

0x000001af 431 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_ NOTPRESENT A PKCS #11 token is not present in
the slot.

0x000001b0 432 GSK_ERROR_PKCS11_TOKEN_ BADPASSWORD The password/pin to access the
PKCS #11 token is incorrect.

0x000001b1 433 GSK_ERROR_INVALID_V2_HEADER The SSL header received was not a
properly formatted SSLv2 header.
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(hex)

Return code
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0x000001b2 434 GSK_CSP_OPEN_ERROR Could not open the hardware-
based cryptographic service
provider (CSP). Either the CSP
name is not specified correctly or a
failed attempt was made to access
the specified CSP certificate store.

0x000001b3 435 GSK_CSP_OPEN_ERROR Some conflicting attributes for SSL
operation were defined.

0x000001b4 436 GSK_CSP_OPEN_ERROR The Microsoft Crypto API is only
supported on Microsoft Windows
2000 with Service Pack 2 applied.

0x000001b5 437 GSK_CSP_OPEN_ERROR System is running in IPv6 mode
without setting a PEERID.

0x000001f5 501 GSK_INVALID_BUFFER_SIZE The buffer size is negative or zero.

0x000001f6 502 GSK_WOULD_BLOCK Used with nonblocking I/O. Refer to
the nonblocking section for usage.

0x00000259 601 GSK_ERROR_NOT_SSLV3 SSLv3 is required for
reset_cipher(), and the connection
uses SSLv2.

0x0000025a 602 GSK_MISC_INVALID_ID An ID that is not valid was specified
for the gsk_secure_soc_misc()
function call.

0x000002bd 701 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_ID The function call has an ID that is
not valid. This issue might also be
caused by specifying an
environment handle when a handle
for an SSL connection should be
used.

0x000002be 702 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_LENGTH The attribute has a negative length,
which is not valid.

0x000002bf 703 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_ ENUMERATION The enumeration value is not valid
for the specified enumeration type.

0x000002c0 704 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_SID_CACHE A parameter list that is not valid for
replacing the SID cache routines.

0x000002c1 705 GSK_ATTRIBUTE_INVALID_ NUMERIC_VALUE When a numeric attribute is set, the
specified value is not valid for the
specific attribute that is being set.

0x000002c2 706 GSK_CONFLICTING_VALIDATION_ SETTING Conflicting parameters were set for
additional certificate validation.

0x000002c3 707 GSK_AES_UNSUPPORTED The AES cryptographic algorithm is
not supported.

0x000002c4 708 GSK_PEERID_LENGTH_ERROR The PEERID does not have the
correct length.

0x000002c5 709 GSK_CIPHER_INVALID_WHEN_FIPS_MODE_OFF The particular cipher is not allowed
when FIPS mode of operation is off.

0x000002c6 710 GSK_CIPHER_INVALID_WHEN_FIPS_MODE_ON No approved FIPS ciphers are
selected in FIPS mode of
operation.

0x00000641 1601 GSK_TRACE_STARTED The trace started successfully.
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0x00000642 1602 GSK_TRACE_STOPPED The trace stopped successfully.

0x00000643 1603 GSK_TRACE_NOT_STARTED No trace file was previously started
so it cannot be stopped.

0x00000644 1604 GSK_TRACE_ALREADY_STARTED Trace file is started so it cannot be
started again.

0x00000645 1605 GSK_TRACE_OPEN_FAILED Trace file cannot be opened. The
first parameter of gsk_start_trace()
must be a valid, full-path file name.

Slovníček
Tento slovníček obsahuje výrazy a definice pro produkty IBM Spectrum Protect, IBM Spectrum Protect Snapshot a přidružené
produkty.

V tomto slovníčku jsou použity následující křížové odkazy:

Viz vás odkazuje z neupřednostňovaného výrazu na upřednostňovaný výraz nebo ze zkratky na definovaný úplný formát.
Viz také odkazuje na související nebo protikladný výraz.

Další výrazy a definice naleznete na webu IBM® Terminology.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W

A

absolute mode (absolutní režim)
Ve správě úložiště je režim skupiny záložních kopí, který uvádí, že soubor nebo adresář je zvažován k přírůstkovému
zálohování, i když se soubor nebo adresář od poslední zálohy nezměnil. Viz také režim, změněný režim.

access control list (ACL, seznam řízení přístupu)
V zabezpečení počítače, seznam přidružený k objektu, který identifikuje všechny objekty, které mohou vstoupit na objekt, a
jejich přístupová práva.

access mode (režim přístupu)
Atribut fondu úložišť nebo svazek úložišť, které uvádí, zda server může zapsat na nebo číst z fondu úložišť nebo svazku
úložišť.

ACK
Viz potvrzení.

acknowledgment (ACK) (potvrzení)
Přenos znaků potvrzení jako kladné odpověď na přenos dat.

ACL (seznam ACL)
Viz seznam řízení přístupu.

activate (aktivovat)
Ověřit obsah sady zásad a poté jej učinit aktivní sadou zásad.

active-data pool (fond aktivních dat)
Pojmenovaná sada svazků fondu úložišť, které obsahují pouze aktivní verze zálohovaných dat klienta. Viz také úložiště
serveru, fond úložišť, svazek fondu úložišť.

active file system (aktivní systém souborů)
Systém souborů, ke kterému byla přidána správa prostoru. Se správou prostoru zahrnují úlohy pro aktivní systém souborů
automatickou migraci, sladění, výběrovou migraci a vyvolání. Viz také neaktivní systém souborů.

active policy set (aktivní sada zásad)
Aktivovaná sada zásad, která obsahuje pravidla zásady aktuálně používaná klientskými uzly přiřazenými dané doméně
zásad. Viz také doména zásad, sada zásad.

active version (aktivní verze)
Nejnovější záložní kopie uloženého souboru. Aktivní verzi soubor nelze odstranit, dokud záložní procesu nezjistí, že uživatel
buď soubor nahradil novější verzí, nebo byl odstraněn ze serveru souborů nebo z pracovní stanice. Viz také zálohovaná
verze, neaktivní verze.

activity log (protokol aktivit)
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protokol, který zaznamenává zprávy o normální aktivitě, které jsou generované serverem. Tyto zprávy zahrnují informace o
serveru a operacích klienta, jako jsou čas spuštění relace nebo chyby I/O zařízení.

adaptive subfile backup (přizpůsobivá záloha podsouboru)
Typ zálohování, které posílá na server pouze změněné části souboru, namísto toho, aby se posílal celý soubor. Přizpůsobivá
záloha podsouboru snižuje síťový přenos a zvyšuje rychlost zálohování.

administrative client (administrativní klient)
Program, který pracuje na souborovém serveru, pracovní stanici nebo v sálovém počítači využívaném administrátory k řízení
a sledování serveru. Viz také klient pro zálohování a archivaci.

administrative command schedule (plán administrativních příkazů)
Záznam databáze, který popisuje plánované zpracování administrativního příkazu během uvedeného časového období. Viz
také centrální plánovač, plán klienta, plán.

administrative privilege class (třída oprávnění k administraci)
Viz třída oprávnění.

administrative session (administrativní relace)
Časové období, během kterého ID administrátora komunikuje se serverem, a provádí tak administrativní úlohy. Viz také
relace uzlu klienta, relace.

administrator (administrátor)
Osoba odpovědná za administrativní úlohy, jako je autorizace přístupu a správa obsahu. Administrátoři také mohou
udělovat úrovně oprávnění uživatelům.

agent node (uzel agenta)
Klient uzlu, kterému bylo uděleno oprávnění zástupce k provedení operací jménem jiného uzlu klienta, který je cílovým
uzlem.

aggregate (agregovat)
Objekt, uložený v jednom nebo více fondů úložišť, skládající se ze skupiny logických souborů, které jsou zabaleny
dohromady. Viz také logický soubor, fyzický soubor.

aggregate data transfer rate (rychlost přenosu agregovaných dat)
Statistika výkonu, která označuje průměrný počet bajtů přenesených za sekundu během zpracování dané operace.

application client (aplikační klient)
Program, který je nainstalován na systému, aby chránil aplikaci. Server poskytuje služby zálohování aplikačnímu klientovi.

archive (archiv)
Kopírování programů, dat nebo souborů na jiné úložné médium, obvykle z důvodu dlouhodobého uložení nebo zabezpečení.
Viz také načíst.

archive copy (archivní kopie)
Soubor nebo skupina souborů, které byly archivovány na úložiště serveru.

archive copy group (archivní skupina kopií)
Objekt zásad obsahující atributy, které řídí generování, cíl a vypršení platnosti archivovaných souborů. Viz také skupina
kopií.

archive-retention grace period (doba odkladu archivace-uchování)
Počet dní, jak dlouho správce datových úložišť zachovává archivovaný soubor, když server není schopen znovu svázat
soubor s odpovídající třídou správy. Viz také svázat.

association (přidružení)
Definovaná relace mezi uzlem klienta a plánem klienta. Přidružení identifikuje název plánu, název domény zásad, do které
plán patří, a název uzlu klienta, který provádí plánované operace.

audit (prověřit)
Zkontrolovat logické neslučitelnosti mezi informacemi, které server má, a skutečným stavem systému. Správce datových
úložišť může prověřit informace o položkách, jako jsou svazky, knihovny a licence. Například, když správce datových úložišť
prověřuje svazek, server kontroluje a vyhledává neslučitelnosti mezi informacemi o zálohovaných nebo archivovaných
souborech, které jsou uloženy v databázi, a skutečnými daty, které jsou přidružené ke každé záložní verzi nebo archivní
kopii na úložišti serveru.

authentication rule (ověřovací pravidlo)
Specifikace, kterou může jiný uživatel použít buď k obnovení, nebo k načtení souborů z úložiště.

authority (oprávnění)
Právo přístupu k objektům, prostředkům nebo funkcím. Viz také třída oprávnění.

authorization rule (autorizační pravidlo)
Specifikace, která umožňuje jinému uživateli buď obnovit, nebo načíst uživatelské soubory z úložiště.

authorized user (autorizovaný uživatel)
Uživatel, který má administrativní oprávnění pro klienta na pracovní stanici. Tento uživatel mění hesla, provádí otevřené
registrace a odstraňuje souborové prostory.

AutoFS
Viz automaticky připojený systém souborů.

automatic detection (automatická detekce)
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Funkce, která zjistí, nahlásí a aktualizuje výrobní číslo jednotky nebo knihovny v databázi, když je definována cesta z
lokálního serveru.

automatic migration (automatická migrace)
Proces, který se používá k automatickému přesunu souborů z lokálního systému souborů do úložiště, na základě voleb a
nastavení, která jsou zvolena uživatelem root na pracovní stanici. Viz také migrace na základě žádosti, migrace na základě
prahové hodnoty.

automounted file system (AutoFS, automaticky připojený systém souborů)
Systém souborů, který je spravován pomocí démona automatického připojení. Démon automatického připojení monitoruje
uvedenou cestu k adresáři a automaticky připojí systém souborů pro přístup k datům.

B

backup-archive client (klient pro zálohování a archivaci)
Program, který běží na pracovní stanici nebo na souborovém serveru a poskytuje prostředky pro uživatele pro zálohování,
archivaci, obnovení a načtení souborů. Viz také administrativní klient.

backup copy group (záložní skupina kopií)
Objekt zásad obsahující atributy, které řídí generování, cíl a vypršení platnosti záložních verzí souborů. Záložní skupina kopií
náleží do třídy správy. Viz také skupina kopií.

backup retention grace period (doba odkladu uchování zálohy)
Počet dní, jak dlouho správce datových úložišť zachovává zálohovanou verzi, když server není schopen znovu svázat soubor
s odpovídající třídou správy.

backup set (sada záloh)
Přenosná, sloučená skupina aktivních verzí záložních souborů, které jsou generovány pro klienta pro zálohování a archivaci.

backup set collection (kolekce sady záloh)
Skupina sad záloh, které jsou vytvořeny ve stejnou dobu a které mají stejný název sady záloh, názvy svazků, popis a třídy
zařízení. Server identifikuje každou sadu záloh v kolekci podle názvu uzlu, názvu sady záloh a typu souboru.

backup version (zálohovaná verze)
Soubor nebo adresář, který uzel klienta zálohoval na úložiště. V úložišti může být více než jedna zálohovaná verze, ale pouze
jedna zálohovaná verze je aktivní verzí. Viz také aktivní verze, skupina kopií, neaktivní verze.

bind (vazba)
Přidružit soubor k názvu třídy správy. Viz také doba odkladu uchování archivu, třída správy, znovu svázat.

bucket (sektor)
Kontejner úložiště cloud použitý službou Amazon S3 (Amazon Simple Storage Service).

C

cache (mezipaměť)
Umístit duplicitní kopii souboru na médium s náhodným přístupem, když server migruje soubor do jiného fondu úložišť v
hierarchii.

cache file (soubor mezipaměti)
Snímek logického svazku vytvořeného agentem Logical Volume Snapshot Agent. Bloky jsou okamžitě uloženy, než budou
upraveny během zálohování obrazu a jejich logické oblasti pro rozšíření jsou uloženy v mezipaměti souborů.

CAD
Viz démon Client Acceptor.

central scheduler (centrální plánovač)
Funkce, která umožňuje administrátorovi naplánovat klientské operace a administrativní příkazy. Operace lze naplánovat
tak, aby se vyskytovaly pravidelně nebo na určité datum. Viz také plán administrativních příkazů, plán klienta.

client (klient)
Softwarový program nebo počítač, který vyžaduje služby ze serveru. Viz také server.

client acceptor (služba Client Acceptor)
Služba, která slouží apletu jazyka Java™ pro webový klient na webových prohlížečích. Na systémech Windows je příjemce
klienta nainstalován a spuštěn jako služba. Na systémech AIX, UNIX a Linux je služba Client Acceptor spouštěna jako
démon.

client acceptor daemon (CAD, démon Client Acceptor)
Viz příjemce klienta.

client domain (doména klienta)
Sada jednotek, systémů souborů nebo svazků, které uživatel vybere pro zálohování nebo archivaci dat pomocí klienta pro
zálohování a archivaci.

client node (uzel klienta)
Souborový server nebo pracovní stanice, na kterých byl nainstalován program klienta pro zálohování a archivaci, a který byl
zaregistrován na serveru.

client node session (relace uzlu klienta)
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Relace, ve které uzel klienta komunikuje se serverem, aby provedl požadavky na zálohování, obnovu, archivaci, načtení,
migraci nebo vyvolání. Viz také administrativní relace.

client option set (sada voleb klienta)
Skupina voleb, které jsou definované na serveru a použijí se na uzly klienta v kombinaci se soubory voleb klienta.

client options file (soubor voleb klienta)
Upravitelný soubor, který identifikuje server a komunikační metodu a poskytuje konfiguraci pro zálohování, archivaci,
hierarchickou správu úložiště a plánování.

client-polling scheduling mode (režim plánování pomocí systému výzev pro klienta)
Metoda činnosti, ve které se klient dotazuje serveru na práci. Viz také režim plánování s výzvami na straně serveru.

client schedule (plán klienta)
Záznam databáze, který popisuje plánované zpracování operace klienta během uvedeného časového období. Operace
klienta může být operace zálohování, archivace, obnovy nebo načtení, příkaz klientského operačního systému nebo makro.
Viz také plán administrativních příkazů, centrální plánovač, plán.

client/server (klient/server)
Týká se modelu interakce ve zpracování distribuovaných dat, ve kterém program na jednom počítači odešle požadavek
programu na jiném počítači a očekává odpověď. Žádající program se nazývá klient; odpovídající program se nazývá server.

client system-options file (soubor voleb systému klienta)
Soubor, použitý na klientech systému AIX, UNIX nebo Linux, obsahující sadu voleb zpracování, které identifikují servery,
které budou kontaktovány pro služby. Tento soubor také uvádí komunikační metody a volby pro zálohování, archivaci,
hierarchickou správu úložiště a plánování. Viz také soubor uživatelských voleb klienta, soubor voleb.

client user-options file (soubor uživatelských voleb klienta)
Soubor, který obsahuje sadu voleb zpracování, které klienti na systému používají. Sada může zahrnovat volby, které určují
server, který klient kontaktuje, a volby, které ovlivňují operace zálohování, archivace, hierarchických správ úložišť a
plánované operace. Tento soubor se také nazývá soubor dsm.opt. Pro systémy AIX, UNIX nebo Linux si také prohlédněte
soubor voleb klientského systému. Viz také soubor voleb klientského systému, soubor voleb.

closed registration (uzavřená registrace)
Proces registrace, ve kterém může pouze administrátor registrovat pracovní stanice jako uzly klienta na serveru. Viz také
otevřená registrace.

cloud-container storage pool (fond úložišť kontejnerů v cloudu)
Fond úložišť používaný serverem k ukládání dat v úložišti cloudu. Úložiště cloudu může být v prostorách nebo mimo ně. Viz
také fond úložišť kontejnerů, fond úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři, fond úložišť.

collocation (kolokace)
Proces ponechání všech dat patřící souborovému prostoru s jedním klientem, uzlu jednoho klienta nebo skupině uzlů
klienta na minimálním počtu svazků se sekvenčním přístupem v rámci fondu úložišť. Kolokace může snížit počet svazků,
které musí být zpřístupněny, když musí být obnoveno velké množství dat.

collocation group (skupina kolokací)
Uživatelsky definovaná skupina uzlů klienta, jejichž data se ukládají na minimální počet svazků v průběhu procesu kolokace.

commit point (bod potvrzení)
Časový bod, ve kterém jsou data považována za konzistentní.

communication method (komunikační metoda)
Metoda, podle které si klient a server vyměňují informace. Viz také protokol TCP.

communication protocol (komunikační protokol)
Sada definovaných rozhraní, která povolují počítačům navzájem komunikovat.

compression (komprese)
Funkce, která odebírá opakující se znaky, mezery, řetězce znaků nebo binární data ze zpracovávaných dat a nahrazuje znaky
řídicími znaky. Komprese snižuje velikost úložného prostoru, který je zapotřebí pro data. Viz také inline komprese.

configuration manager (správce konfigurace)
Server, který distribuuje informace o konfiguraci, jako například zásady a plány, na spravované servery podle jejich profilů.
Informace o konfiguraci mohou zahrnovat zásady a plány. Viz také podniková konfigurace, spravovaný server, profil.

container (kontejner)
Umístění datového úložiště, například souboru, adresáře nebo zařízení. Viz také fond úložišť kontejnerů.

container-copy storage pool (fond úložišť kopií kontejnerů)
Fond úložišť používaný serverem k ukládání kopií oblastí pro rozšíření z fondů úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři. Kopie se
používají k opravě škod ve fondu úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři. Fondy úložišť kopií kontejnerů používají sekvenční média,
jako je páska. Viz také fond úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři.

container storage pool (fond úložišť kontejnerů)
Primární fond úložišť, který server používá k uložení dat. Data se ukládají v kontejnerech v adresářích systému souborů
nebo v úložišti cloudu. U dat se podle potřeby zabrání duplikaci, když je server zapisuje do fondu úložišť. Viz také fond
úložišť kontejnerů v cloudu, kontejner, fond úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři.

conversation (konverzace)
Připojení mezi dvěma programy za relaci, která jim umožňuje vzájemně komunikovat během zpracování transakce.

copy backup (záloha kopie)
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Úplné zálohování, ve kterém nejsou odstraněny soubory transakčního protokolu, takže procedury zálohování, které
používají přírůstkové nebo diferenční zálohy, nejsou narušeny.

copy group (skupina kopií)
Objekt zásad obsahující atributy, které řídí, jak jsou generovány zálohované verze nebo archivní kopie, kde jsou na začátku
umístěny zálohované verze nebo archivní kopie a kdy jim skončí platnost. Skupina kopií patří ke třídě správy. Viz také
archivní skupina kopií, záložní skupina kopií, zálohovaná verze, třída správy.

copy storage pool (fond úložišť kopie)
Pojmenovaná sada svazků, která obsahuje kopie souborů, které se nachází v primárních fondech úložišť. Fondy úložišť kopie
se používají pouze pro zálohování dat, která jsou uložena do primárních fondů úložišť. Fond úložišť kopie nemůže být cílem
pro záložní skupinu kopií, archivní skupinu kopií nebo třídu správy (pro soubory spravované prostorem). Viz také cíl,
primární fond úložišť, úložiště serveru, fond úložišť, svazek fondu úložišť.

D

daemon (démon)
Program, který se spustí bez dozoru, aby provedl souvislé nebo periodické funkce, jako je řízení sítě.

damaged file (poškozený soubor)
Fyzický soubor, ve kterém byly zjištěny chyby.

database backup series (posloupnost záloh databáze)
Jedna úplná záloha databáze, plus až 32 přírůstkových zálohování provedených od úplného zálohování. Každé úplné
zálohování, které je spuštěno, spustí novou posloupnost záloh databáze. Číslo identifikuje každou posloupnost záloh. Viz
také snímek databáze, úplná záloha.

database snapshot (snímek databáze)
Úplná zálohu celé databáze na médium, které může být nespřaženo. Když je vytvořen snímek databáze, aktuální
posloupnost záloh databáze není přerušena. Snímek databáze nemůže mít k sobě přidružené přírůstkové zálohování
databáze. Viz také posloupnost záloh databáze, úplná záloha.

data center (datové středisko)
Ve virtualizovaném prostředí je to kontejner, který uchovává hostitele, klastry, sítě a datová úložiště.

data deduplication (zabránění duplikaci dat)
Metoda snížení potřeb úložiště eliminováním nadbytečných dat. Na úložném médiu je uchována jen jedna instance dat.
Ostatní instance stejných dat jsou nahrazeny ukazatelem na uchovanou instanci. Viz také inline zabránění duplikaci dat,
zabránění duplikaci dat po zpracování.

data manager server (server správce dat)
Server, který shromažďuje informace metadat pro inventář klienta a spravuje transakce pro agenta úložiště za lokální síť.
Server správce dat informuje agenta úložiště pomocí použitelných atributů knihovny a identifikátorů cílových svazků.

data mover (modul pro přesouvání dat)
Zařízení, které přesouvá data jménem serveru. Souborový server úložiště NAS je modul pro přesouvání dat.

data storage-management application-programming interface (DSMAPI, rozhraní API pro správu datových úložišť)
Sadu funkcí a sémantik, které mohou monitorovat události na souborech a spravovat a udržovat data v souboru. V prostředí
HSM rozhraní DSMAPI používá události k oznámení aplikacím správy dat o operacích na souborech, ukládá doplňkové
informace o atributu se souborem, podporuje spravované oblasti v souboru a používá přístupová práva rozhraní DSMAPI k
řízení přístupu k objektu souboru.

data store (datové úložiště)
Ve virtualizovaném prostředí je to umístění, kde jsou uložena data virtuálního počítače.

deduplication (zabránění duplikaci)
Viz také zabránění duplikaci dat.

default management class (výchozí třída správy)
Třída správy, která je přiřazena k sadě zásad. Tato třída se používá k řízení zálohovaných nebo archivovaných souborů, když
soubor není výslovně přidružených k určité třídě správy pomocí seznamu zahrnout/vyloučit.

demand migration (migrace na základě žádosti)
Proces, který se používá k odezvě na podmínku nedostatku prostoru na systému souborů, pro který je aktivní hierarchická
správa úložiště (HSM). Soubory jsou migrovány do úložiště serveru, dokud využití prostoru neklesne na dolní prahovou
hodnotu, která byla nastavena pro systém souborů. Pokud jsou horní prahová hodnota a dolní prahová hodnota stejné,
migruje se jeden soubor. Viz také automatická migrace, výběrová migrace, migrace na základě prahové hodnoty.

destination (cíl)
Skupina kopií nebo atribut třídy správy, která uvádí primární fond úložišť, do kterého bude klientský soubor zálohován,
archivován nebo migrován. Viz také fond úložišť kopie.

device class (třída zařízení)
Pojmenovaná sada charakteristik, která se použije na skupinu úložných zařízení. Každá třída zařízení má jedinečný název a
představuje typ zařízení disk, soubor, optický disk nebo páska.

device configuration file (soubor konfigurace zařízení)
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1. Pro server soubor obsahuje informace o definovaných třídách zařízení, a na některých serverech, definovaných
knihovnách a ovladačích. Informace je kopie informace o konfiguraci zařízení v databázi.

2. Pro agenta úložišť soubor obsahuje název a heslo agenta úložišť a informace o serveru, který spravuje knihovny a
ovladače připojené pomocí sítě SAN, používané agentem úložišť.

directory-container storage pool (fond úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři)
Fond úložišť používaný serverem k ukládání dat v kontejnerech v adresářích fondu úložišť. Data uložená ve fondu úložišť
kontejnerů v adresáři mohou používat buď inline zabránění duplikaci dat, nebo zabránění duplikaci dat na straně klienta. Viz
také fond úložišť kontejnerů v cloudu, fond úložišť kontejnerů, fond úložišť kopií kontejnerů, fond úložišť.

disaster recovery manager (správce zotavení z havárie)
Funkce, která spolupracuje při přípravě a použití souboru plánu pro zotavení z havárie pro server.

disaster recovery plan (plán zotavení z havárie)
Soubor, který je vytvořený správcem zotavení z havárie), který obsahuje informace o tom, jak obnovit počítačové systémy,
pokud dojde k havárii, a skripty, které lze spustit pro provedení některých úloh pro zotavení. Soubor obsahuje informace o
softwaru a hardwaru, který používá server, a umístění média pro zotavení.

domain (doména)
Seskupení uzlů klienta s jednou nebo více sadami zásad, které spravují data nebo úložné prostředky pro uzly klienta. Viz
také doména zásad.

DRM
Viz správce zotavení z havárie.

DSMAPI
Viz rozhraní API pro správu datových úložišť.

dynamic serialization (dynamická serializace)
Serializace kopií, ve které se soubor nebo složka zálohují nebo archivují na první pokus, bez ohledu na to, zda se během
zálohování nebo archivace změní. Viz také sdílená dynamická serializace, sdílená statická serializace, statická serializace.

E

EA
Viz rozšířený atribut.

EB
Viz exabajt.

EFS
Viz šifrovaný systém souborů.

Encrypted File System (EFS, šifrovaný systém souborů)
Systém souborů, který používá šifrování na úrovni systému souborů.

enterprise configuration (podniková konfigurace)
Metoda nastavení serverů tak, aby mohl administrátor distribuovat konfiguraci jednoho ze serverů na ostatní servery,
pomocí komunikace server-to-server. Viz také správce konfigurace, spravovaný server, profil, odběr.

enterprise logging (podnikové protokolování)
Proces odesílání událostí ze serveru na označený server událostí. Server událostí směruje události do určených přijímačů,
jako například k uživatelské proceduře. Viz také událost.

error log (protokol chyb)
Datová sada nebo soubor, které se používají k zaznamenávání informací o chybě o produktu nebo systému.

estimated capacity (odhadovaná kapacita)
Dostupný prostor fondu úložišť v megabajtech.

event (událost)
Výskyt s určitým významem pro úlohu nebo systém. Události mohou zahrnovat dokončení nebo selhání operace, akci
uživatele nebo změnu stavu procesu. Viz také podnikové protokolování, přijímač.

event record (záznam události)
Záznam databáze, který popisuje skutečný stav a výsledky pro události.

event server (server událostí)
Server, na který mohou ostatní servery odesílat události pro protokolování. Server událostí směruje události libovolným
přijímačům, které jsou povoleny pro odesílání událostí serveru.

exabyte (EB, exabajt)
Pro procesor, kapacity skutečného a virtuálního úložiště a kanálového svazku, je to 2 na 60 nebo 1 152 921 504 606 846
976 bajtů. U kapacity diskového úložiště a komunikačního svazku, 1 000 000 000 000 000 000 bajtů.

exclude (vyloučit)
Proces identifikace souborů na seznamu zahrnutí/vyloučení. Tento proces zabrání záloze nebo migraci souborů, kdykoli
uživatel nebo plán vstoupí do operace přírůstkové nebo výběrové zálohy. Soubor může být vyloučen ze zálohy, ze správy
prostoru, nebo jak ze zálohy, tak i ze správy prostoru.

exclude-include list (seznam vyloučení/zahrnutí)
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Viz seznam zahrnutí/vyloučení.
expiration (vypršení platnosti)

Proces, podle kterého jsou soubory, datové sady, nebo objekty jsou pro odstranění, protože datum uplynutí jejich platnosti
nebo uchování uplynulo.

expiring file (soubor, kterému končí doba platnosti)
Migrovaný nebo předmigrovaný soubor, který byl označen pro ukončení platnosti a odebrání z úložiště. Pokud je soubor typu
stub nebo původní kopie předmigrovaného souboru odstraněna z lokálního systému souborů, nebo pokud je původní kopie
předmigrovaného souboru aktualizována, odpovídající migrovaný nebo předmigrovaný soubor je označen pro vypršení při
příštím spuštění sladění.

extend (rozšířit)
Zvýšit část dostupného prostoru, které lze použít k uložení databáze nebo informací o protokolu pro zotavení.

extended attribute (EA, rozšířený atribut)
Dvojice názvů nebo hodnot, které jsou přidruženy k souborům nebo adresářům. Existují tři třídy rozšířených atributů:
atributy uživatele, systémové atributy a atributy důvěryhodnosti.

extent (oblast pro rozšíření)
Část souboru, který je vytvořen během procesu zabránění duplikace dat. Rozsahy se porovnají s ostatními rozsahy souborů
a identifikují se duplikáty.

external library (externí knihovna)
Kolekce jednotek, která je spravována systémem správy medií, kromě serveru správy úložiště.

F

file access time (doba přístupu k souboru)
Na systémech AIX, UNIX nebo Linux se jedná o čas, kdy byl soubor naposledy zpřístupněn.

file age (stáří souboru)
Pro účely určování priorit migrace je to počet dní od posledního přístupu k souboru.

file device type (typ zařízení souboru)
Typ zařízení, které uvádí použití souborů se sekvenčním přístupem k souborům na diskové úložiště jako svazky.

file server (souborový server)
Vyhrazený počítač a jeho periferní úložná zařízení, která jsou připojena k lokální síti, která ukládá programy a soubory
sdílené uživateli na síti.

file space (souborový prostor)
Logické místo v úložišti serverů, které obsahuje skupinu souborů zálohovanou nebo archivovanou uzlem klienta z jediné
logické oblasti, systému souborů nebo virtuálního bodu připojení. Uzly klienta mohou obnovit, načíst nebo odstranit své
souborové prostory z úložiště serveru. Na úložišti serveru soubory patřící jedinému souborovému prostoru se nemusí nutně
uložit společně.

file space ID (FSID, ID souborového prostoru)
Jedinečný číselný identifikátor, který server přiřadí do souborového prostoru, když je uložen v úložišti serveru.

file state (stav souboru)
Režim správy prostoru souboru, který se nachází v systému souborů, ke kterému byla přidána správa prostoru. Soubor
může být v jednom ze tří stavů: rezidentní, předmigrovaný nebo migrovaný. Viz také migrovaný soubor, předmigrovaný
soubor, rezidentní soubor.

file system migrator (FSM, migrátor systému souborů)
Rozšíření jádra, které zachycuje všechny operace systému souborů a poskytuje podporu pro správu prostoru, která je
požadována. Pokud není požadována žádná podpora správy prostoru, operace se předávají do operačního systému, který
provádí normální činnost. Migrátor systému souborů je připojen přes systém souborů, když se k němu přidá správa
prostoru.

file system state (stav systému souborů)
Režim správy úložiště systému souborů, který se nachází na pracovní stanici, na které je instalovaný klient hierarchické
správy úložiště (HSM). Systém souborů může být v jednom z těchto stavů: nativní, aktivní, neaktivní nebo globální neaktivní.

frequency (četnost)
Atribut skupiny kopií, který uvádí minimální interval, ve dnech, mezi přírůstkovými zálohováními.

FSID
Viz ID souborového prostoru.

FSM
Viz migrátor systému souborů.

full backup (úplná záloha)
Proces zálohování celé databáze serveru. Úplná záloha zahájí novou posloupnost záloh databáze. Viz také posloupnost
záloh databáze, snímek databáze, přírůstkové zálohování.

fuzzy backup (neurčitá záloha)
Zálohovaná verze souboru, který nemusí přesně odrážet, co je momentálně v souboru, protože soubor byl zálohován ve
stejnou dobu, kdy byl upravován.
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fuzzy copy (nepřesná kopie)
Zálohovaná verze nebo archivní kopie souboru, které nemusí přesně odrážet původní obsah souboru, protože byl zálohován
nebo archivován v době, kdy byl soubor upravován.

G

GB
Viz gigabajt.

General Parallel File System (systém GPFS)
Souborový systém s vysokým výkonem a sdílením disků, který může poskytovat přístup k datům z uzlů v prostředí systému
s klastry. Viz také správa životního cyklu informací.

gigabyte (GB, gigabajt)
U paměti procesoru, skutečné a virtuální paměti a kanálových svazků jde o hodnotu 2 na 30 nebo 1 073 741 824 bajtů. V
případě kapacity diskového úložiště a komunikačního svazku jde o 1 000 000 000 bajtů.

global inactive state (globální neaktivní stav)
Stav všech systémů souborů, ke kterým byla přidána správa prostoru, když byla globálně deaktivována pro uzel klienta.

globally unique identifier (globální jedinečný identifikátor - identifikátor GUID)
Algoritmicky určené číslo, které jedinečně identifikuje entitu v rámci systému. Viz také identifikátor UUID.

GPFS
Viz systém GPFS.

GPFS node set (sada uzlů GPFS)
Připojená definovaná skupina systémů souborů GPFS.

group backup (skupinová záloha)
Záloha skupiny obsahující seznam souborů z jednoho nebo více původních stavů souborových prostorů.

GUID
Viz identifikátor GUID.

H

hierarchical storage management (HSM, hierarchická správa úložiště)
Funkce, která automaticky distribuuje a spravuje dat na disku, pásce nebo obou podle souvisejících zařízení těchto typů a
potenciálně ostatních jako úrovní v hierarchii úložišť, které jsou v rozsahu od rychlých, drahých zařízení k pomalejším,
levnějším a pravděpodobně vyjímatelným zařízením. Cíle jsou minimalizování doby přístupu k datům a maximalizování
kapacity dostupných médií. Viz také klient hierarchické správy úložiště, vyvolání, hierarchie úložišť.

hierarchical storage management client (klient HSM, klient hierarchické správy úložiště)
Klientský program, který pracuje se serverem, aby poskytoval hierarchickou správu úložišť (HSM) pro systém. Viz také
hierarchická správa úložiště, třída správy.

HSM
Viz hierarchická správa úložiště.

HSM client (klient HSM)
Viz klient hierarchické správy úložiště.

I

IBM Spectrum Protect command script (příkazový skript produktu)
Posloupnost administrativních příkazů produktu IBM Spectrum Protect, které jsou uloženy v databázi serveru IBM
Spectrum Protect. Skript lze spustit z libovolného rozhraní na serveru. Skript může zahrnovat substituci pro parametry
příkazu a podmíněnou logiku. Viz také soubor makro, skript.

ILM
Viz správa životního cyklu informací.

image (obraz)
Systém souborů nebo prvotní logický svazek, který je zálohován jako jednotlivý objekt.

image backup (zálohování obrazu)
Záloha úplného systému souborů nebo prvotního logického svazku jako jednotlivého objektu.

inactive file system (neaktivní systém souborů)
Systém souborů, pro který byla deaktivována správa prostoru. Viz také aktivní systém souborů.

inactive version (neaktivní verze)
Zálohovaná verze souboru, který buď není nejnovější zálohovanou verzí, nebo který je zálohovanou verzí souboru, který již
neexistuje na klientském systému. Neaktivní zálohované verze jsou vhodné pro zpracování vypršení platnosti na základě
třídy správy přiřazené k souboru. Viz také aktivní verze, zálohovaná verze.

include-exclude file (zahrnout-vyloučit soubor)
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Soubor obsahující příkazy k určení souborů pro zálohování a přidružených tříd správy pro použití k zálohování a archivování.
Viz také seznam zahrnutí-vyloučení.

include-exclude list (seznam zahrnutí-vyloučení)
Seznam voleb, které zahrnují nebo vyloučí zvolené soubory pro zálohování. Volba vyloučení identifikuje soubory, které by
neměly být zálohovány. Volba zahrnutí identifikuje soubory, které jsou vyňaty z pravidel vyloučení nebo přiřazují třídu správy
k souboru nebo skupině souborů pro služby zálohování nebo archivace. Viz také soubor zahrnutí-vyloučení.

incremental backup (přírůstkové zálohování)
Proces zálohování souborů nebo adresářů, či kopírování stránek v databázi, které jsou nové nebo se změnily od posledního
úplného nebo přírůstkového zálohování. Viz také výběrová záloha.

individual mailbox restore (obnova jednotlivé poštovní schránky)
Viz obnova poštovní schránky.

information lifecycle management (ILM, správa životního cyklu informací)
Systém správy souborů založený na zásadách pro fondy úložišť a sady souborů. Viz také systém GPFS.

inline compression (inline komprese)
Metoda zmenšování úložného prostoru. Opakující se znaky, mezery, řetězce znaků nebo binární data se odebírají, když se
data zapisují do fondu úložišť kontejnerů. Viz také komprese.

inline data deduplication (inline zabránění duplikace dat)
Metoda snížení potřeb úložiště eliminováním nadbytečných dat. Duplikaci dat se zabraňuje v průběhu jejich zapisování do
fondu úložišť kontejneru. Viz také zabránění duplikaci dat, zabránění duplikaci dat po zpracování.

inode (i-uzel)
Vnitřní struktura, která popisuje jednotlivé soubory na systémech AIX, UNIX nebo Linux. I-uzel obsahuje uzel, typ, vlastníka
a lokalitu souboru.

inode number (číslo i-uzlu)
Číslo uvádějící konkrétní soubor i-uzlu v systému souborů.

IP address (adresa IP)
Jedinečná adresa zařízení nebo logické jednotky v síti, která používá standard protokolu IP.

J

job file (soubor úlohy)
Generovaný soubor, který obsahuje informace o konfiguraci pro úlohu migrace. Soubor je formátu XML a lze jej vytvořit a
upravit v klientovi hierarchické správy úložišť (HSM) pro grafické uživatelské rozhraní klienta systému Windows. Viz také
úloha migrace.

journal-based backup (zálohování založené na žurnálu)
Metoda pro zálohování klientů systému Windows a AIX, kteří využívají mechanismus změny oznámení v souboru ke zlepšení
výkonu přírůstkového zálohování snížením potřeby zcela skenovat systém souborů.

journal daemon (démon žurnálu)
Na systémech AIX, UNIX nebo Linux je to program, která sleduje aktivitu změn pro soubory, které se nachází v systémech
souborů.

journal service (služba žurnálování)
V systému Microsoft Windows program, který sleduje aktivitu změn pro soubory, které se nachází v systémech souborů.

K

kB
Viz kilobajt.

kilobyte (kB, kilobajt)
U paměti procesoru, skutečného a virtuálního úložiště a kanálových svazků jde o hodnotu 2 na 10 nebo 1 024 bajtů. V
případě kapacity disku a komunikačního svazku jde o 1 000 bajtů.

L

LAN
Viz lokální síť.

LAN-free data movement (přesouvání dat bez sítě LAN)
Pohyb dat klienta mezi klientským systémem a úložným zařízením na síti SAN, překonávající lokální síť.

LAN-free data transfer (přenos dat bez sítě LAN)
Viz přesouvání dat bez sítě LAN.

leader data (vedoucí data)
Bajty dat, od začátku migrovaného souboru, které jsou uloženy v odpovídajícím souboru typu stub na lokálním systému
souborů. Množství vedoucích dat, která jsou uložena v souboru typu stub, závisí na velikosti stubu, která je uvedena.
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library (knihovna)

1. Úložiště pro dokumentovatelná média se záznamem, jako jsou například magnetické disky a magnetické pásky.
2. Kolekce jedné nebo více jednotek či automatických zařízení (v závislosti na typu knihovny), které lze použít k přístupu

k paměťovým diskům.

library client (klient knihovny)
Server, který používá komunikaci server-to-server pro přístup ke knihovně, která je spravována jiným serverem správy
úložišť. Viz také správce knihovny.

library manager (správce knihovny)
Server, který řídí operace se zařízeními, když více serverů správy úložišť sdílí úložné zařízení. Viz také klient knihovny.

local (lokální)

1. Týkající se zařízení, souboru nebo systému, ke kterému se přistupuje ze systému uživatele bez použití komunikační
linky.

2. Pro produkty hierarchické správy úložiště, týkající se cíle migrovaných souborů, které se přesouvají. Viz také
vzdálený.

local area network (LAN, lokální síť)
Síť, která připojuje několik zařízení v omezené oblasti (jako je jediná budova nebo kampus) a která může být připojena k
větší síti.

local shadow volume (místní stínový svazek)
Data, která jsou uložena na stínových svazcích, lokalizovaných do subsystémů diskových úložišť.

LOFS
Viz virtuální systém souborů se zpětnou smyčkou.

logical file (logický soubor)
Soubor, který je umístěn na jednom nebo více fondech úložišť, buď samostatně, nebo jako část agregace. Viz také
agregovat, fyzický soubor, místo obsazené fyzickými soubory.

logical occupancy (místo obsazené logickými soubory)
Prostor, který je používán logickými soubory ve fondu úložišť. Tento prostor nezahrnuje nevyužitý prostor vytvořený při
odstranění logických souborů z agregovaných souborů, takže může být menší než fyzicky obsazené místo. Viz také místo
obsazené fyzickými soubory.

logical unit number (LUN, číslo logické jednotky)
V rámci standardu SCSI (Small Computer System Interface) je to jedinečný identifikátor použitý k rozlišení zařízení, z nichž
každé je logickou jednotkou (LU).

logical volume (logický svazek)
Část fyzického svazku, která obsahuje systém souborů.

logical volume backup (zálohování logického disku)
Záloha systému souborů nebo logického svazku ve formě jediného objektu.

Logical Volume Snapshot Agent (LVSA, agent LVSA)
Software, který se umí chovat jako poskytovatel snímku pro vytvoření snímku logické hodnoty během zálohování obrazu
online.

loopback virtual file system (LOFS, virtuální systém souborů se zpětnou smyčkou)
Systém souborů, který je vytvořen připojením adresáře přes jiný lokální adresář, také známý jako připojení-přes-připojení
(mount-over-mount). Systém LOFS může být také generován pomocí automatického připojování.

LUN
Viz číslo logické jednotky.

LVSA
Viz agent Logical Volume Snapshot Agent.

M

macro file (soubor makro)
Soubor, který obsahuje jeden nebo více administrativních příkazů produktu IBM Spectrum Protect, které lze spustit pouze z
administrativního klienta pomocí příkazu MACRO. Viz také příkazový skript produktu IBM Spectrum Protect.

mailbox restore (obnova poštovní schránky)
Funkce, která obnovuje data serveru Microsoft Exchange Server (ze záloh produktu IBM Data Protection for Microsoft
Exchange) na úrovni poštovní schránky nebo úrovně položek poštovní schránky.

managed object (spravovaný objekt)
Definice v databázi spravovaného serveru, který byl distribuován na spravovaný server správcem konfigurace. Když se
spravovaný server přihlásí k odběru profilu, všechny objekty, které jsou přidružené k tomuto profilu, budou spravované
objekty v databázi ze spravovaného serveru.

managed server (spravovaný server)
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Server, který přijme informaci o konfiguraci od správce konfigurace pomocí odběru jednoho nebo více profilů. Informace o
konfiguraci mohou zahrnovat objekty, jako je zásada a plány. Viz také správce konfigurace, podniková konfigurace, profil,
odběr.

management class (třída správy)
Objekt zásady, který mohou uživatelé svázat s každým souborem, chtějí-li uvést, jak server tento soubor spravuje. Třída
správy může také obsahovat záložní skupinu kopií, archivní skupinu kopií a atributy pro správu prostoru. Viz také vázat,
skupina kopií, klient hierarchické správy úložiště, sada zásad, znovu svázat.

maximum transmission unit (MTU, maximální přenosová jednotka)
Největší blok, který lze odeslat v jednom rámci na daném fyzickém médiu. Například maximální přenosová jednotka pro
Ethernet je 1500 bajtů.

MB
Viz megabajt.

media server (server médií)
V prostředí z/OS program, který poskytuje přístup k diskovým a páskovým úložištím z/OS pro servery IBM Spectrum
Protect, které běží na operačních systémech jiných, než je z/OS.

megabyte (MB, megabajt)
Jednotka velikosti paměti procesoru, reálné a virtuální paměti nebo kapacity kanálu, která má hodnotu 2 na 20 neboli 1
048 576 bajtů. V případě kapacity diskového úložiště a komunikačního svazku je to 1 000 000 bajtů.

metadata
Data popisující charakteristiku dat. Popisná data.

migrate (migrovat)
Chcete-li přesunout data do jiného umístění nebo aplikaci do jiného počítačového systému.

migrated file (migrovaný soubor)
Soubor, který byl zkopírován z lokálního systému souborů do úložiště. Pro klienty HSM na systémech UNIX nebo Linux je
soubor nahrazen souborem stub v lokálním systému souborů. V systémech Windows je vytvoření souboru stub volitelné. Viz
také stav souboru, předmigrovaný soubor, rezidentní soubor, soubor stub.

migration (migrace)
Proces přesunu dat z jednoho počítačového systému do jiného systému nebo aplikace do jiného počítačového systému.

migration job (úloha migrace)
Specifikace souborů pro migraci a akce, které se provedou na původních souborech po migraci. Viz také soubor úlohy,
migrace na základě prahové hodnoty.

migration threshold (práh migrace)
Vysoké a nízké kapacity pro fondy úložišť nebo systémy souborů, vyjádřené v procentech, kdy se migrace nastaví ke
spuštění a zastavení.

mirroring (zrcadlení)
Proces zápisu stejných dat na více disků ve stejnou dobu. Zrcadlení dat data chrání před ztrátou v databázi nebo v protokolu
zotavení.

mode (režim)
Atribut skupiny kopií, které uvádí, zda zálohovat soubor, který nebyl upraven od poslední zálohy. Viz také absolutní režim,
změněný režim.

modified mode (změněný režim)
Ve správě úložiště je režim skupiny záložních kopí, který uvádí, že soubor nebo adresář je zvažován k přírůstkovému
zálohování jen tehdy, když se od poslední zálohy změnil. Soubor nebo adresář je považován za změněný, pokud se změní
datum, velikost, vlastník nebo oprávnění. Viz také absolutní režim, režim.

mount limit (limit připojení)
Maximální počet svazků, na které je možné současně přistoupit ze stejné třídy zařízení. Limit připojení určuje maximální
počet bodů připojení. Viz také bod připojení.

mount point (bod připojení)
Logická jednotka, jejímž prostřednictvím lze přistupovat ke svazkům ve třídě zařízení se sekvenčním přístupem. V případě
typů zařízení s vyjímatelnými médii, jako jsou například kazety, je bodem připojení logická jednotka přidružená k fyzické
jednotce. V případě typů souborových zařízení je bodem připojení logická jednotka přidružená k proudu I/O. Viz také limit
připojení.

mount retention period (období uchování připojení)
Maximální počet minut, jak dlouho server uchová připojený svazek médií se sekvenčním přístupem, který se nepoužívá, než
jej odpojí.

mount wait period (období čekání na připojení)
Maximální počet minut, jak dlouho server čeká na splnění požadavku na připojení svazku se sekvenčním přístupem, než
tento požadavek zruší.

MTU
Viz maximální přenosová jednotka.

N
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Nagle algorithm (algoritmus Nagle)
Algoritmus, který snižuje zahlcení sítě TCP/IP kombinací menších paketů a jejich společným odesíláním.

named pipe (pojmenované propojení procesů)
Typ komunikace mezi procesy, který dovoluje, aby datové toky zpráv přecházely mezi procesy, jako např. mezi klientem a
serverem.

NAS file server (souborový server NAS)
Viz souborový server úložiště NAS.

NAS file server node (uzel souborového serveru NAS)
Viz uzel úložiště NAS.

NAS node (uzel úložiště NAS)
Uzel klienta, který je souborový server úložiště NAS. Data pro uzel úložiště NAS jsou převedena souborovým serverem NAS,
který je řízen protokolem NDMP. Uzel NAS se také nazývá uzel souborového serveru NAS.

native file system (nativní systém souborů)
Systém souborů, který je lokálně přidán na souborový server a není přidán pro správu prostoru. Klient hierarchického
správce datových úložišť (HSM) neposkytuje služby správy prostoru pro systému souborů.

native format (nativní formát)
Formát dat, který je serverem zapsán přímo do fondu úložišť. Viz také datový formát, který není nativní.

NDMP
Viz protokol správy síťových dat.

NetBIOS (Network Basic Input/Output System)(protokol NetBIOS)
Standardní rozhraní do sítí a osobních počítačů, které se používá na lokální sítě, chcete-li poskytnout zprávu, tiskový server
a funkce souborového serveru. Aplikační programy, které používají protokol NetBIOS, nemusí zacházet s podrobnostmi
protokolů DLC sítě LAN.

network-attached storage file server (NAS file server) (souborový server NAS)
Vyhrazené úložné zařízení s operačním systémem, který je optimalizovaný pro funkce obsluhy souborů. Souborový server
úložiště NAS může mít charakteristiku uzlu i modulu pro přesouvání dat .

Network Basic Input/Output System (protokol NetBIOS)
Viz NetBIOS.

Network Data Management Protocol (NDMP, protokol NDMP)
Protokol, který umožňuje aplikaci pro správu síťového úložiště řídit zálohování a obnovu souborového serveru vyhovujícího
protokolu NDMP, bez instalace softwaru získaného přes dodavatele na tomto souborovém serveru.

network data-transfer rate (rychlost přenosu síťových dat)
Rychlost, která je počítána dělením celkového počtu přenesených bajtů časem přenosu dat. Například tato rychlost může
být čas, který uplyne při přenosu dat po síti.

node (uzel)
Souborový server nebo pracovní stanice, na kterých byl nainstalován program klienta pro zálohování a archivaci, a který byl
zaregistrován na serveru.

node name (název uzlu)
Jedinečný název, který se používá k identifikaci pracovní stanice, souborového serveru nebo počítače pro server.

node privilege class (třída oprávnění uzlu)
Třída oprávnění, která poskytuje administrátorovi oprávnění vzdáleně přistupovat ke klientům pro zálohování a archivaci pro
specifický uzel klienta nebo pro všechny klienty v doméně zásad. Viz také třída oprávnění.

non-native data format (datový formát, který není nativní)
Formát dat, který je zapsán do fondu úložišť, který se liší od formátu používaného serverem pro operace. Viz také nativní
formát.

O

offline volume backup (záloha svazku offline)
Záloha, ve které je svazek uzamčen, takže k němu nemohou žádné další systémové aplikace přistupovat během operace
zálohování.

online volume backup (záloha svazku online)
Záloha, ve které je svazek k dispozici ostatním systémovým aplikacím během operace zálohování.

open registration (otevřená registrace)
Proces registrace, ve kterém mohou uživatelé zaregistrovat své pracovní stanice jako uzly klienta se servery. Viz také
uzavřená registrace.

operator privilege class (třída oprávnění operátora)
Třída oprávnění, která poskytuje administrátorovi oprávnění zakázat nebo zastavit server, povolit server, zrušit procesy
serveru a spravovat vyjímatelná média. Viz také třída oprávnění.

options file (soubor voleb)
Soubor, který obsahuje volby zpracování. Viz také soubor voleb klientského systému, soubor uživatelských voleb klienta.
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originating file system (původní systém souborů)
Systém souborů, ze kterého byl migrován soubor. Když je soubor vyvolán, je navrácen do svého původního systému
souborů.

orphaned stub file (osiřelý soubor stub)
Soubor, pro který nelze najít žádný migrovaný soubor na serveru, který uzel klienta kontaktuje pro služby na správu
prostoru. Například soubor stub může být osiřelý, pokud je soubor voleb systému klienta upraven tak, aby kontaktoval
server, který se liší od toho, na který byl soubor migrován.

P

packet (paket)
V rámci datové komunikace se jedná o sekvenci binárních čísel (včetně dat a řídicích signálů), které jsou přenášeny a
přepínány jako celek.

page (stránka)
Definovaná jednotka prostoru na úložném médiu nebo v rámci svazku databáze.

partial-file recall mode (režim opětovného vyvolání částečného souboru)
Režim opětovného vyvolání, který způsobí, že funkce hierarchické správy (HSM) načte jen část migrovaného souboru z
úložiště, jak vyžádala aplikace, která přistupuje k souboru.

password generation (generování hesla)
Proces, který vytvoří a uloží nové heslo v souboru zašifrovaného hesla, když starému heslu vyprší platnost. Automatické
generování hesla zabraňuje výzvám hesla.

path (cesta)
Objekt, který definuje relaci jedna ku jedné mezi zdrojem a cílem. Pomocí cesty zdroj získá přístup k cíli. Data mohou téci ze
zdroje do cíle a zpět. Příklad zdroje je modul pro přesouvání dat (jako je souborový server úložiště NAS) a příkladem cíle je
pásková jednotka.

pattern-matching character (znaky vyhovující vzoru)
Viz zástupný znak.

physical file (fyzický soubor)
Soubor, který je uložen v jednom nebo více fondech úložišť, sestává buď z jednoho logického souboru, nebo skupiny
logických souborů, které jsou sbaleny dohromady jako agregace. Viz také agregovat, logický soubor, místo obsazené
fyzickými soubory.

physical occupancy (fyzické obsazené místo)
Množství prostoru, který je využit fyzickými soubory ve fondu úložišť. Tento prostor zahrnuje nevyužitý prostor, který se
vytvoří při odstranění logických souborů z agregací. Viz také logický soubor, místo obsazené logickými soubory, fyzický
soubor.

plug-in (modul plug-in)
Samostatně instalovatelný modul softwaru, který přidává funkce do existujícího programu, aplikace nebo rozhraní.

policy domain (doména zásad)
Seskupení uživatelů zásad s jednou nebo více sadami zásad, které spravují data nebo úložné prostředky pro uživatele.
Uživatelé jsou uzly klienta, které jsou přidruženy k doméně zásad. Viz také aktivní sada zásad, doména.

policy privilege class (třída oprávnění zásad)
Třída oprávnění, která poskytne administrátorovi oprávnění spravovat objekty zásad, registrovat uzly klienta a naplánovat
operace klienta pro uzly klienta. Oprávnění může být omezeno na určité domény zásad. Viz také třída oprávnění.

policy set (sada zásad)
Skupina zásad v doméně zásad. Pravidla specifikují, jak jsou data nebo úložné prostředky automaticky spravovány pro uzly
klienta v doméně zásad. Pravidla mohou být obsažena ve třídách správy. Viz také aktivní sada zásad, třída správy.

postprocess data deduplication (zabránění duplikaci dat po zpracování)
Metoda snížení potřeb úložiště eliminováním nadbytečných dat. Data se nejprve zapíší do fondu úložišť, identifikují se
duplicitní data a pak se uvolní prostor ve fondu úložišť. Viz také zabránění duplikaci dat, inline zabránění duplikaci dat.

premigrated file (předmigrovaný soubor)
Soubor, který byl zkopírován do úložiště serveru, ale nebyl nahrazen souborem stub na lokálním systému souborů.
Identická kopie souboru se nachází jak na lokálním systému souborů, tak i v úložišti. Předmigrované soubory se vyskytují v
systémech souborů UNIX a Linux, kterým byla přidána správa prostoru. Viz také stav souboru, migrovaný soubor, rezidentní
soubor.

premigrated files database (databáze předmigrovaných souborů)
Databáze, která obsahuje informace o každém souboru, který byl předmigrován do úložiště serveru.

premigration (předběžná migrace)
Proces kopírování souborů, které jsou vhodné pro migraci, do úložiště serveru, přičemž původní soubor se ponechá
neporušený na lokálním systému souborů.

premigration percentage (procentní část předběžné migrace)
Nastavení správy prostoru, která řídí, zda budou další vhodní kandidáti v systému souborů předmigrováni podle prahové
hodnoty nebo na základě požadavku.
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primary site (primární server)
Fyzický nebo virtuální server, který je tvořen hardwarem, sítí a úložnými prostředky. Operace výroby obvykle běží na
primárním serveru. Data lze replikovat na sekundární server kvůli zotavení z havárie a operacím překonání selhání. Viz také
sekundární server.

primary storage pool (primární fond úložišť)
Pojmenovaná sada svazků nebo kontejnerů, kterou server používá k ukládání záložních verzí souborů, archivních kopií
soubor a soubory migrovaných z uzlů klientů. Viz také fond úložišť kopie, úložiště serveru, fond úložišť, svazek fondu úložišť.

privilege class (třída oprávnění)
Úroveň oprávnění, která je udělena administrátorovi. Třída oprávnění určuje, které administrativní úlohy může administrátor
provádět. Viz také autorita, třída oprávnění uzlu, třída oprávnění operátora, třída oprávnění zásad, třída oprávnění úložišť,
systémová třída oprávnění.

profile (profil)
Pojmenovaná skupina informací o konfiguraci, které lze distribuovat ze správce konfigurace při přihlášení k odběru
spravovaného serveru. Informace o konfiguraci může zahrnovat ID registrovaných administrátorů, zásady, plány klienta,
sady voleb klienta, administrativní plány, skripty příkazů správce úložiště, definice serveru a definice skupiny serveru. Viz
také správce konfigurace, podniková konfigurace, spravovaný server.

profile association (přidružení profilu)
Na správci konfigurace je to definovaná relace mezi profilem a objektem, jako je doména zásad. Přidružení profilu definuje
informace o konfiguraci distribuované spravovanému serveru, když se přihlásí k odběru profilu.

protected site (chráněný server)
Viz primární server.

Q

quota (kvóta)

1. Pro úložný systém HSM na systémech AIX, UNIX nebo Linux je limit (v megabajtech) na množství dat, které lze
migrovat a předmigrovat ze systémového souboru na úložiště serveru.

2. Pro úložný systém HSM na systémech Windows je uživatelsky definovaný limit na prostor, který je obsazen
vyvolanými soubory.

R

randomization (randomizace)
Proces distribuce časů zahájení plánování pro různé klienty v rámci uvedené procentní části spouštěného okna plánu.

raw logical volume (prvotní logický svazek)
Část fyzického svazku, který je tvořen nealokovanými bloky a nemá definici žurnálového systému souborů (JFS). Logický
svazek je přístupný pro čtení/zápis jen prostřednictvím funkcí I/O na nízké úrovni.

rebind (znovu svázat)
Chcete-li přidružit všechny zálohové verze souboru s novým názvem třídy správy. Například soubor, který má aktivní záložní
verzi je znovu svázán, když je novější verze souboru zálohována s odlišným přidružením třídy správy. Viz také vázat, třída
správy.

recall (vyvolat)
Kopírovat migrovaný soubor z úložiště serveru zpět do svého původního systému souborů pomocí klienta správy prostoru.
Viz také výběrové obnovení.

receiver (přijímač)
Úložiště serveru, které obsahuje protokol serveru a zprávy klienta jako události. Přijímač může být soubor výstupů,
uživatelská procedura nebo protokol aktivit a konzoly serveru. Viz také událost.

reclamation (uvolnění)
Proces posílení zbývajících dat z mnoha svazků se sekvenčním přístupem na méně nových svazků se sekvenčním
přístupem.

reclamation threshold (prahová hodnota pro uvolnění)
Procentní část prostoru, kterou musí svazek médií se sekvenčním přístupem mít, než může server uvolnit svazek. Prostor se
stane uvolnitelným, když souborům skončí platnost nebo jsou odstraněny.

reconciliation (sladění)
Proces zajištění konzistence mezi původními datovým úložištěm a větším systémem, kde jsou data uložená jako záloha.
Příklady větších systémů, na kterých jsou data uložená jako záloha, jsou servery úložišť nebo jiné úložné systémy. Během
procesu srovnávání se odeberou data identifikovaná jako nepotřebná.

recovery log (protokol pro zotavení)
Protokol aktualizací, které budou zapsány do databáze. Protokol může být použit k obnovení ze selhání systému a medií.
Protokol pro zotavení se skládá z aktivního protokolu (včetně funkce zrcadlení protokolu) a archivních protokolů.

recovery site (server obnovy)
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Viz sekundární server.
register (registrovat)

Definovat uzel klienta nebo ID administrátora, kteří mají přístup na server.
registry (registr)

Úložiště, které obsahuje informace o přístupech a konfiguraci pro uživatele, systémy a software.
remote (vzdálený)

Pro produkty hierarchické správy úložiště, týkající se původu migrovaných souborů, které se přesouvají. Viz také lokální.
resident file (rezidentní soubor)

Na systému Windows je to úplný soubor na lokálním systému souborů, který může být také migrovaným souborem, protože
migrovaná kopie může existovat v úložišti serveru. Na systému UNIX nebo Linux je to úplný soubor na lokálním systému
souborů, který nebyl migrován nebo předmigrován, nebo který byl vyvolán ze serveru a upraven.

restore (obnovit)
Kopírovat informace z lokality jejího umístění do lokality aktivního úložiště pro použití. Například kopírovat informace z
úložiště serveru do pracovní stanice klienta.

retention (uchování)
Množství času, ve dnech, jak dlouho jsou neaktivní zálohované nebo archivované soubory uchovány ve fondu úložišť, než
jsou odstraněny. Atributy skupiny kopií a doby odkladu výchozího uchování pro uchování definování domény.

retrieve (načíst)
Kopírovat archivované informace z fondu úložišť do pracovní stanice pro použití. Operace načtení neovlivní verzi archivu ve
fondu úložišť. Viz také archivace.

root user (uživatel root)
Uživatel systému, který funguje bez omezení. Uživatel root má speciální práva a oprávnění potřebná k provádění
administrativních úloh.

S

SAN
Viz síť SAN.

schedule (plán)
Záznam v databázi, která popisuje operace klienta nebo administrativní příkazy, které se mají zpracovat. Viz také plán
administrativních příkazů, plán klienta.

scheduling mode (režim plánování)
Typ operace plánování pro uzel serveru a klienta, který podporuje dva režimy plánování: vzorkování klienta a dotazování
serveru.

scratch volume (pracovní svazek)
Označený svazek, který je buď prázdný, nebo neobsahuje platná data, který není definován a který je k dispozici pro použití.
Viz také svazek.

script (skript)
Posloupnost příkazů, kombinovaných do souboru, které provedou konkrétní funkci při spuštění souboru. Skripty jsou
interpretovány při spuštění. Viz také příkazový skript produktu IBM Spectrum Protect.

secondary site (sekundární server)
Fyzický nebo virtuální server, který je tvořen hardwarem, sítí a úložnými prostředky, jež podporují potřeby na zotavení
primárního serveru. Když dojde k selhání na primárním serveru, operace mohou pokračovat na sekundárním serveru. Viz
také primární server.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
Zabezpečený protokol, který poskytuje důvěrnost komunikace. S protokolem SSL mohou aplikace klient/server bezpečně
komunikovat, což zabraňuje odposlouchávání, manipulaci a padělání zprávy.

selective backup (výběrová záloha)
Proces zálohování jistých souborů nebo adresářů z domén klienta. Soubory, které jsou zálohovány, jsou ty, které nejsou
vyloučeny ze seznamu zahrnout-vyloučit. Soubory musí splňovat požadavky na serializaci v záložní skupině kopií třídy
správy, která je přiřazena ke každému souboru. Viz také přírůstkové zálohování.

selective migration (výběrová migrace)
Proces kopírování souborů zvolených uživatelem z lokálního systému souborů do úložiště serveru a nahrazení souborů
soubory stub na lokálním systému souborů. Viz také migrace na základě žádosti, migrace na základě prahové hodnoty.

selective recall (výběrové obnovení)
Proces kopírování souborů vybraných uživateli z úložiště serveru do lokálního systému souborů. Viz také vyvolání,
transparentní vyvolání.

serialization (serializace)
Proces zacházení se soubory, které jsou upraveny během procesu zálohování nebo archivace. Viz také sdílená dynamická
serializace, sdílená statická serializace, statická serializace.

server
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Softwarový program nebo počítač, který poskytuje služby jiným softwarovým programům nebo jiným počítačům. Viz také
klient.

server options file (soubor voleb serveru)
Soubor, který obsahuje nastavení, které ovládá různé operace serveru. Tato nastavení ovlivní takové věci, jako jsou
komunikace, zařízení a výkon.

server-prompted scheduling mode (režim plánování s výzvami na straně serveru)
Komunikační technika klient/server, kde server kontaktuje uzel klienta, když je třeba provést úlohy. Viz také režim plánování
pomocí systému výzev pro klienta.

server storage (úložiště serveru)
Primární, fondy úložišť kopií a fondy úložišť aktivních dat, které používá server k uložení uživatelských souborů, jako jsou
zálohované verze, archivní kopie a soubory migrované z uzlů klienta hierarchické správy úložiště (soubory spravované
prostorem). Viz také fond aktivních dat, fond úložišť kontejnerů, fond úložišť kopie, primární fond úložišť, svazek fondu
úložišť, svazek.

session (relace)
Logické nebo virtuální připojení mezi dvěma stanicemi, softwarovými programy nebo zařízeními v síti, které umožňuje
dvěma prvkům komunikovat a vyměňovat si data po dobu trvání relace. Viz také administrativní relace.

session resource usage (použití prostředku relace)
Délka čekací doby, času procesoru a prostor použitý nebo načtený během relace klienta.

shadow copy (stínová kopie)
Snímek svazku. Snímek lze pořídit, zatímco aplikace na systému pokračují v zápisu dat do svazků.

shadow volume (stínový svazek)
Data uložená ze snímku svazku. Snímek lze pořídit, zatímco aplikace na systému pokračují v zápisu dat do svazků.

shared dynamic serialization (sdílená dynamická serializace)
Hodnota pro serializaci, který uvádí, že soubor nesmí být zálohován nebo archivován, pokud se během operace opravuje.
Klient pro zálohování a archivaci zopakuje pokus o operaci zálohování nebo archivování několikrát; pokud se během
každého pokusu soubor upravuje, klient pro zálohování a archivaci zazálohuje nebo archivuje soubor při posledním pokusu.
Viz také dynamická serializace, serializace, sdílená statická serializace, statická serializace.

shared library (sdílená knihovna)
Zařízení knihovny, které se používá několika servery správců datových úložišť.

shared static serialization (sdílená statická serializace)
Hodnota serializace skupiny kopií, která uvádí, že soubor se nesmí během operace zálohování nebo archivace upravovat.
Klient se několikrát pokusí zopakovat operaci. Pokud se bude soubor stále používat během každého pokusu, nebude
zálohován nebo archivován. Viz také dynamická serializace, serializace, sdílená dynamická serializace, statická serializace.

snapshot (snímek)
Typ zálohování obrázku, který se skládá ze zobrazení svazku v určitém okamžiku.

space-managed file (soubor spravovaný prostorem)
Soubor, který je migrován z uzlu klienta klientem hierarchické správy úložiště. Klient hierarchické správy úložiště vyvolá
soubor do uzlu klienta na vyžádání.

space management (správa prostoru)
Viz hierarchická správa úložiště.

space monitor daemon (démon monitorování prostoru)
Démon, který kontroluje využití prostoru na všech systémech souborů, pro které je správa prostoru aktivní, a automaticky
spustí migraci na základě prahové hodnoty, když se využití prostoru na systému souborů rovná nebo překročí horní
prahovou hodnotu.

sparse file (řídký soubor)
Soubor, který je vytvořen s délkou větší než data, která obsahuje, ponechá prázdné mezery pro budoucí dodání dat.

special file (speciální soubor)
Na systémech AIX, UNIX nebo Linux je to soubor, který definuje zařízení pro systém nebo dočasné soubory vytvořené
procesy. Existují tři základní typy speciálních souborů: first-in, first-out (FIFO); blok; a znak.

SSL
Viz zabezpečení SSL.

stabilized file space (stabilizovaný souborový prostor)
Souborový prostor, který existuje na serveru, ale ne na klientovi.

stanza (sekce)
Skupina řádků v souboru, které mají společnou funkci nebo definují část systému. Sekce jsou obvykle odděleny prázdnými
řádky nebo dvojtečkami a každá sekce má svůj název.

startup window (spouštěcí okno)
Časové období, během kterého musí být zahájeno plánování.

static serialization (statická serializace)
Hodnota serializace skupiny kopií, která uvádí, že soubor se nesmí během operace zálohování nebo archivace upravovat.
Pokud je soubor používán při prvním pokusu, klient pro zálohování a archivaci nemůže zálohovat nebo archivovat soubor.
Viz také dynamická serializace, serializace, sdílená dynamická serializace, sdílená statická serializace.
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storage agent (agent úložiště)
Program, který povolí zálohy a obnovení dat klienta přímo do a z úložiště připojeného k síti SAN.

storage area network (SAN, síť SAN)
Vyhrazená paměťová síť uzpůsobená specifickému prostředí, zahrnující servery, systémy, paměťové produkty, produkty
výstavby sítí, software a služby.

storage hierarchy (hierarchie úložišť)
Logické pořadí primárního fondu úložišť definované administrátorem. Pořadí je obvykle založeno na rychlosti a kapacitě
zařízení, která fondy úložišť používají. Hierarchie úložišť je definována pomocí identifikace dalšího fondu úložišť v definici
fondu úložišť. Viz také fond úložišť.

storage pool (fond úložišť)
Sada svazků úložišť nebo kontejnerů, která je místem určení používaným k ukládání dat klienta. Viz také fond aktivních dat,
fond úložišť kontejnerů v cloudu, fond úložišť kopie, fond úložišť kontejnerů v adresáři, primární fond úložišť, hierarchie
úložišť.

storage pool volume (svazek fondu úložišť)
Svazek, který byl přiřazen k fondu úložišť. Viz také fond aktivních dat, fond úložišť kopie, primární fond úložišť, úložiště
serveru, svazek.

storage privilege class (třída oprávnění k úložišti)
Třída oprávnění, která poskytne administrátorovi oprávnění k řízení toho, jak jsou úložné prostředky pro server přidělené a
využité, jako je monitorování databáze, protokol pro zotavení a úložiště serveru. Viz také třída oprávnění.

stub
Zkratka na soubor produktu systému souborů Windows, který je generován klientem hierarchické správy úložišť (HSM) pro
migrovaný soubor, který umožní transparentní přístup uživatele. Soubor stub je znázornění řídkého souboru migrovaného
souboru s přidruženým bodem rozboru.

stub file (soubor stub)
Soubor, který nahradí původní soubor na lokálním systému souborů, když je soubor migrován do úložiště. Soubor stub
obsahuje informace, které jsou nutné k vyvolání migrovaného souboru z úložiště serveru. Také obsahuje další informace,
které lze použít k eliminaci potřeby vyvolat migrovaný soubor. Viz také migrovaný soubor, rezidentní soubor.

stub file size (velikost souboru stub)
Velikost souboru, který nahradí původní soubor na lokálním systému souborů, když je soubor migrován do úložiště serveru.
Velikost, která je uvedena pro soubory stub, určuje, kolik vedoucích dat lze uložit do souboru stub. Předvolba pro velikost
souboru stub je velikost bloku definovaného pro systém souboru minus 1 bajt.

subscription (odběr)
V úložném prostředí je to proces identifikování odběratelů, jimž jsou profily distribuovány. Viz také podniková konfigurace,
spravovaný server.

system privilege class (systémová třída oprávnění)
Třída oprávnění, která poskytne administrátorovi oprávnění vydávat všechny příkazy serveru. Viz také třída oprávnění.

T

tape library (pásková knihovna)
Sada vybavení a zařízení, která podporují prostředí instalační pásky. Pásková knihovna může zahrnovat stojany páskových
úložišť, mechanismy pro automatické připojení pásky, sadu páskových jednotek a sadu souvisejících pásek připojených k
těmto jednotkám.

tape volume prefix (předpona páskového nosiče)
Kvalifikátor vyšší úrovně názvu souboru nebo název datové sady ve standardní jmenovce pásky.

target node (cílový uzel)
Uzel klienta, pro který ostatní uzly klienta (nazývané uzly agenta) obdržely oprávnění zástupce. Oprávnění zástupce
umožňuje uzlům agenta provádět operace jako zálohování a obnovu jménem cílového uzlu, který vlastní data.

TCA
Viz důvěryhodný agent komunikace.

TCP/IP
Viz protokol TCP.

threshold migration (migrace na základě prahové hodnoty)
Proces přesunutí souborů z lokálního systému souborů do úložiště serveru na základě horních a dolních prahových hodnot,
které jsou definovány pro systém souborů. Viz také automatická migrace, migrace na základě žádosti, úloha migrace,
výběrová migrace.

throughput (propustnost)
Ve správě úložišť celkový počet bajtů v pracovní zátěži, s vyloučením režie, které jsou zálohovány nebo obnoveny, vydělené
uplynulým časem.

timeout (časový limit)
Časový interval, který je přidělen pro výskyt události nebo dokončení před přerušením operace.

tombstone object (pozůstalý objekt)
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Malá část atributů odstraněného objektu. Pozůstalý objekt je uchován po určené časové období a na konci tohoto období je
trvale odstraněn.

TCP (řídicí protokol přenosu)/IP (internetový protokol)
Odvětvový standard, sada komunikačních protokolů, která není vlastnická, poskytující spolehlivé komplexní připojení mezi
aplikacemi v propojených sítích různých typů. Viz také komunikační metoda.

transparent recall (transparentní vyvolání)
Proces, který se používá k automatickému vyvolání migrovaného souboru do pracovní stanice nebo souborového serveru při
přístupu do souboru. Viz také výběrové obnovení.

trusted communications agent (TCA, důvěryhodný komunikační agent)
Program, který obsluhuje protokol s heslem pro přihlášení, když klienti použijí generování hesla.

U

UCS-2
2bajtové (16bitové) schéma kódování založené na specifikaci ISO/IEC 10646-1. UCS-2 definuje tři úrovně implementace:
úroveň 1-kombinování kódovaných prvků není povoleno; úroveň 2-kombinování kódovaných prvků je povoleno jen pro
thajštinu, indické jazyky, hebrejštinu a arabštinu; úroveň 3-je povolena jakákoli kombinace kódovaných prvků.

UNC
Viz Universal Naming Convention.

Unicode
Standard kódování znaků, který podporuje výměnu, zpracování a zobrazení textu napsaného v hlavních světových jazycích a
mnoha vybraných klasických a historických textů.

Unicode-enabled file space (souborový prostor používající Unicode)
Souborový prostor s názvem, který odpovídá standardu Unicode a je kompatibilní s libovolným národním prostředím na
vícejazyčných pracovních stanicích.

Universally Unique Identifier (UUID, identifikátor UUID)
128bitový numerický identifikátor, používaný k zajištění, aby dvě komponenty neměly stejný identifikátor. Viz také
identifikátor GUID.

Universal Naming Convention (UNC)
Kombinovaný název serveru a název sítě. Tyto názvy dohromady identifikují prostředek na doméně.

UTF-8
8bitový formát kódování Unicode (Unicode Transformation Format), který je navržen pro snazší práci ve stávajících
systémech využívajících kódování ASCII. Hodnota CCSID pro data ve formátu UTF-8 je 1208.

UUID
Viz identifikátor UUID.

V

validate (ověřit)
Zkontrolovat sadu zásad pro podmínky, které mohou způsobit problémy, pokud se tato sada stane aktivní. Například proces
ověření platnosti zkontroluje, zda sada zásad obsahuje výchozí třídu správy.

version (verze)
Záložní kopie souboru uložená v úložišti serveru. Nejnovější záložní kopie souboru je aktivní verze. Dřívější kopie stejného
souboru jsou neaktivní verze. Počet verzí uchovaných serverem je určen atributem skupiny kopií ve třídě správy.

virtual file space (virtuální souborový prostor
Znázornění adresáře na systému souborů úložiště NAS jako cesty do tohoto adresáře.

virtual mount point (virtuální bod připojení)
Větev adresáře systému souborů, která je definovaná jako virtuální systém souborů. Virtuální systém souborů se zálohuje
do vlastního souborového prostoru na serveru. Server zpracovává virtuální bod připojení jako samostatný systém souborů,
ale operační systém klienta nikoliv.

virtual volume (virtuální svazek)
Archivní soubor na cílovém serveru, který představuje svazek sekvenčního média do zdrojového serveru.

volume (svazek)
Samostatná jednotka úložiště na disku, pásce nebo jiném médiu pro záznam dat, které podporuje nějakou formu
identifikátoru a seznamu parametrů, jako například štítek svazku nebo řízení vstupu a výstupu. Viz také pracovní svazek,
úložiště serveru, fond úložišť, svazek fondu úložišť.

volume history file (soubor historie svazku)
Soubor, který obsahuje informace o svazcích, které byly použity serverem pro zálohování databáze a pro export
administrátora, uzlu, zásady nebo dat serveru. Soubor má také informace o svazcích fondu úložišť se sekvenčním
přístupem, které byly přidány, znovu používány nebo odstraněny. Informace je kopie informace o svazku, která je
zaznamenána v databázi serveru.

Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS, služba VSS)
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Sada rozhraní API produktu Microsoft, která se používají k vytvoření záloh stínových kopií svazků, přesných kopií souborů,
včetně všech otevřených souborů atd.

VSS
Viz služba VSS.

VSS Backup (zálohování VSS)
Operace zálohování, která používá technologii Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS). Záložní operace produkuje
snímek online (konzistentní kopii k určitému okamžiku). Tato kopie může být uložena na místních stínových svazcích nebo
na úložišti serveru.

VSS Fast Restore (rychlá obnova VSS)
Operace, která obnoví data z lokálního snímku. Snímek je zálohou VSS, která je uložena v místním stínovém svazku.
Operace obnovy načte data pomocí metody kopírování na úrovni souboru.

VSS Instant Restore (okamžitá obnova služby VSS)
Operace, která obnoví data z lokálního snímku. Snímek je zálohou VSS, která je uložena v místním stínovém svazku.
Operace obnovy načte data pomocí metody obnovy, u které asistuje hardware (např. operace FlashCopy).

VSS offloaded backup (odložené zálohování VSS)
Operace zálohování, která používá poskytovatele hardwaru služby VSS (Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service)
(instalovaný na alternativním systému) k přesunu dat na server. Tento typ operací zálohy posune objem zálohy z
produkčního systému na jiný systém.

VSS Restore (obnova VSS)
Funkce, která používá poskytovatele softwaru služby VSS (Microsoft Volume Shadow Copy Service k obnově snímků, které
jsou uloženy v úložišti serveru. Snímky byly vytvořeny zálohou VSS a obnoví se do původního umístění.

W

wildcard character (zástupný znak)
Speciální znak, jako je hvězdička (*) nebo otazník (?), které lze použít k zastoupení jednoho nebo více znaků. Jakýkoli znak
nebo sada znaků může nahradit zástupný znak.

workload partition (WPAR, oblast pracovní zátěže)
Oblast s jednou instancí operačního systému.

workstation (pracovní stanice)
Terminál nebo osobní počítač, na kterých může uživatel spustit aplikace a které jsou obvykle připojeny k sálovému počítači
nebo síti.

worldwide name (WWN) (vnější název)
64bitový identifikátor bez znaménka, který je jedinečný.

WPAR
Viz oblast zátěže.

WWN
Viz vnější název.
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